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^) ^ Lovely lashes demand her attention

but not a second for her tender gums

How often such neglect leads

to real dental tragedies . . •

give your gums the benefit

of ipana and Massage.

IET her labor over her lashes until she

^ is late for the show... let her spend

time and money on her favorite brands

of cosmetics and cold cream. But will

someone please tell her about her dull,

dingy smile—a smile that distorts a face

even as beautiful as hers?

Yet she could have—c<«» have—teeth
that sparkle with briUiant whiteness...

a smile both good-looking and lovely to

look at. But not until she knows the

meaning of that tinge of "pink" on her

tooth brush—knows it and does some-

thing about it!

Never Ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"

"Pink tooth brush" is a distress signal

"When you see it—see your dentist. Usu-

ally, however, it only means gums that

have grown tender because ofour mod-

ern soft foods—gums that need more

work—and, as your dentist wiU so often

advise, gums that need the stimulating

help of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.

For Ipana with massage is designed to

help benefit your gums as well as clean

your teeth. Rub a httle extra Ipana on

your gums every time you brush your

teeth. Those lazy gums quicken as new
circulation wakens in the tissues. The
gum walls themselves gain new health,

new firmness.

Play safe. Even before you see that

tinge of "pink," schedule yourself for

this modern dental health routine as

one sensible and effeaive way to help

the health of your teeth and gums. Yovu:

smile will be brighter, more attractive

and appealing—and safer!

agood tooth paste,

like a good dentist,

is never a luxury.

IPANA
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NO USE, MISS Sb^U^'/Al^,
No matter how hard you brush, your teeth won't really

sparkle unless you use the right tooth paste.

C4Ui4t4^S to

PEPSODENT
TOOTH PASTE

anttamma

IRIUM
The modem way to

remove film and win flashing

new luster on teeth

• Attention Scrab-Hards! A thrilling new
dental discovery now makes your brushing

thoroughly effective! \t steps up the cleaning

power of tooth paste—removes dingy film

and helps polish your teeth to a sparkling

luster you never thought possible!

IRIUM— the remarkable new ingredient

contained only in Pepsodent—fWi Scrub-

Hard disappointment. It ohsoletes the harsh

abrasion of older methods — provides a

smooth, gentle washing action that speedily
loosens clinging film and floats it away like

mapc. Now proper brushing gets results

—in teeth that shine with natural brilliance.

Completes the formula for beautiful teeth

If you would have beautiful teeth, remem-
ber that proper brushing is only half the

formula.The other halfis PepsodentTooth
Paste containing irium. This modern den-

tifiice responds instantly to your brush —
penetrates between teeth— cleans and pol-

ishes enamel surfaces in a way that shows

up old-feshioned methods.

Your teeth will stay bright and feel

clean much longer after tising Pepsodent

Tooth Paste containing iRiUM.Try it today

!

im^t^s ty PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE -

IT ALONE CONTAINS IRIUM
Jk

'

rm WW MRW vmOM

All Pepsodent now on sale
contains ikium.



WHAT'S
NEW?

By

TONY SEYMOUR

Above. Walter Win-
chell, whose first

movie, "Woke Up and
Live," carries his

feud with Bernie in-

to film immortality.

Will Fred MacMurray
remain on Hollywood
Hotel or not? Many
and conflicting are

the rumors. At left,

with Raymond Paige.

TUNE in on the NBC Red network any Sunday noon,

eastern standard time, and if you listen closely you'll

hear the rumble of an approaching revolution. A revo-

lution in radio, that is.

Only a couple of weeks ago NBC turned over a weekly

half hour to the Paramount studios in Hollywood, on a

sustaining, non-commercial basis. Paramount, with all its

vast entertainment resources to draw on, is filling that half

hour as it pleases. And from a sustaining show of this sort,

as I see it, it's only a step to sponsorhip.

•For some time, sponsors and picture studios have been

trying to get together. A few months ago it was Henry
Ford and M-G-M; a few weeks ago it was General Mills

and 20th Century- Fox. Warners, as reported elsewhere in

Radio Mirror, has a show all ready to sell to some bank-

roller. And now along comes Paramount and actually

breaks the ice by putting its whole studio on the air.

The whole business of studios entering radio in a body
indie.) tcs a complete right-about-face in their viewpoint. It

wasn L so long ago that the movie boys were sticking out

their tongues at radio, claiming that it hurt their stars at

the box office to be on the air so much. Perhaps, in his

modest way, Walter Winchell has had a good deal to do
with this reversal of opinion. (Continued on page 73)



JOSEPHINE: Poor Lizheth . . . she simply hasn't any men friends.

CAROLYN: It's the sam£ old trouble*'. . . she can't hold her friends

because she can't hold her breath.

*For halitosis (unpleasant breath), there's nothing like LiSTERDIE

VVhen is a Woman on the Shelf?

by SUSAN BROWN

Is
it when telltale rolls of fat

begin to appear in the wrong

places? Is it when ugly little lines

start running across a face that

might have launched a thousand

ships? Is it when the hair grows

grey and the muscles get flabby?

Sometimes "Yes," but not al-

ways. A woman may have all of

these faults but if her charm per-

sists she is welcome, often sought

after.

The thing that really puts so

many women on the shelf— so

many young women, mind you

—

is a trouble that often isn't sus-

pected at all. I speak of the con-

dition of the breath.

Why somany women, otherwise

fastidious, dare to assume their

breath is without reproach is quite

beyond me. Dozens ofmy friends

offend this way, then wonder why
they are out of the social swim.

Are you one of those forgotten

women? I trust not. After all, is

there any excuse for the breath

being anything but pleasant when
Listerine, the quick deodorant, is

probably sitting right on your

bathroom shelf, inviting regular

morning and night use?

BE POPULAR;

GET RID OF BAD

BREATH
The insidious thing about halitosis (unpleasant

breath) is that you yourself never know when you
have it. And even your best friends won't teU you.

Why risk this humiliating condition? Why guess

about the condition of your breath when you know
that Listerine Antiseptic, used morning and night,

halts fermentation, the major cause of breath odors

and quickly overcomes the odors themselves. No
fastidious person neglects this pleasant morning

and night precaution with Lis-

terine Antiseptic.

Lambert Phakmacal Co.

iS(. Louis, Mo.

LISTERINE
the quick
deodorant
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Above, Chester Lauck,

the Lum of Lum and Ab-
ner, Bob Burns, Don Am-
eche, and N orris Goff,

the other half of Lum.

Above, two of the Pack-

ard program's favorite
singers—Francia White
and Trudy Wood—caught
watching the broadcast.

Right, the tiny new star

who's won acclaim on The
First Nighter show this

winter, Barbara Luddy.
She's with Irvin S. Cobb.

SPORTS writers will tell you
there is nothing unusual in

a phoney fight, which is

exactly what this widely bally-

hooed war between moving pic-

ture exhibitors and radio spon-
sors over the use of guest stars

seems to be. TTie studios would
have you believe the exhibitors

are squawking because they
claim guest star appearances by
big picture people hurt the box
office. The real low-down as I

get it is that the studios them-
selves are inciting such com-
plaints because they want to

collar some of the important
money for themselves.

Within two months you will

see major film studios breaking

out in a rash of sponsored radio

programs emanating directly

from the movie lots. Warner
Brothers already has led the

way, by sending a celluloid "au-

dition" of Dick Powell in

Movieland to New York where
it was viewed by three prospec-

tive sponsors, including a ciga-

rette concern which came back



with a definite offer. The sample pro-

gram consisted of Powell as emcee, Leo

Forbstein's band, the Dudley Chambers

chorus of forty voices, and Edward G.

Robinson, Bette Davis and Humphrey

Bogart in a scene from "Kid Galahad."

* * *

ESPRIT DE VAUDE—When Block

and Sully came to Hollywood for a

guest spot, Jack Benny, Eddie Cantor

and Burns and Allen, all of whom used

to work in vaudeville with the veteran

team, pitched in and helped them pre-

pare material, constituting Hollywood's

highest priced battery of gag writers.

* * *

HOUSE FOR SALE— It is a fact

that Charlie Butterworth and the missus

have definitely separated. The house

Charlie is building in Holmby Hills

will be put up for sale when it is com-

pleted.
* * *

POINTS OF VIEW—The New York

gossip columnist who likes to talk

about himself tells friends movie work

is arduous and nerve wracking, but

Irvin S. Cobb, who ought to know, con-

tradicts with "I like to work in pictures

because, although it is a little hard on

the feet, it affords complete mental

relaxation."
* * *

WHAT'S MERE MONEY? — Al-

though he could make a lot more

money by staying in Hollywood, Joe

E. Brown loves baseball so much he's

going to stay in Chicago from April to

October to broadcast the ball games

locally for a breakfast food concern.

* * *

PREMON ITION— John Miltern,

veteran Hollywood character actor,

went to see "Rainbow on the River"

with his friend Basil Rathbone. Mil-

tern was so impressed by Bobby
Breen's singing he said to his friend:

"When I die I'd love to have that boy

sing my requiem." Three days later

Miltern was killed by a hit-and-run

motorist—and Rathbone got Bobby to

sing "Ave Maria" at the funeral!

* * *

WEDDING BELLS—Joy Hodges

will marry Don Barry, of RKO, as

soon as he finishes work on "The Wo-
man 1 Love." He's given her an engage-

ment gift of a pair of silver foxes.

There will be a job for a preacher

shortly too when Barbara Luddy and

Johii Gibson set out to live cheaper

than one. They have been shopping

for a San Fernando valley homesite.

HE'S OFF!—Joe Hernandez' work

in calling the races at Santa Anita over

a local station landed him a CBS net-

work job of broadcasting the 1 100,000

handicap, a well-deserved tribute to the

best race broadcaster your correspon-

dent has ever heard.

(Continued on page 95)
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HERE comes the bride...and an

adoring husband feasting his

eyes on her skin. Smooth, vel-

vety-soft... in spite of nippy

winds! Use Hinds Honey and
Almond Cream yourself for

bride-like skin. Now that it

contains Vitamin D, it's better

than ever—gives skin some of

the benefits of sunshine. Skin

feels so much softer!

'^
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SPRING PLANTING Stains, roughens

skin. Use Hinds to ease that

"tight" drawn feeling...change

chapping into smoothness fast.

With its Vitamin D, Hinds seems

to smooth even scaly places 'h^)^

F K.££ ! The first one-piece

dispenser, with every 50c size

CopyriKht. 1937. Leho & i-ink t'Toducta Corporatio

HINDS
HONEY AND ALMOND CREAM i Qf)/

Hinds— with Vitamin D
in it— does dry skin

a world of good

!

Now, more than ever. Hinds

Honey and Almond Cream
soothes and softens dry, chap-

ped, windburned skin. This

beloved hand lotion, long fa-

mous for the good it does, now
contains Vitamin D! This vita-

min is absorbed by your skin...

gives it some of the benefits of

sunshine. Use Hinds regularly

to fight cracked knuckles, chap-

ping, rough ' 'sandpaper hands
. '

'

Every creamy drop— with its

Vitamin D— does skin more
good than ever !$1, 50c, 25c, 10c.



COAST-TO-COAST HIGHLIGHTS

Richard Svihus and Ann Shel-

ley, above, who play Pinkie

and Joan in One Man's Family,

carol their Easter greetings

to this program's loyal fans.

Al Heifer, above, the 250-pound sports an^

nouncer at WLW, Cincinnati, is Floyd Gib
bons' closest rival in rapid-fire delivery

Indiana sports enthusiasts have learned to

put their faith in the predictions of • John

W. Haclcett, above, commentator for WOWO.

HOLLYWOOD: If you are a Southern Californian,

you can tune in KECA's twice-weekly and KFI's
once-weekly Headlines from Home program, and sit

back while your home town news trickles through your loud
speaker. News coverage for these programs is determined
by the old home towns of Southern California's million out-

of-staters. If news from your home town is being omitted
you only have to write KECA and KFI about it, and they'll

be very happy to put some on the air as soon as they can.

Des Moines, la.: Not only does it pay to advertise but

it pays to know what you're advertising, as Qwen Mc-
Cleary, women's radio director for the Iowa Broadcasting

System, learned when a local women's shop decided to go

on KSO with a stylist. The shop chose Qwen for the job

because she had been purchasing all her clothes there and

was best acquainted with the merchandise.



Ft. "Wayne, Ind: John W. Hackett,

WOWO sports commentator, has add-

ed the plav-by-play broadcasts of the

1937 Indiana State High School and

Catholic High School basketball elimi-

nation contests to his long list of micro-

phone accomplishments.

Coming to WOWO from Erie's

WLBW in Pennsylvania, John has an

enviable record in various branches of

radio. The sports field, however, is his

first choice for microphone fodder and

his consistently accurate predictions in

that field make the choice understand-

able.
* *

New York: Listening to WNYC's
Sunday afternoon musical program

from 3 :45 to 4 it is hard to believe

these talented artists have never seen

the notes they so expertly play. But

such is the case. They can only hear

them, or feel them when, with their

educated fingers, they study their

Braille music sheets. Through contri-

buted funds, the National Bureau for

Blind Artists hopes to present, at a

professional salary, every capable blind

artist to radio audiences on this weekly

series.

* * *

ADVENTURE
A new National Park service venture

brought about a new and interesting

radio venture. A venture reminiscent

of Admiral Byrd's expedition to Little

America.

In Lake Superior, one hundred and
sixty miles northeast of Duluth, Min-
nesota, on narrow, rugged Isle Royale,

one hundred and fifteen men and two
women occupy the winter camp of the

national park service. These island in-

habitants, who from the close of navi-

gation in the fall until it opens in late

spring would ordinarily be cut off

from all communication with the outer

world, can exchange messages with rel-

atives and friends elsewhere.

And radio, of course, made it possi-

ble. The Empress Coffee Isle Royale
Broadcast, a half-hour program over
stations WEBC, Duluth, WMFG at

Hibbing, Minn., WHLB, Virginia,

Minn., short wave W9XJL, Duluth, and
short wave WSHC, Isle Royale, has es-

tablished a two-way communication be-

tween the island and Head of the Lakes.

The program, sponsored by wholesale

grocers Stone-Ordean-Wells, is heard
each Sunday from 3 to 3:30 P. M.,

C.S.T.

Although the main purpose of the

broadcast was transmission of messages
and letters to and from the marooned
islanders, other interesting and informa-
tive programs originate on the small

isolated island.

WEBC's staff member, Frank Wat-
son, who made periodic trips to the

isle during (Continued on page 84)

How would

your laxative rate

with tke doctor?

YOUR DOCTOR is your friend. He
wants to help you guard your health.

And he is just as careful about little mat-

ters affecting your welfare as he is about

the more important ones.

The choice of a laxative, for instance,

may not worry you. But it's a definite

consideration with the doctor. Before he

will give a laxative his approval, he insists

that it meet his own strict specifications.

Consider the various points listed be-

low. Will the laxative you now use meet

every one of them?

THE DOCTOR'S TEST OF A LAXATIVE:

It should be dependable.

It should be mild and gentle.

It should be thorough.

Its merit should be proved by the test

of time.

It should not form a habit.

It should not over-act.

[t should not cause stomach pains.

It should not nauseate, or upset digestion.

EX-LAX MEETS EVERY DEMAND

You need not memorize the list above.

jBut remember this: Ex-Lax checks on

every point! No wonder so many doctors

When Nafureforgets-remember

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED UXATIVE

use Ex-Lax themselves and give it to

their own families. For more than thirty

years, mothers Jiave given Ex-Lax to their

children with perfect confidence. Today
more people use Ex-Lax than any other

laxative in the whole wide world.

MAKE YOUR OWN TEST OF EX-LAX

Next time you are constipated, try

Ex-Lax. You'll discover that Ex-Lax is

mild, is gentle, is thorough. You'U find

that no discomfort attends its use. You'll

observe that it does not over-act or upset

you. On the contrary, such a complete,

gentle cleansing wiU leave you with re-

newed freshness— a sense of well-being.

If you have been taking nasty, druggy-

tasting purgatives, you'll be delighted to

find how pleasant Ex-Lax is. It tastes

just like delicious chocolate. Children ac-

tually enjoy taking Ex-Lax. And it's just

as good for them as it is for the grown-

ups. At all drug stores in 10c and 25c

sizes. Or if you prefer to try Ex-Lax at

our expense, meul the coupon below.

TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSEl
(Past« this on a penny postcard)

Ex-Lax, Inc., P. O. Box 170
Times-Plaxa Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.

I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.

Name....

Address..

City Age
(If you live in Canada, write Ex-Lax, Ltd., Montreal)
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NEWS^THEME SONGS—PERSONALITY SKETCHES—ALL THE
THINGS YOU WANT TO KNOW ABOUT THE MEN WHO BRING

YOU THE SWINGY RHYTHMS OF MODERN DANCE MELODIES

GIRL vocalists! To be or not to be, that is the ques-

tion the country's leading radio bandsmen are asking.

Just recently Alabaman Hal Kemp decided to do
without the services of lovely Maxine Gray. Yet Red Nichols,

who never in his career hired a feminine warbler, saw the

handwriting on the wall this year and hurriedly hired a

girl vocalist. The Nichols' singer, Arlene Owens, got the

job when she auditioned by long-distance telephone from

B

10

K N

her home in St. Louis. Red listened to her in Cincinnati

Two of the nation's top dance bands, Guy Lombardo and

Wayne King, never employ gal singers. Shep Fields, Fred-

die Martin, Ted Weems, Emil Coleman, Eddie Duchin, and

Don Bestor second the motion. But Horace Heidt, who
uses no less than five women in his setup, and Ben Pollack,

George Olsen, Nat Brandwynne, George Hall and Enoch

Light consider them invaluable. (Continued on page 97)
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WHEN PROFESSIONAL BEAUTIES SAY THAT ABOUT A TOOTH PASTE

YOU CAN BET IT IS

!

KAREN SUNDSTROM. Swadith beauty, of

N«w York, and 21, *ayt "H gives tooHi Hia

flash that studies domond— a rwal Boairty

Bath."

• If their beauty fails they're out of a job . .

.

these radiant women of big New York commer-

cial studios. They favor only products that

have proved themselves able to foster and

heighten their precious good-looks— safely.

That is why so many ofthem use only Listerine

Tooth Paste. Enthusiastically they call it their

"Beauty Bath" for teeth; they've seen the star-

tling results it achieves.

Why not for you?

Why not give your mouth that wonderful feel-

ing of freshness . . . your teeth the radiance,

flash, and brilliance that others enjoy?

Put aside the dentifrice you are now using

and try Listerine Tooth Paste. You will be

amazed to find how quickly—and safely— it

makes the mouth feel youthful—the teeth look

young, radiant, enticing.

Satin-Soft Cleansers

Listerine Tooth Paste was planned by beauty

experts, working in conjunction with dental

and M 9W«« *•„"*

a.v»y frwhnoss.

BERNICE GREEN, of Indianapolis, says So

many giris in the studies use Listerine Teeth

Pasta that I heeded their advice and use it

myself."

authorities. No other dentifrice contains the

rare combination of satin-soft cleansers diat do
so much for teeth. No other tooth paste con-

tains the deUghtful fruit flavors that give your

mouth that wonderful dewy freshness, that

cleanly sense of invigoration.

Risk a quarter and try it yourself. See what
a difference it makes in the appearance ofyour

teeth.

LAMBERT PHARMACAL COMPANY
St. Louis, Mo.

More than 1/4 POUND
of tooth paste in the

double size tube • 40^

Regular size tube • 25(-'

11
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tlle secret of radiant
beauty

BEAUTY authorities agree that

thorough cleansing is the most
important step in complexion cjure.

A simple step, too, since Daggett &
Ramsdell created the new Golden
Cleansing Cream—a more efficient

skin cleanser could not be obtained.

New kind of cleansing

Golden Cleansing Cream contains a
remarkable new ingredient, colloidal

gold, with an amazing power to rid

skin pores of dirt, make-up and other

impurities. You can't see or feel this

colloidal gold, any more than you can
see the iron in spinach. But its special

action makes Golden Cleansing Cream
many times more thorough than ordi-

nary cleansers, and tones and invigor-

ates skin tissues meanwhile.

Make this simple test

Apply your usual skin cleanser. Wipe

it off with tissue. Then cleanse with
Golden Cleemsing Cream. On the tis-

sue you will find more dirt—brought
from pore depths by this more effec-

tive cleansing.

Try it tonight. See for yourself how
fresh and clean Golden Cleansing
Cream leaves your skin. You'll find

this new cream at your drug or de-

partment store for just $1.00.

GOLDEN CLEANSING CREAM
Daggett & Ramsdell, Room 1980, 2 Park Avenne, New York City. Dept. .MF5

Enclosed find 10c in 8tamp» for which pleaee eend me my trial eize jar of Golden Cleansing Cream. (Offer good
in U. S. only.)

Name

Street.

City..

SAY?

.State Oopr, 1937. DasKatt* Ramtdell

WE want your huzzahs and your

hisses, so sit down and write

your viewpoints on radio and

let the chips fall where they may. You'll

feel better when you're finished and re-

member—once the letter is in the mail,

it's on its way towards winning a cash

prize. The best letter is awarded

120.00, the second best gets 1 10.00 and

there are five additional prizes of fl.OO

each. Address your letter to the Edi-

tor, Radio Mirror, 122 East 42nd

Street, New York, N. Y., not later than

April 27.

This month's winners:

$20.00 PRIZE

IS RADIO GOING VAUDEVILLE?

The surprising mid-season changes

in radio programs are causing much
speculation among listeners. Certain-

ly there are far too many sixty-minute

variety shows on the air, and the effort

to keep going and maintain the desired

pace for an hour seems to be causing

rovny headaches. Radio programs, like

>uany recent films, seem to have gone

vaudeville in a big way; they are just

a succession of specialty acts. After

listening for many weeks, 1 feel con-

vinced that most of them would be

twice as good if they were just half as

long. In spite of the enormous sums

expended by sponsors and all the ad-

vance ballyhoo last fall, programs this

year are on the whole less enjoyable

than in other seasons. And when I say

enjoyable I speak as a listener for

whom the superb singing of that distin-

guished artist. Nelson Eddy, represents

an all-time high in radio entertainment,

but who also seldom misses the inspired

clowning of such stars as Eddie Cantor

and Burns and Allen. In other words

as a listener of varied tastes.

LvDiA King,

Drexel Hill, Pa.
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HERE'S THE PAGE

FOR YOU READERS

WHO WANT TO EX-

PRESS YOUR OPIN

IONS ABOUT RADIO

$10.00 PRIZE

HAIL TO FIBBER McGEE AND MOLLY!

Where have they been all these lean

years? 1 mean Fibber McGee and

Molly. How we ever survived the de-

pression without laughs from these in-

comparables is a mystery to me. Just

when I was becoming so bored with the

stale comedy that infested the airlanes,

up sprang McGee and Molly with a

brand of humor that even keeps grand-

pa up past his bed time. 1 actually

think it's a radio renaissance. If they're

not headlining radio row soon, well, 1

miss my guess.

T. J. BOLEND,

Kansas City, Kansas

$1.00 PRIZE

WHAT DOES FATHER SAY?

"What will your father say?"

You never can tell what Father Bar-

bour will say. It is because of his in-

consistencies that Father Barbour ap-

peals to me as a very human character.

The ideal father of books and the

movies deals out opinions and judg-

ments that are Solomon-like in their

wisdom. But this is not the father we
meet every day in our own families, or

in One Man's Family. Father Barbour
makes mistakes. Father Barbour's

judgment is not infallible but his

heart's in the right place. He finds it

difficult to understand his "bewil-

dering offspring," grieves over their

mistakes, and laments the demise of the

ideas and ideals of his own generation.

But his kindness, his unselfishness, his

old fashioned philosophy and sense of

discipline win the respect of this One
Man's Family and of the radio au-

dience. Long may he rule, and long

may "Fanny" rule him.

Mrs. Harry King,

Ann Arbor, Michigan

(Continued on page 72)

QUICKLY CORRECT THESE

T FIGURE FAULTS
iPerWaslic not only CONFINES . . it REMOVES ugly bulqes!

« you Do NoiDcru |/"CL^ ,^^lvtt/UV.try^ur Waist and Hips

3 INCHES in 10 DAYS with the PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
. . . if will cost you nothing!

^/\,^housands of women owe their
tl slim, youthful figures to Perfo-

^-^ lastic—the quick, safe way to re-

duce! Since so many Perfolastic ^vearers
reduce more than 3 inches in 10 days, we
believe we are justified in making YOU
this amazing offer. You risk nothing . . .

simply try it for 10 days at our expense.

You Appear Smaller at Once!
Look at yourself before you put on

your Perfokistic Girdle and Brassiere

—

and afterwards! Bulges are smoothed out
and you appear inches smaller at once.
You are so comfortable, yet every minute
you wear these Perfolastic garments you
are actually reducing hips, thighs, waist
and diaphragm. Every move you make
puts the massage-like action to work at

just the spots where the disfiguring fat

first accumulates.

No Diet . . . Drugs ... or Exercises!
No strenuous exercises to wear you out

. . . no dangerous drugs to take . . . and no
diet to reduce face and neck to wrinkled
flabbiness. You do nothing ivhatever

I
except watch the inches disappear!

The Safe, Quick Method
H Every move you make puts your

I

Perfolastic to work taking off unwanted
' inches. The perforations and soft, silky

: lining make these Perfolastic garments

I
delightful to wear next to the body.

"Reduced my hips 9 inches", writes Miss
Healy;"Hips 12 inches smaller", says Miss
Richardson; "Lost 60 pounds with Perfo-
lastic", writes Mrs. Derr; "Formerly wore
a size 42, now I take an 18. I eat every-
thing", writes Mrs. Faust, etc., etc. Why
don't you, too, test Perfolastic?

Send Today for 10-Day FREE Trial

Offer and Sample of Material

SSee for yourselfthe wonder-
l quality of the material!

Read the astotiishing experi'
ences of prominent women
who have reduced many
inches in a few weeks! You
risk nothing ... we want you
to make this test yourself at
our expense . . . Mail the cou-
pon NOW!

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 285, 41 E. 42nd St., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Please send me FREE BOOKLET descHbine
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Diaphragm Reducing Brassiere, also sample of
perforated material and particulars of your

10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Name

Address^

City_ _State

.

Use Ctupon or SendNamtandAddrtu on Penny Post Card
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YOU CAN LEARN IT FROM

THESE YOUNG STARS OF

RADIO AND THE THEATER

The lovely young actresses who
work on the stage as well as in

radio must learn how to make up
for behind the footlights and on

the street, besides. Above, Rita
Johnson, of the CBS Workshop show.

Another Workshop actress is Eliz-

abeth Love, left. From Jane Cowl
she learned an eyeshadow trick to

harmonize with her golden blonde
beauty—a stage practice, but eas-

ily aaaptable to your evening use.

THE actresses who woric under Irving Reis on the CBS
Workshop, radio's experimental drama program that

tries anything from a sound picture of the characters in

"Gulliver's Travels" to the sound of the human heart in a

story like Poe's "Tell-Tale Heart," are versatile young
ladies. Beside their radio engagements, most of them ap-

pear also on the Broadway stage, and of course they know

14

as much about make-up for both stage and street wear as

they do about how to speak into a microphone.

Three of the loveliest are Rita Johnson, Elizabeth Love
and Tanya Cherenko. Rita makes quite a distinction be-

tween the make-up she uses on the street and the one she

uses for her part in George M. Cohan's play, "Fulton of

Oak Falls." Off-stage, in daytime, she wears very little



'ao^

i

JOYCE ANDERSON

make-up, just rouge and lipstick and powder. She

uses a much darker powder than do most blondes, for

she knows that these fundamental cosmetics must be

matched to the underlying tone of one's skin, rather

than one's hair.

Behind the footlights, she wears an even darker

grease paint under her powder. Carrying out this same
principle, she uses black, ratlier than brown, eye make-
up (wax, not cake mascara). And here's one trick of

stage make-up magic which you might well borrow
from her for your own use—a brush for your lip

rouge to give you a delicately modeled line and
smoothly blended texture!

Elizabeth Love has a trick with eyeshadow that she

learned from Jane Cowl. It consists of using two
shades, green on the lid and brown under the brow

—

a very successful combination {Continued on page 85)

T

Tanya Cherenko, above, also has

a double career—radio and the

stage. Recently she opened in a

new play called "Marching Song."

aasB-unaujught! ismypowqbr
SHOWim 7€RRIBiy?

YOUR FACE lighted by the bright

spring sunshine! Does he see it "soft

and fresh"? ... Or "all powdery"?

The answer is in your powder!

Pond's Powder is "glare-proof." Blended to

catch only the softer rays of light— never to

show up "powdery." True skin tones, they give

a soft look in any light.

Try Pond's for yourself— in the brightest

light. In a recent inquiry among girls, Pond's

got more votes than any other powder for not

showing up in bright light!

Low prices. Decorated screw-top jars, 35fS,

70f5. New big boxes, 10^, 2W.

FREE 5 "Glore-Proof" Shades
(This offer expires July i, 1937)

POND'S, Dept. 8RM-PE, Clinton, Conn.

Please rush, free, 5 different shades of

Pond's "Glare-proof" Powder, enough of

each for a Uiorough 5-day test. .

Name

Address-

Copyright, 1937, Pond's ExUact Company
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Vicfor Moor* and Heion Brodorlck, two
of RKO's aoniesf conwdions, hove be-

como radio's Twin Sfon and aro hoard

now over CBS in ploc* of Nolson Eddy.

The picture left above shows them try-

ing to get a joke for their half hour.

Helen is waiting for Victor's sugges-

tion. Above, he gives her a good one.

^^V3GV^ STOOGE \,M>^^i

What's this? Helen comes bock with

another that tops Victor's. It takes

him ofF guard and he's not so sure he
likes it. Obviously, though. Helen does.



BUT "ON

I'LL BET YOU'D HAVE PLENTY

OF DATES, IF YOU'D JUST DO

SOMETHING ABOUT YOUR
SKIN ! WHY DONT YOU SEE

THAT BEAUTY EXPERT

EVERYONE IS

RAVING ABOUT?

SHE CONSULTS FAMOUS BEAUTY
EXPERT, PAUL OF FIFTH AVENUE

YOUR COMPLEXION HAS THE

SYMPTOMS OF WHAT I CALL

"MIDDLE-AOE"SKIN! IT'S DRY

AND LIFELESS, AND COARSE

TEXTURED. I SUGGEST THAT
YOU CHANGE YOUR SOAP
•••USE ONLY PALMOLIVE,

BECAUSE---

PAUL EXPLAINS WHY
PALMOLIVE CORRECTS
"MIDDLE-AGE" SKIN!

"Palmolive is made with Olive

Oil, a real beauty aid. And Olive

Oil makes Palmolive's lather

gentler, more soothing . . . gives

it a special protective quality all its

own. 1 hus Palmolive does more
than just cleanse. It protects your

skin against the loss of those

precious natural oils which feed

and nourish it . . .That's why
Palmolive keeps your complex-
ion soft, smooth and young!"

.^c^f^d^

How Palmolive, made with Olive Oil, prevents

dry, lifeless, old-looking skin

IT creeps up on you without
warning . . . this heart-breaking

"Middle-Age" Skin!

You may have a soft, smooth
complexion today. Yet next month,
or even next week, you may look
in your mirror and find your skin

dry, lifeless, coarse-looking.

So right now^ is the time to watch
out ... to take this simple precau-

tion advised by beauty experts.

Use Palmolive Soap regularly.

For Palmolive, made with Olive
Oil, does more than just cleanse.

Its gentle, protective lather helps
prevent your skin from becoming

CHOSEN EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE DiONNE QUINS!

What a beauty lesson there isfor you in thefact that Dr. Dafoe
chose Palmolive exclusively for the Dionne Quins! Ifthisfine
beauty soap, made with Olive Oil, is safest and gentlest for
their tender skin, isn't it safest for your complexion, too?

dry, old-looking; keeps your com-
plexion soft, smooth, young!

Does the soap you are now using
give you this same protection? Do
you know what ingredients go
into it ? Are you sure it is as pure,

as gentle and safe as Palmolive ?

You know that Palmolive is made
only from real beauty ingredients

... a secret and unique blend of

soothing Olive and Palm Oils.

That's why Palmolive, more than
any other soap, promises to keep
your complexion young and lovely

through the years! Why not start

using Palmolive Soap—today?

MADE WITH OLIVE OIL

TO KEEP COMPLEXIONS
YOUNG AND LOVELY

J
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Camels are made from

finer, MORE EXPENSIVE

TOBACCOS - Turkish

and Domestic— than any

other popular brand

Company. Winaton-Salem, N. C.

i



MARTHA RATE'S RISE

TO STARDOM PROVES

THAT BEAUTY ISN'T

EVEN SKIN DEEP IN

THIS DAY AND AGE!

By

DOROTHY BROOKS

LUSH tropical foliage in jungle pro-

fusion. The scarlet of the pas-

sion flower amid deep green

foliage. Slim green palms. Tom
toms beating eerie rhythms. Brown
bare feet in a savage dance. Dim lights

flickering through thatched huts. Gor-
geous, breathtakingly beautiful girls

in seductive grass skirts.

And threading her way through the

maze of tropical vines, camera equip-

ment, and dancers on the set of

"Waikiki Wedding" in which she is

starring with Bing Crosby, Martha
Raye came towards me.

A prop boy, like a magician who
drags rabbits from a high silk hat,

produces a canvas chair from nowhere
and snaps it open. Blazoned on the

back in bright yellow paint is her

name

—

Martha Raye—in letters that

big. Stars, come to watch.icall breezy

hellos with the deference-Tlollywood

always shows to success.

Of all places to find beauty pay-
ing homage to talent! Hollywood,

where beauty is supposed to be the

open-sesame to everything desirable

in the world, (Continued on page 82)
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TRUE STORY OF MY TOUR

REVEALED BY

N^ADINE CONNER

B Y M

DID HIS LOVELY

CO-STAR CAPTURE

NELSON'S HEART

WHEN SHE WENT

WITH HIM ON HISi

CONCERT TRIP?

THE rumors drifted eastward
almost as soon as Nelson

Eddy and Nadine Conner
had left Hollywood on Nelson's

concert tour. That's all they

were—just rumors. Nobody
knew how they had started. No-
body would even guess at their

truth. But still they persisted.

They might so easily be true.

A handsome and romantic man,
a lovely and charming girl, shar-

ing the same interests, thrown
together for long hours in the

intimacy of Pullman cars while

trains whisked them from one
city to another, discovering to-

gether the delights of strange

places and strange cities—they

might, one reasoned, so easily

have fallen in love.

1 wondered, 1 half believed,

myself. Had Nadine Conner
captured the heart of radio's

most romantic star? Had she

done what no other girl has ever

been able to do, penetrate the

Nelson's tops in singing, as

everyone knows, and to Nadine
he's tops in everything else.

_



By

LYNN BURR

Her co-starring engagement with

Nelson meant the high point of

Nadine Conner's career. Below,

the famous baritone in costume
for his new picture, "Maytime."

M-G-M

protecting wall which Nelson Eddy has
built around his heart?

But now I have seen Nadine Conner
and listened while she told me the true

story of her transcontinental tour with
Nelson, and I wonder no longer. Between
Nelson and Nadine there is something so

much deeper than adoration, something
so much finer, and at the same time less

tangible.

Before I tell you the story of that tour,

just as she told it to me, I must give

something of Nadine's own background.
Knowing it, what comes later takes on
new meaning.

Nadine's engagement to sing with Nel-
son on the Vick's Open House program,
and to accompany him as he went from
city to city on the concert tour which be-

gan in January, came as a sudden, glorious surprise to her.

Both of her parents were famous opera stars in their day,
and all her life she has known that singing was her destiny;

but success has come slowly. Radio producers in Los
Angeles knew her as a dependable, cultured singer, yet until

she joined the Open House cast her name was scarcely ever
heard on the air, except when she made a few guest appear-
ances on Hollywood Hotel and Bing Crosby's program.

For more than a year she was "Peggy Gardner" on the
Shell Chateau, forced by the policy of the program to hide
her real name under that fictional tag. Then, when the
Chateau went off the air, Nadine found herself out of a
job. She plunged into auditions, singing for networks and
agencies, sometimes keeping several appointments a day.

When her agent rushed her into the CBS Hollywood stu-

dios for still another audition she didn't even know what
program she was trying out for. She was the picture of

composure as she stepped up to the microphone and waited

while her accompanist riffled through his music for the right

piece.

But upstairs in a private office, three men were anything

but composed. Nelson Eddy was haggard and worn. Josef

Pasternack, the Open House conductor, paced the floor, and

the sponsor's representative chewed on a cigar. These men
were tired. They were tired of sopranos. For days they'd

listened, to good ones and bad ones, to loud ones and weak
ones, trying to find a girl to sing duets with Nelson on the

program. It seemed hopeless. The {Contimud on page 86)
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THE FUTURE HOLDS
FOR BOBBY BREEN

^

A STAR AT NINE WITH HIS

FORTUNE NEARLY MADE, HE

WILL SOON FACE A CRISIS

THAT MAY END HIS SUCCESS

By

FRANK LOVETTE

ALWAYS," Sally Breen told me, dropping her

voice so that Bobby, busy on the other side

of the room, wouldn't hear
—

"always I prayed

that something good would happen for us quickly

—

that we'd get to Hollywood before it was too

late. . .
."

Even then, when Bobby was five and a half years

old, when his sister Sally realized for the first time

that he had a phenomenally beautiful voice, there

was that shadow on his future. Even then, there was
need for haste. The shadow is larger now for the

time when his voice must change is nearer.

The time when his voice changes ... I can re-

member the time, in my own life, when that was
funny. My parents, my teachers, everybody I knew,

smiled at the ludicrous squeaks and sudden tumbles

into basso-profundo my voice indulged in.

It will not be funny to Bobby Breen nor will it

be funny to the thousands of fans who love his voice.

For when that time comes it will take away every-

thing he has. For a year or more there will be un-

certainty and doubt, while he waits to see if destiny

will give him the same chance it gave the greatest

22



Bobby loves baseball, but the picture at

the left is a posed shot—he actually has

little time to ploy. Above, taking a les-

son on the harmonica from his friend, dis-

coverer, and foster father, Eddie Cantor.

singer who ever lived. It's such a slim, frail hope—but on it

Bobby must build all his dreams for the future.

Bobby is nine years old. Nine years old, and the possessor

of a voice that must be as nearly like the voice of an angel

as we will ever hear on this earth. It has brought him fame;

it has brought comfort and ease to his beloved family; it

has brought him the homage of glamorous grown-ups from
coast to coast.

And in a few years this immeasurable treasure will be

snatched from him by the processes of an inexorable nature,

to be replaced by—what? No one knows. No one can tell.

No wonder Sally, his sister, was driven by a burning

impatience in the days when she took the five-year-old boy
on her lap for the bus ride from Montreal to Chicago
because she couldn't afford two tickets. Bobby must have

his chance, the world must have its chance to hear him,

before it was too late!

Bobby has had his chance, and he has won—but the

years are still to be reckoned with. The great question of

his life remains to be answered. Will his glorious boy
soprano voice mature into an equally glorious tenor? Will

it be baritone, or bass? Will it be no more remarkable than

the voices of any dozen competent singers you can name?

Or even less remarkable? What will the future hold?

Musical and medical history have no way of answering

these questions in advance. Before the days of radio, you
see, there were almost no famous child singers. Operas had

no parts for them. If children possessed the potentialities of

stardom, there was no chance that the world would ever

know it; and the lack of reliable records from the past

makes even an expert's opinion as to Bobby's future largely

guesswork.

Estelle Liebling, America's foremost voice teacher, who
has had such people as Galli-Curci, Jeritza, Hempel and

Jessica Dragonette as her pupils, told me that not every

boy who has been a great child singer develops an equally

great man's voice.

"He might be a high soprano in childhood, ending up as a

basso—or he might be an alto as a boy, and turn out to be

a tenor," she said. "In the case of a boy like Bobby, he has

the advantage of an affectionate supervision by Eddie

Cantor, a great artist, and once a boy prodigy himself. The
chances are he will get the right advice and the right train-

ing. But
—

" and she shrugged her shoulders regretfully

—

"his chances of coming to maturity with a voice changed

to his advantage are not one in (Continued <m page 58)
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HOW LUCILLE MANNERS

For broadcast time see
Cffles Service, page 55. LUCILLE MANNERS is living a romance that every

girl, every modern woman—who is not too old to
' dream—thinks might come to her, like the magic ball

at which Cinderella was the main attraction.

He has no name, he is neither tall nor short, blond nor
brunette. For this is 1937 romance and there is no man,
nor love interest in it.

Yet it is romance filled with the highest thrills, excitement,

and adventure.

It is the romance of a new star flashing across radio's

heaven, of a girl suddenly swirled out of obscurity onto

a jeweled throne, queen of a full hour program heard

coast to coast, the Cities Service broadcasts. It is the

romance of a comparatively unknown singer chosen for

stardom and then made over, from her littlest toe to

the last ringlet on the top of her head, to fit the new
role. The romance of being made a star in appear-

ance as well as in name. And with every one of

the glamorous, exciting trimmings.

This romance deals, not with moonlight walks

and stolen kisses, but with new evening gowns
designed by Dorothy Couteaur, suits, furs,

hats and shoes; new make-up, new hair-dress,

and new photographs. A new mode of life

—

the life of a star.

Just one y<

Lucille look

dressed as sh« did
for these picfurM.
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WAS MADE
By

HAROLD
D E S F O R

NEWCLOTHES, NEW PER-

SONALITY . . . NEW COIF-

FURE, NEW APARTMENT.

NO MORE ROMANTIC OR

THRILLING STORY THAN

THIS CAN EVER BE TOLD

Lucille supplied the voice and the

knowledge of music. A host of experts,

men and women whose lives are devoted

to making attractive women breath-tak-

ingly beautiful, supplied the finest acces-

sories for that voice.

Four weeks before the old year .was

out. Cities Service decided on Lucille as

the successor to Jessica Dragonette. It

left two months for the magical trans-

formation that was to lift her completely

out of the life she had known into a

strange, sparkling, mystifying new world.

There were so many questions to be
settled. What sort of gowns was Lucille

to wear? Was she wearing her hair in a

style best suited to the demands of her

personality? Was her figure slender in

the right spots, curved in the right

places?

Was she getting enough rest? Was she

taking exercise of the right kind? Did
she use the right shade of lipstick? What
color rouge did she apply? How did she

walk? How did she stand?

The number of questions, the amount
of work to be (Continued on page 11)

^^wP

Many new lessons

in clothes were
learned by this

newly-made star.

Today Lucille s

hair is dressed
by an expert to

frame her face.
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THE NETWORKS- ONLY WOMAN NEWS COM-

MENTATOR TELLS IN HER OWN WORDS OF

THE THRILL PACKED LIFE THAT IS HERS

SHE'S the feminine counterpart of Boake Carter or

Lowell Thomas. She spends her days in a whirl of

activity—flying around the country to wherever news
is in the making, meeting the glamorous great of the

Nelson Howard

Stage, politics, radio, movies, nosing out the moments of
tense drama everywhere from Park Avenue to the tenements
of the East Side.

She's Kathryn Cravens, golden-haired, charming, who
broadcasts the News Through a Woman's Eyes
three times a week on CBS—the first woman net-

work news commentator. On the air she brings

you the drama of the world about her—but what
of the drama in her own life, the thrilling incidents

that happen every day to a woman who reports the

news ?

That story—the story of Kathryn's backstage

life—is even more exciting than the stories she

tells on the air. What better way of reading it

than to turn to the intimate pages of the diary

she began keeping the day her sponsors brought

her to New York from her home town of St. Louis?

Here is a week of that diary, with thrills enough
for a life time packed into seven full days. It's

history in the making, it's—but read it for yourself.

Monday—Boxes of flowers . . . long distance tele-

phone calls . . . invitations to teas, to dinners, to

luncheons . . . life has been one mad whirl here in

New York. Not only am I running all over town,

interviewing everyone from the Mayor to fortune

tellers on the street, but I've been dashing down to

Philadelphia, Washington, out to Detroit and up to

Hyde Park and a few little places like that.

Tomorrow I fly to Washington to interview J.

Edgar Hoover and on Wednesday Emanuel List

—

he's a very famous basso at the Metropolitan

Opera—has invited me to tea; and in between I

have broadcasts and dozens of other things to do.

It was funny the way I met Mr. List. I smiled

at him the first time I saw him. I liked his round,

jolly face and was amused by his evident self-as-

surance. He smiled back at me and I guess he would

have made up some excuse to talk to me—like "Are

you looking for someone? Perhaps I can help

you," if Doris Doe hadn't come along and intro-

duced us properly. It was backstage at the Metro-

politan Opera House, and Doris and List were re-

hearsing in "Die Walkure." I wasn't supposed to

be behind the scenes at all, but I managed to get in

when I told the people in charge that I simply had

to get the story for my broadcast.

After listening to Kirsten Flagstad at the rehears-

al—and what a glorious voice she has!— I grabbed

a cab back to Columbia for my 5 :30 rebroadcast to

the West Coast. When 1 came out of the studio I

ran into my old friend. Princess Alexandra Kropot-

kin, looking very smart {Continued on page 68)



OF THE MONTH

20th Centttry-Fox

Tony Martin loves Alice Faye, the girl on the cover,

which is only fitting, since they both stepped

to movie success by their work in radio. Tony,

or Anthony, was just another player in a San Fran-

cisco orchestra about a year ago. Then he went to

Hollywood, found work in movies, and signed a con-

tract for the Burns and Allen program, the signal

for him to do more screen jobs than ever. Alice,

by means of the Rudy Vol lee program, has risen by
leaps and bounds towards fIm stardom. Her latest

is "Wake Up and Live." the film with Walter Win-
chell and Ben Bernie. Winchell, by the way, says

Alice isn't sure she's ready yet for the preacher.
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Paramount Photo

If they don't become movie stars via the radio route, they become radio stars via the movie route—and that's what
Fred MacMurray did. Breezy and informal, he's been keeping the fireside guests of Hollywood Hotel happy and
contented ever since Dick Powell relinquished the job of host. As to his screen work, after "Champagne Waltz"
and "Maid of Salem," you'll see him in "Swing High, Swing Low," co-starred with his old sparring partner,

Carole Lombard. While we're on the subject of sparring partners, why wouldn't it be a good idea to team up
Fred and his Hollywood Hotel heckler, Frances Langford, on the screen? The idea is Paramount's for the asking!
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Lovely Yvonne King is the youngest of the four King Sisters who moke tickets to Horace Heidt's broadcasts

something to be fought for. This sixteen-year-old bundle of energy had only been away from home a few months
when Heidt's band moved into the New York Biltmore Hotel and scored a resounding hit which was heard all

up and down Park Avenue. Now the band—and Yvonne—are signed up to stay in the Biltmore for the next two
years. Incidentally, two of Yvonne's sisters are rumored engaged to two of the boys in the band—Louise to

Guitarist Alvina Ray and Donna to Singer Charles Goodman. Hear Yvonne sing over CBS every Monday night.
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CAN YOU PICK
FAVORITE SONGS

THERE'S A FIRST PRIZE OF

$250. A SECOND PRIZE OF

$100. SIX PRIZES OF $25

EACH. AND 25 GILLETTE

RAZORS>-A GRAND TOTAL OF

$750.oo

IN PRIZES

YOUR
1

ENTRY COUPON

7

^

A.

K

A,

7.

ft

10

The ten

opinion,

and are

Nome

songs 1

America's

therefore

hove listed above are, in my
favorite songs of all time,

my votes, in the order given.

Address —

Billy Jones and Ernie Hare

HERE'S a contest you won't be able

to resist! Can you name America's

ten most popular songs of all time?

It's worth trying! First prize is $250 in

cash and there are thirty-two other prizes

for runners up!

The Gillette Community Sing program
wants you to choose these all-time favorites

so it can include them all in a special gala

program which will be broadcast after the

contest closes.

All you have to do is write down the

names of those songs you decide are the

most popular and fill them in on the coupon
provided for that purpose on these pages.

Then send the list, with your name and
address and a fifty-word statement on what
your favorite song means to you, to the

judges.

Vote for the songs you think will last the

longest. Don't pick a current hit. Choose



AMERICA'S TEN
OF ALL TIME?

Comedian Milton Berle

the old favorites which have had a chance to

prove their popularity, songs like "Old

Black Joe" and "My Old Kentucky Home."

Now, for a hint. Tune in Sunday nights

to any station of the Columbia Broadcast-

ing System and listen to the Gillette Com-
munity Sing program. Hear the songs sung

by Billy Jones and Ernie Hare and the

others the studio audience sings under the

direction of Wendell Hall. You'll be enter-

tained by a lot of grand comedy, too, when
Milton Berle steps to the microphone.

Of course, not all the songs you hear on
these programs will be winners. Perhaps

none will be. But listening to these old

songs will remind you of others.

Best of all, the ten winning songs will be

decided by your own votes! The judges

will tabulate each vote sent in. That is

how they will tell which ten are America's

most popular songs.

Song Leader Wendell Hal

iM^MS&k'^f^MS^^^-ff , y^^,. ..yy^ ,
- „, .
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CONTEST RULES
1. Anyoae, anywhere, nay eompot* cxecpt •mpley««« of
Glllett* Safety Raxor Company, Radio Mirror, and nttmbors
of tlwir familios.

2. Wiiilo if is not nococsary fo fnno in ffco Gilleff* Comnnnify
Sing fcroadeatft, lioaring fho old-fime song* nndor ffco loader*
ship of Wendell Hall will nndonbfodly help yon In preparing
an entry.

3. To compete, prepare a list of the ten old songs which yen

Rrefer beyond all others. Then stvdy yonr list and wrrite

I not more than fifty words, on explanatloH of "The song
I have named that means the most to me, and why."

4. The ten most popniar songs will be decided by a tabniation
of the total votes of the contestants. The entry listing

tiM greatest nnmber of the ten most popniar songs, accom-
panied by the most convincing statement of preference will be
awarded a first prize of $250; the entry listing the next
greatest nnmber will bo awarded the second prize of $100;
and there will be six prizes of $25 each for those next in

line. Each of the twenty^five next best entries will be
awarded a $10 Gillette Razor set.

5. List yonr selections on the ofliclol contest conpon clipped
from this page. Only lists on the ofiicial conpon will be
considered. Paste the conpon on the top of the sheet en
which yon write yonr statement of preference.

6. All entries mnst be received on or before Jnne 23, 1937,
the closing dote of this contest.

7. Send yonr entry by Hrst Class Moil to Radio Mirror

—

Gillette Popular Song Election, P. O. Box 556, Grand Central
Station, New Yorh, N. Y.

8. Winners will be annonnced in the first available issne of
Radio Mirror after the contest closes.
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DAN WHEELER Tarn to page 54 for

Phil Baker's broadeasf time

ROUGHNECK, ROWDY, GAMBLER! THAT WAS PHIL BAKER AS A BOY-

BEGIN THIS HISTORY OF A TOUGH WHO FOUND THE RAINBOW'S END
i2
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Phil knew this tenement, the

middle building, as his home.
Phil's father, who
fed his family on
six dollars a week.

Wide World

PHIL BAKER, aged five and a half, was on his way to

deliver his father's lunch. He held the bail of the bat-

tered tin bucket tightly in his fist as he stood on the

curb and gazed across the twisting, savage traffic of the

Bowery.

He looked, as his mother complained twice a day, exactly

like a ragamuffin, a little bum. His shirt had freed itself

from its confinement under the waistband of his pants. His

hair, if he'd removed the shapeless cap which covered it,

would have turned out to be ragged and uncombed. And his

face was very dirty.

He was not a cute little boy, although he could have been,

with those huge, expressive brown eyes. Even at the age of

five and one-half, he was a tough little mugg. He knew
how to dodge under the wheels of the lumbering horse-

drawn trucks which made the Bowery impassable for more
timid souls, and how to shuttle in and out between the

seven or eight street-car tracks. He knew how to get his

father's lunch to the shop on Bleecker Street before the bowl
of hot soup that was in the pail had had time to grow luke-

warm. He knew how to keep anyone from stealing the

lunch from him. And those were the important things.

Simon Baker looked up from his worktable in the dark
back room of the Bleecker Street shop, and smiled as he saw
his son coming toward him—his only son. He hadn't re-

alized it was lunch time; somehow, when you did his kind

of work you learned to deaden your mind so it didn't

watch the passage of time. You had to.

Simon was at the bottom of the fur business ladder. His

job was to stand at a table for twelve hours a day, sorting

the scraps of fur which came from the fashionable fur cut-

ters uptown-. Some of the pieces weren't as large as the

palm of your hand; some were of queer and irregular shapes.

Simon took them all and felt them and inspected them and
put them in the proper bins. Later they would be pieced

together, stitch by patient stitch, into low-priced garments.

The air in the shop was stale and old, and a thin fume
of mixed dust and hair rose constantly to Simon's nostrils

from the fur he handled. Six dollars a week was what he

earned, and on that sum Rebecca, his wife, managed some-
how to feed and clothe the family—Ella, Ethel, Phil and
Rose.

Simon and Rebecca didn't complain and certainly the

children didn't. Their world was small, it was bounded by
Stanton Street, where they lived, the Bowery, and Bleecker

Street. In all its area it contained no luxuries and if your

world contains no luxuries you don't miss them. Life, to

Simon and Rebecca, meant simply getting along on what
you earned. America hadn't precisely fulfilled all the glow-

ing reports that had brought them from the Russian village

where they were born, but perhaps it would. Perhaps it

.

would, for the children. Perhaps Ella, or Ethel, or Phil or

Rose—or all of them—could have their chance in this big

country to become rich or even famous.

Dreams like this don't often come true—but for Simon
and Rebecca Baker they did. They have lived to see their

boy Phil grow rich and very famous; they've lived to enjoy

all the luxurious homes in New York and Florida and all

the trips abroad that he has been able to give them; best

of all they've lived to know that he and his sisters are happy.

It makes no difference to them, now. that the years of pov-

erty took their toll—that the thin dust Simon breathed for

so long has permanently affected his lungs, or that her task

of keeping a tenement flat clean and four children fed.

turned Rebecca into an old woman while she was still in

her thirties. Those things don't {Continued on page 92)
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A STORY THAT CAN'T

BE PRINTED OFTEN—

SO SELDOM DOES ONE

STAR REVEAL HIS AC-

TUAL FEELINGS TO-

WARD ANOTHER STAR

By

DICK MOCK

"Tell you about Bing Crosby?" Bob Burns tilted

back in his chair and pulled at his pipe. A cloud

of blue smoke floated towards the ceiling. He hitched

his pants, put his hands in back of his head and

began a story few are privileged to hear—the story

of a star who worships in his heart another star with

whom he shares honors on a hit program.

"Well, mister," he said, and pulled again on his pipe,

"if you've got half a day to spare pull up a chair and

we'll scratch the surface of the subject. If you want

to cover it thoroughly come around when you have a

week to kill."

M^ HAT "The Birth of a Nation" is to pictures, Bing is

to actors. He's the epic of the profession. He is so dif-

ferent from what you would expect a star of his position

to be that it's hard for a person who doesn't know him

well to realize that the Bing they meet away from the

34

Bob plays while recall-

ing reasons for wor-

shipping his pal Bing.

movie studio or broadcasting station is the real Bing.

We go down to his ranch for a week-end and it's very

seldom there are any actors in the crowd. There are some

fellows around there named Bill and Fred and Joe and they

come over and we sit around and gab. A stranger dropping

in and listening to the conversation would never know there

was an actor in the crowd—although Bing and I would

both take bows if anyone called us actors.



Bing in a moment of relaxation.

Take it from Bob that the jaw-

breaking words Bing uses on the

Kraft Music Hall aren't just a
pose. He really talks that way.

One of Bing's chief charms is that you can talk about any-
thing in the world to him and he's interested in it. There's

only one subject he won't discuss and that's Bing Crosby.

You could no more get him to talk about himself than you
could get some actors to talk about anything else. Occa-

sionally when we sit around the fire at his home in Holly-

wood and start spinning yarns about our days in the theater

—the days when he was with Whiteman and the Rhythm

Boys—Bing will tell about some of his experiences. But

he'll never tell about the time he wowed 'em in Keokuk.

Oh, no! He'll tell, instead, about the time he went to a town

expecting to fill a theater engagement only to find it had

been canceled. The manager of the theater he'd played in

the week before had wired ahead that Bing had about the

worst act he'd ever seen. And he'll tell about the time, in

Louisville, I think it was, when he {Continued an page 80)
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A STORY THAT CAN'T

BE PRINTED OFTEN—

SO SELDOM DOES ONE

STAR REVEAL HIS AC-

TUAL FEELINGS TO-

WARD ANOTHER STAR

MOOK

Tell you about Bing Crosby?" Bob Burns tilted
back in his clia.ir and pulled at his pipe. A cloud
of blue smoke floated towards the ceiling He hitched
his pants, put his hands in back of his head and
began a story few are privileged to hear—the story
of a star who worships in his heart another star with
whom he shares honors on a hit program.

"Well, mister," he said, and pulled again on his pipe
If you ve got half a day to spare pull up a chair and

we II scratch the surface of the subject. If you want
to cover it thoroughly come around when you have a
week to kill."

y^H.W The Birth of a Nation" is to pictures, Bing is
t" ."--tors, les the epic of the profession. He is so di -

to be that Its hard for a person who doesn't know him
well to realize that the Bing they meet away f°m the
34

movie studio or broadcasting station is the real Bing.

We go down to his ranch for a week-end and its very

se dom there are any actors in the crowd. There are some

fellows around there named Bill and Fred and Joe and they

come over and we sit around and gab. A stranger dropping
in and listening to the conversation would never know there

was an actor in the crowd—although Bing and 1 wo"'"
both take bows if anyone called us actors.

One of Bing's chief charms is that you can talk about any-

thing in the world to him and he's interested in it. There's

only one subject he won't discuss and that's Bing Crosby.

You could no more get him to talk about himself than you

could get some actors to talk about anything else. Occa-

sionally when we sit around the fire at his home in Holly-

wood and start spinning yarns about our days in the theater

—the days when he was with Whiteman and the Rhythm

Bing In a moment of relaxof ion.

Take it from Bob thot the jaw-

breaking words Bing uses on the

Kraft Music Hall aren't just a

pose. He really talks thot woy.

Boys—Bing will tell about some of his experiences. But

he'll never tell about the lime he wowed 'cm in Keokuk.

Oh no! He'll tell, instead, about the lime he went to a town

expecting to fill a theater engagement only to find it had

been canceled. Ilie manager of the theater he'd played in

the week before had wired ahead that King had about the

worst act he'd ever seen. And he'll tell about the time, in

Louisville, I think it was. when he (Contimeil cm page 80)
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Albion Clough (with Phillips Lord, at

leftj came to radio because he was the

world's champion woman-hater; Irenee

Crites, below, wanted only one thing in

New York—^the spread on her hotel bed.

We, The People brings such per-

sons as this former negro uave I

to the mike. Hejilos treasure^ the )

Confederate flag many -yteors. I

ACTUALLY, it's likely to happen to you any

^ minute. Tomorrow or next week, you're

likely to find yourself on a streamlined

train or air liner, a radio contract tucked in one

pocket, liberal expense money jingling in the

other, speeding towards the radio networks of

New York.

You—an unknown—may find yourself being

met in New York By a crowd of welcomers, be-

ing photographed, interviewed, and taken to a

fashionable hotel. For three or four days you'll

live the glittering life of a celebrity, wined, dined,
j

partied, introduced to the stars of radio, re-

hearsed, shown the town, an important person in

a very important world.

Your importance will reach its zenith the night

your program goes on the air. A studio audience

will be eagerly waiting. For five unspeakably

thrilling minutes you'll stand at a microphone and

talk about yourself while your home town and a

whole nation listens. Millions of people will



Mrs. Mollie Ticklepitcher, right, came to

the big city from Turniptop Ridge, Tenn.,

but they had to argue to get her off the

Pullman because it was the first"bedded"
train she'd ever seen in all of her life.
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MINUTES
By

MARY WATKINS

REEVES

chuckle and turn their dials up in keen absorp-
tion. The music will swell to a crashing climax
and applause will roar down on you in a mam-
moth finale.

When the last light has been turned out in the
studio, the last autograph seeker turned away
from the door, and your last new acquaintance
has said goodbye, you'll pick up your bags, step
into a taxi and wave a goodbye to New York.

You'll have had fame for five minutes—a new,
dizzy kind of fame—and you'll be on your way
back, a tidy sum in your purse, a thrilling exper-
ience to relive a thousand times.

A year ago it was the Hollywood guest-star
rage and the amateur epidemic. This year radio
has a new fad that's spreading among its biggest
programs like pink-eye in public school

—

interest-

ing unknowns. Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Public
and family are having their day at the nation's

microphones, and, unlike the amateurs, they're

having it in a great big (Continued on page 88)



JOLSON'S SILVER FOIL—Sid Silvers is five foot

three and shops for his clothes in the boys' depart-

nnent, but he's married and has a daughter. He's

one of the few stooges who ever became a star with

his name in electric lights. Brooklyn born, Sid never

had time to go to school in the thirty-two years of

•his life, but he's had a lot of fun being a foil for

famous comedians like Phil Baker and Jack Benny,

as well as dancing and spieling his own gags in

the movies. You might remember Sid as the stooge
who sat in a box and heckled Phil Baker on the

stage. Now he's featured on Al Jolson's show.

FIBBER'S FIBBING GREEK—Bill Thompson, the

popular juvenile of the NBC Red network, known

widely for his Nick De Popolus with Fibber McGee
and Molly, is Indiana born. Bill takes his dialects

so seriously, that he even learns the rudiments of

the languages which he later burlesques. Once, in

a sketch entitled "An International Broadcast," he

spoke ten dialects! His radio career began in

1934 when he won the prize audition conducted by
the Century' of Progress Exposition and NBC.
Just now he's busy learning Egyptian and As-

syrian so he can add their dialects to his list.
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LUCKY PORTLAND—Mrs. Fred Allen,

Portland Hoffa to you, says she has

been under a lucky star ever since

the day she was born in the Oregon
city whose name she bears. She ad-
mires her husband, jester for Town
Hall Tonight, above ail other men and
prefers being on his show to continu-

ing the stage career which she began
by appearing successfully in two hits

on Broadway a few years ago. The fact
that she's Fred's wife, she says, is

simply proof that she's lucky. Her
ambition is to become a household word
to radio fans, something she's already
gone a long way toward accomplishing,
if you judge from the delighted chuc-
kles her cry of "Tally-ho!" evokes as

she walks on to the Radio City stage.



MURINE'S DOTTY—Kay St. Germaine's the femi-

nine half of the Johnny and Dotty team that

co-$tars on Mutual's popular Listen to This

program. This slim, dark haired girl plays

golf, rides horseback, and had pluck enough
to broadcast while she was suffering from ap-

pendicitis. Kay was born in North Dakota and
began her radio career as a singer in the An-
son Weeks orchestra. She was later the first

woman ever to sing with the Sinclair Minstrels.

Last spring she left the orchestra to stay in

Chicago and take up her present network job.

MURINE'S JOHNNY—Kentucky-born Jack Brooks

paid his way through two years of college at the

Ohio State University by singing with an orches-

tra. He's been entertaining people ever since,

in vaudeville, movie shorts, and radio. His co-

starring part as Johnny in Mutual's Tuesday night

Listen to This, was his first big part on the air

when he won it after auditions in 1935. Jack is

a composer and pianist as well as a singer and
actor; his hobbies are golf, tennis, and travel-

ing, he is in his middle thirties, and his only

pet is his wife, with whom he lives in Chicago.

THRILL SPECIALIST MARTIN—The
producer of the thrilling real life

dramas on the Philip Morris programs

is Charles Martin, and although he's

only twenty-six, he's known already as

one of radio's most brilliant directors.

As long as he can remember Charles

has wanted to direct plays for a career.

In radio, he was one of the authors and

producers of the March of Time, and

also created Five Star Final. Experi-

enced actors admit they've learned

many dramatic tricks unaer his guid-

ance. He was born in New York and

went to City College; and so far he's

not married. He inaugurated his new
series. Circumstantial Evidence, which

is based on actual fact, as a part of his

sponsors' new Saturday CBS program.
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JOLSON'S SILVER FOIL—Sid Silvers is five foot

three and shops for his clothes in the boys' depart-

ment, but he's married and has a daughter. He's

one of the few stooges who ever became a star with

his name in electric lights. Brooklyn born, Sid never

had time to go to school in the thirty-two years of

•his life, but he's had a lot of fun being a foil for

famous comedians like Phil Baker and Jack Benny,

OS well as dancing and spieling his own gags in

the movies. You might remember Sid as the stooge

who sat in a box and heckled Phil Baker on the

stage. Now he's featured on Al Jolson's show.

LUCKY PORTLAND—Mrs. Fred Allen,

Portland Hoffa to you, says she has

been under a lucky star ever since

the day she was born in the Oregon
city whose name she bears. She ad-

mires her husband, jester for Town
Hall Tonight, above all other men and
prefers being on his show to continu-

ing the stage career which she began
by appearing successfully in two hits

on Broadway a few years ago. The fact

that she's Fred's wife, she says, is

simply proof that she's lucky. Her
ambition is to become a household word
to radio fans, something she's already
gone a long way toward accomplishing,
if you judge from the delighted chuc-
kles her cry of "Tally-ho!" evokes as
she walks on to the Radio City stage.

FIBBER'S FIBBING GREEK—Bill Thompson, the

popular juvenile of the NBC Red network, known

widely for his Nick De Popolus with Fibber McGee

and Molly, is Indiana born. Bill takes his dialects

so seriously, that he even learns the rudiments of

the languages which he later burlesques. Once, in

a sketch entitled "An International Broadcast," he

spoke ten dialects! His radio career began in

1934 when he won the prize audition conducted by

the Century of Progress Exposition and NSC.

Just now he's busy learning Egyptian and As-

syrian so he can add their dialects to his list.

MURINE'S DOTTY—Kay St. Germaine's the femi-

nine half of the Johnny and Dotty team that

co-stars on Mutual's popular Listen to This

program. This slim, dark haired girl plays

golf, rides horseback, and had pluck enough

to broadcast while she was suffering from ap-

pendicitis. Kay was born in North Dakota and

began her radio career as a singer in the An-

son Weeks orchestra. She was later the first

woman ever to sing with the Sinclair Minstrels.

Last spring she left the orchestra to stay in

Chicago and take up her present network job.
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MURINE'S JOHNNY—Kentucky-born Jack Brooks

paid his way through two years of college at the

Ohio State University by singing with an orches-

tra. He's been entertaining people^ ever since,

in vaudeville, movie shorts, and radio. His co-

starring part as Johnny in Mutual's Tuesday night

Listen to This, was his first big part on the air

when he won it after auditions in 1935. Jack is

a composer and pianist as well as a singer and

actor; his hobbies ore golf, tennis, and travel-

ing, he is in his middle thirties, and his only

pet is his wife, with whom he lives in Chicago.

THRILL SPECIALIST MARTIN--The

producer of the thrilling real life

Sramas on the Philip Morris progranjs

is Charles Martin, and although he i

only twenty-six, he's known already as

one of radio's most brilliant directors.

As long as he can remember Charles

has wanted to direct plays for a career.

In radio, he was one of the authors and

producers of the March of Time, and

also created Five Star Final. Experi-

enced actors admit they vc learned

many dramatic tricks under his guid-

ance. He was born in New York and
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sponsors' new Saturday CBS program.
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SUNNY ITALY'S VIVIAN—Miss Delia

Chiesa's grandfather was a symphony
conducfor in Italy, her mother an ac-

companist. Vivian started her musical

training when she was three, and though

she's grown blonde, very pretty, and
twenty-two, her big ambition is un-

changed—she still wants to sing in the

Metropolitan Opera Company. She

made her air debut in 1935, the win-

ner of an audition contest over hun-

dreds of other girls. This led to a

CBS contract, but a few months ago
she became an NBC star, with several

programs of her own over the network,

in the middle of the past winter she

won the coveted solo role on the Car-

nation program, broadcast every Mon-
day night, and is now well on her way
toward seeing her ambition come true.

BOY BARITONE EVERETT—By his announcing on
NBC's Farm and Home Hour, friendly and sincere

Everett Mitchell has won a host of listeners who are

loyal to his five broadcasts a week on this show. Born

in a Chicago suburb in 1898, he had begun his career

of singing before he'd finished high school, by join-

ing up with Billy Sunday. Later he tried the insur-

ance business, but before he had made more than a
promising start, he began singing again—this time
in radio. Soon he was writing scripts and later

he found himself announcing programs he sang on.

He's married and sings in church on Sundays.

NBC'S PET VILLAIN—When you hear a villain

sneer and laugh on an NBC script program you

can bet it's Willard Waterman and nine times

out of ten you'd be right. Willard is the favorite

bad man of them all. He has never been late

to a single one of the thousand broadcasts he's

been in since he left the University of Wisconsin.

He was born near the campus at Madison, and
studied public speaking and music. After col-

lege, he went into a summer stock company. This

led him to radio and announcing, and then into his

present career of acting the part of top villain.
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FROM RING TO RADIO—Handsome
is twenty-four-year-oid Del Casino, a
young singer of whom the CBS network
is very proud. He is heard on sus-

taining now and soon the sales depart-
ment hopes to have him on a big com-
mercial program. Del was born in

Brooklyn and took to athletics as natu-
rally as a duck to water. He won
countless trophies in baseball, but box-
ing is his favorite. He found work
in Wall Street as a runner and later

as a stock loan clerk. The depres-
sion sent him to the Hollywood Res-
taurant Revue on Broadway. Here he
waited, singing his heart out, for a
break. It came the night a CBS execu-
tive found him and signed a contract.
Now he's a network feature and is

studying voice under a famous teacher.

SIX-FOOT TINY—Born in Crowfordville, Indiana,

in 1899, genial Tiny RufFner has traveled a long,

rocky road to fame and his present jobs as announcer
of the Gang Busters program on CBS and the Show
Boat broadcasts over NBC. He was christened Ed-

mund Birch Ruffner, proving nothing except that he
is actually a full six and one-half feet tall. Tiny's

been on the air over 9,000 times. In his dark past

are days he spent as a radio singer, and also as a
stage director and actor. His proudest achieve-

ment was getting his wife to marry him,

after she'd consistently refused him for years.

NBC'S KINGSEY—Annette King was born and
brought up in Illinois, which is only fitting since she

is now an NBC singing star in the Chicago studios.

When she was very young she was put into the church

choir. She liked this type of group singing so much
that when she went to college she tried out for and
won a place in the chapel choir. After gradua-
tion, it seemed natural to try for a job on the

air, and needing experience, she sang five times a
week for a year on a small local station. Her
efforts were rewarded when NBC signed her up
for the Breakfast Club and other programs.
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SUNNY ITALY'S VIVIAN—Miss Delia

Chlesa's grandfather was a symphony

conductor in Italy, her mother an ac-

companist. Vivian started her musical

training when she was three, and though

she's grown blonde, very pretty, and

twenty-two, her big ambition is un-

changed—she still wonts to sing in the

Metropolitan Opera Company. She

made her air debut in 1935, the win-

ner of an audition contest over hun-

dreds of other girls. This led to a

CBS contract, but a few months ago

she became an NBC star, with several

programs of her own over the network.

In the middle of the past winter she

won the coveted solo role on the Car-

nation program, broadcast every Mon-

day night, and is now well on her way
toward seeing her ambition come true.
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BOY BARITONE EVERETT—By his announcing on
NBC's Farm and Home Hour, friendly and sincere

Everett Mitchell has won a host of listeners who are
loyal to his five broadcasts a week on this show. Born
in a Chicago suburb in 1898, he had begun his career
of singing before he'd finished high school, by join-

ing up with Billy Sunday. Later he tried the insur-

ance business, but before he had made more than a
promising start, he began singing again—^this time
in radio. Soon he was writing scripts and later
he found himself announcing programs he sang on.
He's married and sings in church on Sundays.

NBC'S PET VILLAIN—When you hear a villain

sneer and laugh on an NBC script program you
can bet it's Willard Waterman and nine times

out of ten you'd be right. Willard is the favorite

bad man of them ail. He has never been late

to a single one of the thousand broadcasts he's

been in since he left the University of Wisconsin.
He was born near the campus at Madison, and
studied public speaking and music. After col-

lege, he went into a summer stock company. This

led him to radio and announcing, and then into his

present career of acting the part of top villain.
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Editor's Note: Because the

sponsors of Gang Busters are un-

able to grant the requests of thou-

sands of listeners who have written

in asking to hear the outstanding

broadcasts again. Radio Mirror
has arranged to bring these pro-

grams to you here, complete in

story form,.

THE rock pile of the State Re-
formatory at Granite, Okla-

homa, lay a hot, dusty white

under the sun. Youthful figures

bent over the stones, hitting them
with languid strokes. They were
just boys, none of them out of their

teens, yet among them were many
who were destined to grow up and
become the gangsters—bank rob-

bers, kidnappers, murderers—of the

middle west.

One of them, who was to be a

merciless, conscienceless killer, was
thinking just then of nothing more
important than how to get out of

work. His name was Lawrence
DeVol, he was sixteen years old,

and he was no stranger to the

Granite Reformatory. He'd al-

ready served one two-year term

there, for burglary, and now he

was well into his second.

He knew that he would be in

and out of penitentiaries most of

his life. G)ldly, he realized that

his would be a career of crime. He had begun stealing

when he was ten; he would go on stealing until he died. Or
until he was killed.

"I'm not goin' to be put to work every time 1 hit a Pen,"

he muttered to himself. "I got to fix it so I can't work
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hard. These other punks—they'd be scared. But I can

do it. I got to, if I don't want to be put to hard work every

time they lock me up."

He laid his left ring finger over the edge of a big rock,

looked at it a few seconds. Then, catching his breath, he



picked up a stone in his right hand and brought it down
with all his strength on the finger—again and again, until

the finger was crushed into a bloody pulp. Then he fainted.

He accomplished his purpose. They took him to the

infirmary for treatment; but he could never use that finger

again. For the rest of his life it was deformed, and he

could not bend it. It helped get him out of working in

prison. And, eventually, it led to his death.

In a way, the story of that finger typifies Larry DeVol's

life. He had strength of character and intelligence enough
to plan a dangerous course of action and stick to it. He
planned and carried out the most audacious prison break

ever executed. He was a much more dangerous criminal

than his friend, Alvin Karpis, member of the Karpis-Bark-

er mob which kidnaped Edward Bremer. DeVol was always

a killer, while Karpis was only a criminal weakling. Yet

in the end, DeVol came to his death through carelessness

and over-confidence—and an accident which he should have

foreseen.

It was in the Hutchinson, Kansas, Reformatory that De-
Vol met Karpis. DeVol had been arrested for burglary in

Pittsburgh, Kansas, on January 7, 1926, and he arrived at

the reformatory on March 25. Karpis was already there

—

had been there a month. The two became good friends.

Karpis was sixteen, willing

and anxious to become De-
Vol's pupil. As for DeVol,

he was twenty-one, and con-

sidered himself a veteran of

crime. Perhaps he wasn't so

far wrong.

For three years DeVol and
Karpis were chums in the Re-
formatory, and then they es-

caped. DeVol had smuggled

a saw out of the machine
shop, and one night they

sawed a bar out of their cell

window, and dropped down
to freedom.

A month later, however,

DeVol was right back in the

Hutchinson Reformatory.

He'd been arrested in Chica-

go as a suspicious character,

identified by his fingerprints,

and sent back. But now he'd

outgrown reformatories. He
was so unruly and abusive

that the authorities decided

to transfer him to the State

Penitentiary at Lansing.

At that, he almost escaped

again. While he was being

moved from Hutchinson to

Lansing he jumped from the

(Ccmtimied on~ page 99)

DeVol raised his glass

as if to drink—but un-

der its cover he drew
his gun. Two shots—and
one policeman lay dead.

f
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Above, Jack and his mother

return from Honolulu, where

she had an even better time

than he did. Left, another

characteristic pose. He has

many pet names for her, but

the one he likes best—and
so does she—is "The Spook."

\
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For broadcast time of Jock
Oakie's College, sponsored
by Comef Cigarettes, please
see page 54, Tuesday column.



Radio Pictures

Jack can't even read !n peace nowadays
because sooner or later he starts worry-

ing about his mother. Since she made a

picture with him and followed it up with

a successful personal appearance, things

haven't been the same. And now his bride

of a year wants to go on his radio show!

JACK OAKIE'S in hot water up to his neck and
it isn't going to help a bit to print this story.

The whole thing began back in 1932 and when
Jack signed for his new Tuesday night radio pro-

gram it got worse than ever. The tragedy of it is,

life should hold so much joy for Jack. He has this

program, his beautiful bride of a year and his new
picture, "Toast of New York." But he has, too, the

finest, swellest mother in the world.

And that is Jack Oakie's secret sorrow, the light-

ning that strikes twice in the same place and makes
him like it, the fear that haunts him by day and
keeps him awake at night. That finest, swellest

mother in the world.

Her name is Mrs. Evelyn Offield. She has beau-
tiful white hair, is plump and sixty-eight years old.

To Jack, she's the Spook, or the District Attorney, or the

Uptown Branch, or My Little White Mammy. No one
ever looked less like a menace. When she smiles, your heart

melts. When she laughs, everything is funny.
Yet the unescapable truth is. Jack Oakie has Mother

trouble. He had it four years ago and now, in the spring

of 1937, he has it so bad he's desperate.

TTie Spook is threatening to put her son Jack out of busi-

ness. She'd be on the air with him every week, she'd have

a part in all his pictures, she'd even have a radio program

of her own, if only Jack would be more reasonable.

Jack doesn't want any part of it. He wants his mother

to sit back and enjoy the comforts he can give her now.

He wants her home where he can watch over her. He re-

members the long years when she had to work for her liv-

ing and he wants it to be his turn (Continued on page 62)
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Above, Jack and his mother

return from Honolulu, where

she had an even better time

than he did. Left, another

characteristic pose. He has

many pet names for her, but

the one he likes best—and

so does she—is "The Spook."

For broadcast Hme of Joclj

Oakle's Col/ege, sponsored
by Camel Clgareites, please

see page 54, Tuesday column.
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Jack doesn't want any part of it. He wants his mother
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Emil Coleman, whose music is

broadcast on a late-at-night

schedule on NBC's networks,

has used this melody as his

theme song for seven years.
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PRESENTIKG COMPLETE WORDS AND MUSIC

OF EMIL COLEMAN'S EXOTIC THEME SONG,

PUBLISHED HERE FOR THE FIRST TIME!
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At home, Gladys Swarthout is a
graceful hostess in a costume
like the one below. They are

really pajamas, but are cut so

that the trousers fall into the

lines of a skirt when not in mo-
tion. The chartreuse sash adds a
charming contrast to the pearl

gray of the pajama, with gray

lacings through silver eyelets.

Spring is here—and so is

the tailored suit as glamor-

ized here by Miss Gladys
Swarthout, recent star of

Paramount's "Champagne
Waltz" and now star of the

new radio show for the
Country's Leading Ice and
Ice Refrigerator Companies.
In the above pose, Gladys
wears a gray tailored suit

with a brown Rodier Linen

shirt, a gray suede hat, a
pouch bag to match, and
brown shoes. The long in-

verted pleat is interesting.

Photographs through the courtesy

of Paramount Pictures, Inc.
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The above two-piece suit can be
worn way into the summer months

with changing accessories. The

material is a beige-tweed home-
spun with green, brown and beige

tnreads. The skirt is of solid

beige. A selvage edge serves

as a finishing touch to the top.

Gladys wears a high crown fedora

in beige felt, and a brown bag.



LOVELY GLADYS SWARTHOUT RETURNS FROM

HOLLYWOOD WITH A WARDROBE THAT GIVES

THE SPRING SEASON A BRAND NEW MEANING

Travis Banton designed this bil-

lowing gown, below, for dinner

wear. The skirt is gray-green

changeable taffeta, with inverted

pleats. The jacket is of a
rare, rich brocade from Bianch-

ini in Paris. The design was
inspired by old Persian docu-

ments. The tiny evening bag is

fashioned from the same material.

f

X For traveling, Gladys Swarthout

wears a charming sports costume

(above) of Indigo blue home-
spun striped in beige. The coat

has a novel, interesting cut and
Miss Swarthout's hat is an amusing

version of the pancake beret in

brown yarn with an under-chin

strap. Brown suede pumps and

sport gloves finish the costume.

A light and dark gray study

—with a dash of brown.
Above, another of Miss
Swarthout's new spring suits.

The fabric is an imported

English woolen. The pan-

elled treatment of the skirt

provides a novel type of

flare, and the rounded one-

button jacket is quite new.

For accessories, Miss Swart-

hout has chosen a gray felt

hat with dark gray grosgrain

band, brown shirt, gloves

and shoes, and tops it off

with a scarf of sable skins.
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HALLELUJAH!
A NEW WAY TO A

NEW FIGURE
FROM BEN BERNIE'S SISTER COMES A

MESSAGE OF HOPETO ALLWOMEIiWHO

ARE SEEKING SLENDERNESS AND BEAUTY

By JUDY ASHLEY

* \^

* * .2kv*^

Rose Bernie's slim
figure, above, re-

sults from the sim-

ple rules she gives

you in this article.

Helen Choat, Judy
Johnson, and Adele
Ronson refuse to
let winter weather
discourage them.

Left below, Rose
has changed since

this picture with
brothers JefF and
Herman was taken.

|EN isn't the only remarkable member of the Bemie family. I realized

that when I met Rose Bernie, his sister. For here is a woman who
hasn't been content to bask in her brother's fame, but who has struck

out for herself and demanded of life not only one career, but two. More
than that, her history contains a chapter which brings new hope to every

woman who is overweight, chronically tired, or burdened with more re-

sponsibilities than she can carry.

Sometimes great things happen in this world, and nobody knows about

them until long after they are accomplished facts. For instance, I'll wager
that few readers have ever heard of a milk reducing farm—or if they have,

they've only the vaguest notion of how one operates—just as few of Ben

Bernie's fans know of his sister and the wonderful (Continued on page 102)
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Worth stopping for

!

SEE THE BEECH-NUT CIRCUS
Biggest Little Show on Earth!

A mechanical marvel. . 3 rings of performers

clowns . . animals . . acrobats . .
elephants

music 'n' everything! Now touring the

country. See it when it visits your city.

^tf' ORALGENE
\,tf^' The new firmer texture gum

that aids mouth health and
helps fight mouth acidity.
"Chew with a purpose."

BEECHIES
Gum in a crisp candy coating
. . doubly delightful that way !

Peppermint, Spearmint, Pepsin.
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. . . Special soap and powder to keep
him clean and comfortable.

From the very first day of his life a baby
lives in a SPECIAL world. Everything he gets

is made especially for him.

. . . Special foods to keep a
youngster thriving.

. . . Special dental care to keep young teeth
sound and straight.

"

. . . Special toys to keep the
mind growing.

. . . And a SPECIAL laxative to keep the

body healthy. . . Fletcher's Castoria,

What a grand start a modern youngster getsl

EVERYTHING MADE ESPECIALLY FOR HIM. ..EVEN TO A
SPECIAL LAXATIVE!

Yes, even a special laxative.

After all, he is only a tot. His system

isn't sturdy enough for the hurly-burly

effects of an "achilt" laxative . . . even

when given in "smaller doses."

That is the reason why many floftf)rs

often suggest Fletcher's Castoria. For, as

you know, Fletcher's Castoria is a child's

laxative pure and .simple — made espe-

cially and 07dy for children.

Ft couldn't possibly harm tlie tiniest

iiiliiTit system because it contains no

harsh "adult" drugs ... no nai-cotics . . .

nothing that could cause cramping pains.

It works chiefly on the lower bowel. It

gently urges the muscular movement. It

is SAFE . . .mild . . .yet thorough.

A famous baby specialist said he

couldn't write a better prescription than

Fletcher's Castoria.

S0''&

It is also important to remember that

a child should take a laxative willingly,

i^octors say the revulsion a child feels

when forced to lake a medicine he hates

can thi'ow his entire nei'vous system out

of order. That's why even the taste of

Fletcher's Castoria is made especially

for children. They love it.

More than five million mothers depend

faithfully upon Fletcher's Castoria. Why
not stay on the safe side and keep a bot-

tle handy in your home? You can never

tell when you'll need it.

You can buy Fletcher's Castoria at any
drug store. Ask for the Family Size Bot-

tle. It saves you money. The signature

Chas. H . Fletcher appears on the red-

hordered band on the box.

CASTORIA
The laxative made especially for babies

and growing children



ARE YOU FUSSY ABOUT

YOUR CHILD'S FOOD?

YOU CAN CURE THIS

HEADACHE WITH THE

NEW STRAINED AND

CANNED FRUITS

AND VEGETABLES

IT'S A CINCH

TO FEED
THE BABY Listen in Tuesdays and Thurs-

days at 11:45 a.m. over CBS
to Eleanor Howe's program for

valuable hints that will help

you make your home attractive.

% **^^:j(s:)C'**w^«sis^ ,$r«x?'^ -xs^-s

DO you have a daily battle with that ole debbil, sieve?

In other words, have you a baby whose daily menu
is made up of vegetables, fruits and cereals which

you must run through a strainer?

If you have, you are the person Eleanor Howe is looking

for.

Miss Howe, whose Eleanor Howe's Homemakers' Ex-

change, sponsored by the National Association of Ice In-

dustries, you hear twice weekly over CBS, has plunged

deeply into the subject of infant feeding and has come up

with such valuable information that I can hardly wait to

pass it on to you. I am sure )ou'll find it helpful.

"The whole business of canned strained foods for babies

is a fascinating one," she told me. "The first ones were
put up in glass jars and sold through drugstores.

"Then came the day when a )oung mother said to her

husband, as no doubt many of you have said, 'This business

of straining vegetables every day for the baby almost has

me licked. Considering the small quantity he needs daily

and the length of time it takes to run them through a sieve.

it's the hardest job I have. Here, try it \ourself and see

if }-ou don't think it's work. {Continued ou page 87)

B y MRS. MARGARET SIMPSON
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SUNDAY

AM time is Eastern Standard

10:00 A.M.
CB.S: Church of the Air.
NEC-Blue: Cloister Bells.
NBC-Red: Sabbath Reveries.

10:30
CBS: Romany Trail.
NBC-Red: Music and American
Youth

11:00
NBC: Press-radio News.

11:05
NBC-Blue: Alice Remsen. contralto.

NBC-Red: Ward and Muzzy, piano.

11:30
CBS: Major Bowes Family.
NBC-Red: The World Is Yours.
NBC-Blue: lodent Dress Rehearsal.

12:00 Noon
NBC-Blue: Moscow Sleigh Bells.

NBC-Red: Paramount Stars.

12:30 P.M.
CB.S: Salt Lake City Tabernacle.
MnS: Ted Weems Orchestra.
NBC-Blue: Music Hall of the Air
NBC-lted: University of Chicago
Round Table Discussion.

1:00
CBS: Church of the Air.
NBC-Red: Dorothy Dreslin

1:30
CBS: Poetic Strings
NBC-Blue: Our Neighbors.
NBC-Red- Melody Matinee.

2:00
CBS: Music of the Theatre
MBS: The Lamplighter.
NBC-Blue: The Magic Key of RCA.

2:30
NBC-Red: Thatcher Colt mysteries.

3:00
CBS: N. Y. Philharmonic
NBC-Blue: Captain Diamond.
NBC-Red: Metropolitan Auditions.

3:30
NBC-Blue; London Letter
NliC-ltud: Grand Hotel.

4:00
NBC-Blue: Sunday Vespers.

4:30
NBC-Blue: Fishface and Figgs-
bottle.
NBC-Red: Musical Camera.

6:00
cjtS: Your Unseen Friend.
NBC-Blue: We, the People.
NBC-Red: Marion Talley.

5:30
CBS Guy Lombardo.
NBC-Blue; Stoopnagle and Budd.
NBC-Red; Smilin' Ed McConnell.

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

6:00
CBS: Joe Penner.
MBS; Feenamint Program.
NBC-Red: Catholic Hour.

6:30
CBS; Rubinoff. Jan Peerce.
NBC-Bed: A Tale of Today.

7:00
CBS: Columbia Workshop.
NBC-Blue: Helen Traubel.
NBC-Red; Jack Benny.

7:30
CBS: Phil Baker.
NBC-Blue: Ozzie Nelson, Bob Rip-
ley.
NBC-Rcd: Fireside Recitals.

7:45
NBC-Red:Fitch Jingles.

8:00
CBS: Moore and Broderick.
NBC-Blue; Musical Comedy Revue.
KBC-Kcd; Do You Want to be an
Actor?

8:30
CBS: Eddie Cantor.
NBC-Blue; Dreams of Long Ago.

9:00
CP.S: Ford Sunday Hour.
NBC-Blue; Walter Winchell.
NBC-Ued: Manhattan Merry-Go-
Round.

9:15
NBC-Blue;Ripoling Rhythm Revue

9:30
NBC-Rcd: American Album of

Familiar Music.

9*45
'MtC-I!lue: Edwin C. Hill

10:00
CBS; Gillette Community Sing.
NBI'-Rcd; General Motors Sym-
phony

10:30
MIC Blue; Romance of '76,

MONDAY
All time is Eastern Standard

10:00 A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs.

10:13
CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.

10:30
CBS: Betty Crocker; Hymns.
NBC-Blue; Pepper Young's Family.
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill.

10:45
CBS: News.
NBC-Blue: Kitchen Cavalcade.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.

II :00
CBS: Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills,
NBC-Bed: David Harum.

11:15
NBC-Blue: Personal Column.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

11:30
CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming.

11:45
CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Voice ot Experience.

12:00 Noon
CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Bed: Girl Alone.

12:15
CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

12:30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

12:45
CBS; Rich Man's Darling.

1:00
CBS: Five Star Revue.

1:15
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife

1:45
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories.
NBC-Red: Neighbor Nell.

2:00
CBS: Kathryn Cravens.

2:15
CBS: School of the Air.

2:45
CBS: Myrt and Marge.
NBC-Red: Personal Column.

3:00
MBS: Mollie of the Movies
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.

3:15
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins.

3:30
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade.

3 '45

'NBC-Red: The O'Neills.
4:00
NBC-Red: Hour of Charm.

4:30
NBC-Red: Follow the Moon.

4:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light.

5:00
CBS: Junior Nurse Corps.
NBC-Blue: Let's Talk It Over.

5:15
NBC-Red: Tom Mix.
CBS; Dorothy Gordon

6:30
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC Red: Jack Armstrong.

5:45
CBS: Wilderness Road,
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.
6:15
CBS: News of Youth.

6:30
Press Radio News

6:45
CBS; Pretty Kitty Kelly.
NBC-Blue Lowell Thomas.

7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies.
NBC-Rod: Amos 'n' Andy.

7:15
CBS: Ma and Pa.
NBC-Red; Uncle Ezra.

7:30
MBS: The Lone Ranger.
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.

7:45
CBS: Boake Carter.

8 :00
CBS; Alemite Halt Hour.
NBC-Bluc; Burns and Allen
NBC-Red; McGee and Molly,

6:30
CHS; Pick and Pat.
NBC-Bluo: Sweetest Love Songs.
NBC-Red: Voice of Firestone.

0:00
CBS; Lux Radio Theater.
MBS: Gabriel Heatter.
NBC-Red; Warden Lawes.

9:30
NBC Red; Studebaker Champions.

10:00
('US; Wayne King.
MBS; Famous Jury Trials.
NBC-Red; Contented Program.

10:30
NBC-Red: Krueger Musical Toast.

TUESDAY
All time is Eastern Standard

10:00 A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press-Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs.

10:15
CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins.
NBC-Red: Johns Other Wife.

10:30
CBS: Betty Crocker; Hymns,
NBC-Blue; Pepper Young s ramily
NBC-Bed: Just Plain Bill.

10:45
CBS: News.
NBC-Blue; Kitchen Cavalcade.
NBC-Red; Today's Children.

11:00
CBS: Mary Lee Taylor.
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

11:15
CBS; East and Dumke.
NBC-Blue: Personal Column.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

11:30
CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red; Mystery Chef.

11:45
CBS: Eleanor Howe.
NBC-Blue; Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Allen Prescott.

12:00 Noon
CBS; The Giimps.
NBC-Red: Girl Alone.

12:15 P.M.
CBS: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

12:30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour.

12:45
CBS: Rich Man's Darling.

1:00
CBS: Jack Berch.

1:15
NBC-RED: Dan Harding's Wife.

1 :45
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories.

2:15
CBS: School of the Air.

2:45
CBS: Myrt and Marge.
NBC-Red: Personal Column.

3:00
MBS: Mollie of the Movies.
NBC-Bed; Pepper Young's Family.

3:15
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

3:30
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade.

3 :45

NBC-Red: The O'Neills.
4:30
NBC-Blue- Dog Heroes.
NBC-Red; Follow the Moon.

4:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light.

5:00
NBC-Blue: Your Health.
NBC-Rcd: While the City Sleeps

5:15
NBC-Red: Tom Mix.

5:30
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red; Jack Armstrong.

5:45
CBS; Wilderness Road.
NBC-Blue: Breen and DeRose.
NBC-Red; Little Orphan Annie.

6:30
Press

6:45
CBS:
NBC-

7:00
CBS:
NBC-
NBC-

7:15
CBS:
NBC-
NBC-

7:30
CBS:
NKC-
NBC-

7:45
CHS
NBC-

8:00
CBS:
NBC-
NBC-

3:30
CBS:
MBS
Nl'.C-
NBC-

9:00
CBS:
MBS
NBC-
NBC-

9:30
CBS;
MBS;
NBC-
NBC-

10:30
NBC

X P,M. to Eleven P.M.

-Radio News.

Pretty Kitty Kelly.
Blue: Lowell Thomas.

Poetic Melodies.
Blue; Easy Aces.
Red: Amos 'n' Andy.

Ma and Pa.
Blue; Tastyeast Jesters.
Red; Vocal Varieties.

Alexander Woollcott.
Blue; Lum and Abner
Red; Hendrick W. Van Loon.

Boake Carter.
Red; Fray and Braggiotti.

Hammerstein's Music Hall.
Blue: Log Cabin Dude Ranch.
Red: Johnny Presents

Al Jolson.
Listen to This.

Blue: Edgar A. Guest.
Red: Wayne King.

Al Pearce.
Gabriel Heatter.

Blue; Ben Bernie.
Red; Vox Pop—Parks Johnson.

Jack Oakie.
True Detective Mystery.

Blue; Husbands and Wives.
Red; Fred Astalre.

Red: Jimmie Fidler.

WEDNESDAY
All time is Eastern Standard

10:00 A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Red; Mrs. Wiggs.

10:15
CBS; Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins.
NBC-Red; John's Other Wife.

10:30
CBS: Betty Crocker; Hymns.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young s Family.
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill.

10:45
CBS; News.
KBC-Blue; Kitchen Cavalcade.
NBC-Red; Today's Children.

II :00
CBS; Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills.
NBC-Red; David Harum.

11:15
NBC-Blue: Personal Column.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

II :30
CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming.

11:45
CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
.\BC-Red; Voice of Experience.

12:00 Noon
CBS; The Gumps.
NBC-Red; Girl Alone.

12:15
CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red; Mary Marlin.

12:30 , .
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.

NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour.
12:45
CBS: Rich Man's Darling.

1:00
CBS: Five Star Revue.

I :I5

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

1 :30
CBS: George Rector.

1:45
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories.

NBC-Blue; Neighbor Nell.

2:00
CBS: Kathryn Cravens

2:45
CBS: Myrt and Marge.
NBC-Red: Personal Column.

5:00
MBS: Mollie of the Mo/ es.

NBC-Red: Pepper Young s Family.
3:15
NBC-Blue: Continental Varieties.

NBC-Red: Ma Perkins.
3:30
NBC-Red; Vic and Sade.

3:45
NBC-Red: The O'Neills.

4:00
NBC-Red; Henry Busse Orch.

4:30
NBC-Red: Follow the Moon.

4:45
NBC-Red; The Guiding Light.

5:00
CBS: Junior Nurse Corps.

5:15
NBC-Red: Tom Mix.

5:30
. ^

NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

5 :45
CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.
6:15
CBS: News of Youth.

6:30
Press- Radio News.

Ii:45

CBS; Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.

7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies.
NBC-Blue; Easy Aces.
NBC-Red; Amos 'n' Andy.

7:16
CBS; Ma and Pa.
NBC-Blue; Tastyeast testers.

NBC-Red: Uncle Ezra.

7:30
MBS: The Lone Ranger.
NBC-Blue; Lum and Abner.

7:45
CBS: Boake Carter.

6:00
CBS; Cavalcade ot America.
NBC-Blue: Beatrice Lillie.

NBC-Red; One Man's Family.
8:30
CBS; Ken Murray.
MBS; Tonic Time.
NBC-Blue: Ethel Barrymore,
NBC-Red: Wayne King,

9:00
, ,. ,

CBS: Nino Martini,
NBC-Blue: Professional Parade
NBC-Red: Town Hall Tonight,

0'30
CBS: Beauty Box Theatre,

10:00
CBS: Gang Busters, Phillips Lord.
vnc-lled; Your Hit Parade.

'O'^O „, . . „CBS; Sinclair Program,
NBC-Red; Gladys Swarthout,

USE THIS HANDY GUIDE TO LOCATE THE PROGRAMS ON
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PROGRAM DIRECTORY
THURSDAY
AM time is Eastern Standard

10:00 A.IVI.
CBS: Betty and Boh.
KBP-Blue: Press-Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wigos

I0:is
CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Ma Perliins.
NBC-Red: Johns Other Wife.

• 0:30
CBS: Betty Crocker; Hymns.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young s Family
NBC-lteri: Just Plain Bill

10:45
CBS: News.
NBC-Blue: Kitchen Cavalcade.
NBC-Ued Todays Children

11:00
CBS: Mary Lee Taylor.
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

11:15
CBS: East and Dumke.
NBC-Blue: Personal Column.
NBC-lted: Backstage Wife.

11:30
CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Ked: Betty Moore.

11:45
CBS: Eleanor Howe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Allen Prescott.

12:00 Noon
CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Blue; Honeyboy and Sassafras.
KBC-Red: Girl Alone.

12:15 P.M.
CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

12:30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour.

12:45
CBS: Rich Man's Darling.

1:00
CBS: Jack Berth.

1:15
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

1:30
CBS: George Rector

1:45
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories.

2:15
CBS: School of the Air.

2:30
NBC-Blue: Women's Clubs.

2:45
CBS: Myrt and Marge.
NBC-Red: Personal Column.

3:00
HBS: Mollie of the Movies.
NBC-Bed: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins.

3:30
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade.

3:45
NBC-Blue: NBC Light Opera Co.
.NBC-Ked: The O'Neills.

4:30
•IBC-Red: Follow the Moon.

4:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light.

5:00
NBC-Red: While the City Sleeps.

9:15
NBC-Red: Tom Mix.

5:30
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

5:45
CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Blue: Brecn and OeRose.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

6:30
Press

6:45
CBS:
NBC-

?:00
CBS:
NBC-
NBC

-

?:15
CBS:
NBC-
NBC-

7:30
CBS:
NBC-

?:45
CBS:
WBS
NBC-

S:00
CBS:
NBC-

9:00
CBS:
MBS
NBC-

0:30
MBS
NBC

10:00
CBS:
NBC-

10:30
CBS:

-Radio News.

Pretty Kitty Kelly.
Blue: Lowell Thomas.

Poetic Melodies.
Blue: Easy Aces.
Red: Amos 'n' Andy.

Ma and Pa.
Blue: Tastyeast Jesters
Bed: Vocal Varieties.

Alexander Woollcott.
Blue: Lum and Abner.

Boake Carter.
: Pleasant Valley Frolics.

Blue: Jerry Cooper.

Kate Smith.
Bed: Rudy Vallee.

Major Bowes Amateurs.
; Gabriel Heatter.
•Red: Show Boat.

: Melody Treasure Hunt.
-Blue: Town Meeting.

Floyd Gibbons
Red: Kraft Music Hall.

March of Time.

FRIDAY
All time is Eastern Standard

10:00 A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs.

10:15
CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins.
NBC-Red John's Other Wife.

10:30
CBS: Betty Crocker; News.
NBC-Blue' Pepper Youngs Family
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:45
NBC-Blue: Kitchen Cavalcade.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.

<i:eo
CHS: Heinz Magazine.
NBC Blue: The O'Neills.
NBC-Ued: David Harum.

II :I5
NBC-Blue: Personal Column.
NBC-Hed: Backstage Wife.

11:30
CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming

11:45
CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience.

12:00 Noon
CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Red: Girl Alone.

12:15
CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

12:30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour.

12:45
CBS: Rich Man's Darling.

1:00
CBS: Five Star Revue.

1:15
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

1:30
CBS: George Rector.

1:45
CBS: Aunt lenny's Life Stories.

2:00
CBS: Kathryn Cravens.
NBC: Music Appreciation Hour.

2:15
I BS: School of the Air.

2:45
CBS; Myrt and Marge.

3:00
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.

3:15
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins.

3:30
NBC-Red; Vic and Sade.

3:45
'NBC-Red: The O'Neills.

4:00
NBC-Red: Tea Time at Morrell's.

4:30
NBC-Red: Follow the Moon.

4:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light.

5:00
CBS: Junior Nurse Corps.

5:15
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Tom Mix.

5:30
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

5:45
CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Red; Little Orphan Annie.

Si

<i:l5
CBS;

6:30
Press

6:45
CBS:
NBC-

7:00
CBS:
NBC-

7:15
CBS:
KBC-
NBC-

7:30
MBS
NBC-
NBC-

7:45
CBS:
NBC-

6:00
CBS:
NBC-
NBC

-

6:15
NBC-

6:30
CBS:
NBC-

9:00
CBS:
NBC-
NBC-

9:30
NBC

10:00
CBS;
NBC
NBC

10:30
CBS
NBC

X P.M. to Eleven P.M.

News of Youth.

-Radio News.

Pretty Kitty Kelly.
Blue; Lowell Thomas.

Mortimer Gooch.
Red: Amos 'n' Andy.

Ma and Pa.
Blue: The Stainless Show.
Red; Uncle Ezra.

; The Lone Ranger.
Blue: Lum and Abner.
Red: Edwin C. Hill.

Boake Carter
Blue: Jean Dickenson.

Broadway Varieties.
Blue: Irene Rich.
Red: Cities Service Concert.

Blue: Singin' Sam.

Hal Kemp's Orch.
Blue: Death Valley Days.

Hollywood Hotel.
Blue: Universal Rhythm.
Red: V/altz Time.

-Red: True Story Court.

Philadelphia Orchestra
Blue: Jack Pearl. Cliff Hall.
Red: First Nighter.

Sinclair Program.
Red: Pontiac Varsity Show.

SATURDAY
All time Is Eastern Standard

10:00 A.M.
CBS: Your Home and Mine.
NBC: Press- Radio News.

10:05
NBC-Blue: Breen and Oe Rose.
NBC-Red: Charioteers.

i0:l5
CBS: Richard Maxwell.
NBC-Blue; Raising Your Parents.
NBC-Red; The Vass Family.

10:30
CBS: Let's Pretend.
NBC-Red: Msnhatters.

10:45
NBC-Blue: Clark Dennis.

11:00
CBS: Cincinnati Conservatory.
NBC-Blue: Madge Marley.
NKC-Reo Our American Schools.

II :I5

NBC-Blue: Minute Men.
NliC-Ued; Doc Whipple.

11:30
NBC-Blue: Magic of Speech.
NBC-Red: Mystery Chef.

II :45

NBC-Red: Home Town.

12:00 Noon
NBC-Red: Abram Chasins.

12:30

NBC-Blne: National Farm Hour.
NBC-Red: Rex Battle's Orch.
CBS: George Hall Orch.

1:05

NTiC-Red: Whitney Ensemble.
1 :3C
CBS; Buffalo Presents
NBC-Blue: Our Barn.
NBC-Red: Campus Capers.

2:00
CBS; Dancepators.
NBC-Blue; Metropolitan Opera.
NBC-Red: Your Host is Buffalo.

2:30
NBC-Red: Golden Melodies.

2:45
CBS: Clyde Barrie.

3:00
CBS: Down by Herman's.
NBC-Red: Walter Logan.

3:30
CBS: Dept. of Commerce Series.
NBC-Red: Week End Review.

4:30
NBC-Red: Spelling Bee.

5:30
CBS: Drama of the Skies
NBC-Blue: Bill Kountz Orch.
NBC-Red: Kaltenmeyer's Kinder-
garten.

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

6:05
NBC-Blue: Nickelodeon.
NBC-Bed: Top Hatters

6:25
CBS: Press-Radio News.

6:30
CBS: Eton Boys.
NBC; Press- Radio News.

6:35
NBC-Blue: NBC Home Symphony
NBC-Red: Alma Kitchell.

6:43
CBS: Tito Guizar.
NBC-Red: Religion in the News

7:00
CBS; Saturday Night Swing.
KHC-Blue: Message of Israel.

NBC-Red: Jimmy Kemper.

?:I5
NBC-Red: Hampton Institute.

7:30
CBS: Carborundum Band.
NBC-Blue: Uncle Jim's Question
Bee.

7:45
NBC-Red: Thornton Fisher.

8:00
^ „ .

CBS: Professor Quiz.
NBC-Blue: Ed Wynn.
NBC-Reii: Saturday Night Party

8:30
CBS: Johnny Presents.
NBC-Blue: Meredith Willson.

9:00
CBS: Floyd Gibbons. Vincent Lopez.
MBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell.
NBC-Blue: National Barn Dance.
NBC-Red: Snow Village Sketches.

9:30
CBS; Your Pet Program.
NBC-Red: Shell Show, Joe Cook.

10:00
CBS: Your Hit Parade and Sweep-
stakes.

10:30
NBC-Red: Irvln S. Cobb

HOW TO USE THIS
PROGRAM GUIDE

Programs of the four major
networks are listed on these two
pages — Columbia Broadcasting
S.vstem (abbreviated to CBS), the
two National Broadcasting Com-
pany chains NBC-I!lue and NBC-
Red and the Mutual System, ab-
breviated to MBS. In order to

learn what network your local

station is affiliated with find it in

one of the lists printed below.
All regularly scheduled pro-

grams, broadcast from 10 A.M. to

11 P.M., Eastern Standard 'I'ime,

are included in the listing. If

no program for a network appears
in a time division, it is either
because the program listed in the
preceding time division is still

being broadcast or because no
regular program is scheduled for

that time.
All time given Is E<Tstern Stan-

dard Time. For Central Standard
Time subtract one hour: for
Mountain Standard Time sub-
tract two; and for Pacific Stan-
dard Time subtract three.

Thus :

E. S. T.
10:00

C. S. T. M. S. T. P. S. T.
9 :00 8 :00 7 :00

Stations on the Columbia
Broadcasting System

Network
WABC WIBW WTOC
WACO WIBX WWL
WADCl WISN WWVA
WALA WJA5 KFAB
WBBM WJNO KFBB
WBIG WJR KFH
WBNS WJSV KFPY
WBRC WKBN KGKO
WBT WKBW KGVO
WCAO WKRC KLRA
WCAU WLAC KLZ
WCCO WLBZ KMBC
WCOA WMAS KMOX
WDAE WMBD KNOW
WDBJ WMBG KNX
WDBO WMBR KOH
WDNC WMMN KOIN
WOOD WNAX KOL
WDRC WNBF KOIVIA
WEEI WNOX KRLD
WESG WOO KRNT
WFBL WOKO KSCJ
WFBM WORC KSFO
WFEA WOWO KSL
WGL WPG KTRH
WGR WPRO KTSA
WGST WQAM KTUL
WHAS WREC KVI
WHEC WSBT KVOR
WHIO WSFA KWKH
WHK WSJS CFRB
WHP WSPD CKAC

Stations on the National
Broadcasting Company

Networks
RED NETWORK

WBEN WIRE WTAG
WCAE WJAR WTAM
WCSH WMAQ WTIC
WDAF WNAC WWJ
WEAF WOW KSD
WFBR WRC KSTP
WGY WSAI KYW
WHO

BLUE NETWORK
WABY WGAR WSYR
WBAL WHAM WTCN
WBZ WICC WXYZ
WBZA WJZ KDKA
WCKY WLS KOIL
WEAN WMAL KSO
WEBR WMT KVOD
WENR WREN KWK
WFIL
SUPLEMENTARY STATIONS

(These stations carry both Red and
Blue network programs.)

WAPI WPTF KGHL
WAVE WRVA KGIR
WBAP WSB KGNC
WCFL WSM KGO
WOOL WSIVIB KGU
WCSC WSOC KGW
WDAY WSUN KHQ
WEBC WTAR KJR
WFAA WTMJ KLO
WFBC WWNC KMJ
WFLA KARK KOA
WGL KDYL KOMO
WIBA KECA KPO
WIOD KERN KPRC
WIS KEX KTAR
WJAX KFBK KTBS
WJDX KFI KTHS
WKY KF5D KVOO
WLW KFYR KWG
WMC KGA CFCF
WOA1 KEBX CRCT
WOOD KGHF

ALL FOUR NETWORKS FROM TEN A.M. TO ELEVEN P.M.
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By

NORTON RUSSELL

NEW HEADLINES AND

NEW ADVENTURES IN

MANCHURIA, SHANG^

HAI. AND ETHIOPIA

CLIMAX THIS THRILL

PACKED LIFE STORY

ConcI usion

THERE Floyd was, that winter

of 1931-32, in Manchuria. His

job was to keep on good terms

with the Japanese armies who were

busy moving in upon the Chinese in

that territory, whether the Chinese

concerned liked it or not. Mostly,

they didn't, but they had no regu-

larly constituted army to express

their resentment.

Officially, the Japanese army was

supposed to be advancing against

the Chinese army. Actually, the ad-

vance was a series of skirmishes,

with long periods of marching over

frozen ground in between. The
skirmishes occurred when the Japa-

nese came across one of the bands

of disorganized Chinese soldiers that

roamed the territory. There was

fighting going on somewhere most

of the time, but no one battle was

particularly important. In fact, the

Japanese had already virtually es-

tablished {Contmued on page 66)

PERSONAL HISTORY OF

ICiWc IVOlid

Floyd was on vacation in Yel-

lows+one Park when a forest

fire broke out nearby. Above,

OS he gave up his holiday and
prepared to fight the blaze. ADVENTURER
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LEFT TOP
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HEN BRITAIN s great pag-

eant takes place, the
beauty of her high-born

women will play no small part in that

pageantry.

Over and above their beauty of line

and feature, the world will pay tribute to

the fragile, transparent beauty of their

exquisitely cared for skins.

Could you ask these high-born beauties

how they care for their delicate skins,

you would be impressed by the number
who simply answer— "Pond's."

Duchesses, Countesses, Viscountesses,

Ladies are among those who say they

guard their skins' beauty with Pond's.

Pond's is the largest selling cream in

England and in all the dominions!

Here is the method English and Ameri-

can beauties use:

Every night, smooth on Pond's Cold
Cream. As it softens and releases dirt,

stale make-up and skin secretions—wipe
them all off. Now pat in more Pond's Cold

Cream

—

briskly, till the circulation stirs.

Your skin feels invigorated and freshened.

Every morning— (^nd before make-up) re-

peat . . . "\'our skin is smooth for powder
— fresh, vital looking!

Send for SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids

POND'S, Dept. SRM-CE, Clinton Conn.
Rnsh special tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enoiiph for

9 treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond's
Creams and $ different shades of Pond's Face Powder.
1 enclose io|^ to cover postage and packing.

Name-

Street -

City— ^Stale-

Copyrlght, 1937, Pond's Extract Company
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i have to wrpe
^

this wheel first"

Front Seat Drivers . .

.

Back Seat Drivers . . . adopt tlie

KLEENEX
HABIT

• It's the thing to do—keep Kleenex Tissues

in the car to clean wheel and windshield, to

wipe hands and greasy spots so clothes don't

become soiled. . . . And during colds, the

Kleenex Habit saves noses, saves money as it

reduces handkerchief washing. Use a tissue

once—then destroy, germs and alL

^H Keep Kleenex
^H Save Steps

-

^H| To remove i

^^H cosmetics...*]
^Hj rouge...To sli

^H stick . . .To di

^^1 For the baby.

.

In Every Room.
-Time— Money

ace creams and
"o apply powder,
ape and olot lip-

ist and polish...
.And keep a box
in your kitchen.

No waste 1No mess

!

Pull a tissue — the

next one pops up
ready for use I

KLEENEX
A diipoiab/e h'tiue mode ofCeWvcotton (not cotton)
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Strange Threat the Future Holds for Bobby Breen

(.Continued from page 23)

five hundred thousand."
Medical opinion is no more encouraging

than musical opinion. I talked to a promi-
nent throat specialist, and he told me
that during a boy's change of voice the
vocal cords grow much faster than any
other part of the body. It is the change
in their relative size that causes the voice
alteration. No one can tell in advance
how much or how little the cords will

grow, or what the result will be.

Sally Breen must have known years ago
how small a chance there was that Bobby's
voice would survive his growth to matur-
ity. She knew that she and Bobby were
like two people who have found a great
treasure that must be used at once before
it faded away.

THE situation has not changed—if any-
' thing, it has grown more acute. In the
midst of uncertainty and doubt, Bobby is

still gambling with time, gambling with
his future as the stake.

It was winter when I last saw Bobby.
He had come to New York to make per-

sonal appearances at the Radio City Mu-
sic Hall in connection with the premiere
of his latest picture, "Rainbow On the
River." On his trips from his hotel to

the theater he rode in a luxurious, heated
lirriousine which had been lent to him by
friends, but even in its warmth he was
swathed in layer upon layer of mufflers
and coats. His own doctor made daily in-

spections of his throat. Every possible

precaution was taken against even the
hint of a cold.

The truth is that Bobby can't spare a

day to be ill. He can no more spare the
time to be ill than he can spare it to

play. Into four or five years he must
crowd the earning capacity of a lifetime.

That is the reason he will make as many
pictures as possible from now until what-
ever time his voice changes, and the rea-

son he will sing as much as possible on
the air.

Other child stars in Hollywood have
faced a similar problem, but never has it

been so acute, or so personal, as it is in

Bobby's case. Jackie Coogan, Jackie
Cooper, Madge Evans—their gangling
adolescence meant only that they must
wait until the awkward stage passed. But
while their childhood fame came from
their innocent, lovable personalities, they
were all the time learning valuable lessons

in acting which would stand them in good
stead later on. Their knowledge of the

acting profession could never be taken
from them. Bobby's fame cornes from his

voice first of all, and all his lessons in

singing and acting may be worthless if it

should go.

Since this is the case. Bobby and the

adults who have his career in their hands
have chosen the only possible course.

They must see to it that Bobby has every-

thing that's coming to him, in fame and
in money, while he can earn it. There is

no danger, experts agree, that using his

voice to capacity now will have any bad
effect upon it after the change, as long

as ordinary precautions of health are ob-

served.

But even this course of action, neces-

sary and f)bvious as it is, carries its own
unique penalties. Bobby must lead as

busy and full a life as any adult—busier

than most. His days are taken up with

practicing, rehearsing, performing, apply-
ing make-up, studying, seeing people who
simply must be seen. There's no.time for
the ordinary pleasures of childhood. Be-
cause of his singing and the constant
necessity for rehearsal, Bobby has even
less leisure time than the average child
movie or radio star. All his friends and
acquaintances are older than he is, natur-
ally, and he talks to adults on terms of
equality.

For all the normal interests of child-
hood he has substituted singing. It has
become part of him, just as it becomes
part of any great artist. If it is ever im-
possible for him to bend all his thoughts
and energies in that one direction, Bobby
will face a problem of adjustment that
would stagger most adults.

Because he now spends all his time with
adults he will find it difficult to under-
stand and sympathize with children his

own age. Because his days are now filled

with work, he will find play dull and un-
interesting, and childish games silly. Be-
cause he has grown used to applause, he
will find life empty without it.

Knowing Bobby, I am sure he will be
able to make the adjustment if it becomes
necessary. But it will cause him unhap-
piness.

There is the one possibility, the one
chance in five hundred thousand, that he
will riever be forced to step down from
the high place his voice has won for him.
One chance that, great as his voice is now,
it may some day be even greater.

Enrico Caruso is the only child singer
who ever grew to be a greater singer as a

man. From the time he was six until he
was fourteen, Caruso was much in de-

mand as a boy contralto soloist—so much
in demand that his school tuition was re-

mitted and priests and teachers gave him
all the money he needed. He won two
silver medals for singing during this pe-

riod, and was considered the greatest boy
church singer in Naples.

IT was accident that saved his voice for

the world, and that may point the way
to save Bobby Breen's! When Caruso was
fifteen, his mother died. He had_ loved

her so devotedly that he found it impos-
sible to sing after her death. For more
than a year he did not sing a note, either

privately or publicly. It was during this

period of despondency that his voice

changed. When finally he did sing again

he was surprised to find that his voice

had become a thin tenor instead of the

former contralto. With increasing matur-
ity and care, the thin tenor became the

greatest tenor of all time.

It's possible that the same thing may
happen to Bobby Breen, if only the warn-
ing signs of the coming change are ob-
served in time to stop him from singing

—and if only he can go through the

agonizing year or so of waiting without
singing a note. Throat specialists agree

that the complete rest Caruso gave his

voice in his sixteenth year was responsible

for its beauty later on. But they do not

sav that such, a rest guarantees a beau-

tiful voice.

Perhaps the unearthly beauty of Bobby's

soprano as we listen to it on the air is

too precious a thing for us to enjoy for

long. Or perhaps. . . ? Only the years

can tell.

And still they come! Getthe June issue of RADIO MIRROR for

the words and music of another famous radio theme song
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V
People Don't Know Whether They Get

ENOUGH VITAMINS with Their Meals^

Until III Health Shows It

But—by Adding

ONE FOOD to Your

Daily Diet, You Can Be

Sure of a REGULAR
SUPPLY of These

4 VITAMINS Every Day

SOFT BONES followed by
bowlegs and knock-knees
often result from too little
Vitamin D—the BONE VI-
TAMIN. An ample supply of
this vitamin is essential to
babies and young children.
To assure her child having a
good foundation for straight
bones and good teeth, the
mother should have ample
Vitamin D in her diet during
pregnancy and M'hile nurs-
ing. Fleischmann^s Yeast
contains a rich supply of
this BONE VITAMIN.

Undersupplied
with Vitamin A
YOU CATCH COLD more
easily and more often if

you are not getting enough
Vitamin A. For without
enough of this vitamin,
membranes ofthe nose and
throat are weakened, and
your general resistance
lowered. Eat Fleisch-
mann's fresh Yeast daily
to assure yourself a regular
ADDITIONA L supply of
this important vitamin.

TfTfT •n^

Too Little

Vitamin G
means poor
growth

WEAK, thin, irritable
children are often
found to be poorly
supplied with Vita-
minG-theGROWTH
VITAMIN. Everyone
needs a generous sup-
ply of this vitamin
regularly to assure
proper development
of body tissues, and
lay a foundation for
good health. Fleisch-
mann's Yeast is rich
in Vitamin G. Chil-
dren from 5 to 12 years
can be given 1 to 2
cakes a day.

Not Enough
Vitamin B'

Ahtmdknt
\ Vitdtntn Br^

DISTENDED bowels (as
shown above), sagging stom-
ach and weakened nerve
control may result from an
undersupply of Vitamin B

—

the NERVE VITAMIN.

STRONG, healthy intestines and
bowels (as pictured above) re-
quire an ample daily supplv of
Vitamin B—the NERVE VITA-
MIN. Eat Fleischmann's Yeast
to increase your supply of > ita-
min B. It is one of the richest
natural foods in this vitamin.

RED ROLFE—
lusky third baseman of the
Yankees—has the strong phy-
sique and untiring energy that
show he gets his full share of
these 4health-building vitamins.

MANY PEOPLE today are

the victims of chronic ill

health because their everyday
meals do not provide enough

of these 4 essential vitamins

—

A, B, D and G.

A shortage of even one of

these important food elements

can undermine your vitality

and lower your resistance to

disease.

But, by adding one SPECIAL
food to your ordinary diet, you
can be sure of getting a regular

EXTRA supply of these 4 vita-

mins in addition to lohat your

meals supply.

That one food is FLEISCH-
MANN'S fresh YEAST. It is the

only natural food that furnishes

such an abundant supply of all 4

of these vitamins at once.

Just eat 3 cakes of Fleisch-

mann's Yeast daily— one cake
about ] 2 hour before each meal.

Eat it plain, or dissolved in a little

water. Start today to build up
your vitamin health this simple
way. Order 2 or 3 days' supply
from your grocer. Fleischmann's
Yeastkeepsperfectlyintheicebox.

Copyright, 1937, Standard Brands Incorporated
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IF YOU DON'T FIND

ALL THE INFORMA-

TION YOU WANT IN

THE STORIES ABOUT

STARS AND SHOWS.

WRITE AND ASK THE

ORACLE FOR HELP

Raymond Johnson is

one of NBC's busiest

Chicago actors, but

finds time to help
Ruth Lyon, lyric so-

prano, translate a

Swedish folk tune.

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW?
ORACLE NOTES—Curley Mahr is the new pianist

and arranger lor NBC's Landt Trio. He formerly

played with Irving Aaronson's Commanders. He
replaces Howard White, who died suddenly a few months

ago. . . I'ortland HofTa has her hair freshly set every

Wednesday a few hours prior to her broadcast with Fred

Allen. . . . Sandra Burns, small daughter of Oracle Allen,

is gl(jr>ing in her wardrobe—just like mother's—ranging

from lounging pajamas to a skiing outfit. . . . Hollywood

I lotel's Frances Langford is looking over property at Lake

Arrowhead for the right kind of cabin. . . .

Now, for the que^.lions of the month—

•
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Frances H., Berkeley, Calif.—Just write to Benny

Goodman in care of the Pennsylvania Hotel, New York

City, New York, and see if he won't send you his picture.

Billy Idelson who plays Rush in the Vic and Sade broad-

casts, can be reached at the National Broadcasting Studios,

Merchandise Mart, Chicago, III. In case you might have

forgotten to purchase your copy of April Radio Mii?ror—
there was a dandy picture of Billy in the scrapbook section.

Joseph Bruno, Torrington, Conn.—You gave me a big

order, Joe. I didn't know which orchestras you wanted, but

I picked some at random: Horace Heidt's Brigadiers, the

Columbia Broadcasting Company, 485 Madison Avenue,
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New York, N. Y.; Ozzie Nelson, in care of

the Hotel Lexington, New York; George

Olsen, Wrigley Building, Chicago, 111.;

Henry Basse's Chez Paree orchestra, Wrig-

ley Building, Chicago, 111.; Guy Lombardo,
Hotel Roosevelt, New York City; Ray-

mond Paige, Columbia Broadcasting

System, 7th and Bixel Sts., Los Angeles,

Calif.

Marie P., Phila., Pa.—The Jello maes-

tro is Phil Harris. He was born in In-

diana but lived most of his life in Nash-

ville, Tennessee. Phil started his musical

career as a drummer under his father's

training . . . he's five feet eleven inches

tall, weighs 168 pounds, has light brown
hair and hazel eyes. The theme song of

the Jello program is J-E-L-L-0. Remem-
ber?

S. E. M., Ionia, Michigan—You ve

waited a long time, but you promised

to be patient. Radio Mirror ran a pic-

ture of Kay Kyser in the January issue,

in the Facing the Music department. As
for Freddie Martin, his picture was in

last month's issue. Freddie was born in

Cleveland, Ohio. He became an orphan
when still a baby and was placed in a

foundling home in Springfield where he

discovered the first indications of his flair

for music.
Mrs. James L. D., Fayette, Mo.— "Vaga-

bond Dreams Come True," the autobiog-

raphy of i\udy Vallee, was not published

in the pages of Radio Mirror.
Kenny Baker Fans, attention!—A new

fan club has just been formed with the

personal consent and permission of Mr.
Baker. If you're interested, get in touch

with Allan L. Smith, 12 Wayside Avenue,
Lawrence, Mass.

Miss X. Y. Z., Youngstown, Ohio

—

Didn't you know that the Oracle only

answers questions on the network stars?

I'd love to be able to help you, but it's

really impossible to keep up with ail the

local stars. I'm sure if you'll write to the

local station in Greensburg, Pa., they'll

be glad to send you any information they

may have on Ray Pearl's orchestra.

AI G., Brooklyn, New York—If you
want a picture of Stoopnagle and Budd,
write and ask them for one. addressing

your inquiry in care of the National

Broadcasting Company, Rockefeller Plaza,

New York City; for Rudy Vallee, use the

same address; Joe Penner and Ken Mur-
ray can be reached at the Columbia
Broadcasting System, 7th & Bixel Streets,

Los Angeles, Calif.

J. i;. S., Buffalo, New York—Won t

you write to itation WKBW of your city

for the information on Peggy Mann?
They'll no doubt have her address.

Igor Gorin fans, attention—Are you an
Igor Gorin fan? Then get in touch with

Lillian Bloom, President of the Igor Gorin
Club, 822 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn,
New York.

Winston-Salem—Lucy Laughlin and
Lucy Monroe are the same person. 1

guess at first Lucy wanted to make good
on her own and didn't want it known that

her mother was the one-time popular
actress, Anna Laughlin. And then, when
her mother appeared on the same broad-
cast program with her. she was proud
and wanted e\ery one to know that she
was Anna Laughlin's daughter, Lucy
Laughlin.

Nick T. F., Oneonta, N. Y.—A letter

addressed to Mr. Richard Crooks, in care
of the Metropolitan Opera House, New
York City, will reach him.

Mrs. Betty McC, Phila., Pa.— I've tried

to find out the whereabouts of Lawrence
Goulds, but to no avail. Maybe some one
who -knows may read this little item and
will write and tell the Oracle where he is.

Such things do happen sometimes.

"SURE.'TWASNflNEOF

MY BUSINESS, BUT....

COPR. PELS a CO . I£;7

THERE YOU GO
again! I

WISH I'D NEVER

MARRIED you!

DARLING, I'M

SORRY BUT I

SIMPLY WON'T
WEAR GRAY-

LOOKING SHIRTS
I

FOREVER I

SO THE BRIDE GOT MRS. CASEY'S LETTER

'^^Jftjuw iff^ r"

MO A FEW WEEKS LATER

YOU'RE A WONDER, HONEY THESE SHIRTS ARE SO

WHITE NOW I REALLY AM"THE WELL-DRESSED MAN."

ZZSSSZSE

BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
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Have Clearer, Lovelier ukin

with these

T/SvW^^^ Beauty Creams

Your skin can better resist blemishes and

dryness with Woodbury's . . . and now Vitamin D in this

famous Cold Cream helps keep skin youthful!

It's
far easier today to have a satin-

smooth complexion. You have
Woodbury's Germ-free Creams, the

products of skin scientists, to help you.

Fine emollients in Woodbury's Cold

Cream help restore dry skin to moist

freshness. And when this germ-free

cream is on your face, it arrests germ-

growth . . . stands guard over tiny

cracks and fissures in your skin that

have opened the door to the germs

which cause so many blemishes.

Besides, this famous cold cream now
contains Sunshine Vitamin D. In order

to maintain its health and youthful

vigor, your skin must take up oxygen

at a rapid rate, breathe quickly. That

is why Vitamin D has been added to

Woodbury's Cold Cream ... to coax

new life and loveliness into "tired"

complexions.

Woodbury's Facial Cream forms a

flattering base for your make-up. Pro-

tects your skin, too, from wind and

dust. With all their benefits to clear

skin beauty, these exquisite germ-free

creams are each only $1.00, 50«f, 25^,

10^ in jars; 25^, 10«!, in tubes.

Germ-Free BEAUTY CREAMS

%air^eteivM

SEND for 10-PIECE COMPLEXION KIT

It contains trial lubes of Woodbury's Cold and Facial

Creame; guesl-size Woodbury'.s Facial Soap; 7 shades

Woodbury's Facial Powder. Send lOfi to cover mail-

ing costs. Address John H. Woodbury, Inc., 7477

Alfred Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. (In Canada) John

H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ontario.

Name-

Address^

His "Spook" Won'! Stop

Haunting Jack Oakie

(Continued from page 45)

to do the supporting. The Oakie pride is

hot with resentment over a mother of
sixty-eight who won't stay put but goes
gallivanting around, causing her son all

kinds of worry.
It started back in 1932. That's when

Jack made his first big mistake. For a
long time the Spook had been pestering
him to do some picture work. She'd never
done any before, but she claimed it wasn't
too late to start even if she was sixty-
four.

"If you come right down to it," she
argued, "my hair is no whiter than Jean
Harlow's. So why not?"
Jack in his innocence thought it would

be fun, and when his next picture, "Too
JVluch Harmony," came along with a

white-haired mother's part in it, he asked
the director, Eddie Sutherland, if the
Spook could play it. Eddie agreed.
"Have her come in at noon," he told

Jack. "It'll only take an hour and there's

no sense in making her get up early."
The Uptown Branch walked on the set

promptly at the stroke of noon. Some-
where she'd found somebody to make her
up just the right way and there she was,
her hair waved smartly and the correct
shade of grease paint on. She looked
wonderful.
But Eddie took one look at her and

drew Jack aside. "She's grand," he said,

"she looks swell . . . but she won't do.

She looks too peppy. The mother in this

picture's old and tired and your mother
looks as if she were about thirty-five."

TELL her to calm down," Jack sug-

gested.

"How you going to calm that down?"
asked Eddie. "She couldn't look or act

tired no matter how hard she tried."

Eddie finally apologized to her and said

her scenes would be shot the next day.
"Better come in at eight thirty with the
rest of us," he said. And privately to

Jack, "We'll fix her."

At eight-thirty, the Spook arrived, still

dapper and full of vigor. Eddie informed
her there had been a change in the sched-
ule and it would be a long wait until her
scenes. Would she mind? Of course she

wouldn't. Eddie let her wait all day long.

About noon she began to sag, but not
enough. Finally, late in the day, she be-

gan to doze in her chair.

"Okay now, we're ready, JVIrs. Oakie,"
Eddie snapped, all business.

The Spook blinked, meandered onto the

set and went through her scenes still half

asleep—giving a wonderful impersonation
of a tired little old lady. She was so

good they didn't have to shoot the scenes

twice—which was lucky, because then she

might have had time to wake up.

As it was, she was right in her stride

by the time her work was done. Coming
off the set, she sat down in the director's

chair, with his name on it. The chair

tipped and deposited the Spook on the

floor. Before anyone could help her she

was up, dusting herself off briskly and
saying, "Humph! that chair must have
thrown me just because my name wasn't

on it."

With the District Attorney's fling at

picture work out of the way Jack thought

he could sit back and breathe easily. His

troubles were just starting. Two weeks
went by, and the studio told him he was
to do a preview of "Too iVIuch Harmony"
on the air. Came the day set for the

broadcast and Jack, all unsuspecting, was
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leaving the house, when the Uptown
Branch asked:
"What time are we supposed to be

there?"
"What do you mean wef" asked Jack, a

horrible suspicion clutching at his heart.

"You ain't goin' no place. They don't

have an audience for this show."

"But I'm going to be on it too,'.' an-

swered the Spook. "Call up the studio

and ask them."
Sure enough, Mr. Oakie's Little White

Mammy was expected at the studio.

What's more, she trotted through her part

like a veteran, loving it.

Worse was to come. A week later she

calmly announced that she was going to

New York to make a personal appearance
with the picture. "It's all arranged," she

said. "I told that nice man at the studio

1 thought I could give the picture a good
boost and he said he thought I could too,

if anybody could, so they're going to send
me."

Jack could have started an argument,
but it would have been silly. You can see

for yourself it would have been silly. The
Spook was going to town, and nobody
was going to stop her. Having tasted this

thrilling show business, she wanted more.
The train Jack put her on, headed for

New York, looked like a nice, ordinary,

efficient sort of train, good for a safe and
quiet trip across the continent. Never were
appearances more deceiving. This staid-

appearing train had Maurice Chevalier
aboard, and Chevalier's chief task in those

days was dodging reporters who wanted
to know whether or not he was going to

marry Kay Francis.

AT the first stop a dozen reporters

swarmed through the train until they
located Chevalier. The Spook had located
him long since, and by that time they
were well into the middle of one of those
life-long friendships you form on trains.

What about it, the reporters wanted to

know—was he or wasn't he going to marry
Kay Francis? At which Chevalier stuck
out that under lip of his, grinned, put his

arm around the Spook's shoulders, and re-

torted;

"Zees ees my only sweetheart!"
Then he kissed her, and somebody set

off a flashlight bulb, and the picture was
in every paper in the country the next
day.

Publicity? The Spook rolled into New
York in a blaze of Chevalier glory. She
was sixty-four years old, and she'd never
had so much fun in all her life.

She was at the New York Paramount
Theater for two weeks as star attraction.

Audiences loved her. All she did was
come out and talk about her boy Jackie,
only sometimes she forgot and called him
Lewis because that's his real name. But
it didn't make any difference. She could
have gone tongue-tied and silent, and
they'd still have liked her, just because she
was having so much fun.

Back home in Hollywood, of course.

Jack was going nuts. The telephone rang
at all hours of the day and night, with
agents calling from New York to tell him
how terrific she was and saying, "Now.
you just give me an exclusive contract
with her and I can book her into Pitts-

burgh next week. Then we'll take her on
to Philly, with a percentage of the prof-
its . .

."

"But this is my Ma," Jack would wail.
"1 can't let her go traipsin' around the
country like a side show ... I don't care
how good a time she's havin'. She's com-
in' right back home as soon as that Para-
mount date is over."
He sent her a series of telegrams and,

reluctantly, she returned to Hollywood,
getting off the train looking sheepish and
pleased with herself at the same time.

^^^^),^ \ USED TO BE AT MY WIT'S END TO KNOW

^i^ 3] WHAT TO GIVE JUNIOR FOR LUNCH untill
"' ^'^ discovered Franco-American Spaghetti

Children Love This

Delicious, Nourishing Dish

that costs less than o^ ^ portion
A PIPING-HOT platefiil ofFranco-Amer-

xA. ican Spaghetti, a glass ofmilk, some
fruit—there's a perfect lunch for a husky

boy and a lunch to help keep him husky!

And so easy for you to prepare. No
cooking, just heat and serve. So eco-

nomical, too.A can holding three to four

portions is usually no more than ten

cents— less than ii a portion. It would

cost more to buy all your ingredients

and prepare spaghetti and sauce athome.

Yet Franco -American is a regular

"millionaire's dish, "as differentascanbe

from ordinary ready-cooked spaghetti,

with its savory cheese-and-tomato sauce

made with eleven different ingredients.

Serve it for dinner tonight in place of

potatoes or have this spaghetti meal.

Savory Spaghetti Platter

In center ofhot platter arrange one can heated

Franco-American Spaghetti and surround it

with ring of crisp bacon strips. At each end

of platter put mound of cooked vegetables

(peas, carrots or string beans). Serves 4. Cost

(according to vegetable used), 40ji to 50fi.

FrancO'/lmencan
SPAGHETTI
THE KIND WITH THE

EXTRA &00D SAUCE
MADE BY THE MAKERS
OF CAMPBELL'S SOUPS
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YOU'RE a pretty girl, Mary, and
you're smart about most things. But

you're just a bit stupid about yourself.

You love a good time—but you sel-

dom have one. Evening after evening

you sit at home alone.

You've met several grand men who
seemed interested at first. They took

you out once

—

and that was that.

WAKE UP, MARY!
• • •

There arc so many pretty Marys in the
world who never seem to sense the real

reason for their aloncness.

In this smart modern age, it's against

the code for a girl (or a man, either) to

carry the repellent odor of underarm
pcrsi)iration on clothing and person.

It's a fault which never fails to carry

its own punishment—unpopularity. And
justly. For it is a fault which can be over-

come in just half a minute—with Mum!
No bother to use Mum. Just smooth a

l)it of Mum under each arm — and slip

into your dress without a minute lost. No
waiting for it to dry; no rinsing off.

Use it any time; harmless to clothing. If

you forget to use Mum before you dress,

just use it afterwards. Mum is the only
deodorant which holds the Textile Ap-
proval Seal of the American Institute of

Laundering as being harmless to fabrics.

Soothing and cooling to skin. You'll love

this about Mum — you can shave your
underarms and use it at once. Even the
most delicate skin won't mind!

Effective all day long. Mum never lets

you down. Its protection lasts, no matter
how strenuous your day or evening.

Does not prevent natural perspiration.

Mum just prevents the objectionable part
of perspiration — the unpleasant odor —
and not the natural perspiration itself.

Don't let neglect cheat you of good
times which you were meant to have.
The dally Mum habit will keep you safe!

Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

USE MUM ON
SANITARY NAPKINS
Know what com-
plete freedom
from doubt and
fear of this cause
of unpleasantness
can really mean.

MUM TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION

"This is the end," Jack told her firmly.
"No more show business for you. You
don't know where to stop, and It's too
hard on you."
He must have been pretty impressive,

because he was able to keep her under
control tor a couple of years.

"But all that was pictures, and personal
appeai-'ances, and now I'm in radio, so
the whole thing starts over again," jack
complained to me. "See, she was an edu-
cator when she was young—she had a
school of her own for eleven years, and
then she taught in New York. After she
stopped teaching she did go on the radio
one year, for some candy manufacturers,
so you can imagine how it is. She was on
the radio then, and she doesn't see why
she shouldn't be on it now. She just loves
to get up in front of an audience or a mi-
crophone, and boy, that night she was on
the program_ with me she was all dressed
up in a white evening dress, like it was
graduation night in Dixie!"
Oh, yes, the Spook has beaten down her

son's determination to keep her off the
air—several times she's beaten it down.
The trouble is that Jack gets absolutely
no cooperation from sponsors. By going
to them over his head she can always get
on a program. And no wonder. It may
be instinct, but she knows how to make
a broadcast twice as funny as it was writ-
ten.

Once, according to Jack, she read her
opening line into the mike, then stopped,
chuckled, winked at the audience, and
said, "1 rehearsed that line forty times!"
And in that little line she made every
listener feel that this wasn't just an or-

dinary broadcast, but the grand adven-
ture she felt It to be.

I'M not gonna have her work!" Jack
said. "She's worked most of her life

and now it's time for her to button her
mouth and let little Jackie do the larder

filling.

"Anyway, she's got her clubs. They
keep her busy enough. There's that one
she belongs to with Joan Crawford's
mother, and Jeanette MacDonald's mother,
and Gene Raymond's mother and Woody
Van Dyke's mother—oh, a whole passel of

them and they call themselves the League
of Fallen Women. Not because of what
you think, but because they're always tak-

ing spills and getting their shins scraped
up. 1 don't know exactly what the pur-
pose of the club is except to get together

and brag about their offspring. And when-
ever any one of their children have a

picture showing, they all get together for

luncheon and then go see it.

"And she's got her scrapbooks to keep.

Me, 1 never kept a clipping about myself
in my life, but she's got enough stuff

saved to paper Radio City. She gets 'em
from China and Japan and Europe—all

over. She's got all her ex-pupils from the

Scudder School in New York at work

—

they're all millionairesses and always trav-

eling around—sending her stuff about me
from all parts of the world. Every day
she spends at least an hour on those

books, and she indexes them all according

to pictures and programs and it really is

something! Quite a clipping bureau 1

got . . . that Scudder School for Girls.

Oakie, the debutante's delight, you know!"
And at that moment, in the doorway,

stood Mrs. Jack Oakie—'Venita Varden
until about a year ago. Very pretty, very
young, but at that moment, pouting just

a little. "Jack, I've just been over to Co-
lumbia, talking to that man from the

Camel agency. 1 was asking him what
he thousht about that idea of mine—you
know, about going on the show with you
next Tuesday night, and he said . .

."

Jack suddenly collapsed into a chair,

covered his face with his hands, and
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moaned, "Not you too, Pigeon ! Not you

!"

"But Jack, if you let your mother do
it ... I don't see why . .

."

It seemed like a good time for me to

retire. "Well, thanks for coming up,"

Jack said at the door. "Keep in touch

with me. If anything turns up, I'll let

you know." And the despairing look he

cast in Venita's direction indicated that

something was quite likely to turn up, and
soon . . . Venita Varden, none other, on

her husband's radio show!

PROGRAM DOTS AND DASHES: Jack
Oakie's College . . . On the airwaves

Tuesdays at 9:30 p. m., over CBS and arch

rival for your attention, v/ith Fred Astaire's

NBC stanzas . . . The nev^ set-up with cellu-

loid-comic Oakie started Dec. 29, replacing

Rupert Hughes, who in turn succeeded the

old O'Keefe-Casa Loma Caravan for one of

radio's strongest sponsors, Camel cigarettes

. . . The Oakie College is the only air show

that uses two studio audiences, 3,000 miles

away from each other . . . The main portion

of course, originates in Hollywood before a

real professional audience (most movie stars

like to see Oakie clown anytime, anywhere
ond come out in regiments for the air show)

and the eastern onlookers see only swingster

Benny Goodman . . . The simultaneous switch

you hear when Jack turns the show over to

the clarinet king is the last word in engineer-

ing technique. They use a double wire line

for this perfect switch-over . . . On other net-

work shows which divide their programs in

East and West, there is usually a few seconds'

wait . . . When Oakie isn't talking about
the show he's raving about his new bride,

Venita Varden . . . Venita goes to all the

rehearsals but shuns the actual broadcasts.

"I listen to them home," she soys, "Jack
makes me nervous when I see him performing

in person." On his birthday Oakie's frau

gave him a set of electric trains . . . After

the show Jack rushes to a phone and calls

her: "Well honey, what do I get on my re-

port card?" She's yet to give him an "A."
. . . Oakie wasn't surprised when sponsors
gleefully told him radio listeners easily recog-
nized his voice . . . "Hmph, why shouldn't

they?" he asked, "I've been in 85 talkies in

the last five years.". . . Although he wears
a checkered cap and gown for the broad-
casts as Professor Oakie, underneath this

cloak Jack usually dons a red-colored sport-

shirt, sneakers and slacks . . . John Ham-
mond of the Wm. Esty ad agency has a

most unusual job in connection with this

program . . . He hops around the country
signing the various college glee clubs and
singing talent . . . He has yet to hear the

actual broadcasts . . . "I'm always on a
train somewhere.". . . Hammond really wor-
ries during college semester and examination
weeks . . . "When they're 'cramming' they
don't feel like singing, and when they have
a few days off, they rush home to see the
folks," explains Hammond . . . On these oc-
casions the graduate University Glee Clubs
are substituted . . . Maestro Georgie Stoll

gained fame as Bing Crosby's first radio
orchestra leader . . . Tall, curly-haired Bill

Goodwin is a favorite California announcer
. . . Show & Lee, radio's only double-talk
act hove been together so long, in vaude-
ville and musical comedy, that they even
dress alike, live alike . . . But recently at the
Santa Anita racetrack, the boys decided to
bet on different horses. Imagine their sur-

prise when the nags they bet on, finished
in a dead heat! . . . Benny Goodman has
been playing clarinet since he's been 10, rose
to fame on the nation's swing tide . .

After the broadcast, the whole company tune
in Al Jolson's repeat show . . . Radio is

really a strange medium . . . Here's Jack
Oakie "portraying a university professor on a
program aimed for college appeal and the
comic never finished high school!
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Use this pure, creamy-white soap

for both your face and bath.

Cashmere Bouquet's lather is so

gentle and caressing. Yet it gets

down into each pore— removes
every bit of dirt and cosmetics.

Your skin grows clearer, softer

• . . more radiant and alluring! NOW ONLY
at all drug, department,
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MY DEAR!
HOW THIN
YOU ARE!'
And how easily, how comfort-

ably is such slenderness achieved

with a smart *Sturdi-flex Re-
ducer designed by Kleinert's!

• Kleinert's new "all-in-one" of Sturdi-

flex rubber fabric is a marvel! ODOR-
LESS, perforated, completely comfort-

able, easily washed. Uplift bra of soft

firm fabric, flat Solo hose supporters,

adjustable shoulder straps.

The three-piece fitted back and con-

trolled stretch mould your figure into

rounded youthful lines and adjust gar-

ment daily as your pounds melt away.

If you don't find Kleinert's Sturdi-flex

at your favorite Notion Counter, send

us (82) two dollars.

To order correct size, just take bust

measurement carefully. Kleinert's

Sturdi-flex Reducers are sized to bust

measure—every other inch from 32 to 44.

The Personal History of Floyd Gibbons, Adventurer

(Continued from page 56)
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themselves in Manchuria.
Floyd faced danger enough, but it was

a less spectacular kind of danger than that

of machine guns and bombs. It came
from the intense cold.

Field hospitals were full, but not only
with men wounded by shells and bullets.

Many of the casualties were soldiers

whose arms or legs had been frozen, neces-

sitating amputations.
Marching was torture, but sitting down

at the side of the road to rest was fatal.

A drowsiness attacked you, and unless a

comrade forced you to your feet again,

you might never wake up.

At night Floyd slept with the army in

barracks where the beds were long shelves

built along the walls. Steam pipes ran be-

neath the shelves. They didn't do any
good.

Floyd's broadcast from Mukden on the

morning of January 20, 1932, was the first

war broadcast ever sent to America from
a foreign country. It took place from a

house on the outskirts of the town at

six o'clock in the morning while fighting

was still going on in Mukden.

THE contract with International News
on which Floyd had gone to Manchu-

ria ran out the end of January, and his

news-getting duties in China were presum-
ably over. He should have started home.
Instead, he went to Shanghai, entirely

upon his own responsibility. And such is

the luck of the Irish that upon the very
day he came up the Whangpoo River
toward the city, the Japanese began to

bombard the Chinese settlement, Chapei!
Things had been very quiet around

Shanghai until then. There hadn't been

any sign that the Sino-Japanese dispute

would center there so suddenly and dra-

matically. The result was that Floyd got

a lot of credit in the newspaper world
for inside knowledge of just when and
where excitement would start. He didn't

deserve any credit at all. The only rea-

son he'd gone to Shanghai instead of back
to the United States was that there was
a girl there he wanted to see.

The siege of Shanghai made Floyd's

Ma'hchurian weeks seem like a high school

graduating class picnic. He was in a re-

porter's paradise, for one thing. On one
side were the Japanese, on the other the

Chinese, and he was in the International

Settlement in the middle. He could visit

either army, and when he came back to

write his story he could put it on the

cables without fear of censorship.

Ominously, the U. S. S. Houston, flag-

ship of the United States Pacific Fleet, was
standing to in the river—perfectly neu-

tral, entirely at peace with all the world
while Chapei was being blown to bits.

The sight of her, riding there at anchor,

worried Floyd. He'd heard rumors that

the Chinese were going to mine the river,

and it would be so easy for one of these

floating mines to bump up against the

J-Iouston, instead of the Japanese ships

they were intended for. And if that hap-

pened, America would be drawn into the

war, just as it was drawn into the Spanish-

American war when the Maine was blown
up.

He wrote several dispatches, which were
published in his American papers, plead-

ing with the Secretary of the Navy to

order the I-Jouston out of Shanghai before

something awful happened to her. The
Houston stayed where she was. And then,

two weeks after Floyd had begun to worry
about possible bombs in the river, one did

go off, right under the stern of a Japanese
ship, a quarter of a mile from the Hous-

ton. Not long after that the Houston
cruised out of Shanghai and went on
about her business.

Floyd was sitting in his hotel room one
morning, banging out copy about the
Sino-Japanese war, when a page boy
handed him a cablegram. He opened it,

stared, and then yanked the paper out of
his portable. "This war is over as far as
I'm concerned," he said. "Nobody back
home IS going to care a whoop about it

any more."
The cablegram, you see, announced the

tragic kidnaping of Charles A. Lindbergh,
Jr., and Floyd was quite right—the Sino-
Japanese dispute moved off the nation's
front pages.

He returned to America, to a relatively
quiet period of three years or so—only re-

latively quiet, because when Floyd is pre-
paring a broadcast his combined home and
office resemble General Headquarters dur-
ing a war. Secretaries rummage in files,

messenger boys arrive and depart on mys-
terious errands, telephones ring, and
Floyd works in an obscure cubbyhole of
a room until three or four in the morning.

Italy decided that the blessings of civi-

lization should be brought to Ethiopia,
and Floyd was off to see the argument.
First_ he went to Rome, to interview Mus-
solini. The purpose of the interview was
not so much to get information from Jl

Duce as it was to convince // Duce that
America wanted to be told what was
happening in Ethiopia. Italy, at that time,

was not allowing any foreign newspaper
correspondents in the battle area.

Floyd's personal charm, of which he has
plenty, worked well on Mussolini, and
the result was that he preceded other cor-

respondents into Azmara, in Eritrea, by
several weeks.
But the Italian invasion of Ethiopia was

too much like the Japanese invasion of

Manchuria, except that here the weather
was hot instead of cold. The advance of

the army was less an advance than a series

of skirmishes, none of them individually
decisive, but adding up into the same old

story—the eventual defeat of a primitive
race by a modern war machine.

AFTER a few weeks of it Floyd fell ill

and returned to Rome. He wasn't
feeling well—nobody felt really well in

Ethiopia—but he wasn't really ill. It was
a diplomatic move, frankly, to get himself

out of Ethiopia without raising the sus-

picions of the Italian officials. Naturally,

while the subjugation of Ethiopia was still

incomplete, censorship of news dispatches

was strict, and the war office wasn't too
anxious to let correspondents who had
learned as much as Floyd had, out of their

jurisdiction.

The illness accomplished its purpose,

however, and Floyd returned to the

United States—to set out again, the fol-

lowing summer, for Spain.

He's been in New York all winter. He
hasn't been idle, by any means. First

there was the Nash Speedshow, and then

he added his True Adventures series every

Thursday night at ten on CBS—and two
weekly radio programs keep a man plenty

busy.
When he's in New York Floyd lives and

works in a midtown hotel. His offices oc-

cupy two large suites, and he himself lives

in a third. The office suites are bare and
business-like, filled with desks, filing cab-

inets, bundles of newspapers, and scurry-

ing secretaries. Floyd's own apartment
is filled with mementoes of countries he

has visited, stories he has covered. An ash

tray presented to him at West Point. A
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shawl, cobweb soft, he bought in Spain.

A glassed-in colony of live ants purchased
at a Manhattan department store. Framed
originals of the drawings which illustrated

"The Red Knight of Germany" and "The
Red Napoleon." In a place of honor, a

portrait of Clarence Darrow, one of the

particular Gibbons idols. A wicker-work
footstool, handmade and sent to him by
a fan he's never met.

ALL sorts of people come up to this

apartment. In one day, while I was
talking to Floyd, he had the following
callers: a well known playwright, a news-
paper woman whom Floyd addressed in

terms of affectionate insult as "Sob
Sister," an American business man from
Spain, and a mysterious, blonde, and very
beautiful German girl Floyd suspected of
being high up in Nazi councils. All were
his friends. He'd worked with them,
played with them, done favors for them
or asked them to do favors for him

—

somewhere, sometime, in the past.

Downstairs, in the office suites, there is

activity all day long and usually far into

the night. Floyd's half a dozen secretaries

think nothing of working for twelve hours
at a stretch. After all, they have Floyd's

example in front of them. Floyd likes

the True Adventures programs better than
anything he has done on the air for a long
time. He likes the Speedshow, too, but he
was uncomfortable on it at first. "I'm no
master of ceremonies," he complained.
"I'm just a reporter—a story-teller!"

His has been the story of a man who
represents, as nearly as any man can, the
modern counterpart of the wandering
troubadours of old. They went around
their little world on foot, gathering news
and retelling it in the form of songs. Floyd
goes around his big world—though per-

haps by this time it doesn't seem so very
big to him—by airplane, train, and fast

motor-car, gathering news and retelling it

in the form of type and brisk, clipped

prose over the air. The difference is only
on the surface. Down underneath, Floyd
and the troubadour are the same—roman-
tics, wanderers, restless pryers into what-
ever excitement is going on.

But though he's having a good time
with his two radio shows, he knows and
all his friends know that he's been in one
place about as long as the Gibbons temp-
erament can stand. Almost any day now,
something's going to happen, somewhere
in this world, that Floyd Gibbons will

feel he just has to see. And when it does
^fffffft!—the radio will suddenly be
minus a roving Irishman.

PROGRAM DOTS AND DASHES: Floyd
Gibbons. . . Heard 10 p.m., EST on CBS
every Thursday starring staccato-voiced Floyd

Gibbons and sponsored by Colgate. This

giant company also sponsors Jessica Dragon-
ette, Myrt & Marge, and "Gang Busters,"

all on CBS . . . "Hunting for Headlines" v/as

almost rushed into production by advertising

agency Benton & Bowles. Though it sounded
like a snap-judgment idea, Gibbons and the

agency actually nursed the program idea for

five years . . . "I've been talking about my-
self for eight years and I alv/ays wanted to

give the other guy a chance," explains Floyd.

The agency always wanted to present the

ace reporter on the air, but not until they

had a new idea ... A series of conferences
between B & B & Gibbons finally resulted in

"Hunting for Headlines" . . . Program is de-
signed to show that very dramatic and excit-

ing things can happen to anyone . . . Follow-

ing the current air trend, you, you and you
are the stars of the show . . . Three real life

adventures are presented weekly. Two are

dramatized, the third told by Gibbons . . .

Floyd pays $25 for each story used sub-

mitted by listeners. The best one used each
month is rewarded with a bonus of $250 . . .

Gibbons is sole judge . . . Originally it was
decided to bring the person to N. Y., along

with his story. But when yarns came in from
Spokane, Miami, & Pueblo, the sponsors de-

cided r.r. fare would be too expensive . . .

So actors pinch-hit . . . All Gibbons' scripts

are written on a special typewriter which
has a much larger type than ordinary ma-
chines . . . Regulation typewriters are used
for other actors', announcers' scripts . . .

Floyd claims he must have larger type be-

cause he talks too fast . . . "I'm a news-
paperman, not a radio actor," he says con-
stantly. Another problem Floyd's lightning

lingo offers is script writing. Floyd won't let

anyone write his material for him. He claims
his tempo is too fast for any one else to

attempt . . . Rehearsals and broadcasts for

"Hunting for Headlines" are unusual, in-

formal . . . Seldom more than 25 people in

audience. Most are client's friends, and con-
testants . . . Gibbons sits in the middle of

the studio at desk. At his side is a secretary
and script boy . . . The reporter wears a
deep-blue shirt and battered felt hat . . .

He wears the hat all through broadcast . . .

As soon as Floyd enters studio, he dominates
all the action, shouting directions, directing

program . . . Opening night, sponsors were
really worried . . . Announcer Jean Paul King

was missing 10 min. before broadcast time

. . . He soon sauntered in, explained he was
quite used to radio premieres . . . After

broadcast, winners present, step forward to

Gibbons' desk, where his secretary writes out

the $25 checks, while Floyd congratulates

them . . . Most of them are amazed how
dramatic their adventure really was, when
they have heard it portrayed on the air.

IF SHE'S COMING OVER
—/;r/ ^o/j/^ our/

WHATb THE MATTER WITH ME
ATELY, DOT? ray's NOTTHEONLY
ONE WHO ACTS AS IF I HAD BAD
BREATH OR SOMETHING

/VO(V-^0 BAD BREATH
BEHIND HER SPARKLING S/VIILE!

MOST BAD BREATH COMES FROM
DECAYING FOOD DEPOSITS IN HIDDEN

CREVICES BETWEEN TEETH THAT

ARENY cleaned PROPERLY. I ADVISE

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM. ITS SPECIAL
j

PENETRATING FOAM REMOVES THESE

ODOR-BREEDING DEPOSITS^"

MOST BAD BREATH BEGINS WITH THE TEETH!

Tests prove that 76% of all peo-

ple over the age of 1 7 have bad
breath! And tests also prove
that most bad breath comes
from improperly cleaned teeth.

Colgate Dental Cream, because

of its special penetrating foam,

ing food deposits in hidden
crevices between teeth which
are the source of most bad
breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
much tooth decay. At the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polish-

ing agent cleans and brightens

removes the cause—the decay- enamel—makes teeth sparkle!

COLGATE
RIBBON DCNTAL CRSA'
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If moisture once collects on the

armhole of your dress, the warmth
of your body >vlll bring out stale

''armhole odor" just when you
want to be most alluring!

SOMETIMES the minute you see a

new man, you know he is wonderful.

You meet him. You dance. It's divine.

But that's all! He can't forgive your
careless neglect of that little hollow under
your arm!

Don't let it happen to you. No mat-
ter how smartly dressed or how charm-
ing you are, you cannot expect to be
socially acceptable unless that small

underarm area is kept not only sweet,

but dry.

Creams that are not made to stop perspi-

ration cannot give the complete protection
you need. Unless your underarm is kept
absolutely dry, some moisture is bound to

collect on your dress. You may make your-

se7/ sweet again, but your dress will betray
you every time you put it on.

Test yourdress tonight. Many girls test the
underarm by smelling it and never think of

the dress! When you take off your dress to-

night, smell the fabric under the armhole.
You may learn why many people who
seemed to like you became cool and distant.

You will understand why so many careful,

well-groomed women take the extra time
and trouble to use Liquid Odorono.

A few extra seconds make sure
There is no slapdash, quick way to com-
plete personal daintiness. But those few
minutes of waiting for Liquid Odorono to

dry, while you do other little personal

things, make all the difference between of-

fending and the assurance of pleasing. Your
physician will tell you Odorono is entirely

safe. And there is no messy grease to get on
your clothes. You are saved the expense of

large cleaning bills, the waste of ruined
frocks and stained coat linings.

Odorono comes in two strengths—Reg-
ular and Instant. Regular Odorono (Ruby
colored) need be used only twice a week.
Instant Odorono is for especially sensitive

skin or quick emergency use. Use it daily or

every other day. At all toilet-goods counters.

To double your charm, send today for

sample vials of the two Odoronos.

SEND 6< FOR INTRODUCTORY SAMPLES

RUTH MILLER, The Odorono Company, Inc.

Dept. 5B7, 191 Hudson Street, New York City
(In Canada, address P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)

I enclose Si. to cover cost of postage and pack-
ing, for samples of Instant and Regular Odorono
and descriptive leaflet.

Name

Address^

City

Dear Diary:

{Continued from page 26)

and efficient as usual. She had just fin-

ished interviewing "Popeye" for her
column in Liberty Magazine. We both
stopped rushing long enough to have an
early dinner together and to talk over
old times.

Then I came back to the hotel to put
on a lovely new evening gown I just
bought—it's a luscious shade of blue that
really does things for my eyes—and has
a rhinestone spider on one of the shoulder
straps. Rather a creepy idea but I must
say it's dramatic ... 1 was all set to go
see my friends at the opera from "out
front" by the time Clara Bell Walsh and
her party arrived to take me to the Met-
ropolitan. We got there early but there
was already such a crush that we could
hardly see the celebrities for the photog-
raphers.

A terrifying moment came for me after

the first act was over. I pushed my way
through the ermine wrapped dowagers and
their escorts swarming toward the bar
from the Diamond Horseshoe, ran down
stairs, along the halls and through all the
little doors that lead backstage, so that 1

could tell Doris how grand she sounded.
We chatted in her dressing room for a

few minutes, Doris looking very unreal in

her heavy make-up and false eyelashes
which all looked so natural from over
the footlights, and then I started back.
While I was trying to find my way 1

suddenly heard the orchestra tuning up
and it seemed to me the curtain was be-
ginning to rise.

SHUDDERED to think how awful it

would be if the curtain really should go
up, with me standing there in my evening
gown in the midst of all those make-be-
lieve trees and giant German singers

dressed in their strange costumes! It

seemed as though I never would get to

that distant exit on the other side of that
enormous stage. Luckily 1 somehow
stumbled through that incredible maze of

scenery and singers and found my way
out before disgracing myself and the entire

cast. But I certainly had some agonizing
moments before I reached our box.

After the opera we all went to Reuben's
for welsh rarebit. Mr. and Mrs. John
Charles Thomas were in our party, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Crooks and the Al Tra-
hans, and Mrs. Thomas' father, George
Dobyne. He had just come up from Palm
Beach and spent most of the evening teas-

ing his daughter about the sail-fishing and
yachting fun she was missing by staying

in New York. She's such a tiny little per-

son, 1 could hardly imagine her pulling in

a seven foot sailfish, but apparently that

is the sort of sport she likes best. 1 heard
her promising papa Dobyne that sh; ard
John Charles would go down to Florida in

the spring and she would show everybody
she hadn't forgotten how to fish—or to

pilot their yacht. Well, it's almost four

o'clock in the morning and time I got to

bed so that I'll have a little sleep before

hopping the morning plane for Washing-
ton. . . .

Tuesday—I'm sliil breathles: after in-

terviewing J. Edgar Hoover, exploring the

entire Federal Bureau of Investigation

Building, and ending the day with dinner

at Senator Hattie Carraway'; house.

I think without doubt Hoover is the

most interesting person I have ever talked

to. He smiled across the desk when 1

came into his ofllce and shook hands in

a firm way that immediately makes you
feel he's genuinely glad to see you. .Aiter

an exchange of greetings he started talk-
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ing about his favorite subject, crime pre-

vention, and of how we should all enter

the battle against crime. He talked for

about tv\o hours, and I was interested in

every word he had to say. 1 promised
to broadcast his plea that all of us com-
bat the crime that goes on in America.
Statistics prove that a crime is committed
e\-ery time our clocks tick off twenty sec-

onds!

When the interview was over and Amer-
ica's No. 1 G-Man went back to his job
of capturing public enemies, he called a

guide to take me through the building.

Up and down long corridors we walked
until I felt like a regular tourist on a

sightseeing expedition, except that I was
getting a look into rooms that visitors

usually don't see. We went through the

identification Division where hundreds
of clerks were bending over endless files

classifying and comparing the finger im-
pressions of criminals. In the technical

laboratory 1 watched an expert examin-
ing a shotgun shell under the comparison
microscope. They have all sorts of scien-

tific gadgets to use for testing everything
from fabrics to hair—even X-ray equip-
ment.

Our last stop was in the gun room,
stacked with every variety of firearm,
from tiny pistols to huge machine guns.
My guide was a crack shot and took me
to a little alley where you can shoot with-
out danger of hitting anybody or even
damaging the ceiling or floor. He pushed
a button and pop, down came a target
at the end of the alley. 1 think he said

it was about thirty feet long. He picked
up a revolver, and hit the bull's eye. Then
the target automatically came down to
us on a wire pulley. The whole perform-
ance seemed like magic.

I
GOT pretty excited because I used to

' shoot rabbits in Texas and wanted to
see if 1 could still aim straight. Finally my
escort let me have a try—he knew I

couldn't do any harm anyway. Maybe it

was beginner's luck but I came so close
to the center that he cried in surprise.

"Gee, lady, you sure can shoot!" He. gave
me one gun after another and let me end
up with a machine gun. You have to
hold it against your hip and shoulder, it's

so heavy—and then, bang, bang, bang, it

shoots six hundred times in one minute!

When I looked at my watch I discov-
ered it was nearly seven o'clock. I had
spent five hours in one building.

1 dashed back to the hotel and just had
time to wash and dress before my Con-
gressman brother-in-law, Ben Cravens, and
his wife came to take me to dinner with
them at Senator Caraway's home.

She is a sweet and very keen minded
person and we had a nice chat together
before dinner. I was pleased to see how
devoted she and Ben were to each other.
He kept calling her "My Senator," and she
called him "My Congressman," and they
didn't seem to have any of the antagonism
you expect between a man and a woman
when the woman occupies the more im-
portant position ... I guess because they
are both very swell and very bright peo-
ple .. .

Wednesday—Up as usual on broadcast
days at 5:30 a. m. to write my script. And
then at nine, off on a sad mission. I had
promised Mrs. Julius Walsh that 1 would
go with her to Bellevue Hospital to see

the children she helps with charity din-
ners. We drove through the slum section
near the river to the hospital and there
visited the children's wards.

With' their arrns and legs in plaster
casts, their faces pinched in pain, those un-
fortunate boys and girls tried to smile

'to me travel means
notjust transportation

— but bright nev\^ scenes,

congenial people— and
dollars left for spending

as I please!'

Greyhound travel appeals keenly to those

who /ove life—those who want to get the most from
every mile of each trip (not only in dollar value, but

in pleasant human experiences, nearness to nature at

its loveliest, a close-up view of the real America).

Millions whose minds are open to new and im-

proved transportation are traveling the Greyhound
way—and saving millions of dollars doing it! The
luxurious new Super-Coaches, exclusively Greyhound,

are writing a brilliant new chapter in highway travel

—with special emphasis on smooth-riding comfort,

time saving, and economy.

PRINCIPAL GREYHOUND
Cleveland, O. . E. 9th & Superior
Philadelphia, Pa. . . Broad St. Sta.

Chicago, III 1 2th & Wabash
New York City . . 245 W. 50th St.

Boston, Moss. . . . 222 Boylston St.

Washington, D. C
.... 1403 New York Ave., N. W.
Detroit, Mich
. . Washington Blvd. at Grand River

Charleston, W. Va
.... 1100 Kanawha Valley BIdg.

Cincinnati, O. . . . 630 Walnut St.

Memphis, Tenn
146 Union Ave.

MAIL THIS FOR FREE PICTORIAL TRAVEL BOOKLET
Send this coupon to nearest Greyhound information office (listed above) for

colorful booklet, "This Amazing America," with pictures and stories of 140 strange
and unusual places in America, (f you want rates, routes, and information on
ony special trip, jot down place you wish to visit on line below :

Name-

Address. . MW-5-
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DO YOU USE
THE RIGHT SHADE OF

FACE POWDER?

Beige

Face Powder

Made Her

Look Like

This!

Rachel Made
Her Look

LikeTliis! tm^

It's amazing the number ofwomen who use
the wrong shade efface powder.

It's still more amazing what it does to them!
As any artist or make-up expert will tell

you, the wrong shade of face powder will

change your appearance altogether. It will

make you look years older than you really are.

A Common Mistake
The great trouble is that women choose their

face powdershades on thewrong basis. They try

to match "type." This is a mistake because you
are not a "type," but an individual. You may be
a brunette and still have a very light skin or
any one of a number of different tones between
light and dark. The same holds true if you are

a blonde or redhead.

There is only one way to choose your shade
efface powder and that is by trying on all ten

basic .shades. Maybe the shade you think least

suited to you is your most becoming and flatter-

ing. Thousands of women have been surprised.

The Test That Tells!

I want you to see if you are using the right

shade efface powder or whether you should be
using some other shade. So, I offer you all ten

shades of l.ady Esther Face Powder to try on,

free of cliar"!;.

Try on each of the ten shades as if you had
never used face powder before. Maybe you'll

make a great discovery for yourself. Maybe
you'll find a shade that will completely
"youthify" your appearance.

Mail the coupon today for the ten shades of

Lady Esther Face Powder which will settle

once and for all whether you are using the right

shade or not.

FREE( You can pasta this on a penny postcard) (33)

Lady Esther, Ltd., 2034 Ridge Ave., Evanston, 111.

Plcaae send me by return mail a liberal supply of all

ten shades of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a purse-

size tube of your Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream.

Name

CUy^ JState-

ilf you liva in Canada, wriia Lady Esther, Ltd, , Toronto, Ont.)

and look happy in spite of their deformi-
ties. [ tried to srnile back at them, but
there was no stopping the lump that came
into my throat. When we left I was de-
termined to do all I could to help those
brave youngsters.

Later in the day I stopped in at a tea
Mrs. Walsh was giving at the Plaza. Cor-
nelia Otis Skinner and Vincent Lopez were
there and the indomitable Nellie Reveli,
who herself suffered from spinal trouble,
but who came to the party on her own
two feet and was one of the gayest per-
sons in the room.

Emanuel List was there and the two of
us had a hard time to keep from laughing
at a well-meaning elderly lady who said,

"Oh. Mr List, you should have been at
the opera last night. It was wonderful."
List had sung one of the leading roles in

the opera that night!

After a while he took me and two other
friends to his apartment for tea and a
private recital with Fritz Kitzinger play-
ing the piano accompaniments for him,
and 1 felt even more important than when
I had sat in the Diamond Horseshoe.

Emanuel really has a marvelous voice,

and 't was a special treat when he sang a
negro spiritual for me—"Nobody Knows
the Trouble I've Seen."

From List's I went over to have dinner
with Paul and Margaret Whiteman and
that cute little Margaret had been busy
with the paint brush again. She has every
piece of furniture in their suite painted
white now—even the grand piano is

white—and it really does look stunning.
The draperies and carpet are powder blue
and how they manage to keep it all so

clean looking I don't know, because the
coa! soot in New York is almost as bad
as it is in St Louis.

WE sat around and talked about the
funds Paul has raised for the Museum

at Williams College, about friends in St.

Louis and all sorts of things, and before

we knew it, it was after midnight and we
were ready to eat again—even though Paul
has cut down tremendously since his mar-
riage. We popped down to a drug store

where Paul and I both had large orders of

chili con carne, and I was glad to find

someone else crazy about the dish that

we used to have so often in Texas.

Thursday—Today was a real Red Let-

ter Day—for today I met President and
Mrs. Roosevelt! Believe it or not, 1 was
mixing cider and coffee at Hyde Park and
chatting gaily with Mrs. Roosevelt,

Franklin (how's that for being chummy
with the President?) and their pretty

daughter, Anna. And then there was Fan-

nie Hurst, looking striking as usual, Car-

olyn O'Day, Vincent Astor, Henry Mor-
genthau, Frances Perkins and a lot of peo-

ple like that. I found them all very sweet

and charming.

I got up early and took a ten o'clock

train for Poughkeepsie because I wanted
to see all I could. Around noon I was
whirling up the long drive that leads to

the huge stone house on the banks of the

Hudson River, and feeling a bit jittery.

When I met the family, though, I was
completely at ease because they are the

most natural and unaffected people in the

world.

Mrs. Malvina Scheider, Mrs. Roose-

velt's secretary, met me and took me on

a tour of the grounds. We visited a new
guest house that was just being finished.

Workmen were busy plantinfj trees on the

terrace, but inside everything was just

about ready. The cottage is two stories

high and furnished with the maple repro-

ductions made rigiit there on the Roose-

velt estate. The most modern looking
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room in the house was the kitchen which

glistened with all sorts of new household

appilances—another evidence of the First

Lady's practicality as well as her artistic

sense.

After lunch I romped on the lawn with

the dogs, and heard all about the state

of Sarah Roosevelt's dolls from the four-

year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Roosevelt . . . The whole visit was really

grand fun. F. D. laughs and jokes and

would probably be the most attractive

man in any group, even if he wasn't Pres-

ident. His mother, eighty-two years old,

was there, and was just as quick to laugh

as her handsome son. They're certainly

a marvelous family, and even though

they're as unpretentious and friendly as

the folks back home, it was pretty exciting

being in the midst of such famous peo-

ple .. .

Friday—This was another crowded day,

with a visit to Mayor LaGuardia and a

chat with W. C. Handv, who wrote the

"St. Louis Blues" and "Memphis Blues,"

sandwiched in between my two broadcasts.

Stanley Howe, the Mayor's good looking

and gracious secretary, arranged the ap-

pointment with New York's First Citizen,

and I really felt quite privileged, being

taken through City Hall to meet the bus-

iest man in town. He, like J. Edgar

Hoover, is interested in the youth of

America, and is always working on some
new project for a playground or park or

recreation center to make the city's poor

boys and girls happy.

OUR talk was short as the Mayor had
important matters to attend to, and

I had the problem of getting uptown
through Manhattan's crowded traffic, in

twenty minutes. LaGuardia certainly was
considerate and helped me out by putting

his chauffeured limousine at my disposal

so that I was able to get through in the

quickest possible time.

I stopped in the midtown ofTice of W.
C. Handy . . . And 1 recalled my trip to

Beale Street in Memphis and of how the

rambling thoroughfare had looked at sun-

down. It was like a carnival. The air

was pungent with barbecued pig and fried

fish. Out of the double row of old build-

ings came intermingling sounds of gay
laughter, of rolling drums, of saxophones
moaning, trombones gliding weird notes

. . . and from that Carnival land I found
myself in a New York skyscraper, meeting
the man who had poured out his soul in

music.

Today W. C. Handv, sixty-three years
old, is busy with a book about his strange

life that began in a log cabin. He was go-
ing to call the story "Fighting It Out,"
but has since chaneed the title to "From
Beale Street to Broadway." He played
"The St. Louis Blues" for me while his

daughter sang. Then he changed to a

negro spiritual while his son sang in a

deep baritone, "I've Heard of a City
Called Heaven."

Well, it's been a busy and exciting week
and I must confess I'm a bit tired after

so much running around. Tomorrow I'll

fly out to St. Louis and spend the week-
end quietly at Kome, playing at being a

lady of leisure for a change. Being a
network commentator is verv thrilling but
we always have to pay a price somewhere
for the good things we get. 1 hate being
separated from Wuss (Editor's -note:

Kathryn's pet name for her husband who
was "the wuss one in the familv.") but
the opportunity was just too good to turn
down. . And who knows—maybe we'll he
able to have that longed-for trip to
Europe this summer—and that will be fun
and excitement for both of us.

il

LET'S BE ON GUARD, MOTHER...

a^minw^ocd
//

Most mothers are
on guard! That's
tvhy Gerher's Strained
Foods for Baby are used
by MORE mothers than
any other brand*

^'•^^^c^

• Baby is YOUR care, mother—and
what pride and thought you bring
to the task of keeping him happy
and well!

I And what pride and thought
Gerber brings to the task of provid-

ing you with strained foods which
make guarding this vital part of your baby's
diet not merely easy— but certain!

For instance— our vegetables are grown
from specially pedigreed seed in rich and
scientifically prepared soil. Home Grown!
Right under our very noses, so to speak.
Which means that they are gathered at the
moment of perfect ripeness; are rushed to

our nearby shining show kitchens so that all

food values are preserved in a high degree.

Shaker-Cooked — What It Means
To Your Baby...

Special equipment takes the coarse fibres

out of fruits and vegetables much better-
really—than you could with a kitchen sieve.

Air is excluded—temperatures are exactly

right—minerals and vitamins are protected

. . . And then comes the Shaker-Cooking

Shaker-Cooked Strained Foods

STRAINED VEGETABLE SOUP-
TOMATOES -GREEN BEANS-BEETS
- CARROTS - PEAS - SPINACH -
APRICOT AND APPLE SAUCE-
PRUNES - CEREAL.

method, ours exclusively. Each can, as its

contents cook, is shaken 140 times a min-
ute. The result is even, thorough cooking—
fresher flavor— better color!

Your doctor will advise you on feeding

your baby these fine Gerber Strained Foods.
In fact, much of the success of Gerber's is

due to the recognition and support given

them by the medical profession.

'According to a recent survey. Particulars on request, '

Millions of mothers
know this lovable,
healthy and wholly
fascinating Gerber
Baby.This famous pic-

ture symbolizes a

mother's loving care;

a mother's intelligent

effort ; a mother's wise
discrimination.

The Gerber Baby
is on every can of

Gerber's Strained
Foods. /'^^'^ir

Your Baby
Will Adore This Doll!

Made of good quality stutTed sateen

—

buy doll in blue, girl doll in pink.
CunninK and cuddly! Sent for only
10c and u Gerber labels. 115

GERBER PROOrCTS COMPANY
S in. high Krenumt. Michigan

(In Canada. Gerber's are i7roirn and packed by Fine
Foods of Canada. Ltd.. Tecumseh, Ontario.)

Name

Address..

Check items desired: D Boy Doll D Girl Doll.

C Mealtime Psychology, a free booklet on infant feeding.

D Baby's Book, on general Infant care. 10c additional.
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SEE THE DIFFERENCE)

WHEN SKINNY PEOPLE]
GAIN NEW POUNDS J

M Well-Known Artist Shows by Dramatic
\m Comparison How Extra Pounds Can
^ Transform a Skinny, Unattractive Figure

to Normal Alluring Feminine Loveliness

GIL CREIGHTON
One of New York's best-kno'wn
Poster Artists and Art Consultants

Why Thousands Have Gained

10 to 25 Pounds-Quick!
IP you look like the picture on the left

—skinny, rundown, unattractive to the
other sex—don't think for a moment
that your case is hopeless. Thousands of
men and women who never could put
on an ounce before have gained 10 to 25
pounds of good, solid flesh in a few
weeks with these wonderful new Iron-
ized Yeast tablets.

In addition to their new normal at-
tractive curves and feminine allure, they
can also boast of naturally clear skin
and lovely color, new pep, new popu-
larity and joy in life that they never
knew before.

Scientists recently discovered that
thousands of people are thin and run-
down for the single reason that they do
not get enough Vitamin B and iron in
their daily food. Now one of the richest
known sources of Vitamin B is cultured
ale yeast. By a new process the finest
imported cultured ale yeast is now con-
centrated 7 times, making it 7 times
more powerful. Then it is combined with
3 kinds of iron, pasteurized whole yeast
and other valuable ingredients in little
tablets known as Ironized Yeast tablets.

If you, too, need these vital elements
to aid in building you up, get these new
"7-power" Ironized Yeast tablets from
your druggist today. Note how quickly
they increase your appetite and help you
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get more benefit from the body-building
foods that are so essential. "Then, day
after day, watch flat chest develop and
skinny limbs round out to natural at-
tractiveness. See your skin clear to nat-
ural beauty. Note new pep and energy.
Soon you feel like a different person,
with new charm and new personality.

Money-back guarantee
No matter how skinny and rundown you
may be from lack of sufficient Vitamin
B and iron, try these new Ironized Yeast
tablets just a short time and note the
change. See if they don't aid in building
you up in just a few weeks, as they have
helped thousands. If not delighted with
the beneflts of the very flrst package,
money back instantly.

Special FREE offer!

To start thousands building up their
health right away, we make this abso-
lutely FREE offer. Purchase a package
of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut out
seal on box and mail it to us with a clip-
ping of this paragraph. We will send
you a fascinating new book on health,
"New Facts About Your Body." Remem-
ber, results with the very first package
—or money refunded. At all druggists.
Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 225 At-
lanta, Ga.

What Do You Want to Say?

(Continued from page 13)

$1.00 PRIZE
IT'S A QUESTION OF SWING!

I am a Senior in high school and love
to dance to swing music. The tempo of it

would give anyone dancing feet. But, why,
oh why, swing everything? Not long ago
1 heard a popular dance orchestra swinging
some of our semi-classical numbers such
as "Pale Moon" and "The World Is Wait-
ing for the Sunrise." Both are beautiful
numbers, but certainly are not when they
are swung. Also, i heard one of the great-
est bands swing a Christmas carol, isn't

that going to the extreme? Let's put swing
in its place and show a little more music
appreciation.

Kathleen Baird,

Peerless, Montana.

$1.00 PRIZE

WHAT A DISAPPOINTMENT!
These many years I've twisted my dials,

hoping against hope for something differ-

ent.

And when Irvin Cobb's Paducah Plan-
tation was announced, I thought I'd found
it. What a grand show it promised to be!
Cobb's inimitable humor and philosophy
against a background of cigar box fiddles,

banjos, tin whistles and harmonicas,
shufflin' feet and close harmony—and
authentic negro spirituals.

But no. Just the same old thing, the
same jazz band, the same jazz singers.

Cobb tries bravely for atmosphere but
he's licked before he starts. Plantation

—

night club version!
Regretfully 1 come to the conclusion

that radio program getter-uppers are
exactly like Hollywood movie producers
—scared to death to risk being different.

Mrs. Marie Blake,
San Francisco, Calif.

$1.00 PRIZE

WON'T YOU PLEASE BE HUMAN.
HELEN TRENT?

For our sake, for her sake and for
goodness sake, will you who are in truth
our "Vision" and our hope, instruct us how
to go about it to implore Helen Trent's
sponsors to employ some one to teach her
how to speak. Personally, I am so wearied
of hearing her catch her breath and hold
it in suspense whether supposedly de-
lighted, frightened or chagrined, that I

want to shake her soundly and see if she
can be made to speak as a human being
would under natural circumstances.
Taught how to talk, she would be inter-

esting but permitted to go on as she does
now, she will become such a confounded
bore, we all shall simply turn the dial

when we hear her.

Louise Dauben.meyer,
Dearborn, Michigan.

$1.00 PRIZE

WHY ALL THE FUSS ABOUT POPEYE?

The fuss my neighbors make about the

Popeye the Sailor progr.ams brings out
my temper full blast! They never let their

children listen to Popeye—but I do, and
here's why.
Popeye's adventures are all good, healthy

fun. Popeye gets into difficulties, of course,

but he always wins out before each eve-

ning's broadcast is over. There is no mur-
der, no bloodshed, no gruesomeness.

For this reason, I think the Popeye pro-

grams are the best on the air for children.

Mks. Bernice Meehan,
Indianapolis, Ind.
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What's New?

{Continued from page 4)

Walter, you know, has just finished making
a picture, "Wake Up and Live"—in fact,

you must know it, because rarely has any
picture received so much advance pub-

licity. Publicity due entirely to Mr.
Winchell and his frequent mention of the

picture on his air program and his news-

paper column. There ought to be a

ready-made audience for that picture

right now, and it hasn't even been re-

leased yet.
* * *

THE Chase and Sanborn people have
settled on a variety show with Nelson

Eddy as master of ceremonies for that

Sunday evening hour, but it won't start

until next fall. That leaves the problem
of what to do with Do You Want to Be
An Actor? still unsolved. As I write

this, it's long past the time when the spon-

sors should have decided whether or not

to keep the show on the air through the

summer, and they still haven't made up
their minds.

^ =k ^

EVERYBODY has been wondering
whether or not Fred MacMurray will

remain on Hollywood Hotel as its master
of ceremonies. It's still too early to be

certain, but here's a prediction based on
the famous old Hollywood grapevine tele-

graph: Fred will remain until early sum-
mer and his place will then be taken by
Tony Martin. Young Anthony seems to

be groomed for big things by his movie
and radio bosses.

* * *

JOHN HELD, JR. . . . Quick, class,

' what do you think of first when you
hear that name? Right. The flapper-
short skirts, rolled stockings, fuzzy hair,

hat on the back of her head. She was
the cartoon figure which made her creator

famous. And now that her creator is a

radio star, master of ceremonies on the

Pontiac Varsity Show every Friday night,

he swears he'll never draw another cartoon.

He's sick of cartooning, says John; never
liked it so very well to begin with. He
may turn out a woodcut now and then,

because he always enjoyed doing them,
but most of his time will go into the

service of radio and into other projects

he's always wanted to do and never had
the opportunity.
One such project is a little job for Radio

Mirror. John still knows what makes a

typical American girl, and he's going to

pick one from among the scores of lovely

girls in radio, and announce his choice

in the pages of this magazine. John gets

around a good deal, since he arrives on
each campus from which a Varsity Show
is broadcast four or five days before the

Friday night of the broadcast itself. He
meets the students, listens to auditions, ar-

ranges musical numbers, and whips the

show into final shape; so naturally he has
plenty of opportunity to look Miss 1937

over and see what he thinks of her.

He promised Radio Mirror to come back
to New York in a few weeks and jjick the

star or starlet of radio who typifies all

that's best and most beautiful in modern
femininity. We have our favorite pho-
tographer tuning up his camera now to

take her portrait for us to publish.

PORMAL statements flew back and
forth across the telegraph wires. Bobby
Breen was going to appear on the air, o\er
NBC, in a dramatic serial called The Sing-
ing Kid, written by Mrs. Gertrude Berg.
No, he wasn't! Yes, he was! No, he
wasn't, because Eddie Cantor had exclu-

sive rights to his radio appearances! .About
that time this department's head began to

swim and lose interest. The whole affair

was a good illustration of one of radio's

favorite tricks—to issue two sets of con-
flicting statements, of which, obviously,

only one could be correct. NBC said that

its Artists' Bureau had Bobby under con-
tract; Bobby's manager, Sol Lesser, said

it didn't. Somebody was wrong, but who?
Well, in radio there's only one way to tell:

as long as Bobby is heard on the Cantor
show and no other, NBC is wrong; if he
starts an NBC dramatic series, it's Mr.
Lesser who is wrong; and if there is a

sudden suit for breach of contract, they're

both wrong.
* * *

IN the midst of all the excitement over
the Jack Benny-Fred Allen feud, there

is one ironical little fact practically every-
body has missed. Some weeks before the

feud started a gag writer came to Fred
and asked for a job. Fred writes his own
material, and couldn't use the boy, but
he sent him out to Hollywood with a

letter of recommendation to his friend

Jack Benny. Jack hired him, and it's this

gag writer who went to work a few weeks
later thinking up insulting things for Jack
to say about Fred.

HERE are a few things, mostly about
Hollywood, we're not supposed to

tell you . . . Bill Bacher, famous in radio
circles for directing the old Show Boat
and the present Hollywood Hotel, has
been called in to lend his excellent doc-
toring services to Al Jolson's program,
which wasn't doing so well . . . And one
reason the Al Jolson program wasn't doing
so well is that Sid Silvers didn't live up
to his advance build-up as a super-colossal
comedian . . . John P. Medbury, who used
to be a radio star himself, is writing the
scripts for Helen Broderick and Victor
Moore ... In spite of their frequent
chores on the air, most movie stars do
not listen to the radio. They aren't in-

terested in what comes over the air, and
can't be bothered to lend an ear to it.

Of course, }'ou can't entirely blame them,
because they naturally look on movies as

their profession and radio only a sideline,

but on the other hand it does seem funny
that they shouldn't take every opportunity
to learn something about an industry
which provides them with nice fat checks
every now and then.

THEY had another television demon-
' stration up in Philadelphia last month,
but it didn't turn out very well. Maybe
you read about it in the papers. Some-
thing went wrong, nobody seemed to know
exactly what, and the televised images
blurred and faded alarmingly. But what
impressed us most was the same thing that
has impressed us, before—the irony of the
situation. Here the public is depending
for the perfection of television upon the

very people who have most to lose from
television—the makers of radio sets and
the broadcasters of radio programs. Both
sets of gentlemen would ha\e to scurry

around right smart and revise their present
business setups if television should become
an actual fact.

* * *

CROPPED in at Rex Chandler's work-" shop the other day. It's a big room
in the hotel where he lives with his wife
and daughter, and in it he makes all the

musical arrangements for his Ford dance
program on NBC. All \ery business-like,
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except that in one corner was his little

daughter, busy with a handful of model-
ing clay. She's studying to be a sculptress,

and uses her daddy's workshop for her
own. And the clay was rapidly taking on
a hawknosed and completely unflattering
resemblance to her father . . . The whole
Chandler family speak French among
themselves, Mrs. Chandler being a native
Frenchwoman and Rex being half French.

* * *

IF things go on like this, the poor movie
' stars will be forced to sneak out back
of the wood shed when they want to

smoke. One of the big cigarette com-
panies, which has a network radio pro-
gram, offered Joan Crawford and Franchot
Tone |5,000 each for a three-minute ap-
pearance together on the air and signed
testimonials praising the cigarettes. All

they had to do on the air was to say how
nice the cigarettes were, which was an easy
chore because they like that brand any-
way. Everything was all set when M-G-M,
which has Mr. and Mrs. Tone under con-
tract, stepped in and sternly forbade them
to accept the offer. Maybe it didn't want
the Tones' public to get the idea that they
smoked—you know how fast the least

little bit of scandal gets around.

* * *

LJARRIET HILLIARD stepped into a
Hollywood-bound Pullman car a few

weeks ago, leaving husband Ozzie Nelson
and son David Ozzie to their own mascu-
line devices in New York—and nobody
was any too happy about it, either, al-

though Harriet was looking forward to

her work in RKO's "New Faces" with Mil-
ton Berle, and David Ozzie is pretty fond
of the nurse who has been with him ever
since he was born. Harriet won't be gone
long, though, and this will be the last

separation in the Nelson family for some
time to come. Harriet will return this

spring, she and Ozzie and the baby will

spend the summer vacationing together,

and then in the fall they'll all go to Holly-
wood together to stay. The Bakers Broad-
cast is moving West at that time, and
Ozzie's new contract provides such a hand-
some raise in salary for him that he can
sit back and accept or reject dance-spot
offers for his band, just as he pleases.

* * *

CAN'T see any good reason why this

radio secret shouldn't be brought out
into the open. The trio on Rex Chand-
ler's Ford half-hour on NBC is the Landt
Trio, well known on other programs by
its own name. The Landt boys are also

the composers of the song they sing on
each Ford broadcast, "The Nut that Holds
the Wheel," and they write the new set

of lyrics for it each week. The title and
lyrics of the song are humorous, but the

Landts take the whole thing very seri-

ously as a safe-driving campaign.

LANNY ROSS has a new hobby—
' though 1 don't imagine it will take so

very much of his attention once that baby,

due in another month or so, is born. Lanny
has been reading up on two varieties of
conservation, soil and game, and he's put-

ting all he's learned into practice on his

New York estate. He wants to make the

estate a refuge for all the neighborhood

wild life, as well as landscaping and paint-

ing it so scientifically that nobody will

even dare to whisper "soil erosion" around
there for hundreds of years to come.

* * *

NOBODY gets more fun out of broad-
casting than Beatrice Lillie, unless it's

the people who broadcast with Beatrice

Lillie. At rehearsals in NBC's Studio 8-G,

Bea goes in heavily for comfort and in-

'i
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formality—the comfort of a plain little

dark dress and the informality of sitting

on the edge of the orchestra platform to

go over a song.

She may be Lady Peel, but title or no
title, she can't help clowning. The only

person whose gravity is never ruffled at

a Lillie rehearsal is the sound-effects man,
who takes his Art seriously and frets if

he doesn't slam a door at exactly the right

split-second.

Ordinary scripts, typed on white paper,

have a nasty trick of getting all mussed
and mixed up for Bea, so her script is

pasted up on hea\'y manila cardboard, and

she handles it as if it were a deck of huge
cards. ^ ^ =,,

THE elopement of Patti Pickens and
Bob Simmons, late this winter, was a

surprise and it wasn't. Everybody knew
they'd wanted to be married for at least

two years, but everybody also knew that

Patti's mother still thought she was too

young to marry. Anyhow, they're mar-
ried now and everybody is happy, even

Mrs. Pickens. They won't be able to go

on a honeymoon until this summer when
Bob takes a vacation from the Cities

Service Concerts. Meanwhile, Patti is

still studying singing and dancing, and has

acquired a personal manager with the idea

in mind of getting herself a real career

of her own.
* * *

JUST one of the crazy things that hap-
pen in radio: Professor Quiz, who

started a new sponsored program early this

month (8 P. M. Saturday is the time),

is a Man of Mystery. Pictures of him
show him in make-up or with his face

hidden by a microphone, and his real name
is a carefully guarded secret. The idea, of

course, is that listeners should form their

own mental impression of what he looks

like. Which would be all very well, except
,

that there's always a studio audience at

his broadcasts, and everybody present

gets a fairly good look at him.

PROFESSOR QUIZ got his sponsor, I

hear, because as a sustaining feature

on CBS he was on the air at seven o'clock

Sunday nights—and the sponsors figured

that anybody who could compete with
Jack Benny and at the same time establish

a record for fan mail was worth their

money. * * *

DARKER FENNELLY is one of
radio's more active gentlemen. He's

Pa Baxter in the Ma and Pa sketches on
CBS five times a week and Hiram in the
Snow Village Sketches on NBC Saturdays,
and between radio jobs he somehow found
time to write a play, 'Tulton of Oak
Falls," which George M. Cohan bought and
is presenting on Broadway to considerable
handrclapping. But Parker couldn't find

time to pay much attention to the play
after Cohan had taken it over. It played
in Newark, just across the river, before
opening in New York, but Parker decided
he'd wait until it settled in Manhattan
before going to see it. And it had been
running in New York a couple of weeks
before he dropped in one night to look it

over. He gets half of the author's share
of the profits (Mr. Cohan gets the other
half, for doctoring the play up) but he
never goes around to the theater to find
out how the boxoffice receipts are stack-
ing up. And here's another funny thing

—

Parker demonstrated his writing ability
by turning out this and several other
plavs. but he doesn't write his own radio
scripts.

THOSE rumors about a disagreement be-
tween Ireene and Walter Wicker seem

to have been exaggerated. The disagree-
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merit, if there is one, is between Walter
and radio. He just got tired of micro-
phones and went to Florida, where, our
Everglades spy reports, he is busy writ-

ing a book. Meanwhile, Ireene is very busy
in New York with her Singing Lady pro-
grams. They correspond frequently and
regularly, and Ireene sent him pictures of

herself and the two junior Wickers for a

Valentine's Day present—which doesn't
sound a bit like domestic arguments.

* * *

pOUND at last! The source of many a
' rousing sea story that's broadcast on
the air. in New York, there's a home for

retired seamen called Sailor's Snug Har-
bor, and you'd be surprised to know the

number of radio stars and writers who
make a practice of calling on the old salts

every now and then to pick up a new
yarn. It's an inexhaustible mine of mari-
time lore and legend, and radio is making
the most of it. Not that the old sailors at

Snug Harbor don't make the most of

radio, too—and without any arguments
over what program to tune in, either! In

their big recreation room there are four
large open booths—old-fashioned, high-
backed benches like those in Ye Olde
English Tea Room. Each booth is labeled
with the call letters of one of New York's
big radio stations, and supplied with a

battery of earphones instead of loud-
speakers. The four radios connected with
the booths are left on all the time. When
an old seadog wants to listen to a program
coming over WABC, for instance, he sits

himself down in that station's booth, slips

on a pair of earphones, and listens in

peace and quiet.

PHILLIPS LORD, busy microphone
and loudspeaker man though he is, is

like a small boy in a toy shop when it

comes to choosing scripts and acts for his

two radio shows. Gang Busters and We, the
People. Everybody in his well-populated
ofTice works overtime to prevent him from
seeing more than one good script at a time,

because whenever he's faced with the prob-
lem of making a selection he wavers back
and forth, unable to make up his mind,
until casting directors tear their hair.

AL PEARCE is one of those long-dis-

tance commuters these days. After
his Tuesday-night network program, every
week, he travels out to Detroit, where his

sponsor requires his services as master of

ceremonies on a program on the Michigan
network. This schedule places a serious

handicap on Al's beloved hobbies, which
we can lump under the general heading of

Food—Cooking it himself, finding new
and delightful places where other people
cook it, and talking about it. Al's the

sort of restaurant patron who Iik§s to

poke his way into the kitchen.

W. J. CAMERON, who gives those
intermission talks on the Ford Sun-

day Evening Hour, is a modest man and
dislikes publicity. Not long ago a network
photographer took some pictures of him
and these were sent out to newspapers and
magazines. It was a slip-up, the network
being under the impression Mr. Cameron
wouldn't mind. He did mind, though, and
frantic wires were sent out to all the news-
papers and magazines asking them not to

use the pictures. A few days later one
small country newspaper wrote back, re-

gretting that it had already printed the

picture. But, offered the editor, he'd kept

all of that edition in the shop and hadn't

distributed it to the subscribers. Wouldn't
the radio people like to buy the whole edi-

tion at five cents a copy?
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How Lucille Manners Was Made Beautiful for S+ardonn

done, was staggering to Lucille. From the
first heights of exaltation, she plunged to

the deepest abyss of dejection. Like any
more ordinary romance, there was pain as

well as joy.

There was, in the first place, the matter
of clothes. Until that moment when, with
shaky fingers, she had signed a contract
with her sponsors, Lucille had spent prac-
tically all her time on other matters. She
had, like you, or almost any woman,
bought clothes when she needed them. Had
reserved a few days in the fall, a few more
in the spring for shopping.

%A#ITH Lucille, it was even more diffi-

'* cult. Every extra dollar she ever had
went for voice lessons. Never, for her, a
new pair of stockings until the old devel-
oped a run. Never a new coat or hat until

the papers carried news of a big sale. It

all meant buying first because she had to
have something, second because it was a

bargain, and only third because the coat
or hat or dress was so becoming she
simply had to have it.

And so, as it would have happened to
you, Lucille found herself with a wonder-
ful starring contract in her pocket book
and at home a very limited, hastily chosen
and well worn wardrobe—dresses that had
seen many seasons' wear, hats she'd never
have bought if she'd had more money, all

clothes she bought only because they were
practical and could be worn day in and
day out.

But the wheels that spin to bring the
world a new star turned fast and Lu-
cille's dejection lasted about as long as

it takes two lovers to sit on opposite sides

{Continued from page 25)

of a bench, then come back to each other's
arms.
For back at her apartment, waiting, were

a living room full of those experts, all

ready to wipe out Lucille's doubts, banish
her fears, and—with a shout—pitch into

the business at hand.
There was Betty Goodwin, NBC's

Fashion Editor, a representative of the
advertising agency handling the program,
Eddie Senz, Paramount Pictures' ace
make-up man who has been responsible

for so many screen successes, and Dorothy
Couteaur from Paris. There were, too. ex-

perts in graceful walking, health diets, and
sane exercises.

The romance had really begun!
First in order, Lucille's personality.

After a look at her golden hair, lovely
blue eyes, and slim figure, it did not take
these experts long to decide. Henceforth,
Lucille was to be an Ail-American girl.

With that as a foundation, the rest of

the questions were no longer difficult prob-
lems. Lucille forgot her first apprehen-
sion, cast her doubts to the wind, and
entered into the conference whole heart-

edly.

Next was the type of gowns she should
choose. So that her versatility should not
be strained, both severe sophisticated

gowns and extremely coy gowns were ta-

boo. Because she was young, she must
not add years to her age by wearing
styles that were too mature. Nor must
she lose the saucy quality about her
turned up nose and wide eyes. Such
piquancy is lost with either slinky clothes

or fussy ones.

Then came the question of photographs.

just about the most important in many
ways. Already there had come to the
publicity desks at NBC a flood of tele-

grams and letters from newspapers and
magazines all over the country asking for
pictures of the new Cities Service star.

Every editor was clamoring for Lucille
Manners, a year ago a sustaining artist

whose publicity could have been pasted
up in one page of any scrapbook!

The fashion editor ofl'ered to take Lu-
cille shopping.

"But how much will it cost?" Lucille
asked. Fearfully she thought of the ward-
robe a complete set of pictures would re-

quire. Dinner dresses, formal gov\ns,

lounging pajamas, sporting outfits—all the
things she had wanted so many times and
had never been able to afford. After all,

even stars are not paid in advance.

THE fashion editor laughed. "Don't
worry about that. All sorts of shops

and designers have been calling up to
know if you'll pose in their clothes. Re-
member, you're famous now. One of New
York's biggest furriers has called twice.

He wants to know if you'd be kind enough
to wear his newest ermine coat to your
first broadcast."

"Kind enough?" Lucille whispered. A
week ago she had been scanning the papers
for a mid-season sale. Now people were
asking her please to wear their ermine
coats!

The glamor and excitement of the situ-

ation swept over her in one \'ast, engulf-

ing wave. Without another pause, she

(Continued on page 79)
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_ forTrue Stories

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
WIN ONE OF THESE HANDSOME PRIZES

1st Prize. 2 at $1.000 $2,000
2nd Prize. 4 at $500 2.000
3rd Prize. 4 at $250 1.000

TOTAL 10 PRIZES $5,000

CONTEST RULES

Macfadden Publications, Inc., will pay $5,000 for the ten

best true stories submitted during April, 1937, as per the

prize schedule, shown above. This is your big opportunity

to cash in handsomely upon a happening in your life or the

life of a friend. Study the rules carefully—send for the free

booklet described in the coupon and proceed to write the story

that may make you richer by $1,000.

Look back over your life and select the episode that is most
thrilling, exciting or deeply moving, no matter whether it be

a story filled with shadow or sunshine, success, failure,

tragedy or happiness. Then write it simply and honestly and
send it in.

In setting down your story, do not be afraid to speak

plainly. Our magazines are devoted to the portrayal of life

as it is actually lived, so most certainly you are justified in

describing fully and frankly any situation that has really

happened.

If your story contains the interest and human quality we
seek it will receive preference over tales of less merit, no
matter how clearly, beautifully, or skillfully written they

may be.

Judging upon this basis, the persons submitting the two
best stories will be awarded the two $1,000 first prizes, the

persons submitting the four next best stories will be awarded
the $500 second prizes, etc.

And in addition, every story entered in this contest is eligible

for purchase at our liberal regular rates, so, even if your
manuscript should fall slightly short of prize w^inning quality,

we will gladly consider it for purchase provided we can use it.

As soon as you have finished your manuscript, send it in.

By mailing it as soon as possible you help to avoid a last

minute landslide, assure your manuscript of an early i-eading

and enable us to determine the winners at the earliest possible

moment. Another big true story contest next month.

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, INC., PAY ON ACCEPTANCE
OF MATERIAL BEFORE PUBLICATION. SEE RULES.
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All stories must be written in the
first person based on facts that hap-
pened either in the lives of the
writers of these stories, or to people
of their acquaintance, reasonable
evidence of truth to be furnished by
writers upon request.

Type manuscripts or write legibly
with pen.

Do not send us printed material or
poetry.

Do not send us carbon copies.
Do not write in pencil.
Do not submit stories of less than

2,500 or more than 50.000 words.
Do not send us unfinished stories.
Stories must be written in English.

Write on one side of paper only.

Put on FIRST CLASS POSTAGE
I N FULL, otherwise manuscripts
will be refused. Enclose return firpt

class postage in same container with
manuscript.

Send material flat. Do not roll.

Do not use thin tissue or onion
skin paper.

At the top of first page record the
total number of words in your story.
Number the pages.

PRINT YOUR FULL NAME
AND ADDRESS ON UPPER
RIGHT - HAND CORNER OF
FIRST PAGE AND UPON EN-
VELOPE and sign your full name
and legal address in your own hand-
writing at foot of the last page of
your manuscript.

You may submit more than one
manuscript but not more than one
prize will be awarded to an individual
in this contest.

Every possible effort will be made
to return unavailable manuscripts,
if first class postage or expressage is

enclosed in same container with
manuscript, but we do not hold our-
selves responsible for such return and
we advise contestants to retain a
copy of stories submitted. Do not
send to us stories which we have re-

turned.

As soon as possible after receipt of
each manuscript, an acknowledg-
ment will be mailed. No change or
correction can be made in manu-
scripts after they reach us. No
correspondence can be entered into
concerning manuscripts once they
have been submitted or eifter they
have been rejected.

Always disguise the names of
persons and places appearing in
your stories.

Unavailable stories will be returned
as soon as rejected irrespective of

closing date of contest.

This contest is open to everyone
everywhere in the world, except em-
ployees and former employees of

Macfadden Publications, Inc., and
members of their families.

If a story is selected by the editors
for immediate purchase, it will be
paid for at our regular rate and this

will in no way affect the judges in

their decision. If your story is

awarded a prize, a check for what-
ever balance is due will be mailed.
The decisions of the judges will be
final, there being no appeal from their

decision.

Under no condition submit any
story that has ever before been pub-
lished in any form.

Submit your manuscript to us di-

rect. Due to the intimate nature of

the stories we prefer to have our con-
tributors send in their material to us

direct and not through an interme-
diary.

With the exception of an ex;plana-

tory letter, which we always welcome,
do not enclose photographs or other
extraneous matter except return

postage

This contest ends at midnight.
Friday, April 30.
Address your manuscripts for

this contest to Macfadden Publica-
tions Manuscript Contest, Dept.
31 C, P. O. Box 490, Grand Central
Station, New York, N. Y.

Macfadden Publications, Inc., Dept. 31 C ^^
\

P. O. Box 490, Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y.

Please send me my free copy of your booklet entitled "Facts You
Should Know Before Writing True Stories".

|

Street

Town State
(Print name of state in full.)
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took the fashion editor's arm and dashed
out to the ele\ator.

They found in that ne\er to be for-

gotten afternoon of shopping that Lucille

was blessed with a perfect fashion figure.

Youthful and slender, she was able to

wear sleek streamlined gowns as well as

fluffy, demure ones. She was tall enough
to wear large prints, yet small enough to

wear romantic pastel or tulle and chiffon

gowns as well.

By nightfall, Lucille had her wardrobes.

One for which she didn't have to pay

—

the one to be used for photographs. An-
other, m.ore interesting one, the wardrobe
she was to ha\'e permanently.
With the clothes problem settled, Lu-

cille turned to the \astly important ques-
tion of make-up. Now it was the turn of

Eddie Senz, Eastern make-up director for

Paramount. He has his own studio

where he puts the finishing touches on the

lo\'ely models you see in ijiagazine adver-

tisements. No one could have been more
qualified for this job. Before his brightly

lighted mirrors passes a parade of celeb-

rities.

LUCILLE was warned in ad\'ance to pay
' strict attention to any of Senz's advice.

"If he suggests re-styling your hair," she
was told, "listen to him. He's not a hair-

dresser, but he designs many of his clients'

coiffures. To him hair is a frame for the

face, and a face is something to think

about in terms of photographic angles. If

he thinks the shape of your chin or fore-

head or nose calls for a different arrange-

ment of your hair, believe him."
Lucille came away from this confer-

ence with her head brimming with ideas

and—best of all—with a new hair style

that does wonders for her. She liked it

so well from the first day. that she hasn't

changed a wa\e or a curl.

Senz. with a few deft strokes, parted
her hair in the middle, brought it flat and
smooth down to the temples, and then up-
turned it all around her face in combed
out ringlets.

If you. like Lucille. ha\'e a slightly

broad jaw, you'll find this style happily
becoming. But if your forehead is higher
than hers, don't have the curls on top of

your head. Senz warns you to confine

them to the back and sides only.

Other pointers Lucille learned from him
she feels are worth passing on to you.
Don't wear much rouge if you're the
fragile, blonde t\pe. Pale rose is best for

\'ou and medium lipstick—dark rose

rather than orange or purple shades. Wear
light blue e\eshadow under artificial lights,

but never put it any place except along
the edge of your upper lid.

Always brush and re-brush your hair
after it's been waved. Tight curls are
never flattering and are. in the case of
delicate blondes, about the worst thing
possible.

If you're blonde, wear delicate flowers

or bows in your hair, but ne\er elaborate
ornaments such as birds or jewels. Blonde
or brunette, \ary the color of your nail

polish. Lucille, when she wears quite a

bit of red. uses sih'er irridescent or mother
of pearl polish to offset it.

Neither a new wardrobe, a new hair-

dress, nor new make-up finished the ro-

mantic de\elopment of Lucille as a star.

There was also the matter of health. Lu-
cille thought it silly at first that anyone
should be concerned. She felt wonderful.
She had new sparkle in her e.ves, new
color in her cheeks.

The experts thought differently. So did
Lucille when she finished her first week of
rehearsal. AW the additional work of
more lessons, posing for pictures, giving
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interviews left her exhausted. She saw
for herself that the six or seven hours of

sleep she had been getting were not
enough. Now she ne\er has less than
eight and more often ten hours of sound
sleep.

In the matter of food, she was already
ahead of the experts. Wisely she sticks

closely to a fresh vegetable diet. She has
never had any reducing problem and now,
upon advice of counsel, she is drinking lots

of milk with her food to boost her one
hundred and ten pounds a little.

Thus the basis for her stardom was es-

tablished. Before she could experience

any letdown, new frills to complete her
were added. She must know how to walk
gracefully onto the stage. Luckily, she

had been hard at work on that problem
since last spring when she was chosen by
Cities Service to substitute for Jessica

Dragonette while she was on her vaca-
tion. So in Lucille's case, it was largely

a matter of polishing.

Gloriously, one last thrill, completely
unexpected. Exclusively designed gowns
for Lucille's Friday night broadcasts,

gowns no other woman could get by hook
or crook, gowns designed by many of the
world's leading stylists.

Nor did Lucille suspect the problems
involved in the designing of these gowns.
There w-as the problem of color, for in-

stance. The stage of the huge NBC studio
where the broadcast takes place is hung
with tangerine colored draperies. Back
of the orchestra is a huge green and white
Cities Service emblem. The orchestra it-

self provides a black and white back-
ground for the prima donna.

.A red dress was out—it would ha\'e

clashed with the draperies.

Solid black wouldn't do because it

wouldn't show up against the background
of tuxedos.

Purple was eliminated because it's too
old for Lucille and not flattering to her
golden hair and fair complexion.

.A dress that was too tight around the
diaphragm might interfere with her sing-

ing.

A stiff taffeta would make a rustling

sound that would be picked up by the
microphone.

.A beaded gown might lose some of it?

beads and if these fell to the floor during
a solo they would sound like rain on a

tin roof.

THIS, obviously, was the time for Doro-
thy Couteaur, the only .^merican wo-

man to hold an important position with
one of the greatest Paris dressmaking
houses, to give advice.

Dorothy Couteaur first visited the stu-

dio and asked Lucille to walk out on the
stage as she would during a broadcast.
She tested the lights, noted the back-
ground colors and then, while Lucille
waited on the stage, called in her artist

to make water color sketches for exclusive
"Lucille Manners designs."

When the sketches were finished, they
were sent to Lucille's apartment for Lu-
cille's selection. Then she was shown
samples of new fabrics—silks, satins, and
\'elvets.

It was more like a dream than e\'er

to the girl who had thrown up her job
as a stenographer five years ago to de-

\'ote herself to a career of singing, who
a month before had put a new feather

on an old hat so she could spend her
Christmas money on more lessons.

Many gowns were finally selected. One
of the first that were chosen was a blue
or rayon satin. Blue matches Lucille's

eyes and it doesn't clash with the studio

background.
The second was a bright colored print,

IRRESISTIBLE

"it is that. And did you
ever stop to consider
how much real pleasure

there is in a package of

Beeman's? Five sticks of

chewing gum—pure and
wholesome, and loaded
with delicious flavor that

lasts—and lasts. That air-

tight wrapping, they tell

me, keeps it fresh and
preserves its delicate

flavor. And don't forget,

each meal will be kinder

to you for Beeman's pro-

vides a pleasant aid

to digestion."

Beeman's
AIDS DIGESTION...
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to be made along bouffant lines into a
gown both gay and youthful.
"You must be careful of prints,"

Dorothy Couteaur warned Lucille. "They
must be bright enough to show up well
and yet not so bright that they will dim
the brilliance of your hair."
The one they settled on for wearing

during March has shades of sapphire,
coral, and yellow against a black back-
ground. The edges of the bright colors
are blurred as in a water color, giving the
whole fabric a soft effect.

Another gown is classic simplicity—oys-
ter white crepe with a huge bustle bow
and long sash of white with brilliant bands
of emerald green.

As to jewelry, Lucille has adopted the
rule that she will wear as few pieces as
possible. Never earrings, necklaces, or two
rings at the same time. Always simple
jewelry—a pair of bracelets and a clip; a
ring and a clip. But never many things
and never showy ones.
The last and the first of the exclusive

gowns arrived a few days before Lucille's
debut. The romance of preparing for star-

dorn was nearly over. The engagement
period, when everything is new and so
many things happen one on top of the
other, was drawing to a close.

Friday night and Lucille in a beautiful
gown, a spotlight pouring down on her, a
breathless audience sitting forward in their

chairs in the studio, lifts her voice into

song.

Her marriage to stardom has begun.

Bob Burns Really Talks

About Bing Crosby

{Continued from page 35)

and Harry Baris v\'ere pulling cheesy gags

instead of singing and how the manager
of the theater, after warning them to cut

it down, rang down the curtain in their

faces when they were right in the middle
of a joke. Those are the things Bing
tells on himself.

Another of the things I admire most
in Bing is the fact that he not only

doesn't gossip himself, he hates to hear

other people gossipping. More than one
person who used to be a frequent visitor

at Bing's home has found the Welcome
mat drawn in when he arrives because all

he did was put people on the pan. Bing
never pans anyone. If a person has done
something Bing doesn't like, Bing is

through with him. And when he's through

with a person, he's really through. He
wants no part of him. If it's someone
who hasn't done anything to Bing who's

on the pan, Bing will always find a good
word to say about him.

A lot of people think that because Bing
has a happy-go-lucky nature that he is

incapable of deep feeling. At heart he's

one of the few real sentimentalists I know.
And he has one of the most understanding

natures you'll find anywhere. When my
wife passed on I wanted to get out of

town with my boy for a week and try to

forget the ordeal we'd been through. So

we went up to Lew Ayres house at Big

Bear. When I got back to town you can

imagine I was still pretty upset and I was

trying, for the boy's sake, to keep my
mind off it. As soon as I went into the

broadcasting station, everyone began com-
ing up and putting his arm around my
shoulder, saying, "Gee, Bob, I was sorry

to hear about it." Everybody but Bing.

I know blamed well that down in his heart

Bing was sympathizing with me just as

deeply as anyone else but he happened to

be understanding enough to see what I
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was trying to do. He never referred to

my ioss at all but started kidding with
me, the way we always do with each other
—just acted as though nothing had hap-
pened. He'll never know how much 1 ap-

preciated that.

SPEAKING of those rehearsals, we have
more fun there than any place we go.

Everything is so informal. Of course,

nothmg could ever be very formal where
Bing is. But we have never had a dress

rehearsal. We rehearse on Thursday af-

ternoon before the broadcast and that is

all there is to it. They ask each member
what time it would be convenient to re-

hearse. Bing stays there the whole after-

noon and just rehearses the part of the
program that whoever happens to be there

IS in. I work on my stuff by myself and
never rehearse it. So even Bing doesn't

know until we're actually before the mike
what I'm going to say. That's why it so

often happens we're both talking at once,

trying to get in a word edgewise. That
part is all ad libbed on the spur of the
moment.
He kids around the place all during the

rehearsal and all during the performance.
That's what gives it such spontaneity.
Two of the things I never get over

wondering about in connection with Bing
are his flow of fancy English and his ear
for music. Last week, for instance, for his

old song he chose "Kalua" from an old
musical called "Good Morning, Dearie."

I know Bing didn't see the show and I

don't believe he'd ever heard the song
before. When he came

_
to it in the re-

hearsal, someone gave him the lyrics and
he sang it with all his boo-boo-boos as

though he'd been singing it every day of
his life.

And his language! Those jaw-breaker
words he uses impress me—when I can

understand what he's talking about. Of
course, he just does it for a gag but he
never misuses a word and he never uses

a word of one syllable if he can find one
of four that means the same thing. If he
can't find a long word he arranges the

short ones in the fanciest English imagin-
able. I remember his mother showed me
a letter Bing had written her the first

time he was away from home. 1 think he
was fifteen or sixteen at the time. He was
hoping he could go back to school that

fall and expressed the wish that some day
he might make his mark in the world.
He concluded with, "That, however, is in

the laps of the Gods. One can but wait."

When we go out to shoot golf, we usu-
ally go over to his house for dinner after-

wards. When we come in Dixie will ask,

"Well, how did you do today?"
And Bing will come back with, "Well,

my little penguin, on the first nine I shot

a stylish thirty-six and on the second
nine I had a svelte thirty-five."

Those week-ends I've spent on his ranch
with him will live with me if 1 reach a

thousand. We don't do anything much.
JVIaybe go hunting for rabbits or quail or
wild pigeons or whatever happens to be
in season. Or we might go fishing. Lots
of times we take long hikes or fool around
the pastures where his brood of mares are.

We don't do anything in particular but
we have a swell time doing it.

You know, it's a funny thing. They
apply the term "ham" to actors but there
are hams in every walk of life—writers,

painters, salesmen, doctors, lawyers—every
line of endeavor. The guys who like to

show off, be in the limelight and turn on
the personality.

Bing is farthest from a ham of anyone
I have ever met in my life. As I said, he
won't talk about himself. He cares noth-
ing about occupying the centre of the

stage. He can get a lot more enjoyment
out of sitting back listening to someone
else than he can out of having people gush
over him. When he turns down photog-
raphers and when he says he doesn't care
about interviews, the guy is telling the

absolute truth. He doesn't.

Those horses of his are something else

I can't understand about him. He's crazy
about them but he rides like a sack of

meal—when you can get him on a horse.

Dixie tells a story about one time when
he was making personal appearances
somewhere up in Connecticut. She kidded
him about his riding until one morning in

desperation he went down with her to a
riding academy, got on a horse and walked
him around the paddock a couple of times
and got off. "There," he said, "1 guess
that'll shut you up. You can very plainly

see that I am a most expert equestrian."

He went on back to the hotel and when
Dixie came in from her ride an hour and
a half later, Bing was still in the hands
of a masseur.

HE has probably done more for old
friends, and said less about it than

anyone in Hollywood. His loyalty can only
be measured by the size of his heart. He
tried a long, long time ago to get me on
his program. He'd heard me and thought
I would add something to it. I had no
name at the time and his sponsors would
have none of me. So I went back to New
York, played my bazooka over a broad-
cast, and happened to make a hit. The
program was hardly over before Bing was
sending wires and telephoning to his spon-
sors to sign me up.
He—well, anyhow, you have a rough

idea of what I think of Bing Crosby.
When I start talking about him I don't
need a dictionary— I need a book of su-

perlatives!

NEW BEAUTY SECRET/
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Don't Let Homeliness Break Your Heart

{Continued from page 19)

I N. P. C. IS«7 Known lo Physicians at "Vafliformj"

has capitulated to a girl who has every-

thing but looks, whose face, frankly, if

it were her fortune, would never permit
her to eat three square meals a day.

Not even her best friends would call

her pretty. Martha herself says she's

downright homely. Yet here, in the star's

chair, sat this unquestionably plain girl

while all around her dozens of other girls,

each more lovely than the other, went
through their unimportant dance—extras

on whom no one wasted a second glance,

just props, like the thatched huts, the

palms and the tropical flowers.

Fame, wealth, admiration—normally trib-

utes paid to great beauty—have all fallen

into Martha Raye's lap. The ugly duck-
ling has in real life, as she did in the fairy

tale, stolen a march on her swan sisters.

There is an astounding secret of success

that this plain girl has found. Not with-

out heartbreaks and moments of blackest

discouragements, but with such a happy
ending all the torment was more than
worth the price.

It's not easy to ask anyone, especially

a movie and radio star, how she found
success when her outstanding characteris-

tic is homeliness. 1 would resent it my-
self if someone asked me, except that 1

haven't yet found such success.

BUT Martha's large mouth grew larger

in a friendly smile that ended in a

rumbling laugh. "How did I put it over?"
she said, "with a face like mine?"
For put it over she has. Not only is

she Paramount's pet find of the year, the

girl whose songs and comedy have bright-

ened "Rhythm on the Range," "The Big

Broadcast" and "College Holiday" but

who is the added zest and spice that is

making Al Jolson's new program over

CBS on Tuesday nights the prize half

hour of the spring season.

Nor is it hollow fame and fortune. On
Martha's fourth finger, as she sat in her

star's chair, waiting for her cue, sparkled

a beautiful engagement diamond. I knew
its donor, Jerry Hopper, of Paramount,
one of Hollywood's prize catches. Martha
has found not only enviable success in

her career, she has made it all worthwhile
with a love she talks about only in a

whisper.
As I write this, a few weeks later, the

ring ' is gone, the engagement officially

broken because Martha's mother believes

her daughter is too young to consider

marriage. But Jerry and Martha. 1

know, are still deeply in love, even though
they may not be married for some time.

The ring was there when I saw her, and
one day it will be there again.

Certainly, no one better than Martha
has the right to say, "Don't let vour home-
liness break your heart." What better

inspiration if you feel that too many
freckles, or too long a nose, or too big

a mouth is making your life miserable. If

Martha has done it—and you don't need

more proof to be sure she has—you can

do it, too, because Martha didn't even

know she was homely!
She didn't learn until she was fifteen,

until she thought she was so grown up
she tried out for a grown up part and
was turned down, not because she wasn't

talented but because she wasn't pretty!

"Rule one," Martha told me gravely,

"for a girl who isn't beautiful is to face

the f-'ct that she isn't and then forget

about it. That took me a whole year,

the toughest year I ever spent, but I

learned and it was the beginning of my
career."

Martha was only fifteen—although a

very precocious fifteen—when she first

came face to face with the appalling fact

that she was definitely a homely girl. It

was a bitter realization. Especially bitter

because all her life she had fondly nursed
a dream that one day she would be a star

of the stage. Especially bitter, too, in the
hurniliating circumstance under which the
realization came to her.

Martha was, to employ an overworked
phrase, "born in a trunk." She was a

child of the theater. Her parents' vaude-
ville act took a brief vacation while Mar-
tha first saw the light of day in Butte,

Montana. It wasn't long, however, be-

fore Pete Reed and Peggy Hooper were
back on the four-a-day, and infant Mar-
tha with them. She learned to toddle in

the dusty backstage of numerous thea-

ters. She lived in dingy hotels and
aboard grimy trains. She took her naps
on piles of scenery. What child wouldn't,

under those circumstances, dream of one
day seeing her name on Ziegfeld's mar-
quee, or Hammerstein's or Belasco's? As
soon as she was old enough, a part was
written into her father's and mother's act

for her, and she started toward her goal.

When she was fifteen, she decided it

was high time she took a step closer to

the Ziegfeld—or the Hammerstein or the

Belasco—marquee. The act was laying

off in New York, so the time was pro-

pitious. Without a word to anyone, Mar-
tha slipped out and bought an outfit

of really grown-up clothes.

"I thought 1 looked like a certified

check," she recalled. "I had one of those

Eugenie hats with a feather and I figured

if Earl Carroll passed me up he must be
going blind,"

That was the blithe spirit of the young-
ster who made her way into the dank, cav-

ernous theater where impresario Carroll

was casting his current "Vanities." She
felt at home. She even looked pityingly at

the dozen or so different girls who were
there on similar errands.

HER turn came at last. She sang. It was
good, and it was hot. She saw Car-

roll's white face respond approvingly
from the blackness of the theater. But
when she finished he shook his head. Show
people are blunt.

"Sorry, but you don't do," the producer
said. "Frankly, kid, you have the goods
—but you haven't the looks. Better try

some other racket."

She stumbled from the stage, and wept
noisily when one of the other girls tit-

tered.

"That nearly broke my heart." she con-

fessed. "You know how a kid is. I'd

never thought much about my looks one
way or another until then. You see, I

never went to school with other kids, or
played with children much. I guess if I

had they'd have told me, and it wouldn't
have been such a shock to learn I didn't

have the looks.

"But I think the thing that saved me
was that crack he made about trying some
other racket. That made me mad, and
when you're in the state 1 was in. the best

thing that can happen to you is to get

mad. Clean through. Try some other

racket! Why the guy was crazy! How
could a girl who'd been brought up back-

stage ever try any other racket. I think

I made up my mind then that I'd show
him!"
At any rate, broken-hearted little Mar-

tha went back with the vaudeville act

for another year. She didn't tell her

mother and father of her bitter exper-

ience until a long while later. During that
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year, though, she accustomed herself to

the idea that she wasn't beautiful, and
never would be.

"Anyhow, 1 figured there were a lot of
people who were'n't exactly beauties but
who were managing to get by just the

same," she said. "If they could, I could,

too. 1 decided if I couldn't be a prima
donna, maybe I could be a comic singer.

Comediennes weren't supposed to be beau-
tiful.

"And you know, by golly," she said earn-
estly, "just thinking and thinking and
thinking about it like that must've made
it happen! Anyhow, the first thing 1 knew,
1 got a break with Paul Ash in Chicago.
It wasn't much, but it was a start—and
I did all right."

SHE was still only sixteen \vhen she
teamed up with Benny Davis in a dou-

ble act. Davis, who had been a famed
single, had seen her work with Ash, and
saw her possibilities, Jackie Heller, Hal
LeRoy, Sonny O'Day, Buddy and Vilma
Ebsen were with her in another act. That
skyrocketed her, and just as in fiction

story, she suddenly found her great ambi-
tion realized.

Earl Carroll, who had seen her in the

act, fell all over himself to sign her for

his forthcoming "Sketch Book!"
"So there," she said simply, "you are."

My eyes fell once more toward the
sparkling diamond.

"Oh, that," she said again. "Well, by
that time I was pretty popular with men.
1 always got along all right with 'em any-
how. After ail, any girl can if she will

just be herself. Just be natural and don't
worry about whether a man thinks you're
pretty or not, and things will take care of
themselves.
"You know, there are a lot of girls who

think they aren't popular with men be-

cause they aren't beautiful. That's ba-
loney. The reason they're not popular
with men is because they themselves are
so busy thinking about not being beautiful
they're not much fun to be with—so the
men leave them alone.

"Stop and think. How many times have
you seen the handsomest and most eligible

man, who always runs around with the
raving beauties, run off and marry some
nice, plain girl who can toss a tasty meal
together and who understands him?
"Don't get me wrong. 1 don't mean to

say that being good looking is any handi-
cap. I guess if I'd been consulted about
it, I'd be so good looking you'd have to

wear smoked glasses whenever you got
near me. But what I'm driving at is that
being good looking is like being rich. It's

nice if you are, but it isn't fatal if you're
not.

"All a homely g-irl has to do is to be
neat and dress becomingly, and not try
to hide the fact that she isn't beautiful.

Why call attention to your worst fea-

tures by trying to hide them? For in-

stance, wouldn't I look like a dope if I

tried to paint a tiny Cupid's bow over
this mouth of mine? 1 use as little rouge
as possible, and if boy friends notice I

have a mouth that's too big for my
face, they must all be doggoned polite,

because none of 'em ever says anything.
"Another good idea for a homely girl

to remember is that if she keeps her boy
friend interested enough in other matters,
and keeps his mind occupied, he isn't go-
ing to have time to think much about how
she looks. Personally, I think a man
would rather spend his time with a good
sport than with a dumb beauty. When a

man takes a girl out. he takes her out to

have a good time, not to look at her. It's

up to the girl to see that he does have a

good time. If she's successful, she gets

asked again—and I don't care how homely
she is.

"And it's a cinch to make a man have
a good time. It only takes a little

thought. For instance, if he's the big out-
door type, you be the outdoor girl. Whe-
ther you like it or not, act as if you're
having a whale of a good time whenever
you're with him, and then he'll have a

good time, too. Don't be afraid to let

him know you enjoy being with him. That
flatters him. However, never, never know
more about anything than he does. Men
like to help vou. That's how Jerry and
I—"
She caught herself and blushed becom-

ingly. But it's no secret that her ro-

mance with Jerry Hopper was born on
the Paramount lot. Martha was snatched
from an engagement at the Trocadero
and hastily cast by Norman Taurog into

"Rhythm on the Range." Jerry wrote and
arranged her songs. He coached her and
taught her screen technique. He helped
her over periods of the jitters. Martha
gives him credit for her screen success.

MARTHA'S mother is afraid that mar-
riage just now, or even a formal en-

gagement, might upset her daughter's
career. But Martha doesn't mind waiting.

Jerry is handsome and popular. He is much
sought after in Hollywood. That doesn't

bother Martha. She isn't afraid some
Hollywood beauty will steal him away
from her. She knows beauty won't get

you places.

"Why, take that palm tree there," she

pointed to the towering trunk. "That
palm tree's beautiful, all right. But you
never heard of anybody marrying a palm
tree, did you?"

&R/A//V/A/& J.//CSA
MOA/KEY, FOB-A RUA/^
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The Lux Way
to Cut Down Runs

Lux stockings after every wearing to

remove perspiration.

Turn stockings inside out—squeeze luke-

warm Lux suds through them.

Rinse in lukewarm water. Squeeze water
out—never twist or wring! Then shape
and dry—but not near heat.

Don't risk soaps containing harmful
alkali, or cake-soap rubbing. These may
weaken elasticity—then runs may start.

Lux contains no harmful alkali. It saves
elasticity—cuts down on costly runs.

Saves Stocking

Elasticity
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^^You are

good company now^^

"

—

how well I re-

call the days and
long eveningswhen
I felt tired-out and
looked it."

FADED. . .with a sad looking skin. . .no
pep ! Millions have experienced such a

sadsituation. . .you may have to face it, too.

Overwork . . . worry . . . undue strain . . .

colds and other human ills often take their

toll of the precious red cells of the blood.
Hence a run-down condition. . .a weakened
body ... a poor complexion.

If you are so unfortunate, no longer do
you need to worry, as to how you may
regain strength. . .firm flesh. . .restore a
natural glow to your skin. Simply take a
tablespoonful of S.S.S. Tonic immediately
before each meal... and forthwith, within
a shorter space of time than you probably
realize, those weakened red-blood-cells will

become healthier and richer.

S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite. Foods
taste better. . .natural digestive juices are
stimulated and finally the very food you
eat is of more body value. A very impor-
tant step back to health.

Be good to your skin from within and
your skin will be good to you. Enjoy more
pep... more vigor... by taking the S.S.S.

Tonic treatment. Shortly you will be de-
lighted with the way you will feel..,your
friends will compliment you on the way
you will look.

S.S.S. Tonic is especially designed to build
sturdy health . . .its remarkable value is time
tried and scientifically proven . . . that's why
it makes you feel like yourself again.

At all drug stores in two convenient sizes.

The large size at a saving in price. There is

no substitute for this time tested remedy.
No ethical druggist will suggest something
"just as good." ©S.S.S. Co.

Coast-to-Coast Highlights

{Continued from page 9)

autumn and early winter completing ar-

rangements, is in charge of the broadcasts

at Duiuth. The actual broadcasting of the

messages to the Isle Royalers is done by
Watson and Hale Byers, WEBC'S pro-

gram director. On the island the broad-
casts are handled by George Blair, edu-
cational director, and radio technician

Louis Baranovvski.
Anyone having communications for

island residents is mvited to send them to

Duluth's station WEBC.

KHJ's HELPING HAND DEPT.

SINCE starting our own Helping Hand
Department here last month we've

learned what pikers we were in our own
little way.

It took Hal Styles' new Help Thy Neigh-
bor program over KHJ in Los Angeles
to open our eyes. This new program, based
on a sincere desire to bring unemployed
men and women in contact with em-
ployers, was recently inaugurated at KHJ.
The Help Thy Neighbor program, with

Hal Styles as mterviewer of applicants,

presents the cases of as many unemployed
as time permits, and the station telephone
lines are held open the entire half-hour to

receive calls of those who have work to

offer the applicants interviewed.

Without an audience, except for the ap-
plicants themselves, the broadcasts are

conducted with understanding and no em-
barrassment to anyone. Living up to its

name to the letter, this unusual broadcast
has no age limit of applicants, no exploita-

tion or building unfortunates up for a let-

down.
Skeptics applauded it as a grand idea

but, they asked, "Will it work? Will em-
ployers telephone to offer jobs?" They
got their answer. Before the first broad-
cast was many minutes old, the case of the

first man interviewed, a one-time sergeant-

major of the U. S. Marines, received at-

tention. The telephone buzzed; "IVliss

Cordial" answered, and there was an em-
ployer for the former service man. The
same happened when a woman was inter-

viewed a few minutes later.

Some hundred calls were received by
"Miss Cordial" during the half-hour broad-
cast and the thirty minutes following. Em-
ployers asked not only about those heard
in interviews but inquired for specialized

workers. A mining engineer, a dozen car-

penters, a domestic maid, and a chief cook
were among those specially requisitioned.

And two telephone operators received jobs

answering the incoming job-offers.
_

But the pay-off came when radio pho-
tographer Nate Singer was about to snap

a picture of the first successful applicant

and Hal Styles. One of the applicants gave

Smger a helping hand with the flash-bulb

and the photographer asked him his name.
He told Singer and added, "I'm a pho-

tographer myself when I'm working."
"Well," answered Singer, "how would

you like to go to work for me?"
"Fine."

"Okay, it's a deal, come around to-

morrow morning."
That KHJ Helping Hand Department

is what we call a real one.

* * *

WOWS AT WOW
TO tuner-inners of WOW at Omaha,

Nebraska, 4:45 P. M. every Weekday
is Millie and Tillie time. That of course

isn't nevss to you Millie and Tillie fans

but what you may not know is that these

two favorites were almost childhood

friends. That may sound a little confus-
ing, and maybe it is, but anyway it hap-
pened like this:

Violet Manning (Millie) and Jeanne
Dixon (Tillie) began their dramatic work
at the same place, Elitch Gardens in Den-
ver, playing child parts in the same stock

company. However, they did not meet
until two years ago when a Chicago thea-

trical agent suggested they would make a

good radio team. All the girls had to do to

prove the agent a wise prophet was to ac-

cept his suggestion. Result: Millie and
Tillie.

Both artists have had extensive stage

experience. Violet played with Douglas
Fairbanks, Ralph Bellamy and other out-
standing stage personalities. Jeanne's last

big stage show was "Merry-Go-Round"
in Chicago.

HEAR YE!

Charleston, W. Va.: Nicholas Pagliara
and D. Clete Lochner have joined the

staff of WCHS at Charleston as program
director and dramatic director, respec-

tively. They were formerly with WHEC
at Rochester, N. Y.

DON'T LOOK NOW. BUT—
In the gossip league there is no tastier

dish than the one filled with the past, .^nd
being in a particularly gossipy mood let's

look around and see what sort of skele-

tons are hiding in the closets of radio's

big boys and girls.

Our first closet reveals the musical score

for the original Student Prince. Whose
closet? Carlton Kelsey's. He is at pres-

ent a musical director at WBBM in Chi-
cago and wrote the score years ago. . . .

Another WBBMer with a revealing closet

is Jesse Pugh of the Sunbrite Junior
Nurse Corps program. Jesse was at one
time far, far away from a microphone.
That was when he was a bank bookkeeper
with over six hundred active accounts in

his ledger.

Way up north in Duiuth, Minnesota, is

Hale Byer, WEBC's program director.

That is now, but there was a time when
Hale was a member of Paul Whiteman's
band. And at another time, directing his

own orchestra, he was the music maker
for Barney Gallant's swanky New York
City cafe.

Out in Cincinnati, WLW's two hundred
and fifty pound sports announcer, AI Hei-
fer, has an equally hefty past. Al has
been an automobile salesman and mill

crane man. In this closet we also find

many life saving decorations and medals,
Al acquired as a life guard in Pennsyl-
vania. . . . And Smilin' Ed McConnell, also

a WLW favorite, once operated a 50-watt
station in Orlando, Fla.

Looking in on WMAQ in Chicago, Nor-
man Ross, Penn Newscaster, appears
familiar. A peak into his past and here's

the reason: Norman is none other than
the world's champion swimmer of a few
years back. This brawny two hundred
and forty pounder at one time held all

the world's records from one hundred
and fifty yards to a mile. A record yet

unequalled by any other world champ.
And even programs and stations have

their pasts. In the May 9, 1922 issue of

the Chicago Daily News, appearing under
the heading "Tonight's KYW Program,"
was this paragraph:
"A musical entertainment is given daily

from 8 to 9 p.m. by the radiophone to

thousands of Chicagoans who have taken
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up wireless telephony. The program to-

night, prepared by Morgan L. Eastman,
to be sent out from the Westinghouse
Radiophone studio in the Edison building,

follows. . .
." Quaint?

Well, that was the opening broadcast of

the Edison Symphony orchestra concert
series, now heard over Chicago's WENR
each Sunday evening. It has been broad-
cast regularly since and will complete
fifteen years on the air in May.
And further check on the records tells

us this: Morgan L. Eastman, the first

conductor, has served throughout the

fifteen years in that capacity.

We hope to spot more closets for you
by next month.

ROMANCE, INC.

San Francisco: Following a Palm Springs
honeymoon, Carlton E. Coveny, KJBS
sales manager is back on the job. The
bride: Miss Olive Johnson, popular Mills
College graduate.

Chicago: WBBM announced George
Ralston and Miss Fern Freestate were
principals in a February altar march.

Incidentally, Dan Cupid seems to be
working overtime on WBBM's Musical
Clock program personnel. George was
the tenth announcer or engineer to marry
while actively connected with the program.

First was Halloween Martin, who
donned the bridal veil shortly after the

program's debut on KYW nine years ago.

Engineers Nick Battenberg and George
Thompson, mikemen Earl Tanner and
Parker Wheatley followed suit, without
the veil, of course, before the program
left KYW. Since the clock has been tick-

ing off its morning music, time, and
weather on WBBM, engineers Frank
Lehnert and Emil Waelti and announcers
Stan Thompson and Paul Dowth have
used the ring.

But that's all there is, for the present

at least. Paul Luther, who now shares

the Musical Clock microphone with Miss
Martin and Mr. Wheatley, is married,

and a real four-youngster family man.

Make-Up Magic

(Continued from page 15)

with her brown eyes; this is essentially a

stage practice, but you can adapt it nicely,

with your own choice of tints, for glamor-
ous evening wear. Take another tip from
Elizabeth, too, when you're preparing to

face a battery of brilliant lights (at a

dance, for instance). On stage, she wears
a grease paint with lots of rose in it be-

cause of the tendency footlights have of
taking all color out of the face. She wears
a darker powder then, too, for the same
reason, and makes up her lips larger and
brighter—with a brush. Over her grease
paint base, she spreads her paste rouge,

beginning close to the nose and working
it in high on the cheekbones and pretty
generally across the cheek. After she has
powdered, she takes a powder rouge and
touches it to her cheeks with a rabbit's

foot.

Tanya Cherenko was in a state of first-

night excitement, opening in the play,

"Marching Song," but took time out to

give us a few make-up tips. For her role

as a Polish woman, for instance, she has to

create the effect of a svv'arthier skin than
she actually possesses—a trick that is

achieved with her skillful choice of grease
paint, carefully carrying out the effect by
using a slightly reddish brown eye shadow
instead of the green or purple she might
ordinarily wear.

SHE pointed out how careful an actress

has to be of her grease paint base, "Be-
cause," she said, "it can change the color

of your skin entirely. It forms a sort of

mask for your face, wipes out your own
skin completely." But she adds that the
powder can change the whole effect, if

one isn't careful. In one play she appeared
in last year, the characters were supposed
to be quite sunburned in the second act

and then normal color in the last act.

This called for a quick change, and there

was no time to do a complete new make-
up. The thing they did was to change the

hue of their powder, a deep sun tan in the

second act and then a much lighter shade
in the last.

One trick that many actresses use is to

dust their complete make-up with talcum
powder, just plain, ordinary baby's talc.

Phis doesn't interfere with the color of

the make-up, because it brushes off almost
entirely. But it does dull the harsh bril-

liance of the cosmetics and keeps the color

of the powder from changing the color

of the base.

These are grand make-up tips in general,

but let's look at the question of creams,
powders and rouges alone for a moment.
The use of these three fundamental cos-

metics will either make or break your
own "make-up magic." All the skill in

the world can not hide the fact that your
skin is not well-cared for, has been allowed
to become too dry, too sallow, too oily

or discolored. Soap-and-water is still a

necessity for cleanliness of all skins (un-
less there is some condition present which
requires medical attention and prescrip-

tion), but this should always be supple-

mented by use of the proper creams.

^ LEANSING cream should be used to^ remove all traces of cosmetics before
washing your face or applying a new
make-up. If your skin is oily, choose a very
light-weight, quickly liquefying cleansing
cream. If your skin is dry, be sure to use a

good nourishing cream, as well; pat it into

your skin generously, removing excess with
cleansing tissues, and then leave it on over
night. If your skin is wrinkled, use a

tissue cream and carefully follow the in-

structions on the package.
In applying creams to the face, all move-

ments of the hands should be upward and
outward—don't encourage those delicate

tissues to droop or sag! "Brisk but gentle"
is a good rule to follow; a hard pounding
will break down the tissues you're trying
to build up, and slow motion will not give
your circulation the stimulation which is

half the benefit of cream applications.

Don't stretch the skin with your finger-

tips, and be extra careful around the eyes.

If you're cautious about it, you can relax

tired eyes wonderfully by running your
well-creamed fingertips gently around the

eye sockets, starting upward and outward
from the nose—but be sure to keep your
fingers off the eyeballs.

There are many marvelous founda-
tion creams on the market today. You
will have to decide for yourself which
type you like best. Whether you choose
a light one or a heavy one, moisture-proof
or filmy, you should use some sort of

powder base if you want your make-up to

ha\e those qualities of pearliness and per-

manence which are so important.
Nov\' you're ready for your rouge. Ordi-

narily, this should be selected by following
the color of \our skin, not of your hair

or eyes—with one exception. Red-haired
(Covfiiiued on page 91)
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Can Actually Starve at a

Banquet if It Isn*t Get-

ting the Minerals that

Enable You to Use Food!
Thousands Report Corrections of Such
Deficiencies By Using Keipamalt—Rich

Mineral Concentrate From the Sea.

Gains of 5 to 15 lbs. in Few Weeks.
Rugged New Health—Good Resistance.

Don't be fooled by a good appetite. If you are
skinny, weak, tired-out, sickly, unable to gain an
ounce of flesii or strength, no matter what you
eat, you may actually be suffering from "Mal-
Nourishment". Doctors now know that unless
the food you eat contains certain minerals essen-
tial tor the body's chemical processes, even a lot

of food can fail to yield adequate nourishment.
Digestion, in such cases, is incomplete, assimila-
tion poor, and digested food isn't being changed
to energy, strength and flesh.

In Keipamalt, the new mineral concentrate from
the sea, minerals essential to these body proc-
esses are available in their naturally occurring
form, such as assimilable iron, copper, calcium,
phosphorus, and others,—all contributing to the

supply of vital minerals
needed for digestion and
assimilation. Most impor-
tant is Kelpamalt's natural
iodine (not the chemical
liquid kind). It is iodine,
scientists say, that is so
vitally important to the
health and proper function-
ing of blood, liver and
glands. Keipamalt is richer
in iodine than oysters, hith-
erto considered the best
source.

Try Keipamalt for a single
week. Thousands report
they are amazed at the im-
provement Keipamalt has
brought them. Gains of 5
to 15 lbs, in a few weeks are
not uncommon: new
strength, new energy, bet-
ter digestion and elimina-
tion. They eat better, sleep
better, and almost inva-
riably say they now feel
fine. Your own doctor will
approve this wai'. 100 Jum-
bo size Seedol Keipamalt
Tablets—four to five times
the size of ordinary tablets
—cost but a few cents a day
to use. Get Seedol Keipa-
malt today. Seedol Keipa-
malt is sold at all good drug
stores. If your dealer has
not yet received his supply,
send SI.00 for special in-
troductory size bottle of
65 tablets to the address
below.

I'oscd hy
Professional Models

SEBDOL

Kelpamalt^^^^
SPECIAL FREE OFFER

Write todny for fascinating Instructive SO-pace
booklet on How Thousands Have Built Stivngth.
Enortry and Added Lbs. Quickly. Minoi-al contents
of Food and their eflfect on the human body. New
Facts about NATURAL IODINE. SUndard weight
and measurement charts. Daily menus for weight
buildinc:. Absolutely free. No oblismtion. Keipa-
malt Co., Dcpt. 1177, 27 West 20tU St.. N. Y. C.
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• Constipation certainly had me down ! I was
out-of-sorts—mean to everyone. Yet the laxa-

tives I was used to were so repulsive I just

hated to take them. In desperation I consulted

my druggist. He advised FEEN-A-MINT. "It's

different," he said. "Give it a trial."

• Thanks to delicious FEEN-A-MINT, life

became so different. I felt better at once. Exit
siekish feeling, headache, "blues." It's the
chewing that helps make FEEN-A-MINT so
(Wonderfully dependable. Acts gently in lower
bowel, not in stomach. No griping, no nausea.
Not habit-forming. Economical. Write for free
sample. Dept.0-4, FEEN-A-MINT,Newark, N.J.

FEEN-A-MINT
THE CHEWING-GUM LAXATIVE
THE 3 MINUTES OF CHEWING MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

Old LegTrouble
Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals
many old leg sores caused by leg conges-
tion, varicose veins, swollen legs and In-
juries or no cost for trial if it fails to
show results in 10 days. Describe the
cause of your trouble and get a FBEB
BOOK.

Dr. R. G. Clason Viscose Co.
140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

No longer need a gleaming nose embar-

rass you at crucial moments, noshine

has been created by Elizabeth Arden as

a perfect powder foundation for this

offending feature.

NOSHINE, two sizes, $1 and $2.50

t^llzal?eth iTirc/e

True Story of My Tour With Nelson Eddy
{Continued jrom page 21)

en
691 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK CITY
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girl they wanted didn't seem to exist.

Suddenly a voice came over that loud
speaker, rich and clear. Just that sud-
denly, the girl they wanted was found.

Cautiously, they listened to her sing
again and again, and with each new song
their conviction strengthened. At last

Pasternaci< went down to the studio.

"Miss Conner," he said with a smile,

"we've decided you're it. How would you
like to sing opposite Nelson Eddy?"
Nelson Eddy! Somehow it didn't seem

true. It didn't seem possible that the one
star she'd admired through all the strug-
gling years behind her, now stood there in

that room, smiling and asking her to share
in his glory on the air. Her brain hardly
realized she was singing, singing with him
her favorite piece, "Only a Rose."

It wasn't until she had left the studio
and was on her way home that she began
to see all the responsibility before her, the
irnportance of her task. At first she
pinched herself to make sure she was
awake—and then she started to get fright-

ened. She could feel herself tightening up
inside.

pUT yourself in her place. Suddenly she

^had been whirled from obscurity to a

position which every girl in America would
envy. Her job seemed so big. A thou-
sand mental goblins tortured her. Sup-
pose she couldn't measure up to Nel-
son's and Pasterncck's requirements—sup-
pose she failed, or her voice broke, on the
first broadcast.

She was reckoning without Nelson Eddy.
She was going on the assumption that he
was a great star, and no more than that.

She didn't know what she knows now

—

that he is also a kind and understanding
gentleman.

"I'll never forget that first visit to Nel-

son's home, where the program rehearsals

were always held," she told me. "The
house itself sits way up on top of a moun-
tain, overlooking Hollywood, and the Pa-
cific ocean in the distance. It's so high

that the wind blows a continual gale all

the time. And that night as I stepped
out of the car, the wind howling and
screeching through my very bones, the

stars were so close, it almost seemed like

I could reach out and touch them. At my
feet was Los Angeles, all of it, Hollywood,
Beverly Hills, Santa Monica, stretched out
for miles as far as the eye could see, a mil-

lion twinkling little lights like some great

jeweler's window.
"And then suddenly the huge oak door

swung open, and Nelson came running out
to meet me, all smiles, like someone you
know is glad to see you. He led me inside,

and pushed the door shut behind him. it

was then that I realized how cold and
lonely it was out there, how warm and
friendly it was inside, behind those strong

walls and massive doors.

"As he led me into the huge living room,
he put his arm carelessly around my
shoulders, and a funny lump came in my
throat. I suddenly realized I was no
longer scared, or nervous, or worried. It

was warm in there, the warmth of blazin;.;

logs in the big fireplace, the warmth of

smiles from friends. There was his moth-
er, sitting in her rocking chair by the fire.

There was Mr. Pasternack, and Mr. Smith,
the program director and announcer. They
all seemed to tell me, without words, that
I was welcome, welcome to Nelson Eddy's
"open house."
"But Nelson did more than that to make

me feel at home, if you think he's tops
in singing, you should see him clown when

he's alone among friends. He's the best
comedian i know. He was just like a
small boy as he showed me around the
house, and proudly brought out all his

knick-knacks.
"The star attraction of the evening was

a toy dog someone had given him for
Christmas. There was a little house that
went with it, with a special spring inside.

You put the dog in the house, up against
the spring, and then you make a noise,

any kind of a noise. The sound vibrations
release the catch inside, and the dog jumps
out. In other words, if you say, "Here
Fido!', out jumps Tido.' We were ail in

stitches over that thing.

"And when we started rehearsing our
numbers, he continued to clown and joke,
to do everything to make what we were
doing seem like fun, instead of work. He'd
purposely sing off pitch and make every-
one laugh, trying to show me, in his own
way, that if i made a mistake, no one
would care, is it small wonder that i

sang better than I'd ever sung before?
... I couldn't help it.

"When we started on this nationwide
tour a few weeks later, the fun really be-
gan. But once again it was Nelson who
made it fun, changed it from what might
have been an endless round of homesick-
ness, into something thrilling and exciting.

"You see, this is the first time I've

ever been away from home in my life, and
in Portland, Oregon, 1 was so homesick
and blue I was ready to catch the first

train for Hollywood. Nelson wasn't with
us all the time. There were two units,

his concert troupe and the radio show.
Nelson made concert appearances during
the week, and then met us in the next
city on his schedule o\er Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday for rehearsals and the broad-
cast.

"And on this Friday in Portland, Alice,

my accompanist, and I were sitting up in

our hotel room, alone. Both of us were
so lonesome and blue and homesick, we
hardly said a word.
"And suddenly we heard it! Down the

hall, making the very rafters vibrate at

twelve-thirty at night, came a booming
voice which could only belong to one per-

son, singing 'Ah Sweet Mystery Of Life,'

at the top of his lungs! We fairly jumped
out of our chairs and threw open the
door!

THERE he was, with his hat on side-
' ways and a large police badge the
mayor of Portland had given him, pinned
on his coat! And in each hand he had a
present for us both. No, it wasn't candy,
or flowers or jewelry, it was something far
better' than that. It was two huge bags
of popcorn! Honestly, I never had a

better present in my whole life.

"He had his manager and conductor
with him and we ordered sandwiches and
coffee and had a grand little party right
there in the room. But I guess he could
see I was still a little homesick, for pretty
soon he slipped out. A few minutes later,

the telephone rang. It was my mother!
Calling from home.
"And I didn't know until later that she

hadn't called me. Nelson had called her!
We must have talked for a half an hour,
but he paid the charges, and said nothing.
That's the way he is. He doesn't want
thanks when he makes someone else happy.

"After that night in Portland, our trip

was one grand round of thrills and excite-

ment. I'll never forget the night we left

Portland for Salt Lake. Of course, every-
where Nelson went there were women and



girls, storming after him in an attempt
to get his autograph, but that night in

Portland was one of the funniest.

"We all got out of our cabs and started

leisurely through the station toward our
train. But not Nelson! He'd hardly gone
inside when we heard a whoop, and saw
them coming—women of all shapes, sizes,

and ages, waving autograph books and
pencils in a mad dash to get there first.

"Of course, all we did was to step aside

and go on our way, but Nelson was cor-

nered. We'd been sitting comfortably in

the train for nearly fifteen minutes before

he managed to make a dash for it. And
he nearly broke his neck trying to jump
all the steps in one leap, and lock himself
in his compartment without turning the
corner.

"Our gang, all together, is pretty hard-
hearted, and because he knew we'd kid
him, he stayed locked in for over an hour.
I'd gone out on the observation platform
to enjoy the sight of snow for the first

time in my life—miles on miles of it.

Pretty soon he came out and sat down.
We talked a while, and then, to the
rhythmic click-click of the wheels, we
started singing.

"That's the Nelson Eddy few people
know, a star who can sit out in the dark
and the cold, singing just for the joy of it.

"One night we were walking down the
main street of Kansas City, and stepped
into a drug store for a soda. Nelson
has a special pair of glasses he wears,

and he can walk down the street without
one person in a hundred recognizing him.
But in the drug store he stepped over to
buy a bottle of brilliantine, and there was
one little girl he didn't fool. I could see

she recognized him the minute she saw
him.

"Nelson knew it too, when she dropped
the first bottle, but he never cracked a

smile, or let on he knew that she knew
him.

"Yes, there's a little devilment in him
too. He had that poor girl nearly crazy,
bumping into shelves and dropping bot-
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ties all over the place. It's a wonder she
didn't break her neck. She'd bring out a

bottle, and he'd decide it wasn't what he
wj.'nted. Then she'd bring out another,
only she'd drop that one, and then they'd
have to start all over again. 1 nearly bit

my lip off trying to keep a straight face.

"But he took care of everything. He
had his manager slip back after we'd gone,

to pay the proprietor for the broken bot-
tles, and find out the girl's name. The
next day he sent her a great big picture,

and wrote across it, 'To the cutest girl

in Kansas City.'

"Oh, it's been like that all across the
country. Laughs, and fun, and good times.

But sometimes
—

" Nadine's eyes clouded
with a sympathy that came, 1 knew, from
the memory of that evening in Portland—"sometimes we know that he's blue and
a little homesick too. Those are the times
when he slips quietly away, up to his room,
and we know he's telephoning his mother,
back in Hollywood."
And as Nadine finished telling me her

story, I felt a little richer for having
known her and a Nelson Eddy few people
know. Does she love him? Yes, I guess

she does, as everyone must who is close

to him. Has she penetrated that wall

around his heart? Yes, she has done that,

too. She has done it in the only way it

may ever be done, by being his friend,

close and true and understanding.
For 1 knew, without her telling me, how

close they have become to each other. To-
gether—Nelson for the first time in many
years, Nadine for the first time in her life

—they have found happiness simply be-

cause neither expects anything but friend-

ship from the other.

Nelson and Nadine both chose, long
ago, the path of stardom and fame and
bright lights. It's a hard, rocky, lonely

path, but to them its thrills are worth all

its heartbreaks. Both of them know they
must travel their ways alone—yet, know-
ing that, they have found in each other
happiness, companionship, and understand-
ing. And that, ladies and gentlemen, is a

very fine sort of "love."

It's a Cinch to Feed the Baby

{Continued from page 53)

Something ought to be done about it!

"Well, her husband took the strainer

and went to work. He agreed that it

was a tough job and that something
should be done about it. And something
was. For the husband was a canner,

and he immediately began the series of

experiments which enables mothers every-
where today to buy canned strained vege-
tables, cereals and fruits for their babies
with the assurance that they are not only
saving themselves tim.e and trouble but

—

and to every mother this, of course, is the
vital point—that they are providing for

their little ones more wholesome, nu-
tritious meals than are possible with old-

fashioned methods of preparation.
"In the first place," IVliss Howe went

on, "there is the question of the absolute
freshness of the foods your baby eats.

How many of you mothers are sure that
the vegetables you are giving your baby
are absolutely fresh? Very few of you,
unless you have back yard gardens and
live in a climate where such gardens
flourish the year around.
"Yet this guarantee of freshness the

canners can, and do, give you. The
vegetables for one of the manufacturers
of canned strained foods are all grown
within an hour's delivery of the plant.

This means that they are picked when

—

and only when—they have reached the
exact degree of ripeness that scientists

have determined is their most nutritive;

that they are delivered to the cannery,
and strained, canned and cooked before
they have lost any of their goodness by
exposure to the air. Why, the whole
process, from picking to the canned
product ready for your baby's dinner,
takes only a couple of hours.
"Another condition under the control

of the canner is this: Contracts for the
raising of the vegetables are let only to
farmers fulfilling certain requirements.
This means that all vegetables are grown
from tested seeds in soil which has proved
its ability to produce crops of the high-
est quality—and which is treated to as-

sure continued high quality—and that
during the growing season crops are reg-

ularly inspected by supervisors of the
canning factory.

"I wish you could visit such a cannery.
It would delight you to see the hygienic
conditions under which these foods are
prepared. When the vegetables are de-
livered to the kitchens they are washed,
washed and rewashed—no sand-in-spin-
ach bugaboo here. Handling has been
reduced to a minimum, and everyone tak-
ing part in the preparation and cooking
is as 'germ free,' so to speak, as any
doctor or nurse in a hospital operating
room.

"Along about here," Miss Howe smiled,
"some mother is going to ask, 'What

ASK ANY YEAR-OLD BABY I

IF you want baby's candid opinion on Heinz
Strained Foods, just include them in his

diet today. Watch him register approval!

Most infants seem to prefer the fresh "garden"
flavor and wholesome goodness Heinz cooks
in— never cooks our! Heinz uses only the
finest fruits and vegetables. Strains them to

smooth consistency. Valuable vitamins and
minerals are preserved to a high degree. Heinz
Strained Foods are priced with ordinary
brands. All varieties bear the Seal of Accep-
tance of the American Medical ^~^
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make conquests for your eyes!
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It duplicates Nature's most generous beauty
gifts! Makes lashes look naturally silky,

heavy and long. Permanent! Smudgeproof!
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JIOVELY EyES]

® UJINX
"A girl's best friend is

her eyes . . . and her eyes' best friend

is WINX." For WINX Mascara darkens

your lashes—makes them look twice as

long and twice as beautiful. It gives

your eyes allure in a lovely natural

way. Always ask for WINX—solid,

creamy, or liquid—because WINX
Mascara is absolutely harmless, non-

smarting and tearproof.

Use the other WINX Eye Beautifiers

tool WINX Eyebrow Pencil makes

scraggly eyebrows graceful and fas-

cinating. And a touch of WINX Eye

Shadow on your eyelids intensifies the

color of your eyes. This very day—make

your eyes look lovelier with WINX!
In economical large sizes at drug and

department stores,- liberal purse sizes

at all 10c stores.

Qjuji, ^.e<2^.«^^fti2/ix^^.^

Tint away the

STREAKS
o/GRAY

(Test Bottle FREE)
Have ever-youthful looking hair this

SAFE way. Merely combing clear liquid

through hair brings desired color: black,

brown, auburn, blonde. Gray goes—streaks

disappear. No fear of washing or rubbing
off on garments. Hair stays soft, fluffy.

Takes wave or curl. Ask druggist for full-

sized bottle on money-back guarantee.
Insist on Mary T. Goldman's^
Or test it Free.

FREE TEST^Wesend
complete test package Free. Snip
off a lock of hair ... Test it first

this safe way. No risk. No ex-
pense. 3,000,000 women have
received this test. Mail coupon.

;~MARY T. GOLDMAN--.
I 3J21 Goldman BIdg., St. Paul, Minn.
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about the loss of minerals through can-
ning?' Well, this loss is circumvented
much more effectively in a cannery than
it can be by most methods used in the
home.

"First there is the matter of tempera-
ture and cooking time. Throughout the
entire process temperatures are scientifi-

cally maintained at the correct degree to

prevent loss of vitamins, and each product
is cooked the exact length of time neces-

sary to yield the greatest nutritive values.

Another important feature is that all

cooking is done under steam pressure
which eliminates loss by 'boiling away.'
What little excess moisture remains is not
poured off but is evaporated in vacuum
tanks, leaving the minerals undisturbed.
'A third item of importance is that the

straining is done when the vegetables are
partially cooked, so that no nutritive

properties are removed along with the
fibrous waste. And if you think you can
prepare perfectly strained vegetables at

home you should just see the monel metal
screens, much finer than the ordinary
square-meshed sieve, in use here.

"The next question mothers bring up,"
said Miss Howe, "is, 'What about flavor?

My baby is rather fussy and unless \'ege-

tables taste just right he won't touch
them.' That, too, is a question which is

answered far better in the cannery than
in the home.
"For one thing, the flavor is sealed in,

for the vegetables after sieving are placed
for their final cooking in the identical

cans which you purchase. Either over
cooking or under cooking will impair
flavor and here again the canner has it

over the home cook, for in addition to

guarding temperature and cooking time,
he cooks the canned vegetables in a rotary
container which assures an equal distribu-
tion of heat during the cooking process.
So don't stay away from canned foods
if your baby is fussy; give them to him
and watch his fussiness disappear.

"We've rather concentrated on vege-
tables so far," Miss Howe continued, "but
the same exacting methods are used in the
canning of strained cereals and fruits

—

with the same beneficial and flavorsome
results. And speaking of flavor, you will

find other uses for these strained foods
aside frorn your baby's diet. They are
ideal for invalid or convalescent cookery,
and for purees and desserts for the fam-
ily menu. If you've never tasted creamed
spinach or prune whip made from these

canned strained foods you don't know
how delicious they can be.

"I could go on and on, talking about
these products," Miss Howe concluded,
"but, to paraphrase a bit, the proof of
canned, strained foods is in the eating.

So do try them, for your baby's sake
and your own. I am sure you will both
be delighted."

// you don't already know the names
of the canned strained foods I'll be glad
to send them to you. Also I have a hook-
let giving invaluable suggestions for your
baby's care and training, and a list of
hooks for children's reading recommended
by Ireene Wicker, the Singing Lady, both

of which I am sure you will want. Just

send a stamped, self-addressed envelope
with your request to Mrs. Margaret
Simpson, Radio Mirror, 722 East 42nd
St., New York, N. Y.

Fame for Five Minutes

(Continued from page 37)

way. Radio is bringing Joe Doe and
Susie Smith to Manhattan for a one-time
ether appearance and Joe Doe and Susie

Smith are crowding on the gravy-train.

A swell time is being had by all.

"What kind of person do you have to

be? How do you get your chance on
the air? What do you have to do? How
much will you be paid? How long can
you stay in New York and who'll show
you around? Will the broadcasters get

your boss to let you off? How much can
you spend at night-clubs? Suppose you
should get mike-fright and couldn't per-

form at the last minute?" These are tlie

questions listeners are asking.

It's entirely possible that you're an in-

teresting unknown and don't realize it.

Scores of five-minute stars, shocked by
sudden radio offers, have found that they
were brought to the attention of broad-
casters through hearsay, friends, news-
paper or magazine clippings, if something
about you is interesting to the general
public, if you have an unusually in-

teresting job or have had an unusual ex-

perience of some kind, j'ou're apt to be
sure-fire mike material.

Most five-minute stars never dreamed
they'd ever broadcast; few had ambi-
tions in that direction. All of them have
learned what it means to be lifted out of
obscurity, made very famous for a very
few minutes, then dropped back into ob-
scurity again.

You can hear these stars you never
heard beftjre—and will probably never
hear of again—on four of radio's outstand-
ing shows:

Phillips Lord's We, The People which
has brought to the air such personalities
as a professional eater, a Confederate
slave, a Grand Central Station redcap, a

dance hall hostess, a boy hobo; a dwarf,
a traveling salesman, a cotton-picker, a
bald-headed man, a sailor's wife, a Cen-
tral Park bum, a blind woman, a lumber-
jack, a dying woman, a lad with enor-
mous feet, the mother of a kidnapped
child, a girl cripple.

Floyd Gibbons' Your Everyday Ad-
venture series and Charles Martin's dra-
matized thrills on the Philip Morris pro-
grams present people who have exper-
ienced unusual adventures. Survivors of

fires, explosions, floods, shipwrecks, earth-
quakes, accidents etc; heroes or heroines
or people who have had their lives saved
in very unique ways; people who have
caught law-breakers, solved mysterious
crimes, served prison terms for offenses of
which they were later proved innocent,
discovered gold or hidden treasure; peo-
ple who have been the central characters
in odd situations of coincidence.

ROBERT L. RIPLEY'S Believe-lt-Or-
Not presents living believe-or-nots

—

persons possessing unique physical or men-
tal qualities or unusual bravery—a man
who breaks rocks on his head, a man who
raises rattlesnakes, a "human adding ma-
chine."

If you can match any of these, if you
believe that you have a worthy contri-

bution to make to any of the programs,
write direct to Lord, Gibbons, Martin or
Ripley. That's the way you get on the air.

A Bedford, Indiana, housewife wanted to

tell women how to hang out clothes cor-

rectly; a mother from the heart of the
Ozarks wanted to give the listeners a

true picture of life in the backwoods;
an aged barge-hermit claimed to be a

champion woman-hater. All of them were
brought to New York.
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TUNE IN-
TRUE STORY
COURT OF
HUMAN
RELATIONS
Unless you are already a listener-

in on the True Story Court of

Human Relations, sponsored by

True Story Magazine, you are miss-

ing one of the most absorbingly

interesting broadcasts on the air.

Each Friday night the True Story

Court of Human Relations brings

to its listeners a radio drama filled

with thrills; drama, suspense.

Broadcast over the NBC Red Net-

work, a turn of the dial will bring

into your home this wealth of

wholesome, highly enjoyable enter-

tainment. Tune in on Friday night

without fail.

CJfy Station Local Time

New York WEAF 9:30 PM EST
Boston WNAC 9:30 PM EST
Hartford WTIC 9 :30 PM EST
Providence WJAR 9:30 PM EST
Worcester WTAG 9:30 PM EST
Portland, Me. WCSH 9:30 PM EST
Philadelphia KYW 9:30 PM EST
Baltimore WFBR 9:30 PM EST
Washington WRC 9:30 PM EST
Schenectady WGY 9:30 PM EST
Buffalo WBEN 9:30 PM EST
Pittsburgh WCAE 9:30 PM EST
Cleveland WTAM 9:30 PM EST
Detroit WWJ 9:30 PM EST
Chicago WMAQ 8:30PMCST
St. Louis KSD 8:30PMCST
Des Moines WHO 8:30PMCST
Omaha WOW 8:30 PM GST
Kansas City WDAF 8:30PMCST
Denver KOA 9:30PMMST
Salt Lake City KDYL 9:30PMMST
San Francisco KPO 8:30PMPST
Los Angeles KFI 8:30PMPST
Portland, Ore. KGW 8:30PMPST
Seattle KOMO 8:30PMPST
Spokane KHQ 8:30PMPST
* Cincinnati WLW 6:30 PM EST
•*Minn.-St. Paul KSTP 6:30PMCST

*Sunday
•Thursday

TAKE YOUR CHOICE
OF THESE STATIONS

Every FRIDAY Night

With the rage for interesting unknowns
catching on like wildfire, the broadcasters
need suitable personalities and are spend-
ing vast sums of money to seek them
out. So your letters are really requested
and welcomed.

Officials have even gone so far as to in-

tercede with the bosses of their prospec-
tive performers to let them off from work
to make the trip. So anxious was We,
The People to secure Roy Reigels, the

football player who ran for the wrong
goal in the Rose Bow! game a few years
back they paid a substitute to take o\'er

his job while he journeyed East from
California. A New Hampshire school

teacher couldn't secure a lea\'e of absence
from her classes; Floyd Gibbons drama-
tized her adventure story anyway and
mailed her a check.
From the moment you step on the

train in your home town until you step

off again, back safe and sound, you are

the guests of the sponsor. All your ex-

penses are paid. Vou may take your
choice of plane or train. If you're minors
you may bring a chaperone. Some pro-
grams send welcoming committees to sta-

tions and airports, others send uniformed
messengers to see to it that you're safely

guided through the city's confusing traffic.

Room reservations are made in advance
at hotels convenient to the networks.
From the moment you leave until the

moment you're back you are also, fre-

quently, the headaches of your sponsors.

MANY of those who have had fame for

five minutes had never traveled be-
fore sr been to a big city. A man from
Texas thought the money-order that was
sent him was a one-way fare and bought
a round-trip ticket instead. He traveled

three days and two nights without food,

arriving in New York too ill to go on
the air. A smalltown youth from Missis-

sippi got lost in the railroad station,

wandered about the city until nightfall

looking for the right radio station, and
was finally rescued by police.

Sergeant Ahin York, the greatest hero
of the World War. failed to show up for

his first rehearsal. Ripley wired him,
asking what the trouble was. York, one

i

of the world's bravest men, wired back:
"Those were airplane tickets you sent

me and I'm afraid to ride in a plane."
Train arrangements were frantically made
and York arrived in the nick of time.

An old lady from the backhills of Ken-
tucky, who had never been on a pull-

man before, was so delighted with the

luxuries of what she called a "bedded
train" she flatly refused to get off the

train in Grand Central. It took several

attendants to lure her away with prom-
ises of even greater thrills to come.
Such incidents as these have impressed

program officials with their responsibility

in bringing Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Pub-
lic to New York. Consequently they
take every precaution now to safeguard
the health and well-being of their guests.

Often they are even prov'ided with con-
stant bodyguards in the person of com-
panion-escorts.

In addition to their all-expense trips,

unknowns ma\' earn from twenty-five to

several hundred dollars for their mike
appearances. Calumets' We, The Peo-
ple pays no fees except to New Yorkers
who must be deprived of the all-expense

trip. Gibbons' '^'our Everjday Adven-
ture, pa>s twenty-five dollars and awards
a two-hundred-and-fifty-dollar prize for

the best adventure broadcast each month.
The programs headed by Charles Martin
and Ripley pay varying fees in accordance
with what the performer has to offer.

Schedules are so arranged that the five-

minute stars will arrive in the city from

n:^^'>^^>"^
A\i

Alka- Seltzer

?or you. First, it relieves the p.m

."d discomfort in just a tew "»«_

Ses Second, it helps correct the

cause of the trouble when a?soc>attdS an e«ess acid coud.t^nj;^

jse_-alkaUze with AlKa seiu^<:

A AM Drug Stores... 30c and 60c Pkgs.

SlishtlY Hisher in Canada

Listen to the Alka-Seltzer

Blondesland
'Browns'too!

Give Your Hair
That Lighter Na-
t u r a I "Spun-
Gold" Look With
This New Sham-
poo and Rinse

—

3 Shades Lighter

in IS Minutes
Without Harsh
Bleaches or Dyes.

c at last is an cosy way to bring out the full radiant
•llness of blonde or brown hair. Ti-y New Blondex. the

Here

Shampoo and Special Golden Rinse Uiat washes it 2 to 4
shades lighter .ind brings out the natural lustrous golden
sheen, the alluring highlights that can make hair so at-

tractive. New Blondcx costs but a few pennies to use and
Is absolutely safe. Contains no harsh bleaches or dyes.
Used regularly, it keeps your scalp and hair healtliy and
lovely, gleaming with lustrous highlights. Get Blondex
today. New comhinrition package, SH,\MrOO WITH FREE
RINSe, now also in a new 10c size—at .ill stores.

T^BLOI^DEX IUIK^.%".Sl^E
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Is YOUR baby

a '^Smiler''?

/*

iTT.. ^

When you buy *SOFTEX, you are buying

real COMFORT for your baby! Kleinert's

*SOFTEX Baby Pants are made of soft trans-

parent SILK, fully waterproofed. They weigh

less than an ounce— and are unbelievably

durable.

*Softex is a SILK fabric, waterproofed

without the use of rubber.

*
EG U S.PAT OFF

SOFTEX BABY
PANTS

485 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y.

nviptico

• Only 10c a Day ^

Save over J^ on all standard ofGce

models. Also portables at reduced prices.

SEND NO MONEY
AD late jnodelB completely refinwhed liVc

brand new. FULLY GUARANTEED.
Big free catalog shows actual machines
in full colors. Lowest prices. Send at o

Fre* course in typing Included. w M SI
International Typewriter Exch., Pept. A'-sos.^'hJcagj

ON APPROVAL
SETwithfiery, flashing, full

carat facsimile diamond.
Yours by RETURN MAIL,
to wear at our risk! If you
think it as brilliant and beau-
tiful as any $300.00 ring, pay
2 monthly .^2 payments (total

$4.) We trust you. Send only
26centsfor postage, packing,
etc. Your ring in rich Gift
case shipped by return
mail, all postage paid. No
charge for credit! Money
back guaranteed. You risk

nothing! State whether for

^Bvr 1 V '^i/up/ T lady or gentleman.— BRADLEY, Pept. 385, NEWTON. MASS.

cc.e.*ecolo'» ^^.,,„p.«

^^^M
'

?i'..5*.?'
'»' '=""'., ;,

10i(And20<
at leading

S & I Oi( STORES

two to four days in advance of their

debuts. Several hours of each day are

required for rehearsing, but the rest of

the time they're free to do what they
wish. Some programs allow their partici-

pants five dollars a day for meals and
spending money, others allow them to

sign food checks at their hotels, another
throws in five dollars per evening for en-

tertainment.

Carl Erickson, who had spent nearly all

his life in prison at Salt Lake City, wanted
to see the ocean. Charles Martin him-
self took him to Coney Island, walked
with him for miles along the deserted icy

boardwalk until the ex-convict had had
his fill of wonderment at the tall waves.

MOLLIE TICKLEPITCHER, an
elderly lady from Turnip Top

Ridge, Tennessee, was curious about night

clubs. Program officials entertained her

royally at the swank French Casino but
Mollie was not nearly so impressed with

her gilded surroundings as she was by the

sugar-lumps on the table being individu-

ally wrapped in paper. Commented Mollie,

watching the nude floor show, "If them
was my daughters I'd thrash their hides

clean off!"

A young girl from the Tennessee moun-
tain country was crazy for an orchid

and a store-bought blouse. She got the

orchid, complete with fern and gold rib-

bon; the wife of the sponsor took her to

Macy's and outfitted her in a smart hat

and dress.

Mrs. Irenee Crites, who had never be-

fore been out of the Missouri Ozarks,

wanted only one thing: the bedspread off

her bed at the Waldorf. Of course' she

couldn't have it, but she was given an-

other almost its duplicate.

Program officials and their assistants

are kept plenty busy gratifying the re-

quests of their visitors. Taking them
sight seeing, shopping, to theaters and

museums, ocean liners and automats.

They'll even go so far as to help them lo-

cate forgotten relatives in Brooklyn.

At the microphone, unknowns are re-

quired to do no more than they are capa-

ble of doing. If your acting ability and

intelligence is good at the first rehearsal,

you'll find yourself cast in the role of

yourself in a dramatized scene or play-

let from your own life. You may read

or recite a speech about yourself. Or you

may be reduced to saying a mere "I'm

very happy to be her. Thank you,"

or simply "thank you."

The Ripley show once found itself con-

fronted with a Greek gentleman who could

neither read, write nor speak English.

But he could say the one word "no."

Hastily the entire script was rewritten so

that he'd have to say nothing except

"no;" a man was stationed beside him
to follow the script; when the moments
came for the Greek gentleman to say

"no" the man would squeeze his arm
and he'd say it.

Mrs. Robert Browe, from Detroit, was
making a plea for her kidnapped child

who had been missing nine weeks. At
rehearsals the production men gave up
hope of getting her to speak her plea

with expression in her voice. But when
she finally began to broadcast, and the

realization of what that broadcast might

accomplish came over her, she sobbed and

screamed her words into the microphone

with all the expression of her tortured

heart.

Persons who can't read or pronounce

words distinctly are fairly frequent. An
old Confederate slave was taught to

speak his piece by heart, with a prompter

standing nearby in case he should forget.

Almost weekly a host of dialects must be

I
ironed out into pronunciations the radio

audience can understand. Mike-fright
gets them all to an extent, although every-
thing is done to avoid it. In the first

place, unknowns are thoroughly and sym-
pathetically rehearsed until they can't

possibly be in doubt. They're allowed to

stand or sit or lean on a table at the

microphone in any position they find com-
fortable. They wear their own everyday
clothes so they won't feel ill at ease in

the strangeness of a tuxedo or evening
gown. Frequently, they are rehearsed be-

fore an audience to accustom them to

on-lookers. Many have the support of
knowing that an understudy is standing by
to come to their rescue in case they fail.

And still they get mike-fright.

A middle-aged lady was so overcome at

hearing her childhood rescue from a ship-

wreck she burst into loud tears and hys-
teria and had to be carried out of the
studio without giving her performance.
An ex-lifer from a southern peniten-

tiary was brought all the way to New
York to say a mere "Thank you" on the
Philip Morris show. He opened his

mouth and tried his best for several sec-

onds to get the words out, but they
wouldn't come. A radio actor had to
step up quickly and say them for him.
A gentleman from Kentucky, hailed as

the most rapid mathematical calculator

in the world, performed his amazing won-
ders of addition and multiplication quite

smoothly at the Ripley rehearsals. On
the air he went blank, was given several

more chances to do his stuff, still went
blank. The mike had him so stymied he
actually couldn't add two and two.

NOR is mike-fright the only item that
may fizzle a performance. Mr. and

Mrs. John Q. Public have turned out to

have just as much artistic temperament as

the big-name radio stars. A "Western law-

yer, whose best suit had not come back
from the cleaner's on time, had to be sorely

prevailed upon by several frenzied pro-

gram officials before he would step up to

the microphone in baggy pants. A so-

ciety matron staunchly refused to broad-
cast unless her bull terrier could sit in

her lap while she did so. And what
began as a friendly little head-butting

session between two men with the

supposedly "hardest heads in the

world" turned into an honest-to-goodness

fight.

Then there's the ever-present possibility

that the unknowns, unaccustomed to the

strict punctuality required of radio artists,

may be late for the broadcast. A ranch-

er's wife who all her life had gotten up
at four in the morning and gone to bed

at nightfall, fell asleep in a Radio City

ladies' room after dinner and was finally

found just in time to be put on the air.

An unsuspecting farmer got into_ the

hands of a shyster who kept him in hiding

up until the last minute in an attempt

to make Charles Martin pay a ransom or

go on the air without any guest-star. Now,
the broadcasters corral their talent a

good six hours in advance of program
time, keep them in the studio and keep an

eye on them.
On the whole, however, the John Q.

Publics are making pretty swell radio

stars. They're willing and appreciative

and serious about their jobs, they take

the tedious rehearsals and the mike-fright

and the thrills of their trips in their

stride. It's only after they've gone back

home that they can't take it—when the

fan mail and congratulations stop pour-

ing in, when their day as a local celebrity

is waning, their fees are spent, and there's

nobody left who can listen afresh to the

story of their sensational experiences

—

Then they nearly all write letters to

their sponsors and beg to be invited back.
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New Cook Book
Ida Bailey Allen's

Mrs. Margaret Simpson, food

editor of Radio Mirror, has se-

lected this 196-page vohime for

printing in a special edition for

Radio Mirror readers. This new
cook book not only contains over

1500 recipes, but also answers all

your questions on marketing,

meal planning, correct table ser-

vice, measuring, temperatures,

diet hints, etc.

Note these practical features

which mean you will really use the

book once you have bought it:

Special Binding

A new kind of flexible wire binding
allows this cook book to lie flat when
opened ; it will not flip shut or lose

your place. The book lies flat even if

doubled back on cover hinges, and
takes only half the usual space on
your crowded mixing table.

Thumbnail Index

Designed by a cook, for cooks, the Ida
Bailey Allen Service Cook Book is

specially indexed to allow turning im-
mediately to any desired recipe or
table without tim.e-wasting hunting for

page numbers, or searching of the

table of contents.

Your Guide to Real Economy
Let Ida Bailey Allen, Food Adminis-
trator for the U. S. Government, give

you her marketing advice in this, her
latest book. The 20c cost of this book
will be returned ' to you a thousand
fold as you follow her tips on how,
when, and what to buy at the grocer's,

butcher's and baker's.

ONLY 20^ Postage
Prepaid

Enclose stamps or currency
{wrap carefully).

Your book will be sent promptly,
postage prepaid.

Address Mrs. Margaret Simpson,
Food Editor,

Radio Mirror Magazine

205 E. 42nd St., New York City

ASK
YOUR

L*OCTO»J
SAFEST
BECAUSE EASIEST
TO CLEAN ThiB wide
mouthed nursing bottle has
no shoulder. Breast shaped
nipple 18 easily inverted. Both
are easiest to clean. See your
doctor regularly about your
baby. Ask him about these
casy-to-clean nursing bottles
and nipples.

HYGEIA
NURSING BOTTLE AND NIPPLE

RADIO MIRROR
{Continued from page 85)

girls usually have to make a few conces-

sions to their vivid coloring here. Golden
red hair requires rouge and lipstick in

yellowish-red tones; auburn hair calls for

more bluish-red shades. For other types,

a safe rule to follow is: orange-red shades

for golden skins, blue-red for pink-and-

white or ruddy complexions, and true red

for neutral, in-between complexions. But
the method of application, of course, is

dictated by the shape of your face and
features, not the color. Analyze your fea-

tures carefully, then apply these simple

suggestions to your own case:

1. Broad face. Rouge should be placed

high on the cheekbones, close to the nose

(to break up the broadening highlight at

the center of the face), and extended

downward along the cheek to conform
with the "laughter lines" of the face. In

no type of face should the rouge actually

extend into these laughter lines.

2. Oval face. Rouge should follow nat-

ural contours of the cheek, which ordi-

narily means a small triangle covering the

cheekbone between the temple and nose

and extending downward slightly.

3. Thin face. Rouge away from the nose

and rather low on the cheek, avoiding
color at the center of the face (this creates

a highlight here which gives the face

breadth).
4. Heartshaped face. Rouge high on the

cheekbone and close to the nose, carrying

the color well down the cheeks. Rouge
should be heaviest under the eyes and
near the nose.

5. Mature face. Blend rouge well up
under the eyes and toward the temples.

Hollow cheeks should never be rouged
and this is particularly true of the older

face. Avoid rouging all expression lines.

6. High cheekbones. These should be
rouged to make them less prominent, but
rouged lightly, so as not to attract atten-

tion to them.
7. Prominent temples. Rouge these deli-

cately, too, to shadow them.
8. Miscellaneous tricks! A slight touch

of color on the lobes of the ears will add
width to the face. A suggestion of rouge
on the chin shortens and broadens the

face (and nicely emphasizes a dimpled
chin), while just a touch of it between
the nostrils will shorten a long nose. If

the eyes are large and brilliant, rouge
more heavily; if they are small or pale,

use rouge sparingly. And always, always,

be careful to blend the outer edges of

your rouge pattern unobtrusively into the

rest of your make-up, avoiding a harsh
"ring." Cream rouge is preferred by most
cosmetic experts (applied, of course, be-

fore your powder).
There's a right way to apply powder,

too—very simple, but very important! it

should be patted on, never rubbed in,

and should be applied first to the less

prominent portions of the face (such as

the forehead and lower cheeks) so that not
too much of it will cling to the nose and
chin, which always have a tendency to look
too heavily powdered if one isn't careful.

Powder and eyebrow brushes are absolute
necessities to whisk away unnecessary film.

There's a fascinating new gadget out
these days, a miniature ivory tower which
contains cream rouge, powder and two
creams, each in its separate package and
all interlocked together, which is only one
of the grand selection of new cream,
powder and rouge items I'd like to tell

you about in my May leaflet. Just
send a large, stamped, self-addressed en-
velope with your query {please specify
month desired!) to Joyce Anderson. Radio
Mirror, IZZ East 42nd St.. New York City—and Til be glad to send you this list of
up-to-date cosmetic information.

(/is-YOU CAN BE
MORE BEAUTIFUL

PPOSE
YOU FOUND
you were less

beautiful than you could be . . . and then

discovered a new way to greater beauty?

Wouldn't you act—and act quickly? Of
course! Well, ordinary rouge doesn't give

you all the beauty you could have. It gives

that "painted, artificial look".

# Now, let's see about Princess Pat rouge.

You've good reason to change to Princess Pat
•—if it can give you thrilling new beauty.

And it does because it's duo-tone ... an

undertone and an overtone make each shade.

Not just another rouge, but utterly different.

9 When you apply Princess Pat rouge it

changes on your skin! — matches your indi-

vidual type. Mysteriously, amazingly, the

color seems to come from within the skin,

bringing out new hidden beauty. Isn't that

what you want? Your mirror shows you
sparkle and animation— a new confidence in

your beauty makes you irresistible. But re-

member this—only Princess Pat rouge has the

duo-tone secret. All drug and department
stores sell Princess Pat rouge. Why not get

this new beauty today? Sample on request.

Write to Princess Pat, Dept. 795, Chicago.

PRINCESS PAT
ROUGE

VUIME liN~"A TALE OF TODAY" Red Network
NBC every Sunday 6:30 P.M. Eastern Time

JilJcrflA,

1. Cannot iriitate skin,
cannot rot dresses. (

2. No waiting to dry. -^

3. Can be used right after shaving.

4. Stops perspiration 1 to 3 days.
Prevents under-arm odor. A white,
greaseless, vanishing cream.

ARRID 39i a jar

•^1
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CORNS

NEW TRIPLE-ACTION METHOD
Instantly Relieves Pain— Safely Removes Corns

Stops Corns Before They Can Develop

Only a scientific treatment
like Dr. SchoU's Zino-pads
does all these things for you.

Put these thin, soothing,
healing, cushioning pads on
sore toes caused by new or
tight shoes, and you'll stop
corns before they can de-
velop, and prevent blisters.

They instantly relieve pain
and end c««^e-shoe pressure.

Use Dr. SchoU's Zino-pads
with the separate Medicated
Disks, included in every box,
and your corns or callouses

lift out with ease.

Dr. SchoU's Zino-pads are

velvety-soft, waterproof. Do
not stick to stocking orcome
off in the bath. Easy to apply. Sizes

for Corns, Callouses, Bunions, Soft

Corns between toes. Get a box to-

day. Cost but a trifle. Sold every-

where. Don't accept a substitute.

DrSchoUs
Zino-pads

BE n
TRAINED

D
ffiflCTICflL NURSE

Study at home— train the "Pierce Way." Home Study

Course and 6-months Practical HOSPITAL Course

for resident students. Write for free book. PIERCE
SCHOOL ENDORSED BY AMERICAN TRAINED
PRACTICAL NURSES' ASSOCIATION.

PIERCE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING
702 West 17th St. Secretary C-19,Los Angeles, Calit

;^PD[KET RADIO

I

MUSIC SPORTS £^TERTMH^»tH^

BEAUTIFUL CLEAR TONE
DIRECT FROM POCKET RADIO

All one uiiit--jxi8t like the bii? sets, bnt wei^a J

only 6 02. Fits pocket easily. Take It witb /
you. Nothing to adjoat. No batterieB, tnbes,
or electric socket coimectionB required. Tnn«
In^ knob IB the only moviug Dart.
Costs Nothing to Operate! Guaranteed!

,
Brineainatations with tine tone quality.Tunea *

broadcast band. Accurately made, precisely
j

aasembled, rigidly tested, flssureB excellent
performance. Should last for years. _ Cornea
complete with built-in phone with easy instruc* f

tiona for uae in camps, office, picnicB, homo, ' ^

bod, etc. Listen to music. Boorts, radio entertaiTimePt, etc. The
"Cathedral" Pocket Radfo ia ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED — all
ready to connect and tune in. Thousanda in uee. An ideal i?ift,

SEND NO MONEY! Its enjoyable radio entertainment shonld delight
youl Gombioea performance and economy . Get yonra today. Pay
postman on arrival $2.99 and postage or send $2.99 <we ppy postage)*
Uttle Giant Radio Co., 1166 Oiversey Pky.. Dept. 108, Chicago

?2S .GET THE BEST
ofi^nsightly 4

FRECKLES
.... those annoying re-

minders of wintry winds and
sharp weather.

Simply apply Othine nightly.

It the use of one jar does

not please you, your money
will be refunded. A favorite

for over 25 years. ^ONEy-BACK
GUARANTEE

AT DRUG
AND DEPARTMENT STORES

The Stormy Life Story of a Black Sheep

(Continued from page 33)

matter. This is the story of the things
that do matter—of how a boy overcame
e\'ery disadvantage and handicap of his

environment; of how he fought his way
up from something much worse than mere
poverty.

There are schools for crime all along
the East Side of Manhattan island. Any
boy who lives in one of the tenement
districts must either attend them or sit

at home, for their only tuition fee is a de-

sire for companionship. And Phil never
liked to sit at home.
They called themselves "gangs"—the

Stanton Street Gang, the Seventy-Third
Street Gang, the Hunnert-'n'-Eighteenth
Street Gang, and Phil belonged to each
of them in turn as the Baker family slow-

ly worked its way uptown. In the sum-
mer they swam in the East River; in the

winter and fall they built bonfires in gut-

ters or under sheltered walls; in the spring

they played baseball in the street; and in

all seasons they ran wild and did about
as they pleased.

you had to be tough to get along. Phil

learned that on almost the first day he
was old enough to go out of the house
alone, and whenever he was in danger of

forgetting it, a new lesson came along to

remind him.
There was the time his uncle, who owned

a second-hand store, gave him the baseball

bat. It was the most wonderful baseball

bat ever made—strong and of exactly the

right weight, and hardly used at all, so

that the varnish still shone over nearly

all its surface. The first day he had it

he took it proudly outside, for he was the

only boy on the block who owned such

a bat.

The rest of the gang gathered around
him, admiring, looking, touching. Sud-
denly one of the bigger boys grabbed the

bat and streaked down the street. Phil,

wailing, started in pursuit, but the other

boy's legs were too long. The bat was
his, now.

Phil waited. He waited several days,

and then, when he knew his enemy was
busy somewhere else, he started to_ search.

He looked everywhere the bat might be,

in all the nooks and crannies known to

small boys, and at last he found it. It

had been put carefully away inside an

old length of pipe which lay on the ground
near the river.

Phil took the bat and started for home
as fast as he could go. Never again would
he bring it out into the street, not until

he was big enough to fight for it and keep

it.

But there was a sudden patter of feet

behind him, and before he could turn the

bat was snatched out of his hand.

"Gimme that bat!" said his enemy.
This time the bigger boy didn't run.

He stood there and waited until Phil

came after his property. Then he ad-

ministered a sound and thorough licking

to Phii, and kept the bat. It was his by
right of conquest.

Yes, you had to be readv to defend your
property and your reputation as well. The
gangs had no use for weaklings. When
Phil was eight, Simon began to make
more money—two dollars a week more

—

and the family moved uptown, into the

Seventies. The flat was almost the same,

three dark rooms opening one into the

other, but the building was a little newer.

And the street gang was the sanne, even

if the boys who formed it were different.

Paddv McCarran was the leader of the

gang, and Paddy was a tough guy. His

theory was that a boy had to be beaten,
humiliated, and slapped into submission
before he could be received into the fold.

Phil soon iost count of the number of
lickings he received at Paddy's hands.

In summer they all went swimming in

the river. The water of the East River
isn't appetizing, but it's cool. Like a lot

of seals, the boys v/ould dive in, swim a
while, then crawl out to dive once more.

But Phil swam out too far, out past the
gentle eddies near the shore to where
the full current of the river caught him
and began to drag him down toward the
Battery. He screamed in terror. A white
figure flashed off the dock; he could see

a powerful swimmer cutting through the
water toward him. He tried to hold out,

keep himself afloat, but he couldn't.

Water filled his mouth and nose. He went
down again—and came up to find Paddy
McCarran's strong arm around his neck,
towing him to land.

The next day Paddy gave him another
good licking for being such a fool as to
swim out too far and almost drown.

Phil doesn't know, today, what ever be-
came of Paddy McCarran. He wishes he
did, because when a fellow saves your life

you sort of like to keep in touch with
him. He's lost track of so many of the

boys who made up those gangs, but he
does know that some of them are in

prison.

One freezing winter day Phil stood on
the river front with some of the boys.
The wind cut through their thin clothes,

but still they stood there, watching the

slate-gray river.

"Dare you to jump in," one of the

boys said to no one in particular.

No dare was ever refused in the gang.

"I will if you will," the others said.

Shivering, laughing a little, they all

stripped to their worn underwear, poised

themselves on the edge, dived in.

The water seemed to drive all the life

out of Phil's body. He gasped, flound-

ered, and lost control of himself. Once
more the river picked him up as if it

had been some huge monster, but this

time it slammed him against one of the

big pilings a few feet from the shore,

scraping him against it and tearing a long

gash across his leg.

THE shock gave him strength enough to

get back to land and clamber up. He
was afraid to go home and tell his mother
what he had done, so one of the other

boys dressed quickly and ran home to

sneak some adhesive tape. With this Phil

partially closed the edges of the wound.
Then he went home. Not for many years

did he tell his mother what had happened
—and he still carries the scar on his leg.

_

Of course, he went to school—theoreti-

cally, that is. Actually, Phil Baker was
too bitter a dose for any teacher to swal-

low. M^hen he wasn't playing hookey,

which was most of the time, he amused
himself by disrupting classroom routine.

For a while Herman Bernie, Ben's broth-

er, was Phil's classmate, and the two of

them spent all their time writing each

other notes and bedevilling the teacher

with putty-blowers.

For a while the teachers sent notes to

Phil's mother, and she would snatch an

hour from her household duties to call

at the school and reinstate Phil in the

teachers' good graces but eventually they

stopped writing to her. It didn't do any
good, and only wasted both the teachers'

and Rebecca's time. Phil was going to

be in continual trouble, either from acting
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Now Ready . .

.

Radio Mirror Readers'

Special Edition of—
Ida Bailey Aliens

NEW COOK BOOK
MRS. SIMPSON, Food Editor of R.adio

MiKROR, asks us to tell you that at last

she has found the cook book for which you
and she have so long been searching. From
the thousands of letters she receives Mrs.
Simpson knows, as no one else can, exactly the

sort of cook book her R,\dio Mirror readers
need and want. When we saw the book she
had selected we knew she was right, and
immediately we ordered a special edition

printed for Radio Mirror.
Here are a few of the special features:

196 PAGES FOR 20e

Bound in a stiff, board cover, printed on better

qiiality paper with larger open spaced type; easy
to read at a glance.

THUMBNAIL INDEX
Special Index allows turning immediately to any

desired recipe or table without hunting page num-
bers, or searching the table of contents.

HUNDREDS OF RECIPES—
But Not Just Another Recipe Book

This volume is far more than a mere collection

of dishes. Here's just tome of the valuable instruc-

tion it contains:

How to Measure
Correct Temperatures for All Types of

Cooking
Correct Serving for All Courses
Diet instruction
Meal Planning
Cooking Terms and Expressions

YOUR GUIDE TO REAL ECONOMY
The 20c cost of this book will be returned to j'ou

a thousand fold as you follow the marketing advice
it contains.

ONLY 20c Postage Prepaid
Enclose stamps or coins (.ivrap carefully).

Address: MRS. MARGARET SIMPSON
R.4DI0 Mirror

205 E. 42nd St. New York City

ON APPROVAL
YOUR CHOICE

Magnificent,
new. absolutely

j

accurate 1937
models- Guar-
anteed by 100
year old million I

dollar factory.
Money back if

not delighted— ^-, ^ n«,.,«
Send 25 cents Cl . iBI^^ "»*"
now—Pay 2 monthly *3 payments (total $6). >fothing
more to pay. No red tape. Wafch shipped at once.

Money back after 10 days' free trial if not delighted. We
take all the risk. Send 25 cents, stamps or coins, to

Standard Watch Co., Oept. 385-E, Newton. Mass.

SKIN MEWSI
NEW WAY TO
CONCEAL SKIN

BLEMISHES!
DON'T let a tempo-

rary or permanent
skin blemish cause you

^_-.. .__ . -v fc#r%w 1 * w^, I embarrassment I "HiDE-
I tOV&K> icoNrr&i rn) "" completely conceals

laiDTH.K-__Z__li' t'^f' unsightly blemish.

J
OIK I n '\ I Applied in a minute

—

'AAiXD K ^ ' l^ lasts all day until removed.^i.ii-ii\rvj .y Won't nib off, peel or crack.
Water and perspiration proof.

I Gives skin a clear, flawless ap-
pearance. $1 at Dept. and Drug

" Stores. 10csizeatTenCent_Stores_.

TRfALcrark.MinnerCo.,666St.ClairSt.,Dept.l4-E,Chicaga
1 enclose 10c (Canada 15c) for "Hide-It." D Cream D Stick
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up in school or not being in school at all,

and everybo(dy had to make up his or her
mind to that.

Phil was about nine when he happened
to hear the girl next door practicing on
her piano—the only piano on the block.

She went over and o\er the same piece

endlessly, wearily, and practically tuneless-

ly. No matter how much she played it,

she never learned to play it any better.

It got on Phil's nerves.

"I'll bet 1 could play that piece as well

as she can, right now," he said to his

mother.
"Don't be foolish," Rebecca told him.

"You've never touched a piano in your
life."

No dare was ever refused in Phil's gang
—and if this wasn't precisely a dare, it was
as close to one as Phil's mother would
ever come. Phil's answer was to go into

the next flat, interrupt the girl, run his

fingers o\'er the keys a few times, and
make good his boast.

After that he wanted nothing in the

world so much as a piano. He might as

well have wanted the Brooklyn Bridge.

How could his father pay for a piano out
of eight dollars a week? And for a long
time nobody believed he really wanted
one. It was only a childish notion; it

would pass.

It didn't pass, but in the meantime Phil

got himself into more and more serious

difficulties. The gang had discovered the

delights of dice. For hours on end a

group of boys would huddle in an area-

way, shooting craps. It wasn't often that
any of them had pennies to gamble with;
usually marbles were the stakes.

pLLA. Phil's oldest sister, knew about the" crap games. She had started working
when she was fifteen, as a filing clerk in

an office downtown, and on her way to

and from work she saw things her mother
didn't. She knew that Phil spent most of
his free time rolling dice, and it worried
her—not for the present, but for what it

might lead to. Pri\ately she spoke to

Phil, but it did no good, and at last she
took drastic action. She told the police-

man on the beat to put a plainclothes de-
tective after the boys.

"They always hide the dice when they
see you coming," she explained, "but a
detecti\e can catch them. This has got
to be stopped, even if you have to arrest

my brother."
Arrest her brother is exactly what the

detective did. One day Rebecca was sum-
moned to come to the station house and
identify her son, who had been picked
up with a half-dozen other boys for
gambling. They took her into the room
where Phil was. and the policeman said.

"We're not going to arrest him, but I'll

have to ask you to whip him yourself
with this cane, Mrs. Baker."

Rebecca was more angry with her son
than she had e\'er been in her life, but
now as she picked up the cane and looked
at the forlorn, dirty little boy, tears

blurred her eyes. She tried to strike him:
one or two blows fell; then she threw the
cane down.

"1— I can't," she said ashamedly to the
policeman.
The policeman glanced at her, and then

at Phil. ".A.II right," he said. "Perhaps
he's been punished enough so he won't
shoot any more craps."

_
It turned out that he was right. The

sight of his mother's face, there in the
station house, had been punishment
enough for Phil. Shooting craps was one
particular crime he never committed
again.

Another thing Phil wouldn't do was
to race with the other members of the
gang past fruit and vegetable stalls,

Which Ink Would You

Rather Spill onYour Rug?

Make up your mind right now that ink will

be spilled on your rug sooner or later. It hap-
pens in every home. So unless you pour your
old ink down the drain and get Washable
Qnink, your rugs are in constant danger of

being ruined.

The Parker Pen Company spent S68,000 to

develop this revolutionary new ink that washes
from hands, clothes and rugs without trace

when soap and water are promptly used. Not
only is Quink the safest ink for home and school,

but also it does what no other ink can do: It

cleans a pen as it writes—a Parker Pen or any
other—because it contains a secret harmless

ingredient that dissolves sediment left by pen-

clogging inks. Also, Qum^ dries 31% faster On
Paper, yet will not dry in a pen. It dries by
penetration, not by evaporation. Always rich,

brilliant—never watery.

Parker Quiiik is made two ways

—

Washable
and Permanent. The Permanent is for ever-

lasting records—will not fade or wash out. But
for home and school, get Washable Quink
today at any store selling ink. 15c, 25c and up.

Qrarker w

vdnk
Made by The Parker Pen Co., Janesville, V/is,
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[T IS DANGEROUS to squeeze
and scratch itchy pimples. One

application of soothingPeterson's
Ointment brings QUICK RELIEF
from the awful irritation of itchy

[

pimples, ugly red rash and other
skin blemishes due to the external
causes. Makes the skin look better,

feel better. Wonderful to soothe
I Eczema, itching of feet, cracks be-

tween toes. 35catalldnigstores. Moneyrefunded
if not delighted. For FREE SAMPLE write to
Peterson Ointment Co., Dept. JF-4, Buffalo, N.Y.

THIS MONTH
YOU WOULD HAVE TO APPLY ORDINARY MASCARA

60 TIMES... BUT—

"DARK-EYES'
(EYELASH DARKENER)

ONLY ONCE!
One application lasts

4 to 5 weeks.

51 at all £Ocd Drug and Department Store

•Dark-Eyes". Dept. 31-E
21 IS S. Crawford Ave., Chicaso. HI

I enclose 25c (coin or stamps) for generous
trial package of "Dark-Eyes' and directions.
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^ew skin loveliness

...almost

overmght;

with

PopiiPEi/%ni
cAlMi c/V\ai6cufe Gietmt
Work the miracle of putting your skin on

a milk diet!—with Pompeian Milk Massage

Cream—70% milk. It leaves your skin un-

believably fresh, radiantly
youthful. One trial has con-

vinced thousands of women.

AT ALL DRUG, DCP'T.

AND 10c STORES
The Pompeian Company, Inc.

N. J.Bio afield,

''Infant Care''— 10^
U. S. Government Official Handbook For Mothers

We are authorized by the proper Federal Bureau
to accept your order. Seiid 10c in coin or stamps
to: Reader Service Bureau, Radio Mirror, 205
E. 42nd Street. New York, N. Y.

BEFORE HAIR
Killed Permanently

AFTER

From face, body or arms with a

maximum speed, without harm ^
lo the skin, by following simple
directions. This rlertrolysls
device is gruaranteed to remove
hair pernianeniiy or money re- .,

funded. Electrolysis i^^endorsed
by physicians. Price $1.95. Postpaid or C.O.D.

CANFIELDS & CO., I-A 2675 Broadway, New York

CONSriPATION
MADEHUSBAND

DRADGY

tJE just didn't feel like work \

-••• or play. Always draggy \

and worn out—often cross '

and irritable. But like so many
women, his wife knew about
Nature's Remedy (NR Tab-
lets). She put him wise. He found out what an
astonishing difference there was in this purely
vegetable laxative. Not merely partial relief.
Instead thorough, cleansing action that aided
in ridding his system of poisonous waste, re-
freshed him, made him feel like a "million." TryNR Tablets yourself. Note how gentle they are
and non-habit
forming. 25 tablets ^ 1 > 1—25 cents at any
drugstore.

TOMORROW ALRIGHT

FREE:
I).-«oliful Sij-color \%;l ColonHar-Tliormomotor. AIro
lumipira „f NR and Tunis. .S<-n<l HtiimD for pncklnif nnd
Df.iitaK..t.. A.H. LuwuCii.. L)CBk 8:iK-l8, St, L.ouiH. Mo.

snatching oranges and apples and disap-
pearing around the corner before the store-

keeper could even identify the robbers.
But he had to defend his refusal to do
this against the other boys, who called

him a coward and a sissy for it, and the

battered condition in which he would
often return home helped to increase his

reputation in the family of being a boy
you couldn't do anything with.

Still he wanted a piano, and at last his

father agreed to get him one. It took
two years to pay for that piano, and al-

though Phil helped out when he could by
earning a dollar now and then selling

newspapers or running errands, only Simon
and Rebecca know the full extent of the
sacrifices its purchase entailed.

It was a battered old upright, and its

tone and pitch would have satisfied no-
body but Phil; but to him it was a wonder
and a delight. He played it for hours on
end. He'd listen to the tunes the organ-
grinders played down in the street, and
then reproduce them by ear and instinct

on his keyboard.
K\ first they had a teacher to give him

lessons. Simon was sure that even if Phil's

playing sounded all right, it couldn't really

he right unless a teacher had showed him
how to do it. The teacher was the same
one the girl next door had, and Phil's les-

son always followed hers.

AFTER a month the teacher quit. Phil,

he complained, would listen while he

gave the girl her lesson, and would then

play the whole lesson back to him without
waiting for instruction.

"What do you do with a boy like that?"

he asked helplessly. "1 don't know—may-
be some day he'll grow out of it, but

now I can teach hirn nothing."

Possession of the piano didn't make Phil

a model son, either. He still ran with the

gang, he still played hookey and refused

to study, and he still came home with his

clothes dirty and torn. The boys on his

street had a never-ending feud with the

boys in the next block, and at any time
this feud was apt to flare up into open and
hideous warfare.

The only time all the gangs were com-
pletel}' at peace was once a year, on May
Day. Then everybody for blocks around
chipped in a dime for a party in a nearby
park, with ice cream and cake and a

Maypole. On these occasions Phil was
always crowned king of the party, be-

cause he knew how to play the drums.
That seemed to everybody to be sufficient

reason for giving him the honor.

The truce never lasted long; in fact, it

usually came to an end in a grand free-

fo!-all long before the May Day sun had
set.

Phil would have been a better boy, per-

haps, if he hadn't been the only brother

of three sisters. They criticized him, they

spied on him, and they tattled on him.

That was his continual complaint. In or-

der to assert his youthful masculine in-

dependence he had to break every rule

he could; he had to show his contempt for

their neatness by going around dirty and

ragged; he had to offset their good man-
ners by shouting and breaking things. Any
boy who has ever tried to live with three

sisters will understand just what Phil was
lip against.

When his mother and father shook their

lieads and lectured him, pointing out that

he was headed straight for Sing Sing, Phil

would resolve to do better. But after-

ward, he always forgot.

The family moved uptown once more,

to One Hundred and Eighteenth Street,

and Phil made new friends. One of them
was a little Italian boy named Zaza, and

Zaza's father played a piano accordion.

His piano soon took second place in Phil's

affections. He had to have an accordion.
You could carry one around with you
everywhere you went, instead of having to
keep it at home, like a piano; and the
thought of cradling the instrument in his
arms, slowly opening and closing the bel-
lows, fascinated him. Besides, there was
a second-hand music store down the
block that had one for sale cheap.

Well, he got the accordion, and the
whole family wished he hadn't. There was
good reason for its cheapness. Going full

blast, it made you think you were listen-

ing to a convention of particularly de-
pressed werewolves. The only place Phil
was allowed to practice was out on the
fire-escape, with the window closed. Of
course the neighbors complained, but even
local unpopularity was better than having
him inside.

When he was twelve years old Phil left

school for good, and went to work as an
office-boy downtown. He was really a
very bad office-boy. He hated the work,
and he hated to dress up. Most of all, he
hated to get his hair cut. He'd go for
weeks with his hair getting longer and
longer and longer until it stood out in

little tufts above his ears.

At last Ella could stand it no longer.
One morning while Phil was still asleep
she went into his bedroom and hacked at
his hair with a pair of scissors. Then she
got out of the house as fast as she could.
When Phil woke up he emitted an out-

raged yell and burst into the kitchen. He
could hardly speak, he w-as so angry, and
he grew even angrier when the rest of the
family would only laugh at him. But he
went and got a haircut—a very close one,
necessarily—and after that he continued
to submit to barbers whenever he needed
them.

There was another boy in the office

where Phil worked, and he hated his job
too. Together they used to read the dime
novels and Western thrillers of the day.
When they should have been sorting the
mail, they were deep in Horatio Alger. At
least, they could carry themselves in imag-
ination away from this humdrum busi-

ness of earning a few dollars a week—to
wide Western plains where they astounded
old-timers with their skill at shooting a
gun and twirling a rope. In imagination,
they could return to their families after

many adventures with their pockets full

of gold and silver which they would fling

down in magnificent gestures.

THERE!" they would say. "There's
plenty more where that came from

—

enough to take care of all of us as long as

we li\'e."

In imagination?
Well, did it ha\e to be only in imagina-

tion? Imperceptibly, the idea was born in

their minds and grew into a plan. They
would run away from their jobs and their

homes. Their families would be sorry for

the way they had treated them; the boss
would see for the first time how hard
they'd worked. But it would be all for

the best. They'd live lives of excitement
and adventure, and return to make every-

body they knew proud to speak to them.
One morning, instead of going to work,

Phil and his friend boarded a freight train

bound for—they didn't know where.

And so Phil was on his way—toward
what goal he didn't know. He had put
behind him his boyhood of rowdy play-

mates. Would he ever return to his home?
Would his parents ever see him again?

How and where would the stage claim

him? Continue the deeply human life

story of a hoy who fought his way up
against the handicaps his childhood put

upon him—in the June Radio Mirror.
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MOTHERS!
Did you know that the U. S. Gov-

ernment had produced for you a 138-

page, generously illustrated, finely

printed book on baby health? This

Official Handbook for mothers is the

famous "Infant Care" that your

doctor, nurse, and experienced friends

recommend.

Written by America's five out-

standing baby specialists, this au-

thoritative book was also edited by

the Federal Children's Bureau ex-

perts. To make the publication

available to every mother, the Gov-
ernment has set the price at 10c, far

below the actual cost of printing and
sending the book to you. A nine-

page index makes the volume easy to

use as a daily instruction book and in

emergencies.

Radio Mirror has been authorized

to accept its readers' orders. We
make no profit, and retain no part of

the purchase price. Send 10c in coin

or stamps to

:

Reader Service Bureau,

Radio Mirror,

205 E. 42nd Street,

New York. N. Y.
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LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
the NEW CREAM WAY

As Little or as Much as You
Want~ Safely Quickly

!

Not a Drug-Store Liquid!
Lechler's Lightning Hair tightener

s an amazing product: an antieeptjc, white,
cre.imy paste. It ha8 many advantages over liquid preparationa.
You can use it to lighten the roots and scalp only. Cannot run to
the ends of the hair like a liquid. Can't make the hair life-
less dry or brittle. Lightens blonde hair grown dark. Can Q
not streak or over-bleach. Actually Beneficial to V

I

bleached hair and permanents. Used by famous stage I
and screen beauties for over 20 years. Harmless—guaran- I
teed. Mailed complete with application brush for only I

"THE NEW ART OF LIGHTENING HAIR '

LECHLER LABORATORIES, INC.
560 Broadway, Dept. A, New York, N. Y.

30c « jar
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More News
(Continued from page 7)

MORE SCOOP—W. C. Fields will come
to the airwaves as soon as his health per-

mits him to take on the additional work.
Several sponsors nibbled after the movie
star was cut in from the sanitarium on a

flood relief benefit program. Bill, who is

anxious to leave the sanitarium, insists

the doctors and nurses are keeping him
there solely because he owns the only
radio in the place.

* * *

LOVE'S LABOR LOST—Conrad Thi-

bault screen tested for three days, and sang

himself so hoarse he had to miss a radio

program. The test was favorable—but

he was asked to come back and do the

singing all over again, because the mike
had not been connected!

* * *

THE WORM TURNS—Friends of tiny

Tommy Harris are hoping his success

with his new Moonglow show marks the

end of the five footer's long run of bad
breaks. A protege of Meredith Willson in

San Francisco, the kid finally achieved
his ambition—a call to New York. He
was booked into Radio City Music Hall

—

but fell ill a few days before his sched-

uled debut. He was sick a long while,

but acquired health and a radio contract
at last. u. .^ .^* * *

H'YAH,_ BOYS!—Hollywood was en-

thusiastic in its welcome to Chester Lauck
and Norris Goff (Lum 'n' Abner to you)
whose pleasant, likeable personalities

make them two of radio's most popular
stars. There's a snigger, though, in their

inauspicious arrival. They motored from
the station to NBC's offices, and found a

message there to call Mr. So-and-so on a

local newspaper. Flattered, and expecting
an interview, they called—and found it

was an advertising salesman, who nicked
them for |12.20 worth of space.

t- ^ ^-

JUST A HOME GIRL— In Hollywood,
when a beautiful girl turns down a movie
offer, that's news, so it must be worth
chronicling that Ora Moore, daughter of

funnyman Victor, has turned down not
one. but several. She prefers to stay at

home and keep house for her father, who
is still grieving over his wife's death two
years ago.

DIZZY WORK—Most complicated of

all air shows from an engineering stand-

point is that of Amos 'n' Andy, which
originates from eight different points dur-
ing its fifteen minutes. It comes from Palm
Springs to Los Angeles to Hollywood,
back to Palm Springs, to Hollywood, to

Los Angeles to Palm Springs to Holly-
wood. Let's see you draw a diagram of

that! .^ ... .^* * *

ODDS AND ENDS—Dorothy Page and
Carlton KaDell are so much that way
about each other he helped her decorate
her play room ... At a recent Holly-
wood party, a rich movie-radio star won
all the cash in the place shooting craps

. . . then lost it all the very next day at

the race track . . . Elinor Harriot, who
plays Ruby on Amos 'n' Andy, bunks with
Louise Summa, their invaluable secretary,

at Palm Springs . . . The next time you
see Don Wilson ask him to tell you the

Hollywood version of "When a man bites

a dog. that's news." ... If you want to

find Barbara Stanwyck, go to a Victor
Moore-Helen Broderick broadcast. She's

always there and has been la Broderick's
closest pal for years . . . The smudge
pots drove Francia White in from Covina
to North Hollywood . . . Honore Ame-

Her mother taught her

Years ago her mother taught her the
importance of regular elimination.

Ever since she can remember, there

has been a box of Olive Tablets on the
bathroom shelf just as a reminder not
to let more than one day go by with-

out doing something to assist Nature.

Originally the formula of an Ohio
physician, Dr. Edwards, Olive Tablets
are now widely recognized as a stand-

ard proprietary.

Mild and gentle in their action, one
little pellet is usually all you need to

take to get desired results. Thousands
of women have made Olive Tablets
their favorite laxative. Three sizes:

15^, 30f5, 60{S. All druggists.

WANTED: NEW WRITERS!
EarnH news]

whjfe learning! Write for magazines, book:
newspapers, etc.! FREE literature! No obligati'

U. S. SCHOOL OF WRITING
Dept.5-T,20 West 60th St.. N.Y.CI

ooks,
ition! H

START EARNING IN 3DAyS
"Made $16.50 and have finished only 3

lessons." says Mrs. Ellen V. Bailey of
Pennsylvania. Decorate giftwares. We

supply everything and teach you Irow, Easy,
'ascinating work—full or spare time. A

big income possible every month. No selling
experience needed. Thousands of Fireside mem-

bers now make good money right at home. Write
today tor new membership plan. It is FREE. Send no money.

FIRESIDE INDUSTRIES DepL 34-E Adrian, Mich.

# Any complexion can be made clearer, smoother,
younger witn Mercolized Wax. This single cream
IS a complete beauty treatment.

Mercolized Wax absorbs the discolored blem-
ished outer skin in tiny, invisible particles. Brings
out the young, beautiful skin hidden beneath.

Just pat Mercolized Wax on your skin every
night like cold cream. It beautifies while you sleep.
Mercolized Wax brings out your hidden beauty.
TTSE Saxolite Astringent ^ a refreshing, stimu-
*^ lating skin tonic. Smooths out wrinkles and age
lines. Refines coarse pores, eliminates oiliness. Dis-
solve SaxoUte In one-half pint nitch hazel.
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See for

Yourself

END Ironing Day

DRUDGERYl

ccepf
FREE
Offer!

We invite you Now to turn away

from solid starch, its bother and

waste oftime and strength. Change

to this powdered complete starch-

ing and ironing compound. Irons

never stick, you get no spots or

rings. Get our proof packet ... just

write for "That Wonderful Way
To Hot Starch".

Makes
Ironing

Easy/
The Hubinger Co.

a
HOT STARCH

IN 30 SECONDS

Keokuk, la.

,rJSat0(KI HOm-Ay PRACTrCAL SHOP METHODS
NEW EASYWAY TO BETTERJOBS-GOOD PAYI

We furnish dozens of items of Electrical Equip-
ment to train you by practical shop methodg

doine actualjobs right in your home.

V
Write for Free Book and (all details,

ELECTRIC INSTITUTE, Inc.
Dept. 37-E Hinsdale, Illinois

PHOTO ^.It'Scme^
Clear enlargement, boBt, fall ^17*'—
length or part gronp, peta <

other snbjectB mode from any phi

to, enapshotor tintype at low price
or49c each: 8 tor $1.00. Send as
xoany photos as yoa deaire. Ele-i_

tomof orl^nal photoa ^oaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY
Juflt mail photo with deudb and ad-
dreas. In a few daya postumn will 9 Jgj ^|00
deliver beaatifal enlarcement that '^ *'" ^m -
deliver beaatifal enlargement that
will never fade. Pay only 49c plaa poatsRe or send
50c—8for$1.00,anowewillDay postaKeoorselveB.

BEAUnFULLYPDFiriToacqnaintyoa iixl4 inchesCARVED FRAMEjrlfttS with the HIGH f r^ ? , .

qaality of our work we will frame, until further notice, ftll pastel col-

ored enlareemente FI^E. IllDStrationa of beaotifolly carved frames
for yonr choice will be aent with yonr enlargement. pprTt^delay

1^

HOME-STUDY
BUSINESS TRAINING
YoiU' opportunity can never be bigger than your
preparation. Prepare now and reap the rewards in

earlier and larger success. Free 64-Page Books Tell
How. Write now for book you want, or mail coupon
With your name and address in margin today.

DHleher Accountancy
DMod. Salesmanship
DTrafflc Management
DLaw; Dcftree of LL.B.
DCommcrclal Law
DIndustriai Mftm't
DRall. .Station Mftm't
DPapcr Salesmanship
O Business
Management

O Business
Correspondence

a Credit and Collection
Correspondence

D Modern Foremanship
D Expert Bookkeeping
DC. P. A. Coaching
a Business English
D Stenotypy

Effective Speaking

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
OeDt. S74-R Chicago
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che, who incidentally goes in for a tonsi-

lectomy shortly, took the children to

.A-rizona to escape the flu outbreak, but
after two weeks Don called them to come
home because he was too lonely . . .

Buddy Rogers will bring back an English
boy and girl to sing on his radio pro-
gram . . . Marion Talley rushing from
diction lesson to diction lesson, wishes the
studio would hurry up and find another
movie story for her . . . Next local pro-
gram to hit the networks will be that of
Kerry Conway, "The Speech Doctor" . . .

Mervyn LeRoy has farmed Kenny Baker
out to RKO for a picture . . . Joe Pen-
ner still sends his wife Eleanor flowerf

. . . Jack Oakie is reducing before begin-
ning work on Radio City Revels . . .

The launching of Ray Paige's yacht "Pre-
lude" was an important social event . . .

Bea Lillie may go on the air from Holly-
wood when she comes here in July for a
picture . . . Another commercial in the
offing is for John Boles . . . Grace Hayes'
son Lynn has a local program over War-
ner Brothers' KFWB . . . Phil Harris and

his orchestra go into "Turn Off the
Moon" at Paramount . . . Tony Martin
wishes Alice Faye would elope—with him,
of course . . . Deanna Durbin wore her
first long dress at "The Good Earth" pre-
view—but the next day was caught in the
control booth twirling dials every which
way, just as you'd expect a thirteen-year
old to do . . . Phil Rapp, Cantor scriplcr,

has been hired by the Estey agency to
work in an advisory capacity on the
Camel Caravan . . . Note to the Jack
Bennys' landlord: the lease won't be re-

newed because your tenants plan a trip to
Europe . . . Thelma Leeds, bride of

Parkyakarkas, will get a singing spot on
hubby's new broadcast . . . Hairiet Hil-

liard reported tor work on "New Face?;

of 1937" . . . The cast of "Three on a

Latch Key" at RKO sounds like a radio

producer's dream, with Victor Moore,
Helen Broderick, Joe Penner, Parkyakai-
kas and Thelma Leeds . . . Achoooo!
Don't believe all you read about the Cali-

fornia climate, because people do get colds

out here too!

The Reviewing Stand
By Selector

GLADYS SWARTHOUT, on the air

Wednesday nights at 10:30 on NBC's Red
network, is another martyr to radio's cur-

rent obsession—that opera stars must be
folksy and chatty as well as good singers.

Give me Gladys Swarthout singing, and
you can burn the house down around me.
Give me Gladys Swarthout, or any other

great singer, talking, and I hunt for the

nearest dance band. Nobody has ever yet

been able to write master-of-ceremonies
dialogue for an opera star that doesn't

sound inane and more than a little conde-
scending, and 1 wish they'd all quit try-

ing. Maybe you don't agree with me

—

maybe all the talk doesn't bother you;
and if that's the case you're lucky, because

when Miss Swarthout settles down to sing

a song she gets out of it all the composer
put in, and a little more. Frank Chap-
man, Miss Swarthout's husband, has his

first weekly radio assignment in a long

time in this series, and handles it well.

PONTIAC VARSITY SHOW, broadcast

Fridays at 10:30 P. M. on the NBC Red
network, has an idea which should provide

a more entertaining program than the one
that finally emerges. John Held, Jr., acts

as master of ceremonies and presents the

show from a different college campus
each week, using the cream of the local

talent. The trouble is that it's all too

solemn. There's too much description of

the noble elms of Old Studyquick U. Fine

stuff for the alumni of whatever college

serves as the scene for the evening's broad-

cast, but not very exciting for the rest

of us. Most people, when they think of

colleges, think of light-hearted, youthful

gaiety and pep; and that's what this pro-

gram needs more of. Not that it doesn't

have spells when it's very, very good, but

it needs more of them. JViore of the same
quality of nonsensical giddiness which used

to distinguish its famous master of cere-

monies' flapper cartoons.

JOHNNY PRESENTS is the new, re-

vised, and expanded Philip Morris pro-
gram. You can listen to two different

Philip Morris shows now, on the NBC Red
network at 8 P. M. Tuesdays, and on
CBS Saturdays at 8:30. Both have Russ
Morgan's music, which has become sweet-
er, to my notion, than it was in the old
days of Ken Murray's Rinso show; both
have Phil Duey and his dependable bari-

tone; and both have Charles Martin and
his thrill stories. Martin's trying out a

new kind of drama on the CBS show, us-

ing real-life episodes in which the wrong
people were convicted of crimes on cir-

cumstantial evidence. Not as effective as

they might be. either, because frequently
the dramatizations don't explain away all

the circumstances on which the leading

character was convicted. However, you go
on listening to the story once you've tuned
it in, and 1 suppose that's what the spon-
sor wants. Outside of these holes in the

dramatic department, however, the shows
are tuneful and satisfying.

AUNT JENNY'S LIFE STORIES, broad-
cast on CBS Mondays through Fridays at

1 :45 in the afternoon, is the program for

you to tune in if you feel in the mood for

a generous dose of emotion—and, inciden-

tally, a no less generous dose of commercial
patter, thinly disguised as dialogue. Aunt
Jenny is a talkative body, always ready

to tell about the troubles of all the people
she has known. She starts the stories,

which then fade into a dramatized ver-

sion. Sometimes the stories last for two
or three broadcasts, sometimes they're fin-

ished in one; but no matter how long it

takes to tell them, every last heart-throb

is wrung out in the process. Personally, I

don't like this sort of thing much, but a

lot of people do; and I have to admit that

Aunt Jenny delivers the drama unspar-
ingly. Aunt Jenny, incidentally, is one

of radio's mystery women. We're asked
not to tell you the name of the actress

who plays her on the air.

COMING NEXT MONTH
Don't miss the hilarious story of Boron Munchausen's amazing adventures in

America. The Baron wrote it himself—and you can't believe a word of it!
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No Matter What Your Age
No Need Now to Let

Gray Hair
Cheat You

Now Comb Away Gray This Easy Way
GRAY hair is risky. It screams: "You

are getting old!" To end gray hair

handicaps all you now have to do is

comb it once a day for several days with

a few drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on
your comb, and afterwards regularly only

once or twice a week to keep your hair

looking nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for

artiflciallv coloring gray hair that im-
parts color and charm and abolishes gray
hair worries. Grayness disappears within

a week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their

friends forget they ever had a gray hair

and no one knew they did a thing to it.

Make This Trial Test

Will you test Kolor-Bak without risk-

ing a single cent? Then, go to your drug
or department store today and get a

bottle of Kolor-Bak. Test it under our

guarantee that it must make you look

10 years younger and far more attrac-

tive or we will pay back your money.
> .QCC Buy a bottle of KOLOR-BAK '

i rnCt today and send top flap of car-

i ton to United Remedies, Dept. 445,

< 544 So. Wells St., Chicago—and re-

$ ceive FREE AND POSTPAID a 50c

5 box of KUBAK Shampoo.

IDA BAILEY ALLEN'S
SERVICE COOK BOOK
Send 25c to Mrs. Maraaret Simpson, Food Editor.

RADIO MIRROR, 205 East 42nd St., New York City.

yours by RETURN MAIL.
STANDARD CO., Dept.

ON APPROVAL
Ul/E defy you to tell this" si mulated gold effect
ring from a $300.00 dia-
mond ring. Your friends
will marvel at the glorious
brilliancy of the magnifi-
cent full carat facsimile
diamond. We gladly trust
you to continue the 2
monthly $2. payments {to-
tal $4.) Simply send 25c.
now for postage, packing,
etc. No reference? needed.
Your ring in rich Gift case

We take all the risk.

385-A, NEWTON, MASS.

Woman 85 Who

Never Looked Old
If you are beginning to show signs of age,

listen to the secrets of the woman 85 who
never looked old.
Pauline Palmer has for years been writing

articles and telling women how to erase
wrinkles and other marks of age without
cosmetics. Only 5 minutes a day in their own
home by an easy method of facial rejuvenation
that anyone can do.
Her secrets fully explained with photo-

graphs in a thrilling book sent free together
with a Facial Analysis Chart also free to
men or women by writing to Pauline Palmer.
143.5E Armour Blvd., Kansas City, Missouri.
Write before supply Is exhausted.i^

BEAUTIFUL CLEAR TONE
DIRECT FROM POCKET RADIO

one unit— jnat
r; like the blp Beta,
bat weiebs only 6 oz.

) Fits pocket easily.
Take it with yoa,
Notbins to adjaet. No
batteries.tobea.or elec-

t .9 nd • . t.
^^ eocket connections

reqmrea.Tamns imob le the only moTinspart.
Costs Nothing to Operate! Guaranteed!
Brio^ in Etations with fine tone quality.Tanea
broadcast band . Accarately made, precisely
oflsembled, rigidly tested, assores excellent
iierformance. Should last for years. Comes
complete with built-in phone, with easy in-
etmctions for aee in camps, office, picnica,
home, bed, etc. Listen to muBic, eports; radio
cnjertamment, etc. The "Little Giant" is
fniaranteed—all ready to connect and tone in,
Tboneanda m nse. An ideal eift.

SENDNQ MONPYn*^ enjoyable radio
~TVz .

y*"'^' - entertmnment ehoald
deught yoal Combines performance and econ-
omy. Get yours today. Pay postman on
arrival only $2.99 and postage or send £2.99
(we pay postage). Order now. -

UttleGlantRadloCo., 1166 OlverseyPky..Dept. 107, iChicagi

Excerpts From
Satisfied Users
I received radio
and it works fine.

. . . Am well
pleased with it in
every respect. I
recommend the
Little Giant to any
prospective pur-
chaser whowishea
just such a little
radjo for personal
D3e. It coBts noth-
ing to operste . . *

Have tried it and
it works splendid.
Received Midget
Radio and I am
pleased. Kindly
mail two more . . >

(Letters on File).

Facing the Music

{Continued from 10)

Perhaps one reason Kemp and Maxine
parted was that the lanky leader's cigarette

show on CBS stars Kay Thompson and
there was hardly room for another girl

vocalist.
^ ^ ^

you can count on your fingers the
* radio talent to be found in the clerical,

publicity and office divisions of the big

three networks. So close and yet so far

away, no outstanding ether discovery was
found pounding a typewriter or licking

stamps right under the noses of the talent

scouts.

But a ray of light now appears in this

direction. The other day, Roy Collins, a

Mutual network page boy, popped up on
Ed Fitzgerald's coast-to-coast program
singing his own tune, "That JVlan Is Here
Again."
Chick Webb, noted colored maestro,

heard the tune, liked it, and is now fea-

turing it on his NBC broadcasts from the
Savoy Ballroom in Harlem.
The page admitted that Edgar Sampson,

composer of "Stompin' At the Savoy," col-

laborated with him. Roy is still paging
but he is serving warning here and now
to Louis Armstrong and Duke Elling-

ton.

Once a year NBC lets its page boy staff

broadcast a half hour show, but none of
them has turned into an embryo Bob
Burns or Bing Crosby.

ECCENTRICITIES OF THE
MAESTROS

ARNOLD JOHNSON is continually
** fingering his tie and rubbing his chin
while conducting . . . Jimmy Lunceford's
usually immobile face lights up when any
of his bandboys starts "jamming." Then
he shakes his extra long baton wildly . . .

Guy Lombardo sways to his own music
while conducting . . . Shep Fields gets the
attention of his men, not by shouting or
tapping his baton on the music stand, but
by puckering his lips and whistling like

a teamster.

SHORT SHORT STORY
BED WILLIAMS, crack but eccentric^ trumpet player heard with Lenny Hay-
ten's new orchestra, had a falling out with
the pint-sized maestro. "Take your no-
tice," snapped the usually placid Hayton.
That afternoon Red slipped on the stairs

of his home and sprained his finger. Lenny
had to put through a hurry call for a sub-
stitute musician. Red stayed home and
tuned in his boss' orchestra.
Next morning the trombonist sought

Hayton out. He was sheepish and soft-
voiced :

"Gee, Lenny," he said like a disciplined
school boy, "Give me another chance. 1

didn't know we had such a terrific band!"
He got the reprieve.

OFF THE MUSIC RACK
TREDDIE MARTIN plays the Cocoa-
-nut Grove in Los Angeles this summer,
returning to the Aragon Ballroom in

Chicago in the Fall . . . Kay Thomp.son
is now the wife of Jack Jenny, ace trom-
bonist who is heard as often as seventeen
times in one week with the various radio
orchestras . . . You can now hear Clyde
Lucas and Hugo Mariani over Mutual
from Chicago . . . Paul Ash (remember
when you used to sit in the first row of

If you haven't tried my new Odorless ZiP
Facial Hair Remover, I can best describe

it by saying that it is not caustic; it does

not dry out; it comes in a jar the same as

your choicest cold cream; can be used as

freely on the face as on the arms, legs and
body ; besides, it removes hair from above
and below the surface of the skin and ia

this way devitalizes the growth.

ZiP is for sale at your favorite Toilet

Goods Counter or direct from me by mail.

Send 25i for generous trial size jar.

Treatment or Free Demonstration at my Salon

SPECIALIST
562 FIFTH AVENUE' NEW YORK, N. Y.

Also creator of ZiP DEPILATORY CREAM
and ZIP Epilator-IT'S OFF because IT'S OUT

FnCinL HRIR REmOVER

Nq^Joke To Be Deaf
—Every deaC person Icnoivs that—
Mr. Way naade himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years, with his Arti-

^^f ficlal Ear Drams. He wore them day and night.^ jThay stopped his head *- — -

—

Doisea.They are invisihJe
|

and comfortable, no wires i

or batteries. SatisfactioD I

fmaranteed or mone? back.
Write for TRUE STORY.
Also booklet on Deafness. Artificial EarDrum

I THE WAY COMPANY
719 Hofmann Bldg. Detroit, Mlchlgran

Sensational

Guaranteed
^102^ Model
NOW Only

$4^90 Cash

on Easy Terms
SMALL CARRYING

CHARGE

10 Day Trial

No Money Down
Positively the greatest bar-
gain ever olTereil. A genuine i, ,. — ^..._ ;.,.
full sized J102.50 offlee model re- ^^ GUARANTEED
finished rnderwood ^o. 5 for only $J4.!10 leasli) or on
easy terms. Has up-to-date improvements inrluding standard
4-ro\v keyboard, backspacer. automatie ribbon reverse, shift-
loek key. 2-roIor ribbon, etc. The perfei-t all purpose type-
writer. Completely nliuill and FULLY Gl"Alt.\NTEED.

Money Back Guarantee
Send coupon for 10-day Trial— if you decide to keep it pay
only §:i.On a montii until
54!i.nO (term price) Is paid,
l.iniilcd iilVcr— act at once.

Learn Touch Typewriting
Complete (Home Sturlv)
Course of the famolis
Van Sant Speed Tvpe-
writine .System — fully
illustrated. easily
learned, g-iven ducint?
this offer.

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE,
231 West Monroe St.. Chicago, III., Dept. S03
Send Underwood Ko. 5 iF.O.B. Chic.-igo) at once for
10-days' trial. If I am not perfectly satisfied I can re-
turn it express collect. If I keep It I will p,iy S:>.00
a month until I have paid S-19.90 iterm price) in fuU.

For quick shipment give references and occupation I

j
Name Age I

I
Address
Town Slate I
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it brings
Tatisfying results

JUST cleanse your skin thoroughly

—

at least

once a day—with warm water and Resinol

Soap, using a clean wash cloth made fluffy

with the light, foamy lather. Enjoy its tonic-

like Resinol fragrance as it gently but deeply

cleanses and stimulates the tiny pores. No
harsh ingredients to roughen or irritate.

Rinse well and pat dry, and see how velvety

soft your skin feels.

To any little pimply spot, cold sore,

chapped place, or like surface irritation, ap-

ply Resinol Ointment. Its oily base enables

the Resinol medication to quickly relieve the

soreness and hasten healing.

All druggists sell Resinol Soap and Oint-

ment. Start this simple skin care today and
enjoy the pleasing results. Sample ^,^^^S'^
free. Write Resinol, Dept. 2-A,

Baltimore, Md.

Resinol
Oin ttnent and Soap

IDA BAILEY ALLEN'S
SERVICE COOK BOOK

Send 20c to Mrs. Margaret Simpson, Food EdHor,
RADIO MIRROR, 205 East 42nd Street, New York City.

This Beautiful Lifelike

NEWEST SENSA- SEND
TION! Send any NO MONEY!
snapshot or photo
and we'll repro-
duce it in this
beauti ful onyx-
like ring. ^„ , ^. ^ ^
Indestrnctibit! (Hand-tinted
Waterproof! 25n extra)

Enclofio strip of paper for ring size. Pay post-
man plus a few cents postage. If you send 48c
we willpaypnsLafre. PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO.,
Dept, M4, 626 Vine Street, Cincinnati '^'-'"

IHU IVIUNtT!

48c

Ohio.

^,
NEWSECRETOFiVLNBL EYES
WINS THOUSANDS! Will he see red veins ... or
clear, bnght wliites? Thousands use EYE-GENE
to clear eyes in seconds after late hours, overin-
dulgence. Eyes look larger, more lustrous. New scien-
tific formula; stainless, safe; money back if it fails.

At all drug and department stores; also 5& 10c stores.

EYE-GENE

the gilded movie presentation houses just

to get a better look at perfect Paul?)
i;i attempting a comeback in New York
with a new band . . . Teddy Wilson is the
champion checker player of Benny Good-
man's outfit . . . Tiny Wolff, swing singer

with Abe Lyman's orchestra, now touring
the state of Texas, tips the scales at 280
pounds. That's a lot of rhythm to carry
around . . . Dick Ballou is the only or-

chestra leader who plays an. oboe, and he
plays it in the Arcadia Ballroom, New
York, via CBS . . . Jimmy Lunceford,
latest colored craze in the orchestra world,
has left for an extensive tour of Hol-
land, Norway, France, Denmark, England
and Sv\eden.

SHEP FIELDS has done the unusual
again. He turned down an offer to

appear in the smart Hotel Plaza in New
York, for a lengthy road tour of ballrooms
and college dances.

"1 want to get out of the 'society band'
aura," explained the "rippling rhythm"
batoneer. "I'm playing one night stands so

1 can meet the people who will do me most
good, the radio fans. They know a tricky

arrangement or a good tune when they
hear one."

Shep was formerly the debutantes' de-

light before he made "rippling rhythm" the
envy of every glass blower in the country.
But it wasn't until Mr. and Mrs. Smith
of Squeedunk, Ark., heard his music that
the Brooklyn lad stepped into the big

money. And Mr. and Mrs. Smith's off-

springs wouldn't know a Junior Prom if

it hit them in the face.

CORRESPONDENCE
For Mrs. L. K. T.—You want to know

about Joy Hodges, the sweet singer (as

distinguished from the Penner himself) on
Joe Penner's program. She was born in

Des Moines on January 29, 1916, and got

her first chance at the age of seventeen
when she won a "beauty-singer" contest.

The first prize was a trip to Chicago and
an audition there with Paul Ash. Joy
shattered all precedent by passing the

audition with flying colors, and Paul put
her to work in a Buffalo night club. From
Buffalo she progressed by uneasy stages to

HoUyw^ood and Mr. Penner's show.
For Ann Marie—Ozzie Nelson himself

wrote the special chorus of "Good Night,

My Love," that Harriet Hilliard sang on
a Bakers Broadcast several weeks ago. He
writes most of the special choruses she

uses, as a matter of fact. David Ozzie Nel-

son, who will be five months old the day
this reaches the news stands, gives promise
of being a husky infant. At three months
he weighed fourteen pounds and had
blonde hair. Ozzie's favorite song is his

theme, "Loyal Sons of Rutgers;" you can
write to him at his office, 1776 Broadway,
New York City; and for answers to your
other questions see the item about Har-
riet in the "What's New?" section of this

issue.

For everybody who has been asking
about Jan Garber—Jan is on tour now in

the South and Southwest, but will return
to California for his annual engagement at

the Catalina Casino in June. He hasn't

any radio plans right now; in fact, he's a

little bit independent about radio. The
reason is that his particular type of sweet
music doesn't lend itself to every kind of

commercial program, and he's been hold-

ing off until he gets just the proper set-

up. 1 lere's the anatomy of the Garber
orchestra: Violin, Jan Garber; piano, Rudy
Rutlisill and Douglas Roe; saxophone and
clarinet, F'red Large, Jerry Large and
George Fortier; saxophone and flute. Ken
Large; cornet, I-ritz lleilbron and Norman

Donahue; drums. Lew Palmer; trumpet,
Dick White; arranger, trumpet and guitar,

Don Shoup; bass horn and bass viol,

Charles Ford; vocalists, Russell Brown
and Fritz Heilbron.

ORCHESTRAL ANATOMY
T HERE are two newcomers in Kay
' Kyser's band since he replaced Ted
Weems and his boys at the Trianon Ball-

room in Chicago, with a Mutual wire.

Nancy Nelson, Boston society charmer,
has taken the job of featured girl soloist

formerly held by Virginia Sims; and Harry
Babbitt, a new vocal find, has Arthur
Wright's old job.

Ray Noble is collecting a brand new
band out in California, having disbanded
his former musical group.
Ted Weems' band, as you hear it on

the Fibber McGee and Molly programs
on NBC, is made up of the following in-

strumental experts: Trombone, Ted
Weems and Pete Beilman; trumpet. Art
Weems and Art Winters; violin. Red Ingle
and Cliff Covert; saxophone, Parker Gibbs
and Dick Cunliffe; clarinet, "Rosy" Mc-
Hargue; bass fiddle, "Country" Wash-
burne; guitar, Elmo Tanner; piano, Jack
O'Brien; drums, Ormond Downes; vocal-
ist. Perry Como; whistler, Elmo Tanner.

THEME SONG SECTION
THERE'S no satisfying you people,

you're that hungry for the names of
theme songs. The trouble is, sometimes
you want the theme songs of orchestras
which aren't on the air, and those 1 can't
supply. Here is a batch of those you've
been asking for, however.
Jerry Blaine—an unpublished original by

Jack Matthias.
Lennie Hayton—an unpublished original

by himself.

Hal Kemp—to open his CBS show,
"Let's Raise the Curtain," and to close it,

"But 1 Miss You When Summer Is Gone."
Both are by Hal himself.

Andy Kirk—"When the Real Thing
Comes Along" to start, and "Clouds" to
close.

Fred Astaire's Packard program—an
unpublished original by the show's maes-
tro, Johnny Green.
Mai Hallett—"Boston Teaparty."
Leo Reisman

—
"What is This Thing

Called Love?"

Use the coupon below when you write
in to ask for the answers to your ques-
tions about bandleaders and vocalists.

Ken Aldcn,

Facing the Music,

RADIO MIRROR,
122 East 42nd Street,

New York City.

I want to know more about:

Orchestra Anatomy

Theme Song Section

Or

Name

Address
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Happy Relief
From Painful
Backache

Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches

people blame on colds or strains ate often caused by
tired kidneys—and may be relieved when treated
in the right way.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking ex-

cess acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. Most
people pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
of waste.

If the 1.5 miles of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging jaackaches, rheu-
matic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and en-
ergy, getting up nights, swelling, puiEness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood.
Get Doan's Pills.

ON APPROVAL
U7E defy you to tell this ring
•^from one costing $300! To

I

prove it to you, we'll send it at
r risk. You will be delighted
th its manly setting in the

I color and charm of natural gold.
1
You will be thrilled with the
rich beauty of the fiery, flash-
ing, full carat facsimile diamond
—looks like a million dollars of

' prosperity! Simply send 10
cents to cover packing, postage, etc. If delighted, continue
2 monthly $2.50 payments (total $5). Unconditional money
back guarantee. You cannot lose! Send 10 cents TODAY.
Your ring, in rich GIFT case, shipped by UETURN MAILI

BRADLEY, Depf. 385-H, NEWTON. MASS.

also your own Dresses FREE
E opportunity open for o
locality ae our home s

to demonstrate to friends, lovely Paris-atyled
dressefl at low, direct factory prices. You can
devote as much time aa you want and earn as high
aa $2{i a week in addition all your own dresses
FREE to wear and show. Fashion Frocks are guar-
anteed aa advertised in Good Housekeeping and are
worn by famous movie stars.

NO CANVASSING- NO INVESTMENT
No house-to-house work. Not a. penny needed to
inveat. Just send vour name, address, age and dreaa
size for the elaborate Dress Presentation and details
of this great Free opportunity.

FASHION FROCKS. INC.
Dept, TT-200 Cincinnati, Ohio _

FRECKLES
DISAPPEAR

Don't worry over un-
,

sightly freckles. Here's a new
way to remove them quickly
and gently while you sleep. Simply
apply Nadinola Freckle Cream over
face and arms at night. Then watch
frecklesdisappear usually in 5 to 10 days. Your skin is

cleared, freshened, becomessatin- smooth. NADINOLA
Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a laboratory with over
36 years' experience in this type of skin treatment.
Only 60c at toilet counters; lOc size at Five and Ten
Cent Stores. • Or send a dime for trial package to
NADINOLA, Dept. 145, Paris, Tenn.
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Sang Busters' Most Exciting

Broadcast

{Continued from page 43)

automobile in which he was riding with
two guards, and started to run. One of
the guards shot a hole in his cap, and he
stopped and let himself be recaptured.
DeVol served out his minimum sen-

tence in Lansing, and on January 6, 1930,

was paroled. He knew exactly what he
wanted to do. He'd heard that Alvin Kar-
pis had joined Ma Barker and her boys,

and was doing all right for himself. Why
not team up with the gang? Chances were
they needed another good man. He re-

membered the willing obedience Karpis
had given him in the old Hutchinson days,

and thought with satisfaction that he
could probably become the leader of the

Karpis-Barker mob within a few months.
For almost a year he roamed about

the country, trying without success to

make connections with his old pal. Kar-
pis himself was wanted by the police, and
was lying low, moving from place to place
and covering his tracks as he went.
At five o'clock on the morning of No-

vcm.ber 17, 1930, DeVol, driving a stolen

automobile, stopped at a gasoline station

in Kirksville, Missouri.

"Just a minute, young fellow," said a

voice at his elbow as he waited for the
attendant to fill the car. "We'd like to

ask you a couple of questions."

"Oh—excuse me," DeVol said politely,

as he turned and saw two uniformed
Kirksville policemen standing beside the

car. "1 didn't see you come up. Looking
for somebody?"

TWO stores were broken into last

night," the policeman said.

"Hope you catch the guys that did it."

"What you doing, so early in the morn-

"Going hunting," DeVol said carelessly.

The policeman was still suspicious. "I'm
sorry," he said, "but we'll have to ask you
to step out of the car while we search
you—and it."

"Sure," DeVol agreed. But as he reached
for the catch on the door his hand slipped

into a side pocket. Quick as a flash it

came out again with a gun. He shot five

times, killing one policeman and seriously

wounding the other. Then he roared out
of the station in his stolen car.

Toward the end of that year DeVol
finally located Karpis and the Barkers in

St. Paul. Ma Barker was the possessor
of the most vicious, dangerous, and re-

sourceful criminal brain this country has
produced for many years, and with her
two sons. Doc and Fred, and Karpis, she
was well on her way in the career which
later came to a climax in the kidnaping
of Fdward Bremer.

Karpis greeted his old cellmate joy-
fully, but Ma was dubious. To all of Kar-
pis' praises she would only say, "I don't

want anybody with us that ain't a killer."

"Don't you worry about DeVol, Ma,"
Karpis answered.

"1 don't mean a man that kills just be-

cause he's scared," Ma said, looking
straight at DeVol. "I want a man that

kills for fun—to see them squirm. If

you can do that, DeVol, there's a place

here for you. But not if you can't."

"I told DeVol he was in," blustered

Karpis, "and he's in!"

Ma's gaze was chilly. "Karpis, you may
be big stuff to the police and the G-Men,
but don't you go to shooting the breeze

around here. I'm boss of this mob and
what I say goes."

"Aw, Ma," Doc Barker said soothingly.
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WHAT a tor-

ture, Piles!
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night and day and
make life a misery. ^^
Because ofthe deli- ^ j^H
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condition more in need of treatment because
Piles can become something very serious.
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"lay off of DeVol. Didn't Alvin vouch
for him?" The small, sharp-eyed, red-
headed woman subsided, but she kept a

frowning eye on DeVoI.
"We got plenty of dough, DeVol," Kar-

pis said. "We're iyin' low now, makin'
plans. If you come in, you got to re-

member a few things—iVIa Barker is the
mother of this crowd, and we don't fret
her none. You taught me a lot about
burglaries back in the pen, but we've
graduated now. We're bank heisters, and
kidnapers. You'll take orders, DeVol,
not give them. And watch your drinkin'
—drinkin' makes you nuts."
"Drink never done nobody any good,"

Ma said shortly. "It's rotgut. But we'll

take you in, DeVol. For a while, any-
way."
So on that basis, Larry DeVol became

machine gunner, official killer, for the
Barker gang. For two years he helped
them terrorize the middle west, looting
banks and shooting down anyone who
stood in their way.
On December 16, 1932, the gang per-

petrated one of the most daring robberies
of modern times, when they took almost
^lOO.OOO from the Third Northwestern
National Bank in Minneapolis in broad
daylight.

THE streets of the busy shopping dis-

' trict where the bank was located were
crowded with pre-Christmas buyers on
the afternoon the Barkers picked for the

crime. At the curb, in front of the bank,
was a glittering limousine. Beside it

lounged DeVol, dressed in a chauffeur's

uniform. Under his coat was a machine
gun.
Two small children, a boy and a girl,

ran along the street and paused to look

at the big car. Then they looked at De-
Vol and their eyes widened. They'd seen

what the grown-ups were too busy to

notice.

"Gee," the little boy said, "that's a swell

gun, Mister."

"Shut up and move on," said DeVol.
riiey went up the street, turning to look

back at him every few steps until they
ro. nded the corner.

The incident made DeVol jumpy. He
wished Karpis and the two Barker boys
'vould hurry and come out of the bank.
Without seeming to do so, he peered in

^t the door. Good. Everything was go-

ing all right The boys had made all the

customers in the bank lie down on the

floor, and the employees had been herded
together m the back.

A nineteen-year-old boy, a clerk in a

neighboring store, passed the bank and
glanced in, started to walk on. What had
he seen? DeVol crept up behind the boy
and pressed his gun into his back. "Hey,"
he said. "You better get into that bank."

The clerk turned a scared, white face

toward him and started to go in the door,

just then Karpis came out.

"Keep your eye on the street," he or-

dered. "I'll take care of this young man.
Get inside there and lie down on the floor."

The clerk obeyed, and DeVol went
back to his post near the car. Suddenly
he stiffened. Yes—it was a Minneapolis
police car! It was coming down the street

—stopping just behind the limousine! Two
officers got out, looking toward the bank.

In a panic, DeVoI whipped out his gun.

Its spiteful chatter broke the quiet after

noon hum of the busy shoppers. The two
officers crumpled under the fire and fell

to the pavement—one dead, the other dy-

ing. A grim smile twisted DeVol's lips.

Watch them squirm!
Karpis and the two Barker boys came

running out of the bank, clutching white

sacks in which was the loot they had

taken from the bank. All four jumped

into the car and it roared up the street.

It was later learned that the two patrol-
men, both of whom were killed, had not
known that the bank was being robbed.
Their only information, coming probably
from the two children who had seen De-
Vol's gun, was that something unusual
was happening there.

The Minneapolis bank robbery had been
so big, so sensational, that the Barker
mob decided to split up for a while. De-
Vol remained in St. Paul, where he had
an apartment. But once away from the
domination of Ma Barker, he showed that
he was unable to take care of himself.
Two days after the holdup he got drunk
and created a disturbance in another
apartment in his building. The tenant of
the apartment called the police to help
him handle the drunk; and when the
police arrived they identified the man as
Larry DeVol. Later, they found his car
in a nearby garage, its back seat a verit-

able arsenal.

DeVol was under suspicion for con-
plicity in the bank robbery and shooting.
But there was another, even more serious
charge against him. He'd almost forgotten
the early-morning shooting in the Kirks-
ville service station, when two policemen
had tried to search him—but the authori-
ties hadn't forgotten it. And he'd killed

only one of the two officers. The other
had recovered from his wounds, and now
he came to St. Paul and identified De-
Vol as the murderer of his fellow police-
man.
DeVol knew he could be convicted of

murder, and executed, in Missouri, so he
pleaded guilty to robbery and murder in

Minneapolis, because Minnesota has no
capital punishment. He was sent to Still-

water Penitentiary for life on January
10, 1933.

And now began the cleverest, most care-
fully planned trick of Larry DeVol's life.

It was something that he'd thought of
long before, something he'd prepared for
by reading and studying whenever he had
a few spare hours during the last few
years. In attempting it, he was pitting

himself against the accumulated knowl-
edge of every doctor and guard at the.

Prison. He was trying a role which would
have taxed the powers of the greatest

actor who ever lived. And yet—he won.

IN the cell next to DeVol was Donald
Reeder, whom he had first met long be-

fore in the Lansing Prison. Together they
planned their escape. Reeder was to de-

velop simple-mindedness and DeVol was
to go stark, raving crazy.

Reeder was incredulous at first. "Don't
you see," DeVoI patiently explained,

"we'll never get out of this place, but if

we can make them think we're nuts they'll

send us to an asylum, and it'll be simple
enough to get out of there. It ain't going
to be easy. They got all kinds of tests

they'll give us to prove we're sane. There
ain't no guy in the last ten years who's
pulled a crazy act and got away with it."

"Then how can we?" Reeder asked.

"I've read all about it in psychology
books. I know all the tests they'll give

us, and I know what we'll have to do.

Maybe it'll take two years, but we'll get

out of here. I ain't going to think of one
sane thing until they let me out. And
I'm going to start right now!"
With a high-pitched, blood-curdling

laugh, DeVol threw himself head foremost
against the bars of his cell, cutting a deep
gash in his forehead.

For two years DeVol, and to a lesser

degree, Reeder, went through agony to

prove that their minds were unbalanced.

DeVol would attack guards without rea-

son, batter his head against the wall,

scratch his face until it was almost un-
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)ust one week . . . and regain satin-smooth, fair
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recognizable. The same determined will

and willingness to endure pain that had
enabled him to crush his own finger
brought him through to success now. In

1935 both he and Reeder were adjudged
insane and transferred to the State Hos-
pital at St. Peter. No one in the world
suspected that they were sane—their act
had fooled every specialist who had talked
to them.
Now DeVol planned a mass escape of

the asylum inmates. He had no compunc-
tions about letting a dozen madmen loose
—he needed their help in overpowering
the guards. Two of his most valuable
recruits were Albert Soroko and Frank
Gibson, both of them convicts who had
been sent to the asylum instead of to

prison.

On June 7, 1936, sixteen prisoners, at a

signal from DeVol, overpowered five un-
armed guards in the second floor criminal
ward, beat them into submission, and
locked them in a cell. Then they lowered
themselves to the ground with a fire

hose, scaled a ten-foot wall around the
asylum, and escaped. DeVol, Reeder,
Gibson and Soroko stole an automobile
which stood near the gates, and fled.

The knowledge that sixteen maniacal
killers were at large terrified the country-
side, and the 205th Infantry was ordered
to aid in the search. The dozen madmen
whom DeVol had left to shift for them-
selves were captured easily, but DeVol'
and his three companions slipped through
the cordon and started south, into the
Ozark region.

A LREADY, though, the forces which
*» were to bring Larry DeVol's criminal
life to an end had been set in motion. On
June 17th, just ten days after the escape,

Phillips Lord broadcast on the Gang
Busters program this warning:

'Tour mad gunmen have escaped from
the St. Peter, Minnesota, Asylum for the
Criminally Insane and are believed to have
fled to the Ozark region. The leader of
the mad quartet and the most dangerous
killer at large today is Lawrence DeVol,
five feet, seven and three-quarter inches
tall, 165 pounds, dark chestnut hair and
hazel eyes. Has deformed left ring finger,

cut scars on both eyebrows, gunshot
wound on top of left hand, two three-inch

knife scars on right arm. This man was
machine gunner with Alvin Karpis. Any
citizen who sees Lawrence DeVol should
pretend to ignore him and then notify
local police, emphasizing that he is crimi-
nally insane and armed."

Out in an Oklahoma town, the owner
of a beer and soft-drink parlor was listen-

ing to that broadcast. His friends laughed
when they saw him listening so attentively

to the clues which Gang Busters broad-
casts after each week's story. "None of
them gangsters are going to show up away
out here," they said.

But he continued to listen, and to com-
mit the descriptions of criminals to his

memory.

DeVol, Reeder, and Soroko roamed
Kansas and Oklahoma, robbing small
banks to get money (Gibson had left

them to strike out for himself). The trio

took ridiculous chances, instead of lying

low, but luck was with them—for a while.

At Attica they robbed a bank of |1,000.

They got |300 in Little River and $600
in Turon, Kansas.

They lost Soroko in Oklahoma City.

He got drunk and went to a restaurant,

where he began to use abusive language
to the proprietor. The proprietor at-

tempted to telephone for police, but So-
roko stopped him, beat him badly with
the butt end of his pistol, and ran out the

door. In the meantime, however, a wait-
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What made their
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"New Hair came after I be-
gan using Kotalko, and kept
on growing-." writes Mr. H.
A. Wild. "In a short time I

had a splendid head of hair,

which has heen perfect ever
since."
Mary H. Little also has lux-
uriant hair now after using
Kotalko. Yet for years her
head, as she describes it,

"was almost as bare as the
back of my hand."
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falling excessively, dandruff
has been decreased, new lux-
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stimulate scalp action.
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sustenance available in your
scalp. Kotalko is sold at drug
stores everywhere.
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ress had slipped out and summoned po-
lice.

Soroko met the officers face to face as

he ran out of the door. He ducked back,
ran through the restaurant and out the

back way. They caught him in the alley

—caught him with a bullet which dropped
him in his tracks, dead.

DeVol and Reeder heard what had hap-
pened in time to get out of Oklahoma
City. As if fate had led them, they went
to the Oklahoma town where the beer-

garden proprietor lived, and made their

headquarters there. But now they were
frightened. One of the banks they
had robbed was a National Bank, and
they knew that soon not only local po-
lice but Federal men as well would be on
their trail.

"Just one more," DeVol counseled, "and
then we'll hit for Mexico. We've got to

make a really big haul—and then we can
scram out of here."

Carefully they planned their getaway.
They would hold up the bank the next

day. They spent that afternoon
_

going
over the ground they would cover in get-

ting out of town. By nightfull every-
thing was set.

"Let's celebrate our last night in the

United States," DeVol said. "I'm going
to pick up a girl and go drink some beer."

"Not me!" Reeder declared. "I'm not
going out where people can see me. I've

got a friend I can go visit."

DeVol went to the one place it was
fatal for him to visit—the beer parlor

owned by the man who had committed
his description to memory.

It was full of customers, drinking beer

and singing songs. DeVol looked about
him approvingly as he sat in a booth.

Beside him, on the seat, was his open
brief-case, and in the brief-case, where he

could reach it in a flash, was a revolver.

He felt perfectly safe. How all these

hicks would run if they knew that^ Alvin
Karpis' machine gunner was sitting in

their midst! He caught the eye of a girl

sitting alone at a nearby table, and smiled.

She came over and sat down with him,

and he ordered more beer.

Back of the bar, the proprietor was
looking at DeVol. Five feet, seven and
three-quarter inches . . . yes, about that

tall . . . chestnut hair, hazel eyes . . .

ves . . . cut scars on eyebrows . . . yes . . .

He couldn't see the man's left ring finger.

He left the bar and wandered around the

room, cheerfully greeting customers, until

he could look over the back of the booth

at DeVol. Yes, the ring finger was muti-

lated—it stuck straight out from his hand
and never bent as the other fingers did.

He couldn't remember the name of the

man whose description tallied with this

man's, but he went to the telephone and
called the police station.

"Better come down and check up on
him," he told the man at the desk. "1

know he's somebody you want."
A few minutes later two patrolmen en-

tered the beer parlor. A third officer was
outside on the street.

In response to the proprietor's signal,

the patrolmen walked over to where De-
Vol was sitting.

"Hello, Buddy," said one. "They'd^ like

to talk to you over at headquarters."

The girl rose in alarm, but DeVol's
expression didn't change. He looked at

the officers blankly, then sighed, and said,

"Well, I guess I know what you want me
for."

"Okay," the patrolman said. "Come on
then."

"It may be a long time before I have
another glass of beer," DeVol said wist-

fully. "How about letting me finish it?"

"Sure," the patrolman replied good-
naturedly, still unaware that he was talk-

ing to the most dangerous killer in the

country. "We're not that tough with you,

Buddy."
DeVol raised his glass with his left

hand. In a single swift movement, he
reached with his right hand for his gun
beside him, whipped it out and fired

twice, killing one patrolman and wound-
ing the other.

HE ran out of the tavern and down the

street, around a corner, up a block,

into an alley. Behind him were other offi-

cers. Shots roared "deafeningly in the

narrow enclosed space. DeVol staggered,

then ran out the other end of the alley

and into a parked car.

They caught him in the car—shot him
while he was trying to reload his revolver.

It was exactly one month after his escape

from the asylum.

Reeder was arrested an hour later as

he fled from a hotel where he had regis-

tered under an assumed name. He con-

fessed to the robberies he and DeVol had
committed, and told police many details

that helped them to piece together De-
Vol's criminal life.

It was a long road on which Larry
DeVol set his foot the day he smashed
his finger with a rock so he wouldn't have

to work—a long road with its end in

death. Fate, chance, coincidence—call it

what you like—but that boyhood act was
the first in a chain of events that brought

him to an end he couldn't escape.

Halleluiahl A New Way to a New Figure

(Continued from page 50)

things she has accomplished, alone and un-

aided, for herself and for others.

At her farm near Harrison, New York,

Rose Bernie has treated five thousand
women—has rid most of them of from
seven to ten pounds of excess weight in

one week. She has not only done this,

but in many cases has given these worrien

new outlooks on life, new understanding

of how to minimize their individual prob-

lems.

And now she has told me, so I can pass

the information along to the readers of

Radio Mirror, how any woman can, in her

own home, under ordinary circumstances

take off as many extra pounds of weight

as she desires. Rose's system has worked
like a charm not only upon herself but

upon thousands of other women, and it

will work for you too, given even the

minimum of self-discipline.

But first I must tell you about the milk

reducing farm. Until recently I didn't

know there was such a thing myself. In

order to tell you how one operates and
how it points the way out of your own
problems, we must go back seven years in

Rose Berni'e's own life.

In 1930, Rose was a real estate broker

in Cleveland. She was a phenomenally
successful business woman, making a pro-

fit of 125,000 a year. She was also ex-

tremely fat—as you can see by looking

at the accompanying illustration, taken

several years before the period of which

I am telling you.

Now, many women, in her position,

would have stopped worrying about over-

weight. She was a widow, with thrpc chil-

dren to bring up. She had no desire to
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Acidify Maiies

Women Look Older
Kidneys Often to Blame
Women, more than men, are the victims of ex-

cess Acid in the system, due to poor Kidney func-
tions, which may undermine health and vitality,
dry and coarsen the skin or cause Getting Up

Nights, Burning and Itch-
ing, Leg Pains, Nervous-
ness, Dizziness, Head-
aches, Lumbago, Swollen
A.nkles, Circles Under Eyes,
or Rheumatic Pains. Help
your Kidneys filter 3 pints
of Acids and Wastes from
your system each day for
just one week with the
Doctor's prescription Cys-
tex. $10,000 deposited with
Bank of America, Los An-
geles, is behind the guar-
antee that Cystex must

fix you up and make you feel and look years
younger or money back. See results in 48 hours.
Telephone your druggist for guaranteed Cystex
(pronounced Siss-tex) today.

CATARRH AND SINUS
CHART—FRff

Guaranteed Relief or No Pay. Stop hawking

—

stuffed-up nose—bad breath—Sinua irritation

—

phlegm-filled throat. Send Post Card or letter

for New Treatment Chart and Money-Back
Offer. 40,000 Druggists sell Hall's Catarrh Medicine.

63rd year in business. Write today!

F. J. CHENEY & CO., DEPT. 235. TOLEDO. O.

aINFANT CARE
10^
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Printed by the U. S. Government as an
Official Handbook for Mothers; written
by the five outstanding baby health spe-

cialists in America, and edited by the
Federal Children's Bureau child hygiene
experts, 138 pages, generously illustrated,

and indexed.
We are . authorized to solicit and ac-

cept your order (which will be sent direct

to Washington). Send 10c in coin or
stamps to:

Reader Service Bureau,
RADIO MIRROR,

205 E. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

MEN-WOMEN
MAKE"tS$32s.o week

DIGNIFIED MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY
Introduce outstanding line of marvelous Hos-
iery. Show to friends and neighbors Eveiy-
body has to buy Hosiery. Extra High Twi=.t i
Pure Silk, and Double Extra Heavy Heels /
and Toes bring sweeping successes. Posi-
tive Replacement Guarantee against holes,
snags, and runs. Full or spare time. Bran"
new latest model Fords, Plymouths oi
Chevrolets given as bonus on top of ex-
ceptional earnings. Grace Wilber earned
$37.10 in 9 hours, received 3 new cars
Mills earned $120.00 one week;
ceived 2 new cars as bonuses. Ma
exceptional earning records 1 1 kc thes

HOSE FURNISHED Sfus"%"end"
your hose size. Ladies' and men's
stylish silk, lisle, mercerized, wool
and rayon hose. 108 vei-y latest styles
and colors. Pocket cash earnings at
once . Everybody a prospect , Start
without experience. Send name on
postal for samples and sworn state-
ments of unusual earnings. Act now.
Wilknit Hosiery Company, Box 5A8 Midway, Greenfield, Ohio J

SEND
NO

MONEY

(jmfd^i

tr"®ON APPROVAl
AT OUR
RISK

-
IMULATEDOold
eltect case, guar-
anteed 25 years.
Accuracy guaran-
teed by lOO-year-
old Million Dollar
FACTORY. Well
send yours on
A P P ROVAL.
Simply send 25
cents to show
Kood faith.
Money back if

not pleased. If
delighted, con-
t 1 n u e two
monthly $2 pay-
ments. Nothing
ore to payl Send
cents stamps or

coin TODAY. Your
watch shipped by re-

tuiD mall.

BRADLEY, 385-C,
NEWTON, MASS.
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marry again. What would have be°n
simpler than to assure herself that she

had more important things to think about
than a few pounds of extra weight? That,

morever, she had no time to spare for

the process of reducing?
Yet, one day, she determined to reduce,

using the same regime which 1 will pass
on to you after a while. Its basis was
milk, ordinary fermented milk such as

buttermilk or the Acidophilus variety.

Within three months she had lost forty
pounds and felt in better health and spirits

than ever before in all her life. In those
three months she had not neglected a

single one of her responsibilities; she had
not thrown her life out of gear fcr the
sake of reducing.

Two years later she left Cleveland and
came to New York, determined to begin a

new career—that of doing for other wo-
men what she had already done for her-

self . . . and so the Bernie IVIilk and
Health Farm at Harrison came into being.

The farm was formerly a millionaire's

estate—a large, rambling mansion set in

the midst of a tract of wooded land. When
you are there, you feel at once as if you
were miles and miles from civilization,

although actually Harrison is only forty-
five minutes from Grand Central Station
in New York.
A guest, arriving at the farm, is first

shown to one of the bright, airy rooms
and told to get into some loose clothes.

Those clothes, in fact, are one of the most
important parts of the treatment. Slacks,
lounging pajamas, shorts, even negligees

—

or, if no man is staying at the farm, noth-
ing at all—are the accepted costumes. No
girdles, no tight bands, nothing that can
possibly interfere with free movement or
with the circulation of the blood.

I
F you've come in a car you must be pre-

' pared to have Rose ask you for its

keys. Guests have been known to weaken
after a day or so at the farm and try to
sneak away before their course of treat-

ment is finished.

Another rule is that you must forget
the existence of cosmetics—powder, rouge,
lipstick, eye-shadow. Cleansing creams
and the like, although they aren't taboo,
are gently frowned upon, the idea being
to give your face a complete rest.

[downstairs, you're handed a glass of
milk. It isn't buttermilk, but a special

fermented culture made up according to

a Belgian formula. It tastes slightly

nutty, and very slightly sour; and it is

also rather foamy.
While you're at the farm your diet

will be a glass of this culture milk every
two hours, occasionally varied by a bowl
of bouillon or a glass of unsweetened
orange or grapefruit juice—and that's all

Frankly, it sounds awful. I know that.

Many of the guests, when they taste their
first glass of milk, think it's awful, too.

"Miss Bernie," they complain, "I simply
can't drink this stuff. Can't you flavor
it some way to make it taste better?"
You can't flavor buttermilk or clabbered

milk, and no more can you flavor the
Bernie culture milk. Rose smiles and
summons up all her tact and persuasive-
ness.

"Don't hurry," she advises. "Drink it

slowly, while you're talking to me, and
pretty soon you'll find it's all gone. And
remember, it's going to make you slim."

Then she goes on talking about something
else, and eventually the unhappy patient
gets the milk down in tiny sips.

If Rose sees that the milk is really up-
setting a patient she will relent enough to

give her a little variety in her diet. But
the milk is really not distasteful, and
most of the women who come to the farm
are pathetically anxious to be disciplined.

Ugly Complexion
Denies Vau

life's Tiirilling moments

• Disagreeable surface pimples and ugly blotches

caused by irritation are so embarrassing just when

you want to look your best. Stop worrying about

your complexion! Use Poslam a short time, AT OUR
EXPENSE, and you will be amazed by the rapid im-

provement. Used successfully for thirty years_ to_ re-

lieve surface pimples of acne and minor irritations

of the skin. IT MUST BE GOOD to have stood this

test. Poslam is a concentrated ointment that pene-

trates the outer layers of the skin and soothes irri-

tation thereby aiding nature to bring back your

skin's loveliness. Don't delay, get Poslam from your

druggist today, only 50c or let us prove to you free

what Poslam will do for your skin.

FREE PROOF SAMPLE
Make this amazing test. Free. No cost. No obliga-

tion. Send today for generous trial size of Poslam.

Simply mail your name and address to:

Sample Desk 3-P Poslam Co., 254 W. S4th Street, New York, N. Y.

SHOW OUR HOSIERY TO. YOUR FRIENDS!

Ten styles for women, 79c to $1.19.Nonc higher.

Pure silk, full fashioned Arc -Knit hosiery famous

for its long wear and distinctive new features.

Good money for you Write for our plan.

ARC-KNIT HOSIERY CO., 0EPT.iD-5jPR0VIDENCE.R.I.

9-' '0

LOW RATES
MEN AND WOMEN-ALL AGES
WE HATE XO AGENTS. You
sliare the savings we make by elim-
inating commissions,
hianch office expenses,
ind high overhead

( hdlgCs Low initial

1 itci — reduced still

r u 1 1 h e r b .v TWO
DIVIDENDS: a guar-
nnteed 9y2'7r dividend, and an ad-
tUtional contingent dividend as
1. lined You get $1000.00 of in-

suiance for only $1.75 a month (at

ige !0) Otlier ages in proportion.

$43,000,000.00 PAID OUT
Postal offers ,vou the lifetime pro-

ttction of real Old Line. Legal Re-
sell e Life Insurance willi casli and
loan \alues and all standard pro-

\ iMOiis gniiranteed in the policy.

This btrong, 31-year-old company
.peiating under the rigid New Y'ork

M lie Insinance laws has paid out

111 V 4 :i . n I) II . n 11 . to policy

hilki iiid llu'ir liencflciaries.

GET THE FACTS!
Fiiul out how Postal can lower the

cost of insuring your life. Send
llie coupon for the facts—it places

^ou under NO OBLIGATION. You 11

u.inl to know about the BU\-DI-
KECT- AND -SAVE Plan, ^^^
iiuway

Ilic conn now

:

Postal Life Insurance Company
511 Fifth Avenue, Dept. W-258. New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen; Send me. without ohiisation. facts

abi.iil your low-cost $1,000 WUOLE-LIFE Policy at

va

Name.

Street

.

Dale iif Birth Occupation.

Send above Coupon NOW
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They will talk for hours on end among
themselves about rich food, murmuring
wistfully about how much they wish they
could ha\'e something good to eat—but
when the next glass of milk is brought to

them they gulp it down and go on talk-

ing.

Rose told me that after the first three

days of the milk diet most women begin

to take it for granted and gradually lose

their desire for more solid food. Indeed,
after a month of dieting, it becom.es a

real effort to eat a hearty meal. Many
women have left the farm and gone
straight to the most luxurious restaurants

they knew, only to find that after the

second course they had no more appetite.

This is because the human stomach, as

less demand is made upon it, grows smaller
and unable to receive what Rose says is

the unnecessarily large amount of food
most people eat. Rose herself does not
eat much, although she no longer places

which it was set, and this, of course, she
could not duplicate in the city. But the
diet, the restful days, the exercises, and
the discipline were things she could give

her clients even in the midst of the city's

skyscrapers.

On the fourteenth floor of a building on
Fifty-third Street she found a suite of
rooms with a forty-foot terrace running
along the entire southern exposure. The
terrace is an important part of her "town
farm," for on it her clients can lie and
rest all day long, just as they do in the

country, the only difference being that

instead of the rustling of leaves and the

chirping of birds they hear the muted
sounds of traffic from below.
Even cold weather doesn't prevent Rose

from sending her clients out on this terrace

for at least a few hours. Well wrapped in

furs and blankets, lying on paddcJ deck
chairs, they are as impervious to cold as

if they were in a steam-heated room. For

Orchestra leader Enoch Lighl has a hobby that really nneans something. He
collects children's books and donates them to orphanages and hospitals.

any special restriction upon her diet.

Cigarettes are not taboo, but affer a

week or so at the farm you begin to

forget your desire to smoke. A cigarette

no longer tastes so good, and you may
involuntarily and without thinking about
it cut down your smoking from a package
to three or four cigarettes a day.

ONCE a day every guest must spend
some time with the registered mas-

seuse who is always in attendance. This is

absolutely necessary, for one important
reason. Strict observance of the diet causes

loss of weight at an average of a pound
a day, and this is too rapid a loss for the

body to endure without some aid.

Without massage, the flesh grows soft

and begins to sag, particularly above the

abdomen, so that an apron-like fold of

flabby skin is formed. Massage prevents

this by keeping the body firm and resilient,

even while the surplus fat is being re-

moved.
Other than these few rules, the only

"must" at the farm is that all patients

are to be in bed by 9;3(). The rising hour
is left to their own judgment—but when
you go to bed, and to sleep, at 9:30 you're
pretty apt to be up and around again
bv 9 the next morning.

For five summers Rose operated the
farm, closing it diiring the winter. She
was successful beyond all her hfipes, but
she wanted a "farm" in town, too, a place
where she could continue her work during
the winter, and last January she opened it.

One advantage of the farm was the
beautiful and peaceful countryside in
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although Rose believes in rest and plenty
of it, she doesn't believe in pampering
oneself, and the woman who breaks a

scheduled appointment because of snow
or rain gets a kind but firm lecture on the
error of her ways next time she sees

Rose.
Here in New York, precisely the same

schedule is observed for the women who
come to Rose for help, except that the
clients must, of course, return to their

own homes at night. That is an unavoid-
able difference; but, when the women will

undertake to get the proper amount of
sleep at night and keep to the diet Rose
prescribes for them, you'd be surprised to

see how slight a difference it is.

I've gone into the operation of Rose's
farm and her town salon rather minutely
because I wanted you to see for yourselves
how her reducing theories are put into
practice under her own personal guidance.
Now, with all that has gone before as a

background, for the woman who lives out-
side of New York and can't visit either

Bernie establishment personally:
Rose's system, to summarize, is built

upon three points: a milk diet; plenty of

rest; exercise and massage.
It's true that Rose uses a special culture

milk, made up according to a formula
which only she possesses. However, she
assured me that buttermilk, clabbered
milk, or acidophilus milk is exactly as

beneficial in its effects as her variety.

"Sweet milk," she said, "is useless. The
only difference between my culture and
the varieties of fermented milk 1 men-
tioned is that mine is more palatable.

You will need more self discipline to keep
strictly to your buttermilk diet than do
the women who are given the culture
milk; but otherwise the results will be
the same."
Rose realizes that in the familiar en-

vironment of her own home a woman may
find it extremely difficult to drink butter-
milk, fruit juices, bouillon, and nothing
else. Hence she has hit upon a compro-
mise which she has put into effect in her
town salon. After a day of the diet her
clients may return home to a reasonably
hearty dinner of meat and vegetables. It

is still a diet, but it's not so strict, and
the woman who can't enjoy the complete
relaxation the farm affords would prob-
ably be wise to modify her diet in this

way.

yOUR own common sense will tell you
how much food you may safely allow

j'ourself at this evening meal, and what
kind," Rose told me. "Desserts, starches,

and the like are of course taboo, but
broiled meats, fresh vegetables, cooked or
uncooked, and fruits are excellent. Stick

to the energy-producing foods, and you
will find that you get nearly as good re-

sults as if you limited yourself to the milk
and fruit juices.

"On the other hand, if the responsibili-

ties of your home or business are light,

and you have plenty of time for rest, you
can safely go on the exclusive milk diet

for a week or two at a time."

Next is the problem of rest. Eight
hours of sleep every night according to

Rose is the absolute minimum for the

woman who is on a diet; ten is better;

and twelve hours two or three times a

week is best. In addition, you should get

a couple of hours' rest, if not sleep, every
afternoon. You may read or sew, but you
should relax utterly. And if it is at all

possible, take your rest in the open
air.

.As to exercise, Rose avoids the more
strenuous varieties. A brisk walk of three

miles every day is the best of all, and
when Rose says "brisk," that is what she

means. Don't stroll. Keep your head up
and your shoulders straight. Swing your
legs freely from the hips. Breathe deeply.

Stride along as if you were going some-
where.

"Tennis—not too hard-fought a game
of it—and golf are also good exercises.

Swirnmmg is good exercise, but it tends
to develop muscles around the shoulders
where you'd rather have a flattering slen-

derness," Rose said, adding, "The best

time for your exercise, incidentally, is just

before your afternoon rest period."

Rose warned me that the services of a

masseuse twice a week during the dieting

period are an absolute necessity. You will

be losing weight too fast to do without the
massage. You'll find that any registered

masseuse knows her business and will do
you good.
The system can be varied to suit your

individual requirements, too. For instance,

if you are only five pounds overweight,
Rose would let you lose the whole five

pounds at one stretch of dieting. If you
must take off ten pounds, you would be
wiser to go on the milk, or milk-and-
evening meal diet, for a week ; then re-

turn to three meals of non-fattening foods
for another week; and then go back to

the diet once more. In other words, don't

overdo it. Your own strength will tell

you when it's time to suspend the diet for

a while. Take off a few pounds and keep
them off; then take off a few more, and
keep them off.

There's the regimen, the same regimen,
in every respect, that Rose followed seven

years ago herself. You can follow it, too
—this milky way to a new figure.
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Rochelle Hudson
featured in

"She Had to Eat'*
a 20th Century
Fox Production.

^ :^0 ALLURING, so expressive is the love-Ught in your eyes when you darken your lashes

into long, luxurious, silky fringe with a few simple brush strokes of Maybelline.

Ravishing Rochelle Hudson uses Maybelline to reveal the exquisite natural beauty of her

eyes which has endeared her to millions. Give -^iour eyes the chance to express you. Choose
the famous Maybelline Solid form Mascara— or the glorious new Cream form Mascara, which

is so easy to use without water. Harmless, tear-proof, non-smarting. Never beady or theatri-

cal looking. Tends to make lashes curl.

Use the smooth Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil and Creamy Maybelline Eye Shadow in flatter-

ing shades that harmonize with your Maybelline Mascara.

At toilet goods counters everywhere. Generous purse sires at all 10c stores.

Try Maybelline TODAY— discover why 10,000,000 beauty-wise women prefer this simple

way to lovelier beauty of eyes.
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JIM: "Not leaving? It's the very shank of the evening.'-

FRANK: "You'd leave, too, ifyou had to dance with the girl I brought. She's got It'*— the wrong kind.

*Nothing offends like halitosis (bad breath); nothing remedies it so well as LiSTERINE.

Cute but

By Jane Brown

i areless

AT A RECENT House party, to which

ix. I was unlucky enough to be in-

vited (I had a good book at home to

finish), my attention fell on an excep-

tionally attractive young girl— the

kind of a girl you'd think men would
simply lose their minds about. Yet
everywhere in that gay crowd, she

seemed a sort of fifth wheel.

Young men would drop down be-

side her for a moment, then dash off.

Occasionally they danced with her,

wearing expressions indicating acute

martyrdom.

I couldn't understand it, so I asked

my hostess about her.

"Marjorie?" she confided, "ofcourse

she's cute . . . but she's also careless."

"Certainly not about her clothes!"

"Not about her clothes or her man-

ners, but about her breath. It isn't

. . . well . . . nice, and nobody has the

heart to tell her about it."

I suppose I should have been
shocked, but in my work I've come in

contact with so many girls, so many
women also, with exactly the same
trouble, that I merely shrugged.

For the life of me, I can't under-

stand why any woman in social or

business life dares to assume that her

breath is always beyond reproach,

when so often the reverse is true.

And when it is true, what a terrific

hurdle the woman has ever before her.

As I said, I can't imagine any wo-
man, or man either, running the risk of

offending others when a good mouth
wash like Listerine will take care of

an unpleasant breath so promptly.

ACTS TWO WAYS

TO SWEETEN BREATH
Don't expect tooth paste, powders, or diges-

tive tablets to cure halitosis (unpleasant

breath). What you need is a safe antiseptic

and quick deodorant.

Listerine Antiseptic is so effective against

halitosis for two reasons: First, it quickly
halts the fermentation of tiny food particles

on tooth and mouth surfaces—a major cause
of breath odors. Second, it then overcomes
the odors themselves.

After you have used Listerine Antiseptic

your entire mouth is fresher, cleaner, more
hygienic, and your breath is sweeter and
hence more agreeable.

Never go forth to a business or social en-
gagement without first using Listerine Anti-

septic; it is your assurance that

your breath will not offend others.

Lambert Pharmacal Co.
SI. Louis, Mo. ''S

LISTERINE
checks Halitosis



She evades close-ups... Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her

charm ... She ignored the warning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

THAT chance meeting— what it has

done for thousands of girls. That first

glance—what it has done to thousands of

men. Even before a word is spoken—an
opinion is formed, an.impression made.

And then—sAe smiles! What a triumph

if that smile is lovely, winning, captivat-

ing. But if it reveals dull teeth and dingy

gums, how quickly the spell is broken-
how swiftly the glamorous moment islost.

NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

Play sale—protect your smile! If your tootl i

brush has flashed that warning tinge of

"pink"—see your dentist. For "pink tooth

brush" is a signal of distress from your

gimis. It may be the first sign of serious

gum disorders—it is emphatically some-

thmg that should not be left to chance.

Don't take chances. You may not be in

for serious trouble—6ii< your dentist should

uecide. Usually, however, the verdict will

be "just another case of lazy, under-

worked gums—gums robbed of exercise

by our present-day soft and fibreless

foods."They need more work, more stim-

ulation—and as so many dentists frankly

suggest—the stimulating help of Ipana

and massage. For Ipana is a double-duty

tooth paste that not only keeps teclli

white and sparkling but. with massage,

helps gums stay firm and healthier. Rul)

a little extra Ipana on your gums every

time you brush j^our teeth. Circulation

quickens.Gums become firmer.Your teeth

sparkle with a whiter, brighter look.

Change to Ipana and massage today

—help safeguard yourself from troubles

of the gums. Regular use of Ipana witii

mas.sage will do much to keep your teeth

brighter—your gums healthier. Keep your

smile a winning smile—/ore/?/, captivating!

LISTEN TO "Town Hall Tonisld," starriiif; Fn-..'

Allen. Everv Wednesday. N.1?.C. Ho<l Net-

work. 9 1'. Si.. K. 1). S. t

ipan^

of your »eein ^^^^^

ill
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Uk their Birthdaj^..

ACCEPT THIS

"DIONNE BIRTHDAY BOOK''

THE whole world shares a thrill

of joy as those darling Dionne
babies toddle past their third mile-

stone
—

"bigger and better than ever"!

"Lysol" disinfectant celebrates

with a birthday gift for you! Dr.

Allan Roy Dafoe's own thrilling

story of the methods used in bring-

ing up his five famous little wards.

Illustrated with many of their most
appealing photographs! Free with

each purchase of "Lysol"!

Dr. Dafoe talks to mothers on the

radio (Columbia network) every Mon-
day, Wednesday and Friday morning.

This is the only book containing the

important information he has broad-

cast, as well as many additional

facts of fascinating interest to

everyone. While these books last,

your druggist is authorized to

give one free to each purchaser of

"Lysol" disinfectant.

Since the day the Quins were
born. May 28, 1934, "Lysol" has

been the only disinfectant used

to help keep their surroundings

hygienically clean . . . one of the im-

portant measures directed toward the

prevention of Infection.

Are you taking this simple, but

scientific, precaution in the care

of your own baby? You owe it to

your family's welfare to keep their

surroundings hygienically clean with

"Lysol" disinfectant.

Use "Lysol" in all your household

cleaning. Add "Lysol" to the laundry

tubforwashingtowels,beddmg, hand-
kerchiefs, etc., especially when there

is any sickness about. "Lysol" adds

no work; hardly any cost— because it

is highly concentrated. Get "Lysol"

today and ask your druggist for a free

copy of Dr. Dafoe's valuable book!

AT YOUR DRUGGIST'S

with every purchase of "LYSOL"

If your druggist is out of these books, send

"Lysol" carton and coupon below and we will

mail you a copy, absolutely free and postpaid.

Lehn & Fink Products Corp., Dept. 6-R. M.
Bloomfield. N. J., U. S. A.

I am t-nclosiiig a carton from "Lysol". Please send

me, by prepaid post, a FREE copy of Dr. Dafoe's

book. My druggist's supply was exhausted.

Name

Street

City -State.
Copyright 1937 by L«hn A Kink l*r<»ductN Corv.



Left, the Babe is

back, Babe Ruth in

person, on CBSWed-
nesday and Friday

evenings at 10:30.

Right, lovely Lu-

cille Manners was

so swell in screen

tests she may have

to go to Hollywood.
|\

The newest recruit

for day-time pro-

grams is Edwin C.
Hill (above) who
broadcasts news.

WHArS NEW?
WHAT of the 1937 summer season? From the windy

viewpoint of spring it looks as if the hot days
would be just about as full of entertainment as the

cold ones. On most of the big programs that lose their

stars to the vacation urge, sponsors will provide substitute

shows of merit.

So hold your hats and we'll knock off a list of who's

coming and going and even why

—

The end of June sees the exit of Jack Be^ny, Fred Allen,
and Phil Baker. All three stay off three months, while

other lalent keeps their programs going. Jack and Mary
Livingstone may go to Luirope; Fred and Phil will both

be in I lollywood making movies.

Fred Astaire leaves his program the end of June, too,

and right now nobody knows whether the show will con-

tinue with different talent

or take a summer rest.

Beatrice Lillie leaves her t ^n v
Wednesday night program By TONY
in early summer, but the

show goes on with a new

comedian. Ed Wynn's on until the middle of May. He'll

spend the summer on his yacht, '^hinking about a musical

show he wants to produce on B dway.

Bing Crosby stays on most of the summer, with brief

pauses of three or four broadcasts while the rest of his com-
pany keeps the show going.

Ozzie Nelson and Bob Ripley leave the Bakers Broad-
cast after June. Bob, who has other radio plans, doesn't re-

turn when Ozzie does in September. The show then comes
from, Hollywood, possibly with Edward Everett
Horton as Ozzie's co-star.

The variety show which soon replaces Do You Want to be

an Actor? will go through the summer with Don Ameche
as its star singer and master of ceremonies. Come fall,

and his place may or may not be taken by Nelson Eddy.
Grace Moore's contract

with the Nash people calls

for just fifteen broadcasts,SEYMOUR so she'll be with us no

more after June I M. Colonel
((Continued on pa^e iil)



WHEN PROFESSIONAL BEAUTIES SAY THAT ABOUT A TOOTH PASTE

YOU CAN BET IT IS

!

KAREN SUNDSTROM, Swedish baouty, of

New York, and 21, soys "It gives teeth the

flash that studios demand— a real Beauty

Bath."

• If their beauty fails they're out of a job . . .

these radiant women of big New York commer-
cial studios. They favor only products that

have proved themselves able to foster and
heighten their precious good-looks— saf^y.

That is why so many ofthem use only Listerine

Tooth Paste. Enthusiastically they call it their

"Beauty Bath" for teeth; they've seen the star-

tUng results it achieves.

Why not for you?

Why not give your mouth that wonderful feel-

ing of freshness . . . your teeth the radiance,

flash, and brilliance that others enjoy?

Put aside the dentifrice you are now using

and try Listerine Tooth Paste. You will be
amazed to find how quickly—and safely— it

makes the mouth feel youthful— the teeth look

young, radiant, enticing.

Satin-Soft Cleansers

Listerine Tooth Paste was planned by beauty
experts, working in conjunction with dental

ORACeROW.AMao»Vt^':;r-

and it gives the mo

dewy freshness.

BERNICE GREEN, of Indianapolis, says "So

many girls in the studios use Listerine Tooth

Paste that I heeded their advice and use it

myself."

authorities. No other dentifrice contains the

rare combination of satin-soft cleansers tiiat do
so much for teeth. No other tooth paste con-

tains the delightful fruit flavors that give your
mouth that wonderful dewy freshness, that

cleanly sense of invigoration.

Risk a quarter and try it yourself. See what
a difference it makes in the appearance of your
teeth.

LAMBERT PHARMACAL COMPANY
St. Louis, Mo,

More than ^4 POUND
of tooth paste in the

double size tube • 40^'

Regular size tube • 25<-'



FREE ^30.000 CASH
.^^15,000 PAIRS o/^/^Si/^S^c^m^

llllll W illie— iHBCaS. ty GOTHAM GOLD STRIPE ADJUSTABLE^ ^

6^^U^^tm^^
ENTER EACH WEEK . . . 7530 PRIZES IN ALL!

FIVE '1000 CASH PRIZES

EACH WEEK
ALSO EACH WEEK 1250 PRIZES OF 2 PAIRS OF

S1.35 GOTHAM GOLD STRIPE SILK STOCKINGS

$30,000 CASH! 15,000 pairs of Gotham
Gold Stripe Adjustables!—offered as

prizes in these 6 thriUing contests

—

so you can discover what marvelous
wear you get from fine stockings

washed with pure Ivory Flakes.

Gotham "Adjustables" were chosen
as prizes because they look beautiful

and fit beautifully. They have an
exclusive patented feature—7 inches

of length adjustment, so they fit you
whether you are short, average or tall

!

\ SO 0/j4/VC£S TO

. m/v f/ooo/

A/VDALl

THOSE LOl/ELV

GOTHAM
[STOCK/A/G-S /

/MGOWG
TOENnREACH
WEEH.'/TSSe

EASr/.i

r\i V\

GOLD STRIPE ADJUSTABLES—

exquisitely sheer—yet durable
because of extra-elasticity. Also
"Adjustable" feature relieves
garter strain. The lovely color

"Radiance," selected by editors

of Harper's Bazaar . . . See these

$1.35 stockings at your local

Gotham dealer's . . . style No. 654.

WIN! START NOW!
JUST COMPLETE THIS SENTENCE:

3y contest! Enter now—
'enter each week. Only 25 words

or less may bring you one of the

7530 generous prizes!

Such an easy contest!
Why, a sentence-ending as simple as

, ,

this one can win one of the 5 thrilling

mbzhWiaO bccaaoe L*-SA---"lV!.t^--2--t--J'I--^ $1.000 cash prizes offered each and
' every week: "/ use Ivory Flakes for

pure Ivory Flakes! You probably
know from personal experience how
gentle Ivory Flakes are to colors,

how safe they are for stockings be-

cause Ivory's famous purity keeps

the silk springy and strong.

&:) don't hesitate. This is such an

to a friend. Because Ivory Flakes

are your friend—made from Ivory,

the soap that mother probably used

for you in your baby days! And
today Ivory Flakes give you 7530
chances to win a thrilling prize!

GOING-GOING-a simply thrilling

array of prizes! 30 chances to win
$1,000! 7500 chances to win 2 pairs

of luxurious Gotham Adjustables al-

ways sold at $1.35 a pair'

Come! Here's a chance to tell what
you know about the extra-safety of

every week:

washing my silk stockings because my
stockings keep their color and they

wear longer, too, when they're pro-

tected by the purity of Ivory Flakes."

See how easy it is! Just sit down and
let yourself talk. It's your experience

we want, not fancy words. Write as

Listen to these RADIO PROGRAMS
for more CONTEST NEWS!

"THE O'NEILLS"
10:00 A.M. NBC Blue Network
2:45 P.M. NBC Red Network

"MARY MARLIN"
11:15 A.M. NBC Red Network
4:00 P.M. NBC Blue Network
(All times Eastern Standard Time)

ENTRY BLANK

d aoe dwoni rllaiua (jor waa\wnq mu

Street

City

My Deatfir s narnti iH.

FOLLOW THESE RULES
1. Finish the sentence shown on the entry
blank in 25 additional words or less. Write
your sentence on entry blank, or on one side
of a sheet of paper, signing your name and
address. Give the name of the dealer who
sold you Ivory Flakes.

2. Attach the top from a box of Ivory Flakes
(or a facsimile) to your entry. Mail to IVORY
FLAKES.Dept. KM-()7. Box 828, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

3. There will be 6 weekly contests, each with
a separate list of prizes. Opening and closing
dates are as follows:

OPENING
1st Contest— Now
2nd Contest—Sun. May 30
3rd Contest—Sun. June 6
4tii Contest—Sun. June 13
5th Contest—Sun. June 20
6th Contest-Sun. June 27

CLOSING
Sat. May 29
Sat. June S
Sat. June 12
Sat. June 19
Sat. June 26
Sat. July 3

4. Entries for each week's contest must be
postmarked before Saturday midnight. En-
tries will be entered in each week's contest
as received.

5. Enter each week's contest as often as you
choose.

6. Entries will be judged for clearness, sin-
cerity, and individuality of thought. Yoiu-
own words are most important. Fancy entries
will not count extra. Contests judged by
Miss Elsie Rushmore, National Contest Con-
sultant, and her associates. Duplicate prizes
awarded in case of ties. Entries, contents,
and ideas therein become the property of
Procter & Gamble. No entries returned.

7. Anyone may compete e.xcept employees
of Procter & Gamble, their advertismg agen-
cies, and their families. Contests limited to
the United States and subject to Federal,
State and Local regulations.

8. Prizes in each weekly contest are: FiM-
first prizes each of SI000 cash. Twelve hun-
dred and fifty additional prizes of 2 pairs of
Ootiiam (ioid Stripe Adjustables "Radiance

'

shade, i)ropei' size

9. Ka,r,\i dealer mentioned b.v the 30 cash prize-
winners will also receive $.50 in cash.

10. All .IflOOO prize-winners will be annoiuced
sliortly after each contest closes, over "The
O'Neills" radio program and "Mary Marlin '
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By RUTH GERI

EVERYBODY knows columnists peep through keyholes

—but did you ever hear of one peeping through a

monitor board? No? Well, you^have now. Your cor-

respondent, sitting in the control room in NBC's Hollywood
studios, one Sunday, just before Winchell's broadcast

couldn't help hearing the Broadway chronicler, speaking in

a low tone to some friends, say that in the future his appear-

ances in New York would be merely visits; Hollywood was
his real home henceforth. The monitor board was open,

and the softly spoken words boomed into the control room
like a broadcast!

MISS PAGLIACCI—Town's heart-breaking sight is

Martha Raye displaying a dazzling collection of new gowns,

hats, and furs—AND one very handsome and costly ring

with twenty-eight rubies and twenty-four diamonds.

"Makes me feel better, when {Continued on page '^1)

Right, gun toting Buck Jones of Hollywood be-

comes a radio stor. Below, Vera Marsh is the

new heart interest on the Joe Penner program.

f/y

'^^'^^ ^;:' '
'I'-'i^ '• >^*>:*Siv- isUdi



What makes lips tempting? Men admire

warm, ardent color . . . and soft, silky texture.

Dry, rough lips do not tempt romance.

Coty's new lipstick, the "Sub-Deb," pro-

tects you from all danger of Lipstick Parch-

ing. It contains a special softening ingredient

—"Theobroma"— which keeps lips appeal-

ingly smooth and dewy. Coty "Sub-Deb"

comes in five ardent and indelible shades.

Netc! "Air Spun" Rouge-50^. Torrents of

air blend its colors to life-like subtlety.

COTY
SUB-DEB LIPSTICKi^?''

Precious protection! .. .Coty melts eight drops

oj "Theobroma" into every "Sub-Deb" Lip-

stick. This guards against lipstick parching.

$ ^ M i i i < i

COAST-TO-COAST

HIGHLIGHTS

Right, one of the

most talked about
youngsters in the

nation. Her name
is Baby Yvonne

—

read her story in

this department.

Above, beautiful Christine,

WMAQ pianist, is announced

only by her first name. Few
know her last name is Caton.

THOUGH THEY ARE

NOT FAMOUS NET-

WORK STARS. YOUR

LOCAL FAVORITES

WIN MENTION HERE

RALEIGH, N. C: Seeing them

in the studio you're certain

they are Hillbillies. Certain,

that is, until you hear them play and

then you're just as certain they are

swing music miakers. And you're

right on both counts because when
you put the two together you have

Swingbillies and that's just what
these newest WPTF mountain mu-
sicians call themselves.

When Earl O'Neal and his bud-

dies in Durham, N. C. heard of sta-

tion WPTl-'s search for new talent,,

stressing that ordinary hillbilly

bands need not apply, they selected

their choicest folk tunes, gave them

a modern swing touch and, complete

with a hillbilly "scat" singer, gave

the WPTF audition department
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By RUSS KtNG
Camay gave my skin its //

SAYS THIS CHARMING KANSAS BRIDE

Above, one of California's

favorite script programs

—

The Newlyweds. This month
learn all about the show.

something to clap-hands about.

Appropriately named, the Swing-
billies are heard over WPTF each
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at

6:45 p. M. And you listeners weary of
the standard hillbilly versions of old
stand-bys such as "Sour Wood Moun-
tain" or "Take Me in the Life Boat"
should give an ear to these Raleigh
Swingbillies. We think you'll enjoy
their new slant on the fascinating

mountain music.

Fort Worth, Texas: W-BAP, with
eleven-year-old Andrew Howard as the

master of ceremonies on a program
which boosts Dickie play suits for boys
and girls, lays claim to the youngest
garment salesman on the airwaves
when Andrew and his musical assistants

broadcast each {Continued on page 71

)

lY/TANY a pulse must nave leapt at

sight of this glorious bride in

white lace, with her gold-brown

hair, her flower-like complexion.

"Camay has been my complexion's

truest friend," she says.

And your complexion, too, will

welcome Camay's gentle, deep-

cleansing care. For Camay's luxuri-

ous lather is so thorough, so seai'ch-

ing. Its tiny bubbles cleanse down
to the very pores— leaving your

skin smooth, refreshed—bringing a

CAMAY
TRADE-MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

glorious, new radiance to your com-
plexion! And tests show that Camay
is definitely, provably milder than

all other leading beauty soaps.

Give yourselfa glamorousCamay
complexion. Order six cakes of

Camay from your dealer today— its

price is very low!

Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.

rne Sotz^ o^ Se4tutc^u£ l(^r>9tefL
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What makes lips tempting? Men admire

worm, nrdenl color ... and sojt, silky texture.

Dry, rough lips do not tempt romance.

CotyV new lipsiick, the "Sub-Deb," pro-

tects you from all danger of Lipstick Parch-

ing. It contains a special softening ingredient

-"Theobroma"- which keeps lips appeal-

ingly smooth and dewy. Coty "Snb-Deb"
comes in live ardent and indelible shades.

Netc! "Air Spun" Rouge-SOt. Torrents of
air blend its colors to life-like subtlety.

COTY
SllB-DKIil,IPSTI(!K,f^^

Preaou, protection! ...Coty mell, eight drops
"'. J'-'obromo" into every "Sub-Deb" Lip-
Slick. n,s guards against lipstick parching.

J?? I

COAST-TO-COAST

HIGHLIGHTS

Right, one of the

most talked about

youngsters in the

nation. Her name

is Baby Yvonne

—

read her story in

this department.

wk7®' ''^""tiful Christine,WMAQ pianist, is announced
only by her first name. Few
know her last name is Caton.

^

THOUGH THEY ARE

NOT FAMOUS NET-

WORK STARS, YOUR

LOCAL FAVORITES

WIN MENTION HERE

RALEIGH, N. C: Seeing them

in the studio you're certain

they are Hillbillies. Certain,

that is, until you hear them play and

then you're just as certain they are

swing music makers. And you're

right on both counts because when

you put the two together you have

Swingbillies and that's just what

these newest WPTF mountain mu-

sicians call themselves.

When Earl O'Neal and his bud-

dies in Durham. N. C. heard of sta-

tion WPTF's search for new talent,-

stressing that ordinary hillbilly

bands need not apply, they selected

their choicest folk tunes, gave them

a modern swing touch and, complete

with a hillbilly "scat" singer, gave

the WPTI-' audition department

jyRUSS KftIG ^^

Above, one of California's
favorite script programs

—

The Newlyweds. This month
learn all about the show.

something to clap-hands about.
Appropriately named, the Swing-

Ojllies are heard over WPTF each
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at

,

' P- M. And you listeners weary of
he standard hillbilly versions of old
stand-hys such as "Sour Wood iVloun-
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tne n,^. slant on the fascinating
mountain music.
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mal7'7'"''' ^"''^ew Howard as the

whirh u" 'Ceremonies on a program
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garmen, ,
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11 /TANY a pulse must nave leapt at

sight of this glorious bride in

white lace, with her gold-brown

hair, her flower-like coihplexion.

"Camay has been my complexion's

truest friend," she says.

And your complexion, too, will

welcome Camay's gentle, deep-

cleansing care. For Camay's luxuri-

ous lather is so thorough, so search-

ing. Its tiny bubbles cleanse down

to the very pores— leaving your

skin smooth, refreshed-bringing a

CAMAY
^S^ c/^eaa7^Mweft

glorious,new radiance to your com-
plexionl And tests show that Camay
is definitely, provably milder than

all other leading beauty soaps.

Give yourselfa glamorousCamav
complexion. Order six cakes of

Camay from your dealer today— its

price is very low!

Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.
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Correct These Figure Faults

Perfolastic Not Only Confines,

It Removes Ugly Bulges!

^r^v''>*''°
Girdle oi

Brassiere may
be worn ceoarately

Thousands of women today owe theii

slim youthful figures to the quick, safe

way to reduce . . . Perfolastic.

"Hips 1 2 inches smaller, " says Miss Richardson.
"Lost 60 pounds and 9 inches, " writes Mrs. Derr.
Why don't you, too, test the Perfolastic Reducing

Girdle and Brassiere at our expense ?

IF you DO NOT REDUCE
3 INCHES in 10 DAYS

. . . it will cost you nothing!
Because so many Perfolastic wearers reduce

more than 3 inches we believe we are justified

ia making you the above unqualified agreement.

IMMEDIATELY APPEAR INCHES SLIMMER !

—You appear inches smaller at once, and yet are
so comfortable you can scarcely realize that every
minute you wear the Perfolastic garments you ate
actuaily redticing at hips, waist, thighs and di.i-

phragm. Every move you make puts the massage-
like action to work at just the spots where fat first

accumulates. You will be thrilled with the results

... as are other Perfolastic wearers!

PERFOLASTIC REDUCES SAFELY . . . QUICKLY
WITHOUT DIET, DRUGS OR EXERCISE!

You do not have to risk your health or change
your comfortable mode of living. No strenuous
exercise to wear you out ... no dangerous drugs
to take . . . and no diet to reduce face and neck to
wrinkled flabbiness. The perforations and soft,

silky lining make Perfolastic delightful to wear.

I See for yourself the wonderful quality of the
material ! Read the astonishing experiences of
prominent women who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks., .safely . . . and quickly!

You risk nothing . . . why not mail coupon t<IO\Y'.

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 286, -il EAST 42nd ST., New York, N.Y.

Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere, also sample of perforated material and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

>iame

Address

City^ State.
Lfm Coupon or Stnd Name and Addrem on I'enny Ponlrtird

Above, Tommy Dorsey and
Edythe Wright, his vocal-

ist. Tommy's orchestra

broadcasts over MBS on a

late night dance spot and
on Fridays he's the maes-

tro on Jack Pearl's show.

WHETHER YOU DANCE OR JUST LISTEN

HERE'S NEWS YOULL WANT TO KNOW

ONE of the largest dance halls in

the world is Chicago's Aragon
Ballroom and Dan Cupid is its

sponsor.

Built about ten years ago by Andrew
Karzas, who believed a respectable

ballroom, located in a residential

neighborhood, and sans dim'e-a-dance

customers, would click, it soon won a

reputalion with radio listeners from

B N

coast-to-coast as the home of good
dance music.

It fostered the career of a young Chi-

cagoan named Wayne King. "The Waltz
King" played the Aragon Ballrcwm for

five consecutive years. Business be-

came so sensational that Karzas soon

built a sister building in Chicago's

South Side, naming it the Trianon.

At present Freddy Martin is at the

N
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Aragon and Kay Kyser is musical iiost

at the Trianon. But the twin mam-
moth dance halls are even more famous

for their romances than for their radio

bands. Every Tuesday night Walter

Stephany, a crack teacher, gives dance

instructions to more than two-hundred
and fifty couples—at no extra charge.

The dancers have not met before, but

when the last waltz echoes through the

block-long auditorium, many have

formed lasting friendships.

Do any of these boy-meets-girl

matches turn into the real thing? Listen

to Mr. Stephany:

"In 1936, twenty-five marriages re-

sulted from chance meetings at the

Aragon."

GLEN GRAY is now leading the

Casa Loma band.

This may sound like old news to a

lot of radio fans, but this is the first

time the president of Casa Loma, In-

corporated, has ever wielded a baton.

Mel Jennsen, first violinist, was the

original conductor until he left the or-

ganization. Now Glen's duties are

three-fold: maestro, first saxophonist,

and president of radio's first coopera-
tive dance, band.

* * *

WATCH OUT FOR
^DELE GIRARD, the world's only

feminine swing harpist, who is the

current (Continued on page 74)

Emery Deutsch's music comes to

you twice a week over NBC from
the Rainbow Room in Radio City.

IS tUe
.ee.eft—*-****'*"*^^

BEAUTY authorities agree that

thorough cleansing is the most
important step in complexion care.

A simple step, too, since Daggett &
Ramsdell created the new Golden
Cleansing Cream—a more efficient

skin clecinser could not be obtained.

Nev^ kind of cleansing

Golden Cleansing Cream contains a

remarkable new ingredient, colloidal

gold, with an amazing power to rid

skin pores of dirt, make-up and other

impurities. You can't see or feel this

colloidal gold, any more than you
can see the iron in spinach. But its

special action makes Golden Cleans-

ing Cream more thorough than ordi-

nary cleansers, and tones and invigor-

ates skin tissues meanwhile.

Moke this simple test

Apply your usual skin cleanser. Wipe

it off with tissue. Then cleanse with

Golden Cleansing Cream. On the tis-

sue you will find more dirt—brought
from pore depths by this more effec-

tive cleansing.

Try it tonight. See for yourself how
fresh and clean Golden Cleansing
Cream leaves your skin. You'll find

tliis new cream at your drug or de-

partment store lor ju.st $1.00.

GOLDEX CLEANSING CREAM
DaRKetl & Haiiisdrll, Room 1980, 2 Park Avenue, New York City. Dcpt. MF-h

Knclnsed Hnd lOn in Atanipe for which please Bend me my tri«l fli«e jar <>f Golden Cteanainfr Cream. fOffrr jjimhI

in II. S. <iiily.)

Name

•Street

.

Cilv Copr. 1M7. r>KtfiIctt & KRmflrtpli
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HOW often have you wished

you could burst into a

broadcasting studio while a

program was on the air and tell the

performers or the sponsors exactly

what you thought of them? How
often have you snapped off your
receiving set, fuming inwardly be-

cause nobody but you knew that

you had turned it off?

Well, if the plans of a New York
inventor work out as he hopes they

will, it won't be long before you
can tell the broadcasters what you
think of them—and when you turn

your set off in the middle of a pro-

gram everybody connected with the

show will know it. And what's

more, when you listen to a speaker

on some topic of public interest

and importance, you can talk back
to him and tell him whether you
agree absolutely with what he says,

or think he's just plain crazy.

The invention—which its inven-

tor. Dr. Nevil Monroe Hopkins, says has been perfected

—

is so .small and insignificant you wouldn't know it was part

of your radio set unless somebody pointed it out to you.

The littlest things sometimes have the most far-reaching re-

sults; because if this tiny electrical gadget is ever put into

general use it will turn broadcasting upside down and stand

it firmly on its ear.

(t will make it possible, for the first time, for the listening

audience to practically run radio. If enough people have

this device—it's called a radiovoter—in their sets, they can

wreck an established star's career or shoot an unknown up
into immediate fame. They can order a sponsor to rewrite

his commerical announcements, and get their orders obeyed,

too. They can practically elect a President—or at least

they can tell a Presidential candidate weeks in advance

whether or not they're going to elect him on voting day.

They can tell congressmen and senators exactly how they

feel about controversial public issues. They can, in fact,

make radio the most democratic institution in the world

—

because they'll be running it.

Dr. Nevil Monroe Hopkins, who
invented the device that can
completely change modern radio

The gadget which is capable of

causing all this havoc is very

simple. At least, electricians say

it's simple, and I'm willing to take

their word for it. I came away
from an hour of having it ex-

plained to me with my head chock

full of fancy technical terms and a

pretty good idea of how it works.

A little box, the radiovoter, fits

into the back of your radio set,

where you can't see it. In the box
is a reed, something like the one
in a saxophone, set so it will vi-

brate to a certain musical tone.

When the radio station wants to

find out how many sets are tuned

in to its program it broadcasts the

musical tone which starts the reed

vibrating.

As it vibrates, the reed sets off

a very small motor which uses up
a very slight amount of extra cur-

rent from the power line which

feeds your radio. In the broadcast-

ing station there's a special meter which registers the extra

power load from all those motors on the radio sets which

have been tuned in to the particular program that broad-

cast the musical note. All the station has to do to learn

how many sets are tuned in, is to divide the meter reading

by the amount of extra power each motor takes.

Get the idea? I admit it sounds like something Rube
Goldberg whipped up in an odd moment, but they tell me
it works perfectly.

The talking-back machinery of the radiovoter is a little

push-button which is attached to it. It has just one draw-

back. You can criticize a program only when your advice

and opinions are asked for—but that's certainly something.

Suppose the broadcasters ask you to tell them whether

you want to hear a certain song or not. At a prearranged

signal from the announcer you press the button to indicate

that you do want to hear the song; a few seconds later, at

another signal, you press the button if you don't want to

hear it. By pressing the button you are adding to the

power load which registers on the meter in the studio, and

NOT A BUCK ROGERS FANTASY BUT A PRACTICAL INVENTION

MAY SOON END THE CAREERS OF MANY OF YOUR FAVORITES

By LOUIS UNDERWOOD
12



whichever side of the question registers

the most power wins.

That ought to be enough of ar> ex-

planation of what the radiovoter is.

What it can do to broadcasting, if

manufacturers start putting it into re-

ceivers as they mal<e them, is some-

thing else again.

Sponsors and program builders have

always had to go along pretty much in

the dark about how well they were

pleasing the public. They haven't even

known how many people were listening

in to their programs. They've been

able to estimate, of course. There are

telephone surveys which call up a few

hundred people in each of several large

cites, and rate the commercial pro-

grams according to the number of peo-

ple they called who were listening in.

These surveys are useful to broadcasters

because they do provide a sample idea

of what you and I, the many-eared

radio public, like to listen to. But it's

only a sample—not the whole thing.

THE radiovoter, if put into general

use, would tell the broadcasters not

only how many people were listening

in, but when. They could count their

audiences at the start of a broadcast,

in the middle, and at the end—and if

there were fewer listeners at the end than

there were at the start they'd know that

there was something drastically wrong
with the show that had to be fixed.

They could ask audiences directly

about their preferences in performers

and music, and get answers they could

depend upon as being the exact truth.

In fact, the radiovoter would usher in

a new era of listener-participation in

radio programs. Imagine the flood of

strawvotes we'd have by means of

radio! Listeners would get their

chance to vote for or against everything

from their favorite movie stars to a

new President. Voting for Major
Bowes' amateurs could be conducted as

part of the program, and the winners

could be decided before the show went

off the air.

The life of a radio star would no

longer be one to envy—for there'd be

no telling when a sponsor might take

it into his head to ask for an audience

vote on the popularity of his headliner.

And if the vote happened to be taken

on an evening when the star hadn't

been quite up to par. it might very well

mean the end of his association with

that program, or the end of his asso-

ciation with radio altogether!

Or, at the other end of the scale, the

listeners can, by their votes, catapult

.some minor member of a show's cast

into immediate stardom.

The method of voting would be cast-

iron, too. No stuffing of ballots or vot-

ing twice with the radiovoter, because

in order to make your vote effective

you have to press the button on your

machine at the exact instant evervbody

GET WISE. Mmff(wJ4/a/i^,
Good brushing isn't enough! You need

the right dentifrice too!

Change to

PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE
containing

||{|y|^
Quickly loosens and removes dull, dingy

film . . . Wins flashing new luster on teeth

• Now a thrilling dental discovery ends

Scrub- Hard disappointment— makes your
daily brushing amazingly effective!

IRIUM— the remarkable new ingredient
contained only in Pepsodent— j/f/;/ 7ip the
cleaning power of tooth paste. Because it

Pcpsodent alone «»""»"9

JotH P-stes contains X^X^

BECAUSE OF IRIUM .

.

BECAUSE OF IRIUM .
•

Pepsodent gently
Wslil^a«3y

BECAUSE OF IRIUM .

.

Peosodentlooth Paste leaves your

S!eV.n6cleanand«holeso.e^

provides a smooth, gentle cleansing action
that speedily loosens dingy film and floats

it away like magic. You clean your teeth

quicker, easier. Your brushing gets results

— in teeth that sparkle with lovely natural
brilliance.

If you would have beautiful teeth, re-

member that proper brushing is only halfthe
formula. The otlier half is Pepsodent Tooth
Paste containing IRIUM. This modern
dentifrice responds instantly to your brush
— cleans and polishes enamel surfaces in a
way that shows up old-fashioned methods.

Your teeth feel clean and stay bright much
longer after using Pepsodent Tooth Paste
containing irium. Try it! You'll no longer
be a Disappointed Scrub -Hard.

All Pepsodent now on sale
contains IRIUM.

THE MtW HIOH POIISM

PEPSODENT
IT ALONE CONTAINS IRIUM
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$5,000.00
For True Stories

Submitted This Month
LAST CHANCE

UNTIL SEPTEMBER
Ten Big Prizes of $500 Each

Do not delay. Send in your story not later

than May 31st. No more True Story con-

tests until September, but we consider stories

for straight purchase at our liberal word
rate the year round.

Macfadden Publications, Inc., will pay

S5,000 for the ten best true stories sub-

mitted during May, 1937, as per the

liberal offer, shown above. This is your

big opportunity to cash in handsomely

upon a happening in your life or the life

of a friend. Study the rules carefully

—

send for the free booklet described below

and proceed to write the story that may
make you richer by .S500.

Look back over yom life and select the

episode thai is most thrilling, exciting or

deeply moving, no matter whether it be a storj' filled with shadow or sunshine, success,

failure, tragedy or happiness. Then write it simply and honestly.

Do not be afraid to speak plainly. Our magazines are devoted to the portrayal of

life as it is actually liv^ed, so most certainly you are justified in describing fully and
frankly any situation that has really happened.

If your story contains the interest and human quality we seek it will receive prefer-

ence over tales of less merit, no matter how beautifully, or skillfully written they

maJ' be.

Judging upon this basis, the person submitting the ten best true stories will be
awarded the ten big $500 prizes as set forth in the liberal offer above.

And in addition, every story entered in tliis contest is eligible for purcKase at
our liberal regular rates, so, even if your manuscript should fall slightly short of
prize virinning quality, we will gladly consider it for purchase provided we can use it.

As soon as you have finished your manuscript, send it in. By so doing you help to

avoid a last minute landslide, assure your manuscript of an early reading and enable

us to determine the winners at the earliest possible moment.

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS. INC., PAY ON ACCEPTANCE OF MATERIAL BEFORE
PUBLICATION. SEE RULES.

CONTEST RULES
All stories must be written in the first person

based on facts that happened either in the lives of the
writers of these stories, or to people of their acquain-
tance, reasonable evidence of truth to be furnished
by writers upon request.

Type manuscripts or write legibly with p>en.

Do not send us printed material or poetry.

Do not send us carbon copies.

Do not write in pencil.

Do not subntit stories of less than 2,500 or more
than 50.000 words.

Do not send us unBnishcd stories.

Stories must be written in Hnglish.

Write on one side of paper only.

Put on FIRST CLASS POSTAGE IN FULL,
otherwise manuscripts will be refused. Enclose
return first class postage in same container with
manuscript.

Send material fiat. Do not roll.

Do not use thin tissue or onion skin paper.

At the top of first page record the total number of
words in your story. Number the pages.

PRINT YOUR FULL NAME AND ADDRESS
ON UPPER RIGHT-HAND CORNER OF FIRST
PAGE AND UPON ENVELOPE and sign your
full name and legal address in your own hand'
writing at foot of the last page of your manuscript.

You may submit more than one manuscript but
not more than one prize will be awarded to an in-

dividual in this contest.

Every possible effort will be made to return unavail-
able manuscripts, if first class postage or expressage
is enclosed in same container with manuscript, but
we do not hold ourselves responsible for such return
and we advise contestants to retain a copy of stories
submitted. Do not send to'us stories which wc have
returned.

As soon as possible after receipt of each manuscript,
an acknowledgement will be mailed. No change or
correction can be made in manuscripts after they
reach us. No correspondence can be entered into
concerning manuscripts once they have been sub-
mitted or after they have been rejected.

Always disguise the names of persons and places
appearing in your stories.

Unavailable stories vrill be returned as soon as
rejected irrespective of closing date of contest if

postage is enclosed.

This contest is open to everyone everywhere in the
world, except employees and former employees of
Macfadden Publications, Inc., and members of their
families. •

If a story is selected by the editors for immediate
purchase, it will be paid for at our regular rate and
this will in no way effect the judges in their decision.
If your story is awarded a prize, a check for what-
ever balance is due will be mailed. The decisions of
the judges will be 6nal, there being no appeal from
their decision.

Under no condition submit any story that has
ever before been published in any form.

Submit your manuscript to us direct. Due to the
intimate nature of the stories we prefer to have our
contributors send in their material to us direct and
not through an intermediary.

With the exception oi an explanatory letter, which
wc always welcome, do not enclose photographs or
other extraneous matter except return postage.

This contest ends at midnight, Monday, May
31st.

Address your manuscripts for this contest to
Macfadden Publications Manuscript Contest,
Oept. 32C, P. O. Box 490, Grand Central Sta-
tion. New York, N. Y.

WRITE FOft BOOK OF INFORMATION, ADDRESS:

Macfadden Publications, Inc., Dept. R. M..

P. O. Box 490. Grand Central Station. New York, N. Y.

else is voting. There wouldn't be time

for you to vote twice, because once

the button is pushed the little motor
which increases the power load runs

for five or ten seconds. You can press

the button again and again, during that

time, but it won't do any good or cast

any extra votes, because it's only the

first push of the button that increases

the power.

Long-winded commercials could be

banned entirely—and they would be,

tod, if a lot of listeners got into the

habit of turning off their radios as soon

as the announcer took a deep breath and
launched into lengthy eloquence. Why,
sponsors would get so they'd be afraid

to say more than ten words at a time

about their products!

Do you think these predictions sound

too fantastic—too much like Buck Rog-
ers in the 25th Century? A month ago

I might hav£ agreed. But now I know
of certain plans that are being laid to

introduce the radiovoter to the public,

and I'm not so sure that everything I've

forecast here won't come true.

This fall, five thousand radiovoters

will be installed in the radio sets of a

certain New Jersey city. It may be the

city you live in, because it hasn't been

chosen yet. It will, however, be one

in which the programs of the Mutual
Network are received. Mutual, with

its key station, WOR. has been co-op-

erating with inventor Hopkins.

^%NCE the radiovoters have been in-

^^ stalled in this test area, at no ex-

f>ense to the owners of the radio sets, a

public forum program is to be inaugu-

rated on Mutual, with prominent guest

speakers debating public questions on

the air. Listeners in the test city will

be asked to listen in and help to decide

the questions which are debated by
casting their votes on their radiovoters.

It sounds like a lot of fun for the

fellow who has a radiovoter in his re-

ceiver, and it is just this fact that the

owners of the invention are depending

upon to create a public demand for the

gadget. They believe that if my neigh-

bors have a radiovoter and can take

part in a program run for people with

radiovoters, then I'm going to want one

too. And 1 guess maybe they're right.

Only—and here I'm getting in my
plea to every listener before things start

happening—let's not be too ferocious

when we get those radiovoters. Let's not

wreck too many careers. If a sponsor

asks us to vote on the popularity of

his star, let's give the star a break.

There's something awfully cold-blooded

and off-with-his-headish about press-

ing a button for a vote against some-

body who's trying hard to please us.

It's a fantastic, revolutionary picture

of radio that the idea of the radiovoter

brings to us. Fantastic, yes. But not

impossible. It can happen—and from
the looks of things, it's going to.

I-I
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WHAT
DO YOU WANT TO SAY?

It's easy to see why Jack Oakie seems

so cheerful on his Tuesday broadcasts,

with a secretary like Miss Joy Penny.

YOUR letters of praise

and protest are making
this department famous.

College professors are asking

for the magazine. Dentists and
doctors contribute their ideas.

Sponsors read and act on what
you have to say. So sit down
and toss some more rahs and
razzes at programs and stars.

Best letters win cash prizes

—120.00 for the first prize,

1 10.00 for the second and there

are five additional prizes of

|1.00 each. Address your let-

ter of criticism to the Editor,

.Radio Mirror, 122 East 42nd
Street, New York, New York,

and mail it not later than May
28.

$20.00 PRIZE

JUST ONE WOMAN'S OPINION

What I'd like to know is

why the majority of the fif-

teen-minute daily continued

stories are chuck full of hard

luck?

For instance, Houseboat

Hannah is mixed up in a mur-
der trial, Kitty Keene, Inc., is

headed the same way, Danny
O'Neill has been in the hos-

pital for weeks and poor Ma
Perkins must be utterly weary
of all her burdens by this time.

On the other hand, Vic and
Sade are always ready to hand
anyone interested enough to

listen, a good, hearty laugh.

Surely, we all have enough
troubles without sufl'ering with

our radio friends daily, and it

seems to me, continuously.

There is, of course, much suf-

fering and want all around us

and it doesn't do anyone any
harm to hear of others' trou-

bles occasionally, if only to

show us how well off we are,

but a (Continued on page 7*0

MELT Flakiness Away^

in One Application

DULL and (lead looking, or tight and
shiny . . . Dry skin needs the flattery

of powder! Yet powder just won't stick to it!

Try softening that dry, ''tight" skin with

a keratolytic cream (Vanishing Cream). Tlien

see how heantifully your skin takes powder!

A distinguished dermatologist explains

this instant softening: "A keratolytic cream
has the ahility to melt away dried-out, dead

surface cells. Then the smooth, underlying

cells appear, moist and young. The skin

takes on a fresh, softened appearance in-

stantly. Vanishing Cream regularly applied

also preserves the softness of the skin."

Use Pond's Vanishing Cream for more
than just holding your powder. You'll find

it does wonders for

your skin, too.

For overnight— Apply

after cleansing. Not
greasy. It won't smear.

Lady Smiley
"I use Pond's Vanlshlnft

Cream as a foundation. It

holds powder on s<) lonft
!

"

For protection— Apply before long hours

out of doors. Yojir skin won't rough up!

For flakiness— A fdm of Pond's Vanish-

ing Cream smooths flakiness away. Make-
up goes on perfectly. .Stays.

O ^ Pip»r^ I'OND'S, Depl. aRM-Vl". Clinton,Conn.

Uii,.h K-pit>re |>arkaf;c- «-onl.iiiiinf;

Package ^V'"'"'
"''"-• "^ ''""''/

V""*;;"'
••^ Cream, generous painpicn ol - f»thrr

Pond's Creanirt ami ii differcnC shades of Pond's Face

Powder. I enclose 10c f<>r posiajie and pai'king.

Mreeu.

City

—

ropyrltihl. 19117. I'oiur^ Kxlraet Company



NO NEED TO MISS THE YEAR'S

MOST BRILLIANTSPECTACLE-

USE YOUR RADIO TO RESERVE

A GRANDSTAND SEAT FREE OF

CHARGE AND THIS PAGE FOR

A LESSON IN HOW TO LISTEN

THE Coronation! The event of the year—the

event, indeed, of our lifetime. Not again, whiJe

most of us live, will England bow down in

homage to a new king. Not again will all the glory

of the Empire on which the sun never sets be con-

centrated in all its ancient panoply within the tiny

radius bounded by the River Thames, the West
End, and St. James Park.

Already, as this is written, London is overflow-

ing with visitors who have come to see King George

VI follow his beloved father to the throne of the

Empire. Colonial governors and agents, planters

from Malaya, ranchers from Australia, lumber

magnates from Canada, representatives from every

great nation and tiny island that owes allegiance

to England, are crowding the hotels and streets of

the great city.

Accommodations in (Continued on page <^5)
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IheDionneOuins use only

PALMOLIVE

^
NURSE LEROUX, WITH THE QUINS SINCE THEIR BIRTH,

TELLS WHAT PALMOLIVE CAN DO FOR YOU I

HOW I ENVY THE QUINS THEIR SOFT,

SMOOTH COMPLEXIONS,NURSELEROUX!
YOU WOULD FIND PALMOLIVE
BETTER FOR YOJiB SKIN, TOO.

ITS LATHER IS GENTLER,MORE
S00THING-6ECAUSE PALMOLIVE

IS MADE WITH OLIVE OIL. GIRLS

WHO USE PALMOLIVE NEVER NEED

FEAR DRY, LIFELESS,

"MIDDLE-AGE" SKIN r

YOU'RE QUITE RIGHT! IF

PALMOLIVE IS BEST FOR
THE QUINS BECAUSE IT IS

MADE WITH OLIVE OILJHEN
PALMOLIVE IS CERTAINLY

THE COMPLEXION SOAP
FOR ME !

IS THE SOAP YOU ARE USING

AS GENTLE AS PALMOLIVE?
Are you sure the soap you're using is

as pure, gentle, safe as Palmolive?

You know that Palmolive is made
from a blend of real beauty ingre-

dients, gentle Olive and Palm oils.

That is why Palmolive gives your
skin such matchless beauty care . .

.

Why more than any other soap, it

brings you the promise of a lovelier,

more alluring complexion.

ill

i

DR. DAFOE TELLS WHY
HE CHOSE PALMOLIVE!

"At the time of the birth of the
Dionne Quintuplets, and for some
time afterward, they were bathed with
Olive Oil . . . When the time arrived
for soap and water baths, we selected
Palmolive Soap exclusively for daily
use in bathing these famous babies."

0JLAf4%^

TO KEEP VO.R OWN COMP,EX,ON ALWAYS COVELV, USE T„,S BEAUTV SOAP CHOSE. FOR THE Q.I.S



Riding

is second-nature

to this daughter

of the Belmonts

Miss Joan Belmont, New York. It's enough

to say that Miss Belmont is the daug]iter of the

Morgan Belmonts. As a member of this famous

riding family, she has an inborn love for turf

and field. At four years of age, she was pre-

sented with a pony of her own; today, Miss

Belmont is one of the most accomplished horse-

women of the younger set. Like so many of her

debutante friends, she is a steady Camel smoker.

These distinguished women are among

those who prefer Camel's delicate flavor:

m

Camel.s am made

from finer,

MORE EXPENSrVK

TOBACCOS...

Turkis-h imd

Domestic... than

any other

popular brand

Enjoying Good Food at the Ritz in New York.

Miss Joan Belmont enjoys a leisurely luncheon at the

Ritz-Carlton— with Camels between courses and after.

Smoking Camels is a positive aid to good digestion. Sets up

a generous flow of digestive fluids. Increases alkalinity.

For Digestion^s Sake Smoke Camels



IN LESS THAN A MONTH

DON MUST LEAVE THESE

BROADCASTS THAT MADE

HIM FAMOUS! HERE ARE

THE DRAMATIC REASONS

THE country's most popular half hour

dramatic program is losing radio's most

popular leading man. Two old and very

loyal friends are saying goodbye for good.

Few have known this very long, if at all.

Even fewer understand the reasons.

To most of those few who have learned

that shortly after the middle of May Don
Ameche is leaving NBC's First Nighter pro-

gram it appears that the man who has cat-

apulted to movie fame is forsaking the

medium that has brought him this fame
and the money that goes with it. Those

people know only what might appear on

the surface.

They don't know that, though Don
Ameche is leaving the First Nighter show,

he continues to star in radio, that be-

fore this issue of Radio Mirror goes off

sale, he will have started a new Sunday
program for a new sponsor.

Nor do any of his fans realize the months
of indecision, of trying to make up his mind,

of actual unhappiness that lie behind the

notice he sent the sponsors of First Nighter.

To Don Ameche, (Continued on page 85)

.^lltli Coitury-Fox
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By
MERYL FRIEDEL
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THE STUDIO APPLAUSE RACKET--

ONCE upon a time radio was something to bring into

my home, a well-mannered friend who kept me com-
pany and didn't start yeUing the minute my back

was turned.

That was in the old days, before somebody got the idea

that it helped a radio program if an audience was present

in the studio and if the audience applauded.

But today! Today, my radio hasn't been on five minutes

before my living room is invaded by a pack of hysterical

ticket-holders clapping their hands off and cheering and
whistling. And no matter how much I want to listen to

whatever program I've tuned in, 1 have to turn the machine

off before I go nuts and start in yelling myself.

This applause business, which all started innocently

enough a few years ago, has become a racket, a racket that

threatens to alienate many of us who used to think that

radio was our best friend. If it isn't checked soon, we will

become convinced that programs are no longer built for

our pleasure and enjoyment, but for the amusement of a

handful of people in the studios. .Already I often feel as

if 1 were a mere incidental eavesdropper on a Broadway
show—and naturally, having grown to look upon radio as

something for my home, 1 resent the feeling.

Because 1 live in New York and have had the oppor-
tunity of going to many a broadcast, I know how these

bursts of frantic enthusiasm you hear on your loudspeaker
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Paramount Pictures

• This beautiful camera study of Gladys Swarthout seems to catch all the elusive love-

liness of her performances in radio and the movies. Her program, sponsored by the

Notional Ice Advertisers, Inc., Sunday nights, seems destined to go off the air

soon, because Gladys is planning to spend her summer on Hollywood's Paramount lot.



• Bing Crosby is smiling because he is pleased that his new race track is proving to

be so popular with the folks in the nnovie colony. His Thursday night progrann is

going to remain on the air, but now that summer's on its way, his sponsors, the

Kraft people, are wondering if Bing will get that vacation urge—and so are we.
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• Too long absent from radio's family circle, Grace Moore has returned in behalf of

the Nash Motors, Saturday nights, replacing Floyd Gibbons, and incidentally, add-
ing another half hour to the list of Hollywood programs. Grace had planned to

spend the summer in Europe, but cancelled her passage in favor of this new show.

Columbia Pictures



Never let it be said that

Paramount's photographers

aren't on the job. When
the wind blew, their shut-

ters snapped. Martha Raye
was reading reviews of her

newest picture, "Wailciki

Wedding" and didn't notice,

but we'll bet that when her

ex-fiance, Jerry Hopper,
sees this, they'll be en-

gaged again. Want to join

our connmittee to give Mar-
tha more time for singing

on Al Joison's broadcasts?

Pictures of
That smile of Jimmy Melton's deserves

a prominent place in our Pictures of the

Month any time, but especially now that

he is a regular radio star again—mas-

ter of ceremonies on the Saturday Night

Party, over the NBC network. Jimmy is

having a grand time these days, buying

all the things he couldn't have when he

boy—even a toy electric train.was a



the Month
Handsome is as handsome does, goes that

old saying and it ceriainly fits Johnny
Green, whose music makes the Fred As-
taire program on Tuesday evenings one
of the week's melodic high spots. What
you read about Johnny's dating a dif-

ferent movie star every night in the

week is really true—so true that even
his friends can't keep track of him.

Fresh from her triumph In

RKO's "That Girl From
Paris," Lily Pons will spend
the summer months with the

man that she is popularly

supposed to be engaged to,

Andre Kostelanetz. Togeth-
er, they are going to keep
the hot evenings full of

sweet music with the Ches-
terfield program, Wednes-
days on the Columbia net-

work. Between broadcasts,

Lily retreats to her home
in beautiful Connecticut.
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Never let it be sold that

Paramount's photographers

aren't on the job. When
the wind blew, their shut-

ters snapped. Martha Raye

was reading reviews of her

newest picture, "Waikiki
Wedding" and didn't notice,

but we'll bet thot when her

ex-fiance, Jerry Hopper,
sees this, they'll be en-

gaged again. Want to join

our committee to give Mar-

tha more time for singing

on Al Jolson's broadcasts?

Fresh from her triumph in
RKOs "That Girl From
Pans," Lily Pons will spend
the summer months with the
"ion that she is popularly
supposed to be engaged to,
Andre Kostelanetz. Togeth-
er, they ore going to keep
the hot evenings full of
sweet music with the Ches-
terfield program, Wednes-
days on the Columbio net-
work. Between broadcasts,
Lily retreats to her home
in beautiful Connecticut.

That siriile of Jimmy Melton's deserves
a prominent place In our Pictures of the
Mof)th any time, but especially now that
he IS a regular radio star again—mas-
ter of ceremonies on the Soturday Night
Party, over the NBC network. Jimmy is

u ?L^ °, ^""'^ *'""^ *'«e days, buying
all the things he couldn't have when he
wos a boy—even a toy electric train.

the Month
Handsome is as handsome does, goes thot
old saying and it certainly fits Johnny
^[een, whose music makes the Fred As-
Q're program on Tuesday evenings one
ot the week's melodic high spots. What
yo" read about Johnny's dating a dif-
^erenr movie star every night in the

L
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By DOROTHY BROOKS

Walter knew only too well what
he was in for when he signed to

star in "Wake Up and Live" with

the old maestro to heckle him.

HOW HOLLYWOOD TURNED THE

HIi used to sit in a tiny New Ynrk radio studio, talking

into a microphone; or in his newspaper office he'd

turn out his daily column. Millions of people heard
what he said and read what he wrote, and he had every
star in Hollywood at his mercy. He could set the whole
country to laughing and talking about Fern Flutter's new
heart, or Clive Clinch's misstep in the iUown Derby the

other night. With a few words he could turn dignity and
glamor upside down and make them into slapstick comedy,
while all the time he himself stayed safely in his newspaper
office or his radio studio.

id

And then he agreed to act in a movie.

Weil, Waller Winchell made his movie, and he left more
friends in Hollywood than he found there, but Hollywood
liad its innings just the same. Hollywood had its chance to

laugh at Winchell, for a change. It had its chance to see the

High Mogul of Gossip toppled from his throne and turned

into just another amateur actor, as pathetically eager as

anybody else to do what the director told him to do. Not
since Elinor Glyn moved her tiger-skin rugs out West has

Hollywood had so much fun.

Turning the tables on Walter cost Hollywood |75,000,



IT COST $75,000

BUT EVERYBODY,

EVEN BEN BERNIE,

THINKS THAT THE

PRICEWAS WORTH

EVERY LAST CENT

i

TABLES ON
which is a lot of money just to pay off old scores with, hut
the way things look now the |75,000, plus some more, will

go winging their way back to the West Coast in the form of

profits from the Winchell picture.

Even more important, when Winchell gave Hollywood its

chance to get back at him, he was doing something which
was to cause a far-reaching change not only in his own life,

but in the life of another gentleman you wouldn't expect

him to do a favor for. I mean Ben Bernie.

Ben did a little table-turning on his own account. He had
more than his share in the grand game of making Winchell

uncomfortable. Ben had been waiting for his chance just as

long as Hollywood had, and he took advantage of it. But

wait until you've heard the whole story—one which will go
down in Hollywood history as one of its gayest and bright-

est chapters.

Winchell walked into enemy territor\- with his eyes open.

When scouts for 20th Century-Fox came after him with

preliminary offers of a part in "Wake Up and Live, " his

immediate and instinctive reply was "No!"
He knew well enough what he'd be letting himself in for

on the movie lots. He's no stranger {Cantimied oii page <)7)
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HOW HOLLYWOOD TURNED THEI TABLES ON
HE used to sit in a tiny New Ynrls radio studio, talking

into a microphone; or in his newspaper oflice he'd
turn out his daily column. .Millions of people heard

what he said and read what he wrote, and he had every
^l.ir in Hollywood at his mercy. He could set the whole
ojuntry to laughing and talking about Fern Flutter's new
heart, or Clive Clinch's misstep in the Brown Derby the
other night. With a few words he could turn dignity and
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And then he agreed to act in a movie.

Well, Walter Winchell made his movie, and he left more

friends in Hollywood than he found there, but Hollywood

had its innings just the same. Hollywood had its chance to

laugh at Wiiichell, for a change. It had its chance to sec the

High Mogul of Gossip toppled from his throne and turned

into just another amateur actor, as pathetically ^^^er
"^

anybody else to do what the director told him to do. No

since Elinor Glyn moved her tiger-skin rugs out West has

Hollywood had so much fun.
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Turning the tables on Walter cost Hollywood |77.W

which is a lot of money just to pay off old scores with, but

the way things look now the $75,000, plus some more, will

so winging their way back to the West Coast in the form of

I'lotits from the 'Winchell picture.

Even more important, when Winchell gave Hollywood its

-liance to get back at him, he was doing something which

^'•as to cause a far-reaching change not only in his own life.

f^'Jt in the life of another gentleman you wouldn't expect

I'lm to do a favor for. I mean Ben Bernie.

Ben did a little table-turning on his own account. He had

"lore than his share in the grand game of making Winchell

uncomfortable. Ben had been waiting for his chance just as

long as itollywood had, and he took advantage of it. But

wai"! until you've heard the whole story—one which will go

down in Hollywood history as one of its gayest and bright-

est chapters.

Winchell walked into enemy territory with his eyes open.

When scouts for 20th Century-Fox came after him with

preliminary offers of a part in "Wake Up and Live." his

immediate and instinctive reply was "No!"

He knew well enough what he'd be letting himself in for

on the movie lots. He's no stranger (Continued on page 97)
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THIS winter, Jessica Dragonette received a shock—one

so deep and profound that it caused her to say to me:

"No, I don't want to think that my life will always

go on as it is going now . .
."

It was the hour between daylight and dusk, the hour that

invites confidences. Jessica and I sat in her apartment in

New York, the firelight flickering across her face, striking

red-gold tints from the yellow gold of her hair. We had
been talking about her work, her new program, the myriad

activities which make up a star's life. . . . And then, sud-

denly, came this admission, an admission I knew Jessica

had never made before.

She looked up at me, away from the fire, and went on,

"Don't misunderstand me. I'm happy—my work keeps me
happy. 1 don't want you to think that I've made any great

sacrifices for it. But still—isn't it natural that there are

times when 1 feel as if life can give me more than even

my career, no matter how precious that career is to me?
Perhaps not now, but in a year or two

—

"

She broke off. Then she said, "But so far, it just hasn't

happened."

"Perhaps," I said, "you've made a bigger sacrifice than

you realize now."

She nodded. She understood what I meant.

For more than seven years her radio work has taken up
most of Jessica's time—and I think I may honestly say

that it has also taken up all of her thoughts. You remem-
ber her rule on the Cities Service Concerts, that she must
never repeat a song in less than six mlonths' time. It was

a self-imposed rule, and one that she kept rigidly, even

though it required her to master a list of songs which for

number and variety is much greater than the repertoire of

most concert and operatic singers. They can repeat one

group of songs or one operatic role over and over, but for

Jessica each program was in itself a new problem, to be

By JUDY ASHLEY

A PLEA FOR THIS BELOVED

STAR TO THROW ASIDE HER

SHROUD OF WORK AND SEEK

FULFILLMENT OF HER LIFE



attacked as one from the very start.

Now that she is the star of the

Palmohve Beauty Box Theater every

Wednesday night, she must work even

harder in some ways. Besides singing,

she must act her roles in these capsule

operettas, and many times must also

help with the stories and continuity.

Jessica has always thrown herself

heart and soul into her work. To her,

all the meaning of life has been ex-

pressed in music. A bungled song is

as much a black mark in her day as

a quarrel with a well loved friend

would be in yours or mine. And so,

until recently, that work has been

enough for her. She hasn't wanted
the things other women cherish

—

neither the love, nor the companion-
ship, nor the protection, of a husband.

Being Jessica, she could never have
accepted both love and her career, for

she has always believed firmly that

love is a career in itself, and that she

would have no right whatever to di-

vide her energies and interests between
a home and a radio studio. Many
times she has said decisively that if

she were to marry she would give up
singing in public, make a clean break
with everything and start out afresh

to be a wife, and only a wife.

Yet, somehow, you always felt that

in her heart she believed that if she

married she {Continued on page 89)

Jessica is too lovely,

to dedicate her whole

life to a career alone.



When Fred had to play a trum-

pet in "Swing High, Swing Low"
Carole hid its mouthpiece so

he couldn't practice too much.

By

KATHARINE HARTLEY

IT'S such a happy story, yet it might have

had such a different ending. When you
mix such opposite ingredients as Carole

Lombard and Fred MacMurray you can't

tell until the last explosion what the result's

going to be.

That it worked out as it did is a tribute

to Carole and the reputation she has won
in Hollywood. For it was the reputation,

as much as anything, that accomplished the

change. Fred's winning his own reputation



SHE NEARLY MADE A

NERVOUS WRECK OF

HIM BUT HE LEARNED

A LESSON THAT WILL

EARN HIM A FORTUNE

Above, a fight sdene from
"Swing High." That's Carole
on the right, her mouth a
open and ready to yell, and
Fred is the warlike guy in

the linen suit. Scenes like

this one used to worry him
to death—until Hollywood's
number-one practical joker

started in to educate him.

now, too, but unless you knew all about it, you'd swear
the two had nothing to do with each other.

The fact is, Carole and her reputation have taught Fred
MacMurray how to really live. He was a young man with
his first big success behind him, but still so scared he was
heading straight for Hollywood's exit gate when Carole
caught up with him. Now he's on the other road, the one
that leads to more permanent fame and real happiness.

That lesson in living was a tough one to learn, but it has

guaranteed him success in movies and just as important,
it has won him a starring role in radio. It began a little

over a year ago with the picture "Hands Across the Table."

It ended a few weeks ago wheni Fred finished "Swing High,

Swing Low" and signed a contract with Campbell Soup to

be back on Hollywood Hotel October first after a summer
vacation.

Some lessons in living you can learn in an hour, others

in a day or a week. But the kind Fred learned usually takes

years, if it works at all. The fact that he's come out of

it in such a short time with a new outlook, a new philoso-

phy and a new grasp on fame is tribute enough to Carole's

quickness of action. {Continued on page SI )
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IT'S such a happy story, yet it might have

had such a different ending. When you

mix such opposite ingredients as Carole

Lombard and Fred MacMurray you canjt

tell until the last explosion what the result's

going to be.

That it worked out as it did is a tribute

to Carole and the reputation she has won
in Hollywood. For it was the reputation,

as much as anything, that accomplished the

change. Fred's winning his own reputation

Above, a fight scene from
"Swing High." That's Carole
on the right, her mouth all

open and ready to yell, and
Fred is the warlike guy in

the linen suit. Scenes like
this one used to worry him
to death—until Hollywood's
number-one practical joker
started in to educate him.

"ow. too, but unless you knew all about it, you'd swear
the two had nothing to do with each other.
The fact is, Carole and her reputation have taught Fred

MacMurray how to really live. He was a young man with
nis first big success behind him. but still so scared he was
heading straight for Hollywood's exit gate when Carole
"ught up with him. Now he's on the other road, the one
that leads to more permanent fame and real happiness.

I hat lesson in living was a tough one to learn, but it has

guaranteed him success in movies and just as important.

" has won him a starring role in radio. It began a little

over a year ago with the picture "Hands Across the Table_

It ended a few weeks ago when, Fred finished "Swing High,

Swing Low" and signed a contract with Campbell Soup to

be back on Hollywood Hotel October first after a summer

vacation. /

Some lessons in living you can learn m an hour others

in a day or a week. But the kind Fred learned usually takes

years if it' works at all. The fact that he's come out of

it in such a short time with a new outlook, a new philoso-

phy and a new grasp on fame is tribute enough to Caroles

quickness of action. (Continiud on page 82)



Her name is Phyllis, so

finy a strong wind could

sweep her off her feet.
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NAN CAMPBELL

IN
Hollywood, where many a strange story has never

been put into type, there is none stranger than the story

of what Phyllis Astaire means to her husband. None
stranger . . . and none sweeter nor finer.

Not that the gossips can see it that way. They have an-

other explanation ol ail the surface facts. They've never

bothered, it may be, to look below the surface and discover

the truth about the things that are common Hollywood
knowledge.

[•or it is true that Phyllis sits on the moving picture set

all day, watching every move F-red Astaire makes. It is

J6

true that she goes with him to every rehearsal for his

Packard radio program. It is true that one is never seen,

at any social function, without the other. It is true that

very few of the theatrical folk in Hollywood have entree

to the Astaires' beautiful hillside home. And on these

facts Hollywood places its own interpretation.

"She stays at his side, my dear, because she's so dread-

fully afraid Fred will look at another woman."

"She just wants to keep him under her thumb, that's all."

"She pretends she can't stand Hollywood people, simply

because she wants to remind everybody she was a wealthy



society girl before she married Fred."

Those are the explanations you hear. And they are

utterly false.

The truth is so tender and brave that I am proud to

be able to put it down on paper for you to read.

The story has its beginning back in the days before Fred

and Phyllis had met, back in the days when Fred and
Adele, his sister, were the most beautiful and sensational

dancers on Broadway.
Even then Fred was not a Broadway boy. He didn't be-

long, somehow. Oh, yes, his career was part of the New
York pattern. His work took him into theaters, put his

name on the tongues and pens of all the gossipers and
columnists. But his real life, the personal part, was set

apart from Broadway.

He and Adele were two of the few theatrical entertainers

who were admitted into the inner circle of "society." Their

friends were Blue Book, Social Register. There was a wel-

come for them in every exclusive home on Manhattan. And
when they married, both of them chose mates from that

same charmed, exclusive circle.

Everything was different when Fred came to Hollywood
and became a sensational success on the screen. Literally,

the sudden glare of publicity and ballyhoo which was
focussed upon him shocked and staggered him. He felt as

if he were under constant surveillance from hundreds of

prying eyes. His life away from the cameras was no

longer his own.

That was bad enough, but there was something else which

was even worse to a person as naturally and unaffectedly

modest as Fred Astaire.

There was no one in Hollywood who would criticize him.

On the stage there had always been plenty

of people to tell him the truth—that a dance

routine didn't quite come off, that a piece of

stage business was slowing up his act. But in

Hollywood . . .

Because he was a big star and daily growing

bigger, he was surrounded by yes-men and yes-

women (who were much worse ). They said

everything he did was perfect. They watched

him dancing and immediately clamored that he

was the greatest dancer (Continued on page 67)

Fred won't like this story

—

even though it puts to rest

all Hollywood's gossip about
Phyllls's role in his life.

NEVER INTERVIEWED AND

SELDOM SEEN, SHE DE-

VOTES HER LIFE TO THE

MAN SHE LOVES—irS THE

MONTH'S SWEETEST STORY
J?0'
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Her name is Phyllis,

tiny a strong wind could

sweep her off her feet.

cociety girl before she married Fred."

Those are the explanations you hear. And they are

utterly false.

The truth is so tender and brave that I am proud to

be able to put it down on paper for you to read.

The story has its beginning back in the days before Fred

and Phyllis had met, back in the days when Fred and

Adele, his sister, were the most beautiful and sensational

dancers on Broadway.

Even then Fred was not a Broadway boy. He didn't be-

long, somehow. Oh, yes, his career was part of the New

York pattern. His work took him into theaters, put his

name on the tongues and pens of all the gossipers and

columnists. But his real life, the personal part, was set

apart from Broadway.

He and Adele were two of the few theatrical entertainers
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who were admitted into the inner circle of "society." Their
friends were Blue Book, Social Register. There was a wel-
come for them in every exclusive home on Manhattan. .'Knd

when they married, both of them chose mates from that

same charmed, exclusive circle.

Everything was different when Fred came to Hollywood
and became a sensational success on the screen. I.iteralh
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the sudden glare of publicity and ballyhoo which wa>
focussed upon him shocked and staggered him. He felt as

if he were under constant surveillance from hundreds ol

prying eyes. His life away from the cameras was no

longer his own.
That was bad enough, but there was something else which

was even worse to a person as naturally and unalfectedlv

modest as Fred Astaire.

There was no one in Hollywood who would criticize him
On the stage there had always been plent>

of people to tell him the truth—that a danci

routine didn't quite come off, that a piece ol

stage business was slowing up his act. But in

Hollywood . . .

Because he was a big star and daily growing

bigger, he was surrounded by yes-men and ye'-

women (who were much worse ). They said

everything he did was perfect. They watched

him dancing and immediately clamored that h(

was the greatest dancer {Continued on page (>/ i

Fred won't like this story

—

even though it pufs to rest

all Hollywood's gossip about

Phyllis's role in his life.
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lliillvAiHid. where many a strange story has never

been put into type, there is none stranger than the story

of what Phyllis .Astaire means to her husband. None
>ir.inger . . . ami none sweeter nor finer.

Not that the gusMps can see it that way. They have an-
other explanation oi all the surface facts. They've never
bothered, it may be. lo look below the surface and discover
the truth about the things that are common Hollywood
knowledge.

lor it is true that Phyllis sits on the moving picture set
all day, watching every move Fred .Astaire makes. It is

true that she goes with him to every rehearsal for his

Packard radio program. It is true that one is never seen,

at any social function, without the other. It is true that

very few of the theatrical folk in Hollywood have entree

to the Astaires' beautiful hillside home. And on these

facts Hollywood places its own interpretation.

"She stays at his side, my dear, because she|s so dread-

fully afraid Fred will look at another woman." _ „

•'She just wants to keep him under her thumb, that's all-

"She pretends she can't stand Hollywood people, s>n|P'y

because she wants to remind everybody she was a wealthy

NEVER INTERVIEWED AND

SEIDOM SEEN, SHE DE-

VOTES HER LIFE TO THE

MAN SHE LOVES—IT'S THE

M 3NTH'S SWEETEST STORY



FAMILY'S ORGANIST—When "Destiny Waltz,"

the theme song for One Man's Family, rolls out

on the airwaves, Paul Carson is the man at the

console. He also has several programs of his

own originating in San Francisco. Born in Il-

linois, Paul served three years overseas dur-

ing the war. Seven years ago he joined NBC's
San Francisco staff. He is married to a well

known writer, and has a country house near Los

Gatos which he calls "Peep o'Day." His hobby
is collecting old and rare Chinese art treas-

ures, and one room of his home is completely

furnished with them. He is also a composer.

DAVID HARUM'S SUSAN—Christened Eleanor,

pretty Peggy Allenby was brought up by a
grandfather who called her Peggy. Governesses

educated her, but she learned by herself how
to imitate famous actresses. One day a friend

saw her take off Minnie Maddern Fiske, got her

a job in a stock company. Peggy's toured with

Clark Gable and Spencer Tracy. Five years ago
she made her radio debut as a bit player, met
John McGovern, and settled down to the triple

career of wife, mother, and broadcasting star.

i
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DAVID'S ZEKE—All David Harum fans

know who Zeke Swinney is, but few of

them could tell you that Arthur Mait-

land plays this part. Arthur is an-

other whose life has been devoted to

the theater. He began as an extra

boy, got a big part and then decided

to learn stage direction and stage

management instead. Later, he starred

in such hits as "The Man of the

Hour," saved his money and formed
his own stock company. Douglas Fair-

banks was one of the first he signed

to a contract at $35 a week. In San
Francisco, he had his own theater

where he presented classical drama
for seven years. His first introduc-

tion to radio came when he won a
part in the famous Roses and Drums.

i



DAVID'S AUNT POLLY—It's not often In radio

that you find someone who has a perfect

reason for playing a particular part, but Eva
Condon could not have been better cast. For

two years, on the road, she took the feminine
lead of David Harum and now, as Aunt Polly,

in the radio version, she brings to her part

a ring of conviction. Eva started at the top
in the theater and went on from there. She be-

gan with John Drew at the Empire Theater,

and since has been in vaudeville and movies. PARADE STAR NESBITT—In the grandson of

Edwin Booth you have a brand new network star.

John Nesbitt, handsome, dork, tall, broke into

the select circle of radio's stars in less than

a year of broadcasting and with no back-

ground of similar work. His show: The Passing

Parade, heard every Monday and Tuesday night

over NBC. John began his program on a modest
scale over a San Francisco station and saw It

suddenly catch on in popularity like a prairie

fire. He's a different sort of commentator be-

cause in giving you the news, he puts on a one-

man show. The theater is his one great passion.

^^

AND DAVID—Wllmer Walter Is the

man who portrays one of radio's most
beloved characters, David Harum. He
brings to radio many years of experi-

ence in stage plays such as "Ben Hur"
and "The Man on the Box." Born in

Philadelphia, he was in the wholesale

leather business when he happened to

fill in on the stage for an actor friend

who was III. He liked the work so well

he gave up leather and started a new
career, which he's stuck to ever since.

His hobby Is carpentering and he owns
a cabin In the Maine woods which he
built himself. He is a descendant of

Thomas U. Walter, the architect who
designed the dome on the Capitol In

Washington. In the early movie days he
was leading man for Madge Kennedy.
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JUDY'S BROTHER ZEKE—Right, Zeke

Canova is the third member of the com-

edy trio on the Rippling Rhythm Revue

over NBC Sunday nights. The others,

of course, ore sisters Judy and Annie.

Zeke's real name is Leon, and he was

born in Florida on the last day of the

year 1906. His first radio appearance

was with Rudy Vallee in 1933, but he'd

already been in musical comedy and the

movies by that time. His first appear-

ance on any stage was when, at the age

of eight, he stood on his head to whistle

a solo. He isn't married, and his

ambition is some day to retire from the

air and become a farmer. In the mean-
while, he lives in the city, which he

doesn't like, with his most prized pos-

session—a Texas steer's six-foot horns.

CALL BOY JOHNNY—John Roventi, above—you
know him as Johnny the Call Boy on the two Philip

Morris programs—holds raclio's only lifetime

contract with his sponsors. Johnny, who weighs
52 pounds and is 43 inches tall, is in his twen-
ties and lives with his parents in Brooklyn. He
left school to support his family and because of

his small size got a job as a hotel bell hop. An
advertising agency executive saw him, was struck

by his poise, and hired him to advertise ciga-

rettes. Johnny, besides his air work, is also the

model for all his company's posters. His contract

provides a car and private chauffeur for his use.

SINGING STAR LUCAS—He's one of the Duke

of Windsor's favorite entertainers, but the big-

gest thrill Nick Lucas (above) ever got was his

first broadcast, back in 1926 when he was only a

banjoist in Ted Fio Rito's orchestra. He got his

start when a talent scout for a phonograph record

company heard him sing with the orchestra. His

'first recording sold 100,000 copies and paved the

way for smash successes in vaudeville, movies and
night clubs. Now he's singing on Al Pearce's CBS
show Tuesday nights—his first radio commercial.
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SHELL SHOW CHEF— Little Joe
Cook cooks up a weekly dish of varied
entertainment for his Saturday-night
Shell Show on NBC, presenting every-
thing from opera stars to wrestlers.

Joe started life in Chicago under the
name of Lopez. Both parents had been
in show business, but he was left an
orphan when he was four, and was
adopted by a family named Cook in

Evansville, Indiana. (He sometimes men-
tions this town on the air.) He began
learning to juggle when he was a boy,
and got his first job, in a medicine show,
at the age of twelve. When he grew up
he became a vaudeville juggler and was
soon famous, but nowadays, on the air,

he mostly juggles words. He lives on
an estate he calls "Sleepless Hollow."

I

ASTAIRE'S TRUDY—When Fred Astaire signed

Trudy Wood (above) as a permanent member of

his program Tuesday nights over NBC's network, she

was getting her first big radio chance at an age
when most girls are still wondering what they'll

do when they leave college. Although Trudy was
born in San Francisco her family moved to Holly-

wood soon after the event, and that's where she

has lived since. Three years ago, after winning

an amateur contest, she began singing profession-

ally. Now she's singing duets with Fred himself.

DRESS REHEARSER PINKIE— Pinkie Lee, who
plays "Squash" on NBC's Sunday morning Dress

Rehearsal, lisps in real life as much as he does
on the air. In fact, he had to give up studying

law at the University of Minnesota because every-

one laughed so when he got up to speak. He's 30
years old, and is married to a New York girl whom
he won after a three-day courtship. His two-year-

old son also lisps, and so do Pinkie's cousins,

of whom he has quite a supply. Pinkie has been in

vaudeville and radio since he left college, and
had his own program on the Coast before coming to

New York. He's just finished a movie comedy short.
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Tke Story So Far: Phil Baker had to be tough to grow
up on New York's East Side. When he was little more than

a baby he was carrying his father's lunch across the Bowery,
dodging trucks and street cars, to the underground fur shop
where his father worked. Simon Baker made only six dollars

a week—barely enough to feed his family and give them
lodging in tenements. As Phil grew older he played in the

streets with other young ragamuffins, learned to shoot craps

and play hookey from, school. Once he was arrested for

gambling, and taken to the neighborhood station house. He
hated school and all sorts of discipline, but he did love

music—loved it so much that he persuaded his father to

buy him a battered old piano. But he ccmld never be both-

ered with music lessons. He preferred to play by ear the
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tunes he heard the organ-players grind out on the streets.

Almost before he was in his teens, Phil left school and went
to work in an office downtown—only to learn that he hated

office work even more than school. He and another boy in

the office filled their minds with stories of Wild West ad-

venture—and one day they made up their minds to run

away and go West themselves.

Part II

THE freight yard was a place of eerie sounds and dis-

turbing flashes of light through the darkness. Some-

where an engine snorted, slammed into a line of cars,

and pulled them after it with a great clanking noise.



Red and green lights winked here

and there. Steel rails curved off

into the smoky night.

Phil Baker and Bob Michaels

crouched beside a box car, won-
dering where to go, what to do,

next. They had runaway from; their

jobs and their families in New
York that morning, and now here

they were, somewhere in New Jer-

sey, hungry, and more than a little

frightened. When they crossed the

Hudson River and boarded a west-

bound freight train they hadn't ex-

pected it to end up in this forsaken

desert of steel and cinders. Their
thirteen-year-old minds had bar-

gained for a long ride and a very
different sort of desert at the end
of it—a long rolling sweep of sand
and bushes, with Indians behind

every rock and gold in little pockets

under every bush. And now they
didn't even know what town they

were in.

"Well, we can't stay here all

night," muttered Bob at last. "We
better get out of here and find

something to eat."

Gingerly they began to pick

their way over the rails toward a

cluster of lights they thought might
be a roundhouse. Once there, they
figured, they would be able to find

their way out of the yard.

A man with a lantern in his hand
popped out from around the end
of a freight car.

"Hey!" he bellowed in a giant's

voice. "Get out o' here—before I

shoot!"

Both boys leaped as if they'd
been stung and started to run,

stumbling over the rails and slip-

ping on the sharp clinkers. Phil's

heart was thudding so hard he
couldn't hear any other sound. He
didn't know whether he was being
followed (Continued on page 56)
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We were on our way to

Alaska when a whale be-
gan following us, try-
ing to wreck our ship.

To save our lives, an
old lady who sat in a
rocking chair persuaded
us to toss her over-
board, chair and all.

The whale swallowed her
and disappeared. You'd
never guess where we
found them both again.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST LIAR HAS BECOME A REPORTER FOR

RADIO MIRROR! SO HOLD YOUR SIDES AND READ ALL ABOUT

HIS TRAVELS THAT COULD NEVER HAPPEN TO ANYONE ELSE



The ship's mascot was o^
cat with one wooden leg

which hannpered her very

much in her efforts to

catch rats. One of the

sailors, however, had a
brilliant idea—to at-

tach roller skates to
her other three feet.

This was done, and soon

the rats found they had
an enemy who kept them
hopping for their lives.

^A
ADVENTURES

Ed.'s Note: Nov) that time has warped his memory suffi-

ciently, Jack Pearl has set down this exclusive account of

what happened to him when, as the Baron Munchausen, he

first came to America. As the Baron points out, any simi-

larity to actual persons the reader might know can only be

blamed on the reader himself. Perhaps in the near future—
unless somebody with courage enough does something to stop

him—he may report the trip to Europe he took last summer
with Mrs. Pearl. In the meantime, for more tall stories, tune

in Friday nights to his weekly NBC program.

SHORTLY after I had outgrown my knee-breeches, I

experienced a passionate desire to see the world. My
parents, unfortunately, would not hear of it, so I didn't

tell them.

I knew a garbage man, who knew a tailor, who knew a

kindergarten teacher, who knew a ship's captain. This inti-

mate contact, and a thorough knowledge of seamanship.

gained me a passage aboard a small vessel bound for Alaska.

Nothing out of the ordinary happened on this trip—so I

will tell you about it.

The ship's mascot was an unique creature. She was a cat

who had met with an accident on an earlier voyage and,

as a result, had lost her right foreleg. In its place, the crew

had fashioned a wooden limb. For a long time, the cat had
considerable difficulty in combatting the rat menace aboard
ship.

Knowing that their enemy was severely handicapped, the

rats emerged from their holes and taunted the poor cat until

she was nearly driven mad. The cat's wooden contrivance

made it impossible for her to pursue them.

A meeting of the crew was held, and it was decided that

the cat should be equipped with three small roller skates.

From then on, it was easy sailing for Toby. When a rat

appeared the cat swiftly skated up to it. and with one fell

swoop of her wooden limb, knocked the rodent unconscious!

On board this ship, in addition {Continued on page ^"
i
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DREAMY . . . HAUNTING . . . HERE

ARE THE WORDS AND MUSIC OF

THE LOVELY THEME SONG YOU HEAR

WHEN YOU TUNE IN TED WEEMS

Words by

WALTER HIRSCH
Music by

HARRy SOSNIK
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Bing Crosby's new
lead in "Waikiki
Wedding" and sing-

er on the new Ken
Murray show, wears

a fringed yellow
crepe square round

her neck and three

squares of the same
color are braided

for her bandeau.
Below, Shirley in

a gray sheer wool
skirt with tuck-in

dusty rose angora
sweater. The belt

is braided string.

Photos through the courtesy
of Paramount Pictures, Inc.
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For summer comfort

Shirley likes silk

linen slacks. Two
dotted kerchiefs add
color, one as a ban-

deau for her hair,

the other trailing

out of her pocket.



IT'S A KERCHIEF SEASON AND

HERE'S RADIO'S NEWEST STAR.

SHIRLEY ROSS, TO PROVE IT

THE STARS
At the right, Shir-

ley's tricky scarf

was made by braid-

ing three chiffon

hankies of yellow,

rose and green. It

can also be worn as

a head-band. This

cool-looking dress,
below, is made of
sheer crepe, dotted
with dainty black
flowers and topped
off with a youthful

gray pique bow
piped in block, worn
high up on neckline.

Listen to Shirley Ross
on ffce new Ken Murray
show—see page 52.

Cretonne is Shir-

ley's choice for
a beach coat. Its

long skirt flares
fully and it fas-
tens at the high
waistline with a
huge green button.
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$750.

IF
you haven't begun this

contest yet, there's still

plenty of time to get

started. If you've already

mailed in an entry, try again.

You've probably thought of

a whole new list of songs that

you think may be winners.

For the benefit of all you
late comers who want to

know how to win, here's all

you have to do to try for

|500 in cash prizes or 25

Gillette razors — just write

down on the coupon provided

for that purpose on this page

the names of the ten songs

you think are the most popu-

lar America has eyer known.

Don't pick the current hits,

but time-proven favorites like "Old Black Joe," "Dixie,"

or "My Old Kentucky Home."
After you've completed your list, write a fifty word

statement on what your favorite song means to you, at-

tach it to the list and mail it to the contest judges. That's

absolutely all there is to it.

The, winning songs will be decided by your own votes!

Each song you send in will be recorded by the judges and

THERE'S A FIRST PRIZE OF

$250. A SECOND PRIZE OF

$100. SIX PRIZES OF $25

EACH. AND 25 GILLETTE

RAZORS—A GRAND TOTAL OF

OO

IN PRIZES

those of you who submit the

most nearly correct list with

the best statements will get

the prizes.

You can see what fun you
can have trying for cash or

25 ten-dollar sets of beauti-

ful Gillette razors. And here's

a tip for you—^you can have

just as much fun any Sunday
night by tuning in to your

nearest CBS station and list-

ening to the Gillette Com-
munity Sing. Hear the swell

jokes of Milton Berle, the

grand community singing led

by Wendell Hall, and the

comedy and singing of those

old favorites, Jones and Hare.

Listen to the songs the stu-

dio audience sings—they're the kind you should include

on your list. Of course not all the songs you hear will be

winners. Perhaps none of them will be. But listening in

will refresh your memory and remind you of a lot of old

songs.

Now, if you'll read over the rules carefully, you're ready

for the grandest contest of the year, with fun for all and

swell prizes for many.
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YOUR ENTRY COUPON

9-

10.

Tlw tm MA'^ I liov# lift#d flbovv of^t w my
f^m, AfTMrleo'i fayorfH $01191 of oil fim*.

QP9 fHoffViOfv my vovm* in >iw oro#f 9*^^'^^

CONTEST RULES
, kadi* Mlnwr, oi

'
1. Aayaaa, mynrtar*,
«nMt* Safaty Kamr
af ffcair faiBllla>.

2. WUIa K U aaf aaeaisarv to taaa la Mm MMte CaUMatty
Stat braa<ca»»i, haariaa Ma aM^aw laaai aadar Ma laadaf«-
Mp af W«i4all Hall will aadaaMadly kalp yaa la prararla*
aa aatry.

1. Ta caatpato, pnpun a llrt af Ma faa aM *aa«. wMck yaa
rifar bayaad aH 9HMn. Tbaa tfa^ yaar Iht aad wrHa

aaf awra Maa Mty ward., aa a«flaauHaa af "n* «aag
I hava aaaiad Ikat aaaa. Ma aatt to «a, aa<l wky."

4. Tka toa aratt pa^lar Mag. wlH ba 4acMa4 by a tabaiaflaa
af Ma total vato. af Ma caat«itaa>i. Tba aatry lliMat
fka ^nmHtt aaaJiai af Iba toa aMit |iapalar «aa«t, accaan
paal.J by Ma atait caaviaclat itala»iat af fxtoraaea will ba
awardad a «n* prim af S2W: Ma aatry lltNa« Iba aait
(raafast aaaibar will ba awardad Ma taeaad priaa af $100;
aad Mmv will ba Ox pri»M af f» aacb far Maia aaif la
Ha*. Each af Ma toraaty-«va aait batf aatrlas will ba
awardad a 110 Glllafto toar la*.

5. U.f yaar Mlacflaai aa Ma aSdal caatoit caapaa cllpyad
fran Ml. pafa. Oaly ll.h aa Ma aSclal eaapaa will ba
caaddarad. Parta Iba caapaa aa Ma top af tlia ibaat aa
wbieb yaa tvrito yaar itotoaiaaf af praferaaca.

i. All aatrta. aiait bt racaivad aa ar bafafa Jaaa 13. 1*37.
Ma ciatla« dato af Mil caatott.

7. Saad yaar aafry
WHatto Papatar Saaa
SfaMaa. Maw Yarfc. N. Y.

. by Pint aa.. Mail to ladta Mirrarw.
apatar Saaa EUctiaa. P. O. lax tS«. Craad Caatral

•. Wlaaar. wHI ba aaaaaacad la Ma llr«t avaOabia luaa af
Radia MIrrar aftar Iba caata«t claML
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ARE YOU NEGLECT-

ING THE FEATURE

THAT MOST QUICKLY

GIVES YOUR FACE

CHARM AND BEAUTY?

USE THE SECRETS

OF A YOUNG SING-

ER WHO HAS JUST

REACHED STARDOM

By JOYCE
ANDERSON

DID you ever stop to think that one of the most beau-

tiful possessions a woman can have is not a ques-

tion of mere feature or figure? It's a simple matter

of expression—for no one can resist an enchanting smile.

It's the greatest attribute any one can have. But a smile

is still only as good as the material from which it's made.

How are you caring for that material ? \\ hat are you doing
for your teeth and lips? And (let's not whisper about it)

your breath?

Just the other day I was discussing these vital matters

with Natalie Bodanya, the beautiful brunette singer whom
you've heard with Frank Munn on {Continued on page 69)
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RADIO MIRROR RAPID
SUNDAY

AM time is Eastern Daylight Saving

10:00 A. M.
CBS: Church of the Air
KBC-Bkie: Russian Melodies
NBC-Retl: Sabbath Reveries

10:30
CBS: Romany Trail
NBC-Red: Music and American
Youth

1 1 :00
NBC: Press-radio News

11:05
NBC-Blue: Alice Remsen. contralto
NBC-Red: Ward and Muzzy, piano

11:30
CBS: Major Bowes Family
NBC-Red: The World Is Yours
NBC-Blue: lodent Dress Rehearsal

12:00 Noon
NBC-Blue: Southernaires
NBC-Red: Paramount on Parade

12:30 P. M.
CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle
MBS: Ted Weems Orchestra
NBC-Blue: Music Hall of the Air
NBC-Red: University of Chicago
Round Table Discussion

1:00
CBS: Church of the Air
NBC-Red: Dorothy Drcsljn

I :30
CBS: French News Exchange
NBC-Blue: Our Neighbors
NBC-Red: The Hour Glass

2:00
CBS:
MBS
NBC-
NBC-

2:30
NBC-

3:00
CBS:

3:30
NBC-

4:00
XBC-
NBC-

4:30
NBC-
bottle
NBC-

5:00
CBS:
NBC-
NBC

-

5:30
CBS:
NBC-
NBC

-

Music of the Theatre
The Lamplighter

Blue: The Magic Key of RCA
Red: Choral Voices

Red: Thatcher Colt mysteries

Howard Barlow

Blue: London Letter

Blue; Sunday Vespers
Red: Romance Melodies

Blue: Fishface and Figgs-

Red: Musical Camera

Your Unseen Friend
Blue: We, the People
Red; Marion Talley

Guy Lombardo
Blue: Stoopnagle and Budd
Red: Smilin' Ed McConnell

Six P. M. to Eleven P. M.

6:00
CBS: Joe Penner
MBS: Feenamint Program
NBC-Red; Catholic Hour

6:30
CBS; Rubinoff, Jan Peerce
NBC-Bed: A Tale of Today

7:00
CBS; Columbia Worlishop
NBC-Blue; Helen Traubel
NBC-Red; Jack Benny

7:30
cnS: Phil Baker
NI'.C-Blue; Ozzie Nelson, Bob Rip-
ley
NBC-Red: Fireside Recitals

7:45
NBC-Ked: Fitch Jingles

8:00
CBS; Moore and Brodcrick
NBC-Blue: General Motors Concert
NBC-Ked: Variety Show (May 9)

8:30
CBS: Eddie Cantor

9:00
CBS: Ford Sunday Hour
NBC-liluc: Rippling Rhythm Revue
M'.C-Kci:: Manhattan Merry-Go-
Rouiid

9:30
NBC-llli:e: Walter Winchell
VBCKcd: American Album of

Familiar Music

9:45
NliC-Bluc: Choir Symphonctte

10:00
CBS: Gillette Community Sing
NBC Biui'; Calitnrnia Concert
M!<:-Hid: Gladys Swarthout

10:30
NBC-Blue; Romance of 76

MONDAY
All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

10:00 A. M.
CBS: Betty and Bob
NBC-Blue: Capt. Tim Healy
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs

10:15
CBS; Modern Cinderella
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30
CBS: Betty Crocker; Hymns
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red; Just Plain Bill

10:45
CBS; News
NBC-Blue: Kitchen Cavalcade
NBC-Red: Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Heinz Magazine
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills
NTBC-Red; David Harum

11:15
NBC-Blue: Personal Column
NBC-Bed: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS; Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming

11:45
CBS; Dr. Allan R. Dafoe
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh
NBC-Bed: Voice of Experience

12:00 Noon
CBS; The Gumps
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:15
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

12:30
CBS; Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS; Five Star Revue

1:15
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife

1 :30
NBC-Blue; Farm and Home Hour

1 :45
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

2:00
CBS: Kathryn Cravens

2:15
CBS: School of the Air

2:45
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Red; Personal Column

3:00
MBS: Mollie of the Movies
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC-Bed: Ma Perkins

3:30
NBC-Bed: Vic and Sade

3:45
NBC-Red; The O'Neills

4:00
NBC -Blue: Let's Talk It Over
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

4:30
NBC-Red: Follow the Moon

4:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

5:00
CBS: Junior Nurse Corps
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin

,5:15
NBC-Red: Dari-Dan
CBS: Dorothy Gordon

5:30
NBC-Bluc: Singing Lady
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong

5:45
CBS: Wilderness Road
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

6:30
Press

6:45
CBS:
NBC-

7:00
CBS;
NBC-
NBC-

7:15
CBS:
NBC-

7:30
MBS
NliC-

7:45
CltS:
NliC-

8:00
CBS:
,NI1C-

8:30
cllS:
Nl'.c-
NBC-

9:00
CBS:
MBS
NliC-

9:30
NBC-

10:00
CBS;
MBS
NB(,'-
NBC-

Pretty Kitty Kelly
Blue; Lowell Thomas

Poetic Melodies
Blue: Griffin Revue
Red: Amos 'n Andy

Ma and Pa.
Red: Uncle Ezra

Tho Lone Ranger
Blue: Lum and Abner

Boake Carter
Ui'tl: Passing Parade

Alemite Half Hour
Bed: Burns and Allen

Pick and Pat
Blue: Sweetest Love Songs
Red: Voice of Firestone

Lux Radio Theater
Gabriel Hoattor

Ucil: McGoo and Molly

KctI ; Hour of Charm

Wayne King
Famous Jury Trials

Blue: Studobaker Champions
lied: Contented Program

TUESDAY
All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

10:00 A. M.
CBS: Betty and Bob
NBC-Blue: Capt. Tim Healy
NBC-Red; Mrs. Wiggs

10:15
CBS: Modern Cinderella
NBC-Blue; Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30
CBS: Betty Crocker; Hymns
NTJC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:45
CBS; News
NBC-Blue; Kitchen Cavalcade
NBC-Red: Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: David Harum

II :I5
CBS; East and Dumke
NBC-Blue: Personal Column
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue; Vic and Sade
NBC-Bed: Mystery Chef

11:45
CBS: Eleanor Howe
NBC-Blue; Edward MacHugh
NBC-Red: Allen Prescott

12:00 Noon
CBS; The Gumps
NBC-Red; Girl Alone

12:15 P. M.
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
NBC-Red; Mary Marlin

12:30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS; Our Gal Sunday

l:0n
CBS: Jack Berch

1:15
NBC-Red; Dan Harding's Wife

1:30
NBC-Bluc: Farm and Home Hour

1:45
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

2:15
CBS: School of the Air

2:45
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Red: Personal Column

3:00
MBS: Mollie of the Movies
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

3:30
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

3.45
NBC-Blue: Have You Heard
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

4:00
NBC-Blue: Your Health
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

4:30
NBC-Blue: Dog Heroes
NBC-Red; Follow the Moon

4:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

5:00
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red; While the City Sleeps

5:30
NBC-Blue; Singing Lady
NBC-Red; Jack Armstrong

5.45
CBS: Wilderness Road
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.
6:30

Press- Radio News
6:45
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
NBC-Red; Amos 'n' Andy

7:15
CBS: Ma and Pa
NBC-Blue: Tastyeast Jesters
NBC-Red: Vocal Varieties

7:30
CBS; Alexander Woollcott
NBC-Blue; Lum and Abner
NBC-Red: Hendrick W. Van Loon

7:45
CHS: Boake Carter
NBC-Red: Passing Parade

8:00
CBS: Hammerstein's Music Hall
NBC-Blue: Husbands and Wives
NBC-Rod: Johnny Presents

8:30
CBS: Al Jolson
MBS; Listen to This
NBC-Blue: Edgar A. Guest
NBC-lled: Wayne King

9:00
CBS: Al Pearce
1\1BS: Gabriel Heattcr
Nltc-Hlui': Ben Bornie
NBC-I!i'd; Vox Pop—Parks Johnson

9:30
CBS: Jack Oakie
MBS: True Detective Mystery
NBC-Red: Fred Astaire

10:00
NIU'-Red; Jimmie Fidler

WEDNESDAY
All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

10:00 A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob
NBC-Blue; Capt. Tim Healy
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs

10:15
CBS: Modern Cinderella
NBC-Blue; Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30
CBS: Betty Crocker: Hymns
NBC-Biue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:45
Ct;S: News
NBC-Blue; Kitchen Cavalcade
NBC-Red: Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Heinz Magazine
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: David Harum

II :I5
NBC-Blue: Personal Column
NBC-Red; Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS; Big Sister
NBC-Blue; Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming

11:45
CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience

12:00 Noon
CBS: The Gumps
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:15
CBS; Edwin C. Hill
NBC-Red; Mary Marlin

12:30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS; Five Star Revue

1:15
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife

1:30
CBS; George Rector
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

1 :45
CBS; Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

2:00
CBS: Kathryn Cravens

2:45
CBS; Myrt and Marge
NBC-Red: Personal Column

3:00
5IBS; Mollie of the Movies
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC -Red; Ma Perkins

3:30
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

3 '45

NBC-Red: The O'Neils
4:00
NBC-Red; Lorenzo Jones

4:15
NBC-Bed; Henry Busse Orch.

4:30
NBC-Red; Follow the Moon

4:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

5:00
CBS; Junior Nurse Corps
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin

5:15
NBC-Red; Dari-Dan

5:30
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady
NBC-Red; Jack Armstrong

5 :45
CBS: Wilderness Road
NBC-Red; Little Orphan Annie

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.
6:30

Press-Radio News
6:45
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

7:00
CBS; Poetic Melodies
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
NBC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy

7:15
CBS; Ma and Pa
NBC-Blue; Mrs. F. D. Roosevelt
NBC-Red; Uncle Ezra

7:30
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Blue; Lum and Abner

7:45
CBS; Boake Carter

8:00
CBS: Cavalcade of America
NBC-Blue: Beatrice Liilie
NBC-Red: One Man's Family

8:30
CBS: Ken Murray
MBS; Tonic Time
NBC-Blue: Helen Menken
NBC-Red: Wayne King

9:00
CBS: Lily Pons
NBC-Blue: Professional Parade
NBC-Red; Town Hall Tonight

9:30
CBS; Beauty Box Theatre

10:00
CBS: Gang Busters, Phillips Lord
NBC-Hod; Your Hit Parade

10:30
CBS: Babe Ruth

USE THIS HANDY GUIDE TO LOCATE THE PROGRAMS PN
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PROGRAM DIRECTORV
THURSDAY

All time is Eastern Daylight Saving
10:00 A. M.
CBS: Betty and Bob
NBC-Blue: Capt. Tim Healy
NBC-Bed: Mrs. Wiggs

ro:is
CBS: Modern Cinderella
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30
CBS: Betty Crocker; Hymns
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young Family
NBC-Hed: Just Plain Bill

10:45
CBS: News
NBC-Blue: Kitchen Cavalcade
NBC-Red: Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
N^C-Blue: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: David Harum

11:15
CBS: East and Dumke
NBC-Blue: Personal Column
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: Betty Moore

11:45
CBS: Eleanor Howe
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh
NBC-Red: Allen Prescott

12:00 Noon
CBS: The Gumps
NBC-Blue: Honeyboy and Sassafras
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:15 P. M.
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

12:30
CBS:Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS: Jack Berch

1:15
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife

1:30
CBS: George Rector
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

1:45
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

2:15
CBS: School of the Air

2:30
NBC-Blue: Women's Clubs
NBC-Red: It's a Woman's World

2:45
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Red: Personal Column

3:00
CBS: Bill Wright
JfBS: Mollie of the Movies
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC -Red: Ma Perkins

3:30
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

3 "45

'NBC-Red: The O'Neills

4:00
NBC-Blue: NBC Light Opera Co.

NBC -Red: Lorenzo Jones
4:30
NBC-Red: Follow the Moon

4:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

5:00
NBC-Blue: Mary Martin

5:30
, ^NBC-Blue: Singing Lady

NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
5:45
CBS: Wilderness Road
NBC-Blue: Breen and De Rose
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

Six P. M. to Eleven P. M.

6:30
Press- Radio News

6:45
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies
NBC -Blue; Easy Aces
NBC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy

7:15
CBS: Ma and Pa.
NBC-Blue: All Star Cycle Show
NBC-Red: Vocal Varieties

7:30
CBS: Alexander Woollcott
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner

7:45
CBS: Boake Carter
MBS: Pleasant Valley Frolics
NTBC-Blue: Jerry Cooper

S:"" „ ....
CBS: Kate Smith
NBC-Red: Rudy Vallee

9:00 . ^
CBS: Major Bowes Amateurs
MBS: Gabriel Heatter
NBC-Red: Show Boat

9:30
MBS: Melody Treasure Hunt

10:00
CBS: Floyd Gibbons
NBC-Red: Kraft Music Hall

10:30
CBS: March of Time

FRIDAY
All time is Eastern Daylight Saving
10:00
CBS: Betty and Bob
NBC-Blue: Capt. Tim Healy
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs

10:15
CBS: Modern Cinderella
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30
CBS: Betty Crocker
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:45
CBS: Music; News
NBC-Blue: Kitchen Cavalcade
NBC-Red: Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Heinz Magazine
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: David Harum

11:15
NBC-Blue: Personal Column
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming

11:45
CBS: Dr. Allen R. Dafoe
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience

12:00 Noon
CBS: The Gumps
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:15
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

12:30
CBS:

12:45
CBS:

1:00
CBS:

1:15
NBC-Red:

1:30
CBS: George Rector
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Special Edition

1:45
Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

Romance of Helen Trent

Our Gal Sunday

Five Star Revue

Dan Harding's Wife

Kathryn Cravens

School of the Air

Myrt and Marge

CBS:
2:00
CBS:

2:15
CBS-

2:45
CBS:

3:00
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

3:30
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

3:45
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

4:00
NBC-Red: Tea Time at Morrell's

4:30
NBC-Red: Follow the Moon

4:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

5:00
CBS: Junior Nurse Corps

5:15
NBC-Blue: Sijging Lady
NBC-Red: Dari-Dan

5:30
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong

5:45
CBS: Wilderness Road
NBC-Bed: Little Orphan Annie

Six P. M. to Eleven P. M.
6:30

Press-Radio News
6:45
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies
NBC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy

7:15
CBS: Ma and Pa.
NBC-Blue: The Stainless Show
NBC-l^ed: Uncle Ezra

7:30
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner
NBC-Red: Edwin C. Hill

7:45
CBS: Boake Carter
NBC-Blue: Jean Dickenson

8:00
CBS: Broadway Varieties
NBC-Blue: Irene Rich
NBC-Red: Cities Service Concert

8:15
NBC-Blue: Singin' Sam

8:30
CBS: Hal Kemp's Orch.
NBC-Blue: Death Valley Days

9:00
CBS: Hollywood Hotel
NBC-Blue: Fleishmann Show
NBC-Red: Waltz Time

9:30
NBC-Blue: Coronet
NBC -Red: True Story Court

10:00
CBS: Philadelphia Orchestra
NBC -Blue: Jack Pearl, Cliff Hall
NBC-Red: First Nighter

10:30
CBS: Babe Ruth
NBC-Red: Pontiac Varsity Show

SATURDAY
All time is Eastern Daylight Saving
10:00 A. M.
CBS: Your Home and Mine
NBC: Press- Radio News

10:05
NBC-Blue: Breen and De Rose
NBC-Red: Charioteers

10:15
CBS: Richard Maxwell
NBC-Blue: Raising Your Parents
NBC-Bed: The Vass Family

10:30
CBS: Let's Pretend
NBC-Red: Manhatters

10:45
NBC-Blue: Clark Dennis

11:00
CBS: Cincinnati Conservatory
NBC-Blue: Madge Marley
NBC-Red: Our American Schools

11:15
NBC-Blue: Minute Men
NBC-Red: Home Town

11:30
NBC-Blue: Magic of Speech
NBC-Red: Mystery Chef

11:45
NBC-Hed: Fitch Romances

12:00 Noon
NBC-Red: Abram Chasins

12:30
NBC-Red: Rex Battle's Orch.
CBS: George Hall Orch.

1:05
NBC-Red: Whitney Ensemble

1:30
CBS: Buffalo Presents
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Federation Music Clubs

2:00
NBC-Blue: Madison Ensemble
NBC-Red: Your Host is Buffalo

2:30
NBC-Red: Golden Melodies

2:45
CBS: Tours in Tone

3:00
CBS: Down by Herman's
NBC-Hed: Walter Logan

3:30
CBS: Dept. of Commerce Series
NBC-Hed: Week End Review

4:30
NBC-Red: Spelling Bee

5:30
CBS: Drama of the Skies
NBC-Blue: Bert Block Orch.
NBC-Red: Kaltenmeyer's Kinder-
garten

Six P. M. to Eleven P. M.

6:05
NBC -Blue: Nickelodeon
NBC-Red: Top Hatters

6:25
CBS: Press-Radio News

6:30
CBS: Eton Boys
NBC: Press- Radio News

6:35
NBC-Blue; NBC Home Symphony
NBC-Red: Alma Kitchell

6:45
CBS: Tito Guizar
NBC-Red: Religion in the News

7:00
CBS: Eddie Duchin
NBC-Blue: Message of Isreal

7:30

CBS: Universal Rhythm
NBC-Blue: Uncle Jim's Question
Bee
NBC-Red: Hampton Institute

7:45
NBC-Red: ABC of NBC

8:00
CBS: Professor Quiz
NBC-Blue: Ed Wynn
NBC-Red: Saturday Night Party

8:30
CBS: Johnny Presents
NBC-Blue: Merdith Willson

9:00
CBS: Grace Moore. Vincent Lopez
MBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Blue: National Barn Dance
NBC-Hed: Snow Village Sketches

9:30
CBS: Your Pet Program
NBC-Red: Shell Show, Joe Cook

10:00
CBS: Your Hit Parade and Sweep-
stakes

HOW TO USE THIS
PROGRAM GUIDE

Programs ot the four major
networks are listed on these two
pages — Columbia Broadcasting
System (abbreviated to CBS), the
two National Broadcasting Com-
pany chains NBC-Blue and NBC-
Red and the Mutual System, ab-
breviated to MBS. In order to
learn what network vour local
station is affiliated with find it in
one of the lists printed below.

All regularly scheduled pro-
grams, broadcast from 10 A.M.
to 11 P.M., Eastern Davlight
Saving Time, are included in the
listing. It no program for a net-
work appears in a time division,
it is either because the program
listed in the preceding time di-
vision is still being broadcast or
because no regular program is
scheduled for that time.

All tim.e given is Eastern Dav-
light Saving Time. For Eastern
Standard Time subtract one
hour: for Central Standard Time
subtract two; for Mountain
Standard Time, subtract three:
and for Pacific Standard time
subtract four.
Thus:
E. D. S. T. E. S. T.

10:00 9:00
C. S. T. M. S. T. P. S. T.
8:00 7:00 6:00

Stations on the Columbia
Broadcasting System

Ne'twork
WABC WIBW WTOC
WACO WIBX WWL
WADC WISN WWVA
WALA WJAS KFAB
WBBIVl WJNO KFBB
WBIG WJR KFH
WBNS WJSV KFPY
WBRC WKBN KG KG
WBT WKBW KGVO
WCAO WKRC KLRA
WCAU WLAC KLZ
WCCO WLBZ KMBC
WCOA WMAS KMOX
WDAE WMBD KNOW
WDBJ WMBG KNX
WDBO WMBR KOH
WDNC WMMN KOIN
WOOD WNAX KOL
WDRC WNBF KOMA
WEE! WNOX KRLD
WESG WOO KRNT
WFBL WOKO KSCJ
WFBM WORC KSFO
WFEA WOWO KSL
WGL WPG KTRH
WGR WPRO KTSA
WGST WQAM KTUL
WHAS WREC KVI
WHEC WSBT KVOR
WHIO WSFA KWKHWHK WSJS CFRB
WHP WSPD CKAC
Stations on the National

Broadcasting Company
Network

RED NETWORKS
WBEN WIRE WTAG
WCAE WJAR WTAM
WCSH WMAQ wric
WDAF WNAC WWJ
WEAF WOW KSD
WFBR WRC KSTP
WGY WSAI KYW
WHO BLUE NETWORK
WABY WGAR WSYR
WBAL WHAM WTCN
WB2 WICC WXYZ
WBZA WJZ KDKA
WCKY WLEU KOIL
WEAN WLS KSO
WEBR WMAL KVOD
WENR WIVIT KWK
WFIL WREN

SUPLEMENTARY STATIONS
(These stations carry both Red and

Blue network programs.)
WAPl WPTF KGHF
WAVE WRVA KGHL
WBAP WSB KGIR
WCFL WSIVI KGNC
WCOL WSMB KGO
WCSC WSOC KGU
WDAY WSUN KGW
WEBC WTAR KHQ
WFAA WTMJ KJR
WFBC WWNC KLO
WFLA KANS KMJ
WGL KARK KOA
WIBA KDYL KOMO
WIOD KECA KPO
WIS KERN KPRC
WJAX KEX KTAR
WJDX KFBK KTBS
WKY KFI KTHS
WLW KFSD KVOO
WMC KFYR KWG
WOAI KGA CFCF
WOOD KEBX CRCT
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HERE'S A REAL

ANSWER TO THAT

SPRINGTIME DE-

SIRE FOR SOME-

THING TEMPTING,

A LIST OF NEW

RECIPES WITH A

FRUIT OR TO-

MATO JUICE BASE

H'illiam Haussle

Gogo DeLys, lovely NBC singing

star, finds plain fruit juice a
refreshing drink—but there are

many ways to use this modern mir-

acle of canning in your kitchen.

HINTS FOR

MENU
HOUSE-CLEANING

Now that spring is here and you're out of doors most

of the day, drinking in the sunshine and fresh air,

your mind is filled with thoughts of new clothes and

spring house-cl'janing. But along with bringing new fresh-

ness and sparkle to your wardrobe and house, what about

doing the same thing for your menus? Meals, you know,

can and should be revamped for warmer weather, just as

clothes and draperies are.

Make fruit juices your standby for spring menus. There

are many grand ones on the market now and a well stocked

fruit juice shelf will work miracles in your meal planning.

Vary the breakfast order to include orange juice, grape-

fruit juice, mixed grapefruit and orange juice, tomato,

prune, cranberry, pineapple and apricot juice—they all

come in cans and a can or two should be kept in the re-

frigerator at all times. Having tried them for breakfast,

you will want them for luncheon and dinner cocktails, as

well, and for long cool drinks to serve when friends drop

in of an afternoon or evening.

For breakfast use, plain tomato juice is usually preferred

to the spicier cocktail, but here is an excellent cocktail

which I am sure you will use again (Continued on page 93)

B
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RADIO MIRROR

RECENTLY IN NEW YORK BEFORE RETURNING TO LONDON FOR THE CORONATION

i^^f,

THE BEAUTIFUL, YOUNG

Tells you how she cares for her

glamorously clear, smooth skin

/—HE will Stand for hours in West-
V minster Abbey the day of the

CZH^ Coronation, in a robe of velvet

and ermine—jewels flashing from coronet

and necklace— her lovely skin clear and

luminous against its brilliant setting.

Of all the peeresses who will attend the

Coronation, none will be lovelier than the

slender, young Duchess of Leinster.

Admired for her beauty during her re-

cent visit to New York, the Duchess said

her beauty care is "the simplest and best

—Pond's." "Pond's Cold Cream is a com-
plete facial treatment in itself," she said.

"I use it to invigorate and freshen my

Her Grace—one of the three Premier Duchesses in the British Isles— in

the white satin Court gown she will wear under her Coronation robe . . .

"A treatment with Pond's Cold Cream is more than a cleansing treatment.

It makes my skin feel invigorated, look brighter. I use Pond's Cold Cream
night and morning and for any occasion."

skin for the most important occasions."

Like hundreds of British beauties— the

Duchess follows this daily method:

—

Every night, smooth on Pond's Cold Cream.
As it releases dirt, make-up, skin secretions

—

wipe them off. Now pat in more Pond's Cold
Cre.a.m— briskly, till the circulation stirs. Your
skin feels invigorated and freshened.

Every morning (and always before make-up)
repeat . . . Your skin is smooth for powder

—

fresh, vital looking!

Day and night, this rousing Pond's treatment

does more than clean your skin. It invigorates

it . . . Fights blemishes, blackheads, lines, coars-

ening pores. Get ajar today. Soon see^o/<r skin

growing lovelier!

Send for special 9-treatment tube

and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids

Pond's, Dept. 8RM-CF. Clinton. Conn.
Rush special tube of Pond\s Cold Cream, enough for

9 treatments, with generous samples of l other Pond's
Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder.
1 enclose 10^ to cover postage and packing.

Natntr

Street_

City_ StaU_
Copyright, 193T, Pond's Kxtract Compaiw
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"I was run-down—
*'

. . . looked pale . . .

lacked a keen appetite . .

.

was underweight . . . felt

tired."

"What did I do?"

"1% TY intuition told me I needed a tonic.

J.YX Naturalh', I am happy and grateful

for the benefits S.S.S. Tonic brought me."

You, too, will be delighted with the way
S.S.S. Tonic whets up the appetite. . .im-

proves digestion . . . restores red-blood-cells

to a healthier and richer condition.

Feel and look like your old self again

by taking the famous S.S.S. Tonic treat-

ment to rebuild your blood strength. . .re-

store your appetite. . .and make better use

of the food you eat.

S.S.S. Tonicisespeciallydesigned to build

sturdy health. . .its remarkable value is time

tried and scientifically proven. . .that's why
it makes you feel like yourself again.

At all drugstores in two convenient sizes.

The large size at a saving in price. There is

no substitute for this time tested remedy.

No ethical druggist will suggest something

"just as good." © S.S.S. Co.

The Stormy Life Story of a Black Sheep

(Continued from page 43)

or not; he didn't know what had happened
to Bob. He was afraid to look behind
him, afraid to do anything but keep his

eyes on the ground and go on running.

He didn't even realize that he'd left the

rails behind and was running through
weeds and grass.

Suddenly he stopped. Stopped in his

tracks, as if a hand had reached out and
grasped him by the shoulder.
There was no sound except his deep

breathing. No light anywhere. He sighed
in relief. Anyway, he wasn't going to be
shot. But what had made him stop so

suddenly? He didn't know. He took
a tentative step forward, then drew back
sharply. Only a foot or two from where
he stood the ground dropped straight away
in a sheer fall. He peered over the edge,

trying to see the ground below, but it was
shrouded in darkness. He'd have been
killed if his headlong flight had carried

him over the edge of that precipice.

Phil Baker's belief in fate, in some kind
of Providence, dates from that instant.

Some unknown force halted his feet while
they were still being urged on by fear, and
in doing so, saved his life. He doesn't
know what that force was, but he still be-

lieves in it.

He turned and began cautiously to

retrace his steps. He hadn't gone far when
a low whistle came from his right. It was
Bob, who hadn't run as far as Phil.

"1 got an idea," he said when Phil had
joined him. "Let's go around this way,
and I think we can get into town. Then
we can buy something to eat and go back
to the yard and maybe find a train that'll

take us to Hazlitt."

"Hazlitt?" Phil asked. "What do we
want to go there for?"

"My uncle lives there, but he probably
won't be home—he's captain on a ferry

boat and only lives in the house when he
isn't working—and we can get into the

house and stay a while."

"But 1 want to go out West."
"Well," said Bob, "Hazlitt's on our way.

And it'll be fun."

PHIL had no alternative plan, so he let

himself be guided by his companion. As
things turned out. Bob was a good guide.

He managed to steer the two of them
around the railroad yard in a wide circle

into town, where they ate in an all-night

restaurant, paying for their food out of
the ten dollars they had between them.
Then they went back to the freight yard,
and Bob boldly asked a man who looked
good-natured if he wouldn't show them a
train that would go through Hazlitt. Sur-
prisingly, the man did so. warning them
jovially to keep out of sight of the brake-
man, and the next morning they were in

Hazlitt.

Bob's uncle's house stood on the out-
skirts of the little town—a neat and com-
fortable-looking white frame dwelling.

And sure enough, it was boarded up and
deserted.

"We can't break in now," Bob .said im-
portantly. "We got to wait until it's

dark, when nobody'll see us."

So for that day they lolled around
Hazlitt, having a good time, eating in a

restaurant, walking down the main street,

lying in llic grass. When night came they
pried the boards off one of the windows
and broke in.

it was a fine house, completely fur-

nished, even to a stock of jam and pre-

serves in the cellar. They stayed there a

week, being cautious enough not to light

any (ires or show the flame of their can-

dles at night. Daytimes they played out-

side and made the acquaintance of two
girls their own age. They awed the girls

by telling them they were from New York,
in Hazlitt for their vacations, and spoke
largely of mysterious enterprises "out
West." They even dated the girls up for
an evening at the movies, and felt very
much the men of the world as they washed
and got ready to leave the house on the
appointed evening.
They were m the owner's bedroom, and

Bob was fishing around the bureau draw-
ers, having in mind to use one of his

uncle's ties. Suddenly he gave an excla-
mation.
"Look what I found!"
He held up a heavy revolver, old-fash-

ioned but efficient looking.
"Better put it back," Phil said uneasily.
"It isn't loaded. I'm going to take it

along."

"No, don't. It'll get us into trouble."
"Don't be such a sissy!" Bob said

scornfully, and tucked the weapon into
his belt.

^^HAT'S going on in there?" said a
"' deep voice outside the window, which
they had opened under the shutters for
coolness.

The boys stampeded for their own pri-

vate entrance and exit window, scram-
bled through it, and ran for their lives.

Somehow they got separated. Phil streaked
for the railroad station, where there was
a freight ambling slowly through. He
could catch it and get away. But he hes-

itated. Where was Bob? Could he leave
him to be caught and put in jail? He
stood there a moment, debating the ques-
tion; then turned back. But he'd stayed
in one place too long. A heavy hand fell

on his shoulder.

"Here's one of them," said a gruff but
not unkind voice.

They put Phi! into an automobile and
set out to drive him to the next town

—

Hazlitt, it appeared, didn't have any jail.

In answer to his timid questions, they re-

plied that they hadn't caught the other

boy yet.

The car jogged along the country road.

On one side of Phil was the driver, on the

other the man who had captured him. The
headlights, as they rounded a curve, picked

out the figure of Bob scurrying like a

terrified rabbit into the bushes at the side

of the road.

The driver slammed on the brakes and
the two men jumped out of the car, leav-

ing Phil in it. But his spirit was broken.

He didn't even want to run away any
longer. He watched while Bob tried to

climb a fence, slipped and fell, and then

turned to face his pursuers. He had the

pistol in his hand.
"Leave me alone or I'll shoot!" he quav-

ered. The pistol was so heavy he could

hardly hold it. and it wavered back and
forth crazily. The two men hesitated,

then rushed him. The pistol went off with

a futile click—it really wasn't loaded, after

all—and Bob was carried struggling into

the car.

It wasn't a bad sort of jail. If it hadn't

been for the shame of being in jail at all,

Phil wouldn't have minded it. They were

the only prisoners there, and the jailer was
a comfortable and good-hearted old fel-

low. He persuaded the boys to give him
the names of their parents, and told them
they'd have to stand trial for breaking in-

to a house.
Ella, Phil's sister, and Bob's father

came over from New York for the hear-

ing. Both Ella and Mr. Michaels were
(Conlinued on page 58)
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'T'D heard Sid mention his sister,

A but she meant nothing to me,

naturally—until one dayl picked

up this snapshot on his desk.

"I asked him who the choice

number was, and felt a little em-

barrassed when he said she was

his sister Molly. But I guess he

forgave the fresh remark, the way
I began to treat him like a bro-

ther. I even loaned him money.

"He said he'd rather I'd take

the snapshot than come moon-
ing around his desk all the time,

so that's how I became the owner.

How I became the owner of the

girl herself is another story—but

it really began with this snapshot."

The snapshots you'll

want Tomorrow— you

must take Today

Accept nothing but
the film in the familiar
yellow box—Kodak
Film^whicfa only
Eastman makes.

By far the greater number
of snapshots are made on

Kodak Verichrome Film

because people have
found that "it gets the

picture"— clear, true,

lifelike. Any camera is a

better camera, loaded
with Verichrome. Don't

take chances. . .use it al-

ways . . . Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, N. Y.
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good and mad, and lost no time in let-

ting the two boys know they were in dis-

grace, but they stood up for them in

court and got them out on a year's pro-

bation. After all, as Mr. Michaels told

the judge, the house had belonged to Bob's

own uncle, not a stranger, and they hadn't

taken anything but a few jars of jam.
Phil returned to New '^'ork with two

things knocked out of him—his wander-
lust and his friendship for Bob Michaels.

The wanderlust was to return, but from
that day to this he's never seen Bob
again.

His job was gone, of course, but he

found another one, as errand boy for a

brokerage house. It was a hateful job.

He had to get up every morning at seven

and dress up in his best clothes and go
down town, to spend the day delivering

enselopes from one office to another. His

salary was five dollars a week, and that

didn't seem adequate compensation for

doing work he hated so much.
It was accident which lifted him out of

this drudgery. In the evenings he used

to go to a tiny neighborhood movie house.

It showed pictures continuously from noon
until midnight, and from noon until mid-
night a thin, pale girl sat at the piano and
pounded out a musical accompaniment.
One sweltering June evening she fainted

dead away—just fell off the piano stool

in exhaustion.

IN the midst of the commotion that fol-

lowed, Phil, regular patron of the house
that he was, asked the manager if he'd

like him to fill in for the evening. The
manager assented gladly, and Phil sat

down to play his repertoire of three pieces

over and over, with variations to suit the

action, for the rest of the evening.

The girl's doctor said she needed a com-
plete rest, so Phil got her job—and it was
as glorious a job as the other had been
dismal. He didn't have to go to work
until noon, and it really wasn't work any-
way—and best of all, he got twelve dol-

lars a week! He gave his mother ten,

and kept two for himself, which was un-
told wealth.

The only difficulty was that he knew
only three pieces of music. He could im-
pro\ise on these endlessly, so that they
sounded like more—that is, they sounded
like more unless you listened for twelve
hours a day, like the manager of the thea-
ter, who discovered Phil's weakness after

three weeks, and fired him.
That was all right, though. A friend of

the Baker family, who owned a box fac-

tory at llaverstraw. New York, had made
up his mind to run an open-air movie
theater there for the summer, and he of-

fered Phil the job of supplying the inci-

dental music. He didn't mind if Phil

knew only three pieces.

It was the best summer Phil had ever
spent up to that time. He worked only
at night, and had the rest of the day to

do as he pleased in. He didn't make any
money, however, as he invariably lost all

he had playing pool with the local cham-
pions.

Autumn came, antl the llaverstraw thea-

ter was closed, antl Phil returned to New
York, really jobless this time. He coukin't
find even a position as errand boy. He
jumg drearily around home, going up in

the afternoons to a boys' club in Harlem
where there was a good piano he could
play on. The club was on the .second

fiorir and people used to stand outside on
the sidewalk, listening to Phil play. He
got (luite a local reputation, but no money.
At last, sick ol New York, Phil ran

awav again, a few days after his year's
probation was up. Tor some reason, which
proved to have nrj basis in fact at all. he
thought he could finil work in I'joslon. It
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only took him a week to discover how
wrong he was. He wandered out of Bos-
ton, to Fall River—and in Fall River,

Phil Baker, the vaudeville and radio star,

was born.
One of the theaters in Fall River was

advertising an Amateur Night—yes, they
had them, even then. Phil was broke
and desperate, so he entered the competi-
tion, playing the piano and singing. The
first prize went to somebody else, but Phil

did win one of the minor prizes, one dollar
in cash. That in itself isn't so important.
What is important is the fact that he
went past the stage door at the moment
the regular vaudeville acts were being paid
off for the week. The manager was hand-
ing a colossal wad of bills to a song-and-
dance team. Probably it really wasn't
such a lot of money, but it looked like

a lot to Phil. His eyes popped at the sud-
den realization of what a wonderful career
he could have on the stage.

He'd loved music all his life, he'd played
the piano for the movies, but it had ac-

tually never occurred to him before that
he could make a living by doing what he
so loved to do. "Gee!" he thought, "this

is the business for me. To have those
people clapping for you, and get all that
money besides— !"

He spent ninety cents of his dollar on
a big dinner and ten cents for a night's

lodging in a flop house; and the next morn-
ing he told a member of the Fall River
police force that he was broke and wanted
to get back to New' York. The policeman
sent him to the city wood yard, where
they put him to work earning his fare

on the boat back home.
His return to New York was different

this time. He knew what he wanted to
do, and it wasn't long before the oppor-
tunity came to do it. A young fellow
named Irving Belzac used to visit the
boys' club in Harlem. He'd done a little

vaudeville work ,and now Phil suggested
that the two of them work up an act and
try to get it booked.
The surprising thing was that they suc-

ceeded. For two years they toured the
small-time circuits, Phil playing the piano
and Belzac the violin. For another two
years, after that, Phil toured with another
partner, named Eddie Janis. It was still

a musical act—violin, accordion, and piano.
He grew from a youngster in long trous-

ers into a lean, gawky youth of seventeen
in those four years of vaudeville work.
He learned hovv' the inside of every small
vaudeville theater and cheap hotel, all

along the circuits, looked; and he thought,
at seventeen, that he was very much the
sophisticated trouper. But he was still

young enough to ha\'e one great ambition,
and to thrill when he achieved it—to team
up with Ben Bernie.

PVER since his kid days, Phil had" known the Bernie family, and for most
of that time Ben had been a glamorous
and romantic figure, already a successful
man in \-audeville. After he himself went
on the stage, Phil still looked up to Ben and
pestered him at every opportunity, hoping
that some day he would be good enough
to be Ben's partner. That day came at
last, and the team of Bernie and Baker
toured for almost another two years.
Working with Ben was no bed of roses,

however. In all his stage work. Phil had
never been able to overcome his fear of
speaking lines. He could play the piano
and the accordion, but when he was on
the stage he couldn't say a word. Ben,
besides playing his violin, delivered a

comedy monologue, and he^ made up his

mind that Phil must be trained to be his

straight man.
His method of training Phil to talk on

the stage was along sink-or-swim lines.

He'd work out a routine in which the two
of them spoke in dialogue, and teach it to
Phil. Then, when they got on the stage
and began their dialogue, Ben would wan-
der ofl", leaving Phil in the middle of the
stage trying desperately to think of some-
thing to say. The audience, naturally,
loved Phil's discomfiture, thinking it was
part of the act. But the system worked.
Eventually Phil learned to say something
—anything that came into his head—and
little by little he lost his stage fright. A
few years later, this training of Ben's was
to bear fruit, when it showed Phil the
way to originate the heckler-stooge.

Phil left the act to join the Navy short-
ly after America entered the war. and
proceeded to spend the most miserable
year of his life. Nineteen seemed to him
to be the very prime of life, the perfect
age for service overseas, but the Navy had
different opinions. He was neither in the
IMavy nor out of it, but was kept on this

side of the ocean, chafing for action and
not getting it. Because of his youth, offi-

cialdom saw fit to keep him on the reserve
lists throughout the war.
Not long before the Armistice, he was

playing in a Navy benefit when the great
showman, Morris Gest, saw him and liked
his work. Later, Gest gave him a fea-
tured part in his Century Roof show,
along with such stars as Ed Wynn, Eddie
Dowling, and Ray Dooley; and soon Phil
was one of Broadway's big musical com-
edy stars—and not yet well into his twen-
ties.

It was about this time that the famous
Baker heckler-stooge, the fore-runner of
his radio "ghost," Beetle, came into being.
Phil used to take part in a performance
on the Winter Garden roof every Sunday
evening, and one of the waiters there
siniply would not let him alone. The
waiter was an eccentric individual named
Jojo. That was all—just Jojo. He also
sang, upon occasion; but when Phil was
doing his act all Jojo would do was hurl
insults at him. Phil parried them good-
naturedly, and Jojo came right back with
more; and between them they kept the
audience in hysterics. Finally Phil hired

Jojo for twenty dollars a week.

JOJO was unable to stand prosperity. He
' was with Phil a year and a halt, and
during that time he struck at least once a
month for a dollar raise. He had a for-

mula for it.

"Boss," he'd say, "my wife is having a
baby. Got to have a dollar a week more."

Usually he got the raise, until at last

his wife had had fifteen babies and he
was getting thirty-five dollars a week.
Then Phil struck, and refused to pay more.
Jojo went away.
Next day he was back. "Make it fifty

cents?" he suggested.

"What's the matter?" Phil asked. "Only
half a baby this time?"

"It was a very small one," Jojo ex-
plained seriously. "Only eats half as
much."
But he didn't get the raise, and Phil

found another stooge.

Phil was playing on the Ziegfeld roof,

along with Will Rogers and Eddie Can-
tor, when he fell in love. She was one
of the dancing chorus girls, very slim,

very lovely, very young. Her name was
Vivian Vernon.
He first noticed her, really, when he saw

that her mother was the only one who
ever waited for her at the stage door.
Other girls had theii; white-tied and top-
hatted gallants. Vivian refused all escorts
and went home every night with her
mother. It was obvious that he'd never
get her to go out with him unless he made
friends with Mrs. Vernon first—so that's
what he did.



Within three months they were madly
in love, wanting to marry. Mrs. Vernon
approved, but long before, Phil had
promised his parents he wouldn't marry
until he was twenty-five—and that was
two long years away. It had been easy
to make the promise, but now he didn't

see how he was to keep it.

He didn't keep it. One day he and
'Vivian ran away to Philadelphia and were
married, secretly. Phil bribed license bu-

reau and city hall officials to keep quiet

about it, and thought, in his innocence,

that his secret was safe. A week later they

went on their honeymoon to Europe.
It was the strangest honeymoon there

ever was. Still hoping to keep his mar-
riage a secret, Phil booked a separate state-

room for Vivian, under her maiden name.
They boarded the ship separately—just

two people who happened to be sailing on
the same ship.

They'd hardly passed quarantine before

Phil realized his mistake. Vivian was the

prettiest girl on board, and since she was
apparently unmarried, there wasn't a man
on the passenger list who didn't want her

to dance with him, drink cocktails with

him, and sit on the deck in the moon-
light with him. Phil was just another

suitor, as far as they were concerned, and
they didn't intend to show him any par-

ticular consideration.

There was nothing Phil could do about
it without letting the secret out or punch-

ing somebody in the nose. The men sim-

ply swarmed around Vivian while he stood

helplessly by, and the only time they could

be alone together was late at night, when
Phil would scuttle furtively down the de-

serted corridors to Vivian's stateroom.
The miserable voyage was over at last,

and they landed at Southampton—to be
met by a cablegram from Phil's parents,

full of shocked surprise that he had
broken his promise. Variety, the theat-

rical weekly, had somehow got hold of

the marriage, and had published it.

At least, there was no longer any rea-

son for keeping secret the fact that they
were JVlr. and Mrs. Phil Baker, and for

three months they traveled in Europe,
happy in each other's company and in the

first vacation either of them had ever had.

Like the two kids they were, they romped
from pleasure spot to pleasure spot, danc-
ing, laughing, playing—forgetting that all

this couldn't last forever, unaware that

even just being together wasn't always
going to be enough. They didn't know,
then, how pitifully brief that ill-starred

marriage was to be.

Phil Baker sees his first, romantic mar-
riage come to failure, but out of his un-
happiness he learns how to build a new
life of success and deep contentment—
in the conclusion of this dramatic story.

My Greatest American

Adventures

{Continued from page 45)

to the crew, and the other passengers, was
myself—and a cargo of oranges for the
Eskimos. Three days after we had set

sail, a storm blew up and churned the
waters dangerously. To make matters
worse, a whale appeared. He started to
follow our small craft, threatening the
ship, and all aboard, with imminent de-
struction.

Seeking to appease the hungry monster,
and divert him from (jur course, the crew
tossed several cases of oranges overboard.
These the whale gulped down, and con-
tinued to lash his tail furiously. The
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1
Bob: Gosh, but I'm glad B[|H
you're back, Daisy. And I |^^H
promise I'll never nag again HjH
as long as . . . i^^l
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1

Daisy: As long as I stick to J^^H
Fels-Naptha Soap and get fl^^H
your shirts and everything ^^^^|
so sweet and white! Don't ^^^^B
worry, darling—Fels-Naptha ^^H
and I are pals forever! ^^H ^^

1
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iS^^B
BANISH "TATTLE TALE GRAY" WITH PELS NAPTHA SOAP!
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storm, moreover, did not decrease in

violence. The crew drew lots and one less

fortunate sailor lost and was thrown over-
board. The monster devoured him, but
this sacrifice did not swerve him from his

purpose. Two more sailors were thrown
to him, but this only seemed to increase

his appetite.

THERE was an old lady, of some ninety-

odd years, among the passengers. She
had the idea that if she were sacrificed,

the ship, and those aboard, might be
saved. Now everybody loved this old

lady, She sat on the deck all day long

and rocked back and forth in an old

rocking chair she had brought aboard.

She reminded the sailors of home, and
mother. When she begged the sailors to

throw her overboard, they could not re-

fuse her plea, and prepared to consign

her to the deep.

She attached only one condition—she

said she had always loved her old rock-

ing chair and wanted it with her when she

departed this earth. So, after tying her

to the chair, the sailors threw her to the

whale, who gulped her down, rocking
chair and all. The whale immediately dis-

appeared, and in a short time the vessel

was again safely on its way—the storm
having subsided.

Weeks later, we arrived in Alaska. Al-

most simultaneously, a tumult was cre-

ated by the natives when the rumor got

around that a great whale had drifted

ashore. We rushed down to the shore,

and the sailors, recognizing the monster
as the same whale that had caused us so

much worry, got axes and proceeded to

cut him open. There, in the whale's

stomach, was the old lady calmly rocking
back and forth in her rocking chair, and
selling oranges at a nickel apiece to the
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three sailors! (Vas you dere Sharlee?)

Life among the Eskimos was indeed

pleasant. All we did the livelong day
was fish and hunt. The fishing was par-

ticularly enjoyable as it involved no work
at all on our part. The tribe of Eskimos
among which we lived had trained gold-

fish to act as educated bait.

The fishermen would tie a string to one
of these goldfish, and by holding up a

certain number of fingers would indicate

to the pet how many fish he wanted. He
would then drop the harnessed goldfish

into the water, and watch it proceed in

search of its victims. The large and fe-

rocious game fish would be attracted by
the glittering goldfish, and would snap
its jaws around it and gulp it down.
The goldfish, on getting into the gul-

let, would slither out through the gill,

having the game fish on the line. The
goldfish would continue fishing in this

mianner until he caught the desired num-
ber of fish. It would then swim around
the entire line of fish, and with the slack

of the line, tie a knot. This was neces-

sary, because if the fisherman pulled in

the line—without a knot in it—the gold-

fish would be pulled through a dozen or

so gills, and would be injured, in addi-

tion to losing the catch. So when the

knot was tied, the goldfish would let up
a few bubbles as a signal, and the fisher-

man hauled in the day's catch!

Hunting in the Arctic was a thrilling ex-

perience, because it was really fraught
with danger. Only once, however, during
my entire stay, was I faced with death.

My ingenuity saved me.
It was a bitter cold day. A blizzard

had come up. and the temperature had
gone down to several hundred degrees be-

low zero. I had gone out hunting and
after using up all m,y bullets, I was mak-

ing my way to our igloo, minding my
own business, when 1 was suddenly con-

fronted by the largest and most ferocious

looking bear 1 had ever seen! The animal
was preparing to pounce on me, and 1

had no bullets!

1 began to think how my mother would
miss me, and wept at the thought. The
tears froze almost as soon as they left

my eyes. Suddenly, I received an inspira-

tion. I jammed the frozen tears into my
gun, and used them as bullets. When
the tears penetrated the bear's brain, the

heat of his body melted the solidified

liquid and the bear died of water on the

brain! (So, vas you dere?)

Alaska was too tame, so I proceeded on
a journey southward and arrived in Flim
Flom, Canada, where 1 struck up an ac-

quaintance with a Northwest Mounted
Policeman. We became fast friends. He
shared his quarters with me, and indeed
proved such a hospitable host that I was
loath to depart, and remained with him
for almost half a year.

THE Mountie had a remarkable bird

dog. The dog, reared among the mount-
ies, had developed a peculiar fascination

for the wigwagging squad. He spent hours
with them everyday, watching them wig-

wag messages with their flags.

When the hunting season opened, the

Mountie, knowing my reputation as a

hunter, lent me this dog. Together, with

a gun, we entered a sparsely wooded area.

The dog preceded me by several hun-
dred feet and trailed back and forth in

search of gam.e. Suddenly he stopped,

and his tail shot upward. The tail be-

gan to wiggle. He was wigwagging a mes-
sage! It was: "Jack—have—you—any

—

buckshot? —if—not—run—like—mad—be-

cause there's — a—big—brown—bear—up
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here—and he's—coming—your way!" (Vas
you dere?)
When I left for still farther southerly

parts, my friend insisted upon giving me
this remarkable pointer—he was a point-

er—as a keepsake. Out of sentiment, I

accepted the dog even though he was
somewhat of an encumbrance when 1

arrived in New York.

ONE afternoon, 1 was walking down
Sixth Avenue with the dog trotting

behind me, when suddenly 1 missed him.

After searching frantically, 1 found that

he had come to a beautiful point at one
of the busiest corners in the city. 1 looked

around for a bird, and finally came to

the conclusion that this dog had gone
batty as a result of New York life. 1

was just about to give him a sound thrash-

ing, when I suddenly discovered what he
was pointing at. it was a large sign with
gold letters, reading: "A. PARTRIDGE
—Hardware!"
So 1 next took a boat to Jersey. Run-

ning short of funds, I joined the State

Police. A criminal, who had long been
sought by the law, was finally caught
shortly after I joined the force. He was
a shoplifter with a peculiar mania—he
never stole anything expensive. He was
a cheap crook, and the cheap items were
good enough for him.
One day he was spotted leaving a big

department store with a number of cheap
cotton shirts. He managed to temporarily
elude the police, but with my sleuthing

always on the job, he was quickly trailed

to his home and barricaded. He was or-

dered to come out with his hands up,

but instead of complying the bandit taunt-

ed us by putting on one of the shirts

he had stolen and parading up and down
in front of the window.

This was more than we could stand, and
tear gas bombs were thrown into his

house. We waited for him to come run-
ning out of the house. Half an hour, two
hours, ten hours—but our man remained
inside. Finally, 1 decided to break into

the house and investigate. I found him
lying on the floor dead. What had hap-
pened, it seems to me, was that the tear

gas had exploded, and caused him to weep
profusely. The tears had completely sat-

urated the collar of his cheap cotton shirt

—and it had shrunk, choking him to

death! (You vasn't dere. vas you?)

THE YEAR'S BIGGEST
EVENT!

Jimmie Fidler Joins Radio
Mirror as its exclusive Holly-

wood reporter! Reserve

you r July issue nov/.

Florida was the place I liked the best.

I suppose it was because the fishing was
always good there. I can remember only
one occasion when the fish weren't biting.

But fortunately, I had a bottle of Scotch
along. I dipped a fresh minnow into the

bottle, and put him on the end of the
hook figuring that the big fish might be
attracted by the scent of the liquor. I

made a cast, and in a few seconds there
was a vigorous tug at my line. It took
all my strength to haul in the line, but
it was well worth the efl'ort. On the end
of the line was a huge sea bass which was
fighting desperately. The minnow had
the bass by the throat, and was throttling

him! (Vas you dere, Hemmingway?)

One of the worst experiences I ever
had was walking across the Mojave
Desert with an old prospector who called
himself Jake. We got right in the middle
of the desert, and ran out of water. We
went three days without a drop of water,
and finally Jake got so thirsty that he
couldn't walk another step. 1 was on my
way to California, and nothing would
have made me stop, but Jake just had to
have water. "Baron," Jake moaned, as
he sank into the scorching sand, "I'd
give my life for one glass of water."

1 thought about this for over an hour
and finally arose with a solution. 1 reached
into my knapsack and pulled out a tre-

mendous onion. Then 1 procured a small
pan, and holding the onion under Jake's
eyes, I proceeded to make his eyes water.
In less than a minute Jake had wept the
pan full, and after drinking the water we
walked briskly on our way!
When I got to California, bad news

awaited me. There i found a message
from home informing me that my aged
grandmother was mortally ill. The letter

urged me to return home so that she
might have a last glimpse of her grand-
son before departing this earth.

I quickly prepared for the trip. Not
having sufficient money for a boat pas-
sage, and being in bad with the passport
authorities, I purchased a pair of water
wings. I filled them with air, and after

a week of strenuous swimming, 1 finally

landed in the home land and rushed to

my grandmother's bedside.

REMOVED the valve from the water-
wings, and made my grandmother

breathe in the California air with which
they were filled. Before you could say. Jack
Pearl, she was out of bed and kicking a

football around. I was home safe again.

toClear upyour Skin ! BeaGood
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Just eat 3 cakes of Fleisch-

mann's Yeast daily for 27 days.

Save the label from each cake.

Paste these on the free Fleisch-
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Cards, save your 81 labels and
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Address envelope containing
labels to Fleischmann's Yeast,
701 Washington Street, New York
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name and address. (This offer holds
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help to correct ADOLESCENT PIMPLES."

• Important glands develop after the start of
adolescence—from about 13 to 25 years of age
—and final growth takes place. This disturbs
the entire system. The skin gets extra sensi-

tive. Waste poisons in the blood irri-

tate this sensitive skin, and unsightly
pimples break out.
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storm, moreover, did not decrease m
violence. The crew drew lots and one less

fortunate sailor lost and was thrown over-

bo.nrd, The monster devoured him. but

ihis sacrifice did not swerve him from his

purpose. Two more sailors were thrown

to him. but this only seemed to increase

his appetite.

THERH was an old lady, of some ninety-

odd years, among the pas.sengers. She

had the idea that if she were sacrificed,

the ship, and those aboard, miKJit be

saved. Now everybody loved this old

lady. She sat on the deck all day Ions

and rocked back and forth in an old

rockins chair she had broudht aboard

She reminded the sailors of home, and

molhcr. When she begged the sailors to

ihrosv her overboard, they could not re-

fuse her plea, and prepared to consign

her to the deep.

She attached only one condition—she

said she had always loved her old rock-

ing chair and wanted it with her when .she

departed this earth. So, after tying her

to the chair, the sailors threw her to the

whale, who gulped her down, rocking

chair anil all. The whale immediately dis-

appeared, and in a shcrt time the vessel

was again safely on its way—the storm

having subsided.

Weeks later, we arrived in Alaska. Al-

most simultaneously, a tumult was cre-

ated by the natives when the rumor got

around that a great whale had drifted

ashore. We rushed down to the shore,

and the sailors, recognizing the monster

as the same whale that had caused us so

much worry, got axes and proceeded to

cut him open. There, in the whale's

stomach, was the old lady calmly rocking

back and forth in her rocking chair, and
selling oranges at a nickel apiece to the

RADIO MIRROR

three sailors! (Vas you dere Sharlee?)

Life among the Eskimos was indeed

pleasant. All we did the livelong day

iJaffish and hunt. The fishing was par-

ticularly enjoyable as it involved no work

at all o"^ our part.. The tribe of Eskimos

among which we lived had trained gold-

fish to act as educated bait.
.

The fishermen would tie a string to one

of these goldfish, and by holding iip a

certain number of fingers would indicate

to the pet how many fish he wanted He

would then drop the harnessed goldfish

into the water, and watch it proceed in

search of its victims. The large and te-

rocious game fish would be attracted by

the glittering goldfish, and would snap

its jaws around it and gulp it down.

The goldfish, on getting into the gul-

let would slither out through the gill,

having the game fish on the line. Rie

goldfish would continue fishing in this

manner until he caught the desired num-

ber of fish. It would then swim around

the entire line of fish, and with the slack

of the line, tie a knot. This was neces-

sary, because if the fisherman pulled in

the line—without a knot in it—the gold-

fish would be pulled through a dozen or

so gills, and would be injured, in addi-

tion to losing the catch. So when the

knot was tied, the goldfish would let up

a few bubbles as a signal, and the fisher-

man hauled in the day's catch!

Hunting in the Arctic was a thrilling ex-

perience, because it was really fraught

with danger. Only once, however, during

my entire stay, was 1 faced with death.

iVIy ingenuity saved me.

it was a bitter cold day. A blizzard

had come up. and the temperature had
gone down to several hundred degrees be-

low zero. 1 had gone out hunting and
after using up all my bullets, 1 was mak-

ing my way to our igloo, minding my
own business, when I was suddenly con-

fronted by the largest and most ferocious

looking bear I had ever seen! The anim.il

was preparing to pounce on me, and
I

had no bullets!

1 began to think how my mother would
miss me, and wept at the thought. The
tears froze almost as soon as they left

my eyes. Suddenly, 1 received an inspira-

tion. I jammed the frozen tears into my
gun, and used them as bullets. When
the tears penetrated the bear's brain, the

heat of his body melted the solidified

liquid and the bear died of water on the

brain! (So, vas you dere?)

Alaska was too tame, so 1 proceeded on

a journey southward and arrived in Flim

Flom, Canada, where I struck up an ac-

quaintance with a Northwest IVlountcd

Policeman. We became fast friends. He
shared his quarters with me, and indeed

proved such a hospitable host that I was

loath to depart, and remained with him

for almost half a year.

THE Mountie had a remarkable bird

dog. The dog, reared among the mount-
ies, had developed a peculiar fascination

for the wigwagging squad. He spent hours

with them everyday, watching them wig-

wag messages with their flags.

When the hunting season opened, the

Mountie, knowing my reputation as a

hunter, lent me this dog. Together, with

a gun, we entered a sparsely wooded area.

The dog preceded me by several hun-

dred feet and trailed back and forth in

search of game. Suddenly he stopped,

and his tail shot upward. The tail be-

gan to wiggle. He was wigwagging a mes-

sage! It was: "Jack—have—you—any—
buckshot? —if—not—run—like—mad—be-

cause there's — a—big—brown—bear—up
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here—and he's—coming—your way!" CVas
}ou dere?)

When 1 left for still farther southerly

parts, my friend insisted upon giving me
this remarkable pointer—he was a point-

er—as a keepsake. Out of sentiment, I

accepted the dog even though he was
somewhat of an encumbrance when I

arrived in New '\'ork,

ONE afternoon, I was walking down
Sixth Avenue with the dog trotting

behind me, when suddenly I missed him.
After searching frantically. I found that

he had come to a beautiful point at one
of the busiest corners in the city. 1 looked
around for a bird, and finally came to

the conclusion that this dog had gone
batty as a result of New York life. I

was just about to give him a sound thrash-

ing, when 1 suddenly discovered what he
was pointing at. It was a large sign with
gold letters, reading: "A. PARTRIDGE
—Hardware!"
So 1 next took a boat to Jersey. Run-

ning short of funds, 1 joined the State
Police. A criminal, who had long been
sought by the law, was finally caught
shortly after I joined the force. He was
a shoplifter with a peculiar mania—he
never stole anything expensive. He was
a cheap crook, and the cheap items were
good enough for him.
One day he was spotted leaving a big

department store with a number of cheap
cotton shirts. He mana.ged to temporarily
elude the police, but with my sleuthing
always on the job, he was quickly trailed
to his home and barricaded. He was or-
dered to come out with his hands up,
but instead of complying the bandit taunt-
ed us by putting on one of the shirts
he had stolen and parading up and down
in front of the window.
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This was more than we could stand andtear gas bombs were thrown into hkhouse. We waited for him to come riin-

hmfrsTn^"'' ''"r-
ll--'lf«nl'>'ur.,wo

hours, ten hours-but our man remained
nside. Finally, 1 decided to break in
he house and investigate.

I found himlying on the fioor dead. What had hap-
pened, It seems to me, was that the teargas had exploded, and caused him to weep

f,lJ,fll- ^1'^ '^"^ ''•"' completely sat-
urated the collar ot his cheap cotton shirt-and It had shrunk, choking him to
death! (You vasn't dere, vas you 5)

THE YEAR'S BIGGEST
EVENT!

Jimmie Fidler Joins Radio
Mirror as its exclusive Holly-
wood reporter! Reserve

your July issue now.

Florida was the place 1 liked the best
I suppose it was because the fishing was
always good there. 1 can remember only
one occasion when the fish weren't biting
But fortunately, 1 had a bottle of Scotch
along. I dipped a tresh minnow into the
bottle, and put him on the end of the
hook figuring that the big fish might be
attracted by the scent of the liquor. I

made a cast, and in a few seconds there
was a vigorous tug at my line. It took
all my strength to haul in the line, but
it was well worth the cfl'ort. On the end
of the line was a huge sea bass which was
fighting desperately. The minnow had
the bass by the throat, and was throttling
him! (\'as you dere, Hemmingway?)

had"^v?J •''V^™''^'
experiences I evernan was walking across the Moiave

Wmse f7." 'V'^'^
'""?1^'-'^-"'^ who ."in d

ot the de.sert, and ran out of water We
ind Si \TlVl'Y

" '''•""' ^'^"'P"f"^^^^^^^and linally Jake got >„ th rstv that he

wnio r"\-
•"'""'"

^',^1'- I «-^'»"nn?J

hnv, n
y^'loma. and nothing would

have w';'r"""'i5"''''
''•'^' ,'^''^'• >"'' l'^"l «"

h^ .,,'
I-'"'""-

hke moaned, as
e sank into the scorching sand, "I'd

gi e my hie for one glass of water."

and finally arose «ith a .solution. I reached
into my knai^sack and pulled out a tre-mendous ,,nion. ri,,n I procured a small
pan, .ind holding the onion under lake's
eyes,

1 proceeded to make his eyes water
In less than a minute Jake had wept the
I"" '"11; •\"'-\ •liter drinking the water we
walked briskly on our way!
When I got to California, bad news

awaited me. Fhcre I found a message
Irom home informing me that mv aged
grandmother was mortally ill. The letter
urged me to return home so that she
might have a last glimp.se of her grand-
son before departing this earth.

I quicklv jirepared for the trip. Not
having sulficient monev for a boat pa.s-
sage, and being in bad with the passport
authorities, I purchased a pair of water
wings. 1 filled them with air, and after
a week ol strenuous swimming,

I finally
landed in the home land and rushed lo
my grandmother's bedside.

I
REMOVED the valve from the svater-
wings, and made my grandmother

breathe in the California air with which
they were filled. Before you could sav, jack
Pearl, she was out of bed and kicking a
football around. I was home safe again.
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^^Always worth stopping for99

NVTGIJIII

SEE THE BEECH-NUT CIRCUS
Biggest Little Show on Earth !

A mechanical marvel, 3 rings of performers,

clowns, animals, music 'n' everything! Now
touring the country. Don't miss it.

What's New?

{Continued from page 4)

Stoopnagle and Budd call it a season
the end of May. So does We, the People.

Eddie Cantor and Kate Smith both
start holidaying the end of June, to be
absent two and a half months while their
shows continue without them. Lanny
Ross intends to stay aboard Show Boat
all summer. He took a long European
trip last year, and a family man has his

responsibilities.

The two big automobile symphony
tours take summer rests. General iVIotors'

present spring series takes it up to the
end of June, and it's a good bet that
the sponsors then suspend operations
until fall. Mr. Ford's Sunday Evening
Hour definitely packs away its instru-

ments in summer moth-balls June 27.

Jack Oakie and Rubinoff stay on the
air until July. After that, Jack may turn
his college over to some other wise man;
Rubinoff may also rest until fall. Even
if the maestro takes himself and his violin

off the network you'll still hear his pro-
grams. He's made hundreds of electrical

transcriptions for Chevrolet, featuring
guest stars.

If your favorite star or program isn't

listed here, be glad.

It means that he, she, or it will prob-
ably remain on the air throughout the
summer.

IT should double your pleasure in lis-

tening to Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt's
radio talks to know what happens to the
money she makes on them. Ponds is

reputed to pay her two thousand dollars
for each broadcast, and this money goes
directly to the American Friends Service
Committee in Philadelphia, without the
First Lady ever seeing it at all. From
there it goes into a work that's very
close to Mrs. Roosevelt's heart. It is used
to resettle families in the depressed areas

of Eastern states—such regions as the
mining districts in West Virginia and
Pennsylvania. The American Friends
Committee buys small plots of land,

settles out-of-work miners on them, and
helps them to get a new start. The basic

idea is to give each family some land on
which to live and raise some food, at

the same time working whenever possible.

It 'would take radio to make a part-time
farmer out of a miner, wouldn't it?

PLENTY of stars have missed a broad-
cast now and then; Jessica Dragonette

was forced by illness to miss the first

program of her present series, and last

fall Fred Astaire was a week late in join-

ing his own show. But Nelson Eddy, I

guess, is the only star who ever missed

the last program in a series. The laryn-

gitis attack which forced him off the air

for his final scheduled appearance for

Vicks was partially a result of his throat

operation a few weeks before. It's not
serious, despite rumors. Nelson canceled

concert engagements for a couple of

weeks, but is planning on resuming them
soon. He is booked up solidly on his con-

cert tour until the end of May, after

which he'll go back to Hollywood for

another picture.

* * *

REMEMBER our vague speculations

about Professor Quiz's appearance
and identity last month? Well, here's a

later bulletin. At the broadcasts the Prof,

reveals himself to be a heavyset, once
handsome man who makes you feel he

could talk you into buying the Brooklyn
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Bridge to jump off of. He has eyes that

hold your interest until you believe what-
ever he says—and like it.

MILESTONES section: Mabel Albert-

son and Ken Englund announce
their wedding, which took place last

November 2. Mabel is Countess Klepto-

mania on the Sunday morning lodent

Dress Rehearsal, and Ken is a script

writer for the Helen Broderick-Victor

Moore show, among others . . . Eddie

Cantor buys an estate in Beverly Hills

for the nice rounded sum of |133,000

(reputed) . . . Judy Canova is being

co-starred with Jack Benny. in the picture

he's making now. It's not her debut,

however; she was in "Caliente" last year

. . . Rita Johnson, late of the CBS Work-
shop dramatic program, is another who
has gone Hollywood, via the dotted-line

route on a Sam Goldwyn contract . . .

Jerry Belcher, master of ceremonies on
Our Neighbors, sold his program to

General Tires just as his wife, the former
Ruth Love, presented him with a baby
daughter. Jerry had time to kiss the baby
before flying out to Chicago to discuss

time and network . . . CBS will break
ground within a year for two mammoth,
modern radio centers, one in New York
and one in Hollywood, to replace its

present rather crowded quarters in both
cities . . . Merwyn Bogue, Ish Kabibbie
in Kay Kyser's orchestra, says it's a boy
. . . Frances Langford was ill in the
hospital, just when we wanted her to

pose for a picture. The big hearted
camera man offered to go into the sick

room but the nurses wouldn't let him go
to all that trouble.

NBC will weep tears of mortification
when we publish this, but we can't

resist. Show Boat is broadcast on NBC
from nine to ten Thursday nights. Floyd
Gibbons' True Adventures program goes
over CBS from ten to ten-thirty the same
night. The same advertising agency pro-
duces both shows. It's impossible for
agency officials to get from Radio City
to the Columbia building in time to sit

in the control room for Floyd's program,
so as a special favor to them NBC picks
up its rival network's show and broad-
casts it to the control room of Studio
8-H, where the agency man can sit around
and listen.

BRIEF bulletin on the never-ending de-" bate over whether or not movie stars

ought to go on the air: When Hollywood
Flotel put "Love Is News" on the air the
picture had already been released, and
its exhibitors were warned to watch box-
office receipts closely and see whether
the broadcast helped them or hurt them.
What did they find out? In some places
the box-office receipts were larger after
the broadcast, in some places smaller, and
in some they didn't change at all. And
anyway, it didn't matter; the picture was
a hit to begin with.

* H; *

ON the other hand, at least one radio
star has decided he oughtn't to stay

in the movies. Jimmie Melton, singing
star and master of ceremonies on the
Saturday Night Party on NBC, volun-
tarily bowed out of the Hollywood pic-
ture when he asked to be released from
his contract with Warner Brothers. The
contract was torn up, although it still

called for two pictures for two more
years, and Jimmie now plans to devote
all his future time to radio. You'll see
his last picture, "Melody for Two," in
May.

• "Look! See what she's got in her pocket, . . her baby! Isn't he lucky

—always going riding! OJ course, he must rub up and down a bit

when she jumps. Vll bet his seat gets chafed!'"

• "Know what to do for that, Mrs. Kangaroo? Vll tell you— just

sprinkle him good with soft, slick Johnson's Baby Powder. It makes
any baby feel great! Let me put some on him—I'll be very careful."

• "There! ...Doesn't he feel nice—doesn't he smell nice?..,And no
more rashes or chafes or prickly heat for him. He'll be so good you
can put him in your pocket and forget him!"

• "Feel my Johnson^s Baby Potcder—isn't it lovely and dotcny

and soft? Never gritty like some powders. It keeps a baby^s skin

just perfect!" And that. Mothers, is the surest protection against

skin infections! Johnson^s Baby Powder is made of the finest

Italian talc—no orris-root. Babies need Johnson^s Baby Soap,

Baby Cream and Baby Oil, too!

NEW BRUNSWICK NEW JERSEY
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MAKE-UP
REVOLUTIONIZED!

i^'J* W'*
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LADY ESTHER ANNOUNCES TWO, NEW
MAGICAL SHADES OF FACE POWDER!

Two Amazing New Shades That Are Liter-

ally Transforming in the Beauty They Give

You Under the Most Searching Sunlight

or the Unkindest Artificial Light!

Two new shades of face powder, the like of

which you have never before seen!

Two new shades that give face pQwder a

magic that has never before been known!
To look at these shades in the box you would

just think them two new strange shades of face

powder.You would never imagine them to have

any marvelous effect.

But they are literally transforming! They do

things for you that face powder has never been

known or dreamed to do. (I do not merely

claim this, I have proved it on the skins of more

than 10,000 women.)

These shades impart the full magic of color.

They do not confine themselves to your skin or

your face.They extend themselves toyourwhole

personality. They definitely flatter. They defi-

nitely "glamor-ize." They create a new "YOU "

!

They are striking examples of the power of

color!

A Dramatic Shade for Day

Daye and Nihte I call these new shades of •

mine. :

Daye is primarily for daytime wear. It is •

a luscious golden tone, magical in its effect. ;

It is a dramatic shade. It is young and excit- •

ing. It gives you the freshness of a Spring |

mom, the glow of the heart of a rose. It •

creates a gay beauty that is preserved under

the most glaring sunlight.

A Romantic Shade for Night

Nihte is primarily for night-time wear. It is a

romantic shade, suggestive of moonlit waters

and soft music. It casts a pearly radiance about

you. It gives your skin a transparent look, as if

the moon shone through it. It creates a soft

ethereal beauty that can challenge the most
unsympathetic artificial light.

At My Expense

These new face powder shades and their effect

can no more be described than can a radiant

dawn or a glorious sunset. They have to be seen

to be appreciated. That's why I offer to send a

liberal trial supply to every woman in America.

Just send me your name and address and by
return mail you will receive generous packets

of both Daye and Nihte shades. Try on each

shade, Daye during the day and Nihte at night.

See what each does! Step up your appearance,

your whole appeal. You will be more than sur-

prised and delighted with what your mirror

shows you and your friends tell you.

Mail coupon today for your free packets of

my new Daye and Nihte shades of face powder.

FREEiYoueanvaattthiamtavtnnvfiOBteard) (84)

Lady Esther, 2034 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois

Please send me trial packets of your two new face

powder shades, Daye and Nihte.

iVame —_

—

.
.—

^

Cily-

ilfyouUw in Canada, wriULadvEalktr^ Tannic, Ont.)

JUST for the record, here's the explana-
^ tion of Joe Penner's "good night"
speech at the end of his broadcast. Every
Sunday, you may have noticed, he says
"Good night," and adds a different girl's

name. It doesn't mean that Joe has a new
sweetheart every week—Joe's securely and
happily married. It's just a gag. He always
uses a rather common name, like Dorothy
or Helen, figuring that all the Dorothys
and Helens in the audience will sit up
straight and think he's talking to them.
The idea seems definitely dangerous to
us. Suppose Dorothy is married, and her
husband wakes up out of an after-dinner
doze to hear a disembodied male voice
bidding his wife good night? V/hat's he
going to think about it all, Mr. Penner?

THE wonderful adventure that began
for Lucille Manners when she was

signed by Cities Service to take the place
of Jessica Dragonette has taken a new
and exciting turn. A story published in

last month's issue of Radio Mirror told
you how Lucille has been groomed for
stardom—taught to dress, walk and talk,

all giamorously. Well, it was a success-
ful campaign, perhaps too successful for
her sponsors, who may lose her because
of it to the movies. Lucille was screen-
tested a few days ago by Warner Brothers,
and reports have it that the results were
terrif—well, anyhow, colossal.

THAT twenty-fifth anniversary celebra-
' tion the Girl Scouts put on last month
—at least, the part of it that was broad-
cast—showed how the girls can put it

all over the male sex when they want to.

Ever hear of a Boy Scout celebration
which was able to line up an array of
talent like this—Elizabeth Rethberg,
Mario Chamlee, Cornelia Otis Skinner,
Rene Maison, Kathleen Norris, Mrs. Her-
bert Hoover, and Mrs. Franklin D.
Roosevelt? They all went on the air for
the Girl Scouts.

yOU'RE likely to miss one of radio's

most interesting programs if we don't
tell you about it, because it is broadcast
only once a month. It's a musical show,
lasting half an hour, with a cast composed
entirely of blind people. The National
Bureau for Blind Artists arranges the pro-
grams, and NBC puts them on as sus-

taining shows. Radio is a perfect medium
for these people to use in overcoming
their handicap and becoming recognized
entertainers—so listen in, the first Friday
of every month, at 3:15, on the NBC-
Blue network. Such a famous person as

Alec Templeton, the blind pianist, has
already appeared in one of these pro-
grams, and similar talented people are

promised for the future.

FRED WARING starts April 10 on
"Varsity Show'." That's what the item

in a New York radio journal said, but it

was news to everybody in Fred's office.

It was news to everybody connected with
the Pontiac Varsity Show on NBC, too,

and it had them worried. Had their spon-
sor suddenly decided to fire them all and
sign up Fred and the Pennsylvanians
instead? You never can tell, they said

sadly, what will happen in radio. Fred was
out of New York, touring, but his office

said it didn't think he had any radio
plans—he was supposed to make a pic-

ture. At last the explanation bobbed up.

The name of the picture Fred will make
this summer is "Varsity Show."
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%A#E'VE heard of expert gag writers* and directors being called in to doc-
tor up a radio show, but Will Alexander
is a new kind of specialist. He's a band
doctor. A graduate of the musical depart-
ment of the University of Pennsylvania,
Will makes his living by rearranging or-

chestral arrangements, adding a saxophone
here, subtracting a violin there. Benny
Goodman's is one of the bands upon which
Will has worked his specialized magic, and
they do say that he's responsible for
much of Benny's present success.

WHEN is a busted career not a bust?
When it's a smash, of course. And

the oddest things sometimes turn it into

the smash. There's the curious case of

Natalie Bodanya, the girl who sang duets
with Frank Munn on the Sweetest Love
Songs program—and more important, the

girl who recently lost her petticoat on
the stage of the Metropolitan Opera just

as she was hitting a high note, it was her
first big role, and right when everything
was going well that petticoat had to come
loose and fall on the floor before the

amused eyes of a brilliant audience, Na-
talie saw her budding career crumble with
the petticoat, but she gallantly went on
singing and ended up by kicking the

offending garment off the stage as she

made her exit. But she was still sure that

they'd never let her sing at the Met again.

The next day she woke up to find herself

famous as the girl who had provided the

only excitement at that dignified old tem-
ple of song since the night Jeritza tripped
and had to sing an aria lying flat on her
stomach. Instead of ruining her career the
petticoat had made it a sure thing. She
was even interviewed by a London paper
on the trans-Atlantic telephone.

lACK of a suitable script is delaying the" entrance into radio of a dazzling new
personality. New, that is, to the air, but
one of the stage's first First Ladies and no
small potatoes in the movies. Ina Claire
has been flirting with the broadcasters for
several months, but so far just hasn't
been able to get a script whipped up into
shape for her use. She's to make a movie
soon, so perhaps by the time that is fin-

ished all the difficulties will have been
smoothed out. Miss Claire ought to be a
regular one-woman show on the air—she
won a prize for perfect diction not long
ago, she's an accomplished comedienne,
and she used to sing in musical comedy.

iL'DY VALLEE, always one of our^ most travel-minded citizens, hits a new
high in commuting early in IVIay. Right
after his April 29th broadcast he grabs a
fast liner for London, arrives there in

five days, broadcasts his May 6th and
13th programs from the Coronation city,

hops another fast boat, and is back in
New York for his May 20th show, with-
out missing a single Thursday. It will
all mean a two-week vacation for the
Connecticut "Vankees, since Rudy will go
alone and use an English band.' plus the
cream of the talent in London for the
Coronation as his guests.

piCTURE of a radio star refusing to be
^done out of a vacation: Fred Allen has
told his intimate friends that he doesn't
plan on returning to radio, once he's left
it in June, until January, 1938. Fred, you
know, is to spend the summer making a
picture in Hollywood, and evidently he
plans on taking that vacation when it's

finished.
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BRIDE REVEALS ALL!
Husband finds why he eats like a millionaire

THREE things make Franco-American
Spaghetti a hfe-saver for brides and hm-

ited budgets. First, it tastes so good that

hungry young husbands clamor for more.

Second, it is such concentrated nourishment
that with it you need only a salad and perhaps

a fruit dessert for a satisfying meal. Third, it

costs so little! Imagine— a can usually costs

only ten cents— less than 30 a portion.

Franco-American is no ordinary, ready-

cooked spaghetti. One taste of its tangy,

cheese-and-tomato sauce, with its subtle

blend ofeleven delicious, savory ingredients,

will convince you right away. Ready to heat

and eat, how it does save time! It's grand for

making meals out of leftovers, too ! Try this!

DELICIOUS THRIFT DINNER
Panbroiled meat balls

1 can Franco-American Spaghetti
Buttered beets

Cottage pudding with tart fruit sauce

SERVES 4 • COSTS 60i

Franco-zimencan
SPAGHETTI

Made by the Makers of Campbell's SoupS

The Franco-American Food Company, Dept. 46

Camden, New Jersey

Please send me your free recipe book:
"30 Templing Spaghetti Meals."

Name (print^-

Address

Ciry -State-

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW?

Not such nitwits! When George Burns and Gracie
Allen nnoved their program to the NBC network,

Monday nights, they got a big salary increase.

WHAT some of your favorites

were doing before taking to the

air, according to Radio Daily:

Jacl< Pearl was a songplugger, and

the Oracle knows someone who "vas

dere" . . . Russ Morgan was a miner

in the mine his father was foreman of

. . . George Olsen used to saw lumber

... Jan Peerce sang with Cantor Ros-

enblatt . . . Ralph Kirbery was a flour

salesman and Jerry Cooper used to toot

the trombone in a New Orleans cafe.

Hazel M. B., St. Petersburg, Fla.

—The Melody Treasure Hunt con-

ducted by Pat Ballard is now off

the air. However, you still can get in

touch with Mr. Ballard by addressing

him in care of the Mutual Broadcasting

System, 1440 Broadway, New York,

N. Y.

Miss Kay M., Kingman, Arizona

—The latest Show Boat theme song is

"Dream Boat" by Al Goodman. For

Margaret Speaks' program, the theme
song is "In My Garden," by Mrs. Har-

vey Firestone, Sr., and the First Night-

er's theme is "Neapolitan Nights."

Lily Pons fans, attention!— Is there

a Lily Pons fan club? Thesba Yeaton

of Derby, Vermont, wants to know.

Mr. Roy Robert Smith, Denver,
Colorado—Percy E. Appleby, of 421

Osborne Avenue, Verdun, Quebec,

Canada, asked for your local address,

but not having it, we thought that this

notice would prompt you to get in

touch with him.

Ernest H., Guatemala, South
America—Sorry you had to wait so

long for your answer, but it took a

long time to discover the whereabouts

of your friend, {Continued on page 76)
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Why His Wife Always Takes the Rap for Fred Astaire

the world had ever seen—which Fred
doesn't believe is true. They listened to
him sing, and burbled that his voice was
"marvelous, simply marvelous"—which
Fred knows very well isn't true.

Panic seized him. Wasn't there anyone
to tell him the truth? Suppose he grew
to believe these people—only to discover,

some day, that he had been slipping, and
that now his skill had gone entirely? He
knew that sometimes he did things wrong.
But how could he tell? He couldn't see

himself dancing, couldn't listen to him-
self singing.

There was one person who could help
him, who was willing to help him. Phyllis
saw his confusion. She watched him
worry. And because she loved him, she de-
cided to do something about it.

Phyllis doesn't like the theatrical side

of Fred's life any more than he does, but
she did realize that he needed her to coun-
teract the effects of the constant adula-
tion and "yessing" that goes on at the
studios. So she began doing something
few wives would care to do. She began
the program she has steadfastly carried

out ever since.

IN the morning, when Fred arrives at

the studio, she is with him. Over in

one corner of the set there is a quiet, tiny

figure—a little thing that a good strong
puff of wind could blow away, and yet
so sturdy, so steadfast. You don't notice
her unless someone points her out. Ap-
parently, she isn't watching Fred; but ac-

tually, she isn't missing a single gesture
he makes.

(Continued from page 37)

When he has finished a dance routine
or a scene he bounds over to her and for
long minutes their heads are together in

earnest conference. What she is telling

him is whether, in her opinion, his work
was good or could be improved upon.
She is giving him that valuable thing so
few stars can have—criticism. And Fred
respects her opinion and her judgment.
She gives him constructive guidance from
one who has no part in the theatrical

world, one who has his interest at heart
and nothing else. It is something
most intelligent stars would give half

their incomes to purchase, if it could be
purchased.

Phyllis usually disappears from the set

just a little before lunch time. She re-

turns to his dressing room, a few minutes
later, with a picnic basket and a couple
of thermos bottles. In the basket is a

delicious luncheon, hot and nourishing.
Phyllis spreads it out on the table. Soon
Fred runs in and shuts the door.
The shutting of that door is symbolic.

During this brief luncheon hour Fred and
Phyllis shut out not only the sights and
sounds of the studio around them, but
all the studio stands for as well

—

all the
complicated task of making movies. Many
other people in Hollywood can—and do

—

live, breathe, eat and sleep motion pic-

tures. But Fred is too highly keyed to

think about his work all the time. His
nerves would snap if he did. He must
have a complete break from it, utter re-

laxation.

So as they have their luncheon Fred
and Phyllis talk about everything but the
movies. Theirs is the warm, intimate

chatter which two happily married people
love. They talk about the baby—his

latest trick, his newest tooth. They talk

about their home, their friends, their plans
for the future.

Lunch time is over. Refreshed by this

touch of reality after the unrealities of
picture making, Fred goes back to the set.

And so does Phyllis, back to her post.

THEN there is his radio work. The
yes-men are in the broadcasting studio,

too, ready to laugh at everything he says,

hang on every word in the hope it may
mean a better job. Once more it's Phyllis'

task to suggest, to criticize, to keep him
from going the way of so many who have
nothing but yes-men around them.

That's the rehearsal. But on the night
of the show, when the Packard hour is

actually sent out over the airwaves,

Phyllis is not in the studio. And that fact

alone is proof enough that the gossips

who say she dogs his footsteps to keep
off infatuated women are wrong. If they
were right, would she be likely to leave

him during the actual show, when he is

besieged by fans after the broadcast is

over?

Throughout the Packard broadcast
Phyllis is at home with the radio turned
on, listening to every word Fred says,

every note he sings. From this position

she can tell much better how things are

going than if she were in the studio. She
has heard the rehearsal. She knows the

pattern the broadcast is to take. Now
she hears what comes through well and
what doesn't.

I SEE A DARK MAN 60IN6
OUT OF YOUR LIFE

!

"I advise Colgate
Dental Cream. Its

special penetrating

foam removes the

cause— the decay-
ing food deposits
in hidden crevices

between your teeth

which are the
source of most bad

. of dull, dingy teeth . .

.

and of much tooth decay. At the

same time, Colgate's soft, safe

polishing agent cleans and
brightens the enamel — makes
your teeth sparkle."

breath .
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You tell her, Edith
rr

W/?a me?Never! LefJane do it

NQ I CANY. you tell HER, MADGE

£Why should I ?Anne's the

JOAN must be told! But who will

tell her—and how? No wonder

each one of her friends tries to

pass the problem on to the next one!

It's a hard, thankless thing to tell a

girl that she is personally unpleasant

to be with on account of underarm

perspiration odor. It seems inexcus-

able that she should have to be told,

in these modern days! -

It's so unnecessary to offend in this

way. For you can be safe all day, every

day, in just half a minute. With Mum!

Harmless to clothing. You can use this

dainty deodorant cream any time, you

know

—

ufU'.r dressmg, just as well as

before. For it's perfectly harmless to

MUM

clothing. Mum is the only deodorant

which holds the Textile Approval Seal

of the American Institute of Launder-

ing as being harmless to fabrics.

Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the

skin, too. You can shave your under-

arms and use Mum at once.

Doesn't prevent natural perspiration.

Another important thing—Mum does

not prevent the natural perspiration

itself— just the unpleasant odor of

perspiration.

Are you making it uncomfortable

for your friends by your own careless-

ness? Play fair with them and yourself

by making Mum a daily habit. Bristol-

Myers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.

LET MUM HELP IN THIS WAY,
TOO. Use Mum on sani-

tary napkins and enjoy

complete freedom from
worry about this source
of unpleasantness.

takes the odor out of perspiration

When the program is over he comes
home, and his first words are usually, "How
did it go?" Then the two sit down and
analyze it from her viewpoint—the view-
point of the listener.

No one but Fred and Phyllis has ever
been present at one of these discussions.
For Phyllis never, never advises him when
others are around. And she never, never
butts in on someone else who is part of
the show. What she does is for Fred,
for Fred alone and because Fred wants
It.

Only the Astaires' intimate friends know
the true reason for Phyllis' constant and
devoted watchfulness, for only to these few
friends have Fred and Phyllis ever ex-

explained. It isn't entirely Hollywood's
fault that the wrong interpretation has
been put upon this watchfulness, for it's a
human enough failing to criticize what
you don't understand.

Another thing about Fred and Phyllis
which Hollywood doesn't understand is

their insistence that they should be al-

lowed to choose their own friends. Only
a few of the picture people—Joan Crawford
and Franchot Tone are two—are ever in-

vited to the lovely hillside home, with its

tennis court jutting out like a pier over
the canyon. And Hollywood takes this to
mean that Phyllis is stuck up, still the
snobbish society girl.

There are two reasons why most of
Fred's and Phyllis' intimates are chosen
from outside the picture-making crowd.
Really, they are the same reasons which
prompt those quiet lunches on the set.

First, Fred wants to get away from pic-

tures and radio in his social life, in that
way he hopes to keep a clear perspective in

the blurred Hollywood mirror. Don't for-

get that Fred is a worrier, that he is ex-

tremely sensitive to moods and atmosphere.
So when they entertain at home, when they
take their friends to their box at the Turf
Club at the Santa Anita race track the con-
versation is so broad and general and
stimulating that, if you overheard it,

you wouldn't for a minute realize Fred
was a star.

THE second reason is just this: Fred
and Phyllis are in love with each other.

Their love is very precious to them, and
they insist upon keeping their hours of

relaxation together free from outside in-

fluences \\hich could endanger it. When
they are with other people, they want
those people to be real friends, not mere
acquaintances whom it is good politics to

entertain. It simply happens that the

people they like best are often not con-

nected with the business of making pic-

tures at all, just as in the Broadway days
Fred's best friends were not of the thea-

ter.

The pathetic thing about all this is that

Hollywood invariably blames Phyllis for

being snobbish, interfering, overwatchful
of her husband. People in the studios

know Fred, like him, and think—mis-

takenly—that they understand him. Al-

most no one knows Phyllis, and so almost
no one realizes that whatever she does,

she does for her husband. If he didn't

want her on the set and in the studio,

^he wouldn't be there. If he wanted to

entertain lavishly and often, she would
help him to do so. Hers is a complete and
selfless devotion.

She takes the rap for Fred, and she

doesn't care whether the rest of the v\'orld

understands or not. She will even, I

know, be a little displeased over the ap-
pearance of this story. But I've taken my
chances on her resentment, because I think

it is time for the truth to be told—time
for everyone to know what a swell wife
[•red Astaire has.
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Puf Beauty In Your Smile

{Cojitinued from page 51)

Sweetest Love Songs Ever Sung, as well as

in guest appearances on other programs.
Natalie has many sound ideas on the sub-

ject, as her own flawless teeth and charm-
ing smile prove.

It isn't often that a girl, no matter how
talented, achieves the spectacular success

which is hers at the age of twenty-three!
For a whole year now she has been sing-

ing principal roles at the very hard-to-

crash Metropolitan Opera, in addition to

the radio work which has made her name
known to thousands. And, in the former
achievement at least, there's no doubt
that part of her success has been due to

.her attractive appearance as well as to her
voice. With her amazingly slender figure,

she is rapidly challenging Gladys Swart-
hout as the JVlet's "principal boy"—be-

cause she looks so well in tights!

OflF-stage she's even more attractive,

and so young. Characteristic of modern
youth, too, in her disdain for sham and
false modesty.

"Why not talk about these things?'' she

queried earnestly, curled up like a kitten

on the floor of her studio apartment. "We
hear so much about lipstick, and so little

about the all-important things like tooth
paste and mouth wash ! Few people talk

about bad breath, though everyone fears

it, in themselves and others, and certainly

nothing can more quickly destroy the il-

lusion of beauty.

"Since most singers neither smoke nor
drink and have to watch the type of food
they eat, they aren't troubled so much
with that phase of the problem. No, our
greatest bugbear is the fear of something
happening to our throats. That's why we
know the value of gargling regularly—and
redoubling our efforts during bad weather.

IT'S really just a question of common
sense. 1, as a singer, have never gone

to any throat specialist for a special gargle
or treatments. There are so many ex-

cellent brands on the market, and singers

I know who have gone to doctors have
had these reputable, ready-made mouth
washes prescribed for them."

Natalie is really qualified to speak on
the subject. She hasn't missed a single

performance in her career so far, either
at the Met or on the radio—though she's

just superstitious enough to grin and
knock on wood when she tells you about
it!

"No one knows better than singers, too,"

she continued, "the value of teeth to
beauty. A charming smile is such a large

part of a gracious personality, and teeth
are so important to one's smile. This is

true for all people who face large audi-
ences, but doubly true for singers, whose
every performance focuses attention on
their teeth. The dentist today is one of
our most important beauty specialists, and
proper dental care at home is an integral

part of any beauty regime. Best of all,

it's health insurance, too."

Natalie's teeth are particularly sound
and white. She attributes much of this to

an early childhood habit. She admits it

sounds amusing, but insists (and dentists
will bear this out) that it works. "Ever
since I was a baby," she laughed, "I've

loved to chew on bones. Why, when I

have chicken I don't really feel as though
I've had chicken until I've gnawed a bone
or two! I know it sounds rather like those
advertisements which read: 'Shocking,
say etiquette authorities— Marvelous,
say the dentists,' but then I don't really

indulge in the habit in public."
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Woodbury's Cold Cream helps

to guard from blemish and to

soften lines. Vitamin D ingredient

stimulates the skin to breathe

GERMS are unfriendly to the delicate

skin. Just waiting for some crack

in its surface to set up a blemish-infec-

tion. So use a beauty cream that is

germ-free . . . Woodbury's Cold Cream!

Less chance for germs to cause ugly

blemishes when Woodbury's softens your

skin. This cream arrests germ-growth.

And now Woodbury's Cold Cream con-

tains another protective element that all

skins need . . . Sunshine Vitamin D. Vita-

min D wakes up the quick-breathing

process of skin cells. And when the skin

breathes fast, takes up oxygen quickly,

it retains its youthful vigor.

Use Woodbury's Cold Cream to keep
your skin soft, young-looking, clear. Use
Woodbury's Facial Cream as a powder
base, to hold make-up smoothly. Each
of these lovely creams $1.00, SOfi, 25p,

10(! in jars; 25?!, lOf! in tubes.

"In less than three v/eeks. Bob be-

gan to invite me to dances. And

last night he confessed he first

fell in love with my complexion."

MAIL For 10-PIECE COMPLEXION KITI

It conlains trial tubes of Woodbury's Cold and Facial Creams:

guest -size Woodbury's Facial Soap; 7 shades Woodburv's

Facial Powder. Send 10(S to cover niailin*; costs. Address

John H.Woodbury, Inc., 7478 Alfred St., Cincinnati. Ohio.

(In Canada) John H. Woodbur>*. Ltd., Perth. Ontario.

I^art

btreel^

City
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Exercise is so necessary for teeth health.

That's why the choice of a tooth brush is

so important, as it should be the right

shape and size to massage the gums and
stimulate circulation. By the way, are
you brushing .your teeth properly? Do you
have a long-bristled brush? Do you avoid
brushing into the gums? The proper stroke
to use, you know, starts with the sides of
the bristles against your gums; then you
whisk the brush over the teeth with a
flick of the wrist. The bristle points
should never touch the gums, but should
be turned at just the right moment to
scrub the enameled surface. If you haven't
tried this yet, you may find it a little diffi-

cult at first, but once you get the knack
it will take no longer than the older, less

reliable ways.
When you've taken care of the inside of

your mouth, then is the time to start wor-
rying about lipstick, that so essential fin-

ishing touch. Here's where Natalie has
another grand tip for you that she learned
while making up for screen tests recently.

As you know, the camera picks up all

sorts of idiosyncrasies in one's face which
even our best friends (or worst enemies!)
have never noticed before. And one thing

the camera did to Natalie was to make
those gleaming teeth of hers look as

though they protruded! "That was easily

fixed with make-up, however," she added,
"and perhaps other girls with the same
problem would like to know how it's done.
"The make-up artists widened the bow

of my upper lip with lipstick, so that the

two curves didn't come so close together.

He explained that this avoided that puck-
ered look. Naturally, a 'pouty' efl^ect

would accentuate the teeth at that point.

I've been making up that way ever since

and have been so surprised at the real im-
provement it makes in my appearance."

WE all know what wonders can be
worked with make-up, and this is par-

ticularly true with lipstick. Why not ex-

periment a bit for yourself? Try changing
your lipstick line (slightly, of course, since

exaggeration is never beautiful) as Natalie

did. Try varying your lipstick shades for

day and night, and for different costumes.
If your mouth is large, don't cover its

entire surface with rouge—and be sure to

use rouge more sparingly. If your mouth
is small, make use of every bit of surface.

And, above all else, in making up your
lips, avoid creating an elTect of turned-

down corners! After all, you want to

smile for beauty, so prepare your mouth
for the loveliest smile you can achieve.

There are two grand new beauty de-

velopments Tin particularly eager to tell

you about this month. One is a marvel-
ous new cream made to actually melt away
a pound or two of fat whenever you use

it—and melts it away from the very
spots where you want to reduce! The
other is a handy complexion aid de-

veloped by one of America's foremost
beauty authorities. It's a tremendous
improvement on the old, efficient

pumice stone and works miracles with all

types of skin troubles, even stubborn
cases of acne. If you'd like more in-

formation about these products, just

write Joyce Anderson, Radio IVIirror, IZZ

East 42nd Street, New York City, and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed en-
velope.

Television by Christmas!
Read this s+artling prophe-

cy of a television expert in

the July RADIO MIRROR.
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CoasMo-Coast Highlights

(Continued from page 9)

Sunday at 4:30 p. m. WBAP's staff orches-

tra makes the music for this interesting

quarter hour and Wayne Dunlap, Texas
college student, is the featured vocalist.

St. Louis, Mo.: Coming from KFPW
in Fort Smith, Arkansas, announcer
Thomas Reid had filled only a month of

his microphone assignment at stations

KWTO and KGBX m Springfield, IVIiss-

ouri, when he was ofl^ered his present

broadcasting job at KSD in St. Louis.

Definitely a superior commercial an-

nouncer, Reid became one of the most
popular newscasters ever featured on the
Springfield stations during his brief stay.

In Springfield and everywhere this popu-
lar announcer has broadcast, his many
friends have predicted great things for

him on the airwaves and presto—here he
is in the Highlights.

^ * ^

DOWN MELODY LANE
iV LTHOUGH very few of her radio fans
*• know it, the last name of Christine,

the talented pianist-singer of WMAQ in

Chicago, is Caton. in two words, Christine
Caton.
A native of Winfield, Kansas, Christine

has literally a musical life story. From
the age of four, when she played duets
with her older sister, aided by a pile of

books on the piano bench so that she
could reach the keyboard, until she v\on

the Kansas State piano contest at the

ripe old age of fifteen, life was one long
series of piano lessons and recitals. Then
followed more piano study at Kansas
State College and solo work with glee

clubs.

Her first broadcast was over the former
Brinkley station in Kansas in 1924. After
many tours, playing before music clubs
throughout the midwest, she came to

Chicago in the spring of 1935 and signed

with WMAQ about a year ago.

ANOTHER HOLLYWOOD HIT

THREE thousand tan letters in ten days
is a lot of mail in anybody's mail box,

but that is the story of Howard Swart,
author of The Newlyweds over KNX in

Hollywood. .And Howard should know
what he is talking about because he
doesn't get very far away from The New-
lyweds, his favorite program. You see he
also plays the part of "Harry" in that
7:30 to 7:45 p.m. program from Monday
through Friday every week.

Born in Jackson, Michigan, thirty-eight

years ago and educated in Ohio, Howard
went into vaudeville and played most of

the theaters from coast to coast for twelve
years. Then, sensing the part radio was
to play in the entertainment of the

future, he became interested enough to

do a few broadcasts on a local Los
Angeles station. Fie liked the new medium
and he also liked writing humor. Think-
ing of the two in connection with each
other he conceived the idea of The
Newlyweds and landed the program on
KHJ when that station was a member
of CBS. Some time later he and the show
moved to their present spot on KNX.
According to the program's author and

leading man. The Newlyweds is a com-
bination of several ideas, not least of

which is good clean humor. Whatever the
combination it must be the right one as

attested by that ten days' mail previously
mentioned.

Assisting Howard in The Newlyweds
cast are: Elvia Ellman playing the parts

of Miss Knapp and Milda McDonald;
Charles Lung, known as "The man with

a hundred voices," in the "Mac" and

"J. J. Wilson" parts; and Mary Lansing,

who has appeared in several stage suc-

cesses and voiced many animated car-

toons, as "Mary."

Radio's Gertrude Niesen is featured in Universal's hit, "Top of the Town."
Here she is singing with Russell Wade, Walter Coy, and Michael Fitzmaurice.

"WHAT D'YA MEAN, FALSE ALARM! ^
IT'S DELICIOUS SHREDDED WHEAT
AND STRAWBERRIES!"

Big, golden-brown Shredded Wheat biscuits,

topped with red, juicy strawberries— it's the

grandest flavor that ever put out a three-

alarm call to appetites.

"I JUST REMEMBERED WE'RE HAV-
ING SHREDDED WHEAT AND STRAW-
BERRIES FOR LUNCH."

Dive into this delicious dish tomorrow morn-
ing—get its energy-building carbohydrates,

vitamins, proteins and mineral salts

!

"AN- WHY DIDN'T YE SAY IT WAS
SHREDDED WHEAT AND STRAWBER-
RIES YE WAS RUNNIN' AFTER?"

Calling all housewives ! Go to your local

grocer today ! Order in a supply of this favor-

ite breakfast of millions!

SHREDDEDWHEW

A Product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

Bakers of Ritz,Uneeda Biscuit

Baking VSV ^"'^ Other famous varieties

More Than a Billion Shredded Wheat Biscuits Sold Every Year
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Don't Meet that New Man

UNTIL YOU'VE
MADE THIS

"ARMHOLE-ODOR"
TEST

If any moisture at all collects on the arm-

hole of your dresS/ the warmth of your body

will draw out stale "armhole odor" when
you most want to make a good impression

PRETTY CLOTHES, appealing charm
and amusing conversation may win a

new man's attention. But your first excit-

ing meeting will never ripen into friend-

ship if you have carelessly neglected that

little hollow under your arm!

Ifyou have been deodorizing only, even

though you feel sure of your personal

daintiness, don't meet another man until

you have made the "Armhole-Odor" Test.

* As you take off the dress you are wear-

ing, smell the fabric under the arm. You
may be shocked and surprised to find

that your dress has a stale "armhole
odor." That is the way you will smell

to everyone you meet!

When you deodorize only, although it is

quick and easy to do, you do not stop
perspiration and do not give yourself
complete protection. Perspiration occurs
after you deodorize, and the moisture is

immediately transferred to the fabric of
your dress. Every time you wear the
dress, the warmth of your body draws out

an intensified odor of stale perspiration.

Girls who have tried all ways to master
the art of personal daintiness know that
one way is sure—complete dryness.
Through embarrassment they have learned
that quick, easy methods, which do not stop
perspiration, are unreliable. They insist

upon the complete protection of Liquid
Odorono and gladly devote the few extra
moments necessary to its use.

Odorono is entirely harmless to the under-
arm skin, yet by keeping the underarm
always dry, it insures both wearer and frock
against the slightest possibility of offense.

Protects Lovely Garments
The dainty shades and sheer fabrics of yovtr

evening gowns will never be marred by
ugly greasiness or discoloration from per-
spiration if you protect them with Odorono.
And you will find dry-cleaning bills on your
entire wardrobe considerably reduced.

Start today. Odorono comes in two
strengths. Regular Odorono (Ruby colored)
requires only two applications a week. In-
stant Odorono (colorless) is for especially
sensitive skin and for quick use. Use it daily
or every other day. On sale at all toilet-

goods counters.

To make sure your natural charm will be
unmarred by offensive "armhole odor," send
today for sample vials of the two Odoronos
and leaflet on complete underarm dryness.

SEND 8*! FOR INTRODUCTORY SAMPLES

RUTH MILLER, The Odorono Co., Inc.
Dept.6B7, 191 Hudson St., New York City
(In Canada, address P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)

I enclose Sf*, to cover cost of postage and packing, for
samples of Instant and Regular Odorono and descriptive
leaflet.

yVame_

Address^

City -State-

CHECKING WITH CUPID
^UPID is either terribly busy these^ days or else the little fellow isn't on
the job at all. Anyway, whatever he's

doing, he hasn't whispered many wave-
linkings in our ear the past month.
The only knot-tying job he has con-

fessed so far this month was out in San
Francisco, where Bill Fuller, KJBS pro-
ducer, announcer, actor, and script-writer,

made the former Faye Howard, also of

San Francisco, his wife. And the little

fellow with the wings had to fly in a

hospital window to put that job over.

When Bill entered an Oakland hospital

with acute appendicitis, he got rid of

that all right, but he came out with a

cute nurse holding onto his heart strings.

Miss Howard was the nurse, of course,

and the wedding followed as soon as

Cupid got around to put the finishing

touches on the romance.

But out in Chicago we got word of

some near weddings—which, after all, is

better for our report than no weddings
at all. There, Bob Casey, string bass

player with WlVlAQ's King's Jesters and
other night programs of WMAQ and
WNER, has popped the question to

Marge Morin of the Morin sisters vocal

duo. The announcement came on Bob's
birthday anniversary and it's hinted the
wedding bells are to ring on Marge's.

The other Chicago engagement became
known when Janet Fargo of WBBM's
continuity department traveled to her
Ripon, Wisconsin home and announced
it from there. Buckingham Gunn, radio

producer in Chicago, is the bridegroom
to be.

And to carry the great experiment a

few steps farther, to that generation

which always follows it, we are here to tell

you that eleven-months-old Linda Lou
Wiseman, daughter of WLS's Lulu Belle

and Skyland Scotty, took her first steps

yesterday. Or maybe it was the day
before, but anyway that's early stepping

—and incidentally, an early press notice

too, Linda Lou Billy Joe Mc-
Cluskey, sixteen-months-old son of WSL's
Milly Good and Bill McCluskey, has fully

recovered from a recent skirmish with an

open safety pin. Billy thought it looked

good enough to eat WBBM
announcer-producer Phil Bowman's five-

and-a-half months old son cut his first

tooth recently. Ouch ! The recent

arrival of a ten pound little man at the

home of KNX's "Happy" Jack Kay was
the reason for those cigars Papa Kay
so proudly passed around the studio . . .

. . . And Eileen Wright, six-year-old

daughter of Chicago's WLS Home
Adviser Mary Wright, appears to be fol-

lowing in her mother's kitchen-steps.

Eileen treats all of her young friends to

candy of her own making. Is it really

good, Eileen?

* * *

BABY YVONNE
The well-known younger generation, or

at least one member of that generation,

is up to its old tricks again. Tricks that

have, we presume, since the beginning of

time caused the lifting of eyebrows
among the elders. This time, however,

the eyebrow raising is not an expression

of condemnation, but one of admiration

and amazement.

Baby Yvonne, Philadelphia's six-year-

old mental marvel, is the cause of it all.

If you have seen a little girl with long

curls unhesitatingly answering baffling

questions of both the past and the future

in broadcasts from your local department
stores, or heard these same broadcasts
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over your local radio station, then you
are acquainted with radio's latest sensa-

tion. If not, keep your eyes and ears open
because in company with her mother,

Princess Yvonne, her father, and manager
Harold Rose she will no doubt visit your
town and amaze you too with her mental
wizardry.
Baby Yvonne started her sensational

career last summer when watching a per-

formance of her mother's in Philadelphia.

Her mother, famous on the stage for her

"mind reading," was slightly nettled when
her six-year-old daughter hinted the per-

formance left a good deal to be desired.

Informed that if she could do any better

she could "go to it," Baby Y\'onne did,

with results that startled her parents and
led to her present tour.

RADIOS AND AHS!
BECAUSE George McElwain, NBC

Field Technician at KPO in San
Francisco, is a short wave enthusiast we
have this paragraph and a father has

—

but let's start at the beginning.
Talking with an eighteen-year-old

amateur in Los .Angeles by short wave,
George learned the boy was seeking his

father whom he hadn't seen since he was
two years old, and whose whereabouts
were unknown to him. And the very next
night (here's where the Ohs come m)
McElwain fell into a short wave conver-
sation with another "ham" who confided

he was seeking a son under similiar cir-

cumstances. Notifying the Los Angeles
boy and giving him the man's call-letters,

the lad contacted the man and (Ahs)
sure enough they were father and son.

And this one: Enjoying a week-end off,

rolling along o\'er a mountain road one

hundred and sixty miles from Charlotte,
North Carolina, the driver of the car

suddenly let out a moan as the voice of

Charlotte's WBT announcer Arthur
Whiteside came over the car's radio.

"The program originally scheduled for

this time will not be heard," the voice

announced clearly.

"Why the moan?" asked the driver's

companion.
"1 have the key to the filing cabinet

and he couldn't get the script." the driver

announced, moaning another moan.

OUR HELPING HAND DEPT.

AFTER dropping our own Helping
Hand department last month to tell

you of a real one conducted by Hal
Styles over KHj at Los Angeles, where
he brings unemployed and employers to-

gether, in his Help Thy Neighbor pro-

grams, we have learned of a similiar Job
Clinic program on the Iowa Network as

well as other programs proving helpful to

the unemployed. With all that in good
hands we are now going ahead with our
own H. H. D. unashamed. And here goes:

Nashville, Tenn.: Those sweet and
glowing letters you Tin Pan Alley song-
pluggers have been writing WSM's Cecil

Bailey, singer with Francis Craig's band,
are all right. That is, the nice things you
say about the way your songs are sung
are all right, but Cecil would feel a lot

more complimented if your letters were
not addressed to Miss Cecil Bailey. Catch
on? The man's a guy.
Chicago: Tommy Bartlett of WBBM's

Meet the Missus program loves a good
roast. The culinary kind, of course.

George Clare, WBBM's mail department
head, had to reserve ice box space in the

Wrigley building restaurant to keep the

turkeys, geese, and ducks in when Tommy
mentioned his weakness on the air re-

cently. Don't mention it. Tommy, just be
sure there's something on ice next time
we drop in on you.

Raleigh, N. C: Carl Goerch, WPTF's
unusual radio personality heard nightly

at 6:30 in his Doings in the Legislature

broadcast, is breaking mail records from
the standpoint of distance as well as in

numbers. In fact, if it weren't for just

one little thing Carl would think his

name a household word down in Dixie.

But when in one day's mail letters come
in addressed to Karl Gurth. Carl Gertz,

Carroll Gurch. and Carl Girt it naturally

makes him a little skeptical about that
household word business. Carl admits he's

even beginning to misspell his name him-
self and that's what made us think it

\\as time for our H. H. department to

lend a hand. It's C-A-R-L G-0-E-R-C-H,
fans, and don't let us have to speak to

you about this again.

Fort Wayne, Ind.: An open-letter to

Eddie and Dot, station WOWO. Dear
Eddie and Dot: It has occurred to us that

while you are so busy answering any and
all questions about radio and its stars

for fans on your Question Box program
weekdays at 1:45 p.m., CST., you have
neglected to answer many questions about
the two microphoners you know best. We
know your listeners would like to read
something about you two, and see a

picture showing just how your Question
Box looks in action. How about it? Do
we get permission, picture, and informa-
tion?
New York: Your Coast-to-Coast High-

lighter likes to hear any and all news of

your local radio boys and girls. So don't
forget us, you station Boswells.

'-lUSEIVi>^^^ j 1 FELT ASHAMED OF
\
SHOWING SUE MV

J RINiG-SHE SOUNDED P
SO LONELY

Many attractive girls lose out on friendship,

romance, because of one unforgivable fault

—perspiration odor in underthings. Play
safe—Lux underthings after each wearing.

Lux removes every trace of perspiration

odor without injurious cake-soap rubbing
or harmful alkali. Protects fabrics— saves

colors. Safe in water, safe in Lux.

Removes perspiration

odor . . . Saves colors
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Quest . .

.

is completely effective

ON SANITARY NAPKINS
• Why take chances now that complete

protection is so easily obtainable? The
makers of Kotex bring you a new de-

odorant powder named Quest that posi-

tively destroys all types of napkin and

body odors!

Quest is utterly effective — even on
sanitary napkins. It prevents perspiration

offense; assures all-day-long body fresh-

ness, yet does not irritate skin or clog

pores!

Try Quest today. Use this cool,

soothing powder on sanitary napkins-
after the bath— under arms and for foot

comfort. Quest is unscented, so can't

interfere with the fragrance of perfume.

And Quest costs no more than other

kinds . . . only 35c for the large two-ounce

can. Buy it today at any drug counter.

Facing the Music

{Continued from page 11)

sensation of New York's hottest artery

—

Fifty-second Street. Youthful, beautiful

and a real musician, Adeie tackled the
harp "because I like to master difficult

things."

When not harp-swinging, Adele is win-
ning medals as a champion swimmer and
figure skater. The whole Girard family is

musical: Adele's father was Victor Her-
bert's concert master for fifteen years,

her mother is currently singing with the
San Carlos Opera Company, and her
brother is one of Isham Jones' crack
arrangers.

SHORT, SHORT STORY

FOR the last few months Shep Fields

has been touring the Southland, pop-

ping back to Radio City only for his

Sunday commercials. Naturally the

"rippling rhythm" maestro tried to find

some good local talent. Not until he

reached Atlanta did "something different"

turn up. Up from the dancing crowd to

the bandstand, stepped a lanky girl, ac-

companied by an exuberant male com-
panion.

"Say, Mr. Fields, listen to my girl

friend, she's terrific."

In a few minutes Shep was listening to

the lean Georgian. By midnight he had
her name signed to a contract. When
Fields returned to New York he told

his friends about the "southern sensa-

tion."

"What's her name?" they asked.

"Marilyn Duke."
Then the storm broke; Marilyn Duke,

they told the amazed Fields, used to

sing over WOR in New York, returned

to her home town, when she was con-

vinced that she could never become a

big star.

Far from disillusioned, Shep is con-

vinced Marilyn can make a comeback
by doing two things: Changing her style

of singing, and getting a new coiffure.

ECCENTRICITIES OF THE
MAESTROS

HAL Kemp never wears a hat. . . Don
Bestor, who became famous as the

bespectacled orchestra leader, never wears
glasses at home . . . Emil Coleman sel-

dom sleeps more than five hours a night

. . . Al Goodman is thrilled by heights

so he rented an apartment on the

twentieth floor of one building, and an
office on the twenty-fifth floor of an-

other. . . . Mark Warnovv is the cham-
pion handball player of CBS . . . Nat
Brusiloff is one of the funniest maestros
off the air and was recently engaged
by a cruise company, not to conduct the

ship orchestra, but to act as master of
ceremonies.

* * *

OFF THE MUSIC RACK
HENRY KING has replaced George

Hamilton's "Music Box Music" at

Chicago's Palmer House. He has a Mu-
tual wire . . . You'll hear the Casa
Loma crew this summer from Los An-
geles' swank "Paloma" nitery . . . Red
Nichols' gold-plated Bennies replaced
Roger Pryor's orchestra at the College
Inn in (Chicago . . . When boisterous
Bunny Gootlman and his band made their

first stage appearance recently in New
York, they broke the Paramount Thea-
ter's box-office record. At the first per-
formance it was impossible to put the
feature picture on the screen, until the

Goodman gang "swung" some more.
Claudette Colbert's celluloid image was
greeted with "We Want Goodman" from
the audience . . . Hear Ted Lewis once
again—on the Mutual airwaves . . .

Ben Bernie's announcement that he was
dropping his orchestra came as sorry
news to those of us who liked to hear
Colonel Manny Prager and Billy Wilson,
the Old Maestro's two top vocalists . . .

Johnny Johnson's orchestra is now play-
ing in Virginia Beach . . . What promised
to be a star radio dance band is heard
from no more. It was the orchestra of
Dick Barrie, heard over the air last sum-
mer from Cincinnati. Following their

Queen City engagement, Dick was booked
on a tour of one-night stands, only to

be left stranded in a tiny hamlet.

NBC, it is rumored, has asked many
dance orchestras, heard on its air-

waves, to cut down the many choruses
sung by various musicians and soloists.

The Radio City moguls think this is un-
showmanly and that most of the lads

have poor voices and should open their

collective mouths only when they blow
through instruments.

This will find favor with one faction;
disfavor with another.
How many good dance arrangements

have you heard recently that were spoiled
by poor solos? Yet, there are many
who believe that it is the vocalist in a
good many cases who turns an average
band into a distinctive one.

Imagine hearing Ted Weems' band
without the romantic voice of Perry
Como (who incidentally has just signed
for pictures), Harold Stern's outfit minus
the vocal aid of baritone-drummer Bill

Smith, Casa Loma sans the chirping of
Kenny Sargent and Pee Wee Hunt, Hor-
ace Heidt's Brigadiers bereft of Jerry
Bowne's cheery voice, Freddy Martin's
magic music without Elmer Feldkamp
and Teddy Shand, and Guy Lombardo's
inimitable melodies with Carmen Lom-
bardo absent?

If NBC's planned ruling had gone into
effect a decade ago, listeners might never
have heard Bing Crosby, Art Jarrett,
Rudy Vallee, Phil Harris or Ozzie Nel-
son sing. All these radio stars first start-

ed as musicians in dance orchestras and
gained attention by singing the vocal
choruses.

THE Dorseys may not speak when they
pass by, but they've both proved that

they're capable of making independent
successes, and that ought to make them
feel more kindly toward each other. It

was a couple of years ago, you may re-

member, that Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey
broke up the fraternal partnership that
had brought them fame in danceland.
The wise boys shook their heads and al-

lowed that both Tommy and Jimmy were
smart youngsters but that they'd have
been smarter to stay together. Then
Jimmy got the job of handling the or-

chestral end of things on Bing Crosby's
program, and did right well at it. Tommy
took longer to fight his way up to inde-
pendent prominence, but he's done it too.

Besides being Jack Pearl's music-master
on the Kool cigarette show. Tommy leads

a band that's doing sensationally well in

the 1 lotel Commodore, New York—bet-

ter, they say, than any other band
that ever played there. You hear it over
a Mutual wire . . . Meanwhile, Jimmy
stays on the coast.
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ORCHESTRAL ANATOMY
FREDDY MARTIN'S orchestra: Joe

Poretta. first saxophone; Elmer Feld-

kamp, vocals and second saxophone;
Russell Klein, clarinet; Bruce Yantis, first

violin; Dave Polakoff, second violin;

Fred Heward, third violin; Mike Ren-
zulli, first trumpet; Harry McKeehan,
second trumpet; George Jean, trombone
and accordion; Terry Shand, vocal solos

and piano; Jack Fina, piano and organ;

George Green, bass viol and tuba; Bob
White, drums; Freddy Martin, conductor
and third saxophone. Theme song:

"B)'e Lo Bye Lullaby."
Horace Heidt's Brigadiers: Ernie

Possoja, trombone; Sidney Mear, Nor-
man Kingsley and Jerry Bowne, trump-
ets; Walter Bradley, Frank Devol, Bob
Reidel and Ed Hellman. saxophones:
Bernie Mattison, drums; Gene Knotts,

piano; Dick Morgan, guitar; Art Thor-
sen, bass viol; Alvino Rey; electric

guitar; Lysbeth Hughes, singing harpist;

Larry Cotton, Charles Goodman, Bob Mc-
Coy, vocalists; Mar\'in Newport. Myron
Earnheart, RoUin Butts, George Holle-

man, Ray Serrington and L. C. Smith,
Glee Club; Horace Heidt, conductor.
Theme song: "I Love You in My
Dreams."

CORRESPONDENCE
Betty Burt: You are right about the

setup of the Benny Goodman quartet.

It's Gene Kruppa on the drums, Teddy
Wilson tinkling the piano, Lionel Hamp-
ton swinging away on the xylophone and
the bespectacled Benny playing the
clarinet.

Evelyn Davies: Fred Waring and his

pensile Pennsylvanians are in the land
of movies to make a feature picture. On
the way out they stopped off to play
several one-night engagements.
Mary Tompkins: Emil Coleman, cur-

rently heard over NBC from the Hotel
St. Regis in New York, is the only
Class A band that uses no brass or vocal-
ists. It seems the society trade like

their music that way. Sammy Kaye's
"swing and sway" music is heard over
Mutual from Bill Green's Casino in Pitts-

burgh.
Catherine Reilly: Helen Ward, Benny

Goodman's former vocalist, is now heard
on her own programs on WMCA in New
York. Incidentally she has just married.
The groom is Al Marx of Manhattan.

Alice M. Reinhard: Rudy Vallee was
born in Islandtown, Vermont, in 1901.

The Vallee orchestra heard over NBC has
twent>'-fi\'e pieces.

t- ^ ^

For your convenience—and ours—use
this coupon in writing to ask questions.
We'll try to find all the answers.

Ken Alden,
Facing the Music,
RADIO MIRROR,
122 East 42nd Street,

New York City.

1 want to know more about:

Orchestral Anatomy

Theme Song Section

Or

Name

Address

. . . ,HD .'N. «^^'^;j,"«, TO THE
NOTH.NG CAN CO""'*^^^.^^^

3.WAY PROTECTION OF KOTEX
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® CAN'T CHAFE
The sides of Kotex axe cushioned
in a special, soft, downy cotton

to prevent chafing and irritation.

Thus 'Wondersoft Kotex provides
lasting comfort and freedom. But
sides only are cushioned — the

center surface is free to absorb.

(5) CAN'T FAIL
By actual test Kotex absorbs many
times its own weight in moisture!

A special "Equalizer" center guides

moisture evenly the whole length of

the pad. Gives "body" but not bulk
— prevents twisting and roping.

(D CAN'T SHOW
The rounded ends of Kotex are flattened

and tapered to provide absolute invis-

ibility. Even the sheerest dress reveals

no tell-tale lines or wrinkles.

3 TYPES OF KOTEX
ALL AT THE SAME LOW PRICE

Regular, Junior, and Super — for

different women, different days.

WONDERSOFT KOTEX A SANITARY NAPKIN
ntade from Ce//ucoHon (not cotton)
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IF YOU SUFFER
FROM

ASTHMATIC
ATTACKS

FOR 70 YEARS thousands suffering from
asthmatic paroxysms have depended upon

Dr. Schiffmann's ASTHMADOR... druggists

throughout the world have recommended and
sold it as a quick and dependable aid to relieL

You, too, should experience the same beneficial

results. Try it now! Ask your druggist for Schiff-:

mann's ASTHMADOR — in powder, cigar-

ette or pipe- mixture form. Or send for FREE
supply of all three. R. SCHIFFMANN CO.,

Los Angeles, California. Dept. M
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HOME-STUI>y
BUSINESS TRAINING
ITour opportunity can never be bigger than your
preparation. Prepare now and reap the rewards in
earlier and larger success. Free 64-Page Books Tell
How. Write now for book you want, or mail coupon
with your name and address in margin loday.

D Higher Accountancy
DMod. Salesmanship
DTrafl&c Management
DLavp: Degree of LL.B.
n Commercial Law
n Industrial Mgm't
DRail. Station Mgm't
O Paper Salesmanship
D Business
Management

D Business
Correspondence

D Credit and Collection
Correspondence

n Modern Foremanship
D Expert Booklseeping
DC. P. A. Coaching
D Business English
DStenotypy
D Effective Speaking

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
Dent. 674-R Chicago

Don't Be a Slave

to Cathartics

>

.

This advertisement is based on an actual

experience reported in an unsolicited letter.

\^^Sifba}iffed and sworn to bejore me.

NQZARY PUBLIC

TF YOU take laxatives to keep "regu-

lar," you know from experience that

drugs and cathartics give only temporary

relief. Such remedies merely bring about
a drastic purging action. They do not
correct the cause of your condition.

Doctors now know that in many cases

the real cause of constipation is a shortage
of the vitamin B complex. These precious
factors are sadly deficient in many typical

everyday diets. In many foods the B
complex is almost completely lacking. When
these factors are added to the diet de-
ficient in them, in sufficient amounts,
constipation due to this trouble goes.

Elimination becomes regular— complete.

Energy Returns, Headaches Go

Yeast Foam Tablets are pure pasteurized
yeast and yeast is the richest known food
source of vitamins B and G. They should
stimulate your weakened intestinal nerves
and muscles and quickly restore your
eliminative system to normal, healthy
function, when these disorders, as is often
the case, are due to the B and G deficiency.

With the true cause of your constipa-
tion corrected, you will be rid of the evil

cathartic habit. Your energy will revive.

Headaches of the constipation type will

go. Your skin will be clearer and fresher.

Don't confuse Yeast Foam Tablets with
ordinary yeast. These tablets cannot fer-
nie>it in the body. Pasteurization makes
this yeast utterly safe for everyone to eat.

It has a pleasant, nut-like taste that you
will really enjoy. And it will not put on fat

All drusghts sell YeasI Foam Tab
lets. The 10-day bottle costs onlySOc.
Gel one today . . . refuse substitutes.

Q-h£Sf

NOTE; The above letter is but

one case but it is so typical «/ many others that it more
than justifies a thorough trial of Yeast Foam Tulilels

in similar cases of cor.stipatioti or digestive disorder.

Mail This Cou-
pon Today

You may paste this on a penny
postcard

NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
17.50 N. Ashland Ave., ChicaRo, 111.

Pleasi: sc-ud free Irial sample of Yeast Foam Tab-
lets. (Onlyonc toa family. Canadian readers please
send 10c to cover postage and duty.) RG 6.37

. Stale.

What Do You Want

to Know?

(Continued from page 66)

Mr. Alfred Herz, the famous conductor.
A letter will reach him addressed in care
of the Memorial Opera House, San Fran-
cisco, California.

Andrew M., Schenectady, New York

—

For letter addresses of Vincent Lopez,
Benny Goodman and George Hall, address
them to the Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem, 485 Madison, Avenue, New York
City. Fred Waring has his own office at
1697 Broadway, New York, and so has
Paul Whiteman at 17 East 45th Street,

New York. Write to Ina Ray Hutton in

care of Mills Artists, Inc., 799 Seventh
Avenue, New York City.

James Melton Fans, attention!— Since
publishing a query from one of our read-
ers in regard to a Jimmy Melton fan
club, we've been deluged with letters from
Jimmy's ardent fans telling that there is

such a club with Louise Mitchell as act-

ing secretary. Her address is Box 1418,

Hollywood, California. There are several
clubs throughout the country and the fee

for joining is 50c a year and in return
for dues paid, each member receives a
photo of Mr. Melton, personally auto-
graphed. Each member also receives a
membership card, a Melton Club pin and
the Club News.

J. & D. M., Brooklyn, New York—Alan
Courtney and his Joymakers is heard
every day at 11:30 a. m. over station
WNEW in New York. Courtney picks
on people in the audience to interview.

All the questioning is impromptu. Alan
is only 27 years old, light hair and com-
plexion and has a swell smile. If you
want to become a member of the mythical
club, "Joymakers," just ask to join.

Frances Langford fans, attention! This
business of fan clubs! Here's another
young lady who wants to know if there's

a Frances Langford fan club and says
that Frances is one girl that deserves all

the attention that can be given her. This
anxious-to-be club member's name is C.

Lambert, 471 Bosworth Street, San Fran-
cisco, Calif.

Mr. Walter C, Wilder, Minn.—At the
present time, Guy Lombardo's orchestra

is playing at the Roosevelt Hotel in New
York City. I'd suggest that you write

him there and ask for a picture.

James L. W., Jr., San Bernardino, Calif.

—You'll find Paul Whiteman's address

mentioned in Andrew M's reply, above.

Jean S., Windham, N. H.—Write to

Buddy Clark in care of the National
Broadcasting Company, Rockefeller Plaza,

New York City.

Mrs. Walter J., Nashwauk, Minn.—To-
day's Children is not an electrically trans-

cribed program, but you're right about
Lady Esther and Frances Moran being

played by the same person, and she's Bess

Johnson.
Mrs. R. D. G., Long Beach, Calif.—

It's been a long time since you asked me
about Myrt and Marge, but in case you
haven't discovered it for yourself, they've

been back since the early part of the year

on the Columbia network, every day at

2:45 p. m., except Saturdays and Sundays.
Fanny Lorraine G., N. Tiverton, Rhode

Island—/\s soon as Buddy Rogers returns

from England, he will resume broadcast-

ing, playing for the same program that

stars Helen Broderick and Victor Moore.
Are you a Kenny Baker Fan?—And still

more fan clubs! L. Allan Smith, of 12

Wayside Avenue, Lawrence, Mass., claims

he has just organized the only official

Kenny Baker Fan Club. Get in touch
with him if you want to join.
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steady diet of grief is depressing.

I'm for cheerier scripts, with a dash of

trouble if need be, but withal, happiness

as the main ingredient.

Mrs. R. C. See.

St. Louis, Mo.

$10.00 PRIZE

WHAT ABOUT OUR PRIVATE LIVES?

Should radio "let down the bars" as

Dan Wheeler advocates, (The Curious
Case of Radio's Hidden Censorship,

March Radio Mirror) then radio would
be no longer the great thing it is. The
restraint that the censors wield is highly

commendable. The press with its privi-

lege of printing anything and everything

should satisfy the less discriminating.

The American public enjoys little enough
privacy—cameras rushing in where angels

fear to tread—so why should the private

lives of the great be aired?
Statistics show that the radio industry

is a leading factor in the country's quick-

ly moving stride out of the depression.

This is added proof that the millions are

in favor of the censors who think that

girdle is a better sounding word than
corset—but don't we all?

Mrs. Fred N. Turner,
Washington, D. C.

$1.00 PRIZE

HE WANTS A "STORY-TELLER"

Today our radio brings us almost
everything. Music, both classical and

What Do You Want to Say?

{Continued from page 15)

popular, drama, opera, comedy, wit,

news, all of these in abun4ance. But
sorely lacking is the story-teller.

Yes, there are a few. One of the top-
notchers is of course Alexander Wooll-
cott. There are others, too. But few and
far between. I think this branch of en-
tertainment should be stressed more on
our programs today.

I believe a straight reading program
would prove greatly popular. That is,

selections from the world's best literature

to be read direct from the books them-
selves by someone with a strong, forceful

voice. Someone with imagination. Some-
one who knows good literature. A
reader who can make the real human
appeal of the truly great classics come
to life and live on in the lives of the
masses today.

J. Timothy Pappas,

Memphis, Tenn.

$1.00 PRIZE

SHIVERS RUN UP AND DOWN YOUR
SPINE!

Every Wednesday night I have a stand-
ing date with Horror. Shivers run up
and down my spine, my heart beats
quicken, my hands tremble as formidable
sounds and ghastly voices emerge from
my radio around the magic hour of
midnight.
Mad scientists performing amazing

experiments; heartless criminals plotting
wholesale murder; crafty Oriental magi-
cians weaving insidious spells over help-
less victims all come to life on Bewitched

Wednesday. It's the night of nights for

me!
The soimd of fire, thunder and rain;

the cries of wild beasts; the screechy
voices of witches and goblins form the
gruesome sound effects for my weekly
tour into this strange realm of the mystic
and unnatural.

If you have heard it but once you
know 1 speak of Lights Out. It is a
program that is an innovation in thrill

entertainment.
Mrs. Nelson Bing,

Anderson, Indiana.

$1.00 PRIZE

HATS OFF TO PHIL LORD!

Since listening to that swell program.
We, the People, this drab old world has
become a very interesting place in which
to live.

We find heroism cropping up in the
most unexpected places, hear of strange
dwellings actually lived in by seemingly
ordinary people, and meet folks in all

walks of life—lawyers, bums, philosophers
and many with almost unbelievable oc-
cupations.

Hats off to Phil Lord for creating one
of the most human and most interesting

programs ever offered to the radio world.
W. I. Thompson,
Beacon, New York.

$1.00 PRIZE

AMATEURS VS. COLLEGE AMATEURS

Not being from the metropolitan East,

NEW SHINOLA PROTECTS WHITE SHOES WITH A

BACKED BY DOUBLE-MONEY-BACK OFFER
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\ Pad
relieves

pain—
slops

I
shoe

I pressure

Disk removes corn

' MORE BEAUTY ^ ,
ECONOMY • CONVENIENCE^^

• USABLE SPACE • ACCESSIBILITY
EXCLUSIVELY IN

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS

QUICK, SURE RELIEF!
The instant you apply
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads, pain
vanishes. Used with the sepa-
rate Medicated Disks in-
cluded in every box, your
corns or callouses soon lift

right out. Just the pad it-

self on a sore toe, caused by
shoe pressure, will stop a com
before it can start ! No other
method gives you this remark-
able triple-action, so don't ac-
cept a substitute. Dr. Scholl's

Zino-pads are medically
safe, easy to apply; don't
stick to stocking or comeoff in bath.
Sizes for Corns, Callouses, Bunions,
Soft Corns. Sold everywhere.

DrScholls
Zino-pads

many say our chance of voicing an opin-
ion is almost nil. However, 1 believe that
an entry that merits attention will receive
recognition no matter what part of the
country it is from.
When Jack Oakie went on the air,

many said he was no good and wouldn't
last. 1 am glad that he has made these
wise ones take a back seat. In my humble
estimation, Jack Oakie's College program
is one of the best in that kind of enter-
tainment.
The program is doing a good thing

for the colleges in the United States. To
joke about colleges is to boost them.
Besides that, he is giving the radio lis-

teners a better type of amateurs. They
are amateurs seeking college degrees.

Many of them have received fine train-

ing in the particular field they broadcast
in. Then, too, they have more knowledge,
poise and common sense on the whole.
We have had enough poor amateurs and
Jack Oakie's College amateurs are a wel-

come addition to the air lanes.

C. O. Arthur,
Casselton, North Dakota.

" $1.00 PRIZE

A LISTENER WHO'S "FED UP"

I am ready to declare a sit-down strike

on radio feuds. For a time they were
amusing and different—Winchell versus

Bernie; Allen versus Benny. But, now,
too many persons are getting mixed up
in this low class form of entertainment
and enough has become too much. Such
programs have well-nigh become insult-

ing to an intelligent public. They have
degenerated into mere piffle. I marvel
that the sponsors tolerate it, but perhaps
they gloat over the fact that their repre-

sentatives are mentioned on other pro-

grams. Well, 1 think the people should

be the judges. The sponsors' products
may suffer in the shuffle. It seems to me
there is enough interesting and enter-

taining material to be culled from over
the world for one weekly broadcast with-

out resorting to these time and patience

killers. It is a lazy man's way out.

Mrs. V. C. Jung,
Austin, Texas.

HONORABLE MENTION

"My husband and I seldom listen to

the dramatic programs nowadays because
the men and women nearly always sound
as though they were taking parts as

dramatic as any Shakespeare ever wrote,

even though to an outsider the part seems
to call for far less emotion and anguish."—Mrs. Rachel Goss, Augusta, Maine.

An Ode to My Radio

Seated by my radio

A King of Kings I heard;
1 listened to him breathlessly,

I wouldn't miss a word.
He asked me to believe him.
That he renounced his throne.

Nor for any other reason but for love

and love alone.

And when he finished speaking,

1 softly breathed a sigh.

Ah! I wouldn't ask for crowns nor gold
if such love were for 1.

And tho such great devotion mine per-

haps can never be,

I'm thankful for My Radio which brings
such things to me.

(Inspired by the talk of Ex-King Ed-
ward on his abdication)
By Edna Sodra Osman, New York, N. Y.

"If hearing a farmer's wife tell how
she hangs the family wash on the line is

either entertaining or informative, I per-
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sonally fail to see it. it only proves how
gullible the public is."—Miss Elva Weil-
AND, Binghamton, New York.

"Where is the lovely organ music that

accompanies and introduces Amos 'n'

Andy? The organ, the theme song, Amos
'n' Andy are inseparable in my memory."—IVIrs. Virgil Lovelace, Indianapolis,

Ind.

"Thanks to radio, more folks are find-

ing it easier to 'live alone and like it'."

—

Andrew C. Rabnerr, Doylestown, Pa.

"I want to give three rousing cheers
for the best little announcer in the U. S.

When her voice comes over the airwaves
my household worries are forgotten. If

you are discouraged with your household
duties, whose voice cheers you up? Bee
Baxter on KSTP, St. Paul Minn."—Mar-
jory Evans, Saint Paul, Minn.

"Just a word of appreciation,

For one, whose unselfish kind deeds,

Have endeared him to all the nation,

Irrespective of race or creed!

He has stretched out a friendly hand.
To help many over tough breaks.

Where there's deserving demand,
Eddie's ready, with what it takes."

(An Ode to Eddie Cantor by Mary
Battiscombe, Berkeley, Calif.)

"There may be some differences of

opinion on the quality of Bing Crosby's
voice, but there is no gainsaying the fact

that as an M.C. he brings a refreshing
personality and charm to the radio that
few others radiate in equal degree. And
that trick breathlessness in his delivery
serves to accentuate his unique and en-
tirely distinctive style."

—

Wm. Crocca,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Congratulations to Palmolive for

selecting Jessica Dragonette to present
their new series of programs on Wednes-
day evening. The Beauty Box Theater
is indeed a rare musical treat."

—

Ger-
aldine Cleaver, Anita, Iowa.

"Radio is looking up! When our en-

tertainers begin exercising the ingenuity
and resourcefulness evidenced by the tie-

up of the programs of Fred Allen and
Jack Benny, we know we are never going
to be bored by radio programs."

—

Mercedes E. Squires, Maplewood, Mo.

"All week, from Saturday to Saturday,
at 9 p. M., Pacific Standard Time, I wait
for a blissful eight minutes, when I can
close my eyes and be transported to an
ecstatic heaven of pure harmony that
puts my whole being in perfect rhythm

Owing to the great volume of contribu-

tions received by this department, we
regret that it is impossible for us to

return unaccepted material. Accord-

ingly we strongly recommend that all

contributors retain a copy of any manu-

script submitted to us.

for another week—only eight minutes,
but with a magic touch of a master upon
a violin this miracle is produced.
"Who is Shandor to whom 1 make this

acknowledgment?''

—

Mrs. G. S. Town-
send, Santa Monica, Calif.

"Why so much feud and criticism on
the air? Why not start a Booster Club
and get some of the star knockers or
cynics to join, and forget feuds?"—L. C.

Geyer, Hamilton, Ohio.

"Sunday night holds no radio argu-
ments for this family as we're all dialing
to hear one of our own Georgia gals

that's reached the top and deserves it

—

Judy Canova."

—

Mrs. Arthur Wilson,
Jr., Savannah, Ga.

"
'Dialetis' is a disease prevalent among

radio listeners. The symptoms are turn-
ing the dial to tune out commercial ad-
vertisements, the patients not realizing

that the sponsor of the program is foot-

ing the bill in return for a few minutes in

which to broadcast the merits of his

product."—M. Berg, St. Louis, Mo.

"Wonderful isn't it? Radio is primarily
entertaining, but what a big help in rais-

ing our children, and educating ourselves."—Mrs. Earl Scovill, Manhattan, Kansas.

"I think Major Bowes is one of the
grandest men on the radio today. My
opinion is based on the fact that through
him there are many boys and girls realiz-

ing their ambitions, owing to his kindness
and understanding."

—

Mrs. Alma Hess,
Gratz, Pa.

"If Benny played his fiddle,

If Gracie found her brother.
If Jessel got no answer
Next time he phoned his mother

—

If Cantor quarreled with Ida.

If Ed Wynn's aunt should die,

If Jolson lost his mammy.
If Pearl forgot to lie

—

If Winchell did a broadcast
Without insulting Ben

—

The radio would get new stars

And I'd tune in again."—C. C. Mc-
Millan, Oakland, Calif.

Popular Young Things guard against COSMETIC SKIN
the Hollywood ^vay

YOUNG Things are enthusiastic

about this simple care that

guards against Cosmetic Skin— en-

larged pores, tiny blemishes ! Before

they renew make-up—ALWAYS be-

fore they go to bed—they use Lux
ToiletSoap. ItsACTIVE lather sinks

deep, frees the pores of every hidden

trace of dust, dirt, stale cosmetics.

9 out of 10 famous screen stars

use this fine complexion soap.

USE ROUGE
AND POWDER?
YES, Of COURSE.
BUT THANKS TO
LUX TOILET
SOAP I'M NOT
ABIT AFRAID OF
COSMETIC SKIN

'mNen
T STAR
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Tangee's Color Change Principle

brings lips youthful beauty. Orange
in the stick,Tangee changes on your
lips to warm blush-rose. Paris says,

"No painted look!" Tangee isnt

paint. Use Tangee Rouge for cheeks.

Use Tangee lipsliclc at bedtime! Its

special cream base makes lips soil,

lovely. Doesn't rub off, need not be
removed at night. Try Tangee: 39^

and $1.10. Or send coupon for Tan-
gee's 24-Hour Miracle Make-Up Set.

TANGEE

Tl
World's Most Famous Lipstick

ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! There is only
one Tangee— don'i let anyone switch you. Be sure

to ask for TANGEE NATURAL. Ifyouprefer more
color for evening ivear, ask for Tangee Theatrical,

The George W. Liifl Co.. 417 Fifth Ave.. N. Y. C.

Plea-se rush "Mliacle Muke-Up Set" of sample
Tangee Llp.siick, Eouge Compact, Oreme Rouge,
Face Powder. 1 enclose 100 (stamps or coin).
(LW In Canada.)
Check Shade of Flesh Rachel Light
Powder Desired liachel

Name
(Cloniii' ITInti

Address

City State _MA67

"As a lover of good modern music
above all else radio has to offer, 1 would
like to hand a bouquet to Horace Heidt
and his versatile band."— Frederick

Johnson, Red Wing, Minn.

"My average wife has asked me to

mention one thing. Why do household
programs come on at her busiest house-

hold hours when she would be delighted

to have some nice music or light banter
to help relieve her mind of the actuality

of the duties surrounding her? If this

practice is to continue, why not wait

until the machinist comes home from a

hard day's work and then broadcast to

him a long dissertation about milling

machine operations? Wouldn't he go for

that?"

—

Lester Campbell, Logansport,
Ind.

"No, I wouldn't say radio is 'doomed'
for television at any stage of its progress

will be just an annex, an extension of

radio. But with actors as well as their

voices coming to us through the air as

swiftly as Scriptural angels, 1 predict the
time is less than a decade away when
our present-day radio sets will be getting

scarce."

—

Ellen G. Meloon, Dorchester,
Mass.

"So many people today depend upon
radio speakers for the correct pronuncia-
tion of words that it is sad to note the
number of errors even the so-called best

broadcasters commit."

—

Mary Elizabeth
Harrington, Quincy, Mass.

"There has been a lot said about
whether screen stars should appear on
the radio. To those of us who live where
we can get a peek at our favorities now
and then, it might not mean much, but
to those who are denied this privilege it

must mean a great deal to hear their

voices. It makes them seem more real,

more human, and not just characters in

a story as they appear on the screen."

—

M. H. Walker, Los Angeles, Calif.

"The Lux program is one that everyone
can enjoy. His or her favorite star takes
part sooner or later, and it always offers

a variety of plays. Some have thrilled

me to the toes; others made my hair

stand on end."—Miss Leona Morlock,
Carrington, N. Dakota.

What Carole Lombard Taught Fred MacMurray

{Continued from page 35)

You've read of Carole as Hollywood's
biggest joker, the gal nothing can faze,

who deliberately taught herself to be
hardboiled, to talk hardboiled, to find

crazy things for hobbies, to scorn execu-
tives, dress outlandishly and get the big-

gest stars to fall in love with her. It's

all true, but until you see what she did for

Fred MacMurray you won't be able to

appreciate this Hollywood bombard at all.

A little over a year ago, Fred MacMur-
ray walked onto the set of "Hands Across
the Table" to begin the first day's shoot-
ing. He was as nervous as he always was
the first few days of a new picture. It

took him about two minutes to discover

that his co-star. Miss Carole Lombard,
was all he'd heard she was and more. Soon
he was wishing the ground would open
up and swallow him.

If he'd felt like a novice in this game
before, imagine how he was feeling then,

trying to be nonchalant in front of the

sophisticate of sophisticates. He watched
her laughing, shouting, screaming, joking,

frowning, clowning and wondered how
anyone could ever be so blessed with nat-

uralness.

For the truth is, Fred was a shy, a
painfully shy, young man who couldn't
believe in his success and was so sure it

wouldn't last that he was saving all his

money and spending all his leisure time
rehearsing lines over and over. His op-
portunities that were beginning to open
up seemed more like responsibilities and
they weighed heavily. In those days, Fred
was afraid of his own shadow, his shadow
on the screen, and his fear made him un-
happy.

It made him envious too. He'd look

across the set at Carole, sitting with her

arms draped over the back of a chair, her

leg swinging comfortably under the table,

her hair in her eyes, her merry voice

booming on, and marvel at her complete
composure.
With himself, it was so different. When

someone pointed him out and whispered
that he was the new star of the hour, he'd

blush and wf)rry whether his tie was
straight, his hair combed and his suit

pressed. He'd remember he was just an
inexperienced guy who'd been playing a

saxophone in a band a little while ago.

Looking at Carole, he felt out of place in

the gay world she moved in.

But when work began, really began, on
the picture, Fred slowly began to change.
The first important thing that happened
to him was at noon, between scenes. Fred
was so scared he headed straight for his

dressing room to go over his script for
the hundredth time. But Carole came
dashing after him. She took one look
at his serious face and said.

"Hey, 1 thought this was supposed to
be a comedy. Come on, we need you in

the corner for a game of Monopoly."
Fred tried to get out of it. There were

more important things to do than play
Monopoly. But Carole kidded him so
much about being a stick in the mud he
had to give in and go with her.

Fred himself now says, "More than any-
thing else Carole has proved to me that

there is nothing so serious you can't have
fun out of it. It isn't that she isn't sin-

cere about her work, but she's discovered
how valuable it is to know when to let

down."
It wasn't as easy as it sounds. In the

first place, Fred was not at all sure how
to take Carole. No comedy Paramount
ever filmed could have been more amus-
ing than the contrast between these two
during those first days of work.

Fred was so serious he and Lillian, his

bride, stayed home every night working
on his lines. Why, he was so sure each
picture he made was his last that he
actually allowed himself one dollar a day
for spending money—the rest went right

into the bank.
And Carole!
In the midst of a love scene, Carole

would make faces at Fred. The scene

would have to be done over. That cost

money and it worried Fred as much as

the fact that he sometimes forgot his lines.

When he would go over his lines with
Carole before filming, she'd put her words
to some popular tune and hey hey them
at him. If he was upset in the beginning,

he was three times worse off after a few
doses of this.

Somebody tipped Fred off just in time,

and it was the beginning of a new era

in the MacMurray fortunes. Someone
told Fred that Carole never kids anyone
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she doesn't like. From then on, every joke

she made at his expense, he took as a com-
pliment.
And then came the happy day when

Fred actually cracked back at Carole

when she'd made a funny remark. Carole

sat up. grinned and said, "Now we're get-

ting some place. That Freddie fellow is

taking off his earmuffs." About that time,

the only scenes Fred felt uneasy about
were those he had to make without Carole.

Still, all in all, people who recall Fred
in those days remember that he was pretty

much a sober, sombre young man. And
everyone in Hollywood knows that is ex-

actly the wrong way to make a success

in movies. A few gags might show that

he was learning, but he'd have to change
faster than that. There's no place in the

whole world where the old saying about
"All work and no play" holds as true as

in Hollywood. Fred had to change, if he

was to stay.

He has learned in time, though. Look
at him today, the Fred of "Swing High,

Swing Low." There are plenty of ex-

amples to show you what 1 mean, to

prove how much more natural and re-

laxed he is.

FOR one thing, he had to

in this picture and he
one since he was a kid in

took plenty of special prac
could get it in tune enou
ture. Now the old Fred w
his practicing in a sound
away from everyone, e\en
the new Fred

—

The new Fred, inspired

ample—in "Hands Across
had practiced manicuring
man in the picture—did a

right on the set. in fact

play a trumpet
hadn't touched
knee pants. It

ticing before he
gh for the pic-

ould have done
proofed room,
his wife. But

by Carole's ex-

the Table" she

on every prop
11 his practicing

he finally went

too far and too loud and, in self defense,

Carole herself had to steal the trumpet's
mouthpiece and hide it. She kept it until

they did the last scene of the film. When
director JUitch Leisen complimented Fred
on his trumpeting, Fred knew Carole was
right. Here he'd made a joke of learning

to play the trumpet again, had his mouth-
piece stolen and ended up by getting a

compliment from his director.

Another thing was the costume Fred
had to wear in that picture. It was a

light, cream colored affair with a bolero

type of jacket and a wide red sash, plus

—sideburns! Exactly the kind of costume
that would have embarrassed him terri-

bly in the past. But not the new Fred.

Like Carole, he has learned to shrug and
joke about such things.

He even wore the costume, sideburns and
all, when he ate lunch in the Paramount
restaurant. People stared at him and
remarked about his clothes, but there

wasn't a blush in Fred's make up. And,
if you need any more proof that he's no
longer self conscious, there's the remark
he made on Valentine's Day. He actu-

ally had the easy humor then to say that

he was putting himself in an envelope
and sending himself to Lillian. His cos-

tume was just about as fancy as that.

Then too under Carole's astute tutelage,

he has learned to add his own lines to the
dialogue—and any director will tell you
only seasoned and skillful actors ever do
that successfully. One afternoon they were
working on the proposal scene and Fred
was complaining that the last line didn't

seem quite right.

In the scene itself, the proposal comes
as quite a surprise to both of them. It's

strictly one of those on-the-spur-of-the-
moment things. He asks her to elope and
she stares at him for a moment, terribly

happy but scarcely able to believe him.
"Darling, you're not sick, are your" she

asks him. and Fred's answer was supposed
to be, "No, I mean it. I'm serious."

After they'd done the scene that way
several times, Fred was still doubtful, still

not satisfied.

"Well, toots." said Carole, in that honest
way of hers, "how did you feel when you
proposed to Lillian?"

"I had a funny feeling in my stomach,"
Fred admitted.

Carole laughed. "There's >our line then,

my boy!"

AND so it was. You'll hear it in the

picture: "No, I'm not sick but I've got

an awful funny feeling in my stomach."
No one was more pleased with this new

line than IVlitch Leisen, better known by
Carole's nickname of "Pops." As Pops
told me, "It's a good sign when an actor

begins doing that. Of course they can go
to extremes, but you see what it means
in Fred's case, don't you? It means that

at last he's reached the place where he
can throw off his self consciousness and
really feel the character.

"In 'Hands Across the Table' Fred was
one of the most difficult actors to direct

that 1 had ever handled. For one thing

he used to have a tendency to talk his

lines too fast. It was because he was
scared of them, of course, and wanted to

get them o\er as quickly as possible. But
not any more. Working with him is a
pleasure now."

So for Fred, the end of worries and
frettings was in sight. He wasn't think-

ing all the time now about the day he'd

be fired, and he was able to study a part
through once and put it down pretty much
convinced he would be able to do it well.

And then came the news that Dick Powell
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was leaving Hollywood Hotel. In one
way, it was a good thing Dick did leave.

Otherwise, this story would ne\'er have
been written and Fred might never have
had the last bit of evidence he needed to

prove once and for all he'd outgrown him-
self.

Nobody'!! ever know how they got Fred
to audition for this starring role. But
somehow his agent talked him into going
over to the rehearsal studio of Hollywood
Hotel. Fred protested that he knew next
to nothing aljout radio, that he'd never
had enough training as a master of cere-

monies, and that, besides, he wasn't good
enough.

Fortunately, no one had the time to

listen to him. Executives heard him sing,

heard him talk, liked the way he worked
and presto; he was signing a contract.
Certainly simple enough, and Fred went
home feeling pretty good about the big
increase in salary. But he'd reckoned
without the night of his first broadcast.
As it got nearer and nearer, Fred got

more and more nervous. W!ien it was
only a week away, his wife thought he was
going to have to go away some place.

Fred was insisting he'd never be able to go
through with it. He wouldn't listen to
anyone. And then he had an inspiration.

Reaching for the phone, he got in touch
with Louella Parsons. In five minutes,
he'd persuaded her to try his plan. In
ten more, he learned he'd put it over.

Carole was going to appear with him
on his opening broadcast. She'd promise
to be there to hold his hand and remind
him it wasn't as serious as all that. From
then on, it was a different matter. Scared
he still was, but now determined to go
through with it. He couldn't fail now. If

he did, how could he ever face Carole
the next day when he went back to the
movie lot to finish "Swing High, Swing
Low"?

BT'S a matter of record that Fred got
through that Friday evening. It's also

a matter of record that Carole was there
to help him pull through. It's also a mat-
ter of record, if you'll look closely, that
Fred's persona! life is now a happy one.
For Fred has carried over what he's

learned about how to succeed in movies
and radio into how to have a happy home
life. He's learned not to care too much
about what other people think, to forget
he's on parade.

He's learned to have hobbies. Guess
from whom. From, of course, the original

Hobby Girl, Carole. Last month it was
golf, this month tennis, and the next, it

was to be the horses. Does he still spend
a dollar a dav? Ridiculous! He's invest-

ing in himself now. Not extravagantly.
1 le'll never be a spendthrift. But today
he knows what he needs and wants and
he gets it without worrying.
And that's how Carole Lombard tauaht

Fred MacMurray how to live—in Holly-
wood or anywhere else.

Don't miss the inspiring

conclusion of Phil Bak-

er's life story— in the

July RADIO MIRROR—
Read how he found the

secret of his success.
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Laura

ALL too unfortunately for thousands of
pL innocent victims, this dramatic, true

account of the charming high school
classmates Laura and Alice, and the unclean
man they both loved, could not have been
published a few brief years ago. At least
the stark truth could not have been com-
pletely told. Only recently has an ever-
growing social consciousness of responsi-
bility for the ghastly horrors visited upon
the victims of the so-called "social diseases"
made a frank discussion of the subject
possible.

Prudery, which nurtured and spread the
very things it sought to stifle by its silence,

has had its disastrous day. Governments
are speaking out. Municipal authorities are
responding to the challenge for action. And
Physical Culture Magazine, for three dec-
ades a leader in the fight for the protection
of American womanhood and babyhood,
sees its campaign at last awakening per-
sonal and community alarm.

That is why it fearlessly publishes the
startling and thought-provoking true life

story of Laura and Alice and the disastrous
tragedy that came to them through loving
blindly and in ignorance. Here, in actual
life, you have two case histories bearing
directly on the courageous discussion in last

month's Physical Culture of what every
woman should know about venereal disease.

If you were impressed by that forceful,
forthright warning, you will find ample
substantiation in this month's revelation,
"My Daughter Became Damaged Goods."
Every father, every mother, every young
person considering marriage now or in the
future should read this page from the book
of living. It may well prove the deciding
factor not only for your health and happi-
ness, but even for your life itself!
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Don Ameche Tells "Why I'm Quitting First Nighter"

quitting the program on which he has
starred for six years is the biggest thing

that has ever happened to him. It has
been said about him that no one owes
more to radio and admits it so willingly.

It lifted him by his bootstraps out of ob-
scurity, poverty, and black depression
until now. after six j'ears, he is one of
the most promising newcomers in Holly-
wood, furnished with bigger parts in each
succeeding picture he makes. Twentieth
Century-Fox, which holds his contract, has
no player of whom it is more proud or
hopeful.

Little wonder that when I asked Don
to tell the whole story of his decision to

quit, the first thing he said was, "The peo-
ple who make up the radio audience
brought me whatever success I've had and
I shall be eternally grateful. Whatever
else you write, please make that clear."

AS I have said, he is not leaving radio
permanently. More likely, it will be a

matter of days, or a few weeks at the most,
after his final First Nighter program, be-

fore he begins his new broadcasts. And
no matter how far up the ladder of movie
success he may go, he will never forget

that radio gave him his start, nor refuse

to go on the air when the chance comes.
That is why this decision was so hard

to make. For months during this past
winter, he saw that it was inevitable. But
he fought it off. First he tried not to
think about it, then he tried to convince
himself he could find a way out. In the
end, he gave up the struggle and did the
only possible thing—notified his sponsors
he would have to stop broadcasting at the

{Continued from page 19)

end of his thirteen weeks' option.
He didn't know then that within a short

time he would sign for a new program.
There was then no new sponsor in sight.

The moment after he had handed in his

notice, he wished he could take it back.
He was tired and discouraged, and deep
in his heart he was feeling that he had
taken a step he shouldn't have taken, a

step that would only lead him to problems
harder to solve.

Even worse, he must leave a program
which had been practically synonymous
with his name for so many years without
being able to offer an explanation to his

followers! For that is the way radio is

conducted. He knew that on the final

night of his First Nighter broadcasts, only
the briefest statement would be made to
the effect that Don was leaving. What
little explanation was made couldn't pos-
sibly be enough to tell the story as it

should be told.

And so Don talked to me, asked me to
tell everyone who tunes in the First Night-
er program why he was leaving. When
you know the reasons you will understand
why he had no choice.

"Have you ever broken up with a close
friend you've known for a long time?" he
began. "Then you know the funny feel-

ing it gives you inside. I lost just about
the oldest friend 1 had. I would never
have done it. if it could have been helped.
It couldn't.

"First of all, I'm sure I've been with the
program too long. All winter 1 felt that
I had gi\'en it all 1 could. And then when
I saw, according to surveys, that the pro-
gram was more popular than ever before,

I knew it was the time to step out and let

a new voice come in to bring the show
still greater popularity."
Would anyone who did not hold this

program deep in his affections feel this

way and talk this way about it? Would
he make up his mind to leave only after

he was sure that the change would not
materially afl^ect its popularity?

THERE were other reasons," Don went
'on."In six years' time, I have had just

four weeks' vacation. Two of those were
during my second year on the program
and the other two over a year ago. No
matter how much you like your work,
you get pretty tired of it with only two
brief vacations in six years."

And Don was tired. I had seen him a
few weeks before at an open house he had
given. I saw, behind all his efforts to ap-
pear as gay as he had ever been back in

our Chicago days, a shadow of unhappi-
ness, of listlessness.

Then, too—and personally, 1 fee! that
this was the strongest motivating force in

the whole set of circumstances—Don
wasn't happy with the stories that were
being selected for him to appear in every
week. At first, he had argued with him-
self that he was imagining things. But
soon, in confirmation of his own opinion,

his fans began writing. Every week, after

a program he was dissatisfied with, huge
bags of mail poured in complaining about
the parts he had been assigned.

Nothing could have made Don more
unhappy. Some of these letters e\en sug-

gested that it would be better if he didn't

appear at all if he couldn't play other
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parts. There are, too, other possible ex-

planations for the growing dissatisfaction

among his listeners. Perhaps the increased

audience attracted to the First Nighter
program by Don's movie work, or the fine

parts he has had on the screen, was re-

sponsible.

Whatever the cause, it was there. And,
almost like the climax of a three-act play,

Don learned that the film company to

which he owes allegiance was beginning
to doubt the wisdom of having him con-
tinue broadcasting under the circum-
stances.

There was, in addition to all this, an-
other feeling that had been growing
stronger in Don with each passing week.
He wanted to expand his radio activities.

After six years, he was hungry to widen
the scope of his air work. His brief ex-

perience in movies had sharpened that
hunger. Yet, if he stayed on First Nighter,
he knew he couldn't satisfy this desire.

For one reason—he knew that his close

association with his program made it un-
fair for him to do other work on other
programs. That, too, he owed his listen-

ers.

So, with new evidence piling on new
evidence, the verdict could only have
been rendered one way. Quit the First

Nighter, leave the program to which he
owed so much, send in his notice—and see

what happened.
"The First Nighter, naturally, will con-

tinue," Don told me. "I have a hunch
you'll like the new leading man. In fact,

1 suspect you'll like the whole program
all over again."

I think so too. I also think you had
better be tuning in your radio Sunday
nights on NBC. Don Ameche's new
program is going to give him full scope
as a master of ceremonies, a dramatic
actor and even—it has been promised

—

as a singer! Already the sun is shining
again for Don and everyone who wants
him on the air.

The Studio Applause Racket

—Broadcasting's Ruin?

{Continued from page 21)

The audience claps dutifully, but the
announcer pretends to be dissatisfied. He
proposes a little game, a contest between
the orchestra floor and the balcony, to
see which group of people can clap the
loudest. Finally he has everybody all

steamed up, just one big happy family,
ready to tear up the seats and shatter the
eardrums of the outside listeners when
the announcer gives the signal.

Difl'erent announcers have different

signals. Maybe you thought that the old
APPLAUSE cards, which the announcer
holds up for the audience to see, had been
laughed out of existence. When they first

appeared a few years ago, newspaper pho-
tographers took pictures of them for pub-
lication, and radio columnists kidded
them; and pretty soon you didn't hear
any more about them. But they're still

used on some shows. Getting pretty dog-
eared and gray, they are, but you can still

read the word "APPLAUSF" on them in

big black letters.

The applause card is too tame and old-

fashioned for some programs, though.
They have announcers who can get jobs
as collegiate cheerleaders any day. They
make wide sweeping motions of their

arms, or clasp their hands above their

heads, like prize fighters entering the ring,

or toss their arms up into the air, implor-
ing the audience to Give.

LJsually the job of whipping up the
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audience into a frenzy is entrusted to

the regular announcer, but one broadcast

—it's one of the noisiest ones, and proud
of it—employs a special cheerleader who
does nothing else. He never speaks a word
into the microphone, and the listening

audience never hears his name. He just

gives his pep talk before the broadcast
and pantomimes for applause and more
applause during it.

You'd think the comedians would be
satisfied to let the announcers prod the

audience—but some of them aren't. Some
of them aren't satisfied with laughter.

They have to have their applause too

—

and there's nothing phonier than a burst

of applause for a comedian's gag. Peo-
ple in ordinary theaters don't clap for

each funny thing a comedian on the stage

does. They laugh, and when the come-
dian's act is finished

—

theji they applaud.

1 don't see any good reason why it should
be different on the air, but often it is.

Here is how the comedians wring that
unnatural applause out of their studio
audiences. Each of them has some pet

gesture or facial expression—a roll of the

eyes, a twist of the lips, a flutter of the

hands, which long experience has taught
him is as eloquent a plea for applause as

any words could be. Show people have
a word for this. They call it "mugging,"
and it fits.

IT works, too. Not all the comedians
do it, of course. But next time you hear

a gag greeted by a wave of clapping, you
can be reasonably certain that the come-
dian you're listening to has just panto-
mimed a request for some applause—and,
his audience being anxious to show they
appreciate their free seats, has got what
he wanted.

If all this built-up hand-clapping and
cheering made the broadcast any better,

I wouldn't care. But it doesn't. A cer-

tain amount of applause—just as much
as an audience would give if it were left

to itself, and no more—does brighten up
a show. It helps to introduce the per-

formers on a variety program, and it

covers up dead spots while people take
their places at the microphone. Rudy
Vallee's program, on which applause is

neither encouraged nor discouraged, is a

good example of how much of this dan-
gerous ingredient you can safely put into

a broadcast, Rudy and his guest artists

never do more than briefly acknowledge
applause, and nobody ever whips it up,

so as a result it is never prolonged to

the point of listener-irritation.

Rudy, bless him, doesn't pay much at-

tention to the people in the studio. They
can come or not, it's all the same to him.
I'd swear that often he completely for-

gets they're there. If only stars on other
programs would do the same, and remem-
ber only that their job is to put on a
good show for a million or so tuner-in-
ners! But you can't blame a star for
remembering an audience when said au-
dience is so carefully coached to make
noise that only a deaf man could forget
it.

It's natural for a comedian who has
worked on the stage all his life to play to

the visible audience. It's difficult for him
to remember that unobtrusive little micro-
phone when there are flesh and blood peo-
ple present, ready to laugh and—with a

little urging—clap. 1 don't blame the
performers as much as I do the producers,
but an incident such as the one which
happened just the other night makes me
mad, no matter whose fault it was.

1 was listening to the Community Sing

program, and missed what was apparent-
ly the funniest thing Milton Berle said

all evening. Whatever the joke was, he
threw it at the audience so hard it missed
the microphone completely. The audience
howled (and clapped) and I ground my
teeth so hard 1 chipped one of them.

I've missed lots of other lines, too^
when a comedian makes a funny face,

wears a funny costume, or indulges in a

bit of pantomime. 1 can't see what he's

doing, but the audience can, and it laughs
so hard that the noise drowns whatever
is said into the microphone.

THERE'S one big advantage radio should
by rights have over the theater, and it is

this—the listener should be able to hear
every word that is spoken for his enter-

tainment. Studio audiences, with their

clatter, have ruined this advantage. Just
another instance of adding to the au-

dience's enjoyment at the expense of the

listener's.

The idea, as expressed in so many an-

nouncer's opening pep talks, that the peo-
ple in the audience are part of the show,
is nonsense. They aren't—that is, they
shouldn't be. We listeners tune in to

hear the performers, not a bunch of peo-
ple like ourselves clapping and cheering.

You'll never con\'ince me that anybody
ever tuned in on Kate Smith's program
simply because he knew he'd hear a lot of

applause.

Nor are the comedy and variety pro-
grams the only ones that go in for noise.

Some musical and dramatic shows are just

as bad, with a little less excuse. A few of

our oh-so-dignified symphonic hours are

not above letting the audience clap and
clap after a number until the poor listener,

who has got his radio adjusted exactly
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right for the music, has to jump up and
cut down the volume before the blasting
deafens him. To do them justice, these
symphonic hours don't use applause cards
or cheerleaders, but they have their au-
diences trained well enough to applaud
for the five-minute intermission talks.

There's nothing that strikes a listener

quite as harshly as applause for what is

obviously a thinly disguised commercial
blurb.

These musical program audiences have
a perfect right to applaud the great artists

they hear. But why don't the sponsors
have the consideration for their unseen
listeners to insist that the man in the
control room must cut down the volume
of the noise during the applause period?

Instead, there have been times, on pro-
grams of all kinds, when I've strongly sus-
pected the control room of increasing the
volume so that the applause sounded even
noisier than it actually was.

^^NE of the dramatic programs—the big-
^^ gest one—makes me mad, too. The
Lux Theater employs all the skill of fa-

mous actors and actresses, talented musi-
cians, and clever sound-effects men to
create an illusion in my mind and carry
me mentally to the scene of the story be-
ing dramatized. And then, at the end of
twenty minutes, they shatter the illusion
and bring me rudely down to earth with
a loud burst of applause. It takes me ten
minutes of the next act to get back into
the spirit of the play—only to have the
same process repeated. Small wonder if

I get to feeling that it isn't worth while
to give the program my full attention.

Don't give me the argument that in a
regular theater there are intermissions
which break the continuity of the play.

1 know it, but the situation is different.
The acts are nearly an hour long, and I

have sight as well as sound to help create
the illusion that I am actually living the
play.

Comedy, music, drama—it's getting so
they all have the applause, and the
noisier, apparently, the better. But not
for me. Come on, sponsors, let's be
friends again. Let's go back to the old
days when a fellow could listen to his
radio all evening and not get the fixed
impression that modern broadcasting con-
sists mostly of a loud roaring noise.
After all, think how hard everybody
worked to eliminate the static. Isn't it

foolish to introduce something that's just
as bad?

LET'S SETTLE THIS APPLAUSE
QUESTION!

How do you feel about applause
on your radio programs? Does it

irritate you as much as it does the
writer of this article? Do you think
it makes shows more enjoyable? Or
are you able lo ignore it entirely?
RADIO MIRROR would like to
know. Cast your vote on this coupon
and mail it to the Editor, RADIO
MIRROR, 122 East 42nd Street, New
York City. Or, if you want to ex-
press your opinions at greater length,
write a letter. Whatever the major-
ity opinion of our readers is, we'll
publish it and bring it lo the atten-
tion of the men who produce your
radio programs.

Studio applause helps a program
and should be encouraged

Studio applause injures a program
and should be banned

Studio applause neither helps nor
injures a program
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Is Jessica Dragone+te

Losing the Right to Love?

{.Continued from page 33)

would be giving up the greater career for

the lesser. Now, with that admission she

made to me in the fire-lit room, comes the

first hint of a changing viewpoint. No
more than a hint, as yet, but it seems to

me to indicate the beginning of a real-

ization that work, fame, the satisfaction of

a job well done—that none of these are

eventually enough.
When that realization becomes com-

plete, I am afraid, for Jessica's sake. 1

am afraid of what she may discover.

1 am writing this article for two im-
portant reasons. First, I want her to read
it, because in a sense it is a warning. I

can say more in it than 1 could say as we
sat talking the other afternoon. Second,

I want all of Jessica's fans to read it. 1

want all of the people who have grown to

love her for the pleasure she has brought
them to add their voices to mine. Jessica

does pay heed to what you, her fans,

write; and you will be doing her an im-
measurable service if you will send her a

letter when you have finished reading this.

You can help her to see where real hap-
piness lies.

Bluntly, I am afraid that when Jessica

is ready to accept love, she will not be
able to find it. That is what it will

amount to if she follows the path she has
walked on for the last eight years.

All her adult life, Jessica has given her-

self up completely to one serious pursuit

—music. She has resolutely disciplined

herself until she lost the need for gayety
and laughter.

THERE were certain things she had to

deny herself. When she goes out in the

evening, does she go to a hotel or night

club to dance? Not often. Instead, you
are apt to see her at a concert in Carnegie
Hall, watching with rapt attention the
technique of a singer or instrumentalist.

When she takes one of her infrequent
vacations, does she set out for a smart ho-

tel or sail on an ocean liner for London
or Paris? No. She goes to her brother's

ranch in the West, for a month or two
of complete relaxation and rest.

It has been necessary for her to do
this, if she was to give herself whole-
heartedly to her music. She has had to

keep away from smoky, stuffy night

clubs; she has had to learn all she could
from other musicians; and her vacations,

when she took them, have had to be real

rests.

But love doesn't grow in an atmosphere
of solemnity and quiet. It thrives in the

midst of pleasure and laughter. It doesn't

come to a lonely desert ranch, but to a

crowded holiday spot. And 1 am afraid

that some day Jessica will find herself

barred from love because she has forgot-

ten how to play.

Her sister, Mrs. Nadea Loftus, who is

as animated and vivacious as Jessica is

serene, is aware of the problem. She told

me that she gives Jessica one more year
before she comes to the full realization

of how much more there is in life than
she is getting from it now. To prepare
for that realization, she is constantly urg-
ing Jessica to go out more and meet new
people. Dances, cocktail parties, pleasure
resorts—anywhere the brilliant people of
New York meet.

Jessica's instinct is to hide herself from
such gatherings, to be with the few inti-

mate friends whose interests are the same
as her own—proof that her life is in

danger of becoming one-sided. She shuns
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the mental hazards of coming in contact
with new viewpoints and of holding her
own in a sparkling, competitive social en-
vironment, preferring to conserve her en-
ergies for the pursuit of her musical ca-

reer.

As long as she believed that a career
and only a career was all she would ever
ask of life, this regime was the right one
for Jessica to follow. But, last midwinter,
came as shocking an event as had ever
happened to her. It was the event which
produced the first shadow of doubt in

her mind. That shadow will grow, and as

it grows she must revise her whole scheme
of living, before it becomes too late.

After seven years, Jessica left the Cities

Service program, to find herself the star

of an entirely different sort of program.
For Cities Service she had built up a
smooth-running weekly routine. She knew
her problems in advance, sometimes five

weeks in advance. Probably, until she
left it, she herself did not realize the
regularity with which her work was tick-

ing itself off.

Then, as star of the Palmolive Beauty
Box, she was faced with innumerable new
complexities. Once again she was acting
as well as singing. Each weekly show must
tell a story instead of composing a well-

balanced bill of music. It was not so much
that the new problems were more difficult

than the old—but they were new. And
they were challenging.

It was inevitable that the change of oc-

cupation forced Jessica to take stock of
herself. She had been drifting into a

routine in her work; might she not also be
drifting into a routine in her life?

A^S if this were not enough, just before
*» the new program was due to go on
the air, Jessica fell ill for the first time in

her life. A tiny germ, so small you couldn't
even see it, attacked the one thing that
meant more than anything else to her

—

her voice. She couldn't fight it, she
couldn't banish it. All she could do was
wait.

How could she help scrutinizing her own
life more closely in those three weeks of
enforced idleness before her recovery?
There, in the fact that she couldn't sing,

lay the proof of what a slender thread
supported her career, that career she had
given her life to. Some day another mi-
crobe might attack her throat, leaving her
voice impaired while she was helpless to

fight against it. And then . . . what would
be left? So, I believe, the first doubt en-

tered her mind.
Because of her conviction that it is

impossible for her to follow two careers

—to be a singer and a wife as well—Jes-

sica now is hesitant, uncertain whether she

would accept love if it should come. But
she need look no farther than the woman
who has always been her ideal to know
that it is possible to combine stardom
and love. Since she was a child, Jessica

has admired Geraldine Farrar more than
any other woman. And certainly Farrar
has lived life to the full, without sacrific-

ing any of her career. Farrar, it's true,

suffered disappointments and heartache

in her private life, but they made her a

greater artist.

Jessica is too lovely to let life pass her

by. Underneath her serenity, which I be-

lieve is cultivated rather than entirely

natural, runs a current of warmth and
vitality. She could be vibrantly receptive

to everything the world has to offer her,

and she must not let her vitality grow
withered and old in the service of that

chilly ideal, a career. Geraldine Farrar

and dozens of other great artists like her

have shown Jessica the way to real hap-

piness. I hope—and I am sure all her fans

hope with me—that she will follow it in

time.
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plus postage or send 47c—3, 60c

—

and we pay postage. 3 different photos l*^ ~
Sl.OO. Satisfaction guaranteed. Don't delay-
State size wanted. Send photos today.

Film Rolls developed, 2 prints each negative—25c.
QUALITY ENLARGERS, Dept. F-6, River Grove, UK

//FRECKLES
*^ Send for this true story of a freckled

face girl's life. Learn how her skin freckled
easily— how her homely freckles made
her self-conscious and miserable at four-
teen— how she save up hope of ever
being popular socially, until one day she
saw a Stillman's ad.

She purchased a jar of Stillman's
Freckle Crecun. Used it nightly. Her ugly

embarrassing freckles
soon disappeared, leav-
ing her skin clear, soft
and beautiful.

It's a real experience
that will bring hope to
you too, reprinted Word
for word in
our booklet
"Good - bye
Freckles,"

Goodby®

le

,y^ BOOKLET o^^^pSs^rA^R^D

THE STILLMAN COMPANY
Box 200 Aurora, 111., U. S. A.
Name
Address „,„

Stillmanls
FRECKLE CREAM
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DARUNG, WILL
^O^^f^^.'^.^JJ'p.KET'

I
GUARANTEE TO TREAT YOU HNt!

FOR INSTANCE, lOVE, IF

HEARTBURN COMES • •

rUOFFERYOUMYROLLOFTUMSl

YOU'LL LOVE THIS

FOR ACID INDIGESTION
\X^Y WAIT for relief when you're troubled
''with heartburn, sour stomach, gas? Keep
your relief right with you always, for unex-
pected emergencies. Carry Turns . . . like mil-
lions now do! Tums are pleasant-tasting . . .

only 10c . . . yet they give relief that is scien-
tific, thorough. Contain no harsh alkalies . . .

cannot over-alkalize your stomach. Just enough
antacid compound to correct your stomach
acidity is released . . . remainder passing un-
released from your system. For quick relief
. . . Carry Tums. 10c at any drug store, or the
3-rolI ECONOMY PACK for 25c.

TUMS
FOR THE TUMMY

TUMS ARE
ANTACID . .

NOT A LAXATIVE HANDY TO CARRY

FREE
Beaatifol SLx-coIor 1937 Calendar-Thermometer. Also
samples of Tums and NR. Send stamp for packing and
postage to A.H. Lewis Cc.Dept. 23H-72.St. Loois.Mo.

WANTED: NEW WRITERS!
Earn
news]

!!
while learning! Write for magazines, books,

newspapers, etc. ! FREE literature ! No obligat'

U. S. SCHOOL OF WRITING
!Dept.6-T,20 West 60th St., N.Y.C

ooks, H
3.tion!

GET THIS GORGEOUS
RING ON APPROVAL
Compare it with rings costing hun-
dreds of dollars. Wear at our risk.
Surprise your friends—its sparkling
beauty will amaze them. Mail lUc
to cover shipping costs and we'll
send on this exquisite full Carat
facsimile Diamond, in newest style.
Pay only 32.00 monthly until bal-
ance of S4.00 is paid. Money back
if not satisfied. Send strip of paper
.showing- finger size. State if lady's
or man's. Ring sent postpaid to
your door by return mail. Rush
10c, stamps or coin, to:

RAYMOR, Dept. 18

203 N. Wabash, Chicago. III.

^Itchinj}
//TORTURE 7»/f QuMIVoy

For quick relief from the itching of eczema, blotches,
pimples, athlete's foot, scales, rashes and other ex-
ternally caused skin eruptions, use cooling, antisep-
tic, liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION. Original formula
of Doctor Dennis. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes
the irritation and quickly stops the most intense itch-
ing. A 35c trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it—or
your money back. Ask for D.D.O. Prescription.

Woman 85 Who

Never Looked Old
If you are beginning to show signs of age,

listen to the secrets of the woman 85 who
never looked old, by Pauline Palmer.
Pauline Palmer has for years been writing

articles and telling women how to erase
wrinkles and other marks of age without
cosmetics. Only 5 minutes a day in their own
home by an. easy method of facial rejuvenation
that anyone can do.
Her secrets fully explained with photo-

graphs in a thrilling book sent free together
with a Facial Analysis Chart also free to
men or women by writing to Pauline Palmer.
1435F Armour Blvd., Kansas City, Missouri.
Write before supply is exhausted. —Adv.

RADIO MIRROR

More News

(Continued from page 7)

I'm feeling low, to go on a buying spree,"

she confided. .A.nd as for the ring—it

replaces the square cut diamond Jerry
Hopper put there, and which Martha
was wearing last time 1 saw her. Jerry's

ring is gone; the engagement, you knovs',

was broken. And Martha is solacing her-

self shopping. But her heart is stir

Jerry's—even though her family broke
up the romance.

GIDDAP, NAPOLEON!—Ben Bernie,

noted far and wide as the bookmakers'
delight, will stop betting on other peo-

ple's bosses, and bet on his own, for a

change, figuring if he must lose dough,
he might as well know how it's lost. The
maestro is accumulating a racing stable,

first member of- which is Wes, a bay
filly by Mad Hatter-Mother Goose. Wes
has been sent to Jamaica in charge of

trainer F. B. Marshall, and will make
her debut in the Jamaica Stakes. Yow-
sah!

::< ^ :J:

BUCK JONES RECORDS AGAIN!—
Speaking of General Mills, however, one
of the smartest air deals ever was the

signing of Buck Jones, boss opera star,

to do a series of recordings at a rate

said to be the highest ever paid for

such a job. Discs will re\olve about
Buck Jones' Rangers of America, a boys'

organization sponsored by the actor said

to ha\e membership nearly as large as

that of the Boy Scouts. Principle of the

organization is "a good deed a day,"
but deed would have to go some to be

as good as General Mills' deed the day
they set the figure they're paying Buck.

* * *

FINANCIAL NEWS— If Don Wilson
owes you any dough, you'd better collect

it while he still has some left. The ro-

tund announcer has been playing golf with
Norris Goff and Chester Lauck (Lum and
Abner) since their arrival, and Lauck
says the foursomes, which include Jimmy
Fidler, at Lakeside, have already paid for

the foundations of the house he's build-

ing.
* * *

RICH GUYS WORRY—Haven Mc-
Quarrie used to be one of the most care-

free gu.\s in Hollywood—until success
came his way. Now his brow is creased
with furrows. Reason: "Gee, before all

these high-priced script doctors \sent to

work on the show," he wailed to me the
other day, "it was doing fine. It must
have been. They bought it. didn't they?
Now since it's been all fixed up, all I

hear is complaints."
Haven will learn it first when he reads

it here, but the lowdown is that the rea-

son Chase & Sanborn renewed him was
that they had contracted for the time and
could find nothing with which to replace

Do \'ou Want to Be An Actor? How-
ever, as soon as the show is dropped.
Warner Brothers, who hold a long term
contract on McQuarrie. will spot the show
on their Trans-.\merica chain.

SOCIETY NOTES—New version of
"going slumming" in Hollywood consists
of getting all dressed up and taking a
party to Milton Berle's Comnuinit>' Sing.

The other week Miss Constance Bennett
thus entertained the Countess di Frasso.
Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney, Mr.
Man Mountain Dean, the rassler, and
Mr. Alfred G. Vanderbilt. Mr. 'Vander-
bilt and Mr. Whitney ha\e more money

if not to thrill you when he admires?
— And your rouge is so important!

There's nothing beautiful about rouge that

looks painted, artificial. But Princess Pat
rouge—duo-tone—ah, there is beauty!

Let's discover the Princess Pat rouge duo-
tone secret. In Princess Pat rouge there's

an undertone that blends with an overtone,

to change magically on your skin. It becomes
warmly beautiful. Unbelievable as it may
sound—the color actually seems to come
from within the skin; just like a natural

blush. You can be a more glamorous person-

ality—try Princess Pat rouge today and
see. All drug and department stores sell

Princess Pat rouge. Why not get this new
beauty today? Sample on request. Write to

Princess Pat, Dept. 796, Chicago.

PRINCESS PAT
ROUGE

TUNE IN-»"A TALE OF TODAY" Red Network
NBC every Sunday 6:30 P.M. Eastern Time

INVENTORS
Write for new FREE book. "Patent Guide for the Inventor"
and "Record of Invention" form. No ciiarge for prelimin-
ary information. Clarence A. O'Brien and Hyman Berman,
Registered Patent Attorneys, 1-Z Adams Building, Wash-
ington. D. C.

GRAY
HAIR
takes on new color

(FREE Test Shows Way)

No matter whether your hair is all gray or

only streaked with gray, you can transform

it with new radiance. And it is so easy.

Merely comb Mary T. Goldman's clear,

water-white liquid through your hair. Gray
strands take on new color: black, brown,
auburn, blonde. 'VC'iU not wash or rub
off on clothing . . . Hair stays soft, lustrous

— takes wave or curl. This
way SAFE. Sold on money-
back guarantee at drug and
department stores everywhere.

Test it FREE ~We send Test
Package. Apply tosinglelocksnlp-
ped from hair. See results first. No '

risk. No expense. Just mailcoupon,

-—MARY T.GOLDMAN .

3342 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
1

1

City State j

1
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UlINX
mjeM.

Are your eyes as thrilling as you would
like them to be? Do they fascinate men and
cast a spell of romance? You can make your
eyes sparkling and alluring so easily -- so

quickly - with WINX Eye Beautifiers. A few
strokes of WINX Mascara, and your lashes

become long, dark, curling, silky. Your eyes

look large and starry in a lovely natural way!
Be sure it is WINX Mascara, for WINX is

absolutely harmless, non-smarting and tear-

proof -- in solid, creamy, or liquid form.

Your WINX Eyebrow Pencil makes even
the scantiest eyebrows graceful and flatter-

ing. A touch of WINX Eye Shadow, applied

to your eyelids, brings out the color of your

eyes and makes them sparkle tantalizinglyl

For eyes that men adore, start using WINX
today! in economical large sizes at drug

and department stores; ^^S3^^^
generous purse sizes (oooZ^^^^xmjj
at all 10 cent stores.

UJ I N.X

r^^^l

No longer need a gleaming nose embar-

rass you at crucial moments, noshine

has been created by Elizabeth Arden as

a perfect powder foundation for this

offending feature.

NOSHINE, two sizes, $1 and $2.50

C^lizaUth iTirJen
691 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK CITY
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than Mr. Man Mountain Dean, but Mr.
Man Mountain Dean has more whiskers
than both of them put together, which
makes it a Mexican standoff.

QUICKIES—Rudy Vallee's deal with
Warner Bros, has curdled . . . Jean Colber,

who did the announcing job on the
Winchell show from Hollywood, is about
to commit matrimony . . .Velma McCall,
sec'y to Lum and Abner, is the only out-

side voice ever used on their airing . . .

Marion Talley has bought a Beverly
Hills home, and it's goodbye forever to

native Kansas . . . Ditto Ozzie Nelson
and Harriet Hilliard, except, of course,

for the Kansas part . . . Mike Pecarovich,
Gonzaga football coach, and old college

chum of Bing Crosby, has a part in

Bing's picture "Waikiki Wedding" . . .

and Bing, by the way, has lost eighteen

pounds what with his new race track, his

picture work, and his broadcasts . . . Joe
Penner has bought his family a San Diego
bungalow . . . and Vera Marsh (used to

be Marshall), new heart interest on Pen-
ner's show, appeared in musical comedy
with Joe y'ars and y'ars ago . . . No mat-
ter what they tell you, all is not serene

between Fred Astaire and Charlie Butter-
worth, and maybe the lid will blow off

before this gets into print . . . Kenny
Baker is tied so tightly by his Mervyn
LeRoy contract he practically has to ask
permission to sneeze, and the lads on the
Benny show delight in ribbing him about
his wet-nurse . . . Mrs. Phil Harris is

doing very well, thank you, on the War-
ner Brothers lot, where her pay checks
are made out to "Marsha Ralston" . . .

Andre Kostelanetz was slated for Re-
public's "Hit Parade," but he lost the
spot because his name is identified with
Chesterfields while "Hit Parade" is tied

in with Luckies . . . The lady with Mrs.
Conrad Thibault at rehearsal the other
day, whom everyone thought was her twin
sister, was only her double, Mrs. Edward
Burns, of Pasadena—and no relation . . .

Conrad, by the way, heads eastward the
minute his contract expires in June, be-
cause he hates Hollywood . . . Gary
Breckner, who does the radio announcing
in "Wake Up and Live" is a KNX staff

spieler . . . Bobby Breen will appear with
Dr. Franz Hochstrater's Peasant Choir,
from Vienna, in his next picture, "Boy
Blue," . . . Georgie Stoll becomes a full-

fledged director at Paramount . . . Shaw
and Lee are signed for RKO's "Revels
of 1937"

. . . When television comes,
watch for Penny Gill, on the Jack Oakie
show, if you like an eye-full . . . Joe
Metzger, of KNX, left there to go into
the jewelry business in time to get a
good buy on a solitaire for Natalie Can-
tor .. . Duane Thompson, the telephone
girl on Hollywood Hotel, and William
Johnson also have an appointment with
a preacher . . . Milton Berle's forthcom-
ing film will be "Everybody Sing," star-

ring Tony Martin and Leah Ray . . .

Fred MacMurray has recovered from a
severe case of makeup poisoning . . .

Gene Austin has dropped fifteen pounds
for film work . . . Bernie drove Director
Lanfield nuts on the "Wake Up and Live"
set because the cast listened to Ben's
Santa Anita tips more attentively than
they listened to Lanfield's direction . . .

The radio commentator who rapped
Gladys Swarthout's performance in

"Champagne Waltz" has been barred from
Paramount previews . . . Al Jolson pre-
sented a jockey at Santa Anita with a

Buick car because the boy's good ride

won the mammy man a fat bet . . . Don't
shoot crap with Clarence Muse, whose
new automobile license is 77777 . . . Finis

(Latin for "that's all").

f Gef 10
WINDOW SHADES

2oi th. P^keol&m

15c CLO PAYS
SOLVE CUAN WINDOW SHADE PROBIEM
"TT7HEN $1.50 shades used to get dirty, I couldn't
V V afford to change. But now, I get 10 lovely

CLOPAYS for the same money! They look as good as
the costliest—go 2 years and more without a change.
That's REAL ECONOMY!" Why not try this same
simple plan, approved by millions? CLOPAYS hang
beautifully . . . made of a patented fibre material that
will not pinhole or crack. In 16 smart patterns and
7 plain colors. Sold by leading 5c and 10c and neigh-
borhood stores. Write for FREE color samples.
CLOPAY CORP., 1204Dayton St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

M-
Splendid opportunitie;
epare time. Easy plai

education sufficient.

booklet ' "Opportuni
phy", particulars lihu. imtuu i^mcui-B.

American School of Photography
Dept. 138-A

3601 Michigan Ave. Chicago, ill.

Prepare in

No previous
common Bchool
Send for free

8 in Photogra-

IDA BAILEY ALLEN'S
SERVICE COOK BOOK

Send 20c to Mrs. Margaret Simpson, Food
Editor, RADIO MIRROR, 205 East 42nd Street,
New York City.

DRESS REMNANTS e.

iAlso BARGAIN
LextraS^osGIVEN

Percales, Prints, Ginghamst Muslin,
Crepes, Voiles, Shirtings, etc.
New cleao goods direct from us at bifj

saving Pieces up lo three yards Newest
patterns for dresses. Our finest quality

SEND NO MONFY ^^y postman 97c

dcliverychar^e (Special! Send SI '29 with
order, will ship 20yd. bundle postage paid.)
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

EASTERN TEXTILE COMPANY
iDept. M-40. Greenfield, Mass.

LADIES ATTENTION!
Do you admire beautiful jew-
elry? You may own this perfect
reproduction of a $300.00 ring
set with a sparkling gem that
only an expert can tell from a
genuine diamond. Send only
25c in stamps or coin to cover
cost of mailing. Pay balance
in two monthly payments of
$2.00 each. Total price only
$4.25. Guaranteed to wear a
lifetime.

BATTIS-BOSTON CO.
387 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

:JheBestCRAYHAIR
REMEDY IS
MADEATHOME
VOU can now make at home a
J- better gray hair remedy than
you can buy, by following this

simple recipe : To half pint of
water add one ounce bay rum,

I a small box of Barbo Com-
pound and one-fourth ounce
of glycerine. Any druggist
can put this up or you can
mix it yourself at very little

cost. Apply to the hair twice
a week until the desired

Bhade is obtained. Barbo imparts color to streaked,
faded, or gray hair, makes it soft and glossy and
takes years off your looks. It will not color the
Bcalp, is not sticky or greasy and does not rub off.
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VOUTHFUL HRIR
/(ji VOU

Those tiny sunshine tints and deli- \

cate overtones so admired in youth-
ful hair. . . . Recapture them
quickly, easily, accurately with a
Golden Glint Rinse. Magically trans-
forms every hair shade with new
life and sparkle. No shampoo alone
can do your hair full justice.

BROWNETTES, BRUNETTES,
BLONDES and all in-between shades
find Golden Glint Rinse as necessary
to a smart appeeirance as lipstick
and rouge. The only rinse flexible
enough to accurately highlight your
individual hair shade without chang-
ing its natureil appearance. The
exact shade and highlight you re-
quire. Not a dye, not a bleach.
Millions use it regularly.

Golden Glint Rinse package contains 2
rinses: Golden Glint Shampoo package
contains 1 fragrant cleansing shampoo,
1 rinse. At all cosmetic counters.
THE PRICE IS SMALL, THE EFFECT
PRICELESS.

Test it FREE—write Golden Glint

Co., Inc., Dept. 602, Seattle, U.S.A.

'jCr*\ for Rinse Sample (Offer expires
lUxxidg^UaniiiiW Aus. 1, 1937).

GOLDEn GLinT
BRIGHTENS EVERY SHADE OF HAIR

BEFORE HAIR AFTER

r2*^ Killed Permanently"
From face, body or arms with;
.maximum speed, without harm
to the skin, by following: simplt
'directions. This electrolysis
device is guaranteed to remove
hair permanently or money re-^
funded. Your home electric cur-,
rentnot needed. Price $1.95. Postpaid or C.O.D.

CANFIELDS & CO^ DepL 2-A, 2675 Broadway, New York

come back Bigger, Uglier

-unless removed Root^and All

• A corn goes deep. When you cut or pare it at
home the root remains imbedded in the toe. Soon
the corn comes back bigger, uglier—more painful
—than ever.

That's why millions of people are using the new
Blue-Jay double-action method. Pain stops in-
stantly, by removing the pressure. Then the entire
corn lifts out Root and All,

Get a package of Blue-Jay today. 25^ for 6,

BLUE-JAY
BAUER S. BLACK

SCIENTIFIC CORN PLASTERS
*A plug of dead cells root-like in form and position. If

left may serve as focal point for renewed development.
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Hints for Menu

House-cleaning

{Continued from page 54)

and again for other meals.

Tomato Juice Cocktail

4 cups tomato juice

1 tsp. salt

1 tbl. minced onion.

4 cloves

1 bay leaf

1 tsp. vinegar
1 tsp. lemon juice

Combine all ingredients and simmer
together for ten minutes. Strain and chill.

If you like it the first time, vary it next
time by using a tablespoon of minced
celery tops in place of the cloves.

Aside from the delightful drinks you
can make with them, tomato and pine-

apple juice impart new and delicious

flavors to other foods—you'll never know
how good that old favorite, liver and
bacon, can be until you've soaked the
liver in tomato juice (along with a clove
of garlic, if you're a garlic fan) for half

an hour before cooking. Vegetables
cooked in half water and half pineapple
juice tell a new story, canned celery
juice gives new zest to soups and gravies,

and so do a few drops of canned lime
juice to the melted butter served with
broccoli, cauliflower, asparagus and Brus-
sels sprouts. You can even use canned
onion and garlic juice which will assure
piquant flavors without odorous hands or
smarting eyes.

Three excellent menu spring cleaners

—

tomato timbale, tomato juice aspic jelly

and cold pineapple soup—have canned
juices for their basic ingredients.

Tomato Timbale

2 cups tomato juice

1 small onion, minced
Yn. cup fine bread crumbs
3 eggs
1 tsp. salt

^ tsp. pepper
1 bay leaf

2 cloves

1 large celery stalk, minced

Simmer the tomato juice with the sea-

soning ingredients for five minutes.
Strain and add the slightly beaten eggs
and the crumbs. Pour into lightly but-
tered custard cups or into ring mold and
bake in a moderate oven, the cups placed
in a pan of water, until firm. Unmold
and serve with white sauce to which one-
fourth cup of sliced olives has been added
for every cup of sauce.

Tomato Juice Aspic Salad

3 cups tomato juice

1 slice onion, minced
I stalk celery, minced

Yz green pepper, minced
1 tbl. parsley, minced
I clove
1 tbl. sugar
1 pinch salt

1 envelope gelatin

Y2 cup cold water

Simmer tomato juice with seasonings
for ten minutes. Strain. Soak gelatin in

water for five minutes. Add gelatin to

tomato juice and pour into individual
molds or custard cups which have been
rinsed in cold water. Allow to cool, then
place in refrigerator until ready to serve.

Serve on nests of lettuce leaves and top
with mayonnaise.

n TASTY FOODS
TO TEMPT HIS

APPETITE •

Guard your

baby's health with these two

Safety Seals found only on—

HEINZ
STRAINED FOODS

S>mDle
Mail ori 85 Ess

ARMS
NEW LOW PRICES

$139
Special bargain. Silk Bou
(all colors) , Worsteds, Shet- <

landa. Velveena. etc. Fit£E-
needlcs and knitting hae eiven with order. H I k

. promptly filled.. Write F& K YARN CO., t"'
85 Essex St., Dept. MC-6. New York, N. Y. (Est. 191G)

I"

BUSY HOUSEWIFE EARNS

400K^
Mrs. F. McE. (Penna.)
thought it was too
good to be true when
she read that Chicago
School of Nursing stu-
dents were often able
to earn ?25 a week
tohile learning prac-
tical nursing. How-
ever, she sent for the
booklet offered in the
advertisement and after much careful thought de-

cided to enroll. Before she had completed the sev-

enth lesson she was able to accept her first case—in

three months she had earned §400!
Think of the things you could do with 5-100!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
can train you, as it has trained thousands of men
and women nt home and in your spare time, for the
dignified, well-paid profession of Nursing- Course is

endorsed by physicians. 3Sth year. Lessons are simple
and easy to understand. High school education not
necessary. Complete nurse's equipment included. Easj/'

tuitiO)i payments. Decide today that you will be one
of the many men and women. 18 to 60, earning $1^5

to ?:>;> a week as trained practical nurses! Send the
coupon for interesting booklet and sample lesson
pages. Learn how you can win success, new friends,
iiappiness—as a nurse.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 186, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name -

City— Age-

93
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If a romantic story thrills you ... if your
heart beats faster when lovers embrace on the

screen—give a thought to your own romance! For

excited emotions stimulate perspiration glands,

resulting in unpleasant body odor.

Are you sure your deodorant lasts through
nerve tingling moments? DEW is the deodorant

which stops perspiration instantly and thoroughly

—and remains effective under all circumstances.
Also prevents the under-arm

stains that ruin clothes.

Use DEW and be sure.

Safe and gentle. Non-irritating
to delicate skin. 25c, 50c, $1.00
at drug and dept. stores.

A.

D€UJ
DEODORANT
Non Perspirant

BECOME AN EXPERT

Accountant
Bxecntn .

Thousands of firms need tbeui. vuiy ii.uu
ants in the U. S. Wetrainyou thoroly atno;
examinations or ezecntive accounting politic
tuineceBsar?. Personal training under snpervit^

-- a year.
! Account*

jare time for C. P. A,
Previous experience
lof staff of C.P.A. 's.

including members of the American Institute of Accountants, Write
foe free book. *'Acconntancy, the Profession thatPosa."

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 674-H, Chicago
The School That Has Trained Over 1,3S0 C. P. A.'S

A NEW "GOLD-
MINE" FOR AGENTSli
Boblnnon iiolil 61
—Lfaberry made $305.00
one month. AKcntH the
over ronortiriic pho:
profitn. Quick, cnny WHIUI,-
WIND DEMONBTUATION
MAKES MANY MEN BUY
ON SIOHT. SEND NO
MONEYl Your nrimo iind iiii-

flrenM on a pontcnrd brJntCH you

COMPLETE DEMON
BTBATI NO OUTI rr EASI-
LY CA rhiivI) in coat
POCKET. WKDE 'lOIMYI

Cold Pineapple Soup

2 cups water
Vz cup sugar

Vz lemon rind

1 pinch salt

4 tbl. tapioca
2 cups pineapple juice

Boil together water, salt, sugar and
lemon rind. Remove rind, add tapioca
and cook until clear. Stir in pineapple
juice, remove mixture to glass or earth-

enware jar and allow to cool. Serve in

soup plates or bouillon cups with a gar-

nish of whipped cream topped with a
cherry.

And now to move our spring cleaning
activities from the menu department to
the rest of the house. Does your house
have that tired-after-a-hard-winter look?
Are you getting a bit bored with your
color scheme? Do laundering, mopping,
polishing and dusting seem unending
chores? Cheer up. Something can be
done about all these things—easily and
inexpensively, too.

Start with the windows. Just as some
beauty experts consider the eyes the
most important feature of the face, so
do some decorators insist that windows
are the most important features in a
room. So if the eyes of your house, the
windows, are not gay and sparkling as
they should be, dress them up in new
shades patterned in your favorite colors.
It isn't an expensive job at all, for these
attractive fiber shades may be purchased
at your local five and ten cent store.

THEN consider the draperies. Heavy
folds, elaborate valances and tiebacks

are fine for winter but now, remember, you
are letting in the spring, so substitute
simple curtains which hang straight at
the sides to frame the new blinds.

Next, what about lights? Good lighting
is just as essential in summer as in win-
ter, of course, so if you have moved the
lamps along with the other furnishings—
and what woman ever cleans house with-
out rearranging all the furniture?—be
sure that you are not cutting down on
the supply of light needed. Check over
the bulbs, getting new ones if the old
ones are not giving sufficient light, and
using different sized bulbs to create the
desired effect. Put away ornate lamp-
shades with the draperies until fall

—

they'll only get dusty in the summer
with the windows wide open—and sub-
stitute simply patterned ones. By con-
sidering these three additions, blinds,
curtains and lampshades, as a new color
unit you can vary your color scheme with-
out changing your basic color or furnish-
ings.

There are other inexpensive ways of
adding color to your surroundings in your
spring renovating. Consider, for in-

stance, those dark, coarse-woven table
linens which are so smart now, and usual-
ly pretty costly. One of the leading
paper manufacturers is now duplicating
these in heavy, durable crepe paper in

dark green, navy, dubonnet and brown.
My favorite combination is brown cloth
and napkins with white pottery dishes,

but clear crystal or glass in a contrast-
ing shade create an equally charming
table, as will any patterned china used
with a cloth of the same color as the
predominant shade in the china design.

For a final touch, you can have these
tablecloths and napkins monogrammed,
though you will have to ask your local

printer to do this for you.

If you prefer service mats instead of

full tablecloths for summer, they also

come in paper—fragile, lacy mats in

white and pastel shades, an amusing one
patterned with a map of the world, and

Many Never
Suspect Cause
Of Backaches

This Old Treatment Often Brmgs Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. Most people
pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.

Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and
burning shows there may be something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood, when

due to functional kidney disorders, may be the cause
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg
pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,
swelling, puflSness under the eyes, headaches and
dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy reUef and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood.
Get Doan's Pills.

PHOTOS ENLARGED »<

3 for 25c

Send 3 negatives (films) and 25c coin
and you will receive postpaid 3 Beauti-
ful, 5x7 Cleartone Nev-R-Fadc Enlarge-
ments. 10 for 7 5c; 6 for 50c;

"

10c. Films safely Returned.

Film Rolls Developed, 2 Prints each Negative—25c
QUALITY ENLARGERS. Dept. B-6. River Grove. III.

KILL THE HAIRROOT
Remove the hair permanently, safely, pri-
vately at home, following siniple directions.
The Mahler Method positively prevents the
hair from growing again. The delightful re-
lief will bring happiness, freedom of mind
and greater success. Backed by 35 years of
successful use all over the world. Send 6c
in stamps TODAY for Illustrated Booklet,
"How to Remove Superfluous Hair Forever."

D.J. Mahler Co., Dept. 58F. Providence, R. I.

V/^t!LJ=J>
MEN AND WOMEN TO MAKE ¥S tSZEE £ WEEK

Introducing Hose Guaranteed 4 to 8 Months
EARNINGS START AT ONCE! Brand new Ford given pro- , ,
dacers. Everybody buys hose. Guaranteed' to wear from 4 to 8'

months without holes .snags or runs or replaced FREE. Big repeat^
sales. GraceWilber, Iowa, earned $37.10 in 9 hours and received «

8 new care; Charles Mills, Minn., earned $120.00 in one
week and received 2 new cars* as extra

bonuses. Your own hose given as bonus.
Bend hose size. Rush name on penny card

' sample outfit,detaiis. ACTNOWl
WILKNIT HOSIERY CO.

Box^sAs^ Greenfield, Ohio

Acidity Makes

Women Look Older
Kidneys Often to Blame

Women, more than men, are the victims of ex-
cess Acid in the system, due to poor Kidney func-
tions, which may undermine health and vitality,

dry and coarsen the slcin

or cause Bladder distress.
Getting Up Nights, Burn-
ing and Itching, Leg
Pains, Nervousness, Dizzi-
ness, Headaches, Lum-
bago, Swollen Ankles,
Puffy Eyes, or Rheumatic
Pains. Help your Kidneys
filter 3 pints of Acids and
Wastes from your system
each day for just one week
with the Doctor's prescrip-
tion Cystex. Guaranteed
to fix you up and make

you feel and look years younger or money back.
See results in 48 hours. Telephone your druggist
for guaranteed Cystex (Siss-tex) today.
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CLEANSE the pores daily with warm
water and Resin ol Soap. Its rich,

Resinol-filled lather gently removes clog-

ging waste and surface grime, making
your skin feel really clean—live—refreshed.

Especially agreeable to sensitive skin. To
relieve the itchy soreness and aid healing

of surface pimples or like irritations, ap-

ply soothing Resinol Ointment.

ResiiR>l
Oirttm ent and Soap

lEARN PRAGICAl

3ish ^

PRAaiCAL SHOP METHODS
NEW EASY WAY
TO BETTER JOBS
GOOD PAY! We funiish
dozens of items of Electrical

ELECTRIC INSTITUTE, INC,
Dept. 37G Hindsdalei Illinois

I
a^ii^uij

TRi
NC.

^_ _ _ >p
actual jobs risht in your

borne. Write for Frea
Book and details.

^ 001

Y AT HOME

Learn TAP DANCING
IN YOUR OWN HOME!

I
Your choice of the following complete TAP Dance

I routines: Waltz Clog, Buck and Wing, Truckin',
ISoftShoe.Eccentnc, Shim Sham Shimmy, Military
iBuck.Oance, Novelty Baseball Dance .

,
frf.i,'.iJli:*<J.-t.iini;i*.i:ir«TiTa

1 8 Routines complete $3. on Money Back basis

ROY GOULD'S STUDIO
P Box e2.Clintoii Hill. Newark. N. J.

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
the NEW CREAM WAY
As Little or as Much as You

Want^Safely—Quickly!
Not a Drug-Store Liquid!

Lechler's Lightning Hair tightener
is an amazing product; an nntiseptic, white,

creamy paste It has many advantages over liquid preparations.
You can use it to lighten the roots and scalp onls'. Cannot run to
the ends of the hair like a liquid. Can't make the hair life-

less, dry or brittle. Lightens blonde hair grown dark. Can ^
not streak or over-bleach. Actually Beneficial tO V
bleached hair and permanents. Used by famous stage
and screen beauties for over 20 years. Harmless—euarao-
teed. Mailed complete with application brush for only
li*D IT J? R'*''' J'''st oTder—SG'Vage booklet
VIXTjIIi^'THE new art of lightening HAIR"

LECHLER LABORATORIES, INC.
S60 Broadway, Dept A, New York, N. Y.

Ti^PaCKET RADIO
MUSIC gpoRTS ^^.fERiMHXEm

V^

eEAUTIFUL CLEAR TONE
DIRECT FROM POCKET RADIO

AU one tmit—just like the bi^ eets. bat weigfaa 'i

OBly 6 oz. Fits pocket easilyi Take it witb I

roa. Notbio^to adjoBt. No oatterieB. tabes. /
or electric socket connectionB required. Tab* i

mg knob IB the only moving part. /
Costs Nothing to Operatel Guaranteed! /
BringainBtationawith fine tone qcahty.Taiiea \^
broadcast band. Accurately made, precisely

]
assenibled, rigidly tested, assures esceltent
performance. Shoold last for years. ^ Comes

]

romplete with built-in phone with easy instrac*
Uonsfornse in campB. office, picnics. hMne,
bed, etc. Listen to mnsic, sports, radio entertainment, etc. The
"Cathedral" Pocket Radio is ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.
Thoasands in aee. An ideal gift.
SEND NO MONEY! It's enjoyable radio entertainment should delieht
yonl Combines performance and economy. Get years today. Pay
postman on arrival S2.99 Eind noatage or send $2,99 (we nay postage).
Little Giant Radio Co. 1166 Diversey Pky. Dept.' 109, Chicago
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cross stitch mats in red and in blue,

which look like the samplers your grand-

mother made on coarse linen. These mats
also make attractive bureau scarves for

summer use.

Now that the spring cleaning is done
there is the problem of daily cleaning to

be considered, so back again to the paper
manufacturer for our final purchases—dust

cloths, scouring cloths and a dust mop,
all of specially treated paper. They not

only take most of the pain out of clean-

ing but practically eliminate the cleaning

equipment parking problem.

/ have other fruit juice recipes which
I am sure you zvill like—Southern jam-
boiin, tomato bran muffins, basic recipes

for simple fruit ice and mousse which can
be made with any fruit juice, and pine-

apple griddle cakes. Also if you are

unable to purchase the paper products
mentioned in your local stores, I'll be glad

to send you the manufacturers' names,
just send a stamped, self-addressed en-

velope to Mrs. .Margaret Simpson, Radio
Mirror, 122 East 42nd St., New York,
N. Y.

Guide to the Coronation

Broadcasts

(Continued front page 16)

London are at a premium. A view of the

Coronation is only for the visitor who
has money to spend lavishly. A seat in

the best grandstand, opposite the entrance
to Westminster Abbey, alone costs a

quoted minimum of $94.50. At the prices

you would actually have to pay to get

one it would be twice or three times that

amount.
Yet in your own home, without spend-

ing a cent, you are transported to every
advantageous point along the streets the

Coronation procession will pass through.
You are even carried into Westminster
Abbey itself, where none but a few im-
portant British subjects have the hered-
itary right to go.

Radio spares you all the discomforts
of the crowded London streets. It brings

you the whole panoramic picture of the

Coronation, instead of the small section

which is all that can be seen from even
the most expensive grandstand seat.

You can sit back in your armchair and
hear it all: the procession of the Royal
Family through the Mall to Westminster
Abbey, the booming of cannon, the clank
of sabers, the call of trumpets; the solemn
ceremony within the Abbey; the trium-
phant procession through the heart of
London back to Buckingham Palace
again; and finally the address of King
George to his Empire.
The only price you pay is the setting

of your alarm clock for an early hour
on the morning of Wednesday, May 12

—for Coronation Day will begin at 10:30
in London, and there is five hours' differ-

ence between England and the eastern
United States.

American networks will go on the air

at 5.: 15, Eastern Daylight Saving Time,
on that momentous morning. Just remem-
ber—if your city is on Eastern Standard
Time—the starting hour is sixty minutes
earlier; if Central Standard Time, 3:15;
Mountain Standard Time, 2:15; Pacific

Standard Time, 1:15.

Here is how you can listen to the long
broadcast, and get the most enjoyment
and interest from it. On page 16 there
are pictures of three important Corona-
tion scenes—Buckingham Palace, the
Horse Guards, and Hyde Park Corner,

Look Young Again!

What a difference

Farr^s makes

FARR*S for

GRAY HAIR

.,-5^

Used with perfect confidence, leaves hair soft,

lovely, lustrous, NATURAL and youth-
ful in appearance. Easy as a manicure in

hygienic privacy of home; odorless,

greaseless; will not rub off nor interfere

with curling. $1.35. Sold everywhere.

r FREE SAMPLE .

I BROOKLINE CHEMICAL CO. M.F.9
|

79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass.
j

I Send in plain wrapping.
j

I
I

j
Name I

I Street |

City State I

[_GIVE ORIGINAL_HAIR_COLOR
(

PHOTO ENLARGEMENTS

Amazing Introductory Offerli
Mail us 3 Films with this ad and
25c coin (No Stamps): in a few
davs vou will receive POSTPAID
3 Beautiful Professional 5x7 inch
enlargements; 6 for 45c; 15 for
$1 POSTPAID. 1 for 10c,
plus 5c postage. All films re-
turned. Canadian orders accepted.

Dept. MPS, UNIQUE ART
SERVICE, 260iEast 138th

street. New York City

PINAUD'S IMPROVED

SIX-TWELVE CREAMY MASCARA
PREPARED IN FRANCE

Make your lashes a long s^veep of silky, dark

beauty... perfectly natural-looking because

of the extra-creaminess of this mascara!

Smudgeproof, permanent. Apply it with or

without water. In black, brown, blue, green,

PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYE SHADOW
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYEBROW PENCIL

HOUSE OF JL 1 i^ ^T^»^ I^ NEW YORK
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Q)aick,iMbfIier/
BRING ALONG MY OLIVE OIL POWDER

MOTHER, Z. B.T. does a better job of keep-
ing your baby happy, comfortable and

free from chafing, because it's the only baby
powder made with olive oil. The olive oil

makes Z. B. T. smoother, longer-clinging—
a better guardian of the skin. It makes
Z. B.T. moisture-resistant— no caking. Free
from zinc stearate, Z.B.T. is approved by
leading hospitals, by Good Housekeeping
Bureau and your baby.

For FREE SAMPLE
send postcard to Z.B.T., Dept. F-3,
80 Varick Street, New York City.

TXPEWRITER Bargains
Germlne Underwoods. Boyals, etc.,
neatly reduced to aboat 1 /8 mf?'a or
guaranteed—eaay terms—10c a day. 1

InternatEonal Typewriter Exch.,
. W- Monroe St.

Dept, 603) Chicago

eYourFeet
When all else fails end your suffer.
" > ing with the flexible "no metal"

RiJF, FOR FREE B00KLE1

Heefner Arch Support Co. 480 Commercial BIdg.. Louisville, Ky

ttutke NEWtif

NO-CHAFE SANITARY NAPKINS

12 for I5c

For Sale

ONLY AT WOOLWORTH'S STORES

V*^ TOUR MASTER!
One jar of this dainty cream

L must please you... ^ or your
money
refunded

which is the very hub of London. There
is also a map showing the route of the
Coronation procession. Look at the map,
study it, and as you listen, keep it by
your radio where you can refer to it.

The dotted line shows the route of the
procession from Buckingham Palace to

the Abbey, and the solid black line shows
the route back to the Palace following
the Coronation ceremonies.
At 5:30, Eastern Daylight Saving Time,

the King and Queen will drive through
the gate at the right of the picture on
page 16. It will take them about three
quarters of an hour to reach the Abbey.
At 6:15, the reading of the Rubrics,

the ancient Coronation ritual, will begin
outdoors before the grandstand in front
of the Abbey. The procession will march
into the Abbey, and from then on for
the next two hours and forty-five minutes
the radio audience will be privileged to

hear the Coronation ceremonies while the
vast throng in London streets must wait.

There will be no radio commentators
within the Abbey, but microphones in

strategic positions will carry to the listen-

ing world all of the ceremony with the
exception of the Communion by the
Archbishop of Canterbury. This will not
be broadcast.

you will hear the words spoken as

the glittering Crown of St. Edward is

placed upon the new King's head. This
crow^n is never worn in the open air, and
when King George leaves the Abbey to

ride through the streets in the golden
coach of state with Queen Elizabeth at

his side, he will be wearing the Imperial
State Crown.
At nine o'clock, one of the most color-

ful features of the ceremonies will begin

—the procession back through the wind-
ing London streets to Buckingham
Palace. As you see by the map, the route

makes a wide detour to go along the

Embankment, past historic Trafalgar
Square where Lord Nelson watches over
the city he saved, through Pall Mall and
St. James Street to busy Piccadilly Circus,

then past the great shops of Regent and
Oxford Streets to the iVlarble Arch of

Hyde Park, famed vantage point of soap
box orators, through Hyde Park itself

to Hyde Park Corner, and finally down
Constitution Hill where three attempts
were made upon the life of Queen Vic-

toria and one upon the life of King
Edward.

All the pomp of Empire will be repre-

sented in the parade—the Horse Guards,
the Coldstream Guards, troops from the

•Dominions across the seas. Microphones
will be placed at all the important points

along the line of march, to bring you
every aspect of the spectacle.

It will be almost ten o'clock in New
York when the King and Queen are back
in the Palace. They will appear for a

few minutes on the balcony to receive

the homage of their subjects, and will

then retire to rest.

Until three o'clock there will be fur-

ther word-pictures of Coronation Day in

London, drawn for you by announcers
of the British Broadcasting Company as

well as CBS and NBC men who have
been sent to England for the event.

At three, the climax of the day will be
reached with the address of the King to

his Empire—the first time the new King's
voice has ever been heard in this country.

The Coronation of England's King will

then have gone down in history. In Lon-
don the day will be long and weary for

the crowds who line the streets, hoping to

catch one glimpse of their ruler. But we,

in our homes, will have seen it all,

ihroLigh the skill of trained announcers
and the magic of radio.

Light Blondes! Ash Blondest
Sandy Blondes! Brown Blondes I

ATLAST!k
NEW5HAMP00
FOR ALL BLONDES !
^r\nq% Bocfc Go/den Hue fo AW Shades of Darkened
Blonde Hair—Keeps Hair Soff, fluify, Lusfrous!

Here is an easy way to bring out the full radiant loveliness
of blonde hair—whether it is light, ash blonde, sandy or
bro\vnish—a shampoo and rinse that washes it 2 to 4 shades
lighter and brings out the natural lustrous golden sheen,
the alluring highlights that can make hair so attractive.
Called New Blondex, this amazing Shampoo and Special
Golden Rinse costs but a few pennies to use and is abso-
lutely safe. Contains no harsh bleSiches or dyes. Used
regularly, it keeps your scalp and hair healthy and lovelv,
gleaming with lustrous highlights. Get New Blondex
today. New combination package, SHAMPOO WITH FREE
RINSE, now also in a 10c size at all stores.

T^BLONDEX 1^.^\Z'IX,

Rheumatism
Relieve
Pain In Few

Minutes
To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Eheu-
matism. Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get NURITO, the Doctor's formula. No opiates,
no narcotics. Does the work quickly—^must relieve
worst pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money back at Druggist's. Don't suffer. Get
trustworthy NURITO today on this guarantee.

HAIR OFF iZ
Remove unsightly hair from FACE. ARMS. LEGS tho

new way) ONO-MOR HAIR REMOVER, a delight-

fully perfumed cream, is easy fo use! On goes
6n6-M0R—out comes the hair. Leaves skin smooth
and COMPtETELY HAIR-FREE. Guaranteed harmless.

Endorsed by Women's Heolth Federation of America.

• .n ^ ff with each order— Froncine

/ rKtrt^Myra's "Beouty Secretsl"

Send $1 for ONO-MOR Fragrant Cream Hair

Remover with complete directions.

6n6-MOR deodorant, a perfumed, grease-

less cream, overcomes body odors—$|

FRANCINE MyRA ET CIE
II West 42nd Street, Dept. 10, New York City

'Infant Care^-lO/
Printed by the U. S. Government as an

Official Handbook for Mothers; written by
the five outstanding baby health specialists
in America, and edited by the Federal Chil-
dren's Bureau child hygiene experts. 138
pages, generously illustrated, and indexed.
We are authorized to solicit and accept

your order (which will be sent direct to
Washington). Send 10c in coin or stamps to:

Reader Service Bureau,

RADIO MIRROR,
205 E. 42nd Street,

New York. N. Y.

SKIH HEWS!
HIDES

?MPIWPLES<
(iNiTANTLV!,'

./^<

NEW WAY TO
CONCEAL SKIN

]BLEMISHES!
''FRECKLEV^ PjON'T let a tempo-
5CARS I

^'5' <" permanent
' I skin blemish cause you

fm\icn<.\ "'**'' >E>,\ embarrassment I "HmE-
iv.UVtK> IconcfAifdJi''^ " completely conceals
I nii-.Ti.i- t: "• ""^y the unsightly blemish.
I DiK in \ J Applied In a minute

—

MARKS ' /^ '^^*^ ^" day until removed.
>- -^ Won't rub oH, peel or crack.

H_
__ Water and perspiration proof.

• ^^ • Gives skin a clear, flawless ap-
MM K^^ 1T pearance. $1 at Dept. and Drug

— —.^i^ZL « _ .^Stores. H)osl£eaXTenCejif_Stjnres.

TRf/ILciark-MillnerCo.,666St.ClairSt.,Dept.l4-F,Chicaga
1 enclose 10c (Canada 15c) tor "Hlde-lt." nCream a Stick
Check shade: D Light D Medium D Brunette D SunTan
Name Town
Address state



Did GrayH
Rob Them of $95 aWeek?

air

NowCombAwayGrayThisEasyWay
GPiAY hair is risky. It screams :"You

are getting old!" To end gray hair
handicaps all you now have to do is

comb it once a day for several days with
a few drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on
your comb, and afterwards regularly once
or twice a week to keep your hair loolc-
ing nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for ar-
tificially coloring gray hair that imparts
color and charm and abolishes gray hair
worries. Grayness disappears within a
week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their
friends forget they ever had a gray hair
and no one knew they did a thing to it.

Make This Trial Test
Win you test Kolor-Bak without risk-

ing a single cent? Then, go to your drug
or department store today and get a
bottle of Kolor-Bak. Test it under our
guarantee that it must make you look
10 years younger and far more attrac-
tive or we will pay back your money.
J FRFF Buy a bottle of KOLOE-BAK I

' "'-'• today and send top flap of car- I

I ton to United Remedies, Dept. 446. |
I 544 So. Wells Street, Chicago-^and

|
i receive TREE AND POSTPAID a 50c I
' box of KUBAK Shampoo.

CORNS

ATHOMEI
Learn to color photos and miniatures
in oil. No previoDB experience needed. Good
demand. Send for free booklet, "Make
Money at Home" and reqnirementfl,

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL
3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 1 3SA Chleagv

REMOVED WITH
ppEPARATioM Containing

CASYOROIl
Say goodbye to risky razors, and corn-pads. A
new liquid NOXACORN relieves pain and forms
a thin protecting film over the corn. Then the
corn (or callus) loosens and comes out with ease.
Absolutely safe. Contains six ingredients includ-
ing camphor, iodine, castor oil. 35^ bottle saves
untold misery. Druggists
refund money if it fails. |g^ NOXACORN

CHANGE YOUR FACE!
. . . and change your future!

It may bring a different, happier I

life when you have new straight]
features that others admirell
Faces reconstructed by fataousi
Vienna Polyclinic methods. Dr.

[
Stotter (Vienna University grad-

1

uate) quickly corrects Unshapely]
Noses, Protruding Ears, Wrinkles,

]Signs of Age, Pouches under]
Eyes, Large Lips, etc. Low cost.

'

Write or call for Free Booklet - "Facial Reconstruc-
tlon." Dr. Stntfer. 5(1 E. 42nd St., Dept.g-U, New York.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE...

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid

bile into your bov^els daily. If this bile is not flow-
ing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.

Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
else. 25c.
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How Hollywood Turned the

Tables on Winchell

(Continued from page 31)

to either Hollywood or the movie cam-
eras; for the last few years he has made
a practice of spending several months in

California, and he has made one or two
short subjects. But a featured part in an
important production was something else

again. It meant he'd ha\e to act!

Walter had watched enough amateur ac-

tors to know how ridiculous nine out of

ten of them appear—and a man who earns

a couple of thousand dollars a week for

fifty-two weeks a year by taking pot-shots

at the foibles of the great can't afford to

be made to appear ridiculous himself.

"I can't risk it," he declared. "1 couldn't

afford to flop. It would ruin my reputa-

tion.''

But when Hollywood makes up its mind
to hire somebody it doesn't give up easily.

The mo\ ie people kept raising the ante

until finally they were offering Winchell
575,000, which isn't bad money for a be-

ginner. Finally, more to end the matter
than for any other reason, Winchell be-

gan to demand ridiculous conditions—that

is, he thought they were ridiculous.

"Well," he pretended to wa\'er. "if I

could have a star's bungalow done in red

plush and gilt, and tea every afternoon at

four, and a private secretary, and top
billing, and not have to use make-up, and
if there were at least three places in the

story where I'd get to punch Bernie in

the nose . . . then, maybe
—

"

"Okay! Sign here," the 20th Century-
Fox man said, taking all the conditions in

his stride. And somehow or other, there

the Winchell signature was, on the dotted
line.

BIT Winchell didn't know, then, what" he'd let himself in for.

The first disaster was the screen test

they made of him a few days after he
reported at the studio. Winchell took one
look at the test as it was run off in a

private projection room, and pulled an
emphatic Garbo. ",A.>' tank ay go home."
he declared. The worst of it was that
e\en the most enthusiastic of the studio
executives who had kept after him to

sign the contract had to agree with him
that the tests were far short of being even
merely terrific. Bluntly, they were lou

—

well, bad.
A make-up artist was called in, despite

the clause in the contract that Winchell
need not use make-up. After seeing those
tests, he wanted to. Thev did things to

his e>es and nose and chin. They dark-
ened his gray hair. They performed the
familiar Hollywood miracle on the Win-
chell face, e\'en if they didn't feel the
Winchell ego.

Then came the first day of shooting.
A horrible day. A fiendish day. Just ask
Walter, and he'll tell you the same. For
he had an advanced case of jitters. He
was all ner\-es, and the camera was a

demon. Out of consideration for him.
Director Sidney Lanfield shot the opening
scene of the picture first, a thing not
often done in Hollywood. It was to show
Winchell broadcasting, and all he had to

do was exactly what he does e\'ery Sun-
day night. But it took two weeks to get

that scene right!

What made it so much worse was that
Bernie was there on the sound stage all

the time leering, ready at every oppor-
tunity to let fly with some caustic jibe to

further embarrass Winchell.
The Bernie-Winchell feud has gone on

for five years now, and although it started

Unwanted Hairs Wash Off

with simple application

Nothing kills romance so quickly as hair
on a woman's arms or legs. Now there
is an easy way to remove this hair—
without shaving. Simply use NEET,
an exquisite toilet accessory that leaves
your skin as soft and smooth as a petal.

Like a cold cream in textui'e, you
merely spread NEET on where the hair
is to be removed. Then rinse off with
water; that is all. NEET is the dainty,
feminine way of removing
hair—quick, easy and safe.

It avoids the re-growth of
sharp -edged bristles that
follow shaving. Millions of
women use it. NEET is

sold in drug and depart-
ment stores; handy trial

size at 10-cent stores.

Is YOUR baby
a Smiler ?

When you buy *SOFTEX, you are buying
real COMFORT for your baby! Kleinert's

*SOFTEX Baby Pants are made of soft trans-

parent SILK, fully waterproofed. They weigh
less than an ounce— and are unbelievably
durable.

*Softex is a SILK fabric, waterproofed
without the use of rubber.

*SOFTEX
485 FI FTH AVE

REG U S.PAT OFF

BABY
PANTS

NEW YORK. N. Y.
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Let the penetrating solar rays do their

worst to try to make us uncomfortable

—but without avail this summer. \bu
can be cool, hair-free, care-free, and

wholesome, with these two delightful

toiletries at your command.

ZiP Perfumed Depilatory Cream needs no
introduction to hundreds of thousands of

women. It instantly eliminates every vestige

of hair and permits you to enjoy wearing

all the newest, briefest, sheerest summer
clothes without embarrassment

;
permits the

modern swim-suit to reveal your radiantly

beautiful skin.

Now comes ZiP Cream Deodorant— a new
kind of cream which not only removes body
odors, but also STOPS PERSPIRATION
for one to three days. Packed in a large at-

tractive container. Ideal on sanitary napkins.

Ordinarily these preparations cost 50c each.

For a short time I am offering both of them
to you for the price of one.

Z\P Epilator-IT'S OFF because IT'S OUT.
The only registered Epilator. Actually de-

stroys superfluous hair. Quick. Ideal for face.

ZiP Facial Hair Remover—Odorless.
No caustics. No sulphides. Large opal jar.

TreatTienf or Free Demonstration at my Salon

WQjdmimM
SPECIALIST

562 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Jf yuur cIcaliT lia.t not rccclvfd Ills Rvipply, use roupon:

Madame Berthe, 562 Fifth Ave., New York.

Please send me your special Two for One offer —
Zip Perfumed Depilatory Cream and ZiP Cream
Deodorant. I enclose 50c plus 10c postage.

Wr/fo Name, Address, City and Stale below.

as a joke and still continues as one, the
funny thing is that it has crept into the
lives of both the combatants. Neither
of them is happy unless he can think up
an insult to hurl at the other. It's a
game, but it's an important game. Bernie
and Winchell are like two old cronies who
are eternally trying to lick each other at

a game of chess. Each crack one of them
can take at the other is like a point in

his favor.

Watching Winchell squirm under the
lights was a regular field day for Bernie.

For the first time since they've been play-
ing the game, he was top man, and no mis-
take about it. He thought he was safe,

for after all, he'd made pictures before,

he'd spent years in vaudeville and leading

his band, and he knew how to handle him-
self in front of an audience.
When Winchell first walked onto the

set. Director Lanfield took a critical

squint at him, frowned, and complained
that he didn't look like a newspaperman!

Bernie jumped at that one. "Well, why
should he?" the Old Maestro asked. "He
isn't." Fire glinted in the eyes of Amer-
ica's Number One columnist, but he
choked back the devastating retort he
might have made, while Lanfield showed
him how a newspaperman should look. -

That is. of course, the Hollywood concep-
tion of a newspaperman. He removed
Winchell's coat, pushed his hat to the
back of his head, and loosened his tie.

The immaculate Winchell, veteran col-

umnist, then looked like a newspaperman.
Bernie chuckled gleefully as he watched

his perspiring antagonist struggle with the
scene. Winchell's opening speech consisted
of sixty-seven words, the same sort of

words he broadcasts every Sunday—but it

took him one week to deliver them to

Lanfield's satisfaction.

"If Winchell has a few more speeches
in this picture, the cast is on a pension,"
Bernie murmured. That didn't improve
Winchell's composure. He couldn't even
think up answers, because he was too busy
trying to conquer his camera fear. Lan-
field finally spent hours making him go
over the scene with the camera grinding
—but with no film in it! That turned
the trick. Gradually his fear was dis-

pelled.

THE hardest thing for a no\'ice to

learn in pictures is to forget the cam-
era," Lanfield explained, while Bernie
nodded gravely at the word "novice" and
tried to look like an old-timer.

But Winchell's turn came at last. The
next scene was Bernie's. He was to be
shown leading his band. Lanfield criti-

cized the movement of his baton.
"But that's how 1 do it e\'ery night at

the Cocoanut Grove," the chagrined maes-
tro objected.

"Yah. That's why the dancers all look

as if they're sleep-walking," Winchell
said from the sidelines.

It made Walter feel better to get in a

dig at his opponent and co-star, but from
then on the battle waged continuously,

with Winchell usually on the losing end.

All the advantages, for once, were with
Bernie,

Other members of the cast would egg

the two on for their own amusement, and
it reached the point where sonie of the

more nimble-witted chorus girls made
nice side money out of it.

"Say, Ben, Winchell just paid me a

buck for a good crack at you," one would
tell Bernie

"Oh, well, I don't have to pay for my
material," Bernie would counter. "But
what was it? I'll give you another buck
to tell me."

"Give me two, and I'll give you a crack
that'll top it."

More often than not the deal would be
consummated, and the cast would wait
eagerly for the two purchased gags to be
trotted out by the enemies.

Bernie, because of his experience in pic-
tures, was given the liberty of changing
lines and ad libbing, but Winchell had to
stick to the script. In one night-club
scene Ben grabbed a waiter and had him
carry a bowl of scallions to Winchell's
table. "Greetings to you—ah from me—
ah!" he called across the dance floor. Lan-
field liked the scene, but it took three days
to get it right, because scallions make
Winchell sneeze and the studio had to
provide wax imitations before the film-
ing could be done! Meanwhile, Bernie
was in a seventh heaven because a scene
he had originated was making Winchell
uncomfortable

iiT another point, the direction called

••for Winchell to walk to the orchestra
rostrum, stand before the microphone
and hold up his hands.
"Winchell is holding up his hands to

show you he has his knife in his back
pocket," Bernie ad libbed.

Winchell's turn came again when the
make-up man had to re-shape Bernie's
ears and provide him with a toupe—even
though Ben himself often jokes about his

thinning thatch of hair. Time after time
he muffed his lines because he had trou-
ble keeping the toupee in place.

"But Bernie's used to having trouble
with his head," Winchell consoled Lanfield.

Gradually the picture neared comple-
tion, and as it did so, Walter emerged
triumphant from his amateur days. He
turned into a trouper in front of Holly-
wood's eyes. And Hollywood discovered
that it liked him—liked him for the dog-
ged way he made mistakes and admitted
them and tried again, for the modesty
with which he accepted suggestions from
other actors, and for his good-natured
willingness to laugh when the joke was
on him for a change.

Both Ben and Walter are thoroughly
converted Hollywoodites now. In fact,

on the last day of shooting, Ben an-

nounced that he had notified his band of
its impending dismissal.

"Me for pictures and the radio from
now on," the Old Maestro declared. "No'
more one-night stands. I want to be an
actor."

"It would be a break for your public if

you ever realized that ambition," Walter
retorted. "Now as for me, well, I always

suspected I was a ham but now I know
it. Who would want to be a columnist

when there was picture work to do? Say,

if 1 could just stay out here, I'd die

happy."
"Put that in writing and I'll buy you a

house," Bernie called over his shoulder as

he hurried off to figure out a possible win-

ner in the third at the Santa Anita track.

But there was more than a trace of ser-

iousness in Walter's words. Don't be

surprised if, after the release of "Wake
Up and Live," your daily gossip column
emanates from the West Coast for at least

a part of each year. Because Walter's

had his initiation—and now he's a mem-
ber of the Hollywood fraternity.

FREEl Another of your favorite theme songs in the July
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Does your Nail Polish get Thick and Unusable?

In 14-day Test, 8 Popular Brands of Polish

Evaporated 35% to 60%
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r/ie New Cutcx Evaporates

Less Than Half as Much as

Ordinary Polish

IN an actual test— 14 days of expo-

sure to the air—8 popular brands of

nail polish evaporated 35% to 60%.
Became so thick and gummy as to be

practically impossible to use.

Amazing Contrast . . . But the New
Cutex Polish—both Creme and Clear

—came through this same test with

less than half as much evaporation.

Standing for 14 days in un-

corked bottles, it ended up as

smooth flowing and easy to ap-

ply as ever!

Cutex offers you a distinct

and worth-while saving. There's

practically no loss by evapora-

tion or thickening!

And this new economy fea-

ture is just one of Cutex's many
advantages. It's alreadyfamous

for its finer lacquer, higher lustre, easier

application and longer wear—for its

freedom from peeling and chipping

—

and for its 11 smart shades, including

5 new "smoky" tones. A grand value,

any way you look at it!

The New Cutex is still only 35^ a bottle

—Creme or Clear—at your favorite shop.

Stock up today!
Northam Warren, New York,Montreal, London. Paris

CUTEX INTRODUCTORY SET containing your 2 favorite

shades of Cutex Liquid Polish, Cutex Oily Polish Remover
and the new Cutex Oily Cuticio Remover for 16C,

Northam Warren Corporation, Dept. 7-B-6

191 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.

(In Canada, P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)

I enclose 16^ to cover cost of postage and packing

(or the Cutex Introductorj' Set, including 2 shades of

Cutex Liquid Polish, as checked. Mauve D Rust D
Old Rose a Robin Red D Burgundj- Q
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Alice Roosevelt Longworth says

'They're a lightsmoKe, kind to the throat''

"I often lunch in the Senate restaurant

at the Capitol and the number of Sena-

tors and Representatives I see with a

package of Luckies is quite surprising.

Off and on, ever since 1917, I myself

have used Luckies for this sound reason:

They really are a light smoke— kind to

the throat. It's simply common sense

that these Senators and Representatives,

whose voices must meet the continuous

strain of public speaking, should also

need a cigarette that is considerate of

their throats ... a light smoke."

y^*M5

Copyncbt 1937, The AmexiCMa Tob&cco Gompaii;

The Finest Tobaccos—

'The Cream of the Crop' V
In a recent independent survey, an overwhelming majority of law-

yers, doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc., who said they smoked cigarettes,

expressed their personal preference for a light smoke.

Mrs. Longworth's statement verifies the wisdom of this preference,

and so do leading artists of radio, stage, screen and opera, whose

voices are their fortunes, and who choose Luckies, a light smoke.

You, too, can have the throat protection of Luckies—a light smoke,

free of certain harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process "It's

Toasted". Luckies are gentle on your throat.

^^
AGAINST IRRITATION
AGAINST COUGH
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GENEVIEVE: ''''Why, Lucy, you're not leaving— the party's just begun."

LUCY: ''''You'd leave, too—/ came with one of those 'it'* boys . . . the wrong kind of it . .
."

* Nothing spoils an evening, breaks up a pleasant association, or loses a friend so quickly as a case of halitosis {bad breath).

Nothing conquers this condition so quickly as LiSTERINE, the quick deodorant.

SHOOT YOUR MAN

BY Jane Jones

I
DON'T care whether he looks

like a Greek god, makes love

like an Italian, or writes out a

six-figure check for his income

tax,— I say, shoot him at sunrise

—or even earlier— if his breath

is objectionable.

Too long have men gotten away
with the idea that women should

be grateful for their mere pres-

ence, without any consideration

of what kind of presence it is.

In my opinion, a man whose

breath isn't what it should be, is

nothing short of a Grade A bore

and nuisance . . . and should be

so informed as adroitly as possible.

How to do it is a problem. After

a/tS'unrtse

all, the subject is delicate. If hints

do not work ... if the power of

suggestion flops miserably . . . you
can, as a final resort, send him a

Listerine ad—of course withhold-

ing your name.

Perhaps because of the heinous-

ness of his offense, anonymity is

justified. If after all this he still

doesn't take the hint, dust off

your revolver.

I know any number ot women
who feel as strongly al)out bad

breath as I do and who, by a cam-

paign of clever suggestions, have

transformed walking nuisances in-

to really agreeable suitors. A bow
toListerineforitsaidinthismatter.

BAD BREATH

WORST FAULT OF MOST MEN
There's no doubt about it, men have halitosis

(bad breath) far oftener than women. That is only

natural. Men smoke more, drink more, go at a

faster pace, and are less fastidious than women.
Many large concerns, recognizing that bad breath

is as much a handicap in business as it is in social

life, insist that their employees use Listerine

Antiseptic—especially before making important

business calls.

Listerine Antiseptic instantly halts the fer-

mentation of tiny food particles in the mouth
and on the teeth (the major cause of breath

odors), then overcomes the odors themselves.

After you have used it, your mouth feels cleaner,

fresher, more wholesome; and your breath is

therefore sweeter and purer.

Keep a bottle of Listerine at home and office

and use it before social and business engagements

as a precaution against offending others needlessly.

Lambert Pharmacal Company
St. Louis, Mo.

LISTERINE
checks

halitosis
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PRC/FESSdRuUIZ
TWENTY QUESTIONS
(Ed. Note: It is new, it's different, it's

exciting. Radio Mirror in this issue intro-

duces radio's newest game, Twenty Ques-

tions, written by Professor Quiz, the

famous asker of fascinating problems.

Tune in his regular weekly broadcasts,

heard over the CBS network every Satur-

day night at 8:00 E.DS.T.. sponsored by

Kelvhmtor Division, Nash-Kelvinator

Corp.)

1

.

What famous singer was ordered

to lose twenty pounds—and did

—

before she could start work on her

first moving picture?

2. What star is paying for the

maintenance of four orphans?

3. The face of what movie star is

ideal, experts say, for television?

4. In what play did Frank Parker

make his stage debut?

5. What town were Fred and Tom
Waring born in?

6. What is the name of Andre Kos-

telanetz' theme song on his Chester-

field broadcasts?

7. What is the real name of Phil

Baker's "Bottle"?

8. Where is Arthur (Street Singer)

Tracy now, and what is he doing?

9. Who was the first woman ever

to sing over the air?

10. What was Mrs. Lanny Ross'

maiden name?
11. How many children has Helen

Hayes?
12. Which is the youngest member

of Horace Heidt's King Sisters quartet?

13. What well known radio com-

mentator got his start on the air at

the age of forty-odd by debating with

Socialist Norman Thomas?
14. Who persuaded the editor to

fire Floyd Gibbons from his first news-

paper job?

15. What radio actor lost his voice

and spent several years as a clown in

a circus before he recovered it?

16. Why does a radio director put

his index finger on the tip of his nose?

17. What historic radio broadcast

was recorded by several companies as

it came over the air because they knew

there would later be a brisk sale of the

records?

18. What recent Vallee Variety act

caused raised eyebrows and threats of

air censorship among some listeners?

19. What radio star's career re-

ceived a setback by an illfated world

cruise ?

20. What member of a famous male

quartet recently married the youngest

member of a former sister team?
(You'll find fhe answers on page 58)

"What has happened to us, Dear?

How could he answer frankly? Hovif

could he tell her that one serious

neglect — a lack of proper attention

to feminine cleanliness — had made
her almost repulsive to him?

IF UNHAPPY COUPLES WOuld Consult

doctors, instead of divorce-lawyers,

many a wife would be surprised to learn

why her husband's love had cooled.

Often it is due simply to ignorance about

the proper precautions to insure inti-

mate personal daintiness.

A wholesome method of feminine

hygiene is important not only for your

own sense of personal cleanliness and

comfort. It is often still more important

for the sensibilities of your husband. For

no man's love can long survive neglect

of this obligation that marriage brings

to every woman. Many doctors recom-

mend "Lysol" disinfectant as a cleanly

aid in feminine hygiene, as a means of

assuring freshness and daintiness.

The fact that "Lysol" disinfectant is

used by many doctors, nurses and hos-

pitals— for many exacting antiseptic

needs— is your assurance that "Lysol",

in the correct solutions, does not hurt or

harm normal tissue. There are many
other valuable household uses for "Lysol".

•

The 6 Special Features of "Lysol"

1. NoN-CAUSTic... "Lysol", in the proper dilu-

tion, is gentle and efficient. It contains no

harmful free caustic alkali.

2. Effectiveness... "Lysol" is active under

practical conditions. ..in the presence of

organic matter (such as dirt,mucus,serum,etc.).

3. Penetration... "Lysol" solutions spread

because of low surface tension, and thus vir-

tually starch out germs.

4. Economy. .."Lysol", because it is concen-

trated, costs less than one cent an application

in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.

5. Odor...The cleanly odor of "Lysol" dis-

appears after use.

6. Stability. . ."Lysol" keeps its full, depend-

able strength no matter how long it is kept,

no matter how often it is uncorked.

FACTS ALL WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
Lehn iSi Fink Products Corp., Dept. 7-R. M.
Bloomlield, N. J., U.S.A.

Please send me the book called **LYSOL
vs. GERMS," with facts about feminine
hygiene and other uses of "Lysol."

Namt

Address
Copyricht 1M7 bjr Lehn A Fiok Prodocta Corp.



IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR

INSIDE INFORMATION ON

RADIO'S PASSING SHOW.

YOUR SEARCH CAN END ON

THESE FACT-FILLED PAGES

WHAT'S

Above is handsome Jerry Cooper, the

newest Hollywood Hotel star to try

and fill the shoes of Dick Powell.

Left, Fibber McGee and Molly are in

Hollywood now to star in the films.

AFTER week's of uncertainty, it's been decided that

Nelson Eddy will join Don Ameche, Edgar Bergen,

Charlie McCarthy the dummy, and Werner Janssen's

orchestra on the Sunday night Chase and Sanborn show.

The date is even set—August 8. And here's the amusing
story behind the delay in the negotiations. Nelson liked

the program, liked the salary, liked everything about it, ex-

cept—he had a wistful desire to be the master of ceremonies

as well as the singing star. But the sponsors had Don
Ameche under contract, and wanted him to be the master

of ceremonies. Deadlock, conferences, indecision. Finally

Nelson philosophically gave in and agreed to join the pro-

gram as soon as he has taken a short vacation after his

concert tour. You never can tell about these singers. Some-
times they're yearning for a master of ceremonies job they

can't have; sometimes they're eating their hearts out be-

cause they have one they can't get rid of.

« * *

ik RADIO comedian's life is a tough one. Week in, week
out, he has to be funny. That's not news, but Phil

Baker's plan for rescuing the poor comedian is. Phil told

me he'd like to arrange with a sponsor to hire two comedi-
ans instead of one, and broadcast their shows on alternate

weeks. Thus each funnyman would have time to get his

breath before buckling down to work on next week's script.

The only catch is that the plan, if it were put into practice



E W?
By TONY SEYMOUR

Above, Fred Keating of
the movies, who's heard
every Sunday as the new
master of ceremonies on
the Rubinoff broadcasts,

coming from Hollywood.

Right, just when every-

one thought Nelson Eddy
had lost out on the new
Sunday night broadcast
with Don Ameche, Nelson
announced he had signed.

on all comedy shows, would require

twice as many comedians as there are

now—and as it is there aren't enough
to go around! Phil even had the

scheme lined up and almost in working
order once. He and another comedian
were to alternate on the Good Gulf
programs. But fate intervened. The
other comedian was Will Rogers.

* * *

^J ITH scarcely a ripple, Paramount
on Parade slipped out of the

radio swim the end of April, and a

noble experiment went down to defeat.

The idea had been for NBC to give

Paramount Pictures a half-hour every
Sunday; Paramount, using its contract

stars, would then produce a radio show
with all the glor>- that is Hollywood's.
N'BC would get a good sustaining show,
and Paramount would get valuable
publicity for its pictures.

A Sunday morning hour was picked,
so there'd be no danger of folks stay-
ing away from Paramount movies to

listen to Para- (Continued on page 80)

-SHI'SA
WaVCATi
WHAT a penalty people pay for being

mean and nasty-tempered! They for-

feit friends and romance! They're their

own worst enemies

!

Still, they're not always to blame. You
know, yourself, that you can't escape be-

ing nervous, irritable, crabby, if your sys-

tem is clogged with poisonous wastes. So
if you really want to be light-hearted . . .

popular, fresh-looking . . . be sure that

your bowels move regularly. And ,when-

ever Nature needs help—^take Ex-Lax.

Ex-Lax works by the

"GENTLE NUDGE" system

The "gentle nudge" system is a simple,

easy, effective method of giving you a

thorough cleaning-out. Ex-Lax just gives

your intestines a gentle nudge at the point

where constipation exists. Evacuation is

easy, comfortable—and complete. You'll

feel clean. You'll feel more alive. And
you'll be grateful for the absence of tlie

strain and nausea tliat make the action of

a harsh purgative so unpleasant.

Another tiling—Ex-Lax tastes just like

delicious chocolate. Children actually en-

joy taking it, and Ex-Lax is just as good
for tliem as it is for you. Available at all

drug stores in 10c and 25c sizes.

FREE! If you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our
expense, write for free sample to Ex-Lax, Dept.
F77, Box 170. Times-Plaza Sta., Brooklyn, N. Y.

When Nature forgets -remember

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE



nGDREFAnUSI
PERFOLASnC NOT ONLY CONRNtt^
... IT RiOUCES UGLY BULGES

Takes awo\
abdoinin

(at and
ugly "bulge
derricre"

Reduce*
diapbrasn,

hips
and
thigh*

IF you DO NOT REDUCE
3 INCHES in 10 DAYS

. . . it will cost you nothing!
'T'housands of women today owe their
•*• slim youthful figures to the quick,
safe way to reduce . . . Perfolastic!
"Hips 12 inches smaller," says Miss Richardson.
"Lost 60 pounds and reduced my waist 9 inches,"
writes Mrs. Derr. "I used to wear a size 42, now I
take size 18"savs Mrs. Faust. "Never owned a girdle
I liked so much—reduced 26 pounds," writes Miss
MarshalL Why don't you, too, test the Perfolastic
Girdle and Uplift Brassiere at our expense?

Immediately Appear Inches Slimmer!
You need not risk one penny . . . simply try

Perfolastic for 10 days without cost. You will be
thrilled with the results ... as are all Perfolastic
wearers! You appear inches smaller at once, and
yet are so comfortable you can scarcely realize
that your Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere are ac-
tually reducing hips, waist, diaphragm and thighs.
Every move you make puts the massage-like action to
work at just those spots where fat first accumulates.

No Diets, Drucrs or Exercise I

You do not have to risk your health or change
your comfortable mode of living. No strenuous
exercise to wear you out ... no dangerous drugs
to uke . . . and no diet to reduce face and neck to
wrinkled flabbiness. The Perforations and soft,
silky lining make Perfolastic delightful to wear.
And with the loss of excess fat will come increased
pep and energy.

Send For Ten Day Free Trial Offer
See for yourself the wonderful quality of the

material! Read the astonishing experiences of
prominent women who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks . . . safely! You risk nothing. Mail
coui>on nowf

SUMMER IS THE IDEAL TIME TO REDUCE !

PERFOLASTIC, INC.
Dept, 287 ,41 EAST 42nd ST., NEW YORK,N.y.

Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing and
illustratingihenew Perfolastic Girdleand Brassiere,
also sample of perforated material and particulars
of your 1 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.

Name

Addreu
Use coupon or itnd name andaddren on pennypostcard

COAST-TO- (

Above, Hal Styles directs

the personnel for "Help
Thy Neighbor" over KHJ.

Above, Jettabee Ann Hop-
kins, the one-woman show

KFAB, Lincoln, Ne-on
braska, and one of radio's

busiest people. Jettabee

writes, directs and acts in

popular Bobs and Betty.

SPECIAL EDITION — As big-

time a local program as you'll

ever find away from the networks

is Borden's Special Edition, broadcast

every Friday at 1 :30 P. M. Just one

station carries it—the same station at

which many of NBC's biggest network
shows originate, WEAF in New York.

Another unique thing about the pro-

gram is that it is strictly for women
only. Men aren't supposed to listen,

Gabriel Heatter, left,

one of the four, contrib-

utors to the special pro-

gram for women only

broadcast every Friday

at 1 :30 p.m. over WEAF.
Read the show's story.

not even casually. Special Edition is

as near to a women's newspaper as you

can put on the air. It has four star

editors—Gabriel Heatter, Fanny Fitz-

water, women's editor of the New York
Herald Tribune; Dr. Arthur Frank

Payne, famous child psychologist, and

Janet Howell, noted Hollywood writer

—and between them they give the

ladies news, fashions, advice on home
making and raising children, Hollywood



COAST HIGHLIGHTS
B R U S S KING

gossip, beauty hints, and a resume of

what's happening around town. It isn't

often that a sponsor goes to all this ex-

pense for a local program, but on the

other hand, a lot of people in and

around Manhattan listen to it. And if

the New York program keeps on being

the success it has been so far, probably

it will be extended to other cities where

the sponsor sells his milk.

If your radio can, by hook or crook,

tune in this show, your Highlights re-

porter advises a sample listening. You'll

get the habit.
* * *

RALEIGH, N. C: All radio stars

have their own ways of gaining

fans but it took the Tliree Tobacco
Tags, daily noontime stars over WPTF,
to discover a new fan-getting method
when returning to Raleigh recently

from one of their nightly show dates

at a nearby town. Coming upon a

burning farmhouse, George, Luke, and
Reid stopped their car, and while one

of the boys aroused the sleeping occu-

pants and got them safely outside, the

others found water and went to work
on the flarnes. Result: No deaths; a

home saved from ruin; and a grateful

farmer's family pledged as life-long

fans of the Tags.

* * *

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.: The Holly-

wood anti-Nazi league has taken

time on KFWB Saturdays from
7:30 to 7:45 p. m., and Thursday's

9:30 to 9:45 p. m.

The fifteen minute period features

"Mr. and Mrs. Haddock Abroad," well

known to Americans as the comedy
characters in two of Donald Ogden
Stewart's books. Mr. Stewart donated

"The Haddocks" to the league and is

writing the present series which takes

the family through Germany and Eu-

rope in general. The league hopes to

place the program on a nation-wide

hook-up.
* * *

WHEELING, W. VA., Nobody
seems to know whether Shorty

Hobbs, WWVA'S eccentric banjoist

with Frankie (Continued an page 60)

Meet "Letsy," youngest
of the Happy Pickards,

of station WWL It's

her daddy at her side.

THEBOySTHIMK ITlS

A1VM4IC! ANMNEVEil

flAD HERPOWDERPUFF

OUTOFHERHANP
AT THE PAMCE

HER siUN's SO sciurcHy

THArt WHY.., SffE

ymsnm cream.
ITMEUS

SKINSMOOm

sSSS^
IT DRIVES a girl nearly frantic when pow-

der won't go on smooth—won't stay on!
No worries like this if you use Pond's Van-
ishing Cream! "A keratolytic cream (Van-
ishing Cream) has the ability to melt away
€lried-out, dead surface cells, ' a famous der-

matologist says. "New cells come into view
—smooth and soft. The skin takes on a
firesh, softened appearance instantly."

This smooth, new skin takes make-up
beautifully. Dry, rough skin can't. Easy to

see why popular girls depend on Pond's Van-
ishing Cream. They always use it for perfect

make-up before a date. You'll find it does
wonders for your skin, too. Use it

For Powder Base— A film of Pond's Van-
ishing Cream melts flakiness away. Make-
up stays wonderfully smooth!

For Overnight— Use after cleansing. Not
greasy. Mornings, your skin is soft.

For Protection— Apply before long hours
out of doors. Your skin won't rough up!

Lady
Milbanke

"First cmooth
on Pond's Van-
ishing Cream...
then powder will

look 'just right'

and stay."

i

3~PiGCG Pond's, Ocpt. 8 BM VG, Clinton, Conn.

^ . Rush 8-piece package containing
POCKOOG i^pecial tube of Pond's Vanishing

Cream, generous samples of 2 other
Pond's Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face
Powder. I enclose 10c for (Kistage an<l packing.

Name-

Street.

Citv _Stale_
Copyright. I9:t7, Pond's Kxirart Companr



his philosophy of life

in action. Here is the

NBC singer fly casting

back home in Indiana.

DO YOU WANT TO SAY?

$20.00 PRIZE $10.00 PRIZE

NO NEWS IS GOOD NEWS, SOMETIMES!

HIGHLIGHTS of the news! Repe-

tition of the news would be a bet-

ter suggestion. News commenta-

tors should have to listen to each other

and maybe there would be a little va-

riety.

If the 10:00 a. m. broadcast of news

flashes are about someone landing some-

where, or a woman getting tipsy on the

jury, you hear it at least five times dur-

ing the day, and end up with Lowell

Thomas telling it all over again at 6:45

p. M. for news—and by that time it's

history.

True, 1 don't have to listen, you say,

or I can turn the dial, but often when 1

am t(X) busy to leave my work to change

the station, or perhaps waiting for a pro-

gram, there is no escape; the newscasters

go merrily on in spite of everything.

L

nim

THIS iS YOUR PAGE
YOUR iEHERS OF

OPINION WIN PRIZES

FIRST PRIZE $20
SECOND PRIZE $10.00

FIVE PRIZES of $1.00
Address your letter to
the Editor, RADIO
MIRROR. 1 22 East 42nd
Str«et, New York, N. Y..

and mall it not later
than June 28.

^. 1. Shf.pard,

Grove, W. Va.

FROM ONE EXTREME TO THE OTHER

Radio programs could be improved by
having a little psychology injected into

them. Take this for an illustration:

I am listening to a pipe organ and the

rendition of a series of church songs. A
masterly voice has inspired me, lifted me
out of my hedged-in environment and, as

it were, transported me to a higher plain

of living and thinking. Just for a mo-
ment my existence is changed, 1 have

lived in another realm where things are

different—not real.

But suddenly the tones of the organ die

away, the voice recedes, and as if by the

lifting of a jesting eyebrow, or the trick

of a sleight-of-hand, my cathedral sur-
' roundings vanish and 1 am snatched up

into a jazz syncopation, blatant and bi-

zarre. 1 can almost hear the bells jang-

ling upon the clowns' costumes, see their grimaces, and
smell the peanuts that are being tossed to the animals in the

circus ring. (Continued on page' 56)
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The New ''Smoky" Nail Shades

as Miss Nancy Harrar wears them

/

Manoir Richelieu

Canada

Nancy Harrar puts
her tennis opponent
very much off his

game with her new
above-the-knees out-

fit in 2 shades of blue

accented with a rose-

colored sash and
Cutex Old Rose nails.

"Old Rose is lovely

for blonde types,"
Nancy says, "and
especially with pastels

for both sports and
evening."

Rainbow Room
Rockefeller Center

New York

Nancy Harrar is the
particular star of the

evening in gleaming
white satin boldly
splashed with prima-
vera bouquets and
belted with chartreuse

. . . worn with nails

m the startling new
Cutex Burgundy.

Nancy finds Bur-
gundy creates a big

stir—it's so new and
unusual. She wears
this sophisticated col-

or with black, white,

wine, carnelian and,

above all, blue.

En route to London

For tea with the Cap-
tain of the Aquitania—Nancy Harrar
chooses distinguished

gray and white sheer

jersey with lovely
dusky nails in Cutex
Rust.

Nancy says Rust is

gorgeous with green,

beige and copper, as

well as gray. "And
it's absolutely the
nail color when you're
sun-tanned!"

NO GATHERING of the smart

j'ounger set is completely lovely

without the willowy, blue-eyed Nancy
Harrar—one of the outstanding New
York debutantes of this last season.

^Yhethe^ she's doing 18 holes of golf

or playing Chopin for her friends,

Nancy has the knack of making a

charming color picture of herself.

Part of this glamour picture are her

tapered musician's hands that she

makes still more interesting with the

new Cutex "smoky" polish shades.

"Even the deep shades are soft and
smoky," she says. "You can do a lot

more with them as color accents than

with ordinary glaring polishes."

See just how she uses three of the

Cutex "smoky" shades by cutting out

the figures above. Now work out sev-

eral clever Cutex color schemes for

yourself! There are 12 smart shades to

choose from—Old Rose, Burgundy,
Rust, Light Rust. Rose, Mauve. Coral,

Ruby, Robin Red, Cardinal, Natural,

Colorless. Cutex is more lustrous, too

—

wears for days, won't thicken up in the

bottle, won't fade!

Start right now to accent your per-

sonality with 3 or 4 glamorous shades.

Only ,S.5(i a large bottle, at any shop

!

Northam Warren, New York, Montreal, London, Paris

• To give yourself a
complete manicure,
be sure to use the new
Cutex Oily Cuticle
Remover. It removes
the dead cuticle, re-

stores the natural oil,

keeps cuticle lovely

without harmful cut-

ting.

Northam Warren Corporation, Dept. 7-B-7

191 Hudson Street, New York, N. \.
(In Canada, P. O. Box 2320. Montreal)

I enclose 16c to cover cost of postage and packing

for the Cutex Introductory Set, including 2 shades

of Cutex Liquid Polish, as checked. Mauve
Rust Q Burgundy D Robin Red Q Old Rose Q

Name

Address _

City State



Swimming is the favorite sport

of this vivid Park Avenue matron

cz^^

aboard S.S. Conte di Savoia

YOUNG Mrs. Hammond, daughter-in-law of the former Ambas-

sador to Spain, is an international figure in the world of society.

She was educated in Rome. Made her debut in New York. Traveled

extensively. Mrs. Hammond is an enthusiastic traveler and swimmer.

As she herself remarked, when photographed (right) at the Conte

di Savoia pool: "I'm on board my favorite liner; I'm enjoying my
favorite sport ; I'm smoking my favorite cigarette — a Camel ! So

I'm happy. Camel's delicate flavor always tastes good, but espe-

cially so after a swim. Camels give my energy a cheering lift!"

These distinguished women

also prefer

CameVs mild, delicate taste:

MISS JOAN BELMONT, New York

MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia

' MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston

MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York

MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE 2nd, Boston

MRS. ANTHONY J. DREXEL 3rd, Philadelphia

MRS. CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE. Virginia

MRS. JASPER MORGAN, New York

MRS. NICHOLAS G. PENNIMAN III, Baltimore

MRS. JOHN W. ROCKEFELLER, JR., New York

MRS. RIIFUS PAINE SPALDING III, Pasadena

MRS. LOUIS SWIFT, JR., Chicago

Cnpyriiyht. 1937, R.J Reynolds Tobacco Co.. Winston-Salem, N.C.

Good digestion at sea too! Clear-skinned, radiant, Mrs. Ogden Hammond
is a vision of charm and well-being. "Camels certainly help digestion," she

says, adding, "I've smoked Camels for six years, and they never get on

my nerves." Throughout the dining rooms of the Conte di Savoia, Camels

are much in evidence. Smoking Camels speeds the natural flow of digestive

iWuh — alkalini; digestive fluids — so indispensable to mealtime comfort!

COSTLIER TOBACCOS -Camels are made
from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS...
Turkish and Domestic . . . than any other popular brand

'^A?^/?ce^<J



AN ENGROSSING
NEW SERVICE

for

RADIO LISTENERS

ALMANAC
A great innovation in radio publications:

Eight pages of day-by-day program listings

and news—vital information for the whole

month. Read while you listen and find each

day's highlights—guest stars, new shows,

special broadcasts—all in your Almanac.

STATIONS A N D v\^ H E R E 1 o r u N E THEM 1 N
station Kilocycles Station Kilocycles station Ki ocycles station Kilocycles station Kilocycles station Ki locycles station Kilocycles

Columbia Network WHK 1390 WREC 600 KTUL 1400 NBC Blue Network WCOL 1210 KDYL 1290
WHP 1430 WSBT 1360 KVI 570 WABY 1370 WCSC 1360 KECA 1430

WABC 860 WIBW 580 WSFA 1410 KVOR 1270 WBAL 1060 WDAY 940 KERN 1370
WACO 1420 WIBX 1200 WSJS 1510 KWKH 1100 WBZ 990 WEBC 1290 KEX 1180
WADC 1320 WISN 1120 WSPD 1340 CFRB 690 WBZA 990 WFAA 800 KFBK 1490
WALA 1380 WJAS 1290 WTAQ 1330 CKAC 730 WCKY 1490 WFEA 1340 KFI 640WBBM 770 WJNO 1200 WTOC 1260 WEAN 780 WFBC 1300 KFSD 600
WBIG 1440 WJR 750 WWL 850 WEBR 1310 WFLA 620 KFYR 550WBNS 1430 WJSV 1460 WWVA 1160 UD/* O^J M WENR 870 WGL 1370 KGA 1470WBRC 930 WKKB 1500 KFAB 770 NdC Red NeTwom WFIL 560 WIBA 1280 KGBX 1230WBT 1080 WKBH 1380 KFBB 1280 WBEN 900 WGAR 1450 WIOD 1300 KGHF 1320WCAO 600 WKBN 570 KFH 1300 WCAE 1220 WHAM 1150 WIS 560 KGHL 780WCAU 1170 WKBW 1480 KFPY 890 WCSH 940 WICC 600 WJAX 900 KGIR 1340WCCO 810 WKRC 550 KGKO 570 WDAF 610 WJZ 760 WJDX 1270 KGNC 1410WCHS 580 WLAC 1470 KGVO 1260 WDEL 1120 WLS 870 WKY 900 KGO 790WCOA 1340 WLBZ 620 KLRA 1390 WEAF 660 WMAL 630 WLW 700 KGU 750WDAE 1220 WMAS 1420 KLZ 560 WFBR 1270 WIWT 600 WMC 780 KGW 620WDJB 930 WMAZ 1180 KMBC 950 WGY 790 WREN 1220 WOAI 1190 KHQ 590WDBO 580 WMBD 1440 KMOX 1090 WHO 1000 WSYR 570 WOOD 1270 KJR 970WDNC 1370 WMBG 1210 KNOW 1500 WIRE 1400 WTCN 1250 WORK 1320 KLO 1440WOOD 1280 WMBR 1370 KNX 1050 WJAR 890 WXYZ 1240 WPTF 680 KMJ 530WDRC 1330 WMMN 890 KOH 1380 WMAQ 670 KDKA 980 WRVA 1110 KOA 830WEEI 590 WNAX 570 KOIN 940 WNAC 1230 KOIL 1260 WSAN 1440 KOMO 920WESG 850 WNBF 1500 KOL 1270 WOW 590 KSO 1430 WSB 740 KPO 680WFBL 1360 WNOX 1010 KOMA 1480 WRC 950 KVOD 920 WSM 650 KPRC 920WFBNI 1230 woe 1370 KOY 1390 WSAI 1330 KWK 1350 WSMB 1320 KSOO 1110WGBI 880 WOKO 1430 KRLD 1040 WTAG 580 NBC Supplementary

WSOC 1210 KTAR 620WGL 1370 WORC 1280 KRNT 1290 WTAM 1070 WSUN 620 KTBS 1450WGR 550 WOWO 1160 KSCJ 1330 WTIC 1040 Stations WTAR 780 KTHS 1060WGST 890 WPAR 1420 KSFO 560 WWJ 920 WAPI 1140 WTIMJ 620 KVOO 1140WHAS 820 WPG 1100 KSL 1130 KSD 550 WAVE 940 WWMC 570 KWG 1200WHEC 1430 WPRO 630 KTRH 1290 KSPP 1460 WBAF 800 KANS 1210 CFCF 600WHIO 1260 WQAM 560 KTSA 550 KYW 1020 WCFL 970 KARK 890 CRCT 1140

ALL TIME GIVEN IS EASTERN D A Y L 1 G H T S A V 1 N G
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I Sunday
MOTTO OF THE DAY
By Andre Kostelanetz
He who knows not the love of fine music is only

half alive.

I

AM time is Eastern Daylight Saving

9:00 . ,
CBS: Sunday Mornrng at Aunt
Susan's

XBC-Blue: White Rahbit Line
XBC-Red; Orchestra

10:00 A. M.
CBS: Church of the Air
NBC-Blue: Russian Melodies
XBC-ReJ: Sabbath Reveries

10:30
CBS: Romany Trail

11:00
NBC: Press-radio News

1 1 :03 ^ ,,
NBC-Blue: Alice Rcmsen, contralto

NBC-Red: Ward and Muzzy, piano

11:30
CBS: Major Bowes Family
NBC-Red: The World is Yours

1 1 :45
NTJC-Retl: Henry Busse Orch.

12:00 Noon
XBC-Blue: Southernaires

12:30 P. M.
CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle
MBS: Ted Weems Orchestra
NBC-Blue: Music Hall of the Air
NBC-Red: University of Chicago
Round Table Discussion

1:00
CBS: Church of the Air
NBC-Red: Dorothy Dreslin

1:30
CBS: Poetic Strings
NBC-Blue: Our Neighbors
NBC-Red: The Hour Glass

2:00
CBS: St. Louis Serenade
jrBS: The Lamplighter
NBC-Blue: The Magic Key of RCA
NBC-Red: Choral Voices

2:30
CBS: Dramas of the Bible
NBC-Red: Thatcher Colt mysteries

3:00
CBS: Howard Barlow

3:30
NBC-Blue: London Letter

4:00
CBS: Spelling Bee
NBC-Blue: Sunday Vespers
NBC-Red: Romance Melodies

4:30
NBC -Blue: Fishface and Figgs-
bottle

5:00
CBS: Sunday Afternoon Party
NBC-Red: Marion Talley

5:30
CBS: Guy Lombardo
KBC-Red: Smilin' Ed McConnell

Six P. M. to Eleven P. M.

6:00
CliS: Joe Penner
NBC-Red: Catholic Hour

6:30
CBS: RubinofT
NBC-Ited: A Tale of Today

7:00
CliS: Columbia Workshop
NB<'-Hlue; Helen Traubel
NBC-Red: Jack Benny

7:30
CBS: Phil Baker
NBC-Blue: Ozzie Nelson, Bob Rip-
ley
NBNBC-Red: Fireside Recitals

7:45
NBC-Ited: Fitch Jingles

8:00
CBS: Moore and Broderick
NBC-Bliif: General Motors Concert
NBC-U'd: Don Amechc, Edgar Ber-

gen

8.30
CBS: Eddie Cantor

9:00
CBS: Ford Sunday Hour
NliC-Bhic: Rippling Rhythm Revue
NDC Red: Manhattan Mcrry-Go-
Round

9 -.30

NUC-Hhi-: Walter Winchell
.Nlir-Ked: American Album of

Familiar Music

9:45
NBC-Blue: Choir Symphonette

10:00
CliS: Gillette Community Sing
NBC-r>lue: California Concert
.NliC-lled: 8caltc»t Party

MAY 30. 1937

IT'S Memorial Day, and the second
day of a long weekend. Don't let

your enjoyment of the holiday make you
forget its purpose. Officially, the day
is observed this morning in Washing-
ton's Arlington Cemetery—and the cere-

monies will be broadcast on all networks.
. . . You listeners have a full day in

front of you, particularly if you're
sports fans. First there are the auto-
mobile races from the Indianapolis
speedway. Then, NBC and CBS both
broadcast the second day of the Davis
Cup tennis matches between the United
States and Australia at Forest Hills,
N. Y. Your announcers are Ted Hus-
ing for CBS and John R. Tunis, tennis
expert, on NBC. . . . There'll be a real
novelty at three o'clock, and all you
stay-at-homes better listen in to get the

imaginary thrills of an airplane tour
over Yellowstone Park. NBC has an
announcer and the park superintendent
in a plane, flying around and telling you
what they see. . . . The evening's full

of doings, too. If you're interested in

drama on the air, listen to the Co-
lumbia Workshop's broadcast at seven
o'clock. Tonight it's an original verse
play by Geoffrey Bidson, called "March
of 45."

. . . Devotees of soprano voices
must hear Bidu Sayao, guest star on
the Ford program on CBS at nine. She's
a young Brazilian who made her Metro-
politan Opera debut last season. . .

Your birthday reminder list i^ a fat
one today. Cornelia Otis Skinner,
Benny Goodman, and Norris Goff (Ab-
ner of Lum & Abner) are all cele-
brating.

Bidu Sayao (you pro-

nounce it Bidoo Say-
yow) is soloist on
tonight's Ford Hour.

JUNE 6. 1937

Pianist Mischa Lev-
itzki has a record
of twenty tours in

the United States.

THIS is the day for staying home and
resting up from that long automobile

trip out of town you took last Sunday.
You ought to have recovered from the
sunburn you got, by this time, though,
. . . It's Sweden's big day, and in
Stockholm they're having a Royal cele-
bration. Be sure to listen in, on NBC
... In the evening, there's another of
those Columbia Workshop plays. All
summer long this program will continue,
under the direction of Irving Reis, and
you'd be surprised at some of the fam-
ous authors who are writing original

plays for it. The Workshop is radio's

first attempt to create its own form of

drama, and it deserves more than a pat

on the back. . . . Later in the evening,

Mischa Levitzki, famed concert pian-

JUNE 13. 1937

ist, is the P'ord Sunday Evening Hour's
guest soloist. Mischa's an American by
birth, even though he was born in Krem-
entchug. Southern Russia, and his par-
ents were both of Russian blood. Figure
that one out . . . Answer: Mr. and
Mrs. Levitzki had gone to America
and become naturalized citizens, and
were back in Russia just for a visit.

Mischa was a child prodigy, and took
lessons on the piano long before he
could reach the pedals with his feet.
He's making his twentieth tour of the
L'nited States now. . . . Tonight on
NBC is one of your last chances to hear
Robert Ripley. The "Believe It Or
Not" man leaves the air June 27th.

He'll be back again late in July with
B. A. Rolfe joining the show.

DID you think America had the larg-

est automobile racing track in the
world? If you did, you're wrong. It's

in Nurburgring, Germany, and today
you can listen in on the International
Eifel Races being held there. NBC is

broadcasting the doings. . . . Tonight's
concert by the Ford Symphony is the
last until September 12—the last time
you can hear that haunting theme song,
which, by the way, is the Children's
Prayer from the opera. Hansel and
Gretel. Mr. Ford's guest soloist tonight
is Josephine Antoine, coloratura so-

prano, who made her debut at the Met-
ropolitan Opera House when she was
only twenty-one. She isn't much older
now—one year, to be exact. A Boulder,
Colorado, girl, she's never studied a

note outside of the L'nited States. Radio
gave her her start in 1929 when she
won third place in a national audition.
. . . For you Spelling Bee 'enthusiasts,
CBS offers one with all the hardest
words for you to try. It's on at 4 :00 to-

day and every Sunday afternoon. That's
Eastern Daylight Saving Time, so
figure out what time it is in your home
town and listen in. . . . But if spelling
doesn't excite you, why not listen in to
the Magic Key of RCA at two o'clock
on NBC-Blue? Chances are you missed
its gala broadcast, welcoming back the
Philadelphia Orchestra from its trans-

continental tour, two weeks ago. Never
can tell what fine stars the Magic Key
will unlock, because it gets very little

advance publicity.

Ford Soloist Joseph-
ine Antoine made her
Metropolitan debut
in January of 1936.

JUNE 20. 1937

"The widow of Wind-
sor" was England's
nicknanne for its be-

loved Queen Victoria.

A HUNDRED years ago today, En-
'* gland's most l)cloved Queen as-
cended the throne, and today Great
Britain is celebrating that hundred-years
anniversary—only a little more than a
month after Victoria's great-grandson,
George VI, in his turn took over the
crown and sceptre. You'll hear the cere-
monies from London over NBC and
short wave. . . . Victoria was only
eighteen when she stepped to the throne,
and she ruled for more than sixty-three
years, until she died on January 22,
1901. After the death of her husband,
Prince Albert, in 1861, Victoria went
into mourning for a long time, proving
that not all royal marriages are neces-

sarily loveless ... if you're lucky,

you'll sec Queen Victoria recreated on

the stage this winter, when one of your
favorite radio stars, Helen Hayes, comes
to your city in the play "Victoria Re-
gina." Helen plans on touring with
the play all winter, doing her radio
work from whatever city she happens
to be in. . . . Tonight's your last chance
to laugh at Phil Baker, Bottle and
Beetle until next fall, for tomorrow
Phil will be on his way to Hollywood
and a summer of picture-making. For
the first time in his life he'll try a
straight acting role in the "Goldwyn
Follies." Mrs. Baker and the three
young Bakers are going with him. . .

Phil has been in strict training for the

last month, taking off fifteen pounds the

movie bosses told him he'd have to lose

before the picture could start.
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Monday
MOTTO OF THE DAY

By Phil Spitalny
Laughter is artless, but knowing when not to laugh

is an art.

All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

10:00 A. M.
CBS: Betty and Bob
NBC-Blue: Capt. Tim Healy
NBC-Bed: Mrs. Wiggs

10:15
CBS: Modern Cinderella
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Ked: John's Other Wife

10:30
CBS: Betty Crocker; Hymns
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Eed: Just Plain Bill

10:45
CBS' News
NBC-Eed: Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Heinz Magazine
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: David Harum

11:15
NBC-Blue; Personal Column
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming

1 1 :45
CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh

12:00 Noon
CBS: The Gumps
NBC-Bed: Girl Alone

12:15
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

NBC -Red: Mary Marl in

12*30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS: Five Star Revue

I :I5
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly

NBC-Eed; Dan Harding's Wife

CBS: The Wife Saver
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

1 .45
'CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

2:00
CBS: Kathryn Cravens

2:15
CBS: Jack and Loretta

2*45
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Red: Personal Column

"mbS: Mollie of the Movies

NBC-Red; Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

3*30
'NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

3 *45

'NBC-Bed: The O'Neills

'NBC-Blue: Let's Talk It Over

NBC-Red; Lorenzo Jones

4*30
NBC-Red Follow the Moon

4*45
"NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

5:00
CBS; Clyde Barrie
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin

5:15
NBC-Red: Dari-Dan
CBS: Eton boys

5'*30 „. .

NBC-Blue: Singing Lady
NBC-Eed; Jack Armstrong

5:45
CBS: Funny Things
NBC-Red; Little Orphan Annie

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

:30
Press
;35
CBS:
:45
NBC-
:00
CBS:
NBC
NBC
:I5
CBS:
NBC-
:30
MBS
NBC
:45
CBS:
NBC-
:00
CBS:
NBC-
:30
CBS:
N'BC-
:00
CBS:
MBS
NBC

i*.30

NBC-
0:00
CBS:
MBS
NBC-

Radio News

Sports Resume

Blue: Lowell Thomas

Poetic Melodies
Blue; Griffin Revue
•Bed: Amos 'n Andy

Ma and Pa.
Bed: Uncle Ezra

; The Lone Ranger
-Blue; Lum and Abner

Boake Carter
Red: Passing Parade

Alemite Half Hour
-Red: Burns and Allen

Pick and Pat
•Bed; Voice of Firestone

Lux Radio Theater
: Gabriel Heatter
-Bed: McGee and Molly

-Eed: Hour of Charm

Wayne King
: Famous Jury Trials
Bed: Contented Program

MAY 31. 1937

STILL a holiday, for you and you and
you, but not for the men and women

at the microphone. Holiday or not, their

job is to keep the air filled with mirth,

news and melody. . . . The Davis Cup
matches at Forest Hills go into their

concluding day, and you'll want to be
in at the finish as the United States and
Australia fight out the question of which
has the best tennis players. Ted Husing,
who is covering the matches for CBS,
thinks tennis is the best game in the
world, but if he were announcing foot-

ball today he'd hand the palm to it, for

Ted thinks any game you're watching
is the best in the world. Ted spent a
quiet winter, mostly in Florida, but now
that the out-of-doors games are here
again, he'll be a frequent visitor to your

loud-speaker vicinity. It's no secret that

CBS considers him just about tops in

the sports announcing line. . . . Don
Bestor picked tonight for opening the

summer season at the Roosevelt Hotel,

New Orleans, and tonight and in the

future you will hear him broadcasting
late at night from that magnolia-scented
spot. . . . Farther north, Clyde McCoy
is settling down tonight in the Peabody
Hotel, Memphis, to give the citizenry a

taste of his "Sugar Blues." . . . For
your birthday file—Fred Allen was born
John Sullivan just forty-three years

ago today in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Don Ameche is twenty-nine and Ben
Bernie is forty-four. It's Bob McCoy's
birthday too. He's the baritone in Hor-

ace Heidt's orchestra, on CBS tonight.

JUNE 7, 1937

Ted Musing's back af-

ter a quiet v^inter,

describing the Davis

Cup matches for CBS.

Seventeen-year-old
Alma Adams is the

tuba player in the
Hour of Charm band.

IT'S the day before the eclipse of the

sun (Radio Rovi' calls it NBC's ex-

clusive eclipse, what with all the prep-

arations this network has been making
to broadcast it from the one place on
earth which scientists say has the best

visibility.) Way back in April, three

men and four tons of broadcasting
equipment started out for a tiny, un-

inhabited island in the South Pacific.

Tonight at eight o'clock, New York
time, a dress rehearsal for the eclipse

is held. George Hicks, NBC announcer,
tells you about last-minute preparations

for observing the phenomenon. There's

only one catch to all this—if that South

Sea Island is as nice as it's supposed

to be, how is NBC going to coax its three

men and four tons of equipment back

to Radio City? Radio has its regular

attractions today too. Listen in on
Fibber McGee and Molly, broadcasting
from Hollywood. It'll be thirty min-
utes of laughter and you may win a

trailer besides. . . . Phil Spitalny's

all-girl orchestra, you know, is on at

night now—9:30 on NBC's Red net-

work. And when you listen, give a

special thought to the little girl who
produces the deepest bass notes. Alma
Adams is her name and she plays the

tuba. She's seventeen years old and in

a few days will graduate from her home
town high school in Dumont, New Jer-

sey, a good commuter's jaunt from

Radio City. . . . Thirty-four years ago

today. Glen Gray was born in Meta-

mora, Illinois.

JUNE 14, 1937

YOUR novelty program for the day
'is something that at first glance

holds only a fair promise of something
exciting. It's the proceedings of the

World Petroleum Congress in Paris,

short-waved to NBC's network. There
wouldn't seem to be many thrills con-

nected, but there is certainly some rea-

son for NBC's spending so much money.
Better listen in and see what it's all

about. . . . Today's the birthday of a

man who ought to be a radio star every
week but who, for some reason known
only to sponsors, isn't—John McCor-
mack, born in 1884 in Athlone, Ireland.

It's Major Bowes' birthday, too. The
fleeting years seem to hold no fear for

this amazing ringmaster of radio's ama-

teurs. Today the Major will sit down

to a birthday cake with sixty-three can-

dles on it, if he can find that big a

cake. You should know by this time
that he was born in San Francisco of

Irish parents. . . . Short, sweet and
important are the words for Chester-

field's sports resume, broadcast tonight

and every night except Sunday at 6:35,

E.D.S.T. It lasts only ten minutes,
but it hits practically all the CBS
chain of stations. Paul Douglas has
the coveted announcing job—and he
earned it, too, because for a long time

he conducted a similar sports program
as a sustaining feature for WABC.
Now he's announcer for Alexander
Woollcott, the Friday night Chesterfield

program and the Saturday Swing Club

besides his own program.

Paul Douglas brings

you important sports

news for ten minutes

six nights a week.

#1
Expert impersonator
of infants is love-

ly Madeleine Pierce

of the Young Family.

JUNE 21. 1937

THERE'S tennis in the air again
today, if you are in the mood for

sporting thrills—the most aristocratic

form of that aristocratic game, cham-
pionship lawn tennis as played at Wim-
bledon near London. The short waves
again do duty to bring the details to

NBC and your ears. For a lesson in

genteel sports announcing, if for noth-

ing else, better tune this in. . . . Are
you a Pepper Young's Family devotee?
It's hard not to be these days, because

the sponsors give you twice the usual

opportunity to hear the program. It's

on the NBC-Red network at three in

the afternoon and the NBC-Blue at

10:30 in the morning, five days a week,

and if you don't think that's often

enough you ought to ask the actors. You

could even ask Butch, the baby, and
you'd get an intelligent answer for
Butch is none other than Madeleine
Pierce, a dark-eyed and very beautiful

young woman. Her job is something
that could happen only in radio

—

specialist in baby noises. She can play
an infant mood from the smallest sleepy
cry to the loudest milk-hungry wail.

For cries she muffles her mouth with a

pillow. For gurgles and coos she uses

no pillow. Madeleine was born in Phil-

adelphia and learned her art by imitat-

ing her brothers and sisters. When she

grew up she got married, but she still

amused her friends by chuckling and

cooing. Three years ago she took an

audition and a week later was as busy

as the quintuplets' nurse.
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Tuesday
MOTTO OF THE DAY
By Eddie Cantor
Everyone raises his liat to the success of a man

who can rise above success.

All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

10:00 A. M.
CBS; Betty and Bob
NBC-Blue: Capt. Tim Healy
XBC-Keci: Mrs. Wiggs

10:15
CBS: Modern Cinderella
XBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
.NHC-Ueci:- John's Other Wife

10:30
CBS: Betty Crocker; Hymns
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Ktd: Just Plain Bill

10:45
CBS: News
NBC-Red: Today's Children

II :00
CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: David Harum

11:15
CBS: East and Dumke
NBC-Blue: Personal Column
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Vic and Bade
NBC-Bed: Mystery Chef

11:45
CBS: Eleanor Howe
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh
NBC-Rtd: Allen Prescott

12:00 Noon
CBS: The Gumps
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:15 P. M.
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
12:30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS: Jack Berch

1:15
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife

1 :30
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

1 :45
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

2:15
CBS: Jack and Loretta

2-45
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Ucd; Personal Column

3:00
CBS: Bill Wright. V. P.
MBS: Mollie of the Movies
NliC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

3:30
CBS: Concert Hall
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

3.45
NBC-Blue: Have You Heard
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

4:00
CBS: Sing and Swing
NBC-Rcd: Lorenzo Jones

4:30
NBC-Red: Follow the Moon

4:45
NBC-Bed: The Guiding Light

5:00
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: While the City Sleeps

5:30
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong

5.45
CBS: Dorothy Gordon
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

6:30
Press

6:35
CBS:

6:45
NBC-

7:00
CBS:
NBC-
.NBC-

7:15
CDS:
NBC-

7:30
CBS:
NBC-
NliC

7:45
CBS:
NliC-

8:00
CBS:
NBC-
XBC-

8:30
CBS:
MBS
NBC-
NBC-

9:00
(BS:
.MBS
NBC-
NBC-

9:30
CBS:
MHS
NBC-
is BC-

10:30
CBS-
NBC

-

-Radio News

Sports Resume

Blue: Lowell Thomas

Poetic Melodies
Blue: Easy Aces
Red: Amos 'n' Andy

Ma and Pa
Red: Vocal Varieties

Alexander WooHcott
I>Iue: Lum and Abncr
Itcil: Hcndrick W. Van Loon

Boake Carter
Red: Passing Parade

Hammerstein's Music Hall
Blui': Husbands and Wives
Red: Johnny Presents

Al Jolson
Listen to This

Blue: Edgar A. Guest
Rod: Wayne King

Al Pearcc
Gabriel Hcatter

I'.lui-: Ben Bornio
Rc'l; Vox Pop—Parks Johnson

Jack Oakie
True Detective Mystery

Blue: Sweetest Love Songs
Red: Fred Astairo

Your Unseen Friend
Red: Jimmie F idler

JUNE 1. 1937

BACK to work after the week-end

—

but remember, the working week
is one day shorter than usual, so cheer
up. . . . Over in Moscow, they're having
an event today you won't hear broad-
cast, but it's important just the same.
The Russians are holding a radio and
television exposition which opens today.
No telling what new developments in

your listening habits may result. It's

the first of its kind that has ever been
held. . . . Set an hour aside tonight
right now. It's your very last chance
to listen to Fred Astaire being heckled
by Charlie Butterworth—the program
goes off for the summer and there's no
telling if it will be back next fall. . . .

From 10:00 to 10:30 tonight you can
become eclipse expeditioners. At least

you can listen to the program of news
and entertainment NBC is broadcasting
for the special amusement of the men
who have gone to a tiny Pacific island

to watch the total eclipse of the sun on
June 8. This broadcast will mean a

lot to these temporary exiles, and NBC
hopes it will to you, too. . . . Two
birthdays for you to remember today.
Hugo Mariani, dance orchestra leader,

was born on June 1, 1899, in Monte-
video, Uruguay, South America. Ray
Heatherton, on the other hand, was
born in 1909 in Jersey City and only

had to cross the Hudson River to be a

radio star. . . . Eddy Duchin begins

his summer engagement at the Palmer
House in Chicago. You're invited to

join the festivities by tuning in MBS.

Romantic Eddy Duchin
begins his summer en-

gagement at a smart

Chicago dance spot.

JUNE 8. 1937

George Hicks is the

man NBC sent to the

South Seas to report

the sun's ecli pse.

IN ancient times, when the sun went
into an eclipse, everybody hid in the

wood shed until it was all over, being
sure that they were receiving punish-

ment for their sins. Nowadays, sci-

entists spend a fortune in going to

Enderbury Island, the one spot where
they can see the eclipse better than if

they stayed at home. They know it's

going to happen years beforehand and
their only fear is that a telescope or

camera won't work. The peculiar thing

about this eclipse is that, through radio,

you can hear it described while it is

happening, twice in the same day. At
Enderbury Island, where NBC watches

it, the eclipse happens at 3:08 p.m..

New York time, but in Peru, where CBS
men are on the job, it happens shortly

after 6:00 p.m.. New York time. So
you'd better lend an ear to both broad-
casts. NBC has sent three men—-George
Hicks, announcer, and Marvin S.

Adams and Walter R, Brown, engineers
—down to Enderbury Island to report
what goes on, and CBS has two in

Lima, Peru, for the same purpose. It

would take radio to spend all that time
and money to describe what it looks
like when you can't see anything. . . .

George Hicks has taken this assignment
very seriously. He studied astron-
omy before he left by painting the im-
portant members of the solar system
on an umbrella. Freak broadcasts are

all in the day's work for him. He's
broadcast from the bottom of the sea

and in the cockpit of an army bomber.

JUNE 15. 1937

WHO'S the mysterious Cobina Fen-
wicke of Myrt and Marge? Is

that her real name? . . . Well, no,

frankly, it isn't. Her real name is

Frances Woodbury, and she's the pos-

sessor of one of the few perfect radio

voices in the world. She has a full

career on the stage behind her, and
it's an honorable career, too, in spite of

Cobina's villainous maneuvers. Frances
was born in New England and raised in

Boston. It was her participation in

school plays at the Bradford Academy
in Haverhill, Massachusetts, that led
to dramatic courses at the Emerson
School of Drama in Boston and, later,

the New England Conservatory. For
several years she was a leading lady
in stock companies in New Orleans,

Portland, Oregon, Halifax and Atlanta.

In New York she was featured in the

same play that brought Joan Blondell

and Jimmy Cagney to fame, "Maggie
the Magnificent." Then she went to

Chicago and into radio. You've heard

her in The Romance of Helen Trent,

The First Nighter, Betty and Bob, and
other dramatic shows. When Myrt and
Marge moved to New York this winter,

Frances moved too, because she's Myrt's
most dependable villainess. . . . Dollars

to doughnuts you're missing a show
that would give you a lot of solid

pleasure if you'd listen. It's John Nes-

bitt's Passing Parade, on NBC-Red at

7:45 tonight and last night. John started

it as a local show out in San Francisco,

and it gained quick success.

Frances Woodbury is

the mysterious, men-
acing Cobina Fenwicke

of Myrt and Marge.

JUNE 22, 1937

Another infant im-
personator is Fran-

ces Reynolds, also

of Myrt and Marge.

RADIO'S second expert practitioner

of baby sounds is Frances Reynolds.
(The first is Madeleine Pierce whose
story we told you about in yesterday's

section.) Frances' most famous part is

that of Marge's baby in the Myrt and
Marge scries, which you will listen to

at 2:4,S this afternoon; but like Madel-
eine, she's always on call for this and
many other programs that need an in-

fant. Network shows have to use baby
imitators, since there's an iron clad

rule against using any recorded sound
effects except of mechanical sounds like

trains, automobiles, egg beaters, and
the like. There's some good rea.son for

this no one has ever disclosed. Frances
has been on the stage most of her life.

She used to do children's acts in vaude-

ville and Chautauqua, and her experi-
ence trouping then has stood her in

good stead since she got into radio via

Major Bowes' old amateur show on a

New York station. Unlike Madeleine
Pierce, who often imitates children and
adolescents, Frances sticks pretty close-

ly to infant roles. She was born in

Phillipsburg, Pennsylvania, and her

family name is Womelsdorf. If you
come from Pennsylvania, you'll recog-

nize that as the surname of a fine old

Dutch family. And—one for our friend

Robert Ripley—there's even a small

Pennsylvania town named Womelsdorf.
Just one birthday for you to remember
today—Phil Duey's. He was born in

Macy, Indiana, thirty-five years ago.
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MOTTO OF THE DAY

EDNESDAY
B n R

It is better to lose a fortune than a friend.

All time is Eastern Dayliglit Saving

10:00 A.M.
CBS: Betty and Boh
NBC-Blue: Capt. Tim Healy
NBC-Hed: Mrs. Wiggs

10:15
CBS: Modern Cinderella
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: Jolin's Other Wife

10:30
CBS: Betty Crocker: Hymns
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:45
CBS: News
NBC-Red: Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Heinz Magazine
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills
NBC-Ked: David Harum

11:15
NBC-Blue: Personal Column
NTJC-Red: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming

1 1 :45
CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh

12:00 Noon
CBS: The Gumps
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

CBS: Edwin C. Hill

NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS: Five Star Revue

'CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife

1:30 „ ,
CBS: George Rector

NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

1 .45
'CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

2:00
CBS: Kathryn Cravens

2:15
CBS: Jack and Loretta

2:45
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Red: Personal Column

3:00
JIBS: Mollie of the Movies
NBC-Bed: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

3:30
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

3*45
NBC-Red: The O'Neils

4:00
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

4:30
CBS: Russell Dorr
NBC-Red: Follow the Moon

4:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

5:00
CBS: Elsie Thompson
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin

5:15
NBC-Red: Dari-Dan

5:30
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong

5:45
CBS: Funny Things
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

6 :30
Press-Radio News

6:35
CBS: Sports Resume

6:45
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
NBC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy

7:15
CBS: Ma and Pa
NBC -Blue: Mrs. F. D. Roosevelt
NBC-Red: Uncle Ezra

7:30
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner

7:45
CBS: Boake Carter

8:00
CBS: Cavalcade of America
NBC-Blue: Beatrice Lillie

NBC-Red: One Man's Family
8:30
CBS: Ken Murray
MBS: Tonic Time
NBC-Blue; Helen Menken
NBC-Red: Wayne King

9:00
CBS: Lily Pons
NBC-Red: Town Hall Tonight

9:30
CBS: Beauty Box Theatre

10:00
CBS: Gang Busters, Phillips Lord
NBC -Red: Your Hit Parade

10:30
CBS: Babe Ruth
NBC-Blue: Minstrel Show

MAY 26. 1937

YOU'VE started your listening day
and month off right by consulting

your Radio Mirror Almanac to see

what you mustn't miss on the air. Get
the Almanac habit . . . and remember,
the best time to look over the Almanac
is right after breakfast to see if there

aren't some early programs you just

have to hear . . . Today's special oc-

casions come late at night, but that's no
sign you'll always have to wait that

long . . . It's Glen Gray's opening
night at the Palomar in Los Angeles.

That's the big dance hall out there

which, like Chicago's Aragon, is win-

ning such a reputation by hiring

America's ace dance bands. Glen and
his Casa Loma boys are there for an

extended summer engagement and you

can join in the fun by tuning them in

on the Mutual network. Glen's actual-

ly leading the band himself. You'll re-

call that always before he simply
played the saxophone and let someone
else wave the baton . . . Gala opening
number two is Harry Reser's at the
Graystone Ballroom in Detroit. If you
loved Harry and his Eskimos—and who
didn't—you'll want to be among those
present when they make their bow to

the motor-makers. Harry has an NBC
wire to your home. . . . For that ex-

perimental mood, why don't you tune
in France on your short-wave equip-
ment? At 5:10 E. D. S. T., this after-

noon, turn your dial to 25.24m—11,885

Kc. Or, if you prefer, to the German
station DJB, 19.74m—15,200 Kc.

Out in Los Angeles,

Glen Gray and the

Casa Loma orchestra

open at the Palomar.

JUNE 2. 1937

Young Walter Tetley

celebrates a birth-

day while working on

Fred Allen's program.

IT'S Derby Day in England, and the
big Epsom Downs are swarming with

people. As usual, your radio is on the

job, and you needn't miss any of the ex-

citement . . . You know, the Epsom
Derby is the special property of all the

common, ordinary people in England

—

the high-hats have their steeplechase

classic at Aintree. Which doesn't

mean that there aren't plenty of high-

hats in the crowd at Epsom today. Just

try to keep an Englishman away from
the races! You can listen in on NBC
. . . Dick Gasparre's orchestra opens
tonight at the Mark Hopkins Hotel in

San Francisco, broadcasting on the Mu-
tual network . . . And Henry King
starts his summer season at the very

swell Westchester-Biltmore Country

Club in Rye, New York, also on a
Mutual wire . . . While you are wait-
ing for them to come on the air, how
about a balanced radio ration for Wed-
nesday night? The Easy Aces get in-

to new trouble of Jane's devising at

seven; at 7:15 the First Lady of the
Land gives you some low-down on the
problems of a President's wife—all on
NBC. At 7:45 you switch to CBS and
Boake Carter's opinions, which are al-

ways provocative even if you can't un-
derstand what he's saying. At nine
you must listen to Fred Allen, because
there won't be many more opportunities.

If there's a boy's voice on his show,
it's Walter Tetley, Fred's favorite

child actor—and Walter ought to be
good tonight, because it's his birthday.

JUNE 9. 1937

REMEMBER the girl who used to

speak Mary Lou's lines on the old

Show Boat? Those were the days,

weren't they? Well, Mary Lou is no

more, but the girl who created her is

still very busy. You hear her tonight,

in fact, but unless your ears are sharp
to recognize voices you won't know who
she is. Her real name is Rosaline
Greene, but she does the announcing
for Mrs. Roosevelt under the name of
Virginia Barr. She flies from New
York to Washington and back for her
Wednesday date at the White House.
On Monday nights she's busy too, an-

nouncing for Phil Spitalny's Hour of
Charm program. By this time each June
Rosaline is spending every free week-
end in the Great South Bay, off Long

Island, where her family live and
where she has a yacht to cruise around
in . . . Complaints have been coming
in from listeners that Rosaline's too

solemn on her Hour of Charm program
and ought to pep up her announcements.
What do you think about it ? Listen in

next Monday, and see what you think
. . . At 8:30 tonight you can listen

to Helen Menken, one of America's
great actresses, in the serial drama.
Her Second Husband, on the NBC-
Blue network. Miss Menken, who is

tall, blonde and stately, once played
Queen Elizabeth on the stage opposite

the Mary Queen of Scots of another
radio Helen — Miss Hayes, who is

short, blonde, and winsome . . . and, at

the moment, vacationing.

The first Mary Lou,
Virginia Barr, Rosa-
line Greene—they
are the same girl.

JUNE 16. 23. 1937

Ken Murray's Marlyn
Stuart holds radio's

most unique contract

with her comic boss.

TONIGHT, for just about twenty
seconds, you'll hear the possessor

of radio's queerest contract, Marlyn
Stuart, on the Ken JIurray show. Mar-
lyn has a long-term personal agree-
ment, in writing, with Ken to do only
one thing, cry "Mama, that man's here
again!" at the beginning of each pro-

gram. After that, she retires, her duty
done—and it does seem, a shame that

as lovely a blonde as Marlyn shouldn't

have more things to do on the program
. . . Better listen to Lily Pons tonight.

Movie contracts are calling her back to

Hollywood and next week is her last

broadcast. In July, her place will be

taken by Frank Parker, but Andre
Kostelanetz and his orchestra will re-

main. June 23: It's Fred Allen's

next-to-the-last broadcast for a very
long time, so be sure to listen. He
won't be back on the air in the fall

—

and maybe he won't ever be back, unless
some sponsor succeeds in getting him
to change his mind. Why? There
isn't space to tell you here, but read
the story on page 19. And. for some-
thing to remember him by, here's one
of his most recent script jokes, taken
straight out of the script for a Town
Hall Tonight broadcast: "F"red Allen:
Vou say Miss liarrie has received
her final decree? Actor: Yes, Elaine
is returning to the stage. Allen:

Which name will she use, Barrie or

Barrymore? Actor: Barrie. Barrie's

all there is. There isn't any 'more.'
"

...Today's Mary Livingstone's birthd.Tv.



Thursday
MOTTO OF THE DAY
B K a t m I t h

After the verb To Love, the most beautiful verb is

To Help.

All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

10:00 A. M.
CBS: Betty and Bob
XBC-Blue: Capt. Tim Healy
XBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs

10:15
CBS: Modern Cinderella
XBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
XBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30
CBS: Betty Crocker; Hymns
XBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
XBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:45
CBS: News
XBC-Red: Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
XBC-Blue: The O'Neills
XBC-Red: David Harum

11:15
CBS: East and Dumke
XBC-Blue: Personal Column
XBC-Red; Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
XBC-Blue: Vic and Sade

11:43
CBS: Merrymakers
XBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh
XBC-Red: Allen Prescott

12:00 Noon
CBS: The Gumps
XBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:15 P. M.
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
KBC-Red; Mary Marlin

12:30
CBS:Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS: Jack Berch

1:15
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Red; Dan Harding's Wife

1:30
CBS: George Rector
XBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

1:45
CBS; Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

2:15
CBS: Jack and Loretta

2:30
NBC-Blue; Women's Clubs
XBC-Red: It's a Woman's World

2:45
CBS; Myrt and Marge
XBC-Red- Personal Column

3:00
CBS; Bill Wright
MBS: Mollie of the Movies
XBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
XBC-Red: Ma Perkins

3:30
XBC-Bed: Vic and Sade

3*45
XBC-Red: The O'Neills

4:00
XBC-Blue: NBC Light Opera Co.
NBC-Red; Lorenzo Jones

4:30
XBC-Red: Follow the Moon

4:45
XBC-Red; The Guiding Light

5:00
/ .NBC-Bluc: Mary Marlin
5:30
XBC-Blue: Singing Lady
.NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong

5:45
CBS: Dorothy Gordon
NBC-Blue; Breen and De Rose
NBC-Kcd; Little Orphan Annie

Six P. M. to Eleven P. M
6:30

Press-Radio News
6:35

CB.S: Sports Resume
6:45
CBS; Pretty Kitty Kelly
NltC-Bluc; Lowell Thomas

7:00
CHS; Poetic Melodies
NBC-Bluc; Easy Aces
NBC-Red; Amos 'n' Andy

7:15
CHS: Ma and Pa.
.\H(-Iilue; All Star Cycle Show
.VDC-Red: Vocal Varieties

7:30
CHS: Alexander Woollcott
NBC-Bluc: Lum and Abner

7:45
CHS: Boake Carter
.MHS; Pleasant Valley Frolics

8:00
CHS; Kate Smith
Mic-llcd; Rudy Vallee

e-30
NHC Blue: Boston Pops Concert

9:00
CHS: Major Bowes Amateurs
.MHH: Gabriel Hcatler
.\HC-Hcd; Show Boat

9:30
MHS: Melody Treasure Hunt
.NBC'Bluc: Spelling Boo

10:00
CJiS: Floyd Gibbons
NHIMlcd; Kraft Music Hall

10:30
CHS: March of Time

MAY 27. 1937

T END an ear today to baseball. All
*-' over the country there are spon-

sored baseball broadcasts, today and
every day, coming over your big local

stations. For instance, if you live in

Philadelphia or one of its many sub-

urbs. Bill Dyer is telling you today,

over WCAU, about the game between
Cleveland and the Philadelphia Athlet-

ics—unless it rains. Your Almanac is

looking for fair weather, with a hint of

just a few showers. Time was when
baseball teams wouldn't let their games
be broadcast, but today only the New
York and Brooklyn teams are still hold-

ing out . . . Should you be bored with
or by baseball, you certainly aren't by
that favorite of daytime programs,
The O'Neills. Today, at 11:00 (E, D.

S. T. of course) on the NBC-Blue net-

work or at 3 ;45 on the Red network,
you can tune in this broadcast. If you
do, you'll want to know about Danny
O'Neill, that impetuous Irish youngs-
ter. Jimmy Tansey plays this role.

His age? He was born in Omaha, Ne-
braska, on July 20, 1910. Both his
father and mother were theater folk, so

Jimmy's elementary education came
from twenty-two schools in fifteen

states. At the age of eight, he made
his stage debut as—a fifty-five year old

midget! There's been no holding him
ever since and his radio debut came in

the fall of 1930 ... Go dancing to-

night to the music of Emil Coleman who
opens at Ben Marden's Riviera, one of

New York's glamour spots.

Emil Coleman and his

orchestra open their

summer season tonight

and you can tune in.

JUNE 3. 1937

Arch McDonald goes
around the country
with the Senators
for Station WJSV.

THERE'S a morning program on
CBS you may have been missing,

but if you'll take the Almanac's word
for it, don't. Tune in this morning
at 11:45 (E. D. S. T. again) on the

CBS network and hear Eleanor Howe,
who conducts the "Homemakers Ex-
change." Between 8,000 and 10,000

of you write in to her each week, and
you picked an expert to help solve your
homemaking problems. Eleanor was
born in Denver, Colorado, went to

school in Homewood, Illinois, and re-

ceived degrees from the University of

Illinois and Columbia University. Her
radio debut was in Denver, and she

boasts of conducting one of the first

cooking schools on the air . . . This

can be another baseball listening day,

if you want to tune in this afternoon to

station WJSV in the nation's capital.

Arch McDonald will give you the game
between the Senators and the Detroit
Tigers—though your Almanac says
there's a good chance of rain. The
game is played in Detroit . . . Tonight
you must listen in to Floyd Gibbons'
true adventure program, because it's

the first Thursday of the month and
that's the night he always presents his

prize of $250 for the best adventure
submitted during the month. . . Later,

there is Paul Kain's music from the
Hotel Commodore over your nearest

Mutual System station. It's Paul's

opening night and his first New York
engagement. Will he make good ?

Here's hoping he gets a break.

JUNE 10, 1937

REAL sports fans don't get tired of

baseball as a steady radio diet, but

for you who are looking for a diversion,

today and the next two days are going

to be radio's golfing days. Tune in to

hear the network's description of what
goes on at the Oakland Hills Country
Club, Birmingham, Michigan. It's the

annual National Open Golf Tournament
and radio's giving you a divot-by-divot

account of what the putter and niblick

experts are up to—and still save you
the trouble of following the players
around from hole to hole. Tony Man-
ero won the Open last year and he'll be
in the running again today. The Na-
tional Open is just about the biggest
event of the golfing world, for it pitts

amateurs and professionals together

and all the pros fight to prevent the
ignominy of defeat at the hands of an
amateur. Bobby Jones was one who
did the trick . . . Tonight Bing Crosby
—bless our souls he's a good master of

ceremonies—kids another famous guest,

with an assist by Bob Burns. Some
listeners complain that Bing is too free
with the informal style around per-

sonages like Greta Stueckgold and Rose
Bampton. Your Almanac says that's

heresy. Bing is the first to make some
of those dignitaries sound human . . .

Senator Fishface was born twenty-nine
years ago today in Amarillo, Texas,

and his parents christened him Elmore
Vincent 1 . Ramon Ramos opens
tonight at New York's ultra swank
Ambassador Hotel.

Tony Manero, winner

of last year's na-
tional Open. Can he
repeat this year?

JUNE 17, 24, 1937

Marion Barney plays

a beloved radio char-

acter—Mrs. Young of

Pepper Young's Family.

"VOU hear Marion Barney today.
* She's Mary Young, the mother
who combines all the best qualities of

every mother that ever lived, in Pep-
per Young's Family. Marion was born
in San Francisco, went to college at the
University of California, and then went
on the stage where she played with
(Jeorge Arliss, Margaret Anglin, and
other great stars. A few years ago,
after she had gone into radio, she was
offered the part of George M. Cohan's
wife in that smash stage success, "Ah
Wilderness," but she turned it down
because she liked radio better. Marion
is married and her favorite food is any-

thing at all that has cheese in it. Her
hobby is gardening.

June 24. Tonight there will he a big

occasion in the Ozzie Nelson Holly-
wood home. David Ozzie, Jr., is just

eight months old and mama will cele-

brate, though papa is still on his way
west. Harriet Hilliard (mama, of
course, to junior) is working in RKO's
"New Faces" with Milton Berle,
Parkyakarkus and Joe Penner and
that's something to look forward to

seeing . Tonight, on CBS, you
hear Kate Smith for the last time un-
til September when she comes back to

the same time, with the same show, but
with a new sponsor . . . Fred Waring
and Phil Harris, bandleaders both, are
opening birthday presents this early

summer day . . . and glamorous night!

Guy Lombardo opens at the Waldorf
roof. You must come via CBS.
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Friday
MOTTO OF THE DAY
By Arthur d f r e y

Fools talk much and say little; wise men talk little

and say much.

All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

10:00
CBS: Betty and Bob
>rBC-Blue; Capt. Tim Healy
XBC-Ked: Mrs. Wiggs

10:13
CBS: Modern Cinderella
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30
CBS: Betty Crocker
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Bed: Just Plain Bill

10:45
CBS: Music: News
NBC-Red; Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Heinz Magazine
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: David Harum

11:13
NHBC-Blue: Personal Column
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
N3C-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Rea: How to Be Charming

11:45
CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh

12:00 Noon
CBS: The Gumps
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:13
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

N±SC-Red: Mary Marlin
12:30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS: Five Star Revue

1:15
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Ked: Dan Harding s Wife

1:30
CBS: George Rector
N3C-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
N"BC-Bed: Special Edition

1:43
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

2:00
CBS: Kathryn Cravens

2:13
CBS: Jack and Loretta

2:45
CBS: Myrt and Marge

3:00
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
CBS: Concert Hall
NBC-Bed: Ma Perkins

3:30
NBC-Ked: Vic and Sade

3:45
NBC-Bed: The O'Neills

4:00
CBS: Melody Revue
NTJC-Red: Tea Time at Morrell's

4:30
NBC-Red: Follow the Moon

4:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

3:15
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady
NBC-Ked: Dari-Dan

3:30
NBC-Bed: Jack Armstrong

5 :45
CBS: Funny Things
NBC-Bed: Little Orphan Annie

Six P. M. to Eleven P. M.
6:30

Press-Radio News
6:35
CBS: Sports Resume

6:45
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies
NBC-Bed: Amos 'n' Andy

7:15 , „
CBS: Ma and Pa.
N'BC-Blue: The Stainless Show
NBC-Red: Uncle Ezra

7:30
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner
NBC-Red: Edwin C. Hill

7:45
, „ ,

CBS: Boake Carter

8:00
CBS: Broadway Varieties

NBC-Blue: Irene Rich

NBC-Rsd: Cities Service Concert

8:15 „. . , „
N'BC-Blue: Singin' Sam

'CBS: Hal Kemp's Orch.
NBC-Blue: Death Valley Days

CBS: Hollywood Hotel
NBC-Blue: Louis Armstrong
NBC-Ked: Waltz Time

9:30
NBC-Blue: Coronet
NBC-Ked: True Story Court

10:00
CBS: Philadelphia Orchestra
NBC-Blue: Jack Pearl. Cliff Hall
NBC-Ked: First Nighter

10:30
CBS: Babe Ruth
NBC-Ked: Jimmie Fidler

MAY 28. 1937

HERE'S a gala day whether you like

dance music or symphonies. All

the dance bands are settling down in-

to their summer spots, and tonight

there's a bumper crop of openings

—

Nye Mayhew, who has a new band no-

body knows much about, is opening at

the Glen Island Casino, broadcasting
over Mutual. Nye must be good, be-

cause no less a person than Hal Kemp
manages him and arranges his playing
dates . . . The Hudson-DeLange or-

chestra, which will go down in history

as the outfit which started the vogue of

"Organ Grinder's Swing," will keep

the crowds at Playland Beach, Rye,
New York, happy tonight and every
night from now on. Your radio will

have to tune in on the nearest NBC sta-

tion to keep step . . . And for CBS
tuner-inners, there's still another first-

night — Shep Fields, the Rippling

Rhythmer himself, at the Surfside
Beach Club, Atlantic Beach, Long
Island . . . To wind the list up, Happy
Felton goes into the William Penn Ho-
tel, in Pittsburgh, and you listen to

him on Mutual . . . Jerry Cooper has hit

his stride as the new male star of

Hollywood Hotel, and if you haven't
got around to listening to him yet, to-

night's your chance . . . Leave the
radio tuned to the same station, and you
go right from Hollywood Hotel to the

Philadelphia Orchestra's first broadcast

on its old series since returning from its

coast-to-coast tour . . . Birthday greet-

ings to Charlie Winninger.

Shep Fields brings
Rippling Rhyfhm to-

night to your local
CBS network station.

JUNE 4. 1937

First Nighter's new
star, replacing Don
Ameche, is London-
born Lester Tremayne.

WELCOME tonight to a new star.

Lester Tremayne makes his bow
in radio's toughest job—successor to

Don Ameche on the First Nighter pro-

grams. Barbara Luddy continues as

the leading lady of these exciting tab-

loid dramas . . . Lester's one of those

actors who were practically born in a

theatrical trunk. His mother was Dolly

Tremayne, a movie star in England be-

fore and during the war, and Lester

was born in 1913, a little more than a

year before London became a target for

enterprising Zeppelins. One of his

earliest recollections is of the time he
huddled in a darkened room, waiting for

a bomb to drop on the house. It was
almost the end of the war when Mrs.

Tremayne took Lester and his younger

brother to the L'nited States, where
Lester grew up and went to school. He
first went on the stage, but has been in

radio since 1932, starting as an an-
nouncer in a Chicago station. Motoring,
he thinks, is more fun than an>-thing in

the world, and his idea of a vacation

is to drive six thousand miles in two
weeks. He isn't married . . . Tonight
may be your last chance to listen to

Jack Denny's orchestra from the Drake
Hotel in Chicago, over NBC and MBS.
Jack followed Paul Whiteman into that

opulent tavern, on a four-week contract,

and tonight is the last night of the con-

tract period . . . Don't forget j'our

9:30 session with the True Story Court
tonight over NBC. These true life

dramas become more interesting every
week.

JUNE 11, 1937

SCHOOL in your town will soon be

out for the summer, if it isn't al-

ready, and you'll be faced with the job

of keeping the children busy all day.

Here's a tip for Fridays particularly,

but for every other week-day too.

Ireene Wicker, the Singing Lady,
comes along at 5:15, E. D. S. T., Fri-

day afternoons, 5:30 other afternoons;

and on Fridays she lengthens her pro-

gram to a full half-hour, with one of

her famous music-stories. These are

the plays she has listed for producing
in the next month, though not neces-

sarily in this order: "Jack and the

Beanstalk," written by the Singing

Lady with music arranged by Milton

Rettenburg; "The Cobbler and the

Fairy"; "The Story of Sigurd," an

original play by the Singing Lady: and
an adaptation of Wagner's opera,

"Lohengrin" . . . Guaranteed to keep
any youngster quiet, or is yours differ-

ent? . . Tonight, Jimmie Fidler

brings you the fourth in his new Fri-

day night series—same time, same net-

work as his Tuesday newscasts. You
simply can't keep up with what's hap-
pening in Hollywood unless you listen

to James Marion Fidler—nor can you
keep up on Hollywood's radio doings
unless you read the master's own col-

umn in this magazine . . . Your conve-
nient baseball bulletin : Washington vs.

Chicago on WJSV, Washington; Bos-

ton vs. Detroit en WWJ, Detroit; Chi-

cago vs. Phillies on WCAU, Philadel-

phia, except for rain.

The Singing Lady's
Fridoy programs are

twice as long as her

shows on other days.

JUNE 18. 1937

A new time's fore-

cast for Louis Arm-
strong, the famous
trumpeter of Harlem.

THE noisiest program on the air

—

that's what the critics called it af-

ter its first broadcast, anyway—is

recommended for you tonight. Louis
Armstrong, Eddie Green and an all-

colored cast cavort for your pleasure

on the Blue network at nine o'clock.

It's their next-to-last time on this hour,

because on July 4 they move bag. bag-

gage and trumpet into the show which
now stars Ozzie Nelson and Bob R.

Ripley. This is definitely a promotion

for the boys from Harlem . . . You
may not like swing music or a lot of

noise in your radio shows, but you have

to admit the Messrs. Armstrong, Green,

and the rest get more fun out of per-

forming at a mike than any twenty

white stars you can name. "01' Satch-

mo' "—that's Harlem's name for Louis
Armstrong—just loves to play the
trumpet . . . Leave your set tuned in

to the same station you hear Satchmo'
on, and you get Deems Taylor and
Robert Armbruster's orchestra. No-
body would ever expect a music critic

and composer to turn radio star, but

that's what Mr. T. has gene and done.

His comments on the Philharmonic
Symphony broadcasts last winter were
twice as entertaining as some of the

music. New up he bobs on a com-
mercial program, demonstrating what
a lot of fun can be had with music,

and acting as if he'd been born under

a microphone. It's very peaceful, after

the .\rmstrong show—but Deems will

fight if you say it's more highbrow.
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Saturday
MOTTO OF THE DAY
By Burns and A e n

All the world's a stage, and all the men and women
merely stooges.

All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

10:00 A. IVI.

CBS: Your Home and Mine
NBC: Press- Radio News

10:05
NBC-Blue: Breen and Oe Rose
NBC-Bed: Charioteers

10:15
CBS: Richard Maxwell
NBC-Blue: Raising Your Parents
NBC-Red: The Vass Family

10:30
CBS: Let's Pretend
NBC-Ked: Manhatters

10:45
NBC-Blue: Clark Dennis

11:00
CBS: Cincinnati Conservatory
NBC-Blue: Madge Marley
NBC-Red: Our American Schools

NBC-Blue: Minute Men
NBC-Red: Home Town

11:30
NBC-Blue: Magic of Speech
NBC-Red: Mystery Chef

11:45
N'BC-Red: Fitch Romances

12:00 Noon
NBC-Bed: Abram Chasins

12:30
.\BC-Red: Rex Battle's Orch.
CBS: George Hall Orch.

1:05
NBC-Red: Whitney Ensemble

1:30
CBS: Buffalo Presents
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Federation Music Clubs

2:00
NBC-Blue: Madison Ensemble
NBC-Red: Your Host is Buffalo

2.30
NBC-Red: Golden Melodies

2:45
CBS: Tours in Tone

3:00
CBS: Down by Herman's
NBC-Red: Walter Logan

3:30
CBS: Dept. of Commerce Series
NBC-Red: Week End Review

5:30
CBS: Vocals by Verrill
NBC-Blue: Bert Block Orch.
NBC-Red: Kaltenmeyer's Kinder-
garten

Six P. M. to Eleven P. M.

6:05
NBC-Blue: Nickelodeon
NBC-Red: Top Hatters

6:30
Press- Radio News

6:35
CBS: Sports Resume
NBC-Blue; NBC Home Symphony
NBC-Red: Alma Kitchell

6:45
CBS: Tito Guizar
NBC-Red: Religion in the News

7:00
CBS: Saturday Swing Session
NBC-Bluc: Message of Israel

7:30
CBS: Universal Rhythm
NBC-Blue: Uncle Jim's Question
Bee
NBC-Red: Hampton Institute

7:45
NBC-Red: ABC of NBC

CBS: Professor Quiz

8:30
CBS: johnny Presents
NBC-Bluc: Merdith Willson

fl:00
fits: Grace Moore
MBS: Smilin' Ed McConncll
NHC-BIue: National Barn Dance
NBC-Red: Snow Village Sketches

9:30
cnS: Your Pet Program
NBC-Ri'd: Shell Show, Joe Cook

10:00
(BH: Your Hit Parade and Sweep-
stakes

MAY 29. 1937

WHAT'S the program for the week-
end? Have you had the car oiled

and filled up for that jaunt into the

country? Switch on the dashboard radio

and here we go . . . First, there's the

opening day at the Davis Cup tennis

meet at historic Forest Hills, to be

broadcast on all networks. But don't get

too interested as you drive. It's heavy
traffic today and that guy ahead has

some fancy driving up his sleeve . . .

The hotels are freshening up with new
bands tonight. Charlie Dornberger re-

places Guy Lombardo at New York's
Roosevelt. Hear his music on the

Mutual system. These stations also

give you Bert Block from the Statler

Hotel in St. Louis . . . From the

world's largest ballroom, Chicago's

Aragon, come the strains tonight of

"Summertime," which—as if you didn't

already know it—is Bob Crosby's theme
song. It's opening night for Bing's kid

brother . . . Before all this dance
music starts, tune in to Grace Moore
and Vincent Lopez from Hollywood
. . . Lopez traveled all the way out

there just for this program. He dis-

banded his orchestra in the East, taking

only a few members with him and pick-

ing up the rest out West. La Moore
will probably finish her radio season

the last week in June ... At 9:30,

New York time, right after Miss
Moore, switch to NBC's Red network
station nearest you and hear Joe Cook
interview another large batch of guests

on the Shell Show.

Bing's kid brother
Bob Crosby is a big

shot in the dance-
band world tonight.

ys--^ JUNE 5. 1937

Jack Graney used to

play baseball before

he became announcer
on WHK, Cleveland.

BIG doings afoot in Oslo, Norway

—

and Your Almanac means afoot,

because there's a parade and public

dancing. It's Norway's Oslo Day,
which means as much to the small boys
in Oslo as the Fourth of July does to

your son. There are carnivals, speeches

and all sorts of popular festivities, and
NBC is bringing them to you intact

. In our own country, baseball

again rules undisputed by everybody
except the weather man as king of the

sports calendar. For Cleveland and its

radio radius, Jack Graney is well into

his fifth season of describing Cleveland

Indian games into a WHK microphone.

Jack knows what he's talking about too;

he played left field with the Indians

when they won their only pennant back

in 1920. . . On many stations of NBC's
Blue network (though not on all of
them) there comes a half hour of real

pleasure for all 5'ou question bee fans,
for at 7:30, New York's time. Uncle
Jim brings you his version of this

popular new radio fad. Uncle Jim is Jim
McWilliams, now a church elder at his
home in Virginia Beach, and formerly
a partner of Frank Crumit when he
toured in vaudeville. With your head
buzzing with questions, switch right
over to CBS, where Professor Quiz
holds forth. There's a mystery about
the Professor. He won't allow his pic-

ture to be taken and he has a clause in

his contract prohibiting any personal
publicity. Your Almanac believes he is

a big business executive.

JUNE 12. 1937

YOL'R baseball schedules for today:

In the American league, Washing-
ton at Chicago, New York at St. Louis,

Boston at Detroit, Philadelphia at

Cleveland; in the National league, St.

Louis at Boston, Pittsburgh at Brook-
lyn, Cincinnati at New York, Chicago
at Philadelphia; in the International

League, Syracuse at Rochester (and
it's a double-header), Buffalo at New-
ark, Montreal at Baltimore, Toronto at

Jersey City. All of them—need your
Almanac add?—weather permitting . .

Turn your radio on early today for

Richard Maxwell and his Songs of

Comfort and Cheer on CBS at 10:15

Eastern Daylight Saving time. He's

a radio singer who likes tropical fish

and always wanted to be an ichthyolo-

gist, but plenty of fans are glad he
never achieved his ambition. Born in

Mansfield, Ohio, he was the son of a

singer and an artist. Before he found
out what an ichthyologist is (all right,

it's a scientist who's an expert on
fishes) he wanted to become a social

worker or a doctor. But from the time

he sang at church socials at the age of

a year and a half he was destined to be

a singer. He attended several colleges,

from many of which he was sent home
for being class clown, but finally he
ended up winning a Phi Beta Kappa
key. He's a radio veteran, having made
his debut in 1923 and his CBS debut in

1928. Before that he'd been a chorus

hoy in musical comedy at the age of 21,

and worked at selling real estate.

Gil Gibbons is the

observer who helps
Graney call all the

plays right for you.

JUNE 19. 1937

Newspaper man and
announcer, Ty Tyson

does baseball honors

for WWJ in Detroit.

IF you're still enough of a kid at heart

to wish you didn't have to go to

work on your birthday you'll be glad

today for Virginia Payne. You know
her better as' Oxydol's Ma Perkins.

This is her birthday, and it is also one
of the days in the week she doesn't have
to work on the air. Ma Perkins in real

life is only 27 years old. Born in Cin-
cinnati, Virginia is the daughter of

John Lewis Payne, a physician, and
when she was four she registered her
disapproval of acting and actresses by
walking out on Maude Adams' perform-
ance of "Peter Pan." Two years later

she began to study elocution, however,

and found that acting was more fun

than she'd thought, and harder work be-

sides. She is twice a college graduate,

holding both an A.B. and M.A. degree
from the University of Cincinnati. Be-
fore she was out of school she was
working at station WLW and also on
the local stage. One of her leading

men with the Stuart Walker players

was movie star Tyrone Power, but he

wasn't famous then. She created the

part of Ma Perkins when it was a local

WLW serial, and moved with it to Chi-

cago and the networks in 1933 . . . Two
more birthdays to celebrate are Guy
Lombardo's and Emil Coleman's . . .

Your day's baseball schedule includes

Chicago-New York, St. Louis-Wash-

ington, Pittsburgh-Boston; New York-

Cincinnati, Philadelphia-Chicago, De-

troit-Philadelphia . . . Always, re-

member the weather permitting.
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ANOTHER FIRST! Radio Mirror Brings You the True, Exclu-

sive Answers to the Most Important Questions of the Month

FRED ALLEN'S Through with Radio

LANNY ROSS is Quitting Show Boat

SHOW BOAT is Going Hollywood

THERE'S revolution in the air, and open rebellion's the

order of the day. Soon—though you listeners aren't

supposed to see behind the curtain of publicity head-

lines that has been drawn across the war-torn scene-^the

second most popular comedian will be gone from the radio

scene forever (he insists), a grand old favorite, one of the

first of all big programs, will have bedecked itself with

new frilleries, and a young tenor whose voice you've learned

to love on his Thursday night program will be gone, to

what he hopes are greener pastures.

No one knows what is really in a star's heart, but when
you hear him' talking to his best friend, you can pretty much
get the general idea of what's going on inside him. That
is why I can tell you that Fred Allen is through with radio,

for reasons which, in spite of your dissappointment at losing

him, you can understand and sympathize with.

On the other hand, everyone on Radio Row has known
for a long time about Show Boat's troubles—the lengthy

conferences, the carloads of cigars consumed over the writ-

ing and rewriting of scripts, and the hundreds of auditions.

All have had just one purpose—to keep Show Boat afloat!

And now, Lanny Ross is really quitting—walking ashore

for good—and Show Boat's going Hollywood! With a bang!
New guest stars, new story, new actors, and one familiar,

dearly loved face. Charlie Winninger, the one and only

Cap'n Henry, is coming back.

That's revolution enough, rebellion aplenty, for any radio

season. And it leaves questions that have to be answered,

questions involving two of your favorite entertainers and
one of your best loved programs.

Why, first of all, is Lanny quitting Show Boat?
The answer to that question lies in just three words: to

justify himself.

When Lanny got his first big chance, on that same Show
Boat program years ago, he was an unknown youth. He
was not a star, but only the tenor singer on the show, a

member of the cast. As Show Boat grew more popular,

Lanny's personal popularity kept step. Then came the

day when he stepped into the starring role. It was Lanny
Ross' Show Boat now.

As Show Boat changed, so did Lanny. He grew older,

less carefree; and he took new responsibilities upon himself

when he married. He began to want to become a serious

singer, and he worked and studied to master difficult songs

—German lieder and operatic arias which could find no
place on the light-hearted Show Boat programs.

Once, during those years with Show Boat, Lanny appeared

in a moving picture. Even his friends had to admit that

his performance left much to be desired, and that experience

left a mark on his character which has remained. He set to

work studying acting as well as music and made a silent vow
that some day he would return to Hollywood and wipe the

slate clean of that early failure by turning in a smash acting

performance.

Now all those years of work and study have combined
with the gradual change in his (Continued on page 78)
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I FOR THE FIRST TIME

A GREAT STAR MAKES

FULL CONFESSION OF

HER WORST FAULT—

AND DEFIES ANYBODY,

EVEN FATE. TO FIND

THE WAY TO STOP IT

B y

JACK S H E R

Grace Moore today is the same
high-tempered girl who ran
away from her dull school life,

and got a job as singer in a
Greenwich Village cafe. She

still insists on her own way.

A. L. Shafcr-Columbia Pictures

CALLING Grace Moore a little bit temperamental is

iii<e calling the Atlantic Ocean a nice little body of

water. The Atlantic can be very friendly and accom-

modating when sun and wind and tide are right. It

can make you forgive it for the times when it raises the

dickens—but if you don't forgive it, the Atlantic doesn't

care. Nor has it ever been known to stop raising the

dickens. In all of which Grace Moore resembles the At-

lantic Ocean.

There are temperamental stars, hard-to-handle stars,

20

short-tempered stars and downright aggravating stars

—

more even than you would suspect. But there are almost

no stars who will sit down and admit they're like that.

Grace Moore was smiling sweetly the day she admitted

it to me. She was sitting in her luxurious New York apart-

ment, in an exquisite flowing red gown. She looked very

gentle, very mild, very calm. The same kind of beautiful

calm that makes sailors run up storm warnings.

"I have always been hard to handle," she said. "I've often

been accused of showing temper, and it's true. I know that



I'm temperamental. But," she shrugged, "what of it?"

What of it? What of the ships lost at sea? What of the

many brave souls asleep in the deep? What of the Coast

Guard? Any number of people could have told Grace what
of it—her father, her old school chaperone, Claudette Col-

bert's husband, a couple of motion picture directors, three

radio production men, and her own husband, to name a

few.

Even me. Right about then, I could have told her what
of it.

It had taken me just two weeks to get into what I began

to call The Presence. She'd broken three appointments with

me. I called up her apartment, and a voice which I knew
good and well was Grace Moore's with artificial guttural

overtones, answered, to tell me that Miss Moore was out.

Later I called again, and asked to speak to her husband. The
same voice said, "He's in Europe. Goodby"—and hung up.

So 1 went to one of her rehearsals—and was sorry because

they wouldn't let me smoke closer than three floors away
from the one on which Miss Moore {Continued on page 73)



BEHIND THE
\

RADIO MIRROR PROUDLY PRESENTS THE FIRST OF AN EX-

CLUSIVE NEW SERIES—A FRANK AND FEARLESS COLUMN

BY THE MAN WHO DARES TO TELL MOYIELAND'S SECRETS

Editor's Note: Seldom has any fea-

ture given this editor as much personal

pleasure as this, first of a series of arti-

cles by Jimmie Fidler. Radio Mirror's

new Hollywood reporter. All the bit-

ing honesty and searching truth of bis

radio broadcasts can be found in this

exclusive magazine feature. This is

Hollywood and radio unadorned,

brought you by the man who never hesi-

tates to tell the news you have a right

to know.

Because of the freedom of expression

granted to Jimmie Fidler, opinions ex-

pressed in these pages are not necessar-

ily those of the magazine and its editor.

THOSE on the grapevine network are

wondering out loud if any friendli-

ness remains between Charlie Butter-

worth and Fred Astaire. Fans of the

two read between the airwaves a grow-

ing dissension. Both are masters bf

their craft and those in the know whis-

per that Astaire can pick up a cue or

step on a laugh along with the best of

them. If you are looking for an open

feud you'll be disappointed, but you
might listen and draw your own con-

clusion.

SLUMMING around Palm Springs I

found George Bums and Gracie

Allen sunning themselves and their two
kiddies during the first vacation they

have had for three years. "We're be-

tween sponsors," chirped George.

Jeanette MacDonald's appear-
ance on Hollywood Hotel sur-

prised even Gene Raymond.

"Yeah," Gracie came back, "we got ten

days to go from soup to nuts." George

corrected her: "It wasn't soup, Gracie, it

was tomato juice."

"Aw, what's the difference, you drink

'em both," came the typical Alienism.

SHIRLEY ROSS knows she's lucky.

Some business matters in New York
forced her to delay her trip west to work
in the Ken Murray show. She canceled

reservations on the transcontinental plane

that crashed and killed all on board. She
arrived in Hollywood a day late—but

she arrived.

BOB BURNS has gone serious because

a feminine scrivener who keeps tab

on Hollywood and who is noted for

making mistakes, rumored in her col-

umn that Bob might soon marry his

secretary, Harriet Foster. Bums burned
plenty at that, and he hotly denies there

is romance in his busy world. Miss Fos-

ter was the closest friend of Mrs. Bums,
who died last year, and she has been a

pal of the family for years. When Bob
goes where he should have a companion,
he takes Miss Foster. It's too bad every-

one isn't as honest as Bob is.

LITTLE Judy Gariand has a watchdog
r on her stomach—^well, maybe not ex-

actly on, but never very far away. When
she sang a fan song to Clark Gable over
the air, Clark heard it in his hunting
camp, so he sent Judy some venison
steak, which her mother wouldn't let her
eat. And the other day I saw Judy and
her mother coming from rehearsals in

the NBC studios. "May 1 have a nickel,

mother, for an ice cream cone? " I heard
Judy ask. The answer was "No." And
Judy makes a thousand a week!

* i^ *

THESE amateur radio performers bob
up in all sorts of unexpected places.

Last week Haven MacQuarrie went into

a Hollywood store, selected a pair of
brogans and handed the clerk a check.

The clerk eyed the signature, gulped a
bit, and said: "Gee, Mr. MacQuarrie, I'm
on your show next Sunday."

Is ChorlM Butterworth oU
so shushino these rumors?
But react wnot Rdler soys.

I'
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HOLLYWOOD FRONT
By JIMMIE PIDLER

I ^

The author caught in one of his

rare moments of relaxation. He
is heard on Tuesday and Friday

nights over NBC's red network.

Hyman Fink

How does Louella

Parsons, the guest

star arranger for

Hollywood Hotel,
get those movie
great to appear
without pay? It's

supposed to be a

secret, but Fidler

knows the truth.

pay a film star to appear on a Parsons

program.

Those who know the worth of pub-

licity can see |5,000 of value in the nice

things La Parsons is saying about Jea-

nette now in her Hearstian screeds. It

was a case of cash or trade and appar-

ently Louella is paying Jeanette's price

—but not in cash.

IOUELLA PARSONS has broadened her domination of

> filmland to include radio, and woe be to those who dare

to flout her authority. A few of the brave have tried it,

but "Lolly" rarely comes out second.

Some time ago. La Parsons invited Jeanette MacDonald
to appear on Hollywood Hotel—gratis, to be sure, for Lou-
ella draws a fat fee for influencing film stars to appear on

her program without pay. But, the Metro singing star

nearly sent "Lolly" for the smelling salts when she said

she would be glad to appear for $5,000. Now this was
lese majesty, no less, and from that time on the name of

Jeanette MacDonald was conspicuously absent from the

widely syndicated column of Dame Parsons.

Then the other day came word that Jeanette would be
Louella's guest on Hollywood Hotel. "What happened?"
mused those who keep an ear to the ground for the latest

dirt. It would set a dangerous (to Louella) precedent to

ILI KE to find people who don't go high

hat when they get up with the gods.

Don Ameche is that kind of fellow.

While Don's been adding hosts of new
friends by skyway and picture, he hasn't forgotten those of

the days when the Ameche stock was lower. He often en-

tertains those "who knew him when." Right now, his guest

is Mark Tobin, who went to school with him in Wisconsin.

Don makes lots of friends—and keeps them.

SINCE Jack Oakie added "president of Oakie College" to

his list of accomplishments, students of various univer-

sities have been firing all sorts of questions at him. One
from Yale asks: "Do wine, women and song rule the world

too much?" Oakie says these questions are getting him down.

MANY of Milton Berle's fans may believe Jolly Gillette

is actually the daughter of the sponsor, but they find

it harder to believe she is only ten {Continued on page 82)
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kiddies during the first vacation they
have had for three years. "We're be-
tween sponsors," chirped George.

Jeanette MacDonold's appear-
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corrected her: "It wasn't soup, Gracie, it
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in the Ken Murray show. She canceled

reservations on the transcontinental plane

that crashed and killed all on board. She

arrived in Hollywood a day late—but

she arrived.
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a feminine scrivener who keeps tab

on Hollywood and who is noted for
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umn that Bob might soon marry his
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hat when they get up with the gods.

Don Ameche is that kind of fellow.

While Don's been adding hosts of new

friends by skyway and picture, he hasn't forgotten those of

the days when the Ameche st(Kk was lower. He often en-

tertains those "who knew him when." Right now his guest

is Mark Tobin, who went to school with him in Wisconsin.

Don makes lots of friends—and keeps them.
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Don's saintly expression

in the picture above, at

the age of seven, is one
that always signaled
trouble for his teachers.

When just a tiny baby,

Dominick Amici v/as a

trial to his father and
a continual source of

trouble to his mother.

Even at the age of eleven,

Don was a star performer. He
won the junior championship

in basketball. When the pic-

ture above was taken (he's

the one in the middle), Don
was attending Berchman's

Academy, in Marion, Ohio.

THIS story could happen only in

America.

Picture an extremely decorative

young man, with hordes of friends

and feminine admirers. He is an

alumnus of four college campuses. He
dresses like Esquire and is somewhat

of an epicure, dining in a different

cafe each evening. Lucky in love

—

and everything else he touches.

If this were fiction, you'd be sure by
now that it concerned a millionaire's

son; especially if you had looked at

his photograph. For Don Ameche
looks exactly as the scion of a wealthy

family should look but seldom does.

It is hard to believe he was born with-

out a silver spoon in his mouth, a

poor man's son.

B



BEGINNING—THE INSPIRING LIFE

STORY OF PON AMECHE, WHO FOUND

THE PATH TO FABULOUS FORTUNE

With fame and fortune his,

Don Ameche can relax in his

beautiful California home
and marvel at his success.

But this happens to be a fact story, the true life story

of the son of an Italian immigrant who worked years as a

day laborer, finally supporting his large family as a saloon

keeper in a small Mid-western town. Thereby hangs a tale

—a tale, which, we repeat, could happen only in America.

And one in which radio plays an important part.

Don Ameche's father, Dominick Felix Amici, was born

and raised in a small village north of Rome, Italy. At the

age of twenty, with practically no luggage or money, but

with great expectations, he came to this country to seek his

fortune.

He never found that fortune, except in terms of happiness.

But his son was destined to be radio's first true matinee

idol, and to find the pot of gold at the foot of the movie
rainbow while still in his twenties.

The elder Amici worked in coal mines and iron works
and stone quarries all over the East. His work
finally took him to the coal fields at Springfield, Illinois.

There it was he met and fell in love with a pretty fair-

haired girl, a German-Scotch lass witn a quaint name

—

Barbara Etta Hertel. Today Barbara Etta is "Mama" to

their eight children, and looks not a great deal older than

their oldest daughter. She can put before her husband as

savory a bowl of spaghetti as though she had been born

in his native Italy. It was one of the first things he taught

her.

Soon after their marriage, they migrated to Kenosha, Wis-

consin, where, thirty-odd years ago, Mr. Amici ran a small

grocery store. Like most Italians, he planned for a large

family, and he wanted to provide well for them.

A daughter named Betty was the first born. Two years

later, Don arrived and was christened Dominick Felix, after

his father. (Not until years later, when he began his career,

did he change his first name to Don and adopt the phonetic

spelling of Amici.) Passage of another two years brought

another son, Louis; and it became {Continued on page 70)
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^\ ^ Amid ornate surround-

ings, dancers hurry to

check their wraps and

be ready when the in-

struction starts at 8

o'clock sharp. These

girls came alone, but

will probably end the

evening with escorts.

\mjl*

r

Pll ? I* 99

1

r^ *

J

Above, this sign on the

Aragon's marquee is an
invitation to the shy,

lonely or inexperienced
dancer who has no part-

ner. These pictures are
all actual scenes taken
at a recent class night.

'\
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Above, the amateur in-

structors who show the

latest steps are known

as the 400 club. They
are turning in their

free passes. Strict at-

tendance and behavior

are required of them.



Aff'er checking in, the

men and women line

up on opposite sides

of the dance floor.

The lines meet and
form a Grand March;
then move aside to
wait for instruction.

RADIO is responsible for an amazing American institution—Chi-

cago's Aragon Ballroom. Built ten years ago, it became famous
at once for its dance music broadcasts and when Wayne King began
a five-year engagement, listeners stormed the doors in such numbers
that a sister dance palace, the Trianon, was opened for the overflow.

Tuesday draws the biggest crowds, for Tuesday is Class Night, Chi-

cago's most unique vogue. Tuesday patrons get ninety minutes of

free dancing instruction from four hundred expert amateurs who are

paid for demonstrating the latest steps by being admitted free. Ro-
mance blooms in this atmosphere of chance meetings, and last year

class nights fostered twenty-five weddings.

Photos made especially for Radio Mirror by Wide World
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Above, the Aragon even

hires a first-class pro-

fessional teacher, Wal-
ter Stephany, who, with

the aid of 400 Club mem-
bers, stands in the mid-

dle of the floor to dem-
onstrate the new steps.

Left, the broadcast begins,

and dancers put into practice

all they've learned. Above,
a bride and groom who first

met at Class Night in 1936.
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Above, this sign on the

Arogon's marquee is an

invitation to the shy,

lonely or inexperienced

dancer who has no part-

ner. These pictures are

all actual scenes taken
at a recent class night.

IJADIO is responsible for an amazing American institution—Chi-

'^ cage's Aragon Ballroom. Built ten years ago, it became famous

at once for its dance music broadcasts and when Wayne King began

a five-year engagement, listeners stormed the doors in such numbers

that a sister dance palace, the Trianon, was opened for the overflow.

Tuesday draws the biggest crowds, for Tuesday is Class Night, Chi-

cago's most unique vogue. Tuesday patrons get ninety minutes of

free dancing instruction from four hundred expert amateurs who are

paid for demonstrating the latest steps by being admitted free. Ro-

mance blooms in this atmosphere of chance meetings, and last year

class nights fostered twenty-five weddings.
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Instruction over, dancing be-

gins. Stephany stops blunder-

ing couples (above) and shows
them how; while (right) a girl

400 member rescues a beginner.

Above, a 400-er bosb

in the glo7.^^J«
his membership bad9«;

which lets him dcm«

with anyone he "«" I h

Above, the Aragon even

hires a first-class pro-

fessional teacher, Wal-
ter Stephany, who, with

the aid of 400 Club mem-
bers, stands in the mid-

dle of the floor to dem-
onstrate the new steps.

Left, the broadcast begins,

and doncers put into practice

all they've learned. Above,

a bride and groom who first

met at Class Night in 1936.
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WHEN HOLLYWOOD

When Rudy Vallee foured the South he saw
plain little Frances Longford of Lake-

land, Florida, a possible star. Above is

the chubby face of the small-town girl who
sang on the Vallee Hour, February 12, 1931.

Frances had just arrived in New York when this

picture was taken. Rudy saw what so few others

ever do—a glittering future for an eighteen-

year-old blues singer just out of high school.

Another Vallee appearance, June 18, and the

Left, Frances' transformation was complete

by the time she was in "Broadway Melody of

1936." From ordinary looks and restrained

cars, she went in for glamor and this type

of custom-made, streamlined sports moael.

SEE FRANCES LANGFORD'S AMAZING SUCCESS



WAVED ITS MAGIC WAND

Three years of radio stardom made Frances rich

but it remained for Hollywood to bring out the
beauty of her face. Her real transformation be-

gan in 1934 when she sped West to sing on Hol-
lywood Hotel, sharing honors with Dick Powell.

Her success on the new program was sensa-

tional and immediate. Walter Wanger put

her under contract and she got her first

expensive car. Then Wanger sent her over
to MSM for her first big musical picture.

i

Above, a house accompanied her second car,
in the best Hollywood tradition. Built on a
lovely estate, it's complete with badminton
courts. Right, the finished product—fame
and beauty hers in six incredibly brief years.

STORY COME TO LIFE IN THESE PICTURES

I



WAR is nothing but an admission of the fact

that nations get to the point now and then

where they cannot talk to one another except

with guns.

If you are old enough, you can remember how it

was in 1914, when that fatal shot was fired at Sara-

jevo and war exploded over Europe. We know now
that no government wanted war. No people wanted

war. Diplomatic notes flashed back and forth be-

tween the European ministries. Kings and states^

men telegraphed to one another. But all appeals, all

pleas were vain. Reason was moribund. Passions

were alive.

Not one government, not one king or statesman,

knew how to speak words that carried conviction.

What one government said, another treated as a lie,

or a sly hypocrisy. Since there were no words that

carried the accents of truth, the guns had to talk

—

and the guns talked destruction. Yet many students

of history believe even that monstrous conflict could

have been averted if the European telephone in those

days had been the highly perfected instrument of

communication it is today.

[f it were even barely possible that a modern tele-

phone system could have prevented war in those

tense days of July, 1914, how much more possible is

it that today's radio can become some day a truly

great instrumentality for peace.

Do you wonder how a medium of communication

can save the whole world from forces which would

tear it to pieces? When you understand what causes

wars, the real underlying reason behind them, it will

be obvious that radio some day may be the blessed



—and providential—

p

eacemaker of mankind.

It will be obvious, too, what an important part

the women of the world will play in averting another

world tragedy, because they are by nature disposed

to peace, rather than war. They are the ones who
suffer most through war.

Remember, too, that the people are more nearly

in control of all the great governments of the world
today than ever before. Even the so-called dictator-

ships exist only because the people allow them to

exist. The king business has pretty well gone to pot.

Kings and queens who once held power "by divine

right" are practically gone from the face of the earth.

They are entirely gone from the Western world.

The people of America, France, Germany, Russia,

England, Italy, do not want to go to war. But their

nations are disputing one against the other. Every-
where, the nations are like armed camps—distrustful,

suspicious, nervous, frightened, ready at any moment
to cry havoc, and let slip the dogs of war. Each
nation is consumed with its own problems, and in-

different to the problems of other nations.

Long ago, a wise French philosopher said, "Tout
comprendre, c'est tout pardonner"—to understand
all, is to forgive all. Another philosopher expressed

the same idea when he

said you cannot hate a

man you really know. The
late Elihu Root once told

me that peace would come
when the peoples of this

earth really got to know
(Continued on page 64)

Mr. Hill broadcasts

the news for Lucky
Strike on Mondays
through Fridays, on
CBS, at 12:15 p. m.

BY EDWIN C. HILL
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that nations get to the point now and then

where they cannot talk to one another except

with guns.

If you are old enough, you can remember how it
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that no government wanted war. No people wanted
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Temperament—or simply fright?

They were one and the same for

Jean Harlow, right. She wasn't

able to get conviction into her

lines, until the Lux director

talked to her in movie language.

Glamorous Marlene Dietrich, be-

low, has her "moods"—^which all

movie directors know and respect.

When one of them popped up at a

Lux rehearsal it didn't last two
minutes, for a very good reason.

AT LAST—THE LOWDOWN

ON LUX THEATER'S SE

CRET BATTLES WITH THE

STARS, TOLD BY THE MAN

WHO ALWAYS WINS THEM

ONLY a few options ago, as time is reckoned in Hol-

lywood, a radio producer was as self-effacing as a

lady movie star's husband. If the darlings of the

screen thought of him at ail, they thought of him as a

young man with a stop watch and an insatiable desire to

interrupt their art for plugs of his sponsor's product. Fur-

34

thermore, he usually committed the cardinal sin of earn-

ing less in a year than they earned in a month. Then along

came Frank W(X)druff, dynamic supervising director of the

lux F^adio Theater.

A short, stocky young man with a leonine mass of black

hair and a soft Carolina drawl, he cracks the whip over



Frank Woodruff, Lux Theater's di-

rector, in circle, is a nniracle-

worker with headstrong stars. He
even got Singer Rogers, left, to

turn in an outstanding performance

in a play she didn't like at al'

Appealing to her sense of humor is

one way to lick a star's tempera-

ment. Woodruff found that out

when Claudette Colbert, below,

threatened to hold up an entire re-

hearsal over a line she didn't like.

filmdom's pets^and makes them like it! He is blandly

indifferent to big names and six figure incomes. He takes

in his stride outbursts of temperament that would send sea-

soned picture directors scurrying for the smelling salts.

Marlene Dietrich's "moods," the importance of Paul

Muni, Joan Crawford's nervousness—all are a part of this

young man's daily work. For him.

stars come and go. A new show each

week. New names. New manifes-

tations of temperament. He has a

lot of headaches, but the show al-

ways goes on.

No stage or movie director ever

had tougher handicaps to overcome
in dealing with his stars than this

young man. He only gets acquainted with them at the

first rehearsal, which must usually be held at night, when
the stars are worn, weary and nervous after a hard da\'

on the movie lots. Combine this fact with the condescend-

ing attitude the stars take toward a youthful radio pro-

ducer, and you have an obstacle it (Continued cm page 76)
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They were one and the same for

Jean Harlow, right. She wasn't

able to get conviction into her

lines, until the Lux director

talked to her in movie language.

Glamorous Marlene Dietrich, be-

low, has her "moods"—which a

movie directors know and respect.

When one of them popped up at a

Lux rehearsal it didn't last two

minutes, for a very good reason.

Frank Woodruff, Lux Theater's di-

rector, in circle, is a miracle-
worker with headstrong stars. He
even got Ginger Rogers, left, to
turn in an outstanding performance
in a ploy she didn't like at

Appealing to her sense of humor is

one way to lick a star's tempera-
ment. Woodruff found that out
when Claudette Colbert, below,
threatened to hold up on entire re-

hearsal over a line she didn't like.
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thermore. he usually committed the cardinal sin of earn-

ing less in a year than they earned in a month. Then along

came Frank Woodruff, dynamic supervising director of tn

Lux Radio Theater. . j.
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No stage or movie director ever

had tougher handicaps (o overcome

in dealing with his stars than this

young man. He only gets acquainted with them at the

first rehearsal, which must usually be held at night, when

the stars are worn, weary and nervous after a hard day

on the movie lots. Combine this fact with the condescend-

ing altitude the stars take toward a youthful radio pro-

ducer and you have an obstacle it (Continued on page 76)



ONE Wednesday evening last month a girl with violet-

gray eyes and hair the color of a newly-minted

penny stepped out of the wings of the Hollywood

Music Box theater and up to a CBS microphone. A min-

ute later she had poured a new personality voice out upon

the air.

If you were tuned in on the new Campbell Soup program

that night you heard Ken Murray introduce her as
—

"the

one and only Shirley Ross!"

Ken wasn't kidding. Neither am I when
1 second the motion. Only Ken meant one

thing and I mean another. He meant there

was only one Shirley Ross whose husky, full,

low-registered voice has a way of taking

words and music and making them sound

as if they'd never really been sung be-

fore.

1 mean Shirley Ross is the one and

only actress in Hollywood who
has fought her way to top suc-

cess in two mighty tough

leagues, movies and radio,

through the biggest flock of

jinxes that ever ganged up
on a girl.

It was just a song she

sang that night, but it was
also a farewell, she hopes, to

a run of hard luck and heart-

breaks that has haunted her

career from the day she first

tried out before a camera lens

Shirley started out to be
a concert pianist but Hol-

lywood changed her plans.

show. I'd seen her sit down at the piano and painstakingly

go over each bar of her number until every inflection,

every breath, every note was round and perfect. Obviously
she was taking no chances.

At lunch I learned why. Along with a whole lot of
other things about this amazing girl whose even more amaz-
ing career has had more ups and downs than a jockey in

the Grand National.

It all began not long after Shirley Ross
came out of Hollywood High School, still

calling herself by the name they'd given her

back in Omaha, Nebraska—Bernice Gaunt.
The Gaunts had moved from the Middle
West because their young daughter wanted
a career. Hollywood seemed like a good

place to prepare for it.

It wasn't a movie career she wanted.

She was to be a concert pianist.

But even if Shirley and her par-

ents had known then that it was
a screen and radio career she'd

eventually seek, I doubt if they

would have changed their

plans. They wouldn't have
guessed in a million years

what everyone in Hollywood
knows to be a fact. That any
Hollywood girl who tries to

crash a picture career is be-

hind the eight-ball six deep be-

fore she starts.

Why? Don't ask me. I can't

GALLANT HEART AND THE HIGHEST COURAGE AT LAST

HAVE BROUGHT HER THE REWARDS SHE RICHLY DESERVES

It CHT MEET
until, well, only a few days before her debut on
the air.

Just a few hours before the red light flashed the start of

another Hollywood coast-to-coast program Shirley Ross
sat with me at late lunch in the Bamboo Room of the

Hollywood Brown Derby. I say late lunch because it was
three o'clock and we were supposed to have lunched at

noon. But you know how it is backstage on the opening
day of a new air-show. Time doesn't mean anything. The
show's the thing. Calls for "another dress . . . let's iron out

that last medley ... not enough sock ... all right, let's do
it again . .

." And before you know it such mundane matters

as food and rest are forgotten.

I had seen Shirley sing into the box so many times that

I wondered if any voice would be left for the evening's

36

tell you. No more than I can tell you why when one movie
star dies, two more will die before the month is out. Death
strikes in threes—you can't crack Hollywood from the in-

side. Superstitions? Sure, but superstitions that seem to

work, somehow.
When you mention this to Shirley Ross today she laughs

and says, "How silly!" And maybe she's right. Just the

same, trouble was piling up. Only a girl with courage and
brains and a drive like Bill Tilden's old forehand wallop
could have crashed through.

The first time Hollywood became aware of Shirley,

enough to build her up so it could bat her down again, was
when Gus Arnheim, the dance band maestro who used to

pay Bing Crosby's salary, picked her out of the University

of California at Los Angeles. He moved her into the



While singing m
cabaret, Shir-

ley was signed

for movies, but

it took radio to

lick the jinxes

that pursued her.

Paramount Photo

Beverly-Wilshire Hotel, then a big favorite of the movie
crowd. It was only a matter of days until a big-shot saw
her and she was signed, sealed and delivered to Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer.

Shirley was as surprised as anyone. You
see, she still didn't have the slightest inten-

tion of taking a serious crack at the movies.

She still wanted to be a concert pianist, and
as for her voice—that to her was a big joke.

She had a trick double voice—she still has

—

a natural high soprano, and a husky, low-

register blues voice. But she couldn't and still can't slide

from one into the other. The job with Gus Arnheim was a

lark, that's all. Now she was signed up to sing—and she

couldn't really sing; to act, and what did she know

By KIRTLEY

BASKETTE

about acting .** All she knew was how to play the piano.

Right then things might have stopped, and the screen

trade papers might have printed an item like this: "Metro
Drops Co-Ed Canary." Only the Hollywood jinx likes to

build up for an awful let down. An M-G-M
executive saw Shirley hanging around the lot

doing a whole lot of nothing. He saw her

going to all the studio schools of dramatic

technique and voice culture and this and
that, but not getting a chance to show what
she could do, not getting any seasoning or

breaking in in the only thing that brings talent out or kills

it—performance.

"Give me this girl," he suggested. "Let me take her

East for a few months and I'll (Continued an page 53)
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PERSONALITY
CHATTERBOX ARLENE—^A new way to radio success was
found by Arlene Harris, left, the rapid-fire comedienne
on Al Pearce's CBS program Tuesday nights. Her husband's

really a doctor, and after a hard day at the hospital he
used to enjoy her impromptu comedy monologues. Then
the depression came and Arlene decided to capitalize on
her talent. She went to Los Angeles' Station KFWB, audi-

tioned, and was put on a sustaining program. When Al
Pearce heard her he put her under a long-term contract.

She thinks up all her own gags and never listens to rival

comedians for fear she might unconsciously be influenced.

CANTOR'S HELLO GIRL—Eddie's contest for

o name for his chattering telephone operator

is over and Helen Troy, who plays her role, is

now called Saymore Saymoore. You may re-

member Helen as the girl who played Sally of

the Cecil and Sally broadcasts. She was born in

San Francisco December 22, and has been in

vaudeville since she was three. She's been in

movies too—her last picture was MSM's "Born
to Dance." She's married and has two children,

Troy, 14, and Jane, 10, and a cocker spaniel,

Susie, who goes everywhere with her. In spite of

her job on Eddie Cantor's Sunday night show,

she's scared to death of telephone switchboards.

Her favorite occupation is watching passersby.

PRETTY KITTY KELLY—You'd never be-

lieve it from her perfect Irish accent, but

Arline Blackburn, left, who plays the role

of Kitty, was born in New York City.

Arline was a full-fledged actress before

finishing her education. At the age of

two-and-a-half, she appeared with Lionel

Barrymore in "Copperhead." When she was
fifteen she left the stage for a while and
finished her schooling. In 1929, she made
her radio debut on the True Story Hour.

Arline's pet hobby is collecting toy dogs,

and she says the most exciting moment in

her life was when she was called to take

Claudette Colbert's place in a radio play.



CLOSE-UPS
JUDGE HUGO STRAIGHT—He's the one who says

"Who's excited?" on the Community Sing broadcasts,

Sunday nights. His real name's Tommy Cecil Mack and
his birth-place is in the Bronx, political hotbed of New
York. That's why he feels at home in his character of

Judge Straight. A song plugger for Leo Feist at the

age of eleven, he took up splits and kicks behind the

footlights. He even did a dance routine once with

George Raft. Tommy has two dogs which he picked up
in the street and trained to go in an act with him
should he return to the stage. Eddie Cantor introduced
him to radio in 1934. He's married to a Palo Alto girl.

GRACIE'S COWBOY DICK—Right, the lus-

ty young baritone on Burns and Allen's NBC
program is Dick Foran. He's played cow-
boys in movie after movie, but really he

has never been closer to a cowboy's life

than his youthful days in Flemington, N. J.,

when he rode a Shetland pony. He attended
Princeton University, but left school to go
to New York and have a whirl at radio.

It didn't turn out so well, and he set out
for Hollywood, where he had three screen

tests. Nothing happened so he went back
to New Jersey—to find a contract at the
Fox lot waiting for him. That was in 1934,

and this is his first big radio job.

CHILD STAR JUDY—You probably first paid

heed to Judy Garland when you saw "Pigskin

Parade." It's hard to believe she is actually only

thirteen. Now, Judy is going strong on the air

singing in Jack Oakie's CBS program Tuesday-

nights. She began her career almost as soon as

she was born in Tennessee to Frank and Ethel

Gumm, vaudeville people. Her early ambition

was to be an attorney, but she lost it when her

two older sisters formed a trio with her and
worked at the Chicago World's Fair. Without
employment at the age of twelve, Judy went to

MGM and demanded work. She got it, making
her film debut in a short. She's Sophie Tucker's

protegee and thinks chocolate cake is swell.



WHAT fate takes away with one hand, she some-

times returns with the other. Somehow, the ledger

is balanced, the accounts kept straight, the eternal

law of equality observed.

It has been that way with Bob Burns. From his greatest

tragedy came his greatest happiness. In one soul-shatter-

ing day his whole life was changed. It was the day he lost

his wife—and found his son.

Bob's friends knew, and sympathized, when his wife died,

only a few months after Bob had begun to make enough

money to insure her a good, comfortable home. But they

would never have known, never been able to sympathize,

if he had been unable to avert the second tragedy that

threatened him that same day. For it was on that day
Bob learned for the first time that he and his fourteen-year-

old son were strangers. He had left his son entirely to the

care and companionship of his wife, the boy's mother; and
now the mother was gone, there was no meeting ground for

the boy and the man.

Bob has never told anyone but me the story of how he

faced that realization and conquered it. If it hadn't been

for Bob's early days in Hollywood, when no one except a

few friends knew who Bob Burns was, I would never have

heard it either. Bob was stranded in Hollywood, doing a

very little radio work and even less picture work, and he

used to come up to Lew Ayres' house in the evenings to talk.

He'd sit around by the hour—Lew, Ben Alexander, Bob,

and I—talking about everything under the sun, just good
friends. He was cheerful and pleasant then, just as he is

now, even though he sometimes didn't have the twenty-

five dollars for the rent on his house when the first of the

month came around. Not that he ever let us know that.

He never spoke of his private affairs^—in fact, it wasn't un-

til months after I'd met him that I knew he had a wife and

child to provide for, as well as himself.

Bob isn't one to wear his heart on his sleeve. He wasn't

then, and he isn't now—now that comfort and financial

security and fame have replaced the poverty and obscurity

of those old days. But neither is he a man to forget a

friendship, and when I told him I wanted to write this

story for everyone to read, because I believed it was some-

thing everyone should read, he agreed to let me.

Less than a year ago, Bob's wife died, as you know. The
girl who had stuck with him through years of poverty, of

knocking about from carnival to vaudeville circuit to circus

to movie lot to broadcasting studio back to carnival again

—she died just after success had at last come into her hus-

band's grasp. With a life of ease and happiness ahead of

her, in her sight, she died, still young.
It was a brief illness that took her. Bob, Jr., had said

good night to her, that night she was taken ill, and gone to

bed in his own room. He didn't hear the sudden stir in the

house, the arrival of the doctor, the whispers—and, at four

o'clock in the morning, the abrupt hush. He was asleep.

He still slept, through the cold hours before dawn, while

his father sat in that other room, beside the quiet form on
the bed, alone for the last time with the girl he had loved

and married.

Little Bob woke early, to see his father standing beside

his bed. "Come on, son," he said. "Get dressed. Your
mother—isn't feeling so well, and we're going out to get

breakfast."

It was a great event even in Bob's young life. He hadn't

been out with his father, alone, more than half a dozen times

since he could remember. The sun was shining, it was a

beautiful day, and his father was going to take him to a real

restaurant for breakfast!

They went to the Roosevelt Hotel, to a room filled with

sparkling silver and glass, smoothly clean linen, and bowing,

respectful waiters. Bob ordered a huge breakfast, and
didn't even notice that his father had nothing but orange

juice and coffee.

"Are we going back home now?" Bob asked after break-

fast, but his father hesitated and then said:

".No, let's drive out to the beach. I've got to—let's just

spend the day having a good time by ourselves."

Never before had anything like this happened to young
Bob. His father had always been too occupied with his

own business and his own friends to spend any time with

him. He was happy, but one thing bothered him. At last

he gave in to his conscience: "I guess I better be getting to

school," he said.

"Never mind, son," said his father. "I'll write the teacher

a note for you tomorrow." (Continued on page 88)

IT TOOK HIS LIFE'S GREATEST TRAGEDY TO HELP HIM FIND THE

LOVE OF A FOURTEEN-YEAR-OLD BOY HE HAD NEVER REALLY KNOWN
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Above, Phil in a scene from

one of his most successful

shows, "Artists and Models."
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Above, an actual broadcast

shot with Phil making faces

at the rest of the cast and

putting aside his script to

ad lib an unrehearsed line.

Left, the girl in whom Phil

has found his life's first real

contentment. Peggy Cart-

wright Baker became a mother

for the third time in March.



LIFE STORY OF A

SHEEP By DAN WHEELER

DIVORCE AND COSTLY PAR-

TIES, A FRESH BEGINNING

WITH A SECOND WIFE. THEN

RADIO AND— HAPPINESS AS

PHIL BAKER COMES TO THE

END OF HIS RAINBOW TRAIL

Conclusion

PHIL knew, when he married Vivian Vernon, that mar-
riage and the theater don't mix. He'd even vowed, be-

forehand, that he'd never marry. But somehow when
he fell in love he forgot his convictions and his vows in the

optimistic belief that things would be different for him.

Things weren't different for him. They were precisely

what he'd been afraid of.

He and Vivian returned to the United States after a

three-month stay in Europe to find that his parents had
forgiven him for breaking his promise not to marry, and
that there was a good part waiting for him in the Green-
wich Village Follies, which was soon to set out on tour.

There was no part in the show for Vivian, though—noth-

ing but a place in the chorus.

It bothered them both, to have Phil starring while his

wife was only one of the chorus girls, but they wanted to

be together and they didn't feel they could afford, just then,

to pay Vivian's traveling expenses, so she took the job.

It worked out fairly well, while they were on tour, but when
they returned to New York a year later Phil made the first

big, irreparable mistake of his married life.

He was to star in the Music Box Revue—the gayest, wit-
tiest, most glamorous musical show of the year—and once
more they offered Vivian a place in the chorus. But this

time Phil refused. It had been barely possible to have his

wife in the chorus of his starring show on tour; on Broad-
way it was inconceivable. A star simply does not allow his

wife to linger in the ranks while he takes the spotlight.

Vivian had wanted to take the job. With feminine di-

rectness, she saw no reason for Phil's attitude. She was a

show girl, and not ashamed of it. They had their first

quarrel, but Phil stood firm, and the Music Box Revue
opened with Mrs. Phil Baker sitting in a good orchestra
seat instead of dancing in the chorus.

The quarrel did not last, of course, but the resentment
in Vivian's heart did, and it added to the boredom of a

life in which she had nothing to do while her husband's

days were filled with work and applause. She stood it for

a few months. Then she joined the chorus of the Follies.

That was really the end of their marriage, although out-

wardly it continued for another two years. You can't say

it was the fault of either one of them. They were both too

young to realize what was happening until it was too late.

Life went on, and then, one day, they woke up to the

knowledge that their interests and their thoughts and their

friends were not the same, that they had nothing in com-
mon except that they shared an apartment and sometimes

saw each other at breakfast. And—what was worse than

anything else—that they didn't care. There had been love

between them, but somewhere, somehow, it had gone.

Their separation came three years after their marriage;

their divorce two years later.

At first, after the separation, Phil went to live at his

club. He was through, he declared, with both marriage and
women. He was going to devote himself entirely to work-

ing hard and becoming the greatest star of the American
musical stage, and nothing in the world was going to get

in his way again. For six months he steadfastly rose early

in the mornings, worked out at a gymnasium or rode in

the Park, practiced his accordion and worked on new com-
edy acts, appeared at the theater, came straight back to the

club for a brief drink with whatever other members hap-

pened to be around, and went to bed soon after midnight.

For the first month it was all right, and after that it

got progressively more awful. He began to dread going

up to that lonely room of his, and he grew to hate the sight

of the men he saw night after night at the club. And his

program didn't seem to be doing his career much good,

either. His work was dead and without sparkle.

Finally he gave it up, and the pendulum swung to the

other extreme. He took an apartment and became New
York's party man. Every night, after the performance,

his apartment was filled with people—some of them slight

acquaintances, many not even that. Phil provided the liquor

and sandwiches, and there was never any lack of guests to

consume them. At least, now, he never had time to think

that he was unhappy.
There was one girl who used to come in now and then,

not so often as some. She was different from the rest

—

young, red-haired, with a calm, sweet face and eyes that

seemed to look at the truth without fear. She'd been at

his apartment several times before somebody told him her

name was Ruby Stevens, and that she was a hoofer in a

Broadway chorus.

One night she sat down beside Phil. "Why don't you tell

us all to get out?" she asked. "You're not really having a

good time."

"I'm not? Do I look so bored?"

She looked around the noisy, smoke-filled room. "No.

But I'd hate to think you were enjoying yourself, with all

this."

You couldn't pretend, with this girl. "I'm not," he ad-

mitted, "but it's better than sitting alone, doing nothing."

She nodded, as if she understood perfectly. It was the

first time in years, it seemed to Phil, that anyone had spoken

to him frankly and sincerely. They became friends

—

affectionate, unsentimental, not in {Continued on page 6^)
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THE WORLD LOOKED ON

THEM AS FAILURES BUT

THE BARN DANCE MADE

THEM STARS BY PROV-

ING ONE SIMPLE FACT

Below, Uncle Ezra has practiced what
the Barn Dance preaches for more than

twenty years. This program taught Hen-
ry Burr and Sally Foster, above, how
to find success the only lasting woy^

TEN years ago a dinky

little radio station in

Chicago went on the

air for the first time.

Their studios were noth-

ing more than a garage,

and appropriately enough,

their very first broadcast

was a barn dance.

Today that radio sta-

tion, WLS in. Chicago, is

one of the most powerful

outlets in the middle west,

and the little old hayloft

broadcast which they

inaugurated has become

the National Bam Dance,

a favorite feature over

the NBC Blue network

every Saturday night

from 9 to 10 p. m., EST.



By
LYNN BURR

Lulu Belle and Scotty,
left, wanted to be every-

thing but what they really

A child put Joe Kellyare

(below) on the right path.

CJdZ6^f^.

Behind the steady growth and progress of the National Barn Dance
is a story, not of one man, but of many; not of one or two enter-

tainers, but the blending together of many personalities, making a radio

show which is powerful enough to possess a character of its own, a

subtle force which preaches in bold letters, "Be Yourself!" It has

dictated to every person who takes part in the show's presentation, it

has made such stars as Tony Wons, Ruth Etting, Sally Foster, and

many more, and it has built the National Barn Dance from a local, one

horse program, to a Saturday night dial setter from Maine to Califor-

nia.

Perhaps you doubt that a radio program can possess a personality,

like a human being, but it's true. And in the case of the Barn Dance,

it's a pretty good personality, too. It believes that the lasting things

in life are the simple things, it believes the old songs are the best, but

that a good modern tune, swung with lowdown rhythm, is good for the

soul, too. It shuns anything superficial, striving for humanness and
a closer relationship with the soil, the real foundation of the American
people. But of all, it says, "Be Yourself!"

This last characteristic of the Barn Dance is the thing which has

made it successful, which has changed the course of Henry Burr's life,

of Sally Foster's, Lulu Belle's and Scotty 's, of (Continiud on page 84)
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A ROMANCE, A THRILLING COME BACK. AND THE

NEWEST NEWS—THEY'RE ALL PART THIS MONTH

OF THE TRIP BACKSTAGE TO RADIO'S DANCELAND

THERE'S a new personality on the air these days—

a

versatile fellow who sings, leads an orchestra, and writes

all the material for his own program. His name is Jack
Berch, and he's the star of the CBS Fels-Naphtha program,
heard Tuesdays and Thursdays at one o'clock.

Jack was born in 1908, in the very small town of Sigel,

Illinois. His father ran the Sigel general store, and Jack
must have inherited his knack for salesmanship as well as

He's the ladies' Singing

Salesman, Jack Berch, who
sells his wares over CBS,
on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Read his romantic story.

his mother's love of music, because he started out in life

as a musician, switched to salesmanship, and now combines

both professions.

While he was in college he washed dishes and played the

drums in a dance band. There wasn't enough money in

either occupation, so he took to selling tea and coffee from
house to house in Youngstown, Ohio. He did pretty well,

too, and got to know every back door and every housewife

1

llofftnan

Edith Holder, above, is the

new attractive blonde sing-

er on the Mutual Broadcast-

ing System, who's heard Mon-
day and Thursday afternoons.
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in town. This knowledge came in handy when

he landed a job as announcer on the local radio

station. When he announced a number he'd dedi-

cate it to one of his tea-and-office customers, which
made business just that much better.

Now that he's a network star, he still looks upon
nimself as a salesman first of all. Every word he writes

for his program is designed to please the housewives he

used to sell tea and coffee to back in Youngstown—and the

thousands of other housewives like them who listen in to

him today. He thinks, in fact, that his door-to-door selling

was what taught him to be worth his sponsor's money.

ASK any veteran maestro and he will tell you that if you
don't keep up a good front and get your name before

the public, radio and its fickle public will soon forget you.

That is why the majority of our tune titans hire press

agents, use costly advertising in trade papers so that Radio
Row won't forget them.

A striking candid shot of

Fronkie Masters, directing

the new Edgar A. Guest
show, "It Can Be Done," on
Tuesday nights over NBC.

But the unusual story of Angelo Ferdinando, long a

favorite ether conductor, contradicts all these traditions.

Ferdinando not only dropped out of the radio picture, but

changed his name and fired his band.

He was tired of temperamental musicians who were

easily susceptible to flattering offers from rival orchestra

leaders. He was fed up with the hypocritical hangers-on

who said they were his friends. Oh, he wasn't through,

not by a long shot. He'd come back, he vowed, but with

a new outlook on life and a real band.

True to form, radio did forget Angelo Ferdinando. now
known to a few intimates as Don Ferdi. He began wander-

ing around the broadcast studios listening to bands. He
visited a number of universities, talked to young under-

graduate musicians, told the sincere ones of his new idea.

While the Duchins, Davises, and Dennys monopolized
the spotlight Don Ferdi mapped out his Three-Year-Plan.

Finally Ferdi announced the time was ripe to inaugurate

his new band. He quietly consulted NBC officials. Then
he recruited a fourteen-piece {Continued on page ()8)
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the new Edgar A. Guest
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But the unusual story of Angelo Ferdinando, long a

favorite ether conductor, contradicts all these traditions.

Ferdinando not only dropped out of the radio picture, but

changed his name and fired his band.

He was tired of temperamental musicians who were

easily susceptible to flattering offers from rival orchestra

leaders He was fed up with the hypocritical hangers-on

who said they were his friends. Oh, he wasn't through,

not by a long shot. He'd come back, he vowed, but with

a new outlook on life and a real band.

True to form, radio did forget Angelo Ferdinando, now

known to a few intimates as Don Ferdi. He began wander-

iuE around the broadcast studios listening to bands. He
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ARE YOU AFRAID TO GO NEAR A BEACH IN

SUMMER? THEN THIS WAS WRITTEN FOR YOU

NOT long ago, no matter how hot the weather, ladies

trailed about in veils and petticoats, protected by
frilly parasols and huge hats from the sun. The

belles of bygone days languished in shady nooks and
sparkled only when evening came, their white shoulders

fully exposed to nothing more glaring than glamorous

candlelight. But freedom for women has brought about

B

30

one unexpected result! Today, we know how much more

attractive the glow of health and vitality can be. Beauty has

truly found its place in the sun, part and parcel of the gaiety

and camiirderie and surpassing loveliness of summertime.

But there's a technique for beauty in the sun. Nowhere

in the world have they developed that technique so com-

pletely as in Hollywcx)d, where (Continued on page 90)
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'T DIDN'T KNOW there was such a per-

J- son as Betty in the world when I went

on my vacation last year. I met her at

the Inn, and she was one of the crowd
that went around a good deal together

during the two weeks.

"Of course some snapshots were taken

— one of the fellows shot this of Betty

and me on a picnic. When I got back

on the job, things seemed pretty flat,

somehow. Every little while I'd dig this

snapshot out of my pocket— then write

Betty another letter.

"The snapshot wouldn't let me forget

her. Boy, am I glad right now!"

Accept nothing but the
film in the familiar

yellow box—Kodak
Film^which only
Eastman makes.

By far the greater

number of snapshots

are made on Kodak
Vericlirome Film be-

cause people have

found that "it gets the

picture"— clear, true,

lifelike. Any camera

is a better camera,

loaded with Veri-

clirome. Don't take

chances, use it always

. . . Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, N. Y.

The snapshots you'll want Tomorrow—you must take Today
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HERE'S A NEW SUMMER DIET

WITH WHICH YOU CAN LAUGH

OFF THE WORST HEAT-WAVE

AND KEEP DOWN YOUR WEIGHT

AT A TIME WHEN IT NEEDS

THE MOST CAREFULWATCHING

By MRS.
MARGARET
SIMPSON

cmm
with

COLD CEREALS
Pretty Betty Wragge, who plays the

part of Peggy in the Pepper Young
Fannily, poses In her new shirred,

two-way stretch, cotton print suit.

HAVn you got spring fever? Don't blame it all on
the weather. Watch your diet and you can snap
your fingers at a soaring temperature.

It's a simple diet tricl< that you need if you fee! lazy

and listless, for the chances are, though you've gone from
winter woolies to summer silks, you haven't thought of

changing your eating to warm weather foods.

So change now to a summer diet and see the difference in

the way y(ju feci. And, just in case you want more con-

52

vincing proof, I've discussed this subject with Betty Wragge,
the beautiful and energetic young star of Pepper Young's
Family, the girl with the intriguing voice who takes the

part of Peggy.

Now Peggy really has two jobs, the five-day a week
broadcast and the job of understudy for the feminine lead

in the successful Broadway play "Dead End." It takes

stamina to keep going, especially when New York lies stag-

nant under hot and humid air. {Continued on page 72)
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You Really Ought to Meet

Shirley Ross

(Continued from page 37)

bring you back a star."

Shirley was in New York when the first

big chance came. On Broadway at the

Capitol with George Jesse!. For weeks
she had been playing the smaller cities of

the Middle West and East, "breaking in"

and learning plenty about show business
and what it takes besides looks and luck
and a lingering wish to make good in the
toughest racket in the world.
When she hit the Big Street she was

pretty good.
Cole Porter saw her and came backstage.

He was hunting for someone to do the
Ethel Merman part in "Anything Goes"
in London. He told Shirley he wasn't
hunting any more. He wanted her.

London! Europe! Big time in the
biggest city of the world. Imagine how
a bright ambitious kid not half way
through college felt about a break like

that. Imagine what it meant. Shirley
wired the studio in Hollywood. They
would say "yes," of course. It was to

their advantage. A London success would
make her worth something to them.
A wire came back. It said, "No."
It said "No" because—and Shirley could

hardly believe her eyes—because "Broad-
way Melody" was about to start and
they'd need her for the big singing spot!
Come back at once!

I ONDON was forgotten. She had made" good at home! She was a star in the
biggest M-G-M musical of the year! The
plane couldn't fly fast enough.

But when she landed in Hollywood he
met her—that man—the fellow with the
ghostly grin, Mr. Hollywood Jinx in per-
son.

While Shirley was on her way to the big
break, it had vanished like a magician's
rabbit. The studio had decided to make
"Melody" a dancing picture. They'd found
a new star. Her name was Eleanor Powell.
So she was back, lost again in the wil-

derness that can swallow up a young hope-
ful like nothing else in the world, a big
Hollywood studio with too many already
established stars.

The next time was even worse. Because
all of Hollywood was in on it.

Henry Duffy was staging "Anything
Goes" at the El Capitan on Hollywood
Boulevard. The El Capitan is the best
Hollywood can do about the legitimate
stage. Whenever a show clicks on Broad-
way a carbon copy, sometimes a little

fuzzy, plays at the El Capitan.
Duffy borrowed Shirley for the lead.

The show was a hit. Shirley was terrific.

For weeks all you heard around Holly-
wood was Shirley Ross. Her own studio
raved and the air was thick with big plans.
The show went to San Francisco and
Louis B. Mayer himself showered Shirley
with wires telling of special musical pic-

tures they were dishing up for her.

But when she came back to town there
was that jinx man again with his big wide
grin. Somehow the plans all tumbled
like a stack of blocks. Once again she
slipped back into an obscurity that lasted

until option time came around. Then it

was the old familiar story. Closed.
Dropped. Finished—at twenty-one! You
can't crash Hollywood if it's your own
home town.
Any other girl but Shirley Ross would

probably have done what most other local

girls have done when the Hollywood haunt
got them Left town, hunted a job
somewhere else and then tried to come

Three guests were there... and

so was a

GUEST TT I Sue saw the ghost when she picked up the tea napkin. A dull,

dingy shadow! "People will whisper, if Madge doesn't get rid of this ghost,"

thought Sue. But she said—nothing!

GUEST it 2 Betty saw the ghost—lurking in the curtains. The same dingy

shadow—"tattle-tale gray." "Poor Madge!" thought Betty. "She'll never

get rid of this ghost if she doesn't stop using lazy soap. Her clothes are

only Ai2//-clean."

GUEST tr 3 Then Laura saw the ghost dimmmg a lovely towel. And she

spoke up! "Change to Fels-Naptha Soap the way I did, Madge. Its richer

golden soap and lots of naptha get clothes so clean and snowy, there isn't a

chance for tattle-tale gray. So why let it linger in your house—when it's so

easy to chase it out.?" COPR. 1937, PELS a CO,

//
BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY" WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
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"Always worth
stopping for

"

|!

BEE€H-N
GUM

>tosl

^w ca^ la^ me
SEE THE BEECH-NUT CIRCUS
Biggest Little Show on Earth

!

A mechanical marvel, 3 rings of perform-
ers, clowns, animals, music 'n' everything!
Now touring the country. Don't miss it.

back. But when you talk to Shirley you
realize right now that you're talking to
a girl who's not the runaway type.

"I had spent a lot of time learning a

lot of things," said Shirley grimly. "I

was darn' certain they were going to give
me a career now—or else!"

She not only stayed in Hollywood, she
stayed at the same studio. Her guardian
angel, who had taken her East, Bernie
Hyman, went to bat. "You've got talent,"

he said, "and I'm going to prove it!"

Though her contract had expired, he
found a spot for her in "The Devil Is a
Sissy." It took munching a healthy por-
tion of humble pie to ask for another
chance, but it would be worth it if she
could show 'em.

Shirley had no idea what the jinx was
cooking up for her.

She was two weeks along in production.
Film shot, still portraits made, wardrobe
fitted. Then it happened. Over at Para-
mount "The Big Broadcast of 1937" was
having star-trouble. The singing star, half

way through the picture, didn't work out.

Paramount, looking around desperately
for a substitute remembered Shirley in

"Anything Goes." They got in touch with
her. Would she do it?

"No," said Shirley. "I won't. I can't.

I'm doing a picture."

"But," they argued, "this is your big

chance!"
Shirley didn't believe that. Last year's

"Big Broadcast" hadn't been so hot.

"Read the script, anyway," they pleaded,
"We're sending it over."

WELL, when she read the script, there

wasn't any question about it. She had
to do it. It was made for her. It -was her
big chance. But

—

No demon could have dangled a more
mocking morsel before her eyes. She
had to, but how could she? Signed for

a picture and doing it. Signed because
a friend who believed in her had person-
ally pleaded for another chance. How
could she throw him down, now? How
could she even dare mention walking out
on his picture? And yet

—

Paramount had to know that night by
seven-thirty. Yes or no. Even if she

could, even if by some miracle they'd let

her walk out on a picture in production,
would it be the thing to do? Suppose
"The Big Broadcast" was a flop. M-G-M
would never let her on the lot again! Then
she'd really be through!

If the Hollywood jinx was chuckling
to watch Shirley Ross stew on that mad-
dening spot, the chuckle died in his throat.

She looked him in the eye and tightened

her lips and made up her mind to gamble
everything. She was through fooling. She
v\ould end her bad luck or else. She
went to her friend, Bernie Hyman. "This
is it, Bernie," said Shirley.

"How do you know?"
"It's got to be it," she told him, "Can

I do it?"

If he thought .she was crazy, he didn't

tell her so. And Shirley will always love

him for that. "I'll see what 1 can do," he

said.

It was late afternoon then. Not until

seven twenty-five did he talk the studio

into the unheard of—releasing an actress

in the middle of a picture to do a part

for another studio!

Five minutes before the deadline Shir-

ley Ross dialed Paramount Studios.

The next morning without any prepara-

tion, she went through ten pages of dia-

logue and a couple of songs. "I don't

know how." she told me, "1 was in a daze
for three weeks. Jack Benny kept telling

me funny stories and kidding me out of

my nerves, or I'd never have made it."

You know what happened! "The Big
Broadcast" was a smash hit. After three
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long years, Shirley was on her way, with-

out any local Indian sign hanging around.
You know the rest, how she followed
through with "Waikiki Wedding," cer-

tain to be one of the year's big popularity
sensations. How Ken Murray grabbed
her for his new Campbell program and a

radio success that looks as big as any-
thing Hollywood can offer.

But what you don't know, perhaps, is

that just a week before she answered her
cue on the Campbell program she was
telling them she couldn't do the show!
That jinx again, or at least his shadow,
hovered around the start of her air career.

Shirley had already turned down a solo

spot on Shell Chateau. Then she had
fought for a radio clause in her contract,
and finally she got it. But when the
Campbell offer came, Adolph Zukor, that
grand old man of films, called her into his

office.

^
"You'll worry," he told her, "about this

radio program and it will hurt you in

pictures. Worry photographs."
"I won't worry," said Shirley, and she

wasn't speaking to Zukor, but to that
old familiar ghost leering over his shoul-
der. "I'll just work, like the devil!"

That's bad news for any jinx. That
and what they used to call sand. Shirley
has plenty of that, too. She showed that
the first time she hit Broadway. At the
Capitol she started to run off the stage
after her first number, tangled her toes
in the mike cord and fell flat on her face.

The heavy mike crashed down on her head
and she was out like Lottie's eye. When
they brought her to, the audience was
still clapping. Her knees were buckled
under her like Leon Errol's and the house
was just a tossing sea of blurred faces.

But she did her encore and then collapsed.

y^ND, closer to home, 1 remember a•» time not too long ago when her per-
sonal world crashed about her head. When,
only hours apart, her engagement to Hank
Fonda broke up, and her best friend, Ross
Alexander's wife, Aleta, committed sui-

cide. No one knew then, or will probably
e\'er know, just how both personal trag-
edies rocked her to the roots of her be-
ing. They never knew because the next
day she started an important picture with
the pain hidden deep inside where a trou-
per has to hide it.

At twenty-three Shirley Ross has the
looks and energy of a kid and the keen
career-wise brain of twice her years. Ca-
lamity will have a hard time hooking a
ride from now on. She has faith in

her judgment. She knows when to say
"yes" and when to say "no." She knows
how to rise above disappointments. She
knows how to separate her personal life

from her career. She knows how to take
care of herself. She lives with her folks
and goes to bed at night instead of to
Hollywood's night clubs. She was just
old enough when the talkie panic struck
Hollywood to learn a lesson from the stars
who tumbled from paradise to the poor-
house; she's driving a Ford, but she's got
a nice annuity all paid up.
Maybe a jinx isn't such a bad guy to

have around after all.

But as I said, Shirley doesn't hold much
truck with jinxes, Hollywood or other-
wise. She's entirely too practical by now.
So look at it her way:
"Of course it's hard to get a break in

Hollywood," she assured me before she
ran back to rehearsal. "The smartest
pople in the world are in radio and
movies. That's not your fault.

"But it is your fault," she added, "if

you finally get your foot on the ladder
and then let it slip off!"

Which, she inferred with a confident toss
of her chin, she had absolutely no inten-
tion of doing.

• "Hi-ya, Fuzzy I Don't be scared oj me—come over here and get

acquainted! Where did you come from and why the heavy woolies

on a day like this? . . . You can't change 'em? . . . Say, that's tough!"

• "Mother, come quick! Look at this poor guy—has to wear a

camel's hair coat the year around! And he's so hot it's sticking

tight to him—bring some Johnson's Baby Powder right away!"

• "l\ow cheer up, pal—that soft, cooling powder makes you forget

all about prickly heat and sticky hot weather. And every time

Mother gives me a rub-down, I'll get her to give you one, too!"

O "Feel my Johnson^s Baby Powder—Ws as soft as the kitty's ear!

Not gritty like some powders, That''s ichy it keeps my skin so srtiooth."

... Smooth, healthy skin is the best protection against skin injec-

tions. Mothers! And Johnson''s Baby Powder is made of the rarest

Italian talc. ..no orris-root. ..Don't forget baby's other toilet needs

—Johnson''s Baby Soap, Baby Cream and Baby Oil!

/I NEW BRUNSWICK (I NEW JERSEY
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Music in the air—romance in your eyes. Tell him with your eyes—for beautiful eyes may
say what lips dare not. The charm of alluring eyes can be yours— instantly, easily, with

just a few simple touches of Maybelline Mascara— to make your lashes appear naturally

long, dark and luxuriant.

No longer need you deny yourself the use of make-up for your most important beauty

feature— your eyes. You can avoid that hard, "made-up" look that ordinary mascaras

give by using either the new Maybelline Cream-form Mascara, or the popular Maybelline

Solid-form Mascara—both give the soft natural appearance of long, dark, curling lashes.

At cosmetic counters everywhere.

Loveliness demands— eyebrows softly, gracefully, expressively formed. For this, use

the largest-selling, smoothest-marking Eyebrow Pencil in the world— by Maybelline.

Complete loveliness demands— the final, exquisite touch of eyelids softly shaded

with a subtle, harmonizing tint of Maybelline Eye Shadow— it means so much to the

color and sparkle of your eyes.

Generous purse sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids at 10c stores. The preference

of more than 11,000,000 discriminating women the world over.

Maybelline Solid-
form Mascara, in

brilliant Rold vanity—
lilack. Brown, Blue.
75c. KefiUa 35c.

Mabclline Cream-
form Mascara, with
brush in dainty zipper
bag. Black, Brown,
Blue. 7Sc.

Maybelline smooth-
marking Eyebrow
Pencil. Black,
Brown, Blue.

Maybelline Eye
Shadow. Blue,
Blue-Gray, Brown,
Green or Violet.

What Do You Want to Say?

{Continued from page 8)

It doesn't happen that way in real life.

The transition is too sudden. Why should
it happen that way on a radio program
if it is to be a vital, living thing?

Miss Myrtis Seale,

Lyon, Miss.

$1.00 PRIZE

SHOULD THEY BE PUT OFF THE AIR?

These community sings, spelling bees,

and question-and-answer programs are the
most inane nonsense to be wished on the
public in a long time. Why do sponsors
think they can get away with such stuff?

It's silly, foolish, and utterly disgusting.
Who cares if New York is farther west
than Los Angeles? Who wants to hear a

thousand yaps yelling at the tops of their
voices, and be told by some gullible an-
nouncer that they were singing? Who
cares if some brat in some jerkwater town
can outspell all the other brats in the
country? Such programs should be put
off the air. Like all novelties, they will

soon wear out their welcome, but what
can the public do until then? Nothing
but turn off their radios.

Thomas Nathan Pappas,
Memphis, Tenn.

$L00 PRIZE

IT'S AN EDUCATION!
I like spelling bee programs over the

radio because they are educational and a

necessity; we learn how to spell properly;
we improve our vocabulary and correct
our own mistakes. No matter what grade
of spelling bees we hear over the radio,

whether for young people or grown-ups,
it's always interesting and educational.
Give to me, at any time, spelling bee
broadcast programs. 1 love them because
they are also instructive and entertaining.

RODOLFO TOVANY,
New York, N. Y.

$1.00 PRIZE

INVENTORS, ATTENTION!

It would be grand if an instrument were
invented which could convey to some spon-
sors the volume of groans which rises from
listeners grouped along the airlanes when
certain nuisances are committed upon
these sponsors' programs. The nuisances
in question are as follows:

1. Applause in studios. Sponsors should
listen to Kraft Music Hall program, and
note that there is no studio applause per-

mitted. This is one factor that helps

to account for the popularity of that pro-
gram.

2. Maladroit, stupid, obvious, bromidic
manner in which advertising is worked in-

to a program. For the reverse, sponsors
should note how cleverly advertising is in-

serted in the Jello program.
3. Announcers who say, after introduc-

ing a celebrity, "Come on, let's give him
(or her) a great big hand!" Even an
Emily Post would feel, in such a case, like

kicking the bird right where there is the

most tension v\hen he stoops over in his

dress clothes.
Fred B. Mann,

Danville, III.

$1.00 PRIZE

A BOUQUET FOR "LET'S PRETEND"

Why doesn't Let's Pretend get more
attention and publicity?

Although they are put on for the chil-

dren, I never fail to enjoy these programs.
The boys and girls playing the roles
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are, in my opinion, as good as some of

tiie older actors, if not better. Their pro-

grams go along as smoothly as any of the

big network shows.

I have not talked to a person yet that

has heard the program who doesn't fully

enjoy it.

So 1 repeat. Why doesn't Let's Pretend

get more credit for all its splendid child

actors and clever plays?
Miss Florence Harris,

Steubenville, Ohio.

$1.00 PRIZE

A DISAGREEMENT
In your April issue of the Radio Mirror,

Mrs. G. T. Rowland wrote of her annoy-

ance at many well known radio programs,

wishing to know whether they were get-

ting inefficient, or old and lazy.

For example, 1 will take Mr. Cantor's

program. When our dial is turned on his

program we hear two children singing. It

is a great pleasure to hear such angelic

voices as those of Dianna Durbin and
Bobby Breen. If this is thought to be in-

efficiency or laziness on the part of Mr.
Cantor for letting such splendid talent on
his program, I think the one complaining
of such a program has no love for music

or knowledge of it.

As for Mr. Cobb's, Mr. Hill's and Amos
'n' Andy's programs, I think they are more
educational and interesting in the manner
in which they are now carried out.

Ann Brady,
Exeter, Pa.

HONORABLE MENTION
"He who laughs last laughs best. Last

summer 1 wrote to you commenting on
the fact that Emery Deutsch's new
Streamlined Rhythm was slightly terrific.

I guess you didn't take me very seriously,

because the letter never appeared in print.

But recently that same Emery Deutsch
was chosen from among thirty-five name
bands for the swank Rainbow Grill in

Radio City. And is he making a hit! Tune
in sometime! Now do 1 get that last

laugh?"

—

Marjorie Goetschius, New York.
"Believe me, advertising pays. I get

so curious about things a good announcer
raves about, I'm not satisfied till I try

them."

—

Mrs. Iva Dunham, Masontown,
Pa.

"Just a short criticism of two major
programs: I'd give my Jack for Benny but
I've had my Phil of Baker."

—

John Hand-
ford, New York, N. Y.

"It isn't his grand personality, or his

thrilling voice that makes me admire
Rudy Vallee, it's his contribution to radio.

I am one of his many fans who enjoy his

and his stars programs."

—

Florence Gans-
LER, Brooklyn, N. Y.

"May I express my opinion about the
one and only Phil Baker? The Phil Baker
brand of humor which he has been dis-

pensing over the ether waves and also

the footlights of the theater, has won
for him many listeners. It is indeed a
far cry from an East Side street urchin
to reach the pinnacle of fame in the
entertainment world. A brilliant wit, and
clever jokesmith, and when Baker delivers

a joke over the air, it clicks in spite of

'Beetle's' remark 'get off the air.'"

—

Wal-
lace Hansen, Racine, Wis.

Owing to the great volume of contribu-

tions received by this department, we
regret that it is impossible for us to

return unaccepted material. Accordingly

we strongly recommend that all contribu-

tors retain a copy of any manuscript sub-

mitted to us.

J^^^A^

IVE LEARNED THIS

LOVELIER WAY //

MARVELOUS FOR COMPLEXIONS, TOO!

This pure creamy-white soap has such

a gentle, caressing lather. Yet it re-

moves every trace of dirt and cos-

metics —^ keeps your skin alluringly

smooth, radiantly clear

TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY— BATHE WITH PERFUMED

CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP
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HOT WEATHER HINT!
Serve Delicious, Nourishing
Franco-American Spaghetti

Ready in a jiffy • . • costs less

than 3^ a portion

You can make your kitchen-work much
easier this summer. Several times a week

give your family delicious Franco-American
Spaghetti. They'll love it! It's simply packed
with nourishment— good for children and
grown-ups, too, and it is the greatest little

work-saver you ever saw. All you need to do
is just heat it, and it's ready to eat.

Sometimes serve Franco -American Spa-

ghetti as a main dish. It makes a complete
meal with perhaps a fresh green salad, milk,

and a fruit dessert. Other times, use Franco-

American Spaghetti to make your left-over

meats into savory, delicious meals.

Please do not confuse Franco-American Spagherti
with ordinary ready-cooked spaghetti. Franco-Amer-
ican is entirely different. That marvelous Cheddar
cheese and tomato sauce, with its eleven delicious
ingredients, makes Franco-American what it is— a

tasty, delicious dish, with a flavor all its own.

Franco-American is a real help to the budget, too.
A can usually costs ten cents, so Franco-American costs
less than 3 cents a portion. Why not give yourself a
bteak this summer, and give your family a treat, too ?

Franco-American
SPAGHETTI

Made by the Makers of Campbell's Soups

The Franco-American Food Company, Dept. 47

Camden, New Jersey

Please send me your free recipe book:
"30 Tempting Spaghetti Meals."

Name (print)-

Address—

—

City

58
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WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW?
C. M. Buck, Toledo, O.—You can now

find Professor Quiz listed in the Saturday
column of the new Radio Mirror program
guide on page 18. The reason it wasn't
listed in the Mav issue was that the pro-
gram was only on a sustaining basis then.

Mary Rogots, Akron, O.— I'd suggest
that you write to Fred MacMurray in

care of Paramount Pictures, Hollywood,
California, for his photograph.

E. A. Brown, Grays Mills, Wis.—James
Hall was on radio for a short time but
left to appear in a legitimate show, "Lady
Chatterley's Lover," which I believe is now
on tour. 1 couldn't find very much infor-

mation on James, except that he has one
brother, is married and has no children.

A letter addressed in care of the Theater
Guild, New York City, New York, might
reach him.

Mrs. D. C. Curtiss, Louisville, Ky.

—

The
Oracle humbly asks forgiveness for erro-

neously publishing that Don Ameche
never played the part of Bob in Betty
and Bob. Upon digging up the old files,

the secret was discovered. The reason you
can't get Five Star Jones on the air any
more, is that it has been dropped.

Geo. W. Burns, Hardin, Mont.—You
can get in touch with Bud Linn by writing
to him in care of the National Broadcast-
ing Company, Rockefeller Plaza, New
York, N. Y.

Jerry Cooper and Frank Parker fans,

attention! In the February Radio Mirror,
the Oracle stated that Annette Shreiar was
President of the Harmony Club. This was
a mistake. Annette is really co-president.

Alice Alligood is the original founder and
president and she would like to have some
new members. So write to Alice in care

of the East Carolina Teachers College,

Greenville, North Carolina.

Helen Radzewick, Brooklyn, N. Y.—We
have just what the doctor ordered. You'll
find a short story on Jack Berch on page
48. Write to Don Kerr in care of station

WMCA, 1697 Broadway, New York City.

Miss Edna Mulberry, Pawtucket, R. I.

—Zeke Manners and his gang are real hill-

billies. Zeke was born in Marshall, Ark-
ansas, and they say that he was so musi-
cally inclined in his youth that he made
his first accordion out of several old har-
monicas. Zeke's present "Pappy" is played
by Zeb Tourney and he comes from Jop-
lin, Missouri; Ezra learned his three R's in

Little Rock, Arkansas; Gabe Drake, nine-

teen-year-old singer comes from Clare-
mont, Oklahoma. Ace Giddens and Hank
Culpepper are cousins. Didn't you know

that Jack Randolph was Jerry Cooper?
However, Jerry has dropped that other
name now.

Peewee Hunt and Kenny Sargent fans,
attention! Theresa Daniels, 199 Caroline
St., Derby, Conn., is interested in a Pee-
wee Hunt fan club and Anna Vincent, 11

Hawkins St., Derby, Conn., is interested
in a Kenny Sargent Club. How's about
it?

M. A. O. Leary, Winchester, Mass.

—

1 really couldn't answer all those ques-
tions at one time. I hope you'll be
satisfied with just two for a while. David
Harum and Andy Gump are played by
the same person—Wilmer Walton, if you
bought the June issue of Radio Mirror,
you must have seen pictures of some of
the David Harum cast. There were pic-

tures of David; Zeke Swinney, played by
Arthur Maitland; Susan, played by Peggy
Allenby and David's Aunt Polly, played
by Eva Condon. Bob White plays the
part of Jonathan in the Story of Mary
Mariin.

A Radio Fan, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

I'm sorry that 1 can't give you any more
definite information on Stuart Churchill.
He's in New York at present with several

irons in the fire and as soon as a radio
contract is signed, you may be sure Radio
Mirror will print the news.

Miss Yetta Schwartzman, Brooklyn, N.
Y.—Gertrude Berg is not on the air at

present. She just finished writing the
script for Bobby Breen's next movie and
will be in New York for about two weeks,
during which time, one news sleuth says,

a radio contract will be signed.

Catherine Mulligan, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
I've forwarded your inquiry to James
Melton and 1 hope he will answer your
question as soon as possible.

The Westerners fans, attention! Anyone
interested in Louise Massey or the West-
erners are invited to join the club. For
information get in touch with Agnes
Kramer, 15325 Ninth Avenue, Harvey,
111.

XYZ, Boston, Mass.—Fred Waring and
his Pennsylvanians are scheduled to make
a picture but their radio plans have not
been definite. However, you will be
hearing them from time to time in guest

spots.

Wm. Mitchell, Dayton, O.—Deanna
Durbin just finished making her second
moving picture entitled, "One Hundred
and Twenty Men and a Girl." She's

really only fourteen years old.
_
Did you

read her own story in the June issue?

Answers to Professor Quiz' Twenty Questions on Page 3

1. Marion Talley. 12. Yvonne—the only blonde sister.

2. Kafe Smith. 13. Gabriel Heatter.

3. Ginger Rogers. 14. His father—because he didn't want

4. "Howdy Stranger!" his son to be a reporter.

5. Tyrone, Pennsylvania. 15. Ed Jerome.

6. "Carefree," by Charles Henderson 16. That the program is finishing ex-

and Edward Heyman. actly on time
—

"on the nose."

7. Harry McNaughton. 17. The abdication speech of King

8. Ho is in London, v^here he is a suc- Edv/ard VIII.

cessful radio and vaudeville perfornner. 18. A sketch taken from the Broadway

9. Vaughn De Leath—and she's still success, "Having Wonderful Time."

singing, on NBC. 19. Phillips Lord.

10. Olive White. 20. Robert Simmons—he married Patti

II. One—Mary MacArthur. Pickens.



E. N., Hawi, Hawaii—Address Tommy
Dorsey and Edythe Wright in care of the
National Broadcasting Company, Rocke-
feller Plaza, New York. James Walling-
ton's address is in care of the Columbia
Broadcasting System, Seventh and Bixel

Streets, Los Angeles, Cal.; the same ad-

dress for Jerry Cooper, who is now on
Hollywood Hotel, Address Ben Bernie
and Pinkie Tomlin to the National Broad-
casting Company, Hollyvsood, Cal.

Robert Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

In addition to broadcasting work, Edythe
Wright is singing with Tommy Dorsey's
orchestra at the Commodore Hotel in

New York City.

Josephine Kropkowski, Jersey City, N. J.—Ginger Rogers can be reached at the
RKO Radio Studios, Hollywood, Cal.

Bing Crosby fans, attention!—You are

cordially invited to become a Charter
member of the Bing Crosby National
Fan Club, organized by its president.

Bill Noonan, Jr., Lock Box No. 79, Brant
Beach, N. J. The dues are very inex-

pensive and each member receives a mem-
bership card, a personally autographed
photograph and biography of Bing, plus
participation in other club activities. A
year's subscription to the Bing Crosby
News is also included. Get in touch with
Bill Noonan if you wish to join.

Lillian Hall, Seattle, Wash.—Eddy
Duchin opened at the Palmer House in

Chicago, 111., June first and is scheduled
to play for dancers there during the sum-
mer months.

Ned, Springfield, Mass.—The part of
Dick Huddleston is played by Lum. There
are no other players on the Lum and
Abner show. The boys take all the parts.

Myrt and Marge fans, attention!

—

Mrs.
Edith Derickson, 238 W. 88 Place, Los
Angeles, Calif., wants to know if there

RADIO MIRROR
is a Myrt and Marge fan club. Lazy Dan
who is Irving Kaufman, is singing over
the Mutual Broadcasting System, Sunday
mornings from 11:30 to 12:00. Tune him
in on station KHJ. Address him in care

of the Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440

Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Peggy Woods, Chicago, 111.—For a

picture of Shirley Lloyd, write and ask
her for one in care of the National Broad-
casting Company, Rockefeller Plaza, New
\'ork; Kay Kyser and Horace Heidt in

care of the Mutual Broadcasting System,
1440 Broadway, New York.

Kay Kyser fans, attention! In case you
don't know about it, there's a Kay Kyser
Fan Club of Pittsburgh, being conducted
by Miss Mary Wilson, 807 Eighth Street,

West Park, McKees Rocks, Pa. Get in

touch with her if you want to become a

member.

Miss Mary Wilson, McKees Rocks, Pa.

—

For information on Ted Weems, write

to him in care of the Mutual Broadcast-
ing System, 1440 Broadway, New York,
N. Y.

Miss Dorothy Chase, Glendale, Calif.

—

You certainly said some nice things about
Radio Mirror so I'm going to be extra

nice to you. Here's a brief biography of

Jesse Crawford. He's called the "Poet
of the Organ" . . . born in Woodland,
California, December 2, 1895 . . . started

to play the mouth organ at the age of
three . . . he's stocky, has thick, dark
brown hair and his snappy blue eyes are
always smiling. He's married and has a

ten-year-old daughter.

S. B. Stack, Jamaica, L. I., New York.—
Russ Morgan was born in Scranton, Pa.,

on April 29, 1904. Russ always wanted
to be an orchestra leader. His mother
was a pianist who played with his father

in vaudeville before he decided that the

coal mines of Pennsylvania would present
a more substantial sort of a living. Russ
had a taste of the coal mines too before
taking his first musical job as pianist

in a Scranton movie house. He's six feet

tall, has brown hair and hazel eyes. His
hobby is saving old coins.

"Vera Ayres, Oakland, Calif.—Here's

what you've been waiting to know about
Eddy Duchin. Eddy was born in Bos-
ton, the son of a druggist who thought
his son would follow in his footsteps, but

a chance engagement with Leo Reisman's
orchestra ended that career and started

him on his present one. He's married to

Marjorie Oelrichs, of the society register.

Nelson Eddy Fans, attention! For in-

formation about joining the Nelson Eddy
Club, get in touch with Mr. R. B. Wilkins,
2510 N. 12th Street, Kansas City, Kansas.
Details will be sent immediately.

Anna Marie Satek, Quakcrtown, Pa.

—

Nino Martini is not broadcasting now.
He's in Hollywood. You can address him
in care of the Columbia Broadcasting S>'s-

tem. Seventh and Bixel Streets, Los An-
geles, Calif.

Bobby Breen and Deanna Durbin fans,

attention!—Percy E. Appleby of 421 Os-
borne A\enue, Verdun, Quebec, Canada,
wants to know if there are fan clubs

for these t\\o young stars.

Joseph Stanko, Simpson, Pa.—For a

picture of Guy Lombardo and his or-

chestra, I'd suggest that you write him in

care of the Columbia Broadcasting Sys-

tem, 485 Madison Avenue, New York.
N. Y. To get in touch with Jimmie
Lunceford, address your letter in care of
Mills Artists Inc., 799 Seventh .Avenue.

New York, N. Y.

WOMAN HATER?
THAT'S WHAT MEN THOUGHT

—BUT6IRISKNEW better!.,.

HER BROTHER TAKES A HAND

COLGATE DENTAL CRE
:OMBATS BAD BREA

=am)
thTJ

several WEEKS LATER

"Colgate's spe-ciiX penetrat-

ing foam gets into every
tiny hidden crevice be-
tween your teeth . . . emulsi-
fies and washes away the
decaying food deposits

that cause most bad breath, dull, dingy
teeth, and much tooth decay. At the
same time, Colgate's soft, safe polish-

ing agent cleans and brightens the
enamel—makes your teeth sparkle

—

gives new brilliance to your smile!"

20^ LARGE SIZE

35^ GIANT SIZE

OVER TWICE AS MUCH

GUV TAKES THE HINT

YES, 6UY, TESTS PROVE THAT 76% OF ALL U^
PEOPLE OVER THE A6E OF 17 HAVE BAD BREAThA
TESTS ALSO PROVE THAT MOST BAD BREATH
COMES FROM IMPROPERLY CLEANED TEETH, f

I ADVISE COLGATE DENTAL CREAM ^-^
BECAUSE..

NoiV—HO BAD BREATH
beh/'ncf hisSparklingSmile!

r...AND NO
TOOTHPASTE
EVER MADE
MYTEETH AS

BRIGHTAND
CLEAN AS
COLGATE'S!
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PEST...

is completely effective

ON SANITARY NAPKINS

•Why take chances now that complete

protection is so easily obtainable? The
makers of Kotex bring you a new de-

odorant powder named Quest that posi-

tively destroys all types of napkin and
body odors

!

Quest is utterly effective— even on
sanitary napkins. It prevents perspiration

offense; assures all-day-long body fresh-

ness, yet does not irritate the skin or

clog the pores!

Try Quest today. Use this cool,

soothing powder on sanitary napkins-
after the bath— under arms and for foot

comfort. Unscented, it does not cover

up the fragrance of lovely perfume.

And Quest costs no more than other

kinds . . . only 35c for the large two-ounce
can. Buy it today at any drug counter.

Coas+-to-Coast Highlights

{Continued from page 7)

Mora's Log Cabin Boys, and Grandpa
Jones, daily soloist on the same station,

got their feudin' idea from Logan County's
famed Hatfield-McCoy feud or from the

more up-to-date Winchell-Bernie and
Fred Allen-Jack Benny shin-kicking

matches, but anyway word comes from
the Virginny hills that Shorty and Grand-
pappy "is a gunnin'." But there's a

woman in this one and, what's more, they
say "a Hobbs never fergits."

When Grandpa started showering
"Cousin Emmy" daily with flowers, candy,
and things, Shorty, in whose act Cousin
Emmy appears, stood it just so long and
then started polishing his shootin' irons.

The grand finale took place in the recent

WWVA Jamboree with Shorty and
Grandpa the featured entertainers.

The winner? Nobody knows except

Cousin Emmy, and when interviewed all

she had to say was, "Phooey!" Better

luck next time, boys.

MEET THE PICKARDS

When Dad Pickard's two-year-old grand-
daughter, "Letsy" Pickard, joined WWL's
Happy Pickards in their nightly broad-
casts, it gave the New Orleans station

three generations of entertainers on one
program. And three generations of good
entertainers, too.

The Happy Pickards of today, with the

exception of little Letsy who only recently

became big enough to join her elders at

the microphone, have been on the air con-
tinuously since 1928. And Dad Pickard
started it all with his air debut in 1924.

Born in the Tennessee hills back in '84,

getting music out of fiddles, harmonicas,
and mandolins "just came natural" to

Dad, and listening to his first broadcasts
immediately became a natural habit for

many tuner-inners. His gifted versatility

was a hit from the start, and it was shortly

afterward that he was joined by his equally

talented wife at the piano. That started

him thinking. Why not have the whole
family on the air? Consequently, 1928

found Dad, Mother, Bub, Ruth, Charley
and Anne each adding talent to the popular
Happy Pickards family programs.

Bub, Ruth, Charley and Anne not only
sing but Bub also plays the guitar, Charley
adds to the happiness with his musical

jug, and Ruth is an accomplished accordion
player. Dad, in addition to his mastery of

the many instruments, can and does sing

the "songs that never grow old," as they
should be sung.

Letsy, christened Arlette, is the daughter
of Bub Pickard and is known to her many
listeners as the .^ngel of the Air. As far

as WWL knows, she is the youngest singer

who actually sings before the mike on a

regularly sponsored program.
The Happy Pickards, who have been

heard over coast-to-coast networks since

professionally outgrowing their native
Tennessee, are at present sponsored on
WWL both by the Peruna makers and
the makers of Kolor-bak. And with their

three times nightly programs for a total

usually of seventy minutes, their eager
fans still call for more.

KFAB'S BUSY BEE

There may be busier people on the
airwaves than pretty, red-haired Jettabee
Ann Hopkins, the one-woman show on
KlAB in Lincoln, Nebraska, but we doubt
it. Not only is she author of KFAB's

popular program, the Jangles, but she
also directs the sketches and acts most
of the roles in this popular five-day-a-
week program. And that isn't all. IVliss

Hopkins also writes and directs Babs and
Betty on the same station and portrays
one of the two leading roles in that in-

teresting working girls' skit Monday
through Friday.
How does she do it? Well, she says

she's never thought about that. Just does
it, that's all. But it all started this way.
Born in the western part of the Corn-

husker state and coached from childhood
by a talented and artistic mother, she
graduated from college in Chicago and
did her first radio work there under the
direction of William Ziegler Nourse with
the WMAQ players. Then followed
dramatic and music teaching back in a
home-state conservatory; five years of
coast-to-coasting with summer Chautau-
quas; and winter tours with the Bob
Pollard university players. All of which
landed her in Norfolk, Nebraska, where
she had her first fling at writing and
presenting half-hour original plays over
WJAG. Then came 1933 and her KFAB
association in Lincoln with that station's

Little Theater of the Air.

Jettabee got the idea for the Jangles
program from a party guest, a bride of
two years who was in tears because every
bite she ate, her young husband reminded
her of her increasing poundage and re-

peatedly compared her weight with that

of other women. So started the fictional

life of Newlyweds Jack and Jerry with all

the troubles of the average young married
couple. Because much of the program's
appeal depends on the inclusion of current
local news in the script, the writing is a

daily job in itself. Currently sponsored
by Haskins Brothers, the thousandth
broadcast of this Monday through Friday
3:15 P.M. (C. S. T.) program was recently

celebrated with the author playing the
roles of Jerry, the young wife; Jennie, the
small daughter of a poor relative; Buddy,
a little crippled boy; Mother Jangles, the.
mother-in-law; and Fannie, a back row
ex-chorus girl. John Shafer, KFAB's as-

sistant program director plays the young
husband. Jack, and also Uncle Charlie,

the friendly, philosophical old uncle.

The Babs and Betty program, at present
sponsored by Milady Coffee, is also a

five-day-a-week program and has been on
the air continuously for two years. But
this versatile writer-director-actress prac-
tically loafs on Sundays. On that day for

the past two years ail she has done is

present her original fifteen-minute plays,

several of which have been published.

When asked what her hobbies were.
Jettabee glanced up from her busy type-
writer and answered, "My friends call

me Jerry." Okay, Jerry, we understand.

A WINNER
Life may be only a game to some of

us, but to dark-haired, dark-eyed, tiny
Beryl Cameron, new KPO songstress in

San Francisco, life has been mostly a

contest.

When eight years old. Beryl danced
away with her first prize among a hundred
juvenile dancing contestants at the Prin-
cess Theater in Honolulu. That was the
beginning of a career that for several

years made her unknowingly a professional.

A professional, that is, at winning amateur
contests. The daughter of a navy officer.

Beryl got around when a child, and given
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the opportunity to win various amateur
contests in Portland, Tacoma, San Fran-

cisco, and other western cities she seized

opportunity whenever it knocl<ed and won
medals and prizes at all schools she at-

tended.
Facing her first microphone three years

ago, she continued her winning habit to

the extent of landing the soloist job with

Tom Brown's orchestra at San Francisco's

famous Bal Tabarin restaurant. But even

then, a full-fledged professional, the con-

test habit was so much a part of her life

she couldn't resist taking a try at bigger

and better things. Not accustomed to

anything except winning. Beryl was chosen

from a large group of applicants as fea-

tured singer on the recent Chevrolet pro-

gram from KPO. But there her contesting

ended when NBC signed her as a regular

KPO staff member at the finish of the

series.

Still a youngster in years and with her

career of contests behind her, she lives in

the country with her father, now retired.

She drives to her studio or her voice lesson

daily, and due to her serious study her

voice with its sweet, low undertone is

equally at home in both popular songs

and the more difllcult scales. Busy as she

is she still finds time for her favorite diver-

sions, yachting, dancing, and listening to

every radio singer she can find on the dial.

TUNING IN WITH CUPID

Omaha, Neb.: Arthur Peterson, actor

in WO'W's Guiding Light program, recently

married Miss Norma Ransom, a former

classmate of his at the University of

Minnesota.

Cincinnati, O.: Ruth deVore, member of

WLW's famed deVore sisters' trio, and

Fred Thomas, WLW news writer, recently

announced their wedding of February
sixth. Ruth and Fred took their vows at

the time when both were devoting long

hours in the Ohio flood crisis, Fred han-

dling bulletins and his bride-to-be singing

on flood relief programs in addition to

her regular broadcasts.

Another WLW recent wedding was that

of JVliss Frances Jensen of the accounting

department and continuity writer Robert
.Maley. The bride is a native of Cincinnati.

Los Angeles, Cal.: When Sam Pierce,

writer and producer of KHJ's Calling All

Cars program, announced to his friends

that "she was entirely too swell a 'pro-

gram' to be allowed to roam about on an

unsponsored basis," he was referring to

the former Miss Georgianna Parker,

Riverside debutante. So "sponsor" Sam
popped the question and those recent

wedding bells heard at Laguna Beach

were the result. The newiyweds are at

present residing in two places—Hollywood
and aboard the Pierce yacht which now
belongs to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Pierce.

Chicago, 111.: Miss Wilma Kuehn,
WBBM receptionist, and Walter Wichy,
Chicago manufacturers' representative,

were recent marriage license users, too.

As ventured last month, Bob Casey,

King's Jesters string bass thumper over

Chicago's WMAQ, and Marge Morin of

the NBC Morin sisters' vocal trio, are

now Mr. and Mrs. Bob Casey. That puts

Cupid on record this month with two hits

in the harmony ranks of sister trios. May-
be the little fellow resents intrusion in the

harmony business.

New York: Although wedding bells are

still a thing of the future, Cupid says "so

far, so good," and he credits Uncle Sam
with an assist in the engagement of

WHN's Elena Jimenez and Charles Red-
lick who is in California. The U. S. mails
carried the question and answer.

QiW

DEMAND
KOI EX
wnx«m w»'

The sides of Kotex are cushioned
in a special, soft, downy cotton to
prevent chafing and irritation. Thus
Wondersoft Kotex provides lasting

comfort and freedom. But sides

only are cushioned— the center
surface is free to absorb. ;

i-^^

KOT«
CftHlfMl

By actual test Kotex absorbs many
times its own weight in moisture!

A special "Equalizer" center guides
moisture evenly the whole length
of the pad. Gives "body" but not
bulk—prevents twisting and roping.

Konx zm SHO^

The rounded ends of Kotex are
flattened and tapered to provide
absolute invisibility. Even the sheer-

est dress, the closest-fitting gown,
reveals no tell-tale lines or wrinkles.

3 TYPES OF KOTEX
ALL AT THE SAME LOW PRICE

Regular, Junior, and Super— for
different women, different days.

WONDERSOFT KOTEX l^.:*,!liZ
NAPKINS

Cellucotton (not cotton)
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No matter how sweet and fresh you ore,

if moisture has ever collected on the arm-

hole of your dress, a stale "armhole odor"

will be noticeable to others

THAT MAN you just met will never
explain why he doesn't ask you to

dance the second time. He can't. Be-
wildered and hurt, how will you know that

it is just your careless neglect of that little

hollow under your arm that is losing you a

wonderful new friend

!

If you have been deodorizing only, before

you see him again, take the precaution,

no matter how certain you are that
you never offend, of giving yoxirself this

"armhole odor" test.

When you take off the dress you are

wearing, smell the fabric under the arm.

You may be painfully surprised to find that

your dress carries a stale "armhole odor."

Single-action preparations, that deodor-
ize only, though quick and easy to use, can-

not give you absolute protection because
they are not made to stop perspiration. In

spite of them, perspiration occurs and the

moisture is absorbed by your dress. Your
dress gives off a strong odor, and people be-

lieve it is you. Girls who want to avoid any
humiliation insist upon the scientific double
action of Liquid Odorono, and gladly invest

the few extra necessary minutes to use it.

They know that Liquid Odorono not only
keeps the underarm surface odorless, but
completely dry. With all moisture ban-
ished, your dress can't develop an "arm-
hole odor"; you can't offend. Fastidious
women are safely using millions of bottles

of Odorono every year.

Wardrobe Insurance

With Liquid Odorono you have absolute
clothes protection, too. There will be no
sudden need to replace a dress ruined by
perspiration. And frequent dry cleanings
to remove underarm grease or perspiration
stains are eliminated.

Odorono comes in two strengths. Regular
Odorono (Ruby colored) requires only two
applications a week. Instant Odorono
(colorless) is for especially sensitive skin
and for quick use. Use it daily or every other
day. On sale at all toilet-goods counters.

If you want to insure complete daintiness
and freshness, send today for sample vials

of the two Odoronos and leaflet on com-
plete underarm dryness.

SEND 8i FOR INTRODUCTORY SAMPLES

RUTH MILLER, The Odorono Co., Inc.

Dept. 7B7, 191 Hudson St., New York City
(In Canada, address P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)

I enclose 8^, to cover cost of postage and packing,
for samples of Instant and Regular Odorono and
descriptive leaflet.

Name-

Address-

City -State-

TRAILING THE STORK
Cincinnati, O.: The little man who re-

cently arrived at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Don Foster has been named Donald
Lee, and papa Foster, WLW sound effects

technician, is telling the world about it.

Chicago, 111.: It was candy and cigars
recently at the WBBM studios and a
seven pound lad at the Emil Waeltis home.
Emil is the engineer on the Poetic Melo-
dies program.

Charlotte, N. C: We neglected to salute
little Alice Leslie, an early 1937 arrival at

the Charles Crutchfield home. "Chock,"
WBT program director, and Mrs. Crutch-
field, when interviewed, expressed great
happiness with the new family member,
but Alice Leslie wasn't certain. All she
said was "Goo"—or maybe it was "Boo!"

OUR POETRY DEPARTMENT
Although a little bird had warned us

Spring was here we were still skeptical un-
til the postman arrived with the following
poem. The title rnust have been lost in

the mail, because it arrived titleless—but
we fixed that, with apologies to the writer,

of course.

SATISFIED
From hearth and home
I'll never stray,

With a set

That can get

KDKA
—Pittsburgh Peggy

Okay, Peggy, and attention: Pittsburgh's
KDKA. In case the Highlighter, doesn't get
around to pay you a personal call soon,
how about shooting him some inside in-

formation on your many satisfying local

programs and stars?

And all you Radio Mirror tuner-inners:
What favorite local station program and
stars would you like to see and read about
in Coast-to-Coast Highlights? Let us
know and we'll do our best to satisfy, too.

* * *

LOOKING BACK
We've been turning back the clock on

radio folks again and there is hardly a

turn of the hand but what we uncover
some past that we didn't know existed

before.

Did you know Jack Meakin, KGO's
Bughouse Rhythm conductor in San Fran-
cisco, has written sixty popular songs,

twelve piano solos, ten ballads, twenty bal-

let suites, four concert works for orches-

tras, three complete Bohemian Club shows,

thirty theme songs and is nearing his

thousandth arrangement—and isn't thirty

years old yet? Whew! Well, we didn't

either.

And in New York, Marion Melton,
WHN's high-powered blues and swing
singer, was once a school mar'm. . . .

Bud Rainey, the same New York station's

Dixie Deacon, has held the U. S. Army
pistol record since 1924, and no wonder

—

Bud scored 996 out of a possible 1000.

Charles Gerrard, the Sidney LaCrosse
in One Man's Family on San Francisco's

KPO, practiced dentistry for several years

before getting the radio bug. But having
never applied for a California license he

reluctantly turns down friendly prospective

customers with aching teeth. Incidentally,

going way back, we find Charles' first

money making job was one we admit a

secret liking for. He got paid for sleep-

ing. When the home town banker learned

he could reduce the bank's insurance rates

by having some one in the bank at all

hours, Charles moved in for the night
shift.

KHJ's attractive eighteen-year-old vo-
calist on the 1937 Radio Show in Holly-
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wood is Christina Lind. But Christina
used to be Jean. In full, Jean Peterson.

She did it this way: name of the great

Swedish queen, Christina; name of the

Nordic country's greatest singer, Lind.

And there you are, or rather there is

Christina Lind. . . . Dick Quine, talented

\oungster who plays the title role in KHJ's
Tom Sawyer program, first \'entured into

business as the proprietor of a lemonade
stand. But Dick, who was se\en years

old at the time, says he likes radio much
better.

And to pro\e you don't always have to

go "way back when" to uncover forgot-

ten things of the past, there are the six

extra pounds WBT's program director

Charles Crutchfield used to carry around
down in Charlotte, N. C. "Chock" lost

'em in the athletic rooms of the local

Y. JVI. C. A.

FROM HERE TO THERE

Although we knew tuner-inners took
great pride in distant programs they could
pull in on their individual sets—the great-

er the distance, the greater the pride—^^we

weren't aware stations had the same pride
from the sending end until we accidentally

stumbled onto it through our own boast
of a distant reception.

"If you think you had distance, take a

look at these," replied Cecil Carmichael.
digging into his WBT press files in Char-
lotte, N. C, and coming up with a fist full

of letters from all over the world. "WBT
literally reaches around the world for its

listeners," he added, spreading the proof
out on his desk. And after glancing
through them we agreed our distant re-

ception was only across the street in com-
parison.

One writer, an American soldier sta-

tioned in Honolulu, wrote of listening to

WBT regularly with perfect reception.
Adding it was interesting listening to the
Hawaii Calls program originating there in

Honolulu and relayed back to his loud-
speaker from WBT.
Another listener, a United States Army

lieutenant-colonel stationed at an Amer-
ican consulate in France, told of getting
a dance program from the Hotel New
Yorker through WBT "as clear as from a

local station." His location was 4300
feet above sea level in the French Alps,
five hundred miles southeast of Paris.

"The radio." he added, "in case anyone
interested, is a five-tube Philco, model
37-604."

Mr. Marquardt, technical director of
Chicago's WCFL, is another who has de-
\eloped into an international correspon-
dent. In one day he received letters from
Honolulu and Frying Pan Farm, Chal-
leymead Melksham Wells. England, re-

porting perfect reception of a WCFL pro-
gram. While J. B. Clark, station Boswel!
for WPTF in Raleigh, N. C, informs us
he has records of WPTF listeners in every
county in North Carolina, every state in

the union, and in Australia. Canada, and
Great Britain.

Don't Miss the Thrilling and

Intimate Story of Don

Ameche's Ronnance in the

Second Installnnent of

"Rainbow's End," in the

August Radio Mirror.

Don't let your face become a desert! . . .prevent

destructive 'skin-thirst"with OUTDOOR GIRL face

powder—contains Olive Oil for your protection

Sucked dry by relentless sun and wind! The parched

Sahara sands show what happens when the vital

moisture of nature is lost. . .

.

In this same way, nature's beauty-giving moisture

is stolen from your skin. As early as 16, your face

starts to dry — the charm of youth begins to fade.

Guard your precious complexion from dreaded

"Skin-thirst" with Outdoor Girl Face Powder. By a

special patented process each fine flake carries a tiny

particle of Olive Oil to keep it from'*sponging-up" the

natural moisture so essential to a youthful skin.

OUTDOOR GIRL
77ke j&ice pcHiHj/e/i ^/em^ aulk OLIVE OIL

Six luscious sliades of clinging love-

liness,approved by beauty experts, at

your nearest drug and deport- _^

tnent store, in the large size . . OUC
For perfect make-up color harmony

use Outdoor Girl Lipstick and Rouge.

Generous purse sizes at 10c stores.

Give yourself the Outdoor Girl Beauty Treatment today!
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In spite of her daily bath

she's an

UNDERARM VICTIM
EVERY day she makes the same mis-

take. She expects the bath she takes

at 8 o'clock in the morning to protect her

from underarm perspiration odor at

3 o'clock in the afternoon!

Jt cant he done. All a bath can do is to

wash away the traces of past perspiration.

It cannot prevent perspiration odor from

cropping out later in the day. A bath

works backwards; never forwards.

You cannot count on your daily bath

to keep your underarms fresh, free from

odor longer than an hour or two.

It takes more than soap and water to

do that; it takes special care.

You can give your underarms this

special care in just half a minute. With
Mum!
Mum takes care of you all day. Smooth
a quick fingortipful of Mum under each

arm and you're safe for that day, no

matter how long and strenuous it is.

No trouble to use Mum. You waste no

time in using Mum. And when it's on,

you're through. No fuss of waiting and

rinsing off.

Harmless to clothing. Mum has been

awarded the Textile Approval Seal of the

American Institute of Laundering as

being harmless to fabrics. So don't

worry — if you forget to use it before

you dress, just use it afterwards.

Soothing to sensitive skin. Mum is SO

cooling and soothing you can use it right

after shaving the underarms. How
women appreciate this!

Does not prevent natural perspiration.

Mum does just what you want it to do

—

prevents the ugly odor of perspiration

and not the perspiration itself.

Don't be an underarm victim! Depend
upon the daily Mum habit as the quick,

easy, sure way to avoid repellent under-

arm odor. Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth

Ave., New York City.

USE MUM ON SANI-
TARY NAPKINS, TOO.

Mum daily gives to

countless women
comforting assur-

ance that they can-

not offend.

MUM TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION

Radio—Instrument of Peace

{Continued from page 33)

each other well, it is an idea which ap-
plies in special force to the relationships
between nations. Probably there always
will be disputes between and among na-
tions.

Every nation involved in such disputes
will maintain passionately that it is right
and its opponent wrong. And the reason
a nation can see only its own side of an
argument is that it seldom hears the other
side. It gets the other side from stiff,

formal diplomatic communiques, couched
in terms which only trained diplomats can
understand, and frequently deliberately
untruthful or provocative. When these
communiques are published in the news-
papers, you and I, the ordinary citizens,

seldom take the trouble to read them.
They are dull documents, duller than mud.
We simply don't get the human side of
the other fellow's argument. And so, not
understanding, we are usually willing to
go to war—simply because there has been
no common language for ourselves and the
people with whom we may have a mad on.
That is the picture as it would continue

to be without radio. With radio, there is

hope, at least, that it can be changed!
When a manufacturer has a message he

wants to give the world, he buys time on
a radio chain and uses it to state his case.

Why can't nations do the same thing. It

might work. Or it might not. But it

would be a swell experiment.

gUPPOSE President Roosevelt bought^ radio time on the networks of France,
and told the French people, in the same
intimate way he talks to us in his fireside

chats, how America feels about the war
debts; and then suppose Premier Blum or

some other great Frenchman spoke direct-

ly to America, putting France's sincere be-

lief that it should not pay those debts be-

fore us. Would we feel more like love and
kisses or would we want to take a hearty
sock at Johnny Frenchman? The chances
are at least equal that direct, simple talks

exchanged by the leaders of the two coun-
tries would create better understanding.

In radio the world has a weapon for

peace potentially greater than any it has
ever known. A word spoken into a micro-
phone can girdle the globe in one-tenth
of a second, and everywhere it is heard
it is warm and alive, going direct to the

minds and hearts of its listeners. In this

tenth-of-a-second world, it seems rather

absurd for nations to speak to one another
with guns.

A start has been made in sending words
flying across national borders. The Pope
speaks to the members of his Church every-

where; they hear his voice and then a

translation of his words. Premier Musso-
lini and Chancellor Hitler have been heard

in this country on the air and no one who
listened to King Edward's abdication

speech can ever forget the feeling of kin-

ship it brought.
Maybe I am shooting at the millennium

Maybe the world—^^Europe especially— is

such a mess of old jealousies and hatreds

and frustrated ambitions, so infernally

mean and ornery, that nothing much can

be done about it. Maybe statesmen will

even corrupt the good angel of radio and

use it to heighten rancor and intensify

their cat-and-dog squabbles. Even now
Flussia accuses Germany of throwing hos-

tile propaganda across Russian borders by
air. The French shake their fists at Mus-
solini for the same reason. Nevertheless,

the opportunity is here for radio to at-

tempt a service of vast benefit to human-
ity—the only agency that could accom-
plish it. More power to it!
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The Stormy Life Story

of a Black Sheep

{Continued from page 43)

the least romantic—and it was to Ruby
that Phil went for the truth when he first

learned what Broadway gossip was say-

ing about him.
Broadway is one vast backyard fence,

and it gossips as much over the stars

whose names are in electric lights as you
or I do over the family across the street.

It was saying about Phil that he was
drinking too much, so much he couldn't
break the habit. And the reason, said

Broadway, was that his wife had left him
and he couldn't take the rap.

Ruby told him this, and she showed
him what he had to do. "Your show is

closing in a week or two, isn't it?" she
asked. "Why don't you get out of town,
take a vaudeville tour or something, and
stay away long enough so that when you
come back you can settle down to a sen-

sible way of living? Keep at it long
enough, and this party life u:ill get you."
She was right, he knew, and he fol-

lowed her advice. He booked himself into

a long vaudeville tour, starting in San
Francisco a few days after the Music Box
Revue closed, in his bag, for the long
train journey across the continent, he
packed a bottle of brandy and one of rye.

This was an idea of his own. He wanted
to see if the gossips were right.

DL'BY came down to the train to see^ him off, and stood on the platform
waving as the train pulled out. He never
saw Ruby Stevens, the little hoofer in

Broadway shows, again. By the time he
returned to New York she had become
Barbara Stanwyck, a woman and a star.

All the way across the country those
two bottles stayed in Phil's suitcase, handy
but untouched. The gossips were dead
\\rong; and he arrived in San Francisco
feeling better than he'd felt in years.
There were three days in which to pre-

pare for his opening at the Orpheum. He
spent them playing golf and whipping his

act into shape with Sid Silvers, whom he
had hired to sit in a box and heckle him.
At his opening performance he felt all

the old sparkle and zest that had been
missing for so long, return to him. The
audience, a capacity one, was with him
heart and soul. He had them rocking in

their seats with laughter, and he forgot
he was w'orking. It was such fun to feel

himself once more master of a theater
full of friends that his eyes danced and
he laughed with pleasure.

In fact, he had too good a time at that
first performance. Afterwards he had to
spend half an hour in convincing the
manager of the theater he wasn't drunk.
The manager, while pleased at Phil's suc-
cess, was sure that nobody who had been
having such an obviously high old time
on the stage could possibly be sober, ancf

before Phil managed to prove his inno-
cence he had received a long lecture on
the evils of strong liquor.

Phil stayed on tour for six months be-

fore returning to New York, and in that

time he learned the wrong-headedness of
both his former designs for living. He
made up his mind to be neither a monk
nor a rake.

Twenty-four hours after he landed back
in New York he broke his word for the

first time in his life. He is still ashamed
of it. On the train, coming in from Bos-

ton, he had promised George White to

appear in White's new production of the

Scandals. The next day the Shuberts
offered him a long-term contract, and the

thought of years of security was too much
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for his promise. He signed with the Shu-
berts, and though he stayed with them
for six years and was starred in hit after

hit, he's never felt quite right about it

ail, and still wonders sometimes when the

long-deferred punishment for breaking his

promise will catch up to him.
In the years which followed, while his

success on the stage was becoming a solid,

assured thing, Phil fell in love more than
once, but never enough to forget that he
wasn't going to get married again, ever.

His fear of marriage was by this time
almost an obsession. He was what they
call a "confirmed" bachelor.

Yet, somehow, he didn't get the plea-

sure he should have out of planning a

course of conduct and sticking to it. He
didn't get any pleasure out of it all, to

tell the truth. There was a big gaping
void in his life, and subsconsciously he
knew it.

ONE night he and a friend went to the

musical show, "Americana." After-

wards they were going to take a couple of

the girls in it out to supper. The girls

were acquaintances of Phil's friend—Eng-
lish girls—Phil didn't know them and
didn't particularly care to. But there was
one little brown-haired ingenue who might
as well have been on the stage alone, lor

all the attention Phil paid to the rest of

the show.
"Who is she?" he asked, nudging his

companion.
"Peggy Cartwright—one of the girls

we're taking out afterwards," was the

answer, made as calmly as if it weren't

the most earth-shaking piece of news
imaginable.
When they went backstage, after the

performance, and Phil met Peggy Cart-

wright, a terrible thing happened. He,

the man about town, the Broadwayite, the

squire of fair ladies, suddenly became
tongue-tied in front of a shy little thing

who'd arrived in New York from Eng-

land only a few weeks before.

Where were the witty speeches, the com-
pliments, the wise-cracks? Where was
even some word that would make her look

up and smile at him? He couldn't think

of anything—and desperately, in a panic,

he blurted out the only words his par-

alyzed mind could form:
"You and 1," said Phil Baker, "are go-

ing to have a baby!"
She looked up, all right. She gave him

a long, cool look. She said, "You are

absolutely mad. Please take me home."
He took her home, apologizing all the

way into an empty silence. When he

left her he couldn't think of a single way
he could see her again, but he knew he

had to, or the earth would stop turning.

The next day he heard that "Ameri-
cana," after an unpromising start, was go-

ing to close. Just another Broadway flop.

He rushed up to see the producer and
made that puzzled gentleman an aston-

ishing offer.

"Keep the show going." he said, "and
I'll go into the cast. I don't want a salary

—just give me a percentage of the box-
office receipts. Ten—five per cent, 1 don't

care. I'll even pay for my own comedy
script and my stooge."

The producer thought Phil was crazy,

because he knew Phil had been paid |5,000

only the week before for a seven-day vau-
deville appearance, and he also knew that

ten per cent of "Americana's" takings, the

way things were going, wouldn't be more
than 1250. But if Phil was crazy, he
didn't see why he should be crazy too, so

he accepted the offer.

"Americana" ran another seven weeks
with the boost Phil's presence in the cast

gave it. Then it closed in a discouraged

manner, but by that time Phil didn't care.

You see, two weeks before "Americana"
closed, on November 21, 1932, he married
Peggy Cartwright.
Now comes something that's hard to

explain. You'd think, newly married as

Phil was, that he'd have realized his re-

sponsibilities and settled down to a quiet,

steady routine of becoming even more
rich and famous than he already was. In-

stead, he finished a two-week engagement
at the Capital Theater, and came home at

the end of it with his soul filled with the

emptiness of success. He was utterly sick

of the stage and everything connected
with it—including radio, because an au-

dition he had made the week before had
just been refused.

Peggy, who had been out all day in the

rain, trying to find a part in some play

and not succeeding, looked as if she felt

the same way. She was pale and listless,

and as Phil looked at her he felt a sud-

den surge of anger at New York and
Broadway and the rain and the honking
taxicabs and—and everything.

"Honey," he said, "I've been figuring

up and I've got enough money now
for us to live on the rest of our lives. If I

work three months a year, 1 can make
enough extra to take care of my father

and mother . . . Let's go to Florida and
buy a little house and just stay there."

Peggy's weariness disappeared like a

flash. She didn't even stop to ask when
they were leaving. She went and started

to pack.

They actually got to Florida and bought
the house—a little white playhouse cov-

ered with vines—and had occupied it ex-

actly one day when a wire came from the

National Broadcasting Company. The
recorded audition Phil had made had been
sent by NBC to the Armour Packing
Company in Chicago—and Armour liked

it so well they wanted Phil to go on the

air at once.
There is no evidence to show that Phil

so much as remembered his loud disgust

with work. "They want me right away—
I've got to catch the train tonight—
where's my trunk?" he roared, storming
around the little house. Its rooms, that

had once seemed so cozy, were now just

plain cramped. They couldn't hold him
Peggy saw that they could never hold him
"I'm going too, you know," she said.

They didn't even see Florida again for

more than two years. The Armour pro-

gram was such a success that once they
got to Chicago, they stayed there, and
Phil went on broadcasting.

CROM some source, Phil had acquired

^the peculiar belief that the way to

create a wonderful radio program was to

corral everybody connected with the show
into one house and keep them there all

the time. He leased a huge mansion out in

Evanston, a Chicago suburb, and installed

in it not only himself and Peggy, but

Bottle and Beetle, his gag writers, a girl

stooge, their families, and assorted pets.

It must have been a nightmare. The
mansion soon acquired a bad reputation

among the staid citizens of Evanston, be-

cause lights burned in it all night, and in

the dim hours of early morning weird

moans and shrieks of pain could be heard

coming from those brilliantly illuminated

rooms. Evanston was sure that life in

the Baker home was one long orgy, when
in reality it was one long prison sentence.

The moans and shrieks carne from tor-

tured script writers trying vainly to wring

new gags out of themselves; and the lights

burned because nobody ever had time to

sleep.

A steady procession of servants marched
in and out of the house, trying without

success to cope with the tide of cigarette

ends and ashes, half-gnawed sandwiches,
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demented actors and writers, and irregu-

lar hours. Because Phil's sponsor was
the Armour Packing Company, somebody
had the bright idea of sending him a live

baby pig, and it frolicked through the

rooms with the dogs and cats owned by
the other members of the company.
But the program was a success. Harry

McNaughton was Phil's Bottle, then as he
is now; and Hank Ladd was his Beetle, the

ever-present and impolite ghost. Phil has
changed Beetles twice since then, inci-

dentally, and you never realized it.

For two years Phil and Peggy lived in

the midst of the Evanston bedlam. They
even added a third member to the Baker
family there, little Margot. But suddenly,
while his contract with the Armour peo-
ple still had several weeks to run, Phil

knew he couldn't stand it a minute longer.

He couldn't understand why he hadn't
gone crazy long before, but he knew if

he didn't get out of Chicago, and par-
ticularly Evanston, he i::ould go crazy.

He went to the sponsor and told him
he was leaving, going to Italy, and he
didn't know when he'd be back. The
sponsor might have argued, but he took
one look at Phil, sighed, and agreed.

It would be fine to tell you that Phil

and Peggy and the baby went to Italy

and spent their tirne, lolling on sun-
warmed sands, leaning out of palazio
windows while gondoliers sang sweet melo-
dies. It would be fine, but it wouldn't be
true. Phil's strongest recollection of that
trip to Italy is of a scene that took place

in the baggage car of a train between
Paris and Rome.
Peggy was back in their compartment,

worn out by a day of traveling and the
more recent strain of trying to find some
warm milk for Margot. Italian trains,

it seemed, weren't equipped to heat milk

for babies. But Phil, with the aid of the
baggage master and a porter, was solving
the milk problem. Down on the floor of
the baggage car knelt the two train offi-

cials, heating a pan of milk over the weak
flame of a little oil lamp and crooning
to themselves in Italian. Above them,
with Margot in his arms, stood Phil

Baker, the great American comedian.
Suddenly the incongruity of the situa-

tion struck him—that he, once of the East
Side, more recently of Broadway and the
Bright Lights, should be standing over two
Italian peasants whUe they heated milk
for his baby, in the gloomy baggage car
of a train. And he began to laugh.

I think that's as good a place as any
to leave him, because right there, it seems
to me, was a period put to the stormy part
of this black sheep's life story. Surely no
one can ever think of him as anything
but a family man again.

The Bakers have their home in Florida
now, and another in Mamaroneck, New
York. It was in Florida that their third

child, Michael Conway, was born on the
fourteenth of March, this year. Their
second is another boy, Stuart, who is

three years old now.

pHIL still grumbles, now and then, when
he has been working too hard, and hints

at another characteristic Baker upheaval.
But I don't think these grumblings will

ever amount to more than vague threats.

He'll go ofl^ the air soon, and set out for
Hollywood to appear in the "Goldwyn
Follies," and when he returns he'll be
all ready for another season on the air

—because if there is one thing true of
Phil Baker, it's this: he can swear he's

tired of working until he's blue in the face,

but he's never really happy any other
time.

PROGRAM DOTS AND DASHES: Phil

Baker's "Gulf Gasette." . . .Heard on
CBS every Sunday at 7:30 p.m. . . . Though
heard on only half the stations other Sunday-

night comedians use, Accordionist Baker's

programs are the nation's tenth most popu-

lar. . . . Radio experts give much of the credit

to the Messrs. Block, Perrin & Phillips, the

three musketeers of the gag . . . Hal Block,

2 1 -year-old graduate of the University of

Chicago is the No. I gag man. Two years

ago he urged his parents to send him to

Gotham before studying lav/. He had won
honors at school as editor of the funnypaper
Phoenix and author of the student musical

shows produced by Chicago's Black Friars

. . . Once in New York, however, Block looked

up Baker, who was in need of comedy ma-
terial . . . The Chicogoon submitted two
sample scripts and was hired . . . He hasn't

opened a law book since ... In that time
Block has typed out over 104 comedy scripts

and swears he never once resorted to a gag
booK . . Block writes the first draft, sends

it by messenger to partners Perrin & Phillips,

who are really script constructionists. They in

turn rewrite it, and submit it to Baker . . .

Bock it goes from Baker to Block for "tighten-

ing up." . . . Even at dress rehearsal young
Block is busy at a typwriter near the studio

stage, inserting the latest wheezes that ap-

peal to Baker . . . Though the Seven G's

have only one song a week, which is timed
for two minutes on the air, Ed Smalle re-

hearses them for 10 hours on the one tune.

William, Baker's valet, has the oddest job

In the world . . . He takes care of the boss'

music box, polishing it daily, and removing

the instrument to o safe corner of the studio

after Baker has played his solo. You see,

left-handed accordions are scarce, and Phil

can't afford to damage the only one in

the U. S.
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Facing the Music

{Continued from page 49)

band from among the students of N. Y. U.

and Columbia University. He took this

green group and worked and sweated with

them, patiently, thorougiily. Before a

man was hired they made this solemn vow
to Ferdi:

"1 promise to make music my liveli-

hood as long as I live."

The majority of the newcomers were
physically handicapped. Some cannot use

their bodies to the utmost advantage. It

was music that gave them an out from
a dreary life.

Today the band is heard in a night

club near Bridgeport, Conn. They have
an NBC wire. They are far from perfect,

but they play as one man. At the present,

the hours from 11 a. m. to 2 p. m. are still

devoted to practice sessions. Professor

Ferdi instructs the boys as if they were
in a classroom. The boys work together,

live together and live and breath music.

Girls are out. for the time being.

NBC has given Ferdi three years to de-

velop this strange band. If they have
reached their goal within that time, net-

work commercial programs will be offered

to them.
"It must work out," Ferdi says confi-

dently. "It will work out. These boys
are sincere. They will not desert me."

Only time will tell the results of Don
Ferdi's arduous task, a bored bandsman
who, sick of bright lights and small talk,

became a Svengali of Swing.

OFF THE MUSIC RACK
MARK WARNOW is spending his sum-

mer vacation in Hollywood and it

won't be surprising to this reporter if,

while there, he makes a connection that

will keep him in the cinema capital per-

manently. . . . Maxine Gray is to be heard
again with Hal Kemp's orchestra when
the band goes into New York's Hotel As-

tor. The Louisiana-born lark has been
ill and recently went back home to Shreve-

port to rest up. . . . Maxine is a dead
ringer for Kay Francis. . . . Hal also re-

leased Gus Mayhew, his trombonist-ar-

ranger so that he can join his brother Nye
Mayhew at Glen Island Casino. . . . Larry
Marsh, CBS orchestra leader on the Al

Pearce programs is experimenting with a

new idea in dance bands—an orchestra

without drums. He is arranging for tempo
and beat to be supplied by the left hand
of the pianist, the bass violin, and the

guitar. . . . Johnny Green penned a new
tune in the five-ininute recess of the Fred
Astaire program; it's called "Five Minutes
Alone." . . . Carmen Lombardo worked
for four weeks before he could play his

own hit tune, "Boo Hoo." Other maestros
cleared the network rights to play this

number before the composing Canadian
could get around to it. . . .

WHERE THEY'RE PLAYING
EDDY DUCHIN will be in the Palmer

House in Chicago shortly. . . . johnny
I lamp can be found at the Hotel Muehle-
bach in Kansas City . . . . Kay Kyser is one-
nighting at present but is tickled pink
because he just grabbed off a big Mu-
tual network program for an auto spon-

sor. . . . Henry King is now at the Fair-

mont llotel in San Francisco while Leon
Belasco hies to New Orleans for a session

at the Hotel Roosevelt . . . Dick Barrie

and his orchestra, which this pillar re-

ported as stranded, are back in business

again, swinging out on a tour of Ohio one-

night stands. His charming wife and vo-
calist, Anita Boyer, is with him. . . . Art
Kassel's band will entice Memphis dancers
when he begins an engagement in their

Hotel Claridge this summer. . . . Jacques
Fray returns to the swank St. Regis Hotel
roof in New York. . . . Atlantic City visi-

tors and natives will have a string of ace
bands this summer at the world-famous
Steel Pier ballroom! Guy Lombardo,
Benny Goodman, Tommy Dorsey lead the
sweet and swing parade.

GOULD IN THEM HILLS

iV THIN bespectacled lad named Mor-
•* ton Gould has been conducting a

program called Music for Today on the

Mutual network these last two years with-
out too much nation-wide acclaim. The
blue-shirted batoneer. who has just passed
his twenty-second birthday, is a triple-

threat man—he not only conducts, but
scores all his own arrangements and com-
poses modern American music. He shied

away from publicity stunts and romance,
preferring to sip milk in the control room"
before his broadcasts and devote all his

time to music.
Then a man came into his life—a very

large, double-chinned man. His name was
Paul Whiteman. For the last year Paul
has been looking for some young genius

to succeed him as director of his great or-

ganization when the King decides to abdi-

cate. Whiteman wants his band to con-

tinue even though he lays aside the baton.

The former Denver viola player heard of

Gould, then got busy straightening out the

minute details with Pappa Gould, Mor-
ton's manager.
Today Morton Gould is in an enviable

position as heir apparent to the throne
of King of Jazz. He is preparing arrange-

ments for Whiteman and is listed as as-

sistant conductor.
* * *

HOW THEY CONDUCT
HAL KEMP holds his baton face down;

he struts quietly to the rhythrns of

his own orchestra. . . . Richard Himber
uses no baton; prefers a clenched fist. . . .

Isham Jones turns his back on the danc-

ers and conducts as if he were leading a

symphony, majestically ignoring the cus-

tomers. . . . Mai Hallett gesticulates wild-

ly, spends more energy in one dance set

than a laborer digging ditches. . . . Ruby
Newman frequently pulls aside a dancing

couple to ask their candid comment of the

tune he is currently thumping out.

^ t- ^

WATCH OUT FOR:

AUSTIN WYLIE, who is currently

making music at the Hotel Commo-
dore Perry in Toledo. Being an Irish-

man he's got rhythm and a good business

head. Listen to his advice to young maes-

tros: "When people are eating they don't

want to be bothered with swing music.

So for dinner hour we dish it up sweet.

When they're sipping cocktails at the sup-

per hour, then go to town."

The Dixie Debs, a trio of Southern girls

who could play important parts in the

"Gone with the Wind" flicker, because

you can cut their Georgian accents with

a bread knife. They're currently heard

with Arnold Johnson's New Yorkestra.

* * *

ORCHESTRAL ANATOMY
PAUL WHITEMAN: Violins: Mischa

Russell, Harry Struebel, Mat Malnick,

Bob Lawrence; saxophones: Al GoUadoro,
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Frankie Trumbauer, Jack Cordaro, Jack
George Bamford, Murray Cohn; trumpets:
Eddie Wade, Charlie Teagarden, Goldie;

trombones: Bill Rank, Jack Teagarden,
Hal Matthews; piano: Roy Bargy; banjo:

Vincent (Mike) Pingatore; drums: Larry
Gomar; basses: Art Miller, Norman Mc-
Pherson; vocals: The King's Men, who
are Ken Darby, Rad Robinson, Jon Dod-
son, Bud Linn. Theme: "Rhapsody in

Blue."

RUDOLPH FRIML, JR.: Violins: Fred
Baron, Jack Wechsler; bass: Edward

Feldbauerj viola: Maurice Pollack; cello:

Caesar Pascarella; saxophones: John
Dornbach, Fred Glantz. Rocco Galgano,

Foster Morehouse; cornet: James Sexton;

piano: Bert Stevens; drums: John Sorin;

guitar: Mickey Mote. Theme: "Huguette
Waltz."

CORRESPONDENCE
Edward Reighard: Dave Rubinoff's

theme song is "Give Me a Moment,
Please." He reads and answers your fan

mail when you write him care of Colum-
bia Broadcasting System, 485 Madison
Avenue, New York, or at his own offices

in the Paramount Building, New York.
A recent issue of Radio Mirror printed

some "facts you should know about Ru-
iDinoff." If you ever vacation at Atlantic

City, N. J., you'll probably see Rubinoff
pacing the boardwalk. It's a hobby.
Len Eraser: That was certainly a healthy

list of America's top-notch orchestras

you sent me. But you can't stymie an
Alden. Here goes: Write to Music Cor-
poration of America, 745 Fifth Avenue,
New York, for pictures of Larry Lee, Abe
Lyman, Wayne King, Clyde Lucas, Henry
King, Eddy Duchin, Guy Lombardo, Shep
Fields; NBC for Nat Brandwynne, Phil

Harris, Johnny Green, Dick Stabile, Don
Ferdi; CBS for Isham Jones, George Hall,

Bob Crosby, Claude Hopkins, Lenny Hay-
ton, Fats Waller; Dave Alber, 1619 Broad-
way, New York for Don Bestor, Emil
Coleman: Rockwell-O'Keefe, 1270 Sixth

Avenue, New York for Al Donahue, Ray
Noble. Whew! That's over. Shep Field's

theme song is "Rippling Rhythm."
J. P. Rice: Larry Taylor is twenty-one

years old, has been singing since he was
fifteen and has recently started a com-
mercial series on WOR for Esquire. He
started his radio career as an office boy at

WDEL, Wilmington, and signed for his

first singing job when he was sixteen by
Phil Emerton, New England maestro. He
was a protege of Roxy. He is 5 feet six

inches tall and is still single.

For your convenience—and ours—use
this coupon in writing to ask questions.

We'll try to find all the answers.

Ken Alden,
Facing the Music,

RADIO MIRROR,
122 East 42nd Street,

New York City.

I want to know more about:

Orchestral Anatomy

Theme Song Section

Or

Name .

.

Address

i*- , IftO/"

SO MANY THRILLING

PLAGES TO GO . . .

IT'S A REAL JOB to select the ideal place for a

cool summer outing . . . but no trick at all to pick

the best transportation!

F/iJST—Greyhound reaches far more popular vacation spots

than any other travel system—serves all America and much of

Canada. SECOND — you can go farther, see and enjoy
more thrilling places, return an entirely different route—all

without stretching the most modest budget. Only Yi the cost

of driving, without the fatigue— far lower fares than other

transportation. TH/i?D—complete and courteous information

on trips anywhere, from the nearest Greyhound agent—or the

coupon will bring brighy^ctorial booklets and all the facts.

PRINCIPAL GREYHOUND INFORMATION OFFICES
Cleveland, Ohio .... East 9th & Superior Fort Worth, Tex. . . 905 Commerce St.
Philadelphia. Pa. . . . Broad Street Station San Francisco, Cal. . Pine & Battery Sts.
Chicago. III. .• 12th&Wabash St. Louis. Mo., Broadway & Delmar Blvd.
New York City 245 W. 50th St. New Orleans, La. .. 400 N. Rampart St.
Boston. Mass. ...'... . 222 Boylston St. Minneapolis, Minn. . 609 Sixth Ave.. N.
Washingrton.D.C, 1403NewYorkAve..N.W. Lexington, Ky. . . 801 North Limestone
Detroit, Mich. WashingtonBlvd.atGrandKiTer Richmond, Va. .. . 412 East Broad St.
Charleston.W.Va.,1100KanawhaValleyBlde. Windsor, Ont. . . . 403 Onellette Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio 630 Walnut St. London. England
Memphis, Tennessee .... 146 Union Ave. A. B. Reynoldson, 49 Leadenball Street

r 9i^ ^ BREEZY PICTORIAL BOOKLETS, INFORMATION—FREE
Just- mail this coupon to nearest information office [listed above) if you wont
an interesting pictorial boolclet and travel facts about any of the following:

NEW ENGLAND D, MICHIGAN D, ATLANTIC COAST CITIES D, GREAT
NORTHWEST D, CALIFORNIA D, GREAT SMOKY MTS. D, NEW YORK
& PENNSYLVANIA RESORTS D, COLORFUL SOUTHWEST Q, ATLANTIC
BEACHES D (check which one). If you want rates and suggested routes for

,

ony trip, jot down place you wish to visit on margin below.

Name.

Address. -MW.7,
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i AS ONE WOMAN

TO ANOTHER
A FRAJVJK, fJ%lTiJVi/%T£ CM/iT

Let me tell you about these personal hy-

giene accessories. You have my word for it

that they warrant your complete confidence.

For Extra Comfort

Perhaps a friend has told you about

the pinless Wonderform belt, es-

pecially designed to wear with

Kotex sanitary napkins. It's truly a

new design for living ! Dainty se-

cure clasps prevent slipping. The
belt is flat and thin, adjusts to fit

the figure. This gives self-balance

— you can bend every-which-way
without harness-like restraint!

Choose from two types: Wonderform at 25

cents; the DeLuxe at 35 cents.

For Personal Daintiness

Don't pass up Quest
deodorant powder—
completely effective on

<'» sanitary napkins! Use it

also for under-arms, feet

and after your bath. It's

a.posid've deodorant that assures all-day-long

body freshness— doesn't clog pores or irritate

the skin. And being unscented, it doesn't

cover up the fragrance of lovely perfume.

Buy Quest for only 35c— a small price for

the personal daintiness women treasure.

For Pain Relief

A doctor I know told me about Kurb Tablets

^the new discovery to ease "periodic" pain

and ordinary headaches. As proof of safety the

formula is right on the package &o your doctor

may check it. Kurb Tablets are

small, white, tasteless and non
habit-forming. See how quick relief

is and you'll always want tliem

handy. Only 25c for 12 Kurb Tab-
lets in a smart purse-size container.

For the Last Days
Here's something new that's gaining favor with

many women. Innjisible sanitary protection of

the tampon type— and the name is Fibs. A
product of the famous Kotex laboratories—
the best recommendation I know for hygienic

safety. Perhaps you'll want to try Fibs tam-

pons when less protection is needed. They
may be carried in your purse for emergency
measures. The box of 12 is 25 cents.
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Ralnbow s End

{Continued from page 25)

an old family custom thereafter to cele-

brate christening every two years or so.

Until eventually there were eight fine,

healthy, strapping (and scrapping!) boys
and girls, hungry and noisy and demand-
ing.

Soon the father felt the need of getting

into a more lucrative business, so he would
be able to give his children many things

he himself had missed—among them, ex-

cellent schooling. So he sold the grocery
store and opened up a modest and orderly
saloon. But he wanted much more than
this sort of thing for his own boys. Noth-
ing was ever too good for his kids, his

bambinos. A strict father, he punished
them with one hand but gave them gifts

and pats on the head with the other.

Don's christening was celebrated with a

real fiesta. He was the first boy, the one
to carry on his father's name, and he
was a beautiful baby. Prodigious amounts
of food and wine were consumed, lavish

congratulations and gifts bestowed. This
little Dominick would do great things.

The prediction was more prophetic than
his proud parents then had reason to sus-

pect.

DUT Don was by no means a model^ child. Smart as a whip, to be sure,

but destructive and mischievous. A trial

to his father, who expected so much of

him; a worry to his mother, who alibied

for him and wept when he had to be
punished.
None of her other children had Don's

same nervous energy nor his ability to get

in and out of trouble. He drove his young
mother to the verge of nervous break-
down many times. She sent him to kin-

dergarten the minute he was old enough
to enroll, and replaced the furniture he
ruined in his baby days.

In school, he got good marks without
apparent effort. But the worry spared his

mother was visited on his long-suffering

teachers.

'That Amici boy will come to no good
end," they said, shaking their heads; at

the same time hiding grins at his ingenu-
ity. For he was a strange blend of devil-

try and angelic sweetness, the bad boy
who manages, in spite of all, to be "teach-

er's pet."

His mother often thought her Dominick
was headed for reform school; but the next

day she would decide he was so brilliant

that one day he would surely be president.

The worst of her boys, and the dearest

—

you see, he always had that smile—so she
made valentines for him to give his small
sweethearts, and bound up his bruises when
he fought.

One point of discipline he never fought,
however; going to church. He sang in

the choir, looking like an angel; and in

church he was one, for his badness al-

ways seemed to slip off like a magic cloak
the moment he came into contact with re-

ligion. Even now, scarcely a day passes
when he does not attend church.

But as a youngster he was full of rest-

less energy and curiosity, difficult in the
baffling manner of a small boy. Given
nickels for ice cream, he and his brother
Louis would decide they would also like

to go to a picture show. They would go
tlowntown and te.. Mr. Amici mother had
sent them out for coffee but had given
them no money. With the quarter he has-
tily handed them (they were not allowed
in his place of business) they would run
off gaily to the rnovies, eating ice cream
cones luxuriously in front row seats.

But eventually their father discovered
the truth. There was talk of whipping.

they had lied to him.
"Ah, Felix, they're just babies," Mother

would plead. So he merely sent the boys
to bed without supper, ate his own spa-
ghetti and returned to work for the rest

of the evening. One night, having done
this, he came home unusually early to find
the two culprits sitting at the table eat-
ing, their mother waiting on them. She
was as bad as the children, he complained,
he should punish all three of them! In-
stead, he relented and they all had coffee
together.

Don won the junior championship in

basketball, was always star performer on
school and church programs and a good
student; but good marks in deportment
eluded him. He was forever instigating
mass rebellion or perpetrating some giant
hoax.

It was the custom then as now to put
pupils through a sort of intelligence test,

to the end of dividing them into two sub-
classes according to their individual de-
gree of brightness. Those who did not
respond adequately were sent into the
cloakroom. Small Dominick did not un-
derstand just what this meant, of course

—

but he did want to find out what was
happening in that cloakroom.

So, when they came to examine him,
he did not seem to be able to hear the
questions. When they shouted at him,
he shook his head dumbly and looked pa-
thetic. So convincing was his act that he
was sent straight to the cloakroom, to his

delight. The next day he was herded into
the class with delinquents.

A week went by before his father heard
about it, and his fiery Italian nature as-

serted itself.

"What is my boy doing in the dumb
class? .My kids are as smart as anybody's
—maybe smarter!"

Straight to the school he went, stood
in the doorway of Dominick's room. The
teacher was speaking loudly, trying to

break through his son's "deafness."
Puzzled, at first, the father finally realized

it was not the teacher who was at fault.

"Hey! Dominick!" he roared out sud-
denly; and Don's hearing returned with a
bang. This was the end of that particular
game; it was another part of his anatomy
with which he had trouble the next few
days. For he got the spanking he richly

deserved.

ALTHOUGH devoted to his younger
brothers and sisters, he disliked

"minding the baby" as much as any
youngster does. ' One day, when there was
a big marble game down the street, he
rolled a younger sister's baby carriage

down a plank into a deep hole where
builders were excavating. His mother
rushed out screaming, but the baby was
unhurt and much amused with the trick.

Yes, Don was always lucky. . . .

He ran away only once, then turned
back at the edge of town, deciding he
would rather risk returning late for sup-

per than go out and brave the world
alone.

But a day came when he did leave

home, for boarding school. He was eleven

and Louis nine when it was decided that

they were to enter St. Berchman's Acad-
emy, a Catholic school at Marion. Ohio.

In spite of her boys being such a trial

to her, their mother was sad as she

shopped for their clothes, sewed their

names in new underwear, mended and
laundered socks and shirts. Finally came
an evening when two shiny new trunks
stood in the dining-room of the small

house. Piles of clean clothes stood neatly
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about on the table, ready to be packed by
loving hands.

But the mother, in getting the boys
off to school, could not neglect the rest

of her family. She and Don's sister, Betty,

were putting up tomatoes. Bushel bas-

kets of them stood about the room, to

be made into tomato paste, an important
ingredient of real Italian spaghetti.

Then Louis and Don stamped in. What
great spirits! Tomorrow they were going
away! They really should celebrate. Don
glanced at the tomatoes, then back at

Louis, who was quick to get the idea. A
tomato fight! Ripe, juicy tomatoes flew

through the air and landed in splashes on
v\alls, ceiling and carpet. But worst of all

the clean garments on the table looked as

though murder had been done. The red

destruction was complete when their

mother entered. Her heart-breaking work
of days—all undone!

THAT night the lights stayed on very
late in the Ameche house. Don and"

Louie were made to take up the carpet,

clean away the stains and hang it out-
doors, then put it back again. They had
to wash the walls and floors, too, before
they could retire. So they paid dearly

for their few frantic seconds of fun.

But their mother and sister bore the

brunt of the whole thing, because they
washed and ironed all those clothes again

and packed them in readiness for the train

trip the next morning. They should have
been glad the boys were leaving, those two
big nuisances! But when they left for the

depot, Mrs. Amici wept as any mother
does when her boy leaves home for the

first time.

At boarding school Don and his brother

cut a wide swathe. The other boys
hung around admiringly as they un-

packed. Being new, they had pairs and
pairs of new socks; the others had been
wearing socks so old and so many times
darned that finally it had become neces-
sary to sew in whole new feet. And Don
was the proud possessor of a brand-new
basketball, which was given him for win-
ning the championship back home. A new
basketball at school—unheard of!

"Rich kids," the other boys sniffed, and
prepared to dislike the Amicis intensely.

But after his first few days there, Don
was the darling of St. Berchman's. He
could think up more crazy things to do
than any other pair of boys, and he was
fearless. But he was to learn that he
could not get away with e\'erything short
of murder with the ease he could at home.
The nuns who were his teachers were very
strict, and he no longer had his mother to

alibi for him.
He soon learned to respect rules for

the first time in his life. Disobedience
meant sure punishment—and public pun-
ishment—if you were caught. Everyone
knew why you had to wash dishes, or
sort laundry. They had probably done
the same thing!

However, he continued to live up to his

reputation. There was the time he started

a pillow fight in the big dormitory. There
were a hundred and fifteen beds in the

dorm, made up painstakingly by the boys
themselves, with no wrinkles tolerated.

When the fight was over, the dormitory
was a mess and the beds turned upside
down. "Meche," as he was now nicknamed,
and his best pal were the ringleaders, and
for punishment they had to make every
one of those one hundred and fifteen beds
up before they crawled into bed exhausted.
No help from the sisters—and no wrinkles
allowed. There were no more pillow
fights.

But Don earned commendation as well
as punishment at boarding school; he
sang in the choir, played piano in the or-

chestra, and took part in religious plays.
He played the role of the Blessed Virgin
once in the Christmas pageant—since there
were no girls in school—and played it

nobly. It must have been a picturesque
performance, since he had a peach of a
black eye at the time!

Since the boys' ages ranged from six to
fifteen, smoking was strictly taboo. So
of course they gave cigarettes a try; and
one day eight of them were caught smok-
ing. They were off the grounds, but the
rule still held. There was a conference,
and talk of expelling all eight boys. How-
ever, this would have proved embarrassing,
since Don was one of the chief offenders
and he was just on the eve of being pre-
sented with a special medal for elocution
as well as an award for excellence in

Latin. Consequently, all eight of them got
off with severe reprimands, and smoked
no more—or at least were never caught
again!

ST. BERCHMAN'S was, however, a
good influence on Mrs. Amici's boy

Dominick, and he made there several

close friends whom he still sees often. One
is Mark Tobin of Chicago, who also went
to Columbia with him. Another is Gabriel
Van der Dorpe, a Belgian boy, now right-

hand man at Don's Hollywood home.
"Gabe" could hardly speak a word of
English when Don first took him under
his wing as a mere youngster. It is beau-
tiful to hear Don speak of the nuns who
were his teachers—particularly Sister

Cornelia, now Mother Cornelia at Mt.
Mercy in Cedar Rapids, where two of

Don's sisters are enrolled now.
Mrs. Amici came often to visit her boys;

Sallys in a whirl these da^
. . . she's learned how to guard
against Cosmetic Skin

WISE girls everywhere guard

against Cosmetic Skin— tiny

blemishes, enlarged pores—with

Lux Toilet Soap. Its ACTIVE lather

removes from 'the pores every

hidden trace of dust, dirt, stale cos-

metics. To keep skin attractive, use

it before you put on fresh make-up
—ALWAYS before you go to bed.

9 out of 10 screen stars use it!
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SA^S-

"I've been recommending Gerber's for years.

Their vegetables are Home Grown; their sci-

entific cooking preserves important vitamins

and minerals in a high degree. All Gerber's

strained foods are uniformly high in quality."

"It's grand to see baby look-

ing so well. He's improved
steadily since I put him on
Gerber's and from the first

I've had no trouble in getting him to eat

these fine strained foods. I'm not surprised

that Gerber's outsells all other brands."

"Gerber's Strained Foods are so convenient.

They free me from a really hard job—which
I couldn't possibly do as well as Gerber does
— and give me extra time to devote to other

phases of my baby's welfare."

Look for the happy,
healthy Gerber baby on
every can of Gerber^s
Foods. It is your assur-

ance of an honest, scien-

tific product.

Shaker-Cooked Strained Foods

STRAINED VEGETABLE SOUP—TOMATOES—GREEN
BEANS — BEETS — CARROTS — PEAS — SPINACH —
PRUNES—CEREAL—APRICOT AND APPLE SAUCE-

LIVER SOUP.

GETTHIS GIFT FORYOUR BABY
A rholff of boy (loll In blue, or a Klrl doll In pink,

of hlKli (nihility safcon, all ntuffcd and trinimwl. Sent

for lOc anrl ?, Ocrbcr labcla. ChcTk Items desired:

n P.oy Doll n Olrl Doll.

Mealtime PsyeholoKy, a free book-
let on Infant fcedlnK.

n P.aby's Hook on Keneral Infant rare,

lOf additional.

OERBEU PUODHCTS COMPANY
Dent. 117 TOEMONT, MICIIIOAN

(In Canada. Oerber's arc oromn and parknl Vv Fine
Foods of Canada, Ltd., Tccuin.ieh, Ontario.)

between visits she sent huge boxes of
food which they shared with their room-
mates. Vacations they spent at home,
and were always on hand to eat the spa-

ghetti with anchovies and steaming bean
soup served in Italian homes only on
Christmas Eve, On account of the
mother, the Amici children did not learn

or speak much Italian, but they loved
their father's sort of food and still do.

Don was thirteen when he left St.

Berchman's and had finished his freshman
high school work. His father knew then
that he wanted his son to be a lawyer; but
Don himself had no plans except that he
wanted some day, some way, to make a

lot of money. The last thing he would
have thought of was being an actor. Why
should he? There had never been a per-

former in the family that he knew about.
The follewing fall he was to enter Co-

lumbia College in Dubuque, where he met
two people who influenced his life power-
fully. One was a girl. The other was a

priest—a priest who helped to guide the

young man in the right channels of liv-

ing and teach him the real meaning of

friendship. A priest who sponsored a ro-

mance—a romance envied today by Hol-
lywood, though in those days it seemed
merely a carefree boy and girl affair.

Two people—and except for them radio

would never have known Don Ameche.
Next month, follow this dramatic true

life story through Don's carefree school

days, into the darkest part of his career,

then out again, into happiness he'd never
known existed.

Cool Off With Cold Cereals

{Continued from page 52)

It's easy to understand why Betty
told me that, "With two Pepper Young
broadcasts a day and my 'Dead End'
assignment I just can't take any chances

on not feeling at my best all the time,

or it will show in my work. Well, the

best way I know to be sure of keeping fit

is to eat the foods that keep me that way,

"I have to be at the studio every

morning at nine-thirty for a Pepper
Young rehearsal, and I've learned never

to turn up for rehearsal without first

tucking a good breakfast under my belt

—not a heavy breakfast, but one that

will provide sufficient energy to see me
through my work.

"I start out with fruit or fruit juice,

then have cereal and milk. In the win-

ter I like a poached egg, but I find that

during the warm months fruit, cereal and
milk is the best breakfast for me."

Betty is right, of course, about the

importance of a good breakfast for start-

ing off the day right, and about the im-

portance of cereal in that breakfast.

Cereals are valuable for a number of

reasons. They are nourishing and easily

digested, they satisfy your appetite

without giving you that dreadful stuffed

feeling, they provide the roughage you
must have and their cost is so small that

any budget can manage them. Best of

all, they are delicious in flavor. The old

favorites, of course, are the wheat bis-

cuits, the crisp flakes of corn, wheat or

bran, the puffed grains and the nutty

varieties, but don't overlook the new
varieties coming into the markets with

their new combinations of flavors.

Don't get the mistaken idea that these

crisp cereals are breakfast foods only.

They are excellent as luncheon or supper

dishes, or in combination with other foods

for those meals, and they are ideal if you
want to cut down on starches.

Betty Wragge doesn't eat potatoes or

other starchy foods, she told me, but she

realizes that starch should not be elimi-

nated entirely from her meals so she takes

it in the form of cereals.

Cereals play an important role in two
other desserts which Betty rates as tops

—cereal puff pudding and cereal flake

custard.
Cereal Puff Pudding

grated lemon rind

butter
sugar

2 egg yolks, well beaten
3 tbl. lemon juice

2 tbl. flour

4 tbl. cereal (nutty variety)

1 cup milk
2 egg whites, stiffly beaten

tsp.

tbl.

cup

Add lemon rind to butter and cream
well. Add sugar gradually, blending
after each addition. Add egg yolks and
beat thoroughly, then lemon juice. Add
flour, cereal and milk, mixing well. Fold
in egg whites. Turn into buttered baking
dish and place in pan of hot water. Bake
in slow oven (325° F.) one hour and
fifteen minutes. When done, pudding
will have crust on top and jelly below.
Serve cold with plain or whipped cream.
Serves six.

Cereal Flake Custard

3 eggs, slightly beaten
^ cup sugar

Yn tsp. salt

4 cups milk, scalded
1 tsp. grated orange rind

1 tsp. vanilla

yi tsp. mace
y2 cup finely cut shredded cocoanut
1^ cups cereal flakes

Combine eggs, sugar and salt. Add
scalded milk gradually, mixing thoroughly.
Combine remaining ingredients and fold

into custard mixture. Pour into greased
baking dish. Set dish in pan of hot
water and bake in moderate oven (350°

F.) one hour and a half, or until knife

inserted into custard comes out clean.

Serves six to eight.

There's just space enough for one more
recipe, a nut bread which is guaranteed
by Miss Wragge to make your summer
picnics and tea parties a success.

LuNCH-Box Nut Bread

2 cups sifted flour

4 tsp. baking powder
I tsp. salt

Y2 cup sugar
I egg, well beaten
I cup milk
3 tbl, melted butter

\y2 cups cereal flakes

Y cup broken walnut meats
Sift flour once, measure, add baking

powder, salt and sugar and sift again.

Combine egg, milk, sugar and butter and
add to flour mixture, stirring just enough
to dampen all flour. Add cereal flakes

and nuts and blend. Bake in greased

loaf pan 7x3x2^ inches, in moderate
oven (350° F.) one hour and ten minutes,

or until done.

Miss Wragge also recommends blue-

berry flakes griddle cakes, cereal flakes

pecan muffins, lace cookies and quick bran

cinnamon rolls, all made with uncooked
cereals. If you would like to have these

recipes, send a stamped, self addressed

envelope to Mrs. Margaret Simpson,
Radio Mirror, 12Z East 4Znd Street, New
York, N. Y ., with your request.

11
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EXPERT COOKING ADVICE
FROM IDA BAILEY ALLEN

Through special arrangement with Ida Bailey
Allen's publishers, I, as food editor of Radio
Mirror, can offer my readers her best-selling
196-page Service Cook Book for 20c.
Send stamps or coins to:

Mrs. Margaret Simpson,
RADIO MIRROR,

205 E. 42nd St., New York City

The severity of those distressing at-
tacks of Hay Fever and Bronchial Asth-
ma may be reduced . . . use Dr. SchifE-
mann'sASTHMADOR just as thousands
have done for 67 years. The aromatic
fumes help make breathing easier . . .

aid in clearing the head . . . bring more
restful nights. At druggists in powder,
cigarette or pipe-mixture form. Or send
for FREE supply of all three. Dept. M.
R. Schiffmann Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

Who Can Tame Grace

Moore?

(Continued from page 21)

was running over her numbers. Seemed
that some of the nasty fumes might tickle

the Moore nostrils and throat.

I'd just given up seeing Grace JVloore

at all, when her secretary called me and
very politely said Miss Moore had con-
sented to talk to me—but of course for

only twenty minutes.
Well, 1 got to the door of her apart-

ment, in a fit mood to kick that smooth
surface of a mahogany-painted steel in.

There was the duckiest sign over the bell.

It read, "Knock, don't ring." What a

temptation that was! 1 wanted to ring that

bell loud enough to wake her husband in

Europe out of a sound sleep. So I

knocked. And I knocked. I knocked on
that door for a full fifteen minutes be-

fore anyone bothered to answer it.

At last a bespectacled gentleman, whom
I recognized as Grace Moore's radio pro-
duction man, peered out and let me in.

He walked on tiptoes as he led me into

the drawing room. And I sneered to my-
self. Who was this Grace Moore any-
way ?

She was a gracious, lovely lady who sat

and talked to me for two hours, giving

me as utterly frank and fearless a confes-

sional as 1 have ever heard. She told me
things about herself I wouldn't have ex-

pected her worst friend to whisper. If

she didn't precisely justify her own out-
bursts of temperament and stubbornness,

at least she admitted them and blamed
herself for them, which is more than most
people, star or no star, would do.

CEVERYONE knows, I suppose, about" the time she ran away from the ex-

clusive finishing school to which her
father had sent her. It was the start of

a great career, and as such, has been told

time and again. But not everyone knows
the sequel, which is a complete pay-ofi" on
the Moore character.

She told me how she ran away from
Nashville and came to New York, where
she got a job singing in the Black Cat. a

Greenwich Village cafe. That was in the

days when Greenwich Village was some-
thing and the Black Cat suited the high-

spirited Miss Moore right down to the

ground. It was filled with artists and writ-

ers, all penniless and all quite mad. She
loved them, and lectured them tartly

when they didn't applaud loud enough for

her songs.

Then, one night, she saw one of the
teachers from the Nash\'ille school creep
timidly in at the door. A spy! A spy
come up from Nashville to check up on
the runaway. The poor woman, it later

developed, was simply in New York for a
vacation and had dropped into the Black
Cat to see how her one-time pupil was
getting along.

Most girls would have ducked into the
dressing room. But not Grace. She not
only went on singing, she stepped off the
orchestra platform, lifted a glass of red
wine from the nearest table, and set her
sails in the direction of the teacher. She
was the gay, mad cafe singer—flirting, co-
quetting, and singing that most daring of
songs. "Kiss Me Again!"—and giving it

all she had into the bargain. She drew
up to the teacher's table without even a

nod of recognition, whirled around and
deliberately spilled her wine on the table.

It must have been a magnificent per-
formance. It's a magnificent performance
still, when Grace tells about it.

The poor teacher scuttled for the door

yovue
RIGHT
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So you've just discovered

Beeman's? About time such

a bright girl caught up with

such a luscious flavor! As a

discriminating person you've

noticed that airtight package.

It's important to those who ap-

preciate fresh chev/ing gum.

And Beeman's is the favorite

among thinking people as

a delicious aid to digestion."

Beeman's
AIDS DIGESTION...
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SKINNY, WEAK
RUNDOWN, PALE?
Make This Famous 1-Week Test

That Has Shown Thousands of Even
Naturally Skinny Folks How to Add
5 Lbs. in 7 Week or No Cost . . .1
Don't be discouraged if you
are weak, skinny, tired-out.
sickly—unable to gain an
ounce of tlesh or stren;^th,
no matter what you eat.
DcK^tors now know that the
fault often is not with the
amount of food you eat.

Your daily diet may contain
enough potential nourish-
ment of many kinds, but un-
less it contains certain es-
sential minerals, your sys-
tem is unable to extract full
nourishment from the food
you eat. The result Is you
may be eating enough good
food to satisfy your appe-
tite, and still not be able
to gain weight or strength.

In Kelpamalt, the new min-
eral concentrate from the
sea, you can get these min-
erals so essential to the
normal chemical processes

TESTS BY

THOUSANDS PROVE
THAT KELPAMALT

:

1- Improved Appetite.

2> Improved Digestion.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Added at least 5
Lbs. first week.

Helped Bring
Sounder Sleep.

Gave New Strength
and Energy.

Helped
Skin.

Clear up

of the body in their naturally occurring form. ABslmilable
iron, copper, manganese, calcium, phosphorus, potassium
and nijigneslum to bolster up the supply of vital minerals
needed for digestion and assimilation, the body's weight
and strength-building processes! Most Important, however,
is Kelpamalt'a natural Iodine (not to be confused with or-
dinary llfjuid chemical iodine). Iodine, scientists say. Is
found In the blood, liver and glands, and is vitally Impor-
tant to their normal functioning.

MAKE THIS SIMPLE NO-COST TEST
Try Scodol Kelpamalt for 1 wpck. Sec, If, like thousandq
of othtTH, you don't fool bettor. Bleep better, o.it bettor,
and :idd at IcaHt Vi huHky new lbs. the flrKt week. If you
don't, the trial Is free. It costs you nothing! Your own
Doct^ir will approve thlH wjiy. Get Scodo! Kelpamalt today.
It roMtH hut a few ccnt« a day to u.se and Is sold at all
Koof] drug stores. Beware of Imitations. Insist on the
Kenulne. If your dealer has not yet received his fiupply.
send SI.00 for Kpcclal introductory size bottle of 65 tab-
lets t/j the address below.

SEEDOL

KelpamaitJ^^g^
SPECIAL FREE OFFER

Writ* toflny for ffiRolnntlni? In«trurtlvc SO-pogo l)onk-
h-t on Mfw ThouNnndK JIavo Built Strcnj^h. Knerry,
Brifl At\'U-t\ I.hK, Qulrkly. Mlncr.'il oonU-ritH of Food
and their ffrc-et on thf hiim;in bofly. Now faclH Hlinijt
NATUIIAI, lODINK. .SUindard wfliclit and mraHurc-
nn-nt <liart«. Dally mcnuH for wclKht bulMlnK. Ah-
fKjtiiU-ly frt-c. No oljllKatlon. Kelpamalt Co., Dent,
i;i:i7. a? Weill 2(Jth sf., N. y. c.

and was seen no more. Grace's father was
though. The teacher's report brought him
to New York by the next train. Not that

it did him any good. He spent a few hope-
less days trying to talk his willful daughter
out of her newly found career and ended
up by discovering what many another
has discovered since—that nobody stops

Grace Moore from doing what she wants
to do.

Her voice teachers found it out a few
years later, when after she had been sing-

ing in musical comedy they told her her
voice would never be suitable for opera.

Grace laughed at them and made a bet

with Otto KaKn that she'd make her debut
in the Metropolitan in two years. After
less than two years of study in Milan,
when all her teachers advised furiously

against it, Grace outfuried them, and
opened at the Met just two weeks before

her two years were up! She was a sen-

sation.

Call it "stubborn ambition." You might
as well. That's what Grace Moore calls it.

Or maybe it's just stubbornness.
That is undoubtedly what you'd call it

if you were a production man on Grace's
radio program. A Moore rehearsal is some-
thing unusual in radio, because it is not
a rehearsal. Grace comes, whispers a few
numbers and leaves. The musicians don't
know how she will sound against the back-
ground of their music. Sound engineers
don't know where they will have to cut

down the volume of their transmitters

because they don't know when Grace plans
to unleash her glorious voice to its full

strength. Nobody knows much of any-
thing, except the serene, untroubled Miss
Moore.

THE reason is that from her point of

view, Grace Moore is right and every-
body else is wrong and nobody has yet

been found with courage to convince her

otherwise. "I have found," she said seri-

ously to me, "that if I give a good per-

formance at rehearsals my broadcasts are

bad. This is always Srue, so 1 have
refused to give good performances for

musicians and sound men."
If she could once be convinced that she's

talking through her hat—mind you, I'm

not saying that in this case she is!—Grace
would yield gracefully, and more than
that, would punish herself for her ob-
stinacy.

"When I am wrong," she admitted, "it

makes me twice as angry at myself as

at the people I sometimes take my anger
out on. I always punish myself by going
into a room alone and fighting out my
battle with my own temperament. And it

isn't so sweet!
"But," she added, "when somebody else

is wrong, and fails to do his job, when he
is really capable of doing it, I revolt. I

want to do things right; I have a con-
suming desire to progress, and I expect
others who work with me to feel the same
way!"
Her eyes flashed as she spoke.
I've ne\er met Grace Moore's husband,

Valentin Parera, but I'd like to. Judging

Our fearless , revea ing re-

porter, Jimmie' Fidler. brings

you some more uncensored,

hidden facts about Holly-

wood. Don't miss the next in

this sparkling series--in the

August Radio Mirror.

MOTHERS!
Did you knovir that the U. S.

Government had produced for you
a 138-page, generously illustrated,

finely printed book on baby health?
This Official Handbook for mothers
is the famous "Infant Care" that

your doctor, nurse, and experienced
friends recommend.

Written by America's five out-

standing baby specialists, this au-
thoritative book was also edited by
the Federal Children's Bureau ex-
perts. To make the publication

available to every mother, the Gov-
ernment has set the price at 10c,

far below the actual cost of printing
and sending the book to you. A
nine-page index makes the volume
easy to use as a daily instruction
book and in emergencies.

Radio Mirror has been authorized
to accept its readers' orders. We
make no profit, and retain no part
of the purchase price. Send 10c in

coin or stamps to

:

Reader Service Bureau,

Radio Mirror,

205 East 42nd Street,

New York, N. Y.

OLD FACES MADE YOUNG
Look 10 to 16 Years Younger

I
5 MINUTES a Day Keeps

..1 Wrinkles Away and erases age
lines. This new Bensational home
method SeKfon Trta/

—

YouRisk
Nothing. Lifts sagging muscles,
fills up hollows. No Cosmetics.

Women, men, all ages, write
today for thrilling book free and
Facial Analysis Chart Free.

PAULINE PALMER, 1435-G Armour Blvd..KansasCffy,Ho.

NURSING MOTHERS
Consult your doctor regularly.
Ask about Hygeia Nipples and
Bottles. Nipple, breast shaped,
easily inverted and thoroughly
cleaned. Patented tab keeps nip-
ple germ-free. New inside
valve prevents collapse

>^.
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FRECKLES
DISAPPEAR

^f. • Here's a wonderful new
"^H!^ ^ formula cream that removes

5^*-
' freckles quickly but gently while

you sleep. Simply apply Nadinola
Freckle Cream over face and arms at

night. Day by day skin becomes fresher, clearer,
softer. Soon freckles, along with other facial blem-
ishes, disappear— usually in 5 to 10 days. Nadinola
Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a laboratory with
over 37 years experience in this type of skin treat-
ment. Only 60c at drug and toilet counters; 10c size
at Ten Cent Stores. • Or send a dime for trial package
to NADINOLA, Dept. 146, Paris, Tenn.
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from what she told me about him, and
from what 1 already knew, he must be a

wise man. Because there surely can't be

any greater wisdom than a willingness not

to give advice when it isn't wanted.
After rehearsals and after broadcasts,

Grace and Valentin retire into a corner
and hold long, voluble, low-voiced con-
versations in Spanish. Grace listens when
N'alentin talks, and everybody around the

studio believes she takes his ad\-ice.

ON the other hand, Grace told me her-

self that when she runs up against a

problem she feels only she can grapple
with she summarily sends him out to play
tennis. And he goes! Valentin Parera must
be quite a hand with a tennis racquet by
this time.

If a husband can't tame Grace Moore,
who can? Perhaps old Mother Nature
herself? But even she has tried and failed.

There was a time, last spring, when the

old lady summoned up all her forces and
cracked down hard on her rebellious

daughter—only to retire, utterly defeated.

Grace told me about it herself, and 1

know she was inwardly chuckling over
the way she had defied Nature on her own
grounds and come off scot-free.

A few weeks before her last-year's Vick's
contract was to run out, Grace began hav-
ing voice trouble. Sore throats developed
weekly. It hurt her to sing. Vick's gave
her a vacation to see what was the mat-
ter.

She was plenty scared, but game. Val-
entin was sympathetic and anxious to be
helpful, but she sent him out to plav a

lot of tennis and began going to see doc-
tors. They all said it was tonsils, but re-

fused to take the responsibility of operat-
ing and possibly ruining her voice.

Gladys Swarthout came to the rescue.

and sent her to see Claudette Colbert's

husband. Dr. Joel Pressman. When he
had finished looking at her throat. Dr.
Pressman asked Valentin, who had come
along, to leave the room. Valentin re-

fused at first, but Grace asked him to

leave, and he did. Then Dr. Pressman told

her brusquely that she had an abscess on
her left tonsil, that he must operate, but
that he could not tell what might happen
to her voice.

Of course, there was only one thing to

do—submit to the operation. Aftervv'ards,

Grace and Valentin left for Palm Springs.

Dr. Pressman gave her strict orders that

she must not attempt to use her voice for

at least three weeks, not even to talk

more than was absolutely necessary. Me
was very grave about it, and told her
frankly that he didn't know what was
going to happen if she followed his or-

ders, but he did know what would happen
if she disobeyed him: she'd have no voice
left!

Five days at Palm Springs dragged by.

Grace couldn't stand it any longer. She
sent Valentin up to Los Angeles, called

in her colored maid, Anita, and sang.

When she finished: "Well," she asked,
"how do I sound?"

Anita scratched her head and admitted
miserably, "That sho don't sound lak

you. Miss Mo'."
Then they both began to cry.

Grace knew she had strained her voice,

and put in a long-distance call for Dr.
Pressman. There was quite a fuss when
he arri\ed. In no uncertain manner he
told Grace Moore that her behavior in

ignoring his orders was opening the gate
for complete loss of her voice.

He left a very chastened and subdued
prima donna behind him Vihen he re-

turned to Los Angeles, but in another

week she'd got into the old Grace Moore
stride again. She defied the fates once
more! She went to a little piano teacher
at the other end of town told her her
name was Mrs. Parera, and asked her to

play an accompaniment for her.

The piano teacher, who keeps up on
her movies, recognized Grace Moore, and
told all her friends about it. Just as she

began to sing Grace caught sight of a face

peering in from the hallway. She turned,
and there was another at the window. She
tried to continue, fighting against the
sudden terrifying clutch at her throat.

Only squeaky, unrecognizable sounds
emerged.
Grace Moore fainted.

She had at last learned her lesson

—

whether too late or not, she did not know.
For three weeks, until she went back on
the Vick's program, she did not sing a

note. That was one time she really did

have to whisper at rehearsal.

When she stepped to the microphone
nobody knew what was going to happen
—least of all Grace Moore! Purposely,

she sang three of the most difficult arias

in the soprano repertoire. Her voice never
failed once. It was almost a miracle!

BBOW down before Grace Moore for

telling me about that chapter in her
life, with never an attempt to disguise the

revealing sidelights it throws upon her
character. It takes a real person to admit
her temper, her stubbornness, her actual

foolishness in disobeying orders even when
it means courting disaster. You just can't

do anything with a woman who can break
all the rules and, by confessing it, make
you like^ it.

That is, you can't do anything but ad-

mire her—and wish to goodness she'd get

it in the neck, just once!

INSIST ON NEW

THE 3-WAYGUARANTEED CLEANER
(READ DOUBLE-MONEY-BACK OFFER)
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Science now shows how

SHAVING LEGS
causes stocking runs

Runs! Runs I You seldom know how they

start— but if you ore a "leg shaver" runs

can easily be caused by the sharp wiry

hair stubbles rubbing against hose. Yet to

be attractive, legs must be hairless—and

they can be! Simply apply perfumed X-Bazin

Cream right from the tube, spread it on

lightly, then wash off— in 3 minutes skin

is smooth— soft and hairless.

Insist on X-Bazin, the perfumed hair re-

mover, and remember it's just as dainty

and efFicient for arms and underarms. All

druggists— ten cent stores. Try it.

HAIRLESS LEGS ARE ATTRACTIVE LEGS

AT LAST!-
All your prints in natural color. Amazingly beautiful.

Roll developed, 8 natural color prints, 25c. Reprints,

NATURAL COLOR PHOTO, C-107, Janesville, Wis.

&^s/t Away M

GRAY
HAIR
AND LOOK 10 \

YEARS YOUNGER.

Now, without any risk, you
can tint those streaks or

patches of gray or faded hair
to lustrous shades of blonde,
brown or black. A small brush
and BROWNATONE does it.

Prove it—by applying a little

of this famous tint to a lock
of your own hair.

Used and approved—for
over twenty-four years.
BROWNATONE is safe.
Guaranteed harmless for tint-

ing gray hair. Active coloring
agent is purely vegetable.
Cannot affect waving of hair.

Is economical and lasting— will not wash out. Sim-
ply retouch as the new gray appears. Imparts rich.

Beautiful color with amazing speed. Just brush or

comb it in. Shades: "IJIonde to Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black" cover every need.
BROWNATONE is only .50c—at all drug and

toilet counters—always on a money-back guarantee.
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takes a miracle man to hurdle.

But Woodruff has done the miracle!

He has tamed the fiery flights of tem-
perament in which film stars love to in-

dulge. He has taught them that a Lux
engagement means hard work and plenty
of it. Week in and week out, he issues

quiet, crisp orders that the stars meekly
obey.
Sometimes Woodruff storms his way

into violent tantrums. If need be, he's

as suave as Adolphe JVlenjou. if tact is

required, he seems to combine the best

features of a head waiter and a diplomat.
For every star, he has a new set of tactics.

Ginger Rogers presented a dilemma that

would have sent most movie directors in

despair to their bosses. Yet compared
to some of the temperaments Woodruff
has had to soothe, Ginger's was easy, a

mere exercise in one-two-three.

Ginger didn't like the play she was to

do for Lux, "The Curtain Rises." For that

matter, neither did Woodruff, so he
couldn't argue with her. But there was
the play, and he had to put it on.

He reached her through her most vul-

nerable spot—her desire to be recognized

as an actress rather than merely Fred
Astaire's dancing partner. He admitted to

Ginger that the play left a lot to be de-

sired as a masterpiece of the theater, but

at the same time, he pointed out what
an opportunity it gave her for some dif-

ficult and artistic work as a light comedi-
enne! The words "light comedienne" won
Ginger over, and she consented to do the

play. Not only did she consent, but she

threw herself into the thing so whole-
heartedly that what might otherwise ha\e
been a mediocre performance turned out
to be a high spot of the season.

A LITTLE more finesse was necessary
to overcome Claudette Colbert's deep

seated objection to a line in "The Gilded
Lily," which she did on Lux with Fred
JVIacMurray. She and Fred had already
done a film version of the play for Para-

mount and Claudette never had liked that

line. In the movie she had ordered it out

—and out it came. In the Lux rehearsal,

she ordered it out—and out it did not

come!
"Let's change the wording," Woodruff

suggested.

"No!" replied the star.

But Woodruff painstakingly explained

the necessity for retaining the line in

some form. Claudette was so astonished

at having any director, and especially a

youthful radio director, run so flatly coun-
ter to her wishes, she agreed to have the

line changed. But when the scene was
re-read, "It still sounds wrong," she com-
plained.

"I'd used the wrong approach," Wood-
ruff admitted later. "Miss Colbert's vul-

nerable point is her funny bone. She has

a magnificent sense of humor."

So he made her laugh. He agreed to

cut the line, and started to hunt his red

pencil. The line could only be cut with

a red pencil—that particular red pencil.

He hunted high and low, while the cast

waited. Finally he gave up.

"Do you know," he admitted sheepishly,

while Claudette and the rest roared with

laughter, "I believe I must have left that

pencil at home!"

Meanwhile the line had been forgotten

—and it stayed in.

Many outbursts that are set down to

stars' temperaments are really not ternp-

erament at all, but plain nervousness. Film

stars who have had little or no stage ex-
perience often get extremely nervous when
they face a microphone, because they re-

alize suddenly that there can be no re-

takes; that the scene as played is final.

Often they verge on hysteria.

Joan Crawford, for instance, went
through rehearsals for "Chained" like a
little major. But at the Sunday dress re-

hearsal, she blew up completely. Her
haiids shook so that she couldn't hold the
script, and her knees buckled. Woodruff,
ahs'ays the soul of sympathy with genuine
nervousness, suggested she do the part sit-

ting down. That was no better.

Finally Joan threw the script down and
declared flatly she couldn't go on: that
someone else would have to play the part.

But that was impossible; it was too late.

Woodruff cajoled, reasoned, encouraged,
all to no avail. Finally he hit upon the
solution. He took her by the arm. "Come
on in here," he ordered, leading her into
the wings. Quickly he had another mi-
crophone set up—and from the privacy of
the wings, Joan breezed through the part
like a seasoned radio veteran!

laATURALLY when Jean Harlow
'^ bobbed up with the very same diffi-

culty in "Madame Sans Gene" Woodruff
thought it would be like taking cand\'

from a baby. Hadn't he coped success-

fully with a similar situation before? The
wing trick worked—but another harrow-
ing problem immediately presented itself.

"It's all flat now that I'm alone," Jean
objected. "I can't seem to get anything
out of it but words."

Hollywood's top problem solver was, for

the moment, between the devil and the
deep sea. But then he hit upon the idea

of describing the scene minutely, down to

the color of the imaginary drapes and
chairs, and giving Miss Harlow her direc-

tions as if she was on a movie set instead

of in a radio studio. Then she felt at

home. Probably you recall her finished

performance.

That temperament is just fear was
proved again when Lily Pons did "Con-
versation Piece." It was only after much
persuasion that she even accepted the

role. She had never before tried to speak
English on the radio. Frank admits he
was licked that time. Whatever credit is

due, he passes along willingly to Andre
Kostelanetz. But it was Frank who had
the idea of calling in the maestro.

,'\t rehearsal, he had Andre's New York
broadcast piped into the Music Box Thea-
ter control room, and called a half hour
recess while Lily listened to her fiance

three thousand miles away. She felt bet-

ter then, and went on with the rehearsal.

Meanwhile, Andre boarded a plane for

Hollywood. When he arrived. Woodruff
told Lily to ask him to attend the dress

rehearsal—and it was his presence and
reassuring help that carried the star

through that night, and on the succeed-

ing night at the performance!

It is not generally known that at a re-

hearsal which occurred between the first

and the dress rehearsal, Lily became hys-

terical and wanted to leave the program.
Woodruff cleared the stage, took her to

a dressing room, and soothed her so that

she could go on. He gained her promise
to remain by giving his own promise that

Andre would direct the orchestra for her

vocal numbers at the actual performance.

Not all cases of temperament arise from
such excusable causes, however, as those

of the Misses Crawford, Harlow, and
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Pons. Now and then a star accustomed to

her own way on the movie lot cannot
grasp the idea that the Lux Theater is

another matter altogether.

Marlene Dietrich, after snubbing the

entire cast, decided that a rehearsal must
be called off because she was "not in the

mood."
"We haven't time to wait for 'moods'

here," Woodruff snapped, and the re-

hearsal went on, with IVlarlene doing her

part.

A NOTHER foreign star found that the
*» Lux director does not wear kid gloves

or pull his punches. This glamorous screen

lady took a decided "Sir-do-you-realize-

who-I-am" attitude. She refused to work
at the same microphone with a stock radio

actress. She was given another. She
demanded more and more concessions

—

until Woodruff got downright tired of her
antics. He tossed his script to the floor

before her.

"I don't believe you'll do for this part,"

he told her icily. She flew into a rage,

and used very unladylike language. Wood-
ruff flew into a bigger and better rage.

She was so surprised at being topped that

she immediately subsided, and went on,

a very chastened young woman.
A Woodruff tantrum, by the way, is

something to watch. Take it from no
less a personage than Olivia de Havilland.
Olivia told me about an eruption of the
l.ux director qu'ite by accident one day.
She had seen one while rehearsing for

"Captain Blood."

"It was magnificent. Awe inspiring.

Never in all my life have I seen such
wrath," she declared. "1 stood before my
mirror night after night for a long while
trying to register anger like that."

1 scented something peculiarly sinister

to have caused such a monumental erup-
tion. Inquiry revealed that there had
been, it seems that Errol Flynn was
playing opposite IVliss de Havilland in the

show, and Lily Damita, his wife, was pres-

ent. Now everyone conversant with Hol-
lywood's major domestic infelicities knows
that second only to Johnny Weissmuller
and Lupe Velez, Lily Damita and Errol
Flynn have—well, call them spats. They
were having a spat during the rehearsal.

So Woodruff erupted. His ire made the

spat as innocuous as two kittens playing
with a woolen string.

"An actor cannot give a good perform-
ance and battle with a wife at one and
the same time," he stormed at the em-
battled Mr. Flynn. "Now you will please

do one or the other—preferably the per-

formance."

Woodruff was to be sorry a few weeks
later that Robert Taylor, as well as Olivia
de Ha\illand, had not been present at the
Flynn-Damita outburst. The script of

"Saturday's Children." in which they were
appearing together called for the portrayal
of a married couple emerging from the

honeymoon stage with the stern realities

of married life. They were supposed to

be irritable, to snap at one another. But
neither Bob nor Olivia knew just how to

do it. Neither had had actual experience.

Woodruff dismissed the rest of the cast

and kept the two stars "after school."

Lying prone on the floor, they went over
the script for hours. Finally Woodruff
became irritable. He yelled at Taylor;
snapped at Olivia. Suddenly he sprung
to his feet.

"There you are!" he cried. "That's
what we're after. Imitate me."
"Bob was taking himself too seriously,"

he commented afterward. "Like many
young actors anxious to prove they are

not merely matinee idols, he had a tend-
ency to overact. The lines which were
supposed to sound indifferent and irritable

sounded instead like someone about to

commit murder. However, he is still one
of the best radio bets in Hollywood. His
voice is as romantic in timber as his ap-

pearance on the screen, and all he needs
is a sense of humor."

Offhand, you'd think Woodruff himself
must have been a great actor had he ever
essayed a Thespian career. Yet he wasn't.

To put it bluntly—the way he himself
puts it—he was a flop. He even didn't

make a go of touring vaudeville houses as

assistant to a magician, nursing pet rab-

bits to be pulled out of hats and things

like that.

But he did pursue relentlessly and un-
waveringly a career in the theater. When
he found he wasn't cut out for an actor,

he decided perhaps he'd make a director.

THAT was because 1 never seemed able

to mind my own business," he explains.

So he went abroad and studied. Then
he returned and studied some more at the

Yale dramatic school. He studied every
phase of the theater. Today he could be
a stage electrician. He could make the

wigs for a costume play. He could de-

sign the settings. He could take o\'er the

carpenter's job, or the property man's.

And he can direct radio shows.

If you don't believe that, walk down
Hollywood Boulevard. Stop the first male
you see wearing a beret and a camel hair

coat, or the first female you encounter
wearing grease paint. Ask them. They'll

tell you—for all Hollywood knows Frank
Woodrufl^ the star tamer.

I SAY, BOB,
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Stockings flatter you —
and they don't cost

much this way. • •

iVlost everyone agrees— men espe-

cially—that even the most gorgeous
legs look lovelier in sleek, sheer stock-

ings. Why try to save money at the

expense of your looks when it's so

easy to savewithLux , . . Lux preserves

the elasticity silk has when new.
Then stockings can ^ive under
strain instead of breaking into embar-
rassing runs so often. Many ordinary
soaps contain harmful alkali that

weakens elasticity. Lux has no harm-
ful alkali . . . makes stockings last

longer, look lovelier, fit more sleekly.

Lux saves stocking E-LAST- 1-CITY
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Made Life Unbearable 11

^ Resinol

Why?
{Continued from page 19)

Relief

If an ugly, broken out
skin makes you unpop-

ular, and you're tormented also by
the itchy, stinging soreness—you owe
it to yourself to try Resinol Soap
and Ointment before giving up hope
of relief.

For more than 40 years the bland
medication ofResinol has been found
efifective in the external treatment of
common skin outbreaks. It soothes
the irritated oil ducts where most
surface pimples start and helps nature
heal these red, disfiguring spots.

Resinol Soap is a ready aid to Resinol Oint-
ment because it cleanses so well, yet is gentle
enough for the tenderest skin. Resinol prod-
ucts at all druggists. Try this treatment a
week and watch your skin ^^gffis^^
improve. For free sample of /^ — ^PJ^"
each, write Resinol, Dept. |5'°°''

"2SJ|''"'''^5i'
2-D, Baltimore, Md. ^^"iSsV^^

Resinol
Ointment and Soap
^ BECOME AN EXPERT

ACCOUKTANT
Executive Accountants and C. P. A. 'a earn $3,000 to $15,000 a year,
Thoasajids of firms need them. Only 14 000 Certified Public Account-
ants in the U. S. We train you thoroly at home in spare time for C. P. A.
examinations or executive accounting positiona. Previous experience
annecessary. Personal training under supervision of staff of CP.A.'s,
including members of the American Institute of Accountants, Write
for free book. " Accountancy, the Profession thatPasa."

LaSalle Extension University, Dept774-H, Chicago
The School That Has Trained Over 1,350 C. P. A/S

MOTHER OF THREE

EARNS $32-$35 A WEEK
• "Thanks to Chioago School of Nurs-

ing, I have been able to support my three chil-
dren and keep ray home together," writes Mrs.
A. E., Waterbury, Conn. And Mrs. E. is only
one of thousands of men and women who have
found that C.S.N, training opens the way to a
well-paid dittnifled profession!

C.S.N.-trained practical nurses all over the
country are earning as much as $25 to $35 a
week in private practice, in liospitala and
Kanitariuras. Otlicrs. like Miss C. U., own nurs-
inK-liorne.s. This easy-to-uiulcrstand course, suc-
cessful for 38 years and endorsed by pliysicians—enables rnen and women IM to 00 to prepare
themsc)ve.s at home and in their spare time, for
any lype of practical nursing. Uest of ali, it is

possible to earn while learning—Mrs. F. McIO.
took her first case before completing tho 7th
lesson and earned $400 In three months!

nigh school not necessary. Complete nurse's
OQUipment Included. Easy tuition payments.

IJccldo now to Bend for "Si'Lendid Oppoh-
TdNiTiics IN NnitaiNG," which shows you how
you can win success as a nurse I

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dopt. 187, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.

Please sond booklet and 'it sample lesson pages.
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lersonality to take him away from Show
oat. Lanny's last Show Boat broadcast

will occur within the next few weeks. Then
he will be free to satisfy one—or all—of

the other ambitions which have been his

for so many months. Already he has
started negotiating with a Hollywood film

company, and the probability is that he
will make a picture this summer.

Secret conferences were carried on early

this spring between Lanny and represen-

tatives of John D. Rockefeller, Jr. No
one knows what their results were, but
their purpose was to star Lanny in a mam-
moth Broadway musical like "The Great
Waltz" and "White Horse Inn."

It's certain that Lanny will be back on
the air in the fall, but it is also certain

that whatever program secures him for

its star will be widely different from
Show Boat. It will have room in it for

some of the more serious songs Lanny
wants to sing as well as for the familiar

or popular melodies he has sung so well

on Show Boat. And there will be no at-

tempt to cast him in the role of master
of ceremonies. He hasn't enjoyed his mas-
ter of ceremonies job during the last few
months, and you can't blame him. It

isn't exactly fair to ask a man to intro-

duce his own tenor solos.

THE last reason for Lanny's desertion
of Show Boat is inextricably tied up

with the fate of the beloved old craft

herself. For Show Boat's old Cap'n
Henry is coming back on board!

That' s, Why Show Boat is going to Hol-
lywood!

It's an open radio secret that for the

past year Show Boat has had its seams
caulked, its decks holystoned, its engines
overhauled, its crew changed, endlessly

and continuously—and that nothing has
done any good. Never, since Cap'n Henry
left, has Show Boat been the glamorous,
exciting program it used to be when he

was its star. The program directors did

evervthing they could—they changed lead-

ing ladies and then they changed plots;

and finally they threw both leading ladies

and plots overboard entirely, changing the

program to a straight variety show, with
Lanny as master of ceremonies introduc-
ing famous guest stars.

No good. Lanny's romantic singing ap-

peal was, perhaps, lost in a role which
made him uncomfortable; and in becom-
ing a variety program competing with all

the other variety programs on the air,

Show Boat had deliberately thrown away
the quality which had made it unique and
delightful.

There was only one thing to be done

—

go back to the old days and recapture the
old sparkle and listener appeal. Bring
back Cap'n Henry—that was the impor-
tant first step. Everything that will hap-
pen to Show Boat late this spring hinges
on that one decision.

Charlie Winninger is in Hollywood, and
wants to stay there, so when he rejoins the
program it will originate in the movie
capital. Not that the Show Boat directors
were reluctant to change the broadcast
point froni New York to Hollywood. Of
late years it has become a radio belief that

FREE! Anoth er of your fa-

vorite theme songs in August
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No Matter What Your Age
No Need Now to Let

Gray Hair
Cheat You

Now Comb Away Gray This Easy Way
GRAY hair is risky. It screams: "You

are getting old!" To end gray hair
handicaps all you now have to do is comb
it once a day for several days with a few
drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on your
comb, and afterwards regularly only once
or twice a week to keep your hair looking
nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for artifi-
cially coloring gray hair that imparts
color and charm and abolishes gray hair
worries. Grayness disappears within a
week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their
friends forget they ever had a gray hair
and no one knew they did a thing to it.

Make This Trial Test
Will you test Kolor-Bak without risk-

ing a single cent? Then, go to your drug
or department store today and get a bottle
of Kolor-Bak. Test it under our guarantee
that it must make you look 10 years
younger and tar more attractive or we will
pay back your money.

FRPF -^"y ^ bottle of KOLOR-BAK <~"tt today and send top flap of car- i
ton to United Remedies, Dept. 447, >
544 So. Wells St., Chicago—and re- {
ceive FREE AND POSTPAID a 50c <
box of KUBAK Shampoo. \

This Beoutiful Lifelike

uii'ii'ini;a
NEWEST SENSA- SEND

I

TION! Send any
snapshot or photo
and we'll repro-
duce it in this
beautiful onyx-
like ring'.
Indestructible! '"^^'I^'^^'^?Watei-proof! ^•^'^ extra)

Enclose strip ot paper for ring size. Pay post-
man plus a few cents po-stape. If you send 4Rc
we will pay postage. PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO.,
Dept. M6. 626 Vine Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Be YovLT Own
MUSIC

NO MONEY!

48c

Teacher
LEARN AT HOME
to play by note. Piano.
Violin, Ukulele, Tenor
Banjo, Hawaiian Guitar,
Piano Accordion, Saxo-
phone, Clarinet or any
other instrument. Won-
derful improved method.
Simple as A B C. No
"numbers" or triclt music.
Cost averages only few
cents a day. Over 700,000
students. - --.

pTj T71; la/^/^l/' Write today for Free Booklet and Free Demon-
riVC£ X)vy\w/jV stration LosBon explaining this method in detail.

Tell what your favorite iriBtrument ie and write name and address plaioly*

Instrumenta supplied when needed, caeh or credit. „.-.-.
U. S. School of Music, 3067 Brunswick BIdg., New York* liY.

Kidneys Must
Clean OutAcidsj

B

Dr. T. J. Rastelll, well known
physician and surgeon of Lon-
don, England, says: "The
chief way your body cleans
out acids and poisonous
wastes in your blood is thru 9
million tiny, delicate Kidney
tubes or filters, but beware
of cheap, drastic, irritating

drugs." If functional Kidney
or Bladder disorders make
you suffer from Getting Up
Nights, Nervousness, Leg
Pams, Backache, Circles Un-
der Eyes, Dizziness, Rheuma-
tic Pains, Acidity, Burning,
Smarting or Itching, don't take chances. Druggists
now have a scientific doctor's prescription called
Cystex for these troubles. Helps nature in 48 hours.
Guaranteed to fix you up in 8 days, stimulate vigor
and make you feel years younger or money back
on return 'of empty package. Telephone your
druggist for guaranteed Cystex (Siss-tex) today.

DR. T. J. RASTELLI
London Physician
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a move to Hollywood peps up a sagging

program and gi\es it new life.

A few months ago it would have been
impossible to persuade Charlie Winninger
to rejoin Show Boat. It isn't generally

known that when he quit the program
three years ago he did so largely because
of his differences of opinion with two men
who were then prominent in its produc-
tion and direction. One of these men left

Show Boat shortly after Winninger did,

the other last winter. Because 1 know
W'inninger's belief that his ideas differ

from theirs so greatly that it would be
impossible for him to work with them,
I am sure he would ne\'er have returned
while they were concerned with the pro-
gram.

^0 you see how the decision to bring
"^ back Cap'n Henry made it impossible
for Lanny to stay on the show, even if he
had wanted to? Since Cap'n Henry left.

Lanny has become a star. He couldn't

step down from stardom to the supporting
role he used to hold.

Show Boat isn't the only program that
must undergo a radical change. One of
radio's finest jesters has announced that
he will not return to his old program in

the fall. He has told intimate friends that

he hopes ne\er to return, to any program.
Fred .Allen's decision to retire from

radio comes just as he has set his foot
upon the peak of his profession. It comes
at the end of a steady climb in popularity
of his program. Town Hall Tonight. His
relations with his sponsors are perfectly
friendly.

Why, then, is he leaving radioF
To anyone who knows Fred Allen at

all, one reason comes at once to mind.
Though it is not the only reason, it is an
important one. For some years. Fred's
health has not been good, and its condi-

tion can be traced, in a large degree, to

upset ner\'es.

Radio is the last place in the world for

a nervous man. E\eryone who has ever
had anything to do with the ner\e-racking
business of preparing a script every week,
rehearsing it, cutting it, getting it past

the studio censors, and seeing that it goes
on the air in perfect, smooth-running
form, knows this.

A weekly turn in a broadcasting studio,

particularly a comedy turn, can change a

mild case of jitters into an upset stomach,
a galloping headache, shooting pains in

the back, and chronic insomnia. This is

not exaggeration, but sober fact. The mi-
crophone becomes an e\er-present menace
in a sensitive and conscientious star's

mind, haunting him until he ne\er has a

moment's peace from worr>'ing about his

next program.
Lntil this year, Fred has always been

able to take a long, restful vacation in the

summer and return to the studios re-

freshed and ready to cope with the drain
upon his strength the winter of broad-
casting would bring with it.

But this summer he is under contract to

act in a picture for 20th Century-Fox in

Hollywood. There were two things he
could do: return to his program in the
fall, without his \acation, or ask his spon-
sors to do without him until the first of

the year.

He chose to do neither. It didn't seem
fair to Fred to ask his sponsors to hold
his program open for him until he was
ready to return, filling in with substitute

talent in the meanwhile. From their

point of \'iew, he knew it would be much
better for them to build a complete new-

show. That is why he explained his posi-

tion to them, and announced he wasn't
contemplating signing a new contract.

There are other reasons for his decision.

Few people know that one of Fred's am-
bitions is to write for the stage, but it's

a fact. He would like to spend the next
year doing nothing but study play-writ-
ing, and at the end of that time, try his

hand at concocting a Broadway success.

The financial problem, fortunately, pre-

sents no difficulties. It's ironical that radio,

to which Fred has gi\en all his energy for
the last fi\e years, has left him no time
to spend the monev he earned from it. He
has actually had no time to travel, buy
cars or homes, go to night clubs, or do
any of the things which eat up money.
The result is that he has enough sa\'ed to

make retirement and a play-writing gam-
ble possible, e\en without the money he
will earn from his picture work this sum-
mer.
He would like to have time to make

more movies, too, when he feels like it.

There won't be many of them, becau'^e

he doesn't intend to act in them except
when he wants to, and when he likes a

script.

SO radio stands to lose a genius—for
that is exactly what Fred Allen is.

one of the great comic spirits of modern
times. The air waves won't be as bright
without him; but what radio loses the

stage will gain, if he goes ahead with his

plav-writing plans. There is no doubt
whatever in my mind that Fred could
write pla\'s that would keep the world
laughing for \ears. There's just one doubt
that haunts me. Will Fred, when fall

comes and he's feeling good again, be
able to resist a new contract calling for

a big raise in salary? I could make
money if I knew.

Rebellion, revolution, change—they're

in the spring breezes, "^'et behind each
sudden upset, when you understand it,

there is a reason.

«00D NEWS FOR THOUSANDS OF GIRIS

WHO HAVE NO SEX APPEAL
THOUSANDS GAIN 10to25 LBS.

QUICK, WITH IRONIZED YEAST

Poised by
profes-
sional
model

BUT BEWARE OF THE MANY SUBSTITUTES FOR
THIS TREMENDOUSLY SUCCESSFUL FORMULA,
BE SURE YOU GET GENUINE IRONIZED YEAST,

THERE'S no use shutting: our eyes to the fact that
"sex appeal"—an attractive, \\-ell-developed figure

"uith all Its feminine allure—is a big contributing: part
to a g:irrs happiness and success. And here's a new
easy treatment that has given thousands of skinny,
scrawny girls 10 to 25 pounds of solid flesh, pleasing
normal curs'es

—

in Just a few zvceks!

Furthermore it has brought naturally clear skin and lovely color.
new health and pep, loads of new friends and good times.

Scientists recently discovered that thousands are thin and rundown
for the single reason that they do not get enough Vitamin B and
iron in their food. Now one of the richest known sources of Vitamin
B is imported English ale yea^Tt. This special ale yeast is now con-
centrated 7 times, making it 7 times more powerful. Then it is com-
bined with 3 kinds of iron, pasteurized whole yeast and other valuable
ingredients in pleasant little tablets. And these Mule Trnnized Yeast
tablets have helped thousands to sain long-wished-for pounds—iiuick

I

Make this money-back test
K you. too. need these elements, get these new "7-power" Ironized Teast
tablets from your druggist today. Then watch flat chest develop and skinny
limbs round out to natural attractiveness. See natural beauty come. Soon
ycu feel like a difl'erent person, with new pep, charm and personality.

If you are not deliglitert with the results of the very first package, money
back instantly. So start today and watch the wonderful change. Only be sure
you get genuine Ironized Teast. Don't let anyone sell you a substitute.

Special FREE offer!
To start thousands building up their health right away, we make this abso-
lutely FKEE ol^'er. Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut
out the seal on the box and mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.
We will send you a fascinating ne.v book on health. "New Facts Alwut
Your Body." Remember, results with the very first package—or money re-

funded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co.. Inc., Dept, 227. Atlanta, Ga.
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CORNS
LIFT OUT WITH EASE

Pain INSTANTLY Relieved!
Remove your corns by using
this famous triple-action, sci-

entific treatment.Dr. Scholl's
Zino-pads, and then keep rid
of them. It's easy, safe, sure.
Just these soothing, healing,
cushioning pads alone on
corns, sore toes, callouses
or bunions give you the most
grateful relief imaginable

—

instantly. Put them on tender
toes caused by friction or
pressure of new or tight
shoes and you'll stop corns
before they can develop.

Used with the separate Medi-
cated Disks, included in every box.
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads quickly re-
move hard corns, soft corns be-
tween toes or callouses.

Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads are thin,
velvety-soft, waterproof. Don't
stick to stocking or come off in
the bath. Easy to apply. Get a box
today. Cost but a trifle. Sold every-
where.

DrScholls
Zino-pads

IDA BAILEY ALLEN'S
SERVICE COOK BOOK

Send 20c to Mrs. Margaret Simpson. Food Editor,

RADIO MIRROR. 205 East 42nd Street. New York City.

//FRECKLES
*^ Send for this true story of a freckled

face girl's life. Learn how her skin freckled
easily — how her homely freckles made
her self-conscious and miserable at four-
teen— how she gave up hope of ever
being popular socially, until one day she
saw a Stillman's ad.

She purchased a jar of Stillman's
Freckle Cream. Used it nightly. Her ugly

embarrassing freckles
soon disappeared, leav-
ing her skin clear, soft
and beautiful.

It's a real experience
that will bring hope to
you too, reprinted word
for word in
our booklet
"Good- bye
Freckles."

Goodbye

10
SEND COUPON
OR POST CARD.nee BOOKLET

THE STILLMAN COMPANY
B<.x 201 Aurora, III., U. S. A.
Name
Address ^

Stillmanls
FRECKLE CREAM

What's New?
{Continued from page 5)

mount on the air, and the show got under
way with everybody feeling very happy,
except the people on the program. They
had to be at the studio at nine o'clock on
a Sunday morning, which is enough to

make anybody unhappy.
The show stayed on the air five weeks,

sagging badly after the first, and when
daylight saving time in New York came
along everybody concerned sighed with
relief and took the hour's difference in

time as a good excuse to call the whole
thing off. It all seemed to prove one
thing: movie producers know how to

make good movies, radio producers know
how to make good radio programs, and
never the twain shall meet.

ANOTHER disappointment will bow
its way meekly off the airwaves late

in June—Helen Broderick's and Victor
Moore's Twin Stars program. It should
have been one of the bright spots of the

week, with two such talented comedians
as Helen and Victor, but—it just never
was. Script writers were called in by the

handful to provide new funny situations

and gags, but their best efforts fell flat.

It's really too bad.

DO you suppose it's safe for other movie
actors to let Fibber iVIcGee and Molly

come to Hollywood and go to work in

their first movie, "This Way, Please,"

on the Paramount lot? Both Fibber and
Molly are so versatile and can imitate so

many different characters, that Para-

mount is really getting twenty-four

actors for the price of two. Which ought

to come under the heading of unfairness

to organized movie actors, so many of

whom go on playing the same old part

in picture after picture.

PITY the Columbia Broadcasting Sys-

tem. They want to build a big new
office and studio in New York. They
need it badly. They even have the site

picked out, on Park Avenue, it would
be nice, they figure, to have the building

completed by 1939, when New York will

throw a world's fair. But they can't

okay the plans because nobody knows
how much room they'll need. If shows
keep on moving to Hollywood, the New
York building won't require many studios.

Contrariwise, if the movie companies de-

cide once and for all they don't want their

stars on the air, all the shows will scurry

back to New York, and CBS will need
acres of studios. Not having any little

crystal ball into which they can peer and
see the future, the CBS executives don't

know what to do.

IT isn't likely that you'll hear Sheila
' Barrett on the Vallee program again
for a long, long time. There was a little

matter of crossed wires, mixed dates, or
absent-mindedness a few Thursdays ago.

Rudy Vallee had sent out the news that
Sheila was to be on his program, just as
Kate Srnith began spreading the word
that Sheila was to be on her show—same
night, same hour, different network, diff-

erent sponsor.

The Vallee agency said that couldn't be,

because Sheila had an agreement to ap-
pear exclusively for them. The Smith
agency countered by showing a contract,
signed, sealed, and delivered. Sheila
wound up on the Smith program, and now

there is a distinct coolness cast in the
Barrett direction by the Vallee forces.

Seems it was largely a misunderstanding.
Sheila hadn't had time to prepare a
new act for Vallee Varieties, and sort
of took it for granted they wouldn't
want her without new material.

^^HO said Babe Ruth would never feel
"' at home in front of a microphone?
He's broadcasting now, twice a week on
CBS, and to watch him you'd think he
had grown up slinging words instead of
baseball bats. He even has his own pet
method of tuning up his voice before a
broadcast. He takes a drink of Bromo-
Seltzer and says it works fine. The Babe
admitted to me that he sometimes has an
almost ungovernable desire to get out
on the diamond again and knock out a
couple of home runs for the customers.
"But," he declared, "I've definitely re-

tired. My legs won't stand the game
any more."

Retired or not, Babe still knows his

baseball, and has definite opinions about
it. As early as the start of the season
he'd picked the pennant winners, and
broadcast his choices on his program.
In case you missed hearing that particular
broadcast, here they are: New York
Yankees to win the American League
championship, St. Louis Cardinals to win
the National League championship; Yan-
kees to win the World's series.

GOOD news for Tony Wons fans is

that after an illness of more than
a year he will make a radio comeback
next fall. Time was when Tony and his

Scrapbook combined to make one of

the air's star attractions. Then he
dropped out of sight, showed up briefly

on a midwestern station, and disappeared
again. The explanation, which none of

his old microphone friends knew, was
that he was suffering from the recur-

rence of a throat ailment which he con-

tracted during services in the World
War. Now his doctor says he is well

enough to return, and that's exactly what
he'll try to do in a few months. Network
sponsors, please note on your calendars.

THE sweetest case of sponsor-co-opera-
tion we ever heard of came to light

with the announcement that Kate Smith
would change sponsors when she returns

from her vacation in September. Just so

you and 1 won't have to get used to list-

ening to Kate at a different time and on

a different network, her old sponsor and
her new one went into a huddle, with

the result that A. & P. agreed to let Gen-
eral Foods, Kate's new bosses, take over

the eight o'clock spot Thursday nights

on CBS.

THERE'S one little racket in radio that

could bloom nowhere else. Few are the

stars who haven't had it tried on them
at least once. Here's the way it

operates. The most favorable time for

the racketeer is late at night, after a re-

peat broadcast. He hangs around outside

the studio until he sees an important star

come out. Then he rushes up. explains

that he is Mr. Montmorency Blank, as-

sistant production man of the agency
which handles the star's program, and says

that he's short of cash and needs the fare

out to his home in some distant Long

80
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Island or New Jersey town.
The star doesn't recognize either the

face or the name, but the big agencies

have so many men connected with them
he can't be sure. And he doesn't want
to offend anybody in the agency because,

after alf, the agency is his boss. So he
usually comes across with the "loan," even
though he's morally certain he'll never

see Mr. Montmorency Blank again. Lanny
Ross was saved from being victimized in

this way only the other evening by the

opportune arrival of a bona-fide agency
man.

ONE person whose head can't be turned
by sudden success is Ray Heather-

ton. He's been all through this fame
business once too often. Ray's career be-

gan when Paul Whiteman heard him sing

at a party and gave him a job on the

Old Gold program. That was when Ray
was seventeen and in high school. The
job came his way so easily he naturally

thought all jobs came that way.
When his Old Gold contract ran out,

Ray wasn't worrying, because he thought
he'd arrived. Instead, he couldn't find

another job anywhere, couldn't e\'en get

anybody to audition him. ' He went to

work for the telephone company to make
a living while he tried to break into radio

again. At last he succeeded, to the ex-

tent of a sustaining series on NBC.
He worked harder on that program

than he had ever worked before in his

life. It was the first step on a long,

slow climb which finally landed him in

a secure radio position and a leading

role in the hit Broadway musical show,
"Babes in Arms." The day after "Babes
in Arms" opened a scout from every movie
company in Hollywood was on his door-

step, offering Ray screen tests. Ray didn't

go crazy over this, his second big success.

The first one evaporated so fast he can't

be sure this one won't do likewise. And
the last time I saw him he \vas busy
auditioning for another commercial radio

program, and worrying for fear he

wouldn't get it.

* * *

VITAL statistics: Helen Jackson is the

first of Kay Thompson's Rhythm
Girls to follow her boss' lead and take

unto herself a husband. Kay, you know,
was married a few months ago to Jack
Jenney. Now Helen is the bride of Art
Millett, announcer on the General Mills

and East and Dumke program. She isn't

going to quit her job, however . . . Paul
Douglas, celebrating his acquisition of the

Chesterfield daily sports program, broad-
cast over CBS every night except Sunday
at 6:35, is a bridegroom. The other half

is a girl who isn't connected with radio

at all, except by marriage . . . Lucy
Monroe will remain off the air for another
month or so, resting up in an effort to

recover from the recent shock of her
mother's tragic death. No doubt you read
about it in the newspapers. Radio Row's
unanimous sympathy went out to Lucy,
and when she returns she can be sure of

plenty of friends to welcome her.

IT'S not only a nice, friendly gesture on
Jack Benny's part to take Bill Mor-

row and Ed Beloin, his script writers,

with him on his European jaunt this

summer, it's a good way of insuring an-

other top-notch Benny season next year,

as N\ell. Jack is modestly aware that the

comedy material Bill and Ed have written

for him has been responsible for much
of his popularity, and he doesn't want to

take any chances of losing them by going
away and letting them wander around
Hollywood unattended.

NEW. ..a CREAM DEODORANT
which safely

STOPS PERSPIRATION

1.

Arrid is the ONLY deodorant
to stop perspiration with all

these five advantages:—
Cannot rot dresses,

cannot irritate skin.

2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.

3. Instantly stops perspiration for

1 to 3 days—keeps armpits dry
and odorless, saves dresses

from perspiration stains and
offensive odor.

4. A pure, white, greaseless, stain-

less vanishing cream.

5. Arrid is the ONLY deodorant
to stop perspiration which has
been awarded the Textile Seal
of Approval of The American

Institute of Laundering
for being harmless to

fabric.

39 a jar

At drug and dept. stores

ARRID
TRIAL JAR: Send 10 cents (stamps or coin) for a generous size jar

of Arrid. Feminine Products Inc., 56 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

Skrn Itch Kills Romance
Many shatteredromances may be traced dir-
ectly to ugly skin blemishes. Why tolerate
itchy pimples, eczema, angry red blotches
or other irritations resulting from external
causes when you can get quick relief from
soothing Peterson's Ointment. 35c at all

druggists. Money refunded if one applica-
tion does not delight you. Wonderful, too,
for tired itchy feet and cracks between toes.
Write forFREESAMPLEto Peterson
Ointment Co., Dept. JF-5 , Buffalo, N.Y.

I'tijtkQ NEW

NO-CHAFE SANITARY NAPKINS

12 for I5c

For Sa\e

ONLY aV WOOLWORTH'S STORES

Blondes With
Darkened Hair!

Give Your Hair
That Ligliter Nat-
ural "Spun-Gold"
Look With This
New Shampoo and
Rinse— 3 Shades
Lighter in 15 Min-

utes Without Harsh

Bleaches or Dyes.

Here at last is an easy way to bring out the full radiant

loveliness of blonde or brown hair. Try New Blondex. the

Shampoo and Special Golden Rinse that washes it 2 to 4

shades lighter and brings out the natural lustrous golden

sheen, the alluring highlights that can make hair so at-

tractive. New Blondes costs but a few pennies to use and

Is absolutely safe. Contains no harsh bleaches or dyes.

Used regularly, it keeps your scalp and hair healthy and

lovely, gleaming with lustrous highlights. Get Blondes
today. New combination package, shampoo with FRKE
BINSE, for sale at all stores. New size at all 10c counters.

/fe^BLONDEX '^.^'^X.

BEFORE

We hope this message may bring for you die

decision now to turn, to change to this modern
powdered starching and ironing compound.
Irons never stick, diey don't brown things and

you get no spots or rings as with solid starches.

We, The Hubinger Co., number 400, Keokuk,
Iowa will send our little proof packet. Simply

write for "That Wonderful Way To Hot Starch".

i^okmt hoalttg £atjr J
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When Emotions

are stirred . .

.

At thrilling, intimate moments . . . when emo-

tions are stirred— that's when perspiratiori glands

are most active— body odor becomes noticeable.

Be sure to use DEW— the deodorant that re-

mains effective under all circumstances . . . doesn't

let you down at those exciting times when com-

plete daintiness means romance.

DEW stops perspiration instantly, thoroughly

DEW gives you lasting protection against

under-armmoisture;guards gowns from injurious,

unsightly stains.

Safe and gentle. Non-irritating

to delicate sl<in. Costs no more
than usual deodorants. 25c, 50c,

$1.00 at drug and dept. stores.

D^UJ
DEODORANT
Non Perspirant

IDA BAILEY ALLEN'S
SERVICE COOK BOOK

Send 20c to Mrs. Margaret Simpson, Food Editor,

RADIO MIRROR, 205 East 42nd Street. New York City.

REMOVE
HAIR without

razor, liquid QC
paste or powder £VC
Baby Touch Hair Remover, is the
new, amazing way to remove hair
from arms, less and face—quickly
and safely. Used like a powder
puff. Odorless, painless, better

' than a razor. Baby Touch leaves
the skin soft, white and restores youth and beauiy to ti.e

skin, Saftsfaction guaranteed. At drug and department
stores or send 25c for one or $1,00 for five of the Baby
Touch Pads, Baby Touch Mittens (Two sides) 35c each,
3 for $1,00,

BABY TOUCH HAIR REMOVER CO.
2321 Olive. St. Louis, Mo.

S-.K I N

WITH

MercollzcdWax
# Any complexion can be made clearer, smoother,
younger with Mcrcolizcd Wax. This single cream
IS a complete beauty treatment.

Mcrcolized Wax absorbs the discolored blem-
ished outer skin in tiny, invisible particles. Brings
out the young, beautiful skin hidden beneath.

Just pat Mercoli/.ed Wax on your skin every
night like cold cream. It beautifies while you sleep.

Mcrcolized Wax brings out your hidden beauty.

USE Saxollte Astrlnllcnt — a refrcshlnft, stimu-
lating akin tonic. Smooths out wrinkles and afte

lines. IU.-flncs coarse pores, eliminates olllncss. DU-
olvc Saxolltc In one-half pint witch hazel.

HI

Behind the Hollywood

Front

{Continued from page 23)

years old. Well, she isn't the sponsor's

daughter, but answers to the name of

Eileen Barton. Papa Barton showed me
"Jolly's" birth certificate to prove that

she's only ten, and he's mailing photo-

static copies of the certificate to all doubt-

ing Thomases who write. Already, those

who are hard to convince are hinting the

certificate is just a publicity stunt, but I

assure you that "Jolly" doesn't look more
than ten.

* * *

FRED WARING is making a picture for

Warner Brothers for which he will be

paid $160,000—the biggest price ever paid

a band for a film. Fred wanted $200,000

but he was laughed down $40,000, Paul

Whiteman must burn when he thinks how
much less than $160,000 he got for "The
King of Jazz,"

THE spectre of television has this town
in the shivers. No matter where I go, it

is the topic of conversation—at Lakeside
Golf Club, Brown Derby, Trocadero,
Well might the movie greats shiver in

their timbers, because regardless of these

scoffers who say television is ten years

away, it really is not^ more than two
years away. And when it comes, who can

tell what it will do to the motion pic-

ture industry? Right today theater own-
ers are howling to the high heavens about
the inroads radio has made into business.

All those empty seats in theaters, claim

the owners, are due to folks sitting home
listening to Jack Benny and Fred Allen

and Bing Crosby, I might here add that

the theaters are simply packed on Tues-
day nights, when Fidler broadcasts. At
any rate, if theater owners hovsl now,
how much more will they howl when tele-

vision takes one hundred per cent enter-

tainment (sound and sight) right into

people's homes?
Television is going to dernand perfec-

tion for the first time in the history of the

drama. The stage does not demand it,

because the audience is too far from the

actor to see whether he mugs or cannot
use his face to express himself. On the

stage, voice and pantomime are vital. The
screen does not demand perfect acting,

because an imperfect scene may be re-

made. Radio requires less talent than any,

because only the voice counts, and per-

formers read scripts. But television \\ill

combine stage, radio, and screen. It will

bring the actor close to the audience,

therefore his facial expressions must be
right. It will bring his voice, as does
radio. But it will mean an end to read-

ing scripts, therefore it will mean that an
actor must not only have the appearance
and voice, but he must be able to^ go
through his program with memorized
lines.

Now do you see Vihy the spectre of tele-

vision hangs over Hollywood? Easy times

will go, and tedious work will come, when
television arrives,

-Hi * *

Till- candid camera, which doesn't need
the word "flattery" to describe \\hat it

does to the world's great, has been in-

vading the NBC Studios in Hollywood,
so you'll soon be seeing such microphone
colossais as Jack Benny, Bing Crosby,
Marion Talley, and even Fred Astaire in

action before the mike, NBC expected
a few blowups from temperamental ether
stars, but the cry for candid art made
them brave the possible wrath of the gods
and goddesses. Strangely, though, there

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE...

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid

bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flow-
ing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.

Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing" freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
In making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
else. 25c.

PICTORIAL RING

mAny photo or picture repro
dnced, permanentiy on ex
quisite gem -like ring. A
priceless keepsakel Guaran-
teed! Sample ring from any
photo you send only
SEND NO MONEY—Everyone
wants PICTURE RING. Show nne— take orders-
make money! Just send photo with strip of paper
trimmed so ends meet around finger for size. Pay post-
man only 69c. plus few cents postage. Photo returned
with ring. Money back if not delighted. Order NOW!
PICTORIAL RING CO., Dept.AA-31.Cincinnati, O.

ITCH
-STOPPED IN A HURRY BY D.D.D.*'
Are you tormented with the itching tortiires ot eczema,

rashes, athlete's toot, eruptions, or other externally

caused skin afflictions? For quick and happy relief,

use cooling, antiseptic, liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIP-
TION. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes the irrita-

tion and swiftly stops the most intense itching. A 35c

trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it—or money back.

l:ii^'^^!<Mh'i
Send Coupon for Details of My
"Pay After Graduation Plan"

My Big Free Book tells yoa how wa
train you in 12 weeks—to start ia

the erowiog: field of Electricity, by
actual shopwork on real electrical ma-

chinery—not by booka or correspondence-
Aroazine: plan enables many to Ket train-
ing first . . . then take 18 Months to pay
in small monthly payments startinir S
Months from date you start school, ex-
perience or advanced education not
needed. Many Earn While Learning.
Froelifetimo employment service, Diesel
Engines, Electric Refrigeration .and Aic

__ Conditioning instruction included. MAiL
—_^^^^ ___ COUPON lorFREEBOOKand all Facts.

I H. C. LEWIS, President, COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
1500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 87-64. Chicago, III. |

Send Big Free Book with facts on Coyne training and tell me I

I about your "Pay.Tuition.After'Graduation" Plan. i

NAME
ADDRESS -

CITY

-AGE-

^^7

EYELASH
DARKENER

;WIM. perspire or cry and always be cer-
1 Lain yourlashes and brows remain attrac-
tively dark. Use "Dark-Eyes" instead of
ordinary mascara. One application lasts 4
to 5 weeks. Ends daily make-up bother,

i Never runs, smarts, smudges or harms
1 lashes. Indelible, Try it! SJl at dept. and
drugstores. ^

INDELIBLE DARKENER ~

"Dark-Eyes," 2115S. Ccai»lofd Avs., Dapl, 31-G, Chicago, III.

I enclose 25c (coin or stamps) for generous^
trial package of "Dark-Eyes" and directions.

Name Toivn

Address Stale



Now Ready . . .

Radio Mirror Readers*

Special Edition of—
IdaBaileyAllen'sNewCookBook
MRS. SIMPSON, Food Editor of Radio

Mirror, asks us to tell you that at last she
has found the cook book for which you and she
have so long been searching. From the thousands
of letters she receives Mrs. Simpson knows, as no
one else can, exactly the sort of cook book her
R.\Dio Mirror readers need and want. When we
saw the book she had selected we knew she v^as
right, and immediately we ordered a special edition
printed for Radio Mirror.

Here are a few of the special features:
196 PAGES FOR 20c

Bound in a stiff, board cover, printed on better
quality paper with larger open spaced type; easy
to read at a glance.

THUMBNAIL INDEX
Special Index allows turning immediately to any

desired recipe or table without hunting page num-
bers, or searching the table of contents.

HUNDREDS OF RECIPES—
But Nof Just Another Recipe Book

This volume is far more than a mere collection
of dishes. Here's just some of the valuable instruc-
tion it contains:
How to Measure
Correct Temperatures for All Types of Cooking
Correct Serving for All Courses
Diet Instruction
Meal Planning
Cooking Terms and Expressions

YOUR GUIDE TO REAL ECONOMY
The 20c cost of this book will be returned to you

a thousand fold as you follow the marketing advice
it contains.

ONLY 20c Postage Prepaid
Enclose stamps or coins {wrap carefully).
Address: MRS. MARGARET SIMPSON

Radio JMirror
205 E. 42nd Street New York City

IF YOU HAVE

GRAY HAIR
and DON'T LIKE a

MESSY MIXTURE,...
then write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, I am proud of my Color Imparter
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,
more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
my free trial bottleand book telling All About Gray Hair.
ARTHUR RHODES. Hair Color Expert. Dept.24. LOWELL. MASS.

Home-Study
Business Training

Your opportunity will never be bigger than your
preparation. Prepare now and reap the rewards of
early success. Free 64-Page Books TeU How. Write
NOW for book you want, or mail coupon with your
name, present position and address in margin today.

n Credit and Collection
Correspondence

n Modern Foremansiiip
D Expert Bookkeeping
DC. P. A. Coaching
D Business English
Effective Speaking

D Stenotypy

Higher Accountancy
Mod. Salesmanship
Trafific Management
Law: Degree of LL.B.
Commercial Law
Industrial Mgm't
Business Mgm't
Business Corres.

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
Dept. 774-R Chicago

K More
Fascinatinq

With

HAVE IT IN ONE WEEK! ^S^-:
don't let dull, blemished, freckled skin ruin charm I

Gentle Golden Peacock Bleach Creme ... re-
moves dull film, surface freckles and pimples,
blackheads almost overnight! Cxives you clear,
flawless, younger looking, alluring skin. At any
drug or department store ... or send 50c to
Golden Peacock Inc., Dept.K-295. Paris, Temi.

RADIO MIRROR
were no squawks from the big ones, but
a group of fiddle players and one an-
nouncer felt the presence of a candid
camera pointed at them interfered with
their art—AND SAID SO.

* * *

SUDDEN wealth thai has come to the
gal Al Jolson calls "Moutha" Raye,

promises to give her indigestion from fur
wraps. Furs to Martha are as hard to

resist as a candy display to a child. A
year ago Martha was "singing for her
supper" in night clubs, and now that her
weekly earnings have hit four figures, she's

gone on a fur-buying jag. With summer
coming on, Martha's going to have to find

a new yen.
* * *

CDDIE CANTOR is responsible for a" feud among the special delivery boys
at the Hollywood postoffice. Entries in

Eddie's contest to select a name for Helen
Troy, hizzoner's gum-chewing telephone
operator, kept on coming in by the
bushel, and among these were a hun-
dred or more special delivery letters each
day. Cantor has four places where he
gets his mail—the studio where he makes
pictures, KNX, the Texaco headquarters,
and at his home. Letters in the contest
came addressed to "the Mayor of Texaco
Town, Hollywood." These could be deliv-

ered to any one of four zones served by
different delivery boys and each boy. eager
for the nine cents per letter fee paid for
delivery, launched a hot fight for his

individual rights. Uncle Sam finally had
to turn Solomon and rule that the Cantor
specials should be split four ways, each
delivery boy getting his share.

LUM and Abner may break down and
take a try at pictures and if they do

1 predict that the man who will have
much to do with tuning out their objec-
tion to screen work will be Frank Lloyd,
one of Flollywood's ace directors. Lloyd
is a Lum and Abner fan and he met the

boys in the NBC Studios after he had
made a guest appearance on Elza Schal-
lert's program. The talk swung to pic-

tures and I o\erheard the boys tell Lloyd
an idea he outlined to them for a picture

debut sounded good. 1 know these two
Arkansas chaps are happier now than e\'er

before. They came to California, not to

get into pictures, but to end working
nights. The difference between Central
and Pacific time makes their broadcasts
fall so that they have their evenings free

for doing what other folks, with leisure

after dark. do. The same reasons apply
to the shift of Amos 'n' Andy from Chi-
cago to California.

* * *

%A#HEN Don Wilson waddled off the
'' '' train in Los Angeles after a trip east

with Jack Benny, he carried a broad grin.

"Boy, am I glad to be back!" he greeted
friends at the station. During the hand-
shaking he felt a paper in his hand and
one glance at it wiped the grin off Don's
face. He had accepted a summons on an
"overlooked" traffic citation.

AL JOLSON'S air programs are born
on his ranch at Encino. Gag men.

writers and players gather 'round Al's

svvimrning pool, dive in often, and every
once in a while come up with an idea.

Al would like to broadcast from the
ranch, too, but his weekly flesh-and-blood
audience would put too much wear and
tear on the Jolson habitat.

THOSE who think Bing Crosby's aca-
demic style is just a pose to impress

his air fans are wrong. Big. words are
as natural to Bing as they are to a dic-

tionar.N', and have been ever since he wa-;

studying at Gonzaga. ^'ou can take m\'
word for it, Bing doesn't use thirt\-five

French Treatment

Beautifies Women

From 16 to 60

NO CREPEY NECK

Free: Booklet Tells You
What to Do for Wrin-
Enlarged Pores and

THE BLOOM
kles. Pimples,
HOW TO REGAIN
OF YOUTH.
LOOK OUT . . . those wrinkles, that

crepey neck tell your age. Maybe a
woman is only as old as she feels, but
most people think she is as old as she
looks. Why let your face show lines,

pimples, blackheads, large pores, when
there is now on the market a wonderful
and simple treatment called Calmas
French Face Conditioner which works
wonders. It does away with face lifting-,

peeling- or other dangerous methods.
No clay or mud packs, no appliances,
or exercises of any kind, SOMETHING
ENTIRELY NEW AND DIFFERENT,
based on latest scientific finds in cos-

metic research. Guaranteed absolutely
harmless. Women who have tried

Calmas French Face Conditioner are
amazed at the results. They call it a
"Face Lifting without Surgeiy," others
say it is the "enemy of pimples, wrin-
kles and blackheads." Send your name
and address TODAY and you will re-

ceive ABSOLUTELY FREE a booklet
telling- all about this new treatment.
Calmas Products, Dept. 36-A, 6770
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California.

TR=«^jEofftflCTICflL NURSE
[Study at home— train the "Pierce Way." Home Study

Course and 6-months Practical HOSPITAL Course

for resident students. Write for free book. PIERCE
SCHOOL ENDORSED BY AMERICAN TRAINED
PRACTICAL NURSES' ASSOCIATION.

PIERCE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING
702 West 17th Sl Secretary C-2 1 . Los Angeles, CaU£

HOW OLD

IS YOUR

MOUTH?

5

YEARS

YOUNGER

• Give your lips the freshness of

youth! Use Cutex Lipstick, with

its special oil that helps make
your lips look smoother, softer

—

6 years younger! In Natural,

Coral, Cardinal, Rust, Ruby.
Try Cutex Lipstick today!

Rflc CUTEX

S3



Cayi THE
you CLOSE-UP BoJy

pass TSST Odor?

and be Sure
Complete confidence! s yours with daily use
of HUSH in any of its four convenient forms.
Men and women alike rely upon HUSH for

instant protection against Body Odors, par-
ticularly during sultry summer days and
nights. HUSH is refreshing, too, soothes the
skin and will not harmfabrics. Use It Daily.

4 TYPES
CREAM LIQUID
POWDER STICK

"J
ijJ<*

^*l:VWi:M!»'

10* 25* 50* toUrg^o^rcSi^ter

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED

47
SizeSxlO inches
or smaller if desired
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land-
scapes, pet animals
or enlargements of
part of group picture. Safe

il'^r'Sntei,."'"^"'^
""""^ 3 for $1.00

SEND NO MONEY ^r'"„ap"sh°ot
(any pize) and within a week you will receive
vour heautifu! enlargement, guaranteed fade-
less. Pay postman 47c plus postage— or send 49c
with order and we pay postage. Big lGx20-
inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c plus post-
age or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of th
offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
104 S. Jefferson St. Dept. 1547H CHICAGO,

YOST'S
I

OLIVE OIL
I

CLEANSING CREAM
|

and your !

COMPLEXION 1

A rcniarkahle heauly aid in obtain- I

ing a lovely SUN TAN. Contains
j

comliined cleansing and beautifying
|

(lualities. Parked in STERILIZED
|

JARS only. Mail this ad and be
|

convinced. i

YOST'S 532 N. Hazel St., Allentown, Penna J
c

Klirln-crl llii'l ID.' for ullirll l.lcasf Kcmi lilc a Iriiil H
Kize Jar of Olive- Oil Clcaiisliin CrL-ani IciKolher I

with mnrt' Informatlun on (ibtuinlnK n luv(--ller *|

I'OiiiplcxIon. (Olfcr Kood In U. S. only.) I
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cent words just to impress. Why, they

are so much a part of the crooner's usual

conversation that he even uses them on
his twins—and he knows what the words
mean, too.

* * *

AIR fans of the Sunday night Com-
munity Sing hour may join in the

songs but the boys and girls who pack
the CBS Playhouse in Hollywood to see

the program can't be depended upon to

do more than just see—and laugh. Some-
times Wendell Hall's best efforts haven't

been productive of much enthusiasm, so

the producers put aces up their sleeves.

They spot fifty lusty voices through the

crowd and pay them |10 per night, just

to make sure the mike brings you plenty

of song.

VIA WIRE—Reports you may have
heard about Bobby Breen leaving Eddie
Cantor are not without basis: Bobby's
contract with Eddie runs until June, when
the program melts for the summer. Mean-
while, overtures have been made for Breen
to star in his own show. While Cantor
takes a fatherly interest in this young
protege, he is not Bobby's manager, does

not handle his money, and also, Eddie
never stands in the way of one of his

discoveries who has a chance to move up.

So it should not be a surprise if Bobby
sings his farewell to Cantor on the final

program in June ... At this writing, there

are hot rumors that Dick Powell has been
signed for Show Boat. Dick tells me the

story is untrue. He is the center of a

brilliant one-hour show that has been
built by Trans-American, which is owned
by Warner Brothers. I will be surprised

if this show is sold this summer, but I

will be even more surprised if it fails to

land with a big sponsor next fall. . .

"All the Lads," who went on their own
when the old maestro closed his Cocoanut
Grove engagement in Los Angeles, have
found new homes with other orchestras.

Ben Bernie retained only five of his old

bandsmen, and around this quintet he has
woven a new unit for radio . . . Answering
about a million inquiries, Rudy Vallee will

soon quit calling New York his home,
and transfer his affections to Hollywood.
He has already okayed plans for his

new estate among the film colonists . . .

Richard Himber, who is having sponsor
trouble, is flirting with several Radio and
night club offers. He may do a turn

at the Cocoanut Grove in Los Angeles
. . . Al Jolson, Eddie Cantor, Joe Penner
and other CBS toppers took their steam
shovels in hand April 27 to break ground
for the new CBS studio in Hollywood . . .

NBC has taken an option on ten acres

for another Hollywood Radio Center,
which will be equipped for telecasting . . .

Nelson Eddy has been tagged at ^5,000 a

week as singing emcee for the new Chase &
Sanborn show starting August 8th . . .

Benny Goodman's Swing Band will broad-
cast from the Palomar in the Hollywood
area when Ted Fio Rito bows out of that

spot in June.

Be Yourself!

(Conlinucd from page 45)

Uncle Ezra's; yes, changed the lives of
everyone on the show, even to smiling
Joe Kelly, the master of ceremonies.

Joe has been an actor for many years,

but he's been "Joe Kelly" for only a very
few months. And like the old sage's

prediction that "A little child shall lead

them," it was a little child who showed
Joe the way to real happiness and the
key to his present radio success. While
handling a children's funny paper broad-
cast s(jme months ago joe conducted an

How to Remove
Leg or Arm Hair

IN 3 MINUTES
Without Danger of Coarser
or Stubbier New Growth

Everywhere yon go, everyone is talking

about or using De Miracle. Its vogue
seems to have started when it became
known that this marvelous discovery made
it simple and easy to get rid of leg or arm
hair, without danger of faster, coarser
or stubbier new growth.

No Razor—just dampen hair with
De Miracle and then rinse hair away
with water. It leaves the skin as smooth,
soft and hair-free as a baby's. Leaves
no dark hair stubble and does not make
hair grow faster, coarser, or stubbier.

Try it today.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

SejRiracfi
Special Now £tTft^ $2.00 Size
$1 .00 Size .w m *» Now $1 .33

At All Drug and Department Stores

No.Joke To Be Deaf
*Every deaC person knoivsthat—
Mr. Waymade himself hear hia watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years, with hia Arti-

,'ficial Ear Drams. He wore them day and night.
They stopped his head
noiaes.They are invisible

,

and comfortable, do wires
or batteries. Satisfaction
eaaranteed or money bacb.
Write for TRUE STORY, — ^ -
Aleo booklet on Deafness. Artificial EarDram

THE WAY COMPANY
19 McKerchey Bldg. Detroit, Michigan

EXPERT COOKING ADVICE
FROM IDA BAILEY ALLEN

Through special arrangement with Ida

Bailey Allen's publishers, I, as food editor

of Radio Mirror, can offer my readers her
best-selling 196-page Service Cook Book
for 20c.

Send stamps or coins to :

Mrs. Margaret Simpson,

Radio Mirror,

205 E. 42nd St., New York City

CAMPHO-PHENIQUE
Soothing . . . Stainless

30c AT ALL DRUGGISTS
CAMPHO-PHENIQUE CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

COJ\fCEAL5

BLfMISHEH
iJ^STAJ\/TLYf

Don't let a sudden skin

blemish spoil your Sum-
I mer Fun. Be clever— use

5^5;-j // "Hide-it!" InstanUy conceals

pimples, freckles, birthmarks,

scars, bruises and any discol-

\ JUL r oration. Waterproof. Won't^^^ crackorpeel.Fourfleshshades
to match your skin. Use the

Cream for large areas;

/^^ Stick for touch-ups.

. A '^i ^' ^* "'"^ '"'' "^P*" ^*°'^^

Clark-lvirHner Co" 66s'st.Clair St., pept.l4-G, Chicago
I enclose 10c (Canada 15c) for •'Hide-it" UCreamUShck.
Check Sliade: DLight DMedium pBrunette DSun Tan.

Name
A ddress
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Happy Relief
From Painful
Backache

Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches

people blame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired kidneys—and may be reUesred when treated
in the right way.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking ex-

cess acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. Most
people pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
of wasje.

If the 15 nules of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheu-
matic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and en-
ergy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood.
Get Doan's Pills.

Old LegTrouble
Easy to use Yiscose Home Method. Heals
many old leg sores caused by leg conges-
tion, varicose veins, swollen legs and in-
juries or no cost for trial if It fails to

show results in 10 days. Beseribe the

cause of your trouble and get a FEEE
BOOK.

Dr. R. G. Clason Viscose Co.
140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

ITCHINGi^^
RELIEVED IN RECORD TIME
NOW you don't have to writhe, squirm and suffer the

itching torture of rashes, eczema, pimples. Ath-
lete's Foot, Poison Ivy or similar skin irritations. Hydrosal
offers you blessed rehef . Itching stops instantly. Smarting
disappears. Redness vanishes. Promotes heahng. Used by
doctors. Ask your druggist for Hydrosal . . . Liquid or
Ointment . . . 30c and 60c, USE Hydrosal Soap... mildly
medicated. Contains skin
Vitamin F. Purifies and
soothes the most seasl*
tive skins.

Hydrosal

<»

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
the NEW CREAM WAY

As Little or as Much as You
Want—Safely—Quickly!

Not a Drug-Store Liquid!
Lechler*s Lightning Hair tightener
ia an amazing product; an antiseptic, white,

creamy paste It has many advantaEea over liquid preparations.
You can use it to lighten the roots and scalp only. Cannot run to
the ends of the hair like a liquid. Can't make the hair life- - ^
loBB. dry or brittle. Uchtens blonde hair grown dark. Can V
not streak or over-bleach. Actually Beneficial tO
bleached hair and permanents. Used by famous stage
and screen beauties for over 20 years. Harmless—guaran- H
teed. Mailed complete with application brush for only H
PI?PI7 ^'^'^"^ '"'sf o^f^er

—

S^-jmge bookletr JVCiH/ •THE ,\'EIV ART OF LIGHTEXIXG HAIR"
LECHLER LABORATORIES, INC.

S60 Broadway, Pcpt. A. New York. N. Y.

Would You Like to b«
Happily married

Thackeray said "Men are help-
less in the hands of women
who really know how to handle
them." Any woman or girl of
ordinary intelligence, beauti-
ful or plain, has the charm with-
in her to attract and fascinate
men. You can learn how to de-
velop and use those natural
charms from "Fascinating

Womanhood", an unusual book which shows how
womenattractmen by using the simple laws of men's
pyschology. Married or single, this knowledge will
help you. Don't let love and romance pass you by.
Send us only 10c and we will send you the booklet
entitled "Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood", an
interesting synopsis of the revelations in "Fascin-
ating Womanhood". Sent in plain wrapper.
PSYCHOLOGY PRESS. Dept.325 G, St. Louis, Mo.

amateur contest one Saturday morning
for the children. But just before going
on the air, he cast a critical eye over his

group of juvenile entertainers; took one
look and threw away the script. For
every one of those children had stage
fright almost to the point of complete
paralyzation, and Joe knew it was the
time for original measures.
So as the first little girl, with trembling

feet, stepped up to the microphone, Joe
caught her off her guard.

"Say," he exclaimed with a smile, "that's

a beautiful little dress you have on!"
It took the tiny tot a few seconds to

realize this nice fat man was referring to

her "new" dress, the one Grandma had
made for her. But after that pause
there was no holding her. She told him all

about it, with the sparkling effervescence

of her age. Breathless, her conversation
studded with "Do you know's," and
accentuated with Joe's astonished "You
don't say's," she was the hit of the broad-
cast. But she made a bigger hit in the
heart of Joe Kelly. Her simple, whole-
hearted naturalness showed him the
secret of radio. He cast off, in the ensu-
ing months, all the staginess of show
business, and, a short while later, he
became the ideal announcer and master
of ceremonies for the National Barn
Dance.

Pat Barrett, who, as Uncle Ezra, is the

star of the show, learned to be himself
long before the program went on the air,

long before there was a radio when, as a

very young actor back in 1911, he paid
his admision price to see David Warfield
in "The Music JVIaster." Young Pat had
a revelation that night. He saw the dawn
of a new era in the theater. Schooled in

the old repertoire companies, where actors

posed and gestured, where the audience
hissed the villain and cheered the hero,

Pat sat enthralled to see a master and a

pioneer dare to step out on the stage and
live his part, to make his characteriza-

tion human and alive.

After creating his now famous character
of Uncle Ezra, which he has portrayed
for over twenty years on the stage and
radio, Pat never forgot this lesson. To-
day, some people might call him an actor
but if you could have sat with me in his

dressing room you would know that Pat
Barrett, as Uncle Ezra, is being no one
but himself. Pat and 1 talked \\hile he
changed clothes and put on his make-up.
It is so gradual, that change, the whis-
kers, the old cut-away coat, the wig. the
glasses—that it almost surprises you when
it is completed. Suddenly you realize

that no longer are you talking to Pat
Barrett; you are listening for the witty
aphorisms of old Uncle Ezra. For with
the simple act of putting on his make-up,
Pat really becomes Uncle Ezra. When he
goes on the air he's not acting. He's
living, he's natural, and he's being him-
self.

Henry Burr, too, has long been just

himself, and the story of his joining the

cast of the Barn Dance goes back many
years. It includes the height of success

and the emptiness of failure. It is the
story of a man who grimly stuck to a lot

of old fashioned ideas because he beliexed
in them.
During the period when Victor records

afforded the only popular music in the
American home, Henry Burr was their

outstanding artist. Over three million

copies of his recordings were sold, his

voice being heard all over the world.

But with the perfection of radio the
phonograph was out dated, and appar-
ently the golden voice unusual singing
style of Henry Burr were forgotten as
well. At any rate radio officials forgot
him, if some of his recording audience

(Continued on page 87)
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The surest way to please your

baby at mealtime is to feed him
Heinz Strained Foods! Try

them yourself. You're bound to

like their natural color—prefer
their "garden" flavor. Heinz
cooks the country's finest vege-

tables and fruits scientifically,

with dry steam, in sealed kettles.

Thus their valuable vitamins
and minerals are retained in

high degree—cooked in, never
out! Your grocer has 12 kinds

of Heinz Strained Foods. You'll

pay no premium for their extra

quality!

Guard your baby's

health—look for these

two Safety Seals...

HEINZ
STRAINED FOODS

IDA BAILEY ALLEN'S
SERVICE COOK BOOK
Send 20c to Mrs. Margaref Simpson, Food

Editor, RADIO MIRROR, 205 East 42nd

Street, New York City.

• Make your eyelashes a natural-looking

fringe ofdark, long, silky beauty with this ex-

tra-creamy mascara. Sniudgeproof. Perma-

nent. Non-smarting. Apply with or without

water. Black,brown, blue, green. /^:u^

For that extra touch

PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYE SHADOW
PINAUO'S SIX-TWELVE EYEBROW PENCIL

^"^ PI IV /ITin """"^

HOUSE OF NEW YORK
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• THE TRUE, GRIPPING
STORY OF ONE GIRL'S

ENTRANCE INTO MARRIAGE

"The man I had just sworn to love placed a wedding ring on
my finger and took me in his arms. His lips reached my lips

and succeeded in brushing my cheek as I turned and began to

sob. Tears ran down my face because I was frightened, although
the friends and relatives who crowded the church thought I

wept with joy."

Thus begins "Why My Honeymoon Was Tragic", the starkly

honest and vividly illuminating story of a girl whose marriage
was nearly ruined by the malign influences of puritanism and
emotional poisoning that surrounded her girlhood. Told graphi-

cally and dramatically in her own words, it will grip you from
the very beginning.
Not only a great story but because of its intimately revealing
nature, a great life lesson, it may easily save thousands of

other girls and young women the anguish and heartache that

this girl endured before she discovered her solution to the prob-
lem of happy marriage. By all means begin it today in the big

July issue of Physical Culture now on sale!

No matter what your personal problem may be, Physical
Culture, the absorbing personal problem magazine is sure to

point the way to its solution. Below are a few of the twenty-
eight vital, helpful features which constitute the contents of
Physical Culture for July.

OTHER FEATURES IN THE BIG JULY ISSUE

Why Sex Crimes Increase, a re-

vealing discussion of a rising tide

of nnenace to women and children

by Edword Doherty—Ginger Rog-

ers' Health Way to Womanly

Charm by Adela Rogers St. Johns

—Streamline your Face by Mad-

ame Sylvia—How Much Can You

Influence the Sex of the Unborn

oy V^.mram Scheinfeld—Beautiful

Baby Page—Daintiness First for

Feminine Attractiveness by Carol

Cameron—Control Kidney Dis-

ease by Diet by Sir W. Arbuthnot

Lone—Do Women Think Faster

Than Men b/ Daniel Mann and

many other helpful and entertain-

ing features.

JUL!

Vhysical Culture
Gel your copy of Physical Culture today at any

newsstand or use t/ie introductory offer coupon.

This young gentleman is
an ideal example of the
Physical Culture baby.

Macfadden Publications, Inc. RM-7-37
205 East 42nd Street
New York, N. Y.

Enclosed find .fl.OO tor which please enter my name to
receive Physical Culture magazine for 5 issues beginning
with the July issue.

Name ..

Address

City State..
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did not. He seemed to have been out-

distanced by crooners.

In the years that followed Henry Burr
tried vainly to find a place for himself

in radio. Too many auditions ended
with the same story. He was told his

singing was out of date, asked why didn't

he croon a little, put in a couple of boo
boo pa doos? But. just a little stub-

bornly, he would always refuse.

A few years ago a friend persuaded
him to audition for the National Barn
Dance, and Henry Burr, who had then
retired from professional life, reluctantly

consented.
He sang that day as he sings now, as he

has always sung—wholehearted, mascu-
line singing, deep and rich and joyous.

And when he went on the air he kept

on singing that way. Now, in his second

year with the Barn Dance, never a day
passes that Henry Burr's mail box isn't

filled with letters, letters from people all

over the country who 'remember.'
It may not sound plausible to say that

the famous Hoosier Hot Shots, with their

washboard, their bull fiddle, and their

individuality, have ever been anything
else but themselves, but there was a time
when sadly it was true.

Fresh from the farm, the boys started

out more than fourteen years ago, doing
just what they are doing today—being

themselves. But after a rapid rise to the

top they broke up their partnership to

start out separately, each one with the

firm conviction he was going to be
terrific in a tuxedo and a stiff shirt.

What made it harder later on, was that

they were a success. Each made good on
his own, Hezzie Ken, Frank, Gabe; each
went out, put a board in his spine, plas-

tered grease in his hair, climbed into a

dress suit and made good.
When talking pictures came in, and

\audeville, small orchestra, and musicals

went out, the Hoosier Hot Shots, from
the four corners of the United States,

came back together again. But this time
it was different—they were more reserved

and sophisticated; their music was all

dressed up, rural rhythm trying to be
citified.

During their audition for the Barn
Dance, they made one mistake, and that

mistake, now famous, brought them suc-

cess. It was good old Hezzie's fault. He, as

usual, was fooling around with his wash-
board and horns, making eyes at the girls,

and generally not paying any attention

to what was going on. So with the pro-
ducer waiting in the booth, the boys
turned with exasperation.
"Are you ready, Hezzie?"
He was, and to prove it he turned

around and immediately started off with
a toot-toot, and a rub-a-dub-dub. The
rest of the boys, trying to catch up with
Hezzie, forgot to be reser\ed, forgot to

be dignified, and, automatically reverting

to their true selves, pitched notes gayly
hither and yon in a wild dash for the
finish.

Later four very puzzled young gentle-

men marched back to their hotel, sat

thoughtfully on the bed, pulled out a

long-term contract, and started to figure

how the devil they'd got it. They didn't

know then, but they do know now. "Are
you ready, Hezzie?" has started off every
one of their broadcasts, everyone of their

recordings, .^nd on the day when they
started with the Barn Dance, and de-

termined never to be anything else but
themselves, the old clothes man could
have picked up four slightly used tuxedos
at a mighty rare bargin.

Little Sally Foster, who has risen from
obscurity to stardom on the Barn Dance,
had to learn this first valuable lesson
which is the byword of the show. She had

to learn to be herself.

When she auditioned for the program,
about a year ago, she was just a naive
little country girl with many misconcep-
tions about the show business. Having
traveled on the road with a second rate

barn dance unit, playing four and five

a day through small towns of the Middle
West, she felt she was an accomplished
"hill-billy" artist, twang and all.

As she sang her first song the producer
winced with pain to hear a beautiful girl

with a naturally beautiful voice, forcing

herself to groan like a lone prairie warb-
ler. He stopped her almost as soon as

she started.

"Wait," he interrupted, "that's not
what 1 want at all. 1 want you to relax,

forget all about Blue Ridge Mountaineers,
be yourself, and sing!"

It took months of patient work and
training before she could understand that

people might even be slightly interested in

just plain Sally Foster, who used to live

on Elm Street in Milwaukee. Today,
she is rapidly rising to the top, but she

remains unchanged and unspoiled. She
has been trained to be just herself, and
she is still a little mystified that it should
pay such big dividends.

So it has been with every member of

the show. As the Maple City Four put
it, "When you're four fellows like us,

you can't be anything else but yourself.

Heck, we ain't actors, and we sing for

two reasons; cause we like to sing, and
cause we hate to work."

It is only natural that the boisterous

rural comedy and songs of the barn dance
should be supplied by Lulu Belle and
Scotty, who, in private life, are Mr. and
Mrs. Wiseman. Their love story was
one studded with hardships and disap-

pointments, and they attained their

present success only after they, too, had
learned the lesson which every Barn
Dance star knows so well.

Lulu Belle was born and raised in the
little town of Boone, North Carolina,

and Scotty was born and raised 'just over
the ridge,' in the neighboring town of

Ingalls. Living as children not ten miles
apart in the Carolina hills, they were
brought up with the same background,
but were destined not to meet until many
years later, in the reception offices of

the NBC studios in Chicago.
There sat Scotty, who thought he was

one of these highbrow announcers, and
wasn't. Next to him sat Lulu Belle, who
was under the impression she was a con-
cert singer, and wasn't. As they waited
to be told there was "nothing open,"
Lulu Belle muttered something about
wishing she'd never left Boone, North
Carolina. That gave Scotty his cue to

get acquainted, and he more than took
advantage of it. A few months later

they were married.
There was only one thing to mar their

early married happiness. As Scotty put
it, "We never had any privacy. The
wolf moved in, bag and baggage, and
stayed all winter!"

It was only after they got sick and
tired of being broke, fed up with posing
as something they weren't, that they
suddenly realized how blind they'd been.
All those old folk songs they'd known
and sung as children, why not sing those
on the air? Why not relax and be them-
selves? This sudden turn about face

brought them instant recognition and a

rapid rise to stardom.
Talking to Bill Jones, who produces

and directs the Barn Dance, I realized

that he, too, knows the secret of the
shows success, and that it has been force-

fully brought home to him in his personal
life.

A few years ago Mr. Jones was a young

Rinse Off Unwanted Hair
avoid bristly re-growth

Why spoil your summer fun with ugly
hair on arms and legs? Bathing suits

and shorts demand the utmost feminine
daintiness. Forget shaving—discover the
NEET way— easy, sure, dependable!
NEET is like a cold cream in texture.

Simply spread it on unwanted hair;

rinse off with water. Then feel how
petal-soft and smooth it leaves the skin.

That's because NEET removes the
hair closer to the skin surface than is

possible with a razor. Re-
growth is thus delayed and
when it does appear there
are no sharp-edged bristles.

Millions of women depend
on NEET. Get it in drug
and department stores;
trial size at 10^ stores.

'1 Couldnf Sit

Couldnt Standi

Couldn't even Lie Down!
WHAT a terrible affliction, Piles! What they do to

pull you do\Yn physically and mentally! The
worst part of it is that Piles are such an embarrassing
subject, that many people hesitate to seek relief. Yet
there's nothing more serious than Piles, for they can
develop into something malignant.

There is no more satisfactory treatment of Piles

than Pazo Ointment. Pazo supplies the needed effects.

First, it is soothing, 'nhich relieves pain, soreness and
itching. Second, it is lubricating, which makes passage
easy. Third, it is astringent, which tends to reduce the
swollen blood vessels which are Piles.

RESULTS!
Pazo comes in Collapsible Tube with Detachable

Pile Pipe which permits application high up in rectum
where it reaches and thoroughly covers affected parts.

Pazo also now comes in suppository form. Pazo Sup-
positories are Pazo Ointment, simply in suppository
form. Those who prefer suppositories will find Pazo
the most satisfactory as well as the most economical.

All drug stores sell Pazo-in-Tubes and Pazo Sup-
positories.
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THANKS TO HIS OLIVE OIL POWDER

MOTHER, nothing will keep your baby so

cool and happy, so free from chafing, as

Z.B.T. Olive Oil Baby Powder. The olive oil

makes Z.B.T. smoother, longer-clinging, su-

perior in "slip"—makes it more effective for
diaper rash, prickly heat and skin irrita-

tions. Free from zinc stearate, Z. B. T. is

approved by leading hospitals, by Good
Housekeeping and your baby. Large 25<^ and
50(^ sizes.

For FREE SAMPLE
send postcard to Z.B.T., Dept. F-4,
80 Varick Street, New York City.

«S^Ml\\ Bi^by powder

BEFORE AFTER

KILLED PERMANENTLY
From face or body with maxi-
mum .speed, witliout harm to the '

]^kin. I>y foUowinf? simple direc-
tions. This electrolysis device
is guaranteed to reiTiove hair
pei-manently or money refunded.
Your home electric current not ^ ^ ^
needed Price $1.95, complete. Postpaid or CO.D.

CANFIELD CO.. 3-A. 2675 Broadway- New York

BLEMISHED
P l#l \\ I

''IMPLES ACNE

H nl N I BLACKHEADS
II II I l« • OILY SKIN ETC

MADE UNNECESSARY BY
NEW OXYGENIC TREATMENT
Hundreds have banished these troubles ,

this amazing, simple way! DERMOX I

is 'he new oxygenic skin treatment . . . ^.^^^^^^
riof a cosmetic, but a scientific formula . . . have purging

oxygen released nght in your Pores ! Costs only 25c per treatment.

Complete brochure of this
Revolutionary Treatment. Send

• Name, Address- NO MONEY!
HIGHLAND PHARMACEUTICALS
705 FIRST NATIONAL BANK 0100..."^?: CINCINNATI.O

FREE!

NEWSECRETOFi\X.NBL EYES
WINS THOUSANDS! Will he see red veins ... or

clear, briKlil whiles? Tliousands use EYE-GENE
to clear eyes in Kcconcls after late hours, overin-

dulgence. Eyes look larger, more lustrous. New scien-

tific formula; stainless, too; money back if it fails.

Al all drug and department stores; also 5 & 10c stores.

EYE-GENE
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ambitious producer. His accomplishments
at that date, although few, were the last

word in sophistication. To look at him
you'd ne\'er guess that he was a home
grown product, an ex-country boy from
a small Illinois farm. And when he came
to Chicago as the new director of the

National Barn Dance he was inwardly
a little ashamed that he, who had pro-

duced only the highest type of entertain-

ment—symphony programs, classical music,

and sophisticated dialogue—should be
producing a barn dance.
That was nearly four years ago. Today

our Mr. Jones is just Bill, a regular guy
who takes his coat off and rolls up his

sleeves when he goes to work, it didn't

take the Barn Dance long to snap him
out of his drawing room complex, to

make him realize that down deep inside

he was still akin to the soil, a country
boy at heart.

"There's something about working on
the show," he confessed, cocking his feet

up on the desk, "that takes all the super-

ficialities out of a guy. For one thing,

there is no pre-broadcast nervousness on
the Barn Dance, because a person is only
nervous when he's worried about a

possible mistake. On the Barn Dance a

boner is only good for an all around
laugh, so everybody just relaxes and has
a darn good time."

So the Barn Dance also taught its

director to be himself, blended his desire

to produce a polished, high class program,
with his boyhood love of the simple
things in life, making the barn dance show
you listen to today, a hayloft party that

uses symphonic musicians to play "Tur-
key in the Straw," "Carry Me Back to

Old Virginia" and other old favorites.

"We don't put on a 'hill-billy' show,"

Bill explained, "never have and never
will. The goal we strive for is to present
the simple songs, like those of Stephen
Foster, but to prepare them as skilfully

as if they were a Brahm's symphony."
And to this end they have assembled one
of the finest groups of musicians on the
air today.

In its eleven-piece string orchestra are
two former first violinists from the Chicago
Syrnphony orchestra, and three former
violinists from the Metropolitan Opera
Company. The pianist, John Brown, was
formerly with the Chicago Civic Opera
Company, accompanying such stars as

Lucy Gates, Francis Ingram, and Hazel
Eden, while the musical director for the
show, Walter Steindal, has for many years
been conductor of the famous spring
concert of Singverein.

All these, to play music for a Barn
Dance.
To step backstage at the Eighth Street

Theater in Chicago where they broadcast
is to walk into an old fashioned barn
dance not only in fact, but in spirit. You
see, not a formal gathering of stiff shirts

and evening gowns, but rather all the old
gang you knew back home. In overalls

and gingham they're as unpretentious as

the good old kitchen sink, yet master
artists all. You listen, not to names, but
to people, people you know. And in

their humanness lies their greatness, in

their simplicity will be found their show-
manship. Small wonder they have
enjoyed national popularity for nearly
ten years. The soil has been close to the

American people for many times ten

years, and the National Barn Dance, its

roots planted deep in that soil, will con-
tinue on, long after other programs more
lofty have faded to hazy obscurity.

The Strange Way Bob Burns Found His Son

{Continued from page 40)

After that the day was perfect. He
played on the beach all morning, and at

noon Bob bought him hot dogs and ice

cream, and afterwards they drove around
some more. For the first time in his life

—there were so many first times today!

—

he actually talked to his father as man to

man, telling him what he thought of

things and people, asking him questions

and getting sensible, masculine answers.

He can be forgiven, it seems to me, for

failing to see that sometimes his father

didn't answer him at once, and that some-
times he turned away his face.

j^LL day long Bob Burns tried to find
*^ courage to tell his son that the moth-
er he adored was dead—and all day long
he failed. He saw, now, that he and his

son were almost strangers, certainly no
more than acquaintances; and a stranger
has no right to break such bad news. All

the boy's life he had looked to his mother
for advice, comradeship, help. Bob, Sr.,

had believed his responsibility was ended
when he paid the bills. Now he saw he'd
been wrong. He didn't know his own son
—the f)ne person left for him to love.

Late in the afternoon, just at sunset,

he stopped the car on the summit of Mt.
Lowe. Clumsily, he said what he had to

say. He watched horrified disbelief change
to grief on the boy's face; he saw the
tears welling-up—and in a flash of intu-

ition which proved he was already learn-

ing to know his son, he said, "Don't cry,

Bob. I'm in the same boat you are. We'll
just have to look after each other."

^'otlng Bob set his jaw. He did not
cry.

Kight after the funeral, old Bob and
yoiinn Bob went up to Lew Ayres' cabin
al 15ig I'ear. They stayed there a week,

and when they came back they were
friends. They were a very different pair
from the two who had set forth so som-
berly seven days before; they knew they
had only each other to depend on.

if, before his wife's death. Bob had al-

ways lightly waved aside every responsi-
bility of paternity except the financial one,
it was because he hadn't realized what he
was throwing away. Now everything is

changed. His son comes first.

'That boy will always be a responsi-
bility to me." he told me a week or so
ago, when 1 was talking to him about this

story, "but he'll never be a problem. I'll

never have a moment's worry over him,
except to make him enjoy himself. He
knows what it is to be without money, so
he can't realize we have enough now and
that he can spend more."
As far back as the boy can remember,

the Burns family always had what they
called a "change drawer," filled—whenever
it was possible—with coins to pay the

paper carriers, milkmen, and so forth. Bob
used to go to the drawer every day for

lunch money. He could take as much as

he needed, but he always knew he must
never take more than that.

Not long ago he wanted to go to a

carnival with some friends, and Bob
gave him a dollar. He looked at it a

while, then shook his head and handed it

back. "No, thanks," he said. "I'd better

take my own money and then I won't
spend so much."
One day the boy lost his glasses. Bob

grumbled a little, but he bought_ a new
pair. A few days later the boy laid these

down somewhere and stepped on them.

Bob bought a third pair—and a week later

a baseball hit young Bob in the eye and
broke these glasses, too.
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He was afraid to tell his father. He
was conscious that glasses cost money and
that he was being sinfully wasteful. And
in fact, when he did confess. Bob's first

impulse was to grow angry. Then he re-

membered.
When he himself was a boy, back in

\'an Buren, his father had never per-

mitted an argument. Mr. Burns was al-

ways right, because he was older; it was
inconceivable to him that a little boy
could have any sensible ideas. Once Bob
had nearly cut the tip of his finger off.

It dangled there like the flap of an en-

velope; and he still has the scar. He
bandaged it up and said nothing, but dur-
ing the night it began to throb and he
went into his parents' room, scared and
unhappy. His father, without looking at

the finger, said, "You're making a big hul-

labaloo about a little cut. Why, I could
cut my whole hand off and never cry."

Bob, in his pain and fright, said, "Aw,
that's what you say!" And his father, in

a sudden burst of anger at his impudence,
tried to slap him. Bob ducked and ran
—and kept on running. He didn't go back
to Van Buren for two years.

The memory of this stemmed his irrita-

tion over the broken glasses, and he re-

alized that the important thing was not
the glasses at all, but the fear in Bob's
face when he confessed.

I ISTEN, son," he said, "when you lose" your glasses or break them care-

lessly like you did those other two pairs,

I don't like it much. But when you break
them playing, that's something you can't

help. To show you how much I care about
those glasses. I'll make a date with you.
Every afternoon about sundown, when it's

getting too dark to play, you and I will go
up on a hill and watch the sun set. Just
about the time it goes down I'll take a

rock and break your glasses. Then you
can say to yourself, 'I might as well have
broken them playing because now they're

broken anyhow.'
It was one of the few times Bob has

ever kissed his father.

The boy has never forgotten what his

father said, up there on the summit of

IVlt. Lowe. "I guess we'll just have to

look after each other." Young Bob is

carrying out his part of the bargain. He
worries about old Bob and his work as

much as if he were the father.

Since Bob began writing a daily news-
paper column, he is busy all week long,

and seldom goes out of the house at

night. But because the boy knows his

father is under a severe nervous strain

on Thursdays, the day of his Kraft Music
Hall broadcast, he insists that after the

broadcast Bob must go out and enjoy him-
self. That's his night out, and young Bob
complains if he comes home too early.

Theirs is a beautiful relationship, one
seldom possible under ordinary circum-
stances between boy and man. It would
not be possible for them, except that

each feels the need to make up to the

other for that which both have lost.

And yet—not quite lost. There is

something of Betty Burns still in that
modest little bungalow, for they are liv-

ing as she would have wished them to.

There is only one other thing to tell.

It explains why there is no picture of

Bob Burns, Jr., to go with this story.

Betty Burns always wanted to keep her-

self and the boy in the background, and
in the first days of Bob's radio success she
steadily refused to allow the publication
of any pictures of either of them. Per-

haps I could have persuaded Bob. now
that she is dead, to let me ha\e a picture
of the boy. But I didn't want to. He
is carrying out her vsishes in so many
things. Let him carry them out in this,

too.

Foot Itch
ATHLETE'S FOOT

Send Coupon
Don't Pay Until Relieved
According to the Government Health Bulletin,

No. E-28, at least 50% of the adult population of

the United States are being attacked by the dis-

ease known as Athlete's Foot.
Usually the disease starts between the toes.

Little watery blisters form and the skin cracks and
peels. After a while the itching becomes intense
and you feel as though you would like to scratch
off all the skin.

Beware of It Spreading
Often the disease travels all over the bottom of

the feet. The soles of your feet become red and
swollen. The skin also cracks and peels, and the
itching becomes worse and worse.

Get rid of this disease as quickly as possible,
because it is very contagious and it may go to your
hands or even to the under arm or crotch of the
legs.

Most people who have Athlete's Foot have tried
all kinds of remedies to cure it.

Here's How to Treat It

The germ that causes the disease is known as Tinea
Trichophyton. It buries itself deep in the tissues of tl-e

skin and is very hard to kill. A test made shows it

takes 20 minutes of boiling to kill the germ, so you
can see why the ordinary remedies are unsuccessful.
H. F. was developed solely for the purpose of treating

Athlete's Foot. It is a liquid that penetrates and dries

quickly. You just paint the affected parts. It peels off

the tissue of the skin where the germ breeds.

Itching Stops Immediately
As soon as you apply H. F. you will find that the itc'i-

ing is immediately relieved. You should paint the in-

fected parts with H. F. night and morning until your

feet are well. Usually this takes from three to ten

days, although in severe cases it may take longer or

in mild cases less time.
, , ,^ ...

H F will leave the skin soft and smooth. You iviU

marvel at the quick way it brings you relief; especially

if you are one of those who have tried for years to get

rid of Athlete's Foot without success.

H. F. Sent on Free Trial
Sign and mail the coupon and a
bottle of H. F. will be mailed you
immediately. Don't send any
money and don't pay the post-
man any money, don't pay any-
thing any time unless H. F. is

helping you. If it does help we
know you will be glad to send
us $1 for the treatment at the
end of ten days. That's how
much faith we have in H. F.
Read, sign, and mail the
coupon today.

GORE PRODUCTS. INC.

812 Perdido St., New Orleans, La. T.R. I

Please send me immediately a complete treatment '

for foot trouble as described above. I agree to use B

it according to directions. If at the end of 10 days I
my feet are getting better I will send you $1. If g
I am not entirely satisfied I will return the un-
used portion of the bottle to you within 15 days _
from the time I receive it.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE
BBflMHHHBHHHHHa HHHWHMMHHHI

infant Care"—10c
U. S. Governmen'i' OfRcial Handbook For Mothers

We are authorized by the proper Federal Bureau to accept your order. Send 10c in coin or stamps to:

READER SERVICE BUREAU. Radio Mirror, 205 East 42nd Street, New Yoric, N. Y.

CORNS
REMOVED WITH
PREPARATION CONTAINING

CASTOR Oil
Say goodbye to risky razors, and corn-pads. A
new liquid NOXACORN relieves pain and forms
a thin protecting film over the corn. Then the

corn (or callus) loosens and comes out with ease.

Absolutely safe. Contains six ingredients includ-

ing camphor, iodine, castor oil. 35^ bottle saves
untold misery. Druggists
refund money if it fails. ^^NOXACORN

PHOTO enlargement;

Amazing Introductory Offeri
Mail ua 3 films with this ad iind

25c coin (no stamps); in a few
days you will receive POSTPAID
3 Beautiful Professional 5x7
inch enlargementa; 7 for 50o, 15
for $1; ALL POSTPAID. 1

for 10c, plus 5c postage. All
films returned. Canadian orders
accepted.

Millions of women read

Princess Kropotkin's page

"To The Ladies" every week

in Liberty— wait impatiently

for this complete woman s

magazine in miniature. " A thumbnail sketch

of an interesting person— a choice bit of

gossip— a new and intriguing recipe— an un-

usual fact—'a touch of spontaneous humor—
an amusing or pathetic little story— a sugges-

tion for some interesting reading— an intimate

Enjoy a Weekly

Chat With Prin-

cess Alexandra

KropotkinI
bit of fashion news— salty

comment on the doings or

royalty— all in a single page,

reading time five minutes— brilliant, sophis-

ticated, enticing. Get a copy of Liberty today

and try it for yourself. You will love it!

Liberty 5*
OUT NOW ^
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TUNE IN-
TRUE STORY
COURT OF
HUMAN
RELATIONS
Unless you are already a listener-

in on the True Story Court of

Human Relations, sponsored by

True Story Magazine, you are miss-

ing one of the most absorbingly

interesting broadcasts on the air.

Each Friday night the True Story

Court of Human Relations brings

to its listeners a radio drama filled

with thrills; drama, suspense.

Broadcast over the NBC Red Net-

work, a turn of the dial will bring

into your home this wealth of

wholesome, highly enjoyable enter-

tainment. Tune in on Friday night

without fail.

City Station Local Time

New York WEAF 9:30PMEDT
Boston WNAC 9:30PMEDT
Hartford WTIC 9:30PMEDT
Providence WJAR 9:30PMEDT
Worcester WTAG 9:30 PM EOT
Portland, Me. WCSH 9:30PMEDT
Philadelphia KYW 9:30PMEDT
Baltimore WFBR 9:30 PM EOT
Washington WRC 9 :30 PM EOT
Schenectady WGY 9:30 PM EOT
Buffalo WBEN 9:30 PM EOT
Pittsburgh WCAE 9:30PMEDT
Cleveland WTAM 9:30 PM EOT
Detroit WWJ Q:30PMEDT
Chicago WMAO 8:30 PM COT
Minn.-St. Paul KSTP 7:30PMCST
St. Louis KSD 7:30PMCST
Des Moines WHO 7:30PMCST
Omaha WOW 7:30PMCST
Kansas City WDAF 7:30 PM CST
Denver KOA 9:30PMMDT
Salt Lake City KDYL 9:30PMMDT
San Francisco KPO 8:30PMPDT
Los Angeles KFI 8:30 PM POT
Portland, Ore. KGW 8:30 PM POT
Seattle KOMO 8:30 PM POT
Spokane KHQ 8:30PMPDT
^Cincinnati WLW 6:30PMEDT

*Sunday

TAKE YOUR CHOICE
OF THESE STATIONS

Every FRIDAY Night

Beauty's Place in the Sun

(Continued from page 50)

sun-bathing is a cult and beauty is a

b^'word. That's why I went to some of

the loveliest girls in radio, who spend
their leisure hours in the sunshine of the
California beaches, for their summer
beauty secrets.

Joy Hodges, for instance, the charming
vocalist on the Joe Penner air show, has
a word of caution to offer. She warns:
"Unless I'm going through the very early

stages of tanning (by which 1 mean a

daily sun-shower of no more than five

to fifteen minutes), I try to wear a cap
or some sort of bandanna over my hair.

The California sun is usually too intense

to risk drying out the scalp with an over-
dose of ultra-violet rays. I'd be very
grateful to anyone who'd create a hair-

preparation that would act as a sort of

protective covering. So far, I've found
a slight dampening with chilled olive oil,

just before going to the beach, is rather
effective. Still, a scented oil of some sort

v\ould be more fun to use."

DENNY GILL, "secretary" to Prexy Jack
Oakie of radio's mythical Oakie Col-

lege, urges the tan-seeker to do her sun-

bathing near a convenient shelter of some
sort so that, at the first danger-signal of

too-reddened skin, milady can scoot for

cover. "Another thing." she adds, "don't

have so much of a lark romping arourid

on the sand that you forget what a strain

the sun's glare may be on your eyes. If

you've got to that grand stage of tan
where you've just the right permanent
bronze for you, don't get too brave. Sun
glasses are so easily available, why not
take advantage of their defense against

the reflected glare from white sand or
wa\'e tips, if you're going to spend a

whole day at the beach?"
Not everyone can achieve that "per-

manent bronze." To tell the truth, it's

darned unbecoming to some of us. For
instance, the person with too-pale eyes

should avoid a too-deep tan just as

assiduously as the girl whose delicate skin

can't stand too much "weathering." Of
great importance, also, are the reliable

remedies for preventing or removing
freckles. For all these purposes, there

are preparations to protect the skin and
permit plenty of playtime on the beach
without attempting to achieve a rich

mahogany coloring. Most of us, however,
like Martha Raye. can afl'ord to use the

splendid oils and lotions which allow the

sun's rays to affect the coloring of our
complexions without injuring the texture.

"What are my do's and don'ts about
acquiring a suntan?" Martha repeated.
"1 ha\'en't anything but do's! 1 like sun

any time and all the time, and 1 take my
brother's word for it that wornen look

more attractive even \\;hen they're a bit

too red from scampering about in the

sun! Plenty of oil so that the skin

doesn't scorch, and you can be one of

those gals who can take her sun or leave

it alone. Personally, 1 take it."

Lately, she's been able to combine her

fun-in-the-sun with her
^
work on Al

Jolson's broadcast series, since Al decided

to remodel the Junior Jolson's nursery

anil make a rehearsal room of it. As
the weather grows warmer, they'll un-

doubtedly have open-air rehearsals on

Al's loN'ely estate.

It was Gertrude Niesen who brought

up one very important matter. She
firmly believes that a place in the sun

is the only right one for any girl who
wants to look her best during warm
weather, but no one realizes better than

she how hard it is for the city girl to find

that place in the sun.

"It's easy enough." she observed, "for
the girls who are in Hollywood the year
around to get their proper shade of tan,

whether it's the pale coppery shade be-
coming to blonde types or the deeper
amber tones for the brunette, but what
about the young lady who is a 'city

child'?
"1 was a New Yorker long enough to

realize the difficulties of living in town
through the summer and yet attaining
the healthy bronze that has become
almost universally popular. Those of us
in a position to make use of a sun-roof
of our own, of course, have the easy way
out. But, at that, there's more to this

sunning process than just lazing around
in the open."
Gertrude advises the aspiring sun-

worshipper to experiment with several
different types of cosmetic oils before
deciding which one is best for your indi-

vidual skin texture. All four of these

sun-wise girls agreed that there were two
fundamental rules to follow in exposing
yourself to the sun: Use your beach oil

generously, and be sure to start out
gradually, spending a longer period in the

sunlight each time.

"Even if it's only fifteen minutes a day,"
says Gertrude, "get out and get under the

sun somewhere and somehow every day,

not just every time you happen to think

of it. There are many clubs in New
York, and other cities, equipped with sun-

roofs. Ordinarily they are available at a

modest rate, and really Old Sol can be
just as warm and health-giving on top of

a roof as he is on a sandy beach!"

Unless you live in a summer paradise

the whole year 'round, you'll probably
take a real hot weather vacation. Would
you like to know what new beauty
preparations to take with you? There
are fully equipped beach bags, other gay
ones without fittings, new shades in cos-

metics and nail polishes, the latest devel-

opments in summer colognes and soothing
oils—and, perhaps most interesting of all.

an effective waterproof cream to cover

up blemishes, either permanent or tem-
porary, just send a stamped, self-addressed

envelope with your request for the sum-
mer beauty leaflet, to Joyce Anderson,
Radio Mirror, IZZ East 42nd Street, New
York City.

Katherlne Parkhurst, winsonne British

singer, left D'Oyly Carte Opera Com-
pany to seek American radio success.
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"INFANT CARE" ZJ^'t^'t
Government, with its limitless resources and the co-

operation of America's greatest child specialists, can

produce for you.

Five outstanding American medical authorities on

child health, in consultation with the experts of the

Federal Children's Bureau, collaborated in the pre-

paration of "Infant Care".

Easy to use as a daily instruction book; invaluable

in emergencies. Nine page index affords instant, easy

reference for your problem. Generously illustrated

with pictures, charts and diagrams.

ONLY 10c

Send your order for "Infant Care" at once. Use the

coupon below. Radio Mirror retains no part of

the payment, makes no profit; your order and pay-

ment are forwarded to the proper authorities in

Washington.

Doris Day

SUBJECTS COVERED
How to Register Birth

How Baby Should Grow
Baby at Twelve Months

Training of Baby
Forming Life Habits

Exercising Baby
About Crying

Sunbaths and Play

Protection Against Disease

Clothing Needed

Bathing Baby

Care of Teeth, Nose, Eyes

Breaking Bad Habits

Meals for Baby
Nursing Instructions

Control of Breast Milk

Weaning
Feeding of Solid Foods

Early Signs of Illness

Care of Sick Baby
Traveling With Baby
Selected Parents' Books

ADIO MIRROR'S OWN SPECIAL EDITIO
IDA 6A(L£y ALLEN'S NEW COOK 600K

"Ci.

Especially Selected
Mrs. Margaret Simpson, food editor of RADIO MIRROR
has arranged for a special Radio Mirror edition of

this best selling cook book by America's most famous
authority.

> Not Just Another Recipe Booii
Though approximately 1,000 recipes are given, the
Ida Bailey Allen Service Cook Book is far more
than a mere collection of dishes. Get the world's
most expert advice on:

BAKING TEMPERA-
TURES

OVEN COOKERY
ROASTING
DEEP FAT FRYING

Thumb-nail Type Index
Especially suited for use on kitchen table without
time-wasting search of table of contents or hunt-
ing for page numbers.

Only 20c Post Paid
You will get your money back a thousand
fold, as you follow Ida Bailey Allen's
marketing advice.

Reader Service Byreau,

Radio Hirrer,
205 E. 42nd St.. N*w York City.

Check below the book you desire. If you want
both books, enclose total of 30 cents.

D 10c enclosed herewith for "Infant Care"

n 20c enclosed herewith for Ida Bailey -Allen's
Service Cook Book.

Send stamps or currency, carefully wrapped.

Address
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A PERKINS Reveals TYRONE POWER'S Darkest Days

JEANETTE MACDONALD
ADVISES NELSON EDDY

ABOUT

AUGUST

GLADYS SWARTHOUT

NEW DAY- BY-DAY PROGRAM GUIDEsee p.ge 43

JIMMIE FIDLER COVERS HOLLYWOOD-see p.ge 20
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«AN&$ BY A T«R£AD

EXCITING
VACATION, ADA?

EXCITING ? I've met
THE MAN. HE WAS
SIMPLY WONDERFUL
TO ME. AND JUST
AS RICH AS HE IS SWEET.

HE'S ASKED ME OUT
ON HIS YACHT FOR
DINNER TUESDAY.
HE REAXLY SEEMS
SERIOUS . OH I

WISH

OF COURSE YOU DO.
YOU OUCHT TO GET
MARRIED ADA. YOU'RE
NOT GETTING ANY

:;^ YOUNGER.

<^

you're EVEN MORE
ATTRACTIVE, TONIGHT. I

NEVER MET A WOMAN
\ liKED SO SUODENtY.

AND SO WELL

IT WAS fATE; ft R HAPS :

YOU CAPTURE MY
IMAOtNATION AS f£W

MEN HAVE.

I'M SORRY TO DRAG
YOU HOME THIS
EARLY, SUT MY HEAD
IS SIMPLY SPLITTING.
FORGIVE ME.

OF COURSE
I DO, YOU
POOR DEAR, w

K

TO REALLY LOVE A MAN
AND LOSE HIM OVER
SOME TRIFLING FAULT
THAT ONE DOESN'T EVEN
KNOW ABOUT... WHY
DIDN'T SOMEONE TELL ME?

WHY DIDN'T YOU ?

HALITOSIS IS SUCH A
DELICATE SUBJECT
THAT EVEN YOUR BEST
FRIEND won't TELL
you. well, there's
only one remedy.
,^;;^^~ why hot try
^ ''^ listerine ?

ADA! HOW
THRIlllNO. NOT
YOUR OLD BOY
FRIEND THAT WENT
TO AUSTRALIA ?

NO, BUT ONE MUCH
NICER. HE'S BEEN
RUSHING ME All YEAR
I REAllY THINK I'VE

COT YOU TO THANK-
FOR THAT HINT YOU

--y—^^-^ OAVE
~\ ME.

Beauty Experts
say:

"NEVER TAKE A
CHANCE"

You never know when
you have halitosis, but

others do and pass you
up. Why run the certain risk of

oflfending when all you need do

to make your breath fresher,

sweeter, more agreeable is to

use Listerine Antiseptic. A
major cause of bad breath is the

fermentation of tiny bits offood

the tooth brush has missed.

LAR STHE MOST POPULAR

GIRLS I KWOW KEEP I

THEIR BREATH SV\/EET
j

WITH tISTERINE 1^

Listerine quickly halts such

fermentation, then overcomes

the odors it causes. Use
Listerine Antiseptic night and

morning and between

times before social and

business engagements.

Lambert Pharmacal Co.

LISTERINE
CHECKS HALITOSIS

(BAD BREATH)



She evades close-ups... Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her

charm ... She ignored the warning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

HERE is a girl who should own a smile

like sunlight dancing on wind-swept

water—a rippling, dazzling, flashing smile!

The merest parting of her lip^ should re-

veal teeth that are bright, that glisten with

a beautiful lustre.

But how distressing for her {attd how

shocking for you) if when she smiles she re-

veals dull teeth and flabby gums, tragic

evidence of dental ignorance or deliberate

and unforgivable neglect.

NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

Don't let such neglect penalize you. Any time

your tooth brush shows that warning tinge

of "pink"— see your dentist and see him

promptly. You may not be headed for se-

rious trouble but it's safer to have your

dentist's assurance. Many times, however,

the verdict will be gums that are the vic-

tims of our modern soft foods—gums that

need more work and exercise-^and, very

often, gums that will respond to the wak-

ening stimulation of Ipana and massage.

For Ipana, with massage, is especially

designed to help benefit your gums as well

as clean your teeth. Massage a little Ipana

into your gums when you brush your teeth.

Lazy gums awaken. Circulation quickens

and stimulates thegum tissues—helps them

to a new firmness that keeps them health-

ier. The theory of Ipana and massage is

approved by many American dentists— is

taught in many schoolrooms all over the

land. And right at home Ipana and mas-

sage can be your dentist's able assistant in

the care of your teeth and gums.

Start today to use Ipana and massage-

to help keep your gums firm and healthy—

your teeth brighter. And your smile will

then be a smile you can be proud of—
radiant, winning, lovely!

LISTEN TO "Town Hall Tonight"- every

Wednesday night, over N. B. C. Red Net-
work, 9 o'clock E.D.S.T.

of yoor teetn ^^^^^
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Correct These Figure Faults

Perfolastic Not Only Confines,

It Removes Ugly Bulges!

Girdle or
Brassiere may

be worn leparotely

Thousands of women today owe their

slim youthful figures to the quick, safe

way to reduce . . . Perfolastic.

"Hips 1 2 inches smaller," says Miss Richardson.
"Lost 60 pounds and 9 inches," writes Mrs. Derr.
Why don'tyou, too, test the Perfolastic Reducing

Girdle and Brassiere at our expense ?

IF you DO NOT REDUCE
3 INCHES in 10 DAYS
... it will cost you nothing!

Because so many Perfolastic wearers reduce
mart than 3 inches we believe we are justified

in making you the above unqualified agreement.

IMMEDIATELY APPEAR INCHES SLIMMER I

—You appear inches smaller at ottce, and yet are
so comfortable you can scarcely realize that every
minute you wear the Perfolastic garments you ate
actually reducing at hips, waist, thighs and dia-

phragm. Every move you make puts the massage-
like action to work at just the spots where fat first

accumulates. You will be thrilled with the results
... as are other Perfolastic wearers!

PERFOLASTIC REDUCES SAFELY ... QUICKLY
WITHOUT DIET, DRUGS OR EXERCISE I

You do not have to risk your health or change
your comfortable mode of living. No strenuous
exercise to wear you out ... no dangerous drugs
to take . . . and no diet to reduce face and neck to
wrinkled flabbiness. The Perforations and soft,

silky lining make Perfolastic delightful to wear.
And with the loss of excess fat will come increased
pep and energy.

Send For Ten Day Free Trial Offer
See for yourself the wonderful quality of the

material! Read the astonishing experiences of
prominent women who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks . . . safely! You risk nothing. Mail
coupon now/

SUMMER IS THE IDEAL TIME TO REDUCE !

PERFOLASTIC INC.
Dept. 288 41 EAST 42nd ST., NEW YORK. N.Y.

Please send me FREE BOOK.LET describing and
illustratingthenew Perfolastic Girdleand Brassiere,
also sample of perforated material and particulars
of your 1 DAY^FREE TRIAL OFFER.

Name

Addrest

Vie coupon or tenJ lutme andaddress on penny postcard
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The story of the month!

The Chance Jerry Cooper Dared Take Dan Wheeler 14

He is risking life's greatest gift for stardom

Behind the Hollywood Front Jimmie Fidler 20
"Another in this daring uncensored series

The First Lady Makes Them Blush! Jack Sher 24
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt as she really is
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PROFESSOR

UIZ

TWENTY QUESTIONS

Prof. Quiz dic-

tates a tough one.

1. What famed movie star, making a guest

radio appearance, grabbed the baton away
from the orchestra leader, giving the excuse

that he'd always wanted to lead a band?

2. According to a recent survey, how many
families in the United States own radio sets?

And how often are receivers being bought in

this country?

3. Who is the big time star who wants to

quit radio for good and study playwriting?

4. Who is the new master of ceremonies

on Hollywood Hotel? Where was he born,

and under what other name did he become a

popular singer?

5. What instrument is used to play the

theme song of One Man's Family, and what

is the name of the man who plays it?

6. Who is the beautiful singer on that new
hour program Sunday nights, and who is her

sponsor?

7. Whose voice is it which is supposed to

belong to a popular radio character which
isn't a person?

8. What is Deanna Durbin's real first name?
9. What star wants to find a sponsor who

will buy two comedians and put them on the

air alternate weeks?

10. Who is the very beautiful young girl

who has just one line to speak every week
on a big night-time program?

11. What popular star has her son working

as an important member of the cast of her

radio show—as well as her daughter?

12. What is the name of the first race-

horse (alleged) Bing Crosby ever bought?

13. What is the maiden name of Wayne
'(ing's wife?

14. What radio star was invited to have
tea with Queen Mary of England and Benito

Mussolini?

15. What star gave up studying to be a
lawyer and took a job peeling vegetables for

a Chicago restaurant?

16. What one-time child movie star is mak-
ing a come-back via radio dramatic pro-

grams which don't even announce her name
on the air?

17. Pick and Pat are who else on another
program?

18. What are the real names of Fibber
McGee and Molly?

19. What's the name of the Lombardos'
theme song?

20. What sensational program suddenly
went off the air because of legal entangle-

ments?

(You'll find the answers on page 64)

How could he
tell her

vi^t/a^e'O^t
'?

How could he say
—
"You've been

careless about feminine hygiene"?

Husbands can't be expected to

kno>v about "Lysol".

IT WOULD be so much easier, she thought,

if he'd burst into a rage, instead of

this indifferent kindness that hurt her so.

Family doctors— and too many hus-

bands—know that one of the causes of

discord between husband and wife is

neglect of the feminme hygiene that

IS so necessary for intimate cleanliness.

If you are in any doubt regarding a

wholesome, cleanly method of feminine

hygiene, ask your doctor about "Lysol"
disinfectant. It is recommended by many
physicians and is used in manv ho.spitals,

for many antiseptic needs. Here are goo^
reasons why:

THE 6 SPECIAL FEATURES OF "LYSOl"

1. NoN-CAUSTic . . ."Lysol", in the proper

dilution, does not hurt or harm normal tissue.

It contains no harmful free caustic alkali.

2. Effectiveness... "Lysol" is an effective

germicide, active under practical conditions...

in the presence of organic matter (such as dirt,

mucus, serum, etc.) when other types of dis-

infectants may not work.

3. Penetration... "Lysol" solutions spread

because of low surface tension, and thus vir-

tually search nut germs.

4. Economy... "Lysol", because it is concen-

trated, costs less than one cent an application

in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.

5. Odor . . . Cfeanly, disappears after use.

6. STABiLifY. . ."Lysol" keeps hsfull strength

no matter how long kept, or how often uncorked.

FACTS ALL WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
Lehn & Fink Products Corp., Dept. 8-R. M.
BloomfieW. N. J.. U.S.V

Please send nie the hook called '*LYSOL
vs. GERMS", with facts ahout feminine

hypiene and other uses nl "Lysol".

Namt .

.Sif.-rt

City JStau_
Copyritcht I9S7 by l«-hn * Kink Hroducta Corp.



COAST-TO-COAST
HIGHLIGHTS

Many of you KSO early morn-
ing dialers would like to
meet serenader Dick Teela.

She's WHN's blues singer on
the Jay C. Flippen Melody
Hour. Meet Ethel Shepard.

Harry Burke is announcer and
director lor all programs on

station WOW, Omaha, Nebr.

CHICAGO: Elected again to the high position Of

President of the Bath Club by one vote—his own

—

R. Calvert Haws, WCFL's program director, has the

popular, fast moving Friday Night Bath Club ofi' to a good
start. In a Friday evening spot at 8:15, conveniently

timed for those who can't wait until Saturday night, the

Bath Club melodies float through the air with the greatest

of ease sponsored by the makers of the soap that floats in

your bath with the same buoyancy.

Teeming with melodies of the moment interpreted by
Peacock Kelly and his orchestra's steaming brand of

frothy rhythm, Judy Talbot, Dion Craddock, Phil Kins-

man, the Air Masters, Bob Kirk, the Jennings ensemble and
the Hamiltonians, the club is an airwave shower guaranteed

to be 99 44/100 per cent pure entertainment.

Raleigh, N. C: Stressing world-loved hymns selected

from requests by her innumerable air fans, Edith Arnold,

lovely WPTF artist, is now starred on her own Tuesday
and Thursday morning gospel songs program. Mrs.

4

Arnold, whose Tuesday evening Sweet Songs of Long Ago
broadcast has long been a WPTF choice hour, is accom-
panied at the console by studio organist Raymond Cosby.

WOW!
Out in Omaha, Nebraska, where WOW is a radio station,

there is an announcing program director who his colleagues

and listeners will tell you is tops in the entire mid-western

area. And with that introduction from the home grounds,

ladies and gentlemen, we give you Harry Burke.

Harry has been with WOW since 1931, coming there as

an announcer from his home town, Norfolk, Nebraska,

where he was manager of WJAG for four years. Not only

a capable microphoner, he is a program manager, who
believes detail supervision important, and the consistent

high quality of his station's programs and announcing

speak for his ability. At present he is handling special

programs where the sponsor demands commercialingo

with that Burke microphone (Contitmed on page 77)



THE CHASE & SANBORN PRO-
GRAM, on the air Sunday nights at

eight o'clock, E.D.S.T., over the

NBC Red network, is a multiple threat

not only to programs which are on the air at the same
time on other networks, but to all variety programs and
all comedians. From now on, they'll all have to measure

up to the entertainment concocted and served by the Messrs.

E)on Ameche. W. C. Fields, Edgar Bergen, Charlie Mc-
Carthy and Werner Janssen, Miss Dorothy Lamour, and

assorted guests. But then it should be good—the weekly

talent bill is estimated at around |20,000, and you have

to sell a lot of Java to make that much money. Fields is,

as far as I'm concerned, the leading light of the show, with

Bergen and the manikin McCarthy running a close second

in the comedy division. You could even say Bergen and
McCarthy came first some nights, and 1 wouldn't quarrel.

Don Ameche makes an excellent master of ceremonies

—

though he should ..do something about that laugh of his

—

and can turn himself into a topnotch leading man in any

dramatic sketch. The beautiful Miss Lamour has allowed

Hollywood to improve her singing considerably, though

looks are still her strong point, and Werner Janssen's music

is both impressive and novel. Not that there aren't weak-

nesses. The program hasn't yet discovered the trick of

moving as smoothly as Rudy Vallee's, and Fields' script

writers have a little difficulty in turning out as colossal

material on a week-to-week basis as they produced for their

boss' first program. But admit aH that, and you still have

something to quell that Sunday-night itch to leave the house.

Manhattan Merry-go-round, Sunday nights at nine

o'clock, E.D.S.T., on the NBC Red network, has Bert Lahr
as its star now. Bert Lahr is a very funny man behind foot-

THE REVIEWING STAND
By SELECTOR

lights. On the air he is not funny at all. Rowdy he is, and
noisy, and awfully energetic, but hard work doesn't invar-

iably produce good humor. Bert—and it pains me to say

so—also commits the cardinal radio sin. He makes no
bones of playing to his visible audience instead of his in-

visible one. On the air he's been known to run through his

repertoire of comical faces, panicking the people in the

studio but leaving you and me distinctly chilly. Other
comedians do the same thing—as Jimmie Fidler so bitterly

complains in his open letter on page 57—but they don't do
it as openly as Bert does. The rest of the program has

become secondary to Bert—Rachel Carlay and Pierre Le
Kreeun sing a song or two and Abe Lyman's orchestra plays

with all its old vim, but Manhattan Merry-Go-Round is

Bert Lahr's show now, and no doubt about it. Too bad
the sponsors felt they had to enter the Sunday-night comedy
parade instead of leaving their program the pleasing musical

half-hour it once was.

Tic Toe Revue, Monday nights at seven, E.D.S.T., on
the NBC-Blue network, is just what you need, when you
come home after a hard day's work, to relax you and make
you decide the world isn't so bad after all. You won't laugh

at it, and you won't thrill to it, but you'll have a good
time and maybe get a little drowsy. If that's a left-handed

compliment. 1 don't mean it to be. Tic Toe Revue presents

one brand new star and one well known one. Jean O'Neill,

the newcomer, does nicely on her first commercial, singing

today's songs in a sweet, slightly husky voice. Baritone

Barry McKinley, a dependable for {Continued on page 82)

Flatter you in hard, blazing light

Summer Brunette

Sunlight (light)

Sunlight (dark)

Pond's new "Sunlight" Shades catch only the

softer rays of the sun . . .fatter your face, soften

its look in the hardest glare ! Three glorifying

shades completely away from the old sun-tan

powders—Try them at our expense.

Or buy a box, and if you do not find it more

flattering than ordinary sun-tan shades, send us

back the box, and we will refund purchase price

plus postage. Low prices. Decorated screw-

top jars, 35?^, 70^. New big boxes, lOji, 20fi.

Test them FREE! in glaring Sunlight

Pond's. Depl. BRM-PH. Clinton. Conn. Please

rush me. tree, Pond's 'i new "Sunlight"
Shades, enough of each for a S-day test.

(This offer expires Oct. 1, 1937)

Na

Street.

City- -State
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Above, Martha Raye's attending a
lot of parties these days, since
she ran off and acquired a hus-
band. He's a young and handsome
gentleman named Buddy Westmore.

Right, a happy foursome formed by
Charles (Andy) Correll, Ken Car-
penter, Molly and Fibber McGee.
Hollywood's got Fibber and Molly
who may stay there permanently.



NEWS WHILE IT'S STILL

HOT, GOSSIP WHILE IT'S

STILL FRESH. SERVED UP,

GARNISHED WITH LAUGHS,

BY OUR DEMON REPORTER

George Burns, wife Grade Allen and band-

leader Ray Noble, celebrate with a laugh

Grade's new lending library fpr dolls.

W.
C. FIELDS came to the res-

cue of radio by giving it a new
comedian at a time when all

he old-line funnymen were preparing

:o take that summer rest—but it's not

generally known that radio also came
to the rescue of W. C. Fields. Fields'

Uness was so expensive that by the time

ie had recovered from it most of the

iavings he had stored up from his pic-

ture work were gone, and the money he

s getting from his radio appearances

s more than just small change to him.

It's an important bridge between con-

k'alescence and the good health he must
be in before he can go back into the

movies.

Dixie Lee is redecorating the nursery

:)f her home in pink! Can it be she is

hoping to coax the stork into bringing

a baby sister for the three young Cros-

by males?

When Eddie Cantor gave his daugh-

ter Natalie in marriage to Joe Metzger
recently he made up his mind to take

this business of being a father-in-law

seriously. Today Joe's new antique

shop—sounds funny, but the antiques

are really old—is groaning under the

weight of an immense Neon sign which

announces: "Eddie Cantor, Incorpor-

ated. Gifts and Antiques." And busi-

ness is booming!

Courting disaster, your reporter is

going to present a list of hoped-for pro-

grams for this fall and winter. Some
are only rumors, some slightly more
than rumors, some may go on the air

any day now, and some may not go on

the air at all. Anyway, grab your

hats; here we go!

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer movie
company, undaunted by Paramount's

dismal attempt to concoct a radio show,

has a program of its own all ready and
waiting for a sponsor. Script, musical

and dramatic talent—everything's

ready for the payroll to show up. All

of iVl-G-M's contract players are said

to be available for the program except

Norma Shearer and—but of course

—

Greta Garbo. The only condition

M-G-M will make to an interested

sponsor is that the show must not be

put on the air on Saturday or Sunday
nights. People like to go to movies on
those nights if they haven't anything

better—such as listening to an all-star

radio show—to do.

As soon as she gets back from her



honeymoon with Gene Raymond, Jeanette MacDonald may
aflix her signature to a contract to broadcast for the same

people who hired Nelson Eddy for your pleasure last year.

Jeanette has long held out against radio's lure, but they

say she's beginning to weaken.

Ina Claire, of the stage, is still trying to get a script in

shape for a weekly dramatic show. Last we heard, it had

got to the point of rehearsing for an audition. Bert Lytell,

another stage and screen personage, is also just over the

horizon. Just how far over, nobody seems to know, but

there are those who care.

Warner Brothers is another movie firm which has a pro-

gram all ready, willing and able to exhibit itself to the

customers. Every now and then this shop crops up in the

news, and seems about to make its bow, with Dick Powell

starring in it—but then the excitement dies down again and
nothing more is heard for a month or so. Perhaps by this

winter it will make the grade.

Nope^no plans for Shirley Temple or the Quintuplets.

"Unusual" California rains damp-
ened his guests' ardor when Buddy
Westmore entertained the other

night with an old-fashioned hay-

ride in honor of his fiancee, Martha
Raye. (Yes, Martha and Buddy
are married now.) Buddy, a re-

sourceful lad, wasn't stymied. He
brought the straw from the wagons

into the living room of his ranch

home, and the party carried on

from there.

Fred Allen's off the air, but Fred

Allen stories keep cropping up, and

some of them are too good to for-

get. Here is a whole batch of them.

.At the half-way point of an hour

network program, as you know,

there is always the "station-break,"

thirty seconds during which the net-

work studio is off the air while the

member stations broadcast their

call letters. Fred found a way to

use these thirty seconds that de-

lights the Allen heart. For the last

half-dozen broadcasts before he

left the air he'd turn to the studio

audience and deliver impromptu
wisecracks that he knew studio

censors wouldn't allow him to

broadcast.

For instance, on a repeat broad-

cast for the West Coast, around

midnight New York time, he turned

to the audience and gravely an-

nounced, "Ladies and gentlemen!

You can all go home now, because we won't have to broad-

cast the second half of this program. That man out in Pasa-

dena who always listens to us has gone to bed."

Once, just after the station-break chimes had run, he in-

terrupted the dead silence in the studio with the remark:

"They don't answer—just like when Mrs. Simpson called

Buckingham Palace."

Mrs. Simpson jokes are, of course, absolutely taboo on the

air, which is probably the reason Fred followed this off-the-

tecord gag a week later with another one. Wearing his best

dead-pan expression he stood solemnly on the stage during

the station-break and asked, "Is there a Mrs. Simpson in

the house? There's a fellow calling on the telephone who
says his name is Edward."
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Paramount photo

Roland Asher, assistant director,

tells Anthony Quinand Dorothy La-

mour they've been selected as the

leads for "Last Train From Madrid."

We still can't tell you who Professor Quiz is, but we can

tell you one story about him that ought to make you wonder
if he isn't some sort of a magician. One day the Professor

performed a trick for the rest of his Question Bee cast. He
thrust a long scarf-pin through the fleshy part of his fore-

arm—clear through, so it came out on the other side. While
the pin was still in the flesh, and without appearing to be

in pain at all, he asked, "How many spurts of blood would
you like to see when I take this pin out?" One of the by-

standers said, "Three." The Professor smiled, nodded his

head, and took out the pin. Blood welled out of the wound
in three distinct spurts. Then it stopped, and didn't bleed

any more at all. Believe it or not, Mr. Ripley. The Pro-

fessor's explanation is that he has such perfect control over

his body that he can will the blood to come or stop.

But then, the Professor isn't the only remarkable guy on

his program. Arthur Godfrey, his announcer, is a walking

miracle too. Ask any of the doc-

tors who took care of him six years

ago when he was frightfully injured

in an automobile accident, and
they'll tell you that. Godfrey had
so many bones broken that even to-

day he can't give you a complete

list of them, and the doctors at

first said he couldn't live. He did,

though, and then the doctors told

him he'd never walk again. That
made Godfrey mad, and he swore

he would. -When the nurse left

him alone he'd get out of his wheel

chair, support himself on the back

of it, and take a few steps. One
day they caught him at it, and
after they'd finished scolding him
they decided to give him some
crutches.

Godfrey used the crutches, on the

sly, like canes. Today he doesn't

even limp, except when he is very

tired. The doctors told him he

could never ride a horse again, or

fly an airplane—so he rides horses

all the time at his farm near Wash-
ington, and has about six hundred
flying hours to his credit.

Harry Von Zell, one of radio's

most popular gentlemen, is having
his first crack at stardom these

summer evenings—but at a price.

Harry is taking Phil Baker's place

on the Sunday-night Gulf program,
thereby, at last, getting an impor-
tant part on one of the shows which
he has always done a good deal to

make successful. Only those connected with the programs
he announces know just how many of Harry's suggestions

and ideas have gone into them. As a pinch-hitting stooge

and actor in Fred Allen, Phil Baker and Stoopnagle and
Budd skits, Harry revealed an unsuspected talent for com-
edy, and now on the Gulf show he's getting his reward.

But that price he has to pay for his chance at stardom

—

All winter long Harry has been telling Phil Baker that this

summer he intended to take a month off' and visit his par-

ents in California. He's thought of nothing but that trip

home. And now Phil has gone out to California and Harry
has to stay in New York to run Phil's show. Baker gets the

last laugh, but he says that's only fair—he's the best

comedian! (Continued on page 83)
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WH f DECIDE

K I R T L E Y
B y

B A S K E T T E

I'LL tell you why I'm going back on Show Boat," said

Charles Winninger, "because I belong on that pro-

gram. Because that program needs me. Because radio

is the greatest outlet for entertainment in the world and

I miss the millions of old friends 1 used to talk to every

week. Because I haven't had any real fun, or," he

grinned, "any fights since I left it. But mostly because

I think we can bring Show Boat back to the greatest pro-

gram on the air—as it used to be!"

He tossed his curling and silvered locks and pounded a

hearty fist against the wall. To the left Gypsy Rose Lee

almost jumped out of what was between her and pneu-

monia and to the right the Ritz Brothers dived under the

piano. The whole row of beaverboard makeup cubicles

quivered and shook like a grade A earthquake. This was
in Hollywood, on the set of "You Can't Have Everything"

at 20th Century-Fox Studios, and naturally what fol-

lowed were angry shouts of "Quiet!"

"Quiet!" grunted Charlie. "How the devil can I talk

and keep quiet too?" A nervous assistant director

popped his head inside, "Gosh, Cap'n Henry," he ad-

monished, "We're shootin' pictures!"

"Sorry," said Charlie, suddenly mollified, "Hear that?"

he said, "that's what they all call me—'Cap'n Henry'!"

Almost three years ago Charles Winninger bowed out

of one of the most beloved characters that ever existed

on the air, "Cap'n Henry" of the Maxwell House Show
Boat. He had his reasons then for leaving and he didn't

mind telling them. He has his reasons now for going

back and he's just as frank about them. Three years off

the air and outstanding Hollywood success haven't

changed him one whit, haven't changed his ideas, or his

love for radio and that particular part of radio still

close to his heart—Show Boat. Apparently, too, those

years haven't dimmed the memory of all those who have
flooded him with letters since his return was announced,

of those who still call him
—

"Cap'n Henry."

"That's what I mean," said Charlie Winninger, "when
I say I belong on that program; that's what I mean when
I say I miss my old friends. Listen

—

"

As he talked, I realized just what all this was meaning
and could mean to radio and Thursday night's old time

favorite program. There had never been a greater or

more popular figure in radio than Charlie Winninger.
When he quit so suddenly, three years ago, half the

pleasure of listening died for many, many listeners.

Nor has Show Boat been very happy since it saw
Cap'n Henry walk down the {Cmitinued on page 68)
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HERE'S THE WHOLE HAPPY STORY

BEHIND THE JOYFUL NEWS THAT

SHOW BOAT'S GREATEST STAR IS

AGAIN GOING TO BE ITS PILOT!



REVEALING

DARKEST
By VIRGINIA PAYNE

(MA PERKINS)
A GREAT RADIO STAR WRITES

ABOUT THE MAN SHE GREW UP

WITH AND TELLS THE SECRET

INSPIRATION WHICH LIFTED

HIM TO BRILLIANT SUCCESS

Two years ago a young man, little more than a

boy, came to Chicago and went to work in radio

as "just another actor." He was so quiet and un-

assuming that few people who worked with him then

can remember anything about him now. He played

nothing but small parts, kept very much to himself,

and in less than six months he left as quietly as he

had come.

Today he is a star, the most sensational young new-

comer Hollywood has seen in the last year. His name
is spelled out in electric lights in every town from

coast to coast—TYRONE POWER, the name of a

great actor being carried over into the second gener-

ation. Yet radio, when he was part of it, hardly knew
he was around. Even today, most of us who gathered

with him around a microphone two years ago don't

know what happened to Tyrone Power during that

dark, bitterly cold, discouraging winter he spent in

Chicago,

I probably wouldn't know either, except that. 1 have

known Tyrone Power all my life. I went to school

with him, was raised with him as a child in Cincin-

nati, and—most important— I shared, to some extent,

the adoration for a great man which has been the

guiding star of Tyrone's life. That is why, when the

editor of Radio Mirror asked me to write this article,

I was happy to do it. 1 want everybody to know
why Tyrone left radio so abruptly, because when you
know that, you know as well why he is famous today.
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ILLUSTRATION
BY FRANCOIS

No one could possibly understand Tyrone Power without

knowing about his mother and father. They have always

been the foundation of his life, and one had only to meet
either of them to understand why. His father, the idol

of two continents, and brilliant actor though he was, was
even more brilliant a personality. His mother, for many
years a star in her own right, was, and still is, the essence

of feminine charm. No boy, aspiring to stardom, ever in-

herited more. And no young man, fighting his way to the

top, ever held that inheritance more sacred.

1 remember, when I was a girl, the first time Tyrone
hustled me proudly over to their house to meet his father.

He had come to Cincinnati for a short visit between en-

gagements, and I remember Tyrone literally had to pull me
through the huge library doors. His father, stately and
poised, sat there in the big armchair.

The others laughed and kidded Tyrone about being a fresh-

air fiend when he walked to the studio through a blizzard.

The truth was that he didn't have the money for carfare!

"Father," Tyrone said eagerly, "this is 'Ginny'."

1 curtsied, as gracefully as 1 could, and stood with my
eyes glued to the floor. That was the kind of man he was.

There was a kingly, regal air about him when you first met

him which made me, a small girl who wanted to become
an actress, stand in awe.

But not for long. A moment later 1 felt a large hand
take hold of mine, and 1 was seated beside him, in the big

armchair by the fireplace. Tyrone was leaning eagerly over

the opposite arm of the chair, his eyes agleam with pride.

Then the elderly man smiled and began to talk. I don't

remember what he said. He could have talked about as

dull a subject as arithmetic, and still held us spellbound.

His voice seemed to come from deep inside of him; when
he was in a room, no one else mattered. It was easy to

understand why he was one of the {Coniinued on page 74)
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A GREAT RADIO STAR WRITES

ABOUT THE MAN SHE GREW UP

WITH AND TELLS THE SECRET

INSPIRATION WHICH LIFTED
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Two years ago a young man, little more than a
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as "just another actor." He was so quiet and un-

assuming that few people who worked with him then

can remember anything about him now. He played

nothing but small parts, kept very much to himself,
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had come.
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A HAPPY BRIDE WHO

HAS LEARNED A POIGN-

ANT LESSON IN THE

ART OF REAL LIVING

WANTS TO HELP THE

MAN WHO HAS NEVER

DARED FALL IN LOVE

MGM photo by Clarence Bull

Right, Nelson, Jeanette,

Gene Raymond, Anita Lou-
ise, and Janries Stewart

—

at "the happiest party"
Jeanette ever attended.

By JACK
S M A L L E Y
1?
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THOUSANDS of fans once clamored for a real life ro-

mance between the lovely heroine and romantic hero of

"Naughty Marietta," "Rose Marie" and "Maytime."
They knew what they wanted. They believed that if

only Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy could find

love, they would discover the real happiness all their fol-

lowers wished for them.

The happiness of Jeanette MacDonald was assured

when Gene Raymond, with his gay laughter and tender

smile, came riding over the hill and into her busy life.

And what about Nelson Eddy?
Jeanette had often said she would never marry. She

changed her mind. Nelson Eddy has frequently de-

clared he is too busy to find love. Can anyone change

his mind?
Jeanette learned her poignant lesson in life through

a picture she and Nelson did together, when they en-

acted, for the screen, the tragic story of lovers separated

by careers—the story told in "Maytime."
That story strengthened a decision that had been so

heartbreakingly difficult for Jeanette to reach; could

she marry and still have her successful career? She

hadn't been able to decide when she was cast to play

in "Maytime" the tragic role of a woman who passed

love by and died regretting it.

Like this heroine, Jeanette had believed that there

was no place for marriage in her career, that there was
no tim.e for any outside intrusion upon a life made up
of constant devotion to a goal set long ago. With all

her energies devoted to the demands of her career,

with singing lessons and language lessons, with concert

tours, pictures, and radio programs, she thought her

life lacked nothing.

That was before the right man came along.

Now Jeanette knows how empty her life—that had
seemed so full—really was before she met Gene Ray-
mond. Because the parallel between Jeanette's life and
Nelson Eddy's is so striking, it is inevitable that Nelson
should learn, through Jeanette, the truths that she had
discovered and which she wants to tell him.

For Jeanette wants Nelson to know what she has

learned from love, the dramatic lesson in living it has
taught her. She knows that Nelson Eddy, too, has said

that there is no place for marriage in his career, so

full of road tours, radio programs, movies and the al-

ways constant study.

That is why a woman in love wants to advise a man
who is afraid to be.

"We are great friends. Nelson and I," Jeanette said,

"and I do not believe 1 am overstepping when 1 say we
are confidants as well.

"For a long time 1 thought as Nelson does and sin-

cerely believed that there was no place for marriage in

the life of a person who had dedicated every moment

of her life to the exacting demands of a singer's career.

"A career like mine could not be casual. A dismaying

amount of preparation must go into it. Nelson and 1 are

singers. Therefore, we encounter the same problems.

"A singer never is satisfied, always is striving for im-

provement, always bending every (Continued on page 79)
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Hruno of Hollyivood

JERRY COOPER always knew the day
would come. Though it would open
the door to new fame and success for

him, still he dreaded its coming. He knew
he would have no choice but to accept what
that day brought. Even if it meant the

end of things between him and Joan Mit-
chell.

The day came. The producers of Holly-
wood Hotel called Jerry to the West Coast
for one of the star parts in that top radio
show. It was Jerry's big chance. It would
have been criminal not to accept it—and
Jerry, realizing that, accepted.

When you listen to Jerry singing on Hol-
lywood Hotel next Friday night, think a

little of Joan Mitchell, the girl he left in

New York. One thing is certain: Jerry will

be thinking of her too, and wondering if

he chose the right course. But what other
course could he have chosen? No matter
what the outcome, he took the chance he
had 1o take.

On the one hand, Hollywood Hotel,
money, fame, probably a movie contract

—

and separation from the girl he loves. On
the other, moderate fame, fairly good
money, a chance to be with Joan every day

14
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EVERYONE WHO HAS EVER

LOVED WILL UNDERSTAND

THE STRANGE DEBT THIS

YOUNG STAR OWES TO THE

GIRL HE WANTS TO MARRY

Below, Joan Mitchell, the

girl Jerry left behind when
he joinea Hollywood Hotel.
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—but still no opportun-

ity for the marriage both

of them desire with all

their hearts.

Joan and Jerry have
not been the luckiest lov-

ers in the world. Ever
since that night a year and
a half ago when they first

met, circumstances have al-

ways conspired to keep
them from finding happiness
together. Now they are sep-

arated by the width of a con-
tinent, but this separation

may, in the end, solve the

problem of their lives in the
way they want it solved. For
it was not only to further his

own career that Jerry Cooper
went to Hollywood. He went,

also, to pay a debt he owes
the girl he loves.

Joan and Jerry, as you
may already know, first met
when Jerry was singing in the

Hollywood Restaurant on
Broadway. Joan was one of the

girls in the chorus of the floor show.
From the time they first exchanged a

few words of conversation, there was
nobody else on earth for either of them.

But their world was an unstable one.

Who knew how long a job would last,

how soon it would be before they were
eating in automats and living in hall

bedrooms? Jerry was on the way up

—

but how could he be sure something
wouldn't happen to change the course of

his career? There is something of the

gambler in everyone who takes the stage

or any of its branches for a livelihood.

There has to be. But Jerry and Joan
weren't willing to gamble with their love

for each other.

No doubt you supposed that Jerry was
already a high-salaried star before he re-

ceived the Hollywood Hotel offer. True,
he was a promising star; he made enough
to pay his expenses and save a little. But he

did not make enough to give him the feeling

of security his nature craves and must have
before he can consider marriage.

Then, too, both Joan and Jerry had their in-

dividual responsibilities. Joan is the chief

support of her family, with whom she lives,

and she earns the money to pay for her invalid

sister's medical care. She couldn't forget the
people who were dependent on her, and she

B

..*,

is much too proud ever

to allow Jerry to take

over the financial

problem they present.

Still another obstacle,

until recently, was the

opposition of Jerry's

mother to his marriage.

Mrs. Cooper wanted them

to wait, because she was

afraid they could never

adjust the differences in

their backgrounds. Joan,

after all, is a New York girl,

Broadway to her finger-tips—

and Jerry, despite a thin veneer

of city sophistication, is still the

country boy who came up

from New Orleans a few

years ago. Could two peo-

ple, raised in such different at-

mospheres, be happy together?

Mrs. Cooper wanted them to be

sure they could before taking any

irrevocable step.

That was the argument she offered

against marriage, but 1 believe the

truth lay deeper than anything she ever

said. A tragic experience of her own—her

marriage to Jerry's father broke up when

Jerry was twelve—bred a fear and distrust

of marriage in her heart. She didn't want

Jerry to suffer as she had suffered. She be-

lieved he would be happier, as she had been, alone.

So Joan and Jerry waited, waited on their financial

position and on Mrs. Cooper's wishes.

Waiting brought its sacrifices. It brought them to

Joan, not to Jerry. Twice in the last year Hollywood

scouts have come to her offering movie contracts. They

were not dazzling opportunities for stardom, but to

a girl as wise in the ways of show business as Joan,

they were all the more attractive for their modera-

tion. She could have gone to Hollywood on a fair

salary, and there she would have been trained,

given small parts at first, and gradually coached

for a screen career. What Hollywood was offering

Joan Mitchell was a chance to make good.

Joan refused both offers. She had only one rea-

son for doing so: she wouldn't leave Jerry behind.

They didn't discuss these movie opportunities much,

between themselves. What was the use? Each knew
that for her own sake Joan should accept them, but

Joan knew she wouldn't. And Jerry hoped she

wouldn't. He couldn't help it. New York would

be too dreary a place if she were to leave it.

They were both learning, too, how much Jerry

needs Joan, and will always need her. Jerry is

still a guileless and trusting soul, in spite of

his Broadway {Ccmtinued on page 02)
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Youth, vitality and authen-

tic Southern charm blend to

make Durelle Alexander the

perfect camera subject. Not
yet twenty, she began her

career in movies when she

was seven. Long with Paul

Whiteman, she is now a CBS
star and was supposed to be
engaged to Gil Bundy, fam-

ous cartoonist, though no
one really knows her heart.

Hollywood's great photographer, Hurrell,
took this picture of exquisite Joy Hodges
who, with Jimmy Grier's orchestra, has won
a contract renewal for Joe Penner's pro-
gram. She's on the Fibber McGee show, too.
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Typical of the perfect and

rare American beauty is the

golden loveliness of Flor-

ence George, an NBC colora-

tura soprano and member of

the City Opera of Chicago.

Already, Hollywood scouts

have under option this Day-

ton, Ohio girl who began by

studying piano and who won
the title of prettiest co-

ed at Witteniaerg College.

Maurice Seymour

Charm that extreme youth never possesses

is the keynote of this new camera study of

Jessica Dragonette who grows more lovely

with each passing year, even with all her

hard work on the CBS Beauty Box programs.
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With her younger sisfer, PoHi, safely

married to Bob Simmons, Jane Pickens

has returned to New York and the program
which she left last fall when sne went
on the road with the Follies. When she

feft it. the broadcast was called the

Saturday Night Party but now it's the

Sunday Night Party, having changed its

time to Sundays on the NBC Red network.

Though Patti nas found a husband, Jane
is determined to stand by her career.
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RKO Studios
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Harriet Hilliard than whom there isn't a
lovelier young singer has finished work

on another picture for RKO and you will

be seeing her shortly in "New Faces," the

movie which has those comedians Parkya-

karkus, Joe Penner and Milton Berle. Miss

Hilliard is doubly happy these days now
thot she knows her man is going to be
in Hollywood for keeps. Meaning that

Ozzie Nelson junior will once more have
a papa to whom he can soy goodnight.



Mary Livingstone may go
in for face remodeling
now that she's got her-

self a picture contract.

Al Jolson, above, having

tea with Parkyakorlcus,
comes in for a scolding

in Jimmie's open letter.

Editor's Note: Once more Radio Mirror gives you its

new Hollywood reporter, famous Jimmie Fidler, whose

broadcasts yon hear Tuesday and Friday nights on NBC.
This is Hollywood and radio unadorned, brought you by
the man whose reputation has been won by the biting

honesty and searching truth of his news. Because of the free-

dom of expression granted him, opinions expressed in these

pages are not necessarily those of the magazine and its

editor.

F
RED ASTAIRE'S limelight fever has jumped to a

dizzy degree of late. He understands the dollars and
cents value of wholesale adulation as well as any en-

tertainer in the business. But always, with his permission,

the background_of those spotlights blazing on him warmed
the lesser members of his cast. When they turned in swell

performances, Freddie was among the first with congratu-

lations.

But that part of the dancer's makeup seems to be miss-

ing these days. I told you last month about the apparent

dissension between .Astaire and Charlie Butterworth. What
looked like harmless bickering on the part of two high-

strung artists, now grows serious. I get it straight that if

Astaire does leave the Packard program permanently,

there will be but one reason—Charlie Butterworth.

When the show increased in popularity, as evidenced in
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Left, watch for a trailer with

Grace Moore and her husband in

it parked out in your back yard.

Columbia Studios

DEVASTATING IK ITS

UTTER FRANKNESS AND

EXHILARATING IN ITS

HONESTY— HERE'S THE

SECOND IN THIS DAR-

ING NEW SERIES OF

UNCENSORED REPORTS

ON MOYIELAND STARS

Ken Murray, above,

is through playing

benefits — Fidler
knows the reason.

recent surveys, the comic Butterworth was credited with

the program's growing success. Those handling publicity

for the show, emphasized each week what Charlie would do.

Astaire felt himself slipping into the background on his own
bill.

I understand that his producers are now pleading with

him to let bygones be bygones. That everything will be

different on the next series. But I hear that Freddie won't

believe them unless Charlie hies himself off to another pro-

gram. If the comic does leave the show. I think Freddie

will be back. Otherwise, he is almost a cinch to be missing

from that familiar Tuesday night spot. By Uie time you
read this, the summer cast of Johnny Green, Trudy Wood
and Buddy Blair will have taken over the show.

CAN'T quite visualize Grace Moore doing her war-

bling as she bumps around the country in a trailer

—

even if that trailer does have a miniature piano in it. But
that is exactly what she is doing these days. Hubby
Valentin Perera bought one of the swankier numbers, so

they are hitting the gypsy trail and communing with the

great outdoors, probably as you read this. Don't be

alarmed if you awaken some a. m. and find a strange

trailer parked in your back yard, and "Madam Butter-

fly" arias exuding from its windows,

I
HEAR rumblings of discord in the cast of "One Man's

Family," that satisfying serial that airates from San

Francisco. Seems that all sorts of (Continued on page 37)
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TIC TOC'S SINGER—Sensational is the word for the

rise of youthful Jean O'Neill, left, who sings on NBC's
new Tic Toe Revue, Monday nights. A year ago Jean

was graduating from a Brooklyn high school. Last

winter she was in a music publishing house trying out

a new song, and Scrappy Lambert of the Town Hall Quar-

tet heard her. He was so impressed he brought her to

Fred Allen's program for her network debut. That was

in January, and now, after a return engagement on Town
Hall Tonight, she's the featured soprano soloist on a

sponsored network show. Jean is just eighteen, and won
her new job in competition with a dozen other singers.

QUIZ' MAN GODFREY—The quizzing assistant to
CBS' quizzing Professor Quiz is Arthur Godfrey, who in

his thirty-four years has held at least that many jobs.

Arthur was born in New York, the son of a veteran news-
paper man, and has always tried to carry out his boy-

hood ambition to see everything and do everything.

He's been an office boy, coal miner, Navy radio

operator, taxi driver, vaudeville performer,

and cemetery lot salesman. Just now he's one
of radio's highest paid announcers. Besides

his Professor Quiz show, he announces the

popular Sun Dial program in Washington,
which has eighty-five sponsors. In

his spare time he fishes, pilots
an airplane, reads the latest

biographies, and swims ex-

pertly. He also wants to

learn all about farms.

GUIDING
LIGHT — The
brightest light of

NBC's serial. Guiding
Light, is Mercedes Mc-
Cam bridge, right, who
plays Mary in the story. Hers
is also the role of Diana in an-

other NBC serial, Dan Harding's

Wife. Mercedes is one of the

members of the 1937 graduating class

at Mundelein College in Chicago. She
was born in Joliet, Illinois, and came to

Chicago in 1927. She won a scholarship to

Mundelein from forty other contestants—and
it was a lucky scholarship, because an NBC scout

heard her doing a solo part in the Mundelein verse

speaking choir last June, and gave her a contract with

his network. Her part in The Guiding Light is her

first leading role. Mercedes has never let her radio

work interfere with school, as was proved by her

Phi Beta Kappa key when she graduated from College
a week or so ago. She collects penguin models as

a hobby, and likes tall, dark, not handsome, men.
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CLOSE-UPS
HIGHLAND ELLA—Eddie Cantor chose Ella Logon,

right, as one of the pinch-hitting stars for his program
while he takes his sumnner vacation. Ella, who was born in

Glasgow, Scotland, was a dancing and singing star in

Europe when she was only eleven. By the time she was

fifteen she was giving command performances in the

homes of royalty and dancing at parties with the Prince

of Wales, the present Duke of Windsor. In 1932 she

came to America for a part in the Broadway musical,

"Calling All Stars." Then she went to Hollywood for

her screen debut in the Universal hit, "Top of the

Town." Her latest picture is "A Young Man's Fancy."

MANHATTAN'S OWN BERT—Back on the air once more,

Bert Lahr, right, is the comedy star of NBC's Sunday-

night Manhattan Merry-Go-Round. The name of the

program is appropriate, because Bert is Broadway's

favorite son. Born in New York, Bert served his stage

apprenticeship in vaudeville, and then, in 1927,

scored a personal hit in a musical revue called

"Delmar's Revels." Since then he's kept first-

nighters happy every year, and just now he's

co-starring with Beatrice Lillie in "The Show
is On." Broadwayites recognize Bert in the

wintertime by his massive tan fur coat-

there's never, they say, been another

one like it. He's married, has one

son, and when he's playing in

New York lives at a hotel

in the theater district, so he

can be near his friends.

HOLLY-
WOOD'S OWN

ADELA— Reporter,

novelist, scenario writer,

radio star and a color-

ful personality is Adela
Rogers St. Johns, who broad-

casts her own news program
on NBC at 9:45, E.D.S.T., every

morning except Saturday and
Sunday. She was born in San Fran-

cisco, the daughter of Earl Rogers,

the most spectacular lawyer of his day.

As a child she attended all his trials—ex-

perience which was later invaluable when
she started life as a reporter. She became

Western editor of Photoplay when it was the only

moving picture magazine published, and began to

write Hollywood fiction around her experiences.

Adela is married to Patrick O'Toole, an aviation

executive, and she is the mother of five chil-

dren. She is credited with having discovered Clark
Gable but soys she only suggested him for a lead-

ing role in "A Free Soul," which she hod written.
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Above, the President's wife and
daughter, Mrs. John Boettiger,

who discussed family afFairs as

camerannen took their pictures.

Anna Eleanor Roosevelt hasn't the

time to dress especially for her

Wednesday-night programs. Once,
she arrived with her slip showing.

MRS. ROOSEVELT wanted to see her daughter,

Mrs. Anna Boettiger. Anna was in Seattle, so

Mrs. Roosevelt jumped into an airplane and set

out across the continent. The weather was bad. and
she was grounded twice and stuck in the mud once,

so that when she finally did arrive in Seattle it was
almost time for her Wednesday night broadcast. Not until

broadcast time was near did she realize she hadn't had any-

thing to eat since breakfast, so she sent a page-boy down-
stairs for a sandwich. Between mouthfuls, the wife of the

President rehearsed her fifteen-minute program—casual, un-

ruffled, and perfectly happy.
Something rather special had been arranged for that par-

ticular broadcast. Mrs. Boettiger was to interview her fam-
ous mother on the subject of how to raise a twentieth-cen-

tury daughter and the Seattle news photographers were out

in full force. They were kept at bay until after the actual

broadcast; then they were admitted into the studio. The
photographer from one of the papers had been mysteriously

delayed, though, and hadn't arrived yet.

"We'll wait," Mrs. Roosevelt said, and smiled. "1 don't

mind. He'll come along pretty soon."

When the missing photographer arrived and all the cam-
eras were set up, one of them suggested that it would be

a nice idea if Mrs. Roosevelt and Mrs. Boettiger would
pretend to be chatting informally. Mrs. Roosevelt is never

one to waste time. Immediately, she began to tell her

daughter how things were going with the family back in

Washington. The two women might have been alone, for

all the embarrassment either of them showed.

"Gee," said one of the photographers regretfully. "I'm

sorry our cameras aren't wired for .sound!'"

Mrs. Roosevelt laughed. 'I'm sure our family affairs

wouldn't sound well if they were (Continued on page 66)
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THE FRANKNESS FOR

WHICH MRS. ROOSE-

VELT IS FAMOUS IS

ALL HERE IN THIS

AMAZINGLY HUMAN

STORY ABOUT HER
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daughter, Mrs. John Boettiger,

who discussed family affairs as

cameramen took their pictures.
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Mrs. Roosevelt jumped into an airplane and set
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Wednesday-night programs. Once,

she arrived with her slip showing.

broadcast; then they were admitted into the studio. The

photographer from one of the papers had been mysteriously

delayed, though, and hadn't arrived yel.

"We'll wait," iVlrs. Roosevelt said, and smiled. "I don't

mind. He'll come along pretty soon."

When the missing photographer arrived and all the cam-

eras were set up. one of them suggested that it would be

a nice idea if Mrs. Roosevelt and Mrs. Boettiger would

pretend to be chatting informally. Mrs. Roosevelt is never
'

one to waste time. Immediately, she began to tell her

daughter how things were going with the family back in

Washington. The two women might have been alone, for
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"Gee" said one of the photographers regretfully. Im
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IT'S a lot easier—and safer—to try changing a leopard's

spots than it is to try changing a husband's habits. With
a leopard you're at least sure of one thing. He may swal-

low you whole, but he's not going to give you a nice crop of

chocolate-brown spots exactly like the ones he had years be-

fore you came on the scene. But a husband's habits are like

the measles. They're catching. Take it from Dorothy Wes-
ley Bernie. Dorothy knows.

Dorothy and Ben Bernie have been married for two years

now, and Dorothy has to admit that she hasn't accomplished

a single thing she set out to accomplish. She's a defeated

woman, if you want to be harsh about it. But she's having
a grand time.

In that rosy, sort of moonstruck period before the wed-
ding. Dorothy used to sit back and look at Ben and think

about all the changes she was going to make in his manner
of living. Oh, she wouldn't nag, of course! Nothing like

that. But gently, tactfully, quietly, she would lead him into

a more normal life. It would be all for his own good, and
later he'd realize this. Those appalling habits of his!

They'd certainly bring him to an early grave, or a nervous

breakdown, or—well; something pretty awful.

Dorothy Wesley herself was a swimming champion, and
she knew all the rules for correct living. Early to bed, early

to rise. A few hours of relaxation every day. Regular,

balanced diet. She knew them all, and what's more, she

praticed them ! Every one.

On the other hand, Ben didn't even know them. He
couldn't sit still for two minutes at a time. He smoked
enough cigars to heat all Labrador. He couldn't get to

sleep at nights, or never bothered to try, but sometimes he'd

be found taking a nap in the middle of dinner. He thought
nothing of working all day and half the night and then

playing bridge the rest of the night. He spent money by
the fistful at the race track. His balanced diet consisted

principally of hamburgers.

But of course the poor dear didn't know the harm he

was doing himself. He needed a wise, understanding wo-
man to help him learn how to live, and Dorothy was that

woman. Like any bride, she was filled with beautiful, beau-

tiful dreams. She had the future all mapped out, and it

was going to be perfect—perfect with her idea of perfec-

tion, naturally, but Ben would like it too, once he saw the

light. It wouldn't be difficult. All she needed was a little

tact.

Chock-full and running over with tact, she began her re-

formation campaign with the little matter of a dog. She

wanted a dog, and Ben wanted a dog. Very good. But it

seemed that Ben's idea of a fine animal to have around the

house was something the size of a young cow—a Great Dane
or a police 'dog. A great hulking thing with an appetite for

bedroom slippers and a way of knocking you flat when it

wanted to prove how much it loved you.

Dorothy swung briskly into action. "But don't you see,

Ben?" she pointed out with sweet reasonableness. "We're

traveling around the country so much, living in hotels and

apartments—it wouldn't be fair to the dog. He'd always

be cramped and unhappy."

"Um—yes, I see what you mean," Ben agreed. "Maybe
you're right. How about a wire-hair, then?"

By RUTH GERI

IT'S SAFER TO CHANGE A

LEOPARD'S SPOTS THAN IT

IS TO TRY AND CHANGE A

HUSBAND—BUT SOME BRIDES

THINK THEY KNOW BETTER
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Above, Ben gets in the last word while Dorothy Wesley
Bernie sweetly listens. That's "Killer" on Mrs. Bernie's lap.

20th Century-Fox

"Well, no," Dorothy said. "I'd planned on a Manchester
terrier."

Ben hadn't any idea what a Manchester terrier looked
like, but he went along with his bride to a pet shop to

look at a litter of them.

"Why, I'd just as soon keep a pet rat around," he scoffed

when Dorothy exhibited her idea of man's best friend. And
in fact a Manchester terrier puppy is about the size and
general attractiveness of a rat, to the masculine mind at

least. "But go ahead and buy him, if you want," Ben said

cheerfully. "He's your mutt."

You see how easy, Dorothy thought, it's going to be to

get Ben to do as I tell him? Left to himself, he'd have
had a dog that would have chewed up every shoe in the

house, but he'll be just as happy with the one I picked out.

Ben did grow fond of the Manchester. He christened the

mincing little animal "Killer," and likes to carry him around
in his pocket.

From dogs Dorothy progressed to horses. And ran

straight into a brick wall. Gently but firmly, Ben refused

to stay away from race tracks.

"Come along.if you don't believe me," he'd urge. "Maybe
then you'll understand what a lot of fun it is."

"Fun! To watch a lot of horses run around a track?"

However, she finally went along, taking her embroidery
because she was dead certain she'd be bored. It was a

mistake. She should have stayed at home, if she wanted to

get that embroidery done and preserve her superior attitude

toward horse-racing; because she was not bored. First she

found Ben's enthusiasm creeping into her own veins, like

some contagious disease. Later she found herself watching

tho"se horses and yelling for a {Continued on pa^c ^^)
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low you whole, but he's not going to give you a nice crop of

chocolate-brown spots exactly like the ones he had years be-

fore you came on the scene. But a husband's habits are like

the measles. They're catching. Take it from Dorothy Wes-

ley Bernie. Dorothy knows.

Dorothy and Ben Bernie have been married for two years

now. and Dorothy has to admit that she hasn't accomplished

a single thing she set out to accomplish. She's a defeated

woman, if you want to be harsh about it. But she's having

a grand time.

In that rosy, sort of moonstruck period before the wed-

ding. Dorothy used to sit back and look at Ben and think

about all the changes she was going to make in his manner

of living. Oh, she wouldn't nag. of course! Nothing like

that. But gently, tactfully, quietly, she would lead him into

a more normal life. It would be all for his own good, and
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They'd certainly bring him to an early grave, or a nervous

breakdown, or—well; something pretty awful.
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she knew all the rules for correct living. Early to bed, early

to rise. A few hours of relaxation every day. Regular,

balanced diet. She knew them all, and what's more, she

praticed them I Every one.

On the other hand. Ben didn't even know them. He
couldn't sit still for two minutes at a time. He smoked
enough cigars to heat all Labrador. He couldn't get to

sleep at nights, or never bothered to try, but sometimes he'd
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nothing of working all day and half the night and thp
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tion, naturally, but Ben would like it too, once he saw the
light. It wouldn't be difTicult. All she needed was a little

tact.

Chock-full and running over with tact, she began her re-

formation campaign with the little matter of a dog. She
wanted a dog, and Ben wanted a dog. Very good. But it

seemed that Ben's idea of a fine animal to have around the

house was something tlie size of a young cow—a Great Dane
or a police "dog. A great hulking thing with an appetite for

bedroom slippers and a way of knocking you flat when it

wanted to prove how much it loved you.

Dorothy swung briskly into action. "But don't you see,

Ben?" she pointed out with sweet reasonableness. "We're
traveling around the country so much, living in hou-ls and
apartments—it wouldn't be fair to the dog. He'd always

be cramped and unhappy."

"Urn—yes, I see what you mean," Ben agreed. "Maybe
you're right. How about a wire-hair, then?"
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"Well, no," Dorothy said. "I'd planned on a JVlanchester

terrier."

Ben hadn't any idea what a Manchester terrier looked
ike, but he went along with his bride to a pet shop to

'ook at a litter of them.
"Why, I'd just as soon keep a pet rat around," he scoffed

when Dorothy exhibited her idea of man's best friend. And
m fact a Manchester terrier puppy is about the size and
general attractiveness of a rat, to the masculine mind at

'east "But go ahead and buy him, if you want," Ben said

cheerfully. "He's your mutt."
'ou see how easy, Dorothy thought, it's going to be to

get Ben to do as 1 tell him? Left to himself, he'd have
nad a dog that would have chewed up every shoe in the

"ouse, 1,(1, he'll be just as happy with the one I picked out.

"en ,i.,j grow fond of the Manchester. He christened the

mincing little animal "Killer," and likes to carry him around

in his pocket.

From dogs Dorothy progressed to horses. And ran

straight into a brick wall. Gently but firmly, Ben refused

to stay away from race tracks.

"Come along-if you don't believe me," he'd urge. "Maybe

then you'll understand what a lot of fun it is."

"Fun! To watch a lot of horses run around a track?"

However, she finally went along, taking her embroidery

because she was dead certain she'd be bored. It was a

mistake She should have stayed at home, if she wanted to

get that embroidery done and preserve her superior attitude

toward horse-racing; because she was not bored. First she

found Ben's enthusiasm creeping into her own veins, like

some contagious disease. Later she found herself watching

tho-se horses and yelling for a (Continued on page 55)



By DOROTHY
ANN BLANK

The story so far: His birthplace was Kenosha, Wis-

consin, his father was Italian, his mother German-Scotch,

aiid he was their first son. Like most first sons, Don A Trteche

was anything but a model child, even if he did get good
grades in school without half trying. Good grades didn't

make his teachers forgive him for the pranks he was always

up to. They sighed with relief when, aged eleven, Don was
sent to a Catholic boarding school, St. Berchman's Acad-
emy, in Marion, Ohio. There, Don went on thinking up ways
to get himself into tremble—pillow fights, undercover smok-
ing, and leaving school bounds without permission. But the

punishment in St. Berchman's was severe and certain, and
be learned a respect for discipline he'd never known before.

His harassed father and mother, back in Kenosha, began to

hope that after all he'd be the President they were sure his

brilliance could make him, and not the scapegrace they were

afraid he'd be because of his mischievous spirit. Don left

St. Berchman's when he was thirteen,

and entered Columbia Academy in

Dubuque; where he was to meet two
people who have had a profound in-

fluence on his life. One was a priest.

And the other was a girl.

Part Two

DON AMECHE was not among
strangers when he entered Co-
lumbia Academy at Dubuque,

Iowa, in 1922. For many of his
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former classmates from St. Berchman's were also prepping

for college there. Since the schools were so close, he was
almost back on his old stamping grounds.

He captured Columbia's junior basketball team, which

was known as the "Teeny-Weenies"—all former St. Berch-

man boys. When they went to Marion to play the old

school team, he slept again in the familiar dormitory. It

was like going home.

But now he was growing up; he sat at the head table and
ate three Sunday desserts, remembering how he used to con-

nive to get even one extra helping. He laughed with the

sisters about the time he gave a reading called "The Going
of the White Swan" at a school program. He talked about
where the team would go to play next week-end—perhaps

all the way to Davenport!

It was through basketball that Don met the man who was
to influence his life greatly and be woven time after time
into the threads of his destiny. Though even

then he was Father Sheehy by title, this priest

was not much more than a lad himself at the

time. Hecently ordained, Columbia was Sheehy's

first post. He is now assistant to the Rector

of the Catholic University of America at Wash-
ington, D. C.

The boys on the Teeny-Weeny team were
Father Sheehy's special charges. He coached

their play, supervised their school work and
acted as their spiritual adviser. A boy's man,
they adored him, as (Continued on page 71)
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They're Mr. and Mrs. Ameche now, but

when Don first met "Honey" at Colum-
bia Academy, he thought basketball was

more important. Left, below, Don has

the some boyish face today that he had

fifteen years ago when this was taken.
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By DOROTHY
ANN BLANK

The story so far; His birthplace was Kenosha, Wis-
consiit, his father was Italian, his mother German-Scotch
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make his teachers forgive him for the pranks he was always
up to. They sighed with relief when, aged eleven. Don was
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former classmates from St. Berchman's were also prepping
for college there. Since the schools were so close, he was
almost back on his old stamping grounds.

He captured Columbia's junior basketball team, which
was known as the "Teeny-Weenies"—all former St. Berch-
man boys. When they went to Marion to play the old
school team, he slept again in the familiar dormitory. It

was like going home.

But now he was growing up; he sat at the head table and
ate three Sunday desserts, remembering how he used to con-
nive to get even one extra helping. He laughed with the
sisters about the time he gave a reading called "The Going
of the White Swan" at a school program. He talked about
where the team would go to play next week-end—perhaps
all the way to Davenport!

It was through basketball that Don met the man who was
to influence his life greatly and be woven time after time
into the threads of his destiny. Though even
then he was Father Sheehy by title, this priest

was not much more than a lad himself at the

time. Hecently ordained, Columbia was Sheehy's
first post. He is now assistant to the Rector
of the Catholic University of America at Wash-
ington, D. C.

The boys on the Teeny-Weeny team were
Father Sheehy's special charges. He coached
their play, supervised their school work and
acted as their spiritual adviser. A boy's man,
they adored him, as (^Continued on page 71)
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They're Mr. and Mrs. Ameche now, but
when Don first met "Honey" at Colum-
bia Academy, he thought basketball was
more important. Left, below, Don has
the same boyish face today that he had
fifteen years ago when this was taken.
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GIVE ME A
Rubinoff's on the West Coast these
days, making pictures, but you still

hear him on Sunday nights over CBS.

MUSIC BY

RICHARD A. WHITLING

WORDS BY

LEO ROBIN

From the Para-

mount Picture,

"Monte Carlo"

Give me a

ANOTHER FREE THEME SONG FOR RADIO MIRROR

LISTENERS! THAT CHARMING WALTZ MELODY

WHICH INTRODUCES RUBINOFF AND HIS VIOLIN
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THAT JOKE? 3. His scheme fails! Berle proves himself too

much of an old hand at this game to be taken

unawares, and the guilty Penner is caught.

I. The plot hatches as Joe Penner and Parlcya-

karkus plan to steal Milton Berle's funniest

gag, a feat any comedian would be proud of.

32

2. Penner is elected to do the dirty work

—

that night at a broadcast he tries to get a
good look at his unsuspecting victim's script.

4. Parkyakarkus, hearing that Penner has been

trapped, tries to get away, but Berle hires

detectives who catch him crossing the border.

i



5. Sunk in gloom, the two culprits blame each
other for their failure, while ahead of them
looms a court trial and stiff prison sentences.

7. Parlcyakarkus reads of his friend's perfidy

and realizes there is no honor among thieves.

His girl, Harriet Hilliard, soothes his nerves.

8. The jury's verdict: "Not Guilty" because
there's no corpus delicti. Berle didn't have
a joke for them to steal in the first place.

6. Penner, cracking under the strain, decides
to double cross his pal and get out of town,
but his flowers fail to fool the station master.

THE YEAR'S PHOTO-MYSTERY

WITH MILTON BERLE IN THE

TITLE ROLE. NOT A SINGLE

CLUE HAS BEEN LEFT OUT-

JUST TRY TO FIND ANY IF

YOU THINK YOU'RE SO SMART

Alt pictures from the RKO production. "Nnv Faces," with
Milton Berlc. Joe Penner. Pttrkyakarkus, and Harriet Hilliard 33



p/eais

Above, looking at the
birdie, is Vivian Delia Chiesa,

Or is it just an airplane?

Coo, Durelle Alexander, for

such a pose. And you can be

so glamorous at times, too!



WHOOPS MY DEAR! JUST

LOOK WHAT THE CAMERA

DID TO THESE EXPERTS IN

GLAMOR WHO THOUGHT

THEY WERE POSING FOR

PICTURES OF THE MONTH

Above, poor Sing's just too

tired out to give tne lens

that old personality umph.

Right, another gallery fa-

vorite, Joy Hodges, more than

matches Durelle's coyness.



FACING

II

By KEN ALDEN

You can listen to Hugo Mari-

ani's music Tuesday and Fri-

day nights on the NBC network.

IN
Hollywood it is the director who does most of the be-

hind-the-scenes work. Yet only two directors, Cecil B.

DeMille and Frank Capra, merit billing above the title.

The rest content themselves with plaudits among the pro-

fession.

On Broadway, the forgotten hero of the theater and night

clubs is the dance master who cracks the whip over the

heads of the precision dancers. Yet the audience applaud

only the chorines, not caring who devised their routines.

Radio Kow also has a group of men who are seldom talked

about by listeners. Yet they can make or break your fav-

orite band. They are the arrangers who concoct the styles

which send a nation tripping the light fantastic to such

rhythmic novelties as "rippling rhythm," "slide music," and

"bell music."

36

Above, Kay Kyser and Vir-

ginia Sims, heard on the Willys

Surprise Party MBS, Sundays.

I!
These men are paid an average of fifty to a hundred dol-

lars an arrangement. The majority are free-lance artists who
prefer to work for a batch of bands. Temperamental in

many cases, they like being their own bosses.

Crack arrangers like Ned Freeman and Harold Rubin-

stein work on this theory and write for Ted Fio Rito,

George Hall, Rita Rio, and on the side, hold down jobs with

recording companies. On the other hand, maestros like

Andre Kostelanetz, Hal Kemp, and Abe Lyman sign these

men exclusively and pay staggering wages. Joseph Nuss-

baum is Kostie's chief orchestrator. Ernie Watson, who al-

so doubles as a band leader in his own right, holds down

a similar job with Rubinoff. Elliot Jacoby writes Rudy
Vallee's outstanding arrangements. Tom Bennett is the

man beneath the lead sheet for (Continued on page 60)



TO GUIDE THOSE

DANCING FEET,

YOU MUST KEEP

PACE WITH THE

EVER CHANGING

BANDLAND SCENE

M 1 1 ij I c:

Leith Stevens, above, in a typical pose
while leading the Saturday Night Swing
Club orchestra at seven o'clock on CBS.

Left, Carmen Lombardo has composed a
successor to his hit song, "Boo Hoo"
with the very tricky name "Toodle-Oo."
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The Only Man Who Knows Tells-

Will Vallee
A DRAMATIC AND REVEAL-

ING PREDICTION FROM A

FATHER WHO FEELS SURE

HE KNOWS WHAT THE FU-

TURE HOLDS FOR HIS SON

2(iih Century-Fox

Above, Charles Vallee, so like his son in

many respects. Below, Niela Goodelle, and,
right, Alice Foye. Did Rudy ever love them?

>

SOME day I'm sure Rudy will find the girl

he needs, and marry again."

Charles A. Vallee lit a slender cigar and

leaned back in his chair, puffing contentedly.

Ruddy-faced, white-haired, short and chubby, he

didn't look like his famous son—didn't even look

like a forecast of Rudy thirty years from now.

But "Like father, like son," wasn't said of physical

resemblance alone, and Charles Vallee is in him-

self the key to an understanding of Rudy.
Rudy has built up around himself a wall of

silence and behind it he hides with all his dreams,
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Marry Again 9

NORTON RUSSELL

Left, Valeren Woodward, who
gossipers whisper might be
the second Mrs. Rudy Vol lee.

Rudy, in a mood far from roman-

tic, puts his orchestra through

its paces during a rehearsal.

his hopes, his plans for the future. Last winter, for the first

time, he refused to say anything for publication on any
subject which concerned his personal life. Publicity, he

decreed, must deal exclusively with Rudy Vallee the radio

performer. Never again did he want to give an interviewer

a story which dealt with Rudy Vallee the man.
Imgiediately, when I heard this, 1 wondered. Had Rudy

lost the zest for life which was responsible for so much of

his success? Had the tragedy of his marriage to Fay Webb,
and the shock of her death, embittered him so that he was
turning his back on everything except work? I saw how it

could happen, and I saw too that the first impulse of a man

to whom such a thing had happened would be to say, "Let's

have no more publicity—no more linking of my name with

this girl or that one. Let me be just a singer, an orchestra

leader, a voice on the air. and no more than that."

Rudy. I knew, wouldn't tell me. But his father, out of

his intimate knowledge of his son, could and would. And did.

"I hope Rudy will marry again, and 1 believe he will,"

Charles ValJee said. "Rudy isn't the sort who lets anything

embitter him permanently. He never has been like that.

Even when he was a boy he'd flare up in a temper for a

while, get it out of his system, and then be all right again.

I remember once, when he was (Continued on page 61)
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DON

NSURANCE LAPS
ONCE IT WAS A TABOO SUBJECT

EVEN WITH MEN. BUT NOW IT'S

BEAUTY'S FIRST LAW AND HERE

ARE BENAY YENUTA'S RULES TO

KEEP YOU FROM BREAKING IT

Harold Stein'

MAYBE you haven't heard about charm insur-

ance. We all know lots today about various

forms of beauty insurance, though perhaps not

by that name—the special soaps and creams and har-

monizing make-ups that insure the beauty of your

skin, hair and general appearance. But what price

beauty without charm? The charm of clean, shining,

fragrant femininity?

Benay Venuta, lovely blonde star of both stage and
radio, is one real glamour girl who doesn't hesitate to

talk friendly about this all-important subject. As she

says, "Cleanliness is almost a religion with me all year

'round, but in summertime the rites of bathing, cleans-

ing and freshening the skin become something close to

an obsession.

"I'm glad to see that most modern girls have learned

the necessity of changing their cosmetic shades, and
even their styles of hairdress, to suit the changing

seasons. Aside from the question of suntan, the

brighter sunshine of summer days requires an entirely

different type of make-up to be effective, and the

carefree indulgence in summer sports calls for a simp-

ler, easier to handle coiffure that will still look attrac-

tive when blown about by wind or exercise.

"At the same time," she emphasized, "I think it

would be of still greater benefit to every girl if she

made a mental memo of the fact that now—at the

same time she is choosing new cosmetics for warm
weather—is the time for her to double the number of

baths and showers she takes, to stock up on such charm
insurance items as eau de cologne, bath powder and
deodorants and anti-perspirants for every occasion and
purpose.

"These things needn't be expensive. Charm insur-

ance doesn't cost much money and the little extra

time required pays such big dividends! For instance,

you can find the kind of deodorant best suited to

your needs by experimenting with dime store sizes.

Incidentally, these miniature jars and bottles are in-

valuable for keeping in your office desk, country club

locker, or weekend cottage in case of emergency. Cer-

tainly you should have some convenient form of

deodorant which you can carry in your purse for a

long day away from home and bathtub.

"Perfect body cleanliness isn't enough, either, for

at this time one absolutely must pay more attention

to the condition of one's clothes. Personally, I'm

afraid I'm a bit extravagant

in the matter of cleaning

bills, but there are many
other ways of achieving the

same results. If one can't

{Continued on page 85)

Benay Venuta is sing-

ing star and mistress

of ceremonies on MBS
Variety Hour Show.

By JOYCE ANDERSOK
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wiA Olive Oil. So when

we were ready for soap and

water baths you can imag-
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the soap made from the_

„>ost soothing
ingredients.

"Isn't our experience a

beauty lesson for you?
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for o«r tender skin, 1
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The Happy
Moment
when the show

is over



A great innovation in radio publications:

Eight pages of day-by-day program listings

and news^vital information for the whole

month. Read while you listen and find each

day's highlights—guest stars, new shows,

special broadcasts—all in your Almanac.

STATIONS AND WHERE TO TUNE THEM IN

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
station Kilocycles Station Kilocycles station Kilocycles Station K" locycles station Kil ocycles Station Kilocycles station Ki locycles Station Kilocycles

WABC 860 WCOA 1340 WGR 550 WJSV 1460 WMIVIN 890 WSBT 1360 KGVO 1260 KRNT 1290
WACO 1420 WDAE 1220 WGST 890 WKKB 1500 WNAX 570 WSFA 1410 KLRA 1390 KSCJ 1330
WADC 1320 WDJB 930 WHAS 820 WKBH 1380 WNBF 1500 WSJS 1510 KLZ 560 KSFO 560
WALA 1380 WDBO 580 WHEC 1430 WKBN 570 WNOX 1010 WSPD 1340 KMBC 950 KSL 1130
WBBM 770 WDNC 1370 WHIO 1260 WKBW 1480 woe 1370 WTAQ 1330 KMOX 1090 KTRH 1290
WBIG 1440 WOOD 1280 WHK 1390 WKRC 550 WOKO 1430 WTOC 1260 KNOW 1500 KTSA 550
WBNS 1430 WDRC 1330 WHP 1430 WLAC 1470 WORC 1280 WWL 850 KNX 1050 KTUL 1400
WBRC 930 WEEI 590 WIBW 580 WLBZ 620 WOWO 1160 WWVA 1160 KOH 1380 KVI 570
WBT 1080 WESG 850 WIBX 1200 WMAS 1420 WPAR 1420 KFAB 770 KOIN 940 KVOR 1270
WCAO 600 WFBL 1360 WISN 1120 WMAZ 1180 WPG 1100 KFBB 1280 KOL 1270 KWKH 1100
WCAU 1170 WFBM 1230 WJAS 1290 WMBD 1440 WPRO 630 KFH 1300 KOMA 1480 CFRB 690
WCCO 810 WGBI 880 WJNO 1200 WMBG 1210 WQAM 560 KFPY 890 KOY 1390 CKAC 730
WCHS 580 WGL 1370 WJR 750 WMBR 1370 WREC 600 KGKO 570 KRLD 1040

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
Station Kilocycles Station Kilocycles Station Kilocycles station Kilocycles Station Kilocycles Station Kilocycles Station Ki locycles Station Kilocycles

Red Network WSAI 1330 WEBR 1310 KOIL 1260 WFEA 1340 WPTF 680 KERN 1370 KHQ 590
WBEN 900 WTAG 580 WENR 870 KSO 1430 WFBC 1300 WRVA 1110 KEX 1180 KJR 970
WCAE 1220 WTAM 1070 WFIL 560 KVOD 920 WFLA 620 WSAN 1440 KFBK 1490 KLO 1440
WCSH 940 WTIC 1040 WGAR 1450 KWK 1350 WGL 1370 WSB 740 KFI 640 KMJ 530
WDAF 610 WWJ 920 WHAM 1150 Supplementary WIBA 1280 WSM 650 KFSD 600 KOA 830
WDEL 1120 KSD 550 WICC 600 Stations WIOD 1300 WSMB 1320 KFYR 550 KOMO 920
WEAF 660 KSPP 1460 WJZ 760 WAPI 1140 WIS 560 WSOC 1210 KGA 1470 KPO 680
WFBR 1270 KYW 1020 WLS 870 WAVE 940 WJAX 900 WSUN 620 KGBX 1230 KPRC 920
WGY 790 Blue Network WMAL 630 WBAF 800 WJDX 1270 WTAR 780 KGHF 1320 KSOO 1110
WHO 1000 WABY 1370 WIWT 600 WCFL 970 WKY 900 WTMJ 620 KGHL 780 KTAR 620
WIRE 1400 WBAL 1060 WREN 1220 WCOL 1210 WLW 700 WWMC 570 KGIR 1340 KTBS 1450
WJAR 890 WBZ 990 WSYR 570 WCSC 1360 WMC 780 KANS 1210 KGNC 1410 KTHS 1060
WMAQ 670 WBZA 990 WTCN 1250 WDAY 940 WOAI 1190 KARK 890 KGO 790 KVOO 1140
WNAC 1230 WCKY 1490 WXYZ 1240 WEBC 1290 WOOD 1270 KDYL 1902 KGU 750 KWG 1200
WOW 590 WEAN 780 KDKA 980 WFAA 800 WORK 1320 KECA 1430 KGW 620 CFCF 600
WRC 950 CRCT 1140

M U T U A L B R O A D CAST 1 N G S Y S T E M
Station Kilocycles Station Kilocycles Station Ki locycles station Ki locycles Station Kilocycles station Kilocycles station Kilocycles Station Kilocycles

CKLW 1030 KFEL 920 KGIVIB 1320 KTOK 1370 WBBZ 1200 WFIL 560 WIWT 609 WRR 1280
KADA 1200 KFKA 800 KGFF 1420 KWK 1350 WBRY 1530 WHB 860 WNBH 1310 WRVA 1110
KASA 1210 KFOR 1210 KHJ 900 KVOE 1500 WCAE 1220 WICC 600 WNBX 1260 WSAI 1330
KBIX 1500 KFRC 610 KOIL 1260 KVSO 1210 WEAN 780 WLBZ 620 WNLC 1500 WSAR 1450
KGRC 1360 KFXM 1210 KPMC 1550 KXO 1500 WGN 720 WLLH 1370 WOL 1310 WSM 650
KDB 1500 KGB 1330 KSO 1430 WAAB 1410 WGAR 1450 WLNH 1310 WOR 710 WSPR 1140
KDON 1210 KGOM 1100 KTAT 1240 WBAL 1060 WFEA 1340 WLW 700 WRDO 1370 WTHT 1200

A L L TIME GIVEN IS EASTERN DAY L 1 G H T S A V 1 N G
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All time is Eastern Dayliglit Saving

8:00 A. M.
NBC-Blue: Melody Hour
NBC-Bed: Goldthwaite Orch.

8:30
NBC-Blue: Tone Pictures
NBC-Bed: Children's Concert

CBS: Sunday Morning at Aunt

Susan's ^. _ , .

NBC-Blue: White Rabbit Line

NBC-Red: Orchestra

10:00 , ^ .-
CBS: Church of the Air

NBC-Blue; Russian Melodies

N3C-Red: Bible Highlights

10:30 ^ .,

CBS: Romany Trail

NBC: Press-radio News

"nBC-BIuo: Alice Remsen, contrajto

NBC-Bed: Ward and Muzzy, piano

' jsBC-Blue: Henrik Van Loon

NBC-Bed: Bravest of the Brave

1 1 :30 _ -,

CBS: Major Bowes Family

"NBC-Bed: Henry Busse Orch.

12:00 Noon
NBC-Blue: Southernaires

NBC-Iled: Hour Glass

'^CBs'^'Salt Lake City Tabernacle

MBS: Ted Weems Orchestra

NBC-Blue: Music Hall »f the /ir
NBC-Red; University of Chicago

Round Table Discussion

'cBS: Church of the Air

NBC-Bed: Dorothy Dreslin

1 :30
CBS; Poetic Strings

NBC-Blue: Our Neighbors

NBC-Bed: Dreams of Long Ago

^'cBS: St. Louis Serenade

jrBS: The Lamplighter
NBC-Blue; The Magic Key of RCA
NBC-Red; Choral Voices

PRS- Dramas of the Bible .

NBC-Red: Thatcher Colt mysteries

'cBS: Everybody's Music

NBC -Blue: Sunday Drivers

3 '30

NBC-Blue: London Letter

4:00
CBS; Spelling Bee
NBC-Blue; Sunday Vespers

NBC-Red: Romance Melodies

^''NBC-Blue: Fishface, Figgsbottle

NBC-Red; The World is Yours

^'CBS: Sunday Afternoon Party

5:30 ... J
CBS: Guy Lombardo
NBC-Blue; Roy Shield Orch.

6:00
CBS: Joe Penner.
NBC-Red: Catholic Hour

CBS: Rubinoff ....
NBC-Red; A Tale of Today

^TbS; Columbia Workshop
NBC-Blue: Helen Traubel

NBC-Red: Jane Froman, Don Koss

7 '30
CBS; Harry Von Zell

NBC -Blue; Bakers Broadcast

NBC -Bed: Fireside Recitals

7*45
NBC-Bed: Fitch Jingles

8:00
NBC-Bed: Don Ameche, Edgar Ber-

gen, W. C. Fields.

8:30
CBS: Eddie Cantor

9:00
CHS: Universal Rhythm
NliC-Blue: Rippling Rhythm Revue
NI!('-Hed; Manhattan Merry-Go-
Round

9:30
NBC-Blue: Walter Winchell
NBC-Red: American Album of

Familiar Music

9 :43
NBC-Blue: Choir Symohonette

10:00
CliS: Gillette Community Sing
NHC-Blue: California Concert
NBC-Red: Sunday Night Party

10:30
CBS: H. V. Kaltenborn

11:00
CBS: Press Radio News
.NBC-Blue: Judy and the Bunch
NBC-Red; Harvey Hays

11:30
Dance Music

SUNDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By WENDELL HALL

Don't forget those setting-up exercises for the
soul—prayer.

Sunday, June 27, 1937

JACK BENNY and his gang—Bob
Ripley and Ozzie Nelson—Marion

Talley—Phil Baker, Bottle and Beetle—Frank Parker—there's a steady pa-
rade of departing stars today. Even
Joe Penner may make a last-minute
decision to call it a season, so you'd
better listen in just to be safe ....
But two of the boys will be back al-

most before you know they're gone.
Bob Ripley no sooner leaves his Sun-
day show than he begins digging up
new impossibles for a Friday-night pro-
gram soon to hit the air . . . Frank
Parker bobs up next Wednesday re-

placing Lily Pons as the Chesterfield
star. . . . Back on his old stamping-
grounds of last summer, Paul White-
man opens tonight at the Texas Exposi-

tion. You'll surely want to be there,

via NBC, because Oom Paul was just

about the Exposition's biggest attrac-

tion last year—and no reflection on
his figure intended, either. . . . Your
Almanac's still begging you not to

forget the Columbia Workshop plays
Sunday nights, too. Their director

Irving Reis, is thirty-one, stocky, dark,
good-tempered—but excitable. . . .

Your Almanac wants to point out that
it does its level best to be absolutely
correct on all the dates it gives you

—

but radio changes its mind overnight
sometimes and your Almanac isn't

going to take responsibility for a
sponsor's whims. If you find a lone
case where we're wrong, blame earth-
quakes, hurricanes, or heart failure.

CBS' Columbia Work-
shop plays ore all di-

recfed and some are

written by Irving Reis.

Sunday, July 4, 1937

Jane Froman makes
her radio comeback
tonight as one of the

substitutes for Benny.

T TNLESS the firecrackers are making
too much noise in your front yard,

you've got a full listening day ahead
of you—sports, music, speeches, com-
edy, new programs—everything you
need to make you decide you were
smart not to brave the holiday traffic

in your car. . . . All the networks are

having Independence Day programs,
of course, and you can take your pick.

... In the sports field, the novelty is

an international motor race being held
in Monthlery, France. You listen in

on NBC. . . . Smilin' Ed McConnell
gives his farewell program for the
summer on NBC, Harry Von Zell

makes his bow as star of Phil Baker's
show, and Jane Froman and Don Ross
also do the first of their summer bits

while Jack Benny vacations. . . . Ella

Logan and Igor Gorin have hit their

stride in Texaco Town, while Eddie
Cantor's away, and you ought to listen

to them too—if you can spare the time
from W. C. Fields, Edgar Bergen,
Charlie McCarthy and Don Ameche
on NBC. . . . Jane Froman, who is re-

turning tonight after a too-long period
of silence, was bom in St. Louis on
November 10, 1907. She thought she
would be a newspaper woman, but
whenever she sat down to write a
story she found herself singing, so de-
cided she'd better change careers. Her
first radio job was on Cincinnati's

WLW. Her favorite game is golf, but
she doesn't dare watch her score

—

it gets up into three figures.

Sunday. July 11, 1937

TTARRY VON ZELL should have
-^^ something pretty special on his

Gulf program on CBS at 7:30, E.D.
S.T., tonight, just by way of celebra-

tion, because today's his birthday.

Thirty-one years ago in Indianapolis,

was when and where Mr. Von Z. be-

gan his career. He went to Los An-
geles just after he graduated fro;tn

high school. Before becoming an an-
nouncer he was a bank messenger and
a payroll clerk, studying singing on
the side. He's married, calls his wife
Mickey, and has an eight-year-old son.

. . . Fred Feibel, CBS' staff organist in

New York, who opens the network
every morning, was born on exactly the
same day as Harry, but in Union City,

N. J Hal Kemp, who is going to

be on the Friday-night Chesterfield

show all summer, bows in tonight as

maestro-in-chief at Manhattan Beach,
N. Y. You can hear him on both
CBS and MBS—at different times, of

course. . . . And lest you forget, that

Universal Rhythm show you used to

hear on Saturdays is now on CBS at

9:00, in the same spot its sponsor used
to use for a symphony program. The
talent's the same—Richard Bonelli,

Alec Templeton, that remarkable blind

pianist, Carolyn Urbaneck, and Rex
Chandler's orchestra—plus a vocal
chorus and guests. The show lasts a
full hour now, instead of the half-hour

it used to occupy in its Saturday posi-

tion. . . . Keep tuned to the same sta-

tion for the Community Sing.

Announcer Harry Von
Zell gets a crack at

stardom by taking the

place of Phil Baker.

Sunday. July 18. 1937

Don Ross, Jane Fro-

man's husband, is her

co-star on NBC's sev-

en o'clock program.

n^HEY'RE bringing you music all the

way across the ocean today, in two
instalments. NBC offers half an hour
of the Vienna Symphony Orchestra,

with your old pal Eugene Ormandy,
who conducts the Philadelphia Orches-

tra in the winter, directing. Then, at

4:00 E.D.S.T., NBC tunes in to Rome,
and you hear an act of the opera,

"L'Elisir d'Amour," by Donizetti. . . .

The Ozzie Nelson Family is having
nothing today but fun. It's Harriet

Hilliard's birthday, and Ozzie has ar-

rived in Hollywood just in time to be
present. . . . Don Ross and Jane Fro-
man are in their third week as the

stars of the Jello show, at 7:00, E.D.
S.T., NBC. Don, you know, is not

only Jane's co-star, but her husband

too. His stage career began right after

he left Ohio State University—he and
a friend went on a barnstorming vaude-
ville tour. Stranded in Chicago, they
bummed their way to New York, and
managed to book their act into a string

of theaters. On this tour they were
heard and hired by the manager of a
midwestern radio station. Later Don
went to Cincinnati, where he and Jane
met, much to the delight of both. . . .

At 9:30, still on NBC, Frank Munn
sings with Jean Dickenson, the young
Denver soprano some of you have writ-

ten in to complain had been forgot-

ten by the networks. She hasn't, at all

—on the contrary, this is her big break.

Her contract has just been renewed,
so you'll be hearing her all summer.
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All time is Eastern Oayliglit Saving

8:00 A. M.
NBC-Blue: Morning Devotions
NBC-Ked; Malcolm Claire

8:15
NBC-Blue: Island Serenaders
NBC-Red: Good Morning Melodies

8:30
NBC-Blue: William Meeder
NBC-Hed: Cheerio

9:00
CBS: Metropolitan Parade
NBC-Blue: Breakfast Club

9:30
CBS: Richard Maxwell
NBC-Bed: Adela St. Johns

9:55
NBC: Press Radio News

10:00
CBS: Betty and Bob
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs

10:15
CBS: Hymns: Betty Crocker
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30
CBS: Modern Cinderella
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:45
CBS: News
NBC-Red: Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Heinz Magazine
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: David Harum

11:15
NBC-Blue: Personal Column
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming

1 1 :45
CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh

12:00 Noon
CBS: The Gumps
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:15
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

12:30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS: Make Believe

1:15
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife

I
'30

NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

I *45

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

2:00
CBS: Kathryn Cravens

2:15
CBS: Jack and Loretta

2:45 ^ „
CBS: Myrt and Marge

"mBS: Mollie ot the Movies

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3. 15
'N'BC-Red: Ma Perkins

^•30
NBC-Blue; Let's Talk it Over

NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

3*45
NBC-Bed: The O'Neills

4:00
NBC-Bed: Lorenzo Jones

4*15
"NBC-Red: Personal Column

4*30
'NBC-Red Follow the Moon

*'NBC-Bea: The Guiding Light

5:00
. „ •

CBS: Clyde Barrie

5:15
CBS: Eton boys

NBC-Red: Dari-Dan
NBC-Blue: Young Hickory

5:30 . , .

NBC-Blue: Singing Lady
NBC-Bed: Don Winslow of the Navy

5:45
CBS: Funny Things
NBC-Bed: Little Orphan Annie

*'nbC: Press Radio News

CBS: Sports Resume

NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

CBS: Poetic Melodies

NBC-Blue: Tic Toe Revue

N'BC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy

7:15 , „
CBS: Ma and Pa.
NBC-Bed: Uncle Ezra

^ "-SO

MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner

7:45
CBS: Boake Carter
NBC-Red: Passing Parade

8:00
CBS: Alemite Half Hour
NBC-Red: Burns and Allen

8:30
CBS: Pick and Pat
NBC-Bed; Voice of Firestone

9:00
MBS; Gabriel Heatter
NBC-Red: McGee and Molly

9:30
NBC-Bed: Hour of Charm

10:00
CBS: Wayne King
MBS: Elder Michaux
NBC-Red: Contented Program

10:30
CfiS: Neck 0' the Woods
NBC-Blue: Radio Forum
NBC- Bed: Music for Moderns

11:00
Dance Music

MONDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By TED COLLINS

start the week by being blue and you'll end it in

the red.

Monday, June 28. 1937

TF radio can't bring you outdoor
^ sports it brings you indoor delibera-

tions. That's what you get today, but
don't blame your Almanac if you don't

like it. NBC has its short-wave equip-
ment all tuned up to receive and
broadcast the proceedings of the Inter-

national Chamber of Commerce con-
vention being held today in Berlin,

Germany. Your Almanac is laying no
bets on whether or not Hitler makes a
speech. . . . Another farewell today,
when the Lxix Theater rings down its

curtain for the summer. What,
afraid of hot weather? Remember,
people still use soap. It will be back in
September. ... If the Berlin broad-
cast, earlier in the day, whetted your
appetite for things German, you can

listen in on your own short-wave re-

ceiver to some news broadcasts at 9:15
and 11:30, E.D.S.T. Germany sends
these broadcasts out, in English, di-

rected at the North American contin-

ent. Tune in DJB, 19.74 meters, 15,-

200 Kc, or DJD, 25.49 meters, 11,-

770 Kc. . . . Two of your radio friends

are celebrating their birthdays today

—

Ann Leaf, the pint-sized organist, who
was born in Omaha in 1906, and an-
nouncer Kelvin Keech, who never uses
his middle name of Kirkwood—you
can see why. ... At 8:00, New York
time, listen to George and Gracie and
enjoy the singing of Tony Martin, who
has taken Dick Foran's place on the
program — and in Gracie 's fickle

radio affections as well.

Tony Martin's one of

fickle Gracie Allen's

radio best beaux to-

night at eight on NBC.

Monday, July 5, 1937

Marion Jordan, who is

Fibber's Molly, looks

like this when she's

not in radio costume.

TV/T AYBE you celebrated the Glorious
Fourth yesterday, but you can

still celebrate it today. If the kids in

your block are anything like those in

your Almanac's, you've been cele-

brating it for a week already anyhow.
. . . There's a full sports calendar for

you. All the networks will attend the
annual all-star baseball game in Wash-
ington, D. C, in which the top men of

the National League tangle with those

of the American League. This game
is traditionally played in honor of the
President and unless affairs of state

begin to pop unexpectedly, he'll be
there, broad grin and all. . . . Or, if

your taste runs to auto races, you can
listen to the ones being held at the
Roosevelt Runway on Long Island.

This new track cost a million dollars,

and the promoter of this summer's
meet, Steve Hannigan, promises it

will see the finest drivers and cars in

the country. . . . Prefer horses to

automobiles? All right. Mutual has
the doings at the Empire City track. . . .

Tonight, Ted Lewis opens a season at

the swanky Astor Hotel in New York,
coming to you on Mutual. The high-

hatted tragedian of song is making a
comeback this year, and is doing right

well at it, too. . . . Mustn't neglect Fib-

ber McGee and Molly tonight on NBC
at 9:00, E.D.S.T. Tonight's the first

of their new fifty-two week contract

—

but Molly isn't sure. She's afraid it's

just another of Fibber's pipe-dreams,

made worse by the California climate.

Monday, July 12, 1937

prATHRYN CRAVENS starts a
^^ brand new contract with her spon-

sors today. It will keep her on the air

at her usual time—2:00, E.D.S.T.,

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays

on CBS—through the summer. Kath-
ryn will do a lot of commuting this

summer between New York and St.

Louis. Her husband's a St. Louis busi-

nessman and they're very much in love.

But Kathryn wants to keep on work-
ing, maybe in the hope of making a
millio" dollars. She once said if she
had that much money she'd buy her
husband a baseball team . . . Speak-
ing of family affairs, Dan Landt's in-

fant son is exactly two months old to-

day. Dan and his two brothers enter-

tain you every morning, Monday

through Friday, at 9:45 on NBC—and
you hear them under other names on
this show and that besides. . . . Your
Almanac recommends, for cheerer-

uppers, Uncle Ezra, NBC, 7:15; the
Passing Parade, same network, 7:45;
either Horace Heidt, CBS, or Burns and
Allen, NBC, at 8:00; Pick and Pat,
CBS, 8:30; Fibber McGee and Molly,
NBC, 9:00; and the Contented Pro-
gram, NBC, 10:00. . . . If you can
stay up that late, Francis Craig's or-

chestra, on NBC at 12:30, deserves
more than half an ear. . . , Or, a little

bit earlier, on the same network at

midnight, lovers of fine choral sing-

ing will go for the Fisk Jubilee Choir
in a large, hearty way. Somebody
ought to put these on earlier.

Poised and alert is

Kathryn Cravens, who
tells how news looks

to a woman reporter.

Monday, July 19, 1937

varied assortment of

news, personalities, music, and
ANOTHER

Trouble House' Roger
Byron is one of the

radio parts played by
drama star Ed Jerome.

drama is being "published" today by
the Heinz Magazine of the Air, CBS
at 11:00, E.D.S.T. Let your radio

flip its pages for you. Did you know
that the fellow who plays Roger Byron
in the Heinz Magazine's serial. Trouble
House, is one of the busiest radio ac-

tors in New York? His name is Ed Jer-

ome, and maybe you heard him this

spring when, as himself, he was on
Phil Lord's We, the People program,
telling how he'd lost his voice and
spent years as a clown in Spain, unable
to talk. His voice is one of the best on
the air now, though. . . . Losing his

voice hasn't been the only tragedy in

Ed's life. Once he invested all his sav-

ings in Florida real estate, only to see
them blown away by a hurricane. . . .

When you hear Stalin speaking on the
March of Time, that's Ed too. . . . Did
you know Elder Michaux was back
on the air? Ten o'clock, E.D.S.T., on
the Mutual system tonight. You'll re-

member him better, perhaps, if your
Almanac reminds you that his theme
song is "Happy Am I!"—just about
the catchiest theme song on the air. . . .

The Voice of Firestone is still on the
air, 8:30 on NBC. It was going off

for the summer, but the sponsors, your
Almanac hears, decided to stay on for

fear they wouldn't be able to buy a
good network time next fall. A bless-

ing for listeners who like good music . . .

Mrs. Firestone wrote its theme song.
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All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

8:00 A. IVI.

NBC-Blue: IHorning Devotions
XBC-Red: Malcolm Claire

8:15
NBC-Blue: Dick Leibert
NBC-Kcd: Good Morning Melodies

8:30
NBC-Bed: Cheerio

9:00
CBS: Dear Columbia
NBC-Blue: Breakfast Club

9:30
CBS: Richard Maxwell
NBC-Red: Adele St. Johns

10:00
CBS: Betty and Bob
NBC-Ked: Mrs. Wiggs

10:15
CBS: Hymns; Betty Crocker
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30
CBS: Modern Cinderella
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NTJC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:45
CBS* News
NBC-Bed; Today's Children

1 1 :00
CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: David Harum

(1:15
CBS: East and Dumke
NBC-Blue: Personal Column
NBC-Bed: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NTJC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: Mystery Chef

11:45
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh
NBC-Rcd: Allen Prescott

12:00 Noon
CBS: The Gumps
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:15 P. M.
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

12:30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS: Jack Berch

1:15
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife

1:30
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

1:45
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

2:15
CBS: Jack and Loretta

2:30
NBC-Blue: Music Guild

2:45
CBS: Myrt and Marge

3:00
CBS: Afternoon Matinee
MBS: Mollie of the Movies
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

3:30
CBS: Concert Hall
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

3.45
NBC-Blue: Have You Heard
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

4:00
CBS: Sing and Swing
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

4:15
NBC-Red: Personal Column

4:30
NBC-Red: Follow the Moon

4:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

5:15
NBC-Blue: Young Hickory

5:30
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady
NBC-Red: Don Winslow of the Navy

5.45
CBS: Dorothy Gordon
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

6:30
Press-Radio News

6:35
CBS: Sports Resume

6:45
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
NBC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy

7:15
CBS: Ma and Pa
NBC-Red: Vocal Varieties

7:30
CBS: Alexander .Woollcott
NBC-Blue: Lum' and Abner
NBC-Red: Hendrick W. Van Loon

7:45
CBS: Boake Carter
NliCRod: Passing Parade

8:00
CBS: Hammerstein's Music Hall
NB('-Bluc: Husbands and Wives
NBC-Bed: Johnny Presents

8:30
MBS: Listen to This
NBC-Blut: Edgar A. Guest
NBC-Red: Wayne King

9:00
MBS: Gabriel Heatter
NBC-Bluo: Ben Bernie
NBC-Red: Vox Pop—Parks Johnson

9:30
CBS: Benny Goodman
MBS: True Detective Mystery
NIK'-Bluf: Sweetest Love Songs
NliC-Ueci: Johnny Green

10:30
CBS: Your Unseen Friend
NBC-Rcd: JImmIe Fidler

10:45
Mic-Kc'd: Vic and Sade

11:00
Dance Music

TUESDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By AL JOLSON

When hunger comes in at the door, love finds out if

it's love.

Tuesday, June 29, 1937

tJE'S been on the fringes of stardom
for a year now, and tonight he

comes into his own—Benny Goodman,
head man of the Camel show for the

summer. Tonight's his first program
(on CBS, starting at 9:30, E.D.S.T.,
as usual) since Jack Oakie left the

show, and you'll want to listen. Benny
promises, for the benefit of those who
are still doubtful about the style of

music which made him famous, not to

swing it all the time. Benny's only a
few days more than twenty-eight, but
he's the King of Swing from coast to

coast and is considered by authorities

to be the best clarinetist in the country.
He was born in Chicago, one of eleven
children, and bought his first clarinet

when he was six. His first big job

was with Ben Pollack's band. Two
years ago he formed a musical outfit of

his own. He doesn't claim to have
originated swing music, but he did

originate its name, as a definition for

his own style of hot jazz. . . . Before
you say hello to Benny you must say
good-by to Al Jolson, who stars on
his last program tonight until Septem-
ber. . . . Say good-bye, too, to Xavier
Cugat and his orchestra who close their

season at the Waldorf Astoria. NBC
brings you the last strains of their mu-
sic until they reopen in a few days at

the Cleveland Exposition . . . And send
a birthday wish in Nelson Eddy's direc-

tion! He's thirty-six today, too young
for all his gray hair. His next movie
will be "Girl of the Golden West."

Starting tonight, the

Camel show's main at-

traction is the Swing
King, Benny Goodman

Tuesday, July 6, 1937

The title role in the

NBC drama serial,

Lorenzo Jones, is

taken by Karl Swenson

T~>IG the gunpowder out of your hair
^"^ and get back to work—not that

radio can't still make your day a holi-

day if that ole devil work doesn't in-

terfere with your enjoyment. . . . One
of the good daytime programs, for in-

stance, is Lorenzo Jones, Monday
through Friday at 4:00, E.D.S.T., on
NBC. Lorenzo himself is played by
Karl Swenson, a blonde and handsome
young man who was born in Brooklyn,
New York. He attended Randolph-
Macon Military Academy and Mariet-

ta College, and studied dramatics under
famous actor-coaches. His first stage-

fright attack came when he was four

and had a piece to say at a Sunday-
school entertainment. It hasn't both-

ered him since. Karl gave his first ra-

dio audition in 1929, and nothing hap-
pened for five years. Then he came to
NBC to play in a series of dramas writ-

ten by Peter Dixon. He's almost six

feet tall, is married and has one son,
and his hobbies are football, photog-
raphy, and reading. . . . You can leave
your set tuned in to the Lorenzo Jones
station, and get, in quick succession, the
Personal Column, Follow the Moon,
and The Guiding Light. There's an
hour's good entertainment for you. . . .

At 7:45, just two months ago today,
you received the most dramatic shock
radio has ever given you—^the an-
nouncement of the Hindenburg dis-

aster. . . . Tonight, on NBC, be sure
to listen to Bob Crosby's opening at

the Ritz Carlton in Boston.

Tuesday, July 13, 1937

DET you haven't listened yet to the
*^ air's newest new personality

—

Jimmy Blair, featured baritone solo-

ist on the Packard hour with Johnny
Green's orchestra and Trudy Wood,
NBC at 9:30. Fred Allen's responsible

for Jimmy's place on this program. He
discovered the young man last winter

on one of his new talent programs.

Jimmy celebrated his twenty-first birth-

day just a few weeks ago. He was
born in Boston, coming from a long

line of New Englanders which goes

back to John Hancock and Massa-
chusetts' Governor Winslow, He began
singing in church choirs when he was a

small boy—Phil Lord was one person
who heard him then and predicted a big

future for him. In 1934 he sang with

a dance orchestra, working daytimes as

an office boy in a roller bearing factory.

Then he won a Boston amateur con-

test and was hired by NBC's Boston
station. Last winter he came to New
York, auditioned for Fred Allen, and
won first prize on the Town Hall show.

Right after he got the prize he told

Allen that the lanky comedian had
worked for his grandfather in the Bos-

ton public library years before. By
then it was too late for Allen to take

back the prize. . . . Speaking of Phil

Lord, today's his birthday. . . . It's also

the day for you to listen to Al Pearce
and his completely nutty gang, at 9:00
tonight on the Columbia network.

They've finished their cross-country

journey and are in Hollywood tonight.

When you hear Jimmy
Blair tonight, remem-
ber that Fred Allen

gave him his chance.

Tuesday, July 20, 1937

Another youngster, co-

starring with Jimmy on

the Packard show, is

the West's Trudy Wood.

'TpURN your radio on this morning in
* time to hear Malcolm Claire's pro-

gram at 8:00, E.D.S.T., on NBC. He
broadcasts songs and stories for kids,

but your Almanac likes them too. Mal-
colm's real last name is Williamson,

and he's a Southerner, from Alabama.
He was married in 1928, made his radio

debut in 1930, and is an expert im-

personator, comedian, and anjmal im-

itator. . . . Tonight's another chance

to hear Johnny Green's music, Jimmy
Blair, and Trudy Wood—9:30 on

NBC. Last Tuesday your Almanac
told you about Jimmy, and today's

Trudy's turn. You remember her from
the same program last winter, when
Fred Astaire was on it, but she didn't

have as much to do then as she does

now. . . . Born in San Francisco, Sep-
tember 23, 1916, Trudy never in-

tended to sing for her supper until af-

ter she graduated from Beverly Hills

High School. She won a vocal con-

test, and with it a contract to sing in

a night club. Then she toured with a
dance band for nearly two years. An
audition for a place in the Packard
chorus got her the solo position instead

—and it's her first radio job. . . .

Trudy's so pretty several film com-
panies have offered her contracts, but
she prefers to wait until she's learned

more about singing and acting. . . .

Your night-cap: Your Unseen Friend,

dramatic sketch, at 10:30 on some

—

though not all—of the stations on the

Columbia network.
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All time is Eastern Dayliglit Saving

8:00 A. IVI.

NBC-Blue: Morning Devotions
NBC-Red: Malcolm Claire

8:IS
NBC-Blue: Island Serenaders
NBC-Red: Good Morning Melodies

8:30
NBC-Blue: William Meeder
NBC-Red: Cheerio

9:00
CBS: Music in the Air
NBC-Blue: Breakfast Club

9:30
CBS: Richard Maxwell
NBC-Red: Adela St. Johns

10:00
CBS: Betty and Bob
NBC-Bed: Mrs. Wiggs

10:13
CBS: Hymns; Betty Crocker
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30
CBS: Modern Cinderella
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:43
CBS: News
NBC-Red: Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Heinz Magazine
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: David Harum

":I5
, „ ,NBC-Blue: Personal Column

NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Ked: How to Be Charming

1 1 :45
CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh

12:00 Noon
CBS: The Gumps
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:13
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

12:30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS: Make Believe

1:13
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Bed: Dan Harding's Wife

1:30
CBS: George Rector
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

1 :45
CBS; Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

2:00
CBS: Kathryn Cravens

2:15
CBS; Jack and Loretta

2:43
CBS: Myrt and Marge

3:00
MBS: Mollie of the Movies
NBC-Bed: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC-Bed; Ma Perkins

3:30
NBC-Bed: Vic and Sade

3:45
NBC-Bed: The O'Neills

4:00
NBC-Bed: Lorenzo Jones

4:13
NBC-Red: Personal Column

4:30
CBS: Russell Dorr
NBC-Bed: Follow the Moon

4:45
NBC-Bed: The Guiding Light

5:00
CBS: Elsie Thompson

5:15
NBC-Blue: Young Hickory
NBC-Red; Dari-Dan

5:30
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady
NBC-Red: Don Winslow of the

Navy
5:45
CBS: Funny Things
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

6:30
Press- Radio News

6:33
CBS: Sports Resume

6:43
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
NBC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy

7:15
CBS: Ma and Pa
NBC-Blue: Mrs. F D. Roosevelt
NBC-Red: Uncle Ezra

7:30
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Blue; Lum and Abner

7:45
CBS: Boake Carter

8:00
CBS: Cavalcade of America
NBC-Blue; Beatrice Lillie
NBC-Red: One Man's Family

8:30
CBS; Ken Murray
MBS: Tonic Time
NBC-Blue: Helen Menken
NBC-Red: Wayne King

9:00
CBS; Frank Parker
NBC-Red: Town Hall Tonight

9:30
CBS: Beauty Box Theatre

10:00
CBS: Gang Busters. Phillips Lord
NBC-Red: Your Hit Parade

10:30
CBS: Babe Ruth
NBC-Blue: Minstrel Show

10:45
NBC-Red: Hendrik Van Loon

11:00
Dance Music

12:30
NBC-Red; Lights Out

WEDNESDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By WALTER O'KEEFE

The surest way to cure your unhappiness is to cure
someone else's.

Wednesday, June 30, 1937

r^ON'T make any plans to go out
'-^ tonight. There's just one thing

you have to do—and that's listen to

Fred Allen on the radio. You may
never hear him again, and you cer-

tainly won't hear him for a long time,

because he hasn't any radio plans ex-

cept to stay off the air. When will

some sponsor persuade him to return?
Not even Fred knows. . . . Fred's
guest tonight is Walter O'Keefe, who
is taking his place on Town Hall To-
night for the summer. . . . You won't
hear the most interesting performance
of any radio star today. Dr. Charles
M. Courboin, the Mutual system's
prize organist, is playing for the Roose-
velt-du Pont wedding—but it will

NOT be broadcast. . . . It's Leo Reis-

man's last night at the Waldorf-As-
toria, and good ol' NBC lets you in on
the fun. Leo's been alternating with

Xavier Cugat there; soon he and his

men will be- on their way to play at

the Paris Exposition. . . , Frank
Parker makes his bow on the Chester-

field program at 9:00—E.D.S.T., of

course—on CBS. Frank, whose real

name is Ciccio, always wanted to sing,

and when he was only a kid he joined

a church choir, but his tough New
York pals kidded him out of the idea

with cries of "sissy"—which was a

good thing, because his voice was
changing then and he might have in-

jured it. Later he studied singing here
and in Milan, Italy, returned to

America and sang in musical comedy.

Romantic tenor Frank

Porker makes his bow
tonight as Chester-
field's singing star.

Wednesday, July 7, 1937

New presiding genius

of the Town Hall is

your old and comical

pal, Walter O'Keefe.

TT'S Happy Birthday today to two
* of your favorites—Arlene Harris,

the hu:man chatterbox of Al Pearce's

gang, and David Ross, Columbia's
star word-pronouncer. . , , Tonight,
Walter O'Keefe takes full charge of

the funny-business on Town Hall To-
night in place of Fred Allen. Walter
has been off the air, except for a few
guest appearances, since he walked out
of a master of ceremonies job on a big

hour show last fall. That time, he
didn't like what his sponsors wanted
him to do. Walter was born in Hart-
ford, Conn., went to England when
he was twelve, returned to the United
States when war broke out, attended
St. Thomas Academy, where he
thought he'd study for the priesthood.

changed his mind and enrolled in

Notre Dame University, where he was
a classmate of Charlie Butterworth,

Ed East, and Ralph Dumke. He en-

listed when America entered the war.

Later he tried newspaper work, not

very successfully, until he got a job

in Texas Guinan's night club which
started his climb to stardom. He's
married to Roberta Robinson, a former
actress, and is the proud pappy of Mi-
chael, aged two. . . . The Mutual sys-

tem is mourning tonight—it's saying

good-by to music director Nat Brusi-

loff. . . . And the Pennsylvania Hotel
in New York is saying good-by to

Bunny Berrigan's swing orchestra. . . .

For a quiet quarter-hour, Hendrik Van
Loon on NBC at 10:45, E.D.S.T.

Wednesday, July 14, 1937

pOUR half-hour programs of which
^ you're more than average fond are

on the air tonight—One Man's Family,

8:00, E.D.S.T., NBC; Ken Murray,
8:30, CBS; Hit Parade, 10:00, NBC;
and Gang Busters, 10:00, CBS. Too
bad the last two are on at the same
time, but that's radio for you. . . .

There's no conflict on your Almanac's
recommendation for tonight, but you
will have to stay up late to enjoy it.

It's Lights Out, the creepy, shivery,

thrillful half-hour sketch on NBC at
12:30—and if you don't obey orders
and turn your lights out as you listen,

your Almanac is through with you for

good. On the other hand, if you do
you may be so scared you'll be through
with your Almanac. . . . Arch Oboler

is the lad who thinks up the plots and
writes the Lights Out sketches, and
he's neither a werewolf, a vampire,
nor disappointed in love. His boyhood
ambition was to be a naturalist, and he
had a bedroom full of turtles, tortoises,

and centipedes. He outgrew this de-
sire when he was ten, and began to
write. He's now twenty-eight and
lives in Chicago. Though he'd been
writing radio sketches for some time,
the one which first brought him fame
was "Rich Kid," in which Freddie
Bartholomew starred on the Vallee
Hour. Remember it? You must, if you
heard it, because it was unforgettable.
. . . Tonight's also your last chance to
hear Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt on
her series of weekly broadcasts.

This gentle-appearing
young man, Arch Obo-
ler, pens the scarey
Lights Out thrillers.

Wednesday, July 21, 1937

Young Hickory's star,

Macdonald Carey, got
his big radio job in

world's record time.

TT'S Elsie Hitz* birthday today, and
•* she's celebrating by doing just what
she does every other day from Mon-
day to Friday—playing in Follow the
Moon on NBC at 4:30. . . . It's Mary
Eastman's birthday, too, but she's lucky—she doesn't have to work today. . . .

Did you know that the title role in

Young Hickory, NBC at 5:15, E.D.
S.T., Monday through Thursday, is

being played by a young man whose
radio career shot up like a skyrocket?
Macdonald Carey, twenty-four-year-
old lowan, came to Chicago from col-

lege last February. On April 8 he
landed a minor role in Young Hickory—two days later he took an audition
for the lead—a week after that he
signed his contract—and on April 20

he made his debut in the role. If
Young Hickory's script ever calls for
a burst of song, he can handle it too,
because he's a good bass baritone. He's
six feet tall, unmarried, and writes
plays on the side. ... On CBS, to-
night, there is a solid hour of good
singing, starting at 9:00 with Frank
Parker and the Chesterfield program
and continuing at 9:30 with Jessica
Dragonette and the Beauty Box
theater. . . . Jessica's newest hobby is

the same as that of a lot of people
these days—taking color pictures. Her
brother's ranch in the southwest
would be a fine place to experiment on
this, but from the looks of things Jes-
sica gets no vacation this summer. Her
sponsors plan to stay on the air.
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All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

8:00 A. M.
NBC-Blue: Morning Devotions
N'BC-Red: Malcolm Claire

8:15
•NBC-Bluc: Dick Leibert
NBC-Red: Good Morning Melodies

8:30
NBC-Bed; Cheerio

9:00
CBS: As You Like It
XBC-Blue: Breakfast Club

9:30
NBC-Red: Adela St. Johns

10:00
CBS: Betty and Bob
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs

10:15
CBS: Hymns: Betty Crocker
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30
CBS: Modern Cinderella
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
N'BC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:45
N-BC-Red: Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
N-BC-Blue: The O'Neills
N'BC-Red: David Harum

11:15
CBS: East and Dumke
NBC-Blue: Personal Column
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sado

11:45
CBS: Merrymakers
N'BC-Blue: Edward MacHugh
NBC-Red: Allen Prescott

12:00 Noon
CBS: The Gumps
N'BC-Bed: Girl Alone

12:15 P. M.
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

12:30
CBS;Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS: Jack Berch

1:15
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Bed: Dan Harding's Wife

1:30
CBS: George Rector
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

1:45
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

2:15
CBS: Jack and Loretta

2:30
NBC-Blue: Women's Clubs
NBC-Red: It's a Woman's World

2:45
CBS: Myrt and Marge

3:00
CBS: Afternoon Matinee
JfBS: Mollie of the Movies
NBC-Blue: NBC Light Opera
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

3:30
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

3:45
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

4:00
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

4:15
NBC-Red: Personal Column

4:30
NBC-Red: Follow the Moon

4:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

5*15
NBC-Blue: Young Hickory

5:30
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady
NBC-Red; Don Winslow of the
Navy

NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
5:45
CBS: Dorothy Gordon
NBC-Red; Little Orphan Annie

6:30
Press-Radio News

6:35
CBS: Sports Resume

6:45
CBS; George Hall's Orch.
NBC-Blue; Lowell Thomas

7:00
CBS; Poetic Melodies
NBC-Blue; Easy Aces
NBC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy

7:15
CBS; Ma and Pa.
NBC-Red; Vocal Varieties

7:30
CBS: Alexander Woollcott
NBC-Blue; Lum and Abner

7:45
CHS; Boake Carter
MBS; Pleasant Valley Frolics

8:00
NBC-Red: Rudy Valloe

8:30
NBC-Blue: Boston Pops Concert

9:00
CBS: Major Bowes Amateurs
MBS; Gabriel Heatter
NBC-Kcd; Show Boat

0:30
MBS: Melody Treasure Hunt
NHC-Blu(-; Midnight In Mayfair

10:00
CBS: Floyd Gibbons
NBC-Blue; Spelling Bee
NBC-Ucd; Kraft Music Hall

10:30
CBS: March of Time

ll:OS
CBS: Dance Music
NBC-Blui.': NBC Night Club
NBC-IUd; John B. Kennedy

II :I5
Dance Muile
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THURSDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By GUY LOMBARDO

Nothing runs foster thon Time, but onyone con catch
ond kill it.

Thursday. July 1. 1937

T^HERE'S one awfully nice thing
* about summer and the departure of

some of your favorite stars—you no
longer have to wring your hands and
wonder which one to tune in when two
are on the air at the same time. To-
night, for instance, you can listen to

Rudy Vallee virith a clear conscience,
and not be afraid you're missing some-
thing swell on Kate Smith's show—be-
cause Kate Smith's show is off the air.

. . . There are sentimental doings sched-
uled for Show Boat tonight, and many
a tear will be shed, for Lanny Ross is

going ashore for the last time. Lanny's
future plans are still vague, but one
thing is sure—radio will play a big
part in them . . . Xavier Cugat, who
has been traveling for the last couple

of days, opens tonight at the Cleve-
land Exposition, with an NBC wire. . . .

While Guy Lombardo takes up business
at the old Cugat stand, the Starlight

Roof of the Waldorf-Astoria—also on
NBC. . . . While you listen to Guy,
close your eyes and this is what you'll

see in your imagination: a large, beau-
tiful room, definitely tropical in its

decorations. Overhead, electric stars

twinkle brightly. The color of the
room changes every five minutes, be-

cause the Roof's electricians are ma-
gicians. . . . And if your imagination
is good enough, you can also imagine
you're eating one of the Waldorf's ex-
cellent duck dinners. But don't im-
agine you're paying for it, or your day-
dream may change into a nightmare.

New Yorkers—and you
too—dance tonighf as

Guy Lombardo plays

at Waldorf-Astoria.

Thursday, July 8, 1937

Two roles in one pro-

gram is the radio job

of white-haired act-

ress Grace Lockwood.

'T*HE high point of today's listening

is the return to the air of Charlie

Winninger as Cap'n Henry on Show
Boat, at 9:00, E.D.S.T., on NBC. The
program's coming from Hollywood to-

night and every night in the future, and
the sponsors hope it'll have all its old

glamor. . . . And the reason Charlie

Winninger decided to come back is told

in a grand story on page 9 of this is-

sue. . . . Show Boat won't keep you
from hearing two programs that are

just your dish if you think of radio as

a medium of education. At 6:00, New
York time, NBC has the University of

California Chamber Music concert. . . .

And at 10:00 the same network broad-
casts a special America's Town Meet-
ing program from the University of

Virginia. The subject is "Can America
Remain Neutral?" and the speakers
are Senator Nye of North Dakota and
Clark M. Eichelberger, president of

the League of Nations. . . . Donna
Damerel, the Marge of Myrt and
Marge, is celebrating her birthday.

She became a mother herself, for the

second time, only a few weeks ago. . . .

In the morning (10:00 E.D.S.T., on
CBS) there's that fine old dependable
among serials, Betty and Bob. Did you
know that the same woman plays both
Mrs. Cary and Mrs. Hendrix on this

show? She's Grace Lockwood, and she

doesn't hesitate to admit she's sixty-

two. A long—forty years—stage ca-

reer brought her at last to radio. She's

the mother of radio actor Bob Bailey.

Thursday, July 15, 1937

DEMEMBER Admiral Oliver Perry
^^ and his famous command, "Don't
give up the ship"? You're listening to

one of his descendants today at 12:30,
E.D.S.T., on CBS, but she's a good
actress, so you hate her. Janet Logan
is the descendant, and she plays the

part of Clara Blake, dark, dark, villain-

ess in The Romance of Helen Trent.

She doesn't look like a villainess,

though, but more like Janet Gaynor.
One of the smallest girls in radio, she's

barely five feet tall. In her Chicago
high school she was voted the most
popular girl. Out of school, she worked
on the stage and in movies, then came
back to Chicago and entered radio. She
is unmarried, and lives with her par-
ents in Chicago's exclusive South Side.

Around the house she wears hair rib-

bons and collects old books. ... If

last night's experience with the super-

natural and Lights Out made you want
more of the same, there's the Witch's
Tale, on MBS, at 10:00 o'clock. It

just celebrated its sixth anniversary,

making it the oldest serious program
on the air. . . , Too bad it's on the

air at the same time as Bing Crosby,
because he's just as much of an insti-

tution, and just as hard to miss. In

this kind of weather Bing's bound to

be away vacationing, but his side-kick,

Bob Bums, will be around, carrying on
manfully to deserve his title of Keeper
of the Music Hall While Bing is Away
on Vacation—a title so big it ought
to bow even Bob's broad shoulders.

You'd never guess that

cute little Janet Lo-

gan is the menace in

HelenTrent's Romance.

Thursday, July 22, 1937

Flying for the first

time, Ferde Grofe hur-

ries coast-to-coast
for a single concert.

'T^HE start of the Wagnerian Opera
Festival at Bayreuth, Germany, is

your high spot musically today, NBC
officiating at the short-wave controls.

. . . And there's also another chamber
music concert from the University of

California on NBC at 6:00 P.M., E.D.
S.T. . . . Another special musical

event is yours only if you live on the

West Coast. Ferde Grofe has flown out

to California to conduct at the Holly-

wood Bowl, and will fly back tomor-

row for his Friday-night program spon-

sored by a chain of banks. Ferde was
never in an airplane before, and doesn't

like 'em much. On this trip he flew

over the Grand Canyon, about which
he wrote his famous Grand Canyon
Suite. . . . He'd never seen it before.

. . . There's that Spelling Bee on NBC
at 10:00. Don't listen to it unless you
are a good speller or have strong nerves

—otherwise you'll get so mad at your-

self for the mistakes you make that

you won't be able to sleep. . . . Maybe
you'd better just take a half-hour dose

of the Spelling Bee, and then switch to

CBS and the March of Time. You can
get mad at the way the world is going,

listening to it, but that's better than
getting mad at yourself. ... At 11:05,
NBC gives you your choice of a night-

club or John B. Kennedy's news com-
ments—and that ought to satisfy you
in any mood . . . Your Almanac's part-

ing injunction: Reserve your copy of

next month's RADIO MIRROR now—it

will be out tomorrow morning.



AM time is Eastern Daylight Saving

8:00 A. M.
NBC-Blue: Morning Devotions
NBC-Bed: Malcolm Claire

8:15
NBC-Blue: Island Serenaders
NBC-Red: Good Morning Melodies

8:30
NBC-Blue: William Meeder
NBC-Bed: Cheerio

9:00
Metropolitan Parade

Blue: Breakfast Club

Richard Maxwell
-Red: Adela St. Johns

Betty and Bob
Bed: Mrs. Wiggs

CBS
NBC

9:30
CBS
NBC

10:00
CBS
NBC

10:15
CBS: Hymns; Betty Crocker
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wifa

10:30
CBS: Modern Cinderella
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:45
CBS: Music; News
NBC-Red: Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Heinz Magazine
NBC-Blue: The O'NeUls
NBC-Bed: David Harum

11:15
NBC-Blue: Personal Column
NTBC-Bed: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue; Vic and Sade
NBC-Bed: How to Be Charming

11:45
CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh

12:00 Noon
CBS: The Gumps
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:15
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

12:30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS: Make Believe

1:15
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife

1:30
CBS: George Rector
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Special Edition

1 :45
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

2:00
CBS

2:15
CBS

2:45
CBS

3:00
CBS

Kathryn Cravens

Jack and Loretta

Myrt and Marge

Concert Hall
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

Ma Perkins
3:15
NBC-Bed

3:30 ^ „ J
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

3:45
NBC-Bed: The O'Neills

4:00
CBS: Melody Revue
NBC-Bed: Lorenzo Jones

Personal Column

Follow the Moon

The Guiding Light

Singing Lady
Dari-Dan

4:15
NBC-Bed:

4:30
NBC-Bed:

4:45
NBC -Bed:

5:15
NBC-Blue:
NBC -Red:

5*30
NBC-Red: Don Winslow of the Navy

5 '45

CBS: Funny Things
.

NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

6:15
CBS: Hohart Bosworth

6:30
Press- Radio News

CBS: Sports Resume
6:45
CBS: Buddy Clark
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies
NBC -Red: Amos 'n' Andy

7:15
CBS: Ma and Pa
NBC-Bed: Uncle Ezra

7:30
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC -Blue: Lum and Abncr
NBC-Red: Edwin C. Hill

7:45
CBS: Boake Carter

8:00
CBS: Broadway Varieties
NBC-Blue: Irene Rich
NBC-Red: Cities Service Concert

8:30
CBS: Hal Kemp's Orch.
NBC-Blue: Death Valley Days

9:00
CBS: Hollywood Hotel
NBC-Blue: Robert Ripley
NBC-Red: Waltz Time

9:30
NBC-Red: True Story Court

10:00
CBS: Ferde Grofe's Orch.
NBC-Blue: Tommy Dorsey Orch.
NBC-Bed: First Nighter

10:30
CBS: Babe Ruth
NBC-Red: Jimmie Fidlcr

10:45
NBC-Blue: Elza Schallert

11:05
CBS: Dance Music
NBC-Blue: Promenade Concert
NBC-Red: George R. Holmes

11:30
Dance Music

FRIDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By ROBERT L. RIPLEY

The five senses are useless without the one we call

Common.

Friday, June 25, 1937

OUMMER'S in full swing, and so are
'^ the sports events. Today you stay-

-at-home sports fans can be at the

Amateur Athletic Union track cham-
pionship meet in Milwaukee. . . . Glen
Cunningham will be the boy for you
to keep your ear on in the mile and
two-mile runs; Gene Venzke, who gave
him so much trouble last year, isn't in

the running. And if your Almanac can
put on its white beard and make pre-

dictions, Ben Johnson of Pasadena
Junior College is going to burn up the

cinders in the short events, while Glenn
Varoff of Oregon, Olympic champion,
will do something pretty fancy in the

pole vaulting department. . . . The
networks will be at the A.A.U. meet
in full force. If you tune in CBS you'll

hear Mr. Husing telling you about it.

. . . Turning from muscle to music,

NBC has the Jacques Dalcroze Music
and Dancing Festival from Geneva, all

ready for you via short-wave . . , To-
night's your last chance to hear tall

stories, Munchausen style, because Jack
Pearl's leaving on a vacation . . . An-
other bower-outer is Kay Thompson,
who is leaving the Hal Kemp show on
CBS. . . . The King's Jesters, that
very popular quartet, begin their sum-
mer series on NBC, late at night, from
the LaSalle Hotel in Chicago. Later
in the summer they're going on a tour.

. . . And don't forget Prances Lang-
ford at Hollywood Hotel at 9:00, E.D.
S.T. Frances is dark, twenty-four,
and likes college boys.

Keep your ears open
as Glen Cunningham's
running is described

from the A.A.U. meet.

Friday, July 2, 1937

i

Rosemary Decamp
plays leading parts in

the sketches George
Rector offers on CBS.

T3ADIO can carry you across thou-
^^ sands of miles—and it can also

carry you across hundreds of years.

Today it does both. NBC is broad-
casting the medieval Palio Race from
Siena, Italy. It's one of this old city's

oldest traditions, colorful, exciting, and
quaint. You'll want to hear about it.

Nearer home, there's another
chance to listen to George Rector on
CBS at 1:30, New York time. The
famous restaurant man can make your
mouth water, and the dramatized
stories he presents can make you laugh
and cry which is even better. . . . Rose-
mary Decamp, who plays leading wo-
men's parts in them, is auburn-haired
and hazel-eyed, five feet two inches

tall, and weighs 105 pounds. She was

born in Prescott, Arizona, and traveled

around the country when she was a
child with her father, a mining en-
gineer. In 1933 she made her debut
on the stage, playing in stock, then
came to New York and got into radio.

She has twice been pronounced dead

—

once when she had influenza, and once
when she was bitten by a rattlesnake.

A Mexican nurse saved her from the

snakebite by sucking out the poison.

, . . Little Alice Faye comes back to

the medium which gave her her first

break tonight. She's the singing star

of Hal Kemp's Chesterfield program,
on CBS at 8:30—tonight and every
Friday night for the rest of the sum-
mer. Hal and his band have moved to

Hollywood for the hot-weather series.

Friday. July 9, 1937

BALANCED radio ration for the

day: Serial drama, John's Other

Wife, 10:15 A.M., NBC; news-variety,

Heinz Magazine, 11:00 A.M., CBS;
home-making variety. Farm and Home
Hour, 1:30 P.M., NBC; music, CBS
Concert Hall, 3:00 P.M., CBS; kids'

serial, Don Winslow of the Navy, 5:30
P.M., NBC; sports, Paul Douglas' re-

sume, 6:35 P.M., CBS; humorous ser-

ial. Ma and Pa, 7:15 P.M., CBS; mu-
sical variety. Cities Service Concert,

8:00 P.M., NBC; drama, True Story
Court, 9:30 P.M., NBC; movie news,
Jimmie Fidler, 10:30 P.M., NBC. All

times are E.D.S.T. . . . Follow that
program and your Almanac guarantees
a good time, some things to think
about, and sweet dreams . . . You'll

hear one busy actor twice—Fred Bar-
ron, who plays the part of T. Marshall
Wajme on John's Other Wife, also acts

in the True Story program. If tonight's

play has a doctor or a minister in it,

that's Fred. He has performed the
wedding and burial service, on the air,

in every known English church de-
nomination . . . Fred's an Australian

—

bom in Melbourne in 1889. He took
a Merchant Marine Officer's course
when he was twelve, but switched from
sailing to acting at sixteen. In 1907
he made his American debut in San
Francisco, and entered radio in 1932.
He also writes a number of radio
scripts, and his favorite sports are boat-
ing, riding, and pitching horseshoes . . .

His hair is gray and his eyes blue.

If you hear a minis-

ter or doctor on the

True Story Court, it's

probably Fred Barron.

Friday, July 16. 1937

Philadelphians know
Bill Dyer as the man
at the mike for all

home baseball games.

I3HILADELPHIANS and their near
* neighbors can't be bothered about
anything else today—they're too busy
listening to Bill Dyer on WCAU,
broadcasting the game between St.

Louis and the Phillies. But the rest of

us can be all primed and ready for our
daily radio fare . . . For instance, at

11:30, E.D.S.T., on CBS, you listen to

Big Sister, and here's the cast: Alice

Frost plays Ruth Evans, Big Sister her-

self; Junior O'Day plays Ned Evans,
the little crippled boy; Haila Stoddard
plays Sue Evans; and Martin Gable
plays Dr. John Wayne. . . . Junior
O'Day, who is careful to let you know
that his name is really Michael James
Gregory O'Day and he likes to be
called Mickey, is twelve years old.

He's been in radio four years. Round-
faced and chubby, he has a secret fond-
ness for sketching members of the cast

on his script during rehearsals. . . .

Alice Frost is a stately blonde, married
to Robert C. Foulk, and a native of

Minneapolis. She was on the stage un-
till she gave it up for radio four years
ago. . . . Haila Stoddard, also a
blonde, is small and vivacious. She
only weighed a pound when she was
born, and her first name is in honor of

the nurse who saved her life. . . . Mar-
tin Gable also plays the part of Neil
Williams in Easy Aces. . . . Last-min-
ute reminder: First Nighter, with Les
Tremayne and Barbara Luddy, at

10:00 on NBC and the first of Ripley's

new shows at 9:00 on NBC.
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All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

8:00 A. M.
NBC-Blue: IVtorning Devotions
XBC-Ked: Malcolm Claire

8:15
NBC-Blue: Dicl< Leibert
NBC-Red: Good IHorning Melodies

8:30
NBC-Red: Cheerio

9:00
CBS: Roy Block

. ^
NBC-Blue: Breakfast Club

9:30
CBS: Mellow Moments

9:55
NBC; Press Radio News

CBS: Your Home and Mine
NBC-Blue: Breen and De Rose

NBC-Red: Charioteers

CBS: Richard Maxwell
NBC-Blue: Raising Your Parents

NBC-Red: The Vass Family

10:30
CBS: Let's Pretend
NBC-Red: Manhatters

NBC-Blue: Clark Dennis

CBS: Cincinnati Conservatory
NBC-Blue: Madge Marley
NBC-Red: Our American Schools

11:15
NBC-Blue: Minute Men
NBC-Red: Home Town

NBC-Blue: Magic of Speech
NBC-Ked: Mystery Chef

1 1 :45
NBC-Red: Dixie Debs

12:00 Noon
NBC-Blue: Call to Youth

12:30
CBS: George Hall Orch.
N^C-Red; Rex Battle's Orch.

1:05
NBC-Blue: Our Barn
NBC-Red: Whitney Ensemble

1:30
CBS: Buffalo Presents
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red; Campus Capers

2:00
NBC-Blue: Madison Ensemble
NBC-Red: Your Host is Buffalo

2.30
NBC-Red: Golden Melodies

2:45
CBS: Tours in Tone

3:00
CBS; Down by Herman's
NBC-Red; Walter Logan

3:30
CBS: Song Stylists
NBC-Red; Week End Review

5:30
CBS: Vocals by Verrill
NBC-Blue: Bert Block Orch.
NBC-Red: Kaltenmeyer's Kinder-
garten

6:05
NBC-Blue: Nickelodeon
NBC-Red; Top Hatters

6:30
Press- Radio News

6:35
CBS; Sports Resume
NBC-Bluc: NBC Home Symphony
NBC-Red; Alma Kitchell

6:45
CBS: Ben Feld's Orch.
NBC-Red: Religion in the News

7:00
CBS; Saturday Swing Session
NBC-Blue; Message of Israel

NIIC-Red; El Chico Revue

7:30
NHC-Blue; Uncle Jim's Question
Bee

7:45
NBC-Red; ABC of NBC .

8:00
CBS; Professor Qui?
NBC-Red; NBC Jamboree

CBS: Johnny Presents
.MtC-Blue; There Was A Woman

9:00
MBS; Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Blue; National Barn Dance

9:30
CBS: Your Pet Prooram
NBC-Kcd: Shell Show, Joe Cook

10:00
<liS; Your Hit Parade

II ;00

Dance Music

SATURDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By JOHNNY GREEN

The way to learn thrift is to learn how to spend.

Saturday, June 26, 1937

V'OUR air sports events today are
•^ still highlighted by the A.A.U
track meet in Milwaukee. It's the sec-

ond and last day of the meet. . . . To-
night, radio says good-by to Grace
Moore, and vice versa. La Moore's
program, which started out last fall as

Floyd Gibbons' program, goes off the
air. Grace has a picture to make this

summer, but says she'll be back on the
air in the fall, broadcasting from New
York. Sponsor? Answer comes there
none. . . . Emerson Gill, one of So-
ciety's favorite bandmasters, opens to-

night at Tybee Beach, Savannah, Ga.
Savannah people will have to dress up
in evening clothes to enjoy him. All

you have to do is roll up your shirt-

sleeves and tune in the nearest NBC

station. You can even chew gum and
put your feet on the table while you
listen. Liberty Hall, we call it. . . .

In the mood for more dancing first-

nights? Then there's Johnny Johnson,
who opens at the Surfside Beach Club
in Virginia, with a Mutual network
wire to help you listen in; and Dick
Stabile opening at Coney Island, also

with a Mutual wire. ... If you don't
feel like dancing—and some people,
you know, don't—there's the Shell

Show at 9:30, E.D.S.T., that you ought
to listen to. It may not last all sum-
mer. . . . Both Uncle Jim and Pro-
fessor Quiz, complete with questions,

are yours at 7:30 and 8:00, E.D.S.T.,
respectively. Think you know all the
answers? Tune in and think again.

Emerson's Gill's open-
ing tonight at swanky
Tybee Beach, broad-
casting over NBC.

Saturday, July 3. 1937

From symphony to jazz

came Jan Savitt, who
plays tonight on NBC
from Atlantic City.

'TpHE Sport of Kings is your sport

too, if you are handy to a Mutual
network station. Bryan Field, today,

is broadcasting the Demoiselle Stakes

and Empire City Handicap from the

Empire City track in New York. The
mike even picks up the thud of hoofs

and the low moans of disappointed

bettors. . . . And tonight's your first

chance of the year to listen in on fes-

tivities at the famous Million Dollar

Pier in Atlantic City, over an NBC
wire. A good many of the leading

bands of the country will play there

at one time or another this summer.
The Million Dollar is the biggest ball-

room of this famous summer spot,

haunt of honeymooners, tired business

men, and conventions. They all like

to dance. . . . Jan Savitt is the offi-

ciating maestro at this opening broad-
cast. Jan started his musical career at

the ripe old age of four, and by the
time he was out of grammar school he
was admitted to the Curtis Institute of

Music. While he was there, Leopold
Stokowski invited him to join the Phila-

delphia Orchestra, but he decided to

study in Europe instead. On his re-

turn he became Stokowski's first vio-

linist. He went into the dance-band
business three years ago, organizing
his own orchestra, and made a big, im-
mediate success. . . . But don't let Jan
and the Million Dollar make you for-

get to listen to Johnny Presents and
his thrill-of-the-week, with Russ Mor-
gan's music, at 8:30, E.D.S.T.

Saturday, July 10, 1937

TF you're a Texan, probably the only
* thing you'll want to think about to-

day is the opening of the Greater Texas
and Pan-American Exposition in Dal-

las. That's what Rudy Vallee is

thinking about too—he opens there to-

night as one of the Exposition's main
attractions, with the networks so

strongly in attendance that you can't

miss joining in the festivities. . . . NBC
has set the period from 3:00 to 4:45,
E.D.S.T., aside to broadcast descrip-

tions of the Anglo-American track

meet in Harvard Stadium, Cambridge,
Mass. The best athletes of Harvard
and Yale are tangling with the pick of

Oxford and Cambridge Universities in

England, and some records should be
broken or at least cracked. Music will

be mixed with the sports—the winner
of each event will be saluted with a
few bars of a school song from the

school he represents. Bill Stern's your
NBC announcer. . . . And Mutual has
aoother of its coast-to-coast horse rac-

ing broadcasts. . . . Tonight Johnny
Hamp moves into the Million Dollar

Pier, Atlantic City, for a week's stay.

Johnny just closed a season at the

Rainbow Grill. The luscious girl singer

with him is Millicent Hope, who left

school to be a photographer's model
and became a singer instead. ... If

Johnny plays "Melancholy Baby" to-

night, Jean Harlow's listening in. It's

her pet song and he's her pet leader.

Everytime she hears him she wires a

request for it—or so press agents say.

Johnny Hamp is the

next maestro to lead

his band into a week
of Atlantic City work.

Saturday, July 17, 1937

Clyde McCoy, on NBC,
is prescribed for you

dance-lovers to listen

to late tonight.

TT'S some time since we've had any
* sports, but today there are plenty.

Through radio, you can be in such

widely separated spots as Wimbledon,
England, and Chicago, on the same
day. Over in Wimbledon, they're play-

ing the first day of the International

Zone Davis Cup tennis matches; and
from Arlington Park, in Chicago, comes
the Arlington Classic, one of the old-

est horse racing events in the country.

All the networks will cover this little

number, with Clem McCarthy doing
the honors for NBC. No wonder
they're so interested—maybe your
neighbor is one of the millions who
have a few dollars up on the result of

the race. Or maybe the bet is even
closer home than that—your Al)manac

isn't saying. . . . Should horse-racing
pall, listen to a few programs that
are broadcast only on Saturday: Your
Host is Buffalo, 2:00, NBC; Golden
Melodies, 2:30, NBC; Down by Her-
man's, CBS, 3:00; Nickelodeon. NBC,
6:05. These shows don't get all the
attention they merit, and they're good.
. . . Clyde McCoy, the "Sugar Blues"
maestro, who starts a week's engage-
ment at that Million Dollar Pier in At-
lantic City tonight, was born on a farm
near Ashland, Kentucky. By the time
he moved to Louisville he was ready
to play the cornet in the high school
band. . . . He'd learned on a cornet
somebody'd given him for a Christmas
present. Your Almanac wishes some-
body would give it as profitable a gift.
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THIS ^^i^!^T
DOES MORE THAN
CLEAN YOUR SKIN

-IT INVIGORATES!

• The freshening up before a party that

does more than clean your skin. That gives

it the lovely, vital look the world admires.

That's the Pond's method, whose fame

has spread around the world! Girls have

found that It invigorates their skin ! In over 50

countries, they use this rousing treatment.

Every night, smooth on Pond's Cold Cream. As it

softens and releases dirt, stale make-up and skin

secretions—wipe them all off. Now pat in more

Pond's Cold Cream

—

briskly, till the circulation

stirs. Your skin feels invigorated and freshened.

It is softer— and so much smoother!

Every morning (and before make-up) repeat . . .

Your skin is smooth for powder— fresh, vital

looking!

Try this famous freshening-up method your-

self. See your own skin daily growing clearer,

smoother— altogether lovelier!

Miss
Mary Augusta Biddle
Getting ready for a dance, for a canter, or
for a morning out of doors witii her
spaniel. Miss Biddle always begins with
Pond's. "A Pond's freshening up
does more than clean my skin. It

gives it a vital look. I always
use Pond's before I go out."

Miss Biddle has used Pond's ever since she started using
creams! "And I found girls using it in England, France,
Belgium, Holland—wherever I visited last summer."

Sendfor SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids

Pond's, Dept. 8RM-CH.Clinton,
Conn. Rush special tube of

Pond's Cold Cream, enough for

9 treatments, with generous sam-
ples of 2 other Pond's Creams Street-

and 5 different shades of Pond's

Face Powder. I enclose IO< to

cover postage and packing.

Na

City- -State
Copyright. 1937, Pond's Bxtrmct Company
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By MRS.
MARGARET
SIMPSON

Busy Ireene Wicker,
with her daily pro-

gram, saves time by
eating light salads.

YOUR MENU LIFESAVER
WHEN is a salad not a salad?

When it's jellied tomato and you can serve it as

a first course or a relish with meats as well as in

salad form.

In fact, gelatin, with its wide variety of uses—as soup,

salad, entree, dessert—is such a menu lifesaver that it's no
wonder it is becoming a standby in homes and restaurants

all over the country. It's also why you should pay particu-

lar attention to its hot weather uses, whether you are plan-

ning a family dinner, a party or a picnic.

If your family picks at dinner, sneak this jellied tomato
salad over on them. It is a leading item on the menus of

the Schrafft Restaurants in New York, and to those of you
who live or visit here, that is sufficient recommendation, I

know.

Schrafft's Jellied Tomato Salad

3 cups canned tomatoes, stewed and strained

1 tsp. powdered sugar

1 tsp. salt

2 tbls. gelatin

Yi. cup cold water

Soak the gelatin in the cold water for ten minutes, then

add to the hot strained tomato together with the salt and
sugar. Strain into small individual molds which have been

rinsed in cold water and chill in refrigerator until firm.

Turn each mold out on a bed of crisp lettuce. Serve with

mayonnaise, French or Russian dressing. Garnish with as-

paragus tips, cold hard boiled egg slices, stuffed eggs, grated

carrot, green pepper rings or parsley.

For an appetizer, pile tomato {Continued on page 81)

TIPS FOR TASTIER MEALS FROM THE SINGING LADY
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"Y\7HEN I left the old home
T T town, Helen was just a

little girl. Her brother Dick

was one of my pals, and she

was always tagging us around.

But it never occurred to me
that she was anything except

a nice little nuisance.

"After I landed a job a thou-

sand miles away from home,

getting back wasn't easy. I let

several years go by, and had

forgotten all about Helen until

one day my mother sent this

snapshot. She wrote on the

back— 'Do you remember your

little playmate Helen?'

"I could hardly believe my
eyes. Believe me, it wasn't long

before I found a way to get

home—and when I came away

again, Helen came with me . . .

I wouldn't take a thousand

dollars for this snapshot."

The snapshots you^ll

want Tomorrow

^ou must take

Today

• By far the greater number of snapshots

are made on Kodak Verichrome Film be-

cause people have found that "it gets the

picture"— clear, true, lifelike. Any camera

is a better camera, loaded with Verichrome.

Don't take chances . . . use it always . . .

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

Accept nothing but the film in the familiar yellow
box—Kodak Film— which only Eastman makes
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"Be Mine" cries Bob
Burns to Martha Raye
in "Mountain Music."

DO YOU WANT TO SAY?

$20.00 PRIZE

A SUMMER TONIC

SPRING is here and with it a grand

tonic named Tizzie Lish. Tizzie hap-

pens to be on the Al Pearce pro-

gram Watch the Fun Go By. And how
the time flies when Tizzie rambles off his

Famous F-lecipes, as only Tizzie can in

that inimitable, elegant, smooth-flowing

Niagara of his. Yes, Tizzie hits the hook-
worm, especially this time of year when
our -vftality is- below par, our heads ioggy,
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THIS IS YOUR PAGE!
YOUR LETTERS OF

OPINION WIN PRIZES
FIRST PRIZE $20.00

SECOND PRIZE $10.00

FIVE PRIZES of $1.00

Address your letter to

the Editor, RADIO
MIRROR, 122 East 42nd
Street, New York, N. Y.,

and mail it not later

than July 27, 1937.

and our feetsies, as Tizzie might say, are

ready to go on a Sit-Down Strike. Tizzie

starts our surplus avoirdupois wobbling,
our mouths stretch from ear to ear, while

our dining room furniture is in danger of

being uprooted, and the eyes send a co-

pious lake of tears down our cheeks, emp-
tying into little rivulets of muscular jaw
wrinkles as Tizzie continues to shake us

up and shake us down to rid our tired

systems of that nasty grouch we've been

carrying around for some time. It takes

Tizzie to put us on the spot of real laugh-

ter. Don't you (Continued on page 86)
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He Who Laughs Lasta

Laughs Besta

(Continued from page 27)

certain one to come in first—simply be-

cause she couldn't help herself.

WeH, you can have an understandable

liking for horse-racing without making a

fool of yourself over your food. You can

bet on horses and still eat something be-

sides hamburgers. Dorothy thought so,

anyway.
Slyly, she'd set before Ben the choicest

dishes she could think up; or she'd take

him out to the finest restaurant in the

town they happened to be in at the mo-
ment. Ben would munch the food absent-

mindedly, or he'd explain that somehow he

didn't feel very hungry and eat almost

nothing. A few hours later a big bag

of hamburgers would suddenly make its

appearance beside him, summoned there

by a telephone call.

"But 1 Uke hamburgers!" he'd expostu-

late. "They're the things I like best of

all. Sometimes I can't eat anything else."

As if to prove it, he told her about one
time before his marriage, when he was
playing an engagement in Pottstown,
Pennsylvania. A sudden craving had come
upon him for one of Dinty Moore's ham-
burgers. If he didn't get one, he knew
he'd starve to death. So he actually sent

a taxicab from Pottstown to New York
to bring back half a dozen Dinty Moore
specials to him.

DOROTHY realized that she'd been de-

feated in the hamburger campaign,
but she resolved to retreat gracefully. At
the next opportunity she wheedled Dinty
Moore's chef out of his hamburger recipe,

and now, wherever she is, she keeps a

supply of it handy in case Ben gets the

craving. Which he does, at unholy hours
and in the most unexpected places. But
at least she can supervise the hamburger
situation. That's not much, but it's some-
thing.

Having accepted defeat over the ham-
burgers, she began to regulate Ben's life

so he'd get some rest and relaxation. She
bought a home in Florida—restful and
soothing even to its name, which was
"Harmony Acres." This Florida place was
in reality the foundation of Dorothy's
most devilish plan. Once Ben got down
there and found out how much fun it was
just to sit back and relax and invite his

soul to peace, it would be a simple matter
to persuade him to retire entirely. They'd
live a life of simple dignity, there in this

modern Eden. No noise, no nightlife,

maybe a day at the races now and then,
but nothing more upsetting.

Ben loves fine music, and Dorothy in-

stalled a good phonograph and a huge li-

brary of expensive records, thinking hap-
pily, as she did so, about the long hours
they would spend together listening.

It was a very fine plan.
Ben talked a lot about spending a good

long time in Florida, but somehow or
other he usually had to be somewhere
else—Hollywood, or New York, or on
tour. And when he did go to Harmony
Acres he brought along as many people
as the house could hold. He had to have
them, he explained, to play bridge and
golf with. Besides, it was selfish to enjoy
their lovely house all by themselves.
Whenever Ben was in the house, there

was so much noise nobody could have
heard Dorothy's records even if she had
played them. But Ben liked the records.
Indeed he did. He roused Dorothy out
of a sound sleep one morning at five
o'clock, so they could listen to them to-
gether!

"It was worse than
a slap in the face"

A few weeks ago, my little Ann
came running home crying as if
her heart would break. She said
her playmates had been making
fun of her clothes.

When the poor kid turned around,
I almost dropped. Somebody had
pinned one of your ads about
tattle-tale gray on the back of
her dress.

It was worse than a slap in the face. Where did those youngsters
get the idea? Had they heard their mothers criticizing my washes?
I felt like tearing that ad to bits. But luckily, I read it
instead and found how the best housekeepers get tattle-tale gray
in their clothes if they use a soap that leaves dirt behind.

So right away quick I changed to Fels-Naptha Soap — and am I
GLAD! How those gentle suds of richer golden soap and lots of
naptha hustle out every speck of dirt! My clothes lost that
horrid tattle-tale gray in no time! So I made a big freezer-
full of ice cream and gave those kids a "thank-you" party.

COPR., PELS a CO.. 1937

BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY" WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP
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with these GERM -FREE Beauty Creams

to have Smooth,Supple Skin

with Tom',

leaps mvsW>n
-on-

A FEW WEEKS AFTER:
"EDITH, you're one girl I

con always count on to

look lovely. Your skin's

so soft, I'm tempted to

kiss you here and now I"

This Germ-free Cold Cream Helps

Guard from Blemish, Dryness

. . . now contojns Vitamin D to Aid

Skin Breathing

YOU'LL know that Woodbury's Germ-

free Cold Cream is best for your com-

plexion by the flattering results. You'll see

your skin become smoother, freer from

blemishes . . . more radiantly alive.

The special ingredient that keeps this

cream germ-free, destroys germs on your

skin . . . the, cause of many blemishes.

And now Woodbury's Cold Cream con-

tains Sunshine Vitamin D to stimulate the

skin to breathe. Quick-breathing skin is

young skin. While the cells take up oxygen

at a rapid rate, the day when aging lines

show up in your face is being postponed.

Use this lovely cold cream at night to

soften your skin. During the day use

Woodbury's Germ-free Facial Cream to

hold make-up smoothly. Each cream $1.00,

50^, 25^, 10^ in jars; 25^, 10^ in tubes.

"RIPPLING RHYTHM REVUE" with Radio's brightest stars, Sunday nights, NBC Blue Network

MAIL for 10-PIECE COMPLEXION KITI

It contains trial tutes ofWoodbury's Cold and Facial Creams;

guest-size Woodbury*9 Facial Soap; 7 shades Woodbury*8

Facial Powder. Send lOji to cover mailing costs. Address

John H. Woodbury, Inc., 7480 Alfred St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

(In Canada) John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ontario.

City-

Sleep! Dorothy developed a hunted
look in the first few months of their mar-
riage, over that sleep problem. She began
to wonder if Ben had found some magic
spell to keep him alive, because he cer-
tainly had practically no sleep. Never
once, to her knowledge, has he slept more
than three hours at a time. Instead, he
takes cat naps all day. He can sleep for
a half hour standing on his feet in the
midst of a rehearsal, with the band going
full swing. But put him into a bed, turn
the light out, and make everything nice
and peaceful, and he complains he can't
sleep.

Perhaps it was lack of sleep that finally

broke Dorothy's spirit. After all, when a
girl doesn't get her rest she's likely to let

the world have its way with her.

Ben's idea of life is rushing somewhere
to catch a train with three minutes to
spare, writing his radio script in the taxi

on the way to the station, rehearsing on
the train, and hurrying and scurrying over
the face of the earth. All right. Dorothy
rnarried him, and now that's her way of
life too. It makes Ben's blood tingle to
be always on the go—and it makes hers
tingle, too.

"Women who expect to change men after

they're married are fools," is the way
Dorothy explains it. "All a woman can
hope to do is to go a man one better. -If

I made a fuss about Ben's golf or bridge
or racing or hamburgers or cigars it would
only create discord and we'd both be
unhappy. So I've learned to out-golf him,
and out-bridge him.

I'VE decided it's a wife's job to adapt
herself to her husband, not make him

conform to her ideas. Ben's a sixteen-

cylinder motor that runs at top speed all

the time. The more he does, the better he
does it. He does everything intensely,

even relaxing. When he relaxes, he relaxes

more in ten minutes than the average per-

son could in as many hours."
That's how Dorothy is standing the

pace, too, these days. From being an
athlete who did everything regularly—eat-

ing, exercising, sleeping—she has become
a girl who does nothing regularly, and still

looks the picture of health. Things must
be happening for her every minute of the

day or night. If they're not, she'll make
them happen. She has learned to drink
frequent glasses of the brand of mineral
water to which Ben is addicted, and which
he insists, will cure anything from dand-
ruff to a broken leg. She can—and al-

ways does—pack in ten minutes for a trip

from Hollywood to New York via Spo-
kane, Miami, and Chicago. In a word,
she's learned her lesson.

No, that's wrong. She's still learning it,

and sometimes she backslides. It was due
to her urging that Ben disbanded his or-

chestra and cut out the one-night-stand

and night-club work. She wanted him to

do nothing but radio and movie work, be-

cause these are less of a strain. Still the

old yen to get him to relax, you see.

Hardly had he disbanded the lads before

he was at work getting a new orchestra

together, and working harder at it than
he would have worked if he'd kept them
together in the first place. And he doesn't

think he wants to become a full-fledged

movie actor, either. Too monotonous.
He'd rather take the new band on the road

as soon as possible.

Like all Dorothy's other efforts to re-

model the Old Maestro's life, this latest

one has gone down to inglorious defeat.

Of course, she should have known better.

Scrub away at the leopard until your
arms ache, and those spots will stay right

where they are. My private opinion is

that Dorothy is lucky that Ben hasn't

drafted her to play the drums in the new
orchestra!
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Behind the Hollywood Front

(Continued from page 21)

petty jealousies are running rampant
among the players who evidently are too
inexperienced in the ways of show busi-

ness—and life—to overcome their wreck-
ing influence. The fact that such jeal-

ousies are common in households through-
out the land may account for a few of

them playing their parts too close to the

real thing.

OUT in San Fernando Valley, a few
minutes drive from Hollywood

through Cahuenga Pass, is a mushrooming
village that is fast becoming a small Radio
City of the west. Don Ameche was one
of the first settlers; then came Lum and
Abner. Now, Don Wilson, that six-deli-

cious-flavored heavyweight, is colonizing in

the vicinity.

OPEN letter to iVlartha Raye, Al Jol-
son, JVlilton Berle (and others whom

the cap fits):—Dear Short-sighted Ones:
I, for one, am utterly weary of your
"mugging" for the benefit of studio
audiences. Listening to your air programs
I always feel that 1 am being cheated, be-
cause over the air come riotous sounds of
people laughing. Yet 1 never hear any-
thing funny. Of course, i know they're
screaming at your facial contortions. But
I can't see those things, and you've no
idea how annoying it is to me not to be
let in on the fun.

Quit that "mugging." Remember, you
have outside audiences of millions—your
sponsors hope!—and you were hired to
amuse those millions. Get over your stage
training! Enter into the spirit of this

new business called radio! You only have
your voices—and it's up to those voices to
entertain several million people.
You can do it. You have the talent and

showmanship. During those moments when
you manage to forget the few people
seated in your studio, you get your share
of outside laughs.

Yours for more fun in the voice—and
less fun in the studio.—J. M. F.

MARY LIVINGSTONE debated with
herself a long time before accepting

that picture offer from Paramount. It

seems people were continually ribbing her
about her shnozoUa, explaining that unless
she was photographed properly she might
be mistaken for Fanny Brice (in profile).

Quite a sensitive lady, Mary took it to

heart. That's why she may undergo a
plastic operation any day now. It has
been done by greater stars than La Living-
stone. Incidentally, Television will send
a lot more of them on the long parade to
the face remodeling factory.

IT was really the high price tag on
Hollywood players that scared "The

First Nighter" all the way back to Chica-
go. When $500 weekly was offered Tyrone
Power, to step into the Don Ameche spot,
laughter was so loud it sounded like an
earthquake. Nowadays, no player of im-
portance will listen to a figure under
|l,500 per week.

JACK BENNY'S broadcast is the
hardest to crash in Hollywood. Sev-

eral unidentified smoothies, burned at be-
ing continually turned back at the doors,

• "Excuse mefor getting personal—but haven^t you gone prettyfar
with this nose idea? Enough is enough, I always say. . . It's none of

my business, of course—but what's a nose like that for?"

• "You don't tell me!. . . You fill it full of water on a hot day—yes^

yes, go on

.

. . Then you throw it up over your head and give yourself

a shower? Boy!. . . Well, I must say you've got something there!"

• "Don't try to sell me one though! Nope—I've got my own system.

A soft cooling sprinkle of downy Johnson's Baby Powder. , . no
prickly heat or rashes or chafing after that kind of shower!"

• "Take one feel of Johnson's Baby Powder—you^ll see tchy it

keeps my skin so healthy and smooth!" Healthy skin, Mothers,
is the best protection against skin infections. Johnson's Baby Pow-
der is made of finest Italian talc—no gritty particles and no orris-

root . . . Remember Johnson's Baby Soap and Baby Cream, too.

And for tiny babies, try the new Johnson's Baby Oil—stainless, not

sticky, and cannot turn rancid.

(j NEW BRUNSWICK {/ NEW JERSEY
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Ten new—absolutely new

—

shades of face powder! You
have never seen the like of

them before.

They're new in color.

They're new in color-magic.

They do things for women
never before known.

• lou *Vill See a

PJe'w You"

One of these shades will

prove the right one for you!

MID-NIHTE SUN

A
thrilling,

surprise ]<

every
woman

or

— a more glamorous "you."

You don't have to take my
word for this. You can prove

it to yourself! Just mail the

coupon and you will receive

all ten ofmy new Lady Esther

Face Powder shades postpaid

and free.

Try All Tenl

Try, not one or two shades, but

all ten ! The very one you think

least suited to you may prove

It will prove your "lucky" shade. It a breath-taking surprise to you. It may, for

will show you a new "you"—a more the first time, disclose your "lucky" shade

youthful "you"—a more vivid "you" of face powder. Clip and mail coupon today.

(35)/You can paste this on a penny postcard)

Lady Esther, 2034 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois

I want to find my "lucky" shade efface powder. Please send me all ten of your new shades,

Name . A ddress

City. .State-

(Ifyou live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Oat.)

hit upon a device that one Sunday threw
the whole studio into a turmoil. By simp-
ly printing some counterfeit tickets of their
own they got past the guards. The stunt
would have worked many Sundays, too,
had not the dopes passed out so many
dozens to their friends. Some fun for
the ushers, when they found two occu-
pants for nearly every seat. But it was
too late, because there was no way of
telling who had palmed off the phonies.
The genuine ducats are now printed with
as much embellishment as federal cur-
rency.

CDDIE CANTOR'S plea for a boy has
*• finally been answered. After one of
his recent broadcasts, good wife, Ida, sur-
prised Eddie by hanging a copy of Gains-
borough's "Boy Blue" in his dressing
room. Ida is resourceful. It might not
be a bad idea to let her take a hand in
gagging up the breadwinner's program.
Sometimes I think it needs better gagging!

* * *

IDOL CHATTER: When Dave Rubinoff
signs the hotel register he always ap-

pends—"and violin" . . . Gene Austin has
christened his new Hollywood home after
the song which made it possible, "My
Blue Heaven." . . . Casual observation:
How does JVIartha Raye keep from swal-
lowing the mike, when she gets so close
to It? . . . Tizzie Lish, "Cooking and
Health Expert," was kidding when he tried
out that high-pitched voice which is now
his stock in trade . . . Frantic urge: To
use an oil can on Andy Devine's throat . . .

Judy Garland has promised that she'll
never bite her nails again, and proudly
displays a neat manicure. . . . Lud Glus-
kin is the most opulent stick waver of the
air maestros, boasting a castle in Monte
Carlo, residences in Paris, New York, and
Hollywood. ... A field day for the tax
collectors: Bing Crosby's new radio con-
tract, running until 1940, gives him $4,000
a week the first year and graduating un-
til it reaches |7,500. . . . Barbara Luddy's
most cherished possession is a battle-
scarred boomerang, sent to her by an Aus-
tralian parliament member. . . . .N. B. C.
studio soundmen simulated the neighing
of Dick Foran's horse, Smokey, so per-
fectly that it lost the doubting cowboy
three ten-gallon hat bets, at |50 per. . . .

Raymond Paige considers himself a
yachtsman, since that new 1 12,000 skiff of
his won its first race. ... A duck named
"Goo-goo" made Joe Penner famous, but
it was the bull frogs he speared as a boy
in Hungary that brought him money to
come to America. . . . Freeman Gosden
(Amos of Amos 'n' Andy) found his new
1150,000 Beverly Hills estate overrun with
wild rabbits the day he moved in. . . .

KEN MURRAY and Oswald (Tony La-
briola) are through playing benefits.

A few weeks ago they were asked to do
a performance for the Governor of Cali-

fornia, who was tossing a party for the
state's legislators. Pressed for time, after

their broadcast, they were rushed to the
train under police escort. They hopped
the train, but a speedy search failed to
reveal the promoter of the affair whom
they were told would have the tickets. A
quick checking of funds raised only |9
between them—not enough for the fare.

They were tossed off at Santa Barbara and
had to cool their heels for five hours in

the depot before Murray's chauffeur could
be reached to fetch them back to the
city. Yes—they had boarded the wrong
train.

VIA WIRE—AI Jolson sang one of his
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own compositions, "Golden Gate," at dedi-

cation of the Golden Gate Bridge in San
Francisco . . . Gertrude Niesen back from
her personal appearance tour ten pounds
thinner than when she started. Earning
cash while losing a waistline is better than
Hollywood diet any day . . . When or-

chestra leader Andre Kostelanetz came to

Hollywood to conduct the orchestra for

the movie "Artists and Models" he brought
twelve specially made batons, expecting to

break at least half of them before finish-

ing the picture . . . Jerry Cooper, maitre

de Hollywood Hotel, getting movie tested

. . . Olivia de Havilland taking all the

radio offers in sight. Says radio has made
her voice-conscious as never before . . • Ex-

periments with television must be getting

somewhere. All new contracts have tele-

vision clauses . . . The Ritz Brothers are

still saying no to radio offers, but more
weakly . . . The Bing Crosby stables have
won five races to date this year. Bing can't

explain his sudden success . . . Bing's

buddy. Bob Burns, married his secretary,

Harriet Foster—in spite of what I told you
last month . . . Kenny Baker, who plays

dumb on Jack Benny's program, has his first

big movie chance in "Mr. Dodds Takes The
Air." He's doing so smardy that Warners
are starring him . . . Grace Moore furious

about rumor cropping up again that she
is in danger of losing her voice—says it

isn't so and radio broadcasts prove it . . .

The Screen Actors Guild may bar any
stars appearing on the air as "guest stars"

gratis . . . Mary Livingstone is a movie
actress now—on the satne lot with Jack
Benny, but not in the same picture . . .

Charlie Correll, better known as Andy of
Amos 'n' Andy, has been bumped by so
many wild California drivers recently, he
wishes he could stay up in his plane per-

manently . . . Fibber McGee and Molly are
in Hollywood to stay, between movies and
radio . . . Lila Lee getting a nice break
with fifteen-minute drama recordings—150
of them . . . Vinton Haworth, once Jack
Arnold on the Myrt and Marge program,
is thinking of changing his screen name
to Jack Arnold if there aren't too many
legal tangles . . . Don Ameche doesn't ex-

pect to get a vacation for the next four
years, between screen and radio tie-ups.

The Ameches dine out every night in the
week. A different place each night, so
that Don can have a little of that sensa-
tion of "getting away."

Virginia Verrill's making movies out
in Hollywood for M-G-M, but you can
still hear her on her own CBS program.

fJjLh»^

A tOVELY DENVER BRIDE WRITES—"What
a pity that every girl doesn't bathe with

Cashmere Bouquet! For this deep-cleansing

perfumed soap removes body odor so com-

pletely . . . keeps you so sweet and clean.

And then Cashmere Bouquet leaves its

flower-like perfume clinging to your skin.

No wonder Cashmere Bouquet is called

the lovelier way to avoid offending!"

MARVELOUS FOR
YOUR COMPLEXION, TOO!

This pure, creamy-white soap has

such gentle, caressing lather. Yet

ii removes every bit of dirt and
cosmetics— keeps your skin allur-

ingly smooth, radiantly clear!

so BEFORE YOU GO STEPPING OUT, take

this wise precaution! Bathe with Cashmere

Bouquet—the perfumed soap that keeps

you fragrantly dainty! Long after your

bath. Cashmere Bouquet's lingering per-

fume still surrounds you. But remember

that only a perfume as rare as Cashmere

Bouquet's has this lingering quality. You
won't find it in ordinary scented soaps.

NOW ONLY lO^

TO ^EEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY— BATHE WITH PERFUMED

CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP
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"it's yes, of course!

You know I go for this

Beemon's flavor. I like the

neat and nifty airtight

package that keeps it so

absolutely fresh-tasting.

And of course every-

body knows Beemon's is

good for digestion."

Facing the Music

{Continued from page 37)

Ozzie Nelson. Ken Sisson is AI Good-
man's tune-titan. Fabian Andre handles
the more important scores for Horace
Heidt and Hal Kemp's Musical Man Fri-

day is Harold Mooney.
It takes the average Tin Pan Alley ar-

ranger three hours to pen a workmanlike
tune. Most arrangers like to write them
in the early hours of the morning over
a piano sticky with cigarette butts.

Bandsmen are constantly raiding each
other's arranging staffs and good men are
at a premium, with some top-notchers
averaging over $500 a week.

Strange as it may seem, few arrangers
desire to be maestros.
"Why," they ask, "bother about all that

responsibility?"

* * *

OFF THE MUSIC RACK

Nat Brusiloff is reported leaving his

Mutual network sustaining chores for com-
mercial work on other stations . . . Car-
men Lombardo has written a successor
to his hit tune, "Boo Hoo," entitled

"Toodle-Oo" . . . Hollywood's first swing
concert was held recently to aid the ailing

pianist, Joe Sullivan. Sponsored by Bing
Crosby, it kept going for five hours and
featured besides the Bing, Jimmy Grier,

Martha Raye, Georgie Stoll, Jimmy Dor-
sey, Dorothy Lamour, Victor Young, Earl
Hines, and Ted Fio Rito. Our old friend

Paul Tremaine is hitting the comeback
trail with a barnstorming tour through-
out New England . . . Mario Braggiotti
is planning to sail for Italy where he has
a bid to write music for one of Mussolini's
motion pictures . . . Paul Whiteman broke
the house record at Chicago's swank Hotel
Drake and as a reward, returns to this

hostelry November 5 . . . Keep your ears

tuned to Bill McCune's orchestra, now de-
lighting Brooklynites atop the Hotel Bos-
sert Roof. Bill began his climb to fame
last summer up at Murray's in Westches-
ter. The band sounds a lot like Duchin's
. . . Emil Coleman has six brothers, all in

the music business. Three of them are
in his own band. Another, Joseph, is di-

rector of the famous Perole String Quar-
tet .. . Freddy Martin and Ted Weems
return respectively to the Aragon and
Trianon ballrooms September I, after

road tours extending to the West Coast
. . . Kay Kyser is grooming his band for

television work. On their new Mutual
commercial, "Surprise Party," Kay in-

sists that his vocalists register emotions
facially even when on the air. The chirpers

are giving their facial muscles plenty of
exercise on account of this command.

* * *

ORCHESTRAL ANATOMY

SHEP FIELDS: George Kraner, Shep
Fields, Charles Prince, Melville Lewin,
saxophones and clarinets; Lou Halny,
trumpet and arranger; Charles Socci.

guitar; Sebastian Mercurio, viola; Sidney
Greenfield, drums; Salvatore Giae, piano;
George Rodo, bass and clarinet; Max
Miller, violin. Vocalists: Sidney Green-
field and Charles Socci. Theme song:
"Rippling Rhythm."
BENNY GOODMAN: Benny Good-

man, clarinet; Jess Stacey and Teddy
Wilson, pianos; Gene Krupa, drums;
Vido Musso, Hyman Schertzer, Arthur
Rollini, George Koenig, saxophones;
Allan Rouse, guitar; Harry Goodman,
bass; Red Ballard, Murray McEachern,
trombones; Gordon Grilfin, Harry' James,
Harry Finkleman, trumpets; Lionel

Hampton, xylophone.
Centra.

Vocalist: Peg La

CORRESPONDENCE

Geraldine Clardy: Henry King's orches-
tra is currently heard over the Mutual
network from Chicago's Hotel Palmer
House. Ozzie Nelson's nose was broken
in a football game while attending Rut-
gers. David Ozzie Nelson, Jr., weighed
seven pounds when born. Gus Arnheim
is now at the Hotel New Yorker. Phil

Harris is scheduled to play an engagement
this summer at the Dallas Fair.

Andy Douglass: The Casa Loma crew
are currently in California engaged in

ballroom work, but we have a hunch that
before they leave the coast they'll be
playing before a camera.
Margaret Shean: Benny Goodman is

currently on tour. Bunny Berrigan
replaced him at the Hotel Penn in New
York. Benny is single, though currently
carrying the torch for his new vocalist,

Peg La Centra. Peg replaced Frances
Hunt who left the band to marry maestro
Lou Bring. Recently Helen Ward left

the band for the same purpose. Her
groom is a Wall Street broker.

Clare Carway: Morton Gould recently

married. He will shortly become affiliated

with Paul Whiteman as assistant conduc-
tor and arranger.

Lois Fleck: Bob Crosby and Griff

Williams, file into the Aragon Ballroom
in Chicago following Freddy Martin,
while at the Trianon, Red Nichols, Bill

Carlsen and Anson Weeks head the sum-
mer line-up. Harry Babbitt who sings

the "titles" for Kay Kyser, is a native St.

Louisan with a streak of Indian blood
running through his veins.

Chester Poliks: Here are some of the

theme songs you requested. Lud Gluskin,

"On the Air"; Enric Madriguera, "Adios";
Louis Prima, "Way Down Yonder In

New Orleans."
Carrie De Moy: That's a lengthy list

you sent in and we could hardly print

them all. But the best tip to you is to

write those stars care of the three major
networks. Fan mail departments immedi-
ately forward the letters to the person-
alities. Most of the stars you mentioned
answer their own fan maiL

For your convenience—and ours—use
this coupon in writing to ask questions.

We'll try to find all the answers.

Ken Alden,
Facing the Music,
RADIO MIRROR,
122 East 42nd Street,

New York City.

I want to know more about:

Orchestral Anatomy

Theme Song Section

Or

Name

Address
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helping me in my drug store, one of the

clerks at the fountain put chocolate syrup
in the lemon syrup container. Rudy
found out about it, and got so mad he
wanted me to fire the clerk. When i

wouldn't, he walked out of the store and
wouldn't come back all day; but when he
did return, he and the clerk were just as

good friends as if it had never happened.

RUDY'S always been one to get his

own way, ever since he was a boy.
He'd never admit that something couldn't

be done, and so I don't believe that after

one unfortunate experience with marriage
he'd admit he was licked and be afraid to

get married again—if he found the right

girl."

But even Rudy's father admits that the
right girl for Rudy is a rather special sort

of person. He knows so well what kind
of girl any future Mrs. Rudy Vallee must
be that he can describe her exactly, as if

she were somebody he had met.
"She has to be tolerant, most of all,

because though Rudy loves a home, he
can't stand being tied down. Why, when
he comes up to visit me in Westbrook, at

first he's like a different boy. You can
see him relax and expand. Then, after a

day or two, he begins to get restless and
tensed up again. He can't stand the in-

activity. He wants to be back at work.
That's what I mean when I say his wife
would have to be tolerant. She'd have to

be willing to give him a home without
tying him to it. Maybe there aren't many
women like that—but I'm sure there are
some. Rudy's mother would have been
willing to do it.

"Rudy gets his quick temper from me,

Will Vallee Marry Again?

{Continued from page 39)

and so I know just how much tact and
forbearance his wife must have. She can't
afford to fly off the handle herself, and she
must know how to understand and sym-
pathize when Rudy loses his temper."
Again and again, as we talked, the simi-

larity between Rudy's character and his

father's became apparent. Rudy is a mar-
velous showman; so is his father. Noth-
ing delights the elder Vallee more than to

be invited to a dinner at which Rudy is

one of the guests of honor. He knows
that the usual procedure is to ask him
to say a few words, after Rudy has spoken.
Whenever this happens, he runs away with
the show. Rudy, from being the star,

turns into a mere added attraction.

For Charles Vallee is just as happy and
comfortable in the spotlight as his son.

No mumbling of a few words for him

—

when he makes a speech, he makes a

speech ! He has an inexhaustible fund of

funny stories, a store of apt quotations,

and the wit to turn them all to account
when needed. With a little more knowl-
edge of music and microphone technique,

I am sure he could step into Rudy's shoes

on the Vallee hour any night and make
a creditable showing.
He has loved the theater all his life,

and even used to manage and act in a

stock company at one time. There is no
doubt that Rudy gets his love for the

stage directly from his father.

It is significant, too, that at sixty-five

Rudy Vallee's father is still as full of

energy and the zest for living as a man
half his age. Life is a lot of fun for him.
Part of the year he lives quietly at his

home in Westbrook, and part of it he
spends in Florida, but wherever he is he

always holds himself in readiness to re-

spond to a telegram from Rudy telling

him to meet him in New York, Chicago,
or Hollywood. When I talked to him, he
was in New York for a few days on his

way north from Florida, and his time was
filled with appointments for dinners,
luncheons, and the theater. He had no
intention of sitting quietly in Rudy's
apartment waiting for something to hap-
pen'^nstead, he went out and created his

own excitement!
It isn't likely that Rudy, so like his

father in every other respect, would differ

from him in this. No matter what hap-
pens to him I am sure that always he
will welcome life as eagerly as his father
does. He may hide his real feelings from
the world, but inside he will have the
same youthful, joyous spirit.

,

THERE is one more reasonfor believing
that Rudy will marry again. Though it

is the last, it is an important one. In his

father, Rudy has a constant reminder that
there is such a thing as a perfect mar-
riage. Mrs. Vallee died several years ago,

but the memory of the beautiful relation-

ship between her and her husband re-

mains, and it cannot help but color Rudy's
viewpoint. How could he possibly be em-
bittered against marriage when he hears
his father speak, as I did, of his mother?
"She was the loveliest woman I ever
knew." Simple words, but the tone in

which they were spoken brought to life a

whole world of happiness, a lifetime of
love.

If Rudy has once heard his father say
those words, he hasn't lost his faith in

marriage.

STRANDED
U/\frfL H£R DENTIST

TOLD HBR WHY...

^ \ bROhE.^UC
<1 E --STRANDED' '

XI
1 HAVEN'T 1

// WORKED SINCE A
THEY FIRED ME

AND GAVE YOU

MY JOB!

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
COMBATS BAD BREATH

"Colgate's special

penetrating foam
gets into every tiny

hidden crevice be-

tween your teeth
. . . emulsifies and
washes away the de-

caying food depos-
- its that cause most
bad breath, dull,

dingy teeth, and much tooth de-

cay. At the same time, Colgate's
soft, safe polishing agent cleans
and brightens the enamel—makes
your teeth sparkle—gives new
brilliance to your smile!"
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it's yourself!"
L see a tall, handsome, dark man. He

thought a great deal of you at

first—but he has been estranged.

1 see merry gatherings, parties

—

but

you do not seem to be present.

1 see a trip for you— but you are

going alone.

1 see an enemy. She is a lovely blonde.

It's you, yourself, my dearl"

The most dangerous enemy a woman
ever has is herself. For it is her own fail-

ings which defeat her — of which she too

often is completely unaware.

It's a common experience to meet a

girl who seems to have everything —
beauty, brains, personality. And yet one
personal fault holds her back — a fault

with which the social and business worlds

have no patience. The annoying odor of

underarm perspiration on person and
clothing.

It is the harder to excuse because it is

so easy to avoid. With Mum!
So quick and easy to use! It takes only

half fj minute to use Mum. Just smooth a
quick fingertipful under each arm —•

that's all there is to it! No waiting for it

to dry; no rinsing off.

Harmless to clothing. Use Mum any
time, before dressing or afterwards. For
it's harmless to clothing. Mum has been
awarded the Textile Approval Seal of

the American Institute of Laundering as

being harmless to fabrics.

Soothing to skin. You'll like this about
Mum, too — you can use it on the most
delicate skin right after shaving your
underarms. It soothes and cools.

Lasts all day. Use Mum in the morning
and you're safe for all day long!

Does not prevent natural perspiration.

And this is important! You can always
count on Mum to prevent every trace of

unpleasant body odor and yet it doesn't

interfere with natural perspiration.

Protect that niceness of person which
is such an important part of success, by
the daily Mum habit. Bristol-Myers Co.,

630 Fifth Ave., New York.

FOR SANITARY
NAPKINS there's

nothing quite so

effective asMum
—and so com-
forting to your
peace of mind!

MUM TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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The Chance Jerry Cooper

Dared Take

(Continued from page 15)

experience. It's his habit to take every-
one he meets at face value. If a man
says he's Jerry's friend, Jerry needs no
more than that statement to accept him
as one. Joan is different. She can see
beyond the surface into reality. Several
times, in the last year, Jerry has met some
new person, liked him, and enthusiastical-
ly brought him around to meet Joan. She
has watched the new friend, listened to
him, been polite and pleasant—and later
has said decidedly, "He's a phony,
Jerry."

In Joan's vocabulary there is no more
damning description than that—"He's a
phony." It means just one thing, don't
trust him. Every time she has applied it

to someone, she has been right. Once
Jerry scoffed at her judgment, and his
laughter cost him a large sum of money.
Even as Joan loyally refused to desert

Jerry and go to Hollywood, he knew
that the day would come when he would
face a similar problem, and that he him-
self couldn't afford to decide as Joan had
decided. He would have to go. Jerry's
eyes are set unwaveringly upon the peak
of success. Nothing must be allowed to
turn him aside.

That is why, when the Hollywood Ho-
tel offer came at last, Jerry accepted it,

though it meant leaving Joan behind in

New York. For how long? Jerry couldn't
tell.

ONLY Jerry knows how many sleepless

nights that dazzling offer cost him,
before he discovered the way out.

"It wasn't that 1 was afraid of what
would happen while I was gone," he told

me when I talked to him a few days be-
fore he left for Hollywood. "Joan and I

are too fond of each other, understand
each other too well, for me to be afraid of
losing her to someone else. I'll miss her
like the devil, of course, and I'll be un-
happy every minute we're apart, but I

trust her absolutely not to forget me.
"No, it wasn't that. The worst thing

was that I'd be leaving her, aiter she
turned down two good opportunities which
meant she'd have to leave me. On the

surface, 1 knew it looked as if money and
fame meant more to me than she did—as

if I was willing to throw her overboard
for them. And that's something she'd

never do to me.
"But that's only on the surface. You

see, the way things were before this Hol-
lywood offer came along, we just weren't

getting anywhere. We saw each other
every day, but we couldn't get married.

So I decided 1 had to take this chance. I

know it's a risky thing to move three

thousand miles from the girl you love, and
if things go wrong, somehow, it may be
all up with both of us. But if things go
right, if I'm lucky, we can be married."

Then Jerry told me what, most of all,

he wants to accomplish in Hollywood. To
be an overwhelming success on his radio

show? To get a fat movie contract?

Neither of these things.

"It's funny," he said, "but neither of

the companies which once offered Joan a

chance in Hollywood will give her the

same chance now. Maybe they haven't

the money budgeted for new talent any
longer. 1 don't know. The chance is

gone now, anyway. What 1 want to do
when 1 get out there is to create the

chance all over again.

"I've had a lot of new pictures taken

of Joan, here in New York, and I'm going

to take them around to studios and agents,
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tel! them what a good dancer she is, and
sell her to the movies. I'm going to turn

myself into her personal agent, and bring

her out to Hollywood on her own, just as

she would have gone out if she had ac-

cepted one of those other offers. It's

something 1 owe to her. It may take a

month, or a year, but it's got to be done.

And when she gets out there, we'll be

married."
Jerry knows, well enough, the magni-

tude of the task he has set himself. A
newcomer to Hollywood, with his own ca-

reer to attend to, undertaking to persuade

some studio to give an unknoj\n girl a

chance! His friends have told him it's im-

possible, that he will be wasting time he

ought to be spending in making his own
position secure, that Hollywood contracts

must be made in New York, not Holly-

wood.
He admits that perhaps they're right

but—it's something he has to do. Only
by giving Joan the chance she gave up
for his sake will he feel he has the right

to ask her to be his wife. The debt must
be paid before they can start life together.

Ironically, one of the obstacles that pre-

vented their marriage a year ago has been
removed in the meantime. Jerry's mother
has withdrawn her objections. Six months
ago Jerry's younger brother Jimmy was
married, and now Mrs. Cooper, Jimmy,
and Mrs. Jimmy are living together in

New Orleans, very happily. That mar-
riage of her younger son's did something
to Mrs. Cooper. Perhaps Jerry best ex-

presses what happened v\hen he says

Jimmy "sort of broke the ice" for him.

Living with Jimmy and his wife, watch-
ing their happiness, Mrs. Cooper has come
to realize once more what her personal
-tragedy had made her forget—that mar-
riage can bring joy as well as sorrow. She
must see that her sons have a right to

work out their own destinies, to try for

happiness in their own ways. At any rate,

she is willing—more than willing—to see

Joan and Jerry be married.

WHAT will Hollywood bring Jerry
Cooper? He has two jobs to do out

there and of the two, singing for Holly-
wood Hotel is the one that worries him
the least. Singing into a microphone holds
few terrors for Jerry, no matter what the
surroundings; but re-arranging his life

without Joan, without the friends he has
made in New York—that's a different

matter. Most important of all, he must
create that chance for Joan.

If he could only have taken her along,

could only have had her there with him
while he tried to get her a movie contract,

everything would have seemed easy. But
Joan couldn't toss her responsibilities aside

and gamble on a vague chance of work
in Hollywood, and neither would she let

Jerry shoulder those responsibilities. So
Jerry went alone.

I hope it won't be for long. If ever an
attempt to get a girl a job in Hollywood
deserved to succeed, this one does. Only
a man who is very much in love, and
very much alive to a sense of what he
owes that love, would be taking the chance
that Jerry Cooper is taking.

DON'T MISS NEXT MONTH'S
ISSUE OF RADIO MIRROR
IF YOU WANT TO READ THE

AMAZING TRUTH ABOUT
W. 0. FIELDS' SMASHING
SUCCESS ON THE AIR

Don't let Summer-Drought get You!

Fields that were fresh and green in the

springtime become parched and dry as sum-

mer sun burns up their life-giving moisture.

In this same way, the tender skin of

your face, exposed to hot sun and drying

wind, loses its fresh radiance and youthful

attraction. Don't risk this tragedy! There''s

a way to guard this vital skin moisture.

Protect your allure this magic way—with

Outdoor Girl Face Powder, which brings

you the tried and true beauty aid—Olive Oil!

Olive Oil is a ^Tountain of

Youth" for your Skin . . .

Just as thirsty plants welcome drops of rain, your

complexion craves the protecting touch of olive oil.

Guard against destructive "Skin-thirst" with Outdoor

Girl Face Powder— each fine flake carries a tiny

particle of Olive Oil to keep it from "sponging-up"

the natural moisture so essential to a youthful skin.

^OUTDOOR GIRL
TTA^^x^^ ^d^Wig^ ^^^Wie^/^/;^ OLIVE OIL

Six luscious shades of clinging love-

liness,approved by beauty experts, at

your nearest drug and depart- _
ment store, in the large size . . 0\JC

For perfect make-up color harmony

use Outdoor Girl Lipstick and Rouge.

Generous purse sizes at 10c stores.
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WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW?

I n Paris, the woman of glamour

turns instinctively to Djer-Kiss to in-

crease her charm . . . To her cousins in

America this precious French perfume

is now available in Djer-Kiss Talc.

To make yourself fascinating, use this

exquisite Djer - Kiss Talc, every day.

In drug and department stores

at 25c and 75c. New generous

10c size in ten -cent stores.

Paramount photo

Mary Carlisle wants to know what Bing Crosby's doing. It's

all just a scene from the new picture, "Double or Nothing."

Jeanne, Detroit, Michigan—Jackie

Heller is really little and that is why
they call him Little Jackie Heller, but

I imagine you'll be surprised to know
that he has over eighty-five trophies

that he won for athletic prowess.

Jackie was born in Pittsburgh on May
1, 1908, the son of a Cantor. As a boy

he sang in the choir and sold papers in

the streets. He won a medal for sav-

ing a girl from drowning—she was
thirty-five pounds heavier than he was.

He sang in Texas Guinan's night club

and when Ben Bernie saw him he signed

him up for two years. Jackie weighs

114 pounds and has dark brown hair.

Charlie Hays, Miami Beach, Fla.—
You asked for a good deal, Charlie, but

your wish is going to come true. Here
are the birthdays of the Lombardos:
Guy, June 19, 1902; Carmen, July 16.

1903; Lebert, February 11, 1905; Victor.

April 10, 1911. All four were born in

London, Ontario, Canada . . . they are

all married with the exception of

Lebert who is at this moment reported

engaged and may even be married by
the time you read this. The youngest

brother, Victor, is the only one who
has a child.

Jane Walbridge, Detroit, Mich.—
During the past year, the famous Met-

Answers to Professor Quiz' Twenty Questions on Page 3

1. Edward G. Robinson, when he was
guest star on Kate Smith's Bandwagon.

2. According to a CBS survey, 24,500-

000 families. And sets are sold at the

rate ot 28 per minute.

3. Fred Allen.

4. Jerry Cooper—he was born in New
Orleans, and grew popular on electrical

transcriptions under the name of Jack
Randolph.

5. The One Man's Family theme song

is played on the organ, by Paul Carson.

6. Dorothy Lamour — sponsor, Chase
and Sanborn.

7. Edgar Bergen's is the voice you hear

as Charlie McCarthy's.

8. Edna May.
9. Phil Baker.

10. Marlyn Stuart—the "Mama, that
man's here again!" girl on Ken Murray's
program.

11. Myrtle Vail, of Myrt and Marge, has
her son George Damerel in the cast.

12. "Zombie."

13. Dorothy Janis.

14. Grace Moore.

15. George Rector—only the kitchen job

was really an apprenticeship in the res-

taurant business.

16. Miriam Batista—she was heard not

long ago on Your Unseen Friend.

17. Molasses 'n' January.

18. Jim and Marion Jordan.

19. Auld Lang Syne.

20. Good Will Court.
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ropolitan star, Lucrezia Bori, appeared as

guest artist on several programs. Mme.
Bori was born in Valencia, Spain, on
Christmas day, and is a direct descendent
of the famous Borgias of history. She's
five feet, seven inches tall.

Ruth Rosenthal, Phila., Pa.—Jerry
Cooper is now the master of ceremonies
of Hollywood Hotel and you can reach
him in care of the Columbia Broadcasting
System, 7th & Bixel Streets, Los Angeles,
Calif.

Wilbur Vreeland, Murray, Iowa—Did
you know that JVlolasses 'n' January were
also known as Pick and Pat? Pick Malone
was born in Ladonia, Texas ... his first

job was property man in a Durant, Okla-
homa theater ... is dark-haired and
swarthy and very susperstitious. Pat Pad-
gett was born in Bogard. Georgia ... is

sandy-haired and fair. Both boys greet
each other by the nickname of "Willie."

Margaret Kinder, London, Ontario,
Canada—Ted Husing, one time actor,

soldier, hitch-hiker, policeman and aviator
and now an ace announcer, was born in

Demning, New Mexico, in 1901. Ted is

six feet tall, weighs 175 pounds and has
dark brown hair and eyes ... is an out-
of-doors man, plays tennis, golf and hand-
ball. He has been married twice. His
second marriage occurred a little over a
year ago.
M. C. Goodrich, Bloomfield, Conn.

—

After going off Hollywood Hotel, Jean
Dickenson went on sustaining. She's now
heard on the American Album of Familiar
Music every Sunday at 9:30 p. m., over
the NBC-Red network. Jean has been
on that program since the end of April.
Marcheta MacDonald, Monroe, Michigan

—Nelson Eddy's next picture with Jea-
nette MacDonald will be "The Girl of
the Golden West." Mr. Eddy is 36 years
old, having been born on June 29, 1901,

in Providence. Rhode Island. By the time
you read this, Jeanette will have been
married to Gene Raymond, the date be-
ing June 16.

Just Another Radio Fan, Oklahoma
City, Okla.—You say you are an ardent
fan, and yet you missed the story on Mil-
ton Berle in the April issue of Radio Mir-
ror called "Life Stacked The Cards." Since
then we've run several pictures of Milton,
and in this issue you'll find him in the
picture spread called "Who Swiped That
Joke?" Now do you feel we've neglected
your favorite comedian?

J. E. W. F., Baltimore, Md.—For a pic-

ture of Deanna Durbin, I'd suggest that
you write and ask her for one. Address
Deanna in care of the Columbia Broad-
casting System, 7th & Bixel Streets, Los
Angeles, Calif.

FAN CLUB SECTION

Nelson Eddy fans, attention! Beatrice
Lipsitz, 310 Whitney Avenue, Brooklyn,
New York, wants to know if there is a
Nelson Eddy fan club in her vicinity.

Jean Paul King fans, attention! Phyllis
Burton, 19440 Afton Road, Palmer Woods,
Detroit, Mich., wants to join a fan club.

Virginia Verrill fans, attention! If you
want to know all about the X'irginia Ver-
rill fan club, get in touch with Louis
Weiner, 1000 Faile Street, New York City.
Don Ameche fans, attention! Corrine

Izzo, 15 Ambrose Street. Revere, .Mass.,

is very anxious to join a Don Ameche fan
club. Don't all answer at once!

A CORRECTION
In the
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If the slightest moisture once collects on the

armhole of your dress . . . the warmth of

your body will bring out a stale "armhole
odor" and destroy your charm . . .

YCUR eyes meet his. And suddenly
there's something electric in the air.

You talk. Every word seems to draw you
more irresistibly together. You're going

to be so happy. And then the spell is

broken! He can't forgive j'our careless

neglect of that little hollow under your arm.

So many girls make the terrible mistake
of thinking that merely to deodorize is

enough. They never stop to realize that
single-action preparations are not made
to stop perspiration. Only the double
action of Liquid Odorono can keep your
underarm both sweet and dry.

As long as you use single-action prepa-

rations, you will continue to perspire.

Moisture will collect on your dress. And
your dress will give you away time and
time again.

Let Your Dress Tell You!
It's only human to think, "I am not like

that!" But, just to be absolutely certain,

test your dress tonight. As you take it off,

smell the fabric under the armhole. You
may be horrified at that stale "armhole
odor"! And you must face the fact that

that is the way you smell to others!

Do you wonder that women every-

where, who make any pretensions to re-

finement and social standing, are so faith-

ful about taking the little extra time and
trouble to apply Liquid Odorono ! So much
depends on those few seconds of waiting

for Liquid Odorono to dry . . . your peace

of mind, the safekeeping of your charm.

Gentle, But Sure

Liquid Odorono merely diverts the per-

spiration from one small closed-in area to

other parts of the body where it can

evaporate freely. And it leaves no grease

on your frocks.

With Odorono, dresses and coat linings

can't stain. Cleaner's bills go down. In

two strengths, Regular 'and Instant, at

all toilet-goods counters. Double your
popularity by sending today for sample
vials and leaflet offered below.

SEND 8(2* FOR INTRODUCTORY SAMPLES

RUTH MILLER, The Odorono Co., Inc.

Dept.8B7, 191 Hudson St., New York City
(In Canada, address P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)

I enclose Sd, to cover cost of postage and packing,
for samples of Instant and Regular Odorono and de-
scriptive leaflet.

Name

Address

-

City -State-
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Ida Bailey Allen's

FAMOUS COOK BOOK
Radio Mirror's Own
Special Edition . .

J
DA BAILEY ALLEN is known through-

out America as one of the foremost

authorities on cooking. Her Cook Book
offers practical recipes for thrifty house-

wives . . . approximately 1500 recipes are

given.

Contains 196 pages, stiff cover, readable

type, designed for easy reference.

Covers all phases of cooking and baking:

Appetizers and Soups

Hot and Yeast Breads and Sand-
wiches

Cereal Dishes

Meats, Fish and Savory Sauces

Vegetables and Vegetable Dishes

Salads and Salad Dressings

Pies and Pastries

Cakes, Frostings and Cookies

Desserts—Hot, Cold and Frozen

Candies, Preserves and Pickles

Correct Serving

Meal Planning

Diet Hints

Baking Temperatures

SEND ONLY 20e stamps or currency (wrap carefully) fo:

MRS. MARGARET SIMPSON. 205 E. 42nd St.. New York. N. Y.

for YOUR BABY
Official U. S. Government Book

I

Covers 23 subjects on
the care and feeding

of the baby

NFANT CARE" is the best book for

mothers that the U. S. Government, with
its limitless resources and the cooperation of

America's greatest child specialists, can publish

for you.

Easy to use as a daily instruction book ; in-

valuable in emergencies. Nine-page index
affords instant, easy reference to your prob-
lems. Illustrated with pictures, charts and
diagrams.

How to Register Birth

How Baby Should
Grow

Baby at Twelve
Months

Training of Baby

Forming Life Habits

Exercising Baby

About Crying

Siinbaths and Play

SUBJECTS COVERED:

Disease Protection

Clothing Needed

Bathing Baby

Care of Teeth, Nose,
Eyes

Breaking Bad Habits

Meals for Baby

Nursing Instructions

ONLY TEN CENTS

Control of Breast
Milk

Weaning
Feeding of Solid
Foods

Early Signs of Illness

Care of Sick Baby

Traveling With Baby
Selected Parents'
Books

Send your order for "Infant Care" at once to Reader Service

Bureau. RADIO MIRROR, 205 E. 42nd St.. New York, N. Y.

The First Lady Makes Them

Blush!

(Continued from page 25)

recorded," she said. And the reporter

blushed.

People are always blushing when they
come in contact with the First Lady

—

and for a peculiar reason. It isn't that

she embarrasses them, it's that they ex-

pect her to be stiff and somehow fright-

ening, and she never is.

Anna Eleanor Roosevelt hasn't over-

awed a single person connected with her

radio program—that is, not after she has
once met them. The agency which han-
dles the commercial account which is

sponsoring her is greatly impressed, and
so is NBC, whose stations carry the pro-

grams. Nobody is allowed near the stu-

dio during broadcasts. The names and
whereabouts of the people connected with
the show are revealed only with reluctance.

But the two people who work most
closely with Mrs. Roosevelt unite in call-

ing her a simple, unaffected, witty, natural

person, a good trooper and a good sport.

They are Rosaline Greene, whose voice

you hear on the program as Virginia Barr,

and Phil Mygatt, the agency production
man. No one else in the radio world ex-

cept technicians is ever behind the scenes

at one of Mrs. Roosevelt's broadcasts, so

carefully is she guarded from prying eyes.

No one else can tell what an exciting ex-

perience it is to work with her.

ROSALINE flew to Washington to do
her first broadcast with Mrs. Roose-

velt. Naturally, she was nervous over
this first performance, and it didn't make
her feel any better when her plane was
grounded, making her half an hour late to

the Washington flying field. The men at

the field laughed at her concern, "if any-
body understands your lateness," they
said, "Mrs. Roosevelt will."

Mrs. Roosevelt did. She laughed when
Rosaline told her what the airmen had
said. "I've been grounded myself so many
times I've lost track," she said,

A Roosevelt broadcast is brisk, informal,

and apt to be punctuated with laughter.

When the First Lady was in Seattle with

Mrs. Boettiger—whom she calls "Sis"

—

everybody in the studio joked and kidded
throughout the rehears,"! and even the

broadcast. It didn't seem to make any
difference that Mrs. Roosevelt was tired

after her transcontinental flight.

While they were actually on the air,

Phil Mygatt, the production man, walked

up to Mrs. Boettiger and gave her the

signal to speed up by twirling his finger.

She twirled hers right back at him, then

turned to her mother. Mrs.Roosevelt had
seen it all out of the corner of her eye

while she was talking. Now she smiled,

silently formed the word "okay" on her

lips, and twirled her finger at Phil too.

A little later on in the program Phil

walked in front of the two women and
put his index finger on his nose. Mrs.

IBoettiger had understood the previous

signal, but this one was new to her. She
didn't know it meant the program was
finishing exactly on time. She began to

laugh, and almost choked. Nudging
her mother and still smothering her

laughter, she pointed at Phil. Mrs. Roose-

velt looked, and had all she could do to

keep from bursting into laughter herself.

After the program she capped the joke

with another by gravely explaining to Mrs.

Boettiger that Phil had only been brush-

ing a fly off his nose.

Nothing that happens ever bothers the

First Lady at all. In fact, she has many
times the poise and assurance that anv-
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body else on the program has. She never

sees her scripts, once she has written them
and sent them in to the agency, until just

before she goes on the air, yet she never
stumbles over them.
As a rule, she walks into the studio

about ten minutes before the program
is due to begin, says a few words to

everyone present, sits down at the micro-

phone, picks up her script, smiles, and
says, "Shall we go to work?"
Sometimes she doesn't even bother to

look the pages over before going on the

air. A few weeks ago she came into the

Washington studio with a party of six

or seven friends. After the usual greet-

ings she sat down at the microphone, but
instead of picking up the script she took
some proofs of the autobiography she is

writing out of her briefcase and calmly
began to correct them.
There was dead silence in the studio.

Phil looked at Rosaline; Rosaline looked
at Phil. Nobody dared say anything. Had
Mrs. Roosevelt forgotten where she was?
The men in the control fiddled with their

controls.

THE hands of the clock glided around
and around, while Mrs. Roosevelt

worked on, apparently oblivious of them.

Just thirty seconds before 7:15 she briskly

folded up the proofs, slipped them back
into the briefcase, and said, "Shall we
go?" A few seconds later she was talking

calmly away.
Radio veterans who always stand around

the studio just before broadcasts, their

eyes glued to the clock, gasp at this feat

of the President's wife. She seems to

have an instinctive sense of tirning. Not
only did she know when it was time to lay

aside her proofs, but she is able to speed
lip or slow down her delivery so that

she always finishes on the dot.

Now and then her voice becomes too
high, but when Phil signals her she im-
mediately lowers it, with no loss of com-
posure.
But if Mrs. Roosevelt takes her radio

job in her stride, you can't say the same
for the President or the Department of
State. Her script must always go back
to the President and the officials of the
State Department for a thorough reading,

particularly when it contains some refer-

erence to either of them. Often it is

changed. Mrs. Roosevelt, as far as any-
one knows, never protests against changes,
but they do amuse her. She has indi-

cated to the people on the program that
sometimes Washington is a little over-
fussy.

"There isn't anything I say over the
air that could possibly harm anyone," she
said one night, "but my Washington ad-
visers must see my work. Men are so
much more squeamish than women about
this sort of thing!"

Even after they have seen and ap-

proved of her scripts, the President and
officials of the State Department listen in

to her broadcasts—probably because they
know, as many a radio performer has
found to his cost, that things which look

innocent enough in the reading often take

on an entirely new meaning when they're

heard on the air.

Mrs. Roosevelt never dresses specially

for her broadcasts. Rosaline, who should

be a good judge, says her clothes are al-

ways in the latest' style, simple, and effec-

tive. Invariably, she dresses in blue, to

harmonize with her blue eyes.

She may wear street clothes or evening
dress, depending upon what she has been
doing before the broadcast or plans to

do after it. At the second broadcast of

the series she wore evening dress, but only

because she was going on to a formal gov-

ernment function immediately afterwards.

Once she hurried into the studio with her

petticoat hanging.
Once in a while she has a particularly

attractive dress, and if one of the people

in the studio comments favorably on it

she is as pleased as any woman would be.

The radio agency never directs the sub-

jects of the First Lady's broadcasts, and
she can talk with perfect freedom about
anything she pleases, as far as the radio

people are concerned. The agency would
not even make corrections or suggestions

on her manner of presenting her material

if she didn't ask them to, but she wel-

comes criticism from people who know
more, she realizes, about radio technique
than she does.

SHE is a more than conscientious reader

of fan mail and likes a letter just as

well where it congratulates her or con-

demns her. She has made a rule that the

week's radio mail must be brought to her

at a certain time each Tuesday, and she

expects it to show up at that time. Once
it didn't, and she sent a boy to get it.

There are never any bodyguards at her

heels. She refuses to be bothered with
them, and laughs at the suggestion that

she is in any danger. Unless she brings

a few friends with her, she arrives at and
leaves the studio quite alone.

Nobody ever knows what she is going
to say or do next, which adds to the ex-

citement and zest of being around her.

She is a grandmother and the most im-
portant woman in the United States—yet

to those in the studio she often seems like

a young woman and a co-worker as earn-

est and humble as they are themselves.

No wonder they have their own special

way of referring to her which they use

among themselves. Not "Mrs. Roosevelt"
or "the President's Wife" or even "Mrs.
F. D. R." No, their name for her is

simply

—

"That lovely Mrs. R."

Fred Allen and Portland Hoffa turn over their program to Walter O'Keefe

MY SHREDDED WHEAT EVERY ,^^1,^^=?
MORNING?" 'S.^j-'''^

I

It's the main show on millions of breakfast

tables — crisp, delicious Shredded Wheat—
swimming in wholesome milk— sprinkled
with sugar. Try it!

"YES, JUDGE, I'll WELCOME
HER BACK WITH ALL MY
HEART IF SHE'LL JUST GIVE
ME SHREDDED WHEAT AND
PEACHES EVERY MORNING!"/

The season's perfect match—Shredded Wheat
and peaches—order this grand flavor combi-
nation from your grocer today

!

"DID YOU SAY SHREDDED
WHEAT AND PEACHES?
WHERE?"

Shredded Wheat is 100% whole wheat. You
get all the vital food essentials that nature
put into wheat—the essentials that help build
energy and keep you active and alert.

SHREDDED WHEAf

A Product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

The Seal JEm Bakers of Ritz.Uneeda Biscuit
of Perfect |^^
Baking

and other famous varieties

More Than a Billion Shredded Wheat Biscuits Sold Every Year
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- - you look always lovely
SUMMER . . . with ocean and the white

sands calling you . . . slim young bodies

flashing into caressing waters. Summer
. . . whispering of romance in the night

silence . . . bidding you live each thrilling

hour intensely.

Yes! But there must be no pale cheeks

after the swim—no streaked or patchy
rouge after tennis under the glowing sun

—no shiny nose. You must keep serenely

beautiful under all conditions if you
would fully enjoy summer.

Be your most beautiful 'summer self.

Princess Pat rouge, powder and lipstick

used together give you summer-proof make-
up. You can go in swimming and come out
with color perfect—or dance through the

evening with one application of Princess Pat
lasting make-up.

Princess Pat, the only duo-tone rouge,

gives color, which moisture will not affect,

color so natural that it actually seems to

come from within the skin. Princess Pat
powder clings longer because no other

powder is almond base. It gives a pearly

opalescence. And, of course. Princess Pat
lasting, inner-tint lipstick.

PRINCESS PAT

The popular Week End Set contains Princess Pat
rouge, almond base powder and lip rouge. Also new
booklet of valuable beauty Hecrets by Patricia Gordon.
This Week End Set to bring you loveliness, unfailingly.

PRINCESS PAT, 2700 S. WelLs St., Chicago

Dept. 798 Enclo.sed nnd 10c (coin) to help pay
postage and packing. Please rvish Princess Pat
week End Setand Beauty Booklet describedabove.

Name .

Street .

City and State
IN CANADA. CORDON GORDON LTD., TORONTO

TUNE IN— "A TALE OF TODAY" Red Network
NBC every Sunday 6:30 P. M. Eastern Time
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Cgp'n Henry Tells "Why I

Decided to Come Back"

{Continued from page 9)

gangplank. New stars have come and
gone but never, since the night Cap'n
Henry said goodbye, has the program's
popularity been as high.

Now, Show Boat's greatest star is com-
ing back. With him comes the old zest,

the old flavor. It's a great event for

Show Boat, for Charlie Winninger, and
certainly for every one who tunes in this

broadcast.
So I think I'll let Cap'n Henry take it

from here, with no more kibitzing than
necessary.
"The original Show Boat grew to a great

program, the greatest on the air," he said,

"for five important reasons—we shared
the show with all the listeners; we kept it

believable; we kept it romantic; we kept
it on the river; and we kept the show to-

gether. When those things slowed down,
so did the Show Boat. The only way to

bring Show Boat back to where it ought
to be is to bring those things back. And
that's what we're going to do. If 1 didn't

think we could, I'd never have gone
back.

I'M not bragging when I say that I

could have gone back on Show Boat
two years ago. 1 could have gone back
several times, in fact. I've always been
friendly with the company, in spite of

what you might have heard, and with the

people who run the show. I've heard all

sorts of things—that 1 didn't get along
with Tiny RufTner. that I didn't like Bill

Bacher, that I was jealous of Lanny Ross,

that I was this and that I was that. Rub-
bish! Why, Tiny and 1 are good friends;

I was out with him just the other night,

and Bill Bacher did a lot—a whole lot for

Show Boat. Anybody who knows me
knows what I think of Lanny. I couldn't

think more of a son of mine.
"The only time 1 ever flew off the han-

dle in all the long years on Show Boat was
one Chirstmas night." Cap'n Henry
chuckled and shook his head, "I'll never

forget it. I was to recite 'The. Night Be-

fore Christmas.' We -rehearsed it with a

great musical background, bells and every-

thing. I thought it was great, so did Bill

Bacher, the producer, so did everybody,
it seemed. Well, I went out to dinner and
when I came back for the final dress they'd

cut out three stanzas to save a few measly
minutes. Well now, every kid knows 'The
Night Before Christmas' backwards and
1 wasn't going to make a fool out of my-
self by leaving out half of it. I blew up.

Bill just looked helpless and pointed to

the control room. So 1 busted in and saw
a fellow standing there. I lit into him.

'Who in Blazes did this?' 1 yelled, 'You?
—why you blankety-blank black Michael,

you keep your hands off this show, etc.

etc'

"Say, do you know \yho he turned out

to be? The vice president of the coni-

pany! Yes, sir—and the funny thing is

—we've been pals ever since! It turned
out he didn't have a thing_ to do with it.

And here's the topper— I just had lunch
with this same rnan today. He's the fel-

low who's arranging for me to come back.
"No," Cap'n Henry puffed a cigarette

reflectively, "1 didn't quit Show Boat be-

cause of personalities. I'll tell you frank-

ly why 1 quit. It was money. I had
a stage offer that I couldn't afford to

refuse, and they didn't think I was im-
portant enough to the program to offer

me more to stay. I won't say, though,

that I didn't have definite opinions about
the way the show should be presented. I

Remove llnsightlij Hair
the modern, feminine way

Are you letting unsightly hair-growth
spoil your feminine charm? Here is the
dainty, modern method of removing
hair on arms and legs without a razor.
Use NEET— easy, sure, effective!

Like a cold cream in texture, you sim-
ply spread it on unwanted hair; rinse
off with water. Then feel how soft and
delightfully smooth it leaves the skin!

That's because NEET removes the
hair closer to the skin surface than is

possible with a razor. Re-
growth is thus delayed and
when it does appear there
are no sharp-edged bristles.

Millions of women depend
on NEET. Get it in drug
and department stores;
trial size at 10?! stores.

'^Infant Care"— 100
U. S. Government Official Handbook For Mothers

We are authorized by the proper Federal Bureau
to accept your order. Send 10c in coin or stamps to:

READER SERVICE BUREAU
Radio Mirror, 205 East 42nd Street, New

York, N. Y.

^^isaMixma
withoutinvcstment or experience, paying yon bigmoney
for Bliowinff my "Exclusive Selections $1 Box iL

Christmas Folders. Not sold in stores. Different! bnpe-

rior Features! Double Desisns! Sells like masic. Yon
make 60c a box. Seven other Christmas Bargains. Hn-

Braved Holiday Stationery, 60c. Marve ous *1
Gift Wrappings 22 Tissnes. Sure, quick, easy
money. Write for FREE Samples.
Chas.C.Scliwer, Dept. 18. Westtield, Mass.

Relieve
Pain In Few

MinutesNEURITIS
To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Eheu-
matism. Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get NURITO, the Doctor's formula. No opiates,
no narcotics. Does the work quickly—must relieve
worst pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money back at Druggist's. Don't suffer. Get
trustworthy NURITO today on this guarantee.

BLEMISHES
iJSfSTAJyrLY!

Don't let a sudden skin
blemish spoil your Sum-

mer Fun. Be clever— use
"Hide-it!" Instantly conceals
pimples, freckles, birthmarks,

\ "M mm scars, bruises and any discol-

\ ^tk
\

oration. Waterproof. Won't
\ .^^\\ crack or peel. Four flesh shades

to match your skin. Use the

I
, j^^_.^^^_p_^ 1^'^^ Cream for large areas;
Vif^K mjf^^Kli I

j
r^^. Stick for touch-ups.

H^T,— ^3''«,^ $1 at Drug and Dept. Stores

j^c£^ s ]_^ Ife^jjQ 10c Si2e at Ten Cent Stores

Clark-lMHIner 007,666*51. Clair St., Dept. 14-H, Chicago
I enclose 10c(Canada ISc) for "Hide-it" UCream X2Stick.
Check Shade: DLight DMedium QBrunette D Sun Tan
Name
A ddress
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still have them. And I've had them all

along. That's why I've never gone back
until now. 1 didn't think there was any
use going back without a good chance for

the old Show Boat to come back. I knew
we'd have to make an interesting hour
out of it. I wanted the atmosphere of

the river back, I wanted the romance back,

and the listening audience taken into our
confidence again. 1 wanted the elements
restored that built Show Boat into the

great program it was. Until recently there

was always something that stood in the
way of that, but I've always felt that

sooner or later things would turn out as

they have. I've steered clear of a lot of
radio programs just because I felt some
day things would turn out my way.

LET me explain what 1 mean. When
' Show Boat started it clicked right

away. It clicked even before it started. 1

remember that first audition. 1 was still

on the stage. Three hours after I'd read
the part the show was sold, million dollar
contract and all that. I don't mean I sold

it. The show sold itself. We changed the
name of the characters but there was still

a lot of the rich flavor of the Edna Ferber
show in the script. 1 had played the show
on Broadway for four years and every-
body knew 'Captain Andy'; it wasn't hard
to get them used to 'Captain Henry.'
Lanny was wonderful then. The show
started simply. We were just a sweet, in-

teresting family going along the river, and
we rang true. 'We were believable. And
we were right.

"Yes, sir," Captain Henry lowered his

voice cautiously as another "quiet!" floated
across the set, "we had something then
very rare and precious in show business.

We had an illusion. Someone once asked
Harry Houdini to what he attributed his

success. He answered very simply '1 know

how to keep my secret.' When we tossed

the Show Boat illusion overboard, we
tossed success with it.

"Why, there used to be an old river

captain in Muscatine, Iowa, who'd bawl me
out every time I'd blow the whistle the
wrong way. He'd raise the dickens when
somebody mentioned 'docks'—they don't
have docks on rivers, they have landings.

There were thousands like him, too, who
liked to picture us right on that river.

JVlore than once when we were supposed
to be at a certain spot, big crowds would
be there to meet us—actually—that's how
real our show was.

"Then, too, we worked real life ro-

mance into the romance of that story. We
had a believable romance between Lanny
and Mary Lou. Remember how I used to

say, 'Maria, look at that moon over the

river—and—s-h-h—look at Lanny com-
ing around that water barrel with Mary
Lou—you know, 1 wouldn't be a bit sur-

prised
—

' Remember? We'd work up
jealousy. Once when Lanny was away,
out here in Hollywood making a picture,

we had Conrad Thibault pay atten-

tion to Mary Lou. You ought to have
seen the letters! I remember one from a

lady sore as an owl. 'If you let that Thi-
bault play up to Mary Lou while Lanny's
away,' she wrote, 'I'll never buy your coffee

again!'

"Well, those were the things that made
Show Boat—romance and the river and
bringing the fans in on it. I knew it be-

cause I was in touch with those people;

I was the one they wrote to. And 1

hadn't been in show business since I was
seven years old for nothing. I've done
everything from selling blood purifier and
worm eradicator by gasoline flares to

grand opera. And believe me a beautiful

show functioning as perfectly as Show
Boat did is one in a million.

"No," Cap'n Henry shook his white head
vigorously to my question, "it wasn't my
leaving that started things drifting. Show
Boat got its first jolt when they let An-
nette Hanshaw, our blues singer, go. At
least, I felt it; people wrote me about it.

That started the perfect organization

breaking up. You know, when you've got

a wheel that rolls along smoothly and you
knock out a spoke, you'll begin to hear
some squeakin'—then you try to plug it,

and from then on you're always plugging
up the darned thing.

"Then turmoil started within; too many
fingers in the pie; too many opposite ideas;

too many arguments. They began to for-

get the people who really were Show Boat
—the fans. They began to forget they
were on the river. 1 guess it was necessary
from a commercial standpoint to take the

boat all around the country, whether a

boat could get there or not, but it sure

raised Ned with the illusion. For instance,

we went to Biloxi, Mississippi, when a real

trip out in the Gulf would have swamped
any river show boat.

"They said the people wouldn't know
that. And I said, 'Oh, won't they!' And I

was right. But we went anyway, every-
where from Oshkosh to Topeka, whether
a boat could get there or not. And the

people didn't believe us any more."

CAP'N HENRY frowned faintly. "It's

going to be tough," he said, "going
back to take the wheel again without a
Tiny Ruffner, a Lanny Ross, a Conrad
Thibault or a Mary Lou. But we're going
to take the public right in on board the

boat again and let them in on building up
the show again. I'm going to look over
and sort of edit the script again, like I

used to at the start. Now don't get the idea

that it's all going to be me. But I do ha\'e

a few ideas. For one thing, I'm planning a

OH, JANE,
I CAN'T GO. /V\y

SKIN'S SO ROUGH
FROM RIDING IN
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THAT I'M A SIGHT

don't be silly!
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VANISHING CREAM.
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FLAKINESS AWAY
-IN ONE APPLICATION

ANN'S made a hit! Any girl does if her skin is

_ smooth and soft, if her make-up looks flawless-

stays looking that way.

Popular girls use Pond's Vanishing Cream. As a
famous dermatologist says, "A keratolydc cream (Van-
ishing Cream) has the ability to melt away harsh,

dried-out surface cells when it touches the skin. In-

stantly the skin becomes fresh and smooth."

Just one application of Pond's Vanishing Cream
and dry, flaky bits melt away. An instant

later, powder goes on smooth as silk. You'll

be delighted with the way it clings!

For powder base— Pond's Vanishing Creammakes
a perfect powder base because it smooths your
skin. Make-up goes on with an even finish . . . stays.

For overnight—Apply after cleansing. Not greasy.
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Copyright, 1937, Pond's Extract Company
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Put sweet, ripe color on your lips— by all

means. It thrills!... But remember, too, that

— lips must be soft, not dry— smooth, not

rough. Only smooth lips tempt romance.

Avoid Lipstick Parching.

Get protection along with warm color by

using Coty "Sub-Deb." It contains a special

softening ingredient, "Theobroma." Because

of its soothing presence, your lips are kept

soft and smooth. In five indelible shades.

A'etp.' "Air Spun" Rouge—50f. Torrents of

air blend its colors to life-like subtlety.

COTY
SUB-DEB LIPSTICK i"<^''

Precious protection!

.

. . Coty melts eight drops

of "Theobroma." into every "Sub-Deb" Lip-

stick. This guards against lipstick parching.

big reunion—everyone in the original
Maxwell House Show Boat in a big get
together. How does that sound? And
another thing I'd like to do is take scenes
from my pictures and put them on, right
on the Show Boat. That is," he added,
"if 1 ever get to do the things I want to
in pictures."

Charlie Winninger has scored one of the
biggest successes of any character actor
to hit Hollywood in recent years. I asked
him what he meant.

"I want to do some old down-to-earth,
homespun plays on the screen," Charlie
Winninger confessed. "Then I want to do
them on the air. Things like The Poor
Relation,' 'Pudd'n'head Wilson,' The
Music Master,' The Vinegar Buyers.' I'm
just a supporting player now. 1 could
star in those—they'd be great entertain-
ment, too.

"But look—movies will never take the
place of radio with me," he said. "They
aren't as much fun. They don't pack the
thrill of putting on a big air show, know-
ing that that very minute you're having
maybe twenty-five to fifty million people
for an audience. That's a feeling you can't
express. You've been asking me why I

decided to go back on the Show Boat. Well,
right now I'm thinkin' of a letter I got
once from a woman down in Alabama.
I've forgotten the exact words, but it went
something like this:

" 'Dear Captain Henry—My son, Robert,
ran away from home last week. I don't
know where he is, but he always listens

to your program. Please tell him to come
home. Tell him he won't have to go to
school any more if he doesn't want to.

But tell him to come home.'
"I read that letter over the air on

Mother's Day.. Robert came home. And
I couldn't tell you who was the happiest,
that mother, or Robert—or me!"
Cap'n Henry sighed. "Come right down

to it," he declared, "it's missin' that char-
acter of mine and the people he met that's

really pulling me back to Show Boat."
There was a rap on the door. "Cap'n

Henry," said a voice.

Charlie Winninger started. "Sorry," he
said, "making too much noise again?"
"No," said the voice, "but we're ready

for you."
Cap'n Henry said goodbye and stepped

toward the door. Halfway through he
turned.
"You tell the folks," he said, and his

voice was earnest, "1 only hope they'll be
as glad to get me back as I'll be to get
back, and tell 'em," he shouted as he hus-
tled across the set, "that Show Boat is

going to be a real show, or my name isn't

Cap'n Henry!"
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f^Fff HAIR MAKES
HEADLINES

Dull, listless hasT ruined more than one
woman's chances for success and happi-:

ness. For this reason women in all walks
of life are turning to Golden Glint Rinse
for the sparkling sunshine tints and del-

icate overtones that it imparts to all

shades of hcur.

BROWNETTES, BRUNETTES.
BLONDES and all in-between shades find
Golden Glint Rinse as necessary to a
smart appeeirance as lipstick and rouge.
Accurately highlights every hair shade
without changing its natural appearance.
The only rinse flexible enough to give
you the exact shade and highlights you
desire. Not a dye» not a bleach. Millions
use it regulairly.

Golden Glint Rinse pac!^age contains two
rinses ; Golden Glint Shampoo package
contains one fragrant cleansing sham-
poo, one rinse. At all drug counters.
THE PRICE IS SMALL, the EFFECT
PRICELESS.

_^ Test It FREE—WHte Golden GUnt
^^T^N Co.. Inc., Dept. 802, Seattle, U.S.A.

dHoMdvcpifls) for Rinse Sample (Offer expires
•Bureau .^y October 1, 1937).
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imprinted Christmaa Cards. 50 for $1. Write today!
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A WEEK
Nancy E '3 story
could have been yours I

Left with two little

children to support
. , . not much money
to depend upon . . .

unable to leave the
children to work in
shop or office— even
if she could have been
sure of getting a job!
Yet, today Mrs. E

—

is malting $30 a week
as a C. S. N. gradu-
ate and plans to es-
tablish a rest home for convalescents I Those magic
letters "C. S. N." are responsible for her success.

They stand for;

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
This school for 38 years iias been training men and
women, 18 to GO, at home and in their spare time, for

the dignified, well-paid profession of nursing. The
course is endorsed by physicians. Complete nurse's
equipment is included. Lessons clear and concise. Easy
Tuition Payments. Be one of the liundreds of men and
women earning $25 to $35 a weelc as trained practical

nurses. High school education not reauired. Best of all,

you can earn while learning! Mrs. A. B. R. earned
three times the cost of the course while studying.
Doctors say C. S. N. graduates maice their best prac-
tieal nurses. Send coupon today and learn how you can
become self-supporting as a nurse.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 188, 100 E. Ohio Street, Chicago, III.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
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did everyone else on
_
the campus.

Columbia is a co-educational school, so

all Father Sheehy's young friends were
not masculine. In fact, it was he who in-

troduced Don to his girl. Of course Don
had a girl! Not a sweetheart, though he

called her "Honey" as did every one else.

Her real name was Honore Prendergast,

and Don hadn't the least idea that the

first time he met her he had fallen in love

for the first and last time in his life.

COR he had many great and important
^things on his mind, beside which love, at

the age of fifteen, looked pale and distant

and uninteresting. He played on the sec-

ond football team, under the coachship of

the great Elmer Layden, of Notre Dame's
famous Four Horsemen, now Director of

Athletics back at Notre Dame and still

Don's very good friend. Don was hurt
just before the first big game or he could
have made the varsity.

There was always basketball, his first

love in sports—and his fine friendship with
Father Sheehy. There was study, of

course, which began to pall; he no longer

got excellent marks. But he went in

heavily for various activities, appearing
in all class plays and competing in every
oratorical contest.

He boned especially hard for one of

these contests, choosing an essay on iVIus-

solini, written by himself. "Learn it so

you can say it backwards as well as for-

wards," his instructor told him, and Don
did. However, his roommate was one of
the contenders, with a piece on Coolidge,
and he won, while Don had to be content
with the second prize.

But those who expected him to be dis-

Rainbow's End

(Continued from page 29)

appointed were disappointed themselves.
With his usual light-heartedness, he de-
clared, "I'm glad Joe won, because this is

his last year in school. 1 have two more
years, and I'll win before I leave, too."

WOUNG Ameche had just passed from
' prep school into Columbia College
when it was predicted that he would have
a successful career on the stage—and by a

priest. Archbishop Howard, then Colum-
bia's young president, was especially fond
of the theater. He often went to Chicago
to see a fine play. After one of Don's
school performances, he talked a long
time to the boy.

"I see a marvelous future for you in

the theater," he said earnestly. "But it

will take years of work and study. Stick

to it, my boy. Some day you'll remember
this talk and know that I was right."

Don was embarrassed; but the glowing
prophecy failed to make him self-con-

scious, because he had no intention of

taking the priest's advice seriously. Later
on, however, he was to be reminded of it

many times. When things looked dark,

it was encouraging to recall that at least

one person had genuine faith in his

ability.

But he was far from serious now. He
liked Honey Prendergast mostly because
she was a lot of fun. He often got the

laugh from the gang when he "ditched"
class early so he could walk home with
her. For Honore lived ofF-campus. They
took the long way, of course. Honey suf-

fering in her first high-heeled slippers.

They often went to movies together, but
were too engrossed in the current serial

thriller to think about being stage-struck.

Saturday afternoons were always big
dating times because there was a tea
dance, admission fifty cents per person.
Since Don had little spending money,
Honore often slipped him her admission
fee when he called for her. Then they
would drive ofl^ happily in her father's car.

Nobody would have thought of calling

boys who accepted such favors "gigolos."

The word was unheard of then in Du-
buque. And besides, all the girls under-
stood and were glad to help out—if they
liked the boys.
However, Don was not above doing a

bit of chiseling. For instance, why use
one of his own scarce nickels to phone
Honore, when he could go down to the
power-house and chat with the workmen
a bit, then suddenly remember a call he
had to make? He did a little wagering
now and then, too; but the stakes were
nothing like money. Sunday night des-

serts, like shortcake or angel food cake a
la mode, often served as stakes for the
amateur gamblers.

^ON and Honore sometimes talked" about the future, but never of a

future together. She was much interested

in medicine and nursing, having already
begun the study of dietetics. Her dreams
were of white hospital corridors and
snowy starched caps—and later they came
true.

It was much more of a youthful friend-

ship than a love affair—a companionship
thoroughly approved, occasionally spon-
sored and often championed by their mu-
tual friend Father Sheehy.

Resident students were not supposed to

leave the dormitory at night. But Father

NEW
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Beauty authorities agree that the most im-

portant step in the care of your complexion
is thorough cleansing. It's a simple step,

too, since Daggett & Ramsdell created

Golden Cleansing Cream.
For thisnew cream containscolloidal gold

... a substance with the remarkable power
of freeing skin pores of dirt, make-up and
other impurities. You can't see or feel this

colloidal gold any more than you can see

or feel the iron in spinach. Yet its penetrat-

ing action not only makes Golden Cleans-

ing Cream a more thorough cleanser but

also tones and invigorates the skin tissues.

Try Golden Cleansing Cream tonight.

See how fresh and vitally alive it leaves

your skin. At leading drug and department
stores-ll.OO.

DAGGETT & RAMSDELL

Daggett & Ramsdell MF-8 j

Room 1980, 2 Park Ave.. New York City |

Enclosed find 10c in etamps for a trial size jar of |

Golden Cleansing Cream. (Offer good in U. S. only.)
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Sheehy, a great friend of the Prendergast
family, sometimes took Don there to call

in the evening. Sometimes the boys, to
embarrass Don, would phone the Pren-
dergast home and ask for him; whereat
Father Sheehy would drive him back to
school at once, to avoid any possible
trouble.

During summer vacations in Kenosha,
Don vaguely missed Honey's companion-
ship. Still it was fun to be home again
with his big, exciting family. And now
he was expected to earn his own spending
money, so he had various jobs to think
about. His mother would fuss over him,
scold him because he was so bad about
writing letters, check over his wardrobe
and wonder whether he had a girl. . . .

"Dozens of 'em !" Don would say airily,

as he kissed his mother good-by and went
back to school.

He retained his great facility in getting
in and out of trouble. He had more than
one run-in with the Master of Discipline,
or Dean, a large gentleman nicknamed
"Kootch" by the boys. Kootch spoke
with a great voice, in a rich Bohemian ac-
cent. One of Don's most embarrassing
moments happened in the big auditorium
pne day. He was putting on a big act,

imitating that Bohemian accent to a T,
when suddenly that great voice—the real

one—bellowed:
"Ameche! You traitor! You young

hypocrite! You have yet to learn that
the doors of this institution open out-
wards as well as inwards! And one of
these days you, my fine fellow, are going
out with them!"

ON Sunday mornings they had "silent

breakfast," the customary clamor
and merriment absent as some student
read aloud for the edification of all at the
table. One morning Don was assigned to
read. The subject was manners. He read
with much expression from a very proper
English volume on etiquette.

"A young gentleman was guest at a
friend's home for luncheon. Suddenly,
drawing a forkful of salad toward his

mouth, he perceived something in it. Do
you imagine he put the fork down, or
showed in any way that he had noticed
anything unusual? No indeed!"
Warming up to his subject, Don read

on triumphantly.

"Instead, he
—

" but suddenly his voice
ran down like an old phonograph. He
turned slightly green as he finished the
sentence weakly. "Instead, he folded the
caterpillar neatly within a piece of lettuce

and

—

swallowed it!"

With this, Don laid the book down
shakily and fled from the table—the only
time he ever failed to eat the hearty
Sunday morning meal!
Although he was now a college "man,"

he still wasn't above a boyish prank or
two. He enjoyed a pillow fight as much
as ever. He instigated one historic wreck-
ing party, which went through the dormi-
tory rooms like a cyclone, leaving ruin in

its wake. If there was penance, the fun
was worth it.

Naturally he was often made the scape-
goat when he was entirely innocent. There
was the time the basketball team played
Loyola University in Chicago. A real

event, this. There were special cars to
carry the team, coach and loyal Columbia
rooters to the big city.

Though this was the Varsity, Father
Sheehy accompanied the gay party, for

the now big-shots had once been Teeny-
Weenies. And this was to be the biggest

game of their basketball careers.

Since the rooters were by no means all

masculine, separate cars were provided for
the boys and girls. But there were gay
games, get-togethers and songfests all the
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way to Chicago. Honore and Don were,

as usual, an inseparable pair.

There's always someone trying to take
the joy out of life; this trip was no ex-

ception. When the game was over, team
and supporters back at school, defeated
but happy, trouble popped. There were
rumors about the fellows and girls spend-
ing so much time together on the train;

rumors which inevitably reached Honore's
father.

"That Ameche boy, for one, ought to

be expelled—and your ^daughter knows
plenty about that trip, too," the busy-
bodies buzzed.
Naturally Mr. Prendergast questioned

Honore, who said readily that the boys
and girls bad been together a great deal

and why not? Besides, hadn't Father
Sheehy been with them? A talk with the

young priest set her dad's mind at rest,

but Father Sheehy himself was annoyed
at the gossip. He hastened to state that
he would be most happy to describe the
trip in detail to all who showed so lively

an interest. The busybodies subsided and
there was no more talk of expulsion.

\yhen Don transferred to Marquette
University, his good-by to Honore was
casual and it was not a sad parting. She
was also leaving school, to work at the
Michael Roese Hospital in Chicago.
Don was now eighteen, six feet tall,

strong—and like his father, his hands were
calloused, because he spent that summer
with a road gang, repairing city streets.

But his stay at Marquette was a short
one. For his entire family, except his

brother Louis, were injured in a serious

automobile accident, and he was called

home. His pretty mother, who had
thrown herself in front of the windshield
to protect the 3-year-old baby sister, Anna,
was badly cut. It was a miracle that all

came out of it alive. Don at that time had

a chance to prove the efficacy of prayer.
He remained at home until his father

was well again; they had many serious
talks. Now Don felt new responsibility,

and it sobered him. He wished to leave
school for good and learn a trade. But
Mr. Ameche would not consent; he still

wanted his son to be a lawyer.
So Don entered Georgetown Univer-

sity's law school. For a year he buckled
down, burying himself in law tomes. But
his heart could not warm to Blackstone,
and when the year was ended he again
announced he was through with school.

"Please, one more year," his father
pleaded. "Go to Wisconsin. They have a
fine law school—and lots of fun."
Both these statements were true; but

the fun won out with Don. He took the
law course, and also became a part of
Madison's gay social whirl. This led

naturally to participation in dramatics.
Don became a rnember of Wisconsin

Players, under the direction of Bill Trout-
man, then dramatic coach. Troutman, a

fine producer, liked Don and gave him
every chance to prove himself. Later on,

too, the coach helped the young actor by
long distance. At any rate, Don soon
became Wisconsin's matinee idol.

"It'll spoil him sure," people said, but
it didn't. His smile was as genial off-stage

as on; he wore the same size hat. He
wasn't learning to win law cases, but he
was winning friends and admirers—plenty
of them feminine. Yet he was fancy-free,

or so he thought. He didn't think about
his old girl when he heard a love song.

He had written her only once.

Oddly enough, it was another automo-
bile accident that turned Don seriously

into theatrical channels. An accident to

the juvenile lead of a stock company
playing the Garrick Theater in Madison.
The company manager called for help.

Somebody told him about young Ameche,
who had been wowin' 'em in leading roles
in "Liliom," "Cradle Song," "Outward
Bound," etc. Told him in glowing terms.
"He can't be that good," said the cynical

manager, "but I'll try him."
A phone call brought Don post-haste.

He learned more than 20 pages in no time
and after several curtain calls the man-
ager realized that here was a leading
juvenile who lived up to his advance pub-
licity. He crossed his fingers and pre-

pared a modest contract.

When Don saw the 20-week contract,
"salary $40 a week," he signed it before
the manager could uncross his fingers.

All right, if people kept insisting he was
good at acting, he would be good! It

looked pretty easy. Lots of fellows were
years getting where he was now—and he
hadn't even tried! It looked like a cinch.

So, glowingly, he entered on his first

real stage engagement, doing bits and sec-

ond leads in a string of plays
—

"Excess
Baggage," "Coquette," "An American
Tragedy," etc. He was making more
money than he had ever made in his life.

But he was soon to realize that 20
weeks is not a very long time, that life

moves on . . . and that it was to take all

the stick-to-it-iveness he could summon up
to keep on following his dream. For
Lady Luck did not always ride in the

rumble seat of Ameche's chariot to

fame, as she did in the year 1929.

The road to the rainbow's end was not
so easily come by as it seemed to Do7i iji

those first weeks of radio success. There
were darker days ahead than any he had
ever known—but also there were happi-
ness and a love he'd forgotten. Read the
inspiring climax of "Rainbow s End" in

the September issue of Radio Mirror.
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They Lux their dresses often. Any dress

safe in water is safe in Lux. Lux removes

perspiration odor completely—prevents
offending. Lux has no harmful

alkali and with Lux there's no
injurious cake-soap rubbing.

FOR DRESSES
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KEEP OUT OF THAT

HOT KITCHEN!
Serve the Delicious Spaghetti

that makes quick and easy

Summer Meals Possible

BUT be sure it's Franco-American Spaghetti
you use. There is a real difference between

Franco-American and ordinary ready-cooked
spaghetti. First, in taste! There are eleven sa-

vory ingredients in that world-famous cheese-
and-tomato sauce—there's no imitating that

!

Second, in nourishment. The selected top
quality durum wheat that Franco-American
is made from—rich in proteins and carbohy-
drates—there's no improving on that ! Franco-
American is an appetizing, delicious food that
saves you money. It usually costs only 10
cents a can—about 3 cents a portion!

When a hot day comes along and you dread cooking
—don't! Just serve delicious Franco-American Spa-
ghetti as amain dish— with a crisp green salad, milk
and fruit. It's on the table in no time. Your family
will say, "Gee, this is swell, Mother!" Leftovers?
Franco-American's tasty flavor makes a dish of left-

over meat taste like the creation of a French chef.

Franco-Zlmerican
SPAGHETTI

Made by the Makers of Campbell's Soups

The Franco-American Food Company, Dept. 48
Camden, New Jersey

Please send me your free recipe book:
"30 Tempting Spaghetti Meals."

Name (print)

Address

City State

Revealing Tyrone Power's

Darkest Days

{Continued from page 11)

greatest actors of his age.
It was easy, too, after that day, to un-

derstand Tyrone's adoration and love for
such a man. To Tyrone, his father rep-
resented everything to be desired in life.

And it was only natural that even before
he was ten years old, Tyrone had decided
on his career and started working toward
that goal.

His mother had retired from the stage
to devote her entire time to the rearing
of her little family, but she did accept a
position on the faculty of the Schuster
Martin Dramatic School. Tyrone and
I, our faces washed and our hair combed,
were duly enrolled and started on our
way toward learning the mysteries of act-
ing.

From the first it was easy to see that
Tyrone considered our little juvenile pro-
ductions the most serious things in his
life. Not that he was a fanatic about
acting or the theater. He took part in all
kinds of sports, got into his share of
fights, played hookey on occasion, and
generally conducted himself as most boys
will. But regardless of other activities,
the minute he stepped into that school he
was all business. He seemed to feel that
he was carrying the entire burden of his
father's reputation on his small shoulders.
One of us other students might miss a
cue, make a poor entrance, or forget a
line, and be forgiven. But for him it was
the unpardonable sin. For his mother was
there in the audience, and her critical "re-
views" of his performances were duly for-
warded to Tyrone, Sr., on Broadway. One
word of approval from his father meant
more to him than any boyhood treasure
you could think of. And one word of
disapproval was tragedy itself.

I
GUESS I was really Tyrone's first fan.
It was when I saw him in the first play

we produced at school, a costume afl'air

entitled "Francois' Luck." Tyrone played
the part of a little French prince, swirling
cape, feathered hat and all, who rescued
the tiny princess from "the clutches of the
villain. He handled that part with such
gallantry, even to placing his cape around
the shoulders of his curly haired little
leading lady, that I wanted to write my
first fan letter right then and there.
Everyone commented on the way he

handled his swirling cape on that crowded
stage. Had they known it, that was an ex-
ample of his thoroughness. For weeks
he had practiced with that cape in the
privacy of his room until he could handle
It with ease and assurance.

His father was proud of him, too, even
though he tried very hard to cover it up.
I remember, when we were about sixteen,
Tyrone, Sr., came to Cincinnati to play
one of the characters he'd made famous
on Broadway, that of Robert in "A Ser-
vant in the House." There were two
juvenile parts in the story, and Tyrone
and I were chosen to play them. Certain-
ly it was an important day in my life, but
to Tyrone the world literally closed up
and centered on that stage. His father
granted him no favors; in fact he tried
to be even more exacting with Tyrone
than with anyone else. But on the open-
ing night I stood in the wings next to
his father, waiting for my cue, while
Tyrone played a minor scene with one of
the other actors. There, in the compara-
tive privacy of the wings, all pretense was
gone. The elderly man's eyes beamed
with pride, he silently gestured with every
small speech, "lived" every move with his

4 SMART GIRLS
—They Always

Shampoo
WITH

Jlnckif

BEAUTY OIL
SHAMPOO

It's smart to have immac-
ulately clean hair—hair
that shimmers with the
sparkle of health and
youth. You can have it too, if

you will shampoo with Lucky
Tigrer Beauty Oil Shampoo. It

is the scientific way to culti-
vate your hair-to keep it in
the pink of condition.

Ask Your
beautician
or Druggist
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Lucky Tiger Beauty Oil
Shampoo contains that fin-
est 01 all hair and scalp
conditioners—rich olive oil. Solves
the dry hair problem. Ideal as a
pre-conditioner for permanents.
Eradicates clinging dandruff.

BASICALLY OLIVE OIL AND OTHER FINE OILS

PHOTO ENLARGEMENTS
for 20 or more

Sfor50c-3ror25c

AMAZING INTRODUCTORY OFFERI
Beautiful, profoBsional 6x*7 inch enlarge-
mentB; 3 for 25c (coin); 8 for 60o (coin);
20 for $1. Send your best films, encloainE
cash; also 3o postage (stamp).. _Cunada
5c postage (cash). Special offers above
good on your first order only; enclose
this ad. All films returned.

M9 UNIQUE ART SERVICE
260 E. 13gth St.. New York City

GRAY HAIRThe Best

Remedy is Made ai Home ||

You can now make at home a better gray hair remedy '

than you can buy, by following this simple recipe: To
half pint of water add one ounce bay rum, a small b"ox

ofBarbo Compound and one-fourth ounce q{ glycerine.

Any druggist can put this up or you can mi^^t yourself

at very little cost. Apply to the hair twice a week
until the desired shade is obtained.

Barbo imparts color to streaked, faded
or gray hair, makes it soft and glossy and
takes years off your looks.
It will not color scalp.

Is not sticky or greasy
and does not rub oft.

Q U I CK LY
CLEARS
THE SKIN
PIMPLES

Say Satisfied Users of^ NAC CREAM
35c—SI.00
POWDER
55c—$1.00

All Drug Counters • 20c Sizes at 10-cent Stores

FOR FREE SAMPLE NAC POWDER
Rachelle D Natural D Write Today to—
NAC, Depl. 18 WInnetka, Illinois
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son out there before the footlights. It

was the first time he'd ever seen him on
a stage, and he was so proud he had to

keep swallowing hard to hide his emo-
tions.

A few minutes later Tyrone, finishing

the scene, stepped off the stage and his

father grabbed his hand firmly. They
just stood there for several moments, look-

ing into each other's eyes. No words were
spoken, but none was needed. Then, with
a little cough, his father placed a hand on
Tyrone's shoulder.
"Now son," he said, "tomorrow night

I want you to go a little further towards
the table before you turn."

THAT was all. But I think in that mo-
ment 1 fully realized the strong bond

which held this father and this son so

closely together. Later when fate, with
its unknown way of shaping our destinies,

suddenly parted these two, I don't think
anyone fully realized the extent of Ty-
rone's loss. It was as if his whole reason
for existence had been snatched from him.

After Tyrone graduated from high
school his father sent for him to join his

company on tour.

The season that followed was a happy
one for Tyrone, working side by side with
his father, and was climaxed by an offer

from Hollywood for Tyrone, Sr., to star

in "The Miracle Man." But just before
it was completed Tyrone Sr. succumbed
to a fatal illness.

It was so sudden, so seemingly cruel,

that Tyrone couldn't understand what had
happened at first. One minute his future
was assured, the way paved before him
by his father; the next minute all this was
gone, and with it the one man he had
really been living for. What made it

even harder, Tyrone was just eighteen, at

that uncertain age between boyhood and

RADIO MIRROR
manhood. He was too old for juveniles,

too young for leads. His father, although
he had made great sums of money in his

life, had been too generous to leave much
after his death. He'd always been too

quick to reach into his pocket, to peel off

a ten or a twenty to help some fellow

actor less fortunate than he. Thus the

bottom suddenly seemed to drop from
Tyrone's world.
Only one thing was left him, but that

he treasures today more than any other
possession; a curled bit of celluloid, the

unfinished half of "The Miracle Man."
I had gone to Chicago and made some

progress in radio when Tyrone telephoned
me.
"What," 1 exclaimed in surprise, "are

you doing in Chicago?"
He laughed. "Well, 1 started for New

York, but 1 only got this far."

That was how Tyrone Power came to

radio.

We had dinner together that night, and
despite the fact that we were glad to see

each other, despite his efforts to hide the

truth from me, it wasn't long before I

realized how discouraged he was. This
was in the fall of 1934 and Tyrone was
only twenty, but he was very much de-

pressed because he hadn't seemed to ac-

complish as much as he thought he should
have. By this time he'd fully realized he
was on his own, that his father's name in

the theater was not a means to pave the

way for him, but a high goal, an exalted

state of perfection which he, the son, would
be expected to live up to. Not that Ty-
rone didn't believe in himself, but up to

that time he hadn't had the opportunity
to prove that belief. We talked for some
time, and finally decided he should audi-
tion for radio.

With his training in voice, enunciation,
and diction it was a simple matter for

him to get a contract. But a radio con-
tract to an unknown is often no more
than a one-way proposition in which the

artists' bureau puts the artist's name on a
"preferred list" and agrees to give him as

much work as possible. Unless the artist

is already established as a definite char-

acter on some sponsored program, the

work is sometimes very scarce. It was
thus with Tyrone. He took an inexpen-
sive furnished room near the studio, went
on a strict budget whereby every nickel

was accounted for. and started in to spend
a very cold and disappointing winter.

Tyrone has always been very expressive;

when he is happy there is no one for

blocks around who can't tell it in his

face, and when he is despondent that is

all too apparent as well. But during that
winter, in which he missed many a meal,
walked some fourteen blocks to and from
the studio every day, and took it on the

chin week after week, no one knew what
he went through. He had few clothes,

but these he wore like something out of

Esquire. He carried out his bluff so well

that everyone at the studio thought he
was a wealthy young man with an out-
side income. This led to many situations

which we laughed about later, when 1 was
out in Hollywood last month visting him
and his mother. But it wasn't funny
then.

GINNY," he said, "do you remember
the time I came up to your apart-

ment about ten o'clock one morning to

rehearse a script, and you were frying
some ham and eggs?"

1 said I did.

"Well," he continued, "although you
didn't know it at the time, I was very
much surprised. It had been so long
since I'd eaten anything but doughnuts
and coffee for breakfast, I thought the

WHAT GLORIOUS
LATHER- I NEVER
FELT SO THOROUGHLY
CLEAN IN MY

LIFE

^"^HOW DO YOU KEEP
SO FRESH AND CROSS MY HEART_
DAINTY IN ALL JUST RE6UUR
THIS HEAT? LIFEBUOY BATHS 1

AND YOUR SKINS
/ SMOOTH AS

CREAM
that comes from
using lifebuoy,

too!

tiFEBUOY freshens, clears, helps condition dull, tired skin . . . And
^ it really flatters skin already lovely . . . For Lifebuoy is mi/df—

More than 20% milder by test than many so-called "beauty soaps"

and "baby soaps."

Do you know that more
American women — men and
children, too— useLifebuoyfor

the bath than any other soap?

It's a fact— revealed when 8

leading magazines questioned - ^ Approved by
120,000 women! Good Housekeeping Bureau
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^iPDEPILATORY CREAM
Eliminates Every Trace of Hair

CREAM DEODORANT
STOPS Perspiration — Deodorizes

REGULARLY 50* EACH
These two companion preparations—to keep
your skin satin smooth, free of every trace

of hair, and to overcome the annoyance of
perspiration— are now offered in a combina-

tion package, both for the price of one.

XiP DEPILATORY CREAM
The largest selling depilatory in the world,

disposes of your superfluous hair worries in

an instant. You simply spread it over the hair

to be removed, rinse with water, and then

behold !— a marvelous alluring hair-free skin.

XiR CREAM DEODORANT
Not only neutralizes unpleasant body odors,

but also STOPS PERSPIRATION for one to

three days. It's soothing and cooling. Be safe.

Also for Sanitary Napkins— you
will find ZiP Cream Deodorant ideal.

Z\P Epilator-IT'S OFF because IT'S OUT
Actually destroys superfluous hair. Quick and
effective. Excellent for face, arms and legs.

Treatment or Free Demonstration at my Solon

N\a6ame Berfhe, Specialist

562 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y
If your dcak-r lias not rcct'ivtd his supply, use coupon:

Madame Berltie, 562 Fifth Ave., New York.

Please send me your special Two for One offer —
Zip Perfumed Depilatory Cream and ZiP Cream
Deodorant. I enclose 50c.

^rWe Name, Address, City and Slafe below.

hens had stopped laying eggs!"
He did a lot of reading that winter,

and his greatest extravagance was the three

cents a day he paid out to the rental li-

brary for books. And after the morning
he walked to the studio through a good
old Chicago sub-zero spell, he got the
reputation for being a fresh air fiend!

A group of us were standing in the
lobby when he got off the elevator, look-
ing like something just blown in from a
polar expedition. Someone spoke up.

"Say, was that you I saw walking down
La Salle Street a little while ago?"
Tyrone, throwing out his chest, tried

to appear ruddy and rugged, even though
he was half frozen.

"Oh," he replied, "it isn't bad out . . .

and besides, 1 like to walk."
But as he stepped over past me to

check his coat, he muttered, "Oh boy,
Ginny, what I wouldn't give to be back in

good old sunny California!"
I know that Tyrone had a few dollars

in his pocket that morning, but he had
put hirnself on a budget, a budget which
didn't include carfare. So, he walked.

THAT winter in Chicago was the black-
est, most discouraging time Tyrone

Power ever spent. Not only was he poor,
often cold and hungry, but he had an
ever-present sense that he was not accom-
plishing the great things his father would
have wished him to accomplish, and this

was worse than all the other things com-
bined. Always before him there was his

father's memory. He seemed to feel that
somewhere, in the Valhalla of all great
actors, his father was looking down at him,
believing in him, but sorrowing because
he had not come into his heritage. He
was under obligation to show the world
that the name of Tyrone Power had not
died—that he, Tyrone Power's son, would
carry it on to even greater heights. And
that was something he was not doing.

That was the real reason he finally left

radio, to go to New York. It wasn't be-

cause he couldn't adapt himself to radio

technique. During the short time he was
on the air he learned all the little tricks

there are to know about speaking into a

microphone. Nor was it because no one
in radio believed in his talent.

No, he left for one reason only. He
was Tyrone Power's son, and he couldn't

afford to sit and wait for his chance to

come. He had to go out and make it, in

his father's own field. He had to go to

New York and camp on the doorstep of

every agent on Broadway until he forced

one of them to cast him in a play. He
had worked years to perfect himself—not
only his voice, but his poise, his physical
appearance, his gestures, his expression. As
long as he remained in radio he was
using only part of his abilities.

It was the following year that Tyrone
returned to Chicago, not as a hopeful
radio actor now, but as Benvolio in Kath-
arine Cornell's production of "Romeo and
Juliet." Bven those of us who were his

staunchest admirers were surprised when
we saw his performance. Was it possible

that the diffident young man we had
known in the broadcasting studios was
this poised, sensitive young actor, giving
a performance so polished that it brought
h-im the praise of both theatergoers and
critics? For the first time, we realized how
right he had been to give up the long,

slow fight for radio recognition.

It was his guiding star—his adoration
for his father—that led him through those
Chicago days, and past them, to his

rightful domain, the stage. Now he has
left even that behind, but I know his

father would approve of his work in the
movies. For through them he is really

telling the world that the name of Power
isn't dead.

No Matter What Your Age
No Need Now to Let

Gray Hair
Cheat You

Now Comb Away Gray This Easy Way
GRAY hair is risky. It screams; "You

are getting old!" To end gray hair
handicaps all you now have to do is comb
it once a day for several days with a few
drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on your
comb, and afterwards regularly only onoo
or twice a week to keep your hair looking
nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for artifi-

cially coloring gray hair that imparts
color and charm and abolishes gray hair
worries. Grayness disappears within a
week or two and users report the change
Is so gradual and so perfect that their
friends forget they ever had a gray hair
and no one knew they did a thing to it.

Make This Trial Test
Will you test Kolor-Bak without risk-

ing a single cent? Then, go to your drug
or department store today and get a bottle
of Kolor-Bak, Test it under our guarantee
that it must make you look 10 years
younger and tar more attractive or we will
pay back your money.

FRPF ^"y ^ bottle of KOLOR-BAK
rntE today and send top flap of car-
ton to United Remedies, Dept. 448,
544 So. Wells St., Chicago—and re-
ceive FREE AND POSTPAID a BOc
box of KUBAK Shampoo.
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The symptoms of this skin dis-
ease are inflammation and red-
dish, dry, flat papules or patches,
covered with silvery scales or
crusts. Send 10c for trial tins
of Dermatin No. 1 and No. 2,
and see why thousands of
psoriasis sufferers "rave" about
this discovery. Valley Labora-
tories, Spring Valley, N. Y. Dept. 2S
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' freckles quickly but gently while
y' you sleep. Simply apply Nadinola

i..,.^.-^^ Freckle Cream over face and arms at
night. Day by day skin becomes fresher, clearer,
softer. Soon freckles, along with other facial blem-
ishes, disappear—usually in 5 to 10 days. Nadinola
Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a laboratory with
over 37 years experience in this type of skin treat-
ment. Only 60c at drug and toilet counters; 10c size
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to NADINOLA, Dept. 147, Paris, Tenn.
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Acidity Makes

Women Look Older
Kidneys Often to Blame

Women, more than men, are the victims of ex-
cess Acid in the system, due to poor Kidney func-
tions, which may undermine health and vitality,

dry and coarsen the skin
or cause Bladder distress,
Getting Up Nights, Burn-
ing and Itching, Leg
Pams, Nervousness, Dizzi-
ness, Headaches, Lum-
bago, Swollen Ankles,
Puffy Eyes, or Rheumatic
Pains. Help your Kidneys
filter 3 pints of Acids and
Wastes from your system
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with the Doctor's prescrip-
tion Cystex. Guaranteed
to fix you up and make

you feel and look years younger or money back.
See results in 48 hours. Telephone your druggist
for guaranteed Cystex (Siss-tex) today.
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touch, and his most recent claim to

announcing fame is the advertising chat-

ter on the Vic and Sade programs for

the NBC network's western half.

Harry is a graduate of the University
of Nebraska and the last thing your
Highlighter thought Harry Burke would
be back in those days was a radio

announcer, but there he is—and a good
one, too.

^ ^ ^

A SINGING SHEPARD
When Ethel Shepard, torrid blues

singer of New York's WHN, crashed the

airwaves, it was no surprise to those who
were familiar with the Shepard family
tree. Ethel's father is Sam Shepard,
whom no doubt you will remember as the

popular vaudeville artist of another day,

and her uncle, Irving Kaufman, is radio's

well-known Lazy Dan.
Born in Syracuse, New York, Ethel

spent most of her life in New Rochelle
before starting her tour of Loew Theaters
four years ago. It was from the Loew
stage she stepped to radio, appearing in

such network programs as the Pageant
of Youth, Lady Next Door, and Fred
Allen's hour of fun.

Then came stardom as featured soloist

with Irving Aaronson's orchestra and her
current broadcasts where she is the warb-
ling queen on Jay C. Flippen's Broadway
Melody Hour over WHN.

* * *

THE LOWDOWN ON HIGH
You early morning KSO tuner-inners

who recognized the high-voiced tenor at

8:15 weekday mornings to be the same
high voice that originally scaled the
heights in the well-known team of High

Coast-to-Coast Highlights

{Continued from page 4)

and Low on the Iowa Network were
right. It is none other than the romantic
tenor, Dick Teela, who is soloing in that

spot from Des Moines.
A native of Oshkosh, Wisconsin, Dick

was formerly with Ray Miller's orches-

tra, making recordings and waving a

baton of his own. In 1931 he joined NBC
in Chicago and was featured on that net-

work's Breakfast Club. That first year
he hung up a rhythm record when he
sang on more than two thousand network
shows, appearing on the Climalene Carni-
val, Palmolive Singing Strings, and Car-
nation Contented Hour among others.

This early morning serenader is a busy
man in the tall corn state, being traffic

director and chief of the Iowa Broad-
casting System music library in addition
to his warbling chores. The time that's

left over for recreation Dick divides

between golfing and hunting.

He still looks back on the days of the
popular High and Low team as his

happiest and rates his first program under
that name as his greatest thrill. That
was shortly after Gwyneth Neil, a third

of the Neil sisters trio which appeared
on Phil Baker's Armour Hour and other
network programs, not only became the
"Low" of the team but also Mrs. Dick
Teela.

5|: * *

CUPIDOINGS
Chicago: "The Romance of Helen

Trent" became realism when Virginia

Clark, leading character in that WBBM
program, recently became Mrs. J. O.
Bengston. Mr. Bengston is a Chicago
business man. Kathryn Campbell of
WBBM's Bachelor's Children program

was the bride's attendant .... It was
June wedding bells for Geraldine Amsdell.
daughter of actor Bill Amsdell of

WBBM's Sunbrite Junior Nurse Corps
program. The proud daddy flew to New
York before the ceremony and made all

arrangements for his wedding gift—

a

completely furnished apartment with a

year's lease paid in full .... Arch Farmer,
WBBM newswriter, and Suzette Cauuet,
French instructor, recently honeymooned
in New York after a Chicago splicing ....
More wedding bells when Henriette
Brown, secretary to WBBM program di-

rector Bobby Brown, became Mrs. Clif-

ford Whitver .... Announcer Douglas
Fleming of Chicago's WCFL wasn't cer-

tain it was his wedding day until he had
been kept waiting at the church for ten
minutes by his bride-to-be. Miss Marion
Murray. But the eleventh minute found
Marion there complete in a princess cut,

floor-length wedding gown of white angel-

skin crepe with a rough woven cotton
lace jacket (How'm I doin', Emily?) and
six bridesmaids to assist while the

preacher tied the knot.
Des Moines, Iowa: The entire staff of

WHO turned out en masse when Jack
Shelley, assistant WHO news editor, and
his bride, the former Miss Catherine Flet-

cher of Boone, Iowa, departed recently on
their honeymoon from the Des Moines
airport.

Everything was going per schedule with
the air filled with sincere best wishes from
all when suddenly a woman crashed
through the crowd and throwing her arms
about Jack's neck, screamed. "Jack! Jack!
You can't leave me this way." As candid
cameras clicked, stalwart defenders of the

HOW DO YOU LOOK IN

YOUR BATHING SUIT

SKINNY ? THOUSANDS
GAIN 10 TO 25 POUNDS
THIS NEW EASy WAY

NEW IRONIZED YEAST ADDS POUNDS
—gives thousands natural sex-appealing curves

ARE you ashamed to be seen in a bathing
STl suit, because you're too skinny and
scrawny -looking? Then here's wonderful
news ! Thousands of the skinniest, most run-
down men and women have gained 10 to 25
pounds of firm flesh, the women naturally
alluring curves, with this new scientific
formula, Ironized Yeast.

Why it builds so quick
Doctors now know that countless people are
thin and rundown because they do not get
enough yeast vitamins (Vitamin B) and iron
in their daily food. One of the richest sources
of health-building Vitamin B is the special
yeast used in making English aJe, world-
renowned for its medicinal properties. Now
by a new and costly process the vitamins
from English ale yeast are concentrated to
7 times their strength in ordinary yeast.
But that is not all ! This powerful vitamin

concentrate is then combined with three
kinds of strength-building iron (organic, in-
organic and hemoglobin iron). Pasteurized
English ale yeast and other valuable tonic
ingredients are then added. Finally, for your
protection and benefit, every batch of Iron-

ized Teast is tested and re-
tested biologically, to in-
sure its full vitamin
strength.
No wonder these mar-

velous little Ironized
Yeast tablets, which cost you only a few
cents a day, have helped thousands of people
to gain just the natural good looks, body
development, health and pep they longed for—in just a few weeks'
But you've got to be on your guard ! So

remarkable have been the results, and so
popular have these wonderful little Ironized
Yeast tablets become, that you'll probably
find a dozen cheap "Iron and Yeast" substi-
tutes in any drug store. Don' t take substitutes.

Try it without risking a cent
Get these new "7-power" Ironized Yeast tab-
lets from your druggist today, and if you,
too, need their vital food elements, watch
how quickly flat chest develops and skinny
limbs round out to pleasing natural fullness.
See natural beauty come to your skin. Note
how indigestion, constipation and tired feel-
ing from the same cause vanish. Soon you

feel like a new, different person. Your money
will be instantly refunded if you're not de-
lighted with the new pounds and new pep
you gain with the very first package. So
start today and watch the wonderful change.
Only be sure you get genuine Ironized Yeast,
and no other.Watch out for cheap substitutes.

Special FREE ofFer!

To start tliousands building up their health
right away, we make this absolutely FREE
offer. Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast
tablets at once, cut out the seal on the box
and mail it to us with a clipping of this para-
graph. We will send you a fascinating new
book on health, "New Facts About Your
Body." Remember, results with the very
first package—or money refunded. At ail
druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept.
228, Atlanta, Ga.
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ness of Tangee lips. They can't stand a "painted

look". Tangee is one lipstick that isvUt paint,

the only lipstick with the famous Tangee Color

Change Principle. Orange in the stick, Tangee

changes on your lips to luscious blush-rose,

inviting romance. Always use Tangee Rouge

for radiant clear color in cheeks.

AT BEDTIME, TOO, applyTangee Natural Lip-

stick. Its special cream base softens, soothes

lips while you sleep. Tangee won't rub off on

bed linen. Try Tangee, the 24-Hour way to

loveliness. 39^ and $1.10. Or send coupon
below for Tangee's Miracle Make-Up Set.

THIS SUMMER use Tangee Creme Rouge. Water-
proof ! Tangee's natural blush-rose color never

fades or streaks even when you're in swimming.

Tl
World's Mosf Famous Lipstick

ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! There is only
one Tangee— don't let anyone switch you. Be sure

to ask for TANGEE NATURAL. Ifyou prefer more
colorfor evening wear, ask for Tangee Theatrical.

"MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET"
The George W. Luft Co.. 417 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

Please ru.sh "Miracle Make-Up Set" of sample
Tangee Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge,
Face Powder. I enclose 10^ (stamps or coin).
(lit In Canada.)
Check Shade of Q Flesh Rachel Light
Powder Desired Rachel

Name

Cltv_

newsman's honor rushed in and struggled

to free the bridegroom from the girl's

clutches, but the harder they pulled the

tighter she clung to Jack's neck screaming
and pleading. Finally removed by sheer

force, the girl was dragged away scream-
ing, "My Jack! My Jack!"

Shelley, white and limp from embar-
rassment and shock, and his bewildered
bride finally boarded the plane as some
staff member whispered to Harold Fair,

WHO program director, "Those players

of Donald Thompson's sure can act."

As the plane zoomed away it was re-

vealed to outsiders that the girl who
caused all the disturbance was Janice

Sedgwick, selected for the role by WHO's
dramatic director Donald Thompson.

Philadelphia, Pa.: June VOWS were
taken by Production Director Edward
Wallace of WIP and Gwen Ross of Gar-
den Island, Nebraska, at New York's
Little Church Around the Corner.

* * *

TIME SCOOTS ON
New York: As the old adage goes,

there may be nothing new under the sun,

but you can't say there's nothing new
under the microphones. Anyway, you
couldn't if you had been with Special

Features Announcer Dave Driscoll and
his Mutual Broadcasting mike when he

described the Ringling Brothers-Barnum
and Bailey Circus from Madison Square
Garden in New York, because there was
an elephant under that microphone.
Driscoll aired his review of the "greatest

show on earth" from his studio atop the

pachyderm as it lumbered along doing its

part in the opening parade.
Charlotte, N. C: There was a trailer

under a WBT microphone when the

Castleberry Food Products initial Castle-

berry Musical program went on the air

for a series of 8:45 A. M. broadcasts.

The company was breakfast host to a

number of WBT staff girls and while the

girls made away with the piping hot food
from the trailer kitchen. Announcer Clair

Shadwell added to the hunger of his

audience by holding the microphone close

to the trailer table and airing the yum-
yums coming therefrom.

Los Angeles: A program that hit our
roaming ears as straying from the usual

was the interior decorator Katherine
Muselwhite's, when she announced her

fifteen minute 9 P. M. broadcast for the

day as "Dressing the Bed." But, as she ex-

plained, since the average human spends

approximately one-third of his life in bed,

it was something to consider.

And indeed it was, but up until then

this Highlighter had simply thought his

bed was either made or it wasn't, and
what of it? if it wasn't, and generally

it wasn't, he had to lie in it anyway.
Thanks for the tips, Katherine.

Chicago: But it took WBBM to come
through with the improbable if not the

impossible, when that station's Nutty
Club produced the one and only one-

armed paper hanger without the hives, so

help WBBM's Hal (tells all) Burnett.

It all started when a New York wall-

paper convention entrepreneur, after a

thorough search of Philadelphia, Cleve-

land, Boston, New York, and Chicago,

located the heretofore mythical man in

Kansas City, Missouri. Just another time

when the "show me" state came through.

Anyway, as soon as WBBM heard about
the gentleman, they contacted him via

phone and found him actually hanging
paper in a second floor flat.

With a minimum of bickering, the

paper hanger offered to accept the sta-

tion's invitation to fly to the Windy City

at WBBM's expense if they would also

pay the paper hangers' union scale which
IS twelve bucks a day in K. C. WBBM
agreed and the paper hanger flew.

ALLBLONMSUSE
New Liqht Hair Shampoo t(>

Keep Hair Golden, Lustrous
Bring out the full radiant loveliness of blonde or brown
hair with New Blondex, the Shampoo and Special Golden
Rinse that washes it 2 to 4 shades lighter and brings out
the natural lustrous golden sheen, the alluring highlights
that can make hair so attractive. New Blondex keeps hair
and scalp healthy and is absolutely safe for it contains no
harsh bleaches or dyes. Try it today. New combination
package—SHAMPOO WITH FREE RINSE for sale at all
stores. New size at all 10c counters.

T^BLONDEX THC BLONDE HAIR
SHAMPOO 6-T^INSE

SKINNY
WAjcH OUT

;

DONT BE A BEACH
SCARECROW IN A
BATHING SUIT!

Posed hy Professional Models

ADD WEIGHT^FEEL
GREAT! WITH KELPAMALT

say Thousands

Results Guaranteed or no Cost

Don't resign yourself to being a skinny,
scrawny physical wreck—a sight in a bathing
suit. Kelpamalt, the new mineral concen-
trate from the sea, has put husky flattering
lbs. on thousands who never before could
gain an ounce. That's because it contributes
to the supply of natural minerals, often de-
ficient in the daily diet, and needed for the
body's chemical processes which change food
into flesh, strength and energy. Kelpamalt's
assimilable iron, copper, phosphorus, calcium
and other minerals, together with its natural
plant iodine, help your system get the real
good out of food. Try it. Thousands are
amazed at quick gains of 5 to 15 lbs. often in
few weeks. They look better, sleep better,
feel better, too. Results guaranteed, or it

doesn't cost you a penny. Kelpamalt costs
but little to use. Sold at all good drug stores.

If your dealer cannot supply you, send $1.00

for introductory size bottle of 65 tablets to
Kelpamalt Co., Dept. 1251, 27 West 20th St.,

New York City.

SEEDOL

KBlpamalt.;^^gi£
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Jeanette MacDonald's Ad-

vice to Nelson Eddy

About Love

(Continued from page 13)

effort toward that elusive goal of perfec-

tion. All that tends to shut others out

of your life.

"There seems to be little time for lone-

liness. Yet eventually the time comes

when, without someone very important in

your life, you discover how incomplete

your life is. Your work seems done and

there is nothing else to turn to. it's hard

to visualize the distant future. Yet that

is exactly what you have to do. So, frank-

ly, I see no reason why marriage should

not be the best possible thing for people

like Nelson and me.
"Marriage should prevent one from

thinking solely of one's self. I used_ to

feel that the quickest route to accomplish-

ment lay in barring from my life any in-

terest that might deter me from rny goal.

Now I know that love and marriage are

part of the way to that goal.

"Thinking of another person opens new
channels of understanding. In becoming
conscious of one other, you become con-

scious of all others. That makes you alive

to humanity. It gives you an intimate

kinship with the hopes and fears and as-

pirations of other human beings. And it

fends off that danger of becoming ab-

sorbed solely in yourself.

"Naturally, Nelson's plans for his fu-

ture are none of my business. Some day,

if he awakens, as 1 have, he will marry and
Mrs. Nelson Eddy will be a very lucky

girl.

you know that old saying about a

bride being the greatest matchmaker
in the world. I don't know why I should
turn out otherwise.

"When Nelson finds the right girl, he
will have to go through the same mental
struggle that I did in so important a de-

cision, and he will have to make up his

mind for himself. I escaped many a

match-making friend before I found my
own happiness without their help."

Those are Jeanette's revealing beliefs

about marriage, and what she believes

about it must apply not only to herself

but to Nelson Eddy.
"Nelson," Jeanette warns, "must be pre-

pared to change many of his habits and
make many adjustments. The first re-

quirement of marriage is an open mind
and a willingness to accept many inevitable

changes!
"There's something I've observed from

watching my married friends. It seems
like a good rule to me—that is, don't bring
your career into the home. A perfect ex-

ample of it is Fay Wray, who, from the
moment she leaves the studio, completely
becomes Mrs. John Monk Saunders in

thought, attitude and deed.
"Why shouldn't the same rule apply to

husbands? If they left their problems be-
hind in the office, wouldn't they have more
time to devote to their wives?

"So, it seems so necessary to me to firm-
ly shut out the workaday problems and
concentrate on enjoying fully the com-
panionship of marriage."

She feels that Nelson Eddy should have
no qualms about his future, should he
marry.
"He has a remarkable capacity for car-

rying many problems on his shoulders,
without showing the weight of the load in

the slightest.

"He can shut out the workaday world
as completely as if he were walking out
of a room and shutting the door.

j^inxco RjjlCLj

GREETS MOTHER.-!N-LAW—UPSETTING-

POTTEO PLAMT ON JOST-VACUUMED
ROG- IN THE RUSH •

LISTENS A5 MOTHER-IN-LAW SAYS IVE

BROUGHT YOU OUST THETHING- FOR
SUCH EMERGENCIES—A BISSEU-I"

AMAZED AS BISSELL WHISKS UP DIRT.

ADJUSTS ITSELf; WITH *HI-Lo" BRUSH
CONTROL.TO RUGS OF ANY NAP-LENGTH.

REALIZES SHE CAN USE HANDY BISSELL FOR
QUICK CLEAM-OPS AND SAVE VACUUM
FOR HEAVY-DUTY CLEANING. AND...

BISSELL
The really better sweeper

Grand Rapids, Mich.

DELIGHTED AS BISSELL REACHES

UNDER FURNITURE. STAY-ON
BUMPERS PREVENT SCRATCHING-.

GETS
MOTHERLY POINTER:

"A Bissell is so handy
for daily quick clean-

ups—and you can save your vacuum for

periodic cleaning. Bissell's Hi-Lo brush
control automatically and fully adjusts

to any rug nap. And a Bissell does get

the dirt!" See the colorful new models at

your dealer's.

Models from $3.95 to $7.50

How to Remove
Leg or Arm Hair

IN 3 MINUTES

Without Danger of Coarser

or Stubbier New Growth
Everywhere you go, everyone is talking

about 01 using De Miracle. Its vogue
seems to have started when it became
known that this marvelous discovery made
it simple and eaSV to get rid of leg or arm
hair, without danger of faster, coarser

or stubbier new growth.
No Razor—just dampen hair with

De Miracle and then rinse hair away
with water. It leaves the skin as smooth,
soft and hair-free as a baby's. Leaves
no dark hair stubble and does not make
hair grow faster, coarser, or stubbier.

Try it today.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

Dxjlliraefi
Special Now £t^ t*. $2.00 Size

$1 .00 Size ^ ** Now $1 .33

At All Drug and Department Stores

JfCCcrjlA,

1. Cannot irritate skin, I,

cannot rot dresses. |

2. No waiting to dry. -.^

3. Can be used right after shaving.

4. Stops perspiration 1 to 3 days.
Prevents under-arm odor. A white,
greaseless, vanishing cream.

ARRID 39i a far
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Sate Advice
TO

Makriedfomen
CONSUIT DOCTOR IF IN DOUBT

FEMININE

HYGIENE

EXPLAINED

1. Happy and fortunate is the married woman who
finds the right answer to this grave problem . . . Happy
when she lives withoutfear...Prevents that agonizing

worry which upsets so many marriages... Fortunate

in being free from dangerous germs!

2. Fear and ignorance are unnecessary. Medical
research now brings you dainty, siiow white supposi-

tories for Feminine Hygiene. Smart women appre-

ciate the convenience and safety of Zonitors. For
Zonitors embody famous ZONITE ANTISEPTIC
PRINCIPLE. They kill dangerous germs, yet are
free from "burn danger" to delicate tissues.

3. Zonitors are safe and easy to use . . . greaseless,

snow white suppositories, each in a sanitary glass vial

... no clumsy apparatus . . . completely deodorizing.

Easy to remove with plain water. Instructions in

package. All U. S. and Canadian druggists.

FREE— Booklet containing latest medical in-

formation. Write to Zonite Products Corp. ,849 New
Brunswick, N. J.

IN 12

INDIVIDUAL
CLASS VIALS

$1

PER BOX
OF TWELVE

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8xlO inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full lenRiih
or bnst form, ^oups, land-
Bcapes. pet atiimala, etc.,
or . enlargements of any
part of group pictore. Safe
return of on^rinal photo
guaranteed.

47.
3 for $1.00

and withir week you _.— ,—ent, guaranteed fade
Pay postman 47c plus postage— or eend 49c

wim order and we pay postage. Big 16x20-
Inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c plus poBt-
ege or send 80c and we pay pontage. Take advantage of this
offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
104 S. Jefferson St. Dept. 1547K CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

3 amazlDff

ffttt t» ^^l^thenA. f
Full day's supply

of BABYPADS
Use them inside cloth dia-
per, throw away when soiled.

y Safe.soft, sanitary, they end
dLsajjrreeable diaper wash-
ing, protect baby's tender
skin fromriskof diaperrash.
At department and drug
stores. 50 for 25c, 250 for $1.
Send for free sample pack-
age to DENNISON'S, Dept.

I! Ml ir,.Framiniiham,Ma88. .

^e/nm^KHi;^ BABYPADS

"The happiest party 1 remember was
one in which Nelson Eddy turned us all

into carefree kids, bubbling over with
laughter and fun."

Gene Raymond had planned a birthday
surprise for Jeanette. He arranged for

the men to come as mounted policemen
and the girls as "Rose Marie." All were
to be on hand at Jeanette's home at seven.

Gene picked her up at the studio and ar-

rived exactly at seven, thanks to his care-

ful timing. Walking to the house, he be-

gan to sing in a loud voice, "Rose JVlarie,

I love you." Jeanette thought he had lost

his wits.

But that was his cue for the others to

be ready to surprise her. Then began
the most amusing evening the group had
ever spent. Nelson and Shirley Ross bur-
lesqued the movie "Rose Marie" until all

were weak with laughter.

"It was fun. Of course you can't really

describe the nonsense that makes laughter

when a congenial group gets together, but
what 1 want to point out is that Nelson
has the sense of humor that makes a

successful marriage. He has that capacity
for thinking of others which is so essen-

tial. He has dignity, coupled with a boy-
ish ability to abandon dignity.

"If 1 have any further viewpoint on the

matter, it's to try to make the home a

haven, a restful place where you forget

career, worldly ambition, work, and where
all your faculties are alert to the other's

mood.
"That, I think, is the key to great hap-

piness."

Jeanette's keen insight seems to me to

be the surest guarantee that she will fol-

low the course she has chosen toward hap-
piness, and that she will be able to cope
with problems which might not now be
anticipated.

Does Nelson Eddy have the same ca-

pacity?

FIRST, as I have shown you, Jeanette

and Nelson are alike in their devotion

to a career.

Jeanette has made two concert tours of

Europe; Eddy is on tour many months of

each year. Both have made great sacri-

fices to attain success. 1 know that Jean-

ette, who came to Hollywood as a pre-

miere dancer of Broadway only to learn

it was her singing that the movies wanted,

never has counted the cost in perfecting

her voice. She would arise at six in the

morning to take her singing lessons so

that she could reach the set by nine. Try
that for weeks at a stretch, and you'd ap-

preciate the amount of determination in

her make-up.
Neither will stand for any pretence or

pomposity in anyone, and if they find it,

out comes a pin to burst the bubble. Both
must be themselves and are quite inca-

pable of false dignity.

So Nelson must heed Jeanette's ad-

vice. It is inevitable that he will react

as she did when the right person crossed

her path.
"1 don't feel that happy marriages just

happen," Jeanette warns Nelson. "You've
got to make them happen by conscious

effort. And I see many happy couples

—

the Cedric Gibbons, the David Selznicks,

the Lewis Milestones, the Pat O'Briens,

Warner Baxters, Harold Lloyds, Gary
Coopers, the Richard Arlens—and dozens
of others. Ail have achieved happiness as

the result of consideration for each other,

topped off by a grand sense of humor."
That is Jeanette's simple formula. When

Nelson Eddy falls in love, it will be here

in print to bolster him if he has any
doubts that a marriage can't be com-
bined with a career—if it's entered with
the same sympathy and understanding
that governs Jeanette's marriage to Gene
Raymond.

Many Never
Suspect Cause
Of Backaches

This Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. Most people
pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.

Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and
burning shows there may be something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood, when

due to functional kidney disorders, may be the cause
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg
pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and
dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Puis,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood.
Get Doan's Pills.

I need a reliable man in year town to wear a fine, made-
I to-measare, all-wool DEMONSTRATING SUIT-adver-
tise my famous Union clothing—and take orders. You can
make up to $12.00 in a day. My lino contains over 150

I quality woolens, all sensational values, guaranteed. You
; Deed no experience or money. I supply everythinir
required, FREE of eJrtra cost. Write me today for FREE
details. W. Z. GIBSON, Dept.w649, Chicago, Illinois.

^Scratchini
III RELIEVE Itching <?f Insect Bites
Even the most stubborn itching of insect bites, ath-
lete's foot, hives, scales, eczema, and other externally
caused skin afiJictions quickly yields to cooling, anti-
septic, liquid D.D.D. Prescription. Original form-
ula of Doctor Dennis. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes
the irritation and quickly stops the most intense
itching. A 35c trial bottle, at all drug stores, proves it—or money back. Ask for D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION.

DRESS REMNilNTS e c

iAIso BARGAIN
yXTRAS^osGIVEN

Percales, Prints, Ginghams, Muslin,
Crepes, Voiles. Shirtings, etc.
New cieaD goods direct from us at big
saving Pieces up to three yards Newest
pallerns for dresses. Our finest quality

SEND NO MONEY I^I^^IZIIm
delivery rharf^e (Special! Send SI .29 with
order, will$hip20yd. bundle postage paid.)
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

EASTERN TEXTILE COMPANY
Dept. P-40, Greenfield, Mass.

1 BUNDLES
$ lS9psTG.nin)

. 5YABDS EXTRA W'h

lookYears

APPROVED i

WAY TO '^

TINT

GRAY HAIR
% Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks of
eray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
BROWNATONE and a small brush does it. Used and
approved for over twenty-four years. Guaranteed
harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
Cannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting—will not wash out. Simply retouch as new gray ap-
pears. Imparts rich, beautiful color with amazing
speed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your own
hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c—at all drug and
toilet counters—always on a money-back guarantee.



Gelatin's Your Menu Life-

saver

(Continued from page 52)

gelatin in bouillon cups and serve with
sliced lemon and a light dusting of pap-
rika. To use as a relish with hot or cold

meats, simply cut it into small squares
and serve on lettuce leaves.

Another gelatin dish popular with
Schrafft patrons in general, and with
Ireene Wicker, the Singing Lady, in par-

ticular, is jellied chicken salad. Although
called salad, it is nourishing enough to

serve as an entree, and it is a most wel-

come variation of the cold-meat-and-
salad formula for summer suppers.

Jellied Chicken Salad

2 this, gelatin

4 cups chicken stock
iVz cups cooked chicken breast cut into

half-inch cubes

yi cup cold water
Ya cup French dressing

Salt and pepper
Soak the gelatin in the cold water for

ten minutes. Bring chicken stock to a

boil, add the gelatin and stir until dis-

solved, then strain through double cheese-

cloth. Set container in pan of ice until

the jelly starts to stiffen. Pour the French
dressing over the cubed chicken and al-

low to stand for fifteen minutes. Stir the
chicken into the gelatin, turn into a mold
which has been rinsed in cold water and
chill until set. Unmold on crisp lettuce

and sprinkle lightly with French dressing.
' Garnish with sliced tomatoes, cold aspara-
gus tips and watercress, and mayonnaise.

If your last picnic was a nightmare of
squashed pie and limp salad dripping may-
onnaise all over the sandwiches, be sure
to include one or two gelatin dishes next
time. A gelatin dessert or salad can be
made the night before and transjjorted to

the picnic ground in the mold in which
it is chilled, and there is an end to your
problem. The basic recipe given below
can be used with fruit for dessert or fruit

salad, or for a salad using chopped vege-

tables or a combination of vegetables and
diced cold meat.

Basic Gelatin Recipe

1 tbi. gelatin

1 cup hot water

54 cup cold water

Yz cup sugar

Y2 tsp. salt

Ya cup mild vinegar or lemon juice

Soak the gelatin in the cold water for

ten minutes, then add hot water, sugar

and salt and stir until gelatin is dissolved.

Add lemon juice or vinegar and mix well.

When the gelatin begins to stiffen, fold

in two cups of any desired fruits or vege-

tables, turn into mold and chill.

Jellied soups are gaining in popularity

by leaps and bounds, and 1 feel certain

that once you have tried Schrafft's iced

orange soup it will become a repeater on
your menu.

Iced Orange Soup

2 tbis. gelatin

4 tbIs. cold water
3 cups orange juice

Ya cup sugar
2 tbis. lemon juice

1 cup orange diced mint sprigs

Soak gelatin in the water, then combine
with one cup of the orange juice, which
has been heated in a double boiler, and
the sugar. Cool, then add remaining fruit

juices and transfer to mold. When it
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OUf COMES
THE CORN

!

No Waiting—Pain Instantly Relieved
Get rid of corns by using this famous triple-

action, scientific treatment—
Dr. SchoU's Zino-pads—and
then keep rid of them. It's

easy, safe, sure. Just these
soothing, healing, cushion-
ing pads alone on corns,
sore toes, callouses or bunions
give you the most grateful relief

imaginable

—

instantly. Put them on
tender toes caused by friction or
pressure of new or tight shoes and
you'll stop corns before they
can develop!
Used with the separate Medi-

cated Disks, included in every box.
Dr. SchoU's Zino-pads quickly re-

move hard corns, soft corns be-
tween toes or callouses.

Dr. SchoU's Zino-pads are thin,

velvety-soft, waterproof. Don't
stick to stocking or come off in the
bath. Get a box today. Cost but a
trifle. Sold everywhere.

iK
Zino-pads

-F KILLED PERMANENTLY
'

A gay party . . . laughter and excitement . . >

you are happy and thrilled— but be careful

!

Tingling nerves stimulate perspiration glands . . .

body odor sneaks up on you. "He" may notice'.

Be safe with DEW—the deodorant that re-

mains effective at all times. DEW allows for excited

emotions . . . gives you lasting protection in

spite of stress or exertion.

DEW stops perspiration instantly . . . keeps

under-arms dry . . . protects

frocks. And it cannot irritate

sensitive skin.

Costs no more than usual de-

odorants. 25c, 50c, $1.00 at drug

and dept. stores.

[Prom face or body with maxi-
mum speed, without harm to

'

skin, by following simple di-
rections. This electrolysis de-
vice is guaranteed to remove
hair permanently or money re-
funded. Your home electric
current not needed.
Price $1.95 complete. Postoald or C. O. D.
Canfield Electrolysis Co., 4-A, 2675 Broadway. New York

PICTORIAL RING
Marveloas new secretprocess
Any photb or picture repro
duced, permanently on ex.
Quisite gem - like ring'. ^
priceless keepsake! Guaran-
teed! Sample ring from any
photo yoo send only
SEND NO MONEY-Everyon^
wants PICTURE RING. Show ring— take orders—
make money! Just send photo with strip of paper
trimmed so ends meet aroand finger for size. Pay post-
man only 59c, plus few cents postage. Photo returned
with ring. Money back if not delitihted. Order NOW!
PICTORIAL RING CO., Dept. B-31, Cincinnati, O.

m
OhCC a OM keeps Your

bathroom sanitarv and odor-free
Be on the safe side—use Creolin regularly to

banish bathroom odors. Pour it into toilet

bowls and drains. Put it into the water every

time you clean the floor, walls, basin and
tub. As a reliable disinfectant, antiseptic and
deodorant it-has helped to safeguard health

for nearly 50 years. At all drug stores with

complete direaions. Get a bottle today.

•k Write for Free Booklet, "Home Hygiene," giving
complete information about the many other house-
hold and personal uses of Creolin. Merck & Co. Inc..
Dept. RM-8 Rahway. N.J.

CREOLIN

Bathroom Odors

^0%
HVl
'^W
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Guard your baby's health-

look for these two Safety Seals

HEINZ
STRAINED FOODS
AT LAST!

All your prints in natural color. Amazingly beautiful.
Roll developed. 8 natural color prints, 2oc. Reprints,
3c" I'^sst scivice
NATURAL COLOR PHOTO, C-107, Janesville, Wis.

'^l6ase,AfofIier/
HURRY WITH MY OLIVE OIL POWDER

MOTHER, if you crave comfort and happi-
ness for your baby, freedom from chaf-

ing, use the baby powder that contains olive
oil. Due to the olive oil, Z.B.T. forms a pro-
tective, moisture-resistant coating that clings
and soothes for hours longer than other
powders. Z.B.T. is more effective against
diaper rash, prickly heat and skin irrita-
tions. Leading hospitals use it. Large 25<f

and 505* sizes.

For FREE SAAAPLE
send postcard to Z.B.T., Dept. F-5,
80 Varick Street, New York City.

BABY POWDER

begins to set, stir in the diced orange, then
let stand in refrigerator until ready to
serve. Serve in bouillon cups or sherbert
glasses, garnished with mint sprigs.

There is room for only one more recipe,

and what could be better than a new and
easy way of making the ever popular
Chocolate Mousse?

Chocolate Mousse

1 tbl. gelatin

K cup cold water
Vz cup boiling water

2 squares unsweetened chocolate
1 cup sugar
lYz cups cream (whipped)
1 tsp. vanilla

Soak the gelatin in the cold water, and
rnelt the chocolate in the hot water. Com-
bine the mixtures, and add the sugar and
vanilla. Cool, and add whipped cream.
Freeze in freezing compartment of me-
chanical refrigerator, or place in tightly
covered mold packed in equal parts of
rock salt and finely crushed ice. The lat-

ter method will require four hours' freez-

ing time.

Write to me for other delicious summer
recipes made of gelatin—orange jelly,

grape-juice souffle, coffee parfait, canta-
loupe frappe and jellied mushroom soup.

Just send a stamped, self-addressed en-
velope with your request to Mrs. Mar-
garet Simpson, Radio Mirror, 122 East
42nd St., New York, N. Y.

The Reviewing Stand

(Continued from page 5)

the last three years, keeps up the good
work. There is also some luscious har-

mony supplied by the Tune Twisters Trio,

artfully worked in as background to some
of Jean's and Barry's songs. Hugh Bar-

rett directs the orchestra and John Gam-
bling is master of ceremonies.

Rippling Rhythm Revue isn't what it

used to be. It comes along at the same
time, Sunday night at nine o'clock,

E.D.S.T. on the NBC Blue network, but
it's a different show just the same. Frank
Parker who will soon, i am sure much
to his own relief, leave this show and go
on for Chesterfield, was given the job of

reading some comedy lines the night 1 lis-

tened in. 1 know 1 wasn't happy, and
don't see how Parker could have been.

Bob Hope, who has been funny on some
programs, made the mistake of using a

motheaten program device, that of build-

ing a story around a popular song. It

wasn't even very good when somebody
first thought it up. Shep Fields' rippling

rhythms, though, have been improved.
They have less ripple, less novelty, and
more melody now.

Dr. Harry Hagcn's Spelling Bee is the

Columbia network's bow to the current

spelling bee fad, broadcast Sunday after-

noons at four o'clock, E.D.S.T. Dr. Harry,

who pronounces the words, gets the credit

for reviving the old-fashioned vowel-and-
consonant marathon as a social event and
means of entertainment. There isn't much
to say about spelling bees, except that you
like them or don't like them. Me, I'm a

pushover for them. I find myself silently

spelling the words, usually incorrectly,

picking the winners in advance, and root-

ing for the side which seems most likely

to win. Dr. Hagen intends to confine his

spelling bees to children's teams for a

while, but later he'll branch out and accept

adults as contestants. Listen in some Sun-

day afternoon, even if you don't think

you like spelling bees. You may find out

different.

Learn How to

GET RID OF HAIR

'iias.'liii FOREVER!

Send for this

FREE BOOK

^.^ VOU can be rid of
^^^^ • embarrassing hair

forever by new home
treatment.Absolutely safe
and permanent No re-
growth, no chemicals, no
tweezing or friction.
Screen stars have spent
fortunes on this former-
ly expensive method.
Now available to YOU at

home at low cost! Have
the smooth, lovely skin
that men admire! Claim
your right to Romance!
Only method approved
by medical opinion.
Test it at our expense!
Mail coupon today for
FREE illustrated booklet
and details of trial offer

!

BEAUTIDERM CO., Dept.l28. 145 1 Broadway, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Send FREE booklet "The Secret of Permanent
Hair Removal" and details of 30-day FREE trial offer.

Name

Address-

YOUR
IDEAInventors read and profit by free "Evidence"

and free book "Patent Protection" illustrutir

portant mechanical principles and explaininc patent procedure fully.

Promptness, low fees, deferred payments, 36 years' experi-
ence. Write immediately for free Copy of our boolc,

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., 218-J Victor Bldg., WASH., D. C.

N^JoKE To BE Deaf
—Every deaf personknowstbat—
Mr. Waymade himself hear his watch tick after
being: deaf for twenty-five yeare, with his Artl-

,
ficial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night,
<They stopped his head ~
noises.They are invisible
and comfortable, do wirae
or batteries. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money back.
Write for TRUE STORY.
AIbo booklet on Deafness. Artificial EarDrum

' THE WAY COMPANY
719 McKerchey Bldg. Detroit, Michigan

e them day and night.

You1l Like Them BETTER,
for Mountina ""Snaps IW.

POSTCARDS. CLIPPINGS - tight or removable
EZE to use - - No Paste Needed • • Ask for

Engel Poc-ket3 at photo supply or album coun tera

or send 10c for pkg. of 100 andfree samples,
AddroBS EJ^GEL ART CORNERS CO.
pept. 60-V 4717 N. Clark St.. Chicago.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE . .

.

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid

bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flow-

ing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.

Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these

two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little

Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
else. 25c.
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<Mo4JUL Oldu yo*tA McudU?

5 yean4. you^Ufd

• Help your lips to look 5 years

younger—with Cutex Lipstick!

Its special oil helps keep them
smoother, more alluring. Natural,

Coral, Cardinal, Rust, Ruby.

CUTEX. ^^,

What's New?
{Continued from page 8)

There's a story, too, behind the replace-
ment for the summer of Jane Froman
and her husband, Don Ross, on the Jack
Benny show. The marriage of Jane and
Don is one which has survived at least

two great crises. They were married a

few months after Don. then a high-priced
star, had given Jane her first chance on
WLW, out in Cincinnati. After their

marriage they came to New York, and
Jane's fame began to outstrip Don's.
Many another man couldn't have stood
having his wife become more rich and
successful than he—but Don stuck to

Jane, and she to him. Then they went
to Los Angeles, and things didn't break
very well for either of them. Jane did
some movie work and made some guest
appearances on the air, and Don became
the hero of wild-west movies

—
"quickies,"

they call them out in Hollywood. Lean
month followed on the heels of lean

month, but it made no difference to these
two. Neither success nor the appearance
of failure could come between them.
Their big break this summer is a well-

deserved reward.

^ ^ *

When Al Jolson and Warner Brothers
decided to call the whole thing off. Ruby
Keeler settled her Warner contract too,

so she'd be free to join Al on a European
jaunt during his summer radio holiday.
Al will be back in September.

Now that Gertrude Niesen has returned
to California after her personal-appear-
ance tour in the East, Craig Reynolds is

happy again. Craig's only "date" during
Gertrude's absence was the night he took
her mother to a movie preview. Devotion,
too, blooms out in Holl>'wood.

Sandra, the little daughter of George
Burns and Gracie .Alien, looked around
her nursery the other day and decided
she had too many dolls. So she packed
them up and gave them to the ./Xssistance

League—and now is the thee-year-old
patroness of a unique new doll lending
library which loans dolls to tots on a
turn-in-and-exchange basis.

* * *

Speaking of tots, one is expected soon
in the James Wallington home. Jimmy
has just bought a ranch in Santa Monica
for his attractive wife and the expected
heir.

* * *

The Columbia network could have had
the most talked-about broadcast of the
spring, if it hadn't been afraid to break a
rule it made itself. Perhaps you heard
the record which was made of a Chicago
announcer's voice as he \\atched the
Hindenburg come up to its mooring mast
and then break suddenly into flames. It

was undoubtedly the most dramatic re-

cording ever put on wax. its owners first

ofi'ered it to CBS for rebroadcast, but
because of a studio rule against using
records for anything_ but mechanical
sound effects, CBS said "No, No," and
put its hands behind its back. Then
NBC was offered its chance at the record
and snapped it up quick, and to the
dickens with rules.

Success story: Irwin Shaw is the young
playwright who wrote "Bury the Dead"
last year and saw it achie\e sensational
critical acclaim on the New York stage.

It won him a Hollywood contract, plus
another contract with CBS for a number
of Columbia Workshop dramatic scripts.

One of the clauses in Shaw's CBS agree-

Don't be a Wash-out!

f W \i 1 ^B^B Never again should
you come out of the
surf looking less than

lovelyl (Lashtixt Liquid Mascara is the
secret of summer sirens!) There'll be no more
streaky cheeks or pale, sun-bleached lashes—this mascara is really water-prooj! It never
cracks or flakes, and looks completely soft

and natural. Comes in black, /C=35=n.
brown, blue or green. $1. \^isir^

OM.'
Jitv£/Vt

The girl with an eye to
conquest understands the
allure of a subtle touch of
eye shadow to give her

eyes depth and color under a strong, white
sun ... or to put glimmering highlights on
her eyelids at night. Shadette comes in

ten subtle daytime shades to match your
gay vacation clothes, and in gold /<3p=N
and silver for evening. 75c. fe^^r-w

Oa^
'iyOi^

That the basic secret

of all beautiful eyes is a

frame of glorious curling lashes. Just slipyour

lashes into Kurlash, the handy little beauty
necessity that curls them in only 30 seconds,

without heat, cosmetics, or practice. $1.

Other KURLASH products are:

TWEEZETTE—the automatic tweezer for painlessly re-

moving face hair

LASHPAC—a purse-size lipstick mascara with built-in

brush
LASHTINT MASCARA—cased in metal compact with

a patented sponge arrangement that assures perfect
applications at all times

KURLENE—to promote luxurious lashes and brows

TWISSORS—the ingenious tweezers with scissor-handles

MAIL THIS TODAY
To: Jane Heath, Dept. E-8
The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y.
The Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3

Please send me. free, your booklet on eye beauty,

and a personal coloring plan for my complesion.

Eyes Hair Compleiion

yame
Address-

City- .Stair

Copyright 19 37. The Kurlash Company, Inc.
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Buy a dozen
cans at a time

SECTIONS OR JUICE
Florida Citrus Commission, Lakeland, Florida
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Resinol
Ointment and Soap

ment is that all of his scripts must be
broadcast on a coast-to-coast network, so

he can listen to them out in Hollywood.
In other words, Irwin is writing his own
ticket these days, as well as very artistic

and class-conscious plays. Not much like

the old days. Two years ago, before
"Bury the Dead," he used to turn out
five scripts a week for the Gumps, and he
didn't much care whether or not they
were broadcast where he could listen to

them, because he was too tired anyway.

* * *

Benny Goodman worried a long time
over two offers from the West Coast for
a summer engagement. One was from
the snooty Cocoanut Grove, the other
from the college kids' haven, the Palomar.
Benny finally chose the Palomar because,
as he said, "1 can't let down those kids
who made me."

* * *

There's a man out in Kansas whose
whole life has been changed by Floyd
Gibbons. He has been the owner and
proprietor of a small retail business for
many years. Just after the depression
his health began to fail and he had to
have an operation which wiped out his

savings and left him nothing to live on
in the bad times which followed. For
several years he was able to provide his

family only with a bare existence.

For a man as ambitious and self-

respecting as he had always been it was
torture to realize that he was getting
deeper and deeper into debt, nearer and
nearer to bankruptcy. He lost his con-
fidence, became sullen and depressed.

Then, one night, he sent Floyd Gibbons
the story of an adventure which had
happened to him many years before.

Floyd accepted the story for broadcasting,
but more important than that, he invited
our hero to New York to be on the pro-
gram. The experience changed the
retailer's whole outlook on life. He came
back singing the praises of Floyd and
telling how royally he had been treated.

Once more he felt that he was a per-

sonage. His neighbors spoke to him
respectfully. Best of all, they came into

his store and bought more goods. With
the twenty-five dollars Floyd gave him
he bought some presents for his family.

He discovered that life was worth living

after all. And, just to cap the climax,

his story won the monthly prize of $250
which Floyd awards.

* % *

Speaking of Mr. F. Gibbons, one of his

true adventure heroes took the starch
out of him the other day. Whenever
possible, Floyd brings the people to whom
his true adventures have happened, to

New York. He always takes the visitors

around and shows them the town—and a
Gibbons-conducted tour of New York is

something to remember. But one visitor

was distinctly not impressed. Oh, yes,

he admitted, New York was all very fine,

but it really wasn't particularly up to

date. "Why. back home," he pointed out,

"we scrapped all the street cars long ago
and put in buses instead."

* * *

Mrs. Charles Correll is filing suit for

divorce in Chicago against her hus-
band, whom millions of Americans know
as Andy of Amos and Andy. They've
been married ten years, and have no chil-

dren. According to their close friends,

neither has any plans for remarrying,

and Mrs. Correll is charging incompati-
bility.

* * *

Bob Burns, it is nice to learn, has not
forgotten those not-too-far distant days
when he had to count his pennies. He
tried to keep this quiet, but we heard

PROP

CORNS COME
BACK BIGGER-

UGLIER

V Home pariog methods make corns come back
bigger, uglier, more painful than ever. Don't take
that chance. Use the Blue-Jay method that removes
corns completely by lifting out the corn Root and
All in 3 short days (exceptionally stubborn cases
may require a second application). Easy to use.
Blue-Jay is a modern, scientific corn plaster. Try
this Blue-Jay method now.
FREE OFFER: We will be glad to send one Blue-Jay
absolutely free to anyone who has a corn to prove
that it ends pain instantly, removes the corn com-
pletely. Just send your name and address to Bauer &
Black, Dept. 8-98, 2 500 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago, 111. Act quickly before this trial oflFer ex-
pires. Write today.

BLUE-JAY CORN PLASTERS
* A plug of dead cells root-like in form and position. If
left may serve as focal point for renewed developmept.

I D A BAILEY ALLEN'S
SERVICE COOK BOOK
Send 20c to Mrs. Margaret Simpson, Food Editor,

RADIO MIRROR, 205 East 42nd Street. New York City.

^ ^
Hi TRAIN FOR
^ELECTRIGTY

'^ 1 ..av I'LL FINANCE YOUR TRAINING
All practical work OD real electrical ma-
chinery and equipment . No advanced edo-
cation or experience needed. Lifetime
employment help after graduati9n.
Get training first, then pay tuition.later.

Write for al 1 details of my " Pay -Turtion-
AHer-Graduation" plan and how many
earnwhile learning. H. C.Lewis.Pres,.
Coyne Electrical School, Dent. 07-64,
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago.

LEARN BY DOING
12 WEEKS
TRAINING

Ttifthe NEW

>Va-6%fi^e SANITARY NAPKINS

12 for I5e
AT WOOLWORTH STORES!

Need FACE TISSUES?

* SITROUXvo*
PRONOUNCED (SIT-TRUE)

AT 5 AND \0i STORES

7fer&s
a Qjieer Way .

to Learn Music;
BE your own music teacher. Just a simple, easy, home-

study method. Takes only a few minutes—averages
only a few cents—a day. Every step is clear as A-B-C
throughout. You'll be surprised at your own rapid prog-
ress. From the start you are learning: real tunes by note.

Learn to play "Jazz" or classical selections—right at
home In your spare time. All instruments.
FREE—Send for Free Booklet and Demonstration Les-

son. These explain our wonderful home study method
fully. Mention instrument preferred. Write today! In-
struments supplied when needed, cash or credit.

U. S. School of Music, 3068 Brunswick Bldg.. New York City
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EXPERIENCED Mothers knJw
that summer teething must not

be trifled with—that summer npsets
doe to teething may seriously inter-
fere with Baby's progress.

Relieve your Baby's teething pains
thissummer byrubbingon Dr. Hand's
Teething Lotion. It is the actual pre-
scription of a famous Baby specialist,

contains no narcotics, and has been
used and recommended by millions
of Mothers. Your «lruggist has it.

"Ifound Dr. Hand's such relief
to my Baby that I never needed to

worryon the hottestsummerday".
—Mr: Wm. H. Kempf, WiUiamtport, Pa.

DR.HAND'S
Teething Lotion

'H:U:HiUII:m!li^l
^SELL NEWEST CHRISTMAS CARDS

.21 gorgeous Christmas Folders packed
a in Deautifnlly Embossed Metallic Golden
f Treasure Chest." Brand new idea! Costa

„ "youSOc. Sells for SI. Also? other Christmaa
Card Assortments. Complete line Personal

ristmas Cards. All fast sellers. Write
JANES ART STUDIOS. 330 East Avc.Rochester.N.Y.

This Beautiful Lifelike

IJ!l'hfl;li:M

(Canadian
Orders

. Send
Cash)

,

NEWEST SENSA- SEND
TION! Send any NO MONEY!
snapshot or photo
and we'll repro-
duce it in this
beautiful onyx-
like ring.
IndestRictiblel ^^"°-^"^°
Waterproof! ^^^ extra)

Enclose strip of paper for ring size. Pay post-
man plus a few cents postage. If you send 48c
we will pay postage. PHOTO MOVETTE RING
CO., Dept. M7, 626 Vine Street, Cincinnati. Ohio

48c

CAMPHO-PHENIQUE
Soothing . . . Stainless

30c AT ALL DRUGGISTS
CAMPHO.PHENIQUE CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Posi
. . ,

Train NOW for

in leisure time. National PlTemen Service FKEE of extra charge'Write name and address in margin

?ou*e inSfs^ed.""""™^ *° -''-h

( ) Manager
( , steward

( ) Assistant Manager ( ) Hostess
( ChieforFloorClerkC

) Housekeeper
( ) Auditor

( ) Cashier

kSillI^o«2I?fc TRAINING SCHOOLSRoom Pm-S913 Washington, D. C.

GOOD PAY

FASCINATING
WORK

LUXURIOUS
SURROUNDINGS

SPLENDID

t
OPPORTUNITIES

,

RADIO M IRROR
from an inside source that when his stand-

in, Ted Dante, became the father of a

baby boy recently, Bob presented him
with a check for one hundred dollars to

cover expenses. The grateful parents have
christened the baby "Robin."

* * *

Another unheralded gesture was that of

Joe Penner, who paid all the hospital

bills, amounting to several hundred dol-

lars, when his stand-in, Freddie Welsh, a

young ex-pug, was severely injured in an
auto accident. Who says that Hollywood
has no heart?

Don't Let Your Charm Insur-

ance Lapse

{Continued from page 40)

afford such outside extravagances, a sum-
mer wardrobe can still be planned around
clothes which are easily washed or cleaned
at home. But don't be fooled by dark
clothes for summer which apparently don't
show wear so quickly as light linens and
cottons! After a wearing or two, you're
apt to find them a bit musty when you
take them from the closet. And, of course,

you'll wash your undies after every wear-
ing and never, never wear a pair of
stockings twice without a washing. That's
the unforgivable sin."

Plain, down-to-earth talk, this, but if

you could see Benay as I saw her that
afternoon, you'd know how well charm
insurance pays! Simply dressed in a tail-

ored sports frock without frills or furbe-
lows, she looked as spic-and-span, as fem-
inine and dainty, as the proverbial sweet
girl graduate.

"There's a deodorant for every purpose,"
Benay pointed out. "For example, in a
recent Broadway show I wore a very
fragile purple chiffon evening gown. As
you know, stage lighting is very hot, even
the lighter theatrical make-up in use now
is rather heavy, and the constant motion
in dancing and acting stimulates excessive
perspiration. To protect this particular
gown, I used copious quantities of a liquid
anti-perspirant. On the other hand, be-
fore playing tennis, 1 always rub my feet
with a cream corrective which makes one's
shoes feel much more comfortable during
strenuous exercise."

"Oh, and another thing I'd like to em-
phasize! That's dress shields for the pro-
tection of summer dresses. I think they're
invaluable, and 1 have some type of shield
in every single dress or blouse 1 wear dur-
ing hot weather. These, of course, are
detachable and washable. As a matter of
fact, when you rang the bell I was attach-
ing shields to three blouses I had just
bought today, to be sure they'd be ready
the moment I want to wear them. And
by the way, I always buy shields put out
by a reliable manufacturer, regardless of
price."

Thanks to Benay and her courage in

tackling one of those subjects that "even
your best friend won't tell you about,"
we've been able to touch on some of the
problems of feminine daintiness. In any
event, when purchasing your summer
beauty supplies, don't fail to get a com-
plete equipment for charm insurance!
Would you like to know all about the

products Benay uses and recovimendsf
There's one bath preparation in particu-
lar of which she's very fond and which
I'm sure you'd like to know about. There's
more information about deodorants, de-
pilatories and dress shields, too, in my
August booklet on charm insurance. Just
send a stamped, self-addressed envelope
with your request to Joyce Anderson,
Radio Mirror, IZZ East 42nd Street, New
York City.

AFRAIDo^KISSES?
TANGEE FACE

POWDER WON'T

RUB OFF

This New Silk-Sifted Face Powder is

so "Fine" tliat even Caresses won't

spoil its Lovely Effect . . . Give your skin

the smooth allure that only Tangee Face

Powder brings! Its super-sheer texture

blends with your own skin tones for a fresh,

natural finish— never coats skin or gives an

"old" look like ordinary coarse powders.

Tangee ends shine, and gives your face

appealing charm. Try Tangee. In two sizes,

55^ and $1.10. Make this new loveliness

yours! Tear out and send the coupon below

for Tangee's Miracle Face Powder Test.

JjflNQ€^ m>r/c/s 'Finest'Face Powder

TEAR OUT-SEND FOR 2 WEEKS' SUPPLY

"Miracle Face Powder Test" 487

The George W. Luft Company
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Pleaserush "MiradeFacePowderTest". (In-

cludes miniature Tangee Lipstick.) I enclose

50 (stamps or coin) (10«! in Canada) ... Send
sampler checked

:

Sampler #1 D Sampler #2 Q
Contains Contains
Flesh and Rachel and
Rachel Light Rachel

Name

Sampler #3D
Contains
Flesh and
Light Rachel

Address-

City

(Pie 3 Print)

-State-

COLOR YOUR HAIR
'^^l^^^^Shampooandcoloryourhalratthesametlme,!

any shade. SHAMPO-KOLOR won't rub oS.I
Ck>lors rootsyeaves hair soft.natural; permitsL__>—^^i^
perm.wave . Free BoolLUailiiny Prod. lne.,DepLl 8-A. 254W.11 SI.. N.Y

wmmwlffmlk^
Mercolizec

.^H

• Mercolized Wax gently melts o£f faded, dis-
colored outer skin. Reveals the velvety-smooth,
soft, beautiful underskin. Blemishes disappear.

Mercolized Wax is a complete beauty treatment
in a single cream. Contains everything your skin
needs. Cleanses. Softens. Beautifies. Protects.

Start using Mercolized Wax tonight. Win new
skin loveliness. Mercolized Wax brings out the
hidden beauty of any complexion.
TTSE Saiollte Astringent—a refreshing stimulating
'-^ skin toolc. Smooths out wrinkles and at!e lines.
Refines coarse pores, eliminates olllness. Dissolve
Saxollte In one-half pint witch hazel. Use dally.

At drug and department stores everywhere.
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Science now shows how

SHAVING LEGS
causes stocking runs

Runs! Runs I You seldom know how they
start—but if you are a "leg shaver" runs

can easily be caused by the sharp wiry
hair stubbles rubbing against hose. Yet to

be attractive, legs must be hairless—and
they can bel Simply apply perfumed X-Bazin
Cream right from the tube, spread it on
lightly, then wash ofF— in 3 minutes skin

is smooth—soft and hairless.

Insist on X-Bazin, the perfumed hair re-

mover, and remember it's just as dainty

and efficient for arms and underarms. All

druggists— ten cent stores. Try it.

HAIRLESS LEGS ARE ATTRACTIVE LEGS

PiSS
bplendid opportunities. Prepare m
spare time. Easy plan. No previous
experience needed, common BchooL
education sufBcient. Send for free
booklet "Opportunities in Photogra-
phy", particulara and requirements,
American School of Photography

Dept. 138-C
3601 Michigan Ave. Chicago, III.

STOP PERSPIRATION
—KEEP UNDERARMS DRY
—END ODOR INSTANTLY
TABOOdoes all this and more.
A real delight to use. Not a
medicinal salve.butadainty,
pure-white vanishing cream.

'

Greaseless, stainless, non-ir-
ritating. Apply once and be

safe for days. Obtain TABOO at
drug.departmentand 10c stores.

OK INSURANCE POLICYPAYS you
Pain stops TioM now! . . . .when you apply these new.
cushion-soft, lambs-wool pads. They shape themselves
perfectly to any corn and are adjustable in thickness.

Even tight shoes may be worn with comfort. Complete
relief Is yours . . . while separate medicated plasters

safely but surely remove every trace ot your corn. Then,
pad alone keeps corns away forever. This entirely

different, triple-action treatment Is positive. Iron-clad

insurance policy pays In full If It falls. Big supply:
12 Tads and IG Plasters Zho at drug stores. Ask for

••Foot-Aid Corn Pads'^, the only Insured corn treatment.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER COUPON
GOOD FOR 10c

... CD the purchase of one package of Foot-Aid
pads wherever they arc sold. It your druggist

can't supply you, mall us coupon and 26c for

your package, postpaid. Try them now and save.

THE FOOT-AID MFG. COMPANY
87C Puritan Bidg. Cincinnati, O tilo

'Vm.'VlPJ GOOD FOR 2 MONTHS ONLY V<

What Do You Want to Say?
"

{Continued from page 54)

think, or don't you?
Eleanor Smith, Maplewood, Mo.

$10.00 PRIZE

WHAT HAVE THEY DONE TO MARY
MARLIN?

"Same time, same station, same story"
—but to me it is a complete flop! One of
the most interesting programs on the air

is in the wastebasket as far as 1 am con-
cerned. I have listened to the Mary Mar-
lin story for about two years. How can
they do this to it? If a movie was half

over, then a change made from Jean Har-
low to Janet Gaynor in the leading role,

there would be as many persons attending
shows as there would be mice at a cats'

convention. If actors of leading parts had
to be changed, why didn't they get a new
story? They may get enough new list-

eners interested, but as for an oldtimer,

when 1 hear, "Same story, etc."— It is time
to tune in a different program. Joan Blaine

was the most important part of the Mary
Marlin story. What has become of her?

Mrs. John Roe, Willoughby, 0.

$1.00 PRIZE

ONE PREACHER'S OBSERVATIONS

How many radio performers are really

natural? Ministers who read sermons?
Crooners who croon from manuscript?
Comedians even give themselves away
sometimes by evidence of reading their

lines. Even the advertising announcers
are becoming very prosaic and formal
and every listener knows he is being talked

at, and not being talked to. It is a real

relief when some professionals give us a

real life drama. 1 have actually heard some
conversations over the radio which seemed
so real any blind stranger would be con-
vinced, on entering the room, that these

speakers were actually present.

Rev. E. L. Eckerley, Redkey, Ind.

$1.00 PRIZE

AM I A CRANK?

Perhaps I am just another "crank," but 1

have a grievance—and it is against one of

my favorite programs, too._

It is the Vic and Sade skit—so popular
because the stories are woven around
everyday people and everyday situations.

But the minute Rush speaks, the illusion

of the "average family" is blasted for me.
The writer pictures him as the student of

an up-to-date high school or junior high

with principal, teachers, arts, social activ-

ities, etc., and then puts the most fantastic

English into the boy's conversation.
"1 seen it"

—
"He done it"

—"Them boys
ain't never gave me nothin'"

—"Mom ain't

came home yet."

We are all accustomed to having the

average mother pictured as an ignoramus
from the backwoods, when, actually, the

average mother of a fifteen-year-old is

the exception if she didn't go four years

to high school and, quite likely, to college.

However, in my association with school

life, 1 do not recall ever hearing such ridic-

ulous English usage.

Perhaps we native Californians speak a

different language out here, or, as 1 said

at the beginning, perhaps I'm just another
"crank."

R. Dallas Tousey, Los Angeles, Calif.

$1.00 PRIZE

PHOOEY TO DAYLIGHT SAVING TIMEI

Every year we go through the same
agony of having the radio torn end to end

just because some nut thought his brain-
child. Daylight Saving Time, a marvelous
idea to humanity. Maybe so, but what
about the states and cities that don't ob-
serve Daylight Saving Time? Our city
does not and therefore the programs are
an hour earlier. Therein lies the source
of the rumpus and mix-up. Then, in the
fall, we go througli the same old thing.

We just get settled nicely when we have
to start all over trying to adjust our-
selves.

Suppose you are keeping up with a
most interesting skit on one network at

10:30 A. M.? On a local station you are
listening to another program just as in-

teresting as the first at 9:30 a. m. You
wouldn't dream of missing either of them
for the world. Now, look what happens.
Along comes Daylight Saving Time. The
network program moves back an hour to
9:30 a. m. But the skit on the local sta-

tion fails to move. Hence, two good pro-
grams on at the same time. Phooey to

Daylight Saving Time!
Carol Richardson, Houston, Texas

$1.00 PRIZE

"DEY HOLLER AN' DEY SHOUT"

Has anybody here seen— I mean, heard
—Tibbett? 1 haven't been to Mandalay
or to Danny Deever's hanging in ages.

Frankly, I'm running out of something to

do. I've almost completely forgotten
what the opera Pagliacci is all about.
Couldn't I please hear the prologue just

once more?
You guys that make perfume, gasoline

and laxatives—have a heart and give Larry
a job. Think of his wife and kids! How'd
you like to be moping around twiddling
your thumbs when your mouth and throat

are full of Shortnin Bread? I've even
taken to shaving with the Toreador these

days, and how are you going to feel when
Danny Boy takes a chunk out of his

adam's apple and ends up on De Glory
Road?

There's an appreciative audience out
here, and we're about ready to start stamp-
ing our feet and giving a few catcalls. We
miss you Mr. Tibbett. Please come back.

Charles M. Estes, Louisville, Ky.

$1.00 PRIZE

LET US BE THE JUDGE

We all admire good sports and anyone
who's willing to acknowledge another fel-

low's good points. But, lately, the epi-

demic of bouquet-throwing that's been go-
ing on among radio stars is really too
much. On almost every program it seems
somebody has a "swap" for another some-
body, who will duly respond on his next
program with an equally flowery compli-
ment.
Now, we all have our favorite radio

friends and know they're good. And we
like to feel there's a friendly atmosphere
like one big family at the broadcasting
studio. However, we still prefer genuine
entertainment and solid performance to

this mutual orchid-pinning. Leave that to

us fans.

Miss M. R. Steward, Germantown, Pa.

n

Owing to the great volume of contribu-

tions received by this department, we
regret that it is impossible for us to

return unaccepted material. Accordingly

we strongly recommend that all contribu-

tors retain a copy of any manuscript sub-

mitted to us.
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[government, with its limitless resources and the co-

jperation of America's greatest child specialists, can

produce for you.

Five outstanding American medical authorities on

shild health, in consultation with the experts of the

Federal Children's Bureau, collaborated in the pre-

paration of "Infant Care".

Easy to use as a daily instruction book; invaluable

in emergencies. Nine page index affords instant, easy

reference for your problem. Generously illustrated

with pictures, charts and diagrams.

ONLY 10c

Send your order for "Infant Care" at once. Use the

coupon below. Radio Mirror retains no part of

the payment, makes no profit; your order and pay-

ment are forwarded to the proper authorities in

Washington,

Doris Day

SUBJECTS COVERED

How to Register Birth

How Baby Should Grow
Baby at Twelve Months

Training of Baby
Forming Life Habits

Exercising Baby

About Crying

Sunbaths and Play

Protection Against Disease

Clothing Needed

Bathing Baby

Care of Teeth, Nose, Eyes

Breaking Bad Habits

Meals for Baby
Nursing Instructions

Control of Breast Milk

Weaning
Feeding of Solid Foods

Early Signs of Illness

Care of Sick Baby
Traveling With Baby
Selected Parents' Books

ADIO MIRROR'S OWN SPECIAL EDITION
fOA BAILEY ALLEN'S N£W COOK BOOK

.o .^.^

Especially Selected
Mrs. Margaret Simpson, food editor of RADIO MIRROR
has arranged for a special Radio Mirror edition of

this best selling cook book by America's most famous
authority.

\ Not Just Another Recipe Book

Though approximately 1,500 recipes are given, the
Ida Bailey Allen Service Cook Book is far more
than a mere collection of dishes. Get the world's
most expert advice on:

BAKING TEMPERA.
TURES

OVEN COOKERY
ROASTING
DEEP FAT FRYING

Thumb-nail Type Index
Especially suited for use on kitchen table without
time-wasting search of table of contents or hunt-
ing for page numbers.

Only 20c Post Paid
You will get your money back a thousand
fold, as you follow Ida Bailey Allen's
marketing advice.

er Service BnreoM, RM-8-37

Radio Mirror,
205 E. 42iid St., New York City.

Check below the book you desire. If you want
both books, enclose total of 30 cents.

n 10c enclosed herewith for "Infant Care"

D 20c enclosed herewith for Ida Bailey Allen's
Service Cook Book.

Send stamps or currency, carefully wrapped.

Name

Address



says: My throat

decided on Luckies

mm
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"QMOKIN<
^J pleasur

'MOKING is one of the greatest

jres in the world, but it can

be utterly spoiled by throat irritation.

My job's tough on the throat and I

have to be careful to keep my voice

clear. Long ago I found that Luckies

are easy and smooth and don't

catch your throat."

Notice how manyprofessional men and

women—lawyers, doctors, statesmen,

etc., smoke Luckies. See how many
leading artists ofradio, stage, screen and

opera prefer them. Their voices are their

fortunes. Doesn't it follow that, if

Luckies are gentle on their sensitive

throats, they will be gentle on your

throat, too.^ So enjoy the throat pro-

tection of a light smoke that is free of

certain irritants expelled by dig exclux
j^ /P ^- tection of a light smoke that is free of

/>-»_ A^ ..y^ fi*^ certain irritants expelled by die exclu>»

Nx

A Light Smoke
"It s Toasted -Your Throat Protection

AGAINST IRRITATION -AGAINST COUGH
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DID YOU NOTICE HELEN'S

BREATH AGAIN TONIGHT-

SICKENING ;

HELEN'S ! HELEN'S

AND HERBERTS. WOULDNY
YOU THINK THEY WOULD

USE LISTERINE?

THEY'RE NOT THE
ONLY OFFENDERS. ITS

EVERYBODY THESE DAYS.

TOO MUCH SMOKING AND
DRINKING.

WISH 1 COULD DO SOME-

THING ABOUT SUCH
FRIENDS-BUT WITH
ALL THEIR FAULTS I

LOVE THEM STILL.

NOW LET THEM COME,

HALITOSIS OR NO. IT'S

SO WIDE WE'LL NEVER
NOTICE THEIR

^jjjJijVi, BREATH !

CORKING, DARLING!

MAYBE WE HAD BETTER

MAKE THE ^gSk
FIRST PRIZE 1^1
A BOTTLE 0F-0\-;O'/V^

®^3' LISTERINE £^
W/J

4b^ miXW%^ —

i

m

mSP^^/

WHY OFFEND NEEDLESSLY? Modem habits explain why
so many people have halitosis—(bad breath). The sad part

of it is that you never know when you offend, but others do,

and hence avoid you.

If you want to make sure that your breath is beyond re-

proach get in the habit of using Listerine Antiseptic every

morning and every night, and between times for social or

business engagements.

Listerine Antiseptic halts fermentation in the mouth,
themajor cause ofodors, and overcomes the odors them-
selves. Your mouth feels wonderfully fresh and
clean and your breath is sweeter, wholesome
and more agreeable. Lambert Pharmacal Co.

For Halitosis (bad breath) use LISTERINE



Pampers her skin with costly lotions

but she ignores her tender^ oiling gums

How often such neglect leads

to real dental tragedies ...

give your gums the benefit

of Ipana and Massage.

PAT, PAT, go her deft fingers—attend-

ing to the important business of

beauty. Creams and lotions to aid her

skin—a hundred brush strokes nightly

for her hair—those are details she never

overlooks. And rightly so! Yet how little

they count, when her lips part in a duU
and dingy smile—a smile that ruins her

loveliness, destroys her charm.

Yet hers might be a smile, radiant and

captivating—but not until she learns the

importance of healthy gums to sound

teeth—not until she knows the meaning

of— and does something about— that

warning tinge of "pink" on her tooth

brush!

Never Ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"

"Pink tooth brush" is only a warning.

But if ever you notice it, see your dentist.

You may not be in for serious trouble.

Probably, he'll tell you that modern soft

foods are to blame—foods that deprive

your gums of necessary stimulation.

"More work and exercise for those ten-

der, ailing gums" is the likely verdict

—and, very often, "the helpful stimula-

tion of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage."

For Ipana, with massage, is designed

to help the gums as well as keep teeth

bright and sparkling. Massage a little

extra Ipana into your gums every time

you brush your teeth. Circulation quick-

ens in the gum tissues—gums become

firmer, more resistant to trouble.

Don't wait for the warning tinge of

"pink" on your tooth brush. Start today

with Ipana and massage—one sensible

way to a lovely smile.

LISTEN TO'Town Hall Tonight"-every Wed-
nesday,N.B.C.RedNetwork,9P.M.,E.D.S.T.

a good tooth paste,

like a good dentist,

is never a luxury.

IPANA



Correct Your Figure Faults

Perfolastic Not Only Confines,

It Removes Ugly Bulges!

3 INCHES in 10 DAYS
. . . it will cost you nothins!

Thousands of women today owe their
slim youthful figures to the quick,

safe way to reduce ; ; . Perfolastic!
"Hips 12 inches smaller," says Miss Richardson.
"Lost 60 pounds and reduced mywaist 9 inches,"
writes Mrs. Derr. "I used to wear a size 42, now I
take size 18"says Mrs. Faust. "Never owned a girdle
I liked so much—reduced 2 6 pounds," writes Miss
Marshall. Why don't you, too, test the Perfolastic
Girdle and Uplift Brassiere at our expense?

Immediately Appear Inches Slimmer!
You need not risk one penny , . . simply try

Perfolastic for 10 days without cost. You will be
thrilled with the results ... as are all Perfolastic
wearers! You appear inches smaller at once, and
yet are so comfortable you can scarcely realize
that your Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere are ac
lually reducing hips, waist, diaphragm and thighs.
Every move you make puts the massage-like action to
work at just those spots where fat first accumulates.

No Diets, Drugs or Exercise!

You do not have to risk your health or change
your comfortable: mode of living. No strenuous
exercise to wear you out ... no dangerous drugs
(o take. . . and no diet to reduce face and neck to
wrinkled flabbiness. The Perforations and soft,
silky lining make Perfolastic delightful to wear.
And with the loss of excess fat will come increased
pep and energy.

See for yourself the wonderful quality of the
material! Read the astonishing experiences of
prominent women who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks . . . safely! You risk nothing. Mail
coupon nowl

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 289. 41 EAST 42nd ST., New York, N.Y.

Please send me FREE BOOKLET in plain
envelope, also sample of perforated material and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Name

4 ddres!.
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TWENTY QUESTIONS
1. Who is Deanna Durbin's singing

teacher?

2. Who is the only person, other

then Lum and Abner themselves, ever

heard on the Lum and Abner pro-

grams?
3. Who is the telephone girl on

Hollywood Hotel?

4. Does the trio on the Universal

Rhythm show work on any other pro-

gram?
5. What former child movie star,

now that he's grown up, is leading an

orchestra in Hollywood and planning

on bringing it to New York soon?

6. The author of what well-loved

radio serial recently made a trip to

the Orient aboard the China Clipper?

7. What radio and movie star is

the bona-fide mayor of a town in

California?

8. What is radio's oldest male
quartet?

9. What famous orchestra leader

only recently made his very first ap-

pearance in New York City?

10. Who is now playing the part of

"Honeychile" for Bob Hope?
1 1. What two radio stars are inter-

ested in sports professionally?

12. What radio performer is famous
exclusively for his snoring ability?

13. What famous actress and radio

favorite will be missing from her

regular spot on the air next fall, ac-

cording to present plans?

14. What orchestra leader is en-

thusiastic over "musical therapy", the

method of using music to cure physical

ailments?

15. What radio star has a son who
is the radio editor of a Detroit news-

paper?
16. What is the name of the race

course in California in which Bing

Crosby is financially interested?

1 7. What famous pair of newlyweds
are talking to radio sponsors for a
program this fall?

18. What star, off the air for the
summer, is spending the hot days
watching workmen build him a new
house?

19. Who plays Eb and Zeb on the
Al Pearce hour?

20. What is the theme song of the

Chase and Sanborn show?
(You'll find the answers on page 56)

Short*cut to Reno

A short, but frequent, story . . .

"Lysol" disinfectant made the

ending happy.

JUDY and Bill grew up together . . .

were childhood sweethearts. Every-

body said, "They'll be happy".

But ... in less than a year of married

life, Judy said Bill was cruel, indifferent.

Bill said, "We both made a mistake".,

. . . But old Doc Davis, who'd brought

them both into the world, discovered the

real story. And "Lyspl" dismfectant

helped make the ending happy.

The tragic thing about it is, a woman
seldom knows she's guilty of neglecting

herself. Fortunately, any woman can

(and millions of women do) know how not

to offend. They know that '-Lysol" dis-

infectant provides a wholesome cleans-

ing method of feminine hygiene. They
know these six qualities of "Lysol" which
make it so valuable:

THE 6 SPECIAL FEATURES OF "LYSOL"
L NoN-CAUSTic . . . "Lysol" in the proper

dilution, is gentle and efficient. It contains no

harmful free caustic alkali.

2. Effectiveness . . . "Lysol" is a true

germicide, active under practical conditions

... in the presence of organic matter (such as

dirt, mucus, serum, etc.).

3. Penetration... "Lysol" solutions spread

because of low surface tension, and thus vir-

tually search out germs.

4. Economy. .."Lysol", because it is concen-

trated, costs less than one cent an apphcation

in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.

5. Odor . . . The cleanly odor of "Lysol"

disappears after use.

6. Stability . . . "Lysol" keeps its full

strength no matter how long it is kept, no

matter how often it is uncorked.

FACTS ALL WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
Lehn & Fink Products Corp., Dept. 9-ItM. .

Bloomfield, N. J., U.S.A.

Please send me the book called "LYSOL
vs. GERMS", with facts about feminine

hyuiene and other uses of "Lysol".

Same

Strtei

City ^StaU_
CopyrlKht 1937 by L«hn ft Fink Producta Corp.
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Frank Crumit returns to

the air as a non-singing

master of ceremonies on

Universal Rhythm. Be-

low, with Rex Chandler.

Above, the whole Burns

family: George, Ronnie,

swimming expert Sandra,

and Gracie—who's going

to dance with Astaire!

IT'S UP-TO-THE-MINUTE

AND DOWN-TO-EARTH—

A

COMPLETE CHRONICLE OF

THE MONTH'S BIG EVENTS

IN THE MICROPHONE WORLD

THE love bug is making a concerted attack on Horace

Heidt's orchestra. This fatal germ has vanquished one

King sister and one member of the orchestra, and its

victory over another King sister and another of the boys is

only a matter of time. Louise King and Alvino Rey, the

electric guitarist of the band, wefe married just

before the organization took its two-week vaca-

tion, and Donna King is engaged to Charles

Goodman, Horace's top baritone singer.

*

Not one, but two important things have hap-

pened to Ed Wynn. First, he married Frieda IVlierse shortly

after Mrs. Wynn received a Reno divorce. Second, he

reached a decision about his own future in radio—which

is that he doesn't care whether he ever goes on the air again

or not. He has told intimates that he thinks the day for

By T

SEYM

his specialty—puns—has passed, as far as radio is con-

cerned; and that he'll leave the more elaborate type of

comedy to others. Meanwhile, he wants to write a daily

newspaper column and produce a musical show on Broad-

way. * * *

Ray Noble, now that he's become a comedian

on the Burns, and Allen show, is also getting

into the good old American swing by turning

into an inveterate prize-fight fan. Every fight

night in Hollywood, he's on hand in a ringside

seat. Daresay he dashes oflf a cup of tea and

rushes to yell, "Give 'em the axe!"

ON Y

OUR

It was a slightly belated honeymoon that Martha Raye

took with her new husband, i>iddy Westmore. Picture

work kept her in Hollywood until a week before the last



Jolson broadcast. Absolutely radiant,

she rushed direct from the next-to-the-

last broadcast into Buddy's waiting

car, returning just in time to give out

the closing hi-de-hi's on the next Tues-

day's opus with Palsy-Walsy-Alsy. A
few days later she was scheduled to be

off for a ten-week personal appearance

tour. * * *

The sympathy of thousands of fans

and radio workers goes out to the

Lanny Rosses. Their eagerly awaited

baby died at birth.

* * *

One of Hollywood's showiest show

places is Joe Penner's new home, for-

merly owned by Tito Schipa. When
visitors go through it they are par-

ticularly impressed by the elaborate

servants' quarters, equipped with show-

ers, a private dining room, and windows
which open on the garden. "Yep," is

Joe's explanation, "I want everybody
in this house to be comfortable and
have plenty of room. Why, we even-

have a room for hot and cold running

termites." ^^ ^, *

Georgie Stoll's being seen nightly at

Hollywood's Famous Door night club

—but not for the purpose of showing

any HolI>^'ood lovely a good time. No,
Georgie goes to the Door to listen to

the torrid rhythms of Stuff Smith and
his hot fiddle. The syncopating violin-

ist has every musician in town fasci-

nated, but Georgie seems particularly

intrigued. Maybe he's thinking up
some innovations for his fall appear-

ance on the Camel show.

Frank Gill, one of the scribes for

Eddie Cantor, as well as for the Texaco
summer show, is a proud new father.

He'd sort of hoped for a boy, but when
the baby turned out to be of the

feminine sex he thought up such a good
gag he didn't mind the disappointment.

He sent out wires to all his friends:

"Guess it's the Cantor in me."

* * *

So you thought Eddie Cantor was on
vacation? You wouldn't if you were

around the studio during rehearsals for

the summer Texaco show. Eddie rushes

over, watches from backstage, and
gives advice mixed with the irresistible

Cantor grin—then runs back to the

movie studio for another take on "AH
Baba Goes to Town." A nice, restful

vacation. * * *

Charlie Winninger's enthusiasm on
the Show Boat program, now that he's

back as its star, is as real as your
enthusiasm over that two-week summer
rest. It's not generally known that

during the last year or so, since Charlie

began making great strides in movie
popularity, he turned down some half-

dozen offers to go on the air in other

programs. It (Continued on page 78)

CINDERELLA FROCKS inspired by

New Universal Pictures' Star

THEY'RE IVORY-WASHABLE

Back to school, looking pretty as a pic-

ture in Deanna Durbin Fashions! And

they're sensible, too! Every print, every

gay trimming has been Ivory-Flakes

tested for washability. Follow the v^ash-

ing instructions tagged to every Cinder-

ella Frock to be sure colors stay bright

OS new through a whole school year.

Psychologists say: "Teen-age girls should look

their best. It creates a sense of well-being . . .

makes studies easier." Give your daughter lots

of these delightful Cinderella Frocks. Keep them

sparkling with frequent Ivory Flakes tubbings.

Ivory Flakes keep fabrics new . . .

colors bright . . . because they're pure



• Splitting headaches made me feel miser-
able. I can't tell you how I was suffering!
I knew the trouble all too well— consti-
pation, a clogged-up condition. I'd
heard FEEN-A-MINT well spoken of. So
I stopped at the drug store on the way
home, got a box of FEEN-A-MINT, and
chewed a tablet before going to bed.

'

• FEEN-A-MINT
is the modern laxa-
tive that comes in

delicious mint-fla-
vored chewing gum.
Chew a tablet for 3

minutes, or longer, for its pleasant taste.
The chewing, according to scientific re-
search, helps make FEEN-A-MINT more
thorough—more dependable and reliable.

• Next morning- headache gone— full ofj
life and pep again ! All accomplished so
easily too. No griping or nausea. Try
FEEN-A-MINT the next time you
have a headache caused by constipation.
Learn why this laxative is a favorite with

16 million people
— young and old.

SIJKhtly hitrher in Canada.

By RUSS KING

Dorothy Alt, right, sings

with Harold Green's
unique International Or-
chestra made up of thir-

teen different nationalities.

Mm-

COAST-TO-COAST
HICHLICH

Betty Worth, above, plays

stooge for Jay C. Flippen

over WHN and WOR.
Right, the Twin Cities'
sport-spieler is DickCullum.

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL: Al-

though Minnesota's twin cities

don't always see eye-to-eye on

everything, they did get together on a

daily sport-spieler to represent them on

the air. Selecting St. Paul's KSTP as

the station outlet, the sponsor, Hamm's
Beer, chose Minneapolis' outstafiding

sports writer to do the talking. And
if you're a Twin City sports follower

you've already guessed that Dick Cul-

lum is the man at the mike.

Spotted at 5:55 p. m. seven days a

week, Dick doesn't attempt to give all

thd sports news of the day, but instead

treats the major items editorially in

much the manner of his popular daily

sports column in the Minneapolis

Journal.

Dick's previous radio activity has

been limited to a weekly question and
answer program for his paper during

the football season. Preferring football

and boxing in the line of sports, Dick

was the organizer of the Minneapolis

Journal Downtown Quarterbacks Club

last year. The club has a membership
of some five hundred of the city's most

prominent citizens who meet every

Monday during (Continued on page 88)



THE
REVIEWING

B

THE PACKARD
SHOW, for the

summer, is featur-

ing Johnny Green's

music and the voices

of Trudy Wood, Jim-
my Blair, and Jane
Rhodes. The time and network are the same as when
Fred Astaire and Charlie Butterworth were at the helm

—

Tuesdays at 9:30 p. m., E.D.S.T., on the NBC Red net-

work. If you think, as I do, that Johnny Green is one of

the smartest maestros m the business, this program's ex-

actly right for you. If you want comedy, you're out of

luck; there isn't much and whac there is, is only good for

mild chuckles. But then, laughing too hard in the summer-
time only makes you hotter. The three young vocalists

blend nicely with Johnny's music—which means that' hone
of them stands out particularly. There are, perhaps, a few
too many commercial announcements for comfort.

YOUR NECK O' THE WOODS, on CBS at 10:30

p. .M., E.D.S.T., every Monday, is something really new in

the way of programs. You ought to like it. Carl Carmer,
the author of that non-fiction best-seller of a few years

back, "Stars Fell on Alabama" (and I don't mean the song),

is the master of ceremonies and narrator who tells you all

about the local traditions and legends of every part of the

United States, a different part each Monday. Comedy, fan-

tasy, history and tragedy are all grist for the Carmer
mill, and he presents them in an amusing and interesting

way. He's not above mixing in a bit of music now and
then when it's needed, either. Listen in, and if you're an
old-timer around your home town, you may find yourself

groping back into your memory for an old story to con-

tribute to Carmer's collection of American lore. Think back
now . . . What was that old story Grandpa used to tell?

STAND
UNIVERSAL

RHYTHM is a full-

sized hour show now,

having moved over to

the Sunday - nightECTOR spot — nine o'clock,

E.D.S.T., on CBS—
which its sponsor formerly used for a symphony orchestra.

It will stay there until fall. Frank Crumit is the most im-

portant addition to the cast, with Richard Bonelli, Carolyn

Urbaneck, Alec Templeton, and Rex Chandler's orchestra

remaining in the show. Frank's a genial and pleasant mas-

ter of ceremonies, and keeps things moving at a pace that

isn't too slow for a Sunday-night program. I understand he

won't sing at all, which seems a pity. The sponsors rate a

bow for giving us such generous helpings of Alec Templeton

every week—he's one of the finest entertainers 1 know.

Richard Bonelli and the orchestra are, of course, depend-

able, and Miss Urbaneck seems to be a real find in the

sweet-singer department.

ELDER MICHAUX, SOLOMON LIGHTFOOT,
is back on the air after a long absence, broadcasting this

time on a coast-to-coast Mutual network, Monday nights at

ten o'clock, E.D.S.T. Maybe I'm all wrong, but it seems

to me that the years have done something to the worthy
Elder and his congregations. Haven't they all become less

excitable, more reserved and dignified? I don't seem to

hear that loud and fervent chorus of "Yeah man!" in the

background any more. The Elder's oldtime fans may not

entirely approve of this modern restraint, but otherwise the

program is just as good as it used to be back in the days

when it was on CBS. The Elder is just as cunning as ever

at linking a snatch of sermon with a snatch of music, the

sermons are just as homely and inspiring, and the music

just as fresh and beautiful.

—to flatter you in

hard sunlight

rindiD ot<4i£iant^/uuied

Summer Brunette

Sunlight (light)

Sunlight (dark)

This year Pond's has three "Sunlight

shades! Choose your shade according to

your tan. Blended to catch only the softer

rays ofthe sun. Pond's "Sunlight" Shades

soften the hard glare of the sun on your

face. Flatter you outdoors and in!

Try them at our expense. Or buy a box,

and if you do not find it more flattering

than ordinary sun-tan shades, send us

back the box, and we will refund purchase

price plus postage. Decorated screw-top

jars, ZU, 7(H. New big boxes, 10»^, 20fi

Tast tham FR^EI In glaring Sunlight
Pond's, CHnlon,Conn.,,Dept.8RM-PJ. Please rush me. free

Pond's 3 new "Sunligh*" Shades, enough of each for a 5-

day test. (This offer expires Nov. 1, 1937)

CopyriKht, 1987. Pond's Extrsct Cumpaity



DOVOU ^^/AHT ^O SAV?

Elinor Harriot takes all

the feminine parts in

Amos 'n' Andy's show.

$20.00 PRIZE

A SUMMERTIME FAN

SUMMERTIME always makes me
more interested in radio programs.

Some of my friends say tiiey don't

like the summer shows because most of

the big stars are off the air, but to me
it's all the more interesting to see what
the substitutes can do. Many a fill-in has

made good and been given a break during

the summer when people are not always

in a receptive mood. You know. I'm

pretty fed up with some of radio's big

comedians, and a change will do me good,

and a vacation will do them good. Maybe
if all we dialers could get together and
really listen in this summer, and send in

our bouquets and huzzahs, we might be

THIS IS YOUR PAGE!

YOUR LETTERS OF
OPINION WIN PRIZES

FIRST PRIZE $20.00

SECOND PRIZE $10.00

FIVE PRIZES of $1.00

Address your letter to the

Editor. RADIO MIRROR.
122 East 42nd Street, New
York, N. Y., and mail it not

later than August 26, 1937.

rewarded with extra fine entertainment this winter.

The hot, sticky days won't stop me from tuning in—not

with that new automobile radio we're going to buy Dad
for Father's Day.

Janice Brown, •

Washington, D. C.

$10.00 PRIZE

THE TURN-OFF STRIKE

Arise, ye members of the Day Time
Listeners' Club, organize a sit-down or

"turn-off" strike against sponsors of the

various women's programs who "talk

down" to us kitchen mechanics of Local

No. 50,000,000 of the Homemakers' union.

We demand shorter hours of announce-

rrients directed toward child minds, and
higher pay in the form of intelligent pro-

grams advertis- (Continued on page 76)
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CUAIRE.YOU LOOK

SIAAPLV
BEAUTIFUU

I'VE
MEVERSEEN

A BRIDE WITH A

:^-

LOVEUEBCOAAPUEXlONyV^^ V
IT'S SO SOFT AND

SW.OOTH...SO
RADIANT.

\

1 THANK you. MARY!

' HAVEN'T I
BEEN

LUCKY? THINK
HOW

DRY AND OLD-

LOOKINC MY SKIN

XA/AS JUST A

fE\N MONTHS
AGO!^

AND NOW YOUR

vCOMPLEWON'S
^ GORGEOUS '

HOW DID

VOU DO IT

CLAIRE?

/>'

J' V.
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YOU KNEW. I
WENT TO

BEN, OF FIFTH AVENUE-

HETOLD ME TO CHANOE

TO PALMOUVE...BECAUSE

„ ,s NVADE WITH

OLIVE OUJ
^^^^^

so THAT'S THE SECRET

OF YOUR
NEW-SCHOOL

6IRL CON^PLE>^'ON _„
THEN PALAAOUVE FOR

ME FROM NOW ON

II
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appearance.
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tuplets. Why not 1,
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faelp make^ircomnf'-^""'' '"'^^-

•^ '^ complexion lovelier.'
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KEEP THAT SCHOOLGIRL COMPLEXION USE THIS BEAUTY SOAP CHOSEN FOR THE OUINS



WHAT TO WEAR-Mrs. War-

burton (foreground above) looks

charmingly cool in white shark-

skin, after a hard game of tennis.

The pleated shorts, knee-top

length— the new longer type—
are preferred by this unerring

stylist. "It's like a woman to enjoy

costlier things. So, naturally, I

smoke costlier tobaccos," says

Mrs. Warburton. "Smoking Cam-

els perks up my energy . . . gives

me the grandest lift!"

TENNIS-Mrs. Warburton

plays a man's game of tennis

—hard-driving, strategic.

Her appearance draws a gal-

lery, whether she is playing

at Palm Beach or in South-

ampton. As for smoking,

"All I want to smoke," says

Mrs. Warburton, "is Camels.

Camels are so mild, they

never get on my nerves!"

COSTLrER
TOBACCOS

Camels are made from

finer,MORE EXPENSIVE

TOBACCOS . . . Turkish

and Domestic . . . than

any other popular brand.

TEA—Mrs. Barclay Warburton, Jr. entertains fre-

quently at " Sandblown," her Southampton place,

and at "Saracen Farm," the family estate near Phila-

delphia. "An appetizing dish," she remarks, "has a

fuller flavor when a Camel keeps it company.

There's no denying— smoking Camels at mealtime

helps digestion!" As you smoke Camels, the flow

of digestive fluids is increased. Alkaline digestive

fluids that mean so much to mealtime enjoyment!

Other women prominent in society who also

prefer Camel's mild, delicate flavor

MISS JOAN BELMONT, Afco York . MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia

MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston . MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR.,

New York . MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE 2nd, Boston . MRS.

ANTHONY J. DREXEL 3rd, Philadelphia . MRS. OGDEN HAMMOND, JR.,

Mew York . MRS. JASPER MORGAN. New York . MRS. NICHOLAS G.

PENNIMAN III, Baltimore . MRS. JOHN W. ROCKEFELLER, JR.,

New York . MRS. RUFUS PAINE SPALDING HI, Pasadena

MRS. LOUIS SWIFT, JR., Chicago

CopyriKlit, 1987, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, WInston-Salem, N. C.

FOR DIGESTIONS SAKE SMOKE camels!
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IT TOOK MORE THAN THE

FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS

^ THEY'LL PAY HER EVERY

v#/

WEEK TO LURE THAT MAC-

DONALD GIRL TO THE AIR

IF
only," sighed one sponsor after another,

"we could get Jeanette MacDonald!"
But they never could.

Even luring the little lady into a broadcast

studio for a guest appearance was considered

to be something in the line of a major victory.

As for signing her up on a regular weekly
program—well, that was just out! Jeanette

simply didn't care for radio. She'd said so,

often enough, and apparently she meant it.

Until she changed her mind. A few weeks
ago the sponsors of Vicks' Open House show
announced with quiet pride that they had the
MacDonald signature on a contract and that

she would begin a weekly series in September.
It was enough for the sponsors that they'd

scooped the whole radio industry in getting

Jeanette as their star. Not for them to inquire
into the reasons for a lady's change of mind.
They could afford to be satisfied with the fact

that she had changed it. But if they'd looked
a little deeper into the situation they'd have
uncovered an explanation so utterly and de-
lightfully feminine {Continued an page 73)

M-G-M thoto HOW RADIO
The lovely owner of one of

Hollywood's greatest voices

held out a long time before

she gave in to radio's lure.

B y

NORTON
RUSSELL

WON



With an armful of Mary Car-

lisle, the sun shines bright

on Bing Crosby as he sings

for Paramount's "Double or

Nothing." Bing's gone (on a
vacation) but not forgotten.

V
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Paiaminnit Photo by Malcolm Bulloch

Ah Romeo, wherefor art thou

Benny? Gail Patrick, above,

is Jack's heartbeat in "Art-

ists and Models." Though he's

off the air, turn the page for

Q hilarious "summer show."
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With an armful of Mary Car-
lisle, the sun shines bright
on Bing Crosby as he sings
for Poramount's "Double or
Nothing." Bing's gone (on a
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Ah Romeo, wherefor art thou

Benny? Gail Patrick, above,

is Jack's heartbeot in "Art-

ists and Models." Though he's

off the air, turn the page for

a hilarious "sumnncr show."



Jack Benny

Editor's Note: Here is a new idea—Radio Mirror's own
RpADio-broadcast. You can't hear it, but you can read it,

and get thirty minutes of the same fun you have when you
tune in A-inerica's number one comedian. On these pages

you will find some of the best laughs and playlets that have

made Jack Benny's program the most popular in the past

three years. It's all based on material furnished by Jack
Benny himself, and skilfully blended to make a perfect

program—J(ick's "Vacation Broadcast." Watch for his

second RE.\D\o-broadcast next month.

THOUGH Jack Benny's olT the air, Radio Mirror maga-
zine is bringing you a full Benny program! All you
have to do is lean back in your favorite easy-chair

and tune in to this magazine. The reception is good—the

dials are set just right—are you ready? Then imagine that

It's Sunday evening. If you live in New York the time is

seven o'clock. If you live in a daze, it's seven o'clock any-

way. There go the chimes, and the announcer saying, "This

is the National Broadcasting Company". Another voice,

hearty, robust—it's Don Wilson:

"The Jell-0 program! Starring Jack Benny, with Mary
Livingstone and Phil Harris and his orchestra. The
orchestra opens the program with "September in the Rain."

(Close your eyes and listen a minute. Sure enough, it's

Phil Harris leading his m£n in the charming music of

"September in the Rain.")

Don: Tonight, ladies and gentlemen. Jack, Mary, and

all the rest of us are sailing for Europe on our summer
vacation. We're all here on board the good ship Jelloa,

which is due to get up steam and start out any minute.

And now we bring you your friend, my friend, and Jack

Benny's friend—as fine a fellow as ever stooped to pick up

a cigar butt—Jack Benny! . . . Uh, where is Jack, anyway?

YOU CAN'T HEAR IT BUT YOU CAN READ IT! THIRTY MINUTES OF Til



.'<--»k"^*i*s^n*ssesgK«'^^:i*^«c':v«;Jsstij^ , '•>=.*r?5c*^«rfUi' .;-

Phil: Jack just called up, Don. He said he and Mary_
were on their way over to the ship now. They ought to be

here any minute. (. . . Listen. There's the sound of an
automobile motor and an auto horn. Somebody's in an
awful hurry. Now they're talking. Remember that high-

pitched voice of Mary's, and that worried one of Jack's?)

Mary: Watch out, Jack. You nearly hit that dog.

Jack: Mary, I'm driving this car, and I've got to step

on it. We're late.

Mary: Watch out! You nearly hit that bakery truck.

Jack: Hey, you big palooka, why didn't you put your
hand out?

Truck Driver: If I did, I'd put it on yer jaw.

Jack: Oh yeah?
Truck Driver: Yeah!

Jack: {He starts the car again). Oh well, it's a good
thing for that mugg I'm in a hurry.

Mary: It's a good thing for you, too. Careful, Jack,

you're on the sidewalk.

Jack: How did I get up here? A fine place for the city

to put up sidewalks.

Mary: Oh look. Jack, a fellow wants you to stop here.

Jack: Who is it?

Mary: He's got a uniform on and he doesn't l(X)k like

a sailor.

Jack: Well. I can't stop now. {We hear a police whistle).

Mary: Look, Jack, he's running after us and he's got a

motorcycle under him.

Jack: Oh, that's different.

The Cop: Hey, you, pull over there to the curb! {We
hear the car and the motorcycle slow up and stop)

The Cop: What's your hurry and where's your driver'*

license?

Jack: Why. officer, it isn't at {Continued on page M)

\ME LAUGHS YOU GET WHEN YOU TUNE IN RADIO'S TOP COMEDY HOUR





Jack Benny

I ditor's Note: Here is a new idea—Radio Mirror's own
KvADio-broadcast. You can't hear it, but you can read it.

ami get thirty minutes of the same fun you have when you

how m America's number one comedian. On these pages

v!>u will find some of the best laughs and playlets tiiat have

made jack Benny's program the most popular 'in the past

three years. It's all based on material furnished by jack

Henny himself, and skilfully blended to make a perfect

program—j(tck's "Vacation Broadcast." Watch for his

sccomt Rr..\mo-broadcast ne.xt month.

THOUGH Jack Benny's off the air. Radio Mirror maga-
zine is bringing you a full Benny program! All you
have to do is lean back in your favorite easy-chair

:ind tune in to this magazine. The reception is good—the

dials are set just right—are you ready? Then imagine that

It's Sunday evening. If you live in New York the time is

seven o'clock. If you live in a daze, it's seven o'clock any-

way. There go the chimes, and the announcer saying, 1
ni*

is the National Broadcasting Company". Another voice,

hearty, robust—it's Don Wilson:
,

"The Jell-0 program! Starring Jack Benny, with iVlary

Livingstone and Phil Harris and his orchestra, i"^

orchestra opens the program with "September in the Ka'"-,^

{Close your eyes and listen a minute. Sure ^^""^'.'/^i

Phil Harris leading his men in the charming music

"September in the Rain.")

Don: Tonight, ladies and gentlemen. Jack, Mary,

all the rest of us are sailing for Europe on our ummer

vacation. We're all here on board the good ship
/«^^^^'

which is due to get up steam and start out any m'

And now we bring you your friend, my friend, ana /

Benny's friend—as fine a fellow as ever stooped to P"^ ?

a cigar butt—Jack Benny! . . . Uh, where is Jack, anyv y

YOU CANT HEAR IT BUT YOU CAN READ ITl THIRTY MINUTES OF

Phil: Jack just called up, Don, He said he and Mary

were on their way over to the ship now. They ought to De

here any minute. (. . . Listen. There's the smnd of an

automobile motor and an auto horn,
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awful hurry. Now they're talking. Remember that high-

pitched voice of Mary's, aiul that
^'""'{.ff."."' '

Mary: Watch out, Jack. You nearly hit 'ha doS'

Jack: Mary, I'm driving this car, and I ve got to step

on It. We're late.
, . , , , „„,k

Mary: Watch out! You nearly hit th^t bakery truck^

Jack: Hey, you big palooka. why didn t you put your

hand out?
Truck Driver: If I did, I'd put it on yer jaw.

I\ck: Oh yeah?
• nvc.K Driver: Yeah! „, „ .,, , -n^j
Uck: (He starts the car again). Oh well, its a good

for that mugg I'm in a hurry.

Careful, Jack,
Mary: It's a good thing for you, too.

vou're on the sidewalk. ,.!.•..
Jack: How did 1 get up here? A fine place for the city

to put up sideivalks.

Mary: Oh look, Jack, a fellow wants you to stop here.

Mary: ^lleVgot^a uniform on and he d<«5n't I.K>k like

*
Un<'- Well \ cm't suip my/. (We hear a police whistle).

Mary: Look, Jack, he's running after us and hes got a

motorcycle under him.

Iack- Oh. that's different.

Thi. Cop' Hey. you. pull over there to the curb! (We

hear the car and the motorcycle slow up and stop)

The &p: Whafs your hurry and where's your driver^

"'jack: Why. officer, it isn't at (Continued on page 68)

i'liiK for that mugg I'm in a hurry. _^- ^AMCnV MOUR
tHI SAME LAUGHS YOU ©H WHEN YOU TUNE IN RADIOS TOP COMEDY HOUR



THE contracts were signed, to everyone's satisfaction.

Joan Crawford and F-ranchot Tone were to be co-

starred in a brief air version of Maxwell Anderson's

great play, "Elizabeth the Queen," on the Camel program.

Joan was delighted with the part of Elizabeth. Dramatic,

stormy, poetic, beautiful—it represented, to her, a chance

to do something fine and unforgettable.

Then somebody mentioned the studio audience.

Joan's face went white. "Audience? But of course there

isn't going to be one! I can't play in front of an audience!"

But, they told her, there had to be one. There always

was, for the Camel show. Besides, it would only be for

ten minutes.

"Then I can't do it," Joan cried. "Walking out on a

stage in front of all those people would be just like walking
to the electric chair. My legs simply would not hold me
up—not even for one minute!"

Nobody who saw the stark fright in her eyes at that

moment could have thought for a minute that she didn't

mean what she said. Yet Joan did play Elizabeth in front

of a studio audience. And later, on one of the Lux Theater

full hour shows, she played Mary, Queen of Scots—again

for a studio audience.

In those two radio appearances lies the story of how
Joan Crawford overcame her greatest handicap, licked her

greatest fear. Radio did what no amount of sympathetic

advice from Franchot Tone, her husband, or careful coach-

ing by teachers, could do. Radio cured her of an actress'

most dreaded terror—stage fright. For that, simply, was
what it was.

More even than all that, radio taught her how to accept

many things in her life, the life of a star, which always be-

fore had made her sick with nervousness. And finally, it

opened the door to her greatest {Continued on page 59)
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A new portrait study of

M-S-M's charming Mrs.

Tone, taken just after

she won the first round

of her greatest battle.
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THE contracts were signed, to everyone's satisfaction,

loan Crawford and f-ranchot Tone were to be co-

itarred in a brief air version of IVIaxwell Andersons

great play, "Elizabeth the Queen," on the Came! program.

Joan was delighted with the part of Elizabeth. Draiiiatic,

stormy, poetic, beautiful—it represented, to her, a chance

to do something fine and unforgettable.

Then somebody mentioned the studio audience.

Joan's face went white. "Audience? But of course there

isn't going to be one! I can't play in front of an audience!

But they told her, there had to be one. There always

was, for the Camel show. Besides, it would only be for

ten minutes.
.

"Then I can't do it," Joan cried. "Walking out on a

stage in front of all those people would be just like walking

to the electric chair. My legs simply would not hold me

up—not even for one minute!
"

Nobody who saw the stark fright in her eyes at that

moment could have thought for a minute that she didn't

mean what she .said. Yet Joan did play Elizabeth in frunt

of a studio audience. And later, on one of the Lux 1 healer

full hour shows, she played Mary, Queen of Scots—again

for a studio audience.

In those two radio appearances lies the story ot how

Joan Crawford overcame her greatest handicap, licked her

greatest fear. Radio did what no amount of sympathetic

advice from Franchot Tone, her husband, or careful coach-

ing by teachers, could do. Radio cured her of an actress'

most dreaded terror—stage fright. For that, simply, was

what it was.
. , , .

More even than all that, radio taught her how to accept

many things in her life, the life of a star, which always be-

fore had made her sick with nervousness. And fmallv, it

opened the door to her greatest ^Continued on pa^e '''i
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of her greatest battle.
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AS HILARIOUS AS ONE OF HIS BROAD

CASTS, THE STORY OF A WOODEN IMP

WHO HAS THE NERVE TO TRY ALL THE

THINGS HIS MASTER WOULD LIKE TO DO

CHARLIE McCarthy, as full fledged a ventriloquist's

dummy as was ever put together with wood and glue

and dressed in the finest top hat and tails, really lives.

In fact he lives a much fuller and happier life than do most
of us mortals, because Charlie does everything and says

everything he wants to and never worries about getting a

punch in the nose.

It's the darndest story 1 ever told. The funniest, too,

and the most revealing. It's the story of how Charlie Mc-
Carthy is the real Edgar Bergen, who says what Bergen is

really thinking and who does what Bergen really is yearning

to do. It's also the story of how Charlie has finally brought

his owner and master fame and fortune by being the hit of

the Chase and Sanborn program, Sunday nights.

And if you don't believe me, you should drop around

some time. You should have been there the day, for in-

stance, that Charlie and Edgar took a day off from radio

and went to the movie set to make a comedy.

Rehearsals were over and they were getting ready to

shoot the scene. Edgar and Charlie were sitting at the bar.

On the stool next to them was a very beautiful girl in a

very low gown. Edgar looked. Then, as a gentleman

should, he turned away and nibbled on a pretzel.

But Charlie, Edgar's real self, wasn't so easily restrained.

Casually, Charlie turned in the girl's direction. His eyes

rolled. He leaned towards her. He looked, long and hard.

Then he positively leered.

"Um-m-m, urh-m-m!" he murmured. "Um-m-m-m,
um-m-m-m

!

IS

Edgar Bergen had spoken,

with Charlie's lips and Char-
lie's gestures. Once more, Ed-
gar had stifled an instinctive

remark, only to find Charlie coming
to his rescue.

Lots of people have the wrong idea about

Edgar Bergen and Charlie. They think be-

cause Edgar is a ventriloquist, he talks for

Charlie. Actually, as I'm proving to you, it's

Charlie who talks for Edgar. Really, he's Edgar's

subconscious personality, and not so subconscious at that.

During the filming of the same comedy, there was
trouble with Charlie's carrot colored wig. It wouldn't stay

on straight. "I'll fix it," said a property man and without

further ado, he did, driving a nail into Charlie's head with

three sharp blows.

"Why you— !" screamed Charlie, reeling under the blows.

It was Charlie talking, but it was Edgar saying what he

really thought of all the property men who have barked

him in the shins and bumped him on the head while rushing

past with tables and chairs.

Of course Charlie's a person. He's the Edgar Bergen the

rest of the world doesn't see unless it's lucky enough to be

around, when Charlie swings into action. Even then, it's

impossible to appreciate what's going on unless the whole

story is understood—as hard as it would be to understand

why, when radio engineers get the mike ready for Edgar
to speak his lines they put it in front of Charlie.



For fifteen years now Edgar
and Charlie have been side

partners. And in Charlie, Ed-
gar has a partner made to order.

Charlie was copied after a little Irish

newsboy Edgar greatly admired. Car-

rot-colored hair, high cheekbones, a big

mouth and bold eyes. The newsboy's name
was Charlie. The workman who wrought this

spirit of free youth from wood was Mack. Edgar
supplied the ending.

It was natural that Edgar's dreams for Charlie and
himself should be concerned with the theater, for he had

been in and out of the theater—and in it as much as pos-

sible always—ever since he was twelve years old. In the

theater he found the excitement and adventure and romance
other boys discover in tales of cowboys and soldiers.

The theater in Decatur, Michigan, where Edgar first

worked was small and crude. On those nights when there

was a performance it was Edgar's job to start the fire,

turn on the lights, take the dust covers off the chairs, and
make the place ready for the customers who eventually
would stroll in.

One night when no performance was scheduled the wo-
man who owned that theater passed by to find the lights

on and the price sign out. She slipped inside to discover

the twelve-year old Edgar at the piano. His fair hair

shone under the light and he was playing with what he

felt were professional flourishes. His antics amused this

By A D E L E

WHITELY FLETCHER

woman who once had been an opera singer. But his playing

impressed her. He had a way of dramatizing the melodies

he coaxed from the black and white keys.

"Hello there," she called. Edgar jumped. "Don't be

alarmed," she said, "I saw the lights on and came in. And
I'm glad I did. How would you like to be the piano

player around here in the future?"

It was a couple of years later, quite by accident, that

Edgar learned he could, as he calls it. "diffuse" his voice.

He explains the mysterious business of ventriloquism very

simply, incidentally.

"When you're a ven~triloquist," he says "you speak from

your stomach instead of from your throat. In Latin venter

means stomach and loquor means speak. In this way, you

see, you aren't obliged to move your lips. Consequentl>'

the eyes of those who watch help create the illusion that it

is your dummy speaking. For they see the dumm\^
mouth open and close while your mouth remains still and

they register this fact with the brain."

It was his mother Edgar fooled first. One summer after-

noon he was sitting in the kitchen watching his mother bake

an apple pie when he decided it would be fun to make
her think there was someone at the door.

"Hello in there, " he called in the muffled voice he had

been practising because the sound of it seemed to come
from no place in particular. And while he spoke he tapped

on the bottom of his chair.

When his mother went to the door he couldn't conceal

his delight. (Continued o7i page "1 >
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nm .1 NEVER GUESS WHY CHARLIE
AND EDGAR BERGEN ARE INSEPARABLE
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CHARLm McCarthy, as full fledged a ventriloquist's

dummy as was ever put together with wood and glue

and dressed in the finest top hat and tails, really lives.

In fact he lives a much fuller and happier life than do most
of us mortals, because Charlie does everything and says

everything he wants to and never worries about getting a

punch in the nose.

It's the darndest story I ever told. The funniest, too,

and the most revealing. It's the story of how Charlie Mc-
Carthy is the real Edgar Bergen, who says what Bergen is

really thinking and who does what Bergen really is yearning

to do. It's also the story of how Charlie has finally brought

his owner and master fame and fortune by being the hit of

the Chase and Sanborn program, Sunday nights.

And if you don't believe me, you should drop around
some time. You should have been there the day, for in-

stance, that Charlie and Edgar took a day off from radio

and went to the movie set to make a comedy.
Rehearsals were over and they were getting ready to

shoot the scene. Edgar and Charlie were sitting at the bar.

On the stool next to them was a very beautiful girl in a
ver>' low gown. Edgar looked. Then, as a gentleman
should, he turned away and nibbled on a pretzel.

But Charlie. Edgar's real self, wasn't so easily restrained.

Casually. Charlie turned in the girl's direction. His eyes
rolled. He leaned towards her. He looked, long and hard.
Then he positively leered.

"Um-m-m, uyh-m-m'" he murmured. "Um-m-m-m
um-vi-m-m'.

1^

Edgar Bergen had spoken,

with Charlie's lips and Char-
lie's gestures. Once more, Ed-
gar had stifled an instinctive

remark, only to find Charlie coming
to his rescue.

Lots of people have the wrong idea about
Edgar Bergen and Charlie. They think be-

cause Edgar is a ventriloquist, he talks for

Charlie. Actually, as I'm proving to you, it's

Charlie who talks for Edgar. - Really, he's Edgar's

subconscious personality, and not so subconscious at tlia

During the filming of the same comedy, there was

trouble with Charlie's carrot colored wig. It wouldn't stay

on straight. "I'll fix it," said a property man and without

further ado, he did, driving a nail into Charlie's head with

three sharp blows.

"Why you—!" screamed Charlie, reeling under the blows-

It was Charlie talking, but it was Edgar saying ^'"^ "^

really thought of all the property men who have barkea

him in the shins and bumped him on the head while rushing

past with tables and chairs. .

Of course Charlie's a person. He's the Edgar Bergen ine

rest of the world doesn't see unless it's lucky enough to
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around when Charlie swings into action. Even ''"^"'y^

impossible to appreciate what's going on unless the v.

story is understood—as hard as it would be to
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why, when radio engineers get the mike ready for tog

to speak his lines they put it in front of Charlie.

For fifteen years now Edgar

and Charlie have been side

partners. And in Charlie, Ed-

gar has a partner made to order.

Charlie was copied after a little Irish

newsboy Edgar greatly admired. Car-

rot-colored hair, high cheekbones, a big

mouth and bold eyes. The newsboy's name

was Charlie. The workman who wrought this

spirit of free youth from wood was Mack. Edgar

supplied the ending.

It was natural that Edgar's dreams for Charlie and

himself should be concerned with the theater, for he had
htin in and out of the theater—and in it as much as pos-

sible always—ever since he was twelve years old. In the

thealer he found the excitement and adventure and romance
"iher boys discover in tales of cowboys and soldiers.

Ihc theater in Decatur, Michigan, where Edgar first

«<>rketl was small and crude. On those nights when there

"''s a performance it was Edgar's job to start the fire,

'urn on the lights, take the dust covers off the chairs, and

make the place ready for the customers who eventually

^"luld stroll in.

"lie night when no performance was scheduled the wo-
"i"i who owned that theater passed by to find the lights

"1 'in<l the price sign out. She slipped inside to discover

'hi iwelve-year old Edgar at the piano. His fair hair

^linne under the light and he was playing with what he

'•^^1' were professional fburishes. His antics amused this

woman who once had been an opera singer. Bui his playing

impressed her. He had a way of dramatizing the melodies

he coaxed from the black and while keys.

"Hello there," she called. Edgar jumped. "Don't be

alarmed." she said, "I saw the lights on and came in. And
I'm glad I did. How would you like to be the piano

player around here in the future?"

It was a couple of years later, quite by accident. Ihal

Edgar learned he could, as he calls il, "diffuse" his voice

He explains the mysterious business of ventriloquism very

simply, incidentally.

"When you're a ventriloquist," he says "you speak from

your stomach instead of from your throat. In l-alin venter

means stomach and loqiior means speak. In this way, ymi

see, you aren't obliged to move your lips. Consequenll\-

the eyes of those who watch help create the illusion Ihal il

is your dummy speaking. For they sec the dummy's

mouth open and close while your mouth remains still and

thev register this fact wilh the brain."

ft was his mother f.:dgar fcxiled first. One summer after-

mxin he was sitting in the kitchen watching his mother bake

an apple pie when he decided it would be fun to make

her think there was someone at the dixir.

"Hello in there," he called in the muffled voice he had

been practising because ihc sound of il seemed to come

from no place in particular. And while he spoke he lapped

on the bottom of his chair

When his mother went to the door he couldn t conceal

his delight.
{Continued on page ''I i
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# Lovely ClaudeHe Colbert of the screen becomes o full-fledged radio star in October. She will do a series of four

broadcasts, and maybe more, for the International Silver Company. CIdudette's latest Paramount picture is "1 Met
Him In Paris," and if you hear anybody saying that a double was used for the ice-skating scenes, tell 'em it isn't so.

She's Mrs. Dr. Joel Pressman in private life and her next picture will be "Tovarich" for Warner Bros., with Charles Boyer.

su
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^ Lest you forget—that Dick Powell is typical of everything that makes a top-flight radio star—we're proud to

present this distinctive new portrait study. There's still hope that Dick will be back on a coast-to-coast program

in the fall; meanwhile, you'll see him in his newest Warner Brothers picture, "The Singing Marine," with none other

than Doris Weston, who got her start on Major Bowes' Hour, as his leading lady, and Hugh Herbert in the cast.
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At a Fidler party:

Jones, Mrs. Fidler, Ji

Mrs. Jones (Irene He

THB bow-'n-arrow boy L'il Dan'l Cupid, is doing his

stuff in bright fashion here lately. Shirley Ross, the

pert piping canary on the Ken Murray show, is just

this side of becoming Mrs. Eddie Anderson. . . . Petite

Marlyn Stuart is the light in Buster Kealon's eyes. Odd
that Keaton should have palpitation of the heart over a

songstress. He's hard of hearing. Some people say they

will he surprised if anything comes of the Keaton-Stuart
affair. They even hint that Ken Murray may marry Marlyn,
instead of Florence Heller. 1 put no credit at all in this wild
rumor. . . . The Ruth Hollingsworth-Dick Foran romance
climaxed in marriage two days before he completed his

radio contract with Burns and Allen.

7?

DITTER rivals are Martha Raye and Ella

Logan, the Scotch chanteuse. So you might
imagine the charged atmosphere when Ella re-

placed Martha on a recent Jolson broadcast.

.And it might explain why Ella poured more
umph into her vocal dynamics than ever before.

ILTON BERLE can never be as funny on
the air as he was at the Trocadero just

before leaving for New York. This zany's imi-

tation of, Gypsy Rose Lee actually laid people

in the aisles. (Those who weren't already un-

der the tables.) And speaking of Community
Sing (Berle's program), Jack La Rue's young
sister Emily was one of the forty paid singers

in the audience to give vocal support to the last

Hollywood program. Despite the fact that

stooges are planted in every Sing audience, Mil-

ton doesn't let them come to rehearsal. He
hopes his gags will strike them spontaneously funny, too.

Allan

mmie,
rvey)

.

pUNNY Saying Dept. : Deanna Durbin and Bobby
Breen call Eddie Cantor "Daddy" over the radio but

in real life, he's "Uncle" to them. Sort of a case of

Double Eddientity. (Hmmm!)

IT'S a real love match between Conrad Thibault and his

beautiful blonde wife. (She was Eleanor Kendall of

New York). After the marriage she gave up her Blue

Book position and devoted herself to her husband's career



Right, Mrs. Chester Lauck is

determined that Chester must

get enough to eat. He's Lum,

of Lum and Abner. Below, the

Jack Oakies—without the dog
that raised Jimmie Fidler's ire

against Venita Varden Oakie.
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with admirable self-sacrifice. She's at all of

Conrad's rehearsals and is truly his most
valued critic. Probably the Paul Munis are

the only others who parallel this type of mar-
riage, with the wife responsible for so much of

the husband's success without herself coming
in for any public credit.

DING and Dixie Crosby are certain the new
child will be a girl; hence the pink decora-

tions in the nursery for the December bundle

from Up There. Incidentally, the Crooner has

wagered more than two grand the next one

will be a iVIiss.

r HESTER LAUCK (of Lum and Abner

fame) has been caught recording the bright

sayings of his 4-year-old. Apparently this

stealing of gags from infants should be called

to IVlilton Berle's attention.

QON'T try to sit in on a Chase and San-

born rehearsal. Only Ann Harding is al-

lowed—aside from the cast, of course. She

sits in the same second row seat left and is al-

ways addressed as Mrs. Janssen . . . 7iever as

"Miss Harding." *

EIBBER McGEE and Molly still rate at the

top of the comedy ladder but I don't con-

sider them as funny to see as to hear. How-
ever, I'll be glad if I'm wrong, and if their

forthcoming movie "This Way Please" is up

to the comedy standard of their air-shows,

you'll hear a whoop of happiness out of me.

This is ope team of comics that has come to

Hollywood without going Hollywood.

Incidentally, Honore and Don Ameche. Lum
and Abner and their wives, together with Fib-

ber and Molly, are all Chicago alumni; they're

all on the radio, all happily married with

children, and all run around together out here.

{Continued on page S?)
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W. C. is a specialist in

a funny fall—but once

one became a tragedy.

INHVER did like the idea of being buried alive," Bill

I'ields said.

i sat in the warm afternoon sunlight watching Bill

try his strength by gently decapitating dandelions with a

mashic-niblick. Only a few weeks before he had lain in a

sanitarium patching himself together again after the worst
two years of multiplied miseries that ever swooped down
on anyone, let alone a professional funny man.
Only a few days before, he had padded out of the wings

2<i

of the NBC studio in Hollywood and at once become the

newest sensation of the air.

He had set Radio Row, Hollywood, the whole country

talking about the great comeback of as great an artist and
gentleman as ever hit the airwaves. But in all the talk in

all that was being printed and said, there was no mention

of the amazing true story back of Bill's return to public

life. In their excitement, their eagerness to talk about the

obvious, the columnists and the writers had missed the



^ w

By KIRTLEY
BASKETTE

greatest story of all—the story I am proud to be able to

reveal here.

The truth is that you and I owe the return of Bill Fields

to radio. It was radio which did what all the king's horses

and all the king's men—and many of Hollywood's highest-

priced doctors—couldn't do: put Bill together again. It was
radio which, one night, roused the old Fields' fighting spirit

and made him so mad he couldn't take time to die. But
even before that night, radio had given him a reason to

go on living—a way of enjoying life even in a hospital.

Even now—though many people do not know this^the

story of Bill's recovery is not finished. He is still a sick

man. He must spend nearly all his time at home, resting,

while two secretaries protect him from over-solicitous friends

and casual interviewers attracted by his sudden new success.

He is not strong enough to attend the dress rehearsals of his

program. His doctors sternly forbid him to exert himself

more than is absolutely necessary, (Contntued on page 7 ^ i
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WHEN Mrs. Mabel Jones of Strawville, Iowa, de-

velops a good, healthy, old-fashioned hate for Mrs.

Hazel Smith of down-the-street, it may not be news

to the rest of the world, but it keeps Strawville telephones

working overtime breaking dates, taking sides and plan-

ning shooting parties.

But when the same thing happens in Hollywood, the

four corners of the world, not of Strawville, make up the

squared circle for the big battle. Especially when all

the principals and seconds are not only movie stars,

but radio stars as well.

Well, sir, that's exactly what has been going on un-

der the sun-blessed sky of old Hollywood. And it's

kept the town rocking on its heels with laughter.

t's been funny, all right, to those looking on. But

a lot of others are having a harder time seeing

the humorous side.

Just about everyone you ever heard of has

gotten mixed up in it. Jack Benny, for instance,

because he's Mary Livingstone's husband. Shir-

ley Ross because—well, everybody gives you a

different reason there. Mary Livingstone be-

cause—and everybody has still another rea-

son here. Martha Raye. Fibber McGee and

Molly. Jackie Coogan. Betty Grable. Need
we go on, or is that an all-star cast?

Maybe it's enough to say that a brand

irS A GRAND AND
GLORIOUS FREE-FOR-

ALL. AND A WHOLE

i



new star is in plenty of hot water, that a nice romantic en-

gagement has got new worries, that three shiny new careers

may be jinxed, and that there's bound to be plenty of

weeping into pillows at night.

Right now, Shirley Ross is sitting under the watchful eyes

of all Hollywood, because, with just three pictures to her

credit, she walked out on the fourth one—and walked out

flat. The reason? Mary Livingstone, says Shirley. The
picture? "This Way Please." The rest of the cast?

Well, Fibber McGee and Molly. Mary Livingstone.

Buddy Rogers and Ned Sparks. And now that Shirley

has left, Betty Grable.

Don't think the whole thing took Mary Living-

stone by surprise. She'd been warned—by one

who'd already crossed swords with Shirley. So, to

make what might become a Hollywood epic into

a short story

—

It wasn't all right, but it wasn't a matter for

worry, either, when Hollj.'wood first learned that

in comparison to Shirley and Martha Raye,

Wally Windsor and Stanley Baldwin were

bosom buddies. Martha and the Ross girl

worked on the same lot together. Worse yet,

they were cast in the same picture together,

"Waikiki Wedding." But the on-lookers

felt that this beautiful new singing sensa-

tion was entitled CCantinued on page 92)

GALAXY OF MOVIE
AND RADIO STARS

ARE MIXED UP IN IT

Martha Raye, who
stood by cheering.

Mary Livingstone,

who carried it on.
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GOLDEN WEALTH AND HAPPY
MARRIAGE ARE DON AMECHE'S
IN THIS EXCITING CLIMAX OF
HIS ROMANTIC LIFE STORY



By DOROTHY
ANN BLANK

K
CONCLUSION

THANKSGIVING Eve of 1929 marked
Don Ameche's debut on the legitimate

stage, and he remained a member of

the stock company through the winter in

Madison. It was grand experience—a new
play each week, old-timers in the com-
pany to watch, and his own college dra-

matic coach, Bill Troutman, to give him
pointers.

When the company pulled out in June,

Don stayed on and played in four uni-

versity summer school shows. He was
marking time now, because Troutman in-

tended to drive to New York early in the

fall and had invited Don to accompany
him. Also, it gave him a chance to go

home and explain to his father that he

would soon be in the big money on the

stage.

In New York, it looked at first as

though this might come to pass, for with-

out too much delay Don's agent placed

the young man in a Fiske O'Hara show
called "Jerry for Short." He played a

butler, true, but a butler on the Main
Stem was better than a lead in the

sticks.

After only six weeks, the show went on

the road and Don was going the rounds

again. He took a short swing at the

barn drama, in a Greenwich, Connecti-

cut, theater where new shows were tried

out. Among his co-actors were Rollo

Peters, Georgette Cohan, Johnny Breedon.

and Sylva Breamer. It was fun, but not

very lucrative. He was soon "on vacation"

again.

Then came his best break so far, a

good part in a show called "Illegal Prac-

tice." When it left New York, he too

went on the road. He got good notices,

and felt that this was his real start in

show business.

When he played Chicago, he phoned the

Michael Roese Hospital and asked for

Honore. But he hadn't kept close enough
track of her—they told him she was now
working in a Nashville. Tennessee, hos-

pital. He dropped her a note, which she

didn't answer. The romance seemed defi-

nitely cold.

When "Illegal Practice" closed, Dtin re-

turned to Broadway and a long stretch of

thin months. He hadn't saved his money;
hadn't made a lot, for that matter. He
lived in a modest theatrical hotel in the

midtown section, and actually learned for

the first lime whal' Lotaimted on page oi)
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"Honey," his schoolday
sweetheart who finally

became. Mrs. Ameche,
and young Dominick Felix,

junior, show Don around.

GOLDEN WEALTH AND HAPPY
MARRIAGE ARE DON AMECHE'S
IN THIS EXCITING CLIMAX OF
HIS ROMANTIC LIFE STORY

"^«*«?^
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ANN BLANK
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CONCLUSION

THANKSGIVING Eve of 1029 marked
Don Amechc's debut on the legitimate

stage, and he remained a member of
(he stock company through the winter in

Madison. It was grand experience—a new
play each week, old-timers in the com-
pany to watch, and his own college dra-

matic coach, Bill Troutman, to give him
pointers.

When the company pulled out in June.

Don stayed on and played in four uni-

versity summer school shows. He was
marking lime now, because Troutman in-

tended to drive to New York early in the

fall and had invited Don to accompany

him. Also, it gave him a chance to go

home and explain to his father that he

would soon be in the big money on the

stage.

In New York, it looked at first as

though this might come to pass, for with-

out too much delay Don's agent placed

the young man in a Tiske O'llara show

called "Jerry for Short." He played a

butler, true, but a butler on the Main

Stem was better than a lead m ilu'

sticks.

,'\fter only six weeks, the show went on

the road and I>)n was going the rounds

again. He took a short swing at the

barn drama, in a Greenwich, Connecti-

cut, theater where new shows were tried

(lul. Among his co-actors were Rollo

IVlers, Georgette Cohan, Johnny Bretdon.

and Sylva Breamer. It was fun, but not

very lucrative. He was soon "on vacation"

again.

Then came his best break so far, a

g<x)d part in a show called "Illegal Prac-

tice." When it left New York, he too

went on tJie road. He got good notices,

and felt that this was his real start in

show business.

When he played Chicago, he phoned the

Michael Roese Hospital and asked for

Honorc. But he hadn't kept close enough

I rack of her—they told him she was now

working in a Nashville. Tennessee, hos-

pital. He dropped her a note, which she

didn't answer. The romance seemed dcfi-

nilely cold.

When "Illegal Practice closed, Don re-

lumed to Broadway and a long stretch of

Ihin months. He hadn't saved his money;

hadn't made a lot. for that matter. He

lived in a modest theatrical hotel in the

midlown section, and actually learned for

the first time what i.Continued on page <)' i
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PERSONALITY
THE VILLAINNESS—Janet Logan, left, who plays

Clara Blake on the CBS drama, The Romance of

Helen Trent, sounds more villainous than she

looks. Janet is a newcomer to radio and this

is her first job. She was born in Eldon, Mo.,
on February 3, of a mother who was an elocu-

tionist and a father who played the violin.

In High School she excelled in basketball

and as leading lady in the school plays. On
a vacation trip to Los Angeles, Janet won a
beauty and talent contest and was given a role

in a stock company. She made several RKO
movie shorts as a dancer. Then she returned to

Chicago and for two years played on the Show
Boat, "Dixiana," anchored in the Chicago River.

She has brown hair and eyes; weighs 95 pounds.

SHOW BOAT BARITONE—Thomas L
Thomas, rights admits the most thrilling mo-
ment in his life was when he was picked a
winner in the Metropolitan Auditions of the

Air. The L in his name stands for Llynfnwy.

He was born February 23, 1913, qt Maesteg,
South Wales, came to America quite young,
settling in Scranton, Pa., with his family.

He became radio minded after winning the

Atwater Kent audition. His first radio job
was in the Show Boot choral group, and
now he's won a contract on the same show.
Tommy likes shrimp salad and dark blue suits.

PRIMA DONNA JEAN—Jean Dickenson, left,

is the lovely young soprano of NBC's Sunday-

night American Album of Familiar Music, with

Frank Munn. Jean's radio fame began last sum-

mer when she sang on Hollywood Hotel while

Anne Jamison (opposite page) was vacation-

ing. She was born in Montreal, Canada, De-

cember 10, 1913, and because her father is

a mining engineer was educated in such far-

apart places as India, Africa, San Francisco

and Denver. She learned Hindustani, from

her native nurse, before she could speak

English. Her radio debut came in Denver,

over NBC, while she was still going to school.

After she came to New York, Lily Pons

selected her as a protegee. Jean's eyes and

hair are brown, and she dislikes red fingernails.



CLOSE-UPS
EMOTION EXPERT—Anne Stone, right, was born

Aneuta Zukovsky at Geneva, Switzerland. Her
mother was Rosa Zukovsky Stone, concert violin-

ist who made her debut with the late, famous

Mme. Schumann-Heink, and she's the niece of

the noted Russian poet, Helemsky. She came
to Chicago with her parents In 1910 and
decided to go on the stage. Began study-

ing under Anna Morgan. Then played in

stock companies on the West Coast. She

even had a role in John Barrymore's pic-

ture, "General Crack," and finally got her

break in radio without an audition. Since

1937 she's played In NBC's Young Hickory, Your
Health, the Piccadilly Music Hall, and Lights

Out. Anne Is five feet two and loves to swim.

THE ABSENT-MINDED PROFESSOR—Bruce

Kamman is the Old Professor of NBC's Kal-

tenmeyer's Kindergarten, broadcast late

Saturday afternoons. When ten, Bruce re-

solved to become a great cornetlst, an am-
bition that led him Into show business and
thence to radio. He was born In Cincinnati,

Ohio, February 18, 1899. Later the family

moved to New York where he took his cor-

net lessons. He soon became a jack of all

trades In the show world until he joined

WHB in Kansas City, In 1920. In 1932, he
Invented the Kindergarten and his "pooplls."

HOLLYWOOD HOTEL'S VIRGINIA—Anne
Jamison, right, is the little girl with the lyric

soprano voice who's been singing on the Hol-

lywood Hotel over two years. She was born

in Belfast, Ireland, January 24, 1910. Her
father was a British army officer. Anne sang

when she was a child but only began to study

voice seriously when her family migrated to

Canada. A few years later she came to New
York to study with Estelle Liebling, and a

few days after her arrival she was given a
successful audition which ended In a contract

to sing as Virginia opposite Dick Powell. She's

small, has red-gold hair and her favorite dish

Is Indian curry which she makes to perfection.

She could earn a living as a dramatic actress or

secretary, if her voice ever went back on her.
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Nowhere will you ever find a radio pro-

gram that's as much a social event as the

Grand Ole Opry. Every Saturday night, the

broadcast hall is packed with four thou-

sand people. They've arrived in every kind

of farm conveyance from hundreds of miles.

Left above, a family pulls up in Nashville, hav-

ing driven over dirt roads in the same truck they

use to haul produce to market. Above, dressed in

their best, another family comes early for good
seats. Not only Tennessee, but Kentucky, Alabama,

and Georgia contribute to the colorful audience.

IT'S MADE
Left, De Ford Bailey,

whose half talking,

half playing on the

harmonica makes
him a favorite with

Opry fans. He
boasts of being a

member of the orig-

inal cast along
with Uncle Dave,
Paul Warmack, and

the Possum Hunters.

4

Above, the barn-like
hall where four thou-

sand men, women and
children crowd in to

stamp and sway to the

music they find so in-

toxicating. But just now
Cameraman Ed. Clark

has their interest.

30

The Possum Hu-nters,

right, have opened
every Opry program.

They carry on, de-
spite their leader's
death last August.
Every week day they

till the lancl and
dream of Saturday.

naaaaa'-^



For hours before the broadcast begins at eight o'clock, eag-

er fans line up outside the hall. Here is a typical group be-

low, with a mother adding a last touch to her child's finery.

Note the man on the far right, in his shirtsleeves and slacks.

Special policemen, stationed on the highways, are necessary

on Ole Opry nights, to route the heavy traffic to the Opry hall.

The broadcast's in full swing and
only one member of the audience
fails to pay attention. Four hours

of folk music—the longest regular

program on the air—is barely suf-

ficient for these mountaineer critics.

RADIO HISTORY
DEAN OF TENNESSEE PROGRAMS,

WSM'S FOUR HOUR LONG GRAND

OLE OPRY BROADCASTS ARE BE-

COMING AS BELOVED A SOUTH-

ERN TRADITION AS CORN PONE

Left, King of the Ole
Opry is sixty-eight-

year-old Uncle Dave
Macon, "The Dixie
Dewdrop!" His son,

Doris, plays with him.

Above, as unique a

group as radio con
boast—^the Rockfield

Jug Band, which can

coax weird tunes out

of weird instruments.



Gene Krupa is Benny's ace drunnmer.

He has played with most of the top-

notch donee orchestras in the country.

A candid shot of one of Benny Good-
man's hot trumpet players, Harry
James "in the groove on a hot lick".

hAC i N
Left, Peg La Centra, the Swingman's
singing attraction in his recent sen-

sational tour of one-night stands.

WHEN Benny Goodman brings his orchestra

to town the first thing the local police do is

call out the reserve traffic officers, the riot

squad, the fire department, and any stray volunteers

who happen to be hanging around the station.

They can't ever tell. They may need them. Wherever

Benny Goodman is advertised to play, there's a

crowd, and sometimes the crowd does unexpected

things—like the audience in the New York Para-

mount Theater, which was so enraptured over the

Goodman music that some people actually got up

and danced in the aisles.

Because Benny Goodman started from less than

nothing, and from that humble beginning became

the greatest dance-band attraction in jazz history;

because he is the wonder and delight of dozens of

so-called '".serious" musicians; because he and his co-

workers have added scores of colorful and expressive

new words to the language; and because his career

is an example for all aspiring musicians—for all'

those reasons, this issue of "Facing the Music" is

dedicated to him.

First, before getting into the story of this music

master, you'll have to have a glossary of Swing
Language, a language which {Continued on page 80)



By KEN ALDEN

SWINGING THE SPOTLIGHT

TO THE KING OF SWING^

BENNY GOODMAN, WHO IS

MAKING DANCE BAND HIS-

TORY WHEREVER HE GOES

Benny Goodman started on a shoe-

string and now his yearly earn-

ings are estimated at $100,000.

-mi^m44:S=^
Below, when Benny played for this

mixed crowd in Newark, New Jersey,

they had to call out the riot squad.

Benny's style of leading is casual.

He beats time and calls out "swing

orders" for his men's guidance.
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Gene Krupa is Benny's ace drummer.

He has played with most of the top-

notch dance orchestras in the country.

A candid shot of one of Benny Good-

man's hot trumpet players, Harry

James "in the groove on a hot lick".
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singing attraction in his recent sen-

sational tour of one-night stands.

WHEN Benny Goodman brings his orchestra
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LOVE runs along in the good old-fashioned pattern for most of us. Girl

meets Boy. Girl marries Boy. Girl and Boy settle down, build a

home and live happily ever after. But it has been different for Dorothy

Lamour and Herbie Kay. Their story might have been lifted bodily

from the pages of the latest best-seller, so unique, so dramatic it is.

It really is two stories. Vina Delmar or F. Scott Fitzgerald might have

written the first—their romance, fresh, gay, and naive. And their mar-

riage might have been conceived by Noel Coward; it is just that adult,

sophisticated, and ultra-modern. Which is rather amazing in itself when you

consider that Herb is just thirty now and Dorothy won't be twenty-three

until next December. Veritable babes in love. But so wise—or daring!

Their story starts five years ago, long before Dorothy was anything

but a pretty, rather frightened kid. She had yet to be signed by Chase

and Sanborn as the featured singer on their radio program, along with such

people as W. C. Fields, Don Ameche, Edgar Bergen and that delightful,

dummy, Charlie McCarthy. She had yet to be seen on the screen in

"Jungle Princess" and "Last Train to Madrid," or win the coveted

feminine lead in Samuel Goldwyn's epic, "Hurricane." She had yet,

in fact, to sing on the air or act before a camera at all.

She was pretty, yes, as thousands of girls all over the country are

pretty. Dark hair, violet-blue eyes, full mouth, and slim, well molded
figure. But definitely not the alluring, poised glamor girl you know
today. Winning the title of Miss New Orleans in the national Miss

America beauty contest had been the biggest thrill of her life.

Along with that title she won |250 in cash—more money than she'd

ever seen before in all her life. She took it and went to Chicago with her

mother to have one grand fling of fun, to forget for awhile that she was
Miss Lamour, secretary to a Louisiana business man; that she must earn

a living for herself and her mother, widowed when Dorothy was a two-year-

old baby; that although she had dreamed of a college education, a sorority

pin and so forth, graduation from high school and a Girl Scout merit badge
would be all she would ever know of that.

When that $250 was gone, she knew she must return, must stop playing

Cinderella.

The first memorable thing that happened to her in Chicago was losing

her petticoat in public. The second was her first glimpse of Herbie Kay. In

that instant she fell hopelessly, madly in love with him. He was leading the

orchestra in the Black Hawk restaurant. Like a moonstruck kid, she watched
him from her table. Round-eyed, she stayed until the waiters practically threw her

out. Then she went home to her mother with her heart behaving in a strange way.
Leave Chicago and her new god now,? Im-

possible! Suppose the prize money was
gone? She would get a job, any job to

earn more. Suppose she hadn't met
Kay and didn't have a dog's chance

of doing so? She could at least see

him sometimes, from a distance.

Suppose she had few friends. What
did that matter? She had Kay to

worship. And worship him she

did. And always has ever since.

She got a job, as model in

Marshall Field's department
store. When she lost that job,

she became a clerk. When that

folded she gladly accepted work
as an elevaloropera tor, wearing

40



BEGIN THIS UNIQUE ROMANCE THAT'S GAY. MODERN AND FILLED

WITH ALL THE REAL EMOTIONAL TURBULENCE OF LIFE TODAY

a uniform of dark green gabardine with white pique collar and cuffs. All that

mattered was that she was in Chicago, and so was Herbie Kay.

Ironically, if she had not taken that elevator-girl job, she would
never have met the man she loved. Beautiful Dorothy Dell, fated to

meet a tragic death in an automobile crash in Hollywood, stepped

into her elevator cage one afternoon. The two Dorothys had been

fellow winners in the beauty contest and a warm friendship had
developed between them:

"What on earth are you doing here in Chicago?" Dorothy Dell

asked. "And of all things, runn'.ig an elevator?"

Dorothy smiled. "Earning a living," she said.

"But why Chicago?"

"Secret," Dorothy answered.

"Must be something to do with love if it makes you blush that

way to mention it," Dorothy guessed shrewdly. "Anyway, darling,

this is no work for you. You ought to be singing like I am."
Dorothy protested she had no voice, and as far as she knew, it

was true. In the eighteen years of her life she had made three public

appearances as a vocalist—one as a three-year-old dressed in a Red
Cross nurse's uniform, to sell Thrift Stamps; one when she

was seven to win a basket of groceries on amateur
night at a neighborhood theater; and the last when
the master of ceremonies at the Club Forest in

New Orleans had introduced her as Miss New
Orleans and practically blackjacked her into

singing a duet with him.

"Pooh," Dorothy Dell dismissed her pro-

tests, "I'll teach you."

She taught her one song, "Dancing on the '

Ceiling," and then arranged an appearance
for her on guest theatrical night at the Ter-
race Gardens in the Morrison Hotel. The
lack of an evening gown in the Lamour ward-
robe was remedied by borrowing a slinky

green satin one from Dorothy Gulman, the

hotel's press agent.

Came the night. Scared to death, Dorothy
sang. Or tried to. She couldn't remember
those words she {Continued on page 62)

Dorothy Lamour and her band-
leader husband, Herbie Kay,
are today two of Hollywood's
happiest people. But once

—
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LOVE runs along in the good old-fashioned pattern for most of us. Girl

meets Boy. Girl marries Boy. Girl and Boy settle down, build a

home and live happily ever after. But it has been different for Dorothy

Lamour and Herbie Kay. Their story might have been lifted bodily

from the pages of the latest^est-seller, so unique, so dramatic it is.

It really is two stories. Vina Delmar or F. Scott Fitzgerald might have

written the first—their romance, fresh, gay, and naive. And their mar-

riage might have been conceived by Noel Coward; it is just that adult,

sophisticated, and ultra-modern. Which is rather amazing in itself when you

consider that Herb is just thirty now and Dorothy won't be twenty-three

until next December. Veritable babes in love. But so wise—or daring!

Their story starts five years ago, long before Dorothy was anything

but a pretty, rather frightened kid. She had yet to be signed by Chase

and Sanborn as the featured singer on their radio program, along with such

people as W. C. Fields. Don Ameche, Edgar Bergen and that delightful,

dummy, Charlie McCarthy. She had yet to be seen on the screen in

"Jungle Princess" and "Last Train to Madrid," or win the coveted

feminine lead in Samuel Goldwyn's epic, "Hurricane." She had yet,

in fact, to sing on the air or act before a camera at all.

She was pretty, yes, as thousands of girls all over the country are

pretty. Dark hair, violet-blue eyes, full mouth, and slim, well molded
figure. But definitely not the alluring, poised glamor girl you know
today. Winning the title of Miss New Orleans in the national Miss
America beauty contest had been the biggest thrill of her life.

Along with that title she won $250 in cash—more money than she'd

ever seen before in all her life. She took it and went to Chicago with her
mother to have one grand fling of fun, to forget for awhile that she was
Miss Lamour, secretary to a Louisiana business man; that she must earn
a living for herself and her mother, widowed when Dorothy was a two-year-
old baby; that although she had dreamed of a college education, a sorority

pin and so forth, graduation from high school and a Girl Scout merit badge
would be all she would ever know of that.

When that |250 was gone, she knew she must return, must stop playin]
Cinderella.

The first memorable thing that happened to her in Chicago was losing
her petticoat in public. The second was her first glimpse of Herbie Kay. In
that instant she fell hopelessly, madly in love with him. He was leading the
orchestra in the Black Hawk restaurant. Like a moonstruck kid, she watched
him from her table. Round-eyed, she stayed until the waiters practically threw her
out. Then she went home to her mother with her heart behaving in a strange way
Leave Chicago and her new god now,? Im-

possible! Suppose the prize money wai
gone? She would get a job, any job to

earn more. Suppose she hadn't met
Kay and didn't have a dog's chance
of doing so? She could at least see

him sometimes, from a distance.

Suppose she had few friends. What
did that matter? She had Kay to

worship. And worship him she
did. And always has ever since.

She got a job, as model in

Marshall Field's department
store. When she lost that job,

she became a clerk. When that

folded she gladly accepted work
as an elevatoroperator, wearing
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WITH ALL THE REAL EMOTIONAL TURBULENCE OF LIFE TODAY

a uniform of dark green gabardine with white pique collar and cuffs. All that

mattered was that she was in Chicago, and so was Herbie Kay.

Ironically, if she had not taken that elevator-girl job, she would

never have met the man she loved. Beautiful Dorothy Dell, fatetl to

meet a tragic death in an automobile crash in Hollywood, stepped

into her elevator cage one afternoon. The two Dorothys had been

fellow winners in the beauty contest and a warm friendship had

developed between them;

"What on earth are you doing here in Chicago?" Dorothy Dell

asked. "And of all things, runn'.ig an elevator?"

Dorothy smiled. "Earning a living," she said.

"But why Chicago?"

"Secret," Dorothy answered.

"Must be something to do with love if it makes you blush that

way to mention it," Dorothy guessed shrewdly. "Anyway, darling,

this is no work for you. You ought to be singing like 1
am."

Dorothy protested she had no voice, and as far as she knew, u

was true. In the eighteen years of her life she had made three public

appearances as a vocalist—one as a three-year-old dressed in a Ked

Cross nurse's uniform, to sell Thrift Stamps; one when she

was seven to win a basket of groceries on amateur

night at a neighborhood theater; and the last when

the master of ceremonies at the Club Forest in

New Orleans had introduced her as Miss New

Orleans and practically blackjacked her into

singing a duet with him.

"Pooh." Dorothy Dell dismissed her pro-

tests. "I'll teach you."

She taught her one song, "Dancing on the

Ceiling," and then arranged an appearance

for her on guest theatrical night at the Ter-

race Gardens in the Morrison Hotel. The

lack of an evening gown in the Lamour ward-

robe was remedied by borrowing a slinky

green satin one from Dorothy Gulman, the

hotel's press agent.

Came the night. Scared to death, Dorothy

sang. Or tried to. She couldn't remember

those words she (^Continued on page 62)

Dorothy Lamour and her band-

leader husband, Herbie Kay,

are today two of Hollywood's

happiest people. But once

—



TAKE A TIP FROM RADIO'S

STARLETS! THERE'S NOTH-

ING LIKE GOOD OLD SOAP

AND WATER FORTHE GLOW-

INGCOMPLEXION OFYOUTH

AND where does beauty begin? With
i youth, of course, from the very first

days when baby has a tepid bath with

lathery soapsuds, right up to the debutante

age when Uttle Miss Teen experiments with

forbidden cosmetics! Perhaps you older girls

have got off the track somewhere since that

first flush of youth. Perhaps you're wondering

what has happened to the forrner elasticity of

your skin, the fresh natural glow of your com-
plexion. Then perhaps you'll find the answers

here in our first-hand information on beauty
care for modem sub-debs. For one thing,

have you forgotten that the beginning of all

beauty treatments is that old reliable, soap-

and-water, supplemented by creams and
light make-up chosen with sense and care'^

Judy Garland, who has been busy the

past year making a notable success on
the Oakie College program, in addition

to her stage and screen activities, has
a mother who is wise in the ways of 4 I
make-up, for Judy is her third

daughter to be in the entertainment
world. She knows that all mothers
must begin very early and very
earnestly to stress the importance
of lovely skin, smoothly groomed
hair and gleaming teeth.

"A great many mothers I meet,"

says Mrs. (Contmued on page 87)

"\v^^ What a contrast! Judy Garland,

fourteen -year- old star of Jack

Oakie's program and Gracie Allen,

in circle, at the same age. When
Gracie's picture was taken, it was

a job to keep those long curls al-

ways looking neat. Judy's simple

hairdress requires no fussing.

By
JOYCE ANDERSON



NewCutex Polish

is Usable fo the

Last f^rrti^lDrop

"WTE'RE getting tired of having toW pay for TWO bottles of nail polish

in order to really get ONE !

" women com-
plained. We thought that was a legitimate

grievance, so we perfected our wonderful

New Cutex, and now we are proud to say,

"Buy the New Cutex and you'll get all

the polish you pay for!" We've made sure

that the last drop will be just as much of

a joy to apply as the first one!

To prove it, we deliberately uncorked

10 bottles of nail polish . . . two of our

New Cutex and eight popular rival brands

—and let their contents stay exposed to

the air for 14 days.

Only theNew Cutex stoodthe test ! All the

rest became thick and gummy. But the

New Cutex evaporated less than half as

much as the competitive brands. After 14

days, it still went on the nails as smooth

as glass, free flowing . . . just right!

Think what a saving this means! A savmg

not only of money, but of annoyance. Add
to this Cutex's longer wear, its freedom

from chipping and peeling, its fine lac-

quer, its 11 smart shades . . . and you

can't wonder that women everywhere are

refusing to put up with ordinary wasteful

polishes any longer.

And besides giving you twice as much
for your money, Cutex costs so little to

begin with! The New Cutex is still the

old economical price of 35^ a bottle,

Creme or Clear.

NoRTHAM Warren, New York, Montreal, London, P.iris

A/eitA "^mxsiAc^" Shaded
MAUVE—A misty lavender pink. Perfect with
blue, gray or delicate evening pastels.

RUST— A smoky shade for tanned hands.

Good with brown, beige, gray, green.

ROBIN RED— New, soft red. Goes with every-

thing, sophisticated with black and white.

OLD ROSE—A soft, feminine dusky rose. Flat-

tering—especially with the new wine shades!

THE NEWEST SHADE—BURGUNDY— Brand-new
deep, purply wine shade. Enchanting with

pastels, black, white or wine, and electrically

smart with blue.

MAIL COUPON TODAY for complete Cutex Manicure Kit,

containing your 2 favorite shades of Cutex Liquid Polish,

Remover and sample of Cutex Lipstick for only 16c.

Nortliam \V;uren Corponilion. L)epl.7-B-9
mi Hiulson Sheet. New York, \. Y.
(In Canada, P. O. Box ^;J'iO. Montreal)

I enclo.'ie H>«! to rover eo.st of postatre and paekinc for

the Cutex Introductory Set. ineludin^r 'i sliades of

Cutex Li(iuid Polish as checked. Mauve Q Kust D
Burgundy Q Uobin Red a Old Rose D

N ame

Address .

City
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SPECIAL CHILD CLINICS SPECIAL DAILY CARE

EVEN A SPECIAL LAXATIVE

NO WONDER TODAY'S CHILDREN GET A BETTER STARTl

What a lucky start in life the young-
ster of 1937 gets!

No leave -it -to -chance care for him.

Special clinics guard him in every step

of his growth and development. Special

foods — special soaps — special toys — in

fact, from his first day on, everything he
gets is made especially for him.

Doesn't it stand to reason he should
have a sjjecial laxative, too? A child's

little system is not like yours. It is much
too frail for the ruthless effects of an
"adult" laxative.

For that reason, many doctors suggest

Fletcher's Castoria. It is, as you know,
purely a child's laxative—made especially

and only for children.

It contains no harsh, "adult" drugs-
nothing that could cause cramping pains.

Nothing, in fact, that could possibly
harm a child's delicate system.

Fletcher's Castoria works chiefly on
the lower bowel, gently urging the mus-
cular movement. It is safe — sure— yet

thorough.

taste. Children don't balk at taking it.

That's important! For, as you know, you
can easily upset a child's entire nervous
system by forcing him to take a bad-
tasting medicine.

More than 5,000,000 mothers have
learned to rely on Fletcher's Castoria.

Why not get the economical Family-Size
bottle fi'om your druggist today.'' The
signature, Chas. H. Fletcher, appears on
every bottle.

A famous baby specialist has said he
couldn't write a better prescription than
Fletcher's Castoria.

And Fletcher's Castoria has a pleasant

CASTORIA
The Laxative Made Especially

for Babies and Growing Cliildren
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All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

8:00 A. M.
XBC-Blue: Melody Hour
KBC-Bed: Goldthwaite Orcti.

8:30
NBC-Blue: Tone Pictures
NBC-Ked: Children's Concert

9:00
CBS: Sunday Morning at Aunt
Susan's

NBC-Blue: White Rabbit Line
XBC-Ked; Orchestra

10:00
CBS: Church of the Air
NBC-Blue: Russian Melodies
NBC-Bed; Bible Highlights

10:30
CBS: Romany Trail
NBC-Blue: Walberg Brown En-

semble

11:00
NBC: Press-radio News

II :05
NBC-Blue: Alice Remsen, contralto

NBC-Bed: Ward and Muzzy, piano

11:15
NBC-Red: Bravest of the Brave

11:30
CBS: Major Bowes Family

II :45
NBC-Bed: Henry Busse Orch.

12:00 Noon
NBC-Blue: Southernaires
NBC-Bed: Hour Glass

12:30 P. M.
CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle
MBS: Ted Weems Orchestra
NBC-Blue: Music Hall of the Air
NBC-Bed: University of Chicago
Round Table Discussion

1:00
CBS: Church of the Air
NBC-Bed: Dorothy Dreslin

1:30
CBS: Poetic Strings
NBC-Blue: Our Neighbors
NBC-Red: Dreams of Long Ago

2:00
CBS: St. Louis Serenade
JIBS: The Lamplighter
NBC-Blue: The Magic Key of RCA
NBC-Bed: Sunday Drivers

2:30
CBS: Dramas of the Bible
NBC-Bed: Thatcher Colt mysteries

3:00
CBS: Everybody's Music
NBC-Blue: Noble Cain Choir
NBC -Bed: Walter Logan Orch.

3:30
NBC-Blue: London Letter
NBC-Red: Widow's Sons

4:00
CBS: Spelling Bee
NBC-Blue: Sunday Vespers
NBC-Bed: Romance Melodies

4:30
NBC-Blue: Fishface. Figgsbottle
NBC-Red: The World is Yours

5:00
CBS: Our American Neighbors
NBC-Blue: There Was a Woman

5:30
CBS: Guy Lombardo
NBC-Blue: Roy Shield Orch.

6:00
CBS: The Chicagoans
NBC-Blue: Grenadier Guards Band
NBC-Bed: Catholic Hour

6:30
NBC-Blue: Golden Gate Park Band
NBC-Red: A Tale of Today

7:00
CBS: Columbia Workshop
NBC-Bluc: Helen Traubel
NBC-Red: Jane Froman, Don Ross

7:30
CBS: Harry Von Zell

NBC-Blue: Bakers Broadcast
NBC-Bed: Fireside Recitals

7:45
NBC-Bed: Fitch Jingles

8:00
CBS: Milton Berle
NBC-Bed: Don Ameche. Edgar Ber-

gen, W. C. Fields.

8:30
CBS: Texaco Town

9:00
(U!S: Universal Rhythm
XBC-Blue: Rippling Rhythm Revue
NBC-Bed: Manhattan Merry-Go-
Round

9:30
NBC-Bluc: Walter Winchell
is'BC-Bed: American Album of

Familiar Music

0:43
N'BC-Blue: Choir Symnhonette

10:00
NBC-Blue: Califnrnia Concert
NUC-Ued: Sunday Night Party

10:30
CBS: H. V. Kaltenborn

11:00
CBS: Press Radio News
NBC-Blue: Judy and the Buncti
NBCUcd: Orchestra

11:30
Dance Music
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SUNDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By HARRY VON ZELL

Fast living, lilie fast driving, often ends in a sudden stop.

Sunday. July 25. 1937
IXTHY not plan on staying home on
* '' Sunday for a change—and why

not try it today? Because you can

have a full listening day if you like.

The Davis Cup Challenge Round con-

tinues in England, for one thing. . . .

And at two o'clock, E.D.S.T., this af-

ternoon, the Magic Key of RCA has its

usual batch of unusually good stars

to entertain you. Jean Sablon, the

French singer you hear on this show,
is the first star ever to be signed by
the Magic Key for a series of con-

secutive broadcasts. He's a Parisian, a
bachelor, a European favorite, £ind a

sports enthusiast. To familiarize him-
self with American tastes in popular
music he buys phonograph records-—
since the first of the year he has pur-

chased more than a thousand disks . . .

Tonight, Harry Von Zell has a stellar

line-up of guests on his Good Gulf pro-

gram, 7:30 over CBS—Harry Mc-
Naughton, whom you know better as

Phil Baker's Bottle, Carson Robison
and his Buckaroos, who have been ab-
sent from the air too long. Soprano Bet-
tina Hall, and the Three Musical
Notes ( whatever they are ) . . . The
CBS Workshop, the half-hour just be-
fore the Gulf show, presents "Flight,"
by John William Andrews. . . . And
Milton Berle's program is on at its new
time, eight o'clock instead of ten . . .

which is very nice if you've always won-
dered whether to listen to Berle or

the Sunday Night Party, on NBC at

ten with James Melton.

Jean Sablon, romantic
French singer, is theflrst

star fo appear regu-

larly on Magic Key.

Sunday, Aug. 1, 1937

The Gulf Show tonight

has Cornelia Otis Skin-

ner as its guest, do-

ing character sketches.

TD EMEMBER William Tell and the
apple? Unless your Almanac's

memory has gone, William and his

cross-bow have a lot to do with today's

celebration in Switzeriand, It's the
Swiss Independence Day, and NBC is

short-waving the speeches and authen-
tic yodels. . . . Instead of relying on
our neighbors across the seas for en-

tertainment, CBS today is sending them
some. Its special Latin-American
broadcast, this afternoon at 5:00, E.D.
S.T., is in honor of Colombia and
Ecuador, and is being short-waved in

their direction as well as broadcast to

you and you. . . . Harry Von Zell's

special guest tonight on the Gulf show
(7:30, CBS) is a gracious lady and a

fine artist—Cornelia Otis Skinner, the

daughter of actor and actress Otis Skin-
ner and Maud Durbin. In Bryn Mawr,
where she went to school, Cornelia
once played Macbeth to Ann Hard-
ing's Macduff. Her debut on the pro-

fessional stage was with her father.

After a few seasons in which she was
in the casts of Broadway shows she
branched out into monologues and
character sketches which she wrote
herself and acted by herself. Her ap-
pearance tonight is one of these "one-
woman shows". . . . Between three

and four this afternoon CBS and
NBC's Red network vie for music-
lovers' attention, each with a sym-
phony concert. CBS has Howard Bar-
low and Everybody's Music, NBC has
the Chautauqua Symphony.

Sunday. Aug. 8, 1937
W' OU must be on hand tonight to wel-
* come Nelson Eddy back to the air.

Unless there's a last-minute switch in

plans, he's making his bow tonight as

the featured singer of the Chase and
Sanborn program at 8:00 on NBC-
Red—and with him in the cast your
Almanac defies you to find a more star-

studded show than this one: W. C.

Fields, Charlie McCarthy and Edgar
Bergen, Don Ameche, Dorothy La-
mour. Nelson and guest stars. Whew!
. . . The Columbia Workshop tonight

is offering "The Last Citation," by
John Whedon, whose work appears
every now and then in the magazines.
Time, 7:00 P.M., E.D.S.T. . . . Right
afterwards, on the same network,

Harry Von Zell has as his guest Ilka

Chase, stage and movie actress who
just now is playing in the smash com-
edy hit, "The Women," on Broadway.
After you've seen her in that play
you'd never believe she's a nice person,

but she is. She was born in New York
City and educated in Convent schools,

and is the former wife of Louis Cal-

hern, whom you've seen in the movies
and heard on the air. She's slim, tall,

black-haired and brown-eyed. . . .

CBS' salute to our Latin-American
neighbors at 5:00 this afternoon is di-

rected toward Peru. . . . Get set for

some real swing and listen to Mike
Riley's opening at the New Penn Hotel
in Pittsburg over NBC. Mike's the
guy who wrote "The Music Goes
'Round and 'Round." . . .

Tonight's Gult pro-
gram guest is Ilka

Chase

—

you've seen
her in the movies.

Sunday, Aug. 15 and Aug. 22, 1937

The summer star of

the Bakers Broadcast,

NBC at 7:30, is musi-

cian Werner Janssen.

AUGUST 15: That Columbia Work-
^^ shop is more than a year old now,
and as a sort of celebration tonight it's

presenting a repeat play in answer to

several requests. The play is Edgar
Allan Poe's "The Tell-Tale Heart," in

a dramatization by Director Irving

Reis. . . CBS' salute to Latin-America
this afternoon at 5:00 is being sent

especially to Panama, Salvador, and
Nicaragua. . . . Birthday greetings are

in order today to Johnny, the call-boy

of the Johnny Presents programs spon-

sored by Philip Morris. . . . Don't for-

get at nine o'clock to listen to Univer-

sal Rhythm, on CBS . . . with time
out at 9:30 for the busy Mr. Winchell,

on NBC's Blue network. He's still in

Hollywood, working on a new picture.

August 22: Patriotic feeling should

run high today, as you listen to NBC's
broadcast of the Franco-American Ath-
letic Meet in Paris. . . . And, for that

matter, as you listen to CBS' salute to

the Island group of Latin American
countries, Cuba, Haiti, and Santo
Domingo. . . . Your Almanac, at least,

is glad that Werner Janssen has a

program all to himself now. He and
his orchestra have taken over the

Baker's Broadcast at 7:30 tonight

on NBC-Blue. He's widely considered

to be America's greatest young mu-
sician, but that doesn't stop him from
going to town on popular music too. In
private life he's the son of a New York
restaurateur and the husband of movie
actress Ann Harding.



All time Is Eastern Daylight Saving

8:00 A. M.
NBC-Blue: IHorning Devotions
NBC-Bed: Malcolm Claire

6:13
NBC-Blue: Island Serenaders
NBC-Bed: Good Morning Melodies

8:30
NBC-Blue: William Meeder
NBC-Red: Home Songs

9:00
CBS: Metropolitan Parade
NBC-Blue: Breakfast Club
NBC-Red: Fields and Hall

9:30
CBS: Richard Maxwell

9:35
NBC: Press Radio News

10:00
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs

10:13
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30
N'BC-BIue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:43
NBC-Red: Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Heinz Magazine
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: David Harum

11:13
NBC-Blue: Personal Column
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming

11:43
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh

12:00 Noon
CBS: Swinging the Blues
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:13
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

12:30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

l?:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS: Betty and Bob
NBC-Blue: Love and Learn

1:13
CBS: Hymns: Betty Crocker
NBC-Blue: Neighbor Nell
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife

1:30
CBS: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Words and Music

1:45
CBS: News

2:00
CBS: Kathryn Cravens

2:13
CBS: Jack and Loretta

2-45
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Red: Girl Interne

3:00
CBS: Col. Jack Major
NBC-Bed: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

3:30
CBS: Pop Concert
N^C-BIue: Let's Talk it Over
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

3:43
'NBC-Bed: The O'Neills

4:00
CBS: Bob Byron
N'BC-Blue; Club Matinee
N^C-Red: Lorenzo Jones

4:15
NTBC-Bed Follow the Moon

4:45
NBC-Bed: The Guiding Light

5:00
CBS: Clyde Barrie

5:15
N'BC-Ked: Dari-Dan

5:30
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady
N'BC-Red: Don Winslow of the Navy

5:45
CBS: Funny Things
N'BC-Blue: Jackie Heller
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

6:30
NBC: Press Radio News

6:35
CBS: Sports Resume

6:43
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies
N'BC-Blue: Hughie Barrett's Orch.
NBC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy

7:15
CBS: Song Time
NBC-Red; Uncle Ezra

7:30
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner

7:45
CBS: Boake Carter
NBC-Red: Passing Parade

a:00
CBS: Alemite Half Hour
NBC-Blue: Good Time Society
NBC-Bed: Burns and Allen

8:30
CBS: Pick and Pat
NBC-Blue: Goldman Band
NBC-Red: Voice of Firestone

9:00
CBS: Shakespeare's Plays
MBS: Gabriel Heatter
NBC-Bed: McGee and Molly

9:30
NBC-Blue John Barrymore
NBC-Red: Hour of Charm

10:00
CBS: Wayne King
MBS: Elder Michaux
NBC-Bed: Contented Program

10:30
CBS: Neck o' the Woods
NBC-Blue: Radio Forum

11:00
Dance Music

MONDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By MAJOR BOWES

Friendships, like rare wines, are the rewards of thoughtful selection.

Monday. July 26. 1937
TT'S the final day of the Challenge
' Round for the Davis Cup at Wim-
bledon, and by tonight you'll know
how well the American team—Donald
Budge, Frankie Parker, Bryan Grant
and Gene Mako—has done in its at-

tempt to wrest the cup from the Kng-
lish defenders. And tonight Bill Til-

den, who ought to know a little about
tennis, gives you a resume of the day's
play on CBS. . . . When you listen to
Walter Blaufuss direct the Breakfast
Club orchestra on NBC this morning
at nine, remember it's his birthday—as
it is Gracie Allen's. If George doesn't
present her with a birthday cake to-

night on their program (eight o'clock
on NBC-Red) he's guilty of gross neg-
ligence. . . . Then from 9:00 to 10:15

P.M., E.D.S.T., to the Battle of the
Shakespearites. John Barrymore is

streamlining away on the Bard on
NBC, while CBS is continuing its self-

imposed task of corralling every actor
in Hollywood and turning him into a
Shakespearean declaimer. . . . When
you listen to Lowell Thomas on NBC
tonight at 6:45, visualize a tiny attic

studio at his country home near Paw-
ling, N. Y., because that's where he
speaks his piece these hot summer
nights. He can always be found in

the country unless he absolutely has
to be in the city. Did you know that
when he was barely of legal age
"Tommy" started his adventurous life

by outfitting and heading two private
expeditions into the sub-Arctic?

You can depend upon
Lowell Thomas, NBC
at 6:45 P.M., for o

concise news report.

Monday, Aug. 2, 1937

Donna is one of the

four eye-satisfying

King Sisters on Hor-
ace Heidt's program.

npHIS is your day if you're interested

in education. NBC has gone to

work and arranged to broadcast some
of the meetings of the Seventh World
Conference of the World Federation of

Education Associations, which begins
today in Tokyo, Japan, and continues
until August 7. The theme of NBC's
broadcasts is based on the ideal of bet-

ter international understanding, and
that's a worthy undertaking. . . . From
the other side of the world comes the
annual Welsh National Eisteddfod at

Machynlleth, also over NBC's facili-

ties. In case you're confused, an Eis-

teddfod is nothing but an old-fashioned
sing-fest, and Machynlleth is a town.
. . . The great Shakespeare battle has
come to an end, but NBC is still mak-

ing a bid for the interest of you drama-
lovers by offering a radio version of

Eugene O'Neill's play, "Beyond the
Horizon," at 9:30, E.D.S.T. tonight.

It's the first of a four-play O'Neill cy-

cle. . . . Meanwhile, CBS is still giv-

ing Shakespeare the benefit of the best
actors it can find—well, anyway, the

best known, even if some of them never
have had much to do with the classics

before. . . . Those Horace Heidt Briga-
diers are on the air again tonight, from
8:00 to 8:30, with the King Sisters,

whose real last name is JDriggs, but
who are really sisters. 1 heir names
are Donna, Alyce, Louise, and Yvonn ,

and they were all born in the West and
educated in the Mormon faith. Donna's
engaged to one of the boys in the band.

Monday. Aug. 9, 1937
T^HE western edge of the continent
^ supplies today's sports thrills, when
the Public Links Golf Tournament be-

gins in San Francisco. Golfers go for

this tournament in a big way, and
every big-name mashie-swinger who
can spare the time will be there to try

for the prize-money. Both NBC and
CBS have their San Francisco announc-
ers on the job for your benefit, today
and until August 14 next Saturday.

. . . Tonight, Eugene O'Neill's "The
Fountain" competes with another of

Bill Shakespeare's plays for the inter-

est of everybody who complains radio

doesn't have enough good drama. "The
Fountain," of course, is on NBC-Blue
at 9:30; Shakespeare on CBS at

9:00. . . . Brewster Morgan who di-

rects these Shakespeare radioizations,

began his career as a scholar—a Rhodes
scholar, in fact, specializing in the his-

tory of diplomacy. In Oxford he be-
came interested in the drama, and was
the only American and the only under-
graduate ever to direct plays in the Ox-
ford Theater. . . . He returned to

America to find radio going full blast,

and a year's illness kept him in bed
where he could do nothing but listen

to air programs. . . . That settled it.

When he got well again he went to
work in the radio department of an ad-
vertising agency; later joined the CBS
forces in New York; and now finds him-
self back in the midst of Shakespeare
once more. It's a small world, after all—wherever you go, you find Shakespeare.

The man who's respon-

sible for CBS' Shakes-
peare series is Brewster
Morgan, the director.

Monday. Aug. 16 and Aug. 23, 1937

Col. Jack Major has

his variety show ready

for your entertainment

at three this afternoon.

AUGUST 16: Have you been neglect-

ing one of radio's unique per-

sonalities? If you have—or even if you
haven't—tune in CBS at 3:00 o'clock

this afternoon and every Monday af-

ternoon for Col. Jack Major and his

variety show. In the first place. Jack
isn't sure what state he was bom in

—

he was born in a speeding train, and it

might have been either Tennessee or

Kentucky. He first studied for the

ministry, but worked in local theatri-

cals to help himself through school,

and dropped his church ambitions when
he became the master of cerenionies

at a hotel in Houston, Texas. He sang

with Jack Hylton's band in London,
and with Isham Jones in America, and
after his entry into radio was simul-

taneously featured on three Chicago
programs. His favorite pastime is tell-
ing "whoppers" in a soft drawl and
with a perfectly straight face. . . . The
competing dramas tonight are O'Neill's
"Where the Cross is Made" on NBC
and probably Shakespeare's "Macbeth"
on CBS. . . .

August 23: CBS proudly announces
that it has the exclusive rights to broad-
cast the National Doubles tennis
matches from the Longwood Cricket
Club in Chestnut Hills, Massachusetts,
today and until August 29. . . . But
both CBS and NBC have the National
Amateur Golf tournament from the
Oldwood Country Club in Portland.
Oregon. ... It may turn up a brand
new golfing champion.
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All time Is Eastern Daylight Savlno

8:00 A. M.
NBC-Blue: Morning Devotions
NBC-Red: IMalcolm Claire

8:15
NBC-Blue: Dick Leibert
NBC-Red: Good IMorning Melodies

NBC-Red: Moments Musical

9:00
CBS: Dear Columbia
NBC-Blue: Breakfast Club
NBC-Red: Fields and Hall

9:30
CBS: Richard Maxwell

CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly

NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs

10:15
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family

NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

NBC-Red: Today's Children

1 1 :00 , ,

CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills

NBC-Red: David Harum

NBC-Blue: Personal Column
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister _ ^
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Bed: Mystery Chef

1

1

'45

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh
NBC-Bed: Allen Prescott

12:00 Noon
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:15 P. M.
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

NBC-Bed: Mary Marlin

12 *30

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

NBC-Bed: Barry McKinley

CBS: Our Gal Sunday

CBS: Betty and Bob
NBC-Blue: Love and Learn

I *I5
'CBS: Hymns: Betty Crocker

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife

I '30

'CBS: Arnold Grimm's Daughter

NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

NBC-Red: Words and Music

1:45
CBS: News

2:15
CBS: Jack and Loretta

CBS: Dalton Brothers
NBC-Blue: Music Guild

NBC-Bed: It's a Woman's World

2*45
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Red. Girl Interne

CBS; Theater Matinee .

MBS: Mollie of the Movies

NBC-Blue; Airbreaks _,„„„
NBC-Red; Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC-Bed: Ma Perkins

3*30
'CBS: Concert Hall

NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

3 45
NBC-Blue: Have You Heard
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Bob Byron
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

4*15
NBC-Red: Personal Column

4*45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

5*15
'NBC-Blue: Young Hickory

5:30 , .

NBC-Blue: Singing Lady
NBC-Red: Don Winslow of the Navy

5 45
CBS: Dorothy Gordon
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

6:30 ^ .,
Press-Radio News

CBS: Sports Resume
6:45
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
NBC-Bed: Amos 'n' Andy

7:15
CBS: Song Time
NBC-Red: Vocal Varieties

7*30
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner

NBC-Blue: Florence George

8:00
CBS: Hammerstein's Music Hall
NBC-Blue: Husbands and Wives
NBC-Red: Johnny Presents

8:30
MBS: Listen to This
NBC-Blue; Edgar A. Guest
NBC-Ilcd; Wayne King

9:00
CBS: Al Pearce
MBS: Gabriel Heatter
NBC-Blue; Ben Bernie
NBCUed: Vox Pop—Parks Johnson

9*30
CBS; Benny Goodman
MBS; True Detective Mystery
NBC-Blue; Sweetest Love Songi
NBC-Ucd: Johnny Green

10:00
CHS: Your Unseen Friend

10:30
NBC-Blue: Past Masters
NRC-Rcd: JImmie Fidler

10:45
NBC-Red; Vic and Sade

11:00
Dance Mualo
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TUESDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By CHARLES WINNINGER

The easy chair is the hardest to acquire.

Tuesday. July 27. 1937

WHEN you listen to the NBC Red
network today at 1:15 P. M.,

New York time, you're listening to

Isabel Randolph acting the part of

Dan Harding's Wife—and when you
tune in The Story of Mary Marlin on
the Blue at ten or the Red at 12:15,

you're likely to hear her playing the

part of Margaret Adams. She's a busy
actress, and is apt to turn up on al-

most any dramatic program that's

broadcast from Chicago. Isabel says

she never earned a cent in her life

except in some branch of the enter-

tainment field—radio, the stage, or

tnovies. She's more interested in chil-

dren than in anything else, and has two
of her own. Between broadcasts she
studies child psychology—it helps her

to understand her own youngsters as

well as aiding her to play the part of

the mother in Dan Harding's Wife. . . .

Tonight you West Coasters can hear
Reggie Child's orchestra making its

debut in Eilitch's Gardens, Denver.
NBC broadcasts his music over its

Coast network only. . . . Balanced diet

for your evening's listening, from seven
o'clock to eleven: Comedy, Amos 'n'

Andy at 7:00; music. Vocal Varieties

at 7:15; more comedy, Lum and Ab-
ner at 7:30; variety show, Hammer-
stein's Music Hall at 8:00; romantic
melodies, Wayne King at 8:30; nov-
elty. Vox Pop at 9:00; sophisticated

jazz, Johnny Green at 9:30; movie
news, Jimmy Fidler at 10:30; comedy
drama, Vic and Sade at 10:45.

Isabel Randolph's por-

trayal of Dan Hard-
ing's Wife is an ex-

pert dramatic iob.

Tuesday, Aug. 3. 1937

Bring all your domestic
troubles tonight to

Allie Lowe Miles, starof

Husbands and Wives.

pjAVING covered the Welsh situa-
* "* tion thoroughly yesterday, NBC
moves north today and takes a good
look at the Dublin Horse Show in Ire-

land—wfith, sometime during the day,
another glance at the Education Con-
ference in Tokyo. . . . Meanwhile,
things swing along at a good, enter-

taining pace right here at home. Don't
miss the Dalton Brothers, on CBS at

2:30 in the afternoon, nor the Theater
Matinee on the same network at 3 : 00.

The kids have their choice of the Sing-

ing Lady or Don Winslow of the Navy
at 5:30, and the whole family will

want to hear Lowell Thomas at 6:45.
. . . At 8:00, on NBC-Blue, Sedley
Brown and Allie Lowe Miles go into

another session of Husbands and Wives,

that entertaining forum which deals

with how to be happy though married.
Judging from Allie's picture, anybody
but a blind man ought to be happy
married to her. Allie was bom in Chi-

cago, but keeps the exact year a secret,

and has lived in every state in the

Union except three. Until 1927, when
she began writing for radio, she was
a teacher and dramatic coach and pro-

fessional actress. She has written

scenarios", three novels, and hundreds
of magazine articles. . . . Oh, yes, she's

married, and has been since August 14,

1922. She has one son, is an excellent

housekeeper and cook, and makes a
hobby of hooking her own hooked
rugs. . . . No, her husband isn't her
radio partner, Sedley Brown.

Tuesday. Aug. 10, 1937
'TpODAY it's NBC's turn to an-
•^ nounce an exclusive sports event.

. . . The Ladies' Cup, lady drivers'

trotting race, at Goshen, N. Y., is all

NBC's for the broadcasting. Trotting

races are almost a lost art, so you'd
better listen in. . . . For you who find

trotting races too much of a strain in

the heat of the day, there are plenty

of entertaining dawn-to-dusk features

—the Gold Medal Feature Hour on
CBS from 1:00 to 2:00 p.m., E.D.S.T.,
with Betty and Bob, Betty Crocker,

Joe Emerson's hymn sing, Arnold
Grimm's Daughter, and the day's
news ... or Edward MacHugh on
NBC-Blue at 11:45 . . . or Pretty
Kitty Kelly, which is making great

strides in popularity, on CBS at 10:00.

. . . Did you know that Clayton CoU-
yer, who plays the part of Mike Con-
way on this show, is the handsome
brother of June Collyer of the films?

He too wanted to go on the stage

when he was a child, but his parents
persuaded him to study law instead.

. . . After two years of handing out
legal advice he decided he'd had
enough. A brief stage career led him
to the Cavalcade of America program
on CBS, and now he does seventeen
broadcasts a week. Clayton's twenty-
nine years old, married to a girl he
met last year on a blind date, and likes

to ride horseback and play baseball,

football and tennis. . . . Comedy rec-

ommendation for tonight: Al Pearce,
Arlene Harris, Tizzie Lish and the gang.

Clayton Collyer, tall

and handsome, is Mike
Conway in the Pretty

Kitty Kelly broadcast.

Tuesday. Aug. 17 and Aug. 24. 1937

Violet Dunn has played

Peggy in The O'Neills

ever since the program
first went on the air.

AUGUST 17: You and a couple of
*^^ million other people are listen-

ing today to The O'Neill's, at 11:00
A.M. on NBC-Blue and at 3:45 P.M.
on NBC-Red, and it will double your
pleasure to know the people who play
all the parts. So here goes for the com-
plete cast: Mrs. O'Neill, Kate Mc-
Comb; Peggy O'Neill Kayden, Violet

Dunn; Monte Kayden, Chester Strat-

ton; Danny O'Neill, Jimmy Tansey;
Eileen Turner, Arline Blackburn (she
also plays Pretty Kitty Kelly in the

program of that name ) ; Eddie Collins,

Jimmy Donnelly; Mr. Collins, Santos
Ortega; Mrs. Bailey, Jane West (she
also writes the show); Sir Donald
Rogers, John Moore. . . . Watch your
Almanac for the thumbnail stories of

these stars. . . . Just to start them off

right, here's something about Violet
Dunn:
August 24: Violet Dunn is tiny,

brunette, and a native of Toronto,
Canada, where she was born May 28,
1912. Her parents were both in the
legal profession, but Violet went on the
stage when she was only eight, as

Little Eva in "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
The family moved to New York and
Violet soon found a part in a Broadway
show. She has also been on the stage

in London and in the movies there and
in Hollywood. . . . She has played
Peggy ever since the show went on the
air. For a hobby she makes hooked
rugs, for relaxation she reads, and for

sports she rides horseback.



All time Is Eastern Daylight Saving

8:00 A. M.
XBC-Blue: Morning Devotions
XBC-Ked: Malcolm Claire

8:15
Jv'BC-Blue: Island Serenaders
NBC-Red: Good Morning Melodies

8:30
NBC-Blue: William Meeder
NBC-Red: Home Songs

9:00
CBS: Music in the Air
NBC-Blue: Breakfast Club
NBC-Bed: Fields and Hall

9:30
CBS: Richard Maxwell

10:00
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs

IO:IS
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:43
NBC-Red: Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Heinz Magazine
NEC-Blue: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: David Harum

11:13
NBC-Blue: Personal Column
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red; How to Be Charming

11:45
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh
NBC-Red: Hello Peggy

12:00 Noon
CBS: Cheri; Three Notes
NBC-Red; Girl Alone

12:15
CBS; Edwin C. Hill
NBC-Hed: Mary Marlin

12:30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS; Betty and Bob
NBC-Blue: Love and Learn

1:15
CBS: Hymns: Betty Crocker
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife

1:30
CBS; Arnold Grimm's Daughter
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

1:45
CBS: News

2:00
CBS: Kathryn Cravens

2:15
CBS: Jack and Loretta

2:45
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Red; Girl Interne

3:00
CBS: Manhattan Matinee
irBS: Mollic of the Movies
NBC-Bed; Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

3:30
CBS: Current Questions
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

3 "45

CBS: Music of the Past
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

4:00
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

4:15
NBC-Red: Personal Column

4:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

5:00
CBS: Elsie Thompson
NBC-Blue: Animal News Club

5:15
NBC-Blue: Young Hickory
NBC-Red: Dari-Dan

5:30
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady
NBC-Red: Don Winslow of the

Navy
5:45
CBS: Funny Things
NBC-Blue; Meet the Orchestra
NBC-Red; Little Orphan Annie

6:30
Press-Radio News

6:35
CBS: Sports Resume

6:45
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies
NBC-Blue; Easy Aces
NBC-Red; Amos 'n' Andy

7:15
CBS; Song Time
N3C-Red: Uncle Ezra

7:30
MBS; The Lone Ranger
NBC-Blue; Lum and Abncr

7:45
CBS: Boake Carter

8:00
CBS: Cavalcade of America
NBC-Blue; Beatrice Lillie
NBC-Red: One Man's Family

8:30
CBS: Ken Murray
MBS; Tonic Time
NBC-Blue; Helen Menken
NBC-Red; Wayne King

9:00
CBS; Frank Parker
NBC-Red; Town Hall Tonight

9:30
CBS: Beauty Box Theatre

10:00
CBS: Gang Busters, Phillips Lord
NBC-Blue; Healani of the South
Seas
NBC-Bed; Your Hit Parade

10:30
CBS; Gooo de Lys
NBC-Blue; Minstrel Show

11:00
Dance Music

12:30
NBC-Red: Lights Out

WEDNESDAY
Mono OF THE DAY By JESSICA DRACONETTE

A fool's worry is his millstone, a wise man's his wings.

Wednesday, July 28. 1937

RUDY VALLEE has to spend most
of today rehearsing for tomor-

row night's program, and it's too bad,

because today is his birthday. He was
born in Island Pond, Vermont, on July

28, 1901. ... He hasn't time to listen,

but you have, to two novelties from
abroad. Singers from all nations have
gathered in Breslau, Germany, for the

seventy-fifth anniversary of the famous
German Saengerbund. And in Nor-
way, in the city of Trondheim, they're

celebrating St. Olav's Day. NBC plans

to have microphones working for both
occasions. . . . But don't let the excite-

ment abroad keep you from remember-
ing some home-grown reliables, such
as Aunt Jenny's Life Stories, at its

new time, 11:45 in the morning,

Kathryn Cravens in the afternoon, and
Beatrice Lillie, Helen Menken, and the
Gang Busters in the evening. . . . Bea-
trice Lillie, incidentally, may not be on
the air all summer long, so if you're a
Lillie fan you'd better not miss her to-

night. . . . Playing one of those vil-

lainous criminals on Gang Busters you
find Edmund MacDonald. He's a nice
guy in real life but on the air he has
played every big gangster of the last

decade, and has been shot, electro-

cuted, and hanged so many times he
has lost count. He began his career
on the stage, but decided it was time
to move when he tried out for four
plays, all but one of which failed be-
fore they got to Broadway. His first

air job was in Omar, the Mystic.

Edmund MacDonald,
of the Gang Busters

cast, has portrayed
many famed gangsters.

Wednesday, Aug. 4, 1937

Tonight's Connie Bos-

well's last guest ap-
pearance, singing on

Ken Murray's program.

'TpHERE'S a new show for your atten-
* tion today, aiming to get itself well

established before the fall rush of new
programs. "Hello Peggy" is its name,
11:45 to 12 noon on NBC-Red its time
and network, and dramatic serial its

character. There'll soon be so many
serials on the air that even the actors

in them will get confused—not to

speak of the listeners. . . . Tonight,
Connie Boswell makes her final guest
appearance on Ken Murray's pro-
gram, 8:30 on CBS. Connie, just to

get you straight on these Boswells, is

the middle sister—Martha's the old-

est and Vet's the youngest. She's very
superstitious, and always braids a lock
of hair before performing on the stage,

or keeps her fingers crossed during a

broadcast. She writes poems, plays,

and short stories for her own amuse-
ment, but won't even let a publisher
look at any of them. . . . Your Al-
manac hopes you don't have to be re-

minded that the Gold Medal Feature
Hour has a new time 1 : 00 to 2 : 00 in

the afternoon, Mondays through Fri-

days. Incidentally, Modern Cinderella

has been replaced by a new serial called

Arnold Grimm's daughter, written by
Margaret Sangster, famous novelist

and magazine writer. It's title seems
to follow a radio trend . . . like Dan
Harding's Wife, etc. Tonight, at nine
o'clock on CBS, Andre Kostelanetz and
Frank Parker dispense more music.
Andre's theme song "Carefree" is one
of the best on the air.

Wednesday, Aug. 11, 1937
•yESTERDAY NBC had the Ladies
^ Cup trotting races from Goshen,
N.Y.; today the same network has the

most important trotting races of all,

the Hambletonian Stakes, considered

by those who keep up on such things

to be the "world's series" of trotters

and their owners . . . You hear Dor-
othy Lowell twice today and every

day except Saturday and Sunday.
She plays the part of Sunday, the or-

phan girl adopted by two miners, in

Our Gal Sunday, on CBS at 12:45
P.M.; and at 11:00 A.M., on the same
network, she plays the part of Nancy
in Trouble House, which is one of the

features of the Heinz Magazine. . . .

Dorothy is just old enough to vote, was
bom in New York but was taken

abroad to study in Austria when she
was only six years old. After a year
she came back to America for more
education—an education which finally

climaxed in a dramatic school. Her
first big radio role was impersonating
Ginger Rogers in "Forty-Five Minutes
in Hollywood." She's vivacious and
red-haired, but doesn't lose her red-

headed temper very often. . . . For
your novelty of the day, why not try

Meet the Orchestra on NBC-Blue at

5 : 54? And for your old reliables,

which you may have been neglecting
lately. One Man's Family, on the Red
at 8 : 00, and Harry Salter's music on
Your Hit Parade on NBC-Red at

10:00. Of course, if you prefer excite-

ment, there's Gang Busters at ten, too.

Star of two of your
favorite daytime serials

is red-headed, viva-

cious Dorothy Lowell.

Wednesday, Aug. 18, 1937

Carleton Young is the

romantic leading man
in Dorothy Lowell's

two daytime serials.

'TpHOSE Russians are mighty proud
-*• of their ability to fly through the

air with the greatest of ease, so ^ere
ought to be a good show for you to

listen to today when NBC broadcasts
the Aviation Day festivities from Mos-
cow. . . . People jumping out of air-

planes in parachutes, doing backfiips

and tail spins, and what not besides.

Pity there's no television yet. . . .

Last week at this time your Almanac
told you about Dorothy Lowell, who
plays in both Trouble House and Our
Gal Sunday. . . . Today it's the turn
of Carleton Young, who plays opposite
her in both serials. In Trouble House
(CBS at 11:00 A.M.) he's Bill Mears,
the farmer who is also a law student;
and in Our Gal Sunday (CBS at 12:45

P. M.) he is another "Bill," the
spumed suitor. . . . Romantic leads,
both, and no wonder, because Carleton
is one of the handsomest men in radio—six feet tall, wavy dark brown hair,
blue eyes, and a profile. He was bom
in Westfield. N. Y., and led a school
dance band to help pave his way
through Carnegie Tech. His stage ex-
perience includes a season with Pauline
Frederick in "Elizabeth the Queen,"
and in the movies he was with Jean
Arthur and other stars. . . . Trouble
House's other players are Elsie Mae
Gordon as Phoebe, Ann Elstner as
Martha Booth, Ray Collins as John,
Jerry Macy as Hari-ey. Rita Allyn as
Olive, Ted Reid as Ted, and Gretchen
Davidson as the hard-to-please Sally.
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All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

8:00 A. M.
XBC-Ulue: Morning Devotions
NBC-Ked: Malcolm Claire

8:13
XBC-Blue: Dick Leibert
XBC-Red: Good Morning Melodies

8:30
XBC-Red: Moments Musical

9:00
CBS: As You Like it

XBC-Blue: Breakfast Club
XBC-Red: Fields and Hall

10:00
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
XBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
XBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs

10:15
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
XBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30 , _ ,

NBC-Blue: Pepper Younq s Family

NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

X3C-Red: Todays Children

1 1 :00
CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills

XBC-Red: David Harum

11:13
CBS: Captivators
XBC-Blue: Personal Column
XBC-Red: Backstage Wife

II :30
CBS: Big Sister
XBC-Blue: Vic and Sade

1 1
*43

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

XBC-Blue: Edward MacHugn
XBC-Red: Allen Prescott

12:00 Noon
CBS; Merrymakers
XBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:15 P. M.
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

XBC-Red: Mary Marlin

CBS:Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS: Betty and Bob

I :I3
CBS: Hymns: Betty Crocker

XBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife

I '30

CBS: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
XBC-Red: Words and Music

1:45
CBS: News

2:15
CBS: Jack and Loretta

2*30
NBC-Bed: It's a Woman's World

2:43
CBS: Myrt and Marge

3:00
CBS: Theater Matinee
MBS: Mollie of the Movies
XBC-Blue: NBC Light Opera
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
XBC-Red: Ma Perkins

3:30
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

3:45
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Howells and Wrigh-,

XBC-Bluc: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

4:15
(RS: Bob Byron
XBC-Red: Personal Column

4 '45

XBC-Red; The Guiding Light

5*15
NBC-Bed: Turn Back the Clock

5:30 „. .

NBC-Blue: Singing Lady
NBC-Red: Don Winslow of the

Navy
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong

5 '45
CBS: Dorothy Gordon
XBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

6:30
Press- Radio News

G:35
CBS: Sports Resume

6:43
CBS; George Hall's Orch.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

;:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies
NBC-Bluo: Easy Aces
NBC-Red; Amos 'n' Andy

7:(5
CBS; Song Time
NBC-Re.l; Vocal Varieties

7:30
CBS; Clyde Barrie
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner

7:45
MBS: Pleasant Valley Frolic.

NBC-Blue: Cabin in the Cotton

8:00
NBC-Red: Rudy Vallee

8;3fl
NBC-Blue: Robin Hood Dell Con-
cert

0:00
CKS: Major Bowes Amateurs
MBS: Gabriel Hoatter
NBC-Ked; Show Boat

9:30
MBS: Melody Treasure Hunt
NBC-Blui-; Midnight in May.'air

10:00
CBS: Floyd Gibbons
NIIC-Ue<l; Kraft Music Hall

10:30
CHH: March of Time

11:05
CHS; Dance Music
NIIC ISIlh': NBC Night Club
MiC'lti'd John B. Kennedy

II 15
Dance Music
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THURSDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By FLOYD GIBBONS

A man's first duty to himself is his duty to others.

Thursday. July 29. 1937
AT one o'clock today, New York
'^ time, you hear a radio veteran
whose name you've probably never
heard mentioned on the air. She's

Florence Freeman, who plays Sue
Blake, in the Love and Learn dramatic
serial on NBC-Blue. Pretty, blonde,

of German-Russian parentage, Flor-

ence was born in New York City just

twenty-six years ago today. She went
to college at Columbia University, and
has both a B.A. and an M.A. degree.

Her first plan was to be a school teach-

er, but after a year and a half of teach-

ing she decided she liked the stage bet-

ter. Her first radio audition was in

1931, her first NBC program in 1934.
She's worked on the Shell program, the

Radio Guild, and with Paul Whiteman

. . . and her hobby is reading with a
bowl of fresh fruit at her elbow. . . .

The Kolisch String Quartet is playing
again at the University of California,

on NBC-Blue at six o'clock. . . .

The same network has its last concert
from Robin Hood Dell in Philadelphia,

tonight at 8:30, but you can still hear
the same orchestra on the Red network
until August 14. . . . Don't forget that

you have your choice between Major
Bowes and the Show Boat at 9:00.
Whichever you choose you're sure of

a good show, so your Almanac offers

its blessings and refuses to make any
recommendations at all for that
hour. . . . And Easy Aces, NBC-Blue
at seven, are staying on the air all

summer.

Florence Freeman, star

of Love and Learn, is

on actress who began
as a school teacher.

Thursday, Aug. 5. 1937

Jack Haley adds radio

to his jobs as princi-

pal comedian of the

revised Show Boat.

"piRTHDAY greetings today to Al
•*—

' Goodman, the dependable musical
director of so many radio programs he
can't list them all. You heard him last

night directing the orchestra for Jessica

Dragonette, and if Show Boat hadn't
recently moved to Hollywood you'd
hear him directing it tonight. . . .

When Show Boat moved, it acquired
not only its old skipper, Charlie Win-
ninger, but a new comedian, Jack
Haley. Listen to him tonight at 9:00,
on the NBC Red network, and you
may discover a new radio favorite. . . .

Jack was born in Boston on August 10
(remember the date—you may want
to send him a birthday card next Tues-
day) and went to the Boston schools.

His family wanted him to be an elec-

trician, and he did his best to like the
work, but finally gave up and did what
he wanted to do—go on the stage.

Vaudeville was his first field; then he
got into musical comedy and was such
a success that he got a film contract.
You saw him last as the mike-shy singer
in "Wake Up and Live" with Walter
Winchell and Ben Bemie. . . . He's
an expert handball player, he really
has a good singing voice even if Buddy
Clark did do his singing in the picture,

and he hates baby food because he had
to eat quantities of it a few years ago
as an example to his infant son. . . .

Before listening to Jack, you'll have
time to hear half an hour of the Boston
SjTnphony Orchestra, on NBC-Blue at
8:30.

Thursday, Aug. 12, 1937
'T^HE radio is a medium of entertain-
-'- ment for the whole family, they say

—and here are your Almanac's recom-

mendations for every member of your

family today: For Mother, It's a Wo-
man's World, NBC-Red, 2:30; for

Father, Lowell Thomas, NBC-Blue,
6:45; for Brother, aged eighteen, Floyd
Gibbons' True Adventure, CBS, 10:00
P.M.; for Sister, aged sixteen. Club
Matinee, NBC-Blue, 4:00; for Brother,

aged seven, the Singing Lady, NBC-
Blue, 5:30; for Grandma, the Personal
Column of the air, NBC-Blue, 11:15
A.M., or NBC-Red, 4:15 P.M.; for

Grandpa, Clyde Barrie, CBS, 7:30
P.M.; for the whole family at once.
Show Boat, NBC, 9:00 P.M. . . . Vir-

ginia Verrill, whom you hear on Show

Boat, is no radio stranger to you, but
this is the first big program she's been
on for several years. . . . Probably all

a result of her recent movie contract
with Sam Goldwyn. . . . Virginia was
born in Santa Monica Canyon, Cali-

fornia, where the Hollywood Bowl is

now, on November 20, 1916, and her
childhood ambition was to be a violin-

ist and dancer, . . . Her radio career
began in Hollywood, carried her ' to

New York, and now it's brought her
back west again. She's George Wash-
ington's great-great-great-niece, always
wears blue and no jewelry except a dia-

mond ring which belonged to her
grandmother, and when she's singing
always holds tight to the music stand
with one hand for fear it will fall!

Another Show Boat
addition since it

moved West is Vir-

ginia Verrill, its singer.

Thursday, Aug. 19, 1937

If there's a mother on

the March of Time to-

night, you can bet Ade-
laide Klein plays her.

q^ONIGHT'S your last chance to lis-

ten to Bob Crosby's orchestra from
the Ritz Carlton Hotel in Boston, on
the Mutual system. It's his last night
there—and if Bing's still on his vaca-
tion he's apt to drop in to see the kid
brother. He served notice several
weeks ago he was coming east to check
up on his old haunts. . . . The March
of Time is rolling merrily along through
the hot months, once more under the
sponsorship of the magazine which
originated it. Listen tonight at 10:30
on CBS, and see if you can spot the
voice of Adelaide Klein, the March's
featured actress. If there's a mother
on tonight's program, she's sure to be
Adelaide, no matter what her radio
nationality. Although she can actually

speak only one language Adelaide has
an uncanny ability at dialects. On the

air she's been the mother of charac-

ters ranging all the way from Abraham
Lincoln to Gene Tunney. . . . Her
early ambition was to be a concert

singer, but in her first radio program,
singing, spirituals, she mixed character

portraits with the music, and from then
on there were more and more charac-

terizations and less and less singing.

Off the air she studies political econ-
omy, plays bowls, and sails her own
boat on Long Island Sound. . . . After
you listen to the March of Time,
there'll be just time to hear John B.
Kennedy present his Footnotes on
Headlines on NBC-Red at eleven
oclock.



All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

8:00 A. IVI.

NBC-Blue: Morning Devotions
NBC-Bed: Malcolm Claire

8:15
NBC-Blue: Island Serenaders
NBC-Red: Good Morning Melodies

8:30
NBC-Blue: William Meeder
NBC-Red: Home Songs

9:00
CBS: Metropolitan Parade
NBC-Blue: Breakfast Club
NBC-Red: Fields and Hall

9:30
CBS: Richard Maxwell

10:00
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
N'BC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs

10:13
NTBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:43
NBC-Red: Today's Children

11:00
OBS: Heinz Magazine
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills
NBC-Bed: David Harum

11:15
NBC-Blue: Personal Column
N'BC-Red: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming

11:43
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories
NrBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh
NBC-Bed: Hello Peggy

12:00 Noon
CBS: Winston and Sutton
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:15
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

12:30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS: Betty and Bob
NBC-Blue: Love and Learn

1:13
CBS: Hymns: Betty Crocker
NBC-Blue: Neighbor Nell
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife

1:30
CBS: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
N:BC-Blue; Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Special Edition

1:45
CBS: News

2:00
CBS: Kathryn Cravens

2:15
CBS: Jack and Loretta

2:45
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Red: Girl Interne

3:00 „ , ^
CBS: Kreiner String Quartet
NBC-Blue: Radio Guild
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC-Bed: Ma Perkins

3:30
NBC-Bed: Vic and Sade

3:45
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

4:00
CBS: Among Our Souvenirs
KBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

4:15
N'BC-Bed: Personal Column

4:45
NBC-Bed: The Guiding Light

5:15 . „NBC-Bed: Dan-Dan
5:30

, ^XBC-Blue: Singing Lady
NBC-Red: Don Winslow of the Navy

5*45
CBS: Funny Things
NBC-Blue: Jackie Heller
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

6:15
CBS: Hobart Bosworth

6:30
Press-Radio News

6:35
CBS: Sports Resume

6:45
CBS; Frank Dailey's Orch.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies
NBC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy

7:13
CBS: Song Time
NBC-Bed: Uncle Ezra

7:30
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner

7:45
CBS: Boake Carter
NBC-Red: Bughouse Rhythm

8:00
CBS: Broadway Varieties
NBC-Blue: Irene Rich
NBC-Bed; Cities Service Concert

8:30
CBS; Hal Kemp's Orch.
NBC-Blue; Death Valley Days

9:00
CBS; Hollywood Hotel
NBC-Blue: Robert Ripley
NBC-Bed: Waltz Time

9:30
NBC-Red; True Story Court

10:00
CBS; Ferde Grofe's Orch.
NBC-Blue; Tommy Dorsey Orch.
N'BC-Red: First Nighter

10:30
CBS; Hollace Shaw
N'BC-Red: Jimmie Fidler

10:45
NBC-Blue: Elza Schallert

11:05
CBS: Dance Music

FRIDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By PHILLIPS H. LORD

You'll go broke if you put all your faith in "the breaks."

Friday. July 23. 1937
'W'OUR special events for today are
-*- mostly music. For instance, at 6:00
P. M., E.D.S.T., on the NBC Blue net-

work, there's a half hour of chamber
music coming from the University of

California—a special broadcast and
one of a very few scheduled for this

summer. The performers are the

Kolish String Quartet, the non-com-
mercial sponsor is the Elizabeth
Sprague Coolidge Foundation, and the

music you'll hear is by Beethoven and
Schoenberg. . . . Ferde Grofe's half-

hour program comes tonight from
Hollywood at 10:00 (Eastern time of

course ) . . . . Maestro Grofe flew out

to the coast for a program at the Holly-

wood Bowl and decided to stay over

for tonight instead of flying back.

And very wise, too. . . . It's opening
night in the Million Dollar Pier at At-
lantic City for Dick Stabile's orchestra.

Will Osborne was slated for the en-

gagemer\t, but he lost out to Dick.

Your nearest NBC station is the one
to tune in. . . . AH of which leaves

just room for a hint on how to use
your Almanac—because we're betting

you haven't been using it correctly.

Don't try to read it all at once. Pre-
tend fhere's nothing in it except the

section which bears the date of the day,

you're reading it—and just read that

section when you first turn on your
radio. Keep it near your radio as you
listen, and refer to it, and the accom-
panying program directory, every now
and then.

Dick Stabile's orches-

tra opens tonight at

the Million Dollar Pier

in famed Atlantic City.

Friday. July 30. 1937

Nora Stirling special-

izes on CBS this after-

noon in Funny Things,

a show for children.

T ET'S remind the children today, and
^-^ every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, to listen to Funny Things, on
CBS from 5:45 to 6:00, P.M., E.D.
S.T. And it wouldn't do us any harm
to listen in along with the kids. Nora
Stirling, the creator and narrator of

Funny Things, has liked to study en-

cyclopedias all her life. When she was
a little girl her friends called her "Fas-

cinating Facts Nora." Recently she

discovered that her sister's children had
the same curiosity about facts and
origins, so she persuaded CBS to let

her expand her audience. Nora has

been on the air several years but this

is the first program she has starred on.

She's a southerner, bom in Atlanta,

Ga., the daughter of a Scotch physi-

cian, and went to a school in Edin-
burgh run by ladies named the Misses

Gossip. She went on the stage when
she was barely out of her 'teens. . . .

Don't forget the Kolisch String Quar-
tet on NCB-BIue again tonight at

6 : 00. . . . And there are two dance-
band openings—Phil Spitalny's all-

girl orchestra at Atlantic City's Mil-

lion Dollar Pier, and Don Bestor at

the New Penn Hotel in Pittsburgh.

You listen to them both on NBC. . . .

At 9 : 00 tonight. Bob Ripley in his new
program is competing with Hollywood
Hotel. Once again your Almanac
leaves it up to you to decide which
you'll attend, and is sure you'll have a

good time at either. . . . For drama
addicts, there's the First Nighter.

Friday. Aug. 6. 1937

HERE are a few radio morsels for

the day which you might miss if

your Almanac didn't call them to your

attention: Winston and Sutton on CBS
at noon (let's say right now that all

times mentioned are E.D.S.T., and get

that over with for today); the Kreiner

String Quartet on CBS at 3:00; Club
Matinee on NBC-Blue at 4:00; Jackie

Heller on NBC-Blue at 5:45; Frank
Dailey's orchestra on CBS at 6:45;

Song Time on CBS at 7:15; and Bug-
house Rhythm on NBC-Red at 7:45.

. . . Tommy Dorsey and his orchestra

are swinging it merrily along for Jack
Pearl while the Baron is on his vaca-

tion—ten o'clock on NBC-Blue; and
Elza Schallert follows closely on the

heels of Jimmy Fidler, also of Holly-

wood, at 10:45. . . . Hollace Shaw
has taken over the 10:30 period on
CBS which Babe Ruth had hoped to

keep for his own all summer, so base-
ball addicts won't be particularly in-

terested in that time . . . but music
addicts will. Hollace is a coloratura
soprano who can take both classical and
popular music in her stride. She's red-

headed and only twenty-three years
old. Her theme song is "Seventeen,"
once Jenny Lind's favorite melody,
and Hollace sings it because it has al-

ways brought her luck. Every time she
has entered a contest or auditioned for

a job, she has sung that song—and
every time she has won the contest or

got the job. Critics say that's because
her voice is so similar to Jenny Lind's.

Hollace Shaw, colora-

tura soprano, has one
song which has always

brought her good luck.

Friday. Aug 13 and Aug. 20, 1937

Villain ess or heroine,

they're equally easy

for True Story's Alice

Reinheart to delineate.

AUGUST 13: Have you been Hs-
^^^ tening as you should to Hobart
Bosworth's reminiscences of the old

Hollywood, on CBS at 6:15 tonight

and each Friday? They're the memo-
ries of a man who knew the fabulous

city back in the days when the movies
really were in their infancy. . . . Re-
member? . . . Alice Faye, whom you
hear with Hal Kemp and his band on
CBS at 8:30, is hard at work these

days on her newest Universal picture.

'*A Young Man's Fancy" . . . and with
Alice around, why shouldn't it lightly

turn to thoughts of love? ... If you
western listeners haven't already done
so, tonight's a good time to get ac-

quainted with Boake Carter, now
that his network has been extended to

include you. You may have a little

trouble getting used to his clipped style
of talking, but it's worth it. . . .

August 20: Recommended for to-

night is the True Story Court of Hu-
man Relations, on NBC-Red at 9:30.
and the always excellent performance
of Alice Reinheart, who is one of the
program's dependable actresses. Alice
can play either a heroine or a villain-

ess with equal conviction, as a result

of six years' experience on the air.

Slim, vivacious, and languorous-eyed,
she haunts the network studios watch-
ing the performances of other radio
actors and actresses and trjnng to profit

by them. . . . Whenever she can she
takes an airplane to visit her home
town, San Francisco, for a day or two.
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All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

8:00 A. M.
XBC-Blue: Morning Devotions
NBC-Red: Malcolm Claire

8:15
NBC-Blue: Dick Leibert
NTBC-Red: Good Morning Melodies

8:30
XBC-ReJ: Moments Musical

9:00
CBS: Roy Block
NBC-Blue: Breakfast Club
NBC-Red: Fields and Hall

9:30
CBS: Mellow Moments

9:55
Press Radio News

10:00
_, ...

CBS: Your Garden and Mine
NBC-Blue; Breen and De Rose

NBC-Red: Charioteers

10:15
CBS: Richard Maxwell
NBC-Blue: Raising Your Parents

NBC-Red: The Vass Family

10:30
CBS: Let's Pretend
NBC-Red: Manhatters

XBC-Blue: Bill Krenz Orchestra

11:00
CBS: Fred Feibel
NBC-Blue: Sue Mitchell

11:15
NBC-Blue: Minute Men
NBC-Red: Nancy Swanson

11:30 . , ^
CBS: Compinsky Trio
NBC-Blue: Magic of Speech
NBC-Ked: Mystery Chef

NBC-Red: Dixie Debs

12:00 Noon
NBC -Blue: Call to Youth
NBC-Red: Continentals

12:30

CBS: George Hall Orch.
NBC-Red: Rex Battle's Orch.

NBC-Blue: Our Barn
NBC-Bed: Whitney Ensemble

1:30
CBS: Buffalo Presents
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Campus Capers

2:00
CHS: Madison Ensemble
NKC-Red- Your Host is Buffalo

2.30
NBC-Blue: Jesse Crawford
NBC-Red: Golden Melodies

2:45
CBS: Tours in Tone

3:00
CBS: Down by Herman s

NBC-Red: Walter Logan

3:30
CBS: Dept. of Commerce
NBC-Red: Week End Review

4:00
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee

5:00
NBC-Blue: King's Jesters

5:15
NBC-Blue: Animal News Club

5:30
CBS: Eton Boys
NBC-Blue: Middleman's Orch.
NBC-Red: Kaltenmeyer's Kinder-
garten

6:05
NBC-Blue: Nickelodeon
NBC-Red: Top Hatters

6:30
Press-Radio News

6:35
CBS: Sports Resume
NBC-Blue: Whither Music
NBC-Hed: Alma Kitchell

6:45
CBS: Maureen O'Connor
NBC-Red: The Art of Living

7:00
CBS: Ted Lewis' Orch.
NBC-Blue: Message of Israel

NBC-Red: El Chico Revue

7:30
NBC-Blue: Uncle Jim's Question
Bee
NBC-Red: Jimmy Kemper

8:00
CBS: Saturday Swing Session
NBC-Ucd: NBC Jamboree

8:30
CBS: Johnny Presents
Nlii-iiluc-: Meredith WiMson
.S'iiC-Rol: Robin Hood Dell Concert

9:00
CIIH: Professor Quiz
MBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Blue: National Barn Dance

9:30
CBS: Lazy Melody
NltC-Ucd: Shell Show, Joe Cook

10:00
CBS: Your Hit Parade
NltC'Bluc: Cincinnati Opera

10:30
NBC-Red: Paul Whiteman

II :0a
Dance Muile

SATURDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By LOWELL THOMAS

Paint in imagination your own portrait as you wish you loolted—and
that will become the real you.

Saturday. July 24. 1937
T END an ear to Europe today, for
*^ sports and music, then come back
home for more sports and more music.

. . . The Challenge Round of the Davis
Cup Tennis Tournament opens at Wim-
bledon, England, and NBC and CBS
have their BBC friends on hand to re-

lay the battle to you. . . . The Salz-

burg Music Festival opens in Austria,

with your favorite genius, Arturo Tos-
canini, presiding, and NBC has laid

plans to bring you a little of the open-
ing day. ... At 1:15 E.D.S.T., NBC's
Red network is short-waving the en-

tire second act of Richard Wagner's
opera, "Lohengrin," direct from the
famous Festspielhaus of another Euro-
pean music center, Bayreuth. . . .

Then back to our own country for

NBC's broadcast of the Classic Stakes,

considered to be the finale of the three-

year-olds' turf campaign. . . . This
morning, NBC, which seems to have
all of today's musical events corralled,

begins its Saturday series featuring

the Chautauqua Little Symphony Or-
chestra, today and every Saturday for

a while, at 10:30 A.M. Georges Bar-
rere conducts, and the music comes
from the Chautauqua Institution, at

Chautauqua, N. Y. . . . After all this,

you may be able to answer John Task-
er Howard's question on the NBC Blue
network at 6:35 P.M. He's asking

—

and your Almanac hopes, answering

—

"Whither Music?". . . . Don't forget

that Professor Quiz went on a new time
a few weeks ago—9:00 on CBS.

Arturo Toscanini pre-

sides over the Salz-

burg Festival, which
opens today in Austria.

Saturday. July 31, 1937

Dark and exotic Fran-

ces Adair is the song-
stress you hear on the

Philip Morris program.

'Tp ODAY'S the day every yachting
^ enthusiast in the country has been
looking forward to for the past two
years—the first day of the 1937
America's Cup Races off Newport, R.
I., when the American defender will

try to keep the cup from T. O. M. Sop-
with's "Endeavour." The races might
last seven days, since the cup goes to

the winner of the first four out of seven
races over the thirty-mile course. If

you don't like yachting you might as

well turn your radio off, because all

three networks are covering the affair.

Ted Husing and Sherman Hoyt are
doing the announcing for CBS, Ken-
neth S. M. Davidson, George Hicks
and Bill Stern for NBC, and Cameron
King and Dave DriscoU for MBS.

Hoyt, Davidson and King are all well

known yachting authorities, and used
to run their own craft. ... A different

sort of sports classic, the Futurity at

Arlington, comes to you on NBC. . . .

Tonight was scheduled to be your last

chance to listen to Your Hit Parade on
CBS, but the sponsors decided to keep
it on after all. . . . Frances Adair, the
exotic brunette soprano you hear on
Johnny Presents, on CBS at 8:30 to-

night, came to radio through night
club, vaudeville and revue work. She
takes her work seriously and is inter-

ested in little else except her pets.

Once she had 13 cats, 2 dogs, 100
pigeons, and 2 rabbits at one time;
now she only has two small turtles.

She's unmarried and lives in New York.

Saturday, Aug. 7, 1937
p\NCE more NBC goes to the Brit-
^-^ ish Isles for your entertainment.
Today the boys have dug up a set of

traditional Highland ganaes being held
at the Bridge of Allan in Scotland.
They do say that when the Scotch
play games they get pretty rough, so

you'd better listen in. This might
turn out to be the thrill classic of

the year. . . . Early this morning, when
you listen to the Breakfast Club on the
NBC-Blue network at 9:00, you hear
Jack Baker singing the tenor solos

—

but his real name is Ernest Mahlon
Jones, while his studio nickname is

"The Louisiana Lark," because he
was bom in Shreveport, La., on June
29, 1908. He moved to Broken Bow,
Oklahoma, when he was a boy, and

began singing in church choirs. His
musical career was interrupted after it

started because he didn't have enough
money to continue, so he became
a teacher and baseball coach for a
while, then went to Chicago and audi-
tioned for NBC . . . after which he
heard nothing until he was suddenly
offered the tenor spot on the Break-
fast Club. . . . He's written three songs,

and wants to own a theater in a South-
em town when he retires. . . . Tonight,
NBC brings you Clyde Lucas' first pro-
gram from the Million Dollar Pier at

Atlantic City, as well as the last of the
Cincinnati Zoo Summer Operas. The
latter is from ten to eleven. . . Earlier
today, don't miss NBC's broadcast of

the Massachusetts Handicap in Boston.

Breaktast Club's tenor

Jack Baker is called

"The Louisiana Lark" in

N BC's Chicago studios.

Saturday, Aug. 14 and Aug. 21, 1937

Organist Fred Feibel

opens his network's
New York studio every

day at 7:30 A. M.

AUGUST 14: One of radio's unsung
'* heroes is Fred Feibel, CBS staff

organist, who not only opens the New
York station of his network in the

mornings, but spends much of his time
hanging around the studios ready to

fill in with an organ solo if a scheduled
program goes haywire. You hear him
this morning at 11:00, unless at the

last minute the network finds some
other show they want to put in at that

time. Fred's used to having his pro-

grams cancelled, as well as to going
on the air for others. . . . He lives in

Ridgefield Park, N. J., and gets up at

4:45 every morning, motors into New
York City and reaches the studio at

6:15, then tunes up his organ until

7 : 30, when his Organ Reveille is heard.

... In spite of the early hour, his

early-bird program, broadcast only in

New York, brings in hundreds of

letters each week. ... In almost seven
years he has only been absent one
week, when he had the flu. . . . Listen
tonight to the last Robin Hood Dell
symphony concert of the season.

August 2 1 : NBC and CBS both have
the Wightman Cup Tennis matches
for you today, from Forest Hills, twenty
minutes from New York. . , and to-

night Harold Stern opens a week's en-
gagement at the Million Dollar Pier in

Atlantic City, with NBC bringing you
the good music. . . . And there's just

room left to tell you to place your
order now for next month's RADIO
Mirror, on sale August 25.
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THIS WAY

FRESHENING UP is 7nore than

getting your skin clean. That's

what beautiful girls who have found

the Pond's way of freshening up say.

Before they make a single appear-

ance, they give their skin the brisk

toning up as well as cleansing that

sends them forth with such fresh and

vital-looking young faces.

Rousing Treatments Fight Off

Skin Faults . . .

For this Pond's way of skin care, they

find, invigorates their skin. It tones up

faulty oil glands, chief cause of black-

heads and blemishes . . . livens the cir-

culation. Tones the tissues, so lines will

soon be smoothing out, your skin be

clear, fine textured, flawless!

Here is the simple method they follow.

It's a method whose fame has spread

around the world!

Every night, smooth on Pond's Cold

Cream. As it softens and releases dirt,

make-up and skin secretions— wipe off.

Now pat in more Pond's Cold Cream

—

briskly, till the circulation stirs. Your skin

feels invigorated. It is softer— smoother!

Every morning (and before make-up) re-

peat. Your skin is smooth for powder

—

fresh, vital looking!

Begin yourself to use Pond's. Ste. your

skin, too, grow clearer, brighter, smoother

—admired for its youth and freshness.

Send for SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE

and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids

Pond's. Deut. 8RM-CJ. Clinton, Conn. Rush special

tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough tor 9 treatments,
with generous samples of 1 other Pond's Creams and
5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose
10* to cover postage and packing.

Name_

Street-

City— _Statc_
Copyright. 1937, Pond's Kxtraot CompanT
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ADD ZEST TO YOUR

MEALS BY HEEDING

A FAMOUS RESTAU-

RATEUR'S ADVICE ON

ARTFUL SEASONING

THE greatest difference between

the American cook and the

French one," George Rector

told me, "is that the American wo-

man sticks too closely to salt and

pepper and is too timid about the

use of other seasonings. Not that

salt isn't the standby for nearly all

dishes but there are many, many
other seasonings—spices, herbs,
meat sauces, and so forth—which

add variety and piquancy to the

simplest foods, and these are too

often ignored.

"And an American cook," he

continued, "is inclined to leave the

seasoning until the last minute,

stirring it in just before a dish is

ready to serve. Your French cook,

on the other hand, seasons her food

when it begins to cook, so that the

flavor of the seasoning goes all

through the food, becoming an in-

tegral part of it, rather than an

addition."

These statements you may take

as gospel, for no one speaks with

greater authority on culinary mat-
ters than Mr. Rector, whose pro-

gram "Dining with George Rec-

tor," you {Continued on page SI)

Listen to George
Rector talk about
good food on CBS.

o
By MRS.
MARGARET
SIMPSON
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• By far the greater number of snapshots are

made on Kodak Verichrome Film because
people have found that "it gets the pic-

ture"— clear, true, lifelike. Any camera is

a better camera, loaded with Verichrome.
Don't take chances . . . use it always . .

.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Accept nothing but the film in the
familiar yellow box—Kodak Film—
which only Eastman makes.

\

'"171 THEN he went away, we both promised to write.

* » But you know how letters are—you don't say

what you intend to, or the other person misinterprets.

"Before we knew it, our letters were mostly spats,

explanations, and apologies. We were getting farther

apart all the time. One day I was awfully blue, and on

impulse sent this old snapshot. I wrote on the back,

'We didn't quarrel then, did we?'

"I wish you could read the letter I got back. It was the

old Pete again, not trying to write, just telling me how
much he cared. He said he'd always write with this

snapshot in front of him— he could talk to the girl in it

so she'd never misunderstand."

The snapshots you'll want Tomorrow

—you must take Today
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WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW?

Once he was Eddie Cantor's Greek comedian, but now look

at him! Here's Parkyakarkus in RKO's "New Faces of 1937."

MRS. L. BRASHARES, Chicago, 111.—As far as we
know, Jack Hylton was born Jack Hylton, at Bol-

ton, Lancashire, England, July 2, 1892. His father

was a hotel keeper and his mother a schoolteacher. He's

short, rather heavy-set, has sandy, curly hair; started his

career at the age of fourteen, as a pianist for a show troupe.

Jack's married and his wife was once a band leader in her

own right. He likes all kinds of food, especially cold

chicken for midnight suppers ... his pet aversion is snobs.

Marie Bardley, Akron, Ohio— Kenneth Griffin plays the

part of Larry Noble in Backstage Wife and is not married
to Vivian Fridell who plays Mary. Vivian married her high
school sweetheart August 29, 1936. He is Gerrit James de
Galleke of Milwaukee, Wis. She is five feet, six inches tall

and weighs 125

pounds. Her hair

is golden brown
and her com-
plexion is fair.

P. T. of Som-
erville, Mass.

—

Sometimes an or-

chestra leader
cannot get all his

musicians to ac-

company him
from one part of

the country to

another. That i^

why, 1 presume,

Buddy Roger-,

had a diflercnt

orchestra for his

Twin Stars pro-
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Answers to Professor Quiz' Twenty Questions on Page 3

1. Andres de Segurola.

2. Velma McCall, the boys' secretary.

3. Duane Thompson.

4. Yes indeed—it's the Londt trio, which
has its own NBC program.

5. Jackie Coogan.
6. Carlton E. Morse, author of One

Man's Family.

7. His Honor Al Jolson, mayor of

Encino.

8. The Revelers—still broadcasting on
the Cities Service program.

9. Kay Kyser, who until June had spent

all his time in other parts of the country.

10. Claire Haiel. She's his third—the

first two were Patricio Wilder and Mar-
garet Johnson.

gram than the one you saw him have in Boston. I hope
that will clear up the mystery for you.

- M. M. L., Crichton, Ala.—To secure a photograph of

Bobby Breen and Eddie Cantor, address them in care of

the Columbia Broadcasting System, 7th & Bixel Streets, Los
Angeles, Calif.; Frank Parker in care of the Columbia
Broadcasting System, 485 Madison Avenue, New York, N.
Y. Nino Martini is picture-making in Hollywood, so ad-

dress him at RKO Studios, 780 Gower Street, Hollywood,
Calif.

L. F. S. and M. S., Rochester, New York—This is just

to let you know that we were glad to get your suggestions

for pictures on some of the serial programs, and will try

to please you as soon as possible.

Marilyn Bon-
nell, Glendale,
Calif.— I didn't

find your self-ad-

dressed stamped
envelope, Mari-
lyn. Johnny Green
was born on Oc-
tober 10, 1908, in

New York City.

"Coquette" was
his first compo-
sition. Then came
"Body and Soul."

Since then, he has

written "I Cover
the Waterfront,"

"Easy Come,
Easy Go," and
{Cont. on pg. 58)

11. Jerry Cooper who manages a boxer

and Kate Smith who owns a basketball

team.
12. Robert Wildhack—you hear him in

guest shots every now and then.

13. Helen Huyes—she's going on tour

and won't always be near a brcadcasting
station.

14. Robert Emmett Dolon, maestro of

the Sunday Night Party.

15. Edgar Guest.

16. Del Mar, near San Diego.

17. Mary Pickford and Buddy
18. Colonel Stoopnagle.
19. Bill Wright is Eb, and Al

is Zeb.
20. "The Big Show" from "Head Over

Heels."

Rogers,

himself
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THIS WINTER . . . ENJOY THIS REVOLUTIONARY

NEW KIND OF HEAT!

KEEP warm and comfortable this

winter, the modern, workless,

dirtless way—with a Duo-Therm oil-

burning circulating heater!

Enjoy "Regulated" Heat! Duo-
Therm will flood your home with

moist, healthful warmth the coldest

day in the year! Bu^—here is its great-

est feature—you can turn it down to

a candle-fiame in mild weather and

it will always burn cleanly!

Change Heat with Yoxxr Finger!

Just turn the handy dial—and get ex-

actly the heat you want! Simple as

opening a faucet! And it saves plenty

of oil—for at night or on
mild days, you burn only

what you need!

Keeps the Heat in the

House! Duo-Therm's full

"floating flame" licks lazily

against the sides of the

EASY

PAYMENTS!
See You r

^ Deafer! ^

heater and keeps the heat in the

house! It doesn't send half your heat

rushing up the chimney, as do heat-

ers that burn with a long, pointed,

wasteful flame. And with its special

"waste-stopper," tests prove the

Duo-Therm is the most economical

oil heater you can buy!

No Odor, Smoke, Soot or Noise!

Burning less expensive fuel oil,

available anywhere, the Duo-Therm
gives clean, odorless, silent heat. Big-

ger fuel tank than ordinary heaters—

you don't need to fill it so often!

Mail the Coupon Today— or see

your Duo-Therm dealer.

There's a Duo-Therm to fit

ypur heating needs. You
can choose just the right

model for your home. Three
beautiful finishes. Low
prices! Easy payments!

DUO-THERM
OIL-BURNING HEATERS

DUO-THERM DIVISION, MOTOR WHEEL CORPORATION, LANSING, MICH.

ONLY DUO-THERM
has all these modern features!

Duo-Therm's Heat Guides are
scientifically designed to heat

your house at "body levels" and
to set up a circulation that leaves

no cold spots.

Duo-Therm's Heat Regulator-
Simple as turning a dial ! All the

heat you want on cold days, just

enough to take the chill o£f on
milder days.

Duo- Therm's Patented Dual-
Chamber Burner — Greatest
clean -fire range of any burner!

Silent, clean, odorless—from pilot

light to maximum heat!

Duo -Therm's Waste -Stopper
prevents heat from rushing up
the chimney, sends more heat
into the room. Saves oil!

Duo-Therm's Full Floating
Flame means better combustion,
more heat per gallon, less chim-
ney-waste !

Safe!— Duo-Therm heaters are listed as

standard by Underwriters' Laboratories.

DUO-THERM DIVISION
Dept. M-79, Motor Wheel Corp.,
Lansing, Michigan

Please send me information on the Duo-Therm
Circulating Heaters.

Name-

Address-

City- -State

I would also like to know about O Duo-Therm
Oil-burning Ranges Water Heaters Furnaces

Trailer Heaters Radiant Heaters
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e"«^ '"taut ^^PP"'

on the program

-

a real hit,

BEECH-NUT

Bee^^-'^f

The n^^'te^vo'^t
mouth

gum that
g'vesVe.

•Che* *"

SEE THE BEECH-NUT CIRCUS
Biggest Little Show on Earth!

A m echanical marvel, three rings of performers,
clowns, animals, music 'n' everything! Now touring

the country. Don't miss it.

What Do You Want to Know?

(Continued fro^n page 56)

"Night Club Suite," which the New York
Philharmonic Society saw fit to present at

the Lewisohn Stadium in New York, un-
der Paul Whiteman's baton with Johnny
as pianist. His career started as accom-
panist for that celebrated English actress.

Gertrude Lawrence.
Cadet, Annapolis, Md.—Up to this writ-

ing, the Lux Theater of the Air has not
had Henry Wilcoxon as a guest star on
their programs. 1 do agree with you 'that

he has a fine speaking voice and perhaps
the talent scouts for this show will see this

little item.

Jane Thompson, Camden, N. J.—Wal-
ter Cassel is out on the Coast, making pic-

tures. He's six feet tall, blond hair and
blue eyes, and he doesn't come from Texas.
Council Bluffs, Iowa is his home town.

Mrs. Betty Jones, St. Louis, Mo.—Sorry
I couldn't make an earlier issue, but 1

know you'll forgive me when you read all

1 have to tell you James Meighan was
born in New York City on August 22,

1906. His uncle was the late Thomas
Meighan. He started his dramatic career
in a Yonkers Stock Company. Later a

visit to the NBC studios in 1931 decided
him on the new field he must conquer.
Jimmy is five feet ten inches tall, has dark
brown hair and eyes, is married but has
no children. He likes to box, swim and
play handball, and painting is one of his

hobbies. Ruth Yorke was also born in

New York City, on September 10. Ruth
attended the Windsor Daggett School of
Speech and the Max Reinhardt Seminar
in Vienna. She made her radio debut in

1932 over the Columbia Broadcasting
System. Ruth is five feet four inches tall,

weighs around 123 pounds, has brown hair

and blue eyes . . . enjoys swimming and
tennis, and is married.
Miss Jean Lee, New York, N. Y., Vir-

ginia L., South Bend, Indiana, and Jessie

Cimino, Utica, New York.—I'm glad you
all wrote about the same time and I

know you'll forgive me for making you
wait so long when you see all the infor-

mation I secured for you. Here goes

—

George Robert "Bob" Crosby was born in

Spokane, Washington, August 25, 1913.

He's now six feet tall, weighs 185 pounds,
has black hair and brown eyes. Both par-

ents were musical and of course you know
his musical brother Bing. Bob definitely

decided at an early age that he wanted to

become a professional singer but his

brother Bing jumped in ahead of him, and
became famous almost overnight. Bob
might have climbed the ladder the simpler

way by basking in Bing's reflected glory,

but he resolved to stand on his own two
feet and has made good. He's still single,

doesn't smoke and doesn't like night clubs.

FAN CLUB SECTION

Dorothy Pinnick of East Gary, Indiana

announces that she is president of a Lum
and Abner Fan Club and would like all

those interested in becoming a member
to get in touch with her.

Marie Pfarr of 502 fackson Avenue and
Gertrude Whalen, 66 East 149th Street, of

New York City, are ardent Fred Waring
fans.

" 'I'hey want to join a fan club What
do you say?
This is just to advise Igor Gorin's ad-

mirers that Mary Miller of 26 Duke
Street, St. Catharines, Ont., Canada, is

President of the Canadian branch of the

Chas. Igor Gorin club.

What about a James Melton fan club?

Miss Doris Roche, 425-52 Street, Brooklyn.

New York, wants to know.
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Joan Crawford's Dramatic

Radio Adventure

{Continued from page 16)

ambition.

Joan hadn't always suffered from stage

fright. Years ago, when she was only a

kid in the chorus of a Broadway show,

earning twenty dollars a week, the people

out front did not terrify her. She be-

lieved that everyone in the audience was

her friend. Besides, she was only a small

cog in a great dancing machine, if she

made a mistake she could quickly cover it

up, and even if people saw it they'd only

be amused to see a cute little chorus girl

forgetting a kick. They would sympa-
thize, not criticize.

Then, by the slow process you already

know, Joan became a star. And instead

of being one girl in a line of girls she

stood out from the rest. She was fam-

ous and important, and famous people

are easy targets for critics' arrows. Even
then, Joan wasn't afraid. If she had had
even an inkling of the truth, the shock

might not have been so shattering.

Not long after she achieved stardom, she

apjjeared in a benefit at the Shrine Audi-

torium in Los Angeles. It was the first

time she had faced an audience since her

chorus days. She went on, unafraid, and
did a dance. It was all right, but it was
nothing spectacular.

Leaving the theater she overheard a con-

versation between a girl and a boy. Said

the girl, "That new star, Joan Crawford

—

I didn't think she was so much."

N.-\H," said the boy. "Those movie
people ought to stick to the screen

and not get up in public where they show
themselves up."
Those words, so lightly spoken, sank

deep into Joan's consciousness. She
couldn't forget them. She read into them
an even deeper criticism than was in-

tended. They changed the character of

audiences for her—made them hostile

enemies instead of syrnpathetic friends.

As her screen fame increased, her every
public gesture was repeated and reported.

There was one time when she needed en-

couraging pats on the back, and all she

got was destructive criticism. Joan was
so hurt, so baffled, that she crawled into

her shell and hid there—which, of course,

caused more comment, all bad.

She ignored the comments, fought her
way past them to even greater screen
fame than she had had before. Her driv-

ing will to succeed helped her then, as

it has helped her so many times. But it

could not give her success in her greatest
ambition—to go on the stage. That fear

of being on display before an audience
always stood between her and any stage
plans. You have read about the model
little theater she has had built in her
home, where she and her friends put on
amateur plays. That was part of her
campaign to prepare herself for the stage,

but she knew in her heart it was useless

unless she could rid herself of stage
fright.

I have been with her when she was part
of a theater audience herself, yet the
simple business of walking to her seat

—

with, as usual, hundreds of people staring
at her—made her hands grow icy and her
whole body tremble.

"But 1 don't know what to do!" she
would say later. "I'm afraid that if I

smile people will say, 'Who does she think
she is, taking all the bows!' And if I just
walk down the aisle without smiles 1

know they'll say, 'Oh, she's too stuck-up to
know anybody else is in the house.'"

Previews and premieres of her own pic-

''My! I'm Certainly Glad
Mrs. Smith told me to buy

Franco-American

!

At 3i a portion, a food that

children like, that's good
for them, easy for you !

WOMEN bought millions upon millions

of cans of Franco-American Spaghetti

last year, because they found out that it was
one of the greatest time and money savers

that ever came into their kitchens! For ex-

ample, there's no finer lunch or supper for

school children than Franco-American, served
piping hot, with milk and fruit. For dinner

serve Franco-American as a main dish, or use it

]n

to make left-overs taste like a million dollars.

Be sure, however, that you get Franco-

American Spaghetti—the kind with the extra

good sauce. It's entirely different from all

other ready-cooked spaghetti. If you haven't

tried Franco-American you don't know how
good spaghetti can taste. Its delicious cheese-

and-tomato sauce is made with eleven savory

ingredients—the secret recipe which was the

great discovery of a famous French chef. Get
the Franco-American habit; it will save you
no end of time and trouble, and keep you
standing aces high with the family.

Franco-Zlmerican spaghetti
j^^\ The kind with the extra good sauce—Made by the Makers of Campbell's Soups

MAY I SEND YOU OUR FREE
RECIPE BOOK? SEND THE

COUPON PLEASE

The Franco-American Food Company, Dept. 49
Camden, New Jersey

Please send me your free recipe book:
"}0 Tempting Spaghetti Meals."

Name (print) ___

Add ress .

City State
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JNow theresi a girl who

KNOWS HERWAY
AROUND"

X HAT girl has something."

"And plenty of it. I've seen pret-

tier girls and known smarter ones,

but Janet will manage nicely with

what she has."
• • •

The girl who knows her way around
men—what is her secret?

It's the happy art of pleasing, of tak-

ing care always to consider masculine
likes and dislikes.

She knows that one of the things

men admire most in a girl is a fresh,

sweet daintiness of person. And that

they dislike nothing more than the odor
of underarm perspiration on her cloth-

ing and person.

And so she takes no chances. For she
knows it is easy to avoid—with Mum!

MUM

Takes only half a minute. Just half a

minute is all you need to use this dainty

deodorant crearrl. Then you're safe for

the whole day!

Harmless to clothing. Another thing

you'll like— use Mum any time, even

after you're dressed. For it's harmless

to clothing.

Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the

skin, too— so soothing you can use it

right after shaving your underarms.

Doesn't prevent natural perspiration.

Mum,you know, doesn't prevent natural

perspiration. But it does prevent every

trace of perspiration odor. And how im-

portant that is! Remember—nothing so

quickly kills a man's interest in a girl as

disagreeable perspiration odor. Don't

risk it—use Mum regularly, every day.

Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

ANOTHER WAY MUM HELPS

is on sanitary napkins.

Use it for this and you'll

never have to worry
about this cause of un-
pleasantness.

takes the odor out of perspiration

tures grew to be torture to her. Stub-
bornly, she would go to them. But be-
forehand she would fast for days, because
she knew if she didn't she would be ac-
tively ill.

Joan was wise enough to analyze the
reason for her fear, even though that
knowledge alone did not help her. She
knew she was afraid the people in the au-
dience would not like Joan Crawford,
and that was simple ego. A lot of people
had said, "She's a movie star, and she
can't face an audience," and much as she
argued with herself, she was still afraid,
deep down, that they were right.

Franchot talked to her; her friends, fam-
ous on the stage as well as the screen, told
her how ridiculous it was to feel this

way, but she still cowered when she had
to make even the most informal public
appearance.
She didn't realize that she was doing

what so many of us do when ambition
and personal fear clash, letting fear have
its way and saying "Tomorrow" to am-
bition. Or perhaps it would be more fair

to say that she wouldn't let herself realize

it.

Then came the radio offer to appear
on the Camel program as Elizabeth. Joan
was eager to play this great part. Reading
it with Franchot, who was to play Essex,

she wept over the beauty of the lines.

But—that audience.
It was Franchot who persuaded her

to go through with it. "Now's the time,"

he said, "to get rid of that fear forever.

Some day you'll have to do it anyway,
if
—

" He stopped, and didn't add: "If

you ever expect to play on the stage."

But Joan knew what he meant. "Eliza-

beth is a beautiful part," he urged.

"There'll never be a better chance."

JOAN set her teeth and made up her
mind to do that radio play if it killed

her. For weeks she worried. She lost

three pounds. She couldn't eat, couldn't

sleep.

On the night of the broadcast she

fought desperately to prepare herself for

the ordeal. Half-scornfully, she did a

number of things Franchot and her voice

teacher had told her would help. All

alone in one of the rooms of her home,
she began to sob, as hard as she could,

exactly as she would have done after a

crying spell. They'd told her this sob-

bing would loosen the fear-tensed nerves

of her body, just as real sobbing loosens

them when real crying has made them
tense.

Then she put her hand on her solar-

plexus and breathed from her diaphragm,
slowly, counting each breath and making
sure that her hand was moving as she

breathed—to prove that she was breathing

from the abdomen. This would even fur-

ther relax her body, they'd said, while the

mechanical counting would take her mind
off herself and her fear.

Impossible, she thought, that these ridi-

culous little setting-up exercises would
banish that terror which made her knees

and hands shake and dried the inside of

her throat so she could hardly speak! Her
nervousness was too real for that. Yet,

what else could she do? Somehow, she had

to learn to face an audience, or give up all

hope of ever playing on the stage—and

any expedient, no matter how absurd it

seemed, was worth trying.

Joan went on with the "setting-up exer-

cises." She raised her hands above her

head and relaxed—first the fingers, then

the wrists, then the elbows, until at last

she let her arms fall to her sides, imagin-

ing they were made of lead, so heavy she

could not hold them up any longer.

The wonder of it was that she did feel

better when she was through—calmer,
more relaxed, more able to control her
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movements. But still she would not have

been able to give a good performance
that night if she hadn't found a way to

change her mental attitude. She walked

out on that stage in a fury of determina-

tion, face white, chin up, determined to

show them that a movie star could stand

before an audience and act. But suddenly,

as she read Elizabeth's lines, she stopped

being an actress and became Elizabeth.

The nervousness drained out of her, along

with the defiance. She really felt like

Elizabeth.

The moment came without her realizing

it, but afterwards Joan knew she had con-

quered. She had given a memorable per-

formance of Elizabeth, and she thought

she had lost her fear forever.

She thought she had lost her fear-
but she was wrong. Another experience,

a much worse one, was in store for her.

She accepted the Lux Theater's offer to

play "Mary of Scotland" without a tremor

of fear. What she had done once, she

thought, she could do again.

First of all, the "Mary of Scotland"

appearance came just when Joan and
Franchot were both busy with Screen Ac-

tor's Guild activities. They had almost

no time to devote to private rehearsals at

home. On the night of the broadcast,

Joan was tired, but she had no idea she'd

"be nervous. She didn't bother with the

relaxing exercises.

Two minutes before broadcast time she

became deathly ill. She was shaking so

she could hardly walk. She wanted to tell

them to ring down the curtain and let her

go home.

SOMEHOW, she managed to get on the

stage, but when she began to read her

lines her hand was trembling so badly she

couldn't see them. She felt her legs giving

way under her. and in terror she thought,

'Tm going to faint !"^

Then, in desperation, she planted her

feet wide apart and kept them there by
the simple means of imagining the floor

was made of wet cement and her feet were
stuck fast in it.

She stayed and finished the broadcast,

but she knew how bad her nervousness had
made her performance. "1 was awful," she

told me. "When they gave me my check
I felt like saying, 'No, thank you. I don't

deserve it.' And 1 wanted terribly to ask

forgiveness of the theater audience because
1 was so bad.

"There's just one thing I'm proud of. I

did stay there. I thought my fear over
'Elizabeth' was terrible, but the second
time was much worse. But I didn't run
away, and I think that very fact will make
the third time the charm. 1 know now
that when 1 face an audience again I will

be calm. The first time, I learned a few
simple rules for stopping terror. The
second time, I was too confident, and I

neglected the rules. Now I've learned
my lesson, and the third time I'll be all

right."

Only the people who know Joan—know
her driving ambition to conquer each new
field that presents itself—can realize how
much radio has done for her. She will

never be satisfied until she has gone on
the stage and become as famous there as

she already is on the screen, but until

radio helped her to conquer her terror of
audiences a stage appearance was as

much out of the question for her as a trip

to the moon. She could never have un-
dergone the strain of a typical first night,

and she knew it. She knew that even if

by sheer strength of will she forced her-
self to go through a first night, her per-
formance would suft'er so that e\ery critic

on Broadway would slash her to ribbons.
She's no longer afraid. And it was

radio which gave her that most priceless

of gifts—self-confidence.

• "Gee, I'd hate to be you. Jocko! That get-up may be peachy for
collecting pennies, but you couldn't hire me to wear it on a day like

this. The prickly heat breaks right out on my neck to think oj itV*

• "Boss won't let you take it off, eh? Well, that's life. . . many's the
time I've been rammed into a sweater. Only thing makes 'em bear-
able is Johnson's Baby Powder. It always fixes those prickles!"

• "/ could stand a sprinkle myself—this carpet's itchy. . . How about
some soft silky Johnson's Baby Powder for both of us. Mother?
Jocko will do his best monkey-shines for you. And I'll do mine!"

• "Did you ever notice how fine Johnson's Baby Poteder is? Just

like satin ! It keeps my skin like satin, too!''.

.

. Clear, unblemished
skin is the best protection against skin infections. Mothers! John-
son''s Baby Powder helps prevent prickly heal, rashes and chafes.

It's made only of finest Italian talc—no orris-root. Try Johnson's
Baby Soap and Baby Cream, too—and for tiny babies, the new
Johnson's Baby Oil, whicli is stainless, pleasantly fragrant, and
cannot turn rancid.

iVEW BRUNSWICK NEW JERSEY
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If you use a deodorant that does not stop

perspiration, MOISTURE will collect on the

armhole of your dress and the warmth of

your body will bring out an offensive, stale

"armhole odor" . . •

CAN'T you just feel it when a won-
derful new man is attracted to you!

He can't take his eyes off you. Yet after

one or two dance dates he becomes in-

different. You're left alone again . . .

It's a tragedy that is bound to happen
when a girl neglects that little hollow
under her arm. So many heartaches would
be saved if all women realized that de-

odorizing alone is not enough!

Deodorants that do not check perspiration

cannot give you complete protection

Some deodorants aren't made to stop
perspiration. You go right on perspiring.

Perspiration collects on your dress.
And just when you yearn to be your
loveliest, your dress gives off that offen-

sive "armhole odor" which means a sure

and ugly end to any woman's allure!

Isn't it terribly foolish to take such a

chance when Liquid Odorono's double
action will keep the underarm not only

sweet, but dry?

Test your dress tonight. When you take
it off, smell the fabric under the armhole.

You hate to believe it—that shocking
stale armhole odor! Nevertheless, this is

the way you smell to others. Now you can
see why the nice women of two continents

never think of neglecting the few minutes'
ritual of applying Liquid Odorono.

No underarm grease—no stains

—

NO TELLTALE ODOR

Not only does Liquid Odorono keep your
feminine appeal always safe, but it saves

your frocks from both grease and per-

spiration stains. And it has no telltale

odor to give you away. Start tomorrow.
In two strengths, Regular and Instant.

At all toilet-goods counters.

Safeguard your loveliness by send-

ing today for sample vials and leaflet.

SEND 8^ FOR INTRODUCTORY SAMPLES

RUTH MILLER, The Odorono Co., Inc.
Dept. 9B7, 191 Hudson St., New York City
(In Canada, address P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)

I enclose Si, to cover cost of postage and pack
for samples of Instant and Regular Odorono and
scriptive leaflet.

ng,
de-
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How Dorothy Lamour

Found Love

(Continued from page 41)

knew as well as her own name. Sick with
humiliation, she went back to her table.
A few moments later Miss Gulman was
standing there, and with her, Herbie Kay.

"This is a pleasure," he murmured con-
ventionally.

Dorothy gasped. "It's a miracle!" she
blurted.

But a greater miracle was coming. Kay
offered her an audition the next day, and,
il she made good, the job as vocalist with
his orchestra.

In her wardrobe was one nice street
dress, kept for great occasions. She wore
it the next day, spending hours on groom-
ing it and herself to make a magnificent
impression. Panicky by the time she
reached the restaurant, she tripped over
her own feet and fell flat on her face! A
long runner shot up her stockings, a
jagged tear ripped one sleeve loose from
the shoulder, and dust smudged her from
tip to toe. She began to cry.

Inside, Herb was expecting a sleekly
beautiful girl. When he saw the sniveling,
dirt-stained kid in a torn dress, his first

impulse was to laugh. Something stopped
him short, something in Dorothy's face.
This wasn't funny to her, he saw. It was
tragedy.

QRAVELY he commiserated with her
^* wiped her tears, patted her shoulder!
1 hen, when her sobs subsided, he sug-
gested they get on with their work.

Frorn that moment,- she was his slave.
And his new vocal soloist.

She went home with her heart singing
inside her. To be with him night after
night, to watch him as he directed the
band, to travel with him, to know him bet-
ter and better—finally, to be the girl he'd
have supper with after the dance! It was
more bliss than she could hold. He was
so kind, so good, so handsome, so every-
thing wonderful

—

Herbie Kay may have been all of that,
but one thing he was not. He was not in
love. As far as he was concerned, Dorothy
was just the pretty little girl who sang
in his band. Strictly business. Her beauty,
in his eyes, was no more than part of her
value to his band. Her sweetness—no
more than an asset to the morale of the
band. She was a nice kid. That was
all.

Pride kept Dorothy from revealing her
true feelings. But it couldn't stop the jeal-

ousy and unhappiness in her heart.
For it wasn't only that she was being

neglected. Much, much worse, she was
being made jealous every night in the
week.

Herbie Kay was young, handsome, a
romantic bachelor. Women flocked to
hear him and dance to his tunes. Many
made utter fools of themselves over him,
as women will over men like Herb. Silly

notes and sillier invitations were passed
up to him as he stood in front of his or-
chestra. Dorothy saw them all. She was
sitting right there beside him, where she
couldn't help seeing. Fie was asked to
after-the-dance parties in private homes

—

where, Dorothy knew, silly women would
simper at him, dance with him, maybe

—

maybe kiss him.
Herb vv'as pleasant to all these women.

It was good business if nothing else; silly

or not. they were cash customers and he
wasn't leading his band for his health.

But he saw no reason to explain this to
Dorothy.
Night after night Dorothy sat on the

bantlstand, watching, a set smile frozen
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on her lips and murder in lier heart. Night
after night she cried herself to sleep. She
got so she loathed any girl Herb spoke

to, e\'en in the most casual, friendly way.
Sometimes he took a girl to dinner, and
that was worst of all. Dorothy, those

nights, would worry herself sick for fear

that this time he would actually fall in

love.

If only he'd give her a chance! If only

he'd take her to dinner, or to supper after

the dance, or for a ride in his car—any-

thing to get away from the eternal busi-

ness-like atmosphere of the band! But
he ne\'er did.

Lonely as she was, it never occurred to

her to go out with any of the other per-

sonable young men in the orchestra. She
just wasn't interested. It was Herb or

nothing. Had she known it, she would
have bumped into a stone wall there any-
way. Herb was boss, and Herb had set

the key-note of everybody's conduct to-

ward Dorothy Lamour. The boys weren't

going to stick their necks into trouble,

even if Dorothy was darned pretty and
sweet.

It all began to tell on her beauty. Dark
circles rimmed her eyes. Her cheeks be-

came drawn and haggard from sleepless

nights. Her jangling nerves were on edge,

so that she snapped short answers at the

man she loved more than life itself.

"For Pete's sake, what's eating you?"
Herb asked her once, irritably. "You're
not in love, by any chance?"
"Maybe I am," Dorothy snapped back,

"What about it?"

NOTHING, except why don't you
marry the guy and get it over

with?" he said. Then, after a moment,
"Who is he?"
"A sap!" she said succinctly.

Going down in the ele\'ator that night,

he asked her to have dinner with him. . . .

Then came the business of the perfume.
A prominent Dallas business man fell hard
for Dorothy while the band was there,

and began to bombard her with gifts and
invitations. One of the gifts was a bottle

of extra-exotic perfume. Somehow 1

can't quite believe that Dorothy didn't

have anything particular in mind the night
she wore some and swished by Herb.
"Mmmm," he said. "Smells good."
Dorothy demurely agreed that it was

lo\'ely, and added that So and So, the busi-

ness man, had given it to her. Herb
w rinkled his nose. "Phew," he said. "Smells
like rat poison."

Se\'eral days later, on Valentine's day,
a big box of orchids arrived for her—but
with no card enclosed. Dorothy' supposed
it was a courtesy from the hotel florist,

and said nothing about it to Herb. He
stood her silence as long as he could, then
he complained with heavy sarcasm, "I sup-
pose orchids are such an old story to you
than you don't bother to acknowledge
them."
"You mean you sent them. Herb?" she

asked in honest astonishment.
"Well, what's so darned startling about

that?" he asked. "Can't a fellow send his
girl orchids for a \'alentine if he wants
xo'r"

His girl!

And it didn't mean a thing. Next day,
and for days after that, he was as imper-
sonal and business-like as ever. No more
flowers, no more dinner dates, no more
anything. Not even, Dorothy thought re-

sentfully, a kind word.
She gave up. She couldn't stand it

any longer, being with him all the time,
loving him as she did. and getting nothing
but heartache in return. Offering only the
flimsiest of excuses, she resigned from the
orchestra and went to New '^'ork.

She'd joined the band to be near Herb
and to make him love her as much as she

m^^inn^^^
LUCKY FOR ME

ILEARNEPTHIS

LOVELIER WAY TO

AVOID OFFENDING!

FE'S SO DIFFERENT when o girl learns

to protect her daintiness with Fragrant

Cashmere Bouquet baths. Perhaps you,

too, will find greater happiness . . . with

this exquisite perfumed soap guarding

your daintiness this lovelier way I

NOW ONIY

MARVELOUS FOR
YOUR COMPLEXION TOOl

This pure creamy-white soap has such

a gentle, caressing lather. Yet it re-

moves every trace of dirt and cos-

metics—keeps your skin alluringly

smooth and radiantly clear!

TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY— BATHE WITH PERFUMED

CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP
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Daggett &^^^^^
Golden aea«sxng^^^^^,

- the secret ot a ci_

Beauty authorities agree (hat the most im-

portant step in the care of your complexion
is thorough cleansing. It's a simple step,

too, since Daggett & Ramsdell created

CoWen Cleansing Cream.
For this new cream contains colloidal

gold ... a substance with a remarkable
power for toning and invigorating the skin.

You can't see or feel this colloidal gold, any
more than you can see or feel the iron in

spinach. Yet its penetrating action not only

makes Golden Cleansing Cream a more
efficient cleanser . . . but aids in keeping

the complexion clear and youthful.

Try Golden Cleansing Cream tonight.

See how fresh and vitally alive it leaves

your skin. At leading drug and department
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loved him— and it hadn't done any good.
She left the band because she thought she'd

failed—and if she'd tried, she couldn't
have done anything smarter.

In New York she was quickly signed as

an NBC contract singer, and began broad-
casting three times a week on a coast-to-

coast hook-up. In addition she got a job
in the floor show of a famous night club.

Work hard, and forget Herb, was going to

be her motto.
Two weeks after her abrupt departure,

Herb turned up in New York. Business,

he carefully explained, had called him
there, and he just sort of thought he'd

look in on Dorothy while he was in town,
to see that everything was going all right.

Business, my eye! Herb's business at

the moment was in Chicago with his band.
He knew it. She knew it. The band
knew it. And even if he did have busi-

ness in New York, he certainly couldn't
have attended to it very well, because in

the three days he was there he did noth-
ing but see Dorothy at every opportunity.
But he left out one thing. He didn't

even hint that he loved her.

LJE went back to Chicago, and then be-

gan a stream of telegrams and long-
distance calls. Mr. Kay was asking about
Miss Lamour's health, about her work,
about the state of the weather. About
everything except the one thing Dorothy
was really interested in—the state of her
heart.

I his is a fine romance," Dorothy de-
cided. "I'm through. Washed up!" So
she sat down and wrote him a note. She
had been in love with him from the first

time she ever saw him, she confessed. But
he'd made it perfectly clear that it was
a one-sided affair. She knew now she had
no chance of winning his love. So would
he please stop wiring her and calling her
up? It was much better that way. She
HifJ-^'t want to see nor hear from him, ever
again.

I hat was that. She meant it.

Letter in hand. Herb dashed to Dorothy
Gulman, the girl who had introduced
them in the first place. She gave him
no sympathy.
"Look. Herb," she said, "why don't you

give in? You know you're in love with
her and want to marry her. For heaven's
sake, stop mooning around and acting like

a two-year-old. Go get her. We're all

a little tired of your act."

He tried to fly to New York that night,

but he couldn't get a reservation, so he
left by the first plane in the morning. The
heck with business and the band. Young
Lochinvar was in the saddle at last.

"Hello, Dolly Face," were his first words
when he telephoned her upon his arrival.

Any man who would nickname a girl

Dolly Face should have known better than
to Hold out against love. "I want to

talk to yt)U."

It was three in the morning before she
was through work. They grabbed a cab
and drove around Central Park.

"I'm in love with you." he blurted.

"I've been in love with you from the
first day, but I was too hard-headed to

admit it. Will you marry me?"
Dorothy eyed him suspiciouslv. "Herb,

how many drinks have you had?" she
asked.

"Not a drink," he declared.

"Well, you call me up in the morning
and say the same things and maybe I'll

believe them."
At eight o'clock her telephone rang. "It's

morning and 1 want to marry you. How
about it?"

The girl saiti yes.

Getting married, however, proved to be
almost as much of a nightmare as their

romance. The clerk at the marriage
license bureau refused to believe, for one

thing, that Dorothy was of legal age, and
he wouldn't issue a license without proof
that she was, or, failing that, the consent
of her mother.
Herb had to get back to his band be-

fore so many days had passed, and they
didn't have time to wait for Dorothy's
birth certificate to arrive from New Or-
leans. Mrs. Lamour was in Chicago, so

Dorothy wired her, receiving by return
wire her blessings and consent. Still the

clerk was suspicious. No license. Not
without the parent there in person.

By that time it was late afternoon.
Someone told them about a town called

Harrison. It was a cinch to get married
there. But there wasn't time to drive to

Harrison and back before Dorothy was
due to appear at the night club, so they
waited until she was through for the night,

and started off in a taxi—Dorothy still

wearing the bright red evening dress in

which she had just completed her last ap-

pearance in the floor show. They landed,

finally, in Harrison, New Jersey—only to

disco\er that it was Harrison, New York,
which was friendly to runaway couples.

Dawn was breaking. Back they drove
to New York, as disconsolate a pair of

lovebirds as ever tried to mate. Here they
discovered a new complication. Dorothy's
manager had found out about the mar-
riage, was bitterly opposed to it, and was
hot on their trail. The only way to duck
him was for Dorothy to register at an-

other hotel under an assumed name.
In the morning Herb telephoned. "I've

got it, Dolly Face," he shouted exuber-
antly. "We'll fly to Chicago, have your
mother meet us there, and then drive over
to Waukegan and get married."

"But, Herb," Dorothy wailed, "I can't

fly to Chicago in a red evening dress! It's

all I've got here, and you know we can't

go back to my hotel or my manager will

catch us."

"I'll fix that," he said confidently. "I'll

pop out and buy you some clothes. What
do you want? Once started, there was
no stopping this impetuous Romeo.
"A suit, size fourteen; a sweater, size

thirty-two; and some street shoes, size five

and a half, triple A."
Dressed in her wedding finery, Dorothy

presented a picturesque sight, to put it

mildly. Herb had bought a size eighteen

suit, a thirty-eight sweater, and no shoes

at all, having forgotten all about them!
Thus the bride wore a gray suit and blue

sweater, four sizes too large, red satin

evening slippers and no hat. But they

caught that plane!

AT nine o'clock that night they routed

out a Waukegan, Illinois, justice of

the peace, and with Mrs. Lamour as wit-

ness, were secretly married. The date

inscribed in her wedding ring, which
Dorothy says is the only thing Herb ever

bought her which fitted, said May 10,

1935.

Two days later Herb was back on the

stand leading his orchestra. A thousand
miles away was his bride, singing torch

songs in night clubs and on the radio.

The marriage which was destined to

travel a rocky road, past separation, can-

cealment, and the lure of Hollywood, be-

fore it found safe haven two years later

in an amazing marital code, wrought from
faith and love, had begun.

Marriage in the modern manner—a mar-
riage of long-disiance telephone calls, of

quick flights across thousands of miles for

a few brief hours together—that was to

be Dorothy's and Herb's. For ahead of

t^orothy, dangerously close, lay an un-

dreamed-of Hollywood career. How was

this still naive bride to surmount the perils

of Movieland and protect her romancef
Next month, learn the astounding design

for marriage these two built.
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Rainbow's End

it meant to be out of work.
Many evenings iiis dinner consisted of

a hamburger or baked beans, and his sole

recreation was a long walk through Cen-
tral Park. Occasionally there was an apple

as a midnight snack. He couldn't brmg
himself to write home for money. His

dad, he knew, had more expenses than he

could take care of; the younger children

were growing like weeds, out of their

clothes and into colleges. When Don
wanted so desperately to help, he could

not let them know at home how bad things

were with him. Visions of his mother's
spaghetti clouded his vision as he wrote
cheery, glowing letters to her.

THE one person to whom he wrote the

truth was his friend Bill Troutman, who
immediately offered to send Don money.
But Don was not yet ready to accept aid.

He was not alone in facing dark days;

the depression was on and Broadway was
a dull street so far as theater was con-
cerned. Two plucky gals from Madison,
former schoolmates of Don's, were also

haunting the producers' offices: Bernardine
Flynn, now Sade of Vic and Sade, and
little Elinor Harriot, who recently has
played as many as five different feminine
roles for Amos 'n' Andy.
These three would have dinner together

—on the days when they all happened to

be able to afford dinner! They compared
notes on jobs they got or failed to get,

and the latter were legion. They laughed
about laundering hankies and drying them
on windowpanes, and made solemn vows
that, when their ships came in, they never
wanted to see another baked bean.

(Continued from page 31)

Don met a family in the hotel who could
always make room for him at their table:

but he soon had to refuse their hospi-
tality. It began to look as if he could
never return it.

Then Bernardine went back to Chicago.
That was a dreary day. She was going
into radio, and that sounded like good-
by forever to Don. Radio was an alien

medium to him. He couldn't understand
why she was doing it—he still thought the

stage was the thing.

But there was the problem of eating. One
day it got serious enough for Don to write
his friend Troutman for a small loan. If

something didn't turn up soon, he'd go
home to Kenosha and get a job in the

Nash factory, so he'd be able to pay back
the loan. He didn't say that he had
been waiting on tables in a cafe for his

meals.

But when the check came, Don sent it

back. For that day he got an offer to

go on the road with Texas Guinan and her
girls. The act was a parody on a trial:

Don was the singing prosecuting attorney.

It was far from the future he had seen
for himself, but it paid $150 a week, the

first week's check in advance!
So he took it, paid his bills, bought new

clothes and had a grand time. At the

end of the run he was just where he
started—broke. Homesick, too.

He had train fare to Kenosha. In June,
1930, he faced his father and admitted the

truth—he was somewhat of a failure. He
went to work then in the Simmons Mat-
tress Factory, not testing mattresses, or
any soft job like that, either.

Taking stock of himself that summer, it

didn't add up to much. Maybe he should
have stuck to law. Here he was doing
menial work, for low wages and without
much future. Prospects for stage jobs
were as dark as most theaters were, in

those days. Of course, he was glad to be
home again; but it was not the home-
coming he had anticipated.

Also, he missed his friends, so much so

that he wrote to them. One letter was
to Bernardine Flynn, now doing very well

in Chicago's radio circles. Some of his

discouragement must have shown in that

note, for Miss Flynn got busy immediate-
ly. A couple of days later she phoned
Don long distanc'e.

"I've arranged an audition for you,"
she said. "Come on down right away.
There's room for you in radio. And there's

room at the top of this business for any-
one who is good. What if you don't

know anything about it? Nobody does,

yet. You can learn. I did!"

SO Don hopped a train to Chicago, au-
ditioned and got the job. It was The

Evening Star, a program emanating from
the old NBC Studios. He quickly went
on to the Great Northern show called Em-
pire Builders, which listeners will remem-
ber as a fine program dramatizing histori-

cal events of the old Northwest.
When a young male lead was needed

for the Little Theater off Times Square,
the First Nighter chose radio's most per-

sonable, winning actor, Don Ameche. A
newcomer—but Don soon proved that it

had been a wise choice. Within a year
he had played every sort of role, from
the Grand Duke of Russia to a subway
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guard, and was one of the prime factors
in elevating First Nighter to a high place
in listener reports.
Again Don became his old carefree

happy self. He was making enough money
to help his parents and to have fun. He
was quite the gay young bachelor around
Chicago, girls were only pleasing acces-
sories to his life. Occasionally he thought
of Honore, but he didn't even know where
she was!
Honore meanwhile had returned to Du-

buque and was working in a hospital there.
She read of Don's success and it pleased
her. But she soon forgot it in the painful
agony of cutting her wisdom teeth! When
it became necessary to have two of them
cut out, she decided to go to a mouth
specialist at Michael Roese Hospital in
Chicago.
During her convalescence she stayed with

a girl friend in Oak Park. One evening.
a young man called to take the young
ladies for a drive.

"1 can't go," Honore said mournfully.
Her face was swollen and she felt weak
and ill.

"Nonsense. The air'll do you good," was
the answer as they bundled her into the
car, and drove downtown to the brilliant
Merchandise Mart which houses the new
NBC Studios.

"Got to see a friend who works here,"
the young man said briefly. "Be right
down."

IN ten minutes he returned—with Don
Ameche! The two fellows had gone to

Wisconsin together; neither had the least
idea that the other knew Honore Prender-
gast.

Honore was furious, as anyone would
have been under the circumstances. She
did not look her best, and she felt hor-
rible. She refused to go dancing, but it

did her no good. Dancing she went, at
the Edgewater Beach Hotel—and later to
Sally's for waffles. In fact, the evening
was so delightful that she quite forgot her
aching jaw and the old dress she was wear-
ing.

She returned to Dubuque, supposing it

would be another three years before she
would see "Meche" again. She certainly
couldn't have made much of an impres-
sion! Of all the unromantic things. She
needn't have been so cross, for a couple
of days later she received a wire to the
effect that Don was lonely for Dubuque,
and was coming to see her that week-end!
She wired him that she had to work

—

because another young man was plan-
ning on taking up most of that week-end.
But Don characteristically left before re-

ceiving her answer, and the wire never
reached him. Fortunately, his car broke
down and he did not get in until Sunday
night, so Honore was able to juggle her
dates.

He stayed almost a week, and they re-

alized for the first time how much they
really meant to each other. When Don
returned, there were long distance calls,

telegrams, flowers—it was a genuine siege.

Though reluctant at first to give up her

chosen career for one of domesticity, Hon-
ore soon agreed. Don had just got a big

raise and a long time contract on First

Nighter. They loved each other. Why wait?

And so in June 1932 they were married.

Don's family came from Kenosha, and
Father Sheehy came all the way from
Washington, D. C, to Dubuque to per-

form the ceremony. The young couple

lived at the Edgewater Beach Apartments,
and spent their summers at Wooster Lake.

Don drove in for broadcasts. He was
busier and busier in radio. For three years

he was Bob in Betty and Bob, besides

playing leading roles in First Nighter.

Grand Hotel and Rin-tin-tin.

The next year brought a new member to
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the Ameche family. "Dominick Felix—
that's a heck of a name to give a kid,"

Don had always said. But when Father
Sheehy stopped over between trains one
day to christen the first baby, that was
the name they gave him.

In the summer of 1935, Don made his

first screen test in Hollywood. It was not

immediately successful, in fact it was
turned down. Don stayed two weeks,

homesick almost every minute for Hon-
ore and the baby, and was ready to rush

back to them. His radio programs were

enough to keep him busy. Later, an agent

saw that test which had been turned down
and sold Don on a long term contract to

20th Century-Fox. He brought his fam-
ily—there was now another son, baby
Ronnie—to Hollywood early last year.

He chose at once the most suitable

home, a ranch house in the San Fernando
Valley, set among rolling green hills, com-
plete with swimming pool, tennis courts,

etc. It is a grand place to raise children,

and his boys are his proudest possession.

Honore is a devoted mother; although she

and Don go out a great deal, her first

consideration is for the youngsters.

For the Ameches, the servant problem
is always partially solved, for they have
with them Don's "little brother" from St.

Berchman's, Gabriel Vanden Dorpe.
"Gabe" knows Don so well he is almost
his other self. He loves the children dear-

ly, and can be by turns houseboy, butler,

nurse or cook if need arises. Though really

one of the family, he always addresses

Don as "Master Ameche" when there are

guests.

NOT long ago, Don had planned on a

short vacation in San Francisco be-

tween pictures. Suddenly, on the eve of

his departure, Gabriel was stricken with
appendicitis. Don sacrificed his holiday,

staying in tov\n; called in the finest doc-
tors and paid all operation expenses. It

is certain that Gabriel will always have a

job, and what is more important, a real

home, with the Ameches, as long as he
lives.

Don is more than generous with his

friends and family. One of the first things
he did after signing his movie contract
was to buy his parents a small ranch in

the Valley. There his dad gardens, dressed
in blue denim shirts and overalls, raising
vegetables—zucchini, and the spices and
seasonings which go into spaghetti. Every
Sunday, the elder Ameches come for Sun-
day dinner—which Don's mother cooks.
There is always a huge bowl of spaghetti,

enough for any number of unexpected
guests, who say it is superb.

Don's baby sister Anna, who is now
thirteen, also lives in California. Recent-
ly he gave his mother and Anna a trip

back East, to visit the sisters Catherine
and iVlary Jane who attend a convent in

Dubuque. His parting gifts to them were
a handsome set of luggage for each.
There is no member of his family whom

he does not keep track of and help. He
coached his brother Jimmy, who is Jack
Armstrong, the .All-.'Xmerican Boy, broad-
casting from Chicago. He is putting an-
other brother. Bert, through architectural
school in Washington, D. C. Father Sheehy
keeps an eye on Bert and predicts a bril-

liant future for him.
Don's closest neighbor is Chester Lauck,

Lum of Lum and Abner. He has known
this popular team more than five years.
His favorite golf foursome consists of,

besides himself, Lum and Abner, and Don
Wilson, the announcer.
According to them, Ameche is the

world's luckiest guy, or cleverest. the\'
don't know which. Lum tells a golf story
about Don.
"One day the pro was selling clubs. Don

suddenly decided he needed some. He

helps a lady

in distress Conrad Nagel . . . cur-

rently starred in the

Grand National pic-

ture, "Bank Alarm".

"A relative of mine back East wrote me
that his daughter, whose engagement
had just been tragically broken, was
visiting the coast. Would I help her?...

"I took her to dinner. She was a pretty

girl, but her self-confidence had been
shattered by her bitter experience. I

encouraged her to tell her troubles...

"Her fiance's love had cooled until, in

despair, she finally sent back his ring.

It occurred to me that her appear-

ance could be improved and I

couldn't resist just one bit of advice . .

.

"'Remember', I said, 'a girl's most al-

luring feature is her mouth. No man
is attracted by dry, cracked lips. To
keep always lovely, there's a special

lipstick with a Beauty-cream base.'"...

THAT ADVICE ABOUT KISSPROOF HAS MADE

LIFE WORTH LIVING AGAIN./ NOW JOHN'S

RING IS BACK ON MY FINGER. THE
BEAUTX-CREAM BASE OF KISSPROOF IS

A girl's most PRECIOUS BEAUTX AID./

and chapping while it gives worm, lasting color.

Kisspropf
..J^r-' :^/ <^^' o' drug and department stores

' ' \ / Match It with KIssproof rouge, mode In two

styles—Lip and Cheek (creme) or Compact (dry).

,/ Generous trial sizes at all lO-cent stores.

,=yviz:/ju,o/rui lipstick (Z^t/zc/

5 luscious shades of KIssproof cr\f.
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I LIKE
SOMETHING
DIFFERENT"

y' "I've got it! Biggest lot

of flavor ever sold for a

nickel! A smooth), zesty

flavor that slides along

your tongue as satisfy-

ingly as cream, yet re-

freshing as a cold shov/er.

You get this flavor fresh

— in scientific, airtight

packages — in Beeman's,

the gum so many people

buy to aid their digestion

but chew often because

it's so dov/nright good."

picked up the first ones at hand, not try-

ing them for size or feel. Just sort of
said, 'Give me half a dozen of those.' And
then he went right out and played with
'ern for the first time, and licked the pants
off everybody

!

"Bein' a woman, you won't know what
that means," Lum grinned. "But any golf
player will say luck had something to do
with it. And Don s that way about every-
thing!"
Everybody says Ameche is lucky. Lucky

at gambling for instance—which may be
because he knows when to stop. He won't
gamble beyond a certain amount. He is

thrifty but never to the point where it

will cramp his comfort or pleasure. He
lives well, but he also saves. No mat-
ter what happens, he will never
again be broke. His family life is

the envy of Hollywood, but he does
nothing to endanger it. No, it's not
quite all luck.

He hasn't changed so much from the

mischievous boy he once was—He is still

brimful of energy. His wife admits it's

a job keeping up with him. He refuses to

eat dinner at home. "He never could de-
cide before six o'clock what he wants for

dinner." He loves gay places.

At the same time, or the morning

after, he will, go to church. There is,

we said this before, hardly a day when
he does not go to church. He has the deep
faith of his race, the innate piety. It is

one of the things that makes him a good
husband and father, one of the things,

even, which makes him such a sincere

actor.

In his new program, his versatility is

shown to a high degree. He announces,
he does dramatic bits, he sings. His dra-

matic material is of a high quality, and
he does it justice. He sparkled in an Al-

fred Lunt role, with Ann Harding in "The
Guardsman;" was volatile and extravagant
in the role John Barrymore_ created in

"Twentieth Century." His singing is pleas-

ing if not sensational.

No matter how high he may go up the

ladder, you may be sure of one thing:

Don Ameche will never forget his old

friends, with special emphasis on the big

audience he gained in his many years on
the First Nighter. Leaving that pro-

gram was a real wrench. And if he ever

has to leave radio entirely, he—and we

—

will not be quite so happy. The air lanes

would miss his infectious smile, which
somehow manages to make itself seen even
without benefit of television!

The End

Jack Benny's "Vacation Broadcast"

{Continued from page 15)

all necessary. I'm Jack Benny.
The Cop: So what? What make car

is this?

Jack: A late Whippet.
The Cop: Whaddaya mean a late Whip-

pet?
Mary: He's always late in it.

The Cop: Who owns it?

Jack: The finance company.
The Cop: Well, I'll have to give you a

ticket. What did you say your name
was?
Jack: Jack Benny.
The Cop: Not the Jack Benny of the

Jell-0 program—with six delicious flavors?

Jack: Yep, that's me.
The Cop: Well, whaddaya know about

that? Gee. the wife and kids will be sur-

prised when I tell 'em I met you two. We
get a great kick out of you on the air.

Jack: Well, thanks, officer. (We hear

him mutter to Mary, but the cop doesn't.)

1 got him now, Mary.
The Cop: Are you on your way to a

broadcast now?
Jack: Yes, we're going to Europe and

we're going to broadcast from the ship.

We're late now."
The Cop: That's too bad. 1 certainly

hope you get there in time. 1 want to

listen in.

Jack: Thank you, officer

cigar

I he

Here's a

Mr. Benny.Cop; Thank you,

Here's your ticket.

jack: Play, Phil!

'(Thrre's the music of Phil Harris

orchestra again, and darned if it isn't

playing your favorite piece. "There's a

Lull in My Life." When it finishes, we
hear jack Benny again—and what's he

sayingf Listen:)

Jack: Jell-0, again, folks. This is Jack
Benny, the Ancient Mariner—you see we
finally caught the ship and here we are,

broadcasting an exclusive summer program
on station R-A-D-1-0 M-1-R-R-O-R—
brought to you through the courtesy of

the editor of Radio Mikkok—
Don: Who comes in six delicious flavors

—Strawberry, Raspberry, Cherry—
Jack: Quiet, Don! That was Don Wil-

son, folks, scrambling sponsors. We're
broadcastmg direct from the drawing

room of the S. S. Jelloa, on our way to

Europe. Say, Don, I meant to ask you
before—how much is this trip going to

—

er

—

Don: Oh, I think we can do it easily

for ten thousand dollars—not more than
eleven, anyway. Not bad, is it?

Jack: (He makes a noise that sounds
something like a strangled seal) Ten thou

—

Oh, no, not at all—not at all bad. But
— 1 was just thinking, Don. Why can't we
all go second class instead of first? So
many of my friends tell me it's much more
fun second class.

Don: It's cheaper, too.

Jack: {Innocently) Oh, is it? Well, 1

hear there's very little difference between
first and second class.

Don ; No, that's wrong. Jack. For one
thing, second class has no swimming pool.

Jack: Well, good heavens, Don, who
needs a swimming pool? You got the

whole ocean. That's ridiculous!

Mary; And besides. Jack can't swim.
Don: All right, we'll ask Phil and all

the boys if they'd rather go second class.

{He shouts) How about it?

Everybody; No!
Jack: Oh, all right, but you're making

a great mistake.

Phil; Jack, there's a man just came in

and he wants to see you.

Jack; Oh, I suppose it's somebody want-
ing me to appear in the ship's concert.

And 1 was hoping I'd get a vacation!

Well, I suppose I must.
The Salesman: Mr. Benny, now is the

time to take advantage of our liberal

offer.

Jack: Oh! What are you selling?

The Salesman; Life insurance. I rep-

resent the Here-Today-and-Gone Tomor-
row Insurance Company. How old are

you?
Jack; Well, a man is as old as he feels.

The Salesman: And how are you feeling

today?
Jack; 1 never felt better in my life.

The Salesman; That's good, but how
long can it last? How do you know what
will be in your hamburger steak tonight?

Jack; I don't eat hamburger.
The Salesman; What do you eat?

Jack; Hash
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The Salesman: Our policy covers that

too.

Jack: No, thanks, 1 don't want any.

The Sales.man: Well, how about an
annuity?
Jack: What kind ha\e you?
The Sales.man: What kind, he's asking!

You pay us all the money you got until

j'ou're seventy.

Jack: And then?
The Salesman: After that, Ti-« are the

suckers.

Jack: But suppose I live until I'm

ninety?
The Salesman: There's a clause here

—

you can't do it.

Jack: Well, tell me how much do 1

need for an annuity policy?

The Sales.man: You gi\'e me a hundred
thousand dollars now, and the minute
j'ou're seventy years old, Pacific Stand-
ard Time, we pay you fifty bucks a week.

Jack: Well, I don't happen to have that

much change with me.
The Sales.man: Make it fifty thousand

dollars and enjoy twenty-five dollars a

week.
Jack: I'm a little embarrassed. I only

have ten dollars with me.
The Sales.man: Well, give me that and

we'll send you a cigar e\ery week.
Jack: \o, thanks—but maybe Wilson

wants some insurance. Hey, Don. you
talk to him awhile, won't you?
The Sales.man: Mr. Wilson, let me tell

you about our policies with our liberal

offer

—

Don : Let me tell you about Jell-0, with
its six delicious flavors

—

The Sales.man : W'e ha\'e annuities, en-

dowments, straight life and accident pol-

icies

—

Don: We have Strawberr.v, Raspberry,
Cherry, Orange, Lemon and Lime

—

Jack: Boys! Boys!

The Sales.man: But I'm selling insur-

ance.

Don : .And I'm selling JelI-0. Look for
the big red letters on the box!
The Sales.man : (He's licked noz:) Six

million programs on the air and I had to
come here. . . Play, Phil!

(Phil and the hoys play ".Sailing, Sail-

ing. Over the Bounding Main." When
they're through, vse hear tzvo long blasts

of a ship's lihistle.)

Jack: (He's yanning, and you can al-

most see him stretching.) Ho-hum, only
the second day out, and already 1 feel like

a million dollars, only lazier. Sea air

does make you lazy, doesn't it, Mary?
ALary: It's not what makes you lazy.

J.^ck: Just think, Mary—all that ocean
is filled with fish.

Mary: "i'eah—did you e\er hear the
one about the racketeer sardine?

J.ack: No.
Mary : He wound up in the can.

J.ack: Mary, next time vou pass my
deck chair, pass my deck chair.

Phil: Hello Jack!
Jack: Hello, Phil. Haven't seen you

since we sailed. Where've you been?
Phil: Oh. around. We ought to get to-

gether for dinner some evening.

J.\ck: Which is your stateroom?
Phil: Four-B \\'hat's yours?
J.ack: Why, I'm in Four-B too. That

must be you in the next twin bed. 1 was
wondering who it was. Well, I'm certain-

ly glad to know that . . . Hello. Don.
Funny, Phil and I just found out we're

in the same stateroom, and we ne\er
e\en knew it. What's your stateroom.
Don: Four-B.
Jack: Four-B—Hey, wait a minute. Phil

and I are in there. W'e didn't see 3'ou.

Don: I'm in the .Murph\' bed you can't

let down.
Messenger Boy: Jellogram for Jack

Benny!
Jack: Right here. son. and stick to your

own racket.

Don: Who's it from. Jack?
Jack: Wait until I open it. (There is

a loud ripping noise.) Hey, what is this,

a cheese cloth en\elope?
Mary: Better get glasses—that was

your shirt.

Jack: Oh! Say, fellows, here's a lovely

radiogram from New York. It sa\s.

"Here's wishing you and your gang a

\ery happy \acation trip." signed Fred
.Allen, Phil Baker, Stoopnagle and Bucid.

Jessica Dragonette, Rubinoff and his vio-

lin, the Easy Aces, Kate Smith, Lannv
Ross and the Hall Johnson Choir. Isn't

that sweet? They must ha\e all chipped
in to send the wire.

Don: Yeah.
ALary: I wonder who swung the deal.

J.\ck: I'm surprised Jack Pearl didn t

get his name in.

Mary: He didn't ha\e to. You just

mentioned it.

J.ack: That's right. 1 did.

Mary: That reminds me, Jack, I got a

letter from my mother just before we
sailed.

J.ack: You did, eh? Well, read it to

us. your mother's always good for a

laugh.
AL\ry: Okay, ^'ou know she had a

birthday last week. "Plainfield, New Jer-
sey. Aly dear daughter .Mary

—

"

Jack: Huh. no laughs \'et.

ALary: Well, it takes Ala a little time
to get going. "'Just a line to let >'ou know-
that we are all well. 1 had a wonderful
birthday. 1 got a lot of beautiful presenls.

Your father ga\e me a washing machine
with a built-in radio. Isn't he thought-
ful? Right now I am waltzing through
\'our father's underwear, while Bing Cros-
by is singing. 'Soap Gets in '^'our Hyes.'

"

APVICEJOGimswmADATSWNI&HT

He's sure to say sweet things
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Jack: Well, weu;
Mary: "Sunday night I am going to

wash Father's socks and listen to Jack."
Jack: That's nice, but she might have

mentioned me before the socks.
Mary: Quiet. "There has been a lot

of excitement at the house lately. Your
Uncle Herman was here to spend the
Fourth. He arrived December 24th. Your
Brother Hilliard is home for the summer
from Barber College, and last night while
your Uncle Herman was asleep, he shaved
off his mustache and upper lip."

Jack: Oh!
Mary: "Your Uncle Herman says that

as soon as Hilliard comes down from the
flagpole he is going to give him a once-
over with a baseball bat."

Jack: I don't blame him.
Mary: "I forgot to tell you in my last

letter that Junior had to stop taking
piano lessons. The teacher couldn't tell

when his fingers were on the black keys.
No more news at present, except that
your father just came in and wants me
to tell Don Wilson not to worry as we
have Jell-0 every night. Your father
always asks for the big red letters on the
box eventhough he can't read."

Jack: That's a very nice letter. Mary
. . . Say—er— I've been wondering. Don't
they have a ship's concert on this boat?
Don: I don't know—why?
Jack: Oh, just wondering. I hope they

don't, because if they do they're sure to
want me to be in it, and I'm just too
tired.

Phil: Oh, sure, they're going to have
a ship's concert tonight. I just saw the
captain a few minutes ago and he asked
me to sing.

Jack: He did, did he? That shows how
much he knows about singing. Well,
listen, Phil, you didn't tell him 1 could
play the violin, did you?

Mary: You can't.

Jack: Is that sol Well, I certainly
can. I could even play "The Bee" when
I was ten years old—a very difficult num-
ber. And I can prove it. I've got a
photograph of myself right here, taken
when ! was ten, playing "The Bee".
Mary: I'm glad it's not a sound pic-

ture.

Don : But, Jack, how can we tell what
number you're playing?

Jack: If you were a musician, you'd
know. Let me tell you something! I

played violin in concert halls long before

1 knew anything about Strawberry, Cher-
ry, Orange, Lemon and Lime.
Don : You left out Raspberry.
Mary: I'll bet the audience didn't.

Phil: Let me see that picture a minute,
will you Jack?
Jack: Yeah, look at it, Phil, you're a

musician. That picture proves conclu-
sively that I'm an artist.

Phil: Well, Jack, anybody can have a

picture taken with a violin.

Jack: Yes, Phil, but can't you tell from
the way I'm holding it that I can play?

Phil: You're holding it upside down.
Jack: Well, it's much harder that way.

Besides, 1 had a small chin and I couldn't

put the fiddle under it.

Mary: Now you can put a 'cello under
it.

Jack: Is that so? Well, I'll just prove
I can play the violin. Phil, you go see

that captain and tell him that as a great

favor to him I'll play the violin at the

ship's concert.

Phil: Here he comes now. Ask him
yourself— I should stick my neck out for

trouble.

Jack: Oh, good morning. Captain. 1

understand you're arranging a ship's con-

cert.

The Captain; That's right, Mr. Benny.

Jack: Of course I'm on my vacation,

but I thought, just to be a good fellow
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I

and give the passengers something really

good—I'm willing to offer my services

playing my violin.

The Captain: (Terribly embarrassed)
Why—as a matter of fact—Mr. Heifetz

is on board, and we'd already asked him
to play, so

—

Jack: Oh, of course, I wouldn't want
to' show him up. After all, it's his live-

lihood, isn't it? Well, perhaps you'd like

to have me sing?

The Captain: No
Jack: Or do some card tricks?

The Captain: No—
Jack: I could take tickets,

Don: Why don't we do a play, and

then we would all be in it?

Jack: (Disgusted) Oh, all right, if

that's the way you feel about it!

(A few bars of music, and the chimes,

then your local station gives its call let-

ters. Even your home-town station gets

in on this broadcast. Now -we hear Don
Wilson again :

)

Don: Here we are in the concert hali

of the good ship Jelloa, and Jack Benny's

ready to tell you about the play we're

going to do.

Jack: Tonight, folks, we are going to

offer something unusual in the line of a

play. First, we tried to get "A Midsum-
mer Night's Dream", but we couldn't get

in touch with the author. Then we tried

to get "Rose Marie", but Rose wasn't

home and Marie wasn't interested. Then
we tried to get "Three Men on a Horse"

—

Mary: But the horse complained.

Jack: Quiet! So tonight we are offer-

ing an original drama of the backwoods,
called "The Code of the Hills." The
locale is the Blue Grass Country, two
hundred miles south of Louis\ille. The
action takes place in the home of the

Jake Bennys, just within shooting dis-

tance of the Bestor-Parker home. And
the feud is on. (There's a burst of gun-
fire, then a long whistle and a single

shot.)

Maw Benny: Put that gun away, Jake,

supper's a-waitin', A-shootin' and a-killin'

, , . a-shootin' and a-killin'. When is it

gonna stop?

Jack: We ain't a-gonna quit till those
Bestor-Parkers are wiped out! By gum
and by Jell-0, there ain't room in these

hills for the both of us!

Kenny: "V'ou said it, Pappy!
Jack: Git away from that door, Ken.
Maw: Say Paw, what have you-uns got

agin the Bestor-Parkers?

Jack: That's jes' it, ah never did git

the Bestor Parker. Remember when he-

uns and we-uns was a-workin' on the
same programmey?
Maw: Yes-uns.

Jack: Well, one night ah asked him
how many hairs on a monkey's face and
he sayed: the next time you sha\'e, count
'em. He knew I couldn't count. .\\\ ain't

keerin' fer that kind of talk, and ah ain't

never fergittin'!

Maw: Reckon he ain't neither. But
the Bennys and the Bestor-Parkers have
been scrappin' for two hundred yars.

Jack: 'Yes, Sarah, two hundred yars of
a-fightin' and a-scrotchin' and a-killin'

each other!
Maw: Looks like it's leadin' up to a

f.jud!

Jack: Wouldn't be surprised. (More
gun-shots.) Hey, Ken, barricade that
double door!
Kenny: Oooh, Pappy! They got me.

Pappy, they got me! (There is the sound
of his body hitting the floor)

,Maw: What was that. Paw?
J\ck: Sarah, they-uns got our boy Ken

. . . Shot him right through the door.
i\ENNY: Oooh, ah'm a-goin', Pappy . . .

G'by, Pappy. . . . g'by, Maw.
Jack And Maw: Good-by.
Jack: You reckon ah ought to take him
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out and bury him?
Maw: Better have your supper first.

It's a-gittin' cold.

Jack: So is Ken. Shucks, ah'm so

hungry right now ah could eat a horse.

Maw: Well, that's what we got.

Kenny: Oooh, ah'm a-goin' Pappy . . .

still a-goin'.

Jack: Take your time, son.

Kenny: Shucks, and ah wanted to be
President.

Jack: Well, don't worry, you can be
Vice President.

Kenny: What do you mean?
Jack: You're a Garner.
Kenny: Oooh, that done it. (More

gun-shots, and the sound of a breaking
bottle)
Maw: Lands-sake, thar goes that jug

of corn likker!

Jack: That's a-goin' too fur! Thar
ain't nothin' sacred! {The door opens.)

Phil: Howdy, Uncle Jake.
Jack: Hullo thar, Phil.

Maw: Where you been? You shouldn't
be a-walkin' round with your left arm
shot up like that.

Phil: Ah've been a-seekin' some cord
to tie it up with. ... It keeps a-fallin'

off.

Jack: You know, Phil, ah don't like the
way that arm of yours keeps a-droppin'
off. It might be ailin'. What's that you
got under your other arm?

Phil: Mah right leg.

Maw: Oh! Well, put it in the umbrella
stand and come to dinner.

Jack: Where's our daughter Mariah?
Maw: Here she comes now.
Mary: Hullo, Pappy, hullo Maw. Who's

that on the floor?

Jack: That's your brother Ken. They-
uns killed him daid . . yore poor brother.
Mary: Gee, ah'm hungry.
Jack: Don't take it so hard, Mariah,

ah know you loved him.
Mary: Yeah. . . . What have we got

for supper, Maw?
Maw: Nothin' fancy, just a horse.

Mary: Ah hope ah don't git the leg

agin. {More shots.)

Maw: Watch out, Jake.
Jack: They missed me.
Mary: That's all right, they got Kenny

again.

Kenny: Yup, they got me. Pappy, they
got me.

Jack: Ah told you we should have
buried him. But I'll make they-uns pay
for this or my name ain't Jake. {Another
shot.) Heh heh, missed me again.

Mary: Oh yeah? Where's your ear?
Jack: Dawggone it, and ah wanted to

hear Phil Baker. Hand me that other
gun. {There is a rapid burst of shots,

finally dwindling away.)
Jack: Well, 1 guess they-uns a-gittin'

tired, Sarah, they've stopped a-shootin'.

{A long whistle and a shot.)
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Mary: What was that. Paw?
Jack: Just an echo.

M.ary: Well, the echo got Phil.

Maw: Feud, feud! Ah'm gittin' sick

of it!

J.\ck: Why. Sarah!
Maw: Feud only plow the fields

—

fend
only tend the crops—thar wouldn't be no
feud.

Don : .\nd speaking of feuds, you will

find that Jell-0 is the most delicious

feud in the world, and it has that new
extra rich fresh fruit fla\-or— (A lot of
slwts.)

Don: Strawberry! Raspberry! Cherry!
Orange, Lemon, and

—

Jack: Limey outta here! Play, Phil!

{Plnl plays "She'll be Comin Round tlje

Moiintam When She Comes." When the

music stops, Jack says:)

J.\ck: That was the last number of our
special Radio Mirror Summer Broad-
cast. We'll be \\ith you next month in

these same pages.

Mary: Oh, Jack! I've just written

a poem. I think I'll send it into Radio
Mirror for them to publish.

Jack: What is it?

Mary: Li\es of great men oft remind
us

We can make our lives sub-
lime

And, departing, leave behind
us

Footprints on the sands of

time.

Jack: Wait a minute, Longfellow wrote
that.

Mary: Funny, how our minds run to-

gether.

Jack: Goodnight, folks.

Get ready now for another laugh! Next
month, the second of jack Benny's
Kt3.dio-hroadcasts, as packed -with guf-

faws as one of his programs. Even though
Jack and Mary and aU the gang will still

he on their vacation, there's no need for

you to miss the swell humor they bring

you on the air. So watch for the October
issue, on sale August 25th.

Humpty Dumpty Sat On a Wall

(Continued from page 27)

I

and the first time he shows up at the stu-

dio is when he is due to go on the air.

Many men would sa>- the\' were still too

ill to go on with it all. But Bill Fields'

stubborn will to live, to thumb his nose

at the crape-hangers, serves him today and
always. He won't be pitied. He won't let

the world even hint that he, W. C. Fields,

is ready for slow music.
You have to know the makeup of W.

C. Fields before >'ou can understand what
made him sign a contract while he still

lay in a sanitarium bed: what made him
then roll out, pull on his clothes, write and
rehearse his first real air show (and a

knockout)—all in less than one week!
The thing that made him the funniest

man on the stage and then the funniest

on the screen and now. in my humble
opinion, makes him the funniest man on
the air, is a rare combination of authen-
ticity and natural humor. W. C. Fields,

like Will Rogers, is a genuine; he is the

goods. He always has been. He's got
a natural funny-bone that doesn't quit

working when he steps away from a cam-
era or a microphone. The combination
of these two assets stamp him a great
artist.

1 helped put W. C. Fields on the air the
first time a few years ago. It was an
early Hollywood program featuring star

interviews and I wrote the scripts. Work-
ing out the one with Bill I remember a
line, "Mr. Fields, to what do \'ou attrib-

ute your success?"

"Plenty of good liquor and exercise," he
replied.

"But," I protested, ">'ou shouldn't say
that on the radio!"

"Oka\'," said Bill, "cut out the 'exer-

cise'!"

Now that was funny. So funny that I

left the whole business in the script. But
it was also natural. .And it was also true;

it was Bill Fields. I found, in fact, as I

went along, that I wasn't writing the
script at all. Bill was. .\n\'one at Para-
mount will tell you that for the past
several years all W. C. Fields' pictures
ha\e been practically w ritten by their star.

Maybe you'\'e noticed story credits read-
ing "Charley Bogle" or "Dr. Beebe." Those
are Bill's fa\'orite nouis de plume.

Right now, I want you to understand
this great star's attitude toward life and
the breaks. He summed it up neatl_v when
I asked him if the outrageous succession
of body blows to his health hadn't made
him just a little bitter.

"Bitter?" said Bill, puzzled.

"Well," I persisted, "didn't you get

pretty low down at times?" I knew the
hell he went through.

"Say," he replied, "there are two sides

to every picture. A swell, pretty side, and
a lousy one. Well, you can look at either

one, but who the devil wants to look at

the lousy one?" Now that's honest, and
it tells you without any fancy words, how
W. C. Fields looks at life. He prefers to

chuckle instead of moan. The most
tragic thing can, and does have a funny
twist to it and Bill Fields can always
see it.

The accident that more or less set off

his string of hard luck firecrackers was
anj'thing but funny, or so it would seem
to the average person in the same spot.

It happened a few years ago on location

for a Paramount picture. Bill was lean-

ing against a huge studio truck when the

driver gunned it in reverse.

CRUSHED into the ground. Bill felt his

neck snap as the wheels ground over
him. "I knew it was broken," he told me,
"and do you know what 1 thought?'^ He
grinned. "What a fine place to die," I

thought, "under a dam' truck!" He's never
liked trucks particularly since. In fact,

he confessed, he threw a rock at the next

one he saw.

They sent Bill to the hospital in town.

He held his head up with his hands as the

car jolted in. He was there ten weeks
and then one day the nurse and the in-

terne walked into his room and almost
dropped their jaws out of place. Bill was
gone. He had conspired with the late Sam
Hardy, a great pal of his. to steal him out

of the place. They found him at home,
walking around holding his neck in po-

sition.

But the groaners had the last laugh— if

you could call it a laugh. Bill couldn't

look down at his feet and one da>' he

missed a step and bumped down the stairs,

ending up with a fractured \ertebra. There
was even something funny about that.

Bill thought. It was the coccyx that

cracked, the last vertebra on the line, the

one that our primeval ancestors used to

hang from trees.

The recent two year calamity' run on
W. C. Fields started exactly as he re-

lated over the air. He was supposed to

fall off a bicycle in a picture. He did, but

he knocked his sacroiliac out of place.

\'ou can look that one up yourself. The
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last picture he made. "Poppy," he made
without sitting dovvn once. Bill has yet
to see "Poppy," long since released. They
carried him off the set one day. and
from then until now it has been just as

Bill yelled over the air. "Clang! Clang!
Clang!" just about sized it up.

For the next year or so, he rode in

arnbulances from home to hospital to
clinic to spa to sanitarium. Every af-

fliction you can think of decided to pay
a personal call on Bill. He lost eighty-
five pounds. Arthritis, Paget's disease,

lobar pneumonia (twice)—well, as Bill

says, just skip it. The point is that
he lay in an anesthetic, antiseptic atmos-
phere and in a horizontal position long
enough to make the average human turn
sour on the world and all its works—but
not Bill.

^ NLY one thing burned him up—and
^^ that was reading sobby newspaper re-

ports about himself, practically laying
him out in a shroud and groaning about
poor, poor Bill Fields. Well, he was hav-
mg a hell of a time, but darned if he
wanted the tuberoses and black broad-
cloth waved around just yet. He boiled
and maybe he cussed a little.

One of Pandora's varmints that decided
to pay him a call was double-vision.
That meant he couldn't read, and the
hours in bed were twice as long. Reluc-
tantly Bill had a radio installed by his

cot. 1 say reluctantly because the first

time years ago when he was talked into
putting a radio in his house, it annoyed
him so much that he tossed it in the ash
can. Now it was different.

"1 got to be a real fan," he told me,
"1 knew every spot on the dial, every
minute of the day, and all week. 1 never
missed a show, from the Lux Theater on
Monday to Jack Benny the next Sunday
night. I don't know what I'd have done
without the radio. Yes, I do— I'd have
gone nuts!"

1 know that if his friends came to visit

him when a good program was on. Bill

made no bones about what had preference.

"For gosh sakes," he'd yell, "stop talking
— 1 can't hear Oracle Allen!" More than
once in the hospital fellow-patients bolted
up in horror as attendants lifted a body
in a sheet and carried it gently down the

hall, it was only Bill being hauled down
to an automobile in the rear that had a

radio. The diathermy machine in the

hospital sometimes blotted out reception
with an angry buzz—and if Jack Benny
happened to be on the air. Bill jazzed the

night bell frantically until he was trans-

ported to some spot where he could listen

in.

He got to be quite a radio critic be-

fore long. He thought Jack Benny was
tops, Oracle .Allen wonderful; he never
missed Joe Cook and Fred Allen. Lum
'n' Abner were among his favorites. Gang-
busters made his blood run cold. Finally

that bug went to work. He wondered
how he'd be on the air himself. When
Paramount held their Jubilee they rigged

up a portable mike in Bill's sick room. He
never got such a kick out of anything in

his life.

One night Bill tuned in on a Hollywood
air gossiper. The chatterer announced
that W. C. Fields was practically at death's

door and would never work again.
It was like waving a red flag before a

bull's nose. Bill yelped in anger, disgust,
and impatience to prove to the same
people who heard that misinformation
that there was plenty of stuff in the old
boy yet. 1 think that's one of the biggest
reasons why he was ready to talk contract
when the Chase and Sanborn hour was
getting itself together. I know this—that
the medicos had W. C. Fields slated to
stay in the sanitarium until August, and
it isn't August, yet.

This old-timer's enthusiasm for his new
air career is really inspirational. "It's all

new to me," he explained, "It's like start-

ing all over again. Just think," he added,
"on one broadcast I play to more people
than Booth and Barrett did in their whole
careers!"

"And I'd like to say right here," he
added, "that in all my life I've never
known a finer fellow, professionally or
personally, than Don Ameche. That goes
for Edgar Bergen, too! Those boys make
work a real pleasure!"
So far, since he got well, radio has come

first. When I talked to W. C. Fields he
had just moved his things into a new Bel-
Air house from the sanitarium. He had
been out of bed but two weeks, just been
on the air twice. He still has to take it

easy until he gets back his strength, and
when he does. Paramount will want him
to do some pictures. In fact, they're al-

ready preparing one. Will pictures and
radio together be too much for his still

limited strength? I don't know. Neither,
I think, does W. C. Fields. Like most
seasoned troupers work is life to him.
He didn't hesitate when, the day after

his first program. Chase and Sanborn
signed him up for five years—five years
at one stroke of the pen, giving him a

contract worth about a million frogskins.

He doesn't know whether he'll be able to

fulfill that contract to the very last broad-
cast—but he does know he's going to try.

Already he is feeling the terrific strain

radio imposes on its stars. Especially stars,

like W, C. Fields, whose humor is so per-

sonal and unique that no one else can
write it for him. And who is so extra-

conscientious about giving the public a

good show.
"Every night on the air," he pointed

out, "is like opening a new show on Broad-
way. And when it's over and you breathe
a sigh of relief, some guy grabs you by
the sleeve and says, 'What do you think

you'll do next week?'!"

I
HAD to ask him, before I said good-
bye, if he was nervous that first Sunday

afternoon he made his big hit on the air.

Weak as he must have been and strictly

off the diet of "red milk," as Bill terms
the nectar he used to imbibe on occasion,

he never turned a hair, twitched a muscle
or fumbled a line.

"I hadn't faced an audience in ten

years," he replied, "but the minute I heard

that first laugh I was all right— I knew
they were with me."

If you ask me, they'll always be with

Bill Fields. As long as he lives. How
can you be against a guy who can lau^h

when they consign him to the boneyard
and come back to make the world laugh

with him?

A NEW IDEA IN ENTERTAINMENT!

—That's Radio Mirror's unique Jack Benny Readio-broadcas+s. Next

month, another In the series, as packed with chuckles from Jack's radio

programs as the first. Don't miss Jack Benny's vacation program!
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that their masculine minds would have
been left groping around in a fog.

Not money. To be sure, Jeanette's con-

tract calls for five thousand dollars a

week, but she has been offered—and has

refused—fat broadcasting fees before.

Anyway, most of the fu'e thousand will

hop right into the United States Treasury
as soon as Jeanette gets it. The name
of MacDonald appears on the govern-
ment lists under the heading of "higher

income brackets," and when you're up
there you pay lots and lots of taxes. So
the mone^' doesn't mean much to her.

NOT prestige. The prestige of critical

and box-office successes like "iVIay-

time" can't be improved upon. Radio
knows, and Jeanette knows, that it's a

feather in radio's cap to have Jeanette.

and not vice versa.

Not restlessness nor boredom. Jeanette
has plenty to do as it is; she doesn't

have to scurry to radio to find some way
of occupying an extra hour.
None of those obvious explanations is

the right one.

Frankly, Jeanette is going on the air

because she's the kind of girl who would
much rather accept a challenge and fight

than ride to easy success on the crest of

the wave.
In order to make you understand the

challenge she accepted when she signed
her \'icks contract, I ha\'e to let )'ou in

on a radio legend. It's only two years
old, but that's long enough to make it

a legend, as time mo\es in the whirlwind
world of broadcasting.

This legend got under way when Grace

How Radio Won Jeanette

(Continued from page 11)

Moore was singing on the Open House
program. Perhaps you remember the
rumors that began flying around then?
That Grace Moore was ill, that her
voice had been injured, finally that she
was losing her voice altogether. The last

report, as we know now, was far from
the truth—but it is cold fact that Grace
Moore was ill, that she did have trouble
with her voice, and that there was a time
\\hen she was afraid it was irreparably
injured.

'i'hen, last year. Nelson Eddy became
the star of the Open House program, and
the legend really got going. Nelson had
to undergo an operation on his throat
during the latter half of his radio season,
he rnissed several broadcasts, and those
identical rumors that he was losing his

voice began to circulate once more.
That was enough, and more than

enough, for radio, which is a branch of
the theatrical profession and therefore as

superstitious as fifty-se\'en varieties of
Voodoo medicine men. The Open House
program was saddled with the reputation
of being a jinx show.

There was no getting away from it.

Once radio had decided that Open House
was jinxed, it began remembering details

to bolster up this belief. Old production
difficulties, sudden changes of directors

and producers, tempestuous rehearsals

and the like, were recalled and cited to

prove that bad luck haunted this pro-
gram. It was pointed out that popularity
surveys had never, in the past, given
Open House as high a rating as its stars

entitled it to.

Open House hadn't really had any

stormier a career than many another
radio program you could name. It had
its share of production difficulties and
clashes of temperament, but they'd have
passed unnoticed if the coincidence of

Grace Moore's and Nelson Eddy's bad
luck hadn't brought them to radio's at-

tention.

Once it had been accepted as gospel

truth that Open House was jinxed, it be-

came the one program on the air no big

star wanted to be connected with. What,
run the chance of having something hap-
pen to their voices! No, they weren't

superstitious, but just the same there was
no sense in looking for trouble.

For the same reason, it became the one
program on the air Jeanette MacDonald
would even think of joining.

Jeanette loves obstacles, and she also

hates to do the obvious. To go on her
own radio program, an ordinary, well-

behaved program—that would have been
too easy. It didn't appeal to the adven-
turous MacDonald spirit. But when the

Vicks people came to her and asked her

to be hostess in their Open House, that

was something else again.

SHE knew all about the alleged jinx,

of course. Wasn't Nelson Eddy one of

her good friends, and hadn't she seen the

head-waggings when he underwent his

throat operation last spring? But if any-
body thought she was scared, he was
powerfully mistaken.

It wasn't entirely that she didn't belie\e

in the jinx. She's been around theater

stages and movie lots long enough to

have absorbed a good deal of theatrical
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respect for good luck and bad. She's not
the sort who goes around whistling in her
dressing room just because the whole act-

ing fraternity agrees that to do so is to

call dov\n every variety of bad luck on
your head. Not for nothing is Jeanette
of mixed EngHsh, Scotch, Irish, and Welsh
ancestry. Those last three nationalities

give her a healthy respect for the strange,

unaccountable things that sometimes hap-
pen. The first one makes her ready to

challenge them.
So, when she was offered the starring

position on Open House, she surprised

everyone, even the sponsors, by accepting.

Maybe she was a little bit surprised her-

self. It must have amused her when she

realized that her only reason for signing

the contract was to prove that there's no
hurdle a MacDonald can't take.

Here was a chance to do what nobody
else, so far, had been able to do—make
a smooth-running, popular program out
of one which had had more than its quota
of troubles. To put it simply, to break
a jinx. Could she do it? She didn't know,
but she'd made up her mind she was go-
ing to try.

Stars have gone on the air because they
needed the jobs, because tempting finan-

cial offers were dangled before them, he-

cause the contemplated programs looked
too good to miss, because the view was
fine and every prospect pleased them. But
Jeanette MacDonald is the first one in

history to stick her chin out and go on
the air because it looked as if there

might be trouble ahead.

More power to her!

What Do You Want to Say?

{Continued from page 8)

ing the products we women buy.

We want to bargain for the lay-off of

script writers who give us quarter-hour

after quarter-hour of stupid plots featur-

ing deep-dyed, blackmailing and wrist-

twisting villains, in which the long arm
of coincidence is twisted clear out of joint.

We demand relief from silly summaries
of today's episodes, such as: "Will Betty

win back her husband from the wily in-

ternational spy, Sonya Knockemoff?" or

"Can Little Nell raise the money for the

mortgage—what do you think?"

"What do Ke think, indeed!" There is

never any question but that Nell can

move mountains, and that the faithful

and long-suflfering wife will have that nit-

wit husband back on her hands in a few

more episodes. We do not have a mental

age of eight years, and we are forced

to strike to protect the reputation of our

mentalities, which rate high I. Q.'s and
number in the millions.

Mrs. Betty Gay Watson,
Indianola, Iowa.

$1.00 PRIZE
MORE DUMMIES WANTED!

When the radiovoter is put on my
radio, I'm going to send'over a big cheer

for Charlie McCarthy, alias Edgar Ber-

gen. There's a lad for you ! A person-

ality that many an "un-Dummy" might
well envy.
Wouldn't it be funny if what radio

needs is more Dummies?
Mrs. J. B. Harden,
Newton Centre, Mass.

$1.00 PRIZE
WHAT A DISAPPOINTMENT!

Did you ever have this happen to you?
Your radio program tells you so-and-so,

the famous comedienne is going to appear

on a certain hour show. Since she's an

old favorite of yours, you tune in eagerly.

The program goes on and on, and still

no comedienne. Finally, at the tail end

of the broadcast, she appears. The con-

ductor of the show asks her opinion on
something, as, for example, does she find

radio any different from appearing on the

stage. She answers—and that's that. And
here you've been waiting for an hour to

hear a bit of the stuff for which she is

famous. Listeners-in expect singers to

sing, etc., unless otherwise noted.
Elsie Swell,

South Ozone Park, L. I.

$1.00 PRIZE
ATTENTION, JESSICA DRAGONETTE!
I was interested in the article about

Jessica Dragonette in the June issue of

Radio Mikkor. While reading, 1 was again

and again reminded of one truly great

singer who was able to combine her career

and wifehood. Even motherhood.
Surely no greater woman ever lived than

Mme. Schumann-Heink. She sang all her

life, yet she found time to have a large

family, and even to take in washings to

help support that family. At one time,

she even saved the life of someone else's

baby by being a wet-nurse. And she never

was ashamed of having done these things.

The things that Schumann-Heink did

throughout her life were the character-

building acts that made her life as rich

and full as it was and enabled her to live

—even after death—in the hearts of mil-

lions.

Mrs. E. M. Duncan,
St. Joseph, Mo.

$1.00 PRIZE
MORE SONGS FROM CROSBY

This is what I cannot understand. Why
do they put a person like Bing Crosby
on a program that is mostly talking?

Everyone who listens to his program
wants to hear him sing.

It seems to me that good programs are

often broken up by too much talking. It

seems as if the radio is used for advertis-

ing purposes only. One turns his radio

on and is enjoying some fine music when,
lo and behold, the music finishes, and
advertising takes its place. I think adver-

tising should be only done as the program
commences and as it is about to finish.

Thomas Santamaria,
Philadelphia, Pa.

$1.00 PRIZE
THE TRUTH ABOUT GRACIE ALLEN

When is Gracie Allen going to get wise

to herself? She should know that by this

time the radio listeners are fed up on
hearing her all the time making love to

the orchestra leader and members. Know-
ing Gracie as George Burns' wife makes
us unappreciative of her humor. This

has been going on so long now, that it

is getting monotonous. I had hoped that

when George and Gracie changed spon-

sors, they would change their program,
but to my sorrow, it is still the same.

There is enough scandal in our town
with married women making love to

other men, that we do not have to turn

on the radio to hear a program of that

kind.
Mrs. Earl Becker,

Baltimore, Md.

TO APPLAUD OR NOT TO
APPLAUD?

Thai ivas the question we asked you in
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an article entitled, "The Studio Applause
Racket—Broadcasting's Ruin," which ap-
peared in a recent issue of Radio Mirror.
Nine out of ten of you who wrote in,

voted strongly against applause, which
settles the question as far as Radio Mirror
75 concerned. Here are excerpts from
typical letters.

"If I were in a theater seeing a play,

I would expect to hear applause between
the acts, so I do not mind the applause
between the acts of a radio play. In fact,

with me it helps create the illusion that

1 am in a theater seeing that play. On
other programs, I do not pay much at-

tention to it. In one program I heard Tiny
Ruffner handle the applause so skillfully

that it was really an asset to the show.
However, I think the applause should

be limited to modest hand-clapping. The
shrieks, yells and whistles should be omit-
ted, and none of it need be broadcast so

strenuously as to be annoying." Mrs.
Virginia, Mobile, Ala.

"Lack of applause makes a program
next thing to a recording. Therefore, I

believe moderate applause creates the real-

istic atmosphere of a good entertain-

ment." 1. M. Renn, Westborough,
Mass.

"Put me down as very emphatically
against studio applause. Out with it, I

say, and the quicker the better. I think
it is a confounded nuisance. Every time
there is a burst of applause, the radio
listeners miss the next few words, as

nearly always, the talking will begin be-

fore the racket dies down." Jack Yost,
Bellevue, Pa.

"There are two radio programs I never
miss—they are Eddie Cantor's and Major
Bowes'. If it were not for the applause,
I don't think either program would be
worth a dime. During the applause, 1

get so excited I can hardly wait until

the next act appears, for it makes me
so eager to know if it'll be as good as
the one just ahead of it." Mrs. W. A.
Burke, Birmingham, Ala.

"Radio applause is helpful to any pro-
gram, but unless it is limited, like every-
thing else that is overdone, it becomes
annoying. If we must have applause,
let the audience do so voluntarily, at the
same time limiting their time. All radio
programs are accurately timed, and in

the case of a comedian's broadcast, for
instance, to save time, the comedian is

pulling off another joke before the audi-
ence has ceased laughing, causing the lis-

teners-in to miss the joke." Miss
Mary M. Osborne, Mobile, Ala.

"Sometimes I think the artists forget
the listening audience and perform only
for the studio audience." Mrs. 0. E.
Sallenbach, Eagle Rock, Calif.

"I would certainly like to protest
against studio applause. It is not only
a hideous noise coming over the radio,
but nerve-wracking as well. How many
broadcasts would there be if sponsors
had to depend alone on the visible audi-
ence as purchasers?" Lillian Moore,
Savannah, Ga.

Owing to the great volume of contribu-
tions received by this department, we
regret that it is impossible for us to
return unaccepted material. Accordingly
we strongly recommend that all contribu-
tors retain a copy of any manuscript sub-
mitted to us.
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The Truth
ABOUT

Feminine Hygiene

CONSULT DOCTOR IF IN DOIIBl

FEMININE

HYGIENE

EXPLAINED

1. Happy and fortunate is the woman who finds the

right answer to this grave problem . . . Happy when
she knows of a method of Feminine Hygiene that is

modem, safe, effective—and dainty . . . Fortunate in

being free from dangerous germs!

2i. Fear and ignorance are unnecessary. Medical
research now brings you dainty, snow white supposi-
tories for Feminine Hygiene. Smart women appre-
ciate the convenience and safety of Zonitors. For
Zonitors embody the famous ZONITE ANTISEP-
TIC PRINCIPLE. They l^ill dangerous germs, yet

are free from "burn danger" to delicate tissues.

O. Zonitors are safe and easy to use ... greaseless,

snow ivhite suppositories, each in a sanitary glass vial

... no clumsy apparatus . . . completely deodorizing.

Easy to remove with plain water. Instructions in

package. All U. S. and Canadian druggists.

4. For your douche, after using Zonitors, we rec-

ommend Zonite. Its antiseptic qualities, proven by
over 20 years of continuous use, promote feminine
cleanliness— assures additional protection. Use 2

tablespoons of Zonite to 1 quart of water.

Booklet containing latest medical in-

formation. Write to Zonite Products
Corp., 949 New Brunswick, N. J.FREE

EACH IN

CLASS VIAL
^1 FOR
BOX OF 12

rSSHTS^S rjl PERSONAL INITIAL

^OftHY Jg'' CHRISTMAS CARDS

Assortment of 21 Xmas Cards with gender's
^ ,^\ INITIAL in Metallic Gold and Silver Seals. Retails
'r^^eti^?!. Costs you 50c. Also name-imprinted Personal

^''"^Tl^^ ^i,,-'^ Cards. 50 for $1. Many other popular assortments.

I (V**^^*^ ^'*^ earninprs full or Bpara time. Write for Samples.
^ "^ ARTISTIC CARD CO., 820 Way St., Elmira, N. Y.

USE MERCOLIZED WAX
This simple, all-in-one cleansing, softening,

lubricating cream sloughs off the discolored,

blemished surface skin in tiny, invisible par-

ticles. Your underskin is then revealed clear,

smooth and beautiful. Bring out the hidden
beauty of YOUR skin with Mercolized Wax.

Try Saxoiife Astringent
A DELIGHTFULLY rcfrcshini; astrlnftcnt lotion.

'I'lnftllnft. antlNoptlc, helpful. Dissolve Saxolltc
In one-half pint witch hazel. Use this lotion daily.

Choose Phelactine Depilatory
For removing superfluous hair quickly. Easy to use.

At drug and department stores everywhere.
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(Continued from page 3)

was Show Boat and Cap'n Henry or noth-
ing, said Charlie to himself—and spon-
sors.

* * *

Phil Baker is one comedian who recog-

nizes the value of his script writers. Sam
Perrin and Arthur Phillips, the team
which has given Phil his funny business
for the past three years, just scribbled
their names on a new contract with their

boss. It runs three years, starts at 1 1,400

a broadcast, and provides increases every
six months until the two writers are get-

ting |2,300 to divide between themselves
every week.

* * *

In all the networks' excitement over
Shakespeare this summer one big fact

seems to have been lost sight of: it's just

possible that everybody in the country
doesn't want to listen to Shakespearean
plays from nine to ten-fifteen, E.D.S.T.,
every Monday night. With both NBC
and CBS going great guns on the Bard
at that time, it's going to be hard not to
listen. Anyway, NBC's series is "stream-
lined," which means that John Barry-
more is narrating the plays and leaving
the actual dialogue to other actors. That
was the only way NBC could get the self-

willed Mr, B. to go on the air at all. He
said he didn't want to act a single part
straight through each play—and stuck
to his decision. Hence the streamlining.

The big Shakespearean battle started in

the first place all because of a squabble
between the networks over athletic events
—which is a new reason for putting
Shakespeare on the air. One network
bought up exclusive rights to broadcast
several top sports events this summer.
That made the other network mad, and
two Shakespeare plays on one night are
the result.

* * *

The open road is calling, calling, to
Sam Hearn. That is, it was. By this

time he has answered. . Sam, whom you
know a great deal better as Jack Benny's
Schlepperrrian, has a summer on his hands
with nothing much to do before he re-

joins Jack's program this fall. First he
went on a cruise with Mrs. Hearn, but
that didn't seem to be quite what he
wanted, so he came back to New York
and talked some friends into joining him
on a caravan trip across the continent.
They started out early in July, three cars
full, planning on taking all summer to
get to Hollywood, stopping where, when,
and as long as they please. It must be
the gypsy in Sam. ... If he's pinched
for speeding, wonder if he'll sing out
"Hello, stranger!" at the judge—and what
good it will do?

* * *

Another favorite comedian is away on
a very different kind of vacation. As a
surprise for his bride, the former Thelma
Leeds, Parkyakarkus arranged a summer
in England.

* * *

Gertrude Niesen, looking more glam-
orous than ever, was spotted dining and
dancing the other night at the Cocoanut
Grove with Duke Don Alfredo Saviata,

Major in the Italian Air Reserve. The
sight set Hollywood gossips to speculating,

but don't be misled. Craig Reynolds is

still holding first place in Gertrude's af-

fections. Eastern listeners, by the way,
are missing out on Gertrude's current

radio program. It's sent out only on a

Pacific Coast network.

Barry McKinley surprised even his

sponsors of the Tic Toe Revue on NBC
Monday evenings, when he ran off last

month and married Terry Beeger of New
England. The sponsors had been trying
to sponsor a romance between Barry and
young Jean O'Neill of the same show.

* * *

This summer the whole Oakie family is

in a domestic glow over the new home
Jack is going to build. Overseeing the
plans will be all the vacation Jack gets

or wants this summer. Hollywood wags
are marvelling at the way the little wo-
man has changed Jack's attitude. The
only plans he used to be interested in

were good-time plans, but now he's one
of the town's leading home-bodies.

* * *

Don't be surprised if you see Floyd
Gibbons devoting a whole magazine ar-

ticle or newspaper column soon to an ob-
scure resident of New York Mills, Minne-
sota, named Raymond N. Hartmann.
Hartmann, according to Floyd, is a typi-

cal American citizen, and entitled to some
recognition. He came to New York to

be on one of Floyd's True Adventure pro-
grams, having sold twenty-five chickens
from his farm to get money for the

trip. With his wife and three children,

Hartmann lives on a farm which he owns
himself, on the sum of three dollars

and fifty cents cash a month. For the

rest of life's necessities, he relies on what
he can raise on the farm. Floyd was so

impressed with his resourcefulness and
courage that he could talk about nothing
else for days. What did Hartmann do
with the money Floyd paid him for the

use of his adventure story on the air?

Why, bought more chickens.

* * *

George Burns and Gracie Allen are a-

bursting with pride over the swimming
prowess of Miss Sandra Burns, who has
been breaking all kinds of three-year-old

records. George predicts that she'll win
the Olympics in, say, 1950.

George and Gracie almost got thrown
out of their business suite in a swanky
Hollywood hostelry the other night. With
George's brother Willie, they were hold-

ing a late-night rehearsal of a coming pro-

gram, when the night clerk called up.

"Mr. Burns," he said firmly, "you'll just

have to put that dog out. 'Vou know it's

against the hotel's rules to have dogs in

the rooms, and the other guests are com-
plaining." He never got a coherent an-

swer from George, for both the Brothers

Burns and garrulous Gracie were rocking

with laughter. George and Willie had
been rehearsing dog-barks for the show.

The month's news is full of George and
Gracie items. To complete this trio, it

must be told that Gracie is about to blos-

som out as an Astaire dancing partner.

Carole Lombard was to have been Fred's

partner in his new picture, "Damsel in

Distress." Then things happened and
Carole wasn't available, so Gracie was
borrowed from Paramount and given

part of Carole's role—the part which
included clowning and dancing. The
other part—the heart-interest—will go to

a leading lady who hasn't been selected.

You didn't know Gracie could dance?

Well, neither did George, but Gracie says

she knew it all the time.
* * *

Here's one radio artist who can get

more publicity out of not doing some-

thing than he ever got by doing it. For
the past three summers Charles Kall-

mann, Jessica Dragonette's singing part-
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Indigestion, Sour Stomach, Distress after

Meals, an Alka-Seltzer tablet in a glass of
water will usually bring prompt relief and also
help correct the cause of your trouble when
associated with an excess acid condition.

You'll like Alka-Seltzer
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ner on her CBS program, has gone to Aus-
tria to sing under Arturo Toscanini's di-
rection in the very arty Salzburg Music
Festival. This summer he had to fore-
go his annual trip and stay on the air—
and radio editors who hadn't known he'd
ever been within miles of Salzburg
rushed into print with the story.

* * *

An incurable wag is Manny Klein, so
expert a trumpet-plaver that he is in con-
stant demand by the orchestras of the
big New York shows. Half-pint Mannv
loves nothing so much as a joke, the more
practical the better, but once, on a re-
cent Kate Smith broadcast, he created a
bigger laugh than he'd bargained for.
At dress rehearsal Manny thought it

would be a fine idea for all the boys in
the orchestra to rise as they began to
play the closing theme-song, and march
single-file ofl" the stage, through the au-
ditorium, around the lobby of the CBS
Playhouse, and then back' to the stage
in time for the closing notes of the theme.
Without saying anything to Producer Ted
Collins, he got the boys to agree to do this.

The stunt came off all right, and al-

though at first Ted was annoyed at hav-
ing his nice dress rehearsal interrupted
by such horse-play, the more he thought
about it the more he believed it would be
a funny thing to do that night at the
regular broadcast. Finally he told Manny
to repeat the gag.
Which would have been the end of the

story, except that when Manny, tootling
away on his trump^et, led his gang around
the back of the 'auditorium during the
broadcast, there were some people stand-
ing there. Accidentally, one of them trip-

ped Manny, he fell flat on his face, and
one by one all of his followers fell on
top of him in a tangle of legs, arms, and
musical instruments. By the time they
got unravelled the program was over

—

—without benefit of theme song.

Phil Lord, that old salt, has transferred
his affections from his schooner Pilgrim
(which he has sold) to a new fifty-foot mo-
tor launch, the Driftwood. In it he's spend-
ing the summer taking two and three-day
trips along the Atlantic seaboard, as well
as using it to commute between his long
Island home and New York for his week-
ly Gangbusters broadcasts. It accommo-
dates four passengers and a crew of two,
and is capable of cutting through the
waves at twenty-five miles an hour. He
wants to equip the Driftwood with one of

the new two-way radio telephone sets, so

he can take longer trips and still keep in

touch with his New York office.

* * *

Virginia Verrill knows now just how
much stock to take in all this talk about
Hollywood's social whirl. Since she has
been out there the gay mad life has con-
sisted entirely of round after round of
open air badminton.

Virginia, you know, has one of the lead-
ing roles in Sam Goldwyn's new musical
picture, "Goldwyn Follies," and her boss
\\ants her to put on a few pounds for

the benefit of the camera. Every other
morning she must report to Goldwyn and
be greeted with a barrage of questions:
"What time did you go to bed last night?
How do you feel? Are you happy?"
Goldwyn's scrutiny of her health is so

searching that Virginia's afraid to go
out nights at all, and badminton seems to
be about the only thing left.

For her games, Virginia goes over to
the Roy Disneys—Roy is Walt (Mickey
Adouse) Disney's brother—and when
Goldwyn found this out he had a new
question to ask:
"How are you coming in your games

with the Mouse people?"

KILLS FLEAS
OR MONEYBACK!

• Sergeant's Improved Skip-Flea
Powder now contains the most power-
ful and deadly flea-killing agent known
to science. 'Vfet it is perfectly harmless

to your dog ! Because Skip-Flea Pow-
der combines with the natural oils in

your dog's skin, its flea -destroying

effect lasts for days. Simply dust Skip-

Flea Powder on a flea-infested dog and
allow a few hours for it to take effect.

We Guarantee that not one flea will be

left alive! Giant-size, sifter-top tin 25^.

You can wash your dogs fleas aivay

with cleansing, soothing, Flea-Killing

Skip-Flea Soap.
There are 23 tried and tested SERGEANT'S
DOG MEDICINES. Standard since 1879.
Made of the finest ingredients. Sold under
a Money-Back Guarantee by Drug and Pet
Stores. Ask them for a FREE copy of Ser-
geant's Book on the care of dogs or write:
Polk Miller Products Corporation
1360 W Broad St. • Richmond, Virginia

Ser^eaufe
DOC MEDICINES

4fcIn£ant Care^'-^lO/z'
U. S. Government Official Handbook For Mothers

We are authorized by the proper Federal Bureau
to accept your order. Send 10c in coin or stamps
to:

READER SERVICE BUREAU
Radio Mirror, 205 East 42nd Street,

New York. N. Y.

ESCAPE
NEEDLESS
EXHAUSTION

HOT STARCH
IN 30 SECONDS

Makes Ironing Easy v

FREE OFFER
This "way to starch

makes irons fairly glide!

This new way to hot starch does away with
boiling, mixing, straining and bother. It's a

powdered starch . . . practically self-cooking. It

contains gliding ingredients. Makes hot starch-

ing easy. Makes ironing easy. 'Write us, The
Hubinger Company, number 451, Keokuk,
Iowa, for small proof packet . . . ask for '" That
Wonderful Way to Hot Starch". See how easy it

becomes to press things to gleaming perfection.
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There's A New
ThriU To Skin
When cleansed with this

amazing beauty treatment

EVERYWHERE women are raving about a
thrilling, new beauty cleanser that leaves

the skin unbelievably soft, smooth and alluring.
It is called Lavena, and it works such beauty
wonders because it is utterly neutral in action.
For, while Lavena removes every trace of dirt
and make-up

—

jt does not dry the skin as do
virtually ALL alkaline cleansing methods in
use today.

Do These 2 Simple Things Daily
Simply mix Lavena with warm water to a creamy
smoothness and rub on gently with your finger
tips. Remove immediately with a wash cloth
dipped in warm water. Do not use soap or cold
cream. Then see how refreshed your sjtin looks.

How beautiful, how velvety soft
it feels.

Over 4 million packages of
Lavena have already produced
amazing results. Get a package
from your drug;, department or
10c store. A week's trial will
thrill and delight you.

aiyzna SOFTENS —
SOOTHES—
CLEANSES-
BEAUTIFIES.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED

47
Size 8x10 inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land-
scapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any '

part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo ^ , -. - -^-i^
guaranteed. 3 tOr$1.0Cf
SEND NO MONEY ^?=\Ta%°ft
(any size) and within a week you will receive
vour beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fade-
less. Pay postman 47c plus postage— or send 49c
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20-
inch enlargement sent G. O. D. 78c plus post-
age or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of this a

offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.
STANDARD ART STUDIOS

104 S. Jefferson St. Dept. 1547-L CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

GRAY

HAIR
AND LOOK 10

YEARS YOUNGER
N^TOW, without any risk;

^ you can tint those
Btreaks or patches o( gray
or faded hair to lustrous
shades of blonde, brown or
black. A small brush and
BIIOWNATONE does It.

I'rovolt by applying thetlnt
to a lock of your own hah-.

Used and approved —
for over twcnty-flve years
by thousands of women.
liROWNATONE Is safe.
Guaranteed harmless for

tinting Cray hair. Active coloring agent Is purely vege-
table. Cannot affect waving of hair. Is e(;onomlcal and
Ia«tlng—will not wash out. Simply retouch as the new
gray appears. HIlOVVNATONi!; Imparts rich, beautiful
color with ama/.Ing speed. Just brush or comb )t in.

8ha<JeH: "nionde to Medium Drown" and "Dark Brown
to Tllaek" cover every need.
BROWNATONE Is only 00c— at all drug and toilet

couutcra—ulwayu ua a mouey-back guarantee.
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Facing the Music

(^Continued from page 38)

must have old Noah Webster turning
cartwheels in his grave. It's impossible to

write about Benny without using those

mysterious new words and phrases his

branch of the musical profession has origi-

nated. So here goes:
When swing musicians get to talking to-

gether, these are the words they use, and
their meanings. "Jives" means the same
as "swing," and "swing" can be defined

only as what you hear when you listen

to Benny Goodman. "Licks" is a musi-
cal phrase, as played by a "rider man" or
a "sender," who is a star hot soloist. When
a rider "gets off on it" or goes "out of the

world" or gets "in the groove" he is

rendering an inspired swing passage.
"Schmaltz," or ordinary sweet music, is

frowned upon in the best swing circles.

The members of the band are called

"cats," and most of them love nothing so

much as a "jam session"—a swing session

indulged in by musicians for the sheer

enjoyment of music. The instruments in

the band are the "grunt-iron," tuba;

"licorice stick," clarinet; "plumbing,"
trumpet; "suitcases," drums; "gobble-

pipe," saxophone; "dog-house," bass viol;

and "push-pipe," trombone.
All those expressions require explain-

ing. But Benny Goodman's other lan-

guage, the language of swing, is universal

in appeal. The best proof of that state-

ment lies in a quartet of engagements the

maestro played recently.

In Boston, during an engagement at

the Metropolitan theater, school children

formed queues outside the theater at 9

A. M., and brought lunch with them. A
radio editor dubbed it "Hooky Week."
The following week Benny trekked to

Cornell University and drew 5,600 coUe-

giates to the annual Navy Day Ball.

Forty-eight hours later, middle-aged
business men and their fraus flocked

to the mammoth Westchester Community
Center. Willard Alexander, Goodman's
manager, counted 8,700 dancers.

And last but not least was the mem-
orable excursion of the "cats" to Harlem.
The colored folk worship Benny for two
very good reasons—he took their music
and cleaned it up, and he is the only white
orchestra leader who employs two dusky
musicians—Teddy Wilson, pianist, and
Lionel Hampton, thin swing xylophonist.

Deep in the Sugar Hill jungle, the

crowds poured in to the Savoy Ballroom,
home of "Stompin' at the Savoy." Black

and white faces formed a compact check-

ered mass as Benny almost blew his brains

out. In the street two men started fight-

ing, women screamed, and an ambulance,
fire engine, and police emergency squad
were called to dispel the mob.
Benny Goodman is twenty-seven years

old, brown-haired, and getting a bit heavy.

The rimless glasses he wears make him
look like an insurance salesman.
This quiet lord of the "licorice stick"

was born in the slum section of Chicago,

one of eleven children, and son of a

humble Jewish tailor. He wanted to be-

come a musician the first time he heard
music in the nearby orthodox synagogue.

So poor were the Goodmans that Benny
deprived himself of school-straps, marbles,

and other boyish luxuries so he could

take a phony music mail-order course.

"Better he should be a cantor," sighed

the elder Goodman. The father, killed

in an automobile accident when Benny
was fourteen, never lived to see people

actually dancing in the aisles of a Rich-

mond theater or to share the |I00,000 in-

come his son's reported to make yearly.

Benny's first professional engagement

was in a small Windy City theater doing
an imitation of Ted Lewis, his first hero.

In 1933 Benny was earning as much as

$350 a week, playing with the big com-
mercial network programs. But Benny
was disgusted. He hated "schmaltz"
music. A pupil of the late Bix Beider-
becke, considered by swing enthusiasts as

the master of them all, should not. rea-

soned Benny, be wasting his time playing
sweet gushy tempos, money or no money.
He sulked. His contemporaries shied

away from him. They got fat and pros-
perous playing sweet music, so why kick?
Benny finally quit. His salary dropped to

|40 a week. Finally he organized a few
"cats" who likewise detested the type of
music played by "long-haired musicians."
Their first engagement of importance

was the erstwhile NBC "Let's Dance"
show. Slowly but surely Goodman's name
blazed from coast to coast on the swing
craze. The rest is history. Now Benny
is the big summer star of the Camel pro-
gram, the Camel Swing School, heard
Tuesday nights over CBS.

Retiarning to the Palomar in Califor-
nia brings back memories to the one hun-
dred and seventy pounds of rhythm.
When he played there several years ago,

he was warned by his manager to take it

easy. "They're not ready for swing,"
they told him. So Benny and the boys
gave out "schmaltz." The dancers were
bored. The men behind the music racks
were as enthusiastic as the bandsmen in

the Whoozisk Falls Fire Department
Trumpet Corps. During the rest period,
Goodman's brown eyes popped.

THE devil with it," he shouted. "If we
flop we flop, but any way we'll give

out."

Suddenly they unleashed musical dyna-
mite. They tore through their music.
The rush to the floor looked like Gimbel's
bargain day. California was finally con-
quered. Oldtimers said the Goodman
rush made the gold rush pale.

Despite stories that Benny falls in love
with each girl vocalist that joins the band
(Helen Ward, Frances Hunt, Peg La Cen-
tra, to name a few), the brown-haired
clarinetist still lives alone and likes it.

* * *

APOLOGY
I've gone and got myself into hot water

with NBC and CBS by telling you to

write to them for photographs of the stars.

What I meant to say was to write to the

stars themselves, in care of the networks.
Stars usually send fans their pictures.

Networks never do. Excuse it. readers

and networks.
For your convenience—and ours—use

this coupon in writing to ask questions.

We'll try to find all the answers.

Ken Alden,
Facing the Music,
RADIO MIRROR,
122 East 42nd Street,

New York City.

My favorite orchestra is

and I want to

know more about the following

Name .

.

Address
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• Horrors! Your eyes are red—the veins are so

prominent! It often happens after late hours, too
much reading, exposure, etc. What shall you do?
Yout eye beauty is ruined . .

.

FEW
DROPS

% Quick! A drop of Eye-Gene goes into each eye.

It's a new kind of lotion . . . perfected by two prom-
inent eye specialists.lt contains a special ingredient

not found in any other lotion . .

.

9 In just a few seconds, yes, almost instantly,

your eyes look clear and white. So much more
Ijeautiful when free from prominent veins! Spark-

ling, too. And so refreshed.

NEW DISCOVERY
% Hjie-Geae.'Now used by thousands before every

"date" to make eyes clear and lovely. Maryelously
refreshing to tired, overworked eyes. Not like old-

fashioned lotions and washes. Stainless, too. At all

drug and 5 and loc stores.

EYE-GENE I Oood HousidiMplngI* - Buicaa ^^

ew 21 Card AU-Citar ^*Sell new 21 Card AO-Star
^ Assortment, $1. Amazing value. Other
Assts., 60c np. Also Christinas folders with

sender's name, 25 for SI.95. Bis profits! Get free
sample offer. WALTHAM A^f PUBLISHERS,
160 N. Washington, Dept. 78, Boston Mass.

CORNS
^ HOW IT WORKS

REMOVED WITH
CASTOR OIL

PREPARATJON

A few drops of Corn soon Out comes
Noxacorn curb pain shrivels up tile corn

Say goodbye to dangerous razors and clumsy cornpads.
A new liquid called NOXACORN halts pain in 60
seconds. Dries up the worst corns or callus. Con-
tains pure castor oil. iodine and "mother-aspirin". Ab-
solutely safe. Easy directions in package. 35(5 bottle
saves untold misery. Walgreen, Liggett, People's, Owl,
and other druggists hand back^ money if NOXACORN
falls to remove any com,
callus or wart. Try it! NOXACORN

Kidneys

Clean OutAci
Dr. T. J. Rastelli, well knowr
physician and surgeon of Lon-
don, England, says: "The
chief way your body cleans
out acids and poisonous
wastes in your blood is thru 9
million tiny, delicate Kidney
tubes or filters, but beware
of cheap, drastic, irritating
drugs." If functional Kidney
or Bladder disorders make
you suffer from Getting Up
Nights. Nervousness, Leg
Pains. Backache, Circles Un-
der Eyes, Dizziness, Rheuma-
tic Pains, Acidity, Burning,
Smarting or Itching, don't take chances. Druggists
now have a scientific doctor's prescription called
Cystex for these troubles. Helps nature in 48 hours.
Guaranteed to fix you up in 8 days, stimulate vigor
and make you feel years younger or money back
on return of empty package. Telephone your
druggist for guaranteed Cystex (Siss-tex) today.

DR. T. J. RASTELLI
London Physician

Spice is fhe Life of

Cooking

{Continued from page 54)

hear three times a week over CBS. Upon
his graduation from college he was sent by
his father, a proprietor of New York's fa-

mous Rector's, to the Cafe de Paris to serve
a year's apprenticeship. This apprentice-
ship led to one of the most amusing experi-

ences in his life as a restaurateur.
"Pre-ground pepper was unheard of in

the Cafe de Paris," said Mr. Rector. "In
the great kitchens there each chef had his

own pepper mill and the pepper was freshly
ground for each dish. These pepper mills

impressed me so much that when my ap-
prenticeship was over I returned to New
York with a gross of them for use in our
restaurant there. On my first night in New
York each one of the hundred-odd tables in

Rector's boasted its own pepper mill. The
patrons loved them—so much that when
the tables were finally cleared there were
only forty left—the others had been carried

away as souvenirs.

"But even freshly ground pepper doesn't
always fill the bill," iVlr. Rector went on.

"For some recipes cayenne and not black
pepper is the ideal choice. .Most people
consider cayenne only in connection with
hot dishes, but in reality it is one of our
most subtle condiments, with a flavor all its

own. How many times HoUandaise and
cream sauces are marred by tiny specks of

black pepper. Your French cook uses cay-
enne in such delicate sauces; it dissolves,

and the clear color of the sauce is unim-
paired.

CURRY powder is another neglected
condiment, according to Mr. Rector,

and it is one of the most useful of all

for turning left-over fish or meat into a

piece de resistance. If you want some-
thing different for a picnic lunch, try

deviled eggs with curry.

Deviled Eggs with Curry

Hard-cooked eggs
Curry powder
Salt

Cream
Shell and split the eggs, and break up

the yolks with a fork. Work in one-
eighth teaspoon curry powder for each
egg, and salt to taste. Add sufficient cream
to make a mixture of the desired consis-

tency and stuff the egg whites. For hors
d'oeuvres, a nice variation of this re'cipe is

to chop the egg whites fine and add them
to the mixture which is then formed into

small balls and rolled in minced parsley or
watercress.

Mr. Rector contends that the herbs
sage, thyme, basil, sweet marjoram and
rosemary, common in the garden of our
grandmothers, should be in as frequent
use today as they were then. Finally

chopped herbs mixed into the flour with
which a roast is dredged before being put
into the oven, will add immeasurably to

the flavor. One herb alone may be used,

or a combination of two or three, if you
care for a blend of flavors. For pork, veal

or beef, try rosemary, thyme, sage or sweet
marjoram. Mint may be used in the same
way for a roast of lamb, and a bit of mint
is delicious in a lamb stew in which car-

rots and peas are used, though the mint
flavor is a little two sweet for most palates

when only potatoes and onions are used in

the stew.

Basil, the basilicone beloved by the
Italians for tomato sauces, is an excellent

choice for tomato soups, or for soups
made of dried peas, beans or lentils. It

Feed your tiny tot Heinz ^j.. W
Strained Foods and see "----.m^^
how eagerly he eats!

He'll like their natural color! He'll

appreciate the tasty flavor Heinz cooks

in—never out. Choicest fruits and vege-

tables are prepared scientifically to pre-

serve vitamins and minerals. There are

12 delicious Heinz Strained Foods from

which to choose. You pay no premium
for their extra quality.

GUARD YOUR BABY'S HEALTH-
LOOK FOR THESE SAFETY SEALS

0HEINZ
STRAINED FOODS

One Year From Today
What Will Vou Be Earning?

This may be the most important year in
your life! Your whole future is apt to de-
pend on how you take advantage of present
business changes.
Returning prosperity is opening up new jobs,

and creating unusual opportunities. But that
does not insure prosperity for you. Only you
can insure that.

For months—maybe years—employers will be
able to pick and choose out of the millions now
unemployed or dissatisfied with their work and
pay. Naturally they will pick the men with
most preparation and ability.

You should—you must—make yourself quickly
more valuable—to protect what you have and to
insure getting your share of the promotions and
pay raises. It is being done by CTHERS—it can
be done by YOU!
Ask us to send you full details about our new

spare time training, and to explain how it pre-
pares you to better meet today's demands and
opportunities. If you really are in earnest, you
should investigate at onre. Check your field be-
low, write your name and address, and maiU

haSalleExtensionUniversity
Dept. 974-R Chicago
Send me, free, the facts about the demands and

opportunities in the business field I have checked
—about your training for that field.

D Higher Accountancy D Industrial Management
n Expert Bookkeeping D Modern Foremanship

D Business Management ID Business English

D Traffic Management D Law—LL. B. Degree

D C. P. A. Coaching D Commercial Law
D Modern Salesmanship D Stenotypy

D Office Management D Effective Speaking

Name

Present Position .

Address.. .
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GUARD AGAINST

LINES AROUND YOUR EYES

WITH Mcu/^emm^
Special EYE CREAM

Aids in counteracting dry condition of skin

around the eyes which causes wrinkles,

crows-feet, etc. Smooths, softens and re-

fines texture of skin. A rich cream contain-

ing the precious vitamin "D".

The first and worst signs of age or fatigue

show their traces more definitely and quickly in the

tender area around the eyes. Eye wrinkles, lined eye-

lids, crows-feet, puffiness and circles are apt to make
their appearance early in this region. These tender and
sensitive skin tissues lose their natural oils much more
quickly than any other facial area.

Maybelline Eye Cream, unlike ordinary facial creams,

is especially designed for the care and preservation of

the youthful appearance of the skin around the eyes.

The fine, rich, blended oils contained in this cream are

highly beneficial to this area, and there is the added
benefit of "sunshine" element in wonderful vitamin

'D". Start giving your eyes this youthifying treat-

ment today with Maybelline Eye Cream

!

Introductory sizes obtainable at 10c stores.

GRACE BRADIEY

Feol-ured Ployer
In The Columbia
Picture—"Lovers -

On Porole" \

^BEAUTY HABH

Girls with an eye to con-

qiestrelyon SOLO Curlers

fortheglorious.glamoroos

corls that
everyone adores

Curls will brighten your

foce . •
heighten your

loveliness. Easy to -oWe

with SOLO'S
dandy.handy

curlers. Buy a few to-dayl

Soio
JUNIOR

RED TOP CURURSj

On $o/e al loading dept.,

dry goods, 5 & 10 cent stores

may also be used to advantage in tomato
cocktail, in sauces to be served with fish,

or with veal chops braised with canned
tomatoes. Basil and bay are responsible

for the piquancy of this meat sauce to be
served with spaghetti, so when you try it

be sure to order the tomato paste flavored
with basil.

Meat Sauce

I lb. lean beef

4 slices lean bacon

4 stalks celery, with leaves

1 green pepper

2 medium onions

1 clove garlic

1 can tomatoes
1 can tomato paste

Vz lb. fresh or one small can mushrooms
I bay leaf

1 tbl. lemon juice or wine vinegar

1 tbl. butter

I tbl. olive oil

Salt and pepper to taste

HAVE the fat removed from the beef,

then have it ground with the bacon.

Chop the celery, green pepper and onions

and saute them in the butter and oil,

putting the celery first, then the pepper

and last the onions. The garlic, added with

the onions, may be chopped, or put in

whole and removed when it has browned.

When these ingredients are tender and be-

ginning to brown, add the tomatoes, to-

mato paste, bay leaf, salt and pepper to

taste. Bring to a boil and simmer for fif-

teen minutes. Add the meat, together

with the mushrooms and their liquid (if

fresh mushrooms are used, they should be

sliced and sauteed in a small quantity of

butter) and the lemon juice or vinegar.

Simmer for half an hour, stirring so the

meat will not be lumpy, and serve over

spaghetti with Parmesan cheese.

I hope you don't regard the prepared

flavorings, such as mustard, catsup, horse-

radish sauce and the various meat sauces

as something to be poured over the food

after it has been cooked. All may be used

to advantage in cooking. Catsup or any

of the meat sauces added to the gravy to

be served with a roast will give it added

body and flavor. Horseradish is excellent

with the gravy for roast beef. Prepared

mustard, spread on ham, steak or chops

before broiling will give them added zest.

The quantity used in any case, of course,

will depend upon your taste.

No article on flavorings would be com-

plete without reference to lemon juice, for

next to salt I know of nothing which ap-

pears so frequently in recipes. For this

reason I'm glad to close with the good

news that there is now on the market a

bottled lemon concentrate which is the

best substitute yet devised for fresh lemon

juice. I heard of it only last week, and

since then I've used it to make a lemon

pie, a sauce to be served with fish or vege-

tables, in the preparation of jellied tomato

soup and for lemonade, and it is excellent

for every purpose.

Can you make omelet aux fines herbes?

Do you know how to make a bouquet for

soups and stews? Would you like to know
the recipes for six French sauces to he

served with meats, fish or vegetables, or

directions for making a curry sauce to

serve with meat, fish or eggs? Would you

like the name of the new lemon concen-

trate? Send a stamped self addressed en-

velope for these recipes to Mrs. Margaret

Simpson, Radio Mirror, 122 East 42nd

St., New York City.

MOTHERS!
Did you know that the U. S. Gov-

ernment had produced for you a 138-

page, generously illustrated, finely

printed book on baby health? This
Official Handbook for mothers is the
famous "Infant Care" that your doc-
tor, nurse, and experienced friends

recommend.

Written by America's five outstand-
ing baby specialists, this authoritative

book was also edited by the Federal
Children's Bureau experts. To make
the publication available to every
mother, the Government has set the

price at 10c, far below the actual cost

of printing and sending the book to

you. A nine-page index makes the

volume easy to use as a daily instruc-

tion book and in emergencies.

Radio Mirror has been authorized
to accept its readers' orders. We
make no profit, and retain no part of

the purchase price. Send 10c in coin

or stamps to

:

Reader Service Bureau,
Radio Mirror,

205 East 42nd Street.

New Yoric, N. Y.

^H^^"*^ START NOW ^^B^^ M\" Sell Personalized Christmas Cards *

'

Priced low as $3.90 for 100 Cards. Biggestprofits. No experi-
ence needed. Steno earned $500 spare time. Honsewife $250 in few
weeks. Also 7 box assortments, 60c up. Free Sample Offer. Get details.

JOHN A. HERTEL CO., 305W.Adams St., Dept. 923, Chicago, III.

arUeed tO

WEAR HOSE WE FURNISH
make mooey taking orders. Introdaee
ing hosiery (men's, women's, children's)

ithout holea, snags Or
long as HALF YEAR or
given an bonus, Grace Wilber
received 3 new cars, Chas. A
in a week and received 2 new
$127 in 6 days. Your earninge

Fine hosiery for your own personal use se

coat—send size. Send no money. Rush ni

Sample Outfit Offer. ACT NOW.
WILKNIT HOSIERY CO., Box 9A8, Midway, Greenfjeldp O,

placed FREE. Fords
ed $37.10 in 9 hours,
Minn., earned $120

, Mr. Poirer earned
start at ones. Extra
?ith outfit, no extra
on penny postal for

IP^Tantalizing
ITCHY IKIN
MaAe this FREE ^st
IT IS DANGEROUS to squeeze

and scratch itchy pimples. One
appUcation ofsoothingPeterson's
Ointment brings QUICK RELIEF
from the awful irritation of itchy-

pimples, ugly red rash and other
skin blemishes due to the external
causes. Makes the skin look better,
feel better. Wonderful to soothe
Eczema, itching of feet, cracks be-

tween toes. 35catalldrugstores. Moneyrefunded
if not delighted. For FREE SAMPLE write to
Peterson Ointment Co., Dept. JF-4, Buffalo, N.Y.

THE SEVERITY of those attacks of Bronchial
Asthma, or seasonal distress intensified by
pollen-infested air, maybe reduced... use Dr.
R. Schiffmann's Asthmador just as thousands
have done for 70 years. The aromatic fumes
help make breathing easier. ..aid in clearing
the head... bring more restful nights of sleep*
Ing. At druggists in powder, cigarette or pipe-
mixture form. Or you may send for free
supply of all three. B. SCHIFFMANN CO.,
Los Angeles, Calif.— Dept. M
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Happy Relief
From Painful
Backache

Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches

people blame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired kidneys—and may be relie(red when treated,

in the right way.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking ex-

cess acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. Most
people pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
of waste.

If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheu-
matic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and en-
ergy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's PUls,

used successfully by miUions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood.
Get Doan's Pills.

DRESS REMXANTS EC

\Also BARGAIN
^EXTRASrosGIVENm

\B%f Prints, Ginghams* Muslin,
' Crepes* Voiles, Shirtings, etc.

ew clean goods direct Trom us at bi^

\ saving Pieces up to three yards Newest

J
patterns for dresses. Our finest quality

SEND NO MONEY r,^/,p-,r.\'S
i delivery charge (Special! SendSI 29 with
' order, will ship 20yd. bundle postage paid.)

\Salisfaction guaranteed or money back

/EASTERN TEXTILE COMPANY
^ Dept. R-40, Greenfield. Mass.

^SCRATCHING I
-"^apply

-PHENIQUE
Soothing ... Stainless

30c AT ALL DRUGGISTS
CAMPHO-PHENIQUE CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

4!uua/9/pun/tcf/!nft9Uj&t

REMOVES

FRECKLES
%?*

WHILE YOUSUEEP^
Whether you have a few freck-
les or many, fade them out ^^fcsB*'
quickly and gently while you ^^B^
sleep. Get a jar of Nadinola _^
Freckle Cream today and apply at bedtime. Day by
day skin becomes clearer, fresher. Usually freckles
disappear in 5 to 10 days. So do other blemishes.
Nadinola Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a famous
laboratory with 36 years' experience in this type of
skin treatment. Onlv <50c at drug and toilet counters

;

10c size at Ten Cent Stores. • Or send a dime for trial
package to NADINOLA, Dept. 148, Paris, Tenn.

Behind the Hollywood Front

{Continued from page 23)

SORRY you weren't able to attend the
buffet supper Frances Langford gave

the U. S. C. graduating class (only the
boys, however) at her Brentwood home.
And 1 should have said "only the boys
who didn't have any other homes to go
to." Would you have qualified?

IJERE'S a question that has concerned
** me for some time. Bing Crosby re-

cently introduced Rose Bampton to his

radio audience as: "The Battling Bamp
from the Met." Furthermore, he intro-

duced one of the world's greatest pianists,

Rudolf Ganz, by saying "Meet my old pal,

Rudy." Now this informality may be
charming to some and it may appeal to

the sponsors of the crooner's program, but
I wonder if the line shouldn't be drawn
somewhere in informality. When an artist

rises to such heights as Bampton and
Ganz, a certain respect should be paid
them. Certainly no groveling or awe-
inspired effulgences need be indulged in

—but a straight-from-fhe-shoulder digni-

fied introduction would be more in keep-

ing with the type of artist. And also, the

public may feel that it is not getting such
a wonderful artist in "Rudy" as it is in

"Rudolf Ganz, one of the world's greatest

pianists." What do you think?

FRED ASTAIRE used to come whisk-
ing up to the NBC studios in a station

wagon, but Johnny Green won't have any
of that lack of style. He arrives in that

long black shiny limousine with the snappy
liveried chauffeur.

MARLYN STUART usually gurgles

"Mama, here's that man again."

But when the program was moved ahead
an hour because of daylight saving time,

the gal failed to put in an appearance.
Producer Diana Bourbon stepped into the

breach, became an actress for a minute
and did the stint herself.

SOMEBODY says that social suicide is

attained easiest in Hollywood by not
playing tennis—or playing at it. Be that

as it may, Michael Bartlett is taking up
the game more seriously than ever and has

now been appointed on several boards of

directors (of racquet clubs, of course).

He spends four or five hours a day on one
of the courts at the Hollywood Tennis
Club.

KEN MURRAY'S Oswald (Tony l.a-

briola has a fetish for new cars. He's

had five in the past two years and just

laid soft money on the line for a blue

cabriolet which, despite the cost, will prob-

ably go the way of all Oswald's motors

—

discarded like a toy (oh, yeah!) in a few
months. But if you think Oswald has

taste in motor cars, you should get a

load of his beauteous, flaxen-tressed wife.

He also has a taste for feminine beauty,

she proves.

PERSONALLY, I wish singers or their

managers would have more say-so in the

selection of songs for broadcasting pur-

poses. I'm getting mighty sick of con-

cert voices prancing through the paces of

numbers like "The Lo\e Bug Will Getcha,"
when too many crooners can do these

ditties more acceptably.

CANNED
nOR/VA

ei^APSfRU/T
' JUICE IS

G15EAT FOR
BREAKFAST

i\

'AWDTl^ECANN/ED

G-RAPEFRUIT

SECTIOWS NAAKE

WOWDERFCL
FRUIT CUPS

AMD SALADS

BUY A DOZEN CANS
AT A TIME

Florida Citrus Commission, Lakeland, Florida

^»ALSECUt^<^

use

and be Sure
Be secure in the knowledge that YOU are
completely free from Body Odors by daily
use of HUSH. Men and women alike rely

on it for ending perspiration odor instantly
and safely, and they know it cannot harm
fabrics. Important, HUSH is just as effec-

tive in removing onion, fish and paint odors
from hands! USE IT DAILY

4 Types

Cream Liquid
Powder Stick

7«HUSH

lO^ 25^ 50^ toile° goods counter
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THERE'S OLIVE OIL IN HIS POWDER!

MOTHER, the added smiles from your baby
will prove to you the extra comfort, the

extra freedom from chafing, that he gats
when you use Z.B.T. Olive Oil Baby Powder.
The olive oil gives Z.B.T. added smoothness,
enables it to cling longer, makes it more
effective against skin irritations. Free from
zinc stearate, Z.B.T. is approved by leading
hospitals, by Good Housekeeping Bureau
and by your baby.

For FREE SAMPLE
send postcard to Z. B.T., Dept. F-6,
80 Varick Street, New York City.

BABYPOWDER

K-rrMlSS EXTRA MONEY
withontinvestment or experience, paying yoabipr money
for showing my "Exclusive Selections" $1 Box 21'
Christmas Folders. Not sold in stores. Different! Su-
perior Features! Double Designs! Sells like mapic. Yoa
make 50c a bos. Seven other Christmas Bargains. En-

Holiday Stationery. 50c, Marvelous $1
Wrappings 22 Tissues. Sure, quick, easy

money. Write today for FREE Samples.
Chas.C.Schwer.Dept. 19. Westfield, Mass.

§ift'^ Old Reliable
Kardman "

Relieve
Pain In Few

MinutesRheumotism
To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheu-
matism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get NURITO, the Doctor's formula. No opiates,
no narcotics. Does the work quickly—must relieve
worst pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money back at Druggist's. Don't suffer. Get
trustworthy NURITO today on this guarantee.

GRAY
HAIR
GONE
(TEST BOTTI.e\
FREE J

Your hair takes on new
color and lustre when you

comb this famous clear, colorless liquid
through it. Gray streaks vanish. Desired
color comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde.
Leaves hair soft, lustrous— easily curled or
waved. Countless women use it. Men too,

for gray streaks in hair or mustache. Get
full-sized bottle from druggist on money-
back guarantee. Or test it Free.

Test it FREE ~ We send Free complete Test
Package.Try it on single lock snipped from hair.See
results first. Just mail coupon. Give color of hair.

I
MARY T. GOLDMAN

,

3311 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

I Name

Street

.

I

I
City

I Color of your hair? .

i
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DETH Alexander (Ben's mother) is do-" ing the interior decorations for Bob
Burns' new Bel-Air igloo.

/L L JOLSON starred in a film recently
*» and quite by accident. On the way
in from Encino, Al's car phut-phutted and
the motor turned over for a siesta. Al
pried under the hood, fiddled with this

wire and that, grappled with the other
gadgets. After a little while (by now in

shirt sleeves and some perspiration), Al
finally got the car started again, much to

the delight of the crowd which had gath-
ered to watch. A dulcet female voice
wafted into Al's shell-like ear as his foot
found the starter. "Thank you, Mr. Jol-
son," murmured the voice. "You've just

starred in my amateur movie. 1 got three-
hundred feet of the most marvelous ac-

tion." And with that, the sidewalk pro-
ducer disappeared into the crowd.

CO you've never heard Songbird Francia^ White's name linked amatorially, eh?
Well, link it now—with her manager, Ed
Lester.

OPEN Letter to Venita V.\rden (IVlrs.

Jack Oakie) : You caused quite an
uproar during your husband's last broad-
cast. Venita, by prancing into the theater
with your pet Sealyham under your arm.
This wasn't so bad but you insisted on
sitting on the stage to watch the show
with the pooch in your lap. One yap from
the bone-destroyer and the whole show
would have gone higher than a kite. If

you felt that your husband could "take
it," you might have considered the ner-

vousness of the other performers who
were afraid their efforts might be punc-
tuated with a few choice yap-yaps. Fi-

nally the sound man did take the dog
away from you—over your protest—and
deposit him outside. And for this, he
deserves credit. But your reaction to

his explanation is what is earning you the
cordial dislike of too many people in

radio. You're a nice girl, Venita, but the
time for riding roughshod over people
because you simply want your way, should
have been discarded with your pigtails

and schoolbooks. Yours for more con-
sideration of the other fellow J. M. F.

NEW YORK big-wigs formerly audi-

tioned Hollywood programs by
means of transcriptions, but the old time
element is creeping in and now the audi-

tion program is piped direct from here to

the Big City just as a regular program
is broadcast. Most recent important au-

dition is a dramatic show with Henry
Fonda as the male heart interest. The
locale is San Francisco and an eye is

out, apparently, for another "One Man's
Family"

THERE are definite dickerings afoot for

Oscar Homolka, the noted star of

British films, and Barry Fitzgerald, who
stole the picture "The Plough and the

Stars," to appear in a coast-to-coast sho'>v

in September. Fitzgerald was one of the

Abbey players and will become a radio

sensation if he can translate visual com-
edy for the ear.

* * *

GAIL PATRICK is big-time material

for some sponsor. Her recent work
on the Bing Crosby program tied up the

switchboard at NBC with complimentary
calls.

Now Ready . . .

'R.adio Mirror B^eaders*

Special Edition of—
IdaBaileyAllen'sNewCookBook
A/IRS. SIMPSON, Food Editor of Radio
'*-'- Mirror, asks us to tell you that at last she
has found the cook book for which you and she
have so long been searching. From the thousands
of letters she receives Mrs. Simpson knows, as no
one else can, exactly the sort of cook book her
Radio Mirror readers need and want. When we
saw the book she had selected we knew she was
right, and immediately we ordered a special edition
printed for Radio Mirror.

Here are a few of the special features:
196 PAGES FOR 20c

Bound in a stiff, board cover, printed on better
quality paper with larger open spaced type; easy
to read at a glance.

THUMBNAIL INDEX
Special Index allows turning immediately to any

desired recipe or table without hunting page num-
bers, or searching the table of ccntents.

HUNDREDS OF RECIPES—
But Not Just Another Recipe Book

This volume is far more than a mere collection
of dishes. Here's just some of the valuable instruc-
tion it contains:
How to Measure
Correct Temperatures for All Types of Cooking
Correct Serving for All Courses
Diet Instruction
Meal Planning
Cooking Terms and Expressions

YOUR GUIDE TO REAL ECONOMY
The 20c cost of this book will be returned to you

a thousand fold as you follow the marketing advice
it contains.

ONLY 20c Postage Prepaid
Enclose stamps or coins (wrap carefully)

,

Address: MRS. MARGARET SIMPSON
Radio Mirror

205 E. 42nd Street New York City

SUFFERERS FROM

PSORIASIS
D € R"m O I L
Dermoil is being used by thousands of men
and women to secure relief from the effects of
this Ugly scaly skin disease often mistaken for
eczema. Apply it externally. Does not stain.

GENEROUS Grateful users, often after years of suffering, re-

TPIAI d7F port the scales have gone, the red patches grad-
I nfHL dIbL ually disappeared and their skin became clear

25cSTAMPS 3.gain. Dermoil is backed by a positive agree-

AD AAl il
i^ent to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money

OK wUiN is refunded without question. Beautiful book
on Psoriasis and Dermoil with amazing proof

of results Free, or send 25c for generous trial bottle to make our
famous "One Spot Te.'^t". Prove it yourself no matter how
long you have suffered or what you havetried. Don't delay.
Write today. Give druggist's name. LAKE LABORATORI ES,
BoxG, Northwestern Station, Dept IVI-20r Detroit, Mich.

€31

KEEP YOURSELF
BEFORE 2500 TALENT USERS
$1.00 FEE THE ONLY COST — NO
OTHER CHARGE OR COMIVIISSION.
One dollar will include you, with your
address and qualifications, in our classi-
fied Register keeping your name be-
fore all leading radio stations, advertis-
ing agencies and program builders
throughout the nation.
Send for free information or stop in
for interview, without obligation.
THE NATION'S CLEARING HOUSE FOR

RADIO TALENT AND PERSONNEL

NATIONAL RADIO REGISTRY
Suite 574

415 Lexington Ave. at 43rd St., New York
Telephone—Vanderbitt 3-8157

EXPECTANT? Consult your
doctor regularly before and after
baby comes. Ask him about easily
cleaned Hygeia Nipples and Bot-
tles. New patented ridge prevents
nipple collapse. Tab keeps nipple
germ-free. Don't take chances. In-
sist on Hygeia, the safe k

nursing bottle and __—J\ I

nipple. ^— \^

s^Kx^^
SAFEST because
easiest to clean I
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WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE . .

.

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid

bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flow-
ing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.

Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
else. 25e.

IDA BAILEY ALLEN'S
SERVICE COOK BOOK
Send 20c to Mrs. Margaret Simpson, Food Editor,

RADIO MIRROR, 205 East 42nd Street, New York City.

ASTHMATIC
SUFFERERS

Send for Free Package of Cioaretles and Powder.
Get quick, soothing relief from asthmatic
paroxysms with the pleasant smoke vapor
of Dr.Guild'sGreen Mountain Asthmatic
Compound. A time-tested standard rem-
edy at druggists. Cigarettes 50< for 24.
Powder 25t and $1. The J. H. Guild Co.,
Dept. MW3, Rupert, Vermont.

GREEN MOUNTAIN ioroKS

BeYour Own
MUSIC
Teacher
LEARN AT HOME
to play by note. Piano,
Violin, Ukulele, Tenor
Banjo, Hawai ian Guitar,
Piano Accordion, Saxo-
phone. Clarinet or any
other instrument. Won-
derful improved method.
Simple as A B C. No
"numbers" or trick music.
Cost averages only few
cents a day. Over 700,000
students.

FR FF ROOK" ^'"''^^ todaj for Free Booklet and tree Dernon-
'^'^*''*-' -'^^-'^^'^atration Lesson expUinjng thjs method in detail.
Tell wh.Tt your favorite instrument is and write name and address plainly.
Instruments supplied when needed, caeh or credit.

U. S. School of Music, 3069 Brunswick Bid;. New York. N.Y.

(fO^^ you can clear
ei/es in a few seconds

Simply put a drop or two of this amazing new Eye-
Dew in each eye. Tired, heavy, smarting eyes feel
gloriously refreshed almost instantly. In a few sec-
onds, whites start to clear up and prominent red veins
fade away. Eye-Dew makes eyes look larger— spar-
kling—more alluring. Whenever your eyes feel tired,

or look dulland red-veined, as the result of late hours,
excessive smoking or exposure, use Eye-Dew. Its ac-
tion is quick and safe. Tested and approved by famous
clinical laboratory and Good Housekeeping Bureau.
Eye-Dew comes with handy eye-drop- /*?5f?*\
per bottle top. Get Eye-Dew today at i^^^^L^
drug and department store counters. ^s^aJ^!***^

JIMMINY (oops, Jimmy) Wallington
' and Jacques Renard, the baton boy,
went fishing off Malibu over the week-end,
caught eighty-odd fish and a dilly of a

case of sunburn. Hence the open-neck,
loose-fitting shirts on the following broad-
cast.

QRACE MOORE is soon to be on the
7* way to Europe (in September) to
visit Mary Garden at her villa in Cannes.
The two divas will spend several months
rehearsing arias from "Pelleas and Meli-
sande."

ODDS and Ends: Jerry Cooper, Hol-
lywood Hotel songster with the Bing

Crosby tinge, used to be a New York
bellhop. After singing on an amateur
hour, he got four offers from sponsors

. . . Francia White will not appear on
any program this summer, despite re-

ports to the contrary. She'll isolate her-

self on her Covina orange ranch to study
the role of "Manon," made so famous by
Lucrezia Bori . . . Anita Louise chatting

with Louella Parsons in a pair of printed

chintz shorts and a matching peasant
coat. (Anita wore the costume; not Lou-
ella—and there's a difference!) . . . Be-
cause Donald Duck and Clara Cluck were
such sensations on the Cantor show, Dis-

ney will put all his animal characters on
the air before Christmas . . . Until lately,

there's been only one place to find Elissa

Landi at six o'clock (P.S.T.) on Wednes-
days. I've seen her duck out of two
cocktail parties and off the M-G-M set

another time. She used to hop into her
car, turn on the radio and listen to
Nino Martini on the Andre Kostelanetz
ciggie show. Is it romance or professional
appreciation?

VIA WIRE—Vocalizing on Ken Mur-
ray shows is being done without benefit of
Shirley Ross—because the sponsor did not
like her. Which is another case in point
(to me) where the sponsor is haywire . . .

Don't be fooled by the rumors that the
music set-up on Hollywood Hotel is to be
changed. Raymond Paige and his 26-week
option renewed—but recently . . . Billy

Wilson, who high-tenored iFor the Old
Maestro (sometimes called Ben Bernie,

except by Winchell, who calls him every-

thing else) came to the parting of the ways
with his new Packard sponsor after the
initial show . . . Winchell just laid cash on
the line for an acre in Beverly Hills and
will erect an igloo . . . Carlton Kadell,
radio announcer, and Paula Winslow, radio
actress, are blind to everyone else in the
world. She used to be Mrs. Bill Goodwin
. . . Francia White is eyeing the leading
role of a Viennese operetta and will sing
it, if her fall programs originate in Man-
hattan . . . Gertrude Berg is out here writ-

ing for moom pitchers, but she'll revive

the famous Goldberg family for radio this

fall, and maybe "House of Glass," too-^

—

for which hurray . . . Came 4th of July
and Jack Oakie's mama had to blow out
sixty-nine candles on her natal day cake
. . . Eddie Cantor hopped off to Arrow-
head Lake for what he called a rest—so
Banjo-eyes tripped the light fantastic every
night and every dance . . . Florence Lake
is playing the role of Mrs. Oswald on the
Ken Murray show. She's sister to Arthur
(Harold Teen) Lake . . . Didn't it strike

you funny, too, that Amazon Ellen Wills
broadcast for Lux in a voice that was
strangely high-pitched and timid? . . .

Don Wilson, the Jello laugh-bag, is spend-
ing the summer doing sports commentaries
for the pitchers.

Y^ttcioti4*??lonilnts..

7a/re Care/
An evening of romance with "him" . . . the

intimate interlude after a waltz

—

are you sure of

yourself? Hearts beat faster at such precious mo-
ments . . . tingling emotions cause excessive

perspiration. Body odors become noticeable!

Use DEW, the deodorant that always remains

effective . . . protects your daintiness in spite of

emotional excitement or physical exertioa.

DEW stops perspiration in-

stantly — keeps under-arms dry
and sweet — guards frocks from
ugly stains. Effective yet mild,
DEW will not irritate sensitive

skin. 25c, 50c, $1.00 at drug-
and department-stores.

BEFORE AFTER

^FKILLEDPERMANENTLY
[From face or body without i

harm to shin, by following

"

easy directions. Our elec-
trolysis device is used by
iphysicians and is g-uaranteed
'to kill hair forever or money
refunded. Your electric cur-
rent not used. Only SI.95
complete. Prepaid or COD PlU3 postage.
Caoiield Hectroivsis Co., 5-A. 2675 Broadway. NewYorfc.

BUSY HOUSEWIFE EARNS

$400
Mrs. F. McE. (Penna.)
thought it was too good
to be true when she

read that Chicago
School of Nursing stu-

dents were often abh"

to earn $25 a weel;

Khite learning prac-

tical nursing. How-
ever, she sent for the

booklet ottered in the
, , ., ,. j

advertisement and after much careful thought de-

cided to enroll. Before she had completed the sev-

enth lesson she was able to accept her first case—in

three months she had earned ?400! ..„„.
Think of the things you could do with 54001

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
can train you, as it has trained thousands of men
and women, at home and in your siiare lime, far the

dignified, well-paid profession of Nursing. Course Is

endorsed by physicians, asth year. Lessons are

simple and easy to understand. High school education

iuit necessary. Complete nurse's ciniipment included.

liasu tuition payments. Decide today that you will

he one of the many men and women. IS to (iO. earn-

ing J25 to $S,i a week as trained practical nurses!

Send the coupon for interesting booklet and sample

lesson pages. Learn how you can win success, new
friends, liapplness—as a nurse.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 189. 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago. III.

I'lease send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

iViime

CilU- , Ifle
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WHEN I finished explaining

that our romantic madness
must end, Lynn's face went

white with anger. Warned by his

expression I pleaded, "Please,

Lynn, don't touch me."

Sanity seemed to leave him. All

consideration gone, he forced his

embraces upon me. In half-co-

herent frenzy he panted—"Don't

touch me, eh? You don't want

marriage with me? Very well

then but don't forget that you are

mine—that I keep my posses-

sions."

As he looked for his fiask I

wrenched open the car door and

ran wildly back toward the main

highway. A startled oath and he
was out of the car and following

me.
4: ^ 4: *

What was to be the end of this

reckless romance that had seemed
so gay and sweet when she heed-

lessly embraced it? What mad
act was this son of her employer

not capable of now? Judy could

not know. She could not imagine.

The day soon came when grim

reality disclosed—but read in her

own words the story of the breath-

taking drama that had to be lived

before romance was paid for! In

August True Story—now on sale

—the title is OUT OF A SUM-
MER'S MADNESS.

Other Gripping Episodes From the

Diary of Life In This Thrilling

Issue

Kate Smith's Own Story—Cast-Off
Lady—Nothing Could Save Her—As
Our Hearts Dictated—Headline Love
—The Gossip Legion—Why I Hated
My Wife—I Thought I Was Going In-

sane—Woman Deserted—We Took
Our Love. . . . THE TRUE STORY
HOME MAKER again brings a wealth
of practical helps towards making
homes happier and life more thrilling

and satisfying.

Gef Your Copy Today of the August

True Story 75^

Macfadden Publications, Inc. RM9-37

205 East 42nd Street

New York, N. Y.

Enclosed find .$1.00 for which please enter my
name to receive True Story magazine for '5

issues beginning with the August issue.

On Sale Everywhere
Name..

TUNE IN ON THE TRUE STORY COURT OF HUMAN RELATIONS EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT, COAST TO

COAST NBC RED NETWORK OR WLW SUNDAY EVENING. PRIZESI SEE PAPERS FOR EXACT TIME.

86

Address..

City State..
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The Beginning of Beauty

{Continued from page 42)

Garland, "are a bit too severe, 1

think, in refusing their growing daughters

any conscious beauty care, because they

fear a possible artificiality and 'grown-

upness' while the girls are still hardly

more than children. 1 remind them that

a good many of them began the beauty

treatments of their girls in the kinder-

garten days when they put camphor ice

on tiny chapped hands and frost-nipped

cheeks after school.

"I see no harm in Judy's using cold

cream. As a matter of fact, I've chosen,

with a great deal of caution, thoroughly

suitable cleansing cream, also. Occasi9n-

ally, in hot weather, when Judy is going

to a young folks' party, she coaxes—just

as I used to—for permission to use pow-

der. Like all other mothers, I suspect, I

usually give in. 1 make certain the powder

is an exact match for Judy's skin, and

that it is applied daintily, hardly more

than a light dusting. It makes a young

lady feel charmingly sophisticated and

still is perfectly natural in appearance."

JUDY herself adds a word to her moth-

er's more serious comments. "To tell

the truth," she says, "we girls seem to

worry more about clothes than about not

being allowed to make up yet. For one

thing, my sisters have told me how moth-

er helped them to keep lovely complexions

by just scrubbing away with good old

soap."
"Did you notice the contrast in our two

pictures this month? Yet they're both of

girls just fourteen years old! Having

heard from our modern sub-deb, Judy,

let's get a word from our teen-age alumna,

Gracie Allen.

"It tickles me to see how much fun

young girls have nowadays keeping their

sweet natural charm," observes Gracie,

"and growing into smart young women
who know the virtue of applying cos-

metics sparingly and artistically.

"I like the sensible and attractive ways
they devise for wearing their hair. When
1 think of the patient—and none too pleas-

ant—hours girls used to endure for the

fashionable long curls of a few years

back, I realize that today's chic little

demoiselles don't know how lucky they

are. 1 myself was blessed with hair just

curly enough to be combed into long ring-

lets without too much fuss. But it -wai

a great deal of bother for a very active

Gracie to keep it always neat-looking.

"Nowadays these teensters look sleek

and well-coiffed, yet they have hairdresses

that can be licked into place with a one-

two of the brush. 1 don't think it's wrong
for a girl of, say thirteen or fourteen, to

be allowed a simple finger wave or a

smooth, sidely-spaced marcel. No rouge
and no eye make-up. I'd say, however, for

these naturally lovely members of the
youngest set. If they only knew how
older girls try to emulate the healthy
sheen of their youthfulness!"

Jolly Gillette, known as the Sponsor's
Daughter on the Gillette Summer Hotel
radio show every Sunday night, may have
a_ grown-up voice, but she's just a lively

girl of ten. She's by no means too young,
however, to be curious about beauty care.

"1 try to impress upon Jolly," says her
mother, "that a young lady's complexion
is a vital asset in everything she does.

And she knows a healthy skin is a beau-
tiful one. She understands, too, that the
proper functioning of tiny glands which
must be kept in good order is essential to
a healthful complexion.
"Regular shampooing and an energetic

hairbrushing keep her thick, deep black

hair aglow, and her naturally rosy cheeks
make me hopeful that it will be a long,

long while before I have to discuss with
her 'to rouge or not to rouge.' Thus far.

Jolly's chief beauty care is a very promis-
ing concern about the proper way of

washing. She knows the importance of

a thorough rinse to remove all suds and
a good splashing with cold water to close

the pores."

Few fourteen-year-old girls have been so

swiftly catapulted into the national spot-

light as Deanna Durbin. A singing star on
Eddie Cantor's broadcasts, she was raised

to movie stardom, also, overnight. Deanna's
own mother is her model for beauty.
"Mother has such a lovely complexion."

says Mrs. Durbin's most devoted fan,

"and I know, when she says there'll be
plenty of time later on for rouge and lip-

stick, that she's quite right. Of course,

it is fun, when I'm going to a masquerade
party or something, to give myself—just

once—scarlet cupid-bows or make my eye-

brows look different. 1 think 1 like myself
better, though, the natural way. I like

to take good care of my hands and nails,

though mother says not to use any polish

except the colorless, or very pale pink."

For the last word on beauty care for

growing girls, we turn to Eddie Cantor's

beloved wife, Ida, who has reared fi\'e

daughters. "There's a subtle gradation."

she observes, "in the amount and use of

make-up for girls between ten and twenty,
it seems to me. Year by year, the values

change. ' It's been rather confusing at

times, with five young ladies in our house-
hold, each of them with a little different

point of view about these questions. Basi-

cally, to be sure, they've all taken pains

to follow enthusiastically the soap-and-
water treatment.

"Careful attention to well-kept hair,

also, has been the rule with my girls.

Janet and Marilyn, the youngest, do
a surprising amount of experimenting with
coiffures. They try it combed back, then
fluffed over the ears. They try bangs and
they try long bobs—and I let them, as

long as they keep their young coiffures

soft and simple.

WHEN the girls are old enough to use

more sophisticated items of make-
up, they've seen enough of such things to

be aware of the delicacy necessary for the

application of eyeshadow, rouge, and so

on. For formal occasions, of course, there
is a certain dressed-up feeling that comes
from the use of cosmetics, and I think the
seventeen or eighteen-year-old may use

them occasionally.

"Once when the older girls were quite

small they got into a make-up kit while

playing show with some little friends in

their upstairs playroom. I took them to

a mirror by the window and let them
take a good, long look at their o\er-red
lips and too-white faces. There was never
any necessity after that for telling them
that 'later on' was time enough for the

more elaborate cosmetics!"
There are the simple golden rules for

the golden age of beauty. Maybe you're
still in your teens—just at the experi-

mental age. Maybe you have a daughter
in her teens. Whatever >'our status as to

age and position, you can use them as the
basis for your beauty regime!
The most important cosmetics you have

are your soaps, bath powders and eau de-
colognes. For a list of the newest and
finest, send a stamped, self-addressed en-
velope with your query to Joyce Ander-
son, R.^iDio Mirror, 122 East 42nd Street,

New York City, N. Y.

CORNS

Stops Pain INSTANTLY!
The feet are easily infected, so take no
chances. Use Dr. SchoU's Zino-pads, the
medically safe, sure treatment. Ends pain in ONE
minute; stops shoe friction and pressure; prevents
corns, sore toes and blisters; make new shoes fit

with ease. The soothing medication
in these dainty, softly cushioned
pads is quickly healing.

Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads loosen and

Remove Corns and Callouses
when used with the separate Medi-
cated Disks included in every box at
no extra cost.

Sizes for Corns, Callouses, Bunions,
Soft Corns between toes. Also made
with THICK soft felt for cases re-

quiring more protection. Be sure
and ask for Dr. Scholl's THICK
Zino-pads.
Don't accept a substitute. Cost but
a trifle. Sold everywhere.

DrScholls
Zino-pads
Put one on— the ' pain is gone!

fIn 12 Weeks in shops of Coyno
— Learn by doing— many earn

while leamingr. Free employment
service after graduation . Yoq don 't need ad-

vanced edacation. send for big new free book.
and my "PAY TUITION AFTER GRADUATION" PLAN.

' H.C.Lewis, Pres., COYNE ELECTRICALSCHOOL
500 South Paulina Street,. Dept. 67-64, Chicago, 111.

Old LegTrouble
Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals
many old leg sores caused by leg conges-
tion, varicose veins, swollen legs and in-
juries or no cost for trial if it fails to
show results in 10 days. Describe the
cause of your trouble and get a FBEE
BOOK.

Dr. R. G. Clason Viscose Co.
140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

IF YOU HAVE

GRAY HAIR
and DON'T LIKE a
MESSY MIXTURE....

then write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years* Europeah
American experience, I am proud of my Color Imparter
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,

more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
my free trial bottleand hook telling All About Gray Hair.

ARTHUR RHODES, Hair Color Expert. Dept. U, LOWELL. MASS.

Tti/tAe NEW

>Va-e%fi^c SANITARY NAPKINS

12 for I5c
^AT WOOLWORTH STORES!

Need FACE TISSUES?

SITROUX
PRONOUNCED (SIT-TRUE)

AT 5 AND lot STORES
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IT ALMOST

DROVE ME
MAD! ^

THE PAIN I BORE
IN SILENCE!

If there's any pain that is maddening, it is that

of Piles! There seems to be no relief in any
position you take. Even a reclining position

holds no relief.

But Piles do more than torture you. They
drain your strength and vitality. They line your
face and make you look drawn and haggard.

They handicap you in your every activity.

The worst part about Piles, however, is that on
account ofthe delicacyof the ailment,many hesi-

tate to seek relief. And, as any doctor will tell

you,Piles can develop into somethingveryserious.
What you should do if you have Piles, is to

try Pazo Ointment. Pazo acts quickly and defi-

nitely. It almost instantly relieves the distress

due to Piles—the pain, soreness, itching. It is

definitely efficacious because it does three things.

Three Effects in One!
First, Pazo is soothing, which tends to relieve

inflammation, soreness and itching.

Second, it is lubricating,vihich tends to soften

hard parts and make passage easy.

Third, it is astringent, which tends to reduce
swollen parts and check bleeding.

Satisfy Yourself!

Pazo comes in tubes fitted with a special Pile

Pipe which permits application high up in the

rectum. It also now comes in suppository form.

Those who prefer suppositories will find Pazo
Suppositories the most satisfactory.

All drug stores sell Pazo, but a trial tube (with

Pile Pipe) will be sent on request. Mail coupon
and enclose 10c (coin or stamps) to help cover

cost of packing and postage.

GROVE LABORATORIES, INC.
Dt-i.t. 72-MC, St. Louie, Mo.

Gentlemen: PlcaBC «en(l trial tube Pazo. I

to help cover packing and mailing.

Name

Address

MAIL!

JS!ttte_City

This ojffer iit [lood only in U. .S. and Canada. Cana-
dian reaidentB may write H. U. Mufiill & Co., 6i

Wellinuton Street, West, Toronto, Ont.

Coast-to-Coas+ Highlights

{Conthnied from page 6)

the football season to listen to the Uni-
versity of Minnesota's Coach, Bernie Bier-

man, tell about the game of the previous
Saturday and to see complete motion pic-

tures of it.

Dick came to Minneapolis from Duluth,
Minnesota; studied law at the U. of M.;
served with the U. S. Marines during the
war; and served on both Minneapolis and
St. Paul newspapers before becoming
sports editor of the Journal last year.

A MAN AND AN IDEA

Seattle: Car! Olson, a youthful Seattle,
Washington, publisher of a chain of com-
munity papers, long cherished a broad-
casting idea before he could interest a
radio station in it. When the young pub-
lisher approached Seattle's largest station.
KOMO, with his plan for a morning pro-
gram called Morning Reveries, he offered
to supply all the talent gratis; all he asked
was a chance for the program on the air.

Morning Reveries was to be a program
with a mixture of music, inspirational
poetry, homely philosophy, and very brief
messages by the city's leading pastors.

It's the old story of an idea that had
merit but no sponsor. Olson pleaded that
if the station would donate its time, he
would donate his and if the program didn't
click they could take it off the air. Finally,
the station yielded and he was given an
early-morning spot. That was the begin-
ning. Olson directed his program chiefly
to shut-ins, cripples, and bed-ridden lis-

teners and, in addition, by his announce-
mients, collected flowers which he distrib-

uted to his shut-in tuner-inners.

Although it was soon obvious the pro-
gram was as popular as its originator had
hoped it would be, it ran fully a year
before the station signed the youthful
idealist at a nominal salary. But it was
that one year given without pay except
for the countless letters of appreciation,
that proved a man's hunch and made
many, many shut-ins happier.
Today the program is successful beyond

even the wildest dreams of the publisher,
and aged and young alike look upon him
as their personal friend in whom they
confide their hopes and fears, although
they've never seen him. Most listeners

think he is an old man, but he is old
only in enthusiasm—an enthusiasm about
the business of helping others less fortu-
nate than himself.

POINTING WITH PRIDE
Oklahoma City: Out in Oklahoma

where you Sooner listeners are being
treated to a radio news broadcast every
Tuesday and Friday eve at 10:45 there's

an unbeatable combination. And we hope
you'll pardon our boasting because Radio
Mirror is one small part of that combina-
tion while KFXR's announcer Harold
Sparks is the other ninety per cent, in

other words, your favorite radio magazine
supplies the up-to-the-minute news about
radio's great and near-great for this in-

teresting program while Harold furnishes
the Sparks that gives it that microphone
appeal.

Harold is only a youngster in years,
twenty-four to be exact, but old in ex-

perience. Crashing the radio gates at

Kl-'Ji^' in 1930 as a sustaining announcer,
in less than a month's time he was con-
ducting five of the station's outstanding
commercial shows. After a year he re-

signed to enter newspaper work, but the
radio bug had bitten harder than he real-

ized and it was but a short time until he
found himself back at the microphones of

feIl.Kr^35Z
Shipped
Direct
from Our
Mill

UaU3o7o/o4o7o
,

on your ^ew Home.\
Don't pay several hundred dollars more than necessary
when you build a home! Buy it direct from our mill at
our low factory price. We ship you the materials

—

lumber cut-to-flt, ready to erect. Paint, glass, hardware,
nails, etc.. all Included in the price—no extra charses.
We pay the freight. Plans furnished—also complete build-
ing instructions. No wonder our customers write us tiiat

we saved them 30% to 40%, compared with builders'
prices. Easy terms—3 years to pay.

^^^\

Handsome Big C D B IT
CATALOGUE T l\ C C-

VlrMe for your catalogue today.

«*' DHUGCISTS 35' • 60' • n.OO

D.D*'

CHRISTMAS CARDS
.With Sender's Kamc

NAME
HERE

Earn Extra Money
Take orders for sensational

»- w sj .- \\\
^^^^^ Personal Christmas I

**r,^"^' ,j4a,4 'm Cards. Sender's name on I

every card. All newest I

popular folder styles. I

Distinctive, amazingly low-pricedL

,
FREE Samples co^j^nlt show-

ing samples to friends and others— full op
spare time. No experience needed. Liberal

profits. Also sell Christmas Card Assortments,
25 folders for $1; others low as 50c. Men and
women—earnings start at once. Get free outfit.

General Card Co., 400 S. Peoria St., Dept. P-121, Chicago, 111.

Posi^^ Train NO'W for
hotel, club and insti-

tutional field. Salaries up to
$1,500 to $5,000 a year. living
often included. Previous experience
proved unnecessary. Qualify at home,
in leisure time. National Place-
ment Service FKEE of extra charge.
Write name and address in margin
and mail this ad today for FREE
Book. Check positions In which
you are interested.

( ) manager ( ) Steward
( ) Assistant Manager ( ) Hostess
( ) Chief or FloorClerk( ) Housekeeper
( ) Auditor ( ) Cashier

I

GOOD PAY

FASCINATING
WORK

LUXURIOUS
SURROUNDINGS

SPLENDID
.OPPORTUNITIES

WakeUpSallow
UNETTE
I SKIN..

J
To Clear,

Olive Beauty
..IN 5 DAYS!

D^(XJLL, dark skin no longer
need make brunettes and

blondes loou 'Ider! A gentle creme now banishes
dull oul(;r (iliu . . . surface freckles, pimples,
blackheads. In a few days. Leaves skin thrillingly
soft, clear! Use Golden Peacock Bleach Creme
juet one week! At cosmetic counters or send 50o
to Golden Peacock Inc., Dept. M-295, Paris, Tenn.
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various Oklahoma, Indiana, Texas, and
California stations. An Oklahoman by
birth he preferred home state stations and
eventually settled at KFXR where, in

addition to the Radio Mirror news broad-

cast, he is in charge of special event pro-

grams, writes and conducts a daily sports

resume, and handles a large percentage of

his station's sponsored shows. Which
seems to be conclusive proof that every

day this little man has a busy day.

"MOUSEY" TO YOU
New York: From soap box stage por-

trayals of fairy tales to a howling success-

ful job of stooging on Colonel J. C. Flip-

pen's Broadway Melody hour over WHN-
WOR in New York City is quite a step

even if you don't like stooging. But Betty

Worth—that is, "Mousey" to you, on the

Colonel's M.H.—obviously likes it just as

much as she did her early fairy tale pro-

ductions at the age of five.

Although born in New York, Betty re-

ceived her schooling from coast to coast.

East, midwest, and west—wherever might
be home at the time. Sticking to her very
early decision of wanting to be an actress,

she landed her first real job in a New
York play, "First Night". The part called

for her to walk across the stage in an
evening gown, and on the opening night

she tripped. Betty didn't say what hap-
pened to her part after that but we have
our suspicions because she was soon trying

her hand at playing summer stock the-

aters. And then followed a whirl in the

Ziegfeld Follies, but like all shows, the

Follies eventually closed. It was then some
one suggested radio and Betty went to

CBS with what she claims was the worst
case of mike fright on record. However,
she managed to survive the test and re-

ceived her first radio part—a part calling

for her to scream on the March of Time.
Betty must have been a good screamer

because it was shortly after, in 1935, that
she came to WHN where you ten-ten
dialers have heard her on many programs.
In Shakespearean plays; as Jane on the

Ida Bailey Allen show; the Flame Fight-

ers; and impersonating famous actresses

on the WHN Movie Club.

MUSICAL AMBASSADORS
Winnipeg: When thirteen expert mu-

sicians, each of a difl'erent nationality,

band together and blow and play both
sweet and hot in perfect harmonious
unison, what would you call their music?
Listeners have dubbed it The League of

Nations of Music. And that is Harold
Green's International Orchestra heard
around the world through the James Rich-
ardson Canadian Network of stations

CJRC, Winnipeg; CJRM, Regina; CJGX,
Yorkton; and short wave stations CJRO
and CJRX at Middlechurch.
Organized three years ago by Harold

Green, musical director of CJRC, this

group of thirteen different nationalities

has gained international recognition. Dur-
ing programs each player greets listeners

in his mother country in that country's
language, and when it plays for social and
exclusive dance functions the band swings
under the name of the Royal Alexandrians.
To prove their claim of all-nation mem-

bership there is, first: Harold Green,
Am_erican born big chief of the gang who
corhposes, arranges, and fingers the

ivories; Doug Ferguson, Scotch drummer,
vibrophoner. and tympanist; German
Henry Elsasser, accordion squeezer; Emil
Mignacca, Italian violinist with the viola

on the side; "Slim" Lewis, the band's only
Canuck, plays sax, guitar, and heads the
musical arranging department; Paul

Olynyk, Ukrainian, sousaphone and bass
viola; Jack Kushner, Jewish tenor sax.

clarinet, and flute player; Russian Michael
Barton, plays violin, viola, trumpet, and
French horn; Bill Driver from Ireland

plays alto and clarinet; Art Hart, English
alto, sax, clarinet, and flute blower; Leo
Martin, Polish trumpet and melophone
player. There, does that make thirteen?

Well, almost—we only forgot one: French-
man Emile Bernier. Emile is the trom-
bone and trumpet tooter. Dorothy Alt,

lovely blue-singer who boasts Canadian-
German blood, completes the membership
of these Internationalists heard all over
the globe.

AN ANNOUNCER IS BORN
Salt Lake City: One of the better an-

nouncers of the west was brought into

being when the managing director of a

Utah radio station heard the voice of a

Salt Lake City ice cream manufacturer.
Glenn Shaw, KSL senior announcer, was
the owner of the voice and today is that

station's busiest microphoner.
Establishing an enviable fan record in

the four and a half years he has been
airnouncing for KSL, Glenn has done
everything from presenting Kiddie Hours
to stooging rasslers on the fine points of
grunting "Hello, momma." He is currently
conducting and producing the Night
Boat, one of Salt Lake's oldest sustaining
radio features, and has been assigned the

announcing post on the new Mar-0-Oil
show. As a member of the KSL players

he calls himself Gary Stratton.

Now twenty-six, he is a family man with
three kiddies at home to listen for daddy's
voice to come through the loudspeaker.

So ambitious he obviously, but graciously,

resented the time lost in this three minute
interview.

THE MEN IGNORED HER-SHE WAS SO SKINNY!
Posed by

professional
models

- then she gained 11 LBS. QUICK, new popularity

New IRONIZED YEAST tablets

give thousands 10 to 25 lbs.

''in a few weeks!
THOUSAKDS of skinny, rundown people

who never could put on an ounce before
have recently g-ained 10 to 25 pounds of solid,
naturally attractive flesh, glorious new pep
and popularity

—

in just a few weeks!
They've taken this new, scientific formula,

Ironized Yea.st, which although developed
and perfected at the cost of many thousands
of dollars, comes to you in pleasant tablets
which cost you only a few cents a day!

Why it builds up so quick
Scientists have discovered that hosts of peo-
ple are thin and rundown simply because
they do not get enough yeast vitamins (Vita-
min B) and iron in their daily food. One of
the richest sources of marvelous health-
building Vitamin B is the special yeast used
in making English ale, world-renowned for
its medicinal properties.
Now by a new and co.stly proce.ss, perfected after

long research, the vitamins from this imported EnRlish
ale yeast are concentrated to 7 times their strength in

ordinary yeast! This 7-power vitamin concentrate is
then combined with three kinds of strength-building
iron (organic, inorganic and hemoglobin iron). Pas-
teurized English ale yeast and other valuable tonic in-
gredients are then added. Finally, for your protection and
benefit, every batch of Ironized Yeast is tested and re-

tested biologically, to insure its full vitamin strength.

The result is these new easy-to-take but marvelously
effective little Ironized Yeast tablets which have helpcii

thousands of the skinniest, scrawniest people quickly tn

gain just the normally attractive curves, natural devel-
opment and peppy health they longed tor.

Make this money-back test
If, with the very first package of Ironized Yeast, you
don't begin to eat better and get more enjoyment and
benefit from your food—if you don't feel better, with
more strength, pep and energy—if you are not convinced
that Ironized Yeast will give you the pounds of nor-
mally attractive flesh you need—your money promptly
refunded. So get Ironized Yeast today.

Special FREE offer!
To start thousands building up their health right away,
we make this FREE offer. Turchase a package of Ironized
Yeast tablets at once, cut out seal on box and mail it to
us with a clipping of this paragraph. We will send you a
fascinating new book on health, "New F.acts About Your
Body." Remember, results with the very first package—or
money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co.. Inc.,
Dept. 229, Atlanta. Ga.

WARNING: Beware of the many cheap sub-
stitutes for this successful formula. Be sure

you get the genuine Ironized Yeast.
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• Psychoanalysis can be a very wonderful or a very ter-
rible thing according to the ability and ethics of the
psychoanalyst. You will find

deadly quacks as well as splen-
did practitioners among psy-
choanalysts and woe to the
victim, particularly if it be a

neurotic woman, who falls into

the hands of the quacks.
In Physical Culture for Sep-

tember the ex-secretary of one
of America's most outstanding
quack psychoanalysts tells viv-
idly and intimately the havoc,
both mental and physical, she
saw wrought upon many of his

patients.

Her brilliant article, while
not an indictment of psychoan-
alysis when properly adminis-
tered, is a frank and fearless

expose of the seamy side of a
science the very nature of

which furnishes the charlatan
a natural opportunity to mulct •

the public not only of its

money but often of its health and morals.

In your own protection read "Confessions of a Love
Doctor's Secretary" complete in the September issue of

Physical Culture, the gripping personal problem magazine,

on sale everywhere.

DIVORCE IN HASTE—AND REPENT AT LEISURE

• That is what Betty did when she returned from Europe and
found that during her absence her husband had become dis-

astrously involved with another woman. Reno—divorce—free-

dom—all in quick succession. Later misery, unhappiness and
bitter regret with plenty of time to think about it. So many
divorces fail to solve any marital problem that it will pay any-
one even remotely considering divorce to read Betty's true, in-

timate account of her experience with divorce. Entitled "I
Blundered Into Divorce", you will find it not only most en-
lightening but very, very interesting. Read it by all means in
Physical Culture for September.

The MIRACLE OF YOUR HAYING BEEN BORN
• Did you know you are a sbcteen-million-to-one shot? The
amazing story of your prenatal life is told by Amram Schein-
feld in his absorbingly interesting article on heredity entitled,

"The Miracle of Your Having Been Born." If you wish to learn
things about yourself you never dreamed, read it today in
Physical Culture for September now on sale everywhere.

WILL APPROVED
BIRTH CONTROL

AFFECT SEX MORALS?

By approving birth control the A.M.A.

throws this controversial subject strongly

into the limelight. Many questions arise

—

power of life and death—^health—morals

—

quackery—^malpractice. For your own infor-

mation and enlightenment you must read

Cyrus Bernstein's brilliant and illuminating

article on birth control in the September issue

of Physical Culture.

"•^*.
'''^Z'

OTHER GRIPPING
FEATURES IN THE
SEPTEMBER ISSUE

MY RECOVERY FROM IN-
CURABLE DISEASE (ASTHMA)
• REDUCING — RIGHT AND
WRONG • AM I DOOMED TO
BE A CHILD ALL MY LIFE? •
WHEN BABY IS FEVERISH •
SINUS SURGERY UNNECES-
SARY • ARE YOU THE VICTIM
OF THE MEDICAL RACKET •
HEALTH FOR THE EXPECTANT
MOTHER, AND MANY OTHER
HELPFUL, ABSORBINGLY IN-
TERESTING FEATURES.

Physical Culture is the one mag-
azine devoted exclusively to the

solution of the personal prob-
lems of its readers. No matter
what your problem of mind
or body may be, others have
had it and solved it. Physical
Culture will tell you how
they solved it so that you may
profit by their experience.

PhysicalCulture
The personal problem magazine.

Get your copy today
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Charlie McCarthy Really Lives!

{Continued from page 19)

"I did that, mother," he exclaimed. "1

made that noise! Can't I do it simply

wonderful?"
What his mother said is not recorded.

She probably gave him a maternal look

of combined impatience and indulgence

and told him to run outside and play.

A week later Edgar owned a book on

ventriloquism. It had been advertised

in a magazine on magic he had been read-

ing and he had sent for it with twenty-

five cents in stamps. Then no one was

safe. He confused his school-mates on

the street and on the ball-field and he

confused his teachers in the school-room.

To imitate the voices of the boys he

knew was easy enough; he had been prac-

tising mimicry for a long time.

Five years later, when Edgar was nine-

teen, Charlie came into being; born of an

idea and a large block of white pine. To-
gether they worked Edgar's way through

the Northwestern University. They played

the Chautauqua circuit in the summer
and local vaudeville houses during the

school term. Their first check was for

three dollars for five Saturday perform-

ances, but they didn't work for that small

sum very long.

IN those days Charlie wore a baseball

suit and a cap pulled at a rakish angle

over one eye. From the beginning, you

see, Charlie expressed Edgar's innermost

desires. Edgar would have liked to be

a baseball hero with lightning in his

throwing arm and words laconically drop-

ping from the corner of his mouth.
They went West together, as young men

should, and played in vaudeville on the

Pacific Coast. The lovely girls in the

theaters interested Edgar but he was
strange to the casual manners of show
business. The theater might be part of

his dreams but it \yas not part of his

blood. No one else in the Bergen family
ever had been behind the curtain. But
if Edgar was too shy to make friends,

Charlie wasn't. Charlie always speaks to

anyone he likes, and people would get to

know him first and Edgar afterwards.

There was Dorothy Edwards, for in-

stance. She used to play with the Comedy
Knock-outs, a team which went on just

before Edgar and Charlie on one of their

vaudeville tours. Edgar used to prop
Charlie up in the "change room," a little

booth where the performers would go to

make quick costume changes. Coming in,

Dorothy would always find Charlie there
inside the room, while Edgar stood just

outside the door.
"Hello!" Charlie would say. "Better

hurry! Better step on it, Dorothy. You're
terribly slow today. You are really. You'll
never make it—the boys are nearly fin-

ished with their song!"
After a joke like this it was perfectly

natural for Dorothy to smile at Edgar
when she passed him on her way to the
stage. And often enough—having hurried
more than necessary because of Charlie's
fussing—she had time to stop and chat
for a minute or two before it was time for
her to tilt her head prettily, purse her
lips, open her parasol, and trip on.
Edgar and Charlie played in vaudeville

with increasing success for several years.
They went to London and Paris, Stock-
holm and Iceland and South America.
They came back wearing white ties and
top hats and tails, with maroon carna-
tions in their button-holes. And I have
an idea it was through Charlie that Edgar
Bergen, born to obscure Swedish-Ameri-
can parents in Chicago in 1903, made his
transition into a young cosmopolite. He

would be shy about adopting little ele-

gancies of living even though he could
well afford them, even though he hank-
ered for them in his heart. But once
Charlie had evening clothes made to or-

der and the hotel florist had a standing
order to send him a maroon carnation
every day it was only another step for

Edgar to adopt all these things for him-
self, too.

They really needed to be elegant in

Europe. In London they appeared at a

private party at Grosvenor House, with
the former Barbara Hutton and Lady
Furness among those present. And in

Sweden they gave a command perform-
ance before the Crown Prince.

In Venezuela things were different.

There, at Laguara, they played for the

lepers. Confined in an enclosure, the

lepers were far from, being a responsive

audience. They pressed white faces up
against the bars. Death lay quietly wait-

ing in their eyes. But Edgar and Charlie

understood how these men consigned to

their long doom would find it necessary to

stop feeling all emotion. Therefore when
they didn't laugh, when their faces didn't

brighten Edgar and Charlie worked hard-

er than ever. And if their effort created

a moment or two of forgetfulness for even
a few of those men they rate that per-

formance their greatest success.

Upon their return to America bad news
awaited them.. Vaudeville, which had
given them their living for so many years,

had practically disappeared from the stage.

So they girded their loins in the black

broadcloth of their fine London-tailored
clothes, cocked their top hats at an angle,

and set forth to conquer the night-club

field. Finally they were successful. That
"finally" covers a multitude of set-backs

and fears and revision of their dialog, all

of which Edgar writes himself, many times

before he caught the right tempo for their

new audience.
Their night-club appearances brought

them to the Vallee Hour and the Vallee

Hour brought them to their present star

spot on the Chase and Sanborn program
and the movie work which now keeps

them on their toes.

THE wardrobe ordered for Charlie be-

fore he and Edgar flew to California

was something to see. Cavanaugh of Park
Avenue made his slouch hats and his be-

rets. He was photographed by candid
cameramen while he was fitted to his

camel's hair coat. And his green paja-

mas, size four, piped in beige, came from
a smart Fifth Avenue haberdasher. To
the last detail his wardrobe was every-
thing an actor bound for Hollywood would
dream about but which his better judg-
ment would restrain him from buying

—

unless, like lucky Edgar, he had a Charlie
through whom he dared express his sub-
conscious personality.

A few weeks before Edgar and Charlie
left for California they appeared at a

fashion show. Sitting in the rear of the

salon where this show was held, waiting
to go on, Edgar watched several gentle-

men hat designers run back and forth

with their latest creations. Swish back
and forth would be a better way to put
it for they were those gentlemen now de-

scribed as chickadees.

To the end Edgar restrained himself.

But when a chickadee swished past Charlie
he leaned forward and, in his best so-

prano, piped out "Dee-er, Dee-er!"
I saw Edgar and Charlie making a movie

scene which found them in bed with
Charlie's top hat hanging over a bed-post

SKINNY?
Weak,Rundown?
Without Cost—Test for One Week
This New Sea-Plant Iodine!

Posed by Professional Models

Hosts of Thin, Sickly, Tired-out Folks Find

Kelpamalt, New Mineral Concentrate, Adds

Extra Lbs., New Strength and Energy the

First Week!

Don't be fooled by a good appetite, if you are skinny,
weak, tired out, sickly, unable to gain an ounce of flesh or
strength, no matter what you eat. You may actually be
suffering from "Mai -Nourishment". Doctors now know
that unless the food you eat contains certain minerals
essential for the body's chemical processes, even a lot of
food can fail to yield adequate nourishment. Digestion,
in such cases, is incomplete, assimilation poor, and digested
food isn't being changed to energy, strength and flesh.

In Kelpamalt, the new mineral concentrate from the sea,
minerals essential to these body processes are available in
readily assimilable form, such as iron, copper, calcium,
phosphorus, "and others, all contributing to the supply of
vital minerals needed for digestion and assimilation.
Most important is Kelpamalt's natural iodine (not the
chemical liquid kind). This is a substance, scientists say,
that is vitally important to the health and proper func-
tioning of blood, liver and glands. Kelpamalt is richer
in iodine than oysters, hitherto considered the best source.

Make This Simple No-Cost Test
Try Kelpamalt for a single week. Thousands report they
are amazed at the improvement Kelpamalt has brought
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elimination. They eat better, sleep better, and almost
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little to use and results are guaranteed or money back.
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New York City.
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to indicate they had made a night of it.

When the scene was finally shot, almost
e\ery line in it was the result of the ad
libbing Edgar had done during the re-

hearsals. Several of the impro\ised lines

referred to girls. Then, during one re-

hearsal. Edgar tried having Charlie clear

his throat in a way that left nothing to

the imagination and lean over the side of

the bed searchingl\'. 1 spoke up about that.

it wouldn't. 1 explained, please women in

the audience.

CHARLIE, rolling his eyes, turned to

Edgar. "Hear that?" he asked. "There
was no trouble at all about all those broad
lines you put in. Six is all right with

the ladies! But clearing your throat is

out! No? Well, that's the way it im-
presses me!"

Edgar has another dummy, Elmer
Snerd. Elmer, he says, is a stupid coun-
try boy who hails from Keokuk, Iowa,
where he's the main squirt on a dairy farm
that boasts five cows. But Elmer never
has and never will be important in Ed-
gar's life, like Charlie.

"Charlie," says Edgar "has a great deal

of the imp in him. He's honest really, but
he will lie if he thinks it will help him."
At this point there was a little groan

from Charlie who seemed anxious to

change the subject. "I haven't been a bit

well," he said, playing for attention. "I

sufl^er all the time. I even suffer when
1 think how i suffer. No one knows. I

wouldn't tell them. It's none of their

business!"

It was about here that the telephone
rang and Edgar left me alone with Charlie

who was propped up on the bed, in his
green pajamas, his head slightly turned
in my direction. Perhaps 1 confess to
imbecility but I kept expecting him to
speak. 'When he didn't I felt I should. 1

knew I would sound crazy talking to him.
But when 1 didn't talk to him I felt like

a stupid lump. So I left the room. I

had no more than crossed the threshold
than Charlie's voice called after me: "Do
tell my public I'm a simple boy, but
simple! Tell them 1 don't want to be a
millionaire; that I just want to live like

one!"
Edgar Bergen stood before me at the

telephone. "Good-bye," he said. "It
was nice of you to come." He acted like

a gentleman and a scholar. And why
wouldn't he when as an outlet for every
other instinct he has Charlie?

The Feud That's Shaking Holiywood—With Laughter

to a little temperament.
Consider, they said. Shirley's new here.

She's just hitting the big time, after a

series of bad breaks, and naturally she's

nervous about her career. Give her time.

But a few weeks ago Shirley Ross stopped
suddenly during a scene for her then cur-

rent assignment, "This Way Please"—on
the second day of production—and walked
off the set. And she didn't come back.

Then Hollywood sat up and took spe-

cial notice.

Now movie studios fear a feud among
their contractees more than anything else.

It means tension and icy looks on the set,

a mood not calculated to further the effi-

cient, smooth progress of a scheduled film.

Even technicians and props and camera-
men are nervous.

It's tough on the stars themselves for

that matter. When the powers that be

discover, in the middle of a picture, an
affair of hate at first sight, there's nothing

to do but head down the home stretch un-

der difllculties. But no studio can afford

to make another picture with the same
feuding players.

So there's one thing left to do. Simply
route the two warring people into differ-

ent productions—a diflficult thing to do
at best. 'Very often the unlucky stars

lose out on a smash hit which could have
been produced if they'd worked together.

Sometimes a star survives this without

any trouble. But other times, it's just

the beginning of a whole chain of bad
luck. Ilollywood today is wondering, "Is

Shirley Ross lucky enough and box-office

enough to ward off any consequences?"

That's why Hollywood, the old meanie,

is laughing, for Ilollywood loves a fight

at any time. It's especially tickled with

this one because, from such tiny begin-

nings no one even knows what they are,

it has developed into something that's

keeping a whole studio on its toes. Why,
it's even winning the title of "jinx" for

a picture that's planned for a big fall

hit. Besides, who doesn't like to see two
lovely women toss their noses in the air

(Continued from page 29)

at each other?
To go back to the original Shirley Ross-

Martha Raye feud during the filming of
"Waikiki Wedding," no one seems to know
exactly what started the feeling between
them. Martha, at least, won't put it into
words. She has announced, I'm told, that
she "just doesn't like the shape of Shirley's

mouth
—

" worthy of a lawyer for saying
a lot by saying nothing.

Martha tells her friends that Shirley

"puts on the act all the time," but the
term is too peculiarly Hollywood for easy
definition. It means broadly, the business
of acting like a star off screen—doing a

Garbo—giving out with the lorgnette stuff.

And it's a perfectly healthy natural
thing for a new star to do.

ANYWAY, the strain of "Waikiki Wed-
*"ding'' didn't prove too tough to take,

though everyone was glad when Martha
and Shirley were finished. It was differ-

ent when "This Way Please" began. Mary
Livingstone, according to various mem-
bers of the company, just hadn't the en-
ergy or the time to take anything unex-
pected from Shirley—even if this was
Mary's first picture. Martha, during
"Waikiki Wedding" gagged her feelings.

When she didn't approve of something
Shirley did, she made a quick joke of it.

And that was that.

But Mrs. Jack Benny didn't have Mar-
tha's bubbling spirit. She'd heard ru-

mors before she started the picture and
when she walked on the set that second
day, her sleeves were already rolled up.

It all came to a boil with the battle
of the wardrobe department when both
Mary and Shirley went in for a fitting.

^Besides the wardrobe mistress, the}' were
'the only two people in the room. Mary,
I'm told, had prearranged an appointment
because she had an important engagement
and was pressed for time.

As Mary told friends later, Shirley said

to the seamstress: "How about doing
my dress now?"

Tlie seamstress apologized and explained

that she was busy and why.
"You can do that later," Shirley is

quoted as saying.
What followed can be left to your im-

agination. But that afternoon Miss Ross
excused herself summarily from "This
Way Please" saying simply that the role
would hurt her because the script gave
the picture to Miss Livingstone.
The far-reaching consequences of that

act, at least in the Paramount studio, are
a matter of record. Officials, dumbfounded
that a star with only three pic-

tures behind her should so casually bring
down the fires of wrath on her pretty
head, shrugged finally and placed Betty
Grable in the part.

It was an enormous, an incredible break
for Betty. Until that time she had been
a very minor featured player whose name
was well known primarily because of her
betrothal to Jackie Coogan. But if she
makes good now—well, it probably means
stardom.

If—but Betty too seems to have gone
and caught Shirleyitis. "And how!" grins
the amused crowd at Paramount. Betty,

as the saying goes, is feeling her oats. If

everyone thought Shirley was giving out
with the lorgnette stuff, they just hadn't
seen Betty in action.

SO the laughing continues. Fiance
Jackie Coogan, we hope, is laughing

too, but with, not at, Betty.
Which all leaves the producers to wear

long faces about the delay, the re-shooting,

the blasted schedule, the halted produc-
tion on "This Way Please" while the rest

enjoy the whole mix up.

Unless Fibber McGee and Molly, Mary
Livingstone, Buddy Rogers, Ned Sparks
and Betty Grable are wearing long faces

too. After all, they're left to carry on,

now that there's a lull in the firing, in a

picture that's had an unhappy beginning.

Maybe the cast is going to start won-
dering if "This Way Please" might mean
this way out. As Molly would say to

Fibber. "Tain't funny, McGee."

HOW DOROTHY LAMOUR FOUND LOVE--Don 't miss the second install-

ment of this exciting story of a modern romance between a bea utiful sing*5r and

a hanc some orchestra leader who found the secret of a heippy marriage code.
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THEY SAID A STOVE LIKE THIS WOULD COST

ALOT-BUTITDIDN'T. I GOT IT AT THE

PRICEZ

-^^3

New Combination
ELECTRIC and COAL

Range

rmi

**—Bnd I paid for

it by the month''
"Take the advice of one who
knows—mail the coupon to-

day for the new FREE Kala-
mazoo Catalog. You'll save
vourself time and money.

"I wasted days look-
ing at all makes of
stoves. They said
that what I wanted

would cost a lot. Then . . . came
my Kalamazoo Catalog. In
ten minutes I found exactly the

stove quality I wanted—and
surprise of surprises— it cost

less than I had expected to pay.

L^^^^^

Nearly 200 Styles

COMB.
and Sizes

GAS AND COAL "Mail the Coupon ! You'll get
RANGE a real thrill out of this catalog

— (I did). You'll find nearly
200 styles and sizes of Heat-
ers, Ranges and Furnaces

—

many illustrated in beautiful

pastel colors—actually more
bargains than in 20 big stores.

As Little as 12c a Day
"You'll be amazed to find how
far your pennies stretch. Some

GAS RANGE stoves cost as little as 12c a
day at theFACTORYPRICE
—and 18 months to pay, ifyou
wish.Terms all ofus can afford

.

Stoves Sent on Trial—
1,200,000 Users

"You'll like the way Kalamazoo
does business— friendly, liberal,

fair, square—the same 'Fac-
tory -to -You' way they have
dealt with 1,200,000 satisfied

r
oven
that floats

in flame

users for 37 years. Everybody has a good
word for Kalamazoo. Kalamazoo ships
any product on 30 days trial .You makeup
your mind in your own home as I did. No
urging ! Service is fast—24 hour shipments.
The Kalamazoo guarantee is— satisfac-
tion or money back — and no red tape.

New Ranges—New Heaters
"In this new Kalamazoo Catalog you'll
see new modern stoves of sparkling
beauty—Porcelain Enamel Coal and
Wood Ranges in white and delicate
pastel colors—new Combinatidn Gas,
Coal and Wood Ranges—and something
altogether new, a Combination Electric

and Coal Range. Also new Gas Stoves

—

Approved by
Good

Housekeeping
Institute

HEATERS JlaHCmpauTo

CdaAHj.

Oil Stoves—New Coal and Wood Cir-
culating Heaters—Oil Heaters—Garage
Heaters—Furnaces (free plans)— all at
KalamazooFACTORY PRICES. You'll
see the 'Oven that Floats in Flame'—
porcelain enamel oven bottoms—cop-
per-lined reservoirs and dozens of other
features. You'll read about Kalamazoo
Prize Winners. A whole bookful of inter-

esting facts about cooking and heating.

"My suggestion is:—mail the coupon
AT ONCE for free Catalog! Don't take
my word—see it yourself. See what you
save at FACTORY PRICES."

KALAMAZOO STOVE & FURNACE CO.
469 Rochester Ave. Kalamazoo, Mich.

Warehouses: Utica, N. Y.; Youngstown, Ohio;
Reading, Penn.; Springfield, Mass.

CLIP THIS COUPON
Kalamazoo Stove and Furnace Co., Mfrs.,

469 Rochester Avenue, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Dear Sirs: Please send me your FREE FACTORS
CATALOG. Check articles in which you are interested;

Coal and Wood Ranges D Oil Heaters q
Coal and Wood Heaters D Oil Ranges C
Combination Electric and Coal Range D Gas Ranges

Combination Gas and Coal Range D Furnaces

AKaiamazQfl
sga" Direct toYou"

Name..

Address..

Cilv..

{Print name plainly)

.State
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Nearly 200 Styles
and Sizes

"Mail the Coupop! You'll get
a real thrill out of this catalog
— (I did). You'll find nearly
200 styles and sizes of Heat-
ers, Ranges and Furnaces

—

many illustrated in beautiful
pastel colors—actually more
bargains than in 20 big stores.

As Little as 12c a Day
"You'll be amazed to find how
far your pennies stretch. Some
stoves cost as little as 12c a
day at theFACTORYPRICE
—and 18 months to pay, ifyou
wish.Termsallofus can afford.

Stoves Sent on Trial—
1,200,000 Users

"You'll like the way Kalamazoo
does business— friendly, liberal,

fair, square—the same 'Fac-
tory -to -You' way they have
dealt with 1,200,000 satisfied

Approved by
Good

HousekaepiiiK

Institute

users for 37 years. Everybody has a good
word for Kalamazoo. Kalamazoo ships
anyproducton 30 days trial.You make up
your mind in your own home as I did. No
urging ! Service is fast—24 hour shipments.
The Kalamazoo guarantee is— satisfac-

tion or money back — and no red tape.

New Ranges—New Heaters
"In this new Kalamazoo Catalog you'll
see new modem stoves of sparkling
beauty—Porcelain Enamel Coal and
Wood Ranges in white and delicate
pastel colors—new Combination Gas,
Coal and Wood Ranges—and something
altogether new, a Combination Electric

and Coal Range. Also new Gas Stoves

—

Oil Stoves—New Coal and Wood Cir-

MAIL COUPON TODAY for FREE CATALOG

culating Heaters—Oil Heaters—Garage
Heaters—Furnaces (free plans)—all at
KalamazooFACTORY PRICES. You'll
see the 'Oven that Floats in Flame'

—

porcelain enamel oven bottoms—cop-
per-lined reservoirs and dozens of other
features. You'll read about Kalamazoo
Prize Winners. A whole bookful of inter-

esting facts about cooking and heating.

"My suggestion is:—mail the coupon
AT ONCE for free Catalog! Don't take
my word—see it yourself. See what you
save at FACTORY PRICES."
KALAMAZOO STOVE & FURNACE CO.
469 Rochester Ave. Kalamazoo, Mich.

Warehouses: Utica, N. Y.; Youngstown, Ohio;
Reading, Penn.; Springfield, Mass.

AKaiamazQfl
FREE furnace plans

Trade Mark
Registered Direct toYou

CLIP THIS COUPON
Kalamazoo Stove and Furnace Co., Mfrs.,

469 Rochester Avenue, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Dear Sirs: Please send me your FREE FACTOR]
CATALOG. Check articles in which you are interested

Coal and Wood Ranges D Oil Heaters C

Coal and Wood Heaters D Oil Ranges Cj

Combination Electric and Coal Range n Gas Ranges
Combination Gas and Coal Range D Furnaces C

Name
{Print name plainly)

i

Address j

I

I City Stale |



rROM time to time, the editor of Radio Mirror will, if there ore

worthy candidates, select for inscribing on a roll of honor the

names of radio artists whose contribution to the pleasure of listening

has made them deserving of special tribute.

To select a name to begin such a roll of honor, the editor's choice

is Major Bowes. Major Bowes because, with a new season of radio

entertainment under way, with sponsors signing new stars, re-signing old

ones for new programs, buying new time, hiring new orchestras, his

Thursday night amateur hour, a full sixty minutes of entertainment,

swings merrily along ahead of ail the rest.

' Major Bowes, who started a craze that broke out in a rash from

coast to coast, has lived beyond the amateur fad, has outlived the

jokes, the stories, and the imitators—until now, when the announcement

of an amateur show causes less than a ripple of excitement, he has the

most consistently popular hour show in radio. Every week, for fifty-two

weeks, he continues to be the master showman.

Major Bowes began with a unique idea that caught the public's

fancy with its novelty. He became the most talked about man in the

country two years ago. He should have faded out following the pattern

of other crazes. But, unlike mah jongg and clock golf. Major Bowes

is still a favorite. He has developed his unique idea from a novelty

appeal to a permanent program of solid listening values.

Because he has thus proved himself radio's master showman, the

name of Major Bowes is the first to be enscribed by the editor on

Radio Mirror's roll of honor.

To those who may follow, let the trail he blazed be inspiration.
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NEXT MONTH

Fall has a way of getting into our

blood, so expect a Novennber issue

brimming with exciting features.

For instance, the story—one-part
hunger, one-part comradeship and
one-part rivalry—starring Tyrone
Power and Don Ameche. If you're a
fan of theirs, you can't miss this.
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TWENTY QUESTIONS

1. What child star is a better

actor, according to Fred Allen, than

nine out of ten adults in radio?

2. What popular radio songstress

is just beginning to reap the rewards

of years of patient study of operatic

technique?

3. What radio and movie star has

converted part of her Connecticut

estate into a refuge for wild life?

4. What pianist and orchestra
leader once taught the wealthiest girl

in the world to play the piano?

5. What radio star possesses the

only copies in existence of the first

two songs the late George Gershwin
wrote?

6. What orchestra leader, recently

winning fanrte as a radio comedian
too, now finds himself cast in a
comedy part in a forthcoming movie?

7. What orchestra leader holds the

record for the greatest number of
coast-to-coast broadcasts from a hotel

dance floor?

8. Who plays Judge Hugo Straight

on Milton Berle's program?

9. What radio co-stars and happily
married couple have established a
$500,000 trust fund for their two
adopted children?

10. Is Nelson Eddy's hair blond or
brunette?

11. Who is Alice Leppert?

12. Name eight radio stars whose
names end in ns.

1 3. What is "red milk" and who
doesn't drink it?

14. What comedian is best known
as the Broadway Hillbilly?

15. Who is Meyer Kubelsky the
father of?

1 6. What comedian can't see, can't

hear, and has a wooden leg?

17. Why is Parkyakarkus like a
Boston advertising man?

18. What singer's name is linked

with Elissa Ldndi, and why?

19. Who gets a laugh by saying,

"T'ain't funny"?

20. What star announcer has 85

sponsors?

(You'll find fhe answers on page 77)

Consult a Doctor
instead ofa Lawyer

The simple "Lysol" method of

feminine hygiene has ended

many a "misunderstanding"

MANT a neglected wife would get a hap-

pier solution of her problem, if she

consulted a doctor instead of a lawyer. For

very often, a husband's neglect arises from

a wife's failure to keep herself immacu-

lately, intimately clean.

Are you sure you haven't been guilty of

carelessness in your own personal hygiene?

You may not be aware of this offense. Yet it

may be intolerable to others; particularly to

your husband. Better learn about "Lysol".

Too many women fail in this matter of

personal daintiness. If the truth we<e

known, "incompatibility" often means

ignorance of correctfeminine hygienic meas-

ures for cleanliness.

Ask your doctor about "Lysol" disin-

fectant. For more than 50 years "Lysol"

has been recommended by many doctors,

and used by countless women, for antisep-

tic feminine hygiene. "Lysol" is widely

used bv the medical and nursing profes-

sions, for exacting antiseptic needs. There

are many valuable personal and house-

hold uses for "Lysol", and every druggist

carries it.

THE 6 SPECIAL FEATURES OF "LYSOI"

1. NON-CAUSTIC..."Lysol" in the proper

dilution, is gentle and reliable. It contains

no harmful free caustic alkali.

2. Effectiveness..."Lysol" is a powerful

germicide, active under practical conditions

. . . effective in the presence of organic mat-

ter (such as dirt, mucus, serum, etc).

3. Penetration . . ."Lysol" solutions spread

because of low surface tension, and thus

virtually search out germs.

4. Economy. . ."Lysol", because it is con-

centrated, costs less than one cent an appli-

cation in the proper solution for feminine

hygiene.

5. Odor . . .The cleanly odor of "Lysol" dis-

appears after use.

6. Stability... "Lysol" keeps its full

strength no matter how long it is kept, no

matter how often it is uncorked.

FACTS ALL WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
Lehk & Fink Products Corp.. Dept. lO-R.M.

RInomfield, N. J., U. S. A.

Plwwe Mnd me the book called "LYSOL v». GEKMS",
with facta ahoul {eminine hygiene and other uae*

o{ "Lyaol".

Nnmt

FOR FEMININE HYGIENE
Addnu_

Goer. , I9S7 br L«hB a rink Pitidseti C<i>*.
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Lanny Ross's New York

farm is deserted while

he rehearses the Pack-

ard show in Hollywood.

WHAT'S NEW? TONY SEYMOUR

Four generations-

—

Myrt's mother, Myrt,

Marge and baby Jean.

Your old philosopher,

Tony Y^ons, returns to

the networks this fall.

RADIO'S CRACK HEADLINE HUNTER BRINGS YOU ALL
THE VITAL STATISTICS WRAPPED IN BREEZY GOSSIP



JACK BENNY and Mary Living-

stone spent two days in New York,

on their way to Europe. As far as

Jack was concerned, he was already a

week at sea. He went around New
York, calling on sponsors, and attend-

ing broadcasts, dressed in slacks, a

sweater, a gay sport cap, and rope-soled

sandals. To him. Fifth Avenue was

just the sun-deck of the Normandie.

There was at least one person in New
York who hadn't ever heard of Jack

Benny before—a caption writer on one

of the Metropolitan papers. Under a

news picture of Mary and Jack in this

paper appeared the words: "Mary Liv-

ingstone, radio comedienne, who will

sail on the Normandie, and her hus-

band. Jack Benny, who is also on her

program." Mary sent the picture and
caption to Portland HoflFa, up in Maine,

offering to use her influence to get Port-

land the same kind of publicity.

y^HO says Goodman Ace doesn't

take life seriously? When his

doctor told him it would be a good idea

to take up golf. Ace appeared for his

first day on the links carrying an adding
machine.

THEY'LL be calling Vincent Lopez
"Prof" this fall up at New York

University, where Vince will act as guest

lecturer in the regular music course.

The music department at N. Y. U. had
decided that swing music is important
enough to rate a place in serious study,

and it picked Lopez to explain how the
music goes 'round and 'round, and how
to make a merry-go-round break down.
Just to sweeten the lessons, Lopez will

illustrate his points with piano solos.

Going to college certainly is fun!

AS part of his job of lining up plays

for the fall and winter Lux Thea-
ter season, Cecil B. DeMille wrote to

forty Hollywood stars and asked them
what plays they'd like to present on
the air. Thirty-three picked plays
they'd already done in films; the other
seven wanted to do current Broadway
successes. We tried to find out the

names of the stars, but nobody would
tell us. If they had, bet it would
have been apparent that those seven
stars were the ones who are really in-

terested in acting, rather than in mak-
ing money.

* * *

Jul ARTHA RAYE stayed over in New
York an extra day after her per-

sonal-appearance engagement at the

Paramount Theater just so she could at-

tend the premiere of Paramount's new-
est spectacle, "High, Wide and Hand-
some," which is being road-showed in

(Continued on page 87)
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EX-LAX NOW BEHER THAN EVER!

FOR OVER 30 years, millions of people

have been proclaiming Ex-Lax "the

ideal laxative" . . . "Ex-Lax is everything

a good laxative should be!" they told us.

But, in the world of science, there are no

such words as "good enough." Skilled

chemists are constantly at work, seeking

new means of making good products better!

And in the Ex-Lax laboratories the "im-

possible" has been accomplished

!

After a long period of patient effort, a

way has been found actually to improve

Ex-Lax ... to make it even better than

ever before. A more satisfactory and eflS-

cient laxative in every way

!

• TASTES BETTER THAN EVERI No matter

how much you may have liked Ex-Lax

before, it tastes even better now! Its de-

licious all-chocolate flavor is smoother and

richer than ever!

• ACTS BETTER THAN EVER! Always de-

pendable in action, Ex-Lax is now even

more e0ective! It empties the bowels

more thoroughly—more smoothly—in less

time than before.

• MORE GENTLE THAN EVER! Ever famous
for its mildness, E]x-Lax is today so re-

markably gentle that, except for the relief

you get, you scarcely realize you have
taken a laxative. No shock—no violence!

Ex-Lax works by the "Gentle Nudge"
system. It simply gives your intestines a

gentle nudge at the point where constipa-

tion exists, emptying the bowels thor-

oughly but easily and comfortably!

Ex-Lax won't upset your system or dis-

turb your digestion. It won't cause stomach

pains, nausea or weakness. Ex-Lax affords

as near a natural bowel movement as any

laxative can give.

If you are suffering from headaches, bil-

iousness, or that dull "blue" feeling so

often caused by constipation—you'll feel

better after taking Ex-Lax ! And you'll be

grateful for the absence of "forcing" and

strain that make the action of a harsh

cathartic such an unpleasant experience.

Your druggist now has the new Scientifi-

cally Improved Ex-Lax in 10c and 25c

sizes! The box is the same as always—but

the contents are better than ever! Get a

box today!

FREEIIf you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our
expcme. writ* for free sample to Ex-Lax. Dept.
F107 , Bex no, Times-Plaza Sta.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

Now Improved— Better than Ever

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE



FACING
THE

I
MUSIC

*'*.i

Below, Johnny
proves it's all

in fun by end-

ing a hot lick

with a grin for

the cameraman.

,1

Warner Bros. photo by Schuyler Crail H^^IH^^^i^^ialliM^««iM&J
B y ^S^I^^Ek ^^^^i'c-'' JBM

JKaH
KEN HnA!*V k^R?^^t^- ^m» ^m ^ ^HBI^H This month get a lesson in

A L D E N ^^iJbB^'H^ J
scat singing from radio's

old favorite, Johnny Davis,iH0HKyi^^H who scats for Fred Waring.
Here's Johnny swinging out

IV^^^B^^^^^^^HIfe^ ^^^^^y^H^^^^^^D^I^k''' ^^C'l^h^^^i^^^^l in the new musical "Varsity

Show" which features every-

P^I^^^Q^Bi body from the Waring gang.

Wow, Johnny's got ^w^^LSMtlS^^m
it hot. This film ^^^^r^wt^^MI^HHH^g^ 'H^^HI
with Dick Powell ^^^^^^^H^^^^^^^Hi^dH^^_3starring, is War-
ners' latest con- ^^ ^^^^^^Kl^^^H^^^A j^<<-^«|H
tribution to art. 1 Bf^MI^BIsl^H

Well, if Johnny hasn't shown you how to

be a scat singing trumpet player by now,
it just proves they're born, not made.

KEEP ABREAST OF DANCELAND'S

PARADE OF THE FOUR HUNDRED

IN THIS DEPARTMENT BY FOLLOW-

ING YOUR FAVORITE LEADERS



FRED WARING isn't too sure about

Hollywood. Though his new War-

ner Brothers picture, "Varsity

Show," netted the Pennsylvanian $260,-

000 and future movie work, he may
have to give it back in $500,000 worth

of talent. No sooner were the rushes

viewed by movie moguls than scat-

singer Johnny Davis was signed to a

personal contract. On top of that,

Fred's two eye-filling singers, Rosemary

and Priscilla Lane, photographed like

a double order of Simone Simon. At

the moment the girls are deciding

whether to stay with the band or join

their sister, Lola, in celluloid careers.

At press time Waring makes another

news story. For the first time in three

ygars he and his brilliant aggregation

begin a four-week engagement in the

Silver Forest Room of Chicago's swank

Hotel Drake, August 27. The network

is Mutual. Waring, because of com-

mercial commitments and his fabulous

price tag, has been absent from cafe

and stage dates. But his new sponsor

—it will be one of three, Fred hasn't

decided definitely—doesn't 'begin watch-

ing the Warings go by until September,

so the Tyrone, Pa., maestro is picking

up some change until his commercial

debut in the Fall.

Bing Crosby started something when
he appeared in "Waikiki Wedding."

Since the release of that cool, refresh-

ing excursion to Hawaii, a new cycle

in dance music has hit the country. In

place of muted brass and "swingy" sax-

ophones, have come whining guitars and
ukuleles. In New York, three outstand-

ing dance haunts—the Hotels Lexing-

ton and Roosevelt and Leon and
Eddie have gone in for Honolulu dance

combinations and tropical tunes. Rooms
have been changed from black and sil-

ver chromium effects to tropical plants

and shredded costumes. Dark-skinned
natives with glistening white teeth have
replaced night-club complexioned musi-

cians. And the dance crowd love it.

When the last rum punch has been
served, waiters say "Aloah" instead of

"Good Night."

Strange things happen in the music
worid. Take Bill McCune for instance.

He's the lanky lad who created a stir

last season in Westchester with his stac-

cato rhythms. Currently his band is

ensconsced in Brooklyn's Hotel Bossert.

On Saturdays (the biggest day in any
bandleader's life because of extra dance
sessions and more customers) Bill plays
dinner and supper music until 2:30
A. M. Then when the last white suif
and mousseline de soie have whisked
away from the parquet. Bill and his

men rembve their coats, open their col-

lective collars and rehearse until the
dawn breaks. (Continued on page 59)

LOVELY FASHION MODEL

REVEALS FIGURE-SECRET

It jpAzoeAAXs

a"> «/

118 lbs. of allure! Divinely slim yet divine-

ly rounded. Nature didn't do it all! Like
all smart models, this girl finds that clothes

simply will not fit unless she wears a gir-

dle. "My girdles fit perfectly for months!"
says Alicia Quigley, famous model, "be-

cause I restore the shape by washing my
girdle often with pure Ivory Flakes."

ijsp

This "sloppy girdle" with
unsightly bulges is the result

of too few washings.

The same girdle ... its shape
restored overnight when
washed with Ivory Flakes.

Use flakes of pure soap''

stores tell me
"When I ask salesgirls in fine stores what they

mesCa by pure soap, they always say 'Ivory

Flakes'," explains Miss Quigley. "They say Ivory

Flakes are the only soap flakes made of pure

Ivory Soap that's safe even for a baby's skin.

Ivory revives elastic and other fine materials."

Alicia gives you washing hints: "Wash girdle in

lukewarm Ivory Flakes suds, using soft brush.

After rinsing, roll in towel to remove water.

Shake and hang up at once! Girdle will be dry by
morning—as snug-fitting as if new!"

IVORY FLAKES TRADEMARK RIG. U. ». PAT. OFF. • MAOt BY PROCTCH ± OAMBif
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Correct Your
Figure Faults
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3 INCHES in 10 DAYS
. . . it will cost you nothing I

BECAUSE so many Per-
folastic wearers reduce

more than 3 inches we
believe we are justified i n making
the above unqualified agreement.
Thousands of women today owe
their slim,

_
youthful figures^ to

this safe, quickway of reduction.
"Flips 12 inches smaller," says
Miss Richardson. "Lost 60
pounds and reduced 9 inches",
writes Mrs. Derr.

ImmediatelyAppear Inelics Smaller

You appear inches smaller at
once and yet are so comfortable
you can _ scarcely realize that
every minute you wear the
Perfolastic garments you are
actually reducing at hips, waist,
thighs and diaphragm. Every
moveyoumakeputsthe massage-
like action to work at just the
spotswhere fat first accumulates.

No Diet, Drug! or Exercitesl

You do not have to risk your
health or change your comfort-
able mode of living in any way
. . . and with the loss of fat come
increased pep and energy.

WhynottestPerfolasticNOW
. . . and prove what it will do
for you? You do not risk one
penny. I f it does not reduce your
waist and hips 3 inches in 10
days it will cost you nothing!
Learn the details of our 10-Day
Trial Offer in the FREE illus-

trated booklet !

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 2810, 41 E. 42nd St., New York. N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET in plain

envelope, also sample of perforated material and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Name

Ad^reff , . .

TEST

WHAT DO

Florence George,
singer, starts her

first big commer-
cial on the Pack-

ard show Sept. 7.



YOU WANT TO SAY?
RADIO

$20.00 PRIZE
WAS HIS LIFE

I HAVE always admired people who get up

vigor and zip after being knocked down,

like W. C. Fields and his new Chase &
Sanborn Show. In fact, I pack up my
rod and reel hours earlier just to get

back home and listen to this wizard

of words and wielder of wit. I never

knew that anyone could look as funny

as Fields and sound funnier. His ini-

mitable way of saying things, his utter

lack of radio conventions, is skyrocket-

ing him to the top.

Battling against great odds, physi-

cally and mentally, W. C. Fields caught

at the life saver named "radio" and is

reviving, thanks to his spirit.

Besides the immense enjoyment this

man has given the country, he has given

it a new moral, too: "You're never out,

if you can clutch the Air!"

Antoinette Caha,

Cicero, 111.

SAVER
with renewed

That's why I

THIS IS YOUR PAGE!
YOUR LETTERS OF

OPINION WIN PRIZES

FIRST PRIZE, $20.00

SECOND PRIZE, $10.00

FIVE PRIZES of $1.00

more or less an admission that the program cannot go over

on its own merit, but that some outsider must be brought

in to bolster up an act. 1 shall not mention the name of

any special program, as that is not necessary. But, when 1

want to tune in on Jimmy Jones' program— I want to hear

him, and not some movie actor, who is

dragged in to say a few words and to

take up time. Purposely I have made
a check among my friends and acquain-

tances, and with only a few exceptions,

they all take my view on the subject.

There is something friendly in an act

or program which contains the same in-

dividual or group of individuals over

a period of time—it's like the oldtime

stock company which we loved so well.

Address your letter to the

Editor, RADIO MIRROR,
1 22 East 42nd Street, New
York, N. Y., and mail it not
later than Sept. 24. 1937.

Mary Anderson,

Portland, Oregon.

H E

$1.00 PRIZE

A R T A C H E S

My heart aches with pity for the poor

masculine radio announcers each and

every time I hear their bass and bari-

tone voices speaking daintily of all manner of feminine

doo-dads. It just doesn't seem right to hear a man go into

ecstasies over the smoothness of a face powder, or the

exquisiteness of carefully laundered undies. It makes me
The guest star idea has become irksome to me. It seems wonder what manner of thoughts {Continued on page 63)

WHO
$10.00 PRIZE

INVENTED THE GUEST STAR?

After DishwashiM^
IF YOUR HANDS COULD THUC^THIYD SAY'.O 1^ ^

Hot Dishwater is sore hard on hands. Creamy Lotion soon makes hands smooth

DOING dishes day in and day out! No
wonder your hands get dry and puffy. .

.

look red and coarse. What those hands need
is the quick comfort of Hinds Honey and
Almond Cream. Extra-creamy—extra-good
to abused skin. Smooths away that rough
sandpaper look. Contains the "sunshine"
Vitamin D that skin absorbs. Use Hinds for

soft Honeymoon Hands.' $1, 50c, 25c, 10c. Copyright 1937 NEA Service. Inc.

Every day is Hinds day with us'

Every day the pre-

cious quintuplets

put on Hinds. Use
Hinds for your
children's tender

chapped hands
and scuffed
knees, and note
how nice they /

say it feels.

HINDS pon y^oo/f
HONEY AND ALMOND CREAM f/ f^ J>fA^^

9 ' ' CoDrrlxlit. ISn.LebnA

QUICK-ACTING..
NOT WATERY

Fink FroducuCorp., Bloocnfleld, N.J.

«



COAST-TO-

when you choose
a laxative

EVER notice how often constipation is accom-
panied by an upset stomach? It's doubly

important then, to choose your laxative as you
would your food. Avoid heavy, greasy indigest-
ibles. Take FEEN-A-MINT,the delicious chew-
ing gum laxative. It's not a heavy, bulky dose.
Has nothing to further burden an already over-
taxed digestion. On the contrary, the very act
of chewing increases the flow of mouth juices
that aid digestion.

Moreover, FEEN-A-MINT's tasteless, laxa-
tive ingredient does not act in the stomach. Acts
only in the intestine, which is where constipa-
tion exists—where you want the right results.
No griping, nausea, discomfort, or lost sleep.

Do you feel dull, headachy, out of sorts, due to
constipation? Let FEEN-A-MINT help put the
sunshine back in life. You will like its delicious
flavor, and you'll find that no other type of laxa-
tive can do exactly what FEEN-A-MINT does.
Discover for yourself why more than 16 million
people have already switched to FEEN-A-
MINT! At all druggists, or write for generous
FREE trial package. Dept.l07-G.FEEN-A-
MINT, Newark, N. J.



COAST HIGHLIGHTS
in the King's English, Ladies First, also lives up to its name.

The broadcast deals wholly with the women of the world

who figure in the day's news, with, of course, flashes from
Hollywood and other style centers detailing the latest in

milady's fashions. In other words. Ladies First—and last.

Pittsburgh, Pa.: A program which helped make KDKA
its usual popular self right through the hot summer months

is George Heid's Revue, weekly at 7:30 p. m. Thursdays.

First coming to the microphone in mid-July, George's Re-

vue more than lived up to his premier prediction that it

would be fifteen consecutive minutes of smiles. Pat Haley

is the master of ceremonies who keeps the smiles breaking

as the Lawson Sisters and Heid do the vocalizing. Al Dil-

ernia adds instrumental variety with his accordion while

a novelty swing group, directed by Al Egizi, contribute the

orchestral decorations. It's watch the smiles go by Thurs-

day evenings at KDKA.

SEEING STARS

C OME folks believe Jimmy Willson is psychic, but Jimmy
only smiles when the subject of his uncanny "star" dis-

covery comes up. And well might Jimmy smile as he thinks

back to that day when his only ambition was to be a radio

singer, and he suddenly found himself not only a regular

singer on the station but left in charge for the afternoon

with a group of programs and phonograph records on his

hands when the regular announcer, who served also as a

time salesman, was called away unexpectedly on a hot

tip. But Jimmy took the whole thing in stride and at the

end of the afternoon found he was not only a singer but

an announcer as well. That was the beginning of Jimmy

the star finder, and in the following years he served on many
stations in every capacity except engineer.

For the past three and a half years he has been program
director of WWL in New Orleans and has been instrumen-

tal in the development of the several stars that station has

promoted to national prominence. Most of us readily recog-

nize stars when they are stars, but Jimmy apparently recog-

nizes their possibilities long before their brilliance is dazz-

ling to any extent.

To name a few Jimmy has prematurely spotted, there

are Dorothy Dell, Jerry Cooper, and Louis Prima. Even
in high school Dorothy was recognized for her beauty by
all before she was acclaimed Miss Universe, but Jimmy saw
something besides beauty in Dorothy Dell, and his opinion,

backed by his practical encouragement, that she was star

material, was certainly confirmed later. Not so long ago

Jerry Cooper was a nonentity outside of his immediate
circle, but Jimmy not only saw Jerry Cooper the singer, but

also Jerry Cooper the singing star who needed only a bit

of polishing to make his light shine forth. So, in his position

as program director, Jimmy helped guide Jerry along the

hard road upward. About Louis Prima? But we all know
of that orchestra leader's accomplishments since his early

days wit-h Jimmy at WWL.
Jimmy admits his greatest kick in life is spotting and de-

veloping future stars, and next to that he most enjoys sing-

ing for shut-ins wherever they may be. He is a popular

singer with his WWL listeners in his regularly sponsored

program of self-arranged sentimental songs and hymns.
In private life he is married and daddy to a recently

adopted lovely little girl. Another little star in the making,

would be our guess. {Continued on page 74)

Pond's 3 "Sunlight" Shades flatter

gour face in strong open daglight

Bright light . . . Black shadows . . . Now there

are "Sunlight'' shades to soften that glare on

your face. Specially blended to catch only

the softer rays of the sun . . . Flattering! Away

from the old sun-tan shades.

Try them at our expense. Or buy a box,

and if you do not find it more flattering than

ordinary sun-tan shades, send us back the box.

and we will refund purchase price plus post-

age. Decorated screw-top jars. 35!^, 70»^. New
big boxes. IOC 20c.

Summer Brunette Sunlight (light)

Sunlight (dark)

Test them FREE I in glaring Sunlight
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Editor's Note: Because no

other news commentator colors

his reports with such outspoken

opinions. Radio Mirror deems it

important for readers to know
the philosophy of this man who
always says what he thinks. Mr.
Carter's opinions are not nec-

essarily those of this magaj^inc.

THE AMAZING CREDO
THAT GUIDES

BOAKE CARTER'S
BROADCASTS

BOAKE CARTER—red haired, short of stature, with a

perpetual half smile of irony and an Irish instinct for

battle that flames high, dies down and flames high

again in the same second of reaction—has an amazing credo

by which he writes, broadcasts, and lives.

It is amazing because so few of us can face devastating

facts or admit the existence of situations which apparently

are without remedy. With his credo, Boake Carter faces

all facts and admits the existence of all situations.

That is why I was able to bring an editor the most ex-

citing interview I've ever had. For Boake Carter has ex-

plained the philosophy behind his CBS broadcasts that sow
such argument and reap such dislike.

He spoke to me the same day the rumors began that he

was soon to be curbed on his program. He was getting

too hot for the air. He told me:
"I'll never be censored, either in radio or in what I say

in print. Should the time come when I can't say what I

want, I'll quit broadcasting. The going is getting rougher.

Now is when every man should speak up."

And so he explained his philosophy and showed why his

broadcasts are so full of bias, so filled with violent opin-

ions that listeners write in daily demanding he be silenced

for good.

Listen to him speak first on the subject of war, for what
better test of a man's philosophy than that?

"War is inevitable.

"Believing 1 know human nature, I say that war can

never be prevented. We will always have it. It is a fault,

but a natural one, of human beings to fight. If Germany
antagonizes Great Britain, what does Great Britain do? It

spends seven billion dollars on armaments! There's your

answer. How can you prevent war? You can't!

"My real credo is to apply the rules of human nature

to everything, every situation. That is why I say that

when war comes again, we won't be able to stay out in-

definitely. Of course we should try. A baby knows that.

"Perhaps if we can stay out for two years, we'll be all

right. The next war will be so fierce I can't see how it

will last more than that length of time.

"But— if we stay out of war, which isn't likely, it will

cost us plenty of money. We lose approximately ten billion

dollars every two years we do stay out of war. This hits

industry. Payrolls have to be cut. Money is lost by busi-

ness and industry. If we don't want to pay the sacrifice of

war in human lives, then we ought to be willing to pay for

it in cash.

".Money should be raised by taxation during war time,

and the government should give industry ten billion dollars

lor every two years we stay out of war! It is a hard price

to pay, but war itself is an even harder one."

That is Boake Carter's philosophy, the credo that makes

you listen to his broadcasts

though you may hate his point

of view. A hard philosophy,

perhaps a bitter one to some,

but a philosophy he has worked
out for himself through experi-

ence and observation.

Boake Carter went on talk-

ing, his voice rising to keep pace

with the faster click of the news

machines as the world whirled another day to its destiny.

He took up taxation. He said, "You'll notice in my
broadcasts that I have always fought for fair taxation.

What I don't like are all these hidden taxes. Not being

allowed to know what you are taxed for. I believe that peo-

ple should be awakened and made tax conscious so that

they will realize how much it really costs to run this coun-

try.

"The income tax base should be broadened to include a

larger number of people!

"The whole tax system should be simplified. As it is,

a man must be a wizard to figure out his income tax, to

know what he pays for and why.
"That," Boake Carter continued, the ironical smile pull-

ing up the corners of his mouth, "requires a discussion of

relief." He stood up for the first time during the interview

and walked back and forth.

"There has never been a frank audit made on the number
of people supported by relief. This should be done. When
we know this," he said, "we'll know what we are paying

for, and be better able to understand the position of the

government on taxation."

At this point the telephone rang. Carter placed ear-

phones over his head, and went about the business of his

call. The use of the earphones gives him liberty to use

his hands for writing. Concluding his conversation, he

faced me squarely on the subject of unemployment.
"I believe that unemployment is a permanent fac-

tor, and always will be. Technological displacement (labor

saving machines) is also a big factor. There are many
other things that enter into the problem also. Much of

unemployment is the fault of the laborer, and his foolish

tactics in striking. This causes employers to put in more
machines, which rids them of their labor problems to an

extent. Then too, the trend is to manufacture cheap goods,

and the more this is done, the more labor is displaced. One
way we can take care of unenlployment is more taxation.

Another way is a system of State Capitalism, or decentraH-

zation of industry. More factories spread out over a wider

area. It is a great problem, and I believe that some day
the answer for it will turn up."

On labor, Boake Carter takes firm stand. One only has

to listen to his broadcast to see how well he backs up
the following statement.

"I do believe in organized labor," he stated flatly. "I am
for the old craft unions which magnificently take care of

their men. I am against the CIO, and John L. Lewis' form
of organized labor. And why?" the commentator continued

before I could answer. "Because it does not respect a man
and his craftsmanship. It does not take into account the

most fundamental of all human emotions—competition. Mv
credo for a union is this: It {Ccmtinued on page 85)
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NO RADIO COMMENTATOR SPEAKS WITH SUCH COURAGE

AND SUCH BIAS! HERE AT LAST HIS LISTENERS CAN

LEARN HIS BELIEFS ON TODAY'S VITAL QUESTIONS
M

m



IT
was uncommonly quiet inside the crowded Leppert

apartment on Fifty-first Street in New York, where

Alice Leppert had decided to have her baby because a

hospital confinement was a luxury in those days and a

policeman's salary twenty-two years ago didn't provide for

luxuries.

Outside taxi horns hurried the play-going crowd into the

theatrical district and newsboys hawked the latest casualties

of the war which was ravaging the face of Europe. A
block away elevated trains rumbled by regularly, investing

the cacaphony of street noises with an ugly but fascinating

rhythm.

The Lepperts' two noisy sons—Bill, ten, and Charles,

eight, had been packed off to their Aunt Mae's for the

night. Charles Leppert was at his wife's bedside, excused

for a few hours from patrolman's duty, grandmother Jane

Moffitt beat a path from the kitchen to the bedroom,

bringing hot water and clean clothes for old Dr. Leymoyne.
The boys had left the house at six o'clock. At eleven, it

was all over and Dr. Leymoyne was telling Mrs. Leppert

that her baby was a fine girl.

The fine girl's mother smiled. She was as blonde and
blue eyed as her daughter was destined to be when, twenty

years later, she descended—a bundle of happiness, energy

and rhythm—upon Hollywood, headed for stardom in films

and on the air.

A fine girl?

Mrs. Leppert opened her eyes to see for herself.

"She has awfully long legs."

Alice Faye (she picked out her last name herself fifteen

years later because Frank Fay was in his hey-day, and
she thought his name might bring her luck) did have long

legs. She was walking on them when she was seventeen

months old, and before she was three she was dancing on
them, dancing without benefit of lessons—often without

benefit of music for her own pleasure, or for anyone who
would stop in his work or his play long enough to watch.

Alice at four was the spotlight attraction at all the Leppert

family picnics. Aunts and uncles and cousins, dozens of

them, would crowd around her when the family gathered

for an outing at Rye Beach or Van Cortlandt Park on Sun-

day afternoons, applauded her fancy stepping and exclaim to

one another that Alice surely would be a dancer one day.

Alice's mother was surer of this than anybody, for it was

she who accompanied the eager-eyed girl to the Broadway
picture houses on festive afternoons, and watched her rapt

attention to the dancing feet of the show, girls. And it was

she who must take her to the stage door after every per-

formance, there to watch until the last number of the troupe

had gone. This ritual had a climactic finish, which only

Alice and her mother knew, and neither ever told the men
in the family, who wouldn't understand. After she was

quite certain that the last chorine had disappeared, Alice

herself would turn show girl, prance to the stage door,

and make a studied exit, mincing through imaginary crowds,

with a haughty smile for her subjects.

Mother and daughter went to the theater, all during

Alice's childhood, every Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Leppert

—who says she never was much for neighborhood parties,

or gossip, or even for keeping house if you had to make a

fetish of it—preferred movies to bridge, and Alice would
gladly forsake her favorite friends and all the games they

could play together to sit in the theater and watch the

dancers. Mrs. Leppert says that Alice used to mutter to

herself during the performance.
"/ can do that." she'd say. And she'd go horne, before the

mirror in her bedroom, and prove it.

Alice's dancing was all in fun, at first. She was eight

years old, and in the third grade at P. S. 69 on 54th Street

and Sixth Avenue. Adjusting her own childish ambitions to

THE TRUE LIFE STORY OF A POLICE-

MAN'S DAUGHTER WHO CALLED

HERSELF ALICE FAYE FOR GOOD

LUCK AND WHO PROVED THAT

YOUTH CAN CONQUER HEARTACHE

By PAULINE SWANSON



Born with the longest legs the doctor

hod ever seen, Alice Leppert had rhythm

in her soul. At the age of nine,

she danced for her fanrtily. At twenty-

two, she's star of screen and radio.

her mother's wishes for her, Alice had decided, quite finally,

that she was going to be a school teacher. This ambition

faded a few years later, Alice says, when she'd seen a few

school teachers and decided that "they didn't have much
fun."

A LICE took school in her stride from the first. The
** teachers liked her because her violent enthusiasms

kept the class interested in something, even if it was com-
position one day, and geometry the next. And the neigh-

borhood kids liked her because she could be counted upon
always to think up something to do. Perhaps it was an ice

skating contest in Central Park, perhaps it was charades,

with Alice's mother's entire wardrobe summoned into service

for costumes, but whatever it was, it was sure to be exciting.

Alice never came home from school without at least

one girl friend in tow. Made to feel at home at once by

Alice's Grandmother. Jane, who met the children at the

door with milk cookies, the young visitors usually forgot

the clock, and found themselves at six o'clock sitting down
to a supper of pot-roast and spaghetti with the family.

(Pot roast and spaghetti is still Alice's favorite food, but

she can't have it any more because motion picture cameras

do things to hips.)

Probably Alice would have gone on with her games and

her school books, keeping her dancing for her party days,

if her wide-open blue eyes hadn't noticed something lacking

in her family's life. There wasn't enough money.

Charles Leppert had given up his job on the police force

and was making a modest living as a salesman of hospital

supplies. There was enough money for rent, and for

food for the family, but Alice noticed that her mother
juggled grocery lists painstakingly in order to have enough
money on Saturdays for their theater tickets, and she knew



that it was worrying about money which kept her father

from joining wholeheartedly in the fun when the family

rounded up on Sunday for a picnic.

The importance of money was brought home to ten-year-

old Alice with a jolt one day when she ran downstairs

ahead of her mother and motioned a taxi to the door.

"Let's ride today," she beamed at Mrs. Leppert as her

mother appeared in the doorway. And she stamped her

foot with annoyance when her mother blushed, and sent the

taxi driver away with an apology.

"Why must we always go in the subway?" Alice com-
plained. The chorus girls at the Capitol always rode away
in taxis.

"Because we're poor," her mother said simply. "Taxis
are for rich people."

Then and there, her mother believes, Alice decided that

Alice, as she made her Hollywood debut.
Few friends recognized this glorified

blonde version of Rudy Vallee's protege.

2fitk Century-Fox

she would be rich people, too. It was a long way from a

crowded apartment in the Fifties to the luxurious, taxi-

infested life which she imagined for herself, but Alice had

her own seven-league boots. She was to cover the distance

in a few short years—on dancing feet.

From that day, Alice watched the dancers at the Capitol

and danced before her bedroom mirror with new purpose.

From Big Brother Bill, by this time earning his own way
in the world as a bank clerk, she coaxed the money for

dancing lessons at a neighborhood dancing studio. She'd go

to the studio directly from school. Then, along toward dusk

when Alice hadn't returned to the apartment, her mother

would put on her hat and go to the dancing school to bring

her young daughter home.

His little sister's new enthusiasm was hard on Brother

Bill who now was devoting his Friday nights to the Colle-

giate Club's weekly dances. Alice was immune to

insults from Bill's friends who laughed when "that

long-legged kid" begged to be taken along, and tagged

along—invited or not. As it happened, Alice had the

last laugh in this case for she turned up at the Colle-

giate Club herself after a year or so, with a whole

string of boy friends, and out-danced the lot.

DILL, whom sixteen years in a little-sister-infested

family had taught the ways of a diplomat, settled

the problem by bribing a friend to give Alice singing

lessons on Friday nights. The lessons lasted two

weeks, because the teacher wanted Alice to start at

the beginning—with scales and exercises—and Alice

wanted to sing the newest popular tunes. Like that!

She didn't have time for details. She had a long way
to go, and she was in a hurry.

"1 can't teach her a note, but she's marvelous," her

teacher told Bill later. "She doesn't know a thing

about music, but she knows everything about rhythm."

Rhythm! Another name for Alice's seven-league

boots, boots beating out time as Alice danced her way
to financial independence before she was fifteen, as

later she launched a new kind of singing—could the

name be "swing"?—and became the first girl to win

success as soloist with a dance band.

Alice had done with all lessons when she reached

her thirteenth birthday. In that year she put aside

her childhood, and schoolbooks with it; overnight she

was grown up^

Two personal tragedies—the first real unhappiness

she had ever known—played their part in her step

from a happy child, playing "pretend" games with her

friends to a young woman seriously bent upon making
her own way in the big city. Alice's grandmother

—

and confidant—white haired Jane Moffitt, died in her

sleep on her eightieth birthday. It was the first time

death had come close to thirteen-year-old Alice and

suddenly she was aware of the relentlessness of time.

Thirteen years aren't many, but Alice counted them
over and told herself again that if she were to do all

the living she meant to do in her own eighty years,

she'd better hurry, hurry.

Her first encounter with the business of making a

living also had its heartbreak. With her under-

standing mother's permission, and her mother's high-

heeled shoes for confidence, Alice went one after-

noon after school to answer a Ziegfeld chorus call.

Those hours of practicing before the mirror had had
their results, so Alice's time-step compared favorably

with the best of them when the dance director looked

over the crop of applicants.

But when he singled Alice out for questioning, the

director asked no questions about dancing, but simply:

"How old are you?"
"Fifteen," Alice lied.

"Better go home and wait {Continued on page 62)



The scene: Lake Placid; the mermaid:
Kate Smith; the reason: vacationing.
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VACATION
RADIO MIRROR PRESENTS ANOTHER SIDE-

SPLITTING READIO-BROADCAST. FILLED

WITH ALL THE LAUGHS THAT HAVE MADE

HIM NUMBER ONE COMEDIAN^DRAW UP

YOUR CHAIR AND BEGIN TO CHUCKLE

Jack Benny and
Mary started their

vacation in cool,

cool Hollywood.

Editor's Note: Brought you through special

permission of Jack Benny, to fill the hot eve-

nings with amusement until he returns from
his trip abroad—another readio-broadcast. You
can't hear it, but you can read it and get tlnrty

minutes of the same fun you have when you
tune in his Sunday night program. On these

pages you will find more of the best laughs and
playlets that have made this the year's most
popular program. It's all based on material

furnished by Jack himself.

IMAGINE it's Sunday evening at your regu-

lar time for listening to Jack, Mary, Don
Wilson, Phil Harris, Kenny Baker and the

gang. There go the NBC chimes . . . "This is

the National Broadcasting Company" . . . then

we hear Don Wilson : Don : The Jell-O pro-

gram! Starring Jack Benny, with Mary Liv-

ingstone and Phil Harris and his orchestra.

The orchestra opens the program with "It

Looks Like Rain in Cherry Blossom Lane."

(We hear the brightest of the hit tunes,

played as only Phil Harris and his gang can

play it.)

Don: Tonight, ladies and gentlemen, Jack.

-Mary, and all the rest of us are still aboard
the good ship Jelloa, taking a European vaca-

tion cruise. You wouldn't know Jack—he'.s

so tanned and healthy looking he's almost

handsome—and here he is!

Jack: Jello-0 again folks . . . Don, I

wouldn't care how you introduced me tonight.

You can kid me all you want to and I won't

mind. I feel too good, too full of pep and
everything. My, what a tonic this ocean sun

is!

Don: Well, you do look fine. Even the

circles under your eyes are tan.

Jack: And then I had such a swell time at

the masquerade ball last night.

Don: Funny, I didn't see you. How did

you dress ?

Jack: Oh, I didn't bother much. I just

stuck forty candles on my head and went as

a birthday cake. How were you dressed,

Don?
Don: I sat on a plate all evening with a lot

of sliced bananas around me.

Jack: Oh, you were that dish of Jell-O, were

you? I might have known. Wasn't it kind of

uncomfortable sitting on a plate all evening?

Don : I didn't mind it, until someone started

to pour cream and sugar on me.

Jack: Here comes Mary. Funny, she must



When he hit the hot spell

in New York, Benny hod to

cool off like this, just

before he and Mary board-

ed the boat for Europe.
I
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have been there last night but I didn't

recognize her either . . . Hello, Mary.

How were you disguised at the party?

Mary: (It's Mary all right. There's

no mistaking that voice.) Why, I had

on a big red hat with a long yellow

feather, tan buttoned shoes, a brown

furpiece around my neck, a parasol

in one hand and a bookcase in the other.

Jack: Mary, what were you supposed

to be?

Mary: A rummage sale.

Jack: Oh!
Don: Say, Jack, did you see Phil

Harris? He was asking if you'd

brought your violin along on this trip.

Jack: (Trying not to sound pleased.)

Oh he was, eh? Did you hear that,

Mary? Phil wants to know if 1

brought my violin. Maybe he wants

me to play with the orchestra . . . Oh,

Phil, were you looking for me?
Phil: Yes, 1 was. Say, Jack, have

you got your violin with you?
Jack: Yes sir, I have it right down

in my stateroom. Did you want me
to play the next number with you?

Phil: No, we're looking for a fly

swatter.

Jack: Oh yeah? Well, I'm going to

hand you fellers the surprise of your
lives. This summer—^starting just

next week—I'm going to take a few
more lessons and brush up a little bit.

Then you'll see.

Mary: A few more? Go on, you
never took any violin lessons.

Jack: I did, too!

Mary: Then your teacher didn't.

Jack: (Good and mad now) Say,

listen here! I could play "The Bee"
when

—

Don: Now, Jack, don't let it get your
goat. We were only fooling. Why,
you know how we all love you—par-

ticularly after you've given us this swell

trip and everything

—

Jack: Yes, it has been fine, hasn't it?

Still, I'll be glad to get back to Holly-
wood, go on the air again, and start my
new picture. You know, I was so

good in my love scenes in "Artists

and Models" that in my next picture

they're going to give me two leading

ladies. (Continued on page 93)
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ONCE AGAIN MOVIELAND'S MOST

DARING RADIO REPORTER STARS

IN HIS NEW ROLE OF MAGAZINE

GOSSIPER AND CRITIC DE LUXE

Above, Harriet Parsons took over the

reins while mama Louella tripped to

Europe. Left, Al Pearce takes a
tongue lashing in Fidler's open let-

ter this month. Below, guess why Gail
Patrick pinch-hit for Dorothy Lamour.

IND THE
OSWALD (Tony Labriola)- is in

a dither and has consulted a

lawyer. His beautiful blonde

wife just shoved off for a New York
visit that is scheduled to last a year
and Oswald thinks she's left him for

good. Hence the appeal to the counsel-

Iqj-
sis +

Joan Bennett was kept off the Lux
Radio Theater—not for the reasons the

press agents told you about—but be-

cause a make-up man at the studio

stuck the point of some scissors in her

eye—accidentally, of course.
* * *

The reason Gail Patrick did that

Hollywood Hotel stint in place of Dor-
othy Lamour was a conflict brought
about by similar type of products.

Dorothy's sponsors wouldn't release her
to plug a rival brand of goods.

* * *

Frances Langford, pert pipestress, re-

ceived an interesting piece of fan mail.

A pink hand-crocheted dress—wilh a

B



Jimmie suspects Frances Longford and her

manager, Ken Dolon, ore married. Left,

Worren Hull, the new Show Boat spieler.

HOLLYWOOD FRONT
bill for |150. Frances returned both
dress and bill—they were equally dis-

tasteful. And despite repeated denials,

I'm pretty sure Frances has been mar-
ried to her manager, Ken Dolan, for

more than a year.
* * *

Two singers worth notice: Bill

Roberts, the baritone who is rapidly

making a name for himself on the

coast here over NBC, and Florence

George, who thrilled a recent Crosby
hour audience with her super colora-

tura and who, happily, has signed for

the new Packard hour.
* * *

BOOS AND BOOSTS: Margaret
Speaks continues to please with her
crystal-clear soprano. . . . Howard Bar-
low is rapidly becoming one of the bet-

ter conductors of both classical and
popular music. He's on a par, in many
minds, with Meredith Willson and
Andre Kostelanetz ... A choice sprig

of wall rocket (all right, look it up) to

Joe Penner for his very sad gags (de-

spite the fact that children seem to like

him) and his sadder "comedy" situa-

tions. I fail to see humor in insulting

remarks . . .

* * *

As far as the radio audience is con-

cerned, Judy Garland, Maureen O'Con-
nor and Jolly Gillette might just as

well be big grown-up ladies. Such ma-
turity is difficult to believe in children

—yet a wise man once said that girls

grow faster than boys. Maybe that's

why Bobby Breen still sounds very

young on the air.

* * *

Heap laughs occurred when Fibber

McGee and Molly tossed a farewell

buffet supper at one of Hollywood's

roof garden cafes. Just as the guests

were about to tear into the victuals, a

swarm of flying ants (uninvited) hove

into sight and settled on the condi-

ments. Within five minutes the tables

were literally covered with the pesky

I M M I

pests. A master mind ordered the

lights out and the party sat in total

darkness for half an hour, until the

anties had gone. A good time was had

by all.

* * *

Nino Martini entertains the fond de-

sire to hop off to Italy as soon as his

current picture is finished but maybe
Mussolini will make it tough on the

tenor. Benito might remember that

Nino did some very fancy soldiering

and give him a gun. And anyhow,
whatever will Nino do about leaving

lovely Elissa Landi behind?
* * *

Dorothy Lamour may be a sophisti-

cated siren in the movies but she's a

plain home-body in real life if this in-

cident is any indication: At a recent

cocktail party, Robert Armbruster
(who has taken over Werner Janssen's

duties on the Chase and Sanborn show)
sang some Dwight Fisk-ish ditties

(slightly off- {Continued on page ()S)
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After a long radio sojourn in the

East, Virginia Verrill, singer of

torch songs, is sunning herself

again in her native California.

She's Jack Haley's heart interest

on the revised Show Boat, as welf

as Samuel Goldwyn's new film find.



A FEW weeks ago the last of the old-time comedians

went on the air for the first time. His name is Jack

Haley—that's right, the "Wake Up and Live" guy
with the wild eyes and the sappy look. He followed—at

last—the long parade of his old pals, guys who had pounded
the boards of vaudeville way back in the old days—Phil

Baker, Jack Benny, Joe Penner, Fred Allen, Nat (now
George) Burns. He followed—at last—their path to

the greatest stand a gag and patter man ever played

—

radio, a country-wide, audience, the Big Time.

That in itself is a news item. Because there aren't any
more of that breed left, and there aren't any more of them
these days coming up the hard way, the only way that

ever produced a great laugh artist.

But the story I have is what kept Jack Haley off the air

all these years—and why he's taking the plunge at this

particular time. Both may hand you a surprise.

Don't think I'm talking about Jack Haley and the Show
Boat. Show Boat isn't his show and Jack knows it. It's

Charlie Winninger's show. Jack's just been around in

a warm-up spot. Here's the inside: they were breaking him
in for a ready air audience when he starts his own program
for Log Cabin Syrup October 5, over NBC. You'll have

him then, unadulterated—a half hour of Haley, and I hope

you like him. If you don't, a lot of people 1 know will

be pretty disappointed and Jack Haley might shrink back
into his shell for another eight or ten years. Just as he

did the first time.

I suppose I don't have to explain that

Jack Haley holds a clear title to the most
colossal inferiority complex Hollywood
ever ran across. He worries constantly;

he frets; he takes every skin scratch to

heart; he's as sensitive as a seismograph,

as easily depressed as a barometer on a

cloudy day. Everyone in Hollywood
knows how Jack fretted himself out of

screen stardom for years and years. The
story of "Wake Up and Live" is one of

those stories that usually happens only

in books like "Wake Up and Live."

How he busted through that complex
and came to life at last is a classic by
now.

But not many know about the inci-

dent that sent him scurrying away from
radio, so thoroughly disgusted and down-
cast that for years he turned a stony

ear to air offers and refused any part

of a program.

It happened {Continued on page ^\)

B ASKETTE

20th Century-Fox

HE'S THE SURPRISE OF THE

YEAR^THE GUY WITH THE

WILD EYES AND SAPPY EX-

PRESSION BUT IT WAS HIM-

SELF HE SURPRISED MOST



Editor's Note: This is the third of a series of Gang

Busters' broadcasts reprinted in Radio Mirror through the

special permission of the program and Phillips H. Lord,

who directs this half hour of exciting entertainment every

Wednesday night over the CBS network.

I

HATE cops! Hate every flat-footed dick that ever

pounded a pavement! I want to kill them! I want to

blow their heads off—see them buried six feet in the

ground!"

Rosario Borgio was not quite a madman. But out of his

tortured mind he had evolved a scheme which was maniacal

in its sweep, its grandiose simplicity. He hated cops. All

his friends hated them. Then why not kill them all, one

by one? It was as direct as that, and as fantastic. It

could never have succeeded, but it could have created such

a reign of terror as this country has never known.

Only two things prevented Rosario Borgio's scheme from

being the forerunner of a nation-wide uprising of the under-

world against the forces of law and order. One was the

treachery of a member of Borgio's own gang—a man whose

name has never been learned. The other was the superla-

tively fine detective job done by Captain Michael Fiaschetti

of the New York police.

This most bizarre of crime stories began on Christmas

night, 1917, in Akron, Ohio. Patrolman Ralph Sanders was

taking a last look at the Christmas tree he and Mrs. Sand-

ers had just decorated, before going out on his beat. The

glow of the candles fell on his broad, honest face as he

said:

"May, somehow I have a feeling I'm never going to for-

get this mmute . . . standing here with you in front of the

tree ... the kids all in bed . . . just the two of us here . .

.

"

He was right. He never did forget that minute, for he

was still thinking of it a few minutes later when he shut

the dofir of his home behind him and went down the ice-

glazed sidewalk, humming softly to himself. He had gone

only a few steps when out of the shadow of a tree he had

just passed came a spurt of flame—another and another.

In quick succession three bullets buried themselves in his

back, and he fell. He was dead before his wife, who had

heard the shots, could reach him.

The Akron police could find no explanation for the kill-

ing, nor had they been able to find any clue two weeks later,

on the night of January II, 1918. On that night Patrolman

Joe Hunt and Patrolman Edward Costigan met at the in-

tersection of their beats, and walked along together for a

few moments, talking.

Both men were depressed and worried over the murder

of Patrolman Ralph Sanders. The cold-blooded way in

which he had been killed, and the absence of clues, set the

case apart from the ordinary hazards of a policeman's life.

if)



Illustration

by

Anning Alden

From the darkness behind
Patrolman Sanders came a
spurt of flame. The kill-

ers had begun their work.

The night was one of the coldest of the year, and
few people were out. The street on which Costigan
and Hunt were walking was entirely deserted, and
they were glad of each other's company. But it did
them no good. Suddenly, from behind them, two
shots rang out—then two more. Both Hunt and Cos-
tigan were dead when they were found.

The fourth in the series of Akron killings came two
months later, on March 16. Patrolman Gethin Rich-
ards was the victim. Once (Continued on page 56)
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special pernussion of the program and Philips H. Lod^

who directs this half hour of exaUng entertainment every

Wednesday night over the CBS network.

I

HATE cops! Hate every flat-footed dick that ever

pounded a pavement! 1 want to kill them! 1 want to

blow their heads off-see them buried six feet in the

^'Zlario Borgio was not quite a madman. But out of his

tortured mind he had evolved a scheme which was maniaca

in its sweep, its grandiose simplicity. He hated cops All

his friends hated them. Then why not kill them all, one

by one? It was as direct as that, and as fantastic. It

could never have succeeded, but it could have created such

a rei^n of terror as this country has never known.

Only two things prevented Rosario Borgio's scheme from

being the forerunner of a nation-wide upnsing of the under-

world against the forces of law and order. One was the

treachery of a member of Borgio's own gang—a man whose

name has never been learned. The other was the superla-

tively fine detective job done by Captain Michael Fiaschetti

of the New York police.
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This most bizarre of crime stories began on Christmas

nioht 1917. in Akron. Ohio. Patrolman Ralph Sanders was

taking a last look at the Christmas tree he and Mrs. Sand-

ers had just decorated, before going out on his beat. The

glow of the candles fell on his broad, honest face as he

said;
,

...
•May, somehow I have a feeling I m never going to tor-

get this minute . . . standing here with you in front of the

tree the kids all in bed . . , just the two of us here . .

.

'

He was right. He never did forget that minute, for he

V/2LS still thinking of it a few minutes later when he shut

the door of his home behind him and went down the ice-

glazed sidewalk, humming softly to himself. He had gone

only a few steps when out of the shadow of a tree he had

just passed came a spurt of flame—another and another.

In quick succession three bullets, buried themselves in his

back, and he fell. He was dead before his wife, who had

heard the shots, could reach him.

Illustration

by

Anning Alden

From the darkness behind

Pofrolman Sanders came a

spurt of flame. The kill-

ers had begun their work.

The Akron police could find no explanation for the kill-

ing, nor had they been able to find any clue two weeks aten

on the night of January 11, 1918. On that night Patrolma"

Joe Hunt and Patrolman Edward Costigan met at tne
^

tersection of their beats, and walked along together to

few moments, talking. j^j

Both men were depressed and worried over the mur

of Patrolman Ralph Sanders. The cold-blooded way >

which he had been killed, and the absence of clues, set

^^.^

case apart from the ordinary hazards of a policeman ^

The night was one of the coldest of the year, and

few people were out. The street on which Costigan

and Hunt were walking was entirely deserted, and

the)' were glad of each other's company. But it did

them no good. Suddenly, from behind theni, two

shots rang out—then two more. Both Hunt and Cos-

tigan were dead when they were found.

The fourth in the series of Akron killings came two

months later, on March 16. Patrolman Gethin Rich-

ards was the victim. Once (Continued on page 56)
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FOUND LOVE
WINNING the title of Miss New Orleans should have

been the biggest thrill of Dorothy Lamour's life,

but she spent the money for a trip to Chicago and

found Herbie Kay. It was in the Blackhawk restaurant

and Herbie was leading the orchestra. Dorothy

didn't meet him, but she saw him—all eve

ning long she watched him. Love en

gulfed her like a tidal wave.

It made no difference then that

her money was gone. Leave Chi-

cago and her love? Impossible.

So Dorothy learned to run an

elevator in a Chicago de-

partment store until she

managed an audition with

Herbie and won the job

as vocalist with his or-

chestra.

For three years she

sang and silently and
hopelessly adored her

leader. Three long years

while Herbie continued to

overlook her. Just once

he sent her flowers and
then forgot again that she

existed. Three years is a long

time for a girl just turned
twenty. Dorothy quit and went
to New York to forget him. But
like any story book romance, Herbie
flew after her and proposed. They were
married after as hectic a chase for licenses,

rings and ministers as you could find in a

Wodehouse novel.

Two days after the "I Do's," Herb was
back on the stand leading his orchestra.

A thousand miles away, his bride sang
torch songs in night clubs and on the radio.

They said, "Dorothy and Herb are crazy if they expect
to make a go of this marriage!"

It was the unanimous opinion. Not one of their friends

believed that Dorothy Lamour and Herbie Kay could stay

married, or even in love, for six months. A few people,

Dorothy's husband is Herbie
Kay but in the film "Hurri-

cane" Jon Hall is her lover.

who conceded that the marriage might conceivably prosper,

but only at the expense of two wrecked careers, were re-

garded as optimists.

They said, "Those two are plain nuts!"

Taking everything into consideration, it looked very

much as if the calamity howling friends were

right. Never did a marriage start out on

a shakier foundation.

n the first place, both Dorothy and
Herb had iron-clad contracts

which kept them in separate

places. Dorothy's made it nec-

essary for her to remain in

New York City. Herb's

took him traipsing all over

the country with his band.

Dorothy was beautiful

;

Herb was handsome.

Both were young—and
human. Men would
swarm around Dorothy,

women around Herb. How
could either of thenri re-

main faithful to an ideal,

and to a sweetheart who was
thousands of miles away?

They said, "You can't lick

a set-up like that. It isn't in

the cards."

The gloomy prophets were almost

right. They forgot only one thing

—

that Dorothy and Herb were so much
in love they were willing to fight for their

happiness. They were willing to meet the

very real problems that menaced their

marriage. They couldn't afford to accept

the verdict of disaster, couldn't afford to

let circumstances wreck their relationship.

For that relationship was all of life to

them.

It was this desperate need to stay together that sent them

to a .second marriage, a year and a half after their first. It

was the same need that led them, barely in time, to the

creation of an amazing marriage (Continued on page 65)

WHEN A BEAUTIFUL YOUNG BRIDE WITH IDEAS OF HER

OWN SUDDENLY DISCOVERS THAT A CONTINENT HAS SEP-

ARATED HER FROM THE GROOM. THERE'S TROUBLE AHEAD!
2H
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1. For those who admire "hot licks"

"Schmaltz music" is only for hicks.

When Benny is "sending"

No home fires they're tending

2. "The dog house" is swing for bass viol;

And to play it takes plenty of guile.

You slap it and spin it

For all there is in it

3. There once was a guard at Sing Sing

Who nicknamed the prison Swing Swing,

He led the jam band

Till a jail-break was planned

4. There was a young girl of Sautelle

Who thought the sweet kind of music

quite swell,

Then she got "in the groove"

So her neighbors would move

YOUR ENTRY COUPON ^
1.

2.

3.

4.

Nome.

Address

WHETHER or not you've been bitten by the swing

bug that's threatening the peace of the whole
country these days, here's your chance to have

more fun than you've had all summer and to share in

twenty-eight exciting prizes.

Imagine yourself a mile in the sky aboard a luxurious

United Airlines plane, skimming through the clouds,

bound for the wonder city of the world—Hollywood!
You won't have to imagine if you get busy and win
first prize in this hilarious contest. Finish these four

limericks with the most outstanding last lines and climb

aboard that silver ship for the trip of a lifetime.

In Hollywood the winner will spend three whole spell-

bound days, visiting the coast to coast Tuesday night

radio program on the CBS network, seeing at first hand
the movie stars at work, and visiting all the glamour
spots you've read about, as the guest of the program
itself.

It's easy, it's amusing, it's rewarding! To the second

prize winner there goes a beaytiful cabinet model Pilot

radio. To the writer of the third best set of last lines

goes a smaller Pilot radio. And to the next twenty-five

winners go de luxe Ronson lighters.

No strings, no catches, just a matter of thinking up
clever last lines which rhyme with the first two lines

of each limerick. And to make it still easier, here's a

sample last line for the first limerick: Though their

wifies may raise awful kicks.

Probably you'll want to use swing language in making
your last lines. So here is a glossary of swing terms to

guide you:
Jam or jives—swing; licks or hot licks—a swing

phrase of music; rider vian or sender—a star hot soloist:

Get off on it, go out of the world, or get in the groove—
to render an inspired swing solo; Schmaltz—ordinary
sweet rnusic; Cats—members of the band; Dog house—
bass viol; Push Pipe—trombone; Grunt iron—tuba;
Licorice stick—clarinet; Plumbing—trujnpet; Suitcases

—drums; Gobble pipe—saxophone.
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WIN A TRIP TO HOLLYWOOD!

- ENTER

-

THE BENNY GOODMAN

SWING LIMERICK CONTEST

FIRST PRIZE Free trip to Hollywood

SECOND PRIZE Cabinet size Pilot radio

THIRD PRIZE Pilot radio

TWENTY-FIVE PRIZES Ronson lighters

Tune in Benny Goodman's Swing School, sponsored
by Camel Cigarettes, Tuesday nights at 9:30 EDST,
over the Columbia network. Above, Benny, himself.

CONTEST RULES

i. Anyone, anywhere, may compete except em-
ployees of Macfadden Publications Inc. and members
of their families.

2. To compete, study all four Limericks carefully

and then write your own last tine for each in the

space provided on the coupon. To be considered for

a prize your entry must be on the official coupon.

3. Entries will be judged on the basis of aptness,

cleverness and appropriateness of last lines. The
entry with the best set of four lost lines rated on this

basis, will be awarded a round trip to Hollywood
via United Airlines with a three day stop-over in the

film capital. To the next best entry will be awarded
a cobinet size Pilot radio. To the third best goes a
smaller Pilot radio, and to each of the twenty-five

entries next highest in rating will be awarded beauti-

ful Ronson lighters. Duplicate awards will be paid in

the event of ties.

4. The judges will be the editorial board of

Radio Mirror and by entering you agree to accept
their decisions as final.

5. All entries must be received on or before Tues-

day, October 5, 1937, the closing date of this contest.

6. Address all entries to Radio Mirror Swing Con-
test, P. O. Box 556, Grand Central Station, New York,

N. Y., by First Class Mail.



A serious moment, as

Kenny and Jane double
their pulse count—
Can this be the young
man whose shyness Mr.
Benny kids so much?

TIMID TENOR?
The clinch! and what
good is any romance
without it? On second

thought, though, isn't

Kenny holding back a
little? Still timid!

M



JACK

Hollywood won't like

this story, but Olivia

told it because of the

lesson that it teaches

RADIO CAN MAKE

YOURDREAMSCOME

TRUE. JUST AS IT

DID FOR BEAUTIFUL

OLIVIA DE HAYILLAND

OU WAN
DRAMA critics invariably sneer, Broadway stars laugh

up their sleeves and Holl>^ood's guest-star circle

shrugs its shoulders in disdain. With them, it's al-

ways the same story—radio deadens the art of acting, radio

drama doesn't compare. Radio, to niake it more painful,

is just a pleasant way of picking up spare change.

But Olivia de Havilland—beautiful, young, of the mod-
ern school of Hollywood success for whom brilliant stardom

is no longer just a dazzling dream—has found the truth to

be different.

Olivia de Havilland never knew how to act until she

agreed to take part in an hour-length radio drama. And
she's anxious to admit it. The first thing she said was, "If

you want to learn to act, turn to radio. Any young actor

should look on radio as his great opportunity. If you've

ever tried to get on the stage you know that it's practically

impossible. But there are thousands of radio stations which

do offer you a chance to learn to act.

"Look at me. Radio makes me a better actress every

time I go on the air. It gives me the inspiration and ex-

citement I've never found in the movies. And it's teaching

me things about the job of acting the movies can't even

touch!"

And when you know Olivia, you know that radio also is

bringing her the one thing she has always wanted above

everything else.

She told me all this one afternoon at Warner Brothers'

Studio, where she was making {Continued on page 90)
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NOT every successful man is qualified or able to talk about success or

to give advice on how to achieve it. In fact, I've known some
whose advice I'd have run miles to avoid following—simply because

it was obvious that success hadn't been worth the price they'd paid for it.

Lowell Thomas is a different sort of person entirely, principally be-

cause he is a happy man first of all, and a successful one after that. I'd

gone up to his country estate near Pawling, New York, to talk to him, and

I soon saw that he owned something much more precious than the beautiful

old mansion-house, the swimming-pool and tennis-courts. He had the ease

of mind that comes independently of material things. And. I knew that

when he talked of "success" what he really meant was "success combined
with happiness."

For that very reason, too, he could talk frankly. His success secrets are

principles that no man need be ashamed to follow. Yet they're eminently

practical as well. No vague generalizations about thrift or industry does

Lowell Thomas ofi'er you when you ask how to achieve success. He has sim-

ply learned seven things in his life-time—seven things that, taken together,

have made him a famous radio commentator and writer and have provided
him with money, possessions, security.

THE most important truth I've learned," he told me, "and the belief

upon which my whole life is based, is that you can get anything you
want if you really make up your mind you want it, and go out after

it. And since that is true, always use an elephant gun instead of a pop gun.

Try for something really big, instead of trying for something small. No
matter what your profession, make up your mind to be a big shot in it in-

stead of a subordinate. Don't say to yourself that what you really want is

too far away, too big, for you to reach—because it is really true that nine

times out of ten it's as easy to get the big prizes as it is to get the little

one, provided you consciously and determinedly aim for the big one.

"Second, and still talking in terms of hunting, now that you are out with

your elephant gun, do7i't aim for an elephant and nothing else. Who knows?
—a hippopotamus might come along, and it's as big game as an elephant

any day. If success is your aim, don't limit the field in which you can at-

tain it. I suppose, when I was starting out in the world, I was aiming for

big game in the newspaper business. Then another form of big game—radio

—came along, and I turned to it. You must be adaptable enough to seize the

big opfwrtunities when they present themselves.

"The third thing I've learned is the value of infinite patience. It's the big-

gest game that requires the longest and most patient stalking. I've seen so

many men throw away their opportunities because they lacked the patience

to wait just a little longer for the right moment. That moment will come,
all right, if you stay on the alert for it long enough.

"The fourth necessity for success is the knowledge of how to work."
Thomas shook his head reminiscently. "I learned that when I was a

youngster. I had to. My father made me learn it. Every Saturday of my
boyhood was spent in sawing up stove wood, for so {Continued on page 11)
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Neither swimming pools nor tennis courts

nor riding stables on a beautiful country

estate can bring real happiness without

the inner contentment that Thomas finally

achieved with his rules for beating life.





NOT every successful man is qualifled or able to talk about success or

to give advice on how to achieve it. In fact. I've known some

whose advice I'd have run miles to avoid following—simply because

it was obvious that success hadn't been worth the price they'd paid for it.

Lowell Thomas is a different sort of person entirely, principally be-

cause he is a happy man first of all, and a successful one after that. I'd

gone up to his country estate near Pawling, New York, to talk to him, and

I soon saw that he owned something much more precious than the beautiful

old mansion-house, the swimming-pool and tennis-courts. He had the ease

of mind that comes independently of material things. And 1 knew that

when he talked of "success" what he really meant was "success combined
with happiness."

For that very reason, too, he could talk frankly. His success secrets are

principles that no man need be ashamed to follow. Yet they're eminently
practical as well. No vague generalizations about thrift or industry does
Lowell Thomas offer you when you ask how to achieve success. He has sim-
ply learned seven things in his life-time—seven things that, taken together,

have made him a famous radio commentator and writer and have provided
him with money, possessions, security.

THE most important truth I've learned," he told me, "and the belief

upon which my whole life is based, is that you can get anything you
want if you really make up your mind you want it, and go out after

it. And since that is true, always use an elephant gun instead of a pop gun.

Try for something really big, instead of trying for something small. No
matter what your profession, make up your mind to be a big shot in it in-

stead of a subordinate. Don't .say to yourself that what you really want is

too far away, too big, for you to reach—because it is really true that nine
times out of ten it's as easy to get the big prizes as it is to get the little

one, provided you consciously and determinedly aim for the big one.

"Second, and still talking in terms of hunting, now that you are out with
your elephant gun, don't aim for an elephant and nothing else. Who knows?
—a hippopotamus might come along, and it's as big game as an elephant
any day. If success is your aim, don't limit the field in which you can at-
tain it. I suppose, when 1 was starting out in the world, I was aiming for
big game in the newspaper business. Then another form of big game—radio—came along, and I turned to it. You must be adaptable enough to seize the
big opportunities when they present themselves.

"The third thing I've learned is the value of infinite patience. It's the big-
gest game that requires the longest and most patient stalking. I've seen so
many men throw away their opportunities because they lacked the patience
to wait just a little longer for the right moment. That moment will come,
all right, if you stay on the alert for it long enough.
"The fourth necessity for success is the knowledge of how to work."

Thomas shook his head reminiscently, "1 learned that when 1 was a
youngster. I had to. My father made me learn it. Every Saturday of mv
boyhood was spent in sawing up stove wood, for so (Continued on page 7 '
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Deanna Durbin's supposed
to be on her vacation,
but she's just finished her

second starring role in

Universol's "100 Men and
a Girl," and will be back
with Eddie Cantor in Sept.
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OCTOBER

&M Rode
For country %veek ends in Del Monte,
Elyse Law^ chooses a suit of the new^

tapestry tweed, in clover-lavender. "Cutex
Old Rose is heavenly M'ith it!^' she says.

(^AN FRANCISCO'S smart younger

C^set boasts one of the loveliest

debutantes ever presented to Society.

Elyse Law's beauty is the kind that is

only seen once or twice in a lifetime

. . . Divinely tall, slim, with hair that

shines like wheat in the sun, a faintly

golden skin, blue eyes deep-set under

a high, pure brow.

She's a very vital young person,

too! Golfs, swims at Pebble Beach,

Santa Barbara. Adores far places . . .

has traveled a lot. Likes music, the

theatre. And has a really extraordinary

flair for color and design in clothes.

In composing her color harmonies.

Miss La"W will -wear this gowo of royal blue
to the Spinster's Ball at the Palace Hotel,
this Fall. "Won't Cutex Rohin Red be
marvelous ^th it?" asks Elyse.

she uses the rich and subtle new
"smoky" nail shades with unusual
imaginativeness. "I never get tired of

playing my Cutex nail shades against

costume colors," she says. "I wish

every girl appreciated what exciting

possibilities they offer as contrast."

• • •

WHY NOT STUDY the three suggestions above,

and then see what effects Y'OU can achieve?

There are 11 shades to choose from alto-

gether. And, being Cutex, they'll all wear

for days . . . won't thicken up in the bottle . .

.

won't fade . . . but will shine and twinkle

like bright little stars ! And since Cutex

is only 35^ a bottle, you can start with

3 shades at least! At any shop, anywhere!

NoRTHAH Wabhen, New York, Montreal, London, Paris

Miss Law has chosen Albany green for a
town dress to wear lunching at the

St. Francis Hotel. She picks the new Cutex
Thistle for this ... a rosy faun color.

CLOVER— Luscious
with green, blue, brown,
gray, black.

TULIP— A new bright
accent for black. Goes
with every color.

Also Rust, Light Rust,
Natural, Colorless,
Rose, Burgundy.

Sand 16(! for CUTEX
INTRODUCTORY SET

NORTHAM \V.\RREN CORPORATION. Dq.i. 7-B-lO

191 lluilson Slr<-el, New York, N. Y.

(In CanaJa, P. O. Box 2320, Monlrcal)

I eni'Iose 16c to cover cost of postage and parking for the

Cutex Introductor)- Set, including 2 shades of Cutex Liquid

Polish, as checked. Q R"sl Burgundy Thistle

n Clover D Tulip D Old Rose

Name

AdJree*.

Cilv
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Donl you

kiss me

She knew that he adored her . . . that she

was fond of him . . . that she ought to en-

courage him . . . because after all he was

attractive and successful. Yet the thought

of him making love to her was actually

revolting. She wished she could tell him

why, hut she didn't dare . . . the subject

was just too personal . . .

GIVE THEM A HINT

There is nothing more fatal to friendship

and romance than hahtosis (unpleasant

breath). The matter was once too deli-

cate to talk about. Now, in the new candor

that is sweeping America, more courage-

ous women haven't hesitated to hint to

boy friends that the use of a little Listerine

would make them more agreeable. Tact-

fully presented, the suggestion nearly

always works. It's self-protection for

women and a favor to men. Use Listerine

before all social engagements. Remember

it makes the breath sweeter, more whole-

some, and more agreeable.

LAMBERT PHARMACAL CO., St. Louis, Mo.

FOR HALITOSIS

USE LISTERINE
The Quick Deodorant
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All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

8:00 A. M.
XBC-Blue: Melody Hour
NBC-Red: Goldthwaitc Orch.

8:30
VBC-Blue: Tone Pictures
NBC-Red: Cliildren's Concert

CBS: Sunday Morning at Aunt
Susan's
N'BC-Blue: White Rabbit Line
NBC-Rcd: Orchestra

10:00
CBS: Church of the Air
NBC-Blue: Russian IVIelodies

NBC-Red: Bible Highlights

10:30
CBS: Romany Trail __
NBC Blue: Walberg Brown En-

semble

11:00
NBC: Press-radio News

NBC-Blue: Alice Remsen, contralto

NBC-Red: Ward and Muzzy, oiano

11:15
NBC-Red: Bravest of the Bravo

11:30
CBS: Major Bowes Family

'!:« „ u
NBC-Red: Henry Busse Orch.

12:00 Noon
NBC-Blue: Southernaires
NBC-Red: Hour Glass

12:30 P. M. ^ ^ .

CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle

MBS: Ted Weems Orchestra

NBC-Blue: Music Hall of the Air

NBC-Red: University of Chicago

Round Table Discussion

1 :00
CBS: Church of the Air
NBC-Red: Dorothy Dreslin

1:30
CBS: Poets Gold
NBC-Blue: Our Neighbors
NBC-Red: Dreams of Long Ago

2:00
CBS: St. Louis Serenade

AfBS: The Lamplighter
NBC-Blue: The Magic Key of RCA
NBC-Red: Sunday Drivers

2 "30

'cBS: Dramas of the Bible

NBC-Red: Thatcher Colt mysterio*

CBS: Everybody's Music .

NBC-Blue: Noble Cain Choir

4:00
CBS: Snelling Bee
NBC-Blue: Sunday Vespers

NBC-Red: Romance Melodies

NBC-Blue: Fishfacc, Figgsbottle

NBC-Red: The World is Yours

CBS: Our American Neighbors

NBC-Blue: There Was a Woman

CBS: Guy Lombardo
NBC-Blue: Smilin Ed McConnell

6:00
CBS: The Chicagoans
NliC-Blue: Grenadier Guards Band
NBC-Rcd: Catholic Hour

NBC-Blue: Ernest Gill Orch.
NBC-Red: A Tale of Today

7:00
CBS: Columbia Workshop
NBC-Bed: Jane Froman. Don Rosi

7:30
CBS: Harry Von Zell

NBC-Blue: Werner Janssen
NBC-Red: Fireside Recitals

7:45
NBC-Red: Fitch Jingles

8:00
NBC-Red; Don Ameche, Edgar Ber.

gen, W. C. Fields.

8:30
CBS: Texaco Town

9:00
CBS: Ford Symphony
NBC-Blue: Rippling Rhythm Revue
NBC-Ued: Manhattan Merry-Go-
Round

0:30
NBC-Blue: Walter Wlnchell
NBC-Red: American Album ot
Familiar Music

0^45
NBC-BIuc: Irene Rich

10:00
NH('-I!1up: Concert
NJJC-llcd: Sunday Night Party

CliS: Press Radio News
NBC-Blue: Judy and the Bunch
NBC-Rid: Orchestra

11:30
Dance Music

SUNDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By DON AMECHE

Never burn your bridges behind you unless you hove a rowboat handy.

Highlights For Sunday, Aug. 29

"DADIO'S perennial favorite, Smilin'
'-^ Ed McConnell, blooms again late

this afternoon

—

5:30 E. D. S. T.—on
NBC's Red Network. . . . 'Will be on
the air all season, giving his all for the

Acme White Lead and Color people.

Palmer Clark's orchestra, Larry Lar-
son, and a choral group are Smilin'

Ed's capable assistants . . . Smilin' Ed
proudly claims to be radio's fattest

man, likes the title because many years
ago somebody said, "Everybody loves
a fat man." . . . Born in Atlanta, Ga.,
on January 12, 1892, Ed was a minis-
ter's son, and an all-round athlete in

school ... Is an automobile fan, and
has owned sixty-two of them at va-
rious times . . . Last spring purchased
a supercharged car that can go 135

miles an hour if he really wants it to.

It was a compromise between Ed and
the Mrs.—^he really wanted to buy a
seaplane . . . Keeps his baby's first

shoe before him when on the air. It's

gold-plated ... Is superstitious as

anything, and thinks number nine
lucky. Likes hotel rooms that add up
to that number . . . Served in war with
army air service, and during war was
once pronounced dead by drowning
when his troop train plunged from a
bridge. . . . Tonight, via CBS at 8:00,
hear the last broadcast of the Milton
Berle show. . . . Via CBS at 5:00,
comes a polite salute to Venezuela—
it's one of Our American Neighbors.
. . . Irene Rich is on now at a new time—9:45 tonight, NBC-Blue.

Welcome Smilin' Ed
McConnell back fo

the air this after-

noon at 5:30 on NBC.

Highlights For Sunday, Sept. 5

Once the Lilac Time
girl, Jeannine Macy
now is featured on
Universal Rhythm.

npODAY'S CBS salute to Our Ameri-
-*• can Neighbors goes to Uruguay and
Paraguay, so, lovers of Latin music, re-

member you have a date at five o'clock

—Eastern daylight time, of course. . . .

Did you know an old favorite is on tap

again? Name: Jeannine Macy. For-

mer occupation: being the "Lilac Time"
girl on the program of that name. Pres-

ent occupation: singing on Universal

Rhythm, tonight at 9:00 on CBS. . . .

Jeannine's absence from the air came
as a natural result of her marriage to

Tom Richley, staff musician at WLW
in Cincinnati when Jeannine worked
there. . . . It's a boy. . . . Jeannine's
another Rudy Vallee discovery. He
heard her on a children's program on
WHAM, Rochester. Helped her get a

job at Castle Farm in Cincinnati, which
led to her work at WLW and Lilac

Time. . . . That Universal Rhythm
show leaves its Sunday-night spot af-

ter tonight, now that the dignified Ford
Symphony has had its summer rest and
is raring to go after Bach and Beetho-
ven again. . . . Rhythm pops up Sat-

urday after next at 9:30 on the CBS
network. . . . Other shows for you to
look forward to this afternoon and to-

night: Harry von Zell's Summer Stars,

CBS at 7:30; Frank Munn and Jean
Dickenson on NBC-Red at 9:30; A
Tale of Today, with Raymond Johnson
and Lauretta Fillbrandt, on NBC-Red
at 6:30; the Sunday Night Party, with
more stars than you can shake a five-

tube set at, on NBC-Red at ten.

Highlights For Sunday, Sept. 12

SUMMER'S almost over—^here comes
the Ford Symphony back on the

air, the vanguard of the winter season.

Don't bother to put on your white tie

and tails, but come along to the near-

est CBS station at 9:00 E.D.S.T., and
wrap an ear around a couple of classics.

. . . Director tonight and for the next

few weeks is Jose Iturbi, the fiery little

Spanish piano-playing maestro. Guest
soloist is John Charles Thomas, who
used to have a program of his own but

confines himself nowadays to visiting

shows that need a good baritone for

the evening. John Charles is husky,
looks more like a strong man than a
singer, but leaves you in no doubt
about what he is once he cuts loose

on an aria. ... Is as fond of boating

as he is of singing. ... Is a minister's

son, born in Meyersdale, Pa. Used to

sing for his father at camp meetings,

working up from boy-soprano to ado-

lescent-bass. . . . Almost decided to be
-a doctor, but music won out. . . . Got
into comic opera, where he stayed for

several years. . . . In 1924, made his

debut in "Aida" in Washington, two
days later got married, and shortly

after that broke 90 at a Florida golf

club. , . . Counted 1924 a banner year.

. . . Sang for the first time at the
Metropolitan Opera House in 1934,
and hasn't missed a season since. . . .

Owns an 85-foot yacht, "The Mas-
querader," where he spends all of his

spare time. . . . Owns no land home at

all—always rents them.

John Charles Thomas
is guest soloist on
the Ford Symphony's
return this evening.

Highlights For Sunday. Sept. 19

Honeychile, on the

Rippling Rhythm Re-
vue, is played by
blonde Clare Hazel.

JV/TAKE way tonight for hizzoner the
^^^ Mayor of Texaco Town . . . Eddie
Cantor, refreshed by a summer of rest

(all he did was make a new movie and
sit in on every rehearsal of the Texaco
summer show, and that's a rest for

Eddie), is back on his program tonight,

8:30 on CBS. . . . And once more Sun-
day night begins to seem like Sunday
night, with Eddie spending that (half)

hour with you again. . . . Also check
for tonight the premiere broadcast of

the new Mutual program sponsored by
the Commentator Magazine. It's a
dramatic-variety program on MBS*
coast-to-coast network, from 10:00 to

10:30 P.M. . . . Nor do you want to

miss Rippling Rhythm Revue, NBC-
Blue at 9:00, and that old-know-it-

all, Winchell, same network at 9:30.
That Honeychile you hear trading gags
with Bob Hope on Rippling Rhythm
Revue is Bob's third Honeychile girl

stooge. . . . Her name is Clare Hazel,
and she's as Southern as her accent. . . .

Meant to be a newspaper woman, and
wrote stories when a child for her dad's
newspaper in Bennettsville, S. C. . .

Was editor of her high school paper.
Then went to Queens College in Char
lotte, N. C, and made the mistake ol

getting a part in a freshman play.
,

After that, phooey on journalism! .

Came to New York after graduation,

got a break when Bob, needing a new
Honeychile, heard her Southern drawl
and hired her. . . . Now she's also

busy on the Broadway stage.
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All time is Eastern Dayiigiit Saving

8:00 A. M.
KBC-Blue: Morning Devotions
NBC-Red: Malcolm Claire

8:15
NBC-Blue: Island Serenaders
NBC-Red: Good Morning Melodies

8:30
NliC-Blue: William Mecder
NBC-Red: Home Songs

9:00
CBS: Metropolitan Parade
NBC-Blue: Breakfast Club
NBC-Red: Fields and Hall

9:30
CBS: Richard Maxwell

9:35
NBC: Press Radio News

10:00
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-B!ue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs

10:15
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue. Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
J^BC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:45
NBC-Blue: Kitchen Cavalcade
NBC-Ked. Todays Children

11:00
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills
NBC-Red; David Harum

11:13
CBS: Heinz Magazine
NBC-Blue: Personal Column
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming

11:43
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stcries
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh

12:00 Noon
CBS: Swinging the Blues
3IBS: Journal of Living
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:15
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

12:30
CBS. Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS: Betty and Bob
NBC-Blue: Love and Learn

1:15
CBS: Hymns: Betty Crocker
NEC-Blue: Neighbor Nell
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife

1:30
CBS: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Words and Music

1:45^

CBS: Hollywood in Person
2:00
CBS: Kathryn Cravens

2:15
CBS: Jack and Loretta

2:45
CBS: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Girl Interne

3:00
CBS; Col. Jack Major
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC-Bed: Ma Perkins

3:30
CBS; Pop Concert
NBC-Blue: Let's Talk it Over
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

3:45
NBC-Ked: The O'Neills

4:00
CBS; Bob Byron
NBC-Blue; Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

NBC-Bed: Personal Column
4:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

5:00
CBS: Clyde Barrie

5'I5
NBC-Bed: While the City Sleeps

5:30
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady
N'BC-Ked; Don Winslow of the Navy

5*45
"CBS: Funny Things
NTBC-Bed: Jackie Heller

6:30
Press Radio News

CBS: Sports Resume
6:45
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

'CBS; Poetic Melodies
NBC-Blue; Hughie Barrett's Orch.
NBC-Red- Amos 'n' Andy

7:15
CBS: Song Time
NBC-Red- Uncle Ezra

7:30
MBS; The Lone Ranger
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner

7 :45 „
CBS: Boake Carter
NBC-Ked: Passing Parade

8:00
CBS; Alemite Half Hour
NTJC-Blue: Good Time Society
NBC-Red: Burns and Allen

8:30
CBS: Pick and Pat
NBC-Red: Voice of Firestone

9:00
CBS; Lux Theater
SrBS: Gabriel Heatter
NT5C-Red: McGee and Molly

9:30
NBC-Bed; Hour of Charm

10:00
CBS; Wayne King
MBS; Elder Michaux
NBC-Red; Contented Proorani

10:30
CBS; Neck o' the Woods
NBC-Blue; Radio Forum

1 1 :00
Dance Musio

MONDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By HORACE HEIDT

If you want a thing done in a hurry, ask a busy man to do it.

Highlights For Monday, Aug. 30
AT 11:00 A. M. today, Elsie Mae

Gordon pauses in her mad flight

from studio to studio to play Phoebe in

Trouble House, for the Heinz Maga-
zine of the Air on CBS. . . . Elsie Mae
is busier than a bird dog. . . . Some-
times doesn't know what program she's

on, she works on so many. . . . Rea-
son is that she's so versatile. . . . Can
play anything from a cry-baby to a
grandma, from a parrot to a cow. . . .

Carries a big bag around with hei", and
in rehearsal intervals produces a piece
of knitting from this bag and sets to
work. . . . Knitting is always a sweater
for her ten-year-old son, Gordon White.
. . . Likes to ride horseback, swim, hike
and drive her car through the country.
. . . Has been on the air since 1922,

when you used to envy your neighbors
their crystal set. . . . Sometimes drops
radio work entirely and goes on a
short stage tour, doing her specialty

—

dramatic monologues—in front of au-
diences. ... Is an individualist, she
says, dislikes intolerance, and has no
favorite books, symphonies, plays or
authors, no superstitions and no hob-
bies. . . . Reminder: Myrt and Marge
are on at a new time now, 10:15 A. M.,
CBS, ... So is your old pal Ted Ma-
lone—he's taken over M. & M.'s old
quarter-hour, 2:45 P. M., also on CBS.
. , . Ted's been doing some investigat-

ing about people's favorite books. Dis-
covered that the Bible is most people's
favorite—but also that few people have
read it enough to know it really well.

Busy Elsie Mae Gor-
don plays Phoebe on

Trouble House, part

of Heinz Magazine.

Highlights For Monday, Sept. 6

"World's best cook"

Crosby Goige is re-

turning to the air

today on NBC-Blue.

T ABOR DAY—and NBC is celebrat-
"^^ ing by starting a new program:
Kitchen Cavalcade, starring Crosby
Gaige, Monday through Friday at 10:45
on the Blue. A must for housewives,

would-be housewives, and bachelors

who cook their own meals Gaige
modestly says, "I consider myself the

world's best cook." On this show he
gets a chance to prove it. . . . Gaige
is one of New York's better-known
theatrical producers. . . . Was re-

cently one of the men responsible for

the mammoth stage spectacle, "The
Eternal Road." . . . Bom in Skunk Hol-
low, New York, he was the son of a

postmaster. . . . After graduation from
Columbia University, went right into

the business of helping produce plays.

... Is a bachelor and has an adopted
son named Jeremy. . . . Owns a farm
near Peekskill, where he raises rare

herbs to make into spices to put into

hib pet culinary efforts. . . . Doesn't
think much of women who complain
that running a home is the hardest job

in the world. Say it's the easiest, in-

stead. . . . The Barrymores, John and
Elaine, are in a modem play for a

change—Philip Barry's "The Animal
Kingdom." Listen in on NBC's Blue
network. . . . Set aside 1:15 P.M. to

listen to Dan Harding's Wife on NBC-
Red. The cast: Dan Harding, Merrill

Fugit; Eula Sherman, Margerette
Shanna: Hester Forrest, Ann Stone;
Mr. Fowler, Robert Griffin; Annette
Dupre, Laurette Fillbrandt.

Highlights For Monday, Sept. 13

npODAY'S star news: the Lux Thea-
^ ter is back on the air tonight, at

nine o'clock on CBS, raising the curtain

on another fall and winter season of

weekly hit plays, starring the guys and
gals who make Hollywood what it is.

.... Once more Cecil B. DeMille is

waving the baton, or whatever it is

movie directors use instead of a mega-
phone when they direct radio plays.

... C. B. deserves the title of Pioneer
HollyTvoodite if anyone does. . . . Won-
der why he doesn't do an air adapta-

tion of his first big hit picture, "The
Squaw Man," which made history when
Hollywood was only a sleepy Mexican
village. ... If you met DeMille you'd
be surprised to leam that your notion
of what a great director looked like was

all wrong. . . . He's soft-spoken, dig-

nified, and looks more like a successful

banker than a guy who handles tem-
peramental stars. . . . When a boy, he
ran away from school to enlist in the

army during the Spanish-American
War, but failed because he was too

young. . . . Then became an actor and
did right well at it. . . . Gave it up to

become manager of a play brokerage.
.... Met Jesse Lasky in 1913, when
both were practically- broke. . . . They
pooled the few dollars they had to

make "The Squaw Man.". . . . Op-
posite Lux, on NBC-Blue, John and
Elaine Barrymore present the play:

"Accent on Youth." . . . Another pre-

miere today: the Journal d Living, at

noon, on MBS.

Back for anoth er

season of dramatic
thrills: D e M i I I e ' s

Lux Radio Theater,

Highlights For Monday. Sept. 20

Margore-I- Broyton is

the comical Mrs. Bil-

lingsley on the Burns

and Allen broadcasts.

pREMIERE of the day: a program
•^ sponsored by Campana, on NBC-
Blue, from 8:30 to 9:00 P. M. . . .

When your Almanac went to press no-

body knew what this show would be,

who'd be in it, or what it would be

about. ... If they knew, they were

keeping it a secret. . . . But the spon-

sors are the same people who bring you
the First Nighter, which you've en-

joyed these many years. First Nighter

stays on the air, too. . . . Mutual starts

a series of programs this afternoon from
the Persian Room of the Plaza Hotel

in New York. Your danceband maes-
tro for these shows is Will McCune. . . .

Margaret Brayton is the girl who plays

the nutty Mrs. Billingsley on the Burns
and Allen, program, tonight at 8:00 on

NBC-Red. . . . Margaret's a joke ex-

pert. . . . Has traded gags in front of

the mike with Jack Benny, Edward
Everett Horton, Al Pearce, and many
other air favorites. ... In fact, she

got her radio start with Al Pearce in

San Francisco. . . . She's loved the

stage ever since the days when, a

child, she used to watch Edmund Lowe
from backstage at the old Morosco
Theater in Los Angeles, where her
stepfather. Bert Wesner, was director.

. . . Parents disapproved of stage am-
bitions, but Margaret stuck to thein. . . .

The National American Legion con-
vention starts today in New York, and
all networks are on hand to report its

highlights. Main one today: the pa-

rade. ... It will be miles long.
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All time Is Eastern Daylight SavInD

8:00 A. M.
NBC-Blue: Morning Devotions
NBC-Red: Malcolm Claire

8:15
NBC-Blue: Dick Leibert
NBC-Red: Good Morning Melodiei

8:30
NBC-Red: Moments Musical

9:00
CBS: Dear Columbia
NBC-Blue: Breakfast Club
NBC-Red: Fields and Hall

9:30
CBS: Riciiard Maxwell
JIBS: Journal of Living

10:00
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Ued: Mrs. Wigos

10:15
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Ked: John's Other Wife

(0:30 _ ,,

NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Famfl»

NBC-Ked: Just Plain Bill

KBC-Blue: Kitchen Cavalcade

NBc-Ked: Todays Children

1 1 :00
CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills

NBC-Red: David Haruni

11:15
CBS: Heinz Magazine
NBC-Blue; Personal Column
NBC-Red: Backstage Wifo

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Vic and Bade
NBC-Red: Mystery Chef

I i '45

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Storiot

NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugn
NBC-Red: Allen Prescott

12:00 Noon
NBCKed: Girl Alone

12:15 P. M.
CBS»: Edwin C. Hill

XBC-Red: Mary Marlin
12 '30

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

NEC-Red: Barry McKinley
12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS: Betty and Bob
NBC-Blue; Love and Learn

1:15
CBS; Hymns: Betty Crocker
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife

I *30

'CBS; Arnold Grimm's Daughter
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Words and Music

I -.45
. „

CBS: Hollywood in Person

2:15
CBS: Jack and Loretta

2:30
CBS; Dalton Brothers
NBC-Blue; Music Guild
NBC-Red: It's a Woman's World

2-45
CBS: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Girl Interne

3:00
CBS: Theater Matinee
MBS: Mollie of the Movies
NBC-Blue: Airbreaks
NBC-Red: Pepper Youngs FamiW

8:15
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

3 '30
'cBS: Concert Hall
NBC-Red: Vic and Sado

3 45
MBC-Blue: Have You Heard
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

4:00 . „
CBS: Bob Byron
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

4*15
NBC-Red: Personal Column

4*45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

5:30 „. .

NBC-Blue: Singing Lady
NBC-Red: Don Winslow of the Navy

6 45
'cBS: Drama of the Skies

Press-Radio News
6:35
CBS: Sports Resume

6 '45
'NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

7:00 ^. ., , ..

CBS: Poetic Melodies
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
NBC-Red; Amos 'n' Andy

CBS: Song Time .

NBC-Red; Vocal Varieties

7 '30
'cnS: Helen Menken
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner

7 '45
NBC-Blue; Vivian Delia Chiesa

('US; Mark Warnow
NBC-Blue; Husbands and Wives
NBC-Ued; Johnny Presents

8:30 ., , ,

CliS: Al Jolson

MBS: Listen to This
NBC-Blue; Edgar A. Guest
NBC-Red: Wayne King

9:00
CBS: Al Pearco
MRS: Gabriel Hcatter
NBC-Bluc; Ben Bcrnie
NBC-Red: Vox Pop—Parks Johnson

9:30 „ ,

cliS: Benny Goodman
VIIIS; True Detective Mystery
NBC -Red; Lanny Ross

10:00
CBS: Your Unseen Friend

10:30
NBC-Blue: Past Masters
VBC-Ucd: JImmIe Fidler

10:45
NBC-Bed: Vic and Sade

11:00
Danee Musle
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TUESDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By AL PEARCE

Make acquaintances quickly; make friends slowly.

Highlights For Tuesday, Aug. 31

OTARTING today, the Heinz Maga-
^-^ zine of the Ah gets complicated in

its time-scheme . . . Mondays, Tues-
days, and Thursdays it's to be broad-
cast from 11:15 to 11:30; Wednesdays
and Fridays, 11:00 to 11:30—^both

A.M., both E.D.S.T. . . . Up to now,
you've heard it only three days a week,
instead of five, . . . Tonight's your
last chance to listen to Johnny Green*s
music, Trudy Wood, Jimmy Blair, and
Jane Rhodes on the Packard show

—

9:30 to 10:30 on NBC-Red. They're
being replaced, next Tuesday, by Lan-
ny Ross & Co. . . . This afternoon's
Singing Lady play: the story of Leon-
ardo da Vinci, the Italian painter, writ-

ten by the Singing Lady herself. , . .

at 5:30, NBC-Blue. . . . That is, un-

less there's a last-minute change in

plans. . . . "Your Almanac repeats: it

takes no responsibility for sudden
changes of mind on the part of spon-
sors and performers. . . . Recommen-
dation for that after-lunch slump:
Words and Music, NBC-Red at 1:30.
Ruth Lyon, star of this show, used to

think how swell it would be if she had
a lovely singing voice. . . . But her
major study in her Normal, 111., school,

was Romance languages. . . . Then
somebody advised her to study voice

as an aid to learning languages. . . .

She graduated from college and went
to work teaching French .... but met
Wayne King and he gave her a job
as soloist . . . Station WMAQ heard
her and offered her a job.

Soprano Ruth Lyon's

featured on NBC's
popular Words and
Music show today.

Highlights For Tuesday, Sept. 7

AI Jolson, with Mar-
tha Raye and Parkya-

karkus, starts his

new series tonight.

"DIG doings afoot tonight in Holly-
^"^ wood. . . . It's premiere night

for two top-notch shows. . . . Both star

old favorites. . . . One's on NBC, the

other on CBS. . . . And they're on at

different times, so you can listen to

them both. . . . First comes Al Jolson,

back at his old time, 8:30 on CBS,
and with his old sidekicks, Parkyakar-
kus and Martha Raye. . . . Swapping
insults with Parkie, songs with the girl

he calls Moutha. . . . Al's given up ap-

pearing in pictures from now on, and
radio will get the full force of the

famed Jolson personality. ... At
9:30, on NBC-Red, the new fall and
winter Packard show gets under way:
Lanny Ross, Charlie Butterworth, de-

licious soprano Florence George, and

Raymond Paige's music. . . . You
know about Lanny and you know about
Charlie, and you know about Raymond
(he's been the dispenser of harmony
on Hollywood Hotel ) , but Florence is

making her commercial debut in this

show. . . . She's the coloratura type
of soprano. ... Is a newly-created
Paramount contract player. . . , Has
studied the piano since she was five. . . .

Hates lobster, cottage cheese, bugs,
worms, and snakes; loves horseback
riding, driving a car, reading, playing
the piano. . . . Was selected one of

the three most beautiful co-eds at her
alma mater, Wittenberg College in

Ohio, and if she went back there
would undoubtedly get the honor all

over again.

Highlights For Tuesday, Sept. 14

VT'OUR Almanac's scoop of the day:
*- Aunt Jenny, who tells her Real Life

Stories on CBS at 11:45 this morning
and every morning except Saturday
and Sunday, is Edith Spencer, a radio

and stage veteran. . . . Her identity is

carefully guarded from the public, but
perhaps it won't hurt you to know. . . .

Had a career of twenty-five years on
the stage before entering radio. . . .

Between shows is besieged by fellow

actors and actresses with requests to

read their futures, as astrology and
numerology occupy her spare time. . . .

Lest you forget

—

Helen Menken is on
the Columbia network now, tonight

and every Tuesday at 7:30, New York
time. . . . Did you know that Charlie
(Always Wrong) Butterworth, who

panics a couple of million people to-

night on the Packard show (9:30,

NBC-Red) graduated from Notre Dame
University and never laid toe to pig-

skin all the time he was there? . . .

Would never have gone on the stage

if he hadn't become a reporter on the

South Bend News-Times a few days
after he was admitted to the Indiana
Bar. ... At a Press Club dinner
Charlie did a monologue that his fel-

low-members thought was funny, and
they told him he ought to be on the

stage, not in a news room. . . . Says he
helped create the Hollywood Bowl

:

"When I first came out here the Bowl
was an ordinary theater. But I played
in it and brought down the roof, and
they've never had one since."

Edith Spencer, wear-
ing her costume as

Aunt Jenny who tells

those life stories.

Highlights For Tuesday, Sept. 21

Handsome young Cali-

fornia-born Carl Hoff
is Al Pearce's cross-

country music-maker.

CARL HOFF'S the good-looking lad

who supplies the music tonight at

nine o'clock, CBS, for Al pearce and
his gang. ... Is an appropriate maes-
tro for the show because, like Al him-
self, he's a Californian. . . . Earned
his own money in high school by run-

ning a small orchestra. . . . Was with

Paul Ash in Chicago, writing arrange-

ments. . . . Finally organized his own
band again, and has been successful

ever since. . . . Accompanied Al on
his across-the-continent-and-back again

tour. . . . Always writes his musical

arrangements in a sound-proof room,
but when in New York never locks the

door of his swanky Central Park West
apartment. . . . and often quietly goes
to bed while his guests are still hav-

ing a good time. . . . When they get

tired, they leave. . . . Stands six foot

one in his stocking feet. . . . Bill

Comstock, as you ought to know, plays

Tizzie Lish on the Watch the Fun Go
By show. , . . Wears his Tizzie cos-

tume during the broadcast, and many
in the audience who don't already

know he's a man never suspect it. . . .

Began his entertainment career as a

vaudeville drui'nmer. . . . From the pit

watched the comedy acts on the stage,

learned a lot, and finally created his

own sketch. ... It wasn't very good,

and neither was his next attempt. . . .

The war interrupted further experi-

ments. . . . Bill was in it and was
gassed in action. . . . Tried out Tizzie

five years ago on a local station.



Al! time Is Eastern Daylight Saving

8:00 A. M.
NBC-Blue: Morning Devotions
NBC-Red: Malcolm Claire

8:15
NBC-Blue: Island Sercnaders
NBC-Red: Good Morning Melodies

8:30
NBC-Blue: William Mceder
NBC-Red: Home Songs

9:00
CBS: As You Like It

NBC-Blue: Breakfast Club
NBC-Red: Fields and Hall

9:30
CBS: Jack Berch

10:00
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs

10:13
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: Joiin's Other Wite

10:30
NBC-Blue: Pepper Youngs Family
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:45
NBC-Blue: Kitchen Cavalcade
NBC-Red: Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Heinz Magazine
XBC-Blue: The O'Neills
NT3C-Ked: David Harum

II :I5
XBC-Blue: Personal Column
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

II :30
CBS: Big Sister
N'BC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming

II :45
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh
N'BC-Red: Hello Peggy

12:00 Noon
CBS: Cheri: Three Notes
JIBS: Journal of Living
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:15
CBS; Edwin C. Hill
XBC-Red: Mary Marlin

12:30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS: Betty and Bob
NBC-Blue: Love and Learn

1:15
CBS: Hymns: Betty Crocker
NBC-Bed: Dan Harding's Wife

1:30
IBS: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
N'BC-Red: Words and Music
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

1:45
CBS: Hollywood in Person

2:00
CBS: Kathryn Cravens

2:15
CBS: Jack and Loretta

2:43
CBS: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Girl Interne

3:00
CBS: Manhattan Matinee
MBS: Mollic of the Movies
XBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
XBC-Bed: Ma Perkins

3:30 „ ^.
CBS: Current Questions
N'BC-Red: Vic and Sade

3:45 „ ,,

CBS: Concert Hall
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

4:00
XBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Bed. Lorenzo Jones

4*15
NBC-Red: Personal Column

4*45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

S'OO
. . ,,.

CBS: Elsie Thompson
XBC-Blue: Animal News Club

5:15
XBC-Red: While the City Sleeps

5:30 .....
X3C-Blue: Singing Lady
NBC-Red: Don Winslow of the

Navy
R:45
CBS: Funny Things
N'BC-Blue: Kidoodlers

6:00
XBC-Bed: Allen Prescott

6 :30
Press-Radio News

CBS: Sports Resume
6:45
XBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
N'BC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy

7:15
CBS: Song Time
NBC-Bed: Uncle Ezra

7:30
iMBS: The Lone Ranger
N'BC-Blue: Lum and Abner

^^tS
, „ ^

CBS: Boake Carter

8:00
CBS: Cavalcade of America
.NBC-Ked: One Man's Family

8:30
CBS: Ken Murray
MBS: Tonic Time
XBC-Red: Wayne King

CBS: Frank Parker
NBC-Red: Town Hall Tonight

9:30
CBS: Beauty Box Theatre

10:00
CBS: Gang Busters. Phillips Lord
XBC-Blue: Healani of the South

Seas
NBC-Red: Your Hit Parade

10:30
NBC-Blue: Minstrel Show

10:45
XBC-Red; Alistair Cooke

11:00
Dance Music

WEDNESDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By FRANK PARKER

Your boss probabSy wishes he were you.

Highlights For Wednesday, Aug. 25
np HAT sports fan in your family's

going to monopolize the radio to-

night between 11:30 and 12:30, New
York time. . . . He'll be listening to

the Catholic Youth Milk Fund bouts.

. . . Network, NBC~Blue. . . . These
are fights as are fights. . . . Not cham-
pionship stuff, like tomorrow's little ar-

gument between Joe Louis and Tommy
Farr, but plenty of action and excite-

ment. . . . This afternoon's Singing
Lady story, on NBC-Blue, at 5:30:
"The Swineherd," a fairy tale by Hans
Christian Andersen, dramatized and
set to music by Ireene Wicker, the
Singing Lady herself, and her accom-
panist, Milton Rettenberg. . . . You
and your children can listen to the
Singing Lady only four times a week

during the summer, you know. , . ,

That Friday afternoon broadcast will

be resumed this fall. . . . Milton Ret-
tenberg, who has an awful lot to do
with the swell music the Singing Lady
has on her program, is a native New
Yorker. . . . Studied law at Columb'a
University, and was admitted to the

New York bar. . . . But he was bom
under the wrong star to be a lawyer,

. . . His birthday's January 27, the
birthday of Jerome Kern and Wolf-
gang Amadeus Mozart, who had a little

bit to do with music too. . . . The ex-

Kaiser of Germany was also born on
January 27, but who cares? . , , Mil-
ton tried to practice law, but Paul
Whiteman took him on tour with him,
and the law lost a good musician.

Mll+on Ret+enberg's

responsible for much
of the music on the

Singing Lady's show.

Highlights For Wednesday, Sept. 1

Aragon Ballroom pa-

trons welcome Freddy
Martin back—and so

do listeners to MBS.

pATRONS of the Aragon Ballroom
^ in Chicago are happy tonight

—

their favorite leader, Freddy Martin, is

returning. . . . He's returning to you,

too, if you'll tune in your local Mu-
tual network station. . . . Freddy's a

Clevelander. . . . Became an orphan
when he was a baby, and was put in

a foundling home in Springfield, where
he first showed an aptitude for music.

. . . Young and handsome, he makes
feminine hearts flutter in time with
their feet. . . . You'll recognize his

program by the theme song. "Bye-Lo-
Bye Lullaby," which Radio Mirror
published not so long ago. . . . Your
highlights for the day: Jack Berch,
who's on at 9:30 in the morning now,
CBS; The Story of Mary Marlin, NBC-

Blue at 10:00; or NBC-Red at 12:15;
Pepper Young's Family, NBC-Blue at

10:30 or NBC-Red at 3:00 P. M.;
Edwin C. Hill's newscast, CBS at

12:15; the whole Gold Medal Hour
on CBS between 1:00 and 2:00, for

news, gossip, music and drama; Club
Matinee on NBC-Blue at 4:00; Caval-
cade of Music, CBS, at 8:00; Wayne
King on NBC-Red at 8:30 (unless you
don't feel romantic and would rather

laugh—in that case you want Ken
Murray, same time, CBS ) ; Town Hall
Tonight, with Walter O'Keefe, NBC-
Red at 9:00. . . . After all, Fred Allen
has decided to ^etum to the air, and
for the Town Hall sponsors again too.

.... He'll be back in the fall. . . .

Maybe broadcasting from Hollywood.

Highlights For Wednesday, Sept. 8

HA'VE you been missing the Person-

al Column of the Air?. . . . Bet-

te.- not, because you can't tell when
you're going to hear something of vital

importance to you on it. Time: 11:15

A.M. on NBC-Blue, 4:15 P.M. on
NBC-Red. . . . Only radio could de-

vise a program like this—it's a mixture

of drama, comedy, lecture, and news-

paper agony column. . . . Original idea

of the show was concocted by Octavus

Roy Cohen, who's better known for

his humorous stories about colored

people. . . . He turned the idea over

to his wife. Inez Lopez, who prepares

the program and acts as narrator on it.

. . . She and Cohen live in an apart-

ment in New York's East Fifties, work
in adjoining rooms. . . . They keep

very regular hours, sitting down at their

desks at eight-thirty every morning.
. . . Inez keeps three secretaries to

help her open mail from listeners and
pick out good items for the air. . . .

Has helped, with this program, to re-

unite many long lost relatives and
sweethearts. . . . Inez is small, dark
haired, fair skinned, and has an au-

thentic Southern drawl—authentic be-

cause her birthplace is Birmingham,
Ala. . . . Leave the radio on the same
station after you've listened to the

morning session of Personal Column,
and you'll visit again with radio's best-

loved threesome—Vic, Sade and Rush.
. . . And after them, still on the same
station, Edward MacHugh, the Gospel
Singer, singing your favorite hymns.

Personal Column of

the Air has Inez Lo-

pez as its narrator

and leading light.

Highlights For Wednesday, Sept 15 and 22

"%*• ^

Erik Rolf, announcer

and actor on CBS'

Gang Busters tonight

and every Wednesday.

September 15: Wednesday night.

. . . the night an awful lot of people

stay home so they won't miss Gang
Busters. Phil Lord's brain child is go-

ing strong in its second consecutive

year, and has even been sold to the

movies. . . . Buyer was Metro-Gold-
wjTi-Mayer, and Gang Busters is the

first radio show ever to be bought by
Hollywood for a full-length picture. . . .

Another "Wednesday-night show, One
Man's Family, started to turn itself

into a picture, but never got farther

than the negotiation stage. . . . Phil's to

supervise the scenario and production

of the movie, but won't appear in it.

. . . One of the actors you'll hear to-

night on Gang Busters is Erik Rolf.

. . . Nickname, "Jumbo," because he's

been putting on weight the last few
months. . . . Real name. Rolfe Ylvas-
saker, but just read it quietly, don't

try to pronounce it. . . . Excellent ra-

dio actor, but always nervous at the

mike: jerks his arms around and when
finished with a commercial announce-
ment (he's the announcer as well as

an actor in Gang Busters) he makes a

whirling motion with his hand across

the mike. . . . Alwa>*s wears double-

breasted suits. . . . Hobby is fishing,

particularly in the Minnesota woods.
September 22: Tonight's first: A

program sponsored by Standard Brands
on the NBC-Blue network at nine
o'clock. . . . Who and what it would
be hadn't been decided when your Al-

manac went to press.
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All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

8:00 A. M.
KBC-Blue: Morning Devotions
NBC-Red: Malcolm Cla:re

8:15
XBC-Rlue: Dick Leibert
NBC-Red: Good Morning Melodies

8:30
NBC-Red: Moments Musical

9:00
CBS: Music in the Air
NBC-Blue: Breal(fast Club
NBC-Red: Fields and Hall

9:30
MBS; Journal of Living

10:00
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kellv
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs

10-15
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30 ^ .,

NBC-Blue: Pecer Yoiiin s Family

NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10-45
, J

NBC-Blue: Kitchen Cav 'sde

NBC-Red: Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Mary Lee Tpylor
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills

NBC-Red: David Harum
11:15
CBS: Heinz Magazine
NBC-Blue: Personal Column
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Vic and Bade

1 1
*45

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugn
NBC-Red: Allen Prescott

12:00 Noon
CBS: Merrymakers
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:15 P. M.
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

12:30
, ^ ^

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

CBS: Betty and Bob
NBC-Blue: Love and Learn

CBS: Hymns: Betty Crocker

NBC-Red: Dan Harding s Wife

I -30

CBS: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
NBC-Blue; Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Bed; Words and Music

•=''5
. . „

CBS; Hollywood in Person

2'I5
CBS: Jack and Loretta

2:45
CBS; Ted Malone

3:00
CBS: Theater Matinee
MBS: Mollie of the Movies
NBC-Blue: NBC Light Opera
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

3 '30
NBC-Red; Vio and Sade

3:45
isBC-Bed: The O'Neills

4:00
CBS: Howells and Wright
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

4:15
CBS; Novelteers
NBC-Red: Personal Column

4:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

5:15
NBC-Red: Turn Back the Clock

5:30
CBS: Elsie Thompson
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady
NBC-Red; Don Winslow ot the

Navy
6:30

Press-Radio News
6:35
CBS: Sports Resume

6:45
CBS; George Hall's Orch.
NBC-Blue; Lowell Thomas

7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
NBC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy

7:15
CBS: Song Time
NBC-Bed: Vocal Varieties

7:30
CBS; Elmer Davis
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner

7:45
MBS: Pleasant Valley Frolics
NBC-Blue; Cabin in the Cotton

8:00
CBS; Concert Orchestra
NBC-Red: Rudy Vallee

8:00
CBS: Major Bowes Amateurs
MBS: Gabriel Heatter
NBC-Red: Show Boat

9:30
MBS: Melody Treasure Hunt
NBC-Blue: Helen Traubel

10:00
CBS: Floyd Gibbons
NBC-Red: Kraft Music Hall

10:30
CB3: March of Time

11:05
CBS; Dance Music
NBC-Blue: Dance Music

NBC-Red: John B. Kennedy
11:15
Dance Mude

THURSDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By FLOYD GIBBONS

Salesmanship is education, not argument.

Highlights For Thursday, Aug. 26
/"^ OING to the fight tonight? Lots of
^'^ people will be, so you'd better

come along. . . . Place: Yankee Sta-

dium. Fighters, Joe Louis, world's

heavyweight champion, and Tomzny
Farr, British Isles heavyweight cham-
pion. . . . NBC has cornered the ex-

clusive broadcasting rights for the car-

nages—all for your pleasure. . . . Smart
money is backing the Brown Bomber,
but of course smart money has been
made to look silly, where prize fights

j'ere concerned, before now. ... So
don't bet your week's salary and then
blame your Almanac if you lose it and
your shirt too. . . . The music makers
are switching places. . . . Leo Reis-

man, back from a summer at the Paris
Exposition, returns tonight to his old

haunt, the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, re-

placing Guy Lombardo. . . . CBS is the
officiating network. . . . Guy starts a
week's engagement at the Steel Pier,

with NBC bringing you the tinkle of

his music. . . . Other highlights for

the evening, in case you don't go for

either fighting or dancing: Major
Bowes, who astounds all critics by con-
tinuing to present good shows long after

the novelty-value of amateur hours has
waned

—

CBS, 9:00; Floyd Gibbons'
True Adventures, also on CBS, at

10:00. . . . Did you know you had
an adventure in that dull life of yours?
Floyd says everybody has had at least

one amazing and thrilling adventure.
Today's Singing Lady show: The Story
of Franz Hals, the Dutch painter.

Smart money is going

on Joe Louis to win

-tonight's champion-
ship Louis-Farr bout.

Highlights For Thursday, Sept. 2

Hattie McDaniel, the

Mammy of Shov^ Boat,

is an old movie fa-

vorite of everybody's.

'TpHE summer's tennis season is near-
-' ing its close, but today brings the

first of a big series of matches just the

same—the National Singles champion-
ship matches at Forest Hills, N. Y.
CBS is the only network that has the

right to broadcast these, and it's pretty

happy about it. . . . It's not likely

that NBC will be able to put a man
with a microphone anywhere within

sight of the Forest Hills Stadium, be-

cause it's well protected from unauthor-

ized eyes. . . . Matches last from to-

day through September 11. . . . Mr.
Husing, naturally, does the describing,

because Mr. Husing wouldn't miss a

tennis match if he had to be carried to

it. . . . Favorite of the fans this year
is Donald Budge, young California net

star . . . and also the lion of the hour
because almost single-handed he re-

cently "won the Davis Cup for America.
. . . Gene Mako and Bitsy Grant will be
on hand too. . . . Tonight's Gus Arn-
heim's opening at the Claridge Hotel in

Memphis, Tenn. . . . NBC facilities to

your easy-chair. . . . Are you growing
to love Show Boat's Mammy, on NBC-
Red at 9:00? . . . Lots of people are,

including the sponsors. ... In real

life she's Hattie McDaniel and she has
stolen more movies from high-priced
stars than the stars like to think about.

. . . The latest is "Nothing Sacred,"
with Charles (Cap'n Henry) Winnin-
ger, Carole Lombard, and Fredric
March. . . . Hattie was first colored
girl to sing on the air.

Highlights For Thursday, Sept. 9

THEY'RE calling out the reserves

tonight in Dallas, because Benny
Goodman's starting to swing it there,

at the Texas Exposition. . . . NBC is

the network for you to tune in if you
want to swing along with him. . . .

For less energetic entertainment,

there's The O'Neills, today and every

day except Saturday and Sunday, on
NBC-Blue at 11:00 A.M. and NBC-
Red at 3:45 P. M. . . . A main asset

of The O'Neills is stately, white-haired

Kate McComb, who plays the beloved

Irish Mrs. O'Neill. . . . Winters, she

also plays Hattie Dickey in the Snow
Village Sketches—they're off the air

now, but your Almanac knows a lot of

people who are hoping they'll be back
soon. . . . Mrs. McComb was born in

San Francisco. . . . Began her dramatic
career at the age of six, when she re-

cited "This Little Pig Went to Market"
in French. . . . Was once a contralto

soloist in a church choir, followed

this with concert work in stock and
Gilbert and Sullivan operettas. . . .

Interrupted her career to get married,

but resumed it ten years ago to make
her first appearance on Broadway. . . .

Speaking of operetta, addicts of that

form of music won't want to miss the

NBC Light Opera hour, this afternoon

at 3:00 on NBC-Blue. . . . For your
nightcap: the March of Time on CBS
at 10:30—after which, before you go
to bed, set your radio for the nearest

NBC-Blue station, for the Morning
Devotions at 8:00 tomorrow morning.

Kate McComb's inter-

pretation of lovable
Mrs. O'Neill is one
of radio's classics.

Highlights For Thursday, Sept. 16 and 23

Style and beauty ex-

pert Louise Roberts

comes to you on CBS'
Hollywood in Person.

September 16: Have you got

around yet to discovering that there's

a new and fascinating feature on the

GoW Medal Hour, on CBS at 1:4S

P. M., E. D. S. T.? It's called Holly-

wood in Person, features Captain Bob
Baker and Louise Roberts. . . . Ladies

first, so your Almanac will tell you
about Louise today and Captain Bob
tomorrow. . . . Louise, the beauty ex-

pert of the show, was one of the na-

tion's first newspaper radio columnists

seven years ago. . . . Wrote for the

Houston, Texas, Chronicle. . . . Also

gave the first outside-of-New-York
broadcast from an airplane when she

described the national balloon races at

Houston. . . . Later gave women's pro-

grams in Chicago. ... Is the daugh-

ter of an army officer and was bom in

Colon, Panama. . . . Descended from
Thomas Nelson Page, novelist. ... Is

tiny, just five feet one-half inch tall,

and has brown eyes and black hair.

September 23: It's the last day of

the Legion Convention in New York,
and once more the networks are on the

job. ... If you've listened in faith-

fully for the last three days, you ought
to know as much about the convention
as your home town delegation to it. . . .

Maybe more. . . . Because you know
how big cities and being away from
home are likely to affect the boys. . . .

Now it's time for Your Almanac's
monthly parting admonition: tomor-
row's the day the November issue of

Radio Mirror goes on sale.
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A|[ time Is Eastern Daylight Saving

8:00 A. M.
NBC-Blue: Morning Devotions
NBC-Red: Malcolm Claire

8:15
NKC-BIue: Island Serenaders
NBC-Red: Good Morning Melodies

8:30
NBC-Blue: William Meeder
NBC-Red: Home Songs

9:00
CBS: Metropolitan Parade
NBC-Blue; Breakfast Club
NBC-Red: Fields and Hall

9:30
CBS: Jack Berch

10:00
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue- Mary Marlln
NBC-Retl: Mrs. Wioas

10:15
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30
NBC-Blue; Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:45
NBC-Blue; Kitchen Cavalcade
NBC-Ked; Today's Children

11:00
CBS: Heinz Magazine
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: David Harum

11:15
NBC-Blue: Personal Column
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

11:30
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming

1 1 :45
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories

NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh
NBC-Red: Hello Peggy

12:00 Noon
MBS; Journal of Living
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

12:15
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

NBC-Red; Mary Marlin

l?:30
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent

12:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

1:00
CBS; Betty and Bob
NBC-Blue; Love and Learn

'CBS; Hymns: Betty Crocker
NBC-Blue- Neighbor Nell

NBC-Red- Dan Harding's Wife

I "30

CBS: Arnold Grimm's Daughter

NBC-Blue. Farm and Home Hour

CBS; Hollywood in Person

2:00
CBS- Kathryn Cravens

2*15
'CBS; Jack and Loretta

NTiC-Blue; Five Hours Back

CBS: Ted Malone

3:00 . „ . .

CBS- Kreiner String Quartet

NBC-Blue: Radio Guild
NBC-Bed: Pepper Young's Family

3:15
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

3 "30

NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
3 '45
'NBC-Red: The O'Neills

4:00
CBS: Bob Byron
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Bed: Lorenzo Jones

NBC-Red: Personal Column

4 "45

NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

5*15
'NBC-Bed: While the City Sleeps

5 '30

'NBC-Red: Don Winslow of the Navy

5*45
CBS: Funny Things
NBC-Bed; Jackie Heller

6:15
CBS: Hobart Bosworth

ti:30

Press- Radio News
6:35
CBS: Sports Resume

6:45
CBS: Frank Dailey s Orch.
N'BC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies
NBC-Red; Amos 'n' Andy

7:15
CBS: Song Time
NBC-Red; Uncle Ezra

7:30
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner

7:45
CBS: Boake Carter
NBC-Red; Bughouse Rhythm

8:00
CBS: Hammerstein Music Hall
NBC-Red: Cities Service Concert

8:30
CBS: Hal Kemp's Orch.
NBC-Blue: Death Valley Days

9:00
CBS: Hollywood Hotel
NBC-Blue: Robert Ripley
NBC-Red: Waltz Time

9:30
NBC-Red: True Story Court

10:00
NBC-Blue: Tommy Dorsey Orch.
NBC-Red: First Nighter

10:30
NBC-Red: Jimmie Fidler

10:45
NBC-Blue: Elza Schallert
NBC-Red; Dorothy Thompson

11:05
CBS: Dance Music

FRIDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By HAL KEMP

A winning personality doesn't indulge in personalities.

Highlights for Friday, Aug. 27

'pHERE'S a grand shuffle of or-

chestras tonight. ... If your favor-

ite listening stations are tied up with
NBC or MBS you're in for some
changes. . . . Don Bestor is moving
into the Cy Shribman New England
Ballroom, and you get the Bestor
rhythms on NBC. . . . Ted Weems set-

tles down in the Trianon Ballroom,
in Chicago, for a good long spell, and
MBS does the honors. . . . Did you
know that making music isn't Ted's
only accomplishment? . . . He's writ-

ten several short stories as well as a
book about the band business. . . .

Best news of all is that Fred Waring's
back on the air—on MBS from the
Drake Hotel in Chicago. . . . Rumors
persist that Fred and the gang will

be back for a commercial sponsor this

fall. . . . None other than the Old Gold
people, who were the Waring sponsors
at the height of his radio popularity. . . .

But so far they're only rumors. . . . No-
body has said Aye or Nay, so you
guess. . . . Fred's picture, "Varsity
Show," is scheduled to hit your local

theater some time in October. . . . It's

a super-colossal Warner Brothers Musi-
cal epic. ... In it, Johnny Davis, mas-
ter of scat singing, gets his big chance
to go to town. . . . Before she left for

Europe, Louella Parsons lined up a

schedule of guest stars for Hollywood
Hotel. . . . For this evening's show she

pencilled in Deanna Durbin and Leo-
pold Stokowski in a preview of "One
Hundred Men and a Girl.*'

Fred Waring's gang
is back on the air,

playing from Chicago
on the Mutual system.

Highlights for Friday, Sept. 3

Orson Welles ends his

Les Miserables serial

dramatization on MBS,
at ten o'clock tonight.

'V'OUR balanced ration for today:
* Sentimental drama. Just Plain Bill,

NBC-Red 10:30 A.M. . . . News,
Edwin C. Hill, CBS, 12:15 P.M., and
Boake Carter, CBS, 7:45 P.M. . . .

Serious music, Kreiner String Quartet,

CBS, 3:00 P.M. . . . Thriller, Don
Winslow of the Navy, NBC-Red, 5:30

P.M. . . . Humor, Amos 'n' Andy,
NBC-Red, 7:00 P.M. . . . Hot music.

Bughouse Rhythm, NBC-Red, 7:45.

. . , Popular music, Hal Kemp and
Alice Faye, CBS, 8:30 P.M. . . .

Variety, Hollywood Hotel, CBS, 9:00
P.M. . . If you're like your Almanac,
you'll have to switch to True Story
Court on NBC-Red at 9:30, when
Hollywood Hotel is only half over.

. . . Too bad they're on the air at

the same time. . . . Gossip, Jimmie
Fidler, NBC-Red, 10:30. . . . And at

10:00 there's the last installment of

"Les Miserables," which MBS has

been presenting with Orson Welles and
a large cast—and you won't want to

miss it if you've been following it.

. . Welles is only twenty-three years

old, but he's an experienced actor

just the same. . . . Started by jumping
into stage leads when he was fifteen.

.... That was in London. . . . Came to

New York to go on tour with Katharine
Cornell. . . . Has been on various net-

work shows. . . . Louella Parsons' choice

for tonight's Hollywood Hotel guests:

Kenny Baker, George Jessel, Gertrude
Michael and Frank McHugh in "Mr.
Dodds takes the Air."

Highlights for Friday, Sept. 10

pROJECT for today: to get started^ listening to one of the better

dramatic serials, if you aren't one of

its fans already. Your Almanac means
Girl Alone, NBC-Red on the stroke

of noon. New York time. . . . It's given

plenty of people plenty of solid hours

of entertainment since it's been on the

air. . . . Cast: Patricia Rogers, played

by Betty Winkler; Scoop Curtis, played

by Pat Murphy; Leo Warner, played

by Willard Waterman; "Amesie" War-
ner, played by Joan Winters, . . . That
gives Girl Alone two of Chicago's

prettiest radio actresses, the Misses

Winkler and Winters. . . . Joan Win-
ters is Mrs. Frank Bering in private

life, and the mother of Nancy Ann,
two and a half years old, and a baby

son, born last May. . . . Spends a
good deal of the money she earns on
fortune tellers, which proves that she's

superstitious, as a good actress should
be. . . . Came to radio from the Broad-
way stage. . . . And owns a prize-win-

ning horse. . . . Pat Murphy is Girl

Alone's third Scoop Curtis. . . . His
two predecessors, Don Briggs and
Arthur Jacobson, are both in Holly-
wood now. . . . You hear Briggs an-
nouncing the Sunday-night Chase and
Sanborn show. . . . Pat weighs 175
pounds and is beginning to worry
about dieting. . . . His greatest ex-

travagance is books. . . . For tonight
on Hollywood Hotel Louella Parsons
promises Sonja Henie and Tyrone
Power in "Thin Ice."

Girl Alone's "Amesie"
is petite Joan Win-
ters—she's married
and twice a mother.

Highlights for Friday. Sept. 17

Captain Bob Baker's

is the vibrant voice

you hear on the Hol-

lywood in Person show.

A LL other radio programs are tak-
^~*- ing a back seat around dinnertime

tonight when the President of the

United States goes on the air for an-

other Fireside Chat . . . This one is

going to be about the Supreme Court

. . . Don't forget Coca-Cola's new pro-

gram, on CBS tonight at 10:00 . . .

Gus Haenschen, Kitty Carlisle, and
Reed Kennedy are the stars . . . Yester-

day your Almanac promised to tell

you about Captain Bob Baker, master
of ceremonies of the Hollywood in

Person show on CBS. . . . It's part of

the Gold Medal Hour, from 1:00 to

2:00 this afternoon. ... If you've
ever visited the Last Supper stained-

glass window at Glendale's famed
Forest Lawn cemetery, chances are

you've seen and heard him. . . .

Because he has given more than five

thousand lectures on that window. . . .

He has also given inspirational talks

before one thousand student body as-

semblies in elementary and Junior
High schools. . . . He used to be song-
leader with Billy Sunday and Geoffrey
Smith. . . . Began his radio career on a
local variety show, and is slated to be
the next song leader for Rotary Inter-

national. , . . Right after Hollywood
in Person, on the same network at

2:00, listen to entertaining Kathryn
Cravens. . . . She's back from her trip

to Hollywood now, and back from her
vacation too ... all set for another
spell of bringing you the News Through
a Wom^.n's Eyes^
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All time is Eastern Daylight Saving

8:00 A. M.
NBC-Blue: Morning Devotions
NBC-Red: Malcolm Claire

8:15
NBC-Blue: Dick Leibert
NBC-Bed: Good Morning Melodies

NBC-Red: Moments Musical

CBS: Roy Block
NBC-Blue: Breakfast Club
NSC-Red: Fields and Hall

S:30
CBS: Fiddler's Fancy
SXBS: Journal of Living

9:55
Press Radio News

10:00
CBS: Your Garden and Mine
NBC-Blue: Breen and De Rose
NBC-Red: Charioteers

10:15
CBS: Richard Maxwell
NBC-Blue: Raising Your ParentI
NBC-Red: The Vass Family

10:30
CBS: Let's Pretend

10:45 ^ ^NBC-Blue: Bill Krenz Orchestra

11:00
CBS: Fred Feibel
NBC-Blue: Patricia Ryan

NBC-Blue: Minute Men
NBC-Red: Nancy Swanson

11:30
CBS: Compinsky Trio
NBC-Red: Mystery Chef

11:45
NBC-Bed: Dixie Debs

12:00 Noon
NBC-Blue: Call to Youth
NBC-Red: Continentals

12:30
CBS: George Hall Orch.
NBC-Bed: Rex Battle's Orch.

I:0S
NBC-Blue: Our Barn
NBC-Red: Whitney Ensemble

1:30
CBS- Buffalo Presents
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Bed: Campus Capers

2:00
CBS: Madison Ensemble
NBC-Red: Your Host is Buffalo

2:30
XBC-Blue: Don Fernando Orch.
NBC-lied: Golden Melodies

2:45
CBS: Tours in Tone

3:00 ^ .,
CBS: Down by Herman's
NBC-Eed: Walter Logan

3:30
CBS: Dept. of Commerce
NBC-Red: Week End Review

4:00
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee

5:00
NBC-Blue: Variety Show

S:30
CBS: Eton Boys
NBC-Blue: Middleman's Orcfr.

NBC-Red: Kaltenmeyer's Kinder-
garten

6:05
NBC-Blue: Nickelodeon
NBC-Red: Top Hatters

6:30
Press-Radio News

6:35
CBS: Sports Resume
NBC-Blue: Whither Music
NBC-Red: Alma Kitchell

6:45
CBS: Count Basil's Orch.
NBC-Red: The Art of Living

7:00
NBC-Bluc; Message of Israel

NBC-Red: El Chico Revue

7:30
NBC-Blue: Uncle Jim's Question
Beo
NBC-Utd: Jimmy Kemper

8:00
CBS: Saturday Swing Session

8:30
CBS: Johnny Presents

CBS: Professor Quiz
NBC-Bluc: National Barn Danca

9:30
CBS: Universal Rhythm

10:00
CBS: Your Hit Parade

1 1 .00

Dance Music

SATURDAY
MOTTO OF THE DAY By RUSS MORGAN

The surest way of winning an argument is to avoid it.

Highlights for Saturday, Aug. 28

TF you can understand German you'll
* want to listen today to NBC's broad-

cast of the Goethe festival at Bad
Ilemenau. . . . Even if you can't, it's

an interesting novelty, because you can
be sure that NBC will make the doings
intelligible to you. . . . Tonight, NBC
brings you the music of another new
maestro at the Million Dollar Pier at

Atlantic City

—

Jack Denny, ... If

you've listened to these Pier broad-
casts all summer you've heard a parade
of the nation's biggest and best dance-
bands. . . . And don't say this is the
first your Almanac has told you about
it. . . . Early this morning, 9:00, listen

to Fields and Hall on NBC-Red. . . .

You'll like them, and you'll like their

little featured singer, Mary Deiirick.

. . . She's another gal who thought she
was a pianist until she suddenly dis-

covered she was a singer instead. . . .

Began tickling the ivories when she
was eight, intending to make piano-
plaj^ng her lifework. . . . Just three
years ago was persuaded by a music
teacher in Cleveland to try singing.

. . . Was so good that this teacher,

Marion Summers, taught her a year
and a half without asking for any
fee. . . . Came to New York on a
vacation and sang for John Royal of

NBC. . . . On the strength of hearing
her do two operatic arias. Royal gave
her a job with NBC. . . . She's twenty-
six years old and brunette. . . . Don't
forget Uncle Jim's Question Bee at

7:30 tonight on NBC-Blue.

Fields and Hall's

girl soloist is bru-

nette Mary Deltrick,

nevy NBC acquisition.

Highlights for Saturday, Sept. 4

A radio veteran is

Ransom Sherman, who
is master of ceremon-
ies on Club Matinee.

'T^HE big event of the day belongs
to the Saturday sport fans. . . .

It's the LongacreMile,a Western horse-

racing classic. . . . Place, Seattle, Wash-
ington. . . . CBS has tied up exclusive

broadcasting rights to this one. . . .

Gone are the days "when any network
could air a description of any sports

event just by asking for the privilege.

. . . For those who don't care much
about horse-racing, there are plenty
of other things on the air. . . . For
instance: For home-lovers. Your Gar-
den and Mine, CBS, 10:00 A.M. . . .

For kids. Raising Your Parents, NBC-
Blue at 10:15. . . . For connoisseurs of

organ music, Dick Leibert on NBC-
Blue at 8:15 A.M., Fred Feibel on
CBS at 11:00. . . . For high-schoolers.

George Hall's Orchestra, with Dolly
Dawn taking care of the vocal end of

the proceedings, CBS at 12:30 P.M.
. . . For people who want to shuffle oft

to Buffalo, a solid hour of music from
Buffalo-rl:30 to 2:00 P.M. on CBS,
2:00 to 2:30 on NBC-Red. . . . For
everybody. Club Matinee, NBC-Blue
at 4:00 this afternoon and every
afternoon except Sunday. . . . On
Club Matinee you hear Ransom Sher-
man, pioneer radio comedian who was
one of the original Three Doctors.
. . . Remember? . . . He's master of

ceremonies on Matinee. . . . Tried to

learn the violin when a boy, but got

his finger caught in a church door and
had to study the saxophone instead.

. . . Entered radio in 1923.

Highlights for Saturday, Sept. 11

C ATURDAY practically means
^ sports events as far as the net-

works are concerned. . . . Today's
the time for the sports announcers to

get in some of the fanciest word-
painting. . . . NBC has the Interna-

tional Life Boat Race, for a starter.

. . . .Then it swings into a descrip-

tion of the Narragansett Special—
which, if you didn't know, is a horse

race being held at Pawtucket, R. I.

. . . The winner gets the trifling little

stake of $50,000. . . . CBS is on hand
at this session of the sport of kings,

represented, as usual, by its jack
of all sports, Mr. Husing. . . . NBC's
turf expert for the day is the most
famous turf expert of all, Clem Mc-
Carthy. . . . Clem's the announcer

who has broadcast every Kentucky
Derby since 1928 except two. . . .

Became a sports broadcaster by coinci-

dence. . . . Was compiler of racing

form charts and a newspaper sports

expert. ... In 1927, in Chicago,

Arlington Park installed a loudspeaker,

and Clem was chosen to man it be-

cause his racing-form experience gave
him the necessary knowledge . . .

while some auctioneering experience
he'd had gave him the ability to think
and talk fast. . . . He "was so good
over the loudspeaker system that next
time a race was broadcast the sta-

tion just naturally thought of Clem
for the job. . . . Has been at it ever
since. . . . Clem's seen twenty-six
Kentucky Derbies, starting in 1896.

Clem McCarthy, rac-

ing expert, describes

the No rra gansett
Special today on NBC.

Highlights for Saturday, Sept. 18

Thrill-drama director

Charles Martin never

has time to do every-

thing he wants to do.

TDEMINDER to Universal Rhythm
*-^ fans: After a summer on Sun-
day-night broadcasting, this show
switches to a Saturday-night spot this

evening

—

9:30 on CBS. . . . It's only
half an hour long now, instead of the

hour it lasted in the hot weather . . .

but the talent remains about as was.

. . . Another Saturday-night enjoyable:

Johnny Presents, on CBS at 8:30.

. . . Responsible for the thrill-dramas

on this program: Charles Martin, one
of radio's youngest directors. . . . He's
stocky, dynamic, with a head of black
hair that's never been known to be
quite brushed. ... Is always in a
hurry—has been ever since he was
born. . . . Was working on the copy
desk of a Newark newspaper when he

was only thirteen, and writing a serial

story—which was published—on the

side. . . . Took only three years to

whip his way through New York Uni-

versity. . . . Wanted to go on the

stage, and got a job with Eva Le
Gallienne's company. . . . But radio

looked like the ideal medium for a

man with a lot of energy, and there

he is. . . . Was with March of Time
for a year before he began directing

the Circumstantial Evidence and other

thrill-dramas for Philip Morris. . . .

Isn't married—hasn't had time for it

yet. ... Is fond of sports and in

college was N. Y. U.'s representative

in lightweight boxing trials. . . . Gets
an average of five hundred letters a
day from listeners.
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WHATEVER YOUR EYE BEAUTY

PROBLEM IS, ONE OF RADIO'S

FOUR LOVELY KING SISTERS

HAS JUST THE RIGHT ANSWER

WHAT is the most conspicuous, the loveliest

feature of a woman's face? Is it her mouth,

her nose, her chin? Well, I'll wager that, if

you took a vote based on the poems written praising

feminine beauty since the world began, the ey£i

would have it! Those poems were written by men,

of course, so it's easy to see just what a man notices

first in a woman's face.

Eye cosmetics have been known, too, for almost

as long as men have been writing poetry. Kohl, a

more primitive version of eyeshadow, has been found

in Egyptian tombs, along with the jeweled toilet

articles and polished metal mirrors of long-dead

princesses, and is still in use in the Orient. Even in

those remote days, the eternal feminine knew that

it wasn't necessary to be satisfied with the eyes one

was given by nature, but that one could enhance

the natural beauty and actually change the size

and coior by the skillful use of make-up. How
much more fortunate we are today with the safe

and subtle preparations available everywhere!

This month, I went to the King Sisters—those

four young and attractive girls who are such an
important part of Horace {Continued on page 80)

Reading downward—Louise, Yvonne,

Alyce and Donna, the pretty King

sisters featured with Horace Heldt

and his Brigadiers in the Alemite

Half Hour, heard Monday nights at

eight over the Columbia network.

By

JOYCE ANDERSON

RADIO MIRROR BEAUTY PACE
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LABORATORY TESTS on rats were

conducted for over three years . • •

IWe fed rats a diet completely

lacking in "skin-vitamin." Their

skin grew harsh, dry, scaly—old

looking. Under the microscope, the

oil glands were dried up, the tissues

of the skin were shrunken.

^ Then we applied Pond's new ''skin-

^ vitamin" Creams daily for three

weeks. The rats were still on a diet

completely lacking in "skin-vitamin"
—yet, with just this application of the
cream their skin improved. It became
smooth again, clear, healthy.

jSoW—^j^^new Cream

orings fy flymen the active

''SkinA^tamin'
Copyright, 1937, Pond's Extract Company
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W9 Under the microscope, the oil

*^ glands were seen to be healthy
again. The dried-up, flattened skin

cells were rounded out. The shrunk-
en tissues were normal again!

roUR YEARS AGO, scientists

first learned that a certain known
vitamin heals wounds, burns, in-

fections—quicker and better.

They found that certain harsh,

dry conditions of the skin are due

to insufficient supply of this vita-

min in diet. This was not the "sun-
shine vitamin." Not the orange-

juice vitamin. Not "irradiated."

But the "skin-vitamin."

This vitamin helps your body
to rebuild skin tissue. Aids in

keeping skin beautiful.

Ofgreat importance towomen

Pond's requested biologists of high

standing to study what would be the

effects of this "skin-vitamin" when
put in Pond's Creams.

For over three years they worked.

Their story is told you above. Also

the story of the women who used the

new Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams!

Today — we offer you the new

FINALLY we gave Pond's new "skin-
vitamin" Creams to women to try. For
four weeks they used the new creams
faithfully—women who had been using
other creams before. Three out of every

four of them asked for more. And these

are the things they said: "My skin is so

much smoother." "My pores are finer!"

"My skin has a livelier look now."

Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams!

In the same Pond's Creams
The new Pond's "skin-vitamin"

Creams are the same creams you have
always known—with the active "skin-

vitamin" added. They are in the same
jars, with the same labels— at the

same price. You use them the same
way you did the old. Now this new
ingredient gives added value to the

millions of jars of Pond's Creams used

by women every year.

Try Pond's new "skin-vitamin"

Cream for yourself—today. On sale

everywhere.
f -f i

POND'S COLD CREAM— Cleanses,
clears, softens, smooths for powder. Pat
it in briskly to invigorate the skin; Bght
off blackheads, blemishes; smooth out
lines; make pores less noticeable. yVouJ

contains the active ^'skin-vitamin."

POND'S VANISHING CREAM—Removes
roughnesses; smooths skin instantly;

powder base. Also use overnight after

cleansing. l\oiv contains the active

''skin- vitamin.'*

POND'S LIQUEFYING CREAM —
Quicker melting. Use for same purposes
as Pond's Cold Cream. Note containa
the active "akin-vitamin."

"Lines are disappearing". . .

Exposure is constantly drying the
necessary "skin-vitamin" out of the
skin. Now, Pond's new "skin-vitamin"
Cream helps to bring it back! If your
skin sho'ws signs of deficiency in "skin-
vitamin," try Pond's new "skin-vita-
min" Cream—today.

NOW IN POND'S CREAMS
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Young Billy Idel-

son, Vic and
Sade's Rush, has

learned the value

of energy foods.

By MRS.
MARGARET
SIMPSON

WAKE UP AND LIVE

WITH HOT CEREALS
FOR the cooking page this month I visited "the small

house half-way up the next block," which you will

instantly recognize as the home of Vic and Sade, one

of Radio's best loved families, to talk with the son of the

household, Rush, about hot cereals, those morning foods to

make you wake up and live. I selected Rush for this sub-

ject because he is one of the hardest working young per-

formers on the air today. In addition to his school work
he broadcasts twice a day, five days a week, with an extra

broadcast every Tuesday night—and a strenuous career of

this sort calls for the extra energy provided by cooked

cereals.

Rush is played by seventeen-year-old Billy Idelson who,

in spile of his youth, may rightfully be called a radio vet-

eran, since he began broadcasting in 1931 when he won
over some hundred other boys in an audition for the part

of Skeezix, broadcast from Chicago. A year later he was
given the part of Rush, which he has played continuously

ever since.

Billy (he was christened William James Idelson) is a

natural for Rush. Outside the studio he is just like any
other American schoolboy. He goes to high school and
makes good grades in spite of the fact that like most boys

he dislikes homework. He likes to fish and go to the

movies, but he counts his regular attendance at movies as

much for instruction as for entertainment since he hopes

to be a movie actor some day. He is an avid reader of

mystery and Western stories and (Continued on page 93)

FOR THAT EXTRA ENERGY THERE'S NOTHING LIKE THIS OLD STANDBY
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WILL yOUR OIL HEATER
GIVE you JUST THE HEAT
you WANT — NO MATTER
WHAT THE WEATHER?

INDEED IT will!

IT'SA0UO-THERM,THE
HEATER THAT GIVES yOU
RBGULATeO HBAT/

THIS NEW KIND OF HEAT MEANS GREATER COMFORT

WINTER, SPRING OR FALL!

IT may be balmy one day and zero

the next—but it doesn't matter if

you have a Duo -Therm, the really

modern oil-burning circulating

heater!

A New Kind of Heat! Here is heat

you can fully adjust to changing

weather. On cold days, you can turn

on all the heat you want. On mild

days, you can turn your Duo-Therm
down to a tiny, smoke-free flame.

All With a Simple Regulator! Just

a mere turn of a handy dial gives

you this regulated heat—just the

amount of heat you want, when you
want it! And that means—
you don't need to burn oil

at zero-speed on mild days.

You can turn the heater

down at night—you save oil!

Less Waste—More Heat!

A Duo-Therm doesn't "heat

EASY

PAYMENTS!
See Your

^ Dealer! ^

all out-doors" as do heaters that burn

with a high, pointed, wasteful flame.

Duo-Therm burns with a full floating

flame that licks lazilyagainst the sides

of the heater. It sends more heat into

yovu- home—and Duo-Therm has a

special "waste-stopper" that keeps

heat from rushing up the chimney.

No Ashes! No Dirt! No Noise!

Duo-Therm burns less expensive

fuel oil. Burns silently. There is no
odor. No smoke. No coal to shovel.

No ashes. No soot to clean up. A
cleaner home—a warmer home!

Mail the Coupon Below for complete

details of this marvelous new
kind of heat! Or see your

Duo-Therm dealer. Whatever
your heating needs, you'll

find a Duo-Therm to fit them.

You have a choice of three

beautiful finishes. Low prices!

Easy paymentsl

DUO-THERM
OIL-BURNING HEATERS

ONLY DUO-THERM
has all these modern features!

Duo-Therm's Heat Guides are
scientifically designed to heat

your house at "body levels" and
to set up a circulation that leaves

no cold spots.

Duo-Therm's Heat Regulator-
Simple as turning a dial ! All the

heat you want on cold days, just

enough to take the chill off on
milder days.

Duo -Therm's Patented Dual-
Chamber Burner — Greatest
clean-fire range of any burner!
Silent, clean, odorless—from pilot

light to maximum heat!

Duo -Therm's Waste- Stopper
prevents heat from rushing up
the chimney, sends more heat
into the room. Saves oil

!

Duo-Therm's Full Floating
Flame means better combustion,
more heat per gallon, greater

economy!

Safe!— Duo -Therm heaters are listed as

standard by Underwriters' Laboratories.

DUO-THERM DIVISION, MOTOR WHEEL CORPORATION, LANSING, MICH.

DUO-THERM DIVISION
Dept.M-710, Motor Wheel Corp.,
Lansing, Michigan

Please send me information on the Duo-Therm
Circulating Heaters.

Name

Address

-State-City

I would also like to know about Duo-Therm
Oil-burning Ranges Q Water Heaters Furnaces

Trailer Heaters Radiant Heaters
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NowYou Can Enjoy

2 THRILLING
TRUE STORY

BROADCASTS
EACH WEEK!

Tune in

THE COURT OF
HUMAN
RELATIONS

AS USUAL

Every FRIDAY Night

NBC Red Network

City Siation Local Time

New York WEAF 9:30PMEDT
Boston WNAC 9:30PMEDT
Hartford WTIC 9:30PMEDT
Providence WJAR 9:30PMEDT
Worcester WTAG 9:30PMEDT
Portland, Me. WCSH 9:30PMEDT
Philadelphia KYW 9:30PMEDT
Baltimore WFBR 8:30 PM EST
Washington WRC 8:30 PM EST
Schenectady WGY 9:30PMEDT
Buffalo WBEN 9:30PMEDT
Pittsburgh WCAE 9:30PMEDT
Cleveland WTAM 9:30PMEDT
Detroit WWJ 9:30PMEDT
Chicago WMAQ 8:30PMCDT
Minn.-St. Paul KSTP 7:30PMCST
St. Louis KSD 7:30PMCST
Des Moines WHO 7:30PMCST
Omaha WOW 7:30PMeST
Kansas City WDAF 7:30 PM CST
Denver KOA 8:30PMMST
Salt Lake City KDYL 8:30PMMST
San Francisco KPO 7:30PMPST
Los Angeles KFI 7:30PMPST
Portland, Ore. KGW 7:30PMPST
Seattle KOMO 7:30PMPST
Spokane KHQ 7:30PMPST
* Cincinnati WLW 5:30 PM EST

* Sunday

Also Tune in

TRUE STORY
GOOD WILL HOUR
Every SUNDAY Night

WMCA
WCN WOR CKLW
WIP WCBM WOL
WMEX WPRO

WORK
WEAL

10 P.M. 9 P.M.

E.D.S.T. C.D.S.T.

The Akron Cop Killers

{Continued from page 27)

more the killer had lurked in the dark,

in a deserted spot on Richards' beat.

Once more he shot from behind, and van-

ished without leaving a single clue.

Chief Welch of the Akron police force

immediately cancelled all leaves and or-

dered the entire force to be on call

twenty-four hours a day. In thirty years

of police work he had never faced a more
serious situation. What made it all so

maddening was that there was absolutely

nothing to work on. All the police con-

tacts with the underworld seemed to be

useless; the usual sources of information

professed complete ignorance of what was
behind the murders.
What Chief Welch did not know was

that in the cellar of a deserted house, in

the poorer quarter of Akron, a group of

men were sitting around a candle which

was the only light in the musty room.

They were Rosario Borgio and his pro-

fessional killers—Tony Manfredi, Paolo

Chiavaro, Frank Mazzano, and two broth-

ers named Biondo—Pasquale and Loren-

zo.

ALL right," said Borgio, handing a roll

of bills to Mazzano. "There you are.

Two hundred and fifty dollars for bump-
in' off Richards."

"Part of that's mine," said the flat voice

of Chiavaro. "1 helped get Richards, re-

member."
"Okay, okay," Borgio said irritably.

"Divide it up to suit yourselves. I just

pay two hundred and fifty bucks for

every cop you kill." His voice took_ on a

terrible, hissing intensity. "And I'll go

on doin' it. The only reason I'm makin'

any money right now is so I can put a

bounty on cops like they was wild ani-

mals. For years I've been runnin' joints

here in Akron, and doin' all right until

the cops close me up. I ain't forgettin'

the six stretches the cops' ve made me do
—and now they're goin' to pay for it!"

"Don't see just where it's gettin' you,

but it's all right with us," said Mazzano,
lazilv pocketing his share of the money.

^

"That's because you ain't smart!"

snapped Borgio. "D'you know there's

three and a half-million smart guys like

us in this country?—guys that'll shoot and
steal if they have to. to get along? That's

twenty to every cop in the country. And
as soon as it gets around so everybody
knows what we're doin' here, the guys in

other parts of the country'U do the same.

Pretty soon there won't be any cops left,

and we can run things!"

The other men exchanged glances. But
they said nothing. The guy might be

crazy but his money was good, and his

saloons, under-cover gambling houses, and
houses of ill-fame supplied him with
plenty of it.

But something was destined to call a

halt to Borgio's campaign.
A few nights after the shooting of Rich-

ards, several of Borgio's killers went to a

party given by some Italian friends of

theirs. The party was a wild affair, with
plenty of strong red wine. Tony Man-
fredi and one of the other killers—it was
never discovered which one—began to
quarrel, and Tony ended the evening with
a bullet through his hand.
Lorenzo Biondo. after a conference with

his friends, told Tony he'd better go 1o

New York imtil the quarrel had blown
over, and offered to come with him. What
Tony did not know was that the con-
ference had decided upon his death. The
other killers had decided after the quar-
ii'l thai Tonv was not the right sort of
man for their company, and since he

knew too much about the murders of
the four policemen, the only thing to do
was to take his life.

Lorenzo Biondo and Tony Manfredi
left by the next train for New York, Lo-
renzo with instructions not to let Tony
return to Akron alive. Meanwhile, until

Tony could be made away with, the police
murders were to be suspended.
The day after the two left a man who

refused to identify himself called Chief
Welch on the telephone. Who he was,

or why he called, no one has ever known.
Perhaps he was someone with an old

score to settle against Manfredi, Borgia
and the other killers. Perhaps he was
merely some member of the underworld
who had stumbled upon the explanation
of the problem which was facing the
Akron police.

He called Welch at the station and said,,

"Never mind who's calling. If you want
to solve the cop killings, look for a man
with a hole in his hand. He's left

town for some place." And he hung up
with a sudden click. The call had come
from a busy pay station in the center
of town.

It was the thinnest, most unsatisfactory
sort of clue, but eventually it led to the
solution of those baffling murders. The
Akron police flashed the word to look
for a man with a hole in his hand to
every corner of the United States, and
so serious was the situation that every
police department put special men to
work on the case.

In New York, Captain Michael Fias-

chetti ordered his men to tell all their

contacts in the underworld that they were
looking for a suspect in a minor Akron
jewel robbery—a man with a bullet hole
through his hand. The word went out to
all the pool-halls, cheap restaurants, and
other hangouts of the city's criminal ele-

ment. Since the object of the search, was
not a New York man, the local under-
world saw no reason why it shouldn't heli>

the police out, and it wasn't long before
the observant proprietor of a downtown
pool-room, called Captain Fiaschetti to-

report that a stranger with a hole through
his hand had just come in and was shoot-
ing some pool.

CAPTAIN FIASCHETTI and Detective
Walker, one of his men, rushed to the

poolroom. The man with the injured hand
was still there, playing some expert pool,

and a glance at his hip pocket assured
Fiaschetti that he was carrying a gun.
"Come on," Fiaschetti whispered to

Walker. "We'll walk over and get to talk-

ing to him, and I'll stick a gun in his ribs."

The man was about to try a difllcuk

shot when the two detectives approached
him. "Hey, feller," Fiaschetti said good-
humoredly, "you can't make that com-
bination."
"Yeah?" asked the man. "Got any

money that says I can't? Watch."
The cue slipped through his fingers. He

cursed. "Missed," he said.

"And that's not all you've missed," Fi-

aschetti said. "Don't move. This is a

gun in your side, and you're coming up to

headquarters."
Fiaschetti and Walker took the man up-

town, pretending all the time that they
wanted him for the Akron jewel robbery.

The trick worked. He admitted that his

name was Tony Manfredi and even that

he came from Akron. Because he knew
there was no chance of getting himself im-

plicated in a jewel robbery, Manfredi told

the police things he would never have ad-

{Conthiued on page 58)
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JUST TOUCH BUTTON
UTEST 18-TUBE MIDWEST TUNES ITSELF BX

ELECTRIC MOTOR

!

Only MIDWEST'S Direct-From-Factory Policy Makes This And
Other Sensational Features Possible At Amazingly Low Prices!
"The sensation of the radio world" . . . that's
what experts said when they saw the amazing new 1938
MOTORIZED Midwest. No more dial twiddling—
no more squinting! Now, you can enjoy the luxury of
radio at its best—^you can tune your Midwest by merely
touching a button ! You'll be astounded at the lightning-

like motorized action — just touch a button (on top of
the radio) . . . and its corresponding station zips in.

Zip . . . Zip . . . Zip . . . you can bring in 9 perfectly

tuned stations in 3 seconds! All this happens in i^

second with Midwest Perfected Motorized Tuning:
(See above illustration). (1—2) You touch button; (3)

Electric motor speeds dial towards corresponding
station; (4) Colorful Bull's Eye darts across dial and
locates Itself behind station; (5) Dial Stops itself at
the station's exact center of resonance and the eye
"winks" as program comes in perfectly tuned.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL-
Enjoy World's Most Advanced Radio for
30 Days in Your Homel Don't Risk a Penny!
Act at once on this unusual factory-to-you offer. We
send any Midwest radio you desire to your home. You
use it 30 days, and compare it with other radios you have
owned or heard. Then, you can return it to the factory,
if you wish, without risking a penny. We trust you to
give the Midwest a fair trial. You are triply protected
with Foreign Reception Guarantee, One- Year
Warranty and Money-Back Guarantee.

18 TUBES FOR PRICE OF lO
Why be content with an ordinary 10, 12 or 14-tube set
when you can buy an 18-tube Super DeLuxe 101-feature
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on 6 bands, and a range of 12,000 and more miles ! It will
thrill you with its marvelous 6-continent overseas reception.
Secures American, Canadian, Police, Amateur, Airplane,
Ship bro ad casts ... and finest Foreign programs.
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t
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mitted if he had known what they really

wanted him for. Most important, he told

them the name of his companion, Lo-
renzo Biondo, and where to find him.

"Weil, I'll go up and see this Biondo."
Fiaschetti said, "And if he backs you up

—

well, I've made a mistake, that's all, and
you can go."

".\nd I'm goin' to enter a complaint,
too," iManfredi said bitterly. "This ain't

no way for you to treat a guy that's just

come to town to ha\'e a good time!"
Fiaschetti and Walker entered the dark

hallway of the Lenox Avenue apartment
house where Biondo, according to Man-
fredi, was staying. Fiaschetti knocked at

Biondo's door.
"Who's there?" called a frightened voice

from inside.

"Couple of friends of Tony Manfredi.
He sent us with a message."

"Well, what is it?" Biondo called, re-

luctant to open the door.

(Continued from page 56)

to believe them when they said they had
committed no crime, and persuaded them
to go back to Akron to clear themselves
with the local police.

"If we go back of our own free will,"

Manfredi asked, "Will you go with us

and tell the coppers there you don't be-

lieve we knocked over that jewelry

store?"

"Sure," Fiaschetti agreed. "I'll turn

you loose now and you meet me on the

midnight train to Akron."
He let the men go free, but instructed

one of his detectives to shadow them until

train time. He had decided upon a bold

stroke. He did not believe that Manfredi
was as deeply implicated in the murders
as Biondo, but he did believe that either

one of them could lead him to the other

men who had done the killings. So that

night, in the drawing-room on the train,

he kept filling Biondo's glass with wine
until the man dropped off into a drunken

Young Jimnny McCallion and Audrey Egan are the Billy and Betty, respectively,

in the well-loved serial of that name, broadcast over New York City's Station,

WEAF, Mondays through Fridays at 6:45 P.M. They practically grew up in radio.

"It's a package we got to deliver to

you," Fiaschetti said. The door opened
a crack and Biondo peered out suspi-

ciously.

"Manfredi's in trouble," Fiaschetti said.

"Let us in."

At last Biondo stepped aside, and they
followed him into the room. "There was
some shooting in a pool-roorn." Fiaschetti

said, "And Manfredi got pinched. But
he managed to slip us his gun first, and
he said you'd know how to get rid of it

for him."
"The fool!" Biondo said irritably. "Give

me the gun— I'll get rid of it. Don't point

it at me!"
"This isn't Manfredi's gun," Fiaschetti

said evenly. "It's mine, and you're com-
ing along to see Manfredi."
Thus did the New York police capture

two of the criminals in the Akron cop

killings. However, there was not enough
evidence against either Biondo or Man-
fredi to justify their extradition back
to Ohio. They still believed they were
\\anled in connection with a jewel rob-

bery, a crime in which their consciences

were perfectly clear.

After several,days in which they con-

tinLied to protesftheir innocence. Captain
I'iaschetti decided upon a clever ruse to

lure them back t(j Ohio. He pretentled
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sleep. Then he took Manfredi into his

own room next door for a quiet talk.

"Manfredi," he said boldly, "I know
all about those Akron killings."

Manfredi grew pale. "What do yoa
mean?" he asked.
"You told me you didn't have anything

to do with a jewel robbery, and 1 believe

you. But you did have something to

do with killing those cops."
"Shut up, copper," Manfredi growled.

"I've got a gun in my pocket, and if

you don't shut up
—

"

THERF aren't any bullets in it, Man-
' fredi. I knew you bought a new one
today, and I took the bullets out of it

when you went to the washroom."
Manfredi wilted. "All right— I'll help

you. I don't want to burn. I didn't shoot
none of the cops myself. 1 was just there

when they killed Costigan and Hunt."
"Tell me all you know, Manfredi, and

I'll see you don't burn."
Before the train arrived at Akron, Man-

fredi had told the whole story of Borgio
and the bounty he put upon policemen,
and had implicated Frank Mazzano, the
two Biondo brothers and Paolo Chiavaro.
Lorenzo Biondo was safely asleep in the
next room—but Mazzano, Pasquale Bi-

ondo, Chiavaro and Borgio were still at

large.

In Akron, Chief Welch with Captain
Fiaschetti and Sheriff James Corry moved
fast. They had to, before news leaked out
that Manfredi had squealed on the other
members of the gang. As it was, Pas-
quale Biondo appeared to have left town
for parts unknown, and Borgio was also

in hiding somewhere. Chiavaro they found
in the old cellar meeting-place of the
gang, and Mazzano in a disreputable cor-

ner saloon. Both of them surrendered
without a fight.

"Who squealed on me?" snarled Maz-
zano on his way to the station.

Fiaschetti had a quick inspiration.

"Your old pal Pasquale Biondo," he said.

"We arrested him this morning."
"What! Down in Sandusky?" the words

seemed to pop out of Mazzano's mouth
without his volition.

"So it worked?" commented Fiaschetti.

"All right, boys, hurry and get him to

the station house and we'll hit for San-
dusky. What's his address, Mazzano?"

"I won't tell you," Mazzano said sul-

lenly.

"You will if you know what's good for

you."
"Oh, all right. He used to be at 487

Blank Street."

Daylight was just breaking when Fias-

chetti and Sheriff Corry arrived in San-
dusky. They were prepared to move
carefully, because except for Borgio, Pas-
quale was the worst of the killers.

pOUR eighty-seven Blank street was a^ small house in the slum district of San-
dusky. Not a light showed from inside.

The officers went to the door and knocked.
They heard a faint stir from inside; then
an old, wrinkled woman opened the door.

"What do you want?" she asked.

"We want to come in and look around.
We're detectives."

"Go away! Go away!" she screamed,
trying to close the door in their faces.

"Come on—she's trying to warn some-
one!" called Fiaschetti, and rushed the

door. Down the hall they ran, into a

side room. Three men were in the room.
"We ain't done nothing," one of them

said. "Which one of us do you want?"
"Why—all of you," Fiaschetti said.

"And bring your things. Who wants this

suitcase?"—and he pointed to a battered

grip on the floor.

"It's mine
—

" one of the men snapped.
"Okay, Biondo—you're the only one we

want. You shouldn't have tags on your
luggage with your name on them."
At last all of the gang except the lead-

er, Rosario Borgio, had been captured.

Apparently Borgio had vanished from the

face of the earth. People at the establish-

ments he was known to own said they

had not seen him for weeks. Then, at last,

came a tip that he was still in Akron,
at a house on Risby Street.

Captain Fiaschetti took three men, and
fully armed, they went after Borgio. But
the guns weren't necessary. Borgio, the

man who had conceived the idea of kill-

ing every policeman in America, the lead-

er of the whole gang, was the easiest of

all to capture. They found him cowering

in the corner of a dirty room, half mad
with fright. He blubbered and wept as

he insisted he knew nothing of the mur-
ders—but a few hours later he had con-

fessed everything.
Borgio, Pasquale Biondo, Mazzano and

Chiavaro were all sent to the electric

chair. Lorenzo Biondo and Tony Man-
fredi were given life imprisonment. Thus
ingloriously ended Borgib's grandiose

scheme of starting a rebellion of the

underworld and killing every policeman
in the country.
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Facing the Music

(Continued from page 7)

Weary and worn, does Bill go home to

bed? Not on your life. He wends his

way, saxophone case under his arm, to a

nearby church for early mass.

Not all nights are that hectic for the

Manhattan College graduate. Usually

after his chores on weekday nights you
can find Bill touring West Fifty-second

Street nocturnal haunts with Dorothy
Howe, Art Shaw's vocalist, Helen Brady,
New York lawyer or Christina Lind, ama-
teur night winner.

KEEP YOUR EARS TUNED TO:

Dorothy Goff, deep-voiced, darkhaired
torch singer recently heard with Hod Wil-
liams' band. Hal Kemp was just about
to sign her to a contract when Chesterfield

ordered him to the Coast for the Alice

Faye programs. Dorothy is a sure bet

for plenty of work this fall.

"OH, THOSE BELLS!"

For some time Bert Block, one of the

younger down-beaters has been experi-

menting with a new type of orchestration

entitled "Bell iVlusic." Syracuse, Cincin-

nati and now St. Louis (NBC wire) like

it and it won't be long before it is talked

about from coast-to-coast.

Describing a new style of rhythm is

no easy task. So Bert Block himself is

going to explain "Bell Music":
"We have been trying to acquire a new

style of dance music that is different, yet

pleasing to the ear. Bell music is the re-

sult. We are using a French celeste and a

special set of amplified orchestra bells.

These instruments are used to give our
music a tinkling bell-like quality. Delicate

bell-passages brighten up the ensemble
work, which is mostly muted brass and
clarinets. Besides being used for bell

effects, the bells and celeste are also used

as solo instruments."
"Bell Music" was born in Syracuse.

When Bert reached that city he was still

searching for a new idea. During rehear-

sals the old city church bell would tinkle

out the time every fifteen minutes of the

hour.

"I wish they would let up." complained
one of the musicians. "Last night I could
hardly sleep on account of them. They
keep ringing in my ear."

"You got something there," snapped
Bert, "If they could impress you that much
why couldn't they impress dancers?"
And so the old stone church in Syra-

cuse, N. Y. is responsible for radio's new-
est dance rhvthm inno\'ation.

OFF THE MUSIC RACK
Mary Thompson, young and pretty

sister of kilocyclin' Kay, made her New
York radio debut quietly with Paul Kane's
orchestra from the Hotel Commodore in

New York. Before a select gathering of

band experts, Mary hit the bell; she was
taken by her sponsors to a Massachusetts
resort colony where she will be groomed
for more active work this fall on the

ether wa\'es. "Unless I'm crazy," an ad-

vertising agency executive told me. "Mary
Thompson is going to be radio's next big-

time vocalist" . . . Dick Gasparre replaced

Eddy Duchin in Chicago's Palmer House.
Duchin begins a vaudeville tour this sum-
mer, after breaking the Windy City's hotel

record. He gets |8,500 a week in vaude-
ville . . . Tommy Tucker, West Coast maes-

tro, and his orchestra will be featured on

Bird alive, how people's eyebrows do go

up— if there's the faintest hint of tattle-

tale gray in your linens and things.

But why risk it? Why put up with half-

clean-clothes—when Fels-Naptha Soap

makesit so easyto hurry out ALL the dirt.

That's because Fels-Naptha brings you

two peppy cleaners instead of one. Its

richer golden soap and lots of naptha loosen

the grimiest, deep-down dirt. \\ hen the

wash is over, your clothes are so sweet

and white it's a thrill to iron them.

You'll love the gentle way Fels-Naptha

treats your hands, too. Fhere's soothing

glycerine in every golden bar.

.Ask your grocer for Fels-Naptha today

and try it! You'll have easier washes!

Lovelier washes! And none of that pesky

tattle-tale gray! COPR. FKLS a CO.. 1937

BANISH ''TATTLE-TALE GRAY"
WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
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WHY fM\ BABIES

BORN WITH BLACKHEADS ?
7 out of 10 women blame their skin for blackheads,

when they should blame their cleansing method

Everywhere I go I hear women say "Oh! well,

there's nothing I can do about it, I guess I

was born with this kind of skin."

They're referring, of course, to hateful,

mocking, stubborn blackheads. But stop a

minute and think! Did you ever see a baby

with blackheads? Of course not. Then where

do those blackheads come from?

These blemishes are tiny specks of dirt

which become wedged in your pores.

How do they start?

It's'sad but true, blackheads take root because

your cleansing methods fail. You know you

can't wash blackheads away. And they only

laugh at your surface cleanser. The longer

these blackheads stay in your skin, the blacker

and more noticeable they grow.

Switch to a Penetrating Cream

See with your own eyes, the amazing improve-

ment in your skin when a cream really pene-

trates the dirt in your pores.

Let me send you, free and postpaid, a gen-

erous tube of Lady Esther Four Purpose Face

Cream, so that you can prove every statement

I make. It is an active cream. It's penetrating,

because it penetrates pore-dirt. You can see

the results. You can feel the difference.

When your free supply of cream arrives.

60

smooth on enough to cover your face and

neck. At the very first touch your skin will

perk up. Why? Because my cream is a cool-

ing, soothing, refreshing cleanser.

When you wipe it off, you may be shocked

to see how grimy the cloth looks. But it's a

sign this penetrating cream goes after deep-

down dirt that causes those blackheads.

Write now for your free supply

Just send me the coupon today, and by re-

turn mail I will send you my generous gift tube

of Lady Esther Face Cream. I'll also send you

all ten shades of my Face Powder free, so you

can see which is your most flattering color—
see how Lady Esther Face Cream and Face

Powder work together to give you perfect skin

smoothness. Mail me the coupon today.

( You can paste this on a penny postcard)

Lady Esther, 2034 Ridge Ave., Evanston, 111.

Please send me a free supply of Lady Esther Four
Purpose Face Cream; also all ten shades of your

Face Powder, free and postpaid.

n

City..

I

in Canada, write Ladu Entkcr
Toronto, Ontario)

a new Mutual network commercial this

fall, backing up Georgie Jessel and Norma
Taimadge . . . Robert Emmet Dolan, con-
ductor of NBC Sunday Night Party, is

married to Buddy Ebsen's sister, Vilma.
who used to dance on the stage with her
freckled brother. Buddy, incidentally, is

married to Ruth Cambridge, Walter Win-
chell's ex-girl Friday . . . Julian Wood-
worth was all set to broadcast from Larch-
mont's Lido Club the other night when
the program was abruptly cancelled. The
band's instruments were stolen an hour
before airtime . . . The trend in band
bookings this fall is toward colored talent

. . . Mai Hallett is playing stage dates this

summer, winding up in Boston Sept. 13

. . . Morton Gould is experimenting with
a new type of dance rhythm and is asking
Fred Astaire to approve it . . . Chico and
Diane had their seventh heaven in the
movies but Kay Thompson and trumpet-
er-husband Jack Jenney have their fourth
heaven atop an apartment dwelling near
CBS' studios in N. Y. Kay took an entire

floor so that her three dogs could have
plenty of room . . . Edith Caldwell, George
Oisen's petite singer put on_ the wedding
ring this summer . . . Mickey Alpert,

whose band is heard from Ben Marden's
Riviera is planning a trailer tour of the

country to exploit his new orchestra . . .

Jerry Blaine, Park Central conductor had
a good idea when he tried to form a base-

ball league for dance-band musicians.

"The boys ought to get some sun," said

Jerry. But when game time arrived there

was only one ballplayer on the field

—

Jerry Blaine.

A NEW BAND IS BORN
For years listeners have enjoyed the

music of th'e five Messner brothers. Then
leader Dick decided to conduct an adver-

tising agency instead of an orchestra. This
completely disorganized the band.

Promptly three other brothers decided

the music business was also too precarious

for them. One became a salesman, another
a lawyer, the third, a booker. This left

only the youngest, Johnny One-Note Mess-
ner, still loyal to rhythm. Since he com-
pleted his studies at the Institute of Musi-
cal Art of the Juilliard Foundation,
Johnny has thought of nothing else.

A hasty conference ensued between the

boys in the band and Johnny and the re-

sult was a new setup with Johnny Mess-
ner waving the stick. Johnny's new out-

fit is currently entertaining dancers in

New York's Hotel McAlpin.

Only another relationship—unlocked
for—may develop from this rehabilitation;

Johnny is currently saying sweet things

to his little French vocalist, Jeanne D'-

Arcy.

ORCHESTRA ANATOMY
BOB CROSBY: Saxophones, Eddie

Miller, Nonnie Bernardi, Gil Rodin, Matty
Matlock; trumpets, Yank Lawson and
Zeke Zarchy; trombones, Warren Smith,
Ward Sillaway; drums, Ray Bauduc;
piano, Bob Zerke; bass. Bob Haggart;
guitar. Nappy Lamare; violin, Eddie
Bergman; vocalists, Bob Crosby and
Kay Weber.

CASA LOMA: Saxophones, Glen Gray,
Clarence llutchenrider, Pat Davis, Art
Ralston, Kenny Sergent; trumpets, Joe
Zulio, Grady Watts; trombones, Pee-Wee
Hunt, Billy Ranch, Fritz Hummel; piano,

Joe "Horse" Hall; drums, Tony Briglia;

guitar, Jacques Blanchette; violins, Fritz

Hummel and Jacques Blanchette; vocal-

ists, Kenny Sargent and Pee-Wee Hunt.
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CORRESPONDENCE

George Markantes: Shep Fields has

been renewed for Rippling Rhythm Re-

vue for Woodbury. He soon faces the

klieg lights for "The Big Broadcast of

1938." Shep has added another trumpet

to the band for fullness.

Lester Woody; The Original Dixieland

Jazz Band is still playing as a unit in

theaters and night clubs. No radio en-

gagements at present. Mary Sue Sirn-

mons: Congratulations on the first anni-

versary of the Arthur Wright Fan Club.

Arthur used to be the vocalist with Kay
Kyser's Orchestra and did a swell job.

Those interested in joining the club write

to Mary at 820 Harrison Street, Charles-

ton, Illinois. Woody Walker: Those are

kind words, suh. Kay Kyser is touring

the country on one-night stands after fin-

ishing a Mutual network commercial.
This was abruptly cancelled because of

labor trouble. You can reach Kay at

WGN in Chicago. You can reach Hal
Kemp at CBS in Hollywood; Phil Harris.

NBC, Hollywood, and Fred Waring, Hotel
Drake in Chicago. I'm sorry but I can't

send you a picture of myself as Postmaster
Farley wouldn't like it. It would frighten

his letter carriers.

Frances Cowles: Horace Heidt is still

on the rooftop of New York's Hotel Bilt-

more with his Brigadiers. He's heard on
MBS and CBS.

Dorothy Thompson: The September is-

sue of Radio Mirror carried a complete
story on Benny Goodman and the August
issue included the clarinet star's person-
nel. About Casa Loma, a lot of dance-
uise critics have soured on them. Casa
Loma fans to the front. Let's hear what
you have to say about your favorite band.
Personally I think they are slipping due
to changes in the band.

A. Krikorian: Eddy Duchin has a new
trumpet player, Charley Crocker who re-

placed Lou Sherwood. Lou has left the
band to organize his own. Eddy has a
new girl singer with the band, Patricia

Norman, former Hit Parade vocalist. A
new male vocalist with Eddy is Stanley
Worth, Vincent Lopez alumnus.

Stanley Barby: Tommy Dorsey is cur-

rently playing atop the Hotel Pennsyl-
vania in New York.

Helen Morrison: Your favorite scat-

singer Johnny Davis has just signed with
Warner Brothers on a long-term contract
after making a hit in his first picture,

"Varsity Show."

For your convenience—and ours—use
this coupon in writing to ask questions.
We'll try to find all the answers.

Ken Alden,

Facing the Music,

RADIO MIRROR,
122 East 42nd Street,

New York City.

My favorite orchestra is

and I want to

know more about the following

Name .

Address

ft^
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protection.
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MARVELOUS FOR COMPLEXIONS, TOO!

This pure, creamy-white soap has

such a gentle, caressing lather. Yet

it removes every trace of dirt and

cosmetics—keeps your skin allur-

ingly smooth, radiantly clear!

TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY— BATHE WITH PERFUMED

CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP
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Sn.oW€rs
Ta/c

iHIS is the cool, fragrant freshener you
need every summer day. The finest quality
imported talcum powder, scented with love-

ly April Showers, "The Perjume oj Youth"
...yet priced low for debutante allowances.

'I'he 'I'alc, exqiiiiite hiil not expensive, 28<f.
The Perjume (in purse-sizes), 2H<}, 50i} and $1.00.

Highway to Happiness

(Continued from page 16)

awhile. You're much too young," he said.

Alice couldn't tell him that she was a

veteran who'd been dancing for years and
years, or that she wanted money to buy
nice clothes for her mother and taxi rides

for herself, so she ran out of the theater

and home to her mother and cried as

though her heart would break.
But .Mrs. Leppert wasn't discouraged.
"You'll make it next time," she assured

her. "You'll really look fifteen in another
month or two."
This was Alice's first professional re-

verse—she had been a leading lady, you
must remember, since she was four—and
she brooded about it. She didn't men-
tion dancing within the family circle for

weeks, but she thought of nothing else.

The night Alice graduated from the

eighth grade of public school she filled

out a registration blank for high school
and indicated that she would return to

classes the next fall to begin a specialized

English course. If she couldn't be a

dancer, she had decided, she might as well

get back to that idea of being a school

teacher.

DUT that graduation night was Alice's^ last experience with school. By the time
schools reconvened in the fall Alice was
an old-timer in the chorus, a front-line girl

in one of Chester Hale's vaudeville units

and headed for Broadway, the radio, and
Hollywood.
The family moved with monotonous

regularity after that, Mrs. Leppert recalls,

keeping just one jump ahead of the truant

officer. Alice refused to give up her blessed

new independence to go back to school,

and her mother, who knew that objections

would be useless, upheld her.

Alice must have looked fifteen when she

applied to Chester Hale for a job in his

line-up. She went alone to the try-outs;

if she failed this time, no one was going

to know it. It was a tough hurdle. The
routine called for toe dancing; Alice had
never worn a pair of toe slippers in her
life, and the steps were arduous—to put it

mildly. But Alice says she confided to

the other girls that she wanted to get a

start and she needed the money badly, and
good sports that they were, they just held

her up until she got the swing of it.

Those next few months with the Ches-
ter Hale girls were the most exciting of

Alice's life. She went to Pittsburgh, to

Boston, to Philadelphia, to Buffalo. Over-
night jumps from New York, perhaps,

but to a wide-eyed little girl who had
dreamed of the world and yet had never
been farther away from her native New
York than Atlantic City, that was travel!

While she was learning her first rou-

tines with the Chester Hale line, she won
the friendship of Betty King, a friend-

ship which was to be woven into the very
pattern of her life for years to come. Betty
was two years older than Alice, as dark-
eyed and black haired as Alice was flufl^ily

blonde. It was Betty who rallied the girls

to Alice's rescue when she put in her
first trembling appearance at the "call."

And it was she, a few weeks later, who
made it possible for Alice to stay with
the troupe when it went on tour by going
herself to Alice's mother and promising
to take care of her new friend while
they were "on the road."

Something in Betty King's face when
she came to Mrs. Leppert with her prom-
ise to look after Alice won the mother's
confidence.

"I know you'll take care of her," Mrs.
Leppert said, and the three of them cried

on one another's shoulders to seal a

solemn bargain.
Betty did take care of Alice. She saw

that the fourteen-year-old young hopeful
went directly from the theater home to
bed. She supervised her diet, picked out
her friends. Alice was in good hands that
year. Later, when Alice Faye's was a
name in lights, Betty King was repaid for

her guardianship. She came to Holly-
wood as Alice's stand-in, and still is her
closest companion.
Married now and a mother, she has

named her first baby for her friend. He
turned out to be a boy, but the names are
almost the same. She called him Allen.
Back in New York after two winters on

the road, Alice and Betty pulled away
from the Chester Hale unit to win a place
in "the line" in George White's new "Scan-
dals," starring Rudy Vallee.

Rudy Vallee was the first important star

to cross young Alice Faye's path. They
didn't meet, but every night Alice danced
on the same stage upon which matinee-
idol Vallee sang and Alice watched him
with an idol-worshipper's adoration. He
didn't notice Alice and she didn't have
courage to speak to him.

It was not the "Scandals," strangely,
which brought Alice and Rudy together,
but a party.
Everybody laughed, as the saying goes,

when the host whipped out a voice record-
ing machine and announced that every
guest must record a song. Alice sang in

her turn, protesting that she wasn't a
singer and this was all too silly. The
song was "Mimi." Nobody laughed when
the playbacks were run off. Alice's voice
whirled off the discs rich and warm, and
there was that rhythm again.

LJYMAN BUSHEL, attorney and close
** friend of Rudy Vallee, took the rec-

ord home with him when the party broke
up and played it the next day for Vallee.

Rudy, on the look-out for a girl to sing

with his orchestra, set upon a search for

Alice Faye at once. Like the traveller

who set out to find the diamond fields,

he found her in his own back yard.
With Vallee as her mentor, Alice cov-

ered a lifetime's experiences in the next
few weeks. Her seven-league boots hurried
to keep the pace as she sang for the
first time from a Broadway stage (in the
later weeks of the run of the "Scandals"),
made her debut as soloist with the Vallee
band, and made her first radio broadcast.

Alice still remembers with cold chills

the night her voice first went out over the

air. She was suffering from a horrid cold,

and had tried to postpone her appear-
ance on Vallee's Fleischmann's yeast pro-
gram until the following week. The
sponsors, who had never heard of Alice
Faye, and were pretty indifferent about
it all, said it would be then or never. So
Alice dragged herself to the studio, held

herself up by clinging to the microphone,
sang "Honeymoon Hotel," and fainted.

Rudy Vallee was pressing cold packs to

her head when she opened her eyes.

"Did I make it?" she asked.

"Sure you made it, kid," he said. "Don't
you always?"

Once an appearance on Vallee's program
had seemed the highest peak of success.

But now new vistas opened up before her

and Alice saw that life was only begin-

ning. Real fortune lay ahead but first

she was to live drama she had never
dreained about. Follow the thrill packed
career of this policeman s daughter who
forced the gates of Hollywood—in the

November issue.
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go roving through their minds as they
breathe forth this particular brand of
gurgle.

I know the general consensus is against

women as radio announcers, but I'm sure
their \'oices would sound far more ap-
propriate in a spot where it is necessary
to describe a feminine dainty.

Erma Richmond,
Springfield, Mass.

$1.00 PRIZE

WHAT A TEMPER!

I'm wishing today that Dame Fortune
had presented me with a little less pug-
nose and a lot more temper. Not that it

would make any particular difference even
if 1 could adequately express my inner-

most feelings . . . and it is all because of
one of the finest dramatizations that I

ever heard over the air.

I simpb' cannot understand why adver-
tisers, who can afford to carry the finest

talent obtainable right into our American
homes, must so often spoil an otherwise
perfect program by permitting a glam-
orous movie star or radio hero to person-
ally sponsor their products. We know,
they know, and their star knows that it

isn't the only hair-tonic their precious
locks can take ... it isn't the only bev-
erage that passes their lips . . . and it

isn't the only soap pure enough to be on
the market. They tell us so, and we say,

"apple sauce!" Yet, put those same words
into the mouth of an announcer, and
mark the difference.

As a whole, the radio audience hates

What Do You Want To Say?

(Continued from page 9)

this sort of cheapness, and yet with several
of our finest programs it prevails. We
like to surround our favorite stars with
glamour and mystery, not mouth wash or
callous pads.

It so happens that I am particularly
fond of the beautifier that was palavered
last night, but I'll be darned if I'll ever
use it again . . . just because they stripped
my favorite movie star of my dearest il-

lusions. Yesterday, she was a dream-of-
dreams, but today she's only a "signed
contract" no more mysterious than myself.

Mrs. Arthur B. Madison,
Melrose, Mass.

$1.00 PRIZE

THAT'S WHAT YOU THINK!
What program is the quizziest.

The vvhizziest, the busiest,

What queries, wearies, blearies, cheeries.

What dazzles, frazzles, dearies?
What's the newsiest, the choosiest, the

wooziest.

What quests, arrests, tests, zests, listens

best?
Answer: Professor Quiz.

Frank R. .Moore,
Detroit, Mich.

$1.00 PRIZE

"ONCE I WAS A CRAB"
I am writing this short letter from a

friend's camp twenty miles from our city.

I was just thinking what a crab I was
to say that there was too much advertis-

ing on the radio. Too many silly pro-
grams, etc.

Where I am now, we are without a
radio on account of the D. C. current used
here. Our radio of course is run on A.C.
current and cannot be used here. I thought
it was going to be great to have a rest
from annoying programs. But right this

moment I'd give my next two days meals
to hear any program, regardless of who
or what it is.

Radio is in my blood now, and if I ever
go to another camp and spend a week-
end without one. I'll consult a doctor im-
mediately and have my head examined.
Long live the greatest invention of all

—radio!

Timothy F. Donovan
Lewiston, Maine.

$1.00 PRIZE

THE MOTION IS SECONDED

Thank God for Edwin C. Hill! His
splendid article, "Radio—Instrument of
Peace," should really start a movement
which will lead to real results: i. e.—that
the nations of the earth get acquainted
through the medium of radio.

The British Empire's world-girdling
broadcast in connection with the Coro-
nation is indicative of what can be done
along this line.

Why not a world-wide hookup at in-

tervals, with the leading nations of the
world discussing their political, social and
economic problems, with Edwin C. Hill,

who really knows how to present the

human angle, as master of ceremonies?
Mrs. W. Ballard,

Charlotte, N. C.

I HEAR SHE AIN'T DOING
SO WELL IN THE CITY

9^W

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
COMBATS BAD BREATH

'"Colgate's special

penetrating foam
gets into every tiny

hidden crevice be-

tween your teeth
. . . emulsifies and
wash es away the d e-

caying food depos-
its that cause most
bad breath, dull,

dingy teeth, and much tooth de-

cay. At the same time, Colgate's

soft, safe polishing agent cleans

and brightens the enamel—maices

your teeth sparkle—gives new
brilliance to your smile!"

THREE MONTHS LATER— I A'd7l^-N0 BAD BREATH
THANKS TO COLGATE'S I BEHrND HER SPARKLING SMILE!

AND SUE, I'VE SAVED ENOUGH FROM
MY RAISE TO BUY CLOTHES AND A
ROUND-TRIP TICKET HOME, TOO!

AND NO
TOOTHPASTE
EVER MADE
MYTEETH AS
BRIGHTAND
CLEAN AS
COLGATE'S!

YOU 5EE,TESTS PROVE THAT 76% OF
ALL PEOPLE OVER TH E AGE OF 17 HAVE
BAD BREATH. AND TESTS ALSO PROVE \

THAT MOST BAD BREATH COMES
FROM IMPROPERLY CLEANED TEETH

I ADVISE COLGATE DENTALCREAM
[BECAUSE
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*'0IRLS. PONT LIT A 'PAINTED lOOK'
SfOIL YOUR ROMANCE ! change to
TANGEE, THE LIPSTICK THAT ISNT PAINT,
THE ONLY LIPSTICK WITH THE MA6IC TAN6EE
COiOR CHANCE -PRlNCiPiE J MAKES YOUK I

ilTS mKESISTIBiE !• StNO THE COUPON tiOWl" }

SEND COUPON for TANGEE'S MIRACLE

MAKE-UP SET, containing generous samples

of Tangee Lipstick, Rouge Compact,

Creme Rouge, and Face Powder . . .
lOc

NVAKE-UP
SET

new
FREE CHARM TEST!-an amazing new
chart that actually measures your charm! Re-
veals your personality, gives you self-confldence,

ability to attract men. Approved by an eminent
psychologist. Sent FREE wlthTangee's 100 Miracle
Make-Up Set.

\

TESt

chart that

charm!
"•""^'"fures your— an

'^iQFlesnD'

39«AND *|.io

HONORABLE MENTION

"I should like to have all those women
who use the air for putting on airs

'given the air.' If there is anything more
wearisome than to have to listen to an-
other woman assuming an air of affecta-

tion in order to impress an audience, I'd

like to know what it is."

—

Sara Sandt,
JVIadison, N. J.

"I certainly did not relish Robert Rip-
ley's recent presentation of the Hinden-
JDurg disaster. To me it was an outstand-
ing example of poor taste in radio—an
altogether unwarranted attempt to capi-

talize on the sympathy of Americans for

the unfortunate victims. Nobody minds
the sound effect of a dying human being
if it is introduced in connection with an
episode which took place some time ago,

or in some far-off country. But deliber-

ately to enlarge on a tragedy which hap-
pens in the here and now can hardly be
classed as good radio manners."

—

Carl
Zimmerman, Lakeland, Fla.

"Just recently I overheard a party say
that a person lowers himelf by writing to

a column like this, and that it was worth-
less. That prompted me to come to its

defense, regardless of the fact that I have
never been able to ring the cash register.

"If expressing one's opinion, which
might be of some help or service to some-
one, is lowering oneself, well—then 1

want to be that kind. It isn't any worse
submitting material to this column than
it is for anyone to contribute news to a
newspaper. The kind of people who write
'What Do You Want to Say' represent
about 90 per cent of the population—and
that's good enough for me."

—

Arthur
Beau, Moorehead, Minn.

"In the last few months I have noted
a great increase in one of my pet radio
hates. It is the growing practice of local

station announcers to cut in on network
programs with a local commercial."

—

Allen R. Shaw, Elyria, Ohio.

"My complaints against radio are con-
fined to the stations below the Rio
Grande. We who live in the Southwest
must listen to a constant barrage of can-
cer curers, fortune tellers and get-rich-

quick schemers. These stations are not
run by Mexicans but by United States
citizens who sneak below the border to

avoid the stringent laws of our own coun-
try."

—

Jess Blair, Brownfield, Tex.

"We need help at our house . . . about
our Sunday mornings! Please consider all

the thousands of small children in the land
who are unfortunate enough to either

take the comic-less 'Times' or, like ours,

live where no early paper calls on the
doorstep 'come the dawn.' Of all the hours
of the week for the radio to give us a hand
with the.younger fry, Sundays, from 8 to
9:30 or so, sounds simply perfect!

—

Mrs.
Richard R. Wetherby, Miles City, Mont.

"Eventually radio will supplant news-

papers. Already it is trying to ape papers.

It has its Winchell gossipers, its Wynn
comic pages (Heaven help us) and its

"censored" commentators who gravitate

into wordy ruts."

—

Coursin Black, Grand
Rapids, Mich.

Owing to the great volume of contribu-

tions received by this department, we
regret that it is impossible for us to

return unaccepted material. Accordingly
we strongly recommend that all contribu-

tors retain a copy of any manuscript sub-

mitted to us.
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How Dorothy Lamour

Found Love

(Continued from page 28)

code based upon nothing but their love

and trust in each other.

Two days after their wedding they had
to separate and go back to their jobs.

It was three months before they saw each

other again. For more than six months
they denied rumors that they were mar-
ried. Neither wanted to, but their well-

meaning friends insisted their careers

would suffer if it became known that they

were married.
The separation was bad, but the denials

were, in a way, worse. It was a relief to

both of them when Walter Winchell got

the news and broadcast it from coast to

coast. A relief, yes—but it didn't actually

solve any problems.
They didn't even have a real home in

which to find each other again on the

rare occasions when work did permit them
to be together. Dorothy had never re-

alized before how bitterly she would long

for some place, no matter how small or

simple, which belonged to both of them,

housed their possessions.

It was one of the things they couldn't

have. In New York Dorothy lived in a

hotel, convenient to Radio City and to the

night club in which she sang until three

o'clock every morning. Herb, naturally,

lived in his suitcase most of the time

while his band was on the road.

WHENEVER they stole a few precious

days together, they met in the imper-

sonality of a hotel room—perhaps even in

the midst of a strange city halfway be-

tween New York and wherever Herb was
playing at the moment. Their neighbors

were the strangers in the next room, their

only acquaintances the bell hops and ele-

vator boys. Nothing familiar, nothing

loved, anywhere around them.
So it went for many months.
Never once, during all this time, did

either go out with anyone else. Dorothy
turned down all invitations from other

men; Herb made no engagements with

women. No such agreement had been

made beforehand. They both simply took

it for granted that they must deny them-

selves all social contacts while they were
separated.

It's easy now to say that they should

have talked it over, should have realized

that the manner of their lives made it

necessary for them to go out occasionally

with other people, in the name of good
business if for nothing else. But neither

dared to be the first to speak. To inti-

mate that the problem existed at all

seemed to be a tacit admission that long-

distance love was not enough. Each was
afraid the other wouldn't understand. Each
dreaded even the appearance of disloyalty.

Then NBC sent Dorothy to Hollywood
and broadcast her programs from there.

Soon she signed her present contract with
Paramount Pictures and began work on
her first movie, "Jungle Princess."

Now she and Herb were farther apart

than ever. It became less and less possi-

ble for them to find any time at all to-

gether. There was one time

—

Herb got as far West as the Texas Cen-
tennial in Dallas—and simultaneously
Dorothy found herself with two free days,

Saturday and Sunday. As happy as a

little girl going to her first grown-up party,

she called Herb and told him she was
coming to Dallas to visit him.

"But darn it all, darling," Herb's miser-

able voice came back over the wire, "I

have to play a German in Fort Worth
Saturday."

a»i«>»*
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"Oh," Dorothy sighed. Then she bright-

ened. "Well, I'll come anyway. At least,

1 can sit and watch you."
For a German, in musicians' slang, is

a dance which begins at midnight and
lasts until dawn.
Dorothy arrived Saturday in time to see

Herb for an hour or so before his regu-

lar evening appearance in Dallas, drive

with him to Fort Worth, sit quietly

through the long hours of the German,
drive back to Dallas, have breakfast, and
board the plane which would get her back
in Hollywood in time for a little rest be-

fore her studio call Monday morning.
That was all.

They were pathetically grateful for

those few hours together. So grateful

that Dorothy never told Herb what she
knew—that she had risked her entire ca-

reer to have them. Studios, for obvious
reasons, have a strict rule against allow-
ing players to fly while a picture is in

production, and if Paramount had learned
of her trip her contract might have been
summarily cancelled as soon as the picture

was finished. If that had happened, even
then it would have been worth it.

The miles between made their marriage
no marriage at all. But distance was not
the only thing they had to fight in their

attempt to keep their love intact. There
was Hollywood itself.

Now, Hollywood is not a bugaboo. It

is not a wild, wild place where no girl

is safe. It has as many chiselers, as

many free-lance lovers, in proportion to

its size, as New York or Chicago, but no

pUT it does present two special and^ unique dangers. Nowhere else in the
world does the spotlight glare so fiercely

upon private lives, with the result that

nowhere else can innocent acts become so

distorted by the time printed accounts of

them appear. And nowhere else can lone-

liness become so acute as in the midst of

Hollywood's merry social whirl.

Dorothy was determined to escape the

first danger, but she didn't realize that in

doing so she was making herself pitifully

vulnerable to the second. Rather than
risk having Herb read untruths about
her in the news and gossip columns, she

steadfastly refused all invitations, sacri-

ficed all the fun and gayety to which her
youth and beauty entitled her.

Day after day she rose early, went to

the studio, worked for eight to twelve
hours, came home to her attractive apart-

ment glad she was too tired to want to

do anything but go to bed. But there
were the weekends. Saturday nights when
the rest of Hollywood was playmg, when
all the girls she knew were out with at-

tractive or amusing men, dancing, laugh-
ing, having fun. Still, warm Sundays made
for drives to the beach. Mondays when
somebody was sure to say, "You should
have gone with us to the Troc Saturday
night!"
Where would it_ end, when all the time

Herb was becoming less and less of a
presence, more and more a name, a sha-
dow—beloved, but still a shadow—she
would never have near her? She'd been
robbed of her husbarid, she told herself,

and now she was being robbed even of
the poor comfort she could find in Holly-
wood's social life.

Dorothy is not the sort of girl who
finds an easy refuge in tears. But one
Saturday night she did cry. A big party
was being held—a party to which she
had been invited. Beautiful frocks, beg-
ging to be worn, hung in her closet. It

would at least have been something to do.
Yet here she sat, alone and miserable.

As if he had known Dorothy was facing
a crisis, Herb chose that moment to call
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her on long-distance. The sound of his

voice released all her pent-up emotions.
Before she knew it she had told him all

about the party, all about her loneliness,

all about her misgivings for the future.

"But why didn't you go?" Herb asked
in honest amazement.

"1— I thought you wouldn't like it,"

Dorothy sobbed.
"Good l,ord! This needs looking into,"

he exclaimed. "I'm catching the first

plane out of here."

»But Herb—what about the band?"
"The devil with the band! This has got

to be straightened out right now!"

%A/HEN he arrived, the next day, they
•^ had their first really serious, frank
discussion in more than a year of marri-
age. They each admitted that it had been
hard, during the periods they were sepa-
rated, to live in seclusion; they confessed
the doubts that had haunted them when
they were tired and discouraged.

"People need fun as much as they do
food and water," Herb protested. "We've
been starving ourselves, and for a pretty
silly reason—just because we were afraid

the other wouldn't understand. Why, if

we can't trust each other we've got no
business being married!"

"Yes, 1 know," Dorothy agreed, "but
—

"

"It's part of your job, anyway, to be
seen out at parties and premiers. It's

part of the Hollywood business. You're
trying to make a name for yourself in

pictures—and you know how much of

Hollywood success depends on the right

social life. Don't you?"
"Yes. 1 know," Dorothy said once more,

and followed it up with another "but
—

"

"It just never occurred to me that you
weren't going places. Because I'm not
around, can't be around, to take you is

no reason you shouldn't go, is it?"

"I don't know, Herb. Maybe it is. You
know how the gossip-columnists are. First
thing we know they'll be saying we've
gone jfft, and you'll read it and wonder
and people will start talking, and—and
there's no telling where it will all end up."
But Herb couldn't and wouldn't agree

to that. He insisted that three things were
true: that they loved each other, that
they had absolute faith and trust in each
other, and that they respected each other's
work and the demands it made. Then he
had an inspiration—an inspiration that
has made it possible for both Dorothy
and Herb to lead normal, individual lives,

and at the same time silence all the gos-
sip.

"It's so simple," he said. "Go out when-
ever you like. So will 1. But we'll always
tell each other, right away, who we've
been out with, where we went, what we
did—all about it. Whenever it's at all

possible, we'll ma4<e our dates be four-
somes, and neither of us will go out with
people we don't both know—or at least

know about. I'll bet it will work."
It has. Dorothy and Herb have found

the perfect marriage code for themselves,

the perfect weapon against inevitable

trouble-makers.
A mutual acquaintance rushed up to

Herb in Kansas City one day. "1 saw
Dorothy in Hollywood just before I left,"

she gushed. "She was looking too ravish-

ing for words. She was at the Trocadero
with So-and-So

—
" and she named a hand-

some actor. "He seemed so interested."

"I'll bet he was," Herb calmly answered.
"That ice blue satin dress she was wear-
ing that night always knocks 'em for a

row. Did you know that they had steak
and mushrooms, cauliflower au gratin,

endive salad and baked Alaska for dinner?
Afterwards they went to the Grove for a

dance, had a night-cap at the Bali, and

didn't get home until three o'clock, a
good time having been had by all."

Herb was smiling, but the gossip didn't

quite believe he meant it. Completely
squelched, she went on about her busi-

ness.

That frankness with each other is part
of the design for marriage they created
during that long talk—but only part. They
really planned their lives that day. They
know, now, where they stand in the mat-
ter of money, _ something they had each
hated to mention in the days when they
could have only a few hours together at

long intervals.

Herb's earnings—and, contrary to the
predictions of some of their friends,, they
are larger now than they were before he
was married—support them both. Each
week he sends Dorothy a check. Out of
it she pays all her expenses—rent and up-
keep on the charming but modest apart-
ment, food, clothing, incidentals. And out
of the weekly check she even manages
to save a little. Her salary, intact, goes
into a trust fund for the future.

They know what their future is to be.

Some time, they will have a real home,
with lots of lawn and garden around it,

and Herb will go into the insurance of
advertising business, while Dorothy gives

all her time to being a contented house-
wife and devoted mother. For there are

to be babies in the Kay family. But
definitely!

I
WANT to have my first next year,"
Dorothy calmly told me.
"The first! How many are you going

to have?" I asked.

"Oh, four at least," she said, while Herb
beamed. "Preferably two boys and two
girls," he said, "though of course we'll be
satisfied with what we get."

The longest visit they ha\'e e\'er had
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with each other was just drawing to a
close when I talked to them. Herb had
been in Hollywood for two whole months!
During that time only their most intimate
friends saw them.
Even with Herb in Hollywood, there

hadn't been much free time, with Dorothy
working every day in "Hurricane" and re-

hearsing and broadcasting her Sunday air

show;. Yet Herb had visited her at the
studio only twice, and then only at her
insistent urging. For that too is part of

their code—no hanging around the "office,"

whether studio or dance floor, on the
part of either.

"Not good business," they agree.

Watching them, listening to them, I

became sure that nothing could come be-
tween these two. They are determined
to make their marriage—their two mar-
riages—work. Yes, two marriages. One,
the elopement to Waukegan on May 10,

1935. The other, a ceremony performed
in Chicago on October 16, 1936. Why?

Both are of the same faith. They wanted
Father P. J. MoUoy, the priest of Herb's
boyhood parish, to give the church's bless-

ing to their union. The difficulty was that
neither could seem to be in Chicago at

the same time, and it does rather com-
plicate a wedding to have the bride or
groom missing. It took those full eight-

een months, in fact, to bring it off at

last. ,They were married at eight in the
morning, in the big old church, with
Dorothy wearing a black caracul coat
and hat and a dress of Herb's favorite
color, blue.

"And we've never yet had a honey-
moon," Dorothy wails.

She's wrong. The honeymoon has never
ended.

Behind the Hollywood Front

{Continued from page 23)

color) to the elation of all the guests

except Dorothy, who swept from the

room.
* * *

Since taking unto himself a wife, Jack
Oakie has not only given up the wearing
of sweatshirts to social functions (and
elsewhere) but has gone in for landscape
gardening in a large manner. Right now,
tropical fruit trees and rare plants
occupy the rotund comic's mind—you see,

he's building a garden for the new Oakie
Manor.

SHORT SHOTS: It's doubtful if any
chorus in radio today tops that of Meyer
Alexander, but the lad doesn't intend to

do swing-singing forever. In between
engagements, he's studying medicine. . . .

Benny Goodman actually blushes when
he's addres'sed as the King of Swing. . . .

The Hour of Charm is just that, with
those thirty Phil Spitalny adorables, but
they have to work at it all the time.

Their daily routine is tougher than a

chorus girl's job; beauty parlors, beaucoup
exercise, likewise rehearsals and copious
gobs of sleep, the best beauty treatment
in the world. . . . Pinky Tomlin got a

break with his new ranch in San Fer-

nando Valley. The neighbors put up
fences all around him and all Pinky had
to do was put up a gate. . . . Martha
Raye left a mighty lonesome husband
on that ten weeks personal appearance
tour of hers. Buddy Westmore had such

a hard time finding things to keep him
busy until the bride came home that he

finally flew to Boston to meet her.

Ken Murray is certainly having
trouble with Warner Brothers pictures-
ami vice versa. The radio comic feels
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that Messrs. Warner are not entitled to
use his catch-line for the title of a movie.
So he's legal-fighting the movie moguls
in an effort to keep 'em from using
"JVIama, that man's here again."

And while we're on the subject, do you
think Ken's new "find," Lorraine Bridges,
is a better bet as a vocalist than Shirley
Ross, whom the sponsors didn't like on
the show?

* >K *

If television sneaks up on us unaware,
Show Boat will be ready for it. The
powers that be are actually making a
regular stage production out of that show
with costumes, scenery, lights and the
whole works. All of which is just dandy
for the folks in the studio but I'm darned
if 1 can see how such stuff benefits the
program as it comes into your living-

room via the loud-speaker.
* * *

Maybe you think the weather was hot
this summer—but that heat was like the
wintry blasts from Polar Bear Land com-
pared to the heart heat of John Hix
and Dorothy Bryan. He's the Strange
As It Seems man and she's the niece of
William Jennings Bryan.

* * *

OPEN LETTER TO AL PEARCE:
It may be very possible that a great many
folks like the informal way in which you
run your program but I find fault with
it. The style of the show hasn't changed
since you made such a spectacular success
on the Pacific Coast years ago, Al, and
believe it or not, radio has moved ahead
a little since then. Your entertainers
aren't any too exciting for me at best so
I think you'd do better to give the pro-
grarn more showmanship and production.
Tizzie Lish (Bill Comstock) does the same
thing week after week and it is pretty
funny sometimes but 1 literally tear my
hair when, after winding up "her" stint,

"she" trips off the stage and loses an un-
mentionable garment, which action drives
the visual audience into gales of laughter
but which leaves the listener sore as a

goat and feeling he's been cheated. In

fine, AI, why not put some production
brains on the job and build a better
show? Hopefully and helpfully, I hope,

J. F.
* * *

Harriet Parsons took over the Holly-
wood Hotel introductions while her mama
Louella trekked to Yoorope. Before
mama left, she made up the list of guest
stars on the program so all Harriet had
to do was make the pretty speeches.

^ ^ %

RADIO ROSES: Pretty posies to Don
Quinn, for his excellent writing on the
Fibber McGee and Molly programs . . .

For Fred Waring who comes back to the
airlanes from the Drake Hotel in Chicago
on August 27th . . . For Ray Noble who
proves that the British have a sense of
humor plenty appealing to American
dialers . . . For Howard Marshall, who is

tops in commenting on the customs, man-
ners and current events of England; he's

heard on the NBC Blue net via short-
wave from London.

* * *

Burns and Allen have been working
steadily for five years. I think they rate

a vacation. Not only will it give them
time to rest up from their labors but it

will also allow a breathing spell in which
to whip some better material into shape.
They've been doing some pretty unfunny
stuff lately.

Gracie, you might like to know, is con-
sidered one of the ten best dressed women
in the world and is by all odds the most
sartorially resplendent femme comic in

show business. When she's not shopping
for new outfits, you'll find her studying
the art of natation (swimming, to you)

a word to

the wise
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WINS THOUSANDS! Will he see red veins ... or
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right along with her children. The in-

structor visits the Burns igloo every aft-

ernoon for that purpose.
¥ ^ ^

Jacques Renard, the rotund batoneer,
has never auditioned before signing a

contract. To get his start, he paid CBS
|150 for some radio time, asked several

high-powers to listen in, played a corking
program and was immediately snapped up
by Morton Downey. The rest is history.

* * *

The hackles of this reviewer are con-
tinually being raised by the prevalent
practise of radio in casting Names for

broadcasts without regard to the abili-

ties of those Names. For instance, on the

Chase and Sanborn shows recently, Wer-
ner Janssen, the conductor, was given hot-
cha music to direct and naturally didn't

do as well as swing leaders might have.
Werner Janssen had a big Name, so they
hired him without bothering to consider
whether this man could do the required
job properly. That's like letting a first-

rate auto mechanic go to work on one's

molars. I feel certain that the better

radio programs will be more acceptable

when this wild-eyed flurry for Big Names
has died down a little bit and when radio
master-minds hire men and women to do
the jobs that made them famous. Don't
you agree?

* * *

So contagious has the music of Benny
Goodman become, on his summer swing
series for Camel, that the ushers in the
radio theater here in Hollywood have their

hands full. The young-'uns in the au-
dience get such a burst of rhythm to the
feet that they hop out of their seats and
start truckin' in the aisles. The con-
fusion, believe me, is wonderful to behold.
But it's the sort of thing that has made

Benny the Good-man, the head-man of
swing.

Incidentally, a very commendable ges-

ture on the part of Fred Astaire should
be noted here. From New York, Fred
wired Benny as follows: "Brother, you
and the boys left me limp, beat to the

socks—your program was not only terrific,

it was indescribably great. Sincerely, Fred
Astaire." Considering that Benny and
Astaire were arch-rivals for listeners (both
programs being on at the same hour), this

wire smacks of sportsmanship. For which
I'm happy to cheer.

* * *

; It was interesting to note, at the Barry-
-fnore-Barrie rendition of Shakespeare,

that Elaine was completely free of mike-
fright but constantly exchanged glances

with her mother who stood right at her

side during the entire proceedings. As
for John, he had a bit of trouble. The
actor is so full of nervous energy that

his glasses popped off' his chiseled nose as

he spoke, neatly punctuating some of

Shakespeare's better wordage in a novel
way. * * *

Aside to Gertrude Niesen: The bigger
people are, the more they can afford to

be cordial and friendly to people of lesser

importance.
* * *

Ronald Drake, who is Wen Nile's (Ken
Campbell Soups Niles' brother) sang a

song on a recent Burns and Allen show

—

he's the sponsor's voice—-and the canary-
work brought forth sufficient audience re-

action to induce the producer to groom
the lad for a crooning role in competition
with Tony Martin.

* * *

Nadine Connor, soprano on Show Boat,
formerly sang on the Shell Chateau shows
under the name of Peggy Gardiner. She's

another Hollywood lass who had to go
to New York so that Hollywood would
recognize her value to radio.
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Speaking of Show Boat, master of cere-

monies Warren Hull used to be the an-

nouncer on the Hit Parade and the Bea
Lillie shows. Maybe the fact that he's

now on Show Boat accounts for his re-

cently acquired love of the water and the

proposed purchase of a skiff of his own.
* * *

Have you noticed that the day of slap-

dash musical hours and backyard "variety"

programs is now passe? F^adio big-wigs

will do well to build their shows to fit the

personality of the star rather than the
other way around. Consider the case of

Jack Benny, or that of Bing Crosby.
Here are programs that run smoothly, are

effortless and have individuality and
charm—and plenty of listeners.

* * ^

Odds and Ends: It's been so hot out
here in Hollywood that Glen Gray and
the Casa Lomans strip to shorts for re-

hearsal (or are you cool enough without
that sort of thing?)
Do you mind if I call it "plugging for

plugs" when Bing Crosby constantly men-
tions his Del Mar race track?
One of the most elaborate summer vaca-

tions extant was that of jack Benny and
Mary Livingstone. The Pan American
Exposition in DalJas, a hop to New York,
then to Europe on the Nonnandie—but
most loved of all was Jack's home town.
Waukegan Chamber of Commerce, take
a bow.

Mme. Galli-Curci, while visiting in Hol-
lywood, tried to induce Igor Gorin to quit

the film capital and join the Met Opera
Company in New York. Igor is wavering,
but film and radio work will probably
win out for some time to come.

Maybe you're as glad as 1 am that Nel-
son Eddy has finally let the shears clip-

clap on that lion's mane of his. You should
pipe the West Point coiffure now. Very

RADIO M IRROR
different indeed from the marcelled locks
Nelson formerly sported.

VIA WIRE—George Burns and Gracie
Allen have gone terpsichore with a wallop.

(Which is another way of saying they're

nuts about dancing lessons for their forth-

coming Fred Astaire picture.) . . . Alice

Faye is really one of the most generous
gals in show business when it comes to

shelling out the shekels. "I'm dirty with
money," she sez, when friends think she's

giving too much to the needy. Inciden-
tally, that spat between Alice and her
heart, Tony Martin, is ail patched up. It

started when Tony called Alice on the

movie lot and she was too busy to talk.

He got mad at her . . . Four years ago
Gene Austin was playing one-night stands,

looking fat and forty, but now that suc-

cess has been nabbed. Gene's figure is slim

and he looks twenty years younger. Suc-
cess will do it, if nothing else will, eh? . . .

Ken Murray is a nut about pipes. He
added fifteen on his birthday to the col-

lection of 250 he had already gathered
here and there . . . Hal Kemp has five

lads in the band who are left-handed (can
this possibly matter to anybody but a
right-handed clarinet?) . . . Local chatter-

boxes reported the stork hovering over
Arlene Harris of the Al Pearce gang. But
don't let the gabble-gabble guys fool you.
They guessed wrong . . . Before the Bur-
gess Meredith Shakespeare broadcast, he
warned the cast to leaf through the scripts

to be sure the pages were in order. Then,
on the air, he found himself minus page
four. However, this actor is a trouper and
ad libbed the missing page without a

hitch . . . John Barrymore may or may
not be a "mike-hog." At any rate, NBC
has built an iron fence waist high around
the mike to hold actors at the proper dis-

tance. But John can lean toward the little

instrument, and he does . . . Ella Logan
and TuUy Richards have their own private

bonfire of romance burning brightly as a
beacon . . . So doggone many Arkansas
travelers insist on having lunch with Lum
and Abner, together with the usual cam-
era-snapping, that NBC has agreed to pay
half the food bills at the L &; A Encino
Ranchero . . . Because you queried I'm
telling you: They call that disease which
grabs radio tyros "Microphobia" . . . Ham
and eggs, salt and pepper, cup and saucer,

Margo and Francis Lederer (or don't you
get the idea?) . . . Darned if I know why
he sez it, but according to Phil Spitalny,

"Unmarried women make the best musi-
cians; and married men produce the sweet-

est music." I wonder why, too . . . Amos
'n' Andy got a terrific scare recendy when
they were driving in the mountains. A
runaway trailer side-swiped their machine
and then plunged over a cliff. A few
inches closer and radio's most famous
blackface team would be history . . . Ken
Murray's singing protege Lorraine Bridges
failed to make the grade apparently . . .

Would you turn down ^10,000 for fifteen

minutes in front of a mike? Neither
would I, but Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fon-
tanne did just that, with CBS willing to

spend the ten grand . . . Of course you've
heard of the guy who went to so many
studio broadcasts he couldn't laugh except
on signal . . . One Man's Family has de-

serted San Francisco and is producing that

fine dramatic program from Hollywood.
They moved August 8 . . . Connie Boswell
has one of the sunniest dispositions despite
having to travel everywhere in a wheel-
chair. And her singing gets me . . .

Amos 'n' Andy moved their offices and
now occupy the one-time Beverly Hills

office of Will Rogers . . . Ella Logan has

been replaced by Maureen O'Connor on
the Texaco summer show.

•Mll^^
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How To Beat Life

(Continued from page 36)

long that sawing wood on Saturday came
to be a habit. Later, when 1 was going
to college, I worked steadily on a news-
paper and helped put myself through
school that way. The result is that work
has definitely become a habit with me.
I take it for granted, as I do sleeping and
eating.

"That's the only way to remove the

curse from working. Simply make it

one of your habits. It isn't easy, and if

you haven't somebody to form the habit
for you, as my father did for me, it will

take a lot of self-discipline. But it can
be done, and it has to be done.

"1 don't mean," he went on, "that a ca-

pacity for working a great deal will by
itself make a man successful, but you
might call it one of the prerequisites.

Just as you must know the alphabet be-

fore you try to become an expert typist.

Without it, nothing else is much good,
unless you're lucky. And luck isn't what
you came up here to ask me about."

UE gestured at the wide vista of the' rolling Berkshire Hills which lay be-
fore us as we sat on the porch of his home.
"Many people say that if you make a

habit of work you lose the ability to play,

but 1 don't believe that is true. 1 haven't.

1 spend four months a year up here, doing
all my broadcasting from a little studio
in the loft, and for a part of each day
1 play as hard as I work during the other
part. Weekends 1 spend almost entirely

in the saddle, or playing baseball with
our local team, or going on picnics with
my family and friends. 1 can forget work
entirely at these times, and 1 believe it's

because I've learned how to get down to

business and really accomplish something
when 1 am working.
"The fifth thing a man must have to

be successful is understanding and sym-
pathy with all kinds of people. There
again 1 was lucky, when 1 was a boy, be-

cause 1 grew up in Cripple Creek and be-

cause my father was the kind of man he
was. He was a great scholar, and when
1 was at home with him I was taught
poetry, the classics, languages, science. My
home life was secluded and quiet. But
the minute 1 stepped out on the street 1

was in the midst of all the rowdiness of

a typical Western mining camp. 1 got to

know miners, gamblers, panhandlers,
—all sorts of people. The way to school
led straight through the most disreputable

part of town.
"So, you see, I grew up in two worlds.

My father taught me to be a gentleman,
and to understand gentle people. Cripple
Creek, and the people 1 knew there, taught
me to take care of myself and to under-
stand people who are able to live only
because they know how to take care of
themselves. I've never stopped being
thankful for that early education, because
it has made it possible for me to mingle
with people of all classes, all over the
world, and get along with them. It taught
me that everyone is a pretty decent sort

of guy if you treat him right.

"Of course, as I say, I was lucky. Not
everyone can be born and raised in a

mining camp, with a scholar for a father.

But everyone can make a point of never
shunning any human contact or experience.
On the contrary, you should seek out ac-
(|uaintanceships with people outside your
own sphere of life. As many different

people as possible. Make them your
friends, even if they're the dregs of the
earth."

"Suppose they don't want to be your
friends?" I suggested. "Many people find
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it difficult to make quick friendships."

Thomas laughed and said, "They do,

onl>' sometimes they're afraid to show
it until you'\e convinced them of your
good intentions.

_
I've found one good

way of making friends. The minute you
meet someone, say something pleasant.

and say it in a firm, determined tone, as

if you meant it. It doesn't do any good
to say 'I've looked forward to meeting
you,' for instance, if you just mumble it.

You've got to make the person believe

you, and the best way to do that is to
believe yourself when you say it.

you simply can't learn the tact and
' diplomacy you must have before you
can make a success of your life without
knowing and understanding all sorts and
conditions of people. It doesn't make any
difference what business }-ou are in—you
must know how to handle people, and
you can't learn that without knowing lots

of them, the poor as well as the rich, the
disreputable as well as the respectable.
"The sixth rule is really a rule for

happiness as well as a rule for success. Be
able to take a terrific defeat. I've always
been thankful for what happened to me
when I was not much more than a boy.
I had got the whole story of Colonel
Lawrence of Arabia—the news story of
the year—and I made more than a mil-
lion dollars out of that one story, putting
it into a book and touring the world lec-

turing about Lawrence. 1 made the mil-

lion easily, and lost it just as easily. One
morning 1 woke up to find that the world
was no longer particularly interested in

Lawrence, and that meanwhile most of
my money had melted away.

"It taught me many things. One was
that my success had been luck, and not
much more than that, .\nother was that

I hadn*t deserved the success, because I

hadn't husbanded it when I had it. But
the real lesson came later, when I dis-

covered that it was possible to recover
from the shock of making a lot of money
and then losing it. From that experience
I learned how to build a really solid suc-
cess. And also I learned a truer perspec-
tive of myself and my work.
"The se\enth and last success rule is,

1 sometimes think, the most important of
all. Learn to talk. In any sort of busi-
ness, the man who can express himself in

words, and hold other people's interest, is

already far ahead of the field of his com-
petitors.

"Here again my father helped me when
I was a boy. He knew the value of know-
ing how to use the spoken word, and he
was determined to teach me. His method
of training me was to make me learn

poems in dialect, and recite them by heart.

Dialect poems, because the necessity of

concentrating on the unfamiliar word-
formations gave my voice variation and
kept it from becoming monotonous. !

had to learn them by heart because he
wanted me to gain the confidence neces-

sary to stand up before a group of peo-

ple and talk.

"My father always insisted that in

school 1 go out for every kind of debat-

ing and oratorical activity, but even when
1 did this he ne\'er let me off the home
poem-learning job. Of course, 1 thought
it was all nonsense, and 1 hated it. But
one year I went back to Ohio, to my
father's old home town, and went to

school there for a while. One of the as-

signments in my English class was to de-

liver a speech, not just before the class

itself, but before the whole school as-

sembly. Everybody else in the class made
a pretty poor showing, but I got up
and reeled off a speech with no trouble
at all—simply because it was second na-

ture to me. A week or so later I was
elected captain of the football team. I

was a new boy, there were lots of better

players on the team than I, but they
elected me because that speech had
brought me to the attention of the whole
school, and for no other reason.

"I knew then how right my father
had been in all the years that he forced
me to learn and recite those poems. I

hated that training worse than I hated
anything, at the time, but I'm deeply
grateful for it now."

"Are you putting your own son through
it now?" I asked.
Thomas grinned a bit shamefacedly.

"No—because I don't want to endanger
the friendship between us. He's only thir-

teen, and I don't want him to think of
me as a taskmaster, as 1 sometimes
thought of my father. Instead, I encourage
him to go after positions of responsibility

and leadership in his school, thus getting
himself into a position in which he'll ha\e
to talk. Then 1 help him with what he
has to say. It's not as strenuous a course
of training, and I hope it will be just as

efficient."

UE paused a moment and added,
** "Those are the seven secrets. There's
really an eighth, but it isn't something
that a man can control, so 1 suppose it

doesn't belong in the list, even though it

is an absolute necessity. 1 mean a happy
and contented family life—something that
is both an incentive and a reward for

success. I've had that—Mrs. Thomas and
I have been married for twenty years

—

and 1 know that without it my life would
have been very different. The best luck

I can wish anyone is a similarly happy
homelife, because I know if he has that,

the other se\en secrets will be twice as

easy to learn."
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paRcs. Irfarn how you can win success, new friends,
h'lpplness—as a nurse.

Approved by The Practical Nurses' Association

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dcpt. 1810 100 East Ohio Street, Chlcaao, III.

ritase send free bwiklct anti .32 Kjiinplo lesflon pages.

Citu—
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Lustrous Color for

FADED
HAIR
(Test Bottle \
FREE/

Have ever-youthful looking hair this
SAFE way. Clear liquid is combed through
hair. Gray goes— streaks disappear. Color
wanted comes: black, brown, auburn,
blonde. Nothing to wash or rub off on
clothing. Hair stays fluffy— takes wave or
curl. Get full-sized bottle from druggist on
money-back guarantee. Or mail coupon for

Free Test.

FREE TEST~We send complete Test
Package Free. Snip off a lock of hair. Test it first

this safe way. No risk. No expense. 3,000,000
women have received this test. Mail coupon.

r—MARY T.GOLDMAN-—

i

3322 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn. '

Name

Street

City

Color of your hair?

.

.State.

Coast-to-Coast Highlights

{Continued from page 1
1

)

MUSICAL ANNOUNCER
When a boy plays a piano recital at

famous old Carnegie Hall in New York
City at the age of fourteen, is a church
organist at fifteen, and at the ripe old age
of seventeen is a full-fledged Loew's Cir-
cuit orchestra leader, it seems a far dis-

tance to a WSAY microphone at Roches-
ter, N. v., but that is the beginning of

the story of WSAY's program director

and announcer. Ken Sparnon. In between
the recital and his mike chores of today
came composition of original scores for
silent pictures, vaudeville Master of Cere-
mony-ing, and show producing. Many
units of the good old vaudeville days
started under his tutelage.

Ken's father was a minister and although
he was scheduled to follow in his father's

steps, somehow Ken landed in show busi-

ness. His radio career began with NBC
in 1926 in conjunction with his theater

work when he appeared as' conductor of

the Master Musicians Hour. Thereafter
all his time was devoted to radio in va-
rious capacities.

Among his many WSAY mike jobs is

one each Friday afternoon at 4:30 which
Radio Mirror takes part in. It is the

Radio Gossip broadcast, with your favor-
ite radio magazine furnishing the up-to-
the-minute news of the radio stars, and
WSAY's favorite microphoner. Ken Spar-
non, doing the rest.

DRAWING LISTENERS
When cartoonist Chuck Thorndike de-

cided it was high time the boys and girls

of his profession received some personal
recognition and went to station WINS
in New York to see about it, the station

decided Chuck was right. That was the

start of the Behind the Cartoons broad-
cast and the first time on the air for a

series of this kind.

Chuck, who presides over this program
of unusual interviews with famous car-

toonists, believes these funny folks with
the pen are just as colorful and interest-

ing as the personalities of the movies,

stage, or any other field of the arts. And
if listener reaction is any criterion, he is

right, because letters of appreciation have
been pouring in since the program began.

The interviews, as you learn by tuning

in WINS Thursday evenings at 8:45 p. m.

are not the cut and dried conventional
type but instead are full of ad libbed

humor and interesting tips on the art of

how to amuse folks by drawing pictures.

Among cartoonists Chuck has presented

are Ned Hilton, Fritz Wilkinson, Barbara
Shermund, George Wolfe, Dorothy Mc-
Kay, Gustav Lundberg, F. G. Cooper and
Don Herold, all well-known magazine con-

tributors; Burris Jenkins, sports cartoon-

ist; Roland Coe, creator of the popular
Crosstown feature: Harry Hershfield,

daddy of Abie Kabibble, C. D. Russell,

Mai Eaton and many others.

Aside from having written and illus-

trated two books on humorous drawings,

The Secrets of Cartooning and The Art

of Cartooning, Chuck also did a radio

dramatization of Billy DeBeck's famous

hill-billy pals of Barney Google and had

them broadcasting for his listeners one

Thursday evening. Listen to Behind the

Cartoon and chuckle with Chuck.

SO THEY SAY
Your Highlighter now admits he was

just sort of hoping and whistling in the
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dark when in a recent column he asked
readers to advise him of any local station

stars they would like to see highlighted
here, so you can imagine his enjoyable
surprise when readers not only wrote but
were enough interested in their favorites

to become press agents for a day and
tell him a few things about some radio

folks he didn't know.
Asheville, North Carolina: From a

Candler, North Carolina fan, Helen Pen-
ley, came a letter asking, "Did you know
the lovely voice who asks WWNC listen-

ers that same question several times
v\eekly belongs to attractive, brown-
haired, hazel-eyed announcer Ruth Elson
Clark? Ruth, who was born in West Vir-

ginia twenty-two years ago, attended
schools in both Florida and North Caro-
lina. It was while taking part in drama-
tic school broadcasts over her local college

town station that the manager first heard
her voice and recognized its possibilities as

a regular feature for his station. That was
three years ago and she has been with
WWNC since then as both announcer and
continuity writer."

Tuscola, 111.: From out- in the Mid-
West came the following information con-
cerning Clair Hull, the twenty-nine-year-
old manager of Tuscola's WDZ, and his

Man on the Train broadcasts. Clair's is

the only station in the country which
every week-day conducts a typical man-
on-the-street broadcast from a moving
train, and was recently awarded the cer-

tificate of Merit by the National Research
Bureau for the unusual program.
The youthful manager of WDZ every

week-day carries his portable short wave
transmitter to the streamlined "Egyptian
Zipper" of the Chicago and Eastern
Illinois Railway Company and broadcasts
interviews with its passengers while en-

route from Villa Grove to Tuscola.
The eleven minute program goes on at

2:35 P.M., CST, and continues until the

train reaches Tuscola. What, isn't that

train ever late, Clair?
Philadelphia, Pa.: At station WFIL,

writes another fan, is tall, blond, ruddy-
faced, good-looking announcer Al Stevens

—and a good announcer, too. The fan also

adds that Al has a wiry, athletic figure.

Al, just thirty, is one of WFlL's veteran
announcers, with a pretty wife and a

six-months-old son, Alson, Jr.

A native of Maryland, announcer
Stevens is a graduate of the University

of Baltimore and tried his hand at in-

surance, selling, and department store

management before landing in radio to

stay. A licensed air pilot, his other hob-
bies are tennis, and cabinetmaking.
And that, for this time, is all space

permits, but don't forget, you fans, we're

still in the market for the lowdown on
your favorites, too.

San Francisco, Calif.: Vicki Vola.

actress, who recently joined the KGO staff

in San Francisco, thinks the world is a

topsy-turvy place, and no wonder . . .

arriving for her first rehearsal she found
the man she had been seeking for two
years, to thank him for saving her life at

Lake Arrowhead. He was producer Jerry
McGee, of the KGO staff. Vicki plays

the grass widow in Dr. Kate, Wednesday
nights at 9:30 PST over the NBC Pacific

Coast Blue network. She also plays in

Gloria Gale daily except Saturday and
Sunday at 1:45 p. m. over the NBC Red
netvvork.

CUPID ANNOUNCING
Cincinnati: Cupid's one gent we can

always depend on to come through with
a few items each month. First, he informs
us of the early summer wedding of plant
engineer Harvey Glatstein of Cincinnati's

WHEN your hands chap and
roughen, they actually begin to

age! Because they have lost some of

the special moisture that keeps
young skin supple and smooth. But
Jergens Lotion replaces the lost

moisture—gives back inviting young
smoothness to your hands. Jergens

soaks in—more effectively than any
other lotion tested.

And it contains two remarkable
softening and whitening ingre-

dients, used by many doctors. Young
hands are lovable, charming—an as-

set to every woman of any age. And
Jergens can help you have young
hands! Get it today. Only 50<', 25<^,

10^'—$1.00 for the special family

size—at any beauty counter, and the

$1.00 bottle now comes with a use-

ful dispenser!

WALTER WINCHEL L—
every Sunday night— National
Broadcasting Company Blue
Network— Coast-to-Coast.

L

fREEi PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE OF JERGENS
Prove for yourself how swiftly and tlioroujuhly Jergens goes into tlio

skin, conserves and renews the youthful softness of your hands !

The Andrew Jergens Co. ,1734 Alfred Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
(In Canada—Perth. Ontiurio.)

PLEASK FKlNr

JERGEffi

LOTION;
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MARY'S HAD A BABY

We speak so blithely about the beauty

of Motherhood

!

And so little about its pain— dis-

missing it almost casually as the good

news is passed around among rela-

tives and friends:

"Mary's had a baby!"

Of course, through the ages, women
learned to endure silently, so we take

their courage for granted. But, actu-

ally, there is no need for silence.

For, 6 1 years ago, a woman shat-

tered this myth that her sex must

suffer silently. She devoted her life

to aiding the relief of their pain.*

Today, the name of Lydia Pinkham

is blessed throughout the world.

Mother tells daughter, friend tells

friend, how, when the ordeal of

motherhood approaches, it can usually

be made easier with the use of Lydia

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

Think what that signifies. If the

burden of child-bearing can be eased,

that often means a stronger, health-

ier mother. That, in turn, often means

a sturdier, healthier baby.

Through the years we have received

more than a million letters telling us

of the aid that women have received

through the use of the Compound.
Young girls passing into womanhood,

wives, mothers— they tell us of bitter

suffering that has been relieved, of

nervousness that has been soothed,

and, as a result of this, of unhappy

times that have been made normal

once again.

Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound may help you also to go "smil-

ing through." Try a bottle today.

' For three generations one woman
has told another how to go "smiling

through" with Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound. It helps Na-

ture tone up the system, thus lessen-

ing the discomfortst which must be

endured, especially during

The Three Ordeals

of Woman

/. Passingfrom girlhood into woman-

hood.

2. Preparingfor Motherhood.

S- Approaching "Middle Age,"

"ffunctional disorders

One woman tells another how to go "Smiling Through" with

<^Ziuam O. .=,ZinAAam^ Vegetable Compound

WCKY and Miss Lillian Gutman of Fr-
lander, Kentucky.

Chicago: It was a June wedding for
Marjorie Gibson, WlS Fanfare Reporter,
and John N. Thornburn, Chicago law-
yer. Dr. John W. Holland, pastor of
the WLS Little Brown Church of the
Air, tied the knot.
And over at Chicago's WBBM it was

actor John Walsh of the Betty and Bob
program who marched back from a June
altar with the former Miss Roma Ricci
his bride.

AT LONG LAST
If you enjoy statistics, as we do, you'd

better skip this, but on the other hand
if you are one of the howlers (we're with
you there, too) maybe you'd better stick.
Anyway, Ed Franklin, KJBS Operations

Manager in San Francisco, after hearing
the howls raised from almost everywhere
against the length of commercial adver-
tisements on the air, decided to make a
stop-watch check to learn how much air-
time KJBS actually devoted to plugs.
So hold on tight. Here it is: out of

a total operating day of thirteen hours
and forty-five minutes—not counting the
all-night program (What? No plugs on
that?)—the actual time given to com-
mercial copy was one hour and thirty-six
minutes.
The average length of a "spot" an-

nouncement was thirty-nine seconds and
the average quarter-hour program car-
ried one minute and thirty-six seconds of
advertising gab.
And that's only the beginning, folks,

only the beginning. Let's go on from
there. Unless our figuring is faulty, that
makes approximately eleven hours and
twenty minutes of advertising a week.
And to go farther, it adds up for a year
of three hundred and sixty days to five
hundred and seventy-six hours or ex-
actly twenty-four days. Now, you see
we're getting some place, to say nothing
of wasting a lot of time. A good steady
listener with any luck at all could prob-
ably crowd about three years of ad lis-
tening into his lifetime, and if all those
years were placed end to end they would
reach right into the hearts of the sponsors.
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John J. Anthony, director of True
Story's Good Will Hour, Sundays at 10

p.m. on WMCA and the Inter-City net-

work, and on WOR, WGN and CKLW.



WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW?

LUCILLE REED, Ryan, Iowa —
The "kid brother" whom Don
Ameche coached for his first radio

role, is striding right along in Don's
footsteps. Jim Ameche has deserted

Jack Armstrong American Boy—yes,

Miss Sherlock, you were right—to go
to Paramount Studios, Hollywood, for

his first picture work with Dorothy
Lamour in "Manana." He was born
August 6, 1915.

Mary Ann Glemore, Bristol, Conn.
—Dorothy Lamour, as you probably
know by now, is appearing on the

Chase & Sanborn Hour with the irre-

pressible Charlie McCarthy, W. C.

Fields, etc. I am sure you will be in-

terested to learn she plays the fem-
inine lead in the Samuel Goldwyn
picture, "Hurricane," to be released

soon. She will be 23 in December.
Write her care of Paramount Studios,

Hollywood.

Rose Roberts, Toronto, Canada—
Nino Martini was born 30 years ago

in Italy. He starred on the Chester-

field program for two years, ending

with April, 1937. He is expected back
with Chesterfield after he finishes the

picture he is now making in Holly-

wood.

M. W., Philadelphia, Pa.— It might

be worth your while to write the

agencies which handle these programs.

First Nighter is produced by Aubrey,

Moore & Wallace, Inc., 410 N. Michi-

gan Avenue, Chicago, 111., and Irene

Rich's program by H. W. Kaster Co.,

Inc., 360 North Michigan Avenue,

Chicago, 111. Good luck.

J. A. B., Manning, S. C.—Muriel

Wilson, one time Mary Lou of Show
Boat fame, is now heard occasionally

on NBC sustaining programs. Lilian

Lauferty is author of the Big Sister

scripts. The Gumps are off the air.

I'll give you Rodney McLennan's pres-

ent whereabouts in the next issue.

John A. Widmer, Buffalo, N. Y.
—Yes, sorry to report that Floneyboy

(George Fields) of the team. Honey-

boy and Sassafras, died April 25 this

year.

Miss Eunice P. Cignoni, Spring-
field, Mass.—We'll be right on our toes

living up to that "best of its kind." Nel-
son Eddy was born June 29th, 1901.

He is now on the Chase & Sanborn
Hour. See Fan Club section for an-

nouncement of Eddy fan club.

Miss Phyllis A. Crocker, Freeport,
Digley Co., Nova Scotia—Address
Nelson Eddy, care of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, Culver City, California.

Como Izzo, Revere, Mass.—Bobby
Breen is a Canadian, Phil Baker was
born in Philadelphia 38 years ago. Like
many other spotlight personalities he

has adopted his present name—and
does not reveal his original one.

E. Ann Richards, Ogden, Utah—
The Buck Jones show on the General
Foods program is a transcription and
not a network broadcast.

A. D. S., Los Angeles, Cal.—Few
studios distribute photographs of de-

ceased stars. However, 1 believe one of

Russ Columbo could be obtained from
the Culver Studios, 205 E. 42d St.,

New York City. You might write them
for details.

Six Ardent Fans, Baltimore, Md.
—Elsie Hitz was born in Cleveland,

Ohio, on July 21, 1902. She is married
to a non-professional. Jack Welsh, and
has a daughter. "Dangerous" Nick
Dawson of the colorful career was born
in Vineland, N. J., the year his secret.

He is married.

R. T. W., Dinuba, Cal.—We'll try

to have that introduction to your fav-

orites take place in an early issue. The
cast of Betty and Bob includes: Eliza-

beth Reller as Betty, Lester Tre-

maine. Bob; Dorothy Shideler, Jane
Hartford; Frank Dane, George Hart-

ford, and Ruth Lockwood, doubling

as "Mrs. Hendrix," and "Mrs. Gary."

Luise Barklie was the Hope Carter

of Modern Cinderella—which has been

replaced by {Continued on page 78)

Answers to Professor Quiz' Twenty Questions on Page 3

1. Walter Tetley.

2. Jane Pickens—she was soloist in two
difficult arias with the Philadelphia or-

chestra this summer in "Robin Hood
Dell."

3. Lily Pons

4. Mario Braggiotti—he showed Doris

Duke Cromwell how to practice scales.

5. Ireene Wicker, the Singing Lady. The

songs were written when Gershwin was

twelve years old.

6. Ray Noble—with Burns and Allen,

he will be in Fred Astaire's next picture.

7. George Hall, the maestro of the

Taft Hotel in New York.

8. Tommy Cecil Mack.

9. George Burns and Gracie Allen.

10. Neither, his hair is red streaked

with white.

I I. Alice Faye.

12. Floyd Gibbons, Lily Pons, George
and Bob Burns, Louella Parsons, Ted Col-

lins, Jane Pickens, Bob Simmons.
13. Intoxicants—W. C. Fields.

14. Walter O'Keefe.
15. Jack Benny.
16. Charlie McCarthy.
17. Because that is what he used to be.

His real name is Harry Einstein.

18. Nino Martini, because she always
tunes in his program.

19. Molly of Fibber McGee & Molly.

20. Arthur Godfrey, announcer for

Professor Quiz.

IT'S WHAT
f CALL

REAL FLAVOR

"Honest— you ought to

try it! You'll know this

Beeman flavor's some-
thing special the minute

you tear off the airtight

wrappings and get that

first tantalizing whiff!

And the taste — smooth

as custard — a real up-

end-doing flavor!"

Let me tell you some-

thing! Beeman's is fine

fordigestion,too! When
you can't resist one of

those rich, indiscreet

desserts — top off with

Beeman's! It comforts

your digestion I"

Beeman's
AIDS DIGESTION...
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IN THESE

HOLLYWOOD STYLED

SHOES
Now voii can wear shoes that have the un-
mistakable flair of Hollywood, where glam-
orous, fascinating footwear fashions are

born. Jolene—fashion observer of the films

— sketches the very models that the screen's

Lest-dressed women choose for their own
ensembles. Her sketches form the' inspira-

tion for Jolene shoes— Styled in Holly-
wood. For exciting fall footwear at exciting

prices ($3 to $5) see the new Jolene models.

For the name ofyour nearestJoleneShoeDealerwriteJolene's
Studio, Suite C, 6725 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

TOBY WING
Featured in

"Sing While You're Able*'

Says, ^'You're right

JOLENE! Styling
means everything in

shoes and Hollywood

is the Style Center."

PPSHIOn POOTUIEnR

DISTRIBUTED BY TOBER-SAIFER SHOE CO. ST. LOUIS, MO.

EARN UP TO $5~IN A DAY
^Qnick, spare-time money-maker! 21 beantifol Christ-
naa Folders with sender's INITIAL in Metallic Gold and
Iver Seals-only $1. Make lOOJi profit. New! Exclosivel
Isosell Personal Christmas Cards-name IMPRINTED

.-50 for $1. Sensational bar^rain. Many other big-value
I Christmas Card Assts., retail fiOc np. Write for Samples.
' ARTISTIC CARD CO., 846 Way St., Elmira, N. Y.

Corns come back

BIGGER

-

UGLIER

unless removed Root* and all

# Home paring methods risk infection—only affect

the surface of a corn. The root grows back bigger

and uglier than ever. Don't take chances. Use the

new double-action Blue-Jay method that stops pain
instantly, by removing pressure, then in 3 short

days the corn lifts out root and all (exceptionally

stubborn cases may require a second application).

Blue-Jay is a tiny medicated plaster. Easy to use —
invisible. 25^ for 6. Same price in Canada. Get
Blue-Jay today.

BAUER &

BLACK sm-M CORN

PLASTERS

REMOVE CORNS ROOT AND ALL
• A pliJK of deatl ccIIh root-like In form and position. If

left may Herve an tocal point for renewed development.

ptudy at home—train the "Pierce Way." Home Study
Course or 6-months Practical HOSPITAL Course
for resident students. Write for free book. PIERCE
SCHOOL ENDORSED BY AMERICAN TRAINED
PRACTICAL NURSES' ASSOCIATION.

PIERCE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING
702 West 17th St. Stcrewry C-25 Lxjs Angeles, Calif

Millions End "ShabbyShade"
Nuisance With ICp PI OPAYQ
• Why have shabby '•*'*' ULUf M I OWhy have shabby-
window shades? Women everywhere win com-
pliments of friends on lovely 15c Clopays.
Look like linen, won't pinhole, crack or fray.

Wear 2 years and more. Attach to rollers in

a jiffy— no tacks. *New roller and brackets
15c extra. See Clopays in smart, new patterns
and colors at neighborhood and 5 and 10c
stores. Write for FREE color sam-
ples to Clopay Corp., 1248 York
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

ICoodHousekeep|neJ

Arnold Grimm's Daughter.

R. H. N., Plainville, Conn., and Mrs.
M. H. Lynes, Utica, N. Y.—You'll need a
whole page of your scrapbook for all these
names. And I hope you will forgive me
for not making an earlier issue. The cast
of Girl Alone includes: Betty Winkler
as Patricia Rogers; Pat Murphy, Scoop
Curtis, and Margarette Shanna, Mary
Kruger. In Dan Harding's Wife, .Mer-
rill Fugit is Dan Harding: Margarette
Shanna, Eula Sherman; Robert Griffin,

Mr. Fowler; Laurette Fillbrandt, An-
nette Dupre, and .Ann Stone, Hester For-
rest. The O'Neills are: Kate McComb as

Mrs. O'Neill, Violet Dunn, Peggy
O'Neill Kayden; Chester Stratton, Monte
Kayden; Jimmy Tansey, Danny O'Neill;

Arline Blackburn, Eileen Turner; Jimmy
Donnelly, Eddie Collins; Santos Ortega,
Mr. Collins; Jane West (author of the
script) Mrs. Bailey, and John Moore,
Sir Donald Rogers. Way Down East
was an electrical transcription program
which is no longer on the air.

M. F., Fresno, Calif.—For the first time,

Jeanette MacDonald will be heard in a
series of weekly broadcasts beginning Oc-
tober 3 at 7:00 p. m. on Vick's Open
House, CBS, with Joseph Pasternack's or-

chestra. She has appeared in radio only
as guest star before. Unless plans are

changed, there will be no singing partner.

Ona C, Portland, Ore.— Elsie Hitz and
Nick Dawson will resume their roles of

Jean Page and Clav Bannister in Follow
the Moon over CBS October 3 at 5:00

p. ivi. Letters to them should be addressed
care of Columbia Broadcasting System,
485 Madison Avenue, New York City.

Mrs. D. A. McGuire and Mrs. F. B.

Taylor, Aurora, 111.—Jean Paul King was
born in your Middle West—in North
Bend, Nebraska, Dec. 1, 1904. He grew
up in Tacoma, Washington, and attended
Miami University and the University of

Washington. Before his radio days he
worked in a theatrical stock company. He
is five feet 8 inches tall and weighs 145

pounds. Has dark brown hair and eyes.

Is married, and has a son.

FAN CLUB SECTION

An all-stars fan club is announced by
R. E. McGurn, president, of 2510 N.
12th Street, Kansas City, Kan. He calls

it the Radio Fans' Booster Club, and is

looking for new members.
Is there an Alan Courtney Fan Club?

Virginia Reichert, 170-1 18th Avenue, Ja-
maica, N. Y'., would like to know.
A Nelson Eddy Fan Club has been

formed with Shiela Ames, 221 South Tow-
er Drive, Beverly Hills. Cal., as president.

A membership card will be mailed in re-

turn for your name and address and three

cents in stamps, Shiela says.

"Club Berlette" is the up-to-the-minute
name of a new Milton Berle Fan Club.
Anyone interested should contact the presi-

dent. Judy Jasper, 1366 East 3rd Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Where's the Benny Goodman Fan Club?
asks Anita Friedman. 2505 Spangler Street,

Philadelphia. Pa.

New members are wanted by the Gale
Page Fan Club, Vivian Bretz, 417 N. 3rd

St., Lehighton, Pa., president.

The Oracle will be glad to an-

swer questions by a personal

letter IF the requests are accom-
panied by a stamped, self-

addressed envelope.
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Use
Why

! Your Shortwave
miss out on some of the most

fascinating hours your radio can give
|

you? Use that shortwave dial--let it

carry you into the midst of the color

and excitement of foreign lands! Here,

for the first time, is a complete, handy
guide to the principal shortwave sta^

tions, making it easier than ever before

to operate this part of your receiving

set. The times noted (all in Eastern

Daylight Saving Time) are the hours
that reception is best on the station |

indicat 5d.

16 METERS

GSG

PHI

Megacycles
London 17 79
4:00-6:00 p.m. .

Huizen 1 7 77
7:30-9:30 a.m.

19 METERS
HAS-3

DJQ

GSI

TPA-2

DJB

GSO

GSF

HBJ

Budapest
Sunday 9-10:00 a.m.
Berlin

. .15.37

. .15.28

IS 26

4:50-11:00 p.m.
London
1.2:15-6:00 p.m.
Paris 15 24
5:00-10:00 a.m.
Berlin
4:50-11 :00 p.m.
London

..15.20

15 18
6:20-8:30 p.m.
London
4:00-6:00; 6:20-8:30; 9:00-11:00
Geneva
Saturday, 6:45-8:00 p.m.

.15.14
p.m.
.14.53

25 METERS
RNE

TPA-3

OLR-4A

I2RO-4

JZJ

DJD

GSD

TPA-4

PPQ

Moscow
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Paris

. .12.00

11 88
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Praha, Czech
Mon., Thurs., 8:00-10:00 p.m.
Rome

. .11.83

11 81
12:40-5:45 p.m.
Tokyo
2:30-3:30; 4:00-5:00 p.m.
Berlin
4:50-11:00 p.m.
London
4:00-6:00; 6:20-8:30; 9:00-11:00
Paris

. .11.80

. .11.77

. .11.75
p.m.
. .11.71

5:15-7:00; 9:00 p.m.-midnight
. .11.67

7:30-8:15 p.m.

31 METERS
EAQ

LRX

CTIAA

I2RO-3

HJIABP

HP-5J

VK2ME

GSC

DJA

VPD-2

DJN

GSB

VK3ME

PRF-5

Madiid 9 86
4:30-9:30 p.m.
Buenos Aires . . . , 9 66
4:00-10:30 p.m.
Lisbon. .

Tues., Thurs., Sat., 4:00-6:00 p.
Rome
6:00-7:35 p.m. (try 11.81 megs.)
Cartagena
5:00-10:00 p.m.

. . 9.65
m.

. . 9.63

, 9.62

9.61
6:30-10:30 p.m.
Sydney
Sunday, 5:00-8:00 a.m.
London
9:00-11:00 p.m.
Berlin

. . 9.59

. . 9.58

. 9.56
4:50-11 00 p.m.

9.54
5:30-7:00 a.m.
Berlin 9.54
4:50-11 :00 p.m.
London
4:00-6:00; 6:20 8:30 p.m.
Melbourne
4:00-7:00 a.m.
Rio de Janeiro

. . 9.51

. . 9.50

9 50
4:45-5:45 p.m.

46 to 50 METERS
TIEP

YV4RB

YV5RH

YVIRH

HIN

HJ3ABC

HP-5B

San Jose C. R
6:00-11:30 p.m.
Valencia, Ven
4:30-9:30 p.m.

. . 6.69

. . 6.52

. . 6.40
5:30-10:30 p.m.
Maracaibo
6:00-10:00 p.m.
Trujillo City

.. 6.36

. . 6.24
6:00-10:00 p.m.

. 6.05

. 6.03
6:00 p.m.-midnight

7:00-10:30 p.m.

mm/
ALMOST two years ago, Woodbury's

^ scientists found a way to put the

'"Sunshine" Vitamin D into Woodbury's

famous Cold Cream . . . made tests that

proved the elusive vitamin would work

in this new medium. Beauty specialists

foresaw a precious new aid to skin health

. . . Two years of use have told the story

—on the faces of pleased women! Today

we know that

Vitamin D Stimulates the

Skin's Breathing!

As you rub Woodbury's into your skin,

the Vitamin D is absorbed by the living

cells, quickens their respiration. Your

skin begins to breathe better! The stimu-

lated skin shows new vigor, can better

resist fatigue and wear. This bland

cream cleans, softens dry skin, helps

protect from weather. And remember,

Woodbury's Cold Cream is . . . and stays

GERM-FREE to the LAST

It will not harbor the bacteria that so

often cause skin blemishes! Use
Woodbury's Cold Cream regularly night

and morning . . . and watch your well-

cared-for face respond with flattering

effect! At cosmetic counters everywhere,

in 10^, 25(', 50«!, and extra generous

$1.00 jars that last for weeks. Your skin

will thank you if you get a jar today!

/ :.!*•

COLD CREAfA

WITH VITAMIN D

SEND FOR 10-PIECE LOVELINESS KITI

Brings you trial lubes of Woodbury's Cold Cream (with

Vitamin D) and Woodbury's Facial Cream; also guest-size

cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap; 7 generous packets of

Woodbury's Germ-free Facial Powder. Send 10c to cover

mailing costs. Address John H. Woodbury, Inc., 7482 Alfred

St., Cincinnati, Ohio. (In Canada) John H. Woodbury,

Ltd., Penh. Ontario.

Streets
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VLink
—the amazing new writing ink that
cleans a pen as it writes. Made 2

ways—WASHABLE for home and
school—PERMANENT for ac-
counting and permanent documents.
Made by The Parker Pen Co., Janes-
ville, Wis. Get Quink and free dic-
tionary at any store selling ink. _

wV^H.C.L^r SOO So

In 12 WeekSin shops of Coyne

e^pa
_ vH^H^v —Learn by doing— many earn•"IJi^" while leamine. Free employmentmd^ service after ifraduation. You don't need ad-

vanced education, sr^iND FOR big new free book.
and my "PAY tuition after graduation" plan.

H.C. Lewis, Pres., COYNE ELECTRICALSCHOOL
SOO South Paulina Street, Oept. 77-64. Chicago, III.

COLOR YOUR HAIR ™;i^,^Shampoo and coloryourhalratthe sametime,!
any shade. SHAMPO-KOLOR won't rub ofif.i

Colors root3;leaves hair soft,natural; permits^v—>*-i"'M^i"M
perm.wave. FreeBook. VallignyProllDc, Dept.l8-A.2$4 W.31 St. N. Y.

TO KEEP YOUR
BATHROOM
ODOR-FREE

Danger spots, all of them. Places where
unpleasant bathroom odors may be pres-
ent. Here's how you can banish them.
Pour a few drops of Creolin into toilet

bowl and drains. Put it into the water
every time you clean the floor, walls, basin
and tub. Creolin disinfects and deodorizes.
Get a bottle, with full directions, at your
drug store today.

•k Write for Free Booklet, "Home Hygiene," giving
complete information about the many other house-
hold and personal uses of Creolin, the reliable
disinfectant, antiseptic and deodorant. Merck & Co.
Inc., Dept. RM-10, Rahway, N. J.

CREOLIN

Bathroom Odors i

Eyes to the Kings' Taste

(Coniinued from page 51)

Heidt's musical organization—to see just

what they could tell us about eye make-
up. Not only do they have the advantage
of knowing what types of cosmetics to
use under all conditions of light, climate,
and closeness to or remoteness from their

audiences on various stages or ballrooms,
but everybody knows that a large family
of girls has unparalled advantages for

experimenting with m.ake-up, criticizing

each other and seeing just what effect a

new beauty routine has on someone else's

appearance. Although there are only four
of them in the present musical unit, there
are really six sisters, all of whom have
been with the organization at some time
or another.

Louise, Alyce, Donna and Yvonne
(you'll notice, as some enterprising press

agent once pointed out, that the initials

of their first names spell out LADY!),
who comprise the present quartette, all

use the same make-up for their skin and
lips. All use those invaluable little

brushes, for instance, when applying moist
rouge to their lips. They wear identical

clothes when singing and similar styles

when off the stage. They use the same
face creams and shades of powder and
rouge. After all, they're sisters and their

skins are of the same type.

DUT there's one place where each girl^ has found she must develop her own
beauty technique. In spite of their strong
resemblance to each other, each has dis-

covered that she has her own peculiar

problem in making up her eyes, and each
adapts and changes the general procedure
to suit her own personality.

There's the question of eyeshadow, for
example. Alyce and Louise, who have
almost identical coloring wear gray eye-

shadow. Donna, who has more the com-
plexion of the true redhead, uses blue.

Yvonne, the blonde baby sister of the

group, uses brown. All agree that this

latter shade is the safest for daytime use,

whenever eyeshadow seems called for.

And all agree that brown eyebrow pencil

is the least conspicuous, too, unless one is

a very dark brunette indeed.

Alyce whose sisters pointed out that

she had the largest eyes of them all, said,
"1 use the least eye make-up of all. All

my features are fairly large and too much
make-up hardens the general appearance.
For the same reason, 1 do very little thin-

ning of my eyebrows, since a too-slender

browline would over emphasize my other
features."

"I have the deepest set eyes," asserted

Louise, "so 1 use very little eyeshadovs',

but lots of grease to create a highlight

in the natural shadows 1 already have.

My eyes are rather close-set, so 1 com-
pensate for that by plucking out the bit

of brow nearest my nose-line. They also

have a slight tendency to droop at the

outer corners, therefore 1 extend the eye-

brows upward a little at the temples with
a few faint pencil strokes."

"On the other hand," Donna interpo-

lated at this point, "my eyes are the

widest apart and light in color, so when
penciling my eyelids—which we all do to

some extent for evening and artificial

lights— I draw the line a little closer in

at the inner corners of my eyes and pen-
cil a bit more heavily than my sisters,

even though my eyes are fairly large.

Another reason for this is that I have the

plumpest face and accentuating the eyes

minimizes this." For still another thing.

Donna has the lighter eyebrows and lashes

of the redhaired girl, so that they require
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more make-up to bring them out.

"My eyes are smallest," Yvonne re-

marked, ruefully (though why she should
worry, with her generally small and deli-

cate features, -we can't understand!),
"therefore, in spite of my blonde color-

ing, I use more eyeshadow than the oth-
ers, just taking extra precautions to blend
it carefully—much more heavily on the
eyelid itself than underneath the brow. I

extend the pencil line at the corners with
a tiny triangle—being very careful, of
course, to make the effect 'as soft and
natural as possible. Since my eyes are
rather wide apart, too, I also bring the
pencil line clear in to the inner corners.
In addition, I brush my mascara on the
upper lashes with an outward motion,
rather than straight up. which helps to
make the eyes appear larger."

Each and all of them use a good eye-
wash before going to bed and safe eye-
drops at any other time of exposure to
wind and weather conditions

—
"particu-

larly during the dry and dusty summer,"
Louise added. And they all use eyebrow-
brushes to train the little hairs in the
right direction and to remove that dull
film which comes with pov\dering.
Are your eyes small or large, dark or

light, wide-set or close-set. deep or shallow?
Whatever your problem, there's a tip for
each of you m the Kings' carefully
thought-out beauty regime. Imagine, if

four sisters of the same type can differ

so radically in their cosmetic treatment
of their eyes, how careful you must be
to play up your own individuality and
experiment until you find the perfect

solution for your problems! But, at least,

you have the benefit of their experience
as a starting point for your self-improve-
ment campaign.

I've just discovered an invaluable
new preparation which solves a

problem we all have to face at

times. It's a delightfully perfumed
cream designed to conceal those
blemishes which always seem to pop
up on the most inconvenient oc-

casions. And it's not only safe and
waterproof, but it has a base which
actually gives you a bit of medica-
tion to help remove the spot while

you're concealing it. I'll gladly

send you the name of this interest-

ing product—and the names of the

King Sisters' recommended cosmet-
ics—if you'll just enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope with your
query, addressed to Joyce Ander-
son, Radio IVIirror, 122 East 42nd
Street, New York City.

How About Jack Haley?

(Continued from page 25)

when Jack was starring in "Take a

Chance," a Broadway musical comedy hit.

one of the biggest successes, in fact, that

Jack or the Street ever had.

In the middle of the run, the producer
of a new radio program asked him to au-

dition. Jack showed up, excited and ex-

pectant, with the confidence of a star in

a solid Broadway hit. He was met by
a sour faced sponsor.
"Haley?" he said, "Jack Haley? Who

are you? I never heard of you."
"Why," jack stammered, "I'm . . . I'm

in a show on Broadway."
"I never go to shows," cracked the

sponsor, "but go ahead, read your stuff."

Jack did. And all right, he thought.
The cold reception had him a bit off bal-

ance, maybe, but he knew when he was
in the groove. When it was over he
grinned confidently. "Like it?"

The sponsor frowned. "You don't call

that funny, do you?" he said flatly. "It's

lousy!"
Then Jack blew up. "Just lousy

enough," he yelled, "to be packing them
in on Broadway. What I just read was
from 'Take a Chance.' IVlaybe," he shot
over his shoulder, as he stamped out of
the place, "you ought to try going to

shows once in a while!"
But the incident upset him, embittered

him, con\inced him that radio was a
stupid, unappreciative business and no
place for an entertainer who had any re-

spect for himself or his talents.

The stories his friends told made him
sure he was right. Fred Allen's experience,

for instance. Fred is a Boston boy. like

Jack Haley, and although they both had
to go to New York to meet each other,

they've since been the greatest pals in

the world. Jack Haley wouldn't miss a

Town Hall broadcast if the Academy was
going to give him an Award on Wednes-
day night. Fred had a half hour air spot

around about that time and plenty of

sponsor trouble which he confided to jack.

It seems Fred's Boss Man had a wife
who went for organ music in an extra

special way. She thought it would be

nice to have it on the program. The fact

that Fred was fighting for laughs, that it

was a strictly slapstick show which the
dulcet and ethereal tones of a pipe organ
would dismally dampen down, didn't stop
her from insisting on a solo in the middle.
Fred protested. A half hour fun program,
he pointed out, would be murdered by a

long stretch of church music cutting it

in two.
"Yes," agreed the sponsor, "that's true.

But my wife and her friends will still

enjoy it!"

It was Fred Allen and Jack Benny and
George Burns and their respective wise-

cracking wives who can really take bows
for luring Jack Haley to the microphone
at last.

That quartet of couples has been thick-

er than a country pie since the old tank
town days when they'd meet on the
road and never miss a celebration because
they'd met. Jack Haley and Jack Benny
were on the same vaudeville bill in the
old Keith Circuit days. Once a booking
agent, scouting talent for a new Broadway
musical comedy, was tipped off to catch

Jack Haley in his act. Neither Benny nor
Haley had cracked Broadway then. .All

the agent could remember about the tip

was the name of the theater and "Jack."
Instead of watching Haley, he watched
Benny and left very disgusted indeed.

"Why," he scornfully reported, "we
couldn't use that bum. All he's got is a

fiddle!"

He found there was some mistake, so

he went back to catch the other jack. It

happened to be a night when Haley was
off form. The agent viewed him as he laid

a colossal egg before a dead pan audience.
Again he departed, even more disgusted.

"1 got the right 'jack' this time." he
snapped, "but he's still a bum—and he
hasn't even got a fiddle!"

In New York Jack and his prett\' blonde
wife, Florence Macfadden, who quit the
stage to take on the e\'en tougher job of
talking down jack's inferiorit>' complex,
lived in Central Park South. Next door
li\ed Nat Burns and Gracie .\llen. who

SHREDDED WHEW

A Product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY.
The Seal ^^ bakers of Ritz, Unccda Biscuit
of Perfect ISSIISI i , e

Baking bnq and other famous varieties

Mora Than a Billion Shredded Wheat Biscuits Sold Every Ye.tr
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FEmiNINE
H YGIE NE

THE ACCEPTED MODERN WAY
The exquisite woman finds
Norforms essential for the inner

cleanliness she demands. They
are completely ready for use.

They require no awkward appa-

ratus for application. They leave

no lingering antiseptic smell

around the room or about her

person. They are dainty and
feminine, soothing and deodor-
izing. Many women use them
for this deodorizing effect alone.

NcI
ORFORMS are easy-to-use anti-

septic suppositories that melt at internal

body temperature, and spread a protec-

tive, soothing film over delicate internal

membranes— an antiseptic film that is

designed to remain in effective contact

for many hours.

• A distinctive and exclusive feature of

Norforms is their concentrated content

of Parahydrecin—a powerful and posi-

tive antiseptic developed by Norwich,

makers of Unguentine. Parahydrecin

kills germs, yet Norforms are noa-

irrka.ting—actually soothing. There is

no danger of an "overdose" or "burn."

MILLIONS USED EVERY YEAR
Send for the new Norforms booklet, "Feminine
Hygiene Made Easy." Or, buy a box of Norforms at

your druggist's today. 12 in a package, complete

with leaflet of instructions. The Norwich Pharmacal
Company, Norwich, N. Y., makers of Unguentine,

I N. p. C. 1»S7 Known to Physiclant oi "Vafliforml"

were having a tough time then convincing
producers they were good for more than
fifteen minutes of patter. Around the
corner lived the Jack Bennys. The same
set-up exists now—only removed to Bev-
erly Hills. You could bounce a rock off

Jack Haley's big home and skip it around
the roofs of the Benny and Burns man-
sions. In the Central Park days if all

three teams, and the Fred Aliens, hap-
pened to be in the Big City at once, it

was always an excuse for a party, in

those days they went in heavy for Dutch
lunches. Now, with all three in town all

the time, or practically all, they have to
pick on less auspicious occasions to get
together for bridge and poker and maybe
a highball at the Haleys' bar. So when-
ever Mary Livingstone buys a new dress
she has Gracie Allen give a party to show
it off, and the gang gathers. Sometimes
not that much of an excuse is necessary.

THE Haley hopefuls—Jack, Jr., four,
' and Gloria, twelve—are supposed to
know their own home, but sometimes they
get a little mixed up living promiscuously
around with Uncle Nat and Uncle Jack
and Aunt Mary and Aunt Gracie and
their various cousins by remote control.
There are spare kids' swimming suits

hanging by the Haley pool and extra
toothbrushes in the Burns bathroom—it's

like that.

And from all this closed shop friend-
ship, knotted by the years, grew the "How
About Haley?" club, which can point with
a good measure of pride to Jack's radio
contract with General Foods. Because,
while Jack Haley eventually got over his

particular beef at radio in general and
couldn't help realizing its possibilities and
recognizing its grown-up greatness, there
was still another side to the picture. You
can't have a big show without a sponsor.
Years in show business have instilled in

Tarzan's understudy! He's Philip Ren-

ard, Jacques' son, who began practic-

ing the Tarzan yell as soon as he
learned Johnny Weissmuller was his

neighbor.

Now Ready . . .

Radio Mirror Readers' Special Edition of—
Ida Bailey Allen'sNewCook Book
A/lRS. SIMPSON, Food Editor of Radio
^^^ iVIiRROR, asks us to tell you that at last she
has found the cook book for which you and she
have so long been searching. From the thousands
of letters she receives Mrs. Simpson knows, as no
one else can, exactly the sort of cook book her
Radio Mirror readers need and want. When we
saw the book she had selected we knew she was
right, and immediately we ordered a special edition
printed for Radio Mirror.

Here are a few of the special features:
196 PAGES FOR 20c

Bound in a stiff, board cover, printed on better
quality paper with larger open spaced type; easy
to read at a glance.

THUMBNAIL INDEX
Special Index allows turning immediately to any

desired recipe or table without hunting page num-
bers, or searching the table of contents.

HUNDREDS OF RECIPES—
But Not Just Another Recipe Book

This volume is far more than a mere collection
of dishes. Here's just some of the valuable instruc-
tion it contains:
How to Measure
Correct Temperatures for All Types of Cooking
Correct Serving for All Courses
Diet Instruction
Meal Planning
Cooking Terms and Expressions

YOUR GUIDE TO REAL ECONOMY
The 20c cost of this book will be returned to you

a thousand fold as you follow the marketing advice
it contains.

ONLY 20c Postage Prepaid
Enclose stamps or coins (.wrap carefiiilv).

Address: MRS. MARGARET SIMPSON
Radio Mirror

205 E. 42nd Street New York City

H&IR KILLED FOREVER
KILLED PERMANENTLY
From face or body without harm
to skin, by following easy dii
tions. Our electrolysis device
used by physicians and is guaran-
teed to kill hair forever or mone;
refunded. Your electric ciirren
not used. Only $1.95 complete.
Prepaid or C.O.D. plus postage.

ELD ELECTROLYSISCO., 9A, 2675 Broadway, N.V.City

CIVPN**^DIES! 34 pC. COLORED GLASS DINNER SET** ^' or bigr cash commission. Send name and address. Beao-
tiful Cherry Blossom desi^. CHOICE of ^een or pink elass: 6
plates. 6 tumblers, 6 caps. 6 eancers, 6 nappies, 1 each, suear,
cream, vegetable and platter. This is only one of nearly a nandred
articles featured in onr cataloi?, which we GIVE for sefling our fa-
mons WHITE CLOVERINE SALVE for cuts, bums, sores, chaps,
etc. to friends at 25c a box with a beantifnlly colored Art Picture
FREE and remitting as Per new premium plan book. 42nd year.
WE ARE FAIR AND SQUARE. Start now by eending for one
dozen boxes. SEND NO MONEY — We trust you. BE FIRST.
WILSON CHEM. CO., Inc. Dept. 65-A Tyrone, Pa.

What made their
hair groi«^?
Here is the ansiver
"New Hair came after I be-
gan using Kotalko, and kept
on growing," writes Mr. H.
A. Wild. "In a short time I

had a splendid head o£ hair.
which has been perfect ever
since."
Mar.v H. Little also has lux-
uriant hair now after using
Kotalko. Yet for years her
head, as she describes it,

"was almost as bare as the
back of my hand."
Many other men and women

attest that hair has stopped
falling excessively,
has been decreased,
uriant hair growth has been
developed whei'e roots were
alive, after using Kotalko to
stimulate scalp action.
Are your hair roots alive but
dormant? If so, why not
use Kotalko? Encourage new
growth of hair to live on
sustenance available in your
scalp. Kotalko is sold at drug
stores everywhere.
To prove the efficacy of Kotalko,

and children's hair. Use coupon.

dandruff
new lux-

PitKE BOX
for men's, women's

Kotalko Co., E-53 General P. 0., New York
Please send me Proof Box of KOTALKO.

Name

Full Address
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Jack Haley this belief—the wrong kind
of a break is worse than no break at all.

There have been plenty of radio offers

scattered through recent years, but none
with any "production," that is, none with
a big and costly enough show to insure

the right kind of a debut. But sponsors
who are set to gamble thousands of

cookies want to be sure they're on the
right horse. Remember that up until

"Wake Up and Live" Jack Haley was a

high priced, solidly set screen comedian,
but he wasn't a national name.

THIS situation didn't stop the "How
' About Haley?" Club. Whenever a new
radio show was in the air, or before, radio
agencies grew deaf from clamors rising

from George Burns and Jack Benny and
Fred Allen and of course, their better
halves. "How about Jack Haley?" they'd
chorus. "There's a great comedian going
to waste. He has everything you need.
He'll be terrific, etc., etc., etc."

It finally took—oddly enough all at

once. Of course, "Wake Up and Live"
and the load of fans Jack made by that
performance had something to do with
it. Anyway, all the bright boys of radio-
land swooped down at once with the right

kind of deals, only to find another turtle

had won the race. Then—can you beat
it?—the ones who lost out blamed George
and Jack and Fred. "Why didn't you tip

us off about Jack Haley?" they yelped.
"He's a friend of yours, isn't he?" But
that's always the way it is.

Busting onto the air waves right now
slaps Jack Haley on two extremely hot
spots, brought out, curiously enough, by
the two things that gave him his radio
chance

—"Wake Up and Live" and his

best friends.

Still 1 happen to know they both make
him all the more desperately eager to

click. Maybe I'd better explain.

You see, when "Wake Up and Live" was
conceived at 20th Century-Fox, it wasn't
by any stretch of the imagination tagged
as Jack Haley's picture. A couple of other
guys, named Walter Winchell and Ben
Bernie, were scheduled to divide the cake
in two big chunks. JVlaybe for that rea-

son and maybe not, Jack Haley's part was
regarded as just that—a part, not a per-
sonality. Jack was hanging around under
contract and he was dependable.
Jack had some songs. One, "Never in a

Million Years," turned out to be the smash
hit of the picture. You know that. Well,
as you've read and heard over the air.

Jack didn't sing them. Buddy Clark, an
experienced radio crooner, did. They
dubbed his voice on to Jack's lips.

Now there's nothing unusual in that.

As everyone knows, all movie song birds
have voices dubbed in—usually their own
voices, it's true, but even when Jeanette
MacDonald and Nelson Eddy warble, they
do it afterwards and let the sound track
man fit it to film.

The reason Buddy Clark sang for Jack
wasn't that Jack couldn't handle the
numbers. Jack Haley built his reputa-
tion as much on his songs as he did on
his comedy. The first show job he ever
had was plugging songs at twenty bucks
a week. But "Wake Up and Live" was
a radio picture, and they wanted a defi-

nite radio voice. There was no attempt
to disguise the substitution. Neither by
the studio, nor by Jack. It was taken
for granted. It was strictly a technical
matter.
Then, wonder of wonders, "Wake Up

and Live" didn't mean Winchell or Bernie.

It applied purely to little Jack Haley and
no mistake, as the preview plainly re-

vealed. Immediately the gossip column-
ists and radio commentators, sensing the

drama of the situation, told about Buddy
Clark, implying that Jack had scored a

hit with another man's larynx. I doubt
if they believed that, because it wasn't

just Jack's voice that pilfered the picture.

But it was good copy—darned good and it

was used plenty.

Jack will deliver in person on the air.

His voice must be the real McCoy. He
can prove—and he must prove—that he's

not riding to fame on borrowed tonsils,

as it were.

I'm not worrying much about it myself,

and here's why: I happen to know that

two tests were made for Jack Haley's

next picture—one with his own voice and
one with Buddy Clark's, the ghost voice.

And the voice the bosses picked to use

was Jack's. They picked it because they
liked it better than Clark's.

DUT Jack Haley faces an even more" ticklish radio situation because of the

very lifelong friends who pulled for him
to get a break on the air. They're all,

basically, the same type of comedian he
is. They're all established on the air-
have been for years—with their own par-

ticular personality shadings and comedy
twists. Whatever Jack does, he runs the

grave danger of touching the trademarks
of his very best pals. If his stuff even
hints of a steal from Jack Benny, or Fred
Allen, or George Burns—he'll hear the

howls.
_
"Thief!" Not from them, but

—

what is worse—from others. It's the

toughest job in the world to be completely
original in humor. But that's what Jack
Haley has up beside his number on radio
row. and he'll have to come through.

That's what's worrying him now—but
plenty. He told me so the other after-

noon as we sat in his backyard while radio

writers hammered at the gate with new
scripts and Jack tore up old ones.

TO mm YOUR ymY loveliest.
Pat Paterscn stars in "S2Jid Street,"

tfte new Waiter Wanger success. See
it—and read {ter advtce abotrl makeup.
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he loves

he hates

itflAtlck

Yes, he likes bright lips... they look expres-

sive and responsive.

But how his admiration chills, if lips are

dry and rough. Parched lips are old lips!

Remember, then, your lipstick has two

duties. It must bestow thrilling color. It must
protect you from Lipstick Parching.

Coty's new lipstick, the "Sub-Deb," does

just that. Because of a new softening in-

gredient, "Theobroma," it keeps your lips

smooth and soft, dewy as a fresh petal. Coty

"Sub-Deb" comes in 5 ardent and indelible

shades, 50^'.

"Air Spun" Rouge is another thrilling Coty

make-up discovery! Cyclones blend colors

to new, life-like subtlety and smoothness. In

shades that match "Sub-Deb" Lipstick, 50«i.

COTY
SUB-DEB LIPSTICK i"^*-

Precious protection .'...Coty melts eight drops

of "Tlieobrojna" into every "Sub-Deb^'' Lip-

stick. This guards against lipstick parching.

i -iTtn

"I suppose," said Jack, "now that I'm on
the air I'll get gray and worried and worn-
out looking like all the rest."

He grinned and told me about meeting
Fred Allen one day.

"Say," said Fred, "I was just down the
street and saw So-and-So."

"Yeah?" said Jack. "How's he doing?"
"Well, sir," replied Fred, "I don't know,

but he must be doing great. His face was
wrinkled, and he looked like he was about
to die. Yes, sir, he must be very success-
ful."

If you ask me, it's the little lady who
takes the rap in the Haley home. Be-
cause when Jack went in the house, try-

ing en route to make his youthful face
look very old and wrinkled with care, his

wife Florence tapped her foot danger-
ously.

"For years," declared Mrs. Haley, "I've

been living with gags. Jack never says
'Good morning'—he just wakes me up and
says, 'Listen—do you think this is funny?'
"But since this radio business started,

he wakes me up in the middle of the
night. 'Say,' he asks, 'does this make you
laugh?'
"What I want to know now," sighed

Florence Haley, "is how I'm ever going
to get any sleep!"

But what I wanted to know was if

she laughed. Because if Jack Haley can
make anybody laugh in the middle of
the night he's a cinch on the air or any-
where else.

She said she did. "But," she added,
"I'm in love with Jack. I'd do anything
for him!"

ATTENTION!
Here are the Winners of the

Favorite Song Contest

We are proud to announce the fol-

lowing prize winners in the recent
contest conducted by RADIO MIR-
ROR Magazine—CAN YOU PICK
AMERICA'S TEN FAVORITE
SONGS OF ALL TIME?

FIRST PRIZE $250.00

Edith H. Goddard,
Denver, Colorado

SECOND PRIZE $100.00

Emily B. Myers,
Hornell, New York

SIX PRIZES OF $25.00 EACH
Mrs. Lucille H. Allen
Oberlin, Ohio
Frank Isaacs,

Akron, Ohio
Mrs. C. E. Kohls,
Kentland, Indiana
Helen Trafford Moore,
Portland, Maine
William L. Purdy,
Braintree, Mass.
Fred H. Strobel,

Philadelphia, Pa.

WINNERS OF 25 GILLETTE
SAFETY RAZORS

Helen C. Barker, Phila., Pa.; Mrs. Agnes
L. Bompart, San Diego, Calif.; Miss Cora
Bradshaw, Scranton, Pa.; Miss Stella Bun-
ton, St. Paul, Minn.; Frances J. Coclte,
Somerville, Tenn.; Bernard R. Conrad,
Burnsville, W. Va.; L. E. DuBois, Shawnee,
Kansas; John Flaherty, Danville, 111.; Mabel
Granstaff, Granville, Ohio; Richard Hagerty,
Rock Creek, Ohio; Virginia Herring, Nixon-
ville, S. C; E. A. Lewis, Sterling, Colorado;
Mrs. Homer Loucke, Trumbull, Nebraska;
Marcy C. McEnroe, Blackstone, Mass.;
Edward Metcalfe, Edgewater, N. J.; S. E.
Miller, Smokin, Pa.; Joseph J. Ohmes, Gar-
den City, Kansas; Edna I?obert, Champion,
Nebraska; Clara Ruch, Shubert, Nebraska;
Mrs. Eleanor E. Scott, Independence, Mo.;
Mrs. E. F. Stackpole, Augusta, Maine; John
L. Thompson, Lyncht>urg, Va.; J. O. Tuttle,
St. Louis, Mo.; Mrs. Mamye C. Watson,
Birmingham, Alabama; Mrs, Minnie Wright,
Dallas, Texas.

NOW WE BOTH HAVE
LOVELY BLOND

HAIR!

New Shampoo-Rinse Safely Pre-
vents Light Blond Hair from
Darkening — Washes Brownish
Blond Hair 2 to 4 Shades
Lighter without Bleaching!
Bring back the golden glints of childhood with this fas-
cinating new Shampoo-Rinse which, in a few minutes and
at the cost of but a few cents, gives ordinary dull blond
hair a brilliant beauty and life you never knew it had.
Safely, too. You will be delighted with the new, shim-
mering highlights and lustre of your hair, its glorious,
new, natural radiance. This amazing Shampoo and Rinse
(both in the same package)—called New Blondex—Hither-
to used only for blondes is just as effective with browni,
chestnuts and "near blondes", whose hair has grown dull,
dingy and lifeless. Start New Blondex today. Not a bleach
or dye. Buy the large size—it costs less per shampoo.

^^BLOKDEX l^l^^ol'i^^ti[\

Poebot
, TUBELESS
BATTERYLESSC

World's Smallest Real Performing Radio

Amazing Midget radio weighs only 3 Ozs. com-
plete. Receives etatione with clear beautiful
tone. Very little static and interference. Nothing
to adjust or cause trouble—should last for years. "TJSES PATENTP.T>
FIXED RECTIFIER—ENTIRELY NEW DESIGN. MECHANI-
CAL patent No. 2074887. Not to be confused with cheaply made imitationa
or UNLAWFUL COPIES. Music and programs come DIRECTLYFROM GRILL OF RADIO! New patented "Speakophone" gives mora
volume and BtationsI NOT A TOY. Tunes broadcast band. The new-
est radio sensation of the year. Absolutely complete with picture inatruo-
tions for ueo in hotels, offices, boats, autoa. bed, etc. TAKES ONLY ASECOND TO CONNECT—no hookups to any current or extra wires.
SATISFIED OWNERS report wonderful service in ALL PARTS OF
THE WORLD. THESE ARE FACTSI Beautiful two color cabinets,
six colors.

^Allll Nn Mnnfklf ^^y postman only $2.99 plus ohargea or sendOena no money $2.99 (check, M. O., Caah) and yours win be sent
Postpaid. GUARANTEED, Can be used by anyone. ORDER NOWl
TINYTONE RADIO CO. L-10 Kearney, Nebraska

SUFFERERS FROM

PSORIASIS
iSPOTj

. TEST

GENEROUS
TRIAL SIZE

25|^STAMPS
OR COIN

DCRmOl L
Don't mistake eczema for the stubborn, ugly,
embarrassing, scaly skin disease psoriasis.
Apply non-staining Dermoil. Thousands of
men and women use it. Grateful users, often
after years of suffering, report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually disappeared
and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Dermoil is backed by a positive agree-
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
money is refunded without question. Beau-

tiful book on Psoriasis and Dermoil with amazing proof of re-

sults Free or send 25c for generous trial bottle to make our
famous "One Spot Test." Prove it yourself no matter how
long you have sufTered or what you have tried. Shipped
to many foreign countries. Don't delay. Write today. Give
druggist's name. LAKE LABORATORIES, Box 6, North-
western Station, Dept. IVI-21, Detroit, Mich.

Acidity Makes

Women Look Older
Kidneys Often to Blame

Women more than men, are the victims of ex-
cess Acid in the system, due to poor Kidney func-
tions, which may undermine health and vitality,

dry and coarsen the skin
or cause Bladder distress,
Getting Up Nights, Burn-
ing and Itching, Leg
Pains, Nervousness, Dizzi-
ness, Headaches, Lum-
bago, Swollen Ankles,
Puffy Eyes, or Rheumatic
Pains. Help your Kidneys
filter 3 pints oi: Acids and
Wastes from your sysmm
each day tor just one weeit
with the Doctor's prescrip-
tion Cystex. Guaranteed
to fix you up and make

you feel and look years younger or money back.
See results in 48 .hours. Telephone your druggist
for guaranteed Cystex (Siss-texJ today.
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Alka-Seltzer
It's so easy to get quick relief from Heod-

i ache. Sour Stomach, Distress after meals,

and other common aches and pains the

Alka-Seltzer way. Yog just drop an
Alka-Seltzer Tablet into a glass of water.

It bubbles up and dissolves, making a

crystal clear, pleasant-tasting solution.

I

You drink It and then, because Alka-

I Seltzer contains on analgesic (sodium

\
acetyl salicylate), the pain and discom-

' fort usually disappear quickly. And be-

1 cause it is also alkalizing in its nature, it

corrects the excess acid condition so

often associated with everyday ailments.

I

Try it— you'll like its pleasant taste and
the quick relief it brings.

AT All DRUG STORES-30C and 60c Pkgs.

Alto Served by the Glattat
Drug Store Soda Fountains

NEVER TOOK A LESSON

FROM A TEACHER
—yet Bob is the envy of

his music-loving jriends

You, too, can learn to play
any instrument this amaz-
ingly simple way. No ex-
pensive teacher. No needless
exercises or practicing. You
learn at home, in your spare
time. Yet almost before you
know it you are learning
real tunes ! Then see how
popular you become. The
cost averages only a few
cents a day. No teacher to
make you nervous. Course is

thorough, rapid, simple as

A-B-C. First you are told what to do—Uun
yourself and hear it.

Demonstration

Lesson Free
Write today for Free Dem-
onstration Lesson, together
with big free booklet which
gives you full details and
proof. Noobligation. Instru-
ments supplied when needed,
cash or credit. U. S. School
of Music, 30610 Brunswick
Bldg., New York, N, Y.

J .u do .t

LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE

Piano Guitar
Violin Saxophone
Organ Mandolin

Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion
Or /Iny Other
Instrument
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"I Believe "

(Continued from page 12)

should protect its men who pay dues, and
it should promote efficiency and initiative.

The craft unions we now have—with the

exception of CIO—are doing a fine job.

I am, and always will be for them. The
CIO is composed of men who want some-
thing for nothing. They want to step in

and get the same pay that men have
taken years to get through efficiency and
initiative.

"Take me, for example," Boake Carter
smiled, "1 have spent years working m.y

way up in the newspaper and radio busi-

ness. What would I say if a young man
came in to me and said he was just start-

ing in the business, and expected me to

help him get the same pay 1 get? 1

would tell him, and not in gentle terms,

that he was a lazy fool! 1 am not for

putting the wages of all newspaper men
and commentators on the same basis. CIO
is full of 'have nots' who want everything

that rightfully belongs to the 'haves.' But
they don't want to work for it. If a man
in a factory spends years at the job of

turning a bolt, he has no ambition. He'll

never get ahead, and deserves what he is

getting.
"1 am for a union that respects human

initiative," Carter said, "and pays a man
for it. I am for no other kind!"

POINTED out to Boake Carter the

many stands that have been taken on
Foreign Trade. Most recently, Secretary
Wallace came out flatly against foreign

trade in a London newspaper article.

"I read that article," Boake Carter an-

swered. "I am for foreign trade. We
must have it. We consume 92% of our
total output domestically. This leaves

8%. It amounts to 24% in three years'

time, and we have to do something about
it. If we don't send it away, it depresses

local prices. I talked all this over with
Admiral Sims before he died," Carter re-

lated, "and we reached the same con-
clusion. It gets back to my basic philoso-

phy of competition. Trade stimulates us,

and we must have it.

"Those arguing against it," he con-
tinued, "say that we are the richest na-

tion in the world, and that exporting our
natural resources lowers our standard of

living. This is a half truth. True, we
are now the richest nation in the world,

but we won't always be. It's round robin.

Next Japan will be the richest na-
tion. Then Russia, and so on. The world
prospers under the competition of free

trade. 1 am for it."

A few weeks ago. President Roosevelt
brought up the question of government
health control. The President advocated
taking drastic steps to check the disease

prevalent in our country. This, in brief,

was the subject that I next brought to the

attention of Boake Carter. It was a prob-
lem he had outlined for a future broad-
cast and he got to the point quickly.

"As we become more civilized, we be-

come more diseased. We lived a good
many years without care, but we can't

any longer. Greek and Roman history
point out to us what will happen unless
something is done in this country along
the lines of health control. I believe that
some day, very soon, the medical care of
the people of this country will ha\'e to be
put into the hands of the government."
Crime being what it is—United States

leading the world in this pastime— I con-
sidered it important to get the commen-
tator's opinion on why v\e have it, and
what can be done about it.

"One reason why crime goes unchecked
here," Carter advanced, "is that we have

TSTTkT

The plain and

simple truth

about a neiu help

for women's trying days

•

KURB'^ TABLETS
sponsored by the makers of Kotex*

Sanitary Napkins

• Here is a new help for women, a worthy

companion to other famous Kotex produCTS.

It is a tablet called kurb, designed especially

to aid women through trying, painful days.

. . . We make no extravagant claims, but tell

you simply and truthfully why we beUeve

you will want to use Kurb Tablets.

Whaf v/\\\ Kurb do?

We cannot honestly claim that Kurb Tablets

will benefit every woman in the world — that

is asking too much of any "pain tablet." But
after making hundreds of tests, we are satisfied

that Kurb will meet the requirements of most

women who seek to lessen discomfort caused

by menstruation, simple headaches or muscu-
lar pains.

No secret mgredienis

The Kurb formula is no secret; its ingredients

are well known to qualified physicians. And
the formula is plainly printed on the box, so

that if you have any doubts whatsoever, you
may readily check it with your own doctor.

So we urge you to try Kurb Tablets and

see how quickly they help you. The conve-

nient purse-size container holds a full dozen,

yet costs only 25 cents at drug counters

everywhere.

If you act at once, we'll send you a sample
supply free! This offer is limited one to a

family. Simply send your name and address,

on a postcard if you prefer, to Kurb, Room
1462,919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

*Trade Marks Reg. U. S. Patent OffUa

KURB' TABLETS
sponsored hy the makers of Kotex*

Sanitary Napkins

(Every statement in this advertisement has been ap-

proved for accuracy by a recognized medical authority)
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SAYS

Don't be a Chrysanthemum!

'(V^^

No girl can look truly
super-smooth and glam-
ourous with brows run-

ning rampant or a fringe of short hairs
sprouting from her hair line. Tweezette is

the little beauty implement for removing
face hairs automatically and painlessly, and
a cap covers the pluckers so you can carry
it in your purse wherever you go! $1.

f^f^

groomed look too!

It isn't enough just

to de-fringe yourself

. . . the glamour girls

all have that well-

Sleek, shining brows
like wings . . . long, silky lashes. . . . KuR-
LENE is a scientific formula for grooming
—so always stroke your brows and lashes

with it before retiring. Use Kurlene for

daytime, too, and notice the lovely rain-

bow lights a touch of it puts in /s^^sav
your lashes! 50c and $1. %"Z^s|^

y€^
^J^

Spell eye beauty,
"K-U-R-L-A-S-H," for

only a frame of curling
lashes can bring out the greatest charm of
your eyes. So slip your lashes into Kurlash
every day. In only 30 seconds they'll be
perfectly and naturally curled without heat,
cosmetics or practice. $1.

OTHER KURLASH PRODUCTS ARE:
TWISSORS—the tweezers with scissor-handles.

SHADETTE—eye shadosv. In twelve subtle shades and gold
and silver lor evening.

LASHTINT MASCARA—in either compaet or liciuid-
waterurool lorm ; and

LASHPAC—a purse-size mascara in lipstick case with
a built-in brush for instant use.

MAIL Tins TODAY
To: Jane Heath, Dept. E-10
The Kurlash Co., Rochester, N. Y.
The Kurla«h Co. of Canada, at Toronto, 3

Please send me, free, your booklet on eye beauty,
and a personal eye beauty plan. Here Is my coloring.

£tf«»_ -Hair- ^Complexi07i -

/I f1./trfkn

nty St, It-,'

i'oiiyriKht i;t:i7 The Kurl hIi Cotnnany, Inc.
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so many people and they are spread out
over such a wide area. It constitutes trou-
ble for our police force. Criminals are
hard to catch, because they have a large
territory to run free in. The basic rea-
son for crime, I believe, is that we are
yet a young people. We have many dif-

ferent nationalities here, and we haven't
learned to get along well together.

"People ask me why we could not ap-
ply the British system of criminology
here. I admit it is the best in the world,
but it is also suited only to the British
temperament, and would never work here.
AH we can do, is to learn to understand
our mixed racial tendencies better. As
we become an older nation, our crime will

be less of a problem."
Boake Carter has always fought Fascism

and Communism. He has always main-
tained that Democracy is a superior type
of government. It was for this reason
that I saved the question until the close
of our interview. His answer came over
the desk clipped, efficiently worded:
"Communism says that we are all cre-

ated equal. This is a fallacy. For ex-
ample, I point to the last twenty years
of the Russian experiment. They are fast

becoming the most capitalistic nation in

the world! Fascism, on the other hand, is

not natural. It does not permit people
to say what they think. I for one must
have the right to express my opinion
freely.

"I believe that Democracy is a form
of government which comes the closest
to recognizing human nature. I am for
Democracy and always will be, because
it does recognize the fundamental human
character. The desire of human beings
to want to better themselves."

THE telephone rang again. A brief
answer, and Mr. Carter hung up. Be-

fore 1 could get my last question out, it

rang again. The day was growing older,
and news was getting hotter. JVIy time was
almost up. I could tell by the nervous
way Boake Carter moved his hands. They
were itching for action.

I had read in a daily trade journal of
radio that officials were going to suppress
some of the dynamite that the red-headed
commentator spilled over the air. I had
to get this question out. When he hung
up for the second time, I popped it at
him. Without any ceremony. He straight-

ened up, and shot his answer back at me.
"Did you hear my program last night?"

Before I could answer, he continued. "If
anything, I cracked out harder than I ever
have before. I'm not going to be cen-
sored by anybody. If 1 were, all the value
of my program would be lost. If you
don't believe this, listen to what I have
to say on the air. The time has come for
the going to get tougher. If the time ever
does come when I can't say what 1 want
to say— I won't be broadcasting!"

FREE ! ANOTHER OF

YOHR FIVORITE THEME

SONGS WILL ilPPEAR IN

THE NOVEMBER ISSUE OF

RADIO MIRROR

-SOS-
Distress Cry of

American Women
Save Our Stockings!!

• Only 10c for RUN-R-STOP!

• Stops 50 runs or snags

• RED & BLACK Vanity protects tube in

purse

• Permanenf—Will not wash out

• Guaranteed by Good Housekeeping as
advertised therein

Ask for it at Chain, Department, Shoe Stores

RUN.R-STOP
CAMILLE, Inc., 49 E. 21st St., New York

**In£ant Care"— 100
U. S. Government Official Handbook For Mothers
We are authorized by the proper Federal Bureau

to accept your order. Send 10c in coin or stamps to:
READER SERVICE BUREAU

Radio Mirror, 205 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

/uj;/ GOLDEN TREASURE CHEST
SELL NEWEST CHRISTMAS CARDS
21 gorgeous Christmas Polders packed in

'jjn-^:^-!
beautifully Embossed Metallic "GoWere Treas-

^^^^1 ure Chest." Brand new ideal Season's fastest
A^^j seller. Costs yoa 50c. Sells for $1. Also 7 other^ Christmas Card Aseortments — Personal Christ-

mas Cards. All fa.it sellers. Write for samples.
JANES ART STUDIOS, 34 Anson PI.. Rochester.N.Y.

CATARRH or SINUS
Irritation Due to Nasal Congestion

CHART FREE!
Hall's Catarrh Medicine relieves phlegm-
filled throat, stuffed up nose, catarrhal bad
breath, hawking, and Sinus headaches caused
by nasal congestion. Relief or Your Money
Back. At all Druggist's. Send Post Card for
Free Treatment Chart. 63 years in business.
F.J. CHENEY & CO.. Dept.2310,TOLEDO. O.

^Itching
For quick relief from the itching of eczema, blotches,
pimples, athlete's foot, scales, rashes and other ex-
ternally caused skin eruptions, use cooling, antisep-
tic, liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION. Original formula
of Doctor Dennis. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes
the irritation and quickly stops the most intense itch-
ing. A 35c trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it—or
your money back. Ask for D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION.

^a»^BJiH|]t3w^^--=^ — ;., -aP"^Send No
%JlWGn*^^^^^^^0>^^ iVIoney!
«|%|F«I O /«IDI C7 SEND NAME AND ADDRESSLADIEb CKVllKI-9 LatestShape High Grade

7-Jewel Movement WRIST WATCH with metal bracelet

and beautifullydesigned chrome plated case. Or biff cash com-
mission. Yours for SIMPLY GIVING AWAY FREE big col-

ored pictures with well known WHITE CLOVERINE SALVE
used for burns, chaps, sores, etc. . easily sold to friends at 25e

a box (with picture FREE) and remitting per catalog. SPt.-

CIAL—Choice of 40 gifts for returning only $3. Our 42nd
year. Be first. Write today tor White Cloverine Salve.

Wilson Chem. Co., Inc., Dept. 65-H, Tyrone, Pa.

rAeSestGRAYHAIR
Remedy is Made ai: Home
You can now make at home a better gray hair remedy
than you can buy, by following this simple recipe:

To half pint ofwater add one ounce bay rum, a small

box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of
glycerine. Any druggist can put this up or you can

mix it yourself at very little cost.

Apply to the hair twice a week until

the desired shade is obtained.

Barbo imparts color to streaked,

faded or gray hair, makes It

soft and glossy and takes years

oflr your looks. It will not
color the scalp. Is not sticky or

greasy and doca noc nib oS,
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a Manhattan theater. It was quite a sac-

rifice, too, because if it hadn't been for

staying over she could have met her new
husband, Buddy Westmore, a day earlier

in Boston. But Martha stayed. What with

one thing and another on the day of the

premiere, she was late getting to Lindy's,

for dinner. Half-way through the meal,

she saw with horror that the clock was
creeping up toward nine o'clock, so she

did something only Martha Raye could

do. Stuffing the rest of the dinner in her

mouth, she dashed for the door, hailed

a taxi, and started for the Astor Theater.

At that, she was almost late—autograph
hunters spotted her and held up the taxi

until a policeman jumped on the running
board and constituted himself her escort.

THE deepest sympathy of all his
' friends went out to Eddie Du-
chin, the popular orchestra leader,

on August i, when his wife, the
former Marjorie Oelrichs, died in a

New York hospital as the result of
complications which arose after the

birth of a son on July 28.

THAT non-existent singer. Jack Ran-
' dolph, will soon be back on the air

again. Remember when Jerry Cooper
used the name of -Randolph on his elec-

trical recordings for the Drene company,
but finally dropped the name because
Randolph was getting more famous than

RADIO MIRROR

What's New?
{Continued from page 5)

Cooper? Barry Wood has Jerry's old job

with Drene, now that Jerry's singing on
Hollywood Hotel, and he's making some
transcriptions for the same company—us-

ing the name of Jack Randolph.

FOR the first time in his career, Lanny
Ross will sing this fall on a program

which originates in Hollywood—the Pack-
ard show, Tuesday nights at 9:30 on the

NBC Red network. Charlie Butterworth
and Florence George, the lovely blonde
soprano from Chicago, will be featured
on the show with Lanny, v-'ith music sup-

plied by Raymond Paige's orchestra.

Lanny was a bit reluctant to go out to

Hollywood—it meant leaving his favor-

ite spot, the up-state New York farm
where he spends every hour he can spare.

To make up for the many months he'll be

away from the farm, he took the three-

week interval between his departure from
Show Boat and a singing engagement in

Dallas, and spent it all as a gentleman
farmer. Not too much the gentlernan,

either—Lanny does know how to pitch

hay and feed a cow.

THE collegiate sense of humor is not
popular in Hollywood. Take it from

Pinky Tomlin, one of the stars of Eddie
Cantor's summer show. Pinky knows.
Pinky became famous three years ago,

almost before he was out of college, when
he published "The Object of My Afl^ec-

tion," and he's never really lost the youth-
ful spirit which filled that song-hit with
such fresh charm. College memories still

represent the sweetest part of his life to

Pinky, and he'd be right at home on any
campus.

Recently he thought it would be a good
gag to tip the waiter at a popular—and
swanky—Hollywood night club a penny.
Now, that's a gag any collegian can get

away with. But Pinky's next visit to that

restaurant found him seated at a table far

in the rear of the house. He ordered.

Exactly one hour later came the first

course. It took Pinky five hours to eat

his dinner, served to him at hourly inter-

vals. He didn't get up and walk out Idc-

cause he realized he had the lesson coming
to him. Today he's one of the restau-

rant's best—and best-liked—customers.

IN his travels around the world Bob
Ripley has collected more than strange

facts. He has collected an assortment of

strange pictures—some of them horrible

and frightening in the extreme. He ex-

hibited some of these at a party he gave
for newspaper men when his new Friday-
night program for General Foods got un-
der way. One of the hard-boiled reporters

took one look at the pictures, turned pale,

and keeled over in a faint.

/k FTER seven years, Floyd Gibbons is

•» moving from the Midtown hotel

where he has maintained a combined office

and home. The Gibbons establishment
filled three suites of the hotel with secre-

taries, filing cabinets, old newspapers, type-
writers, souvenirs, and visiting celebrities;

but unfortunately there wasn't much room

ARE YOU
ASHAMED
OF YOUR
SKINNY
BODY?

'READTMS

THOUSANDS GAIN 10 TO 25 LBS.-QUICK
WITH NEW IRONIZED YEAST TABLETS

WHY be ashamed to be seen because of
a skinny, scrawny figure? Thousands

of girls have put on 10 to 2,5 pounds of
solid flesh in a few weeks—with these amaz-
ing little Ironized Yeast tablets.

No matter how thin and rundown you
may be, you may easily gain normal, at-
tractive curves this quick way—also natu-
rally clear skin, new pep, and all the new
friends and good times these bring.

Why they build up so quick
l>octors now say thousands of people are
thin and rundown only because they don't
get enough yeast vitamins (Vitamin B)
and Iron in their daily food.

Now, by a new process, the vitamins
from the special rich yeast used in making
English ale, world-renowned for its medic-
inal properties, are concentrated to 7 times
their strength In ordinary yeast. This 7-

power concentrate is combined with 3
kinds of iron (organic, inorganic and
hemoglobin iron). Pasteurized English ale
yeast and other valuable tonic ingredients
are added. Finally, for your protection

and benefit, every batch of Ironized Yeast
is tested and retested biologically, to in-
sure full vitamin strength.

Make this money-back test

Get Ironized Yeast tablets from your drug-
gist today. If with the very first package
you don't begin to eat better and get more
benefit from your food—if you don't feel
better, with more strength and pep—if yoa
are not convinced that Ironized Yeast will
give you the pounds you need—your money
promptly refunded. So start today.

Special FREE offer!
To start tlimisands rmildinK up their health right

awav. we make this FREE offer. Purchase a packago
of Irotiized Yeast tahlets at once, cut out seal on box
and mail it to us with a clipping of this parairraph.

We will send you a fascinating new hook on health,

"New F'acts About Tour Body." Remember, results

with the very first package—or money refunded. At all

druggists. Ironized Toast Co.. Inc., Dept.2210.
Atlanta. Ga.

WARNING: Beware of cheap substitutes.
Be sure you get genuine Ironized Yeast.
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Real Freedom

For Women
Feminine Hygiene Necessary

CONSUIT DOCTOR IF IN DOUBT

FEMININE

HYGIENE

EXPLAINED

1. Happy and fortunate is the woman who finds the

right answer to this grave problem . . . Happy when
she knows of a method of Feminine Hygiene that is

modem, safe, effective—and dainty . . . Fortunate in

being free from dangerous germs!

2. Fear and ignorance are unnecessary. Medical
research now brings you dainty, snow iv^iYe supposi-

tories for Feminine Hygiene. Smart women appre-

ciate the convenience and safety of Zonitcrs. For
Zonitors embody the famous ZONITE ANTISEP-
TIC PRINCIPLE. They kill dangerous germs, yet

are free from "burn danger" to delicate tissues.

3. Zonitors are safe and easy to use. ..greaseless.

snow white suppositories, each in a sanitary glass vial

... no clumsy apparatus . . . completely deodorizing.

Easy to remove with plain water. Instructions in

package. All U. S. and Canadian druggists.

4. For your douche, after using Zonitors, we rec-

ommend Zonite. Its antiseptic qualities, proven by
over 20 years of continuous use, promote feminine

cleanliness— assures additional protection. Use 2

tablespoons of Zonite to 1 quart of water.

Booklet containing latest medical in-

formation. Write to Zonite Products
Corp., 1049 New Brunswick, N. J.FREE

EACH IN

GLASS VIAL
^1 FOR
BOX OF 12

Ji'.u.'.r.viva
SELL PERSONAL CHRISTMAS
CARDS and STATIONERY

Make up to .?:5U() before Christmas. Show newest
ChristmasCardsand Stationery, with customers'
nameainscribed. Start with friends. Large cash
profits daily. Also shownew 21 Christmas Card
Assortment. Retails $1. Your profit 50c. Six
other Assortments. Write for free samples.

WALLACE BROWN. INC.
225 Fitth Ave. Dept. MG-3 New York

AIercolizedWax
Mercolized Wax will make your skin smoother,

clearer, younger-looking. This lovely cream sloughs
off the outer layer of skin with all its superficial

blemishes, in tiny invisible particles. Then you see
the undcrskin revealed in all its fresh, clear loveli-

ness. Bring out this hidden beauty and keep your
skin young-looking with Mercolized Wax.

Use Saxolite Astringent Daily
ADELIGIITFULLY refreshing astringent lo-
•'*-tlon. Tingling, antiseptic, helpful. Dissolve
Saxolite in one-half pint witch hazel.

Choose Phelactine Depilatory
For removing unwanted hair quickly. Easy to use.
At drufl and department stores everywhere.

for sunlight. Since he's been on the air

nearly a full year without getting time
for his usual trip to foreign countries,

Floyd decided he at least had to have
some place to sun himself. He's moving
from the hotel to a penthouse atop an
apartment building with plenty of terrace

space for sunning.

THE Jacques Renards, out in Hollywood,
also moved not so long ago, but they're

not so sure it was a good idea. It had one
unforeseen result.

I\lost of the members of the Renard
family took it as a matter of course that
their next-door neighbors would be Lupe
and Johnny (Tarzan) Weissmuller. Not
young Philip Renard. He got wildly ex-

cited when he heard the news, and for

days before the family moved he acted
very strangely. He'd disappear for hours
at a time, and even when he was around
he seemed to be gargling under his breath.
As soon as they arrived at the new house

Philip climbed the high wall dividing the
two houses, perched on top, took a deep
breath, and

—
"ahh-eee-ooo-ahh

!"

Back came an answer from the Weiss-
muller home: "Ahh-ee-ooo-ahh!" And
Lupe Velez appeared, a little bit startled

to discover Philip instead of her husband.
But she and Philip have become great

friends. And Johnny has helped Philip

to practice his Tarzan call until it's almost
as good as the original. To, it must be
added, the dismay of the senior Renards.

^ * *

THE radio world has a high opinion of

Harry Von Zell's wisdom, judgment,
and abilities—an opinion which Harry's
seven-year-old son, Kenneth, can't share.

When Kenneth went with his mother to

visit Harry's parents in Hollywood this

summer, the one thing he wanted most
of all to do was see Charlie McCarthy,
whom he thinks is the funniest comedian
on the air. "But," Harry pointed out
when he heard about this ambition,
"Charlie McCarthy isn't a real boy. He's

just a dummy." Harry should have known
better than to stick his neck out— Ken-
neth not only didn't believe him, but his

opinion of his father's intelligence went
down in an express elevator. Imagine
saying Charlie McCarthy isn't a real boy!
He talks, doesn't he?

REALLY good news to lovers of home-
spun, common-sense philosophy is that

Tony Wons, Scrapbook tucked under his

arm, is returning to the network which
first brought him fame. Early in October
he'll begin a thrice-weekly morning pro-

gram on the CBS network, under the spon-
sorship of the Vicks Chemical company.
Tony's been absent from the coast-to-coast

air for several years, although for part

of that time he was heard on a mid-west-
ern station. Last winter he was seriously

ill, but now he is completely recovered
and ready for his comeback.

•EN MURRAY received lots of fine» presents for his birthday recently, but
he thought the best one was a new ency-
clopedia given him by his girl, Florence
Heller. But Tony Labriola, who plays
Oswald, wasn't so sure. He looked en-

viously at all the other presents—then he
came to the encyclopedia set and his lip

curled. "What's the use of that?" he
asked. "Twenty-four books and all alike!"

VIRGINIA VERRILL is still learning
things about life in Hollywood. The

latest lesson was administered in the front

row center of the Hollywood Legion Sta-

Many Never
Suspect Cause
Of Backaches

This Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. Most people
pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.

Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and
burning shows there may be something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood, when

due to functional kidney disorders, may be the cause
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg
pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and
dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood.
Get Doan's Pills.

This Bep utiful Lifelilce

niII.Hil:ll.'IH
I

NEWEST SENSA- SEND
I
TION! Send any NO MONEYI
snapshot or photo m ^^
and- we'll repro* M K.m
duce it In this /I 3% g%
beautiful onyx- #• n
like ring. * ^^ %*
Indestructiblel (Hand-tinted
Waterproof! 25c extra)

Enclose strip of paper for rin? size. Pay post-
man plus a few cents postage. If you send 48c
we will pay postage. PHOTO MOVETTE RING
CO.. Dept. M9. 626 Vine Street. Cincinnati. Ohio

Send
Caah)

:llH|!lf--ii
rTdj.i:\i'iT: m
MAKE NEW KIND OF POTATO CHIP
Havo a money-making busincea of your own.
Make delicioue. auperior "NON-GREASY"
Chips at low cost. We furnish equipment. Po-
tatoes plentiful and cheap. Wholesale or retail.

marketH, restaurants do tlie retailing for you. Steady year
round business. Begin anywhere. Great quantities of

Chips are eaten daily. Profit large—unusually so. (You
can start this business on a "next to nothing" outlay ot
cash.) Write for Potato Chip Booklet.

LONG EAKINS CO.. 1015-S High SL, Springfield, Ohio

JOU'RE THERE WITH A C^lOSfcEfj
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S T R A i N E

FOODS

i^ HEINZ

^ IVE BABY «&dheS'

%liy to heat and serve^
^^oney, yet y.o^,
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Apple
Beans 12. Beet

Guard your baby's health

with these twd safety seals

iBsa
Remove the hair permanently, safely, pri-
vately at home, following simple directions.
The Mnhler Method posiLiveiy prevents the
hair from srowing again. The delightful re-

lief will bring happiness, freedom of mind
and gi'c.-iter success. Backed by 35 years of
succe?.5ful use all over the world. Send 6c
in stamps TODAY for Illustrated Booklet,
"How to Remove Superfluous Hair Forever."

D. J. Mahler Co., Dept. 58-IVl, Providence, R. I.

LEAKM TO PLAY

PIAMO
BY EAR

Ifyoii

NOTE R€ADING-NO SCALE PLAYING

in wklstle, ling, or hum a tune—You have TALENT.
ipuldr Radio Pianlit train your hands to play Piano

by Ea^ TEN LESSON K/(ETHOD lent postpaid tor $1.00.

Of pay U. S. Postman $1.00 plus postage. Nothing more
to buy. Satisfaction assured—or your money refunded.

PUno Accordion bass charts included Free. Order no»l

MAJOR KORD g|'L'Ri^;?rkxAs

BRUSH AWAY

-3 'GRAY HAIR
,jf cmxiXaak. lO
.^ YEARS YOUNGER,

Here is a quick, safe and
approved method. With a

small brush and BROWNATONE you just tint those
streaks or patches of gray to lustrous shades of blonde,
brown or black. Easy to prove by applying a little of

this famous tint to a lock of hair. Cannot affect wav-
ing of hair. Over twenty-three years success. Guaran-
teed harmless. Active coloringagent is purely vegetable.

If BROWNATONE does not give your gray,
streaked or faded hair alluring, rich, youthful-appear-
ing color, your money back. Only 50c. At drug and
toilet counters everywhere.
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dium a few weeks ago. Many a sports

writer had spoken wisely to Virginia about
wrestling matches, telling her that all

bouts were fixed and that the fight busi-

ness was as safe as knitting. Thus reas-

sured, Virginia hied herself to the Stadium
to \'iew a wrestling match, it would have
been all right if she hadn't had a front-

row seat. Instead of pennies, heaven sent

\'irginia a 20(J-pound wrestler. He landed
in her lap, bumped her neck against the

top of her seat, and knocked her uncon-
scious. Just as she came to and lifted her
head, she bumped into a bottle of smelling
salts somebody was holding under her
nose and it knocked her out again.

Her injuries weren't serious enough to

keep her from coming to the Goldwyn
studio for picture work next day. Sam
Goldwyn, the producer, took one look at

her bruised neck and demanded to know
the trouble.

"A wrestler fell in my lap last night,

Mr. Goldwyn," she said.

"Ser\'es you right," Sam exclaimed. "You
should know better than to go around
with wrestlers."

THE sponsor of one of radio's pet pro-
grams has proved that business isn't all

she's good at. Patricia Gordon, who spon-
sors the Tale of Today series every Sun-
day on NBC. was the inspiration for Dr.
Samuel A. Lieberson's "In a Winter Gar-
den" orchestral suite, which recently won
the Hollywood Bowl prize. At a musical
evening in her Chicago home, Mrs. Gor-
don suggested to Dr. Lieberson that he
write a piece of music giving the high-
lights of vaudeville, and later outlined
the idea on paper. Dr. Lieberson set to

work, and won a prize. The suite has
also been played on the General Motors
Symphony hour.

I IFE is one long scurry and bustle for• a radio star. She can never tell when
some seemingly harmless request will de-
\elop into a minor crisis. Take Jean
Dickenson, the young soprano on the
American Album of Familiar Music, for
instance. One day NBC telephoned that
some photographers were coming to take
pictures of her penthouse apartment,
where she lives with her parents and her
Scotch terrier, Gilly. There followed a mad
scramble to tidy up the apartment. Odd
coats, magazines, musical scores, puppy
playthings, and what not were shoved
any old way into closets and the drawers
of Jean's dressing-table. Anything to

get them out of the way. Then N'BC
called again. A magazine was sending its

photographer too, about the same time as

the NBC man, to take pictures of Jean's
closet and dressing-table drawers.

fc^ETWORK officials shudder when they
'^ think of anything going out over the
air as part of a big program which hasn't
already been rehearsed and okayed, but
now and then a performer takes the bit

in his teeth and cuts loose with a little

impromptu entertainment just for the
fun of it. Alec Templeton, the brilliant

blind pianist on Universal Rhythm, did
this one hot summer night, while the broad-
cast was in full swing. Sepp Moscher. the
assistant director of the orchestra, whom
you know by the name of Larry Marsh,
was busy looking over the music for the
next number while Templeton was doing
his part of the broadcast. Suddenly,
Moscher was startled to hear his own
voice giving instructions to the orchestra.
It was Templeton, making use of his
uncanny ability to mimic anybody and
anything, and reproducing Moscher's voice
to its last shade of accent.

'^Vsleii,illbtlier/
HOW ABOUT MY OLIVE OIL POWDERI"

MOTHER, if you want the utmost in com-
fort, freedom from chafing for your

baby, use the baby powder made with olive

oil. Because of the olive oil, Z.B.T. is

smoother, longer-clinging, superior in

"slip"—hence more effective against diaper

rash, prickly heat and other skin irrita-

tions. Z. B.T. is approved by leading hospi-

tals, by Good Housekeeping Bureau and by

your baby. Large 25i? and SOi;^ sizes.

For FREE SAMPLE
send postcard to Z. B.T., Dept. F-7,

80 Varick Street. New York City

TRY
BATHASWEET ^

free
Give your bocJy skin the benefit of

bathing in water soft as rain . . . enjoy

the luxury of a bath fragrant as a

flower garden or a pine forest.

Greater cleanliness is one step toward loveli-

ness . . . and Bathasweet gives water greater

cleansing powers. Proof of this is found in

the absence of a "ring" around the tub when
Bathasweet is used. Moreover, the water is

softened—gone are the drying effects that

hard water may have on your skin! No
wonder thousands of fastidious women
insisl on the benefits of Bathasweet. 50c and
$1 sizes at drug and department stores— 10c

sizes at "10 cent" stores.

WjnCC—A gift package of the two Bathasweet
fragrances. Garden Bouquet and Forest Pine,
sent free anywhere in the U. S. A. Mail this

coupon with name and address to Bathasweet
Corp., Dept. MF-J, 1911 Park Avenue, New York.

I
I
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TAKE MO CHAHCES

withVaWoyTooth
Pastes

, /

fORDULLTttTH
TONIOHT

To make teeth brilliant,

your smile truly attractive, gums too
must be cared for. You cannot trust to
half-way measures. Begin the two-way
care dentists advise, tonight.

1. Clean teeth by brushing all sur-
faces with Forhan's in the usual
manner.

2. Massage gums briskly with % inch
of Forhan's on brush or finger.

Results are amazing! Gums are stimu-
lated, soon teeth gleam.

Forhan's Toothpaste was developed by
Dr. R. J. Forhan, eminent dental sur-
geon, to do both vital jobs—clean teeth
and safeguard gums. It contains a spe-
cial ingredient found in no other tooth-
paste. End half-way care. Get a tube of
Forhan's today! Also sold in Canada.

FORMULA OF R. J. FORHAN, D. D. S.

Forhan's
ooBs ( CLEANS TEETH

mnsussmssEii
MAKE up to $5.00 in a Day

Fast, easy seller. 60 beautiful Christmas
_

folders with customer's name inscribed. Big
value to sell for $1. Many other attractive'
Christmas Card bargains. Write for FREE Sample Outfit.

General Card Co., 400 S. Peoria St., Dept. P- 122, Chicago. lU.

No More "Dead-Arm
Ironing
FREE
OFFER

II

HOTSTARCH
IN 30 SECONDS

_MaheaIroning Easy i

L,eam to press things

quickly to

gleaming perfection

We hope this message may bring for you the

decision now to turn, to change to this modern
powdered starching and ironing compound.
Irons never stick, they don't brown things and
you get no spots or rings as with solid starches,

We, The Hubinger Co., number 452, Keokuk,
Iowa, will send our little proof packet. Simply
write for "That WonderJul Way To Hoi Starch".
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CREAKING of mimics, Arthur Boran^ may hit the air this fall in a program
that promises something new in the way
of entertainment. If and when, it will be
called The Laugh Clinic, and Boran's co-

star will be Max Eastman, author of the
best-selling "Enjoyment of Laughter,"
Eastman's job will be to analyze the hu-
mor of the country's foremost comedians
and explain why they make us laugh.

13oran's task, and no small one, will be to

imitate the comedians.

DROBABLY the professional writer
' never lived who didn't have trouble
getting himself out of bed early in the
mornings and to work before noon. Carl
Carmer, author and star of Your Neck 0'

the Woods, on CBS, always had the same
difficulty until he met some radio peo-
ple. He'd always thought he wouldn't
mind getting up early to play tennis, but
the trouble was that all his friends were
writers, and they liked to stay in bed late,

too. Then he started his air program and
met some radio people who had to be in

the studios by nine-thirty. Now he plays
an eight-o'clock tennis match with them
twice a week, and is in his study, writing
away, by nine-thirty.

MAY SINGHI BREEN and Peter Da
Rose, NBC singers, are in no doubt

as to how America feels about the war
scare in Europe. In the past few weeks
they've received a number of requests to

sing a number written away back in 1917.

Its name is "1 Didn't Raise JVly Boy to

be a Soldier."

If You Want To Act-

{Continued from page 35)

"Gentlemen After Midnight," with Bette

Davis and Leslie Howard. It didn't take

her long to prove her point, because we
had been watching Archie Mayo, the di-

rector, putting iVIr. Howard and Eric

Blore through a scene before an elevator

in the lobby of a hotel.

"There you are," Olivia said. "They've
already shot the scene where Leslie and
Eric get off the elevator and go to their

rooms. That's the way they make movies
—piece-meal. Often they shoot the last

scene first, then skip backwards and for-

wards so you don't know where you are,

or what's coming next. It's confusing, and
I think it is bad for acting. That's why
I appreciate radio so much, and look for-

ward to every guest appearance on it."

Which is revolutionary talk for a com-
ing young movie actress, you will agree.

But then, Olivia never wanted to go into

movies in the first place.

The one thing she had set her heart on
was the stage. When she got her first

big role, in the touring company of Max
Reinhardt's "Midsummer Night's Dream,"
she was in the seventh heaven of delight.

Then Zoe Akins saw her performance and
offered her a small part in a Broadvi/ay

show she had written.

Olivia wanted that small part more
than she'd ever wanted anything. Think
of it—Broadway! But Reinhardt had
made arrangements to film "The Dream."
and he wanted her to play her old role in

the picture. The studio was agreeable,

but only on condition that she sign a long-

term contract—which meant that she must
give up all her dreams of going on the

stage for a long, long while. On the
other hand, Reinhardt had given her her
first rjpportunity, and she felt morally
bound to do as he asked.

No Matter What Your Age
No Need Now to Let

Gray Hair
Cheat You

Now Comb Away Gray This EasyWay
GRAY hair is risky. It screams: "You

are getting: old!" To end gray hair
handicaps aU you now have to do is comb
it once a day for several days with a few
drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on your
comb, and afterwards regularly only once
or twice a week to keep your hair looking
nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for artifi-
cially coloring gray hair that imparts
color and charm and abolishes gray hair
worries. Grayness disappears within a
week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their
friends forget they ever had a gray hair
and no one knew they did a thing to It.

Make This Trial Test
Will you test Kolor-Bak without risk-

ing a single cent? Then, go to your drug
or department store today and get a
bottle of Kolor-Bak. Test it under our
guarantee that it must make you look
10 years younger and far more attractive
or we will pay back your money.
FDECBuy a bottle of KOLOR-BAK?

"^ today and send top flap of car-

<

ton to United Remedies, Dept. 4410, J
544 So. "Wells St., Chicago—and re-

S

ceive FREE AND POSTPAID a 50c >

box of KUBAK Shampoo. <

DO IN A WEEK
And Your Own

Hose FREE of Extra Cost
I

MONTHS

;RE'S THE' WAY to get the cash yot
Supply hosiery Guaranteed to weal

without holes, soags or runs for as lona :

©HALF YEAR or will be replaced FREE of charare.
Earninfifs con start first day. Grace
Wilbur earned $37.10 in 9 hours. Fords i

given producers. Send 'name on penny *

card for sensational quick starting
Gample outfit:offer. ACT NOW!

WILKNIT HOSIERY COMP/
Box 10A8 Midway
GREENFIELD, OHIO

N^.

Send
Your
Oton
Hobo
Size
NOW

isYour Rupture

HERE?
Why continue to suffer with
rupture? Stop your worries and
fears. Send for the facts about
my perfected invention— the
Brooks Appliance for reducible
rupture— with the automatic
AIR-CUSHION support that
gives Mature a chance to close the
opening. Thousands bought
by doctors for themselves and patients.

Sent on Trial—Made-to-measure, individual fitting for
man, woman or child. Low-priced, sanitary, durable. No
obnoxious springs or hard pads; no metal girdle to rust. Safe
and comfortable. Helps Nature get results. Not sold through
stores—beware of imitations. Write today for full information
sent free in plain sealed envelope.

Marshair, Mich.

ASTHMATIC
ATTACKS

If YOU
are in constant fear of

Asthmatic Paroxysms, try Dr.

Schiffmann's ASTHMADOR. This

r
prescription preferred by thousands

, during the past 70 years will give you

, the relief you so much desire. When those

dreaded, suffocating attacks occur. ..give

ASTHMADOR a chance. Ask your druggist

-be sure of the name... Dr. R. Schiffmann's

ASTHMADOR. He has it in powder, cigar-

ette or pipe-mixture form. Or send for FREE
trial supply of all three. R. SCHIFFMANN
CO., Los Angeles, California, Dept M
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"I didn't want the movies, I wanted the

stage," she told me. "It had been my
lifelong ambition. And besides, I didn't

believe, without stage training, that I had
much of a chance to really get anywhere
in the movies.
"But I signed the contract. I decided

to make the best of circumstances as they
were, even if I wasn't very happy about
them. Maybe, 1 thought, I could still

go on the stage—some day."
Olivia still hasn't gone on the stage,

and from the big plans Warners has for

her, it doesn't look as though she will for

some years to come. But suddenly, a few
months after her picture career began,
all that she had given up came to her,

and from a totally unexpected source.

Radio.
Her first broadcast was "Captain Blood"

with Errol Flynn. Like many another
Hollywood star, Olivia was frightened to

death of the microphone at first. It was
so mechanical, so impersonal. She grew
afraid of stumbling in her lines—there

could be no retakes in a radio program!
"1 suppose Errol saw i was on the

verge of the galloping jitters, and he be-

gan to tease me," she said. "All through
rehearsals he tried to make me see, by
laughing and joking, that the mike wasn't
going to bite me. By the night of the
broadcast 1 was feeling better, but not
much. So I tried to bolster up my cour-
age by going out and buying a new hat.

Oh, it was a very expensive hat—it cost

more than I'd ever paid for a hat before
^but I went ahead and bought it be-

cause it was a great big picture hat with
a rose right in the middle of the fore-

head, and I was sure it would cause a sen-

sation.

"It did, but not the sort of sensation
I'd expected. Errol took one look at it and
let out a whoop of laughter. Then Don-

ald Crisp and Basil Rathbone began to

lau h, too. By that time I was getting

stubborn about it. I'd bought that hat

for the audience, and I was going to wear
it or die in the attempt. So I marched
out on the stage with the hat still on
my head.
"Do you think Errol and the rest would

let me get by with it? Not for a minute.
They made me take it off^ and put it un-
der a chair, and the audience howled!
Oddly enough, instead of making her

more nervous, all this foolery eased the

tension of Olivia's nerves as the broadcast
began. Smiling and at ease, she began to

read her lines. Then, slowly, she realized

that something was happening. This was
a real play, done exactly as it would
have been done on the stage, except that
it had no props or scenery. Scene fol-

lowed scene in logical order; the story
built itself to a stirring climax. She was
feeling, living the part, unhampered by
interruptions from director or technician.

"It was inspirational!" she told me.
"This was the experience 1 had expected
to get only on the stage. Radio was giv-

ing me exactly what 1 wanted!"
Since that first broadcast, Olivia has

gone on the air many times, for the Lux
Theater and Hollywood Hotel, each time
learning how rnuch radio could give her.

For instance, it gave her the opportunity
to play with actors from other studios.

Had it not been for the Lux Theater, and
its production of "Saturday's Children,"
she could never have played opposite
Robert Taylor—whom, incidentally, she
likes immensely. In another broadcast
she was with Herbert Marshall and Lupe
Velez. And to a young actress who takes
her profession as seriously as Olivia takes
hers, it is a great privilege to watch differ-

ent actors, study them, and thus learn

more about her job.

From radio directors, too, she has
learned a great deal. "A radio director

must not only know drama, but music,"

she explained. "He must be able to blend

every sort of sound, from the voices of

the actors to the thread of background
melody. I marvel at the way such direc-

tors as Frank Woodruff, of the Lux
Theater, and Bill Bacher, of Hollywood
Hotel, obtain complete co-ordination of

actors, musicians, and sound technicians

and avoid a single mistake.
"I've learned how important it is to get

exactly the right inflection in the voice;

and I've learned how important silence

is, too, for a pause can be as eloquent as

sound.
"And that's the reason I say that any

young actor should look on radio as a

great opportunity. It's not easy to get

on the stage, but the thousands of radio

stations do offer a chance to learn how to

act. I'll always be grateful to radio for

bringing the stage back into my life when
I thought I'd never have a chance at it

again."

But if Olivia is grateful to radio, radio

is grateful to her, too. She has a person-

ality of that rare sort which projects it-

self as well through sound as through
sight. Not all voices match the faces of

their owners. Olivia's does.

Warner Brothers regard Olivia as the

most valued young player on the lot. She
has been cast in one picture after another,

and each role seems to have brought out
greater talent. Her first was with Joe E.

Brown, and in it she was merely decora-

tive. As the smitten young thing in "Call

It a Day," where she suffered the tortures

of first love's frustration, Olivia gave a

performance that any star might envy.
And hand in hand with her progress

forward has gone the microphone, now her
pro\en ally.

SERIOUS? YES!

BUT IT CAN'T
POISON YOU

SAY DOCTORS
Modern doctors now say that the old idea of poisons getting into your blood from consti-

pation is BUNK. "They claim that constipation swells up the bowels causing pressure on
nerves in the digestive tract. This nerve pressure is what frequently causes bilious spells,

dizziness, headaches, upset stomach, dull, tired-out feeling, sleepless nights, coated tongue,
bad taste and loss of appetite.

Don't suffer hours or even days longer than necessary. You must GET
THAT PRESSURE OFF THE NERVES TO GET RELIEF. Flush the in-

testinal system. When offending wastes are gone the bowels return to normal
size and nerve pressure STOPS. Almost at once you feel marvelously re-

freshed, blues vanish, and life looks bright again.

That is why so many doctors are now insisting on gentle but QUICK
ACTION. That is why YOU should insist on Adlerika. This efficient
intestinal evacuant contains SEVEN carminative and cathartic ingre-
dients. It acts on the stomach, as well as the entire intestinal tract. It
relieves stomach GAS at once and often removes bowel congestion in half
an hour. No violent action, no after effects, just QUICK results. Recom-
mended by many doctors and druggists for 35 years.

kdlerika
WARNING

An REPUTABLE DRUGCtSTS know

Adlerika Co.. Dept. MWRM 10-37

St. Paul, Minn.

GENTLEMEN: Send without oliligation
your FREE Trial Size of Adlerika. Limit
one to a family. (Coffer good in V. S. only.)

Sold in Canada by leading druggists.
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no substitute.
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The Love Story JEAN HARLOW ^

Asked Me to Write P^^'Ml
BY FAITH BALDWIN T^. / '

""

ALMOST like a message from
'* the beyond comes this poign-

antly thrilling romance which

appears complete in the big lux-

ury sized Photoplay for October.

A midnight transcontinental call

from Jean Harlow in Hollywood

awakened Faith Baldwin at four

o'clock one morning shortly be-

fore Jean was stricken. The re-

sult of their earnest conversation

is "The Love Story Jean Harlow
Asked Me to Write," by Faith

Baldwin. Everyone who loved the

much mourned star will thrill to

this beautiful and touching trib-

ute to her memory.
Another feature of universal

interest is "Hollywood Morals—
If Any," by Errol Flynn who tells

the truth as he sees it with utter

frankness and candor. Still an-

other feature that will intrigue

your interest is "Hollywood Does

Not Understand Sex," by Gilbert

Seldes. In fact, every page be-

tween the covers of this larger

and most unusual magazine will

please you tremendously.

Thenew Photoplay, in its larger

luxury size is so rich in art, rich

in color, rich in content that it is

a pleasure to touch and a thrilling

adventure to read. The price re-

mains at 25c as formerly. So take

no chances on missing it.

'4>

GET YOUR COPY TODAY-AT THE NEAREST NEWSSTAND
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Wake Up and Live With Hot Cereals

{Continued from page 54)

is devoted to his two dogs. In one im-

portant respect, however, his life differs

from that of the average high school boy
he portrays so well—he is excused from
classes daily for the rehearsal of the Vic

and Sade program.
Like all boys, Billy loves to eat and he

realizes the important part the right

foods play in his busy and active lite.

He's a stickler for a hot cereal breakfast,

he told me, for nothing else "stays with

him" so well during the long day of radio

and- school activities. He also advocates

cooked cereals for lunch and for those

between-meal snacks without which
_
no

growing boy seems able to function.

Cooked wheat cereal and oatmeal are his

favorites and he prefers them with milk

only—no cream and sugar since they hide

the good flavor of the cereals.

He has the normal boy's fondness for

cookies. Two that he recommends highly,

wheat cereal and raisin cookies and oat-

meal nut cookies, I hope you will try

for your own family, for their ingredients

make them especially desirable for chil-

dren's menus.

Wheat Cereal and Raisin Cookies

XYi cups flour (sift before measuring)

% cup uncooked wheat cereal

3 tsps. baking powder
K tsp. salt

1 tsp. cinnamon
Yz cup butter

% cup sugar
2 eggs

Vz cup chopped raisins

Cream the butter, add the sugar gradu-

ally and cream together until light and
fluffy. Add the eggs, one at a time, beat-

ing well after each addition. Combine
the dry ingredients and sift together twice.

Add the dry mixture, together with the

chopped raisins, to the creamed mixture
and blend thoroughly. Drop by spoonfuls

onto a well greased baking sheet and bake
in a moderate oven (375 degrees F.) until

done.
Oatmeal Nut Cookies

3 cups flour

3 cups oatmeal

1?4 cups brown sugar

Yz tsp. salt

I cup butter
1 egg

H cup milk

Y2 tsp. soda
1 cup chopped walnut meats
1 tsp. vanilla

Sift together flour, oatmeal, salt and
sugar and cut in shortening. Add the

beaten egg, then beat in the milk in which
the soda has been dissolved. Add nuts

and vanilla. Roll thin on lightly floured

board, cut into desired^ shapes and bake
in a moderate oven (375 degrees F.) for

fifteen minutes.
Fluffy muffins, another favorite of

Billy's, also depends on wheat cereal for

their flavor and lightness.

Fluffy Muffins

I cup flour (sift before measuring)

Y2 cup uncooked wheat cereal

3 tsps. baking powder
1 tbl. sugar

Y2 tsp. salt

1 cup milk
1 egg
1 tbl. melted butter
Allow the milk to stand until it reaches

room temperature. Sift the dry ingre-

dients together. Beat the egg and stir,

with the melted butter, into the milk.

Combine the liquid and dry mixtures and
stir until smooth, but no longer. Pour
into well-greased muffin tins and bake in

hot oven (425 degrees F.) for about twen-
ty minutes.

/ have other suggestions for cooking
and serving cereals, also spoon bread
and raisin and nut pudding recipes,

both of which are made with cereals.

If you would like to have these recipes,

just send a stamped, self-addressed en-

velope with your request to Mrs. Mar-
garet Simpson, Radio IVIirror, 122

East 42nd St.. New York. N. Y.

Jack Benny's "Vacation Broadcast"

{Continued from page 19)

Don: Is that so?

Jack: (And you can practically see him
hooking his thumbs into the arm holes

of his vest.) Yep. Of course, I prefer

comedy, but if I'm the romantic type

—

well, what can I do?
Mary; Play comedy.
Don: Say, Jack, here's Kenny Baker.

He wants to ask you something.

Jack: Why hello, Kenny. What do you
want?
Kenny: Well, you know I've signed a

contract to make a picture as soon as we
get back, too.

Jack: Oh, have you, Kenny? I'm glad

to hear it. What company?
Kenny: Monotonous Films.

Jack: Well, that's a nice company.
Makes a lot of pictures too. How did

you get the job?
Kenny: Incognito. I told them I was

Robert Taylor.
Jack: Oh boy, wait until they find out!
Kenny: But I'm a little worried. Jack.

You know, you've had so much experience,

I vvish you'd give me a few pointers. I'm
a little weak on dramatic lines, and com-

edy, and character parts.

Jack: Well, what can you do?
Kenny: I could make love, with a little

encouragement.
Mary: (Hopefully) Encourage him,

Jack.
Jack: Don't worry, Kenny, all you need

is a little coaching. For instance, take a

scene like this. Suppose you come home
to your wife after eight years in the

Navy and you find her in the arms of

another. Now you walk in and say, "So
this is what's been going on, eh? You've
let eight years in the Navy separate us.

When I get you alone, I'm going to kill

you, kill you, kill you!"
Kenny: Do I kill her?
Jack: No, she's ne\er alone. Now you

try it, Kenny.
Kenny: (He rattles the speech off with-

out any expression at all) So this is

what's been going on, eh . . . Gee, you've
let eight years in the Navy separate us.

When I get you alone I'm going to kill

you three times, so help me.
Jack: Hm!
Kenny: What will I do now?

CORNS

Stops Pain INSTANTLY!
Be careful! The feet are easily infected. Use
Dr.ScholI's Zino-pads and be SAFE. These
soothing, thia, dainty, softly cushioned pads are
medically, safe and sure. End paia instantly. Stop
shoe friction and pressure; prevent
corns, sore toes and blisters.

Remove Corns and Callouses
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads, when used
with the separate Medicated Disks,
included in every box, quickly loos-
en and remove corns or callouses.

Sizes for Corns, Callouses, Bunions,
Soft Corns between toes. Also made
with THICK soft felt for cases re-

quiring more protection. If you
need this kind be sure and ask for
Dr. Scholl's THICK Zino-pads.
Don't accept a substitute. Cost but
a trifle. Sold everywhere.

DrSchoHs
Zino-pads
Put one on -the ' pain is gone!

INVENTORS
Small ideas may have large commercial possibilities. Writ« ua
[or FREE book. "Patent Guide for the loventor." ond '"Record of In-
vention" form. Delays are dan^eroua in patent matters. Free informa-
tion on how to proceed. CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN AND HYMAN
BERMAN. 1-A Ad:ims Buildinc. Wadhinston. D. C.

KSS^tS? HAWAIIAN GUITAR
the Hawaiian way. Surprise and enter-
frnin your friends. Amazing new simple

method makes learning to play from
REGULAR PIANO MUSIC as fasci-

itinff as a game. Shows you in pic-

tures how to do it. Previous musical
aining and talent unnecessary. Earn while

learning by new plan. You pay for the les-

; just as they are received. Write today
free information. A postcard will do.

ij. ...e (Tuitars supplied S5 up.)

25c ACADEMY OF HAWAIIAN MUSIC
PER p. o. Box 163, Dept. 19-B

LESSON MAYWOOD. ILLINOIS

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED

47
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or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land-
Bcapes, pet animals, etc..
or enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo _ , ^ - — -^
guaranteed. *» TOr ^X.Ul/

SEND NO MONEY ^J^^TJp^hl?
(any size) and within a week you will receive
vour beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fade-
less. Pav postman 47c plus postage— or send 49c
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20-
inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c plus post-
age or send 80c and we pay postage. Take ad
offer now. Send your photos today. Specify

tage of this amazing

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
104 S. Jefferson St. Dept. 1S47-IVI CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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12 for I5c
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FREE
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Full day's supply

of BABYPADS
End disagreeable diaper
washing. Use Babypads in-

side cloth diaper, throw
away when soiled. Safe,
soft, sanitary, they also pro-
tect baby's tender skin from
risk of diaper rash. At de-
partment and drug stores.

50 for 25c, 250 for $1. For
4^ fl your free sample package.^ send to OENNISON'S, Dept.

BK-145, Framingham, Mass.

BABYPADS
^ BECOME AN EXPERT

Accountant
Executive Accountants and C. P. A.'s earn $2,000 to $16,000 a year.
Thousands of firms need them. Only 16,000 Certified Public Account-
ants in the U.S. We train you thoroly athome in spare time for C. P. A.
examinations or executive accounting- positions. Previous experience
unnecessary. Personal training under supervision of staff of C.P. A.'s,
including members of the Americiin Institute of Accountants. Write
for free book, "Accountancy, the Profession that Pays."

LASALLE EXTENSION, Dept. 1074-H, Chicago
The School That Has Trained Over 1,400 C. P. A.'s

POPULAR PIANO
MASTERED QUICKLY
THE DOT-X-WAY

Pay as you learn. Go as rapidly as your time and ability
will permit. We train you thoroufrhly at home in spare
time. Previous knowledge unnecessary. However, this
system will help the more experienced to get better har-
mony and chords for modern playinfj. No tiresome scales.
Write now for free lesson and details.

DOT-X-System. Dept. lA, 1440 Main St., Buffalo. N. Y.

SATISFACTION or MONEY REFUNDED
You take no chances-

FREE ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted

with new customers, we will beautifully
enlarge one snapshot negative (film) to
8x10 inches—FREE—if you enclose this
ad with 10c for return mailing. Informa-
tion on hand tinting in natural colors sent
immediately. Your negative will be re-
turned with your free enlargement. Send
it today.

GEPPERT STUDIOS ».,°«!i.;'l...

GIVEN Send NoMoney

MICKEY MOUSE WRIST WATCH orChoiceof
CASH COMMISSION! Boys! Girls! Mickey's on the dial and
band in colors! Chrome finish case and bracelet—Unbreakable
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AWAY FREE beautiful art pictures with our famous WHITK
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WILSON CHEM. CO., INC., Dept. 65-J. TYRONE, PA.
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Gives a natural, youthful appearance
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Mary: Tear up your contract.

Jack: No, Kenny, try again and put
some fire into it.

Kenny: Okay, Jack ... So this is

what's been going on, eh? After eight

years I find you in the arms of another.

Jack: No, Kenny, Gable wouldn't do
it that way.
Mary: Gable wouldn't stay away eight

years.

Kenny: Gee, this is too hard. Jack.
Shall I try something else?

Jack: Yes—sing, Kenny.
(Kenny sings "You're My Desire") and

makes a swell job of it, too. Then, as

he finishes:

Salesman: Mr. Benny, Mr. Benny! . . .

Hello, Mr. Benny, remember me?
Jack: No.
Salesman : That's what 1 thought, now

I can speak freely. My name is Chisle-

worth, Chester C. Chisleworth, and 1 rep-

resent the Major Motors Company. Now,
how about buying a car now, while you're
on your vacation, and then it will be all

ready for you to use when you get back
to Hollywood.

Jack: Well . . .

Salesman : Let me show you our cata-

logue. Now right here is the best buy
in America today, the Synthetic Seven.
Yes, sir! What a car! And talk about
economy—why, you can get fifteen miles

to every fifteen gallons of gasoline.

Jack: Well, I don't think I'm inter-

ested

—

Salesman : And talk about speed—why,
this little car is so fast, it will take your
breath away.

Jack: Take my breath away! What do
you do, drive it or gargle with it?

Salesman: With this car you don't

need gargles. Our windshields are sun-

proof, windproof, shatterproof, and bullet-

proof.

Jack: Sounds pretty good, eh, Mary?
Mary: Yes, and he's got nice eyes, too.

Salesman: Now, just look at this pic-

ture of the car, Mr. Benny. Notice its

beautiful lines, those lovely curves. Just
look at that streamlined chassis!

Jack (Doubtfully): 1 don't know—

I

like Loretta Young better. What's the

price of that Synthetic Seven?
Salesman: Three hundred and eighty

dollars—but if you want to go just a

little higher, we've got the Synthetic Nine.

Jack: How much is that?
Salesman: Twelve thousand.
Jack: Hm, not bad.
Salesman : Of course the nine is built

especially for touring. If you buy it,

you'll get a trailer.

Mary: What's a trailer. Jack?
Jack: A man from the finance com-

pany— I ought to know.
Salesman: Now, as a special induce-

ment, the moment you buy this car we
give you twenty gallons of gas free.

Jack: What about the oil?

Mary: He's giving you that now.
Jack: Well, you see, Mr, . . .

Messenger Boy: Radiogram for Mr.
Benny.
Jack: Ah! Just in the nick of time! (We

hear the rattle of paper, then Jack reads):
"Arriving by plane this afternoon. Must
discuss story of your next picture. Signed,

Gensler, Paramount Studios. Well, can
you imagine that! Flying all the way
over here to discuss the picture with me!
Gee, it certainly must be a big part.

Mary: Either that or they're worried.

Jack: I'll have to go and rest—he'll be
here any minute now. Play, Don—

I

mean John— 1 mean Phil!

(Phil Harris' orchestra begins to play
"Where or NVhen" from the musical com-
edy, "Babes in Arms," but soon, over the
music, we hear the drone of an airplane
molcjr—then a babble of voices—and

BACKACHES
Due to Motherhood
Those months before

baby comes put such

a strain on mother's

muscles, she frequently

suffers for years.

Allcock's Porous Plas-

ters do wonders for

such backaches. They
draw the blood to the

painful spot— whether
it be on the back, sides,

arms or shoulder. This
has a warm, stimulating

effect, and the pain soon vanishes. It takes

only 2 seconds to put on an Allcock's Porous
Plaster, and it feels as good as a $2 massage.

Over 5 million people have used Allcock's, the orig-

inal porous plaster. Brings quickest relief. Lasts long.

Easy to apply, easy to remove. 25^. At all druggists.
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Sweet Georgia Brown Hair Dressing
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VALMOR PRODUCTS CO.
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RELIEVES
TEETHING PAINS

withi n

1 Minu+e

VvHEN your baby suffers from teeth-

ing pains, just rub a few drops of Dr.

Hand's Teething Lotion on the sore,

tender, little gums and the pain will

be relieved in one minute.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the

prescription of a famous baby spe-
cialist, contains no narcotics and has

been used by mothers for over fifty

years. One bottle is usually enough for

one baby for the entire teething period.

JUST RUB IT ON THE GUMS

DR.HAND'S
Teething lotion

BuyDr. Hand'sfromyourdruggist today

YOUR
InventorB read and profit by free "Evidence" form ^\ B ^k
and free book'*Patent Protection" illustratinK im- •** *
portant mechanic.il principles and eKplnininK patent procedure fully-

PromptnesSf low fees, deferred payments, 36 years' experi-
ence. Write immediJtely for free copy of our book.

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.. 218-L Victor BtdR.. WASH., D. C.

MAKE¥S*3iNANHOUR^
SELL NEWEST CHRISTMAS CARDS
Easy to sell new Christmas Cards with
SENDER'S SIGNATURE in Raised Gold.
21 beaatiful Folders, with "Emb033-O" mate-
rials, only $1- You make lOOft profit. Also sell

Personal Christmas Cards-NAME IMPRINTED
— 50for$l.Nine Assts., sell 50c up. Get samples.
Friendship Studios, 446 AdamsSt, Elmira.N.Yi

YourVOICE./
/o or Tuition Refunded/

t0%fr/ Impmvement Guai-anteed

Sfon to be sole .,—o-- = ;—— . ^-- i, -i
' voice

—

not with singing leesona—but by BCienilfic anient

, eocceasfally taog-ht for over a century. Marvelous sitc-

ceaswith DEFECTIVE Voices. Write for Free Voice Book. Learn
WHY and HOW you can now have the voice you want. If under
17, we require parent's signature. With 100% improvement guar-
anteed-will you faithfully follow instructions? If so, WRITE:
Perfect Voice Institute. Studio 7917, 64 E.Lake St., Chicago

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE . .

.

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid

bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flow-
ing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.

Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
else. 25c.

when next we hear Jack, he and the di-

rector of his new picture are deep in

discussion. Listen;)

Jack: When do I come in?

Director: Very soon now. Here's where
it gets dramatic.

Jack: Oh! (.A.nd he clears his throat be-

fore he goes on, reading:) "As we fade

in, we find the lover seated on the daven-

port with a beautiful blonde. He takes

her in his arms and says, 'Darling, I^ can't

live without you.' She says, '1 can't live

without you.' Then he says, I can't eat

without you.' And she says, 'I can't eat

without ketchup.' "... That's quite ro-

mantic, isn't it?

Director: Yes. In fact, we worked
two weeks on that one line. We didn't

know whether to use ketchup or chili

sauce.

Jack: And you worked two weeks on it.

Mary: One more week and she could

have had mustard.
Director: "The lovers move closer to-

gether, and as he puts his arm around her

you hear the beautiful strains of a violin

playing 'Love in Bloom.'

"

Jack: Here I come, Mary.
Director: "Then a shot is heard!"
Mary: There you go, Jack.
Director: "Then as the music dies out,

you see the lovers sitting on the floor,

looking out of the window at the moon-
light."

Jack: Oh, they're on the floor now,
huh? What happened to the davenport?

Director: We loaned it to Metro.
Jack: Oh, I see . . . You know, Mary,

the studios exchange courtesies like that.

We loan Metro a davenport and they
loan us Garbo.

Mary: Oh!
Jack: I'm not in the picture yet. Do

I come in soon?
Director: Right away. "As they are

looking out of the window, the butler

enters the room and says, 'Madame,
you're wanted on the phone.' " That's
you, Jack.

Jack: Who, the butler, the madame, or
the phone?

Director: The butler, of course.

Jack: (Disgusted) That's fine. I'm sup-
posed to be the star and I play the butler.

(Mary starts to laugh.)

Jack: What are you laughing at, Mary?
Mary: I'm not even in the picture and

I got a bigger part than you have.
Jack: Now wait a minute, we're not

through yet. What happens after that?
Director: Well, Jack, then we go into

a lot of specialties, dancing, music and
comedy—so you'll be out of the next six

reels.

Jack: I'll be out for six reels! Well, can't

I do anything during that time?
Director: Sure, you can do anything

you want to—you can play golf, or you
can go down to the beach and take a

swim.
Jack: 1 can't swim.
Mary: You ought to be able to learn

in six reels.

Jack: Well, there's something to that
. . . Now, what do I do next?

Director: Ah, you'll like this, Jack. In

the last reel you have another big scene

—

Jack: I know—the phone rings again

—

Mary: And you swim in and answer it.

Director: No, this time there is a
knock at the door . . . The husband com.es
in unexpectedly and you hide in the closet.

Jack: Why do I have to hide in the
closet? 1 haven't done anything.

Mary: (There's no stopping this girl)

I'll say you haven't.

DiREcroR: You see. Jack, you're really

not the butler at all. You're a detective
dressed as a butler.

Jack: Oh, now I get it. I'm a detective

{Continued on page 97)
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Adds Extra
Pounds, New
Strength and
Energy the
First Week!

Don't resign yourself to be-
ing a skinny, scrawny, physi-
cal wreck. Kelpamalt, the
new mineral conce.. irate
from the sea, has put husky
flattering pounds on thou-
sands who never before could
gain an ounce. That's be-
cause the body's chemical
processes which change di-
gested food into firm flesh,

rugged strength and energy
require certain natural min-
erals—minerals often defi-
cient in the daily diet. With-
out them nourishment is of-
ten wasted. Kelpamalt helps
provide these natural miner-
als. Its assimilable iron, phosphorus, calcium,
copper, and other minerals, together with its

natural plant iodine and the four all important
vitamins A, C, D & G—are vitally necessary
to the health and proper functioning of the blood,
liver and glands. They help your system to get
the real good out of food.

Make This Simple No-Cost Test
Try Seedol Kelpamalt for 1 week. See, it, like
thousands of others, you don't feel better, sleep
better, eat better, and add at least 5 husky new
lbs. the first week. If .vou don't, the trial is free.
It costs you nothing! Your own Doctor will ap-
prove this way. Get Seedol Kelpamalt now. It
costs but a tew cents a day to use and is sold at
all good drug stores. Beware of cheap substi-
tutes. Insist on the genuine.

KelpamaltJ^^^
SPECIAL FREE OFFER

Send for FREE fascinating instructive 50-page hoot; on
How to ISuild .Strength and AAd Weight. No ohIigaUon.
Kelpaumlt Co., Depl. 12S5. 27 West SOlh St.. N. Y. C.
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MY EXPERIENCE WITH BIRTH CONTROL
"We cannot afford children," said this couple but after

two years a strange new force possessed the wife which—

but, read this outstanding feature for yourself and profit

by its sense and wisdom.

THE MISTAKES THAT MOST BRIDES MAKE
By Mrs. Richard Boardman, President of the

Bride's School, of New York City

If you are engaged or expect to be, do not fail to read this

revealing article by a brilliant and understanding teacher.

It can help you to avoid errors which may take years to

remedy.

ALSO IN THE BIG OCTOBER ISSUE
Can John L. Lewis Master Himself? by Lawrence Gould.

. . . We Pushed Our Weakling Out of the Nest, by Nina

Wilcox Putnam. . . . Do Headaches Follow the Weather?

by Sir W. Arbuthnot Lane, M.D. . . . My Adventure

With Arthritis. . . . 10% of Drivers Have Night Blind-

ness. . . . Why I Was an Unwed Wife. . . . Don't Play

With Love. . . . Finding Exercise in the City. . . . For

More Lovely Hands. . . . When Baby Is Feverish. . . .

Do You Eat Too Much or Too Little? . . . That Delight-

ful Vegetable Plate.

Enjoy and Profit from PHYSICAL CULTURE- the

only magazine devoted exclusively to the solution of
personal problems of tnind and body.

for Love nntil...!

Until a few months ago Helen Tyler was a love-starved

girl — miserable, unhappy, complaining.

Today she is the happiest of women, her life rich in the

love and affection the lack of which was slowly driving

her mad.

In the October issue of Physical Culture, the great

personal problem magazine, she tells her story for the

benefit of the thousands of other women who are eating

their hearts out for the lack of love which is every wo-

man's birthright.

How she discovered what was wrong and what she did

to remedy her plight is an utterly satisfying story that will

thrill and charm everyone who reads it and at the same

time point the way to happiness to countless women who

today are as miserable as Helen once was. By all means

read her story from real life which is titled "I Was Love

Starved," thrill to it, learn from it and then reach out for

the love and happiness which should be yours.

%

DON'T MISS
OCTOBER YhysicidCuUure

^^ Buy your copy today— on sale everywhere!



(Continued

and I hide in the closet to trap the

lover.

Director: That's it exactly. Now when
the husband comes into the room and
sees his wife in the arms of another, he

kills himself, and the lovers live happily
ever after. You get the idea?

Jack: Yes, but when do I come out

of the closet?

IVIary: After the preview.

Jack: Now see here, that part isn't big

enough for me. I thought I was going
to be the star of this picture. I won't
play it!

Director: Oh, Mr. Benny . . .

Jack: No, sir, there's no use arguing
with me!

Director: Well, then, I guess we'll just

have to get Fred Allen—
Jack: Now wait a minute—don't fly

off the handle. JVIaybe we can talk this

thing over. Just why isn't my part big-

ger?
Director: You see, Mr. Benny, the

studio is afraid you can't act the part it

had in mind for you at first. Maybe
you're not exactly the type, you know.
Jack: What part was it?

"Director: A storekeeper—a druggist, in

fact—very wise and gentle and philo-

sophical. But then we got to thinking it

wasn't exactly the sort of part you'd
like—

Jack (He's very emphatic now) : It's

exactly the sort of part 1 like, and 1

do it very well. In fact, I'm playing a

druggist in our dramatic offering for this

broadcast. Now you just listen, and
you'll see. The idea of saying I'm not
the type!

RAD 10 M IRROR

from page 95)

. . . two grains of salicylate of sodium

. . . one grain of phenol-barbitol, and a

corned beef sandwich.
Woman Customer: Mustard on the

sandwich, please.

Jack: Yes, ma'am. How about Russian
dressing on the pheno-barbitol?
Woman Customer: Yes, and hurry up.

(We hear the door open and slam).

Jack: Pardon me a moment, ma'am.
What can I do for you, sir?

Kenny: I can't sleep nights; what do
you suggest?

Jack: How about a nice alarm clock?

Kenny: That sounds good. How much
are they?
Jack: Well, these clocks over here are

one dollar.

Kenny: One dollar! Why, they're

marked fifty-nine cents.

Jack: Well, that's all a dollar is worth
today. But they're very good clocks. I

make them, myself. See the name. Big

Benny?
Kenny: Well, never mind. I'll take

some chewing gum.
Jack: Chewing gum, okay. Shall I send

it?

Kenny: No, just stick it on my shoe.

Jack: Oh, shooing gum.
Woman Customer: Hey, how about my

prescription?

Jack: Oh yes, ma'am. Let's see that

again . . . two grains of Silly Symphony
. . . one grain of Ricardo Cortez . . . and
one grin from the audience. (The door
opens again.) Oh, pardon me a moment.
What can I do for you. Miss? . . . Oh,
hello, Mary.
Mary: Let me see . . . Give me a choc-

Always behind the eight-ball! Even in Hollywood, trouble pursues Fibber
McGee and Molly. Here they're tangling with James Finlayson, a co-actor
in their first moving picture, Paramount's laugh hit, "This Way, Please."

(There's a fanfare of music—then Don
Wilson's voice).

Don: Ladies and gentlemen, tonight

Jack Benny makes history by appearing
in an entirely new role—that of Jack
Bennypill, owner and proprietor of Ben-
nypill's Pharmacy in Medicine Hat.
Lights! Curtain!

(Fading in, we hear the tinkle of a

cash register, the clink of glasses, the hiss

of a soda-fountain. Then Jack speaks)

:

Jack: Yes, ma'am, what can I do for

you?
Woman Customer: I'd like to have this

prescription filled right away, my husband
IS awfully sick. Quick, please—he's very
low.

Jack: How low is he?
Woman Customer: Right now he's play-

ing pinochle with a worm.
Jack: Oh! Let me see that prescription

olate malted frappayed fudge ice cream
soda plain, with maraschino cherries and
nuts.

Jack: How about some whipped cream?
Mary: No, I'm on a diet.

Jack: All right, I'll make it right up for
you.
Mary: While I'm waiting, give me a

New England boiled dinner.

Jack: Wait until I fix the drink for
you.
(We hear him fixing it.)

Mary: Wait a minute, don't put any
ice cream in it.

Jack: No ice cream, all right.

Mary: Wait—no malt, please.

Jack: I see—no malt either.

Mary: You might as well cut out the
fudge, too.

Jack: Okay.
(We hear the sound of charged water.)

Learn at Home to Make

«30,$50,«75 a Week
Do you want to make more laoaeyV iiroad-
casting stations employ engineers, operators,
station managers and pay up to $5,000 a
year. Spare time Radio set servicing pays
as much as $200 to $500 a year— full time
eervicing jobs pay as much aa $30, $50. $75
a week. Many Radio Experts operate thei:
owrifuU or part time Radio businesses.
Radio manufacturers and jobbers employ
teeters, inspectors, /oremen. engineers,
jervicemen, paying up to $6,000 a year,
lladio operators on ships get good pay and
see the world. Automobile, police, aviation,
commercial Radio, and loud speaker sys-
tems offer many good opportunities. Tele-
vieion promises many good jobs soon. Men
I trained have good jobs in Radio.

Many Make $5, $10, S15
a Week Extra in Spare Time

While Learning
The day you enroll I start sending you Extra
Money Job Sheets. They show you how to
do_ Radio repair jobs, how to cath in
quickly. Throughout your training I aend
plane and ideas that made good vp ir

time money for hundreds of "fellows. 1

send special Radio equipment which give
you practical experience—shows how to
conduct experiments, build circuits lUue
(rating important Radio principles.

Find Out What Radio OffersYou
Mail coupon for "Rich Rewards in Radio."
It's free to any fellow over 16 years old. It
points out Radio's spare and full time op-
portunities, also those coming in Television
tells about my Training in Radio and Tele-
vision; shows you letters from men I trained,
telling what they are doing, earning; shows
my Money Back Agreement. MAIL COU-
PON NOW in an envelope or paste on
uenny postcard,

J. E. SMITH, President
Dept. 7KTB

National Radio Institute
Washington. D. 0.

Earns $50
to $80
a month
in Spare -^ ^M
Time

'

'i„?™ happy nowwhen work at my reg-
ular job gets low to
be able to devote
rnore time to Radio.My Radio carnin'is the
last 4 months have
been $50 to SSQ amonth." _ HERMAN
EISINGER. 2010 Val.

Own
Business
Averages

S25 a Day

"I now employ two
other N. R. I- grad-
uates besides my
brother. We average
over $25 a day on
Radio servicing."—
EDWIN W. HOLSCH-
ER. Ed's Radio Ser-
vice, Spencer. la.

J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 7KTB
National Radio Institute

I

Washington, D. C. i

Dear Mr. Smith: Without obhuatmg
me. send Rich Rewards in Radio."
which points out the spare time and full time opportunities' in
Radio and expiaina your 50-50 method of training men at home
in spare time to become Radio Experta (Please Write Plainly.)

NAME AGE

ADDRESS

CITY STATE
1^

7ff!D*w»!
Yours for

JQfa Dan

R 9^2 Price

Sent on

lODAYMfTRlAC
Money
Back

GoaraatM

PosJtively tho greatest bargains eve. _
oEfered. Think of it—genuine, atjind-
ard, full-sized refiniahed office models at far below H mfg.'a original
price. The outstandine value of all times. tJi>-to-<iato improvements
including standard 4-row keyboard, back Bpacer—automatic ribboD
reverse, 2-color ribbon, etc. The perfect all purpose ti-pewriters at
slashed prices and easiest terms. Fully guaranteed.

LIMITED OFFER—ACT AT ONCE!
Special price slashing literature showing
all makes in full colors sent Freel Simply
send name and address at once—got
full description also 10 day Free! Trial— without obligation. Limited supply.
Act at once, ,\void disappointmenL
FREE—Complete 9-lesson Home-
Study Course In Touch Typ
writing System included
each typewriter.

TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
Oept. 1003, Chicago, lU.

PORTABLES
Brand new 1937 Fea-
thorwoight streamline
portable at special low
price and easy torma

—

1 day trial. Free Catalog. Type-

INTERNATIONAL
231 W. Monroe St.,
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A DEVASTATING
WAY

TO DESCRIBE

A GIRL

AGIRL might just as well wear a tag when
people refer to her as "Oh, that girl!"

For she is marked as a person unpleasant to be with—

a

person to be avoided because she carries the ugly odor of under-

arm perspiration on her person and clothing.

You can't expect people, men especially, to tolerate this in a

girl, no matter how attractive she may be in other ways.

The smart modern girl knows that her underarms need special

daily care. Soap and water alone are not enough.

And she knows the quick easy way to give this care. Mum!

Quick to use. Harmless to clothing. Half a minute, when you're

dressing, is all you need to use Mum. Or use it after dressing,

any time. For Mum is harmless to clothing.

Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the skin, too. You can use it

right after shaving the underarms.

Doesn't prevent natural perspiration. And you should know this

— that Mum prevents every trace of perspiration odor without

affecting natural perspiration itself.

Don't label yourself as "the girl who needs Mum." Use it

regularly every day and you'll be safe! Bristol-Myers Co., 630

Fifth Ave., New York.

MUM
USE MUM ON SANITARY
NAPKINS, TOO and you'll

never have a moment's
worry about this source

of unpleasantness.

takes the odor out of perspiration

Mary: Wait a minute . . . just plain
water.

Jack: Hey, all you've got here is a glass
of plain water and a straw.
Mary: That's what 1 want.
Jack: This is a new drink, folks. A

Scotch surprise. Here you are, Mary.
That will be a penny for the straw.
Mary: 1 don't need the straw.
Jack: One more customer like you and

this place will be a garage.
Woman Customer: Clerk, 1 want this

prescription filied immediately. My hus-
band is ^^ery low.

Jack: Oh yes, let's see that again . . .

Hm, two grams of laudanum . . . one
ounce of permanganate of potash . . .

two ounces of perlmutter . . . (The door
opens again) Pardon me, lady, I'll be
right with you.
Another Woman: (Groaning) Oh oh

oh oh oh!
Jack: What's wrong? What can 1 do

for you? (She groans some more) Sit

down here— I'll get you some water. (She
groans louder) What's the matter?
The Other Woman: Give me a three-

cent stamp!
Jack: Oh!
Woman Customer: How about my pre-

scription?

Jack: Are you still here? Mary, help
me out—take care of that woman, will

you?
Mary: Let me see that prescription,

Toots . . . two grains of pyramidon . . .

one gram of Schenectady . . . one ticket

to Syracuse. . .

(The door opens again)

Jack: What can 1 do for you?
Phil: Say, have you got any aspirin?

Jack: Yes.
Phil: Well, why don't you take some,

you look terrible.

(The door slams behind him)
Jack: Hm, now 1 know what's the mat-

ter with this place. I'm sick.

Woman Customer: Will you please

hurry up with that prescription? My
husband is very low.

Jack: Yes, ma'am, just a minute.
(That door opens again.)

Don : Good evening, good evening.

Jack: How do you do, sir. Anything
for you?
Don: I'd like to get some Jell-O. You

serve it here, don't you?
Jack: Yes, you little mind reader.

Don: Is it genuine JeII-0 with the big

red letters on the box?
Jack: It is, if we expect to be back on

the air next Sunday.
Don: Then I'll have some.

Jack: There you are sir . . . Well,

guess it's time I was locking up. Come on,

Mary.
Woman Customer: How about my pre-

scription. I've been waiting all day
long and my husband is very low.

Jack: Lock her up, Mary, we'll take

care of her tomorrow . . . Play, Phil!

(Phil Harris strikes up with "Strangers

In the Dark.")
Jack: That was the last number of this

special vacation broadcast, coming to you
through the courtesy of Radio Mirror.

Well, Mr. Gensler, now do you still say

I can't act?
Director: It was wonderful. Jack! Stu-

pendous!
Jack: So I don't have to play the but-

ler's part?
Director: I should say not! You don't

have to play any part. You're fired!

Jack: Oh! Good night, folks.

Jack Benny and his gang return to the

air over the NBC-RED Network on Sun-

day, October 3, at 7:00 P. M. Eastern

Standard Time, with a repeat West Coast

broadcast al 8JO P. M. Pacific Standard

Time.
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What Truly Afe
rvelgus

Improvement
MAYBELLINE

Z:iesuiyAI<lsDo
Make!

T>o YOU carefully powder and rouge, and then allow pale, scanty-

lashes and scraggly brows to mar what should be your most expressive
feature — your eves? You would be amazed at the added loveliness that
could be so easily yours with Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids!

Simply darken your lashes into long, curling, luxuriant fringe with the
famous Maybelline Mascara—in either the economical Solid-form or the
popular Cream-form—see how your eyes appear instantly larger and
more expressive. Absolutely harmless, non-smarting, and tear-proof.
Keeps your lashes soft and silky and tends to make them curl. At any
cosmetic counter— only 75c.

Now a bit of Maybelline Eye Shadow blended softly on your eyelids,

and notice how your eyes immediately take on brilliance and color, adding
depth and beauty to your expression!

Form graceful, expressive eyebrows with the smooth-marking, easy-
to-use Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil. A perfect pencil that you will adore.

Every time you squint or blink your eyes the tender skin around your
eyes is creased, encouraging wrinkles. Help to avoid these crow's feet,

wrinkles and laugh lines— keep this sensitive skin soft and youthful

—

by simply smoothing on Maybelline Eye Cream each night.

The name Maybelline is your absolute assurance of purity and effec-

tiveness. These famous products in purse sizes are now withm the reach
of every girl and woman—at all 10c stores. Try them today and see what
an amazing difference Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids can make in
your appearance.

*rjJ^^^

Maybelline famous, economical

Solid-form Mascara, in brilliant

gold metal vanity. Black, Brown,
Blue. 75c. RefUls 35c.

Maybelline popular Cream-
form Mascara, with Brush, in

dainty zipper bag. Black,
Brown, Blue. 75c.

Maybelline smooth-marking
Eyebrow Pencil. Colors to

match your Mascara. Black,
Brown, Blue.

Maybelline creamy, harmoniz-
ing Eye Shadow. Blue, Blue-

Gray, Brown, Green or Violet.

Maybelline Eye Cream—to
soften, protect and smooth the

tender skin around your eyes.
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